HORSES THAT "DRINK" GRASS

WEST BROOKFIELD.

Product Peculiar to the Hawaiian Islands Furnishes Both a Food
and a Liquor.

Miss Rachel Olmstead is home for the
summer vacation.
Miss F. A. Osgood is a summer guest
at Lake Wickaboag'.house.
James Shea, Chicago, will visit this
summer in West Brooktteld.
__
Norman 8. Brockway is at Mount Sunapee, N. H., for the summer.
Hartly C. Wyman has resigned as clerk
in the Marshal! C. Gilbert market.
David H. Robinoou, Milk street, is the
owner of a;i914 model, Ford touring car.
The observance of children's Sunday
in the Congregational church will be on
Jun'21.
The Dorcas society was entertained at
the home of Miss Harriet L. Spooner, on
Wednesday.
Mrs William R. Traill entertained (the
Social and Charitable society, Tuesday
afternoon.
Mr and Mrs George Banterbury spent
the week-end with Mr and Mrs Frank
Bandlow, Webster.
Mr and Mrs John H. Nelson,. High
street, are entertaining Mrs Mark Brown
of Twin Mountain, N. H.
Fred A. Hedges, Central street, moved
to Brookfleld Monday, to live with Mr
and Mrs Harry R. Lamb.
flS
Phillip Watson, Arlington, is a guest
of his grand-parents, Mr and Mrs George
B. Sanford, Main street.
- —•
Miss Lena C. Gamble, teac hereofIgrade
5, School street building, returned to her
home in Huntington, on Tuesday.
Mrs Mari* M. Ellis, Unionville, Jias
been a guest this week of Mrs Cora Foster, at the home of Isaac N. Jones.
Miss Helen M. Donelson. a teacher Jof
basketry, in the Worcester domestic sci
ence school is now having a vacation.
At a meeting of Alanson Hamilton
post, G. A. R., it was voted to extend
hearty thanks to all who assisted in the
Memorial day exercises.
Mrs Joseph Flagg of Jasper, Ind., is
visiting her brother, Eugene Thacher.
Mrs Flagg once lived on the Hunt farm,
North Brookfleld road.
Miss Hazel Anderson, Ashburnham,
formerly of West Brookfleld, was a week
end visitor at the home of Mr and Mrs
Albert S. Prouty.
New Braintree Grange will give a minstrel show and dance in Grange hall, Friday night. Doyle's orchestra of North
Brookfleld will furnish music.
The selectmen are negotiating with the
Flynt Granite company of Monson, for a
circular granite watering trough to take
the place of the tank, located atlthe] corner of Main and Central streets.

SELF-FEEDER FOR POULTRY
Automatic Device Shown In Illustration Allows Fowl* to Balance
Their Own Ration.
With the automatic feeder herewith
Illustrated, the fowls can balance their
own ration. • It saves care and work
for the poultryman. In winter the
compartments should be kept filled
with crushed oyster shells, meat
scraps, cut clover and ground feed.
Grit can be kept in the feeder or fed
separately from a smaller one-compartment feeder, and whole grain, should
be fed In straw to Induce exercise.
In summer when fowls are on free
range, whole grains can be kept In the
automatic feeder Instead of the clover
and ground mixture.
It can he made exactly of the dimensions and plan In the cut, or the
Idea can be adopted with modifications, writes J. G. AJIahouse In the

Plan and Details of Self-Feeder.
Farm and Home. There are four
equal compartments, three having
openings 8x10 Inches and one 6x5
Inches, the latter for crushed shells.
Openings for scraps and ground feed
are covered with three-eighths-inch
mesh netting, and tHose for sheila and
clover with one-half-tnch mesh.
When used for whole-grain feeding,
strips of Wood can be tacked over part
of openings if grain feeds too freely.
The cover and bottom slant as illustrated, and cover Is hinged at lower
edge. The trough In front Is one and
one-half inches deep, amd a narrow
wooden strip should project over Into
trough about an Inch to prevent the
feed being wasted. Cover the bottom of trough with tin.

The proverbial horse which can be
led to water, but which cannot be
made to drink, exists in great numbers In the Hawaiian islands.
Among the cattle he has thousands
of cousins of the same proclivities.
It is a surprising statement to make,
and yet one that is literally true and
so commonplace that no one there
thinks anything about It, and there are
hundreds of horses and thousands of
cattle which never take a drink of
water throughout the whole course
of their lives.
On all the islands the upper altitudes of the mountains si* given up
to cattle ranges. The cattle run wild
from the time they are born until they
are rounded up to be sent to the
slaughter house. Except during possibly two or three months of the rainy
season, there are no streams or pools
of water In any part where the cattle
range.
But everywhere there grows a recumbent, jointed grass, known by the
native name of maninia. This is
both food and drink, says a recent
traveler. Horses and cattle grazing
on It neither require water nor will
they drink it when offered.
Our first experience with this fact
was on a trip to Haleakala. A party
were mounted on horses which, had
Just been brought In from the range.
The journey they made was 14 miles,
in which distance they ascended 8,000
feet
The party started in the afternoon,
and at sunset halted for supper. They
thought it strange that the horses
should leave a feed of grain to nibble
the scanty grass which grew near-by,
but were willing to trust their instinct
In the matter.
However, before starting they insisted that they be given water. The
native guide demurred to this. Baying
they didn't need it, but with the goodnatured complaisance of his race,
yielded to requests, and led a detour of about a mile, which brought
the party to a ranch house, where
there was a well. But to the utter
amazement of the travelers the horses
would not drink.
They took it as another case of instinct and assumed that the water,
for some reason, was not good, and
so refrained from drinking it themselves. It was not until the return,
the second day, 'to Kawaapae, that
the travelers learned the secret of the
wonderful maninia grass.
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Repairing a Cut.
The first step in the repair of a cut
in the shoe, regardless of the depth to
which it is cut, is to scrape around
the cut with a rasp until there is clean
rubber or fabric around the entire cut.
The exposed Burface should then be
rubbed with a wire buffing brush,
which is generally furnished as part
of the tool kit This will give a good
surface for the cement to take hold.
After the roughening process Is complete the surface should be given a
coat of vulcanizing cement and then
left to dry. When thoroughly dry the
fresh cement will have a glossy appearance. A piece of raw rubber
which comes with the vuleanizer, or
which «an be secured from any tire
repair shop, is fitted into the cut If
it is a long cut that, has taken off a
considerable area of rubber, a piece of
raw rubber is cut to the same shape
a» the piece torn off, or if it is merely
a cut to be filled, a small piece of
the raw rubber ie inserted In the cut,
In the case of a cut or tear of the
tread, the rubber Is cut away from
;„7damaWd-portion in a —
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Worcester, Mass.
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" Fact That k Stranger Than Fiction "

The Greatest Triumph of Our Clothing Career
Thursday, Friday, Saturday, June 11,12, 13,191*

An Unparalleled Sale of 681
Men's Norfolk Suits
Guaranteed $18 to $30 Grades

at$&B
The Ideal Summer Suit for Every Man Who
Loves the Out-of-Doors
One of the bargains that only come one in a lifetime. Our buyer, through a shrewd buying deal,
secured for us 681 selected Norfolk Coat, and
Pauls which would ordinarily retail for, from
$18.00 lo $.10.00, at a figure that
permits its to offer them to you
at the extraordinary low price
of

^~W

EXPERIMENTS IN INCUBATION

TOfjjC

We have for your selection the fsmews,
products of England's best mills, made up in
the latest Lounge and Golf models. The etxA
and comfortable hand loomed Donegal trotsteds, Harris tweeds, British homespun* and
crashes will satisfy the most hypercritical.
These suits are built acoording to our usual
high grade standard of the best of a|l American makers, and you have our assurance that
they are faultless in style, material and fit
All sizes, from 34 to 46.
We will have an extra force of competent
' salesmen and fitters for this sale, thus assuring
you of prompt and satisfactory service, t
You cannot afford to allow this sale to pat*
you by. '
Men's Store—Third Moor.

Soldier's Most Trying Position.
The average soldier finds the most
errlfying position to be that of standng motionless In the front rank, exlosed toi the enemfe fire without bang abler to reply. The order to ad/ance or to charge with fixed bayonets'
s then received as a release from
igony. Movement, even into greater
leril, distracts the mind and greatly
educes the mental anguish.
Earth's Temperature.
It has long been known that the temperature Below the earth's surface Increases at the rate of about one degree
per hundred feet, or 50 degrees per
mile. If the rate of increase were constant, the temperature at the relatively small depth of 100 miles would be
above the melting point of all substances under ordinary surface conditions.
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Theirs to Mold Lives. ■
Mothers and maidens, believe me,
the whole course and character of
your lovers' lives Is In your hands;
what you would have them be they
At the Pennsylvania station a series
shall be, If you not only desire to
The A. A. defeated the Monson A. A. of experiments In Incubation were conhave them so, but deserve to have
13 to 3 on Quaboag park, Saturday after- ducted from which the following conthem so; for they are but mirrors In
noon. Bancroft A. C. of Worcester, will clusions were drawn:
which you will see yourselves imaged.
Under natural conditions eggs not
play (lie home team on Quaboag parkin
If you are frivolous, they will be so
Saturday at 3 o'clock.
Bish and Wat- promptly Incubated are subject to daily
also; if you have no understanding
Each year more and (pore snmmer sowarming by contact with the heri's
kins will be the batteries for ;the home
of the scope of their duty, they also joumers from all oyerf'the country are
body which appears to have an Imporseeking
pleasant spots ai Sew England,
will
forget
it;
they
will
listen—they
team.
tant Influence on the life and vigor of
can listen—to no other Interpretation patronizing well-managed hotels and the
West Brookfleld Grange observed Flora the embryo chick.
pleasantly
located boarding places and
of It than that uttered from your lips.
Warming for 60 minutes gives better
Wednesday. The program was in charge
farms where paying gujsts are received.
—Ruskln.
of Mrs Georgie Howe and consisted of a result than for 30 or 120.
Each season thousands of people turn
English Agriculture.
Eggs held for Incubation gave better
floral march; piano solo by Miss Frances j
As Somersetshire is devoted chiefly to the advertising columns of the Boston
Evening
Transcript, where so many, anHowwflower contest; vocal solo by Miss j results when laid flat and turned daily.
to dairying, cattle raising and sheep- nouncements of summer places are pubNo especial difference due to posiherding the Somerset horned sheep, lished.
C Frances Morgan; reading by Mrs Grace
* '
tion was noted in eggs held for less
the Devon long wools, and the hardy
Many families prefer to lease farms,
Canterbury and flower hash.
than 16 to 18 days.
Exmoor breed are there found in per- houses or cottages in tine country. HunWalter E. Anderson, Pleasant street,
In both tests poorest results were
fection, as well as herds of nonpedi- dreds of properties are Sold every season
holds the challenge cup of the West' secured with eggs placed on end and
„JBS«I3 em paddaip putt raaqj jo greed shorthorns for the production of to parties from Eastern. and Western
Brookfleld Golf club. He is scheduled j turned daily, as compared with eggs
eno Jl p-eq oo} uaoq OAtfU. 3! l.tU'ino^i,, the famous Cheddar cheese. Agricul- cities who are attracted by advertisements
to play a match against Richard D. Olm-; laid flat, or placed on either end and
:ssauisaujua ivaiS qij» 'poturepxe JCJ. ture is extensively carried on In Glou- in the Transcript.
If you desire to reach the well-to-do
-esop aujnojsii uooq puq oq» •vinvj cestershire and Wiltshire also, but one people and attract them, to your town instead at the links Saturday afternoon. not turned.
Influence of age of eggs on hatchThe playur credited with winning the |
,«■-» ^ "IZITIX does not there find the variety of Som- sert a well-worded advertisement in the
ability varied greatly, presumably due
Boston Transcript..
most cup matches during the season will j to season or conditions of breeding
erset.—London Mail.
Full information, rates, sample copies
he given the trophy by the club.
•
Transferable
Distinction.
pen.
and advice cheerfully given on requesd.
•mi poAiasqo jaqjuj 'pueq lqaja Bjq
Markley (to pestering Insurance
rolled
in1/>
place
with
a
small
stitcher
Washing
eggs
for
hatching
materialThe ashes of Benson Merrill Frink and
ni Xauoq auap jo ssuia « SmpiOH
man)—"Look here, when you talked
roller, which marks the exact size.
Mary E. (.Webb) FrinS were buried in ly reduced hatcbability.
•Xuuje|B3 jo JJOU.8 Duml°N
to me last year, you told me that
The excess rubber is then cut away
Eggs
placed
on
end
in
Incubator
for
pine Grove cemetery, Tuesday, Rev. 0.
Embarrassing.
the company you were with was 334-Washington St., Hoston, Mass.
lirst three days of incubation suffered
Mis3 Blank was not young when she the best in the world."
I. Darling, omctattBS! at the committal1
Agent—
Labeled the Children.
do perceptible injury.
was married, wherefore the innocent "My dear sir, it was ajt that time,
service. . Quahoag Lodge of Masons was
Eggs turned twice daily generally
The crowded water front of the old
represented by the from West Brookfleld gave better results than those turned Canton of ft century ago, with its question of a little neighbor proved but the company 1 am now with, havannoying. "Why, how nice of you to ing since had the benefit of my servanil two from \\\ir]vn. The hearers wore i once daily.
thronging sampans alive from stem
bring me flowers, Jimmie!" was the
• John A. Brady. Edward M. Hnuzhton,
to stern with swarming children, is way the trouble started. "And such a ices, has, of course, taken the honor
away from it."
ton F. Btompson and Webster L. Ken- SHELTER FOR EARLY CHICKS vividly pictured in the "Makupirs of
surprise, too; I don't think I ever had
and give yon a larcn income producing propBad News.
William Hickev/' In his account of | ^—^■
^ betore m ^ m
drick. t.'ndert.iker Charles S. Lane was
—
•
e |n
1
r ! cav fl>r my
Small Peter, disguised as a district erly for it. I'm s tt B t* * •v* f '
Successful Brooding Is Subject That the innumerable bo at. *Bt ""J?? ute.» "Not even when you got marin charge.
,
six-family house located Com minutes from
messenger,
was
delivering
play
telethe
river
for
mile
after
m
ie
Mr
^
^
_
chUQ
Needs More Attention Than Given
trolleys in one of Boston's' most popular subgrams to his sisters, who were im- urbs. House is in absolutely perfect condiMickey describes a novel method of
ft by Poultryman.
Closing Exercises, and Presentation
provising dispatches of a more or less tion, fully occupied by desirable tenants. If
protecting the children of the floating
Double Work.
of Diplomas.
"Why Is It that a man won't wash startling nature. When it came Lil- you have a farm you want 10 sell, let's get toDon't try to raise early chicks un- city from the dangers of the water.
Each child wore a large vegetable njs face ^jth a washcloth?" demanded lian's turn, she read aloud from her gether.
less
you
have
a
place
to
properly
care
The grammar t chool, under Mias Helen
J. B. LEWIS
!or them. It is a waste of time and something ilk % gourd or pumpkin Mrs. Wombat. "Men haven't time for bit of yellow paper, amid finely simuE. Nute, princip; !, held graduation exfastened to its back. The vegetable all that foolishness," said Mr. Wom- lated Wails of woe: "Railroad wreck.
101 Tremont Street, Boston
Money.
A
good
many
think
if
they
!
erelses in th \t>M ) hall, Thursday even- ;an hatch the chicks, brooding them is was buoyant, of course, and, if the bat. "First you have to wash your I was instantly killed. Your loving
ing. The class e jniiated of Grace Allen, l small matter. Such is-not the case. infant fell overboard, floated it until face and then you have to waBh the husband."
Gentleness at Home.
Freeda Huyck. Florence rHeuardsott, Brooding the early chicks successfully the child was picked up by its par- washcloth."—Louisville Courier-JourUse your gentlest voice at home.
Mabel Foster; Victoria Quaglia, Doris is a subject that needs more attention ents or the occupants of any other nal.
Watch It day by day as a pearl of
0utler, Mildred Cutter, Nathalie Gilbert, ihan is usually given It. Hatching sampan that happened to be near. This
Fsr Bijir.ners In Crime.
vegetable life-preserver had the name
A regular text book for thieves and great price, for It will be worth more
Blanche Adam-- and William Mulvey. sarly chicks ie comparatively easy.
To artificially brood the early- and station,pf the sampan to which it 'burglars has been discovered by the to you in days to come than the best
The program opened with a piano duet
pearl hid in the sea. A kind voice is
by Grace Allen and-Freed* Huyck, fol- Hatched chicks successfully, warm belonged cut in Chinese characters New York police. It contained instrucupon it, and by that means the rescu- tions how to file bars, how to pick a joy, like, a lark's song, to a\ hearth at
lowed by prayer by Rev. John H. Hoff- somfortable quarters that are not subers
could
at
once
identify
the
child;
lock, how to avoid leaving finger-prints home. It is a light that sings as well
engraved or printed in the
man. AH the grades from the fifth ject to sudden change of fitful winter otherwise, in such a multitude of boats and many other tricks of the trade.
as shines. Train it to sweet tones
md
early
spring
weather
must
be
prothrough the ninth formed a cliorua, that
now,
and
it
will
keep
in
tune
through
great
confusion
would
have
arisen.
It
vided. More people fail in the broodBusinessvery latest styles, and the.
sang, "How Long Wilt Thou Forget
life.—Ellhu'Burritt. ■
ing than in the hatching, and no doubt scarcely ever happened that anyone
Business is the king pin of all proMe?" John Mulvey gave the address of tor the reason stated. Give the brood- was drowned.
fessions—the master profession, bebest work guaranteed.
Motive Power in Norway.
welcome, after which, came the class his- ing more attention and see if the recause business is the one fabrio
The greatest single factor In the
tory by Florence Kichardsun.
Grace sult will not be better.
Pioneer in Medicine.
woven out of all entangled activities
Dr. Thomas Jefferson Heard, who of a community which' go to make up possible industrial development of
Allen played a piano solo and Nathalie
Norway lies undoubtedly in its cheap
gained distinction in the medical pro- society, and society is life.
Gilbert read the clans will. Step by Step*,
Must Exercise Care.
and abundant hydroelectric power.
illustrated, was given by Mabei Foster.
Nothing will pay better returns for fession by being one of the first to InThe country having practically no coal
The school cboruh sang "O, Hose, so the money invested than chickens, if troduce the use of quinine in the treatMere Thar, He Needed.
Journal Office,
\
Sweet," whicli was followed by a reading they are properly handled; but to be ment of fevers in the South, was born
"At the end of five hours and a half. resources, the Norwegian industries
Myself and Me, by Victoria Quaglia.
are
coming
to
depend
more
and
more
North
Brookfield,
Mass.
J
100
years
ago
In
Morgan
county,
I
If
you
are
in
town,"
said
the
judge,
(
The class prophecy was by Freeda Huyck profitable, much care must be exer- Georgia. In 1827 he began the prac"you will be arrested on the same upon the utilization of waterfalls as
and the prophecy of the prophet was giv- cised.
tise of medicine in Texas. He was charge." "You may have five hours a primary motive power Bource.
en by Doris Cutler*. A double vocal duet
one of the organizers and first presi- of that back," said the lawbreaker, "I
Shipping Poultry,
was given by Freeda Huyck, Victoria
Easy for Johnnie.
Quaglia, Doris and Mildred Cutler. The
■for shipping poultry, fruit or vege- dent of the Texas Medical association, can get along with the 30 minutes."
"Johnnie," said the teacher of » MRS HELEN MORSE SMITH
class gift was presented by Blanche tables a Mississippi inventor has and for many years was a member of
metaphysical class, "can you- give me
Adams, after whicli, Doris Cutler recited patented a crate that folds completely the faculties of the GalveBton Medical
Fever Drink.
DRESSMAKING
a familiar example of the human body
"The gift to the giver," The farewell
Bchool and the University of LouisiPour cold-water on wheat bran, let as It adapts itself to changed condifor
shipping
vrhen
empty.
,
(
address by Mildred Cutler, followed the
ana.
He
was
ah
extensive
contributor
ne
an
raiamrawi boil
j^jj one
ana add
aaa sugar
Bugm and
»■«• tions?" "Yessum," said Johnnie, "my (1 Prospect St.
North Brookfield
one hour,
nour, strain and
singing of The Violet, by the chorus. Dr
to the medical journals, and was re- jiemon juice. Pour boiling water on aunt gained 60 pounds In a year and
They Bsget Failure.
Charles A. Blake presented the diplomas.
garded
as
an
authority
on
the
treat/
|
jbusekj,
let
stand
till
It
is
ropy,
pour
The class color chosen was blue; the
Carelessness"no laziness will never
her skin never cracked."
flower, the .White Rose, and the motto, do in the poultry **"»■
meat of tropical dlseekis.
i j^to hot lemonade and drink.
"StepbyStey,"
Result* of Series of Testa Made With
Hatching Eggs by the Pennsylvania Station.
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I'll Buy
Your Farm

Wedding Invitations

I 1

Carriages, Stanhopes, Concords

Seem to Hav- Defied III Luck.
COLLINS-CRONLN
ODD FELLOWS SUNDAY.
The superstition concerning the III
Woodbine Lodge will work first degree
next Tuesday evening on four members. Popular Yputa Builnert Woman Weda W* Attend Church in the Morni-,, ^^1^^^^^^
to be waning. It may be pointed out
Springfield Business Man.
HAILS BtTB TO ABBIV«.
and Then Decorate Graves.
The Whiting grocery store will be
both rubber and steel tires* Boggles*
that the original colonies were 1*
Democrat and Delivery Wagona, SurSt. Joseph's church was well filled
A. M. 8.4B—Ea»t and West.
closed all day Monday to allow the taking
Woodbine Lodge, No. 180, I. O. 0. F., in number and that up to going to
reys and Road WagooB, both new and
Wednesday
morning
when
a
nuptial
high
9.30—"West.
second
hand.
press
they
have
not
met
with
any
of an inventory.
Cypress llebekah Lodge, and Hawthorn
P. M. 12.46—East and West.
massTollowed the solemn ceremonv by encampment will observe Sunday, June especial misfortune.
AT BOTTOM. PRICES
Flag Day and Children's Sunday will
2.00—West
Queerest Word In ' nguage.
4.50—East.
be observed at the Methodist church, on which Rev. Edward L. Judge, made Al- 21, by attending service, at the First GpnHarness, Robes, Blankets, Whips ana ^—-.
exander E. Cronin of Springfield and gregational church, to hear a sermon by
Pocket-handkerchief it. the queerest
Oil Cloths. Not too Costly. Sot too
»
1.06—Eut and West.
Sunday at 2 p. m. Rev. Dr. J. P. KenCheap.
Miss
Bertha
A.
Collins
of
North
Brookword
in
the
language.
At
first
ft
iu
MAILS CLOSE.
Rev. Alfred W. Budd, at 10.45 a. m.
nedy of Holyoke will preach the sermon,
(couvre-chef), a covering for
A. M. 6.00—West.
After the service they will march to the kerchief
»■
the pastor will administer the sacrament fleld, man'and wife.
Shingles and Roofing Material.
Miss Collins is the daughter of Mrs cemetery to decorate with — ^nd the b.d, then Jt^cameh^kerchief.
6.46— East.
of baptism to a number of candidates,
11.30—Kast sad West.
All the dlflerent grades. All slzei ot
■ ^ ^ po<,ket.nanakercnief.
and some are to be received into church Margaret Collins of North Main street, flowers, the graves of deceased members. |
P. M. 1.00—Wett.
Nails, also,
and for several years has successfully conAll
Odd
Fellows
in
town
are
cordially
|
_
„„„,„,
i
the
frir
tha
head
ne
a
lB
membership.
4.40—EMt.,
itaiiumbcr that my prices are always
dncted the dry goods business on School invited to join-with them. They will a covering for the head held
6.00—Ewt and West.
hand and kept in the pocket
The entertainment «mraittee of the
the lowest. I sell so as to sell again.
street. Mr Cronin iB a member of the meet at Odd Fellows hall, Walker block,
Maw for tut Brookfleld ^J^ff^fJ^
Mr. Wayback learns Something.
6.4* A. M., UJ0 A. M. »nd 1 P. M. Ha", from B & R Baseball Association will give an Perfection Grate Company of Springfield.
»r. Daniel's Bora* Jl.m.dl.. Always,
East Brookfleld lire received at »J0 A. M. ana entertainment on Friday, June 26th, at
at 10.15 to march to the church. Wear
Mr. Wayback—"Be yew the waiter?"
In Stock.
6A0P. H.
The ushers were Attorney Joseph J. badges and white gloves. The ladies will Waiter—"Yes, suh." Mr. Wayback—
PmcWagera.Us are despatched twice dally as the Star Theatre. The program will conIKLBPHOKB OAKHAM Dl.
"Dew yew know, I've been a-wonderln'
folloin>-U.» a. It. BaM and North, 8 P. M. sist of five reels of selected pictures, and McCarthy of Worcester and Russell L. meet at the parlors of the church.
West and South.
Splaine of Holy Cross college. During - Gifts of flowers may be sent to Mrs all along why they called these places
The vaudeville part ot this
Mails lor the Bni»l Delivery Ul oloied at 8.16 vaudeville.
C. Crawford
the seating of the guests Miss Elizabeth Mary J. Tucker, Spring street.
chop houses. I know now. Will you William
, A. H. and received at 1M T. H.
entertainment
has
been
placed
in
the
please bring me an ax? I want tew
Howard gave a pleasing organ recital,
OAKHAM.
The office honra will bsJ-4J»A; JJ„t0«F'
hands
of
Mr
Frank
M.
Saunders,
and
we
Holiday*, 6.80 5 »M A. M. and 6 to 6 P. M.
cat this steak."
and as the bridal party entered the church
JOlC HOWE, Postmaater,
understand that he has booked three
played the wedding march.
Miss Mary High School Will Graduate a Class of
Mean Insinuation.
FABL M. KBANEY, Aaat.
first class artiste. ,The price of admisEleven on June 22.
Woman (excited and disheveled)—
J. Collins, sister of the bride, was the
sion will be 25 cents. It is also the in"Quick!
Give
me a glass of brandy
maid of honor, and Henry Healey of
NORTH BROOKFIELD.
tention of the committee to give a big
Principal Currier of the high school for a woman in a fit" Druggist
Springfield, the best man.
double or mixed minstrel a little later,
The bride wore a model of white crepe has given to the JOUBNAL for publicatian (calmly)—"Yes, madam. To drink
CHARLES S. LANE,
Mrs W. H. Whiting is at Greenwich composed of sixteen ladies and sixteen
meteor cut en train, with overdress of the following outline program for the now or to take away with you?"—
Village for a visit.
gentlemen, with which it is planned to
London
Opinion.
rl
graduating
exercises
which
will
take
place
Chantilly lace, and trimmings of pea "Echoes from the Bay £ath" will ap- have six star acts of vaudeville.
The tulle veil was arranged in a cap effect at the town ball on the evening of MonAt
the
Graduating
Exercises
on
Tuespear in our next issue.
No Middle Course.
day, June 22.
with trimmings of pearls and lace.
Kindness Is indispensable to your
RE6ISTERED EMBALMER.
Pleasant Wednesday afternoons may day of the Massachusetts Institute of
The maid of honor wore pink char- ' The participants in the program and
Technology,
Boston,
President
Richard
relations
with men; if you are not
be expect-*! for the next six weeks.
meuse, trimmed with imported lace and the titles of their essays will be as follows
Personal Prompt Attention Day
kind
to
a
man,
then
you
are
hostile
to
C. Maclaurin conferred on Leon Hubert
or Night.
The circus comes here to-day, and of
brilliants. Her hat was a large black —Salutatory, Esther Josephine Conroy, him, and you Invite hostility In him.—
Webber of North Brookfield the degree,
course you'll take the children to "see
Telephone North Brookflelg No.
chip, trimmed with black ostrich plumes. whose essay will be upon The Montessori Leo Tolstoi.
B. 8. [Bachelor of Science]. The title of
isa-ii.
Little Miss Eileen Fleming of Spring- Method; The Child Labor Problem, John
the elephant."
his graduation thesis was:—"An investEdward Doyle; .History of the class of
Long Distance Connection.
fje H, B. H. S. baseball team will igation of the effect of temperature and field, a niece of the groom, made a most
1914, Raymond Leo Heriihy; Texas, our
Funerals Personally Directed
play Palmer high school on the Common, electrode area upon the dielectric strength charming flower girl, wearing a pretty
and Every Beqnlsfte Furngown of embroidered white organdie, and largest State, John Henry Robinson; Life
ished.
Saturday ftt 3.30 p. m.
of insulating materials immersed in oil,"
is.
What
We
Make
It,
John
Henry
Quill;
a
hat
of
lace.
She
carried
a
basket
of
Lady Assistant.
Miss Anna Teresa Doyle of this town which he undertook together with his
There'.) a lot ol
Class
Prophecy,
Marion
Gwendolyn
will take the degree of A. B. at Smith fellow student, Ralph M. Emerson of Og- sweet peas with which she strewed the Burnham; hife's Examinations, Rose difference bepath of the bride as she left the altar.
college, next Tuesday.
den, Utah. kMr and Mrs Walter H.
tween Toric
Miss Helen McCarthy of Worcester Leveatta Mahoney; The Slav in America,
The King's Daughters will meet Tues- Webber and Miss Laura T. Webber atLenses and
and Alexander Gendron of Warren were Verna Belle Vorce; class oration, Thomas
day at 2 p. m., and at 4 p.m. light re- tended the graduation exercises and the
Flat Lenses
Francis
Minns,
"Address
by
President
the soloists at the mass.
evening entertainments.
besides their .
freshments will be served.
I ENGRAVED] CALLING CARDS
The gift of the bride to her maid of Wilson in Honor of those who died in
"Everybody always has a good time" honor was a solitaire diamond ring, and VeraCruz;" Valedictory, "Omnis For- slight extra cost They give
There will be a sewing meeting of the
IN SCRIPT OR
tune Ferendo, Superanda est," Stephen you extra vision and extra
G. E. S. at the Guild rooms on Tuesday at the meetings of the Ionic Chapter 0. to the flower girl a pearl necklace.,
comfort They are betterE. S., says one who ought to know. Beevening, the 16th at 7,45 o'clock.
The best man received from the groom Patrick Mahoney. Invocation and BenENGLISH TEXT
looking, too. Come and see
The G. F. S. of Christ Memorial side the good comradeship there is al- a diamond scarf pin, and the ushers gold ediction, Rev. A. W. Budd. Presentation of diplomas, Dr. Phelan. The grad- us about Toric Lenses.
church, is planning a mid-summer sale ways something worth while after the cuff links.
H. J. Lawrence, North BrcokfieM
ritual and routine work of the Lodge is
After the ceremony came a reception uates will be—Classical course, Thomas
of fancy articles for Tuesday, July 14.
over. Last Monday evening they were at the home of the bride's mother, aE3 F. Minns, "John H. Robinson, 'Stephen
The High School base ball team anentertained by members of the Young then the wedding breakfast at the Pros- P. Mahoney, "John H. Quill, *Marion
nounce that they netted about *25 from
Woman's Club, who gave a short farce,
Gwendolyn Burnbam. General course
ERNEST D. CORBIN
pect house.
their late performance at the Star Theatre.
entitled The Champion of Her Sex, most
OPTOMETRIST
Mr and Mrs Cronin were carried to * Thomas Dunphy, "Verna Vorce, Rose
The Woman's Guild of Christ Memori- acceptably. Those taking characters in
Mahoney, "Esther Conroy, "Raymond
Office at Dr Ludden's
al church will have their annual picnic the play were Misses Helen Tucker, Worcester in the automobile of Mr Ar- Heriihy, Edward Doyle. The class colors
Main Street,
North Brookfield
at Lake Lashaway, Wednesday, June 17, Frances T. Lawrence, Mrs Emma Ches- thur Fullam.-and took train there for are green and white.
' 'unknown parts." After a three weeks'
at 2.15 p. m.
ley Lane, Mrs Wiley, Mriees Josephine honeymoon trip they will reside in
■ ■■> ■
All who have flowers that they are will- Thuotte, Mildred Lane, Frances Doane
NEW BRAINTREE.
ARTISTIC MONUMENTS
ing to contribute to a flower mission are and Mildred Thompson. There were vo- Springfield.
The wedding guests were:—Mr and
asked to notify Miss Marion DeLand, cal solos by Mrs Tarbell of East BrookMisses Annie and Edith Frohloff have
•AND CEMETERY MEMORIALS
Mrs Henry F. Healy, Henry J. and
Arch street, who represents the Y. P. field and Mrs Corbin.
Mary Healy, Thomas and Mary O'Neill, returned from Framingham, after their
branch of the W. 0. T. TJ.
A special meeting of the Grange is Mr and Mrs Michael Nolan, William winter's work there.
In all kinds of
Born, June 8, a daughter, Mary Grace, called for June 16, to confer the first and Cronin, Mrs Margaret Cronin, - Mr HibMr and Mrs Frank Morse entertained
GRANITE
AND MARBLE
to Mr and Mis George W. Campbell, of second degrees upon several candidates. bard, Mr E. J. Fleming and family, all a large number of their friends on Mon4180 Broadway, New York City, and At the regular meeting, June 18, Past of Springfield; Mr and Mrs Henry day evening, it being their 10th anniverC A. RISLEY & COMPANY
grand-daughter to Mr and Mrs James State Master C. D. Richardson will speak Shaughnessy, Mrs Julia Ryan, Leo Ryan, sary of their marriage,
■Whittemore, of Cushing street.
upon Higher Education,—Does it benefit Elizabeth Burns, of Worcester; Mr and
Telephone
West Brookfield.
Mrs S. Wetherell received a Jew of her
The trustees of the Appleton Library or hinder the contentment of our young Mrs Alexander Gendron, Miss Mary friends and neighbors Monday afternoon
people
on
the
farm?
Mrs
Maria
E.
Prouhave organized for the coming year with
Cronin, Warren,; Father Geary, Wash- and evening, it being her 86th birthday.
BOARDS FOR SALE
Mr H. J. Lawrence as chairman, George ty will have a paper on,—What is the ington University; Nellie Burns of Bos- A number of poBt cards were received.
1HAVB for sale at my coal yard some cheap
boards suitable for coal -h'™ "{^(Jgygg;
R. Hamant, treasurer, Kev. A. W. Budd, reason it costs families so much more to ton, Ellen Burns of Marlboro, Mr and
Mrs James E. Barr is visiting in Boslive than formerly. The musical pro- Mrs Dennis Hurley of Spencer, and these
secretary and librarian.
,
ton
and
vicinity
this
week.
,
PASTURE TO RENT
Mrs Theodore C. Greene and daughter gram will be in charge of Mrs John J. from North Brookfield—Revs. ' E. L.
H. D. Pollard, C. H. Barr, D. C. PASTURE for rental. Right in the viUage
of North Attleboro, who have been visit- Lane. There will be a roll call of mem- Judge and Thos. B. McDonald, Mrs Mary
in
JOHN
J.
LANE.
Wetherell, Misses Mary PollardandClara
ing for the past ffve weeks at the home of bers to which each member is asked to Ryan, Misses Elizabeth and Margaret
Kittredge attended the Worcester Wellesrespond
with,
a
quotation
from
the
ritual.
Cooney, Mr and Mrs John McCarthy,
Mr and Mrs Frank P. Greene, on South
FOR RENT.
The Pomona Grange meeting will be Helen McCarthy, Joseph McCarthy, ley Club's play "A Winter's Tale," givMain St., have left for Great Barrington.
en at Worcester, Wednesday evening. ANE five room tenement on <HH'ort street, In
• No new developments in the matter of held in Oakham, June 17. It will be a Anna J. and Henry Collins, Mr and Mrs Mias Frances W. Tufts took one of the l"Mod repair,' gas and tnwn water
ER F. LINCOLN, Oakham
MOHTIME
Telepuoue Oakham 17-2
the Phoenix Einen Mills, so far as the joint meeting with Worcester West Po- Timothy Collins and family, Timothy leading parts.
public is informed, but we are assured mona Grange. That Grange will furnish Howard, Esq., Teresa Doyle, Elizabeth
FOR
SALE
that prospects are good for the resump- the program for the afternoon. The en- Howard, Mrs Cornelius Connelly, Teresa
EAST BROOKFIELD.
1 GOOD Second hand ^^CKOWELL
tion of work at the mills under new man- tire day'sprogram will be one of interest. Connelly, Patrick Cronin and family, Mr
,„,,,
North Krooklield
and Mrs Daniel Splaine, Russell Splaine,
_ ageroent before a great while.
Death of Eli M. Forbes.
Mr and Mrs Frank S. Bigelow, Alice
Children's Sunday.
TO RENT.
Word was received this week from Mrs
Walsh and Alice Bruoker.
Eli M. Forbes, 86, a lifelong resident THE Upstairs Tenement in the Waters house
Eliot Cathcart, of the sudden deatli of
June 14 will be Children's Sunday at
Apply to W. H FIJLLAM.
">
of East Brookfield, died Wednesday
her husband, at Pictou, N. S., of heart the Congregational church, and all the
A Fine Musical Event That Deserved morning at his home on Main street.
Call at 46 Summer Street
disease, aged 45. Mr Cathcart lived on services of the day will have that thought
FOR SALE or TO RENT
a Larger Audience.
Death was caused by rheumatism around ON Spring stieet, house of 10 rooms and bath
the Belcher place when here, removing in mind. In the morning Rev, A. W.
To see the Latest Models of
heat, hot and cold water, gas, and
the heart. He had been afflicted with coalstein,
only a short time since to Nova Scotia.
ranges' wind""' shades and screens, wood
The music committee of the First
Budd will take for his 'sermon theme—
rheumatism for the past 43 years, and it shed and garage, fruit trees, land lor garden.
John J. Lane and his mules have been "The Little Foxes." There will be bap- Congregational church and the public
reasonable to right party.- Keys can be
was necessary for him to go around on Heat
hadfioniARTUl-K llLlSS.' North Urookiteld
secured by the selectmen to run the tism of children, and the presentation of generally owe -Prof. Coy of Spencer, a
-°
crutches. He had conducted a variety Hank.
watering cart; sfter several others had Bibles to all baptized children who have debt of gratitude for his part in getting
store in East Brookfield for more than 40
CHIROPODIST
given it up as a poor job. John is at it reached the age of 7 years.
together and bringing here so fine an ag" "d. chirop
years. Three years ago Mr Forbes came Tll-RS PERRY, formerly of spnngfield
In the evening at 0 o'clock there will gregation of musical tiilent as appeared
now at Or W'itter's, ,s. Main St,
bright and early every morning and gives
log uf; -1*1 /'d
to the conclusion that the
if the feet treated without pain.
good satisfaction. There is nothing slow- be ii concert by the Sunday school.
at tho church last evening. The program
cigarets was harmful to the younger genOr have them brought to your home!
About his motions, and oven the mules
opened with a piano duet, by Prof. Coy
eration, and since that time had refused COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
by sending word to
***
•
and
Mrs
A.
W,
Budd;
then
a
violin
solo
partake of his spirit.
Reynolds-Maloney. ,
to sell or have any in his store. .
WOKCESTEH SS.
PROHATE COVET
by Cyril MacNamara; a baritone solo by
J. Francis liolaud, a North Brookfield
He was born in East Brocklield, the son To the heirs, at law, next of kin and all other
MRS. B. C. GRAVES,
Arthur Carlson; a 'cello solo by Miss Anboy, an instructor in Carlton Academy,
George Henry lleynolils o| Worcester,
of Mr and -Mrs George E. Forbes. He is peisons interested in the estate of « illiaiii H.
Hoboken, N. J., is here on his summer and Helena May Maloney were married gela Goddard, and a piano duct by Prof. survived by a son, Malcolm, of ' East Whiting, late of North llrooklield in said Coun
Representative for the Brookfielde.
a certain instrument purporting to
vacation, and has been si-cured to take at St Joseph's church, on Monday morn- Coy and Miss Duuton, all of Spencer. Brookfleld, a brother, George E., of Bos- heWhereas
the last will and testament of sakl deceased
Telephone 16-13,
The
clioir,
augmented
by
some
from
the place in the high school, for the re- ing, by Rey. Kdward L. Judge. Miss
has been presented to said '.our., tor jn£™*>
ton, and a sister, Mrs Einmons W. bv
Ernest II. Vaaghun. who pravs that letters
mainder of the term, of Miss Alberta Mahoney is a graduate of . the Nortii Spencer sang "llosanna" with Prof. Cey Twiehell of Brookfield.
oiailailnistralimi with tile wi!l annexed maybe,
NORTH BROOKFIELD,
MASS.
issued to him, without giving a surety on Ills
Adolphson, who is confined to her board- Brookfield High School, and for some at the organ., Then another solo by Mr
bond,
no
executor
being
named
Hii
said
»""•
Von are hereby eiteu o appeal at a 1 robate
ing place on Eta street, by .rheumatism.' tme past a bookkeeper in Worcester. Carlson, with 'cello accompaniment: a
Rouoh on the Old Maids.
Court, to be held at Worcester, in .said Uiunty
The suit of the Post-office Department Mr Reynolds is a barlier in that city. 'cello solo, an organ selection by Prof.
In a quiet English village, there was o'f Worcester on thesixteenthdayof JuneA.O.
EDWIN T. CHAPIN
at nine o'clock in the forenoon, to show
agaiurt ex-postmaster Harold A. Foster, Mnry K, Reynolds, sister of the groom, Coy, and a Mendelssohn "Athalie" by recently held a celebration in the 1914
the choir, with Prof. Coy at the orgaii. schoolroom at the dedication of a new cause, if any you have, why the same should
ARCHITECT
for alleged conspiracy to increase his wus bridesmaid. and Joseph Maloney,
"And said Si'tioner is beteby directed to give
salary by large sales of stamps to be used the bride's brother, was best man. The All the numbers received generous ap- fire engine. It was a giddy evening, public notice thereof. bs publishing this citaonce in each week, for three successive 727-728 State Mutual Building, Worcester
with three speeches by local clergy- tion
elsewhere, was concluded at BoBton this pride's gown was of white charmeuHe, plause.
weeks, in the HOT* llrooklield .louinai, a news,
men and a long-winded oration by a aper mnnshed in North Brookli.-1.1, the last
Telephone
week, when Mr Foster pleaded guilty with hat trimmed with white plumes and
mimic .lion to lie one day, at least, before said
bald-headed politician. The gem of the. jupieati
and Judge Morton of the Supreme Court white ribbon. Tney left here in an autoShrewd Elopement Trick,
Court, and by mailing, postpaid, or delivering
evening
was
the
following
toast:
'
a
copy
of
thiis
citation
to
all
known
nelsons,inThe newest elopement trick was reinflicted a fine of $300.
mobile for Boston, and from there went
"May she (the fire engine) be like the terested In the estate, seven days atioastbelore
Castle Quabaug, K. O. K. A., installed out upon the briny deep for a short voy- cently worked In Switzerland, where dear old maids of our viUage—always ""luoiS,' William T. Forbes, Ksquire. Judge
the
parents
of
the
couple
went
on
a
of said Court, this twentieth day of May, in
its new officers, Wednesday evening: age. They will make their home ill
ihe year one thousand nine linndied and lourstrip to the top of a mountain. While ready, but never wanted!"
FRED G. CLAPP
.
Ring, Edward Parsons; Sene°chal, Ed- Worcester.
teCn
ihey were there the couple got a bobNo Chances for Him.
'
HARRY H. ATWOOD, Register.
win liambury; Constable, Ralph Hill;
sled, coasted down the mountainside
A dealer selling cloth in a small May 29. Junes, 12V.
Sentinel, James Coulter; Heralds, Warand were away on an express before town asked an Irishman who was |
Christ Memorial Church.
:, '
—■
ren DeLand and Carl Moody; Chancelthe parents could get down the moun- passing if he would buy a suit .length, | CQMMQNWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
and added: "You can have it for ten ! bU^unnL^ i^ n^ ^ comm.B_
lors, Carl Moody, Warren Chisholm, and
The rector has returned to the parish, tain on the railway.
Herbert Lowell. The regular meetings of and expects-lo carry on the regular work,
bob." To which Pat replied: "Begob, supers
Registered Embaliner.
Lucky Accident for Him.
If tuppence
tunoenee would
Boston, June 8th 1914
the Castle will soon be discontinued for beginning next Sunday, except that he
After proposing three times and nlr
sir, u
wuuiu buy
uuj the
»« maklngB
o j
Detition of the Central Massachusetts
the summer.
will not be able to do much calling this being rejected on account of his ugli- of a topcoat for an elephant I.couldn t lK]On ^BJJJWJW approval of an Issue of
Lady iHliunt,
ness, a man in London was injured buy the makings of a pair of leggings addiuona^capjui^toc^of jgjjjr wtaj^.1
Mr and Mrs William "Banks will cele- summer.
for a canary this minute.
, ?!,"„, IM)) u, pay ti,e cost of extensions of and
In
an
accident
so
severely
that
when
brate the fiftieth anniversary of their
The regular schedule of Sunday services
r
On HI. Way.
Isfefli^ttSaSjUSM
Canneoted by Long Dtotanoe Telemarriage, on Saturday, June 20, at the will be resumed next Sunday, at Christ; he recovered his face had been com"Why doesn't that dachshund come g,^,ice,?«; Kt,r|^f|| "^Ashhurtep
pletely reconstructed, decidedly for
phonojat House and store.
home of Mr and Mrs Freeman R. Berry. Memorial church, at 8 and 10.46 a. n>., I
the better. He proposed again and when I call him? The idea of sulk- J^e"£&£?. at teiUhirty o'efoca in the
Ward street, from 3 to 9 p. m., when and 7 p. m. Next Sunday being "Flog
lng on me." "He's coining as fast as lorenooi
„
was accepted.
lreA w glT8 „,„„,
A
they would be pleased to see all their Day" and coinciding with the Sunday,
he can," said the man's wife. "He". I „,
° ,d ,i el
rri„g by
if said
earing
oj publication
HUIHIW™.. hereof
—....™. in
—. the
——
Excusable Delay.
"Pidiuer J. urnal" and the "phner Renter "
neighbors and friends. They were mar- school promotion service, the regular sesgot
his
front
legs
started."-Washlng.
tho
"Monson Register" and the "Brookfleld
Twenty-five minutes after her diried June 20, 1864, at Florenceville, N. sion of the school wiil be omitted, and
Time."
at
d
■•BrookneW_Union,"„Bew»paper.
vorce frorn one husband a Wellsburg ton Herald.
"NO TRESPASS" NOTICES.
published in the townof Palmer, Monson, and
B., and came here eighteen years ago. the scholars are asked to attend service (W. Va.) woman was married to her
Brookfleld respectively, in ea-1- ■
Must Report All Tuberculosis.
WE ehall hereafter Mep ««»«»«T"»£S*
Of their eight children, three are living „t 10.4S a. m., at which time the an-j
an- Becond.1- The delay was caused
<
by the
ready-printed
notion on cloth, suitable
*- Foftwo S&SSXiSSZ"*
or posting in the open air.
in North Brookfleld, four in the vicinity ; nouncements of promotion will be made,' neea to have a marriage license prop- obllgod to report every case of »*
For the Board,
tuber(Signed)
F.
E.
BABKm,
Chalrmin.
jooaitAt.
OMea. Msith BrookneM.
of Springfield, and one in New Bruns-' an(] the rector will preach on "The^rly
erly filled otit»—Plttsbu
out.i—Pittsburgh Gaiette- culosis to the local board of health.
wick.
! I Church and the Flag
Times.
FRIDAY, JUNE 13,1014.
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TO KEEP DOWN
|: Watching for |
THE STATE TAX
the Lord

TIMES

BROOKFH5LD TIMES

PREOICTS WAR
HAD NO RATIONS TO SPARE
OF LABOR MEN
Maj. Poor* Declare* Army Should Be
Big Enough to Insure Peace.

Anticipation.

EXCELLENT QUALITIES OF KARAKULE SHEEP

Good Reason Why Confederate Commander Wat Willing to tea Hi*
Prisoners Escape.

SWrSLDOL

brinks

When, at Games Mill in 1862, the
Boston.—"The possibility of war 5th Texas captured two whole regiadmits the possibility of war with ments of Union soldiers, the Texans
ourselves," said Maj. Benjamin A. were all very proud of their achievePoore. U. S. A., a member of the ment. One of them has described aa
Br REV. JAMES M. CRAY. D. D.
WANTS 8,000,000 AS LIMIT general staff of the War College at amusing scene in connection with the
Dm. ol Mood, IliA. \MO.
Washington, in an address before the surrender.
When the Union Officers gave up
Will Not Approve of Measure! for officers and men of the first Corps
Cadets in their Armory.
their swords to Col. Upton, they were
Construction of New Buildings Be.
The major had been talking of the so prompt in the duty that he was
—it answers every bereraee
cause of "General Financial ConTEXT—"Watch therefore: tor yo know
unrest among the working classes compelled to lay down the frying pan
|Dol what hour your Lor,l doth come."
requiremen t—vim, vigor, redition
of
Commonwealth."
and
of
the
spread
of
radical
docwhich
he
carried
In
the
place
of
a
feaatl 24-«.
trines among the 20,000,000 aliens sword and hold the weapons presented
freshment, whole
who have come into the country of In his arms.
I. That for
Boston.—Gov. Walsh has set for himwhich we are to self the task of trying to keep the late years. Avoiding mention of
Just then he noticed a commotion at
watch Is the re- state tax of this year down to the 88,- any specific labor trouble, he point- the far end of the captured regiments.
ed out that the best way to maintain That was near the"timber, and a squad
turn of our Lord 000,000 mark of last year.
peace is to be prepared for war.
and Savior Jeaus
He has been working with the state i "We are on the verge. If not at the of the prisoners were making an efChrist to this auditor and hie assistants going over
fort to pass by "Big John" Ferris of
beginning
of a great conflict now," Company B, who stood there unaided,
earth. We seem the figures and he has now determinhe
added.
endeavoring to intercept them.
shut up to this ed to veto the building program and
THE COCA-COLA CO., ATLASTA. Ga.
Maj. Poore said the nation was
thought both by thus save the money.
Springing upon a log, the armful of
built on force inasmuch as most of swords dangling about In every directhe context of the
The Flngsriess Kind,
Followed Her Vanished Nest
Meanwhile he is wondering how
passage and the the $11,500,000 estimate which has the land was taken from the Indians, tion, Upton shouted:
Lillian Russell, during a recent visit
This story of a thrush that missed,
parallel places in been generally printed was ever fig- or from foreign nations, either by a
"John Ferris, what are you trying to and caught Its train comes from Llma- to Atlantic City, was amazed to see
the other Gospels. ured. Chairman White of the ways show of force or by actually using it. do now?"
vady. In Ulster. Ireland. The bird had the number of slashed skirts that still
It is, in addition, and means committee is satisfied it The insular possessions were ac"I am trying to keep these fellows built its nest under a first-class car- prevailed on the Boardwalk.
quired
in
this
way,
he
said.
They
from escaping," yelled Big John.
the simplest teach- was beaded that way.
"They must be last spring's letsriage Immediately over the steam heatwere taken by force and are held by
ing of the New
"Let them go, you fool!" shouted ing pipe, and notwithstanding that the overs," she said.
The Governor returned without his force.
Just then a young girl In a skirt
back Upton. "We'd rather fight than carriage traveled between Llmavady
Testament Scrip- approval the bills providing for an apHe then pointed out that some of feed them!"
tures generally— propriation of $110,500 for new buildand Londonderry, the nest contained outrageously slashed at back and
these
possessions
would
not
long
refour eggs.
front, asked her companion. In passwitness the words ings and improvements at the IndusForget-Me-Not.
in I ThesSf 1:9, 10, "ye turned to God trial School for Boys at Shirley; for main under this government, if this
The institution of the summer serv- ing:
government
did
not
have
the
"Ah,
yes,
there
are
still
true
and
"How do you like my new dressf
from idols to serve the living and true an appropriation of $2G,950 for imice of trains caused trouble. The carstrength to hold them. The problem loyal souls in this Bad world," mur'God; and to wait for his son from provements at the Lyman School for
riage left Londonderry in the evening Fits like a glove, doesn't itr
of war and the problem of prevent- mured the solemn Individual in the tor"Fits
like a mitt, she'd better say,"
■heaven."
at
4:40
instead
of
4:50,
and
when
the
Boys, Westboro, and for an appropri- ing war is the same, he added, snd
toise-shell glasses. "I used to know a mother thrush, who had presumably murmured Miss Russell, with a smile.
II. The difficulty of watching is ation of $27,000 for the construction scoffed at the idea of world peace.
dear girl—it was ten long years ago— been on a foraging expedition, reIllustrated In the drowsiness of the and furnishing of a dispensary build"For a successful war a country and not a year has passed since that
Old Acquaintance.
disciples in Uetbsemane—"What, could ing at the Medfleld State Hospital.
must have money, and this country's she hasn't written me a birthday let- turned, she found carriage, nest and
eggs had disappeared. She was noA resourceful girl, haying danced
ye not watch with me one hour?"
In his message relative to the in credit is good for any amount," ha
(Matt. 26:40). The spirit was willing dustrial school Gov. Walsh served said. "For a war with a first-class ter. Always what she writes is about ticed at Londonderry In apparent dis- a pink party frock to ribbons, took
but the flesh was weak. A condition notice that "because of the general power wt '/onld have to raise l.OOO,- the same: "Dear Alfred, I can't ever tress, and the station master apprised what was left of It and mads a wonof things quite as likely in the region financial condition of the common- 000 men, and the militia and regulai forget, not if I live to be a hundred, Llmavady of the circumstances and derful lamp shade. The next evening
of spiritual truth, if one may judge wealth" he proposes to withhold his army could furnish barely 200,000 this day of all the days in the year. asked the railway people there to look she was entertaining a caller in the
fcy the frequent appeals to Christians approval from measures "providing The remaining 800,000 men would Let me once again wish you long life out for the bird, suggesting that she soft light and she said to him quits
to awake out of sleep, see Ephes. for the erection of new buildings and have to be raised from the "Wage and happiness with all my heart' etc." would probably arrive by the next casually: "How do you like my new
"Very sweet of the girl," said the train. The bird duly arrived at Llma- lamp shade V
\
6:14: Rom. 13:11, 12; I Cor. 15:34; other improvements unless it is made earning class, of which there are
stout young man with the amazing vady either by train or air and reWilliam regarded it for a "«*mfTrt
1 Thessr 6:6. There are few of us absolutely clear that provision for 6,000,000 In this country.
waistcoat,
"very
sweet
of
her.
Insumed
her
task
of
hatching
the
eggs..
critically,
then
he
said:
"The
last
who are not aware of this from actual such extension work must be made
"The enlistment of the wage-earn, The sympathetic railway officials time I saw that shade I danced with
experience, alas! As In the physical at once."
ers would mean a loss of production. deed."
"Very," replied the solemn indi- have decided to withdraw the carriage it"
eo in the spiritual sense, the longer
In this particular message the Gov- If 10 percent of them were killed
we have to watch the more difficult ernor declared that a wider use of every year, and that is a small num- vidual; "only, you see, she writes that from service pending the hatching of
Intent Listener.
• task it becomes.
the probation system and short terms ber for a big war, that would be dashed letter to me on a different day the eggs.
every year."
"A politician who keeps an ear to
III. The danger of not watching Is for prisoners deserving of them will 100,000 less producers. The war colthe ground is likely to hear a treat
In Man's Early Years.
seen In our Lord's warning to the do much to stop the increasing ex- lege has figured out that a two-year
Lucidly Explained.
Tommy—Pop, what Is an idealist? deal that is interesting."
war would cost the nation $6,000,000.
church at Sardis—"If therefore thou penses of such institutions.
Mr. Johnsing—Say, Mr. Dorman,
"Yes," replied Senator Sorghum]
Tommy's Pop—An Idealist, my son.
In his message relative to the Med- This does not Include the penslona
Bhalt not watch, I will come to thee
what am de meaning of dis here line Is a very young man who thinks ail "and on the other hand he may simply
as a thief" (Rev. 3:3.) "The thief fleld State Hospital, an institution for during the 60 years after.
on
de
ticket
whar
It
says
"Not
transwomen are angels.—Philadelphia Rec- get an earache."
"The regular army ought to be Incometh not but for to steal, and to the insane, the Governor said he was
ferable T
ord.
kill, and to destroy" (John 10:10). convinced that the time was at hand creased to a mobile force of 150,000
Mr.
Dorman—Dat
means,
Bre'r
Still a Bachelor.
This last figure is partly interpreted to have a survey made of the varioue men. Military men are looking for- Johnsing, dat no gen'leman am admitIt's a waste of time to contradict
Patience—What good did It do ;
by another In which Christ says: institutions for insane in the state for ward to the time when Congress shall ted unlessen he comes hlsself.—Exgive
us
an
adequate
army.
The
army
the average woman. Give her time brother to Join the militia?
"But and If that evil servant shall say the purpose of establishing knowledge
change,
enough and she will contradict herPatrice—Why, he's been mixed up ta
in his heart, my Lord delayeth his as to the capacity and general con- and navy are not anxious for war. I
believe
that
every
sensible
man
beself.
four engagements and he hasn't be***,
coming; and shall begin to smite his dition of each. He further said he
lieves
in
arbitration.
Not
Wholly
True.
believed
that
many
of
the
13
institutaken prisoner yet
fellow servants, and to eat and drink
"Is he a true poet?"
The great trouble with most people
with the drunken; the Lord of that tions for the Insane in the state were
ON BEACON HILL.
"I
don't
think
so.
His
wife
got
a
dilocated
near
enough
one
another
to
is
that
they
seem
to
think
they
are
Drinking to Us health seldom
servant shall come in a day when he
vorce from him."
just as good as we are.
longs anybody's life.
looketh not for him, and in an hour be served by a central dispenstary inBoston.—Without
debate
the
House
stead
of
having
a
dispensary
for
each
that he Is not aware of, and shall cut
has passed to be engrossed the bill
him asunder, and appoint him his por- institution.
In the message vetoing the appro- to prevent the sale of opium and
tion with the hypocrites: there shall
other
narcotic drugs except on prebe weeping and gnashing of teeth" priation for the Lyman school, the
Governor said that the state auditor scription of a registered physician,
(Matt. 24:48-51).
dentist or veterinary surgeon. The
TV. The accompaniments of watch- had prepared figures which show the penalty is fixed at not less than $50
need of care in financial matters afing are:
fecting the state if a large state tax or more than $1000 or prison for not
(1) Prayer (Mark 13:33)—To pray this year is to be avoided.
more than one year.
aright is to watch, but surely he is
By a voice vote the Senate renot watching who is not praying? N. E. BOYS COMMENDED FOR jected the bill filed by RepresentaHence "men ought always to pray*'
tive Carr of Hopkintqn, Progressive,
GALLANTRY.
(Luke 18:1. Not that we must ever
to provide for a constitutional convention.
'be in the external attitude of prayer,
aa when the Pharisees loved to pray Bravery During Advance on Vera
The bill, abolishing the requireCruz Noted by Admiral Fletcher.
standing at the corners of the streets,
ment that an applicant for examination to the bar must have a high
but that our Inward habit should be
Boston.—Five New England boys, school education or its equivalent,
one of dally communion with God, for
three
of
them
from
Greater
Boston,
has been passed to be engrossed by
he heareth us always.
especially
commended
for the Senate without debate.
(2) Service—"loins girded about" are
bravery
and
coolness
In
action
by
Gov. Walsh's constitutional conven(Luke 12:36). See I Kings 18:46,
Prov. 31:17, 19. It la the slothful Rear Admiral Fletcher in a report to tion resolve which he exploited at
the
navy
department
at
Washington.
length
In his opening address to
servant who is not watching. The
The gallantry of the lads, all mem the Legislature,. has been killed in
busy servant may not have the particbers of the navy, was evidenced at the House by a vote of 106 to 90.
ular thought of his Lord's return moVera Cruz during the engagement
Three Democrats and six progresmentarily present to his mind, but it
there on April 21 and 22. In all some sives voted against the Governor.
is nevertheless the underlying motive
30 men were named by the admiral,
Gov. Walsh has allowed to become
of bis activity.
his praise being next to a congres(3) Testimony—"your lights bunt- sional medal, and highly prized by law without his signature the bill
providing that property shall not be
ing" (Luke 12:35). He who is watch- all members of the navy.
sold for the non-payment of taxes' uning for his Lord's return is speaking
The quintet from New England til two years after the date of asof it, witnessing for him. "Ye shine who are honored are Daniel i, Rellly
as lights in the world; holding forth of South Boston, a boatswain's mate sessment, instead of one year, as the
the word of life" (Phil. 2:15, 16) that on the U. S. S. Arkansas; Johan law previously provided.
The governor has signed the reothers may see the way of life.
Svezson of Cambridge, a first-class
V. The rewards of watching are:
gunner's mate on the same battle- solve directing the public service
commission to report to the Legisla(1) Escape from danger—"Watch ya ship; George li Bent of. Lynn, a first ture of next year an estimate of the
therefore . . . that ye may be ac- class boatswain's mate on the New
cost
of acquiring all street railway
counted worthy to escape all these Jersey; W. E. Stevens of Augusta, lines in Massachusetts by the state,
things that shall come to pass" (Luke Me., a seaman on the New Jersey and also stating the amount invested
21:36). Compare the context and the and G. .Bradley of Newport, R. I., i in street and elevated railway lines.
parallel passages with 11 Thees. 1:5-9. chief gunner's mate on the Utah.
The Committee on Taxation has
(2) Bestowal of divine honor.—
voted to report on some of the most
J. Burke Heads Liquor League.
"Blessed are those servants, whom the
Fall River.—At the close of ^the important matters that have been beLord when he cometh shall find watchfore It this year.
ing: verily I say unto you, that he convention of the Massacbusets LiThe committee voted to report a
shall gird himself, and make them to quor League these officers were electalt down to meat, and will come forth ed: President, Thomas J Burke, bill providing for the compulsory filSpringfield; vice-presidents, William ing of taxation returns; also the bill
and serve them" (Luke 12:37). It is,
W. Murphy, Lowell; E. J. Erwln, submitted with the governor's mesof course. Impossible to apprehend the
Boston; E. J. Delehanty. Fall River; sage to give the tax commissioner
When breakfast has to be prepared in a hurry—
meaning of this promised felicity
T. J. Maguire, Lawrence; James the right to assess three times the
(Isaiah 64:4); wa simply know that
Masterson, Northampton; J. F. Mc- value of an estate which is' shown at
When something appropriate is wanted quick for afternoon lunchour Lord's language Implies an. exal- Mahon, Fitchburg; John J. Galvln,
the time of probate not to have been
tation beyond our highest thought. Boston; E. P. Duffy, New Bedford;
assessed to the, decedent; also the
When thoughts of a hot kitchen appall one—
' (3) Increase of power and opportu- John F. Dolan, Fall River; C. T. bin, in accordance with the governity. "Who then is 7a faithful and Sheehan, Springfield; John Doherty, nor's message, to give the tax comWhenever the appetite calls for something deliciously good and ncwrlshing—
wise servant, whom his Lord hath Worcester. Treasurer, V. Brusson- missioner the right to revalue the
made ruler over his household, to giv dorff, Boston; general secretary, T. estate of any individual after It has
them meat in due season? Blessed 1
H> Plnkham, Boston (elected for been assessed by the local assessors.
that servant, whom his Lord whe
three years): sergeant-atarms, A. F.
Repreentatlve Bower of Lawrence
he cometh shall And so doing."
Pendergast, Boston.
introduced resolutions In the House
asking tor an amendment to the conAll hall, the Coming Son o( Ood,
Submarine Wireless Telephony.
stitution of the United States giving
He's Coming- back again,
He'e Coming In the Clouds of heaven.
Boston.—Submarine wireless tele- Congress authority to regulate hours
Hf-'u Coming back again to reign:
phony and telegraphy, are accom- of labor.
—with cream, and, say—berries or peaches!
Blnnera whose eins are washed away. plished facts and were recently publicly demonstrated for the first time.
Engaged Six Times to One Man.
Nor left a single stain,
Go, hall, the Advent of your Lord.
Conversation between men stationed
Attleboro.—Declaring
that
she
had
He's Coming back to reign!
These sweet flakes of corn—toasted crisp—satisfy summer needs. Ready to
on boats moored 150 feet away at been engaged six times to one man
the Boston lightship was carried on and tfeat he broke the engagement
Let every kindred, every tribe.
eat from the package—no botherr-no work—no fussing. A food with delightful
with natural ease and in ordinary each time, Miss Catherine Cahlll has
Free of Creation's pain.
Aloud Acclaim His Welcome back,
tones and messages in the Morse filed suit, alleging breach of promise,
flavour.
He'e Coming back to retgni
code Were transmitted without inter- against PatiiCk J. ltzgerald.
Miss
Ah! soon with all the ransomed throng. ruption between the same craft sep- O.hlll claims damages of $3000, Inarated one, five and 10 miles on the cluding expenses for clothes and wedBeholding Him once slain.
Grocers everywhere sell Post Toasties
We'll see the rolling cloud, and about surface of a choppy sea.
ding preparations.
He's Coming back to reign!

Governor Walsh Vetoes Three
Appropriation Bills.

LESSON

It will satisfy yon.

"Johnny
on the Spot'

PostToasties

sNIETMnONAL

"One summer I chanced to be back
in the ridges of Tennessee," said
United States Senator Blair Lee of
Maryland, as he leaned back in his
chair, "and a couple of mountaineers
got Into an argument High words
led to blows, and one of the men was
killed. One of the party volunteered
to ride on ahead to the dead man's
(By O. E. SELLERS, Director of Even- cabin and break the news to the
ing Department The Moody Bible Insti- Widow.
tute of Chicago.)
"She was seated at a table eating
apple-dumplings when the man rode
up. He broke the news as gently as
LESSON FOR JUNE 14
possible. The woman listened quietly
with a dumpling poised in the air half
THE FRIEND OF SINNERS.
way to her mouth. When the man had
finished, she stuffed the dumpling Into
LESSON TEXT-Luke 18:9-14; 15:1-10.
her
mouth and said:
GOLDEN TEXT—"I came not to call
the righteous but sinners." Mark 1:17.
" 'You-all jest wait till I finish this
hyer dumplin' an' then you-all'll hear
The first section of our lesson is the some hollerin'.'"
beginning of a new paragraph (seeR. V.) and contains one of the Master's best-known parables. ImmediRINGWORM ON LITTLE GIRL
ately preceding this Is the parable of
161 Harrison St, Pawtucket, R. 1.—
the unjust Judge and the Importunate
widow. We are plainly told (v. 9) "When I first noticed the ringworm on
why the Master spake this parable. my little girl it was Just a tiny little
It Is easy to say that those who trust- ■pot below the eye. It moved so that
ed In their own righteousness and "set ft got around the temple, finally It
all others at naught" (R. V.) were the moved Into her hair and the hair fell
Pharisees, but such is not the case; out on the spot where the ringworm
and this parable Is a Warning to us, was. By this time It was larger than
lest we also trust our own righteous- half a dollar. It burned and itched
ness (Isa. 64:6). Using this particu- so she would scratch until the blood
lar class as a background, Jesue came and she would cry herself to
paints, in words of simple grandeur, sleep. In the morning the pillow
a picture quite familiar throughout the would be covered with blood and huages. In It he reveals the falseness of mor where she would have scratched
human standards and declares the It In her sleep. During the day she
Judgment- of heaven. The contrast is was miserable. '
"At the end of five months I read
vivid. Let us look st (1) the Pharisee. The illuminating phrase is in the about the Cuticura Soap and Ointment
words "he prayed with himself" ■o I sent for them tight away. I
(T. 11). Ostentatiously the Pharisees then bought some more and used
separated themselves from their fel- them according to directions and In
low men and this separation seems to leu than three weeks she was quite
have extended even into his prayer cured. In four weeks the hair was
life, and he is withdrawn from God growing thickly over It so that you
also. This is an appalling picture would never know she had a sore."
of the man who trusts only himself. (Signed) Mrs. Corbett, Nov. 30, 1912.
Cuticura Soap and Ointment sold
Examine his prayer and we see the
supposed prayer is really a paean of throughout the world. Sample of each
tree, with 32-p. Skin Book. Address postself-exaltation.
sard "Cuticura, Dept L, Boston."—Adv.

Karakuls Ewe and Twin Lambs.

{By HARf.AN D. SMITH. Kansas Agricultural College. Manhattan, Kan.)
Persian lamb, astrakhan and krinv
mer furs, for which the United States
pays {14,000,000 annually to Russian
farmers, can be grown Just as profit.
ably in the United States, a Kansas
farmer has shown. L. M. Crawford,
a rancher near Cottonwood Falls, has
been so successful in producing these
fors by crossing Karakuls sheep from
Asia on naUve long wool breeds that
the Kansas Agricultural college, seeing the possibilities of an indstry of
much promise, has entered into a cooperation with the Kansas rancher for
the development of the new farming.
The agricultural college will send its
expert assigned to the fur farming
experiment. Dr. R. K. Nabours, to Bokhara, Central Asia, this summer to
study Karakuie fur farming in its naUve country.
The knowledge thus
gained will be applied in perfecting a
sheep fur industry on the Kansas
ranch which. It Is thought, will be of
the utmost importance to United
States farmers. Dr. Nabours will leave
In May and will be gone four months.
Crawford has a large part of the
only Karakuie herd ever brought to
the United States. He Is* the pioneer
In'the attempt to grow the much desired Asiatic furs in this country. On
100 white Lincoln and Cotswold ewes
he Is Crossing purebred and half-blood
Karakuie rams.
Pelts from the
lambs when only a few days old have
been sold on New York markets for
$3 to $10 apiece. The pelts are valuable even if the lambs are born dfed
or die soon after birth. The lm-

portance of this fact is realised when
it is considered that now the thousands of lambs that die in this country every year are complete losses.
Nearly 600 curly, lustrous black
Iambs bearing valuable furs had arrived on the Kansaa fur farm from
April 1. One hundred and fifty ol
these were from half-blood Karakuie
Lincoln rams on Lincoln and Cotswold ewes. The pelts of these lambs
were hardly distinguishable from
those of the purebred Karakuie on
Lincolns and Cotswolds.
This fact,
and the farther fact that only five of
the 150 were white and three spot
ted, are- considered the most important of this year's results. Inasmuch
aa It proves that a half-blood Karakuie ram which can be bought for
$160 will bring lambs with pelts almost aa valuable as a purebred Karakuie which sells for $1,000 to $1,200.
Sheepmen, therefore, could get a start
in fur production on a very small Investment,
Aside from its fur-bearing characteristics the Karakuie sheep has excellent mutton qualities, the Kansas
test has proved. Crossed on American breeds this strain causes a remarkable Increase in weight and
seems absolutely to breed out the
woolly or muskltke flavor of the meal
of native sheep. The Karakuie also la
a very hardy sheep. In fact Its many
desirable qualities, proved slnoe its importation to America, have convinced
the Kansas college experts of the advisability of its wide introduction on
this continent. The tests on the Crawford farm are being made to that end.

GREAT VALUE OF
BEST FERTILIZER
LEGUMINOUS CROPS
, FOR THE GARDENS
Trials Have Proved That Mixture
of Artificial Manure Produces
Excellent Yields.
Numerous experiments have proved
the high value of a mixture of artlBcial manure for potatoes, consisting
of four hundredweight of superphosphate and two hundredweight of sulphate of ammonia and two hundredweight of sulphate of potash per acre.
This dressing should give a good
crop, even when no farmyard manure la available, though ten tons
of that manure per acre is a valuable addition. ,When the last is applied the sulphate of ammonia and
potash may be reduced to half a
ton each. Trials have proved that
these manures produce their best results when placed in drills under the
seed potatoes. Growers who plant
only a few rods may have difficulty In
getting locally small quantities of the
artificial manures named; but there
are some large town firms who sell
them by the bags. A ready-made potato manure from a firm of high reputation may answer equally well, although it will cost a IRtle more than
Its constituents cost when bought by
the ton. A deep Btlrring of the soli,
without bringing the sub-soil to the
top, is a security against drought

GREEDY HOGS ARE
MOST DESIRABLE VALUE OF SILAGE
TO THE PRODUCER
Breeders Might Well Devote
Themselves to Developing
Appetite Instead of Points.
The Oregon agricultural station has
found out by actual feeding tests that
the hog which eats most greedily Is
the most profitable. Thirty pigs were
divided" into three lots, the heaviest
eaters in one lot,,and the others graded according to their capacity for consuming feed.
A hundred hogs like the heaviest
eaters, at the rate of gain made and
present prjcee, would make a profit of
$297.(5, or almost exactly $3 a head.
A hundred like the poorest feeders
would have made a profit of $115,65, or
only a little more than a dollar a
head. They were evenly graded aa
to size and sex. If there Is this great
difference between the heavy eating
hogs and the light eaters—and most
hog growers will agree that the-breeders might well devote themselves to
breeding appetite In hogs, Instead of
color or fancy points. If the appetite makes the profits, breed appetite.

Humility of Heart.

(2) The Publican regarded himself
as "the sinner" (v. 13 R. V. marg.).
He knew he was a great, an irreligious offender against law and grace.
He had sacrificed everything to acquire money. He comes with no outward show except an abundant evidence of the ehame and humility of
his heart He also was excluded from
men but not from God. Burdened
with the sense of his sin, he casts himself upon the mercy of God. He is
absolutely devoid of any trust in himself, any contempt for others, and
makes a straight, earnest, passionate
abandonment of himself and his need
to God. He goes away "Justified'*
(Judged right). Why? Because he
had taken the right place, a sinner's
place before God, and found pardon,
II. The Second Section is a story
and deals with an individual case, Zaccbeus, who was a "chief Publican."
Jesus sought him (see Golden Text),
whereas Zaccheus was animated by
curiosity, and the writer informs us
he was small of stature, hence the
Results Obtained From Their Use necessity of climbing the sycamore
He went up the tree because
Are Far More Striking in Poor tree.
of curiosity, he came down because
of
conviction.
He wanted to see this
Soils Than in Rich.
man in the center of the crowd and
Investigations prove the high valut was amazed to hear Jesus call him by
of the common legume crops whether name.
Must Yield Wealth.
used in rotation or as green manure
Zaccheus was rich, dishonest, dissatcrops. Results obtained from theii
uae are far more striking in poor soUt isfied, but desperately In earnest, and
than In rich soils. Perhaps the safest a.man of prompt decision. The estirule to apply where there la a choice mation of his fellow-citizens is indiof two legumes is to use the one which cated by v. 7. Notwithstanding all of
gives the largest total yield per acre, this Zaccheus was not so wedded to
or if these are about equal, to use the his money as to let it keep him out
of the kingdom. In chapter IS we
one whose seed is cheapest.
The plowing under of green manure read of the rich man who "lacked one
crops as a regular operation is seldom thing." He was lost—"went away"—
carried on except in orchards. In this because he would not yield his wealth
ease there can be but little doubt thai (see also 18:26, 27). What took place
the operation Is highly profitable within-the house of Zaccheus we are
With field crops the plowing under ol not told, but for the Master to enter
a green manure crop is seldom Just! was looked upon either as amazing
liable except in the case of very pool ignorance of Zaccheus' character or
lands or at considerable Intervals, be else extreme carelessness concerning
cause ordinarily It Is far more profit- the maintenance of his own character.
able to utilize the crop for feed and Jesus was dealing with one man, not
then to return the manure to the soil the multitude, hence he leaves them to
. There are 16 Important legumlnoua their amazement While this is true,
field crops used in the United States, yet we can surmise something of that
namely, red clover, alfalfa, cowpeas, interview by the result (v, 8) for Zacalaike clover, crimson clover, white cheus seems to have made a public
clover soy beans, peanuts, Canada avowal of his ethical and moral
peas, hairy vetch, common vetch, vel- change of heart Note the steps:
vet beans, Japan clover, sweetjclover, (1) He "Bought to see JeBus," John
3:14, 16; Isa. 46:22. (2) He was very
burr clover and beggar weed.
much in earnest, "climbed a sycamore
tree," Luke 13:24. (3) He made no
delay, "make haste" Isa. 56:6. The
result was that of great blessing to
the people and joy in the heart of
Zaccheus. (4) He was obedient, joyously and promptly. The genuineness
his transformation was evidenced
Great Saver of Grain Regardless of
by the way it affected his pockctbook.
of Whether Fed to Stock Cat- He made abundant restitution and
gave bountifully to the poor. The
tle or Fattening Animals.
love of God shed abroad in the heart
of a miserly, selfish man or church
There is no roughage which is ol will promote honesty both to Gold and
more Importance to the producer ol man.
From the combined parable and
beef cattle than silage. The value ol
silage to the beef producer varies con- story we can read the lesson that Jesiderably and Is dependent upon a BUB is the friend of sinners and not
large number of other factors.
If of sin.
rough fodders are scarce or are hlgb
Thus the friend of sinners seeks and
priced, if the grain is high priced, or saves men. He sees the acts and the
if the .grain is eo near a good market attitude of men and is ready to justify
that much of it can be readily sold, those whose attitude is that of humilsilage will haWe a greater value than ity and supplication. He seeks men
If the opposite conditions exist. It la even as he sought Zaccheus, and as
a great saver of grain regardless ol be saves he produces in them those
whether it is to be fed to stock cattle fruits of righteousness which are the
or fattening cattle. It will lessen the evidence and demonstration of their
grain feeding by practically the same salvation. The scribes and the Phariamount as is contained In the silage. sees saw Jesus eating with the publiThe value will also depend somewhat cans and expressed this disapproving
upon the kind of cattle to which It ia surprise only to receive his rebuke.
to be fed. If there is an abundance d "They that are whole have no need of
rough fodder which cannot be mark- a physician, but they that are sick:
I came not to call the righteous."
eted, silage will not be so valuable.

SUGGESTIONS FOR ICE TRUST

MUCH GOOD IN SALAD

Just a Few Reaaone Why There
Should Be an Advance In Price
APPETIZING AND HEALTH-QIVINOJ
of Summer Necessity.
w
AT ALL SEASONS.

The ice trust having offered a silver
loving-cup for the best excuse which
might be Invented for raising the
price of ice after the cold winter, we
hopefully submit the following:
1. The ice being BO thick and heavy,
it costs more to handle it.
2. The blocks are so large that there
Is great waBte in cutting them up for
the retail trade.
5. The ice is so cold It freezes solid
in the storage bouses and Is very dlfflcult to get out.
4. As the winter has been so cold,
the summer will necessarily be very
hot, and the demand for Ice very
great eo that it is doubtful If there
will be enough to go around.
6. The ice being extra thick, extra
cold, and extra quality all through. It
is only proper that an extra price
should be demanded.
6. The price of ice never had any
relation to the cost of production, anyhow.—Life.
For the Collection Box.

Jimmy, aged four, had been sent upstairs by his mother to get ten cents,
which she Intended to use for the purchase of postage stamps.
Not knowing exactly what a tencent piece looked like, Jimmy called
downstairs: "Mother, Is ten cents a
little piece of money?"
"Tee, Jimmy, the smallest piece of
money in my purse."
"Oh, I know now, mother! Church
money."—Judge.
All that glitters isn't gold. Many a
man has pinned his faith to a star,
only to discover, that it was really
only a fireflyWright's Indian Vegetable Pills are sold
with and without soluble sugar coating.
They regulate the bowels, invigorate the
liver and purify the blood. Adv.

Many a woman's idea of a good
husband is one who can carve without
Taking No Chances.
"Well, well," said Dr. Blgbill as he getting any spots on the tablecloth.
met a former patient on the street,
Worms eipelled promptly from tbe human
"I'm glad to see you again, Mr. Brown.
system with Dr. Peery's Vermifuge "Dead
How are you this morning?"
Shot." Adv.
"First, doctor," said Mr. Brown cauBut a crank ceases to be a crank
tiously, "does it cost anything to tell
when he does you a good turn.
you?"

Housewife Who Is Proficient In Then*
Making Is a Treasure to Her
Family—Three Recipes That
Are Excellent.
By LIDA AME8 WILLIS.

One of our readers delights in her
skill in salad-making. She declares she
can prepare salads that are her own—'
and her family's—greatest Joy and satisfaction In this life, if not their salvation in the next Another reader exhorts us to preach salads to the outer
barbarian who will not adopt this
higher phase of development Virtue
lies In the harmonious combination of
a salad, the beauty and health-giving;
qualities that nature has Imparted to
tbe delicate, tender green -vegetables,
the oil of the olive, and other choice
ingredients used.
Though salads vary with the season,
happily there is no month in our year
during which we may not obtain fresh
materials in greens or vegetables tor
tbe production of choice salads. The
American cucumber, hot-house or outdoor grown, should be eaten in all its
pristine freshness, sliced into ice cold
water to make It tender and crisp, but
no salt added.
Dutch Salad.—The minced fish salads originated with the Dutch, who
were famous for compounds of fish.
Cheddar cheese, and various roots and
herbs. A herring Baled is made with
two broiled herring, skin and bone*
removed and meat shredded; put In a
salad bowl a bleached head of endive;,
add to the fish and two anchovies cut
up a dozen minced capers, two boiled
and diced potatoes, two boiled and
pickled beets cut In shreds, and some
minced herbs. Pour over all a plain
salad dressing; toss lightly together
and serve.

FREE TO ALL SUFFERERS
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What is Castoria.
CASTORIA is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Drops and
Swtaing Syrups. It is pleasant. It contains neither Opium, Morphine nor
otter Narcotic substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms and allays
Feverishness. For more than thirty years it has been in constant use for the relief
of Constipation, Eatulency, Wind Colic, all Teething Troubles and DiarrhoBa. It
regulates the Stomach and Bowels, assimilates the Food, giving healthy and «
natural sleep. The ChUdren's Panacea-The Mother's Friend.
*w
The Kind You lave Always Bought, and which has been in use for over
80 years, has borne the signature of Chas. E Fletcher, and has been made under
his personal supervision since its infancy. Allow no one to deceive you in this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and "Just-as-good" are but Experiments that trifle with
and endanger the health of Infants and ClhUdnffl-Experienoe against Experiment.

Letters from,Prominent Physicians
addressed to Chas. H. Fletcher.

ALCOHOL 3 PER CENT. ]

AVegelabtePrepaMimlorAssirailaiing iheFoodantfRrtulatingUicSiomaclisanuBoweisaf
INFANTS-TiiiLPREN

Promotes Digestionflitfifur
ncssandRest.Contalnstteili»r
Opium.Morphittt nor Mineral
NOT NARCOTIC.

AperfectBHoedy for Cons",*
t ion, Sour Stonach-DUvmia
Worms fJonvutsionsJewrisliIWSShndLOSSOFSLEER
Facsimile Signature of

Dr. Albert W. Kahl, of Buffalo N. T., says: "I have used t******
my practice for the past 26 years. I regard it as an excellent medicine
for children."
.
__~a
0r. Gustavo A. Eisengraeber. of St Paul, Minn.; says: I hare meal
your Castoria repeatedly in my practice with good results, and can recommend it as an excellent, mild and harmless remedy for children."
Dr. E. J. Dennis, of St- Louis, Mo., says: "I have used and preserlbefl
your Castoria in my sanitarium and outside practice for a number of years
and find it to be an excellent remedy for children."
Dr. S. A. Buchanan, of Philadelphia, Pa., says: "ft have used your Castoria in the case of my own baby and find It pleasant to take, and have
obtained excellent results from Its use."
Dr. J. E. Simpson, of Chicago, III, says: "I have used your Castoria la
cases of colic in children and have found it the best medicine of its kin*
on the market."
.v.
Dr. R. B. Eskildson, of Omaha, Neb, says: "I find your Castoria to he si
standard family remedy. It is the best thing for infants and children I
have ever known and I recommend it"
Dr. L. E. Robinson, of Kansas City, Mo, says: "Tour Castoria certainly J
has merit. Is not its age, its continued use by mothers through all these
years, and the many attempts to Imitate it, sufficient^ recommendation?,
What cana physician add? Leave it to the mothers."
Dr. Bdwin F. Pardee, of New York City, says: "For several years I have
recommended your Castoria and shall always continue to do so, as it haa
invariably produced beneficial results."
Dr. N. B. Slier, of Brooklyn, N. Y, says: "I object to what are called
patent medicines, where maker alone knows what Ingredients are put la •
them, but 1 know the formula of your Castoria and advise its use."

GENUINE CASTORIA ALWAYS
' Beam the Signature of_
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SENT UP A PLEA FOR HEDSallors, Imprisoned In Submarine, Telephoned Their Appeals to Rescuers at Surface.

I WORK OF THE STORM i
By DON LA GRANGE.

North Brookfield Savings Bank

The Mingoa is one of the submarine
flotilla Btationed at Libau. On a SaturI
Up to the night of the ,16th of Deday several weeks ago it was out for
exercise in the neighborhood of the cember there had been no winter
The water In the ponds and
FEEDING POULTRY ON RANGE lightship off Libau, with its full crew weather.
of 19 men under the command of Lieu- ditches had scarcely frozen over, indeed, the highways were dry and
Crowing Stock Mature More Quickly tenant Garsoev, and as usual a tender
ALL DEPOSITS THAT ARE RECEIVED ON OR BEFORE JULY 3 80 ON INTEREST JULY 1,1914.
was present during the maneuvers, dusty, and "the oldest inhabitant" said
When Given Freedom—Outdoor
that
the
bluebirds
were
as
numerous
writes
a
St.
Petersburg
correspondFeed Hopper le Shown.
ent of the Seattle Railway News. The in the country as In June.
At three o'clock the cows were out
The very best way of growing stock, Mingoa, which was apparently pro.especially when intended lor future ceeding either well on to the surface, in the green pastures. At six a gale
or
Just
awash,
was
suddenly
discovfrom
the north was raging and the
breeding, is to give them free range
and provide them with food just when ered by those on the tender to take snow driving in blinding sheets that
they need it. On a recent visit to the a plunge In somewhat abnormal fash- man or animal could not face.
Of course, Mr. Rayburn and his wife
poultry farm of T. W. Vare, Hammon- ion, throwing its stern well Into the
ton, N. J., the writer's attention was air. For some time it was not sup- has selected that very afternoon to
drawn to an outdoor feed hopper, a posed any accident had happened, and drive over to the town of Hepburn,
$679,138.97
$439,780.00 Deposits
Mortgages on Real Estate
practical and convenient article for the return of the submarine to the sur- 12 miles distant, to see about some
face was expected, but the appearance business that should have been attend82,190.04
feeding a dry mash.
5,048.02
Real Estate
The illustration here given Is so of the emergency buoy gave the alarm. ed to a month before, and that could
TheBe
buoys
not
only
serve
precisely
be attended to any. time within the
4,500.00
Bank Building
plain that it will not be difficult to understand making the hopper, says a to locate the whereabouts of a sunk- next month without loss to anyone.
297,871.25
Bonds
and
Public
Funds
en
submarine,
but
are
fitted
with
a
telThey were two miles on their way
writer in the Farm Journal. A roof
14,129.74
Cash on hand and in Banks
"can be constructed over it to keep out ephonic, apparatus, enabling the crew home when the storm-wolf struck them
to communicate with the upper air. and ran them into a farmhouse for the
The moment the tender learned by night. They were only two of hun$761,329.01
$761,329.01
these means what had, happened, it dreds that bad to seek strange shelter
steamed off to the lightship, which tel- that night.
GEORGE
R.
HAMANT,
PRESIDENT,
egraphed the news of the disaster to
And back at the manor house as
the dockyard headquarters at Libau. darkness shut down and the blizzard
j
ARTHUR C. BLISS, TREASURER.
The accident happened at three grew stronger, was a cook who flung
o'clock In the afternoon, but owing, it her arms about and wept, and a Miss
would seem, to the disposal of the men Bird Rayburn who Bcolded:
on a Saturday, the message was not
President, George R. Hamant; Vice Presidents, Sumner Holmes, W. F. Fullam ;
"Yes, It's a blizzard, and father and
acted on for several hours, and it was mother can't possibly get home toClerk, M. A. Longley; Treasurer, A. C. Bliss.
not until nine o'clock at night that night, and maybe not tomorrow, but
the salvage vessels reached the spot. what of it?"
Auditors, Thos. G. Richards, H. T. Maynard, H. P. Bartlett.
An Outdoor Feed Hopper.
The weather conditions remained hap"I was reading that where there was
the rain and hot suns. Mr. Vare keeps pily favorable, and divers having fixed _ blizzard there was always half a
BOARD OF INVESTMENT.
these hoppers well filled with dry the lifting chains, the Mingoa was suc- dozen murders with it!" persisted the
SUMNER HOLMES,
GEORGE R. HAMANT,
mash, and the youngsters, after taking cessfully brought to the surface by ccok.
vigorous exercise, are able to sharpen midnight, having been nine hours at
HERBERT T. MAYNARD.
"Fanny, you'd tire a cow with your
GEORGE
R.
DOANE,
their appetites so that they eat greed- the bottom of the sea. When the fears and your whining!" was the
after
hatch
was
opened
three
men
ily of the meal set for them. The hopTRUSTEES.
sharp admonition. "You go back to the
staggered out, barely able to crawl. kitchen and make a big pot of coffee
pers can be made any size.
' SUMNER HOLMES,
GEORGE R: HAMANT,
Fifteen of the crew and the captain and keep it hot. Have things ready
got out unconscious from the so that you can get a quick lunch. It's
GEORGE R. DOANE,
FEEDING GRAIN TO POULTRY were
WM.
F.
FULLAM,
after part of the vessel. There re- likely that some one will ask us for
SAMUEL A. CLARK,
mained
only
the
coxswain,
who
was
ARTHUR
C.
BLISS,
shelter wjthin the next hour."
For Growing Stock or Laying Hens 30
in the conning tower amidships. It
FRANK S. BARTLETT,
Miss Bird was no heroine. She was
to 35 Per Cent of Ration Should
EZRA
D.
BATCHELLER,
*
was necessary to raise the submarine bluffing herself and bluffing the cook.
Consist of Corn.
AMASA G. STONE,
well out of the water to get at the It was a fact that she was frightened.
DR. HIRAM P. BARTLETT,
(By C. E. BROWN, Poultryman, North- conning tower, and this took another There was not another house within
BURT A. BUSH,
MAURICE A. LONGLEY,
west Experiment Station, Crookston, three hours' work, but the coxswain, half a mile. The telephone had "gone
Minn.)
when released after 12 hours' confineH. T. MAYNARD.
THOS. G. RICHARDS,
Corn Is more commonly fed to poul- ment was In the best condition of any dead."
The first move was to see tttat every
try, in the United States, than any
MEMBERS OF THE CORPORATION
of the crew.
door and window was secure, and then
other grain; and, when properly balNORTH BROOKFIELD—Ezra D. Batcheller, Hiram P. Bartlett, George R. Hamant, Frank A. Smith,
the sentinel sat down to wait. After
anced with other feeds, ie one of the
Sumner Holmes, Albert H. Foster, Charles E. Batcheller, Amasa G. Stone, Samuel A. Clark, Ethan A. llarwood,
Clock to Jog the Memory.
half an hour or so she began Ito wonder
most valuable grains we have. ReTimothy Howard, John P. Ranger, Arthur C. Bliss, Alfred C. Stoddard, Frank 8. Bartlett, George R. Doane,
cent experiments indicate that corn is _ A "memory" clock is about the new- whether she had really locked the outWilliam F. Fullam, Maurice A. Longley, Burt A. Bush, Herbert T. Maynard, James Daniels, Alexander K. Pemore easily and thoroughly digested est thing in timepieces, according to side doors of the vestibule. Of course
cot, Charles H. Edgerton, F. Arthur Fullam, Edward A. Batcheller, William B. Gleason, Thomas G. Richards,
than other grains. For growing stock Playthings. This clock does not differ she had. Perhaps not. It would take
Mortimer J. Howard, E. A. Ludden.
>
or laying hens, from 30 to 35 per cent in appearance from an ordinary clock, only a minute to make sure, but she
OAKHAM-Jesse Allen.
BROOKFIELD-Walter Mellen, N. Charles Harwood, John F. Smith,
excepting that around the outside rim did" not move. There came what she
of the ration should consist of corn.
WEST BROOKFIELD-John G. Shackley, C. E. Bill.
NEW BRAINTREE, Charles S. Lane, Harry Pollard.
Wheat is probably the best grain to of the dial there are holes so placed thought was a shout or a cry for help
feed singly. In Europe and Canada it that there are four of them between from the highway. Was it a cry or the
Is more largely fed than any other every hour sign. They are marked wail of the gale?
What Miss Bird did was to go to one
grain. Wheat screenings, when one 14, %, %. and a star, the latter being
of the front windows and raiBe the
can get them clten, are superior to directly opposite the hour.
Chance Tor Grannie.
With the clock Is furnished a num- shade and let the light shine forth into
plump wheat for laying hene, as they
Sailor-Authors.
A little English boy wrote to his
If You Are Artistic.
contain more protein, and are there- ber of-small brass plugs, the purpose the Btorm for a beacon. Five minutes
Perhaps the most celebrated (authIf
you
have
artistic
tendencies
which
grandmother
from
his
boarding
school,
of which is thiB: When one of them is after she had taken her seat again the
ors who started life as sailors are Fen'
fore not€o fattening.
Oats, being nearest to a balanced placed in one of the holes mentioned, front door opened and a man of snow are crying for expression there is no in time for her birthday. The letter lmore Cooper, the famous author of
ran
thus:
"Dear
Grannie:
I
want
to
better
way
to
express
yourself
than
in
say
at
a
point
where
it
marks
a
quarration, should be an excellent poultry
staggered into the room. She had not
"The Last of the Mohicans;" Clark
your personal appearance and the ar- send you a birthday present, but I Russell, the author of "Alone on thai
feed, but, owing to their thick hulls, ter after one, the clock will make a locked the doors after all.
The unbidden guest staggered about rangement and decoration of your haven't any money. So If you will Wide, Wide Sea," and Frank T. Bullthey are not much relished by the distinct buzzing noise, loud enougn to
fowls. By soaking in water, or sprout- attract attention, at exactly that time, until he could clutch the back of a home. Make yourself and your home send me the money you always give en, the author of "The Cruise of the
ing, oats may be made very much more regardless of how many other plugB chair for support The Bnow had piled works of art You will find this much me for Christmas now, 111 buy you Cachalot." This trio has made excelthere are In the clock. The value of on him incheB thick, and his battle more worth while than wasting a Urge something nice with it. I'm thinking lent use of the seafaring lore which
palatable.
Barley Is an excellent poultry feed; such a clock to a business man can with the storm had exhausted him. It amount of artistic Titallty on second- of a pair of pistols a boy here will sell only experience can give in the long
and some poultrymen feed it when scarcely be overestimated. As soon as was a full minute before he spoke, and rate china painting, sketching, model- cheap or a gramophone that another list of works for which they are reboy has. I could use them until I come
they cannot get corn. We find it a he arrives at his desk he can plug up then a nervous laugh preceded his ing and the like.
sponsible.
home."
splendid grain for fattening purposes, the clock in accordance with his ap- words:
pointments
and
other
matters
which
and when cracked it is splendid for
"In two or three minutes I shall be
For Your Plants.,
Wife's Privilege.
have to be attended to at definite able to ask you to excuse this Intrulittle chicks.
Instead of buying expensive jardiUnkind Words.
"Bach said that his wife habitually
Buckwheat and millet make valuable times.
After the clock has been sion."
nieres for your potted plants, simply
Unkind words do as much harm M chastised him and that he could stand
additions to any whole-grain mixture, plugged he can proceed to work and
The girl was holding a revolver in paint the ordinary flour pots and saucforget 'all about his appointments. At her hand. She kept her eyes on him, ers with a flat oil paint In a color to unkind deeds. Many a heart has been it no longer." This is not a quotey
when fed in moderate proportions.
subbed
to death by a few little words'.
the first call of the buzzer he knows but made no reply.
harmonize with the color scheme of There is a charity which consists In tion from a comic opera or a funny
paper, but from a report of court prothat
a
certain
matter
is
due
for
his
at"Sorry
to
bring
this
snowbank
Into
the
room
they
are
In.
Flower
pots
PROPER HANDLING OF EGGS
tention, which he may promptly for- the house, but 1 was that done up that painted a green-blue or a Chinese blue withholding words, in keeping back ceedings. The report proceeds: "Mrs.
harsh
Judgments,
in
abstaining
from
Bach proved, however, to the satisWith Little Cars on Part of Producer get after it is attended to, sure in the I had to crawl from the gate to the are wonderfully quaint and decorative. speech. If to speak is to condemn.
faction of the court that she was freknowledge that the clock will watch house."
Price Loss of 16 to 20 Per Cent
Such charity hears the tale of slander, quently justified in administering cor->
out for his other appointments.
Still no answer.
May Be Prevented.
but does not repeat if, listens in si- poral punishment to her husband, and
Artistic Evasion.
"If your father is here I beg the
They were two little children and lence, but forbears comment, then she was let off with payment of the
privilege of introducing myself. Mr.
The Troublesome Postscript.
Two-thirds of the bad eggs on the
they were painting pictures In their locks the unpleasant secret within the costs."—The Outlook.
market are started on their downward
Some years ago a well-known Indi- Deerlng, my father, Is in public life!" school books. One youngster finished very depths of the heart.
««■ —
'—
'The railroad magnate?" queried
path before they leave the farm. Many ana politician, who was a member of
Of One Mind.
a cow in blue, and then remembered
First
Eneli'h
Concertina.
of the others that spoil do so lying the national committee of his party, Miss Bird.
Foxy Uncle (after leaving the curio
The first English concertina was
'The newspapers refer to him as never to have seen a blue cow.
about In grocery stores and butcher wrote to an active political worker in
"Never mind," encouragingly said the made in 1829, but there was a Ger- shop, showing his nephew the way to
such.
I
myself
am
generally
spoken
a distant part of the state, to give him
shops.
other, "we.will say the cow Is cold." man concertina long before that time. buy curios)—"There you are, you see.
One bad egg in a dozen spoils a cus- timely directions concerning the cam- of as Ted Deering, the son of his
When you are dealing with people
—Exchange.,
Mozart (who seems to have written like that just hargue the point a bit,
tomer's desire for eggs and reduces paign then in progress. The poli- father."
for every instrument in existence in and down comes the price ten shill"Neither of my parents is at home
sales in market prices from IB to 20 tician's secretary was absent, so he
Abstruse Question.
bis day, Including barrel organs, meper cent. With a little care and proper wrote the letter hinAelf, although he and it is doubtful it they get here
in's." Curio Dealer (to his nephew)—
"Is politics singular or plural?" chanical clockwork, etc.) wrote an
handling on the part of the producer knew his handwriting was as hard to through this storm. I shall accept
"There you are, my boy. When you're
asked
the
man
who
pays
attention
to
adagio in C major 2-4 time for the
you as Mr. Ted Deering, however, and
this great loss could be eliminated and decipher as that of Horace Qreeley.
dealing with a man like 'im, and you
A week later his correspondent vis- there is hot coffee awaiting you. I had grammar. "I don't know," replied concertina in the year 1779, and also see as 'ow 'e's going to hargue the
fresh eggs, farm eggs or storage eggs
would become desirable, wholesome ited Indianapolis, and came to see the the cook prepare for Just such an Senator Sorghum, "but in my recent an adagio and rondo for concertina, point a bit, all you've got to do ie
personal experience It seems distinct- flute, oboe, viola, and 'cello in 179(1
and edible products.
emergency."
politician.
to put the price up ten shillln's to
"And you'll lay aside the revolver? ly singular, owing to a conspicuous or 1791.
Eggs, to demand the highest market
"Did you get my letter? Could you
start with."—Sketch.
lack of plurality." *
^^____
prices, must be infertile, uniform and read it?" asked the politician.
"I am not afraid."
^ . » ——
Light From the Earth.
Miss Bird and Mr. Deering were
fresh. By keeping the hens and roost"I didn't have any trouble with it,
Trying to Help Father.
The darkest part of the sky Is alers separate, gathering the eggs sev- except the postscript," said the other good Samaritans that long, fierce
Youth's Cruelty.
Ethel was the six-year-old daughter
eral times a day, storing them in a man. "That stuck me. I showed it night. Two wayfarers were admitted,
Youth is a graceful thing of high- of a physician and often heard her ways aglow. The earth Itself gives
cool, dark place and marketing them to everybody In town. They could all thawed out and put to bed, and they sounding
words
and
impetuous father discussing the condition of his off a lot of light. Scientists of the
before they are more than a few days read the letter, but no one could make would have done the same by others thoughts, but, like many other grace- patients. One night after her regular Franklin Institute have measured this
old, a commodity can be delivered that out the postscript."
had the Btorm drifted them that way. ful things, it can be very hard and prayer of "Now I lay me dbwn to earth light and have found that it is
will delight the palate of city customWhen Mr. and Mrs. Rayburn finally very cruel —"The Witness for the De- sleep," she added: "O, God, please of the order of one-tenth part of the
The man drew the letter from his
Intensity of a star of the first order of
pocket and handed it to the poli- reached home there was a good deal of fense." by A. E. W. Mason. .
ers.
make all the sick people well and all
magnitude. It is attributed, at least
In order to make assurance doubly tician, who gave it a quick glance.
talk about blizzards, but It was midthe well people sick."
partially, to a permanent aurora borecertain, producers of fancy eggs al"Heavens!" he exclaimed. "The summer before Miss Bird's father
White Spots on Wood.
ways candle their products before postscript »ays, 'Don't let anyone see closed a conversation by observing:
alla which is revealed by the characOftentimes, when placing a vase of
placing them upon the market. Eggs this letter." "—Youth's Companion.
teristic green ray observed on ob"Why, if you and Bird love each
Contingent
Fee.
ocure nights in the whole heavenshandled in this manner may be placed
other, I see no reason to object, but if flowers on a table, we found that some
The
Seeress—"You
will
soon
marry
in cold storage for any reasonable
you live with us I shall expect you to water had run down the vase, leaving
Rather Personal.
a
man
with
loads
of
money
who
will
a white ring. After trying several
length of time and will come out
It was the season of Lent, and the keep the walks clear of snow in the things to remedy the color, spirits of give you a princely allowance. Two
Thoroughly Base.
wholesome and edible, without the bad vicar of a certain village church was winter!"
An old, forger who had served five
dollars, please." The Customer—"111
reputation so characteristic of storage solemnly and impressively exhorting (Copyright, 1814, by the McClure Newspa- camphor Anally solved the problem.
terms
in
various penitentiaries, and
pay you out of the allowance. Goodi
per Syndicate.)
eggs.
bis congregation to self-examination,
who is now refraining from fancy penby."—Cleveland Plain Dealer,.
abstinence, and repentance.
The
•Fruit.
manship in order to enjoy an uninterHen* With Free Range.
Nasal Handicap.
Mr. Peach, before leaving town on
rupted vacation for a week or two,
On the farm where the hens usually beadle, who Is accustomed to sit beCapt Frank Sulzer of the Salvaaccords us the following epigram from
Reviving Asparagus Ferns.
have free range which furnishes them low the pulpit, is locally renowned as tion army Is authority for the state- a business trip, Instructed his wife's
Should your asparagus plumosa the depth of his experience: "I never
with grass and insects in abundance, the owner of the biggest mouth in the ment that a red nose is not always nurse to apprise him of the arrival of
a good feed of oats and corn once a district Unfortunately he felt sleepy, the badge of a drinking man. He the stork. She obliged with the fol- seem to be drooping, give It the salt realized the complete baseness of my
and
yawned
at
a
very
critical
and
imlowing telegram: "Mrs. Peach has a treatment. Sprinkle a halHnch-wlde nature until one day I found myself
day Is all that need be given the fowls.
tells a story of a man who applied
circle of table salt upon the earth near unconsciously raising my own check!"
An abundance of drinking water must pressive part of the minister's sermon. to him for work. The man was an pair."—Judge.
"Pause,
my
brethren,
at
this
solemn
the spot In watering, the salt is caralso be provided, as well as a plentiGrsatnsi* of Man.
Quite Right
season of Lent, before It is too late," excellent workman and a total abried to the roots. One treatment is
ful supply of grit.
Teacher of Botany in Girls' School
The greatness of man does not show usually sufficient to bring pronounced
exclaimed the preacher, "or you may stainer, but was afflicted with a nose
that
shone
like
a
red
lantern.
Capt.
tnat
snone
u»«
»
™»
•«•■»■.«=.
u.
~-«
,
n^jf
j
n»
ability
to
build
cathedrals.
—"Now
for
a
little review. What can
n
be dragged into the abyss which Is
Furnish Comfortable Nest*.
Sulzer Anally got the man a job after, to gCU|ptUre, to paint, to write, to in- improvement in your plant.
you tell me. Miss Smith, of the longe
A good comfortable nest may not now yawning before you."
evity of bacteria T" Hiss Smith—"I—
There was a suppressed titter in the a lot of difflculty, but he says h ;TeBt, to discover, to control men, to
Cant
Induce a hen to lay. If It Is not laying,
I don't -remember exactly, but I think;
congregation, the preacher/looked sur- never realized before the difficulties a I found nati0ns, etc., but in its ability to
Cant
is
the
twin
sister
of
hypocrisy.
but if it is Uring we want ber to de
they are longer than they are wide."
prised, and the beadle a little discom- red-nosed man has to meet—Boston ^n^une wjth God and do his bidding. —Beecber.
posit the eggs in s nest where we can
Post
|—Western Methodist.
fited—London Tit-Bits.
Cad them.
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1,000 Summer Dresses
At 1-3 Reduction

1.00 a Year in Advance.
Single Copies, 3 Cents.
Address all communications to BROOKFIELD
North Brookfield, Mass.
Orders for subscription, advertising, or Job
work and payment lor the same, may be sent
direct to the main office. North Brookfield or
to George W. HcNamara. Brookfieid

TIMES,

BROOKFIELD.

A New York manufacturer was
overstocked on Summer Dresses.
We quickly accepted his generous
offer of 1-3 reduction for pick of
these beautiful dresses and they are
now on sale at unusual savings.
Summer DreSSeS oi striped voile in white and colors,
and Chambray Dressesln colors, with pique and eponge collars and cuffs, new models. This week ■> - $2.98
'Summer DreSSeS in voiles, crepes, tissues and Summer
fabrics in striped, dotted and figured design, prettify trimmed with lace and insertion, pretty colors
and white, uncommon styles
.
- $3.98
Summer DreSSeS in Pure Linen, Eponge, Fancy
' Crepes, Tissues and cool materials, long Tunic Skirts,
Net and Lace colors, in fact every new style feature
This week
$5.00
Summer DreSSeS in White Lingerie, Sheer Tissue,
in new floral patterns, Figured Cretans, Cross Bar,
Figured and Striped Voile, Pure Linen, in the richest designs and combinations. This week
$7.60

To Motorboat Owners—You can now
buy gasoline at Donahue's boat house
July 1st, Rev. Fr. Murphy completes
28 years of service here.
Miss Cora Hardy of Atlanta, Ga., is
calling on old friends here.
Miss M. J. Sherman of Hampton Institute is here on her vacation.
Miss Jennie L. Irwin, Madison, Ot.,
arrived in town Saturday for the summer.

The Methodist church will celebrate DARING BURGLARY OF THE
POST OFFICE, BROOKFIELD.
Children's Sunday by a grand Sunday
school concert at 10.45 a. in. and there Yeairmen Get Comparatively Little in Return
will be a brief address by the pastor.
For Their Trouble.
Sometime in the early hours of ThursJoseph J. Durkin was at his home on
Central street, Monday. He had as a day morning the post office at Brookfield
goest, Joseph R. Strickland of Shamolin, was entered by burglars, the safe com
P«. Both young men graduated from pleteiy wrecked, apparently by two
charges of dynamite, the books and
Soly Cross on Wednesday.
papers taken away for closer examina-It was "Children's Night" at the tion, and then discarded in the rear of a
Grange meeting in banquet hall, Tues- barn on the Rogers place, River street.
day night and the entertainment was No mail matter was disturbed buta small
furnished by the children in charge of quantity of stamps and money were takifrs Flora Mitchell, MrsGabrielle Works, en. Fortunately Postmaster Delaney had
and Mrs Augusta M. Huntington.
made a large deposit in a Worcester bank
As near as can be
Twenty-five of the local fans attended on Wednesday.
the Palmer high vs. North Brookfield learned the break must have occured behigh baseball game at the latter town, tween 1 and 1.30 a. m. Several people in
Saturday afternoon. Palmer won 5 to 3, town heard two reports, a short time
tad thereby became champions of the apart, at that hoor, but did not investigate.
Qsaboag Valley League.
The break was first discovered by PostJoseph J. Durkin, Central street, grad- master Delaney when he cam* to the
uated from Holy Cross college, Worces- office just before C a. m. The front room
ter, on Wednesday, receiving the degree appeared all right, but on entering the
of B. A. He is a graduate of the B. H. rear room the debris of the ruined sale
S„ class of 1909. Among those who at- told the story of the midnight visit. Entended the graduation exercises were:— trance bad been gained through a rear
Mr *nd Mrs Charles DuBois, John E., door, and mail bags had been used to
deaden the two explosions which were
Thomas T., William F. and Henry M. necessary to get at the contents of the
Durkin, William F. O'Brien, Mrs M. J. safe.
Kelley, Dr. Mary H. Sherman and MieB
The watchman at the shoe factory saw
an automobile on Central street about 1
Charlotte M. Daley.
a. in., and two men in front of the postMiss Margreta S. Hastings, daughter of office, but thought nothing of the inciMr and Mrs William B. Hastings, Over- dent. Some of the men returning home
the-River district, has been offered the from the power station heard what
sounded like the explosion of a torpedo
position of financial secretary for the at 1.15, but thought it came from a train
Young Women's Christian Association of passing on the raiiroad.
Postmaster Delaney cannot state just
Cambridge. Miss Hastings is an '06
of B. H. S., and has been principal of what the loss will be until an idspector
makes an examination. The work was
tig high school at Shirley, for the past well planned, and evidently the men escaped in an automobile.
three years.
The last break at the office Was in 1907.
, The graduation exercises of the class of

Dr Mary Sherman attended the state
Medical Association's annual meeting in
Boston.
John W. Leamy, Springfield, was the
guest of his parents, on Hayden Avenue,
Tuesday.
Lettees are advertised at this post-office
for Mr Bert Faxon, Linwood St., and H.
A. Higgins.
Miss Ruby Burgess has been spending
a week at the home of her parents on
Lincoln street.
Miss Pauline Eaton has been in Cambridge this week taking the entrance ex19M, B. H. S. will be in the town hall
aminations for Radcliffe college.
to-night, at 8 o'clock. The program is
Mrs David Pellett, Lincoln street, has
as. follows:—Invocation, Rev. Sherman
gone for a week's visit with Mr and Mrs
Goodwin; Song, The Music of the Bird,
Clarence Ridley, at Wilbrabam.
School; Address of Welcome, Essay,
Frank Rogers and family will visl* Child Labor, Beatrice Bailey; Essay,
among the mountains of Virginia before Sobert Edeson, Sidney Roger; Spring
returning home, about August 1.
Song, Girls' chorus; Class Prophecy;
Miss Elizabeth Barnes of Boston, wiB Essay, Civil Service Reform, Howard
spend a month at the home of Mr and Letisj Faffewsll Address, Essay, ab Posse
ad Essej Pauline Eaton; Song, How long
Mrs Horace May, South Maple street
wilt Thou forget me, School; PresentaMrs Walter J. Hart, Springfield, came tion of Diplomas by James W. Wall,
Monday, for a month's visit at the home chairman of school committee; Beneof Rev. M. J. Murphy, Howard street.
diction, Rev. Sherman Goodwin.
John E. Durkin, a member of New
Brookfield Clerks defeated Leicester
Haven police force, has been at the Clerks 7 to 6 on Merrick park, WednesDurkin home on Central street this week. day afternoon, in a closely contested

WEST BROOKFIELD.
Mrs Arvilla Makepeace is visiting in
Springfield.
Mrs Sarah H. Blackmer is visiting in
South Hadley Falls.
The parish auxiliary met
John Shackley, on Tuesday.

with Mrs

Seneca O. Swift is adding a piazza to
his house on Pleasant street.
Mrs Maria M. Ellis, Franklin, has been
the guest of Mrs Cora R. Foster.
John Morrill has returned from a two
months' sojourn at Titton, N. H.
Lockhardt Olmstead has returned home
lrom his studies in Wallingford, Conn.
, S. Grover Hart, Hartford, is visiting
Mr and Mrs Fred A. Chapin, Ware St.
Emory C. Lakeman, Boston, is visiting
George H. Brown Jr., South Main street.
MiSB Katherine Nute is visiting her sister, Miss Helen Nute, grammar school
principal.
Mrs Adelaide W. Gilbert, Worcester,
is visiting her son Marshall C. Gilbert
and family.
Mrs Edward S. Felter, Pittsfield, is
visiting her brother, George A. Hocum
and family.
West Brookfield A. A. ball team defeated Bancroft A. C. of Worcester, 8 to
4, Saturday afternoon.
Mrs Adeline Wilkins is in Norton for
the summer with Miss M. A. Parks, who
has been caring for her.
Mrs Otto B, Olmstead and daughter,
Mias Rachel, and son, William, are visiting relatives in Montreal.

The body of Mrs George E. Sargent, of
Ware, a former resident, was brought
here Wednesday, for burial.
ALLEN RANCH SALE
Henry W. Gould, Worcester, visited
his parents, Mr and Mrs William Gould,
The George Henry Allen ranch, situ- Central street, on Sunday.
ated on the Podunk road and bordering
Mrs Webster L. Kendrick visited.her
on the north shore of Lake Quaboag, WHS
parents, Mr and Mrs Frank N. Disney,
sold at public auction by L. S. Woodis, Worcester, during the week.
sf North Brookfield, commissioner of the
Children's Sunday at the Congregationestate, on the premises, Wednesday afternoon. The entire property consisting al church, will be observed by special exof 179 acres of land, about' 1,000,000 feet ercises, Sunday morning at 10.45.
of standing timber, large house and
Mr and Mrs James D. Farley and Mrs
number of farm buildings was bought by ElleB B. Coffey, accompanied by Burton
W. F. Fullam and his son F. A. Fullam, Mason, motored to Milford on Sunday.
both of North Brookfield, for 48050.
Mr and Mrs John Copeland, SpringThe property was disposed of in three
Sample and Model Dresses Worth $26 to $35, from leading
parcels. The ranch is divided by a lane field, visited Mrs Copeland's sisters, the
that extends north and south the entire Misses Emma L. and Esther V. MahanNew York Designer who closed out to us these
length of the land and the standing tim- ey, Sunday.
Stylish Dresses at almost Half Value
Miss Pauline Eaton was the guest of game. Foster pitched excellent ball for ber and wood on the east side of the
Brookfield Medical Club met at Ye Old
1
Miss Ethel Cottle at the class day exer- the local team , holding the Leicester team lane, extending from the lake shore to Tavern, Wednesday afternoon, Dr. Chas. '
cises at Radcliffe college, Cambridge, last to 5 hits and struck out 13 Leicester bat- the B. & A. tracks, was sold to the Ful- A. Blake, and Dr John C. Austin, Spenters. Brookfield was ahead, 8 to 6, with lams for 93575, The bids on this parcel cer, acting as hosts.
Friday.
Mrs Louis A. Balcom returned to her
Miss Eva Brunell, an instructor in the two out in the first half oi the ninth of timber were made in so slow a manOliver Ames high school at North Easton, when DuBois muffed an easy fly and ner, going up to but 92200, that the auc- home In Brockton, Sunday, accompanied
allowed
Leicester
to
tie
the
score.
Clarke
tioneer, Mr Woodis declared the sale ad- by ber mother, Mrs Frank E. Brown and
spent the week end at the home of her
knocked in the winning run, after Allen journed as in his opinion, that sum was Miss Mildred Brown.
parents at Quaboag.
had reached first by being hit by a pitched way below the value of the property, but
Miss Mary Belle McFeetere, of AugusThe graduating class of the West Brookball and gone to second when Kenary before any of the prospective buyere had
ta, Maine, a former teacher in the gramthrew wild to first after stopping a left the premises he decided to continue field grammar school was entertained in
mar school, has been the guest of Mr and
Warren, Friday night, by the freshman
grounder off DuBois.
the sale. The bids then went on in a class of the Warren high school.
Mrs Henry Clarke, Main street, this
brisk
manner.
The
standing
timber
on
The annual lawn party and supper held
week.
George Anderson, Central street, has
the west Bide of the lane was next placed
The board of health have appointed by the ladies of St. Mary's church took
pface Tuesday evening, 'and in spite of [ on sale and went to the Fullams for bought the ice-cream fixtures owned by
David N. Hunter, as their agent, and in
unfavorable weather conditions was well, 92625. After the disposal of the timber Daniel Brady who has gone out of busifuture all complaints received by the
attended and proved to be as successful and the wood, the ranch, consisting of ness. Anderson will peddle ice-cream
board will be given to Mr Hunter to inas the affairs that have been conducted in ! 179 acres of land, house, barn and all the about town.
vestigateEarl R. Edeon, son of Mr and Mrs O. the pa-t. Supper was served to 1501 buildings, was placed on sale and bid off
The high school will give a reception to people from 6 to 8 o'clock. The gsyly, by the FulUims for 91850. Theonlyother O'M. Edson, will be assistant teacher in
the seniors Monday evening, June 22, decorated booths were arranged along, bidder for the property was George L chemistry at McGill University, Montreal,
from 8 to 12 o'clock, in town hall. All the sides of the lawn and refreshments Jacques of Worcester. Several men, next year. Edson graduated from Clark
residents of the town are cordially in- were served by the young ladies of the who stated they were there with the in college this week.
vited to attend. No special invitations church.
One of the novelties was a, tention of bidding on the ranch, refused
Mrs David MacLachlin, Mr and Mrs
will be issued to those living in town.
country store in charge of Mrs.M. J.■ when it was explained by the auctioneer, Michael E. Fitzgerald, Mrs Mary L.
The B. H. S. basball team will play Kelley and the articles were auctioned off. the sale of standing timber and wood to Winn and Miss Jessie E. Winn are octhe team from Palmer high, on Merrick by A. B. Brunell. The Quaboag Valley the Fallams, included every tree, whether cupying a cottage in the Oaks on the
park diamond at 3 o'clock, on Saturday drum corps marched around the square fruit or shade, on the ranch.
shore of Lake Wickaboog.
The terms of the sale required a deposWE are just ready to start in the auto for New York
afternoon. This will be the last game of and played during the evening.
The Literary society had an outdoor
it of 9200 before adjournment and the
—we shall pick up Jennie and Ned in about an hour the Quaboag Valley league schedule.
meeting at the home of Mrs Henry H.
balance on delivery of the deeds, which Niles, Lake Wickahoag, Thursday afterPalmer
high
has
won
the
championship.
—O yes—I have just talked with them, and its all
will be from the law office of John R. noon. It was devoted to a study of naHarrington-Mulcahy.
Mr and Mrs Burgess and Miss Dorothy
right. We want you to join our party at dinner at the
Thayer&Son, Worcester. Attorney J. ture articles and discussion of current
have gone for a trip, by automobile, to
M. Thayer was present it the sale in the
Melfoud Hotel—will you ? You will ?—thats fine !—be
events.
Townshend, East Putney, and Westmin- Joseph Francis Mulcahy of Leominster, interests of the heirs.
on the lookout for us—it will take about two hours to run
eon
of
Mrs
Eliza
Mulcahy,
Central
street,
The funeral of Emma E. (Rawson),
ster, Vermont. During the absence, of
s
and Miss Elizabeth Harrington, daughter
wife of Edwin W. Spear, formerly of
over.
"
.
.
Mr Burgess, the news room has been in
Edgar
Rich
of
Boston,
chief
counsel
charge of T. Earle McNaniara and MIBB of Mr and Mrs Robert G. Harrington of for the B. & M. R. R. Co., gave an inter- Worcester, was held at the Congrega" By-the-way, will y«u please telephone to the Porters in
Church street, Ware, were married at 7,
tional chapel, Wednesday afternoon, at
o'clock Wednesday morning at All Saints - estiug address-at the high school room, 2 o'clock. Mrs Spear was 64 years old, a
Hartford that we shall dine with them to-night, barring Louise Mulcahy.
Mies Ethel W. Cottle, daughter of church, Ware by Rev Arthur Sheedy. Friday afternoon, to high school pupils
accidents. We'll see you soon,—good-bye."
native ol this town, and daughter of Otis.
judge and Mrs Henry E. Cottle, was The young couple were attended by Wil- and members of the alumni
Attorney Rawson. She is also survived by three
graduated from Radcliffe college, Cam- Ham E. McGnrgan, Park street, Ware, a Rich formerly lived in Brookfield. He
There is no charge ori a toll call
sisters, Mrs James E. Riggin, Misses Ada
bridge, Wednesday. 8he graduated from classmate of the groom, when they at- was introduced by EzraS. Grover, editor
if you don't get the person asked for
F. and Susan M. Rawson, Springfield.
the B. H. S. with the class of 1909. tended Holy Cross, as best man, and Miss of the Shoe and Leather Reporter and
Burial was in Pine Grove cemetery.
Judge and Mrs Cottle attended the grad- Ruth Harrington, a sister of the bride as president of the B. H. S. Alumnt AseociGeorge Brigham, 10 years old, son o,
uation exercises.
bridesmaid.
Following the maVriage lation. who also spoke about the plans of
Johu L. Hughes instructor in Chemis- ceremony a nuptial mass was celebrated the association for the near; future. Mr Asa W. Brigham. was saved from drowntry, at Connecticut Agricultural college, by Father Sheedy. The bride wore a Grover has leased the J. A. Roy cottage, ing Friday afternoon, by WilBam F.
at Storr, is to spend the summer vaca- gown of white channelise with a lace hat,,"Dolly Varden" on the west shore of Mulvey, 13 years old, son of John J.
6
tion at the home of his parents, "on Kim- and the bridesmaid was similarly attired. L^ Quacumquasit, which he will occu- Mulvey. Brigham was on a raft which
was being poshed into the deep water by
ball street. • Prof, Hughes has received A reception was held at the home of the py with hiB family th>s summer,
the other boys, about 30 in number. The
re-appointment
for
his
third
year
of
serbride's
parents,
Wednesday
evening,
Stanley
Mulvey
*ge'.
9,
son
<
f
Mr
and
T
after which Mr and Mrs Mulcahy left for j Mrs James Mulvey Over-tbe-River dis- boys warned Brigham to iump but he did
FOR -ALK IN BROOKFIELD
Judge Henry E. Cottle became the vice at Storr.
a short wedding trip. On their return' trict, sustained a broaen right arm and not do so until the water was over his
MY home lesldeooe, large house and barn.
The
.annual
business
meeting
of
the
head. He sank twice before young Mul;good repair; fine location. On* owner, last week, ot the summer cottage
Ladies' Aid Society of the Methodist'they will live in Leominster, where the niany bnuses about the face, as a result vey reached him. Mulvey got him on
Acre shade orr Trait
Apply to owner. A. A. WHBHsM.
*. F- D. No. S, Brookfield, Mac. on Lake Quaboag that was owned by O. church was -held at the borne of Mrs groom is proprietor of a dmg store. He of a fall from an apple tree at this home shore and by using first aid methods reRobert Twichell of.: North Brookfield, Luey Sherman.-River street, on Tuesday was born in Brookfield and graduated Sunday night. The young; Ud was st- stored him to conwonsnesa. Norman
ater oon, and it was voted to have the, «rom the high school in 1904 and reaeived tempting to reach the top of the tree and
FOR .ALC
.
, N* OM-Bont) HoTrlux Machine. 1 One- Besides the cottage, there is 1-8 of an acre annual chicken pie supper in October, | the degree oi A. B. at Holy Ores* in when about 15 feet from the ground, lost Smith, eon of Clarence Smith, was In the
' Horse Farm wagon,.good: l Two-How
water at the same time, bo*, being nearer
_#irel Flow; I Three- spring Wagon: t Sleigh: ofjand, with 100 feet fronting on the and the entertainment in December. A June 1908. He was connected with the his balance and fell, There are two f ract%&
1 Furrowing now and other small tools: 1
, between the wrist and elbow. Dr the shore the -waves washed him into
Borssa; 1 One-roan Crosa-eat Raw.
lake shore. T.ie property ie assessed for luncheon was served by Dr Mary H. Brookfield Drug Co. for a number,
shallow water.
Tror"
_ OEM AN A. BICB,
Mary Sherman reduced the fractures.
Sherman.
y6"™Riot Corner, Brookfield, B. F.D. M. 9200
Swsj

Other Handsome Summer Dresses at
$9.75, 12.50 and $15.00

___

We Will Also Place on Sale

ioo Silk Dresses at $17.50

—-——

Richard Healy Co.

Five Floors, 512 Main Street, Worcester, Mass.

Making* Plans Ahead

New England Telphone
and Telegraph Comptny

/

.«.

,
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GOOD CARE AND FEEDING OF WORK TEAMS

teHi/fflOiNAiV

Doubts, and
How to
Dispel Them I

siwrsoiooL

PRACTICAL HINTS
FOR THE SHEPHERD
While Dipping the Sheep Just Dip.
the Lambs, Too—Keep All
Good Breeding Ewes.
Do Hot let anyone deceive you by
telling you that buck lambs will bring
you as much money as wether lambs,
for they will not do It.
Castrate all male lambs at eight
days to two weeks of age, and any
good operator will not lose one out
of 100.
Dip all your sheep as soon as shearing is over. WbUe you are at it Just
dip the lambs too, as the ticks will
leave the shorn ewes for the woolly
lambs.
Just as long as a ewe "holds her
teeth" It will pay to keep her for a
breeder, as ewes breed lambs up to
quite an advanced age.
That old ewe might have brought
(2.50 last fall and the two lambs trotting at her side will bring (5 or J6 In
July.
An old ewe or two may die during
the winter, but you can lose one out
of three and still make It pay to keep
them at $2 to (3 per head.
The sheep get uneasy as soon as
- the hot weather comes on unless they
get out on the ground. It is a good
plan to let' them out every day for a
while. If the pastures are not high
enough so that they can get all they
want to eat, bring them down at night
and give them a nice, bright look of
hay and a little grain. The ewes need
this it the lambs are to be kept growing.
If the coarse hay In the mangers is
given to sheep they will nibble a
great deal of it away.
The sheep It a dainty feeder and
will not eat musty or unclean hay or
fodder. Neither will sheep drink unclean water.
It Is strange that some men will
Insist on raising a scrub ram when a
thoroughbred costs so little In comparison to the improvement he will
make In his flock.
Sheep will sometimes eat weeds,
but it Is generally because they have
nothing better.
The reason why so many men fail
in the sheep business is because they
do not study It before they begin.

of their being Incapacitated by accident or labor they may still be kept
with profit as breeders.
Horses employed for farm work
should not be pampered, but should
be fed generously, BO as to sustain
vigor and good spirits.
A team ill fed, and consequently in
poor condition and feeble, will not accomplish much real hard work, and it
is a waste of labor to hire an expensive hand to drive such a team..
The harness, and particularly the
collar, should be accurately adjusted
to the horse. If the collar Is either
too tight or too loose it galls him and
seriously affects his breathing.
The workhorses should be fed early
in the morning, and they should have
a liberal feeding. The comfort and
rest of the team will be vastly promoted if the harness is entirely removed at noon while they are feeding.
Rub them down carefully and cleanse
from dust and sweat.
Allow them plenty of time for >
good meal and partial digestion before
they are put to work for the afternoon. It Is poor policy to put them to
work right after eating a hearty meal
Sheep raising means something more
than buying a flock of sheep and turning them into a bare pasture without
shelter.
Our sheep farmers are beginning to
learn that they need permanent pastures Increased yearly In productiveness by high fertilizing.
The hit-or-miss plan of raising
sheep has never yet proved profitable.
Never feed sheep heavily on one
grain alone. Give them a variety and
don't forget the roots.
English shepherds believe that people who eat mutton and leave pork
alone will never have indigestion.
Arrange your fields so that the
sheep will have good shade during
the coming summer.
It is an easy matter to provide a
narrow trough filled three or four
inches deep with solution through
which the sheep can pass from the
pen to the pasture every morning.
This will not cure bad cases of foot
rot but it will prevent new cases.
One of the necessary things in the
care of sheep Is the paring of their
hoofs at least twice a year. Nature
provided a rapid growth of hoof to
stand the wear and tear of stony
ground but soft pastures will not wear
down the hoofs fast enough and the
broken hoof often results In disease.
If you have any old sheep, they
should be separated from the rest of
the flock, and if they are to be fattened, corn should be cracked for
them.
t
Do not make the mistake of starting
the sheep business with a large flock.
You will have your hands full for the
first year or two with a dozen.
The most profit to be made In sheep
is on the. farm where small flocks can
be handled to better advantage than
by wholesale.
Ever try smoked mutton hams?
They are cured just as easily as pig
hams and are good eating.
It sheep and lambs are fed grain
together, the lambs will fare pretty
slim.
Have a hole in the fence near
the barn through which the lambs can
slip and get away from the old sheep.
Have a good trough out there for the
grain you feed the little fellows and
they win get their share and grow like
weeds.
.
Make It a rule to see the sheep and
lambs every day. Count to see that
nothing has happened to them.
If
one is sick or otherwise in trouble,
get it out of the flock where you can
give it a little extra care.

FENCE REVOLUTIONIZING HOG INDUSTRY

Pig* Find Money in Wast* Land.
(By W. M. KELLY.)
The woven wire fence is revolutionizing the bog industry in the whole
country, and when farmers learn to
utilize every bit of waste land for pasture for their hogs the herds will be
healthy and the cost of production will
be decreased many dollars.
It won't do to allow the pigs to lie
In the shade of the corn cribs or to
*llow them only a run of pasture. 1

believe In feeding a little corn all the
time that the pigs are running in the
pasture. *
The grass-grown pig does not appear
so attractive with his working clothes
on, but when he Is well-developed and
ready to be fatted he makes the pampered pets look like very1 little. He
makes a fine appearance in society
and is a credit to his owner and
feeder.

TEXT—"! am the light of the world:
he that followeth me shall not walk In
darkness; but shall have the light of life."
John 8:12.

THE GREAT REFUSAL.
LESSON TEXT—Mark 10:17-31.
GOLDEN TEXT—"Ye cannot serve God
and mammon." Luke 16:13. (Head also
entire verse.)

THE BEST TREATMENT FOR
ITCHING SCALPS, DANDRUFF
AND FALLING HAIR

The other method starts with the
distinction between right and wrong
which we all know, and which no
moral man can doubt. Into this world
has come Jesus of Nazareth. He
meets our ideals, he commends himself to our consciousness, he commands our wllL If we take his lit*
arid follow'it, his teachings and obey
■them, we will soon And our way Into
the light,
"I am the light of the
world: he that followeth me shall not
walk In darkness, but shall have the=
light of life" (John 8:12). If any man
will do his will, he shall know of
the doctrine, whether It be of Ood,
or whether I speak of myself (John
7:17).

Appropriation

of »9317.1»

Boston.—Governor Walsh broke a
State House custom of years standing when he sent back to the Legislature, without his
approval, two
bills whioh provided for the payment to widows of the balance of
Boston.—Overturning the adverse
salaries whioh would have been paid
reports of the ways and means comto two Superior Court judges who
mittee by a vote of 48 te 153, the
died during their terms of office.
House approved the fire hazard bill
The bills appropriated $7010.70 for
- The collar of the hour.
advocated by the Boston Chamber of
the widovf of the late Judge Nathan
Spotted Madras. S (or SOe.
Commerce as a means of preventing
D. Pratt. of Lowell, who died last
EARL. &. WILSON
'Are disasters in the various cities and
January, and $2606.46 to the widow
. MAKERS OF
towns of the metropolitan district
of Judge John J.Flaherty ot GloucesTBOY8 BE8TPRODUOT
The governor's
recommendation
ter, who died July. 23, 19Q6.
that the State retain all of the corNo governor within the memory of
porate franchise taxes of "railroads,
the oldest at the State House ever
telephone and telegraph companies
vetoed a bill of this character before,
rashes, hives, redand trust companies was turned down
and it is believed to be the first
end skin blemishes can
and the adverse report of the commitbe quickly removed with
time in the history of the state that
tee on taxation was accepted on a
such action has been taken by a
voice vote.
chief executive.
The btjl reported on recommendaScores the Practice.
tion of the special White Slave ComThe governor scores the practice,
mission, providing that no closed
which has been followed
by
the
booth or rooms could-be used in pubLegislature for years, with few exlic cafes and restaurants waa rejected
Delightful In a warm bath
ceptions, as absolutely indefensible,
by a vote of 61 to 71.
before retiring—soothes the
on the ground that judges are apThe bill providing for strict inspecnerves
and induces refresh*
pointed for life, are paid good saling sleep. Druggists. '
tion of cinematograph and other movaries, are allowed liberal vacations
ing-picture machines was substituted
annually and are provided a generous
for the adverse report of the commitpension after reaching the age limit
tee on ways and means by a vote of
of the pension law.
61 to 71.
The governor aleo raises the QuesThe House refused to concur In the
tion of the constitutionality of such Youthful Logician Met Appeal to His
amendment of the Senate striking out
a law and cites a decision of the
Generosity With a Crushing
of the constitutional amendment the
Supreme Court tending to show that
Answer.
provision that municipalities should
the Legislature has no right to enact
be permitted to BeU fuel.
The resuch legislation.
A mother was urging her little son
solve originally provided that both
to be generous, specifically In the case
Ice and fuel might be dealt In by citSAYS LAW ALLOWS POOH PHY. of a small comrade not well endowed
ies and towns, but the Senate amendSICIANS.
with worldly goods.
ed it so that only ice might be sold.
"I wish you'd give your little wagon
The resolve will now go back to the
Dr. Horace D. Arnold Declares Mas- to Melville," she suggested. "He has
Senate, and if that body refuses to resachusetts Is a Dumping Ground. so few toys and you have so many."
cede from its original position the
"I don't want to, mama.
I like
measure will probably die as a result
Boston—That "Massachusetts is a
my little wagon. Why doesn't his
of a deadlock betwen the two branchdumping ground for poorly prepared papa buy toys for him?"
es.
physicians" because the laws relat"He has no papa, dear. That la
The committee on rules reported
te their examinations and prepara- the reason why I want you to be so
against the admission of the order
tion have not been changed since particularly nice to him. It would be
calling on State Treasurer Mansfield
1894, was the remarkable assertion no virtue in you to give him what
tor information as to the details of
of Dr. Horace D. Arnold of Boston, you don't want anyway. We should
the over-the-counter sale of bonds.
the orator at the 133d anniversary always be careful to share what we
It^ras introduced early in the year
meeting of the Massachusetts Med- really prize. Now, as I say, Melville
by^Kepresentative
Hull
of
Great
ical Society at the Copley-Plaza the has no papa and—"
Barrington, who claimed charges had
other day.
"Well, why don't you give him pabeen made that the treasurer had
Dr. Arnold scored the legislators, pa, then?" was the youthful logician's
coerced banking institutions into purthe publio press and the medical
reply.
chasing the bonds.
The State treasprofession themselves for this conurer issued a public statement, after
dition of affairs, and said that if docThe Domestic Mark.
the introduction of the Hull order,
tors would get over their squeam"A man should be master in his own
giving certain information regarding
ishness about appearing in public house, Mr. Dolan," said Mr. Rafferty.
the sale and denying that any coerprints, and Instead of thinking this,
"He should. But Instead of being
cion had been used.
a breach of professional etiquette,' master every now and then he finds
both write and talk of health mat-, himself farced into the position of
TRAINMEN GET BACK PAY.
l
tens, that the public would be bet- umpire."
ter educated and greatly benefited.
B. 4 M. and New Haven Employees
He suggested that each newspaper.
Llfe'e Ups and Downs.
Get Increase From October.
have a physician
on its
staff to
"Now I call that real foolish to
write and edit medical matters, de- climb that rock. What are you doing
Boston.—Increased.pay dating back claring that the publio of Massa- there, anyhow f"
to last October will be granted New chusetts is deplorably in need of ed"I'm just pondering how I shall get
Haven and Boston and Maine train- ucation.
down again."—Fllegende Blaetter.
men, the differences sent to the
arbitration board at that time having Denies Hub Streets Were Cow Path*.
A cow recently walked Into a village
been settled.
Boston—That Boston's streets were bank In Ohio. She probably wanted
The new schedule is as follows: originally cowpaths waa emphatical- to have her milk certified.
For conductors, $4.50 a day, an in- ly denied by Walter K. Watklns, seccrease of 30 cents, 45 cents an hour retary of the Massachusetts Socifor all time over ten hours, and ety of Colonial Wars, in an address
2 9-lOc per mile exceeding 155 miles before the Roxbury Historical Soper day; assistant-conductors, $3.57 a ciety on, "Boston's Highways and
day, an increase of 20 cents, working Byways."
Mr.
Watklns
recently
conditions same as conductors; flag- completed an extensive research Into
men, $2.75 a day, a raise of 5 cents. the subject and has familiarised him. No increase is granted brakemen, but self with the history
of all the
the mileage and working hours are streets in the city.
reduced.
Inasmuch as cows were not allowed to roam the streets, Mr. Watklns
1
League BUI De- declared that he could not conceive
Milk Consumer*
how our streets could have been
feated.
The Milk Consumers' League bill cowpaths, declaring that the paths
to provide for the appointment of a were made by human beings of that
State board to make regulations for day. He also said that they ran dlthe production and sale of milk, the rictly between objective points, such
regulations to be enforced by the as mills and wharves, with only such
State Board of Health, went down necessary defections as were caused
to defeat in the Senate by a vote by the rises in the land, which have
since disappeared.
of 15 to 22, with one pair.

LESSON FOR JUNE 21

that such a godless life Is a restless
one.
Notwithstanding his possessions, his
refinement, the privileges of his position and a life so cleanly lived as to
leave no vulgar moral scar, yet he exclaims: "What shall I do that I may
Inherit eternal life?" It was easier
tor the proverbial eamel to have entered the city gate (or a literal
needle's eye as you prefer) than for
this young man to yield to God the
control of his life. -Every life is under,
control. A godless life Is a self-controlled life. As men came to Jesus he
saw perfectly their individual needs;
their peculiar malady.
The disciples were amazed at the
master's words and thought if a rich
man cannot be saved there is hope
lor none. Such is not the meaning.
This is revealed in the reply to Peter's
question. Men are saved irrespective
of position or of possessions for God
lores them all. Those who turn the
control of their lives over to his keeping, those who, no matter what their
condition or position in life, follow
him, leaving all, or bringing all as the
'ease may be, will have their reward
here in this life and in the world to
come, eternal life.
The one thing people most dread Is
poverty, so did Jesus and he saw that
the possessions of this life so Occupy
the time and attention of men as ta
impoverish their souls. Wealth U ■
trust. God looks upon every man, as
Jesus beheld this young man, endowed
with great possibilities and covets
■ttet life for high service. Are we
more anxious to be rich than1 to be
good? Is It not an evidence of selfishness to let those come after us distribute our wealth? To enjoy It, gloat,
over it and to use it tor yourself, the:
dictate who, why,, or how others May
enjoy it is selfishness.

Vetoes an

•urely Day of Romance Is Not Ended
When Lovesick Swain Can Feel
Like This.

Measure Is Apprved In House,
153 to 46 Against Adverse
Report

It is not strange
that . men are
doubters. Sin has
The story of this rich young ruler
so
blinded
our Is one out of the ministry of our Lord
moral vision that that has made an indelible impression
we do not lee the throughout every succeeding generatruth as it is, but tion. This is so because it is so vital,
In . a
distorted
vibrant and vivid a revelation of our
fashion which every-day experience. The lesson natmakes it less at- urally divides itself into two sections.
tractive. "The nat- Read carefully the parallel accounts;
ural man reMatt. 19:16-30 and Luke 18:18-30.
celveth not the
Man of Courage.
things
of
the
I."" An Eager Young Man, w. 17-22.
8plrlt of God; for
they are foolish- This man is an arresting figure. Much
ness unto him; may be said in his favor: (1) He was
neither can he young (Matt. 19:22); (2) He was in
know them because they are spiritual- earnest, "came running" (v. 17); (3)
He was-educated, "a lawyer," Luke
ly discerned." (I Cor. 2:14).
18:18; (4) He was rich, Mark 10:22;.
Furthermore, the truth as It is in
(5) He was loved by Jesus, Mark 10:
Jesus carries with it condemnation
21. That he had lived a clean life is
for the sinner, and no one enjoys rerevealed by the answers he made to
proof or rebuke. As the lawyer, willJesus. Moreover he must have been
ing to Justify himself, said: "Who is
a man of some courage, belonging as
my neighbor?" so the natural heart
he did to the ruling class, the Phariquestions the authority of the Bible,
sees, yet he came running Into the
and even the existence of God, rather
presence of Jesus and cast himself at
than confess Its sin. Add to this the
his feet We need but to recall that
fact that the devil who first injected
this class was at this time definitely
doubt into the mind of man, and who
hostile to Christ, yet this young man
is rightly called by our Savior the
Whenever
dared to speak the • conviction of his
father of lies, Is ever seeking to prejuyou te« an
heart in this public way by calling
dice the creature against the Creator,
Arrow think
Jesus, "good." We feel that he was an
and it is not strange that all thinking
honest seeker after life. His question
of Coca-Cola
people pass through a period Of doubt
reveals the unrest of the human heart.
as to the fundamentals of religion,
It matters not what men may possess
Sounds That Way,
and some are so completely blinded
of wealth or position, these things do
Patience—She has a pretty mouth.
that they never ,come out of their
Patrice—A mere Incident
not bring heart rest.
Great moral
spiritual darkness.
'Tea, hat one which Is never
courage, noble aspirations and benevoIn dealing with doubters it Is imlence never will save nor fully satisfy closed."
portant to ascertain their real posithe human soul. Man does not obtain
tion. Some skeptics are mere triflers
lite by doing, Gal. 2:18. Life is a gift,
who are too indolent to grapple with
Rom. 6:23. We must not misunderthe truth in a resolute way, and so stand the reply of Jesus (v. 18). Jesus
find it easier to doubt and drift with
did not deny being good, John 8:46;
the current of their natural inclina14:30; 8:29, but he saw that this
tions. Others use their skepticism as
young man was filled with the idea
To allay itching and irritation of the
a cover for an ungodly life. Tod can
of his own goodness. To say that Jesus scalp, prevent dry, thin and. falling
say to such when they question the
was good was practically to say he hair, remove crusts, scales and daninspiration' of the Bible that one proof
was God, and this the young man did druff, and promote the growth and
of Its divine origin is the fact that it
not mean. Jesus sought to reveal to beauty of the hair, the following spedescribes their condition so completehim his careless use of words. Jesus cial treatment is most effective, agreely, and tells how they came Into that undqubtedly here lays claim to deity able and economical. On retiring,
condition.
and subsequently he said, (v. 21) "fol- comb the hair oqt straight all around,
Remind them that to doubt the low me," 1. e., for this man to yield then begin at the side and make- a
Bible does not alter the facts which It Ma life actually to the control of Ood. parting, gently rubbing Cutlcura Ointreveals, but it does subject then) to
Last week we were taught to "make ment Into the parting with a bit Of
the charge of making God a liar (I friends by means of the mammon Of soft flannel held over the end of the
John 5:10), and it puts them under unrighteousness; that when it shall finger.
Anoint additional partings
condemnation. "He that belleveth not. fail they may receive you into the eter- about half an inch apart until the
is condemned already, because he hath nal tabernacles." This is exactly what whole scalp has been'treated, the purnot believed In the name of the only Christ told this young man to do, pose being to get the Cnticura Ointbegotten son of God. And this is the "Sell . . . give to the poor." By thus ment on the scalp skin rather than on
condemnation, that light is come into using he would store up treasure In the hair. It Is well to place a light
the world, and men loved darkness heaven. That he could not stand the covering over the hair to protect the
pillow from possible stain. The next
rather than light, because their deeds test is evident from v. 22.
morning, shampoo, with Cutioura Soap
were evil" (John 3:18, 1»).
Perils of Riches.
and hot water. Shampoos alone may
It is said that a vessel once sighted
II. The Master** Exhortation, w,
an enemy just at sundown, and kept 23-31. As a great teacher and philos- be. used as often as agreeable, but
up a cannonade until the darkness opher Jesus took this occasion to point once or twice a month is generally
put a stop to it When the sun arose out the perils of riches, Nearly every sufficient for this special treatment
the next morning, they were cha- man is willing to run the risk. Ws for women's hair.
Cutlcura Soap and Ointment sold
grined to find that the supposed enemy have, however, but to look about ui
throughout the world. Sample of each
was an immense rock, which still re- to see illustration after Illustration ol
tree,with SS-p. Skin Book. Address postmained intact after many hours of the truth of these words. "How hardcard "Cutlcura. Dept. L, Boston."—Adv.
bombarding. So in all ages men have ly"—increased wealth, decreased piety,
been demolishing the Bible as the "How hardly"—men seek to tone down
The man who .can smile when he
enemy of the human race, but the old this picture, but have no right so ta
has a quinine'feeling within is always
Book still stands, silent, but solid as do. The only safety is found In the
a winner.
the Rock of Ages. For trifling skep- words of verse 27, "with God all things
tics John 8:21, 24 is very good as are possible." ' The most severe test
Important to Mothers
showing the consequences of unbelief, possible to be given to a man's religExamine carefully every bottle of
while John 5:40 discloses the origin ious experience is for him to be pros- C ASTORIA, a soae and sure remedy for
of their skepticism. "Te will not pered in wealth or position. The rich Infants and children, and sea that it
come to me that ye might have life." young ruler is an evidence-of the fact
Bears the
There Is another class of doubters
who are really desirous of knowing
the truth. As some one has expressed it, "He wishes there was a
God to whom he could come as a
child to his father, but he does not
know whether there is or not, and he
wants to know. He wishes he were
an immortal spirit; but he is not positive that he is anything more than
an animated machine, and he seeks
for evidence. He would be glad to
believe that this unknown God has
provided for this unknown soul some
way by which it could know both its
father and Itself. He does not disbelieve in Ood or Christ, but he does
not knew, and he wants to know."
For such people there are two paths
to the light, the Intellectual and the
moral.
The first begins with the
known and argues its way to the unknown. The creation proves a creator.
Intelligent and moral beings
Imply a creator capable of producing
such. The scientific method results
only in a high degree of probability,
it is true, but then we act every day
on just such probabilities, and we
ought to act upon them in religion.

CUPID HAD HIT HIM HARD

WALSH REFUSES BACK
SALARY TO JUDGE WIDOWS
To Mrs. Pratt and Mr*. Flaherty.

(By O. E. SELLERS, Director of Evanlng Department The Moody Bible Institute of Chicago.)
_ .

«>■»»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦*'

(By R. A. OALLIHER.)
Perhaps rfo subject is of more lmportauce to the average farmer than
the proper care and feeding of the
teams that are relied upon to do the
farm work; and as a rule, we do not
believe that these horses receive the
care and consideration that they
should. A good horse used in coramoneense manner, should live to an
old age and be in condition to perform good work at all times.
The essential requisites for a working horse are good size, quick action
and strength. A high-spirited animal
or one of great value Is not the most
desirable animal for the farmer.
What we need is a good walker, as
much of the usefulness, and efficiency
depends upon that quality. This faculty is quite as much a matter of education as Inherited qualities.
Under ordinary circumstances it Is
judicious to use mares for working
teams upon a farm. Except for a short
time, the period of parturition and Immediately after, they are fully as well
adapted to farm work as geldings.
They also possess the advantage of
annually bringing colts, and in event

FIRE HAZARD BILL
GETS BIG VOVE

LESSON

Br REV. HOWARD W. POPS

Fin* Work Teams -The Requisites for a Working Horse Aro Good Slie,
Quick Action and Strength.
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Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria

Pimples

Glenn's

Sulphur
Soap

*

WILLING TO GIVE AWAY PAPA

DAISY FLY KILLER ££ ZTXSi 3
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-••til
•••em. If<>d« i
•wgrtiytiloro
will not Mil A*
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The Wretchedness
of Constipation
Can quickly be overcome by

CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS.
Purely vegetable
' surely
gently on
liver. Cure
Biliousness,
Headache,
Dlniness, and Indigestion. They do their duty.
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICK

Genuine must bear Signature

Never Falls

W dropsy *ca ilCWiiTl niWM

Mantf

•oca ** Deokeoae ana miner/ ancrasri
sod can be-etopped by prompt treMnmii.
U*e Does*! Kidney PHIe, the bait reoOHnaeeded end most widely need kidney
remedy.
A llaeeaKiraaette Caee
"I snflere*. awfully (ram ttdaer complelnt." aers Xri. T.
Seeker, oc U i»er
St, Bsztrarr, eta**_
<«9d sever need
tetter antll I need
Deer* Kidney rUle.
Ween my a e e ac
wean't aeblufc
I
we* bavin* * eelttOn* headache of a
bail attack of dlsattteae. Often I bad to
*lTeej_every btt <
Hueetwuuh and II
deem. I thought my
beek would break.
Does'* Kidney Pin*,
ea 1 wed them.end it waen-t lea* before I vu eared. X haven't had any
return of the trouble,'*
Get DeaajVat Any S**r*,g0a * Boa

DOAlw'S^W/

wammwumn co, BUFFALO, N. T.

Pets and Broken Hearts.
The dog of Mistral, the Provencal
poet, died the day after Mistral's recent death, It Is a fairly common
thing for dogs, cats, canaries and other pets to die a few days or even hours
after their masters. But do they die
of grief? It is not likely.
A Manayunk* physician examined
the corpse of « canary that bad succumbed with its little mistreBs. The
canary's
death,
the
examination
showed, was due not to a broken heart,
bnt to scarlet fever, the malady to
which Its little mistress had herself
succumbed.
From this and from kindred postmortems it Is surmised that pets, when
they die simultaneously with their
owners, have become Infected with
the disease that carried their owners
off—measles, diphtheria, typhoid. The
death-from-grlet story is pretty, but,
alas, it won't wash.
His Sort.
"If they played baseball In England,
Instead of cricket. It would never do to
have a nobleman for an umpire."
"Why not?"
"He would be bound to give rank decisions."

Irving Fletcher, the well-known advertising expert, said at an advertising men's dinner at Delmonico's In
New York:
"A good advertisement never lies.
It never deceives.
For it can only
pay by making life patrons, not transient ones.
"A good advertisement never lies,
but it states Its case as strongly as
possible, and it avails itself of every
point,, however slight.
There it is
like young Jones.
"Young Jones proposed at Lakewood to a pretty girl, but she said uncertainly, swinging her slim foot in
and out of her slashed skirt:
" 1 like you, Mr. Jones.
But, then,
I like Mr. Brown, too And Mr. Brown
Is so i devoted.
He says he thinks
of me 865 days in the year.'
"'Huh!' snorted young Jones, contemptuously.
'He wants a day off
every four-years, does he? Well, I
hope you're not taken in by any such
one-horse devotion as that'"
4*
Unlnfluentlal Quantity.
"Do you approve of taking the word
'obey' out of the marriage ceremony?"
"No," replied Miss Cayenne. "Let
It remain. Nobody is going to keep
bringing up a marriage ceremony and
quoting from It as it it were a party
platform."

In Doubt.
"Is young Softy drinking or practising law?"
"What do you moan?"
"I beard him telling somebody lately
Shock Proof.
Clarence—Her father saw Jack kiss
that be was having considerable practise at the.bar."
her the other night, and he was greatly shocked.
And Do Nothing.
Gladys—Nothing like that need
The world Is full ot ■ people who worry you, Clarence. Dad's an eleckeep Insisting that something ought trician.—Life.
to be done.—The Pelican.
Its Nature,
Experience is a good teacher, but
"This insulation is a curious fact"
experience cannot put sense In the
"Well, it does Incline people to rubhead of the pupil.
ber."

Correct Attire.
"What kind of a coat would yon
wear to a fishing party?"
"1 should suggest a swallow-tale."

SHAKE INTO TODS SHOES
Allen's Foot-HMO, tee Antiseptic powaer for Ttn*.
Tender, swollen, nervous feet. Gives rest en*
comfort. Makes dancing a delight. Bold everywhere,
Uc J>>n't accn'l any §ubsttfute. Fur FUBB sane*
plo, address Allen 8. Oltnsted, l>e nor, N. T. Ada,
Motorcycle Displacing Horse.
In less than a year the horse Is likely to disappear from the British postal delivery business, his place In the
country being taken up by motorcycles with side car attachments.
His Training Counted.
Old Squire Grampus—Bill Bigsnorfs
a-makln' a gosh rattlln' good record
down thar tew congress. Bill'll make
'em set up and take notice. He's had
durn good tralnln'.
Farmer Stringent—Yeou bet
He's
done nothin' but set around Pettus*
store with yeou an' other similar
prominent legislators fer th' last tWentr
ty years."
'
Everything In a Nam*.
Gadsby—What will you name
new paper?
Writei^-The Plugtown Harp of a
Thousand Strings with Steam Calliope
Interlude and Journalistic Short Stop.
Gadsby—Heavens, what a name!
Why do you have such a complicated
title?
i
Writer—To avoid damages hi libel
suits. The attorneys will all blunder
in the indictments and they'll be
quashed.
,
Useful Knowledge.
The very young lady was showing;
her ecbool friend from another city
about her native town. Presently, the
pair came to a little square adorned
with a statue of the local Civil war
hero.
'It Isn't very much to boast of as
art," said the sophisticated young chit,
"but It's important to know about it
because one usually asks one to meet
one here."

It's a wise bride that doesn't attempt
too much for that breakfast

te dee beautiful celer be
ORAV HAIR
afore than a halt century ot success. If roar
dealer hain't It. lend f 1.00 and a large bctUe
will be lent you by parcel post.
MRS. 3. A. ALLEN. SS Barclay St, KewYejrk
jRenews'Youi Youthful Appe;

Eating toomuoh is*oramioo haht»that
does* lot of bum. Mni,eepeeUllr,foni»i
uflo *BU and the constant fltarlnBjof *ekthutatrbloodweeten. the IdQMy*. This acid
on** rhamsstie and nervous trouble,

SCORED ONE ON HIS RIVAL

i

Their First
Breakfast

A fat man reminds "one of a bay
window; a fat woman of a bale of hay.

The Source of Uric Acid

"Come, come, old man; don't let It
knock you out There are plenty of
other girls in the world. In six months
from now you will nave forgotten
her."
"Yes, I suppose It Is as yon say;
bat It isn't six months from now.
Everything I see reminds me of her.
When I look at other women I can't
help thinking how much more beautiful she Is than any of them. When
the wind blows I am reminded that it
is probably adding to the color of her
cheeks.
Whenever I pass a corner
Where she and I have stood together
I hare a strange empty feeling as
if something were gone out ot my
life.
"When I look up at the sky, I cannot keep from remembering that it
is above her. If I could forget her
tor only a day, for only an hour, I
think I might learn to hope again;
bnt I can't get her out of my mind.
It seems to me that the whole world
is changed since she told me that I
was never to see her aagin.
I can't
understand how anybody manages to
keep on being happy.
I would give
Brown Had Overlooked Leap Year,
almost anything to forget her."—Chiand Jones Wss Quick to Mark
cago Record-Herald.
the Point.

Horgan of Boston moved substitution of the milk consumers' bill tor
the adverse report of the joint committees on agriculture and
public
health, and was supported, in his advocacy of the measure, by Nichols
and Brennan of Boston, who claimed
that the passage of the bill would
be a boon to the protection of "the
health of the children.

wCcCi^r"-*
•3L\ear
Immigration figures show that thtfj
population of Canada increased during 1918. by the addition of 400,000'
new settlers from the United States'
and Europe, Most of these have gone j
on farms in provinces of Manitoba, ■
Saskatchewan and Alberta.
Lord William Percy, an BotUth Hoblentan, ]
•arel
I
"The posslbUHes and orjjx>rtunities offered (
by the Canadian West ere M tnfinttatri
■Mater (ban thoie which exist In England, T
the * seems absurd to think that peopiej
should be impeded from coming- to thej
euuntry wham they can moat easily r
•erbBhtr improve their portion.
Mew districts are being opened on,,
which will make snowssN* a great A
number of homesteads In districts*
•spestallj adapted tomixed lens-d
gat andgTeirrtiising,
Jbr Illustrated lllsrature and,
reduced railway rates, apply tog
Bunt, of Immigration. Ottawa,!
'" erl*
M. A. BOWLBY
Tllri»*sltt,lesb«,lia«s,
n in

i asms
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Worcester Blind" Girl-Cannot
Have
Diploma.
Worcester—Miss Mary 1 Curran,
the Worcester blind girl who recently appeared before the state board
of education with a plea for a diploma from the Worcester State Normal
School, fails to secure a certificate
to allow her to teach.
The board
handed down an opinion to the effect
that she had never been other than
a special student and that she had
2000 Children Given Outing.
not completed the regular schedule
Boston.—More than 2000 children
of studies.
had a fine automobile ride the other
The report says in part:
day as the honored guests of many
"The b^-d is of the ***,inion that
motor oar dealers and
owners of
a person v. ho has the misfortune to
Greater Boston and more than a dozen
be blind Is disqualified thereby for*
children's institutions rang with the
successful work as a teacher in
children's tales of the wonderful time
these schools, and that
a diploma
they had riding In the big cars and
from a normal school, which diploma
playing on the sands ot Nantaaket
in the opinion of the board should
beach.
*,
mean that she Is qualified for such
The outing is an annual affair with
work, cannot properly be given her."
>1e Boston Automobile Dealers' Association and the appeal of Secretary
No Legislation This Seielon.
Chester I. Campbell for funds and
Boston—Developments at the execcars was promptly and munificently
answered. The 400 oars were mar- utive session ot the committee on
shalled in 17 divisions, three more railroads furnish additional justification for assertions which have been
than last year.
made that there win be no enabling
legislation passed at this session unMaiden Woman 102.
der which the* agreement between the
Maiden—Mrs. Sarah O. Cox of 213 fedenfl department ot justice and the
Pleasant street, Maiden, observed New Haven railroad for the separaher 102d birthday last week at her tion of the New Haven and the Boshome in an Informal manner.
Mrs. ton and. Maine can be consummated.
Cox is the oldest woman in Maiden
Two Vetoe* Sustained.
and has resided In the house where
Boston—Two vetoes of the govershe now lives for the past ninety
nor
have
been sustained—that reyears. She Is the widow ot Lemuel
Cox. She was born on Barrett street, lating..is the construction of new
Maiden, and has always taken great buildings at the Lyman School for
Boys at Westboro, by a vote of 70 to
jirtde in her birthplace.
Mrs. Cox's hearing and sight sre 123, and the other relating to simslightly impaired, but otherwise she lar appropriations for the Industrial
•pears all right and has the use of School for Boy* at Shirley, by a vot«
of 70 to 137

She can escape cooking in a hot
kitchen, avoid rich, greasy foods, and have
a good breakfast just the same, by serving

Post
Toasties
Toasties are choicest bits of Indian
Corn perfectly cooked, delicately flavoured,
rolled paper-thin and toasted to a crisp,
appetizing brown.
This food comes in tightly sealed packages, ready for instant serving with cream and
sugar—also delicious with fresh berries.
Light, wholesome, nutritious and temptingly good for the "first breakfast" and the countless meals that will follow—

Sold by Grocers everywhere.

Dally Thought
WEST BROOKFIELD.
As the flowers carry dewdrops,
trembling on the edge of the petals,
The body of Nathaniel Bangs, who
and ready to fall at the first waft of
died at his home, Sonth Braintree, Mon- UTRECHT HA8 ABODE THAT IS
wind or brush of wing of bird, so the
day, was brought to West Brookfield,
heart should carry Its beaded words of
IN A MEASURE UNIQUE.
By QENE MORRIS.
Thursday, for burial. A son, Charles A.
thanksgiving, and at the first breath
accompanied the body. Mr Bangs was
of heavenly favor let down the shower
"I don't know how you feel about it. perfumed with the heart's gratitude,
88, and formerly a resident of West In the Queen Anne Style, It Is DeMime," said the tall, willowy creature —Beecher.
clared to Be a Complete Model of
Brookfield.
in the clinging black gown, "but unIts Time, to the Smallest
About 20 acres of sprout laud and pine
less trade In this shop picks up it's me
Detail.
and chestnut cord-wood was swept by fire
United States Fruits Abroad. .
to look for another place! The way
Europe Is the principal customer tor
on Thursday. The land belongs to the
Madame Cerise's business has slumped
Of
all
the
treasures
Utrecht
posall exported fruits from this country
Adams estate of Brookfield and the cordsince folks went away tor the summer except oranges, lemons and raisins.
sesses first and foremost is Its worldwood to the Albert N. Coney heirs of
Is a caution.
famous doll's house. It is the.purest
Germany takes about one-half of the
Ware. A'wut 20 men with are] extin- Queen Anne abode, complete down to
"Look at the way we're stacked up
dried apples and the United Kingdom
guishers
sponded to the alarm and the tiniest detail. Ordinary houses
with these here Just from Paris glares a like proportion of the green apples
that
nobody
would
buy
after
they
fought the fire from 11 a. m. to 4>.!m.
can never give the entire idea of her
exported. Nearly one-half of the apricaught their breath and saw how awful cots went' last year to France, GerThe first of a series of the Saturday af- period as this little one can. For,
they
were!
You'd
think
it
was
Philamany and the Netherlands, while the
ternoon serving parties at the^inks of the naturally, in the process of time the
delphia the way the women insisted on United Kingdom alone took one-third
arrangement of everything alters; the
West Brookfield Golf club on the Ware
quiet
little
things
Just
before
the
structure is rebuilt, furniture and
of the total.
road was held last week. The entertain- hangings wear out and are discarded
son closod! And these things marked
ing members were Mrs Harold Chesson, and later styles are Introduced.
down to next to nothing!"
Scott and Hie Secretary.
Mr and Mrs William R. Traill. AValter
"It's fierce!" agreed the other wilWhereas our doll's house, made not
Sir Walter Soott's amanuensis and
lowy creature In black. "I bet that's a
Anderson played against Richard DlOlm- later than the end of the 17th cenmuch
esteemed
friend, Willy Laldlaw,
customer—the one looking In at the
Btead and a second match against William tury, has remained behind closed glass
often found It difficult to keep up with
window."
R. Traill, defeating both. Anderson re- doors, lovingly cherished by Dutch
"You leave her to me!" hissed the the rapidity of his diction, though on
- housewives, the most careful and conmains the holder of the challenge cup
first speaker, hastily patting her hair one occasion, having to wait for a seeservative of their kind, and it shows
New Braintree Grangers gave a min- us Just how the Dutchman of those
and straightening up. "My land! She's oad or two, he said: "Come, get on,"
strel show in G. A. R. hall, Friday night. days lived, and very much how the
a And! She came in from Persimmon end was answered: "Oh, aye, it la
All were blacked and in plantation Icos- Englishman of a rather late date arCenter with her husband, who brought very easy for you, Willy, to say 'Get
Front Elevation of Poultry House.
In a carload of live stock and he's on,' but you forget I have every word
tumes. The interlocutor was Mrs Mary ranged his home.
given her a pocketful to spend so's she to spin out of my brain."—T. T.'n
And now to come to the doll's house
E. Barr. Leon Hall, William Stone, Irvused
as
entrances.
Framed
wire
(By N. C. CHAPMAN, Minnesota Agrican go back and give the town a Jolt! Weekly, London. *
ing Webb and Harry Pollard were end- and its history.
screens, hinged on the west side, keep
cultural
College.)
I could tell It a mile oft!
It has evidently always been considmen. A fine program of songs, violin
The house described is cheap, com- the fowls in when the windows are
"Good morning!" she broke off to
Necessity for Belief.
solos, dancing and jokes was presented. ered a masterpiece, for so long ago as modious, comfortable, convenient and open.
murmur In velvet tones. "Is there
A man lives by believing someFollowing the show there was dancing 1788 we find literature on the subject. clean. It gives sufficient floor room,
Batten*.—These are five-eighths by
something I can do for you?
The chronicler says that it owes its
thing; not by debating and arguing
until 1 o'clock, with music by Doyle's
and ample air space, for from 50 to four inches, and are nailed securely
"Oh, yes, you were Just looking about many things. A sad case for
existence to a noble lady of Amster76 fowls, according to breed.
Its over the perpendicular Joints of the
orchestra of North Brookfield.
around. I see. We are always glad to
dam, but does not give her name. Not
construction is such as to reduce to boards. Bats either one-half Inch or have people come in whether they buy him when all he can manage to beonly did she lavish years and the utlieve Is something he can button In
a minimum the time required to feed, one Inch in thickness may be used.
Celebrates Her 87th Birthday.
or not That Bulgarian dress In the his pocket, and with one or the other
most loving care upon her hobby, but
Floor.—The house has an earth
window T Do you know, yon certainly organ eat and digest Lower than
it cost her a small fortune besides, cer- water and care for the fowls. All
Mrs Lucy A. Newton celebrated her tainly over 16,000. It was probably the internal furnishings are movable; floor, which is kept well covered with have an eye for style, to plok out this he will not get—Carlyle.
87th birthday on Friday, in the home of begun toward 1675 and finished about all the crevices in the walls, etc, run litter. This is raked aside and the something like that, which is the very
up and down; thus the daily w#rk of ground spaded up, whenever desired, latest thing—we Just unpacked It this
her son, Carleton Tyler.
A few of her 1690.
The
Telling Her.
We know that in the early days of cleaning is greatly facilitated and for the fowls to scratch in.
old friends spent the afternoon with her.
morning. The shipment was delayed
ground did not freeze beneath the and it Is a little beyond the season,
complete disinfection made easy.
She—"What is a dairy lunch?" He
Among them were Mrs Susan Ross, 91, the 18th century it belonged to a rich
Its dimensions, 12 by 24, are such as Uttestln the winter of 1909-1910.
so it Is marked down awfully low, —"It's the only kind of a restaurant
Mrs Harriet Barlow, 89, and Mrs Susan Amsterdam tobacco merchant, from to Insure economy In material. It is
DMsion.—The house is divided Into
where you can sit opposite to a lady
Dane, 85.
Others present were Mrs whom it passed to his daughter, who five feet high at the rear and seven two pens or compartments by a cen- along with everything else.
"Only $22, and a month ago we'd without paying for her food."—HarJohn A. Conway, Mrs Carleton Tyler, married a man with the romantic feet in front It can be put on a post, ter partition of boards and muslin,
have got fifty for it Why, it is the vard Lampoon.
and Mrs Albert Bliss.
Refreshments name of Slob. Mrs. Slob bequeathed stone or cement foundation, with as shown in the sketch.
it tos>er daughter, who also left it to
very best material, madam, I assure
were served. Mrs Ella M. Lyon preRoosts and Nests.—The construca daughter. This lady died at a very either earth, wooden or cement floor,
you. This ratine Is so stylish, but it it
Self.
pared a poem for the occasion, which great age In Utrecht, leaving the doll's as desired. The simple frame of tion and arrangement of these are the Is new to you, of course, it does remind
The hardest and.most lasting part
two by fours 4s covered with well-sea- same as In the houses already dewas read. The lines were:
house as a legacy to the city.
you of s thin bath towel. I sold six of the battle of life Is the fight that
Not only this, 'but it had also gone soned pine boards, 12 Inches wide, set scribed and illustrated. The roof and dresses on this order to a stylish cus- must be waged against self. Self Is
Cousin dear, they say you are 87,
through a crisis that few doll houses up and down on ail sides. The Joints sides of the roosting chambers are tomer the other day. She has a big always the traitor In the camp. AlI don't believe they know,
can boast of. It had actually been are covered with battens five-eighths covered with several thicknesses of summer home at Lake Geneva, and 1 ways attacking in flank, always stab- You would not be so bright and clear,
burgled. One dark night in 1831, when by four Inches; well nailed on. Other building paper, for winter protection. tell you they wear clothes there! You blng from behind. Not until self Is
How could you? 0 no, no.
it was temporarily located in a coun- 12-inch boards, covered with rubberold, The paper is removed in the spring. had better let me show you how stun- fought to a finish can there be true
Not a fowl had a frosted comb in this
A great mistake they've surely made,
try village, thieves broke through and form the roof.
victory or peace.
ning you'll look in It
Material 12 feet in length Is used bouse in the winter of 1909-1910.
It truly must be so,
stole not only the gilt chandelier, the
"Mame, did you ever? It might have
General.—When treated with sevOr like old Rip, I've been asleep
Use Tsct
pride of the drawing-room, but also throughout The long sills, plates, girbeen made for her—see how It fits!
The secret of making one's self
And just waked up you know.
the silvered flreirons, a tortoise shell ders and rafters are made by placing eral coats of government whitewash, Oh, my, no; you wouldn't want to take
inlaid cabinet, a chest of amber, Inlaid two 12-foot pieces end to end and the house presents a neat appearance. It in—everything Is loose and baggy tiresome is not to know when to stop.
Be that as it may, I greet you now
with gold and ivory, and the plate- Joining by nailing a three-foot piece of ThUB far It has been very satisfactory; this year. You'll get used to it Good- —Voltaire.
Upon your natal day,
and if one wants a cheap poultry
chest full of baby spoons and forks. scantling on the side.
ness, no! You wouldn't want to take
I wish you health and happiness,
Sides.—To construct the north side, house it can be recommended as one
liuckily the house was so amply prooff that collar and sash! You're not a
With God's love and care to bless.
well
adapted
to
Minnesota
conditions.
sill
and
plate
were
laid
on
edge,
five
vided that the furniture was not
bit too old for such bright colors!
feet
apart
on
the
ground,
with
the
And as you near the heavenly shore,
missed, but the owner, distressed that
That's really a Joke when you can't be
girder
laid
flatwise
equidistant
beMay peace your steps attend,
the dolls should be driven to eat with
GREAT DANGERS TO CHICKS more than twenty—well, you don't
tween
them.
Twenty-two
boards
were
And faith and hope grow bright and clear their fingers, at once ordered a similook it I'm sure you wouldn't make s
five feet In length, and nailed as
lar set to be made as quickly as possi- cut,
Until your journey's end.
• ,
closely as in laying a floor., jOnej Chilling and Lice Cause More Loss to mistake In taking this.
ble.
*AIJ right. Ill lay it aside for you.
the Poultry man Than (Any
board was left off at each' end, for
I want to show you something special
Other Two Causes.
Death of Mrs George A. Hamilton.
convenience in making Joints at the
Preaching and Criticism.
that we keep for our best trade. Just
corners.
/
James
Russell
Lowell's
designation
(By
W.
E.
VAPL0N.
Poultryman,
ColoAda Luella (Merritt) aged 65 years 10
a minute!
The south side was put together IB
rado Agricultural College.)
"Mame, for goodness' sake, rustle
months and 3 days, wife of George A. of the "parson" as the chief person in the same manner, using only plate
The greatest enemy of the chick, out those chiffon things we've had a
the community may be contrasted with
Each year more and more summer soHamilton, died at Memorial hospital,
and
sill,
and
nailing
thereupon
the
and that which causes more loss than
a remark by a New York preacher beWorcester, early Sunday morning, follow- fore the Yale alumni the other day, requisite number of seven-foot boards; any other one cause. Is chilling; the year—on the top shelf—and those journers from all over the country are
seeking pleasant spots in New England,
ing an operation for removal of gallstones. when he declared: "If a man has a omitting the shorter boards which second enemy in importance because blouses that everyone always returned patronizing well-managed hotels and the
because something was wrong with the
She had not been feeling well for a week, decided leaning toward the ministry were to come below the window. The of amount of loss is lice; both lice and
pleasantly located boarding places and
cut—under those boxes!
farms where paying guests are received.
previous to last Wednesday, being obliged he must be unconventional enough to front and rear sections were then set chilling are the Indirect cause of. bowel
"Now,
here!
Did
you
ever
see
anyEach season thousands of people turn
then to take to her bed. She was re- brave his estimation In the eyes of upon the foundation and stayed in troubles, because both sap the vitality thing prettier for a tea party, or a
to the advertising columns el the Boston
and life of the chick, making It imposmoved to the hospital Friday morning, his fellow-students as a fool." A position.
meeting of the Literary club—oh, 1 Evening Transcript, where so many anEnd
Frames.—The
sills,
cut
to
11
sible for the little fellow to resist the
bright young man may be regarded as
And operated upon that day.
can tell when a woman is progressive nouncements of summer places are pubfeet 2 inches in length were Joined
Mrs Hamilton was a native of Boston, a fool for entering a profession in to the longer sills by a short tie) organisms of disease which are always Just by looking at her! Thia chiffon lished.
ready to attack it
which the average salary is hardly
Many families prefer to lease farms,
will wear like Iron and see how it's
and one of two children of Joseph E.
Dusting the setting hen helps, but
equal to the wages of a hod carrier, nailed on top of both stirs. The esfet
draped! Everything is so clinging, you houses or cottages in the country. Hunand Dorcasima (Wateon) Merritt. She
rafters,
12
feet
In
length,
on
edge,
some
lice
are
quite
sure
to
escape,
and
dreds
of properties are sold every season
but he could not be set down as a
was married to George A. Hamilton at fool as a servant of the people. The and notched at the ends to fit the can later be found on the head at the know, and you have Just too figure foi to parties from Eastern' and Western
cities who are attracted by advertisements
Hartford Conn., March 28. 1874. They history of the ministry Justifies the
chick; rub a little dab of lard on top tti
"Doesn't she look sweet in this pur in the Transcript.
of the chick's bead, getting it into the
had lived in West Brookfield over 40 reverent estimate that puta it first
lit jou desire to reach the well-to-do
pie,
Mame?
The
touch
of
pink
and
down thoroughly, and you will get
among the professions. The preacher
years.
people and attract them to your town inthese; repeat the dose in a week, and yellow around the neck Just sets oil sert a well-worded advertisement in the
She was a member, of Forest Chapter, has been the defender of the best
1
If the hen is furnished a good dusting her complexion. Oh, my. this Isn't low Boston Transcript.
■/
©. E. S., of Warren; Alpha lodge, D. A. things at home and has carried civi•j #
place, the lice are not likely to give neck—women wear blouses on the
Pull information, rates, sample copies
lisation
to
the
uttermost
parts
of
tHe
It., of Warren; West Brookfield Grange;
?
any more trouble; but. whenever yon street nearly as low aa this. By the and advice cheerfully given on request!.
earth.
Our
country
and
our
age
reand Pomona Grange; and formerly beway, Mame, bring me some of those
I
a
chick
that
seems
unhappy,
eyes
spect the priesthood of the church uniI
new blouses—I want her to see them.
longed to the Dorcas Society.
■ ■*.
closed, droopy, look for lice.
versal. The world does not expect an
\- :
"Isn't this dainty? And only »10.
She leaves, besides her husband, a sis- apology from the man who would help
The brood coops should be thorough>
324 Washington St. Boston, Mas*.
t,yM...t..,lltlJ •>» ♦»•>...»»
iter, Annie L., wife of Edward Veasey, of his fellow-man. If-the Tale students
ly sprayed before using with some Perfect with your tailor suit! I'll put
this
with the purple chiffon and the
coal tar preparation, sheep dip whiteBangor, Maine., two nieces, Daisy and look upon young men who have leanEnd Elevation, Showing Partition Sep- wash, or a mixture of four parts coal Bulgarian dress. You would regret it
■Charlotte Quimby, and Irwin Quimby of ings toward the ministry as fools then
arating the Two Pens.
oil and one part crude carbolic acid; to the last day of your lite if you let
the boot Is on the other leg.—PhilaBangof, Me.
plates, were nailed onto the 24-foot it pays to be ahead, and that explains such bargains slip! You can Just take
The funeral was from the home Tues- delphia Ledger.
the blouse In here—and let It out a hit
plates. The girder on the west was why so few of us are making anything
day afternoon, Rev. William L. Walsh,
11 feet 6 Inches long, while the on* on our poultry; w* neglect these little there—and it will be perfect!
Grabbing the Benefits.
o! Brookfield, ofliciating, assisted by the
"Did you notice* these, hats? Aren't and give yon a large Income producing prop.
Jones Joined a beneficial organisa- on the east reached only to the door. things', because of neglect disease they dears? Marked down two-thirds, ertyforit. I'm getting SUSS every year for my
Bev. J. H. Hoffman. Mrs Charles O'M.
gets
the
start
of
us,
we
become
dissix-family house located four minutes from
Raftersw—Three rafters, running
Edson and Miss Marjory Cutler sang tion, and two of the brothers meeting
couraged because of the losses, and madam! I suppose that orange quill trolleys In one of Boston's most popular subLead Kindly Light and Face to Face. on the street one afternoon, he bo- lengthwise of the bouse, were cut to give up and blame our luck, when all sticking up does seem odd to you, but urbs. Home Is In absolutely perfect condi23 feet 6 Inches in length, and were
our very best people are wearing them. tion, folly occupied by desirable tenants. It
Delegations were present representing came the subject of their conversanailed to the end rafters at equal the bad tack might have been pre- Maybe you prefer this light blue canoe yon nave a farm you want to sell, let's get tovented by a little careful preparation.
Forest Chapter, O E. 8., Alpha lodge tion.
"I understand, Jim," remarked one distances apart. They were supportGive the chicks a clean place, aU shape with the orange feathers In the gether.
D. A. R., and the West Brookfield of the pair, "that Jones is on the sick ed in the center by upright two byJ. B. LEWIS
the heat they can stand, keep them back—doesn't that give her style,
Grange. Relatives and acquaintance of list again. Is thatjrrue?"
fours, making a frame for the center
Ml Tremont Street, Boston
free from vermin, and you can safely Mame?
Springfield, Westfield, Bangor, Me., and
"Yes," answered the second, "he partition.
count them before they are raised.
"Oh, you must have It! It is such s
Brookfield, attended. The organizations has been laid up for about three
Enclosing Ends,—In sawing each
pleasure to get hold of a customer that
' sent floral tridutes.
weeks."
board to fit the pitch of the roof
"Awfully sorry to hear that," sympa- (two inches to the foot), the shorter USING INCUBATOR ON FARMS fashionable things become as they do
Burial was in Fine Grove cemetery.
you! Now, if you will give me the hcThe funeral v>as private and flowers were thetically returned the first "Guess piece was nailed at the lowest point
fcil address—thank you! Ninety-one
omitted, both by request of Mrs Hamil- I will have to run around and see him. of the slope, and the longer one at the Valuable Substitute for Hen and Con- dollars and fifty, cents! You certainly
Where's
his
homeT"
trary
to
Common
Notion
Can
highest
Thus
six
boards
12
feet
la
ton.
have some bargains! Good morning!
"Hasnt got any," answered the oth- length sufficed to enclose each end.
Be Easily Operated.
'(Catch me, 'Mame! I'm going to
er with a significant smile. "Just as On the east a door was made, three by
feint! What do you think of really sellsoon as he Joined our lodge he gave up six, as indicated in end elevation.
(By J. O. HALPIN, Wisconsin ExperiFrequent Osculation.
ing all that Junk? Come along—I'm
ment station.)
engraved or printed in the
Roof.—The roof was covered by 24
"Ah, Gustav, whenever you kiss me his house and leased a cot in a hospiThe better types of Incubators are going to strike Mme, Cerise for more
boards; the two outer ones being laid
I strike the wrong note. The people talvery latest styles, and the
flush with the ends, and all securely rapidly finding a place upon general pay!"
below us have already complained
Tango Music.
nailed to the plates and ratters. A farms and In most cases proving to be
that I always play the wrong key.**—
Flattering to Lawyers.
Let me here say a few words about four-inch cornice was then run around advantageous In raising larger numbest work guaranteed.
Munich FUegende Blaetter.
Francis J. Kilkenny, Chicago Irishtango music. Every tango enthusiast, the edges, flush with the roof, and bers of sound, healthy chickens which
of course, knows that the music of Oils the rubberold roofing brought down,. will be strong and nicely grown be- man who has been the means of sendAchievement.
fore hot weather comes and well ma- ing hundreds of Irish boys and girls
dance is founded on the Habanera.
Some people never get any higher There are dozens and dozens of tango to the lower edge of the cornice, mak- tared and laying before winter seta in. back to the green Isle for a visit to
ing practically an air-tight roof. Dithan a towering rage.—Ashley Sterne. tunes, but one of the best for beginIn addition to this, the fact that the old folks, says that In the ancient
rections for putting on roofing accomJournatOOfftce,
\
many of the modern farm breeds of city of Cork there is a street named
ners to study the marking of time is pany every package.
Loyalty of Men.
"HH Choclo." Still, even In this popuFront—The front has two sliding poultry are more inclined to produce Hell During a recent sojourn in Cork
North
Brookfield,
Mass.
J
The unsought loyalty of men Is the lar tune there Is a considerable laek windows and two "fresh sir" apenings, eggs than- to hatch them makes it he was amused by coming upon the. (
chief defense of nations.—Burke.
of melody, and therefore perhaps the covered with wire netting of one-inch more advisable for many farmers to following notice:
APARTMENTS TO LET IN HBLL;
best advice to give to tangolsta in mesh, and closed by frames three by purchase good, reliable Incubators.
It Is easier to keep a hen laying
SUITABLE TO LAWYERS.
their days is to see to It that the time four feet, hinged at the top and covthan It is to start her laying In cold
"Despite its name," says Mr. Kfl- MRS HELEN MORSE SMITH
Host powerful is he who has him- of the tune from which they study ered with muslin on the inside. A secj
weather.
For
this,
If
no
other
reakenny,
"the place Is rather attractive;
the various movements Is absolutely ond muslin curtain la tacked at the
self in his own power.
1
DRESSMAKING
correct And also never to confuse top. of each frame, on the Inside, and son, the modern incubator Is a valu- but I will agree with the landlord that
tango movements with ragtime move- can be let down when severe weath- able substitute. Contrary to a too aaa headquarters for the legal profes- II Pressed St.
North Brookfield I
ments—a mistake, by the way, which, er demands. The windows contain common notion it can be eaashy oper- sion It is not only suitable but
Prefer toss before unjust gain; for I strangely enough. Is quite a common 15 tights, each 10 Inches by 12 Inches. ated sT anyo«* who is
j>riate."
that brings grief bat once; this for
They slide to the east, and may be earetalaaa
ever.—Child.

FAMOUS DOLL'S HOUSE

CHEAP AND CONVENIENT POULTRY HOUSE
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Boston Transcript Co.

I'll Buy
Your Farm

Wedding Invitations

and Announcements

Horace J. Lawrence,

so teach him when school days are over that only a gigantic circus like Barnum | p-—!---* CfgnhnnOC PflnPnTfle
VALUABLE ELM STREET PROP- Suggestions Msde At The Bay Path to provide the right kind of recreation & Bailey can offer lor the price of one bdllldgBdi OldllMUpW, uUllbUIUS
Library Meeting.
ERTY CHANGES HANDS
not only for himself but for others.
' admission.
MAILS DUB TO ABBIVB.
To the country school the celebration J*>° k™* free street parade wilMeave
to
Conboth rubber and steel tires, Buggies,
Below
we
give
an
outline
of
what
two
Sire Forrest Sells the "Huron Farm"
of thc«festival7relating to the seasons 'the .ho. grounds promptly at 9 o clock
Democrat and Delivery Wagons, SurA. M. 6.45— East and West.
necticut Man.
wide-awake librarians are doing to bring
reys and Road Wagons, both new and
»M—West.
should be used as a means of making the j on the morning of show date. E«ursecond
hand.
Through the P. F. Leland Agency of the library and community into touch
P. M. 18.46—Bast and West.
2,00-Weit
Boston, represented by Samuel D. Col- with each other. Also the substance of children appreciate the beaut, of nature. "^^V ha^e tochileren see this A.T BOTTOM FRIGES
To them it is so familiar that many do I p^ttteat 8n0B. on eirtb, and the "Chil4.5ft—Bast.
iwjbes, Blankets, Whip
Whips ana
burn, Mrs L. A. Forrest has sold the the excellent paper by Miss Grace W.
Harness, Robes,
7.05—Bast and West.
not realize the beauty until it is pointed j dren's Vision of Fairyland The Wizard
Cloths. Not too Costly. Not too
Oil Clot
farm property on Elm street, which she Wood, reference and art librarian of out. The drama of the seasons is being j Prince of Arabia," and 50 clowns.
MAILS CLOSE.
Cheap.
bought of Albion H.'Doane, two years Worcester public library on Dramatic
A, M. 6.00—West.
played constantly before their eyes,—the
6.46—East.
ago, to M. L. Twillcott ot Glastonbury, Possibilities in Country Schools. Other
Shingles and Roofing Material.
11 JO—East and West.
Conn., who will take possession July 1st. notes from the meeting will follow n-ot sowing and reaping, springtime and harAll the (ilflerenl grades. All
P. M. 1.00—West.
vest,
winter
sleep
and
spring
awakening,
Mrs Forrest intends to try city life with week ;*-*
Nails, also,
4.40—Bast.
are so much a part of their lives that they
her
sons
in
Boston,
for
a
while,
when
Miss
Florence
E.
Wheeler,
in
charge
6.00—East and West.
Remember that my prices are always
cannot see how wonderful they are.
Mails for East Brookfleld are despatched at released of this property.
of Leomin8ter library, thoroughly believes
There's a lot of
the lowest 1 sell so as to sell again.
«.4TA.M°11.30A. M. and IP. M. Sails trom
Great opportunity is given for arousing
During her two years' ownership she in advertising the advantages and reEast Brookfleld are received at «JO A. M. and
difference beDr. Daniel's Hone Remedies Always
of interest in the spring and harvest proJ.40P.M.
has- greatly improved the house and sources of the library.
She has slides
tween Tone*
package maile are despatched twice daHy as
IB Stock.
grams. In the country the larger part of
follows>-nJ0A. M. Bast and North, 6 P. M. grounds in many ways, also adding a fine made at a cost of 50 cents each, with perLenses and
these festivals could be held out of doors
West and South.
1XLEFHOHt OAKHAK Di.
veranda on the east side, next to Elm tinent facts about new books, and other
Flat
Lenses
Malls for the Rural Delivery Is closed at 8.15
with natural settings, flowers and branchstreet. Her neighbors on the street will news and notes of interest concerning the
besides their .
A. M. and received at'1.80 P. M.
es to be bad for the picking.
Work of
The omee hours will be:—« SO A. M. to 8 P. M. be sorry to have her leave town.
slight extra cost They give
library,
and
these
are
run
free
by
the
Holidays, 6 JO to 9.80 A. M. and 8 to 6 P. M.
this
kind
is
especially
good
for
country
,OAKHAM.
Two of Mr Willcot's sons are to come moving picture theatre, thus reaching a
you extra vision and extra
JOHN HOWE, Postmaster,
children as it brings them together in a
here at once, we understand, so as to get class that needs just such stimulus of sugcomfort They are betterPAUL M. KBANEY. Asst.
common interest, and helps break up the
acquainted with the milk business before gestion. Local notices are inserted in the
looking, too. Come and see
spirit of isolation which marks' all who
the
present
owners
give
it
up.
The
rest
us about Toric Lenses.
papers,
thus
reaching
another
large
class
NORTH BROOKFIELD.
live
with
large
distances
between.
It
of the family, father, mother and daugh of readers. Postal cards are sent to the
also affords a pleasure to their parents
school teachers, also bulletins. Pictorial
Mrs Jane Skerry, Nursery Ave., is vis- ter, will come in July.
and friends in giving them an opportuniCHARLES S. LANE,
posters are used. Mothers' meetings are
iting her daughter in Petersham.,
Palmer Wins in the Quaboag Valley held, at which books of special interst to ty to Bee something really worth while.
ERNEST
D.
CORB1N
E. W. Boynton is now connected by
The preparation for a festival should
Series.
the family and home economies are
OPTOMETRIST
telephone—his call is 16-2. Keep him
be a part of the regular work and not an
shown, strenuous personal work is done,
Office at Dr Ludden's
extra. The festival should not be an inbusy.
Great interest was shown in the PalmRE6ISTERED EHBALHER.
Woodbine Lodge, I. O. O. F., will post- er-North Brookfleld high school game of to get people interested in the books, novation but a result of previous work.
Main Street,
North Brookfield
pone the working of the first degree un- last Saturday on the home grounds. It store Windows are used for display of
Children are naturally dramatic, active
it Attention Day
books—everything to bring the library
Ight.
til further notice.
resulted in a victory lor the visiting
and Imitative.
Plajing horse, keeping
constantly
before
the
public.
ARTISTIC
MONUMENTS
' Miss Frances T. Lawrence, Elm street, team by a score of 5 to 3. The only
Telephone North BrooklleU Ne.
store, playing house and school, are some
iaa>ii.
attended the Class Day festivities at Har- game our team has lost in the series
Miss Ella E. Miersch finds a different of the earliest manifestations, to be fol{AND CEMETERY MEMORIALS
Long Distance Connection.
vard college, on Tuesday.
before this was with Palmer on their condition of affairs at Southbridge. lowed soon by the acting out oHfeeirown
Funerals Personally Directed
The Methodist church services Sunday own grounds, a few weeks since. Palm- From 17,000 books in 1870 the library accord the stories told and read to them
In aU kinds of
and Every Requisite Furnare at 2 and 7 P- ">• Thepastor will be er sent over six automobiles and an has grown to 41,000. The librarian is and later those they themselves read. If
ished.
GRANITE AND MARBLE
in charge of both services,
auto truck well loaded to encourage cramped for room, and her strongest ef- from the early grades the children sing
Lady Assistant.
forts
are
put
forth
not
so
much
to
get
the songs and dramatize the stories as
' TheG. F. S. Candidates held a social their players. There was a big crowd
C A. RISLEY & COMPANY
meeting, with refreshments, in the guild of Brookfleld fans also, and intense people to came to the library, as to they should naturally they will later be
excitement all through the game. It is guide them in the choice of the reading able to take past in the festival work with
rooms on Saturday afternoon.
Telephond
Test Brookfleld.
Alvln Stokes is declared the winner of true that there were no ropes to hold from which the various classes can get no touch of staginess.
the automobile that has been on exhibi- back the crowds, but every effort was the most good, that is to read the better
Common dramatization of Mother
FOR BALK.
ENGRAVED] CALLING CARDS
tion in the window of the W. H. Whit- made to give ALL THB PLAYERS a fair books; a person can take only one book Goose rhymes should lead naturally in ATWO-BDRNEB gas shelf. Also aCrawf ord
of Jew fiction at a time, but other books the higher grades to dramatization of
stove,
and a nearly new^l3_x
is Brussels
_
_
e,
u
show,
and
no
complaints
were
heard
ing store.
Grove street next
carpet.
At
A.
Desplalnes
IN SCRIPT OR
are not limited. They publish a list of Cinderella, Sleeping beauty, King Arthur, to bowling alley
Born, at North Brookfield, June 16P from our visitors of unfair treatment or
new books in the annual town report, Robin Hood, Alice in Wonderland, until
a son, John Owen, to Eugene E. and unsportsmanlike conduct on the part of
FOUND
ENGUSHTEXT
and short lists in the news papers as new in the high school scenes from Shakes- ATOTJNO brown and white pointer dog.
Louella McCarthy. This is the third boy our team. The episode of an umbrella
BASNBTT, North Brookfield
books
are
added.
Remembering
that
H. T. Lawrence, North Brookfield'
raised by a spectator on the side line
peare, Scott, etc, would be given.
•1W-2S
in the family.
was simply a joke in response to the the town and community are greater than
The subject for the play should be
The town clock is right twice a day at
the
library,
every
effort
is
made
to
conBOARDS FOR SALE
continuous tooting of the automobile
selected with care. No young child
«.S6 a. m. and 8.86 p. m. You would be
yard some ohesp
horns from the excited Palmer contin- nect the two that the greatest good may should play the part of villain. Dr. Hall 1HAVB for sale at r8y coal
boards suitable for coal bln» "r^6"fJgjJS:
surprised to see how many people even
gent, and should be so considered. The be accomplished.
thinks that no set of stories works a great
now get fooled by it.
'
ticket sellers said that not more than a
er influence than the King Arthur series.
Drama in the Schools
PASTURE TO RENT
Marriage intentions were today record- third of the Palmer visitors bought tickStage settings and coltumes are not nec- PASTURE for rental. Right in the village.
Today
everywhere
in
the
country
as
ed with the town clerk of Augustus Cool- ets, for the game, Borne of them even
essary. In fact simplicity should be the
JOHN J. LANE.
«
idge Thompson, North Main street, and refusing to pay anything, which certain- well as in the city we are hearing much
—
on the subject of play. Sometimes it keynote.
Stella B. Newman, Elm street.
FOR
RENT.
ly is not sportsmanlike. The umpire
1 Children enjoy pretending and can
on Gilbert street. In
Mr and Mrs D. F. Winslow very quiet- was a Worcester man who gave good sat- would seem almost as though we had easily imagine what is not visible, still ONE five room tenement
tfood repair, gas9 and town water.
gone crazy over it and that we must stop
K
ly celebrated the twenty-fifth anniversary isfaction.
MOK.TI«fisR F.
F^ LINCOLN, OMIHUU
Oakbam
they
enjoy
dressing
np
and
wonders
can
Telephone Oakham 17-2
all else and just play and so we go to the
■of their wedding last Thursday evening,
moving pictures, vaudeville, dance en- be accomplished with crepe and tissue
at their home on School street.
The Grange Program,
TO RENT.
thusiastically, if not well, have play- paper. A charming daffodil in a recent THE Upstairs Tenement In the Waters house.
The Woman's Union will hold its anMother Goose pageant was clothed in
grounds
and
pageants
and
indulge
in
varApply
to
W.
H
FULLAM.
The following program was given at the
nual meeting, Thursday, June^, at 3 p.
ious other kinds of recreation.
At the yellow and green crepe paper. ^Wilh our
m. The presence of every member is re- Grange last ntght. Victrola selection,— present time we seem to be rather over- illustrated editions of today the simplier
FOR SALE or TO RENT
ON Soring street, house of 10 rooms and bath
quested as there is business of importance. Aloha Waltzes, was followed by an enplays are not difficult to arrange.
steam
team heat,
neas, hot
BU, and^eoW
WUU wm water-gas,
-> —"... n—, at
——
core,'Uncle Sammy. Higher Education, doing it but by degrees we shall doubtranges'wludow
shades and screens, wood
. A child should be educated not merely
Born, at Mount Washington, Mass.,
and garage, trait trees, land for garden,
Does it benefit or hinder the contentment less reach a saner level..
June 11, a son, William Alfred, to Mr
t reasonable to right party. Keys can be
We did really play before we left our to earn a Kving but to get the most and
oi our young people on the farm? Past
from ARTHUR BLISS. North llrookfleld
beat enjoyment out of life and to rememand Mrs H. 8. Whitbeck, (nee Mary
State Master. C. D. Richardson opened mother countries as the old fojjt festivals
Sewall) and grandson to Bev. and Mrs
ber
that
"all
the
world's
a
etage"
aiid
the discussion. He was followed by A. show. Our English literature is full of
CHIROPODIST
what counts most is that we play our
John L. Sewall, formerly of North BrookC. Stoddard, John A. Anderson, Mrs allusions to old customs and good times
MRS J"ERBT.
Springfield chlro]
V, formerly of spfii
field.
II odlstis
odlst, IB now a_t
at Dr_Wltler's,S.
Dr Witter'., =. Main
—---.•81
Leon A. Donne, Colby H. Johnson, and most of which are merely names to us. parts well.
All troubles of the feet treated without pain
The Young Woman's Club will hold a
the Worthy Lecturer. Victrola selection. The crowning of the May Queen is deLawn Party with Mrs Frank Wiley,
The same as his Father was before Him, lightful to read about, as is also the Har- The Big Circus To Be In Worcester,
School street Tuesday, June 30, at 7.30
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
sung by Harry Lander. A roll call of all vest home, the bringing in of the Yule
Monday, June 29.
o'clock, for the members only. RememWOBOMTSB SB.
PBOBATB COOET
the members was responded to by a large log makes a pleasant picture, but when
To the heirs at law, next of Wn and allotter
ber to keep this date open, in making number with 'a quotation from the ritual. the Puritans left England they left beneiaons Interested In the estate of JollaO'BilThe Barnum & Bailey '•Greatest Show felr oUierShw called Julia Rlley and Julia
other engagements.
There were also many responses read hind them all these ceremonials which on Earth" will exhibit in Worcester, Mon- "fRUeyTlate of North Brookfleld In said OonnAll Odd Fellows will please remember which had been sent by absent-members, were a part of the bid festivals. .
day, June 29.
Twp performances and t7W*nereas,4a certain Instrument purporting to
that they are invited to attend divine which shows the interest they feel in the
By festivals we mean the celebration in
be the last will and testament of salJdeceased
street
parade
will
be given. This big cir- hasibeenpresented
to said Court, for probate,
worship at the Congregational church next Grange. A victrola selection, Arganareg, a joyous way or festal spirit of the great
Dvntcrtok Cain, who prays that letters testacus
has'had
spectacular
features
but
this
Sunday morning at 10.46. Meet at hall completed the musical program, which changes in Nature's year, of Christmas
Senttry may be Issued to him, the executor
at 10.15,—wear white gloves and badges. was furnished by Mrs John J. Lane. and New Year's, Candlemas, the old season the mangement has gone to untold therein named, without giving a surety on his
expense in investing it with a wonderful- ° Tot'a^hireby cited to appear at a-Probat.
Ladies will meet at the church parlors.
There will be special a meeting held July mid-winter feast, Easter, May-day, and
Court to be held at Worcester, In said County
Town Clerk Collins reports 428 men in 2d, for the purpose of conferring the 3rd Flora, Thanksgiving and harvest home, ly brilliant pageant of oriental splendor if Worcester, on the seventh day of July,
D »U. at nine o'clock In the forenoon, to
town as liable to military duty. He has and 4th degrees. The 3rd degree will be birthdays and death days of heroes, great entitled "The Wizard Prince of Arabia." A
show cause, If any you have, why the same
1 not oe granted.
given to the dog officer a list of the own- giveniby the ladies'degree staff, and the historical anniversaries and centennials. This colossal inovation is offered at the
said pefltloner Is hereby directed to g
opening- pi the show, thereby doing
ers of unlicensed dogs, which the latter 4th degree by the regular officers.
1 notice thereof, by publishing this ol
These old festivals have never quite
tion once m each week, for three euooessi..
away
Wfth
the
old,
stereotyped
"grand
will "look up" promptly on July 1st, if
pi * ■
died out of England and so are revived
weeks, in theNorth B^fleM;Journal. a new.
To see the Latest Models of
ZES'jSESSSK SortTBVookfleldTtb. last
the owners do not pay up before that
by the English more easily. One reason entree" idea.
New Books at LibraryoXicatlon to be one day, at least, before said
In
thiB
realistic
reproduction
of
the
rjourtTend
by
mailing,
postpaid,
or
delivering
a
date.
for their decline has been the increasing
copTo' this citation to aU known person, lnThe theme of Rev. Mr Budd's sermon Diana of the Green Van,
number of people who have become wage- land of the''Thousand and One Nights,'' terated In the estate, seven days at least
Leona Dalrymple
earners. Less and less time has been left Barnum & Bailey engage t.ie services of ^WiSess? WilUam T. Forbes. EMUlre. Judge
to the-I. O. 0. F. next Sunday morning
more than 2000 persons which embraces of saW Court, this fifteenth day ofJune
Corner,
will be "Man's Duty to Man." In the My Lady of the Chimney Irmi
Alexander for the celebration of the holidays.
in the year one thousand nine hundred and
CORSETS
Ruskin made a move in the direction the dancing activites of hundreds of
evening at 7.30 there will be a fine lecfourteen.
^3^ H. ATWOOD, Register.
Overland Red,
Anonymous
ture on Madura, India, illustrated with
of their revival when he succeeded in in- gaily bedecked coryphees and a grand
June 19,26, July SB.
The Forester's Daughter,
ballet effect at the finale. It opens with
Or have them brought to your hotel
70 colored views, and accompanied by
Hamlin Garland troducing into the English schools the
an elaborately decorated setting of Arab- COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
by sending word to
'.*
*•*
. illustrated songs.
Our Mr Wrenn,
Sinclair Lewis old folk festival of May-day.
In this country we have been too busy, ie hud where there is much confusion WOBOaSTSliS,
PaOBATsCOUST
Mary J. H. Skrine
Last Sunday morning, at Christ Memo- Bedesman 4,
MRS. B. C. GRAVES,
To the heirs, at law, next of kin and all other
putting a continent in order to give, nn- ' over the departure of the-prince and b
oersons Interested in the estate of William H.
rial church, a large percentage of the They Who Knock at our Gates,
• •
Mary Antrim til recently, much thought to this ques- five wizards who perform the modern WnMngltate of North Brookfleld in said Conn
Primary and Junior departments of the
Representative for the Biookflnldn.
tion which is now absorbing so much of day miracles in helping their noble mas- ^WUros; a certain instrument purportin r to
school received promotion. Announce- The Heart's Country,Mary Heaton Vorse
Telephone 16-13,
the last will and testament of said deceased
our time and reaching out in so many ter conquer strange domains. In quick be
has been presented to said uourr, for probate,
ment of names and grades was made at Penrod,
succession follows the invasion of King by
Booth Tarkington directions.
Ernest; H. Vaughan. who preys that letters
MASS.
the 10.45 service, when the school was Capt. Dan's Daughter, Joseph C. Lincoln
Babar's realm in India where by the 01administration with the will annexed may be, NORTH BROOKFIELD.
As our population has increased we
nvaedtoTurn, without giving a surety on his
present, and the rector preached on "The America,
»o_«ecu«rpews
b^ M-MWI.
«m^"•
insalo
wUl
William. Tingfang have come by degrees to see that the magic aid of the five wizards, the prince "ojfd,JIOexecutor
--—- -"V
Ton are hereby cited .0 appear at a Rotate
Church and the Flag," It being* Flag Day,
is enslbed to win the heart and hand of Court,
to be held at WorcesterJto saidiO»nw
adult part of it did not know what to do
from the text "Blessed are the people
-EDWIN T. CHAPIN Bing"s daughter. There is a magnificent of Worcester, on thesixteenth day of June A.D.
Graduation Tickets.
Suatnine o'clock in the forenoon, to show
with its holidays or how to spend its
who have the Lord for their God."
wedding feast, and the ballet finale was Suie,if Myyou nave, why the same should
ARCHITECT
The B & R Baseball Association will
Each member of the graduating class leisure, that the children did not know pronounced by the press of New York ™And saWpMlttoner to he,ebydirected to give
give an entertainment In the Star Theatre will be given 20 tickets for the commence- how to play. Holidays have meant only City to be the last word in circus pageant- publS. Mtioe thereof, by publishing this olnv 727-728 State Mutual Building, ▼orecsUf
Fiononce In each week, for three successive
on Friday, June 26. Miss Florence St. ment exercises, the unper class will have an escape from the ordinary routine, with try.
weeks, to the North Brookfleld Journal, a news.
Telephone
Ja^rpubhshsdin North Brookfleld the last
John, who is a graduate of the Boston two each. The remainder will be given Idle waste of time if nothing worse, chilThere
is
the
usual
circus
program
of
Dutlication to be one day, at least, befoie said
dren
have
aimlessly
hung
around
the
Kurt and by mailing, postpaid, or delivering
Conservatory of Music, and a former out to the public, in order of application,
mid-air
sensation,
daring
feats
on
the
a copy of this elation ^o^nownpewns inmember of the Boston Grand Opera at the schoolhouse from 2 to 3, Saturday streets. In answer to this need have trapeze by, tight wire and horseback by terested In the estate, seven days at least belore
come the playgrounds with'an organized
Company, has been secured. She has a afternoon, by Stephen Mahoney, presi350 arenic performers. Imported feat- "w Sees,'William T. Forbes. Esquire. Judge
contralto voice of beautiful quality, and dent of the senior class, as Principal Cur- system of play and now in addition the ures include the Icelandic troupe of ath- of said Court, this twentieth day of May, in
FRED C. CLAPP
the year one thousand nine hundred and four.
sings the old and new songs. Her reper- rier wishes to be relieved of this respon- school festival, an adaptation of the old letes, two troupes of oriental plate and te n
'
HARRY H. ATWOOD, Register.
toire ranges from sweet ballad to grand sibility. The diplomas will be given to folk festival. For all, adults aa well as cup spinners and acrobats, the human "May
29. June S, 13X.
opera aria, and her rendition of a medley the graduates Monday evening by Ed- children, is coming a more rational way flies walking head downward onthe cryscomposed of Irish and Scotch songs is a ward McEvoy secretary of the board of of celebrating our holidays. We are at- tal mirror, the midget equestrian, Bird COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
tempting to make festivals of them. '
musical treat. An instrumental artist education.
Millman, the Tango queen of the tight In Board of Oas and EHotric Light Commis__—,
» ■ m
—
To those who have made a serious wire, the wonderful Weise troupe of sioners
.
Registered Embalater.
has also been secured. Five reels of
Boston, June 8th, 1914.
New
High
School
Principal.
study
of
this
subject,
the
school
festival
moving pictures will be shown. The asequilibrists, a wild west exhibition of las-, On petition of the Central Massachusetts
seems to be the best present solution of soing and broncho busting, the lemons'™«!^^S^^
sociation Is very fortunate in securing
Lady Assist***.
Wallace R. Brown of Lynn, who was the need. It is an attempt to make of
Mies St. John, through the personal
Schiavoni troupe of gymnasts, the Impe-! ggjfifi* JftJ?,Jf ex^usnfkm, Sf^S
elected
by
the
school
committee
as
principlay something more than a mere recrea- rial Viennese troupe of flying trapezists Un*. tc,jmpUnjand property, «£»•»*
friendship that exists between her manapal ol the high school to succeeiMr Cur- tion. It binds together, unifies, all the
cmneeted by Long Dlstanoe Tateger and Mr Saunders.
and a great array of stirring hippodrome JHSS. eBit'ord BuUdfig at 16 Ashburton
rier,
and
who
accepted
the
election,
has
|pS^^ton.onrriday,^netirena--.iithday
different branches of study, that, left to „„„..
■■» 1
phonejat House and Store.
events,
I
^^£^Suiint.
at
ten-thlrty
o'ofooa
in
the
%
re-considered the matter, and notified the themselves, are apt to appear as distinct
Gallery Closed at the Town Hall.
The
Barnum
&
Bailey
circus
carries
'»«^^
taner
is
quired
to
give
notjo.
ut
committee that he cannot come. They subjects, for each and all, lend their aid
b
■ By order of the State building inspect- will meet this afternoon, and from pres- in getting together a festival.'Jh everything imaginable in the wild animal of „id raffing by P» "°»!£SJSf'S.Jste?*
line;
acts
of
a
death-defying
nature,
nov'^SS^n^RiglS.
*\JW-W3lBU
11110,
wuut
o
wo»fc«i-w.»j.«ej
"———»
—
—•
or the gallery at the rear of the town hall ent indications it is probable that a Mr
The school festival should be a great
elties galore, six augmented bands,
t-nds, asae- W"J-^„^^ufl„f1^u^ilCT'S3
has been chSed, and the 48 seats therein, Brunell, who has been submaster ol the stimulus to the imagination, develop cities
"MO TRESPASS" HOTiCES.
„ tonishing
to.uaWng wild animal performers,
performers start.
start- KS^atU wspfotivew, in «ohoT»JidP»J»2
that oftentimes are considered the best in high school at Natick for the past six dramatic and artistic ability, and prepare
• - ■ „« prior to said sane of hearing, once eacn wool
the ball will no longer be available. All years, will be chosen, Action will also the pupil to enjoy the best in nature and «ng equestrian features, arenic feafroi jf-twosno^w^;,.
or posting in the open air.
(Signed) W. E. Banana, Chairman
the settees must also be fastened together be taken on a teacher for'the fourth grade art as sbq*, in «•*. painting, sculp- "trength and magic, a freak^-K™"^
' Jooaaii. OSIee, north 1
ture and architecture and thedrama, and » mimonand one amusement attractions
in piece ot Miss Daley.
by cleats on the Boor.
FRIDAY, JUNE 19,1914.

TOIUO

William 6. Crawford

Furnishing Undertaker

WYANDOTTE

CHICK
FEED
AT FULLAM'S
Call at 46 Summer Street

SPIRELLA

Funeral Director
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CONTENDERS FOR THE POLO TROPHY

TAKE HOME
14 DIE IN PARIS FAILURE OF
JOLOCUP AS STREETS SINK
INCOME TAX

LOCK

35,000 See Americans Defeated Terrible Storm Rages Over U, S. Bond Issue Is Expected
After Furious Uphill Fight
Residential Quarter
As Revenues Drop
DECIDED IN THE LAST PERIOD TAXICAI
Briton* Take Second and Decisive
Match by Desperate Playing In
Last Few Minutes—Americana
' Lose 2 1-4 Goals by Infraction*.

SWALLOWED

Sewera Burst In All Direction*. 8ubway* Were Flooded, Water Main*
Spouted, Gas Pipe* Gave Way,
and Flame* Spread Terror.

Higher Rate* of Republican Schedule*
Applied During Firat Three Month*
of Fiscal Year—Duty on Sugar
Also Exacted for Eight Month*.

Paris.—A thunder storm 67. phenomWashington.—The failure of the inenal violence raged over Paris for come tax on individuals to yield much
three hours. It caused loss of life and more than half the amount expected
enormous damage to property. The from it has given Democratic leaders
great volume of rain flooded the some Concern. Unless the outlook
streets and caused the bursting of changes in less than a year, according:
sewers.
to predictions of many familiar with
Fourteen lives are known to have the affairs of the government the
been lost and six persons are missing administration will be obliged to revise the tariff law again or Issue
as a result
Water spurted from the broken bonds to keep the wheels In motion.
The Democrats estimated that the
mains and added to the torrents from
the skies converted the whole dis- personal Income tax would bring la
trict into a veritable river. Gas mains, about $65,000,000 for the first ten.
telephone wires and the electrical months of its operations. It is now
found that the law will yield not toy
supply were broken off.
exceed $30,000,000 in the present fisThe most serious cave-In occurred
cal year, although Secretary McAdoo>
at the Place Saint Philippe du Roule,
has expressed the hope of increasing;
at the junction of the Rue la Beetle
the revenue from this source byand the Faubourg Saint Honore. When
prosecuting evaders of the law. If
the storm was at its height a sharp,
it were not for the fact that customs,
rending sound was heard in this Quarreceipts have thus far exceeded the
ter and, simultaneously, 500 square estimates the Secretary of the Treasfeet of the roadway heaved up and
ury probably would be obliged to resank, carrying with it a number of perNew York.—America lost the Interport a deficit at the end of the fiscal
sons who had taken shelter under the year.
national Challenge Cup presented -by
%
awning of a cafe.
Some insist, as it Is, that Secretary
the Westehester Polo Club of NewA passing taxicab was engulfed. McAdoo's statement Is too hopeful
port in 1886 to England when four
straight-*acked British cavalrymen Eye witnesses saw a woman's hand with his prediction of a $30,000,000*
Above is the American team, left to right: Larry Waterbury, Mllburn, Monty Waterbury, Montague. Below won the second and deciding match waving from the vehicle and the head surplus on June 30 next The Panaare the British challengers, left to right: Captain Lockett, Major Barrett, Captain Cheape, Captain Tomkinson. of the International polo series by a of the chauffeur as the taxicab disap- ma Canal payments amounting to
score of 4 to 2 8-4. The American peared. Almost immediately a great $37,600,000 are not included in this,
estimate, tor the Treasury is authteam, outclassed at the start, made block of stone fell upon it
By superhuman efforts the firemen orized to reimburse Itself for these,
a desperate spurt at the end of the
payments.
With these expenses in- •
were
able
to
uncover
the
taxicab
and
game, and for a brief time held toe
remove the bodies of the chauffeur eluded there would be a deficit of
lead In the,hard, thrilling contest.
$7,000,000 on Mr., McAdoo's figures.
With the score 3 1-4 to 3 in Amer- and his passenger. Hut, Lavolti.
It is pointed out by Republicans.
ica's favor in the last period, the ardor
Nothing like the violence of the
and enthusiasm of the leaders spurred storm has ever been known In Paris. that the Democratic tariff law did!
them on with too great abandon, and In addition to the floods which have not go into effect until October 1„
when Milburn fouled Capt Cheape, destroyed life and property, the light- 1913. In July, August and September
the game was lost to America, for the ning was terrific. Several persons of the current fiscal year the Rehalf point penalty made the score 8 were killed in the street and in their publican tariff was in operation and
to 2 3-4.
homes. At Cholsy, one of the suburbs, the higher rates of that law collect- ■
Then, while the crowd of 36,000 peo- three were killed and ten Injured by ed.
Under the Democratic tariff alsople yelled madly for" the Yankee four lightning.
to ride roughshod over the invaders.
Lightning struck and set fire to a sugar will go on the free list on May
Major Barrett the British leader, cafe opposite the Oare du Nord, se- 1, 1916. Sugar was the biggest single
dribbled the ball through the Ameri- riously burning a girl standing beside item of revenue under Republican
can defense and savagely chopped It the counter. Workmen were struck tariff. It brought in about $60,000,000through the goal posts for the final by lightning at the Place de l'Alraa, a year. Beginning May 1, 1916,. If
count which made the score 4 to 2 3-4. and a river steamboat passing the the present law Is left intact, sugarHurlingham did not have the easy bridge at this point was also struck. will not yield a penny.
Furthermore, It is pointed out that
time it had In the first game. The de- Several passengers were knocked
fenders, with Mllburn at back, and down. Lightning Btruck and wrecked the old Republican sugar rate was"Larry" Waterbury at No. 3, played a wall at Saint Denis. In the ruins In operation for the first eight month*
like a new team. There were flashes was found the body of a woman, and of the current fiscal year and probably In that time" yielded $30,000,000
View of the harbor of Durauo, Albania, with Austrian and Italian warships ready to go Into action against of the old dash and team work, which
it Is thought that there were other or something in excess of that
the Insurgent* who are trying to depose Prince William of Wled, their new ruler.
made the "Big Four" famous. But it victim*.
amount judging from returns from
was not until the sixth period that the
Troops have been thrown around the preceding years.
Meadow Brook team found itself. Its the St. Augustin quarter.
While revenues are declining thereckless horsemanship and terrific hitCAPT. GELAH B. HOWELL
The quarter was immediately Isolat- expenses of the government continuetisg then got into full play, and for
the first time the English players ed and the Prelect of the Seine hast- to increase. The appropriations of
ened there with large detachments "of this session will far exceed those
were thrown upon the defensive.
America came on with a rush. Dev- police, but for a long time nothing made in any single session In theereux Milburn, the plucky American could be done, owing to the darkness. past This Is conceded by the Democratic leaders in charge of the variback, forgot the pain of his battered
ous supply bile. They have tried in
rib. Hanging over" the neck of his
WILSON CHARGES A PLOT.
vain to keep -down expenditurespony, Aeolus, he became a whole team
Despite the dwindling revenues, memhimself. When the forwards missed
bers have vigorously fought plans of"
the ball Milburn would sweep through Firm for Anti-Trust Legislation Be- retrenchment Neither the administhe melee of scurrying ponies and take
tration nor the leaders in Congress:
fore Congres* Quit*.
the ball from under the hoofs of the
Washington.—Declaring that under will listen to any suggestions for a
English monnts.
partial revision of the tariff before
Then It seemed that America might no circumstances would he sanction the November electtions. They arewin
Hurllngham's
Invader*,
the an adjournment of Congress before all agreed on the proposition that
Sower of the British Army, were put the passage of the Administration the party must go to the country this »
to a severe test. With the tide of anti-trust bills. President "Wilson cre- year on the tariff law as It stands.
battle turning against them, the Eng- ated a sensation in Washington by de- If the worst comes within the next
lish Bhiftel the offensive tactics to claring that influences were at work few months it Is expected a smalt
to create among business men of the
the defense.
bond issue wil be floated on account
In the last period, when a beautiful country an artificial demand for im- of the Panama Canal.
mediate
adjournment
and
suspension
goal by Milburn put the "Americans in
front for once the crowd went wild of the trust program.
To hack up these charges, which
with joy. There had been little chance
ADLAI E. STEVENSON EXPIRES
for American cheers in the matches, were more In the nature of suggesand all turned loose pent-up enthusi- tions than an outright attack, the
Death Came to Distinguished Statesasm. With a lead of but one-fourth President made public copies of letman In Chicago,
of a point, It was expected that the ters and telegrams sent out to builBloomlngton, III.—The body of
American four would play safe and ness men, Inclosing form letters and
hold their own. But there was no telegrams to he used by business men Adlai E. Stevenson, who died in.
subduing their onrush now that vic- In writing to their Senators and Rep- Chicago, was brought to this city and
These letters were lay in state until the funeral. "> ■'
tory was almost theirs. In the thick resentatives.
Adlai Ewing Stevenson was the son.
of a whirling scrimmage, Milburn brought in by friends of the Adminof a Scotch farmer in Christian
cross fouled Capt. Cheape and Ameri- istration.
Mr. Wilson nominated as members county, Kentucky, where he was born
ca's chance was gone. ..-.,_
of the new Federal Reserve Board on October 23, 1835, and where hePrince Oscar of Prussia, fifth son of the kal*er, and Countess Ina Maria
Capt. Seleh B. Howell la the skipper
von Bassewltz, with whom he Is about to contract a morganatic marriage, of the would-be America's cup de- O. K's. $160,150,000 IN 2 MINUTES. Paul M. Warburg of New York; A. C. received his early education. When
Miller of San Francisco; Thomas D. he was 16 his family went to Bloomhaving won his father's consent after long effort The countess baa been fender. Defiance.
Senate Pane* Pension Bill Carrying Jones, of Chicago; W. P. C. Harding, lngton, III., to live.
• lady In waiting to the kalserin.
Mr. Stevenson was a delegate to
of Birmingham, Ala., and Charles S.
811,000,000 Less Than Last Year.
the Democratic national convention
Washington.—The pension appro- Hamlln, of Boston.
RED CROSS HOLIDAY STAMP
priation bill carrying appropriations
' E. C. Simmons, a well known manu- of 1884 In Chicago, and after Cleveaggregating $169,160,000, passed the facturer of St Louis, was not nomtn-» land's' election Was appointed First
Senate in less than two minutes. The ated after it became known that he Assistant Postmaster-General.
He acquired fame in that office by
bill is'$11,000,060 less than the laet. had written letters urging the postThe reduction in the appropriation ponement of the Administration's decapitating 46,000 Republican postmasters
and replacing them with
from last year Is due to deaths among trust program in Congress.
Democrats, an action which earned
survivors of the Civil War. In connecMr. Wilson's charge against "big
tion with the presentation of the bill business" Is regarded as a repetition for him the name of Axe Man Adlai.
In 1892, during the efforts to bring
it was said that 34,064 civil war vet- of his method, in farcing the Undererans died In the fiscal year ending wood tariff bill through /he Senate. about Cleveland's renomlnation, Mr.
1913 and that In the first ten months He then scared the Senate by charg- Stevenson's loyalty to Cleveland and
of the present fiscal year the mortal- ing that .an "insidious lobby" was at his effectiveness as an organizer led \
to his nomination as VIce-President,
ity was St.liD.
work to change the MIL
and he was elected.

WARSHIPS PROTECTING ALBANIAN CAPITAL

PRINCE OSCAR AND COUNTESS INA

MILITANTS STORMING KING'S PALACE

Every year the American Red Cross
places on sale all over the United
States Its Christmas seal*, the proceeds going to a fund to fight tuberculosis. The design for the coming holiday season ha* just been selected and
J* *hown. above. Since 1908, when
these stamps were first placed on sale,
London police struggling to repel • concentrated raid by militants on the Red Cross ha* raised more than
Buckingham palace In which the desperate women attempted to break 81,800,000 for th* crusade against the
.through tie gates of the royal residence,
white plague.

RECEIVER FOR TEXAS ROAD.

WANTS "SlEESE'B STORY.

Trinity * Braze* Valley Defaulted on
$8,000,000 Bond*.
Austin, Texas,—The* Trinity &
Brazos Valley Railroad was placed In
the hand* of a receiver by Judge Edward Meek of the Federal District
Court at Dallas on the petition of the
Old Colony Trust Co. of Boston,
which alleged that the railroad has
defaulted In interest on more than $8,000,000 of bonds, due Jan. 1, 1914.
The road-runs from Fort Worth to
Houston; 272 mile*.

Prosecutor Ask* Mia* Winter'* Friend
to Tell What He Know*.
Baltimore.—-A* a last resort In his
attempt to clear the mystery surrounding the death-of Miss Ella Q.
Winter, whose body was found-floating
in Curtis Bay, D. Meredith Reese, Jr.,
her intimate friend and the last person known to have seen her alive, has
been requested by State's AttorneyQreen of Anne Arundel county to
visit him in Annapolis and tell what
he knows.

JmondiL
W<3tfL>

UP TARIFF RECEIPTS ARE LARGE

AIR8HIP BROKEN IN TWO.
Eighth

Zeppelin Accident Injures
Member of CrewBerlin,—The Zeppelin airship *Z. I
was broken in two near Dledenhofen
with great damage to the air vessel
and injuries to a lieutenant who was a
member of the military, crew.
The Z. I. was flying from Cologne
to Metz, and running into a rain storm
near Dledenhofen, the commander decided to land, The airship descended
to a few feet 'from the ground, where
a gust of wind wrecked the vessel.

yacht, the sailer In charge ef the
launch made her fast and himself
climbed upon the landing, where he
was soon lost to sight In the moving
throng.
this maneuver was observes]' by
Tom with a grim smile of comprehension. It could mean only one thing—
Mis* Delia's errand would not consume much time; she was not going
any considerable distance—certainly
not all the .way down to the city; and
Mercer bad ordered the man to wait.
So the Kdhinur's master filled and
lighted his pipe, and defining a course
from gangway to stern and back again,
fell to pacing it with pendulum-like
regularity and patlencef
Meanwhile, no sooner was the launch
away from the yacht than the girl's
mood underwent a sudden change.
Mercer bad entered Into the apparent
gay humor of the adventure; he waa
even casting ahead, hoping that tbe
opportunity would present itself of acquiring Indefinite quantities of liquid
refreshment; but his hopes and the illusion of gayety were dispelled at one
stroke when his companion addressed
him in a tone of deep concern.
"Mr. Mercer," she said, "my errand
la one of pressing importance, or, rest
assured, I should not have undertaken
to go down-town alone at this hour.
Thanks to your kindness, I do not
have to go alone, and my destination
Is the city only because I know "of no
nearby telephone station where I may
be certain of privacy."
"If that's all you want," he returned, "we need go no further than
the Claremont But, I am disappointed—"
"Mr.
Mercer," she
interrupted,
"please bear with me and forgive me
for having persuaded yon to come

opened and Delia came toward him,
still wearing her hat She knew nothRalph Van Vechten. a young man of ing ot the seriousness of Callls' inleisure, is astonished to see a man enter juries, and Tom considered it unnecNo. 1313, a house across the street from
the Powhatan club, Ions dhoccupled and essary to tell her.
spoken of as the House of Mystery. Sev"Since the excitement has passed
eral persons at regular intervals enter without tragedy," she said, her manNo. Bis. Van Vechten expresses concern
to his friend. Tom Phinney, regarding the ner and utterance extremely formal,
whereabouts of hie cousin and fiancee. "there Is no reason why I shouldn't
Paige Carew A man is forcibly ejected
(from the bouse. Van Vechten and Tom proceed with my errand—unless I am
Toliow the man and find him dead in the a prisoner."
street Van Vechten Is attracted by the
* face of a girl In the crowd of onlookers
"Please don't talk that way," he
surrounding the body. Detective Flint
.calls on Van Vechten to get his version protested, hurt to the quick by her
»f the tragedy. Tom Phinney goes alone tone. "You are not a prisoner. And
on a yachting trip. He recognises among you can't be so unreasonable a* to
some persons In a passing motor boat two
men whom he had seen enter the House blame me for doing my duty. Even
lOf Mystery. He sees one of them, a Mr. now the launch i* fetching Mr. Wlllard
■Callls. on shore later and follows him.
-Tom is seised, blindfolded and taken to a off; he'll be on board in a minute."
Biouse. A sweet-voiced girl later protests
She colored. In spite of her outeuralnst the roughness of his captors,
van Vechten cans on his uncle, Theodore raged feelings, she could not deny that
IVas Vechten. big man In Wall street, this big, blundering, stupid, simple*nd known as the "Man of Iron," In
March of Informatton regarding the hearted man—the adjectives are all
whereabouts of Palife Carew. Detective her own—affected her in a way that
Flint shows Van vechten a gold mesh
(curse found In the House of Mystery.. filled her soul with an extraordinary
TTan recognises It as belonging to Paige commingling of gladness and terror.
(Carew. The sweet-voiced girl helps Tom She waa stirred by the strangest disTPhlnney escape. A message from London reports that two ladles resembling cord of emotions—a joy that was Inatlas Carew and her companion, Mrs. comprehensible, and a powerful some{Devereaux. sailed for New York some.
Hsu previously. It develops that the thing within her that instinctively rose
ladles visited, the English home of Temiplo Bonnet, owner of the House of Mys- up and strove mightily to drive it
tery. It Is recalled that Temple Bonner forth. She looked wondertngly upon
-was in love with a daughter of Compton the man who bad wrought this mirKchuylnr who married Max Wlllard. The
tother daughter married a man named acle; then an imp of perversity seised
Devereaux. Banner and Wlllard were inornate friends. A search Is started for her, and she wanted more than anyTVillard. Van Vechten enters the House thing else to punish him—wound him
■of Mystery by the back jloor In time to —make blm smart and writhe,
'hear John Callls threaten a girl. He inTom stood watching her with a look
terferes and helps the girl escape, but is
Tendered unconscious In the struggle of grave concern.
with Callls. Tom Phinney gets a Job
"Surely," he said presently, "yon are
aa master of Brownlow's yacht Kohlnur,
-which has been chartered for aome mys- not thinking ot going down-town" alone
terious mission. The charterer, Max Wll- at this time of night J It is past eight
lard. and his friends board the yacht at
-night and Tom hears the voice of the un- o'clock.1'
lcnown girl. Wlllard assures Tom that
She turned upon him pettishly.
Ills mission is honorable, and intimates
that a great wrong is about to. be righted.
"Captain Phinney, do your responsiHe gives orders that no one is to leave bilities a* master of the Kohlnur ex■or board the yacht without bis permission.
tend beyond the length of her anchor
hawser? I am not entirely helpless;
if necessary I can appeal to Mr. WllBOOK III.
lard."
CHAPTER V.
He winced. And at this moment Wll- "No, No, Not Take Me Away—To
the Kohlnur—st Once,
lard entered the cabin. His mien waa
Delia Goes Ashore.
anxious and troubled.
The boat was quickly guided by
"What's this about Callls T" he de- with me under false pretenses. 1
-Mercer's shouts to the point where the manded. Manifestly he had received have reason to bs greatly worried and
two men bad drifted down-stream. some sort of account of the occurrence anxious."
"Believe me, I am only too ypafl to
"With one arm hooked over a life-buoy, on the way to the yacht.
He was sustaining with the other hand
Tom briefly told him and, to avoid be ot service," he gallantly assured
the limp form of John Callls, who ap- further -agitating the girl, suggested her. "Isn't there something more
definite that I can do for you?"
peared to be unconscious. A minute that he see Mr. Hewitt at once.
"No, no—thank you. Only conduct
or two later both bedraggled figures
"Before you do," be added, "I would
were upon deck.
like to know whether the ordor about me to the nearest telephone and wait
a
few* minutes for me."
i*
The first officer, finding that bis cap- going and coming Includes this young
With this she lapsed into silence.
tain was obdurate in the matter of lady?"
""Just one jolt" to drive out the chill
Wlllard brushed back the strayed Mercer watched her while she adjustthat had entered into hi* vitals, spat lock of white hair with the same tired ed her veil so that it rendered her
■out an oath and reminded Tom that be gesture that Tom had witnessed be- completely unrecognisable, and marveled at the circumstance not a little.
might have swum ashore Instead of fore. He sighed profoundly.
He saw her enter a telephone-booth;
wasting his energies upon a surly beg"No," he said, "-it doe* not. I made
then he took up his station outside
«ar like Callls.
no exceptions because I wanted to
"I take it for granted." was the avoid explanation*. Callls is the only and waited. More than one acquaint■harp retort, "that you have more one ef my party at whom the order ance hailed him, or boisterously Invenae of your duty than to do such a was particularly aimed . . . Lord! vited him to join them; but he was not
thing—or to stand here rag-chewing What a source ot anxiety he has been! to be persuaded.
with your superior, either. What**
Minutes passed. He reflected that
. . The other three men will
the matter with the fellow 1 He hasn't
cause you no trouble on that ■core; the telephone conversation was belad time to drown."
they understand that they are to re- coming uncommonly long drawn out.
Mercer cast a scowling look at main on the yacht Of course no when he was attracted by the booth
the limp form outstretched upon the
stranger is to be permitted to come door opening behind him, and a moan
deck.
that could signify only intense agony
aboard."
"I don't know," he replied, "unless
"Thank you, sir," returned Tom, ot mind.
lie struck hi* head" upon something
He slewed round to behold the girl
stiffly. "I wish I bad known this; I
■floating In the water—a plank, likely.
can fellow orders only as I receive clinging unsteadily to the door-knob.
He'* bleeding like a stuck pig. I hope
She had not troubled to readjust her
them."
tip hell he broke his neck!"
He faced the ailent girl with a chal- veil, and he- could see that her mouth
After the expression of .this kindly
was drawn In line* of suffering and
sjentlment in behalf of the injured lenging, look. Wlllard waa leaving her tips were colorless. He sprang
them—he disappeared. And she bad
promptly to her assistance, and she
not appealed to him.
instantly transferred the sustaining
"I will order the launch." he said
hand to his wrist, which she clutched
quietly.
spasmodically.
Without a word she preceded him
"What is it?" he demanded solicitup to the deck, where he summoned
Mercer. ■ He had just notified the first ously, yet- with a restraining thought
officer that he was leaving the Kohlnur of the ease with which any crowd's
In hi* charge, when Delia interrupted, attention i* attracted "What ha* hapIn her most agreeable manner. She pened?"
"Mr. Mercer"—her voice, pitched
addressed the mate.
"I couldn't think of taking Captain low, was tense and vibrant with some
Phinney away from his duties," she mastering emotion—"please get me
■aid sweetly. "You were saying this back to the Kohlnur as quickly as you
morning that you wanted to go down- can."
"But yon are not fit," he protested.
town, Mr. Mercer; if you care to ao-,
company me, now is your opportunity
—of course, with Captain Phinney'*
consent" And she gave that discomfited individual a look from beneath
her lowered lashes that was at once
smiling and enigmatic
Naturally enough Tom was taken
completely off hir guard, a* he was ex•STUTTERER IN HARD LUCK
1 Am Not Entirely Helpless—If Nec- pected to be; but after one InvolutH
essary I Can Appeal to Mr. wn- tary start of surprise he rose to the Cure May Be Effected, but the Process
occasion, accepting It with apparent
lard."
I* ■ Slow One, and Uncertain
equanimity.
in It* Effect,
Mercer** pale, dissipated features
man, Mr. Mercer hastened away after
a dry change, and Callls was carried to glowed with pleasure; it had been a
There'
la
no
cure for stuttering.
bis berth, where as ugly scalp wound long, long time since any gentle girl
was neatly dressed by Hewitt's adept' had imposed a confidence in htm. He This doe* not mean that no stutterer
glanced doubtfully at bis skipper, can be cured— far from it—but that
lingers.
there Is no treatment which Is sure to
Delia had already retired to her own who was regarding him meaningly,
"Mr, Mercer may be depended on cure. If a stutterer-be taken in childroom,' and Tom stood watching the
steward.
not to lose sight- of yon," Tom said hood, where the affliction is first no"I don't like the look* of It, captain," pointedly, "and hell see you safely ticed . and carefully treated, he ean
■aid the latter. "He ought to have a back to the Kohlnur." And he added sometimes be cured, and generally
to himself: "—or III break his teeth!" much Improved
doctor. His skull may be cracked."
Dr. Frank A. Bryant of hjsw York,
Mercer laughed and helped her down
"If Mr. Wlllard doesn't show up
pretty soon," announced Tom, "I'll the steps to the launch. Tom watched writing in the Medical Record *ay>
It glide away, a black blot In the gold- the first thing to do is to make sure
take the liberty of fetching one."
But at that very instant a shout from en reflection of tbe shore lights; he that there are no obstructions in
throat or. nose^suchjas enlarged tonabove told him that the charterer had saw Mercer appear upon the landing,
bean lighted upon the landing, and a then stoop down" and catch the girl's sils or adenoids. The child must be
few second* later he heard the launch hands' and draw her up -beside him. taught to breathe through the nose,
Next he noticed, that Instead of back- deeply and slowly, a* a h*J>lt He
■hugging shoreward.
4a he re-entered the cabin a door ing out, turning and heading for the i must not be allowed to sneak when exSYNOPSIS^

fOr despite ber nervously tignt grip
on bis wrist, she was still swaying. "It
you can walk to one of the tables.
perhaps a little wine—"
She broke in almost fiercely:
"No, no, no! Take me away—-to the
Kohlnur—at once. I can make it It
you will let me hold your arm." —
She was fairly dragging him along
the wide hallway toward the entrance.
"Your veil—?" he reminded her.
She quickly drew it over the lower
part of her face, and acknowledged his
attention In the same strained voice.
'Thank you. You are very thoughtful. Oh, please hurry!"
Already her strength and composure
were returning, and by the time they
arrived outside she had abandoned hi*
supporting arm and was swiftly leading the way down to the landing.
And thus It was that Inside of a halfhour. Captain Phinney, who had remained every second watchful, saw
the pair as they hurried to the waiting
launch. Something In their haste
quickened his faculties, and he took
up bis station at the gangway, and
Waited.
When the launch touched the accommodation-steps, where tbe sailor
held It secure with a boat-hook, the
girl got out first, and, Tom noted,
without a word to Mercer. Holding
tightly to the hand-rail, she came rapidly up to the deck.
He heard her utter a little sobbing
gasp; then her knees doubled under
her. and he caught her as she fell. He
was filled with a sudden blinding rage.
"You damned cur!" he roared at
Mercer. "You'll answer to me tor
this!"
But the" limp form in hie arm* waa
not unconscious, only weak.
"He's not to blame," she whispered tremulously. "Take me to Jessie, Carry me."
CHAPTER VI.
The Mas of Iron Speaks.
Tbe unhesitating assurance of her
request, with Its unmistakable Import
of dependence on him in her moment
of need, thrilled every fiber of Tom's
being. He swept her up into his arms
as easily as if She had been a little
child, and as tenderly.
"Get Molly," he curtly ordered Mercer, then started with her to her room.
Her eyes were closed, tbe long dark
lashes lay upon her cheeks, and the
lovely face wore a pinched look.
"Delia—sweetheart," he muttered—
"If I could only take your trouble up-'
on myself I"
The lids .fluttered wearledly, and she
looked up at him with a wan little
■mile.
"You can't. Tom," he heard her
whisper.
After seeing her safely in Molly's
care, and being assured that the other
ladles were notified he went back to
his first officer, convinced that either
an explanation was due him from "Mercer, or else lie owed Mercer an apology. But the latter bore no grudge for
Tom's involuntary outburst. "She was
phon'tag somebody." be safd, "and
learned something that knocked ber
all of a heap." He recounted all that
had happened, and wound up by saying:
"There's a whole lot more mystery
about this little old boat than I like.
What do you make of It all, anyway V
."Nothing," Tom curtly replied "And
I'm getting pretty tired of it myself.
Old Wlllard doesn't want to send tor
a doctor to look at Callls. The fellow
hasn't come around yet. Wlllard
claims to be something of a doctor
himself, and that nothing serious is
the matter. Well, the blame'* all his
if the chap dies."
"Hope he doe*," was Mercer's unfeeling comment "He handed me aa
awful wallop."
Some time after midnight, Molly
came to him in the chart-house with a
message that relieved his disquiet.
Said Molly:
"Miss Delia wants me to ten you
that she's all right now, and she hopes
she hasn't caused you any anxiety."
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
Belated Town Site.
The famous old town of Cherokee,
Cat., twelve miles from Orville in the
foothills, famous throughout the United States at one time tor having the
largest and biggest gold producing
hydraulic mines In the world is at
last to have a, patented town site. A
corps of surveyors is making a survey, laying out lots In,regular form.
So-far the people of Cherokee have
had only a "squatters'" right However, the government has recognised
this right, and will grant a patent tor
the entire town site. At one time
there were 2,000 people living in Cherokee. Now there are only 100.
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cited nor when. laughing) or crying
or In the paroxysms of whooping
cough. Hs must never be tickled All
causes of excitement must be removed. Fresh air, scrupulous cleanliness, plain, nourishing fooid. moderate exercises and plenty of sleep la
a dark room are essential ^ Mental
treatment is ot great importance.
Any measures that will Increase, mental poise are of Incomparable value.
The stutterer must be impressed with
a desire to overcome what Is only a
bad habit He must be persuaded to
study the great art of speaking correctly. Thus, by careful, patient work
on the part ot his parents, teachers
and physicians,
will he gradually
cure himself, or at least so Improve as
to mate the affliction cease to be serious.
There are 1,883 local labor unions us
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bean I-OL ..cast
Two pounds of chuck steak, one>
cupful carrots cut Into small pieces,
one cupful potatoes cut Into small
pieces, one and one-fourth cupfuls
sliced onion.
Cover the meat with,
boiling water; place cover on bean
pot and let meat cook In a moderate,
oven for two hours, then add vegetables, cut In half-inch cubes, season,
to taste. Cook until vegetables are
tender; about an hour and a half; thenserve, pouring a sauce over the meat
made from one cupful of the liquid In
which meat was cooked, thickening
with flour.

He lives in a palace whose towCalifornia Nut Cake.
ers are high.
One cupful of sugar, one egg, oneHe says "you and
me" when he ' half cupful of butter, two thirds cupful
means "you and of sweet milk, two and one-half cunJ."
fuls of flour, two teaspoonfuls baking
But where others powder, one-half level teaspoonful
would fait and
In poverty sigh soda, one-half cupful chopped raisins,
He could man- one-half cupful chopped walnut meats.
age, somehow, A little cinnamon, cloves and nutmeg.
to make money. Save a little flour out to mix raisins
His soul. If a soul and nuts. Bake in cup cake tins.
he possesses, is Hickory nuts or butternuts make a
small;
richer cake.
He can see naught
in art to uplift
Rye Bread.
or enthrall.
He has no sense of
Pour 2 cupfuls of scalded milk on
h u m or , h •
2
tablespoonfuls
each of sugar and butsmiles not at all
When
At things which ter and 1 teaspoonful salt
to others are lukewarm add 1 yeast cake dissolved
tunny.
in % cupful lukewarm water, then add
the flower whose beauty gives gladness 2 tablespoonfuls of caraway seeds and
6 cupfuls rye flour. Toss on a slightto me.
Whose scent makes me happy, contemp- ly floured board and knead in \V% cuptuously
fuls ot entire wheat flour. Cover and
He leaves if it merely is beautiful--**
Prises flowers for naught but thsur let rise until it has doubled its bulk.
Shape into loaves, put In greased
honey.
pans, cover, again let rise and bake.
Woman's Sad Lot.
"Weren't you awfully shocked when
Saving Time.
you heard that Mrs. Spozzum had beWhen baking cookies an excellent
gun BUlt for a divorce?"
way to save space In the oven, time
"Not a bit Why should I have In cooking and washing pans is to use
been?"
a large preserve kettle cover, one with
"Well, it seems such a pity on ac- a ring that turns down. If the oven
count ot the children."
is hot, place It right side up so the
'Yes, it would be kind of nnfor- ring may be used for a handle. A
to if the court should decide to good sised cover will bake about fourgive them to her to take care of. But teen cookies at a time.
,
a woman always will have to assume
that risk as long as we have only
Wide Awake Agents Are Coining Money
men for judges."
with on easily oessmmtea boosenold specialties,
GetlnUne. Write for agent's propoelUoo. ud new
estakwae. lsiSSpaSiSiiiii.lllirin i iTIir* " f "
Candid Opinion.
A genius is just an ordinary man
A 'Rare, Rare Man.
with kinks in his mind.
William H. Hamby, short story
The man who doesn't care what writer and novelist; is a great lover
ether people think of him would gen- of folks and makes friends with all
sorts and conditions of men. One day
erally be very unhappy If he, did
while on an outing in the Oiarks he
Borne men think they are philan- got a hill billy who was something
thropic when they give, back what of a character to accompany him on a
fishing excursion In order to study the
they have stolen.
type. The two men spent the day in
the woods together and returned to
Tact is deceit in its dress suit.
camp old friends and then Mr. Hamby
learned that be was not the only one
HIS CHANCE.
on the expedition who had been study"I wish I could ing his companion. As they shook
do something that hands in parting the hill billy said:
"I taken a likln' to yuh, but yuh
would be absolutely new—some- shore be the queerest man I ever see.
thing that po man I've noticed you all day, an* yuh ain't
had ever done be- took a drink, yuh ain't took a amoks
fore," said the and yuh ain't cussed onct!"—Kansas
sad-faced million- City Star.
aire.
Had Parents Guessing.
"i'can tell you how to do It," re"What do you mean whan you say
plied the philosopher.
he
was
born a diplomat?"
"How. Tell me, man, and I will
"Well, when he was a week old his
make it worth your while."
"Look back over your career, find parents quarreled about which he}
out lost how much of your success loved best"
was due to your own genius and how
Contrary Discipline.
much of it resulted from sheer luck,
"Whew, that was a roast you go,
and make a public acknowledgment
this morning from the boss!"
of it."
"Yes, what I call a raw deal."
The Cry of the Disconsolate.
A spinster grits her teeth every
I wlsht 'at I was big enough
To go to war, fer then
time she encounters a widow who has
I'd list enlist and never have
planted three husbands and la seeking
To gv to school agen.
a fourth.
And then the government would have
To furnish me a gun.
EYE STRAIN
And I'd list shoot away all dayRelieved by Quitting Coffee.
Gee, wouldn't it be fun!
X wouldn't have to study then,
Fer fear I wouldn't pass.
And I wouldn't have to mow the lawn
Nor rake away the grass.
And when I got into the game
Ma couldn't come no more,
And always chase me off to sit
Her somethln' at the store.
I wlsht 'at I was big enough
To go to war, fer then
I wouldn't have to go to church.
Nor say my prayers agen.
Another Notifying Committee.
"Well, sir," said tbe fair maiden's
father when the young man had been
ushered into the private office, "what
la your business with mer"
"I have been appointed to serve aa a
committee of one to notify you that
you have been nominated to become
pay father-in-law."
What He Had Done.
"What have you ever done for met"
complained the young man whose father had chided him for his inability
to get ahead.
"Well, I kept your mother from
in4 ypu. Percy or Clarence."
The Only Way.
"Come now,'Johnny," said the teacher, "tell us bow Washington crossed
the Delaware."
"On a pass," said Johnny, whose father was a member of the legislature.
Scbool System at Fault Again.
"Say, pa, what's an idiom?"
"That's the Latin meanin' for more
than one idiot. I don't know what
you're goin' to school for If they dont
learn you them kind ot things there,"
The Real Terror.
"Come around tomorrow evening,"
she said. "Father will be away."
"No," he replied, "I must beg that
you will excuse me. But If that butler
of yours jver has a night OS I wish
you'd let me know."

Many cases of defective vision are,
caused by the habitual use of coffee.
It is said that in Arabia where ooffee is used in large quantities, many
lose their eyesight at about fifty. Tea
contains the Same drug, caffeine, aa
coffee.
A N. J. woman writes to the point
concerning eye trouble and coffee.
She says:
"My son was for years troubled with
his eyes. He tried several kinds ot
glasses without relief. The optician
said there was a defect in his eyea
which waa hard to reach.
"He used to drink coffee, as we all
did, and finally quit it and began to
use Postum. That was three year*
ago and he has not had to wear
glasses and has had no trouble with
hi* eyea since.
'1 waa always fond of tea and coffee
and finally became so nervous I could)
hardly sit still long enough to eat a
meal. My heart was m such a condition I thought I might die at am)
time.
"Medicine did not give me relief
and I was almost desperate; It waa
about this time we decided to quit cotfee and use Postum, an? have used il
ever since. I am in perfect health.
No trouble now with my heart anal
never felt better in my lite.
"Postum has been a great blessing
to us all, particularly to my son and!
myself."
Name given by Postum Co., Battle
Creek, Mich. Read "The Road to Well*
vllle," in pkgs.
Postum now comes in two forms:
Regular Postum—-must be well i
boiled. 15c and 26o packages.
Instant Postum—Is a soluble pow*
der. A teaspoonful dissolves quickly
in a cup of hot water-and, with cream
and sugar, makes a delicious beverage
Instantly. 30c BUd 50e tins.
The cost per cup ot both kinds la
•bout the same.
"There's a Reason" for Postum.
—sold by. Grocers,

WITH BEATEN TROOPS

I h CASE. OF TRESPASS \
By JULIA KOPP.

CORRESPONDENT TELLS OF
ROUT IN MEXICO.

A

North Brookfleld Savings Bank
NORTH BROOKFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS.
INCORPORATED IN I8S4.
SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES TORRENT

The elder Martins were reading In Just Whst It Means to Be Fleeing for
Life, With Savage Opponents
the library when they were startled
Pressing Their Victory
by the sound of angry voices from the
Closely.
little den across the hall.
"Fred, I believe tho boys are quarALL DEPOSITS THAT ARE RECEIVED ON OR REFORE JULY 3 Go ON INTEREST JULY I, I9W.
reling," exclaimed Mrs. Martin, layI suddenly discovered that I had
ing down her magaslne and hastily been hearing shooting for some time,
John Reed writes in the Metropolitan.
rising from her chair.
"Well, dear, what if they arer' said It sounded immensely far away—like
Martin. "It isn't our affair. Sit down,
so much aB a clicking typeDEATH AMONG YOUNG CHICKS Lucy and let them quarrel In peace." nothing
writer. Even while It held our attenIO,
"Quarrel In peace! How ridiculousi tion it grew. The barely noticeable
Connecticut Station Recommends the I think we ought to stop them."
pricking of rifles deepened and beUse of Skim Milk u Beat Pre•1 don't. If they have a little dispute came seriouB. Out In front now n
ventive of Disease.
they should be. allowed to settle It was practically continuous—almost
$679,138.97
I439.780.00 Deposits
OJy N. B. CHAPMAN. Poultry Specialist, without our Interference. JNo must the roll of a snare drum.
Mortgages on Real Estate
learn to.give them a little IndepenWe could Bee them now, hundreds or
University Farm, St. Paul, Minn.)
82,190.04
5,048.02
little black figures, riding everywhere
One of the main causes of death dence."
Real Estate
Mrs. Martin resumed her reading, through the chaparral; the desert
among chicks la white diarrhea. This
4,500.00
Bank Building
Is very prevalent and investigations but In a moment was on her feet swarmed with them. Savage Indian
297,871.25
yells reached us.. A spent bullet
have shown conclusively that the orig- again.
Bonds and Public Funds
"Now, Lucy, sit down," said her droned overhead, then another; then
inal source Is often from parent stock.
14,129.74
Cash on hand and in Banks
Many chicks have the disease when husband, "and let the kids fight their one unspent and then a whole flock
hatched, and others contract It from own battles. If there Isn't a cessa- singing fiercely. Thud! went the adobe
them, through feed and forage In In- tion of hostilities in ten minutes 111 walls as bits of clay flew. Peons and
$761,329.01
#761,329.01
fected litter or grounds. This trans- agree to your going In and calling a their women rushed from house to
mission from chick to* chick is com- halt, although I think It would be bet- house, distracted with fear. A trooper
GEORGE R. HAM ANT, PRESIDENT,
mon during the first three or four days, ter to let them come to a finish now his face black with powder and hateARTHUR C. BLISS, TREASURER.
and this la the period of great danger, and T>e done with it," Martin rose ful with killing and terror, galloped
especially among chicks of low vital- and, walking casually toward the door past shouting that all was lest
that led Into the hall, quietly opened
And then came the rout—a wild hudity.
The symptoms are a whitish dis- it. "I think there's no harm, how- dle of troopers all together, taBhlnr
President, George R. Hamant; Vice Presidents, Sumner Holmes, W. F. Fullam ;
charge from the vent, which results ever, In our knowing what the row to. their terrified horses. They passed us
la "pasting up behind." The chicks There, listen to our eldest"
without stopping, without noticing, all
Clerk, M. A. Longley; Treasurer, A. C. Bliss.
become listless and sleepy, lose appe"Tee, I suppose you think youll be blood and sweat and blackness. Don
Auditors, Thos. G. Richards, H. T. Maynard, H. Pi Bartlett.
tite, the feathers become ruffled, the whole thing If you queer me," Thomas, Pablo Arriola, and after them
breathing labored, and they constantly Jack was saying. "But I won't stand little Gil Tomas, his horse staggering
BOARD OF INVESTMENT
peep or chirp./They may die suddenly for it. I say you shan't go there. Do end falling dead right In front of us.
SUMNER HOLME'S,
or gradually waste away.
Bullets whipped the. wall on all sides
you get me?"
GEORGE
R.
HAMANT,
This disease is being most carefully
"I should worry. I dont think it's of us.
'
HERBERT T. MAYNARD.
GEORGE R. DOANE,
Investigated by, the agricultural exper- any of your business where I go. I've
"Come on, meester," said Juan,
iment station at Storrs, Conn., and the got as good a right to call on girls as "let's go!" We began to run. As I
TRUSTEES.
third report of their investigations has you have, Jack Martin," returned panted up the steep opposite bank of
been published. This report recom- Fred, Jr., lustily. "You're not exactly the arroyo I looked back. Oil Tomas
SUMNER HOLMES,
GEORGE R. HAMANT,
mends the'feeding of sour milk as the my boss."
was right behind me with a red and
GEORGE
R.'DOANE,
best thing to use for a preventive of
"Maybe I'm not and maybe ypuve black checked serape around his
WM. F. FULLAM,
this disease. It advocates feeding got a right to call on girls, even If Shoulders. Don Petronllo oame In
SAMUEL
A. CLARK,
ARTHUR C. BLISS,
sour milk from the very first and keep- you haven't been In long pants a year sight, shooting back over his BhoUlder,
FRANK
S.
BARTLETT,
ing it before the chicks constantly. yet, but I won't have you calling on with Juan Santlllanes at MB side. In
EZRA D. BATCHELLER,
The acidity of the milk acts as a germfront raced Fernando Silveyra, bendAMASA
G.
STONE,
DR.
HIRAM
P.
BARTLETT,
icide. Moreover^ the milk Is an aniing low over his horse'* neck. All
BURT A. BUSH,
mal product which chicks require In
around the hacienda was a ring of
MAURICE A. LONGLEY,
some form and It is a great factor in
galloping, shooting, yelling men; and
H. T. MAYNARD.
THOS. G. RICHARDS,
the growth and vigor of the young
as far as the eye could reachrbn evflock. Of couree the commercial chick
MEMBERS OF THE CORPORATION
ery rise of the desert, came more.
feeds now so common are fed and
Juan Vallejo was aready far ahead,
NOKTH BROOKFIELD—Ezra D. Batcheller, Hiram P. Bartlett, George B, Hamant, Frank A. Smith,
pure water supplied, but in addition
running doggedly with his rifle in one
Sumner Holmes, Albert H. Foster, Charles E. Batcheller, Amasa G. Stone, Samuel A. Clark, Ethan A. Harwood,
sour milk Is kept before the chicks
hand. I ehouted to hlra to turn off the
Timothy Howard, John P. Banger, Arthur 0. Bliss, Alfred C. Stoddard, Frank S. Bartlett, George R. Boane,
constantly, the vessels being cleaned
high road and be obeyed, without lookWilliam F. Fullam, Maurice A. Longley, Burt A. Bush, Herbert T. Maynard, James Daniels, Alexander K Peand refilled dally during the first few
ing back. I followed. It was^a straight
cot, Charles H. Edgertpn, F. Arthur Fullam, Edward A. Batcheller, William B. Gleason, Thomas G. Richards,
path through the desert toward the
weeks.
Farmers and poultry raisers should
Mortimer J. Steward, E. A. Ludden.
mountains. The desert was as bald
OAKHAM-Jesse Allen
BEOOKFIELD-Walter Mellen, N. eharles Harwood, John F. Smith,
feed sour skim milk constantly, at
as a billiard table here. We could he
WEST BROOKFIELD-John G. Shackley, C. E. BUI.
NEW BRAINTREE, Charles S. Lane, Harry Pollard.
least after chicks are a Tew days old,
seen for miles. My camera got beas a preventive of this dread disease,
tween my legs- I dropped It. My
and to stimulate their growth. It also
overcoat became a terrible weight. I
increases egg production in the laying
Tshook It off. We could seo the co»flock. Numerous experiments have
paneros fleeing madly up the Santo
Value of Love.
demonstrated that skim milk and
Domingo road. Beyond them unexWomanly Prudence.
None r.rfecx.
A wife who practises what is comcurds, or cottage cheese, are among
pectedly appeared a wave of galloping
Women
don't
risk
much
as
a
rule,
The other day an amusing thing hapmonly known among the fraternity of
the most stimulating feeds for poultry
men—the flanking party from- the
but the limit'In caution was reached husbands as "hurt look," indicating
of all kinds, except very young chicks.
south! The shooting broke out again pened at the boarding house where I
the
other
day
when
a
lady
on
a
bus
Thought
I
Was
In
Deep
Water.'
that a tear'shower Is about ready to
Many claim that sweet milk Is much
—and then pursuers and pursued van- eat. One of the female boaster*, who
safer until the chicks are at least a
ished around the corner of a little hill. has an awful appetite, took two' pieces In Whitehall Inquired "the fare to fall because her beloved has not aca
special
friend
of
mine
and
telling
Bayswater.
She
was
told
It
was
threeof
cake
at
once
when
the
dish
waa
week or ten days old. There Is a conquiesced wholly In her desires and
Thank God the path was diverging
passed to her. Then she flashed her pence-halfpenny. "Only take two- plans, the other morning said at the
stant supply on nearly every farm and her all sorts of fool things about me." from the road!
"What have I been telling anybody,
pence,"
she
said
to
the
conductor,
as
most
winning
smile
on
the
waiter
and
It should be universally uaed for the
breakfast table after her husband had
I ran on—ran and ran and ran, until
I'd Uke to know?"
■aid: "I suppose I am a perfect pig?" she handed him a shilling; "you may
farm Bock.
"You know very well that you told I could run no more. Then I walked He did not laugh. But he came back at break down." The late Phil May declined firmly but surely to buy an
automobile of a certain type, "John,
a few steps and ran again. I was
Beatrice that my middle name to Obawould have given a guinea to see the
don't you love me any more?" "Uhsobbing ^instead of breathing. Awful her with the quiet answer: "None of
EASILY CLEANED HEM HOUSE dlah."
expression
on
that
conductor's
face.
cramps gripped my legs. Here there us Is perfect"—Cleveland Plain Dealhuh—I guess so; but not $3,000 worth."
"Well, Isn't It Obadlaht Did you was more chapparaL more brush, and
—Tlt-BlU.
er.
Roof la Arranged on Hinges and May, want me to tell her a He?"
the foothills of the western mountain*
Be Lifted Whenever Deal red—
Smart Steel Trap.
"1 didn't want you to tell her anyEconomic Epigram.
were near. But the entire length of
Fresh Air Afforded.
Figg—"Wonder why people say '*•
thing about my middle name. You
Real Meaning of Friendship.
To speak truthfully, to work faiththe path was visible from behind. Joan
smart as a steel trap?' I never could
know darned well that I hate Obadlah,
Carlyle and Tennyson sat four
For a small flock of full-grown and I wish I had never had a great- Vallejo had reached the foothills, half hours smoking their pipes before the fully, steadily and conscientiously, to see anything ' particularly Intelligent
fowls or on a smaller scale for a hen uncle to be named for. It was a nice a mile ahead. I saw him crawling up Ore, neither saying a word. When deal fairly, to look upon others' fall- ln a steel trap." Fogg—"A steel trap
compassionately—these
give
and her brood the poultry coop shown thing, wasn't it, for you to tell a girl a little rise. ■ Suddenly three armed Tennyson arose to go, Carlyle said, ings
Is called smart because It knows exherewith has some distinct advan- with a swell name like Beatrice that horsemen swept In behind him and "Good night, Alfred, we have had a more lasting rewards than political actly the right time to shut up."—
or'
social
prominence,
or
financial
raised
a
shout.
He
looked
around,
tages. The sides and the ends may my middle name was Obadlah? And
Boston Transcript
glorious evening together." Friends
be made of any material desired and didn't you tell her that I had a heart threw his rifle far Into the brush and need not speak for each others' en- gains through lying, shirking, cheatof any convenient dimensions, says tattooed on my arm, with a girl's Ini- fled for his life. They shot at him. tertainment. They need only the si- ing and defaming.
Spread of Gipsy Moth by Wind.
but stopped to recover the rifle. He
tials In It?"
Experiments conducted by the
disappeared over the crest, and then lent assurance of the Illuminating
Wanted to Know.
"Well, what If I did? You have."
presence.
United States Bureau of Entomology
they did, too.
"Before I say ye», Henderson," said prove that the newly-hatched cater"And, moreover, I gathered from
the
fair
maiden,
"let
me
ask
you—
something Beatrice said that you had
pillars of the gipsy moth may be
Old English Custom.
Military Coup.
when we are married are we to have blown, under favorable conditions, a
described the time I was learning to
An ancient custom of a race decid- a motor car or a' horse?" "What's
During the army maneuvers in Conswim In Hope lake and I thought I
distance of six miles or more. Thue
was In deep water, and when I called necticut last summer, the Blues were ing the rent was witnessed at Bourne, that got to do with It?" he demanded. the wind Is an Important factor ln the
A "Why, I want to know whether I am
for help a big girl up there told me to doing their best to resist the advance Lincolnshire, England, recently.
spread of this destructive pest.
put my feet down and It was only up of the Reds. To that-end they "blew race was run by two boys during the marrying for wheel or whoa," replied
to my middle. Of course, you could up" historic Washington bridge, which letting of the Whltebread meadow, the fair maiden.
Looking for an Opening.
spans the Housatonlc and connects and upon the return of the winning
make a scream of a story out of It"
An Irishman walked into a hotel
Coop With Movable Roof.
"Well, then, why do you care If I the towns of Stratford and Milford. boy the last bidder was returned the
At the End of Forty-Eight Hours.
and
noticed
two men fighting at the
The disconcerting information mat tenant for the year. After expenses
"Papa certainly didn't manage this far end of the room. Leaning over
the Orange Judd Farmer. They should did tell her?"
are,paid
the
rent
money
is
spent
In
the
structure
had
been
"destroyed,"
"Because," Jack's voice, though
European trip very well. He said
be surmounted around the top by a
and was therefore unavailable tor bread, which Is distributed to house- we'd be In Rome two days, but he the bar, he earnestly inquired of the
bartender: "Is that a private fight or
straight sill on which the roof frame tremulous, was freighted with dignity, crossing the river, was announced by holders In the town.
"because
I
prefer
to
tell
Beatrice
mymade a mistake and it's three—and can any one get into It?"—Life,
la to slide back and forth, supported
the Reds by means of large placards
self
anything
about
my
past
that
I
now we've seen everything and
on rollers, It large.
<,
conspicuously posted on the ends of
Valuable Tungsten.
there's absolutely nothing to do for a
The roof Is hinged at the apex so wish her to know. I suppose she was
First Thing In Nature.
the bridge.
Two
pounds
of
tungsten
will
furnish
very
much
interested,
too.
In
learnwhole day."—Llpplncott's.
as to be lifted and held up by supThe nature of the universe IS the naNevertheless, soon afterward, some materlal (or fllament* for about 50,000
ing
from
you
that
I
ran
away
from
ports shown at a. These supports
ture of things that are. This nature
Blue pickets surprised a squad of Reds
^^ filament Is
when hot In use hang down on the home when I was twelve to kill bears In the act of crossing the bridge, and eIectrlc bulbg tor
is styled Truth; and It Is the. first
Her Reason.
I only one twelve-hundredth of an Inch
outside of the coop. Beneath the roof and got only as far as Evanaton.
Little Emma' Blase—"I wish you cause of all that Is true.—Marcus AuHey, there, you I ,n alameter The current passing
"And I'll tell you another thing," rushed upon them
at one end Is wire netting and at the
and papa would get divorced." Her rellus.
'
they shouted. "You eant]tnr0„gh the filament heats It to an
other cloth, such as burlap. Thus any continued the voice of the older lad. idiots!"
come over that way! Dont you know Incredible degree until It Is almost Mother — "Divorced? Why, dear?"
amount of ventilation can be secured "I won't help you with your math or
Little
Emma
Blase—"Little
Myrtle
Not Necessarily an Egotist .
white hot, producing a mellow, clear Wayupp's papa and mamma are/ and
with your Latin grammar. You can there isn't any bridge there?"
at will.
The Reds, caught In a serious breach light of great brilliancy.
A man is not necessarily an egotist
fall in your exams for all of me, and
she
sees
each
of
them
six
months
ln
when he tells you that be can marry
I won't let you ride on the motorcycle of the rules, were In 4 most embarrassBrooiier Chicks to Hens.
the year, and I don't see you and papa
ing position, but the quick wit of one
In Her New Waco.
any girl he pleases. That Is the only
If brooder chicks are to be given to Uncle Obadlah has promised nse on. of them saved the day. "Go on—Idiots
at all."—Puck.
"How
are
you
getting
on
at
your
kind of girl any man can marry.—
hens, put each hen to herself, and my birthday unless you give me your yourselves!" he retorted, Indignantly, new placer' remarked a lady of a girl
Richmond Times-Dispatch.
give her the chicks at night To turn solemn promise that you won't ever "Can't you fellows see that we're whom she had recommended for a sttV%ry True.
—
a lot of brooder chicks In one pen, call on Beatrice again."
swlmmlng!"—Youth's
Companion.
,
nation.
"Very
well,,
thank
you,"
anThe
Phrenologist—"Y6s,
sir,
by
"Pooh, who wants to call on her
with several clocking hens, means
Persistent Man.
'
; swered the *M "1 am glad to hear feeling the bumps on your head I
only a lot of frightened chicks. Some anyway? She ain't the only girt on
Friend—"What about the rent of a
It," said the lady. "Your employer Is can tell you exactly what sort of'a
Acquits Nero of Incendiarism,
will be taken by one hen, one or two the South side. Besides, I'm not dippy
a very nice person, and -yon cannot do man you are." Mr. Dolan—"Ol be- place like this? I suppose the landAccording to an archeologtst who ^"';h"to'r-^7, ~T do».t ^ean to
by another, the rest by none. The over brunettes myself."
lave It wud give ye more av an oldea lord asks a lot for It?" Hardup—"Yes,
"Then
Then you promise?"
promtaer
has been lecturing in Rome, Nero was
,r_ „
^ innocnnt rani* ■
consequence. to that the neglected
n am
w
nWr
wot sort av a whlmmen me wolfe Is." rather. He's always asking for It"
■Sure!
Say,
Jack,
I
wish
you'd
give
pon,ible
for
the
burning
«
»
'
"
^
**«*««■
ln n0 wy reB
. ■»• ■
ones soon die, and the hen with too
ih
me
a
pointer
on
this
problem.
I
wish
of
the
imperial
city.
Nor
were
the
Har Two Steady Jobs.
many not being able to hover the big
dad
would
let
me
cut
out
algebra."
early
Christians,
who
bare
at
various
Removing
Rus.
From
Iran.
When
a
woman
really loves a man
Try Waxed Paper.
lot, they die, too.
Rust on Iron or steel may be re- she takes equally great delight In
"I
T can snow
show you
yon in
ln *
a !«*»•
fitly- 1»»» - times been accused
accusea of
oi Incendiarism.
lncBnaianw".
If a piece of waxed paper Is placed
cinch when you get a little farther.: Tnere waB a full moon the night of »nder the centerpiece on * polished moved easily If the metal Is boiled making him comfortable when she
Give Poultry a Variety.
By giving poultry a wide variety of Say, let's call up Uncle Obadlah to- the conflagration, and the learned pro- table It will prevent the linen from 4n a hot caustic-soda or hot caustic- thinks he is miserable and miserable
food prepared In different ways we morrow and ask him If be doesn't fegBOr deduces therefrom that the Are adhering to the table in hot weather, potash solution, This so softens the when she find* him comfortable.—tor
tempt their appetites and avoid to a think we'd better take a look around must have had an accidental origin, as well as prevent a stain from cold rust that It can easily be removed by dtanapolls Star.
great extend the dangers of overeating at the different makes of motorcy- since incendiarism would have bee* water or an overfllled. vase or rose the add pickle. .... —..
„
too risky ln the circumstances.
cles?"
bowl.—New "York Preset '
any one kind of food.
Mrs. Martin Breathed a long drawn
But the legend of Nero's flddllnt
Muet Be Linguist.
Government Aide Labor Unions.
sigh of relief and Martin drew back while the city burned Is likely to perThought for th* Bay.
In order to become a physician la
In France the government reimPoultry Not Fueey.
He WM one of those men, moreover, burses a fixed percentage of th« Turkey one must be able to pass the
sist, even ln spite of the fact that the
Healthy poultry, lute healthy people, his head and laughed.
"There, my dear," he said triumph- tow-r „„„, wUcB he j, alleged to who possess almost every *Ht except amount expended by the labor unlont required oral examination In either
are not tessy about their eating, bat
raiting hBTe
the lift of the power to «•» them.— pa toe support of the unemployed;
hBTB Mtcnad
tne flames was not ball*
watched the
the French or Turkish language.
set with » relish all kinds of ordinary antly, "yon see the watchful waiting
policy won out"—Chicago Dally News. ^^ tU/er y, ^^
Klngsley.
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Manufacturer's Overstock Sale of

1.00 a Year in Advance.

SUMMER FROCKS

Address all communication! to BaooKriaUt
TIMES.North Brookfield,Mass.
' '
Orders lor subscription, advertlsins, or lob
work and payment for the same, may be sent
direct to the main office. North Brookfleld or
to George W. McNamara. Brookfleld

Single Copies, 8, Cents.

AND

WASH DRESSES
Graduation, Party and Vacation Dresses

The Largest Assortment of Dresses You
Have Ever Seen at a Big Saving in
Price, Many at One-Third Reduction

$2.98, $3 98, $5.00, $7.50 Up to $25.00

Dust Coats

Summer Suits

In Linen And Mohair, for moFashionable models in white
tor and travel, attractively deand colors, of Linen, Eponge,
signed. The serviceable Linen
Crepes and fancy materials—
Coat is again fashionable—
$7.50 ti $45.00
$3.98 to $15.00

Sweeping Sale of High Class

WOMEN'S SUITS
Worth $25.00,
$35.00 to $50,

$15.00

- Richard Healy Co.
Fin Floors, 512 Main Street, Worcostor, Mass,

Someone Waiting to Hear From You?
"Y~\ IT'S you, Harry ? This is a fine surprise! Little
t~J Billie was just wishing he could aay, good-night to
Papa. It is not going to be so Hard to have you
away if yon will only talk with me each night. It won't
be so lonely, now, and you won't seem to be so far away,
either .... - You are going to New York, also?—well,
you will call me, won't you ? Now the kiddies want to
talk to you."
" There is no charge on a toll call
If you don't get the person asked for

New England Telephone
and Telegraph Compony
Fortunate Indian*.
Firat Thing In Mature.
In a composition dealing with the
Every investigation which la guided
hablta and eu*tom« of American In- by principles of nature fixes It* ultidiana, a boy deeply impressed with mate aim entirely on gratifying tho
their free-and-easy lite wrote the fol- stomach.—Athenaeu*.
lowing: "The Indian* had few lew*,
bat they were well violated."
Well Paved.
It'* a good thing the way of tho
To Make Geranium* Bloom.
To make geranium* branch out and tranagrcaaor 1* hard, or it wouldn't
WoMom, place a common pin directly •tand the heavy traffic.—Philadelphia
la the center of the end of the male Public Ledger.
Chance.
la a word devoid of sense;
And Behoee Answer—When?
When, O when, are we to be fret nothing can exist without a cause.—
from "*o dear to the feminine heartr j Voltaire.

BROOKFIELD.

THE N. B. H. S. BASE BALL TEAM

NO. 26.
Brookfield's Glorious Fourth.
The fourth annual safe and sane celebration of the Fourth of July, under the
direction of the V. I. 9., promises to be\
the greatest event that has been held in
town for years, and it will undoubtedly
be the most extensive entertainment given between Worcester and Springfield on
that day. The plans for the country circus are nearing completion, and everything will be in readiness for the rehearsals next week. At a meeting of the men
and boys Wednesday night the various
parts were assigned by A. B. Brunell and
Robert G. Livermore.
The Zobo band
has been formed and will be in fine trim
by the Fourth. Harry Worcester Smith
of Graf ton, and his string of prize winning horses that go through all kinds of
stunts, will surely be an attraction worth
going miles to see. There will be something doing from 10 a. m. to 11 a. m.
The Indian dances, boy scout drills,
rubes, clowns and acrobats will be of firat
class order. Dancing on the common in
the evening from 8 o'clock until 11..There will be music all day by brass
bands, drum corps and hurdy gurdys.
John L.Zimmerman has been all the week
with^his automobile posting advertising
bills throughout the district.
Come to
Brookfield on the Fourth and bring the
children.

William Pratt, Marlboro, wastheghert
Sunday of bis parents.
George Roger has gone to work as conductor on the street cars in New Haven,
Ct.
,
Mrs Earl Cordner will leave Sunday tor
spend the summer at Sagamore, Cape
Cod.
Summer Sports for Boys and Men, will
be the topic at the Methodist church,
Sunday morning.
The ladies of St. Mary's parish announce that 8183 was cleared at the lawn
Reading from left to right, back row, Joseph Tucker, c. f.; Frank Gendron, p
party held on the 16th.
2d. b.; Leicester Clowar, 1. f.; Thomas Dunphy, s. s.; Micheal McNamara,
Palmers'* Defeat is a Big Surprise to
Principal Arthur B. Bucknam left on
coach; second row, Henry Doyle, p., 2d. b.; John Daniels, c.; Leon
Tuesday to Bpend eis summer vacation at
Baseball Fans.
Miller, 3d. b.; William Quigley, 1st. b.; Francis Daniels,
his home in Stonehamy
r. f.; Charles Morrison, s. Si, Sd. b.
The Palmer high school, baseball team
There is now ready for'circulation in
received the greatest surprise of it* career
Merrick public library, "Letters of a The team has won nine games this season—two each with Baire, Brookfield, Ware
last Saturday afternoon, when it was deand the B & R7and one with St..Mary's of Milford. The only two games
woman homesteader" by E. P Stewart.
feated by Brookfield high 6 to 3, on Merlost ware to Palmer team which won Q. V. L. championship.
Mrs Celissa Squires, Rookville, Ct., is
rick park diamond, in one of the beat
visiting with her sister, Mrs J. M. Belplayed and most exciting gameB seen in
lows, South Maple street, for two weeks. estate, and situated in the Over-the-river of New York city, and Mr and Mrs 0. A. town this year. It was the first game
Misses Helen and Ruby "Burgess, of district, was sold at auction Wednesday Rice wiil. occupy the cottage for two that Palmer has lost this season.
The local team delighted the fans by
Springfield, visited at the nome of their afternoon, by Walter B. Mellen, adminis- weeks, beginning Monday, and the cotparents on Lincoln street, the first of the trator of the estate, and waa bought by tage will be for rent for the remainder of the article ot baseball that they displayed,
the
summer.
outclassing the Palmer team at all stages,
Claude H. Lafiiu ior »150.
week.
Howard A. Baggott was in Springfield
Mis Sarah Capen, Brattleboro, Vt.,
Members of the Bancroft club; Worees- of the game. Palmer came to town anMonday. He lias bad the engine of hi* arrived in town Saturday, to be the guest ter, who are passing a two weeks' outing ticipating an easy victory as a windup to
Indian motorcycle overhauled at the for two weeks of Mrs Sarah Whittemore, at Topeka Lodge, Quaboag lake, the sum a successful season, but as inning after
at the home of Mr and Mrs Theodore mer home of A. H. Brunell, Worcester, inning went by and their reputed heavy
Hendee factory.
hitter* were unable to overcome the
Mr and Mrs Charles Derrick and sow Kitoii, South Maple street- Mrs Capen entertained these gueBte at a dinner SunBrookfield lead, the supporter* of the
Charles, of Springfield, were' the guests. is the widow of Lewis Capen, who form- day:—Mr and Mra W. A. Volkmar, Mr
and Mrs C. A. Nylen, Mr and Mrs C. E. team became greatly excited and it apSunday of Postmaster and' Mrs" Edward erly lived in town.
peared for a-iime as though their would
P. Delaney, Sherman street.
Barney Short, Enfield, was arrested Cather, J. W. Donnelly, A. H. Brnnell, be trouble-but fortunately it was avoided.
J.
J.
Quinn,
Worcester.
The
members
Mr and Mrs Walter Brtwster and Saturday night by Officers John Crotty
DuBois pitched a steady game for the lodaughters, Greenwich, Ct., are at Brook- and Dswid N. Hunter, charge* with of the club are Misses Pauline Volkmar, cal team, and kept the Palmer hits well
Ethel
G.
Cather,
Elba
V.
Nylen,
and
field Inn for two weeks. Mr Brewster being drunk. He was arraigned before
scattered, and received excellent support,
formerly lived in town.
Judge Henry E. Cottle in district court. Cora J. and Rose B. Brunei!. The young during the entire game. Captain Jack
ladies
are
being
chaperoned
by
Mrs
J.
W
Clancy plaped the short field and as usual
William J. Roach, returned to New East Brookfield, Monday morning and Donnelly of Worcester.
performed in an excellent manner, acHaven Saturday, having spent his two was fined #5 and placed on probation
until
July
20.
weeks' vacation at the home of his parThe school committee announced Tue* cepting 11 chance*. Petersen at third,
Mrs Mary Hannigan and family, day that they had elected Miss Louise played a classy game and secured 3 hits.
ent* on Lincoln street,
Leaaawa tribe of Red Men are holding Prouty street, attended the celebration of Cone of Dedham, as teacher in grade 1 of For Palmer Geer and Keefe played well.
a social dance in their ball at East Brook- the 26th wedding anniversary of Mr and tne Blanchard school, and Miss Ethel Brosnan started the game as pitcher for
field, to-night, and Wedge's orehestra of Mr* W. J. Woods, Worcester, on Tues Cottle as second assistant teacher in the Palmer, but was hit so hard; that he reSpencer, furnishes the music for dancing. day. Mrs Hannigan was present at" the high school. Miss Cone is a graduate of tired in favor of Moriarity in the fifth
wedding 25 years ago, which took place the Wheelock Kindergarten school of inning. The score:—,
At a meeting of the Woman'* Alliance
in the same house in which the couple Boston, and has taught the first grade in
BROOKFIELD.
of the First Parish church, Tuesday aftstill live.
i,#
the Dedham schools. Miss Cottle is the
ab r h po a e
'.t
ernoon, plans were made for the season's
The grammar school closed on Friday, daughter of Judge and Mra Henry Cottle Tunstall, lb
5 0 1 12 0 0
work. Three new members joined the
5 0 3 14 0
for the summer vacation. Every pupil and was graduated from Radcliffe college Petersen, Sb
society.
5
0 10 0 0
Delaney,
If
in the ninth grade, was promoted to the June 17. She has been teaching in Cam3 3 2 7 4 1
Miss Nellie Byron, daughter of Mr and
J. Clancy, ss
high school, and the teacher, ?Ji*B Mary bridge Latin school for six months, .the DuBois, p
4 3 2 0 4 0
Mrs Napoleon Byron, who underwent an
A. Gleason, presented diploma* to the work being done in connection with her Hannigan, c
4 0 16 0 2
operation for appendicitis at St Vincent's
3 0 12 0 0
Batty, rf
members.:— Walter R. May, Carrie L. studies at Radcliffe.
hospital, Worcester, two weeks ago, re2 0 10 0 1
R. Clancy, cf
Clara Johnson, Alice M. Bowler, Alice
4 Q 0 0 1 0
turned home on Tuesday.
May, 2b
M. Roger, Alice M. -Gregson, James H.
Paul Godaire, the 7-year old son of Mr
Miss Helen S. Pratt, who has been H. Mulvey, George Ernest Allen, and and Mr* P. Eugene Gadaire, Common
36 6 12 27 13 4
Total,
clerk at the Ideal Coated, Paper factory Julia Loungeway.
street, successfully underwent an operaPALMER.
for the past three years, resigned her
Marriage intentions were filed this tion for appendicitis at the Gadaire home
ab r h po a e
position Saturday and left Sunday to pass
5 0 13 11
week with Town clerk Robert G. Liver- at 5 o'clock, Tuesday afternoon. The Hellyar, 2b
the summer at Whitehouae Point
3 112 4 1
Summers,
3b
operation
was
performed
by
Dr.
Homer
more by Henry M. Donahue, son* of Mr
5 0 3 12 0 1
The Woman's Alliance circle of the and Mrs Martin J. Donahue, and Miss Gage of Worcester, assisted by Dr. Law- Geer, lb
5 0 0 2 3 1
McKenzie, c
First Parish church, captained' by Mrs Mary A. Walker, daughter of Mrs Mary rence T. Newhall. Paul was taken sick Keefe, If
4 0 13 0 0
Artiiur F. Butterwoth, will have's home W. Walker of Central street; Benry. O. Sunday and on Tuesday morning.Dr. Brosnan, p
2 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 3 0
made food sale in the south hall of the Ethier of Spencer and Miss Maud Lang- Newhall decided that an operation was Mortality, p
4
1112 0
G.
McDonald,
BS
town house, Friday afternoon, July 10.
lois, daughter of Mr and Mrs Cyril Lang- necessary. Young Paul is a great fav- Monroe, rf
3 110 0 0
orite
with
everybody
in
town
and
the
an3
0
110 0
loia
of
Green
street;
and
George
F.
FletchThe boys of the three protestant
Collins, cf
nouncement that the operation had been
churches had »n outing at Point of Pines er, Jr./and Miss Clara M.^Young, both
34 3 » 24 13 4
successful relieved the anxiety of all. He
Total,
on Wednesday afternoon, going in autos, of Ease Brookfield.
123456789 10
Innings,
displayed his customary grit during the
in motorboats and rowbdats. The three
00022020 •—6
Brookfield clerks were defeated by trying ordeal and is getting along nicely. Brookfield high,
02000000 1—8
Palmer high,
pastors were present and joined in the Spencer clerks* 13 to 9, in a loosely played
Time, of game, 2 hours, 15 minutes.
sports.
game on Merrick park AVednesday afterUmpire,
Thomas
W.
Durkin.
Reception
to
the
Graduating
The
Fred Callalian, who left San Francisco, noon. Durkin was in the box for BrookClass of B. H. S.
September 8,1913, with the < intention of field for 5 innings and through his wildGraduation Exercises of the Brookwalking to Boston and back to San Fran- nese and a couple of erroae by his teamfield High School.
The
annual
senior
reception,
given
by
cisco, passed through Brookfield, Friday mate* Spencer was able to get a big lead.
the
three
undergraduate
classes
of
the
afternoon, going east. He had travelled Henry Clancy relieved him' in the sixth
The graduation exercises of the class of
5700 mile* of his hive.
and pitched excellent ball. A home run high'school in honor of the graduating 1914, Brookfield high school, were held in
class
was
held
in
town
hall,
Monday
the town hall, Friday night, before a
Mrs Margaret Brown, Kimball street, drirte by DuBois and the batting of
night, and was attended by more th,
large audience, that included townspeople
went to North Easton, Saturday, where Boufley for Spencer were features'.
200 people. The affair proved to be'OhB
she will remain for the summer with Mr
Postmaster Edward F. Delaney has re- more of the enjoyable social events held and relatives and friends of the graduates from other places-ltThe stage was
and Mrs William Knapp. Miss Ida E. ceived official notice from the division
in the hall, during the past year.
prettily decorated for the occasion, the
V. -Brown accompanied" her mother to of information of the bureau of immigraThe reception was from 8 to 9 o'clock, entire front of it being a bank of laurel
North Easton, but returned the next day. tion at Washington of the need of men
during which time, the guaduates, Misses and green leaves, studded with green and
Hayden lodge A. F. and A. M. will to harvest the record breaking wheat crop Pauline Eaton and Beatrice Railey, and gold colored flowers, and at therides were
in
the
west;
30,000
men
are
wanted
in
hold the twenty-fifth annual St. John's
Howard A. Leete and Sidney J. Roger, huge bouquets of peonies and daisies.
Day service at the First Pariah church, Missouri, 40.0CO in Kansas, 15,000 in assisted by the faculty Were in line at Across the top of the stage opening, the
Sunday morning.
Rev. J. C. Breaker, Oklahoma and 254)00 in South Dakota. the front of the stage and received the class motto, "Ab Posse Ad Ease," was
pastor of Dewey street Baptist church, The work will be from three to six guest*. During the reception Donahue's inscribed in letter* of gold on a dark bine
Worcester, will officiate. The service months duration. Anyone interested in orchestra gave a concert and then played banner.
In the center of the banner
the matter can secure more detailed in- for the dancing that wa* enjoyed until
will be at 10.45 o'clock.
formation from the bulletin* that are midnight During the evening the gjrl* tii ere was a gold shield on which waa inPupils of Mis* Clarendon gave a recital
scribed B. H. S. 1914. The class colors
of the school served refreshments in arejdark blue and geld.
in Firat Parish church, Wednesday night, posted at the local office.
The members
Charles F. Rice will complete the work banquet hall. The arrangement* were in of the graduating class are Misses Be*>
that was well attended. Those taking
part were Frank E. Locke, Misses Cath- on hi* new seven room cottage, at the charge of Principal Bucknam, Miss Eat- triceJM. Bailey and Pauline Eaton and
erine May, Barbara Healey, Ida Hickey, Oakland Gardens on the north shore of on of the graduating class; Mia* Mildred Howard A. Leete and Sidney J. Roger.
Alice Rice Lafitn, -and Merville Locke, Lake Quaboag, thiB week. The work on Mitchell of the junior class; Edward J. The school formed in the outer hall, and
Thomas Finney and Mrs Leslie Wsight.
the cottage was started two weeks ago, Hannigan of the sophomore da**; and followed by the faculty and school comSixty acres of chestnut, pine and grow- and it ha* been finished in remarkably Mias Mary. Ellen Johnson of the freshContinued on 6th page, 4th column.
ing timber, part of the Qfearies F. Rice quick time. Mr and Mr* Ralph T. Rjoe, man class.
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BROOKFTELD TIMES
Its Kind.
"Have you any systematic)
about this puzzle business?"
"No; it's all guess work."

way

WRONG KIND OF GARDENING
Form That Patient Hsd Been Indulging In Was Not What Doctor
Would Have Recommended.

BROOKPIELD TIMES
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦»♦♦»»♦•»»»♦♦♦'

ADVANTAGES OF THE HOME-GROWN FEEDERS

Political
Tares

Modest Maid.
"She's the pink of propriety."
"Now comes the season when the
"And if you offend her sense of pro- wife goestbThe country and the huspriety she gets pinker than ever."
band, in the words of the immortal
Worm* txp«Ued promptly from the banian
system with Dr. Peary's \Vermifuge "Dead

SHOULD

EAT

MORE

SALAD

People Would Enjoy Better Health If
Delicacy Were Part of the
Everyday Menu.
Probably no detail of the Fuench
menu is so important to us as the
salad. Very few American families
know what an invaluable delicacy a
genuine French salad, with a dressing
of good olive oil and pure, fragrant
vinegar, is—invaluable, because of Its
effect on digestion and health.
There is very little nourishment in
salad leaves untfl the oil has been
added, and tho oil is what many of us
need, according to doctors who deplore the insufficiency of fat in the
average American's diet
It is' excluded therefrom for the
very good reason that the" average
American finds it difficult to digest
But it is right there that the salad
comes to the rescue.
The vinegar in it, if genuine, excites
by its fragrance and acidity the digestive glands not only In the mouth
and stomach, but in the pancreas,
which actu on all the constituents of
food, particularly the fats.
There would b3 vastly less intestinal
Indigestion in thjs^country if every
family follow0d"the Frencb^cnstom of
eating salaaat least once a dayT\

song, shouts 'Hooray! Hooray!'"
Thus Jerome S. McWade, in an
after-dinner speech at Duluth began
his response to a toast on "The Ladles."
"When the ladies are with us, we
are Bate," he resumed, "but when they
go off to country or shore, leaving us
in town alone, then our troubles begin.'
"A man one summer day called on
a doctor.
"'Doc,' he said, 'I'm all run down.'
'"You look it too,' said the doctor
sympathetically. 'I'm not going to
prescribe drugs for a man in your
condition. No, sir, what I'm going to
prescribe for you is gardening.'
"The patient started and his unhealthy pallor turned to a dull brick
red.
"'But, doc," he said, 'gardening is
the cause of all my trouble.'
" 'Humph, what kind of gardening?'
" 'Roof,' the man replied."
Job a Secondary Consideration.

Brother Buckaloo—Whitewash yo*
woodBhed for two dollahs, sah?
The Colonel—I have no woodshed.
Brother Buckaloo—'Souse me, boss,
but it don't make no diffunce to me
whudder yo'all ain't got no woodshed
or not It'B de money I's lookln" out
for.

BROKE OUT ALL OVER BODY

62 Elm St, St Albans, Vt—"My
baby* girl was only two weeks old
when she began to break out all over
her body first with pimples, then they
would spread into a rash which would
take the skin all off.. I used home
treatment but she steadily grew
worse. By that time her body was
completely covered with sores, even
to her feet, and it was beginning to
break out on her face. She became
nothing but a raw Bore all over her
little body and suffered terribly.
"So In despair I wrote for a sample of Cuticura Soap and Ointment
and from the first it began to get better rapidly. I then bought but one
cake of Cuticura Soap and one box
of Cuticura Ointment In a few days
I noted a great change for the better
and in a month's time she was completely cured." (Signed) MrB. W. B.
Owen, Nov. 6, 1912
Cuticura Soap and Ointment sold
throughout the world. Sample of each
DAISY FLY KILLER■ KS?
trictt SrSEr 3
BUM. H«*t, clMUl, or- free.with 32-p. Skin Book. Address post. iiB\m»nl*l1conT«nlent. card "Cuticura, Dept. L, Boston."—Adv.
I cheap- La Its a. 11

Boiled Fruit Cake.
Two cupfuls of flour, one cupful of
raisins, one cupful of currants, one
cupful of water, half cupful of lard,
one cupful of sugar, one teaspoonful
of cinnamon, ' one teaspoonful of
cloves, one teaspoonful of soda, onefourth teaspoonful of salt. Flavor
with lemon extract This cake Is
called boiled fruit cake, because you
boll together all the ingredients except the flour, soda and extract. Put
everything together in an agateware
saucepan and bring to a boil. Let It
boil a few minutes, take off, and when
lukewarm sift in flour and soda, mix
well and add flavoring. Bake about
one hour in a moderate oven. This
makes a twe and cme-half-pouud loaf
and is really very good. The recipe
calls for no eggs and no butter

1 ••iion. M»d« of
I met*l, can't8pHlor tip
lover; will not ioli or
llnjur* anything.
I Un»r»nteed effective
1 AHdvaUradr.sent
«KpnH p*id for Sl.oo.
■ISOLD iOMERi. 160 D*C*Ub An., Brooklyn, V. T.

No, Not Half Bad.
" "The Women We Marry' and Other
Fiction."—Newspaper headline.
Not bad.—Chicago Tribune.

Wanted to Buy Old Coins g!fSK

YUse Roman Eye Balsam for scalding- sensVtion In eyea and Inflammation of eye* Of
eyejida. AdT.

■rL*» Mid 10 CU. WILUU MSBUUI, MM* BMt„
fill Tr>-"'-• (—' W.rf.ua'. B™,«-»!. B-«-. «—HAVE TOO BBAD THU MAGIC 8TOBY a
aaw.rbBboot (BTSal men! Seofl stamp lor booklet
aSgetpoliwr. The Forreete Co., ArUnstoo, Maee.

PATENTS ^sFs^SiS^ssriSSL

When a girl is a belle she naturally wants to be tolled so.
The shoe salesman should look out
for slippery customers. _

Don't Poison Baby.
FORTY TEARS AGO almost every mother thought her child must have
PAREGORIO or laudanum to make It Bleep. These drugs will produce
sleep and a FEW DROPS TOO MANY will produce the SLEEP
FROM WHICH THERE IS NO WAKING. Many are the children who
have been killed or whose health has been ruined for life by paregoric, laudanum and morphine, each of which is a narcotic product of opium. Druggists
are Drohibiteof from selling either of the narcotics named to children at all, or
to anybody without labelling them " poison." The definition of "narcotic
is: "A medicine which relieves pain and produces sleep, but whtch xn poisonous doses produces stupor, coma, convulsions and death.
The taste and
smell of medicines containing opium are disguised, and sold under the names
of "Drops,"" Cordials ""Soothing Syrups," etc. Youshould not permitany
medicine to be given to your children without you or your physician know
of what it is composed. CASTORIA DOES NOT
_
-#
CONTAIN NARCOTICS, If it bears the signature
ofChas. H. Fletcher.
,
Genuine Castorla always bears the signature of *

I •
l!

sV REV.JAMES M. CRAY, D.D.
Deae of lUMo^BiU. brittle.

ABSORBINE The Arnpr of
TRADE MARK Mt.U.S.PAT.orF.

if

Remove! Bursal Enlargements,
Thickened, Swollen Tissues,
t\ Curbs,' Filled Tendons, Soreaf ness from any Bruise or Strain;
Jl Stops Spavin Lameness. Allays pain.
m\ Does not Blister, remove the hair or
*LP lay up the horse. $2.00 a bottle,
:
delivered. Book 1 K. free.
ABSORBINE, JR., the antiseptic liniment for mankind. For Synovltls, Strains,
Gouty or Rheumatic deposits. Swollen,
Painful Varicose Veins. Will tell you
more if you write. $1 and $2 per bottle at
dealers or delivered. Manufactured only by
W.F.rOUNG,P.D.F.,J10Tw»l«St,SprlnoBeld.Ma«.

Constipation
Is Crowing Smaller Every Day.

CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS art

responsible — they
not only give reh>' ■
— they permanentlycure Coa-J
stipatioB. MiK
I lions U86j
them for

Isdiiestjos, Sick Headache, Sallow Side.
SHALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.
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CURE YOURSELF IN A NATURAL WAY I

jQre— man or woman should
wrt e i for a copy of toe UXTGKNA H BOOKLET.
It 1«
FKKH. It puints tbe way to
b«a ii and hay pi new, *?u tnat. t*r JttTwhat dlwaso you are
t B.;ne-lti«, or bow long. It c*n
be •redbj-oXfeen. This book let
tells you how, and t WB bow i£ouHai.<U of other* have oe#o currf• AM wanted &»&*-»»:
Write at once THE .«wTKKH 0*IUM
ATOBTCOail'ANY. Beatrice, M«bra»k»
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SUNWS(D0L
LESSON

. .

(By E. O. SELLERS, Director of Evening
Department The Moody Bible Institute.
Chicago.)

LESSON FOR JUNE 28
TEXT—"While men slept, his .enemy
came and sowed tares among the wheat"
Matt. 13:25.

Tv»o Home Grown Feeders.

i

REVIEW.

BEADING UECSSON ONLY—Heb. 4:1»V
5:10.
GOLDEN TEXT—'The Bon or man l»
The
approach come to seek and to save that which was)
of our national lost." Lake 19:10.

holiday. giveB ooThe golden text is a great summaryl
caslon for a dis.
course on our po- of the meaning and tbe essential pur-i
litical
situation pose of all of our Lord's activities^
from a Christian Each lesson is an illustration of thin
standpoint ■ This simple promise. In them we ditcojen
nation is a trust chiefly our Lord in his work "of prefrom
God
for paring hia disciples to Bhare wlihAlmv.
whose wise ad- in this work.
Lesson I. The observation of man'a
ministration
we
shall all be held attempt to get the beBt seats with thai
proportionally re- consequent abasement, calls forth thai
sponsible.
More- parable of the great supper. Thereinl
over the mainte- we are shown man's enmity against
nance of God's God as revealed by his contemptuous^
honor and the treatment of God's overtures of!
progress of his grace. The rebuke and the parabla
truth In the earth are BO affected by reveal God's willingness and man's rehuman governments that he 1B not only fusal In- all this our Lord was seeka weak citizen but a weak Christian ing these men.
who, making one In a republic, allows
The Perfect Son.himself to become indifferent to its
Lesson II. This is the Blaster lesadministration.
son and Is aside from our series. IQJ
There have been those who have be- it we are shown that Jesus Christ is
lieved this nation to be a peculiar fa- himself the chief subject of prophecyvorite of God. They have felt that
Lesson III. Tbe one central truth.
he led thither those who laid Its foun- here taught Is that to be his disdation upon Plymouth Rock. That ciple we must give up all and maka
he nerved the hearts of their success- blm supreme. In our affections, alms,,
ors who cemented its masonry with ideals, yea, make him the sole posthe blood of Bunker Hill arid York- sessor of time, talent and possestown. They have felt, to change the sions.
figure, that these men Bowed good
Lessons IV and V. It Is Imposseed In this field, but while men slept, sible to separate these three parawhile we^ave a.11 been engrossed in bles. They are a whole In that each
our schemes for wealth, an enemy tells of something lost, sought and
hath sowed tares. Tbe situation to- found. The Son, the Holy Spirit and
day is not the harvest our forefathers the Father are each seeking. Our
All of Leading Breeds Are Adapt- Profitable Method of Getting Rid would have wished. It Is not the legit- Lord was himself the perfec/ Son of
imate outcome of the Declaration of the Father; who never got Into the>
of Weeds Is to Sell Them in
ed to Economical Production
Independence.
far country, or out of adjustment withi •
Mutton
at
6c
a
Pound.
I. One of our political tares Is the his Father. He is different also from
—Keep Animals Healthy.
peculiar tide of Immigration to our tbe churlish brother in that he re(By C. D. I.TON.)
shores, the character of which has joices to "bring back Us own." TheseThe use of corn in hog-feeding
Some
men
were
looking
over
a
changed
radically within a few years. two lessons particularly Illustrate nisi
should be tempered with judgment
The corn and hog crop go hand in weedy pasture and one of them said: Our first settlers had an inborn spirit work of saving.
hand. A man starting in farming in "What shall I do with these weeds?" of freedom and a past history of conLesson VI. Beginning with this lesthe West relies upon this combination. Quick as a flash his neighbor said: quest and success, and Uieir immedi- son, our Lord seems to be sifting the.
The hog from first to last is capable "Sell them in mutton at 6 cents a ate successors, though sometimes in- multitude, and at the same time be:
ferior In other respects, were of kinof getting a large proportion of its pound."
Every man knows his own business dred blood, and came from lands preparing his disciples against their
feed from grass.
work of co-operating with him In hlsi
We are apt to make the mistake of best and can best decide what kind of where the spirit of liberty and the po- work of seeking and saving. The truefeeding grain too freely because the stock will pay him the greatest profit, litical duties of the Individual have motive in service Is in the use of alll
hog utilizes It BO efficiently and eco- but on most farms there is room for been cherished. They have thus been we possess for him whom we love.
a small flock of sheep and at the end easily assimilated and have helped to
nomically.
Lesson VII. As the last lesson had;
No breed enjoys any marked prefer- of the season the money the wool and build up the prosperity of the country. to do with stewardship, this has to*
ence in the markets of the country. lambs will bring will be that much But it Is not BO with reference to the do with service. This present life 1*
present immigrants, many of whom
All of the leading breeds are adapted clear profit.
the vestibule of the eternal oneGoing back to the first proposition, have been down-trodden politically, but
to economical production.
If we so live this life as to develop
To have healthy swine on the farm that of the weeds that infest our fields and have no ideal of citizenship. We It and to rule its desires, we shall
the first essential is to have good, vig- It may be Bald that while growing should rejoice, indeed, at an oppor- find abundant gratification In this
,sheep entirely upon weeds, is not tunity to be a blessing to them, but
orous, healthy, breeding animals.
world beyond towards which we ar»
Sunbeams, crude carbolic acid and a plan to be advised, they will eat we should not swallow more of them traveling so rapidly.
lime are the best and cheapest disin- nearly every weed that grows upon a than we are able to digest.
Lesson VIII. Jesus Is still Instructfarm and will put on good, solid fat
II. Another of these "tares" Is the
fectant
ing his disciples. Offenses must, or
When hog-waterers are used they upon stuff that cattle and horses re- liquor traffic, lying aB it does at the rather, will come, but forgiveness Is.
center of all political and social misshould be cleaned frequently and a fuse.
The most tractable of all farm stock, chief, and paralyzing energies in the divine attribute, not because he 1st
lump of quicklime dropped in the barindebted to us nor that he Is mawkrels occasionally will assist in keeping they can be managed with less trou- every direction. The responsibility ishly, sentimentally, sympathetic.
ble than other stock, all that la re- of Christian citizens lies In their willthem sweet and clean.
Nothing we do ever places him under
Health and drugs have no affinity quired to restrain them being a wire ingness to permit it to exist, and worse any obligations to us. When we have,
in the successful management of a net fence of the cheapest grade.
still to permit It to exist for a conThe other day I was talking over sideration'! It is Impossible to de- done all we will exclaim: "We have
herd of swine.
that which was our duty to do."
Health is natural. Disease unnat- the sheep question with some friends stroy the appetite, but It is not im- done
and while we did not agree as to possible to deny the opportunity to This does not set aside the joy which
ural. Both*are contagious.
If in the fight between health and breeds, we were unanimously in favor gratify the appetite by law. Has not Is ours and his when one of the lost
"found."
disease we give nature a little encour- of the breed of sheep that will bring the time come for Christians who Is Lesson
IX. Not only did Jesus sift
a good heavy shipping lamb with the know the meaning of the Declaration
agement we will come off victorious.
the
multitude and reveal the need of
It is, after all, more our mission to fleece a secondary consideration.
of Independence, to say nothing of
This is the very season to think of the Decalogue, to break the shackleB helpers, at the same time setting bekeep our hogs healthy than to allow
them the terms of dlsclpleship,
them to keep themselves in that condi- starting a flock as a great many flock- whtch bind them to a social cuBtofa, fore
masters sell off some ewes as soon as to a blind prejudice, or even to a po- but he also emphasizes the thought-of
tion.
Wo should keep the ^ogs close com- shearing time is over, and unless a litical party, In order t» serve their gratitude on the part of those helped
pany, study their habits and their re- man has plenty of means In theBe days homes, their God and their native and of those his servants who aro
quirements and then cater to them. he will have to start with such ewes land in driving this rum demon from judged worthy to help htm.
Lesson X. The kingdom which our
Add to this, humane treatment; and as he can buy on the market, thor- our shores?
Lord came to set up upon earth is to
we have solved the whole problem.
oughbreds being almost out of the
III. Another of these "tares" Is the
begin
within us and it Is not to conMud is not a good thing to feed pigs question for the ordinary farmer.
secularization of the Sabbath day—
sist i of eating and drinking but of
in, dust is worse. Both should be
a growing tendency to change that
righteousness and truth. The visible
Fresh Butter Best
avoided as much as possible.
day from a holy day into a holiday, to
Butter Is better when fresh than It convert it from a day of rest into a kingdom which our Lord came to set
A short nose is good, but a long
up upon earth is to begin within us,
ever will be again.
body is better.
day of labor, to neglect the public
and it Is not to consist of eating and
worship of God, the sacred observance drinking, but of righteousness and
of his law« for the sake of social
truth.
pleasures and business gains.
Lesson XI. The picture of ZacchaeWho is responsible for these things?
us Is that of a man restored to his
Could secular enterprises prosper on
right relationship with God; the outthe Lord's day if Christians frowned
ward evidence being his acts of reupon them? And has not God a con- pentance and restoration. This lesson
troversy with us 'for these things?
perfectly reveals the essential work
Will he not avenge himself on such a of Christ, and that to which he is
nation as this? How can we have re- calling his disciples. Zacchaeus did
ligion without worship? And how can
not seek Christ, but Christ came 'to
we have worship without a Sabbath?
seek and save Zacchaeus and all like
What can we do about these things?
him who are lost.
(1) We can throw the weight of our
Lesson. XII. The great refusal reexample on the right side. We can
veals that the condition of being
certainly do- this so far as the keep- saved or being lost rests with the Ining of the Sabbath Is concerned, and dividual soul. Many elements enter
so far as the liquor traffic Is conInto the refusal of men but the escerned. God would have saved Sodom sential one Is "and ^ye- would not,"
had there been ten righteous men In John 5:40.
Much possessions will
that place.
not satisfy the human soul. There Is
(2) We may throw a ballot on the
the danger that we trust our wealth
right side. As Joseph Cook once said: rather than God. Lacking one thing,
"The managing politicians care for
everything is lost.
nothing but arithmetic and, therefore,
Summary. The whole of this peone of our supreme duties Is to stand riod of our Lord's ministry was that
up, and stand together, and be count- of oonftict and hostility with tho
ed." The powers that be. are ordained
The practise of many farmers of rains they should not be left to be- of God, and as God's servants we are rulers, wonder and amazement with
driving a teim through cold water to come dry, but should be rubbed dry, to see that his W1U, and not the will of the people, doubt and uncertainty with
wash the filth from their feet and legs as chills, fevers and other ailments Satan, is carried out In the selection the disciples. As he went from place,
to place he Bbowed ininite patience.
is dangerous, as it causes many dis- often result from allowing them to dry
by the evaporation of the moisture of them.
compassion was for men in their
eases that they are subject to.
(3) There is a third thing we can His
from
thetr
bodieB.
sin and MB heart beat with tenderness.
A warm or overheated team should
do, and that Is pray. The effectual Though his words at times were seIf
we
would
allow
the
teams
more
not be put in a cold, airy place, but
fervent prayer of a righteous man vere, yet his impulse and passion was
first exercised and then blanketed rest at noon we should accomplish avalleth much.
Remember Abraand put in a warm stable and after the more work than when they are al- ham's intercession for .Sodem and Ne- to seek and to save. His faithfulness
blankets are removed the horses lowed only time to ewallow their food. hemlah's for Jerusalemr'But alas, how In dealing with men, guests and hosts,
should be wiped dry with straw or At evening let them be well groomed little do we pray for these things! rich and poor, publicans and sinners,
anal their legs, bellies and feet be recloths.
Alas for our patriotism when we are Pharisees and outcasts—Is also clear*
|y set before Us.
When a team has been exposed to lieved from all mud and filth.

(By U M. BENNINGTON.)
One of tbe chief disadvantages that
most cattle feeders have to contend
with Is the purchase of feeders from
some remote district. If it la-possible
to select a small bunch of good quality, uniform-sized feeders of about the
same age in his own neighborhood
they will make a more profitable lot
of feeders for the average farmer to
finish than the class of feeders that
come from some remote district
Many failures among feeders can
be traced directly to the fact that
they are not acquainted with the effects of acclimation and domestication
of the purchased feederB and fail to
get them started off In good condition.
Then again some farmers come to
tho conclusion that it is unprofitable
to keep a herd of cows and believe
that they can buy their feeders for
less money than they can afford to
grow them. These men Boon find
their mistake, and many who have
sold their cow herds' are now developing new herds for the purpose of
raising their own feeders

Then again there is another matter
that enters Into the economy of the
feeding question, and that is the matter of selling the cattle before they
are finished. There are times when
it will be njore moaey in the feeder's
pocket to sell the cattle when they
are Jdst off grass, even though the
price seems small compared with what
corn-fed cattle are selling for. Farmers who are going into the
business would do well to raise a
high class of feeding animals and feed
only what they can handle to the;
most profitable advantage on their
own farms, and sell when the prices
are right.
—
Sell when just off grasB if the price
is right and grain foods are high.
Feed well on a variety of well cured
alfalfa, clover and corn stover and a
liberal grain ration.
Raise the breeds best adapted for
the one special purpose and keep in
close touch with the market conditions in relation to both feed and beef.
If the cattle are to be full fed, select the full-feed period with intelligent discrimination and precaution.

OF COURSE FARMER
EXCELLENT NOTES
ON CARE OF SWINE SHOULD KEEP SHEEP

PROPER TREATMENT OF ALL FARM HORSES

M*

iNitmaioNAL

besieging the throne of grace!

KILLS BROTHER
IN A QUARREL

WORLD LANDMARKS OF NOTE
Cairn of Stones Marking the' Summit

of the Dlgermulerkolltn in
Norway.

INTER-MOUNTAIN
RATESJIPHELD

London.—In the county of Nordland,
Norway, on the rocky and precipitous
line at about €8 degrees north lati- Supreme Caurt Reverses Com*
lames Harris of 'North Reading tude, the jagged and fantastic peak of
merce Court
the Dlgermuler mountain rears Its
Shoots Charles
head some 1,100 feet above the ocean.
Its summit, marked by this pile of
HOLDS ORDER
ILLEGAL
LIVED TOGETHER 40 YEARS stones, is reached by a winding, but
fairly easily traversed pathway. The
Bays Brother Attacked

Him

Lumber Blacklist Violate* the LawTribunal
Adjourns,
Leaving
Fourteen Important Cases
Undecided.

with

Axe and He Shot In Self-Dafense — Argument Over
Timber

North Reading, Mass.—Following
»n aTgument over^cutting down timber on a woodlot which they owned,
James Harris, 58, shot and almost instantly killed his brother, Charles S.
Harris, 56, in .their little home In
North Reading In which they had lived together for more than 40 years,
James Harris, who is a special policeman, claims that he fired five
■hots into the floor when his brother
attacked him with an axe, and that
then, unable to check his attack, fired
another shot which entered his brother's breast, ploughed upward and
lodged in his jaw. As soon as he
realized * he / had killed Charles,
James went directly to the home of
Chief of Police Thomas Cromwell of
North Reading, a short distance from
the Harris home and gave himself up.
Edward Coran, formerly a resident
of the town, who had returned to visit
relatives, was on his way to the Harris home to visit the brothers whom
be ■ had not seen for several months.
As he turned into the yard in front
sf the Harris home, James Harris
came out of the house, hia face deadly pale, and exclaimed excitedly, "Oh,
Edward! I have just shot Charlie,"
Coran was taken, so by surprise
that be unconsciously turned and followed Harris up the road. Harris ran
ahead after shouting back to Coran
that he was going to "Tom" Croswell
to give himself up.
Chief of Police Croswell sent Dr.
Charles W. Averlll of North Reading!
to the Harris home and late Medical
Examiner-Dr. B. D. Perley of Melrose
and State Officer Silas Smith of Somtrvllie visited the scene of the tragedy. Charles Harris was found lying
[ace downward in U pool of blood In
the kitchen with a bullet hole In his
Breast
Nearby was an axe, the kitchen furniture was upset and there were other evidences of a fierce struggle be-'
tween the brothers. Five bullet holes
were discovered In the floor which,
bore out James's statement that he
had fired five shots Into the floor to
frighten his brother, Charles.
According to the story which James
told the police, he and his brother..
Charles, quarreled over cutting down;
Umber on a woodlot adjoining their
souse which they owned together.
Charles wanted to cut down the timber and James thought that It would!
be better to let It remain.
About noon the quarrel grew sharp:
tnd brother twitted brother with try-j
Ing to cheat the other. While they'
were standing near a wood pile, ac-;
cording to Jamefl, his brother, Charles!
suddenly caught up an axe and brand-j
lahing it over his head vrtldljc started^
!or him. James says he ran into the|
kitchen and endeavored to keep a dls-i
lance from his brother.
Finally, he eays, Charles rushed to-'
ward him swinging the axe. ,>Then
he fired five shots quickly in the di-;
rection of Charles but deliberately
liming at the floor. The shots only,.
Maddened Charles more and he continued his rush.
Then, with one
cartridge left in his revolver, Jamesl
lays, he fired again, this time directly at hia brother. Charles fell and
died almost Instantly.
WORLD'S

PEACE

CONFERENCE.

Cairn of Stones Marking the Summit
of the Dlgermulerkollen.

view from this point is one of the most
striking prospects of the whole Norwegian coast. -Near at hand are the
peaks of the Higrafstind (3,811 feet),
Gjeitgaljartind (3,555 feet), and the
SvartBundtind: (3,506 feet), while below lie the islands of the Sofoten and
Vesteraalen, separated by narrow and
tortuous channels.

FINDS KIN, AFTER 20 YEARS
Brothers Meet at Door of Prison After
Having Been Separated for a
Score of Years.

Towanda, Pa.—"George, I will stand
by you through thick and thin and
when your prison days are ended coma
home to me and I will welcome you
with all my heart."
'
Thus spoke Eugene Bowers, thirtytwo years old, as he tearfully bade his
brother George good-by at the Towanda jail. Eugene had found and claimed
his brother George after a separation
of 20 years. George faces at least fifteen years in the Eastern penitentiary
for assault, and robbery.
Through newspaper clippings, Eugene established the identity of the
prisoner as his brother.
When Eugene and George met they
embraced and sobbed, like children.
Then Eugene unfolded' a story which
brought tears to the eyes of those who
heard it. His mother, he said, eloped
in 1893, taking George, then a child of
three years, with her. Since that time
they have been lost to the deserted
husband and all blood relatives.
George grew*to manhood, fell Into
evil ways and his downfall ended In
the assault which will send him to
prison for many years. The father,
two brothers and a sister who were
forsaken by the wife and mother, live
In Corning, N. Y. They supposed the
woman and child she had taken with
her were dead.

8END8

EVA BOOTH

, $11,000.
London.—According to the Dally
Mali, John D. Kookefeller has sent
Miss Bva Booth, commander of tbs
Salvation Army in America, fll.OOO
for the fund that is being raised for
the sufferers of the Empress of Ireland disaster. Miss Booth Is here at
tending th<s worta conglresi of tho
Salvation Army.

Oil Pipe Lines Case,

The pipe line act of 1906, placing
all Interstate oil pipe lines under interstate commerce commission regulation was held to be constitutional,
but not applicable to the Uncle Sam
Oil company.
Railroads Win $700,000,000.

Transcontinental railways won the
fight for some $700,000,000 worth of
oil lands when the supreme court
held void the clause in the patents
making the land revert to the government if found to contain minerals.
The court held that tbe patents
were Irregular, but that they could
not be attacked collaterally-^by other
claimants—but could only be set
aside by a direct attack by the government.
Justice Van Devanter, for the
court, Incidentally emphasized the
claim that the government's time In
TWO BEARS FIGHT TO DEATH which it could attack the patents had
espired in 1900 or 1901.

New York.—Plans for a world Huge Grizzly and a Black Member of
fhurch peace council to be held In
Bruin Family Battle to Finish
Donstanoe, Switzerland, on Aug. 2,
In Denver Park,
and to continue four days, the first
event of Its kind la history have been
Denver.—A huge male "grizzly" and
announced iby Dr. Frederick Lynch,
secretary of the Church Peace Un- a black bear cub fought a finish fight
ion, . founded by Andrew Carnegie In at City Park zoo. The black bear,
February with an endowment of |2,-i one of a den of five, is dead. Curiosooo.ooo!
ity and the stimulus of a crisp spring
On the same days. In Liege, Belgi- morning are responsible.
ans, a pedce conference of Catholics
The bear went In quest of advenhas been arranged for under the lead.' irship of Count, Albert Apponyi, the ture. He sniffed the air, shook himHungarian statesman and peace ad- self and placed a paw upon the first
vocate. Both meetings will be under crosspiece of the Iron grating which
the auspices of the Carnegie Union. separated his pen from the one adjoining. In which the grizzly, the largest In the zoo, was confined.
KILLED BY TRAINED LIONS.
The visiting Bruin looked Inquisitively
toward the top and then comChicago.—Hmerson D. Dietrich,
Brooklyn manager of a theatrical menced to mount, stopping at every
production presenting a troupe of round to regard Inquiringly the four
trained lions, was killed and partly black bears which he had left below.
devoured by six 116ns when ho enter- From the other side of the grating
ed the car In which they were caged. the grizzly regarded the approach with
While the keepers were trying to
recover Dietrich's body from the disapproval.
The bear reached the top and
beasts a lion escaped from an adjoining cage and terrorized residents of paused to take account of his exploit
the thickly populated quarter . in with conscious satisfaction. Then he
which the car stood.
lost his balance and a moment later
Trilby, the oldest of the lions, tried fell to the cement floor of the grizto save him, ttut the others pushed zly's preserve^
ber away and she quit and watched
When the keepers arrived later the
them without joining In the attack. black
bear was dead.
JOHN D.

Washington—The supreme wourt
has adjourned until next October after deciding the intermountaln rate
case, the California oil land grant
case, the Eastern State retail lumber
dealers suit, and several other Important cases which had been pending for many months.
Just 14 cases in which arguments
had been-made were left undecided.
These include the cases involving
constitutionality of the "grandfather
clauses," limiting the right of negroes
to vote in Oklahoma and Annapolis,
Md., the Mid-west oil land case, involving the validity of President
Taft's withdrawal of oil lands from
entry, the Nashville grain resbipplng
case, and the Henry case, involving
the right of congress to compel individuals to testify before Investigating
committees.
The court during the term disposed
ef more cases than in any year since
1890. Five hundred and ninety-two decisions were handed down.
In the Intermountaln case the supreme court reversed the commerce
court and upheld the intermountaln
rate order of the interstate commerce
commission.
ChieT- Justice White first decided
that the long and short haul clause
was constitutional.
The commerce
court had held that the commission
could not make blanket or zone rates.
That Is the contention of those who
are opposed o the five percent Increase In freight rates now being
asked by the eastern railroads.
The Inter-Mountain rate ordera
ware Issued in June and July, 1911.
by the Interstate commerce commission, under authority of the "long and
short haul section" of the interstate
commerce act, which clothed the commission with discretion to make exceptions to the general rule laid
down In the law that railroads should
not charge more for a short haul
than for a longer haul in the same
direction and over the same lines or
routes.
Lumber Blacklists Illegal.
The court affirmed the decree of
the New York federal court holding
organizations of eastern states retail
lumber dealers had violated the Sherman anti-trust law by circulating
among their, numbers" blacklists of
wholesalers who sold lumber direct
to big consumers.

Children Carry Mother's Ashes.
New York.—Jessie and Lillian Glenday, aged three and six, respectively,
sailed aboard the Celtic on the last
halt of a 6,000-mile journey with their
mother's ashes, Mrs. Glenday, who
died In Oakland, Cal., wanted to be
burled in Scotland. Her husband had
ha body cremated, placed in an-urn
nd started the children on their jourrey.

..

/

TRIE8 TO 8TOP WARSHIP SALE
TO GREECE.

Washington—With the Turkish
government
formally
protesting
against the proposed sale' of the
American battleships Mississippi and
Idaho to Greece, rumblings of war between Greece and Turkey have been
carried to the White House. The1 diplomatic representatives of the two
countries called on President Wilson
within a few minutes of each other—
one to urge and the other to oppose
the warship deal,
Greece takes the position that If aha
buys the vessels the balance of power in the Mediterranean will be preserved and peace maintained, whil«
Turkey argues that peace can best
be guaranteed by the refusal of the
United States to aid In augmenting
her rival's naval force.
CORRESPONDENCE WITH JAPAN
TO BE OUT FRIDAY.

Washington—Secretary Bryan has
announced that by arrangement with
the Japanese ambassador, the correspondence regarding the California
alien land ownership would be given
to the press for publication simultaneously In Japan and the. United
States next Friday.
If Is uncertain whether, to this cor
respondence when published, will 1>B
appended a further reply from * the
state department as In some quarters
It is held that the nature of the l*-81
Japanese note of protest, dated Aug
$3 last, is not such as to require an
answer.

WANTED TO KNOW THE FJGURE
Fortune Hunter's Mother Was Not
Dealing In Uncertainties. If
6ho Could Help It.

Miss Jeannette Gilder, the brilliant
critic, toyed with a pink and gold
mustache cup at the mustache cup
tea concluding the Bad Taste exhibition In New York.
"The mustache cup," said Miss
Glider, "holds its own even better
than the hand-painted cuspidor. But,
after all, there Is spiritual as well as
material bad taste, and a spiritual
bad taste exhibition Is now In order.
"In the forefront of It I'd put the
fortune hunter. Not all our fortune
hunters come from across the water.
I heard of one the other day who belongs to the oldest family In America.
"But his family la very poor, and
BO he and his mother have decided
that he must marry for money. They*
were discussing recently, the pair of
them, a western girl.
" 'Her fortune is large tut vague,'
said the mother. "Besides, she is
gauche. Her feet are broad and flat.
She has a gold front tooth. Her
French Is execrable. She^—'
" 'Oh, I could make something out
of her,' the young fortune hunter asserted confidently.
" 'Yes, but how much—that's the
question,' said his mother.'.'
Valuable Information.
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Fooled Once.

Little Francis was not to be fooled
twice.
The heavy black clouds had
massed in the east and west, the
lightning was flashing fiercely between the heavy,' Incessant rolling
of the thunder.
Francis was terribly frightened,
and bis fond mother had gathered
her young hopeful into her arms and
tried logically to calm his fearfl.
"Don't be afraid, darling. There's
nothing to fear. God sends the
thunderstorm to clear the air, water
the flowers, and make It cooler for us.
Now, don't cry, dear; it won't harm
you, and everything will be better
when it's over."
The little fellow listened intently,
and as his mother finished he looked
up at her gravely, and said: "No, no,
mother, you talk exactly the way you
did last week when you took me to
the dentist, to have my tooth pulled."
—Chicago Sunday Examiner.

A happy couple'were on their way
to Scotland. They had to change
trains at Carlisle, and an obliging porter, while struggling with the luggage, noticed that the young lady's
hair was dotted with rice. He approached the young man and, pulling
a folded paper fromm his pocket, said:
"A present for you, sir, with the
company's compliments."
"Indeed," said the traveler; "what is
It?"
,
A railway map, sir."
"Oh, thank you, but what are these
marks in blue pencil?"
Mental Arithmetic.
"That's the beauty of It, sir; those
Teacher—Tommy, If I spent onemarks show just where the tunnels are
third of a certain sum of money, and
and their length."—London Tit-Bits.
$3 represented five-sixths of the remainder, what did I have?
Modern Business Man.
Tommy—The Jimjams.
"How was the game, Plimson?"
asked Withersly.
No Wonder.
"Don't ask me," growled Plimson.
"I used to go to the theater Just as
"Just as I,was starting for the park a
man came in and insisted on talking a tired business man would."
"Why did you give It up?"
Business to me the whole afternoon."
1 found that It was the plays that
"That's tough. He took up your
were
.making me tired."
time and you got nothing."
"Oh, I made $1,000, confound the
luck."
The Reason.
"Why is it that young Rounder Is
If you want to find a man out all such a slow pay?"
"Because he Is so fast"
you have to do la to call on him with
a bill.

G».

Minding the Doctor.
"It Isn't strange that Bob HilUart
should have won the heart; and hand
of a girl with three millions,, for Bob,
despite his years, is the hapdsom—t
and moBt elegant creature going."-'
The speaker, a dramatic critio at
Chicago, smiled and continued:
"The last time B*ib acted here I mat
him one morning promenading. Axtd
he was superb—top hat, stick, black
morning coat, spats fitting without a
wrinkle, and one of those cigarette
tubes that had just come out, a tote
of gold and amber, a foot long, of
possibly IS inches.
"As we chatted, and as he smoke*
his Egyptian cigarette through tola
extraordinary tube, I said to him:
" 'Why on earth, Bob, do yon naa
such a long cigarette tube as that!"
" 'My doctor has ordered me," he replied, 'to keep away from tobacco."*
Lacking In Self-Assertlon.

Abner Appledry—Jay Green atzl
got no more pride and independence
about him than a rabbit!
ABhton Allred—Say, he ain't?
Abner Appledry—Nah! Whenever
he takes a ride on the cars he nevar
stamps up and down the aisles nor
stands out on the back platform, te
show everybody that he knows hia
rights, but just sits still in bis seat
like he was in church!—Puck.
Right and Left Hands.
If our right hand Is not to know
what our left does, It must not be because It would be ashamed If It did/—
Ruskin.'
No, Maudle, dear; a fellow doesn't
have to indulge In Iced drinks to gal
a skate on.

Fortunate Is the woman whose
The horn of plenty Isn't restricted
Money goes. Ever notice how three dressmaker gives her more worry
to the horny-handed son of toll.
$20 bills will go like 60?
than her husband.

Toasties
For That
Bedtime Snack
The kiddies need something that is dainty
and appetizing, don't they? And you want
to be sure that they have a food that is
easily digested—one that will not disturb
their sleep.
Post Toasties are surprisingly good at
any tim^
They are made of the hearts of the finest
Indian com, perfectly cooked, delicately sweetened and salted, rolled into thin, ribbony
Bakes and toasted to a abp, golden brown.
They have that indescribable flavour—
tweet and delicious, that so delights the taste.
Just pour from the package and add cream
and sugar, or sprinkle over fresh bemes or
fruit
Easy to serve and mighty good.
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—•old by Grocers everywhere.

Circle three of the parish auxiliary, of] 2
the Congregational church, have a foodpe
Misses Cora L, and Marianna Blair are sale this afternoon, at the home of Mrs j •
Cowleson Cottage street. The helpers! •
at Point Allerton.
are Mrs Allen Jones, Mrs Henry WeedQuaboag tribe I. 0. R- M. met in Ked
By F. H. MASON.
en, Mrs Cora Foster. Mrs Eugene ThachMen's hall, Thursday night.
er, Mrs Charles A. Blake and Mrs Ed
Miss Teresa Monahan is visiting Mrs win Wilbur.
"For goodness sakes! If that old
Margaret Clennau and family.
Mexican cow ain't been and gone and
Children's day was observed at the et my glory-de-John rose."
Miss Gladys H. Bryant. Central street,
Congregational church, last Sunday at
is at Oak Bluffs, for a vacation.
I looked Up from my gardening, and
10.45 a. m. Six children were promoted saw my next door neighbor—usually
Miss Olive Flagg, Central street, is
from the primary department, and after the most aimiable- of women—literally
spending her vacation in Cambridge.
a careful recital of what they have learned shaking with indignation, on her front
Mrs Carrie A. Porter, West Main street, were presented with diplomas and Bibles. porch, while a cow was on the grass
will spend her vacation at Mount Suna- Rev. John H. Hoffman baptised children plot below, contentedly munching the
pee, N. H.
of Dr and Mrs Clifford J. Huyck, Mr last of tho Gloire de Dijon.
Mrs. Farlelgh took a pot containing
Mrs Frank I~ Bailey entertained the and Mrs William E. Smith, Mr and| Mrs'
Dorcas society at her home, Wednesday Arthur J. Sampson. The children pre- a small, withered palm from the porch
rail, heaved It at the cow, and exsented a pleasing program of songs and
afternoon.
claimed.: "Drat the beast!"
James E. Shea, Chicago, plans to come recitations, assisted by the pastor, Mrs
The pot broke innocently some Way
east this summer for a visit to bis former GharlesO'M. Edson, Miss Marjorie Cut- from the cow, and the animal went
ler,
H.
Ray
Chesson
and
Charles
H.
Bell.
ever
to it and examined the palm. It
home town.
1
Charles D. Bullard, Worcester, is visitGolf, tennis and whist were played at was too dry for her taste, however.
ing Mr and Mrs George A. Bailey, South the links of the West Brookfield Golf She evidently preferred sweet succulent rose bushes.
Main street.
club, Saturday afternoon. Mrs Charles
"ShooI" Mrs. Farlelgh followed the
Mrs George Evans, of Cambridge, is H. 'Clark, Miss Charlotte T. Fales, exclamation down the steps, shaking
visiting Mr and Mrs George H. Howard, assisted by H. Ray Chesson served re- her apron vigorously as she went The
freshments in the club house.
Play in cow walked leisurely away, notwithPleasant strtet.
Mrs William T. Gregg, Springfield, is challenge cup matches on the links re- standing the pieces of broken flower
visiting Charles H.Allen and family on sulted in the defeat of Walter E. Ander- pot that my neighbor sent after it
son, holder of the cup, by G: W. Paul- "Ain't that the limit V
West Main street.
I had intended to keep out of 'the
freyman 2 up and 1 to play. Anderson's
The Ladies' Aid Society of the Methscore was 86 and Paulfreyman'B 95. controversy, and had busied myself beodist church, served a rose tea in their
Richard D. Olmstead played Paulfreyman hind a hakea, but a hakea forms a poor
shelter, and this last remark was evivestry, Tuesday evening.
and won 2 up. Olmstead, the cup-holder
. Mr and Mrs J. Danforth Davis and was challenged by Walter E. Anderson dently intended for me.
"It's hard," I replied sympatheticalchildren are guests of Mrs Davis' mother. and Miss Eleanor Bill.
ly. Of course I said just the wrong
Mrs Harriet B. Greene.
Alfred C White, clerk of the school thing. Anything I might have replied
James A. Anderson, New York, is the
committee, has announced that Miss would have been wrong to one In Mrs.
guest of his mother, Mrs Augusta E. AnLucy E. Wilbur, will be transferred from Farlelgh's mood.
"Hard! Hard!" she shouted in disderson, Central street.
grades 6 and 7 to grades 8 and 9 in the gust. "I wasn't thinking of the cow's
Mrs Sarah E. Cleveland, Kagped Hill, School street building next year. Miss
is entertaining her daughter, Mrs Elisha Mildred Pease will teach grades 4 and 5 digestion. It's my glory-de-John rose
that worries ma. I've tended it all
G. Hooper, Charlemont.
in the same building.
Miss Alice J. winter, like a mother, and It was just
Mrs Archie J. Stevens, Brooklyn, is White, will continue to teach grade 1 in coming into bloom. Them Mexicans
visiting Mrs Helen L. Phslps, on the the Milk street building. MisB Esther have no right to keep cows in. a reNorth Brookfield Road.
G. Mulvey has been engaged to teach in spectable neighborhood."
The Mexican was a bete noir to the
Mrs Mark A. Brown, Twin Mountain, district 4, and Miss Agnes Riley of North
Miss neighbors. He had arrived recently,
N. H. has been the guest of Mr and Mrs Adams, will teach in district 2.
Elizabeth Howard, North Brookfield, will and bought four lots. On these he
John H. Nelson, High street.
was keeping half a dozen cows, and
GSlbertviUe defeated West Brookfield supervise music and Miss Edna B. At- running a small dairy farm. He seemed
A. A. In a game of baseball on Quaboag wood will have charge of drawing and to be circumventing the city ordimanual training.
nance, which prohibited one person
park, Saturday afternoon, 16 to 0.
Mr and Mrs Jacob Putnam, West Main
A Ford touring car driven by Thomas keeping more than one cow, by' distributing the ownership of the animals
strest, were guests of Mr and Mrs Henry O'Brien, Ware, and owned bj Samuel
among his children. The bad feature
Little, Ware, turned turtle and finally about the affair was that the family
W. Greene, during the past week.
righted itself without fatally injuring any- were casual about letting.the cows
Miss Alice G. White, Ware road, is
one, on the state road between West roam off the premises. They had
spending the week at Rocky Hill, Conn.,
Brookfield and Warren, near the covered owned a large ranch in Mexico, before
with her uncle Lucius K. Chamberlain.
railroad bridge, Saturday afternoon. the revolution, and did not understand
Mrs John MacAllister and family, Arl- O'Brien, who was learning to drive the being confined to four city lots.
ington Heights, are visitors at the home car, met a motorcycle going towards
"It's too bad. Why don't you go
of Mr and Mrs Frank Adams, Central St. Warren. In trying to dodge it he lost over and see them about it?" I suggested mischievously, for I knew the
Mr and Mrs John Coughlin, Ragged control of his machine which turned over, Mexicans understood little of no EngHill, are entertaining their son, John P. slewed on its side and came back on its lish.
The radiator, mild guards,
Coughlin, Windsor, Ontario and his wife. wheels.
"I will," Mrs. Farlelgh said decidedlamps, top and other outside parapher- ly. "I have just cause for complaint."
Lockhardt Olmstead, son of Mr-and nalia were demolished.
The machine
"You Burely have," I agreed. "It's
Mrs Chauncey L. Olmstead, is in a boys' was taken to a garage.
O'Brien was the proper thing to do."
camp at Wolfeboro, N. H., for the sum- pinned behind the wheel. His face was
Mrs. Farlelgh trotted aerosa"< the
mer.
cut and hands and legs were bruised and street, her anger rising as she went1
The Social and Charitable Society held cut. _ jib two .companions, who were and pushed the button beside. the
Mexican's front door.
.
a sewing meeting at the home of Mrs Eli thrown frjm the car, were uninjured.
I was bad enough to take up a point.
M- Converse, School street, Tuesday aftMiss Charlotte Fales held (a piano re- of vantage behind a large leptosperernoon.
cital at her home Monday afternoon, and mum, to watch the burlesque, tor I
A delegation of West Brookfield ma- had for guests the parents and friends of Imagined my neighbor had not tho
sons attended the St. John's day service her pupils. The following program was Spanish.
; ■... J'
of Quaboag lodge, Warren, last Sunday given:—Duet, My First Waltz, Dora, by
The Mexican woman appeared, and
(
morning.
Wesley and Henrietta Webb; The Song my neighbor started the attack. ''Your
Mr and Mrs Daniel Mason, Burton H. of the Katydid, Kern, by Glennie Hun- old cow has been and et my glory-daMason and MisB Ivy W. Huntoon toon ; Grandma's Story, Ritta, by George John rose," Mrs. Farlelgh shouted.
"Gloria de Juan, esnora!" the Meximotored to Albany, Sunday, in Mr Ma- Wass; Cradle Song, Howarth, by Milton
can woman exclaimed. In surprise,.
Richardson; Old King Cole's March,
Bon's car.
Juan was her eldest son. '
Daniel Donovan of North Brookfield, Englemann, by Wesley Webb ; In Mer"De waun seniors nothing. Tour
gave an address on—Socialism-nit the ry Mood, Bohm; by Alberta Cutler; The cow, cow, cow," each time she spoke
• corner of Main and Central streets, on Hunter's Song, Lynes, The Marionettes, the word, Mrs. Farlelgh pointed a finby Winifred Woodward; Away to the ger viciously at the offending animal,
Saturday night.
Mr and Mrs George F. Harrey, with Woods, Heins, by Henrietta Webb; which was contentedly ruminating over
Misses Helen and Alice Harvej of Phila- Gypsy Danes, Behr, by Florence Rich- the flavor of rose bushes near by,
"your cow has been et my glory-dedelphia, are guests of Mr and Mrs Allen ardson; Far from home, Wilson, by
Esther Johnson; The Mountain Maid, John rose."
W. Hazen, Cottage street
»
The Mexican woman was clearly
Lange, by Freda Huyck; Murmuring
The Grange Auxiliary was entertained Brook, Bohm, Grace Allen; Duet, Roset- puzzled. "La raca gloria de Juan!
Tuesday afternoon and evening by Mrs ta, Bohm, by Grace Allen and Freeda No, no. Ordena la vaca."
"Can't you savvy English?" Mrs.
-George Canterbury. Husbands of the Huyck.
Farlelgh asked indignantly.
■members attended the supper.
"No hablo Ingles."
Mr and Mrs Fred A. Smith and family
"You have no English, eh?** Mrs.
Bad Outlook.
-with Miss Julia A. Dexter, Springfield,
First Factory Owner—"This Raca Farlelgh resorted to pigeon English.
are summer guests in a cottage on the smiclde business looks bad for the Tapping the Mexican woman on the
east shore of Lake Wickaboag.
country." Second Factory Owner— chest with a finger, Mrs. Farlelgh de"Yes, the factory of the next genera- manded: "You no savvy?"
Mrs Ella Dillon, North street, lost by
"No sabe."
tion will face a severs child-labor
theft, from the coop at her bungalow, in famine."—Puck.
"For the land's sake. And I've been
Wigwam district, last Monday night, a
and left my housework to come over
here and give you a bit of my mind."
Trivial Consideration.
hen and seven Indian runner ducks.
Doctor—"I hear the operation lately The humor of the situation dawned on
Miss Cora M. Thayer, formerly em- performed by Doctor Cutem was a Mrs. Farlelgh. She placed her hands
ployed in the home of Dr. and Mrs Clif- botch." Friend—"Why, I understood on her hips, and, with arms akimbo,
ford J. Huyck, has entered the 8tate hos- the patient was completely cured by laughed uproariously.
pital at Bioomingdale to train as a nurse. it" Doctor—(loftily)—"I am not speakThe Mexican woman stared in astonMiss Evelyn Edson, a teacher in the ing of Its effect on the patient but of ishment; then she caught the infecOrange schools, with her friend Miss the way the operation was performed." tion, and joined in the laugh. There,
on the Mexican's porch, the two womJessie Roberts, is spending the vacation
The Whole Hog.
en stood, each seeming to try to outdo
with her parents Mr and Mrs Charles
Playwright—"Was Grasper satisfied
the other in her hUariousness. After
with the part assigned him In my new a time, they became mek-kheed from
O'M. Edson.
Mrs James Mundell, Ware road, is a play?" Manager—"Was Grasper ever the effort, and sat on the top step and
patient in Worcester city hospital, hav- satisfied with 'part' of anything?"— continued to laugh, wiping the tears
Judge.
that ran down their cheeks with the
ing been operated upon for the removal
corners of their aprons. They had
of-two cataracts. Dr. Jphn C. Barry,
found a common language.
Evading the Truth.
Worcester, performed the operation.
Many a man boasts he Is strong in
Mr and Mrs Levi W. Livermore, High order to hide his weakness; boasts
Royal Talent
street, went to Natick last Saturday and of his liberty to conceal -the fact ha
American women who consider
on Sunday visited their, son, Earl W., la a slave.
themselves well educated will be siwho is on board the U. S. S. Chester,
lenced by a recital of the accomplishwhich has recently returned to Charlesments of the new -queen of Albania,
See Beauty In Long Ears.
town from active service in Mexico.
Among the young ladles of Borneo although it Is doubtful whether she's
much better Informed than other
Mist Esther G. Mulvey, daughter of elongated ear lobes are regarded as a
royal consorts.
Mr and Mrs John Mulvey, Winter street, nark of beauty.
She speaks English, French, Spanand Miss Emma B. Tyler, daughter of
ish and Italian; Is a good pianist and
Vast Continent of Asia.
Mr and Mrs Carlton P. Tyler, gaaduated
also plays both guitar and harp. She
Asia, which is the largest of the confrom Warren high school, on Thursday
tinents, has an estimated area of 11f is able to play duets with hsr husband at concerts and Has both comnight.
067,866 square miles.
posed and written words for children's
The Grange held its regular business
songs. She also is quite an artist and
meeting in G. A. R. hall Wednesday
Nothing Is Despicable.
before the birth of her little daughter
night. Following the meeting a strawIn living among man, one must not was a famous pedestrian.
berry supper was served by Mrs Martha despise any personalities no matter
How many American women can
Webb, Mrs Ida Benson and Miss Mary how really debased, miserable or ludl- compare with this list!
-Schopenhauer.
Campion.
WEST BROOKFIELD.
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Death of Oliver Loring Rice.
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THEORY HAS BEEN PROVED TO
BE AN ABSURDITY.
Many Notable Instances of Msn Who
Hsve Done Their Best Work
After What Is Looked on
as Middle Age.

Fine Specimen of a Healthy Chicken.
Many of the diseases which affect
poultry and which spread rapidly
throughout the flock, and kill a large
part of the birds may be prevented
and cured if proper measures are
taken in time The fowls also may
be infested by various kinds of parar
sites, some of which live on the surface of the body and others in the
crop, stomach, or intestines. These
parasites are injurious because they
take a part of the nourishment which
should be used by the bird to put on
flesh or to produce eggs, sayB the
United States department of agriculture's Farmers' Bulletin 530.
The contagious diseases which are
caused by animal and vegetable germs,
and the weakness and loss of flesh
caused by the larger parasites, are
the most important conditions which
the poultryman has to consider in
the endeavor to keep his birds In a
healthy condition. These germs and
parasites should be kept out of the
flock by suitable preventive measures, because disease may be avoided
in this way much more easily and
oheaply than it can be cured. The
aim in studying the diseases of birds
is, therefore, to learn how to prevent
such diseases rather than how to cure
them.
There are some oases in which medicines may be advantageously given
or applied to fowls, but as a rule when
a bird becomes sick it is better to
kill it because the cost of the medicine and the value of the time required to carry out the treatment are
usually greater than the value of the
birds that are cured.
It is very Important to start right
and begin tie flock with birds which
are free from contagion and parasites,
and to put such birds upon ground
which Is likewise free from these
causes of disease.
The best way to accomplish this la
to get eggs from a flock which has
shown no Indications of contagious
disease for at least a year; avoid putting these eggs in any packing such
as chaff, oats, or cut straw which may
be musty or moldy; wipt the eggs
with a cloth wetted in 79 to 80 per
cent alcohol, and match them in a new
or thoroughly cleaned Incubator. The
young chicks should be free from parasites and injurious germs of all kinds,
and, to keep them In this condition,
they should be put In new or clean
brooders and permitted to run only
upon ground where poultry has not
previously been kept or which haa
not been used for poultry for several years.
If the eggs must be hatched under
hens instead of in the Incubator, the
problem of starting a clean flock is
much more difficult Hens are liable
to harbor parasitic worms in their
Intestines and. lb scatter the eggs
of these worms with their manure
wherever they go. They generally have
lice and mites hidden in their feathers, which pass to the young chicks
immediately after the latter are
hatched; and they may be the carriers
of disease germs even when they appear perfectly healthy.
The hens selected for hatching
should be well dusted with a good lice
powder, such as Is described later, before they are given a setting of eggs;
their nests should be perfectly clean
and should be made with fresh, soft
hay or straw; and there should be
a box of road dust, or aifted hard-coal
ashes or similar substance, under cover where they can dust themsslves
whenever they come from the nest
Disinfectants and Their Application.
Good disinfectants destroy the
germs of contagious diseases, the external parasites such as lice and mites,
and the embryo of the intestinal
worms. They should be thoroughly
applied to the interior of poultry
houses, worked into all the cracks and
crsviees, spread over the ceiling and
the fipo«V the roosts, dropping boards,
and nest boxes. At the same time,
the feeding and drinking troughs
should be disinfected by pouring boiling water Into them and afterwards
drying them in the sun. the disin-

fectants are most easily applied to the
walls and ceilings with a spray pump
or brush. As It is difficult to keep
them from coming into contact with
the tape and hands, the more harmless of these mixtures should generally be used. Ordinary llmewash
made from freshly slaked lime is excellent and its properties are well
known to all. In the case of an actual outbreak of virulent disease, it
is well to add to the llmewash six
ounces of crude carbolic acid to each
gallon, to increase its activity as a
disinfectant
The kerosene emulsion which is
frequently used to destroy lice and
mites may readily be converted into
a disinfectant To make the emulsion
shave halt a pound of hard laundry
soap into half a gallon of soft water
and boll the mixture until all of the
soap Is dissolved, then remove it to
a safe distance from the Are and
stir into it at once, while still hot
two gallons of kerosene biL This
makes a thick, creamy emulsion, or
stock mixture. When it is to be
used for killing lice In the bouse one
part of this emulsion is mixed with
ten parts of water. When it is to be
used as a disinfectant add one quart
of emulsion to ten quarts of water
and stir well; then add one -pint of
crude carbolic acid or crude cresol,
and again stir until all Is well mixed.
Lice Powders.
Very good lice powder may be made
at little coat by mixing line road dust
two quarts, and tobacco dust one
pint In'place of read dust, anthracite
coal ashes well sifted rosy be used,
and Persian Insect powder or flowers
of sulphur may be substituted for the
tobacco dust. The Important point is
that all the ingredients should be in
the form of a very fine dust
Cholera and Cholera-Like Diseases.
There are several diseases which
have'been Investigated and described
as different because the. bacteria which
cause them differ in some of their
characteristics. The symptoms and
the changes which are seen after
death are so nearly Identical that.it
is only by studying the bacteria that
any one of these diseases can be distinguished from the others. The treatment applicable to one is equally applicable to the others.
Treatment
The best method of treatment is to
kill the sick fowl In such a way as
not to spread the Infection with their
blood, burn or deeply bury their bodies, and separate the remaining birds
into small lots of three to five each,
so that when a bird is attacked there
will not be more than this number
exposed to it. Then watch each lot
so as to remove any sick bird as soon
as symptoms appear. Disinfectants
should be used in the houses and
yards where the disease first appeared, and also in the small pens In
which the separate birds are kept
. Roup or Contagious Catarrh.
The disease called "roup" by poultrymen is a contagious catarrh, closely resembling the more malignant
forms of influenza in the larger animals and in man. It attacks principally the membrane lining the eye,
the sacs below the eye (infra-orbital
sinuses), the nostrils, the larynx, and
the trachea. It is attended with high
fever and is very contagious.
Treatment
The medical treatment of this disease may be very successful if applied. The sick birds should be removed from the flock and put in a
warm, dry, and well-ventilated room
which is free from drafts of air. The
affected mucous membranes should
then be treated by applying antiseptic
and healing mixtures. The best method is to use a good spraying apparatus; but lacking this, a small syringe,
an oil can, or even a medicine dropper
can be made to answer the purpose.
It has been.recommended that the
bird's head be plunged' Into a basin
or bowl of the mixture and held there
a few seconds, but not long enough to
cause suffocation.

Though Sir William Osier persistently denies that he ever advocated
what is known as Oslerism, it is a convenient and euphonious name tor a
theory as to old age, and Oslerism it
will remain eo long as there is life in
that fallacious doctrine. He explains
that in an unguarded moment he
quoted a foolish Jest from a forgotten
novel, but being a physician he waa
taken seriously. However, our sympathy for him should be qualified' by
the fact that his mistake has given
him a far wider reputation than any
of his achievements in medical research.
•
Who utters a joke must bear its consequences, and these should not be so
painful to a man who had the pleasure
of seeing his mother smile at Oslerism
m her hundredth year, and who at
sixty-five boasts that he is doing bet-.
ter work than at thirty.
\ Gladstone at forty expressed the
opinion that no statesman could be
of real service to his country after
passing the three-score < mark, but his
brain was never clearer than whom
at eighty he was the most Important
factor In British politics.
Some men only begin to lire or to
do their best when they have reached
the stage usually spoken of as that
of the sere and yellow leaf. Innumerable instances might be cited, but perhaps the most conspicuous is that of
William de Morgan, the foremost English writer of today, who wrote his
first work at sixty and whose humor
becomes the more youthful the older
he grows.
• And here is our own John Burroughs, world famed as a naturalist
and author, planning new volumes on
his seventy-seventh birthday. Age
has not withered his Imagination nor
weakened his enthusiasm in the cause
of natural history, while his latest
work has all the freshness that
marked the effusions of two-score
years ago.
It Is time that men ceased to limit
not merely their activities, but their
lives as well, because of the superstition that old age necessarily means
feebleness. Those who are actually
exhausted may not deny the fact
whether they are forty or eighty, but
there are many who are only victims
of the suggestion that at a certain
period they must begin to decline.
Let those tatter learn of Burroughs
and others that suggestion can cut
both ways and is Just as effective
when conducing to the belief that it is
never too late to do good work and
enjoy life..

NORTH BROOKFIELD.
Brick ice-cream for sale' at Desplaines.
Wedding tells ring to-hjorrow night on
Elm street.
The JQUBHAI. office will close at noon
on Saturday during July.
Mrs 8. W. Banger of Worcester is
stopping with Mrs 0. A. Bush for a few
days.
Born, In North Brookfield, June 21,
a daughter to Leon and Ora (Newman)
Adams.
Services at the. Methodist church, at
the usual hours, with preaching by the
pastor.
I ' Grace and Sanford Whiting left on
Tuesday for a vacation visit in Indianapolis, Ind.
Miss Mary Holland of Holbrook, is at
home with her parents on Gilbert street,
for the summer.
W. R. Smith, veterinary surgeon of
West Brookfield, hai opened an office at
B. A, Bush's stable.
TbeEpworth League, Men's League
and the Sunday school had a joint picnic
yesterday at Brooks' pond.
Miss Minnie Brigham, a graduate^ of
Boston University, has secured a position
as teacher in Bristol, Conn,
Lawrence Murphy has resigned hisposition at Desplaines' to enter the postoffice as clerk next Wednesday.
Mr and Mrs D. P. Smith, Arch street,
were in Monson last week, to attend the
funeral of Mrs Smith's youngest sister.
Mr and Mrs Barrett (Augusta Anderson) have sold their farm in New Hampshire, and will come to Worcester to live..
Mrs A. F. Forrest will sell a lot of her
personal property at auction at 1.S0 p.
m., Saturday, at her home on Elm street.
Channinjz Greene, of Williston Academy, left yesterday for Maplewood, N.
H., where he will spend the summer vacation.
—
i
The Young Woman's Olub are invited
to enjpy a picnic Tuesday evening, June
30, as the guests of Mrs Mary Wiley, on
School street.
The Grange auxiliary will meet in
Grange hall, next Tuesday, June 30, at 2
p. ml, for work only.
A large attendance is desired.
Miss Gertrude Winter of Arch street,
will start to-morrow morning for Stafford
Springs, where she will spend the vacation among relatives.
Born, at Pueblbj Colorado, June 8, a
son, Theodore Henry, to Mr and Mrs
Henry Gilbert, and grandson of Alvin
W. and Belle Hair Gilbert, formerly of
North Brookfield.
A good line of fireworks at Desplaines.

Big Hands Saved Him.
Attorney John Cronin was appearing
for a client charged with picking a
pocket. The government's chief witness had evidently read detective notion. He described at length bow he,
standing quietly by, had seen the prisoner slip a slim fingered band into the
victim's pocket He described the perfectly manicured hand and tapered
fingers of. the alleged pickpocket's
hand minutely, just as it goes In a detective yarn.
Then Attorney Cronin opened his
defense. "My defense consists of 'Exhibit A' Mr. Prisoner, hold out your
hands." The prisoner, a six-foot man,
did so, showing the Jurors a pair of
huge hands with gnarled fingers,
which would have done Justice to a
bricklayer. >
"The witness called those Angers
long and tapering, gentlemen," said
Cronin. "Now I want you to look at
them and tell me If you think that
hulking chap \ could get hands like
those in the subway, let alone a person's pocket!"
The Jury returned a verdict of not
guilty.—Boston Traveler.
Pictorial Hint
On the retirement of a rich manufacturer, who had been consistently
stingy in his business career, his
workmen presented him with an illuminated address, smartly designed
by one of their number.
He was obviously touched by the
gift, and acknowledged It in a neat little speech.
"But there's one thing about It I
eant quite, understand," he added.
"What does that little sketch in the
Corner represent?"
"That's a picture of you giving your
workmen a supper," the artist ex>
plained.
"But I never did such a thing in my
life!"
"I know that sir, and my mates said
you never .would; but I thought VS.
put It In, Just to give you a sportuV
chance of provln' 'em all wrong."
The chance waa taken, and the farewell supper was a greet success.
Literally.
A scholastic Journal gives this story
as "strictly true."
A class had studied the first chapter
of Acts, concerning the election of a
oeV apestle.
"And how was Matthias chosen?"
asked the Instructor.
"They all Jumped on htm and kicked
htm," replied the bright bey of the
class.
"Whatever put that Idea into your
head?" inquired the teacher.
"Well, sir, you told us. You read to
as that 'the lot fell en Matthlae'l"

Woodbine Lodge announces that it will
work the first degree upon (our candidates at its next regular meeting, June
30. This statement is official from the
Noble Grand of the Lodge.

1

Members of Ezra Batcheller Post and
W. R. O. will enjoy an outing at Quabaug Heights, Tuesday, June 30 as guests
of Mr and Mrs Amass Stone. A conveyance will leave the Adams' Block at
8 a.m.
Married, at St Pan), Minn., June 22,
Miss Mamie Florence Krest to Franklin
Henry Chapin. Franklin will be remembered who, as a school boy in North
Brookfield was for four years a member
of Mrs M. B. Bishop's family.
At a special meeting of the G, F. S. of
Christ Memorial church Tuesday evening,
there will be an admission service at 8.45,
in the chapel, which will be followed by
sewing iu the guild room in preparation
for the mid-summer sale on July 14.
Forty-eight Odd Fellows and some 20
Rebekahs attended the memorial service
at the Congregational church last Sunday
morning, and listened to a fine sermon
by Rev Alfred W. Budd. After the service the graves of deceased members were
decorated with flowers.
At the Congregational church next
Sunday morning, June 28, Rev. Mr Budd
will preach a sermon especially for the
young people from the theme —"Hindrances and Opportunities of Life.''
This will be preceded by a short talk to
the bays and girls, who are invited to occupy the front seats. In the evening he
will take for bis theme—"Making the
most of Life."
This will be the last
Sunday evening service in the church until September. During July and August
the church will unite with the Y. P. 8.'
C. E. in the Chapel.

THE GOLDEN WEDDING.

V

Continued from 1st page, last column

On Tuesday as the day was drawing to Mr and Mrs Banks Celebrate the mitteee and with C. Alfred DuBois of the
junior class as marsball marched down
Event at the Home of Oldest
its close there passed from this life Dr,
the center aisle of the hall.
Here a
Daughter.
Oliver Loring Bice, at his home on WalMr and Mrs Banks received a large dottle line was formed between which the
nut street, aged 68 years, 7 mos. and 21
days. He returned from the hospital in number of their relatives and friends at seniors passed in single file and proThe line then
Springfield, six weeks ago with the full the home of their oldest daughter, Mrs ceeded to the stage.
knowledge that his days on earth were Freeman R. Berry, last Saturday after- formed and marched onto the stage. The
numbered, but rejoicing that his last noon and evening, in honor of their fif- seniors occupied seats to the front of the
hours might be passed with the loving tieth wedding anniversary. They were stage and at the right were Superintenadministrations of wife and daughter, and married June 20, 1894, at East Florence- dent of schools H. H. Pratt, and the
in the companionship of the friends who ville, New Brunswick, by Rev George faculty. To the left were seated the
cheered him in many ways. The last Winfield Oser. Miss Amanda Banka, a school committee and Bev. Sherman
days were free from pain, and the end Bister of the groom, was the bridesmaid, Goodwin of the Congregational church,
was peaceful.
and Daniel Lovely, a cousin of the and the members of the three underMr Rice was born at Brookfield, Nov. bride was the best man. Eighteen years classes were seated at the rear. Miss
2, 1845, the eon of Eliot and Harriet ago they came to North Brookfield, where Elizabeth Howard of North Brookfield
(Nichols) Rice. In 1869 he .removed to all but their oldest son were located, and was pianist. Everyone in the march, as
North Brookfield, and Nov. 23, 1870, this has been their home ever since.
At well as the ushers, had a small sprig of
married Mrs Abbie M. (Levalley) Lyons, the golden wedding all of their children forget-me-not, as a symbol of the class
who survives him, with a daughter. Hat- were present, except this oldest son colors. The program opened with invotie Lyons, the wife of Albert W. Poland, James, and bis family, who are still on cation by Rev. Mr Goodwin, after which
'and two grandchildren, George L. and the old homestead in New Brunswick. was the song, "The music oi the birds,"
by the school; the next was the Address
Gretchen A. Poland.
For thirty years Those present were:—
Dr. Rice has been known as a most sucMr and Mrs F. B. Berry; Ernest F. of Welcome and the essay, "The evils of
cessful veterinary surgeon, and for sever- Berry of Springfield; Mr and Mrs E. E. child labor," by Miss Beatrice M. Bailey,
al years as inspector of live stock and of Adams, Cari, Merle! Alma and Jennie and followed by the essay "Thomas A.
slaughtered animals.
Adams and Miss Eva Banks of Ludlow; Edison'' by Sidney Roger. The next was
He was one of the most faithful mem- Mr and Mrs Howard Banks and family tne "Spring Song" by a girls' chorus;
bers of Woodbine Lodge, Cypress Re- of Palmer; Mrs E. H. Hubbard and son then the "Class prophecy and will" by
bekah Lodge and Hawthorne Encamp- of Springfield; Mr and Mrs- Benjamin Miss Lillian G. Weare, that was written
ment of Odd Fellows, and two years ago Banks and their two children, Eyelyu by Miss Weare and Miss Katherine
became also a member of Meridian Sun and George Banks, Mr and Mrs George O'Day, both of the junior class, followed
Lodge, F. & A. M. For several years he Banks and son Edward of this town; Rev by the essay, "Classified civil service" by
has served most faithfully as Chaplain of Mr and Mrs Adams, Mrs Geo. A. Jenks, Howard A Leete, and the song, "How
the subordinate lodge, and as high priest Miss Fanny Jenks, Mrs George Tucker, long wilt thou forget me?" by the school.
x
of the encampment, being letter perfect Mrs Sanford Briggs, Mrs H. 8. Rice, Mrs Miss Eaton then gave the essay, "Our
Motto,
from
possibility
to
reality."
after
in the ritual, and taking deep interest in Harry Griffin, Miss Olsra Griffin, Miss
making the work of the order impressive Carrie Bullard, Mrs John Smith, Mrs which with a short address in which he
to candidates who sought to become ac- Robert Morse, Mrs Joseph Kimball. Mr congratulated the members of the class on
quainted with their mysteries.
He was George R. Doane, Mrs Charles Twiss, their achievements, and called upon them
presented two years ago with 'a Veteran Mrs Bertha Graves, Mrs Arthur Fullam, to be ever mindful of the sacrifices made
Odd Fellows jewel, in recognition of Mrs Ralph Lovely, Alice and Kathleen by parents and interest taken for their
twenty-five years membership, and the Lovely, Mr and Mrs Chas. Lane, Mr and welfare by the faculty, Chairman of the
appreciation of his work by the members. Mrs Geo. A. Whiting, Miss Isabelle school committee James W. Wall, preThe funeral will be attended from his Morse and Mrs James T. Saunders. A sented the diplomas. The essays were
late home on Walnut street, at 2.30 this letter of congratulation was received from interesting and it was evident that they
afternoon, Rev. Mr Budd of the Congre- Mrs Maud Adams Stone of Hopedale, had been carefully prepared and in each
instance were well rendered.
gational church officiating.
The com- who was unable to be present.
mittal service of the I. O.. O. F., will be
The table looked very attractive in gold
Sullivan-Tuns tall.
performed at the house by Woodbine and white, the dining room decorations
Lodge, and membership of alt three were yellow and white, the reception
Frank A. Tunstall of Southbridge, son
branches will be present. The interment room, white and red, and the living
of Mr and Mrs John M. Tunstall of West
will be in Walnut Grove cemetery.
rooms were graced with forget-me-nots.
A purse of *75 in gold was presented to Main street and Miss Julia Sullivan, the
Post-Offlce To Be Restored to Sec- Mr and Mrs Banks by relatives and daughter of Mrs Mary J. Sullivan, of
ond Class July 1.
friends. Ice cream, cake and confection- Springfield, were married at 9 o'clock,
ery was served the guests,—and the rela- Wednesday morning at Holy Trinity
The JOURNAL is pleased to announce tives gathered about the table for a boun- church, Greenfield, by Rev James P.
Dunphy. The young couple » ere attendthat the North Brookfield pos-office is to tiful dinner and supper.
be restored to its former position as in
Mr Banks is 75 and Mrs Banks 69. ed by Albert Tunstall, brother of the
the second class July 1. The receipts for Both are in excellent health, except for groom as best man, and Miss Katherine
Sullivan, sister of the bride as bridesthe year show a natural increase of over Mr Banks' lameness..
maid. Following the marriage ceremony
82000, and we are assured that while the
a nuptial mass was celebrated by Father
parcel post business increases the work
Graduation of High School Class.
Dunphy. The bride wore a gown of
of the office, it is not responsible for the
white crepe de chine and a picture bat;
advance in classification.
Town hall was comfortably filled on
and the bridesmaid was similarly attired.
Monday evening, with the parents and
Alter- the marriage a wedding breakfast
Base Ball Prospects.
friends of the graduating claea of 1914,
was served at the home of the bride's
although there were evidently a good
sister, Mrs John Toomey, to the immedThe BAR Baseball team will cross
many holding tickets that failed to use
iate relatives. Mr and Mrs Tunstall left
bats Saturday afternoon with Cheity
them. The duty of giving out tickets has
oh a wedding trip, and on their return
Valley on Grove street grounds. The
always heretofore been looked after by
wiH make their home in Southbridge.
home team has been strengthened by a
the high school principal, but he apparMr Tunstall is an engineer.
few players from the high school team
ently took very little interest in the gradand it'is also expected that Wm. L. Ross
uating exercises, and shirked this duty
FOR SALE
of Boston will be in the box. The probby turning it over to Stephen Mahoney, A NO. 6 DeLaval Cream Separator. la perfect
able line-up will be as follows; Daniels,
condition. L. B. CHI8HOLM,
president of the class. We are informed
c; Ross, p; Allenp; Dragoon, lb; Brown,
36 ' ■
21 -Mt. rieenntSt.
that those who went to the school room
2b; Cahill, ss; Morison 36; Smith, Hi
at 2 on Saturday, in response to tne an, ,; . .
FOB SALE
Clowar, cf; Boland; rf. The Cherry Valnouncement in the JOURNAL, found there AFIB8T CLASS class cook store, and a small
j team is recognized as one of the fastwood heater. For information apply at the
were no tickets left for the general pubJousaal office
ae-i»uw
est semi-professional teams in this section.
tic, and considerable ill-feeling was exManager Donovan is booking only the
pressed. We understand mat the indifbetter teams, believing that he wilt reNOTICE IS HEREBY 6IVEN
ference of Principal Currier in the matceive better financial support by larger
ter of preparing the class for the final ex- That the subscriber, has been duly appointed
administrator, with the will annexed, of the esattendances at the games, even though
ercises was condemned by those most in- tate of William H. Whltlns. late of North Brookour home boys do not win every game.
aeld. In the County of Worcester, deceased, testimately coneerne', and by those upon tate,
and has taken upon himself that trust by
Among the teams'to play atNorth Brookwhom the added care fell by his neglect. giving bond, as the law directs. All persons
having- Tdemands upon the estate of said defield in the near future are: June 27,
The hall was prettily decorated by the ceased are required to exhibit the same, and
Cherry Valley; July 4th, Wire Village,
all persons indebted to-said estate are called
to
morningand afternoon; July 11th, W. E. junior class under the. direction of Miss upon to make payment
ERNEST H. VAUOHAN, Admr.
Helen
M.
Eaton,
assistant
principal.
A. A., Worcester; July 18th, All HoiWorcester, June 18, 1914.
June 26, July 3,10.
The
color
scheme
was
green
and
whiteyoke. Other bookings will be announced
later.
Bench seats are being erected evergreens for a background and daisies
along the first and third baseline. These in front. The motto of the class—"Omnis Fortune Superanda Est" appeared in
will be reserved for ladies. For the congold letters over the stage, upon which
venience of the visiting teams, games will
were seated the eleven members of the
be called at 8 p. m. instead of 3.30, as
graduating class;—
heretofore.
General Course,—Thomas F. Dnnphy,
Miss Winnifred O'Sullivan of this town •Verria B. Vorce, *Rose L. Mahoney,
snd William Loftus of New Braintree •Esther J. Conroy, 'Raymond L. Herliwere married at St.° Joseph's church hy, John E. Doyle.
Classical Course,—Thomas F. Minns,
Wednesday morning at 9.30 o'clock.
Miss Mary J. Driscoll of Natick was •John H. Robinson, *8tephen P. Mahobridesmaid and William Murphy best ney, *John H. Quill, 'Marion G. BurnEach year more and more summer soman. After the ceremony Mr and Mrs ham. ('With Honor.)
The junio. class escorted the graduates jourcersfrom ail over the country are
Lottos left for a wedding tour and on
seeking pleasant spots in New England,
to their seats, but the remainder of the patronizing well-managed hotels and the
their return will live in New Braintree.
school simply formed a part of the' audi- pleasantly located boarding places and
is>'
■—■
farms where paying guests are received.
Lucius Melts charged with assault on ence, except members of the sophomore
Each season thousands of people turn
Homer Cardin, was in Court Monday class that bad been selected by Miss to the advertising columns of the Boston
and pleaded not guilty but was fined #5. Howard to sing.
Evening Transcript, where so many anThe program as already published in nouncements of summer places are pubHe was then arraigned on a charge of
trespass on property of Homer Cardin, the JOURNAL was fully carried out, the lished.
Many families prefer to lease farms,
Dec. 6. He was fined $5 and paid.
' diplomas being presented by Edward G.
McEvoy, "secretary of the board of ed- houses or cottages in the country. Hundreds of .properties are sold every season
ucation," the invocation and benediction to parties from Eastern and Western
NEW BRAINTREE.
by Bev A. W. Budd, pastor of the Cong- cities who are" attracted by advertisements
in the Transcript.
Miss Kathryn Mohan has gone to regational chuach. Everything was wellIf you desire to reach the well-to-do
carried out, and the class acquitted themBrant Rock for a much needed rest..
people and attract them to your town inselves well.
sert
a well-worded advertisement in the
A large number of townspeople attendPrincipal Currier and wife left early Boston Transcript.
ed the Loftus-Sullivan wedding at North Tuesday morning for Southbridge where
Full information, rates, sample copies
Brookfield on Wednesday.
Mr Currier will start work as canvasser and advice cheerfully given on request!.
Ralph Sbedd and Donald France have for the I. C. 8., by whom be will be emreturned from Middlebnry college, ployed during the summer.
Middlebury, Vt,, for their summer vacaThe reception to the class of 1914 was
tiom
given Tuesday evening. Principal Cur- 334 Washington St., Boston, Mass.
Mrs G. K. Tufts and daughter, Frances rier had left town, Miss Adolphson was
and Miss 0, F. Bush have returned to prevented by illness, so that Miss Eaton,
Miss McGratU and Miss Emerson, were
town tor the summer.
The Grange will hold its annual lawn the only members of the faculty in the MRS HELEN MORSE SMITH
party at Summit farm next Wednesday receiving line.
DRESSMAKING
evening in charge of Worthy Lecturer,
FOR SALE.
Miss Cora Titus; fireworks, Waller Mc- ATWO-eURNBRgasshelf. Also a Crawford I Prospect St.
North Brookfield
store, and a nearly new IS x IS Brussels
Mehimen; feast committee, Mr snd Mrs
carpet. At A.Desplejaee ; Grove street next >
W. J. Gray.
to bowling altar.
26 |

Summer
Places
Wanted

Boston Transcript Co.

"Movies" and Monotony.
Stranger (in Hickvllle)— "Life in
this burg must be kind of monotonous,
Isn't It?" Hotelkeeper7r-"Used to be a
little that way, but two weeks ago the
manager of our theater started to)
change the pictures twice a week."—
Puck.
- '
Cause for Vexstlon.
"What's the matter with M6QrouchT
He Is more bitter against women than
eVer." "He had four queens beaten
last night."—Louisville Courier-Journal.

JVedding Invitations

Carriages, Stanhopes, Concords
botb raboer ana steqi tirei, Baggies,
Democrat and Delivery Wagons, Surreys aod Road Wagons, both new and
•eeond hand.

A.T BOTTOM. PRICES
Harness, Bobes, Blankets, Whips and
Oil Cloths. Not too Costly. Not too
Cheap.

Shingles and Roofing Material.
All the different grades. All sins of
Nails, also,
Berjaensber that my prices are always '
the lowest. X sell so as to sell again.
Dr. ItMlel'a Horse Remedies always
In Stock.

and Announcements

TsLsraon

OIKHAI

w.

William C. Crawford
OAKHAM.

engraved or printed in the
very latest styles, and the
best work guaranteed.

CHARLES S. LANE,
Furnishing Undertaker

Horace % Lawrence,
/
"Journal Office,
\
\ North Brookfield, Mass. J

REGISTERED EMBALMER.
Personal Prompt Attention Day
or Night.

I'll Buy
Your Farm

~~

Telephone North Brookfield No.
1M-II.
Long Distance Connection.
Funerals Personally Directed
and Erery Requisite Furnished.
I*evjr Assistant.

and give you & large income producing property for It. I'm getting 91128 every year for my
six-family house located four minutes from
trolleys in one of Boston'! most popular suburbs. House is In absolutely perfect condition, fully occupied by desirable tenants. If
you bare a farm you want to sell* let's get together.

J. B. LEWIS

ENGRAVED] CALLING CARDS

111 Tremont Street, Boston

IN SCRIPT OR

TOR.IO

ENGIJSHTEXT

H. L Lawrence/ North Brookf2el4

There's a lot of
difference between Toric
Lensea and
Flat Lenses .
besides their ,
slight extra cost They give
you extra vision and extra
comfort. They are betterlooking, too. Come and see
us about Toric Lenses.

ERNESTiD. CORBIN ,
OPTOMETRIST'
Office at Dr Lodden's
Main Street,

North Brookfield

ARTISTIC MONUMENTS
(AND CEMETERY MEMORIALS

WYANDOTTE

CHICK
FEED

In all kindaof
-GRANITE AND MARBLE

C A. RISLEY & COMPANY
Telephone!

Tot Brookfkid.

PASTURE TO RENT

IT FULUM'S

PA8TUBE for natal. Bight in the vUlags.
JOHN J. LANB.
»

rait RENT.
ONE live room tenement <m Gilbert street, in
^^•SB"?? fi5 Woakham
-Jtf
Teleifhoi.e Oakham 17-1
TO RENT.
rriHE Upstairs Tenement la the Waters house.
1 Apply to W. K FULLAM.
1»

FOR SALE or TO RENT
ON Spring street, house of 10 rooms and bath
steam Seat, hot and oold water, gas, and
coal ranges' window shades and screens, wood
shed and garage, fruit trees, land for garden.
Bent reasonable to, right partr. Keys can be
had from ABTHUB ULISS. North Brookfield
Bank.
»>

CHIROPODIST

MBS VBBBT, formerly °* gPrfngtold. ohlrop
odlst. Is now at Dr Wlttert, 8. Main St,
All troubles of the feet treated without pain.

Gall at 46 Summer Street
To see the Latest Models of

SPIRELLA
,

CORSETS

Or have them brought to your home)
by sending word to
'••
V

MRS. B. C. GRAVES,
Representative for the Brookflelds,

Telephone l o-13,

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
WOBOSSMB 88,
P«OBAT« COCBT
To the heirs at law, next of kin and all other
person interested in the estate of Julia O'Eilfey, otherwise called Julia Riley and Jul}a
O'Riley, late of North Brookdeld In said OounWhereae, a certain instrument purporting to
be the last will and testament of said deceased
has been presented to said Court, for probate,
by Patrick Cain, who prays that letters testamentary may be issued to him, the executor
therein named, without giving a surety on ale
offlcialbond.
__,^_
You are hereby cited to appear at a Probate
Court to be held at Worcester, in said County
of Worcester, on the seventh day of July,
A. D. 1914. at nine o'clock in the forenoon, to
show cause, if any you have, why t$e same
should not be granted.
Aad said petltk>asr le hereby directed to give
public notice thereof, by publishing this citation once in eaeh week, for three sncosssiTe
weeks, lo the North Brookfleld Journal, a news,
paper published in North Brookneld, the last
publication to be one day, at. least, before said
Court, and by mailing, postpaid, or delivering a
copy of this citation to all known persons Interested in the estate, seven days at least
before said Court.
. .
Witness, William r. Forbes, Esquire Judge
of said Court, this fifteenth day of June,
in the year one thousand nine hundred and
fourteen.
HAKRY H. ATWOOD, Register.
June IS, IB, July IB.

FOR SALE: IN BUOOKFIELD

1JY home residence, targe Bouse and ban.
M IS rooms; good repairs fine location. One
Acre shads or Trait trees.
Apply to owner, A. A. BRtOHAM,
^11. F. D. N». S, Brookneld, Mass.
ao-s

NORTH BROOKFIELD.

EDWIN J. CHAPIN
ARCHITECT
727-728 State Mutual Building, Worcester
Telephone

FRED C. CLAPP

Funeral Director
Registered
La.r anliuat

Couueoted by Long Dlstanoe Telephonejat House aad Store.

FOB SALE

0NB One-Boise Mowing Maehine. 1 OneBone Tan*' wages., good; 1 Iwr^Horse
Swivel Plow; t Three spring Wagon; I Sleigh: WI shall hereafter keep constantly oa haa*
1 Furrowing Flow ami other small tools; ,1
nadypriated .ottoes oa eloth, smltaMs
Bureau: 1 Une-maa Cross-cut Saw.
or posting ia the open air.
JORMAM A. JUCR. ' ' ■
J0VSUU.L OHee.Nortlf Broskaud.
Rloa Comer, Brookneld, R. F.Q. 36
3W36

"U TRESPASS" NOTICES.

Tior"

I

BROOKFTELD TIMES
BROOKFtELD TIMES

CAPE COD CANAL NEARING COMPLETION

BUTTE RIOTERS
USE DYNAMITE
City Official Killed as Miners
Besiege Union Hall
FIRE FROM BUILDINGS NEAR
Hundred Sheriff's Aids Use Sawed-Off
Shotguns—Fire

From

Windows—

Plot to Kill President of Western Federation Suspected.

B«~%-»~*Q«~
Tbe great Cape Cod sbip canal, which will be of Immense service to coastwise traffic, U now not *» J*W
completion.
This
a —wwmvM
section of
VIM11 LJIl I it'll .
* 11 JO photograph
JJASV^Vb* '»!'** ■of
*** ™
— the canal near Bournemouth, Mass., shows In the background a dyke
eaala can
s>an pass
nil ca through.
t hri1Tl£>h.
that must bo dynamited before vessels

HARVARD CREW GOES TO HENLEY REGATTA

This Is the Harvard crew that has sailed for England to take part In the Henley regatta. From left te.right
the members of the crew are: Kreyer, coKwaln; Chanler. stroke; Curtis. Morgan, W. Midderdort. H. Midderdort,
Meyer, Talcott and Captain Salterstall.

ALMOST ANOTHER SEA HORROR

JOSEPH B. FORAKER

Butte, Mont.—Charles H. Moyer,
president of the Western Federation
of Miners, contrary to repeated warnings, attempted to hold a meeting of
the few faithful federation miners in
the old Union Hall and precipitated
another riot in which Ernest J. Noy,
inspector of the demurrage bureau,
was shot and instantly killed by one of
Mover's followers, who fired from a
window in the hall.
Sheriff Dricoll rushed more deputies
to the hall and soon 100 men with
sawed-oft shotguns were on guard.
J. H. Bruneau, a miner who attempted to enter the hall to Join the Moyer
followers, was shot by a rifleman at the
head of 'the stairway and seriously
wounded. Three other spectators in
the crowd on the street were slightly
wounded.
There were cries of "Lynch Moyer,"
and firing on the streets became general.
More than a hundred, shots were
fired from the hall, but aimed only
to keep' the mob" from' forcing an entrance.
When fne firing ceaned about 9
o'clock It was reported that Moyer
and some of his followers had escaped
through rear windows, but. others
said he could not have escaped.
The mob>bent on killing Moyer and
his crowd, procured quantities of dynamite and placed it under the hall
which is situated om North Main
street, but two blocks from the City
Hall and police station, and began
blowing It up, four heavy explosions
following at short intervals.
The police under the Socialist administration did nothing but keep the
crowd front danger, and the Sheriff
was equally powerless.
The feeling not only among the
rebel miners but citizens generally 18
so bitter against Moyer and the Federation of Labor that his life would
be forfeited if he were caught.
Moyer and eleven of his followers
escaped from the Union Hall as soon
as the shooting started and got out
of town by automobile. The other
men in the hall were permitted to get
out when Moyer's escape ibecame
known. A tfand of miners went to
tbe West Stewart mine and-compelled
.the engineer at the point of guns to
lower several men into the store
room for dynamite, which they procured and then returned to the hall.
The trouble here started with a
split in the local union of the Western
Federation of Miners early In June.
A majority of the members seceded
and started a rival organization under
the I. W. W. Rioting began on June
13 and disorder has continued.
Threats have been made to lynch
Deputy Sheriff Owen C. Rlbben and
Martin Hawkins, but they were saved
by the police.
A delegation of the rioters called at
the local newspaper offices and demanded that the Industrial Workers of
the World no longer be called "the
mob" and "the riotous." The townspeople are in sympathy with the seceders.
HARVEST

A new photograph of Joseph B. Foraker, former United States senator
The ugly wound in the port 1>ow of the steamship New York, which was from Ohio, whose friends think he has
rammed in the fog off Nantucket by the steamship Pretoria, being dressed an excellent chance to succeed Senaby a staff of competent surgeons of sick and disabled vessels on her arrival tor Burton In the upper bouse when
at New York. Protruding from the rent of twisted steel was the shank of the latter retires next March.
the Pretoria's anchor, which caused the big opening, and several links of
the cable suspended from it.

RECAPTURED BY ENGLAND

UPTON'S CHALLENGER IS SPEEDY

EMPTIES

TOWN.

Heat Drives Imported Hands Away,
So Business Men Turn Out.
Hoxie, Kan.—Hoxle is almost a deserted village. The men went to the
wheat fields after a delegation of
farmers had come Into town lamenting that harvest hands imported from
the East had quit because of the heat.
"We need help quick, and you fellows must help us," declared the leader of the delegation to a meeting of
business men. Half an hour later the
town barbers placed signs on their
doors reading: "Shaves and Haircuts
on Saturday." The doors of the court
house were locked and every cbunty
official donned old clothes; merchants
turned their stores over to women
clerks; lawyers forgot their fees and
the editor placed his wife In charge
of the "shop." toss of the harvest
would paralyze the town's business.
REDFIELD

IMPORTANT DECISIONS MADE BY
, THE SUPREME COURT IN ONE DAY
In the inter-mountain rate cases the Interstate Commerce Commission's authority "to regulate rates under the "long and short haul"
clause of the Commerce Act was further assured. The defunct Commerce Court was reverted. The commission's zone system of making
rates was sustained. The decision means that the railroads must
refund between $4,000,000 and $5,000,000 to shippers in Intermountaln
cities for overcharges.
Pipe lines transporting oil In Interstate commerce were held to be
common carriers, except where the same, party owns the well, the
pipe line and the rafinery.
In the California oil land case the Supreme Court upheld the railroad's title to 200,000 acres of land, worth $500,000,000, but Indicated
that the government may bring suit to recover the land under the reservation of "mineral lands" put in each patent of public lands conveyed to railroads, homesteaders and others.
Patrick Collins- and Thomas Malpne, who broke faith with the
Kentucky Tobacco Growers' Pool and sold below the minimum price,
were held not punishable under the Kentucky trust statute. The act
was held to be void because of being too Indefinite.
A religious order whose members take the vow of poverty where
chartered by a State can enforce the civil contract requiring members
to give all their goods to the order.
The court dissolved the "Lumber Dealers' Trust," holding that organizations of retail dealers by blacklisting certain wholesalers committed a restraint of trade in vlolatlsn of the Sherman law.
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MINE EXPLOSION PIECES BY LIONS

Alberta Workmen Entombed and Emerson Dietrich, a Cornel)
Graduate, Killed at Chicago
Burned or Crushed to Death
ALL EXITS CLOSED BY BLAST TRAGEDY IN A FREIGHT CAR
Only Those Nearest Mouth Find Escape—Accident Laid to Gas—Roof
of

Building Ten Yards
Is Blown Off.

Away

Hill Crest, Alberta—An explosion of
gas in the mine of the HiU Crest Colliery Company resulted in the death
of 206 of the 225 men who were entombed. Twenty men were taken out
alive and twenty-three bodies have
been i recovered.
Although some of the rescuers
thought they heard voices in the pit/
it was announced by. the officials of
the company that the death list was
205.
The explosion tora roofs off houses
and wrecked buildings In the vicinity.
The entrance of the mine was choked
with debris. Thousands of tons of
roois crashed into the workings.
Help was sought from outside points
and special trains arrived from Fernle,
MacLeod and Lethbrldge with rescue
outfits.
The Government rescue car from,
Fernle station and all available apparatus of the Crow's Nest Pass Coal
Company at Coal Creek, with a train
carrying doctors and nurses, were
rushed to the scene, W. R. Wilson,
general manager of the Crow's Ne?t
Pass Coal Company, with seventy
trained men, is in charge of the rescue work.
At the mouth of the pit hundreds of
women and children awaited news jf
their loved ones.
Two hundred and twenty-five men
entered the mine, and only twenty
were brought out allve^ Most of them
were unconscious and revived by the
pulmotors.
Members of the rescue party were
overcome when they became separated from the main party, but were
saved.
The scene of the disaster is only a
mile from Frank, Alberta, where a
great disaster occurred1 ten years ago.
The mines have been operated at intervals for twelve years, and at times
there was considerable difficulty In
getting men to work there. The main
tunnel opens on the crest of the mountain and an incline railway takes the
output to a railway track a mile away.
Tbe Hill Crest mines are under the
same mountain as the Frank mines.
The town of Hill Crest has a population of 600.
This is the third great disaster
which has fallen to the inhabitants of
Crow's Nest Pass,
i'our years ago
thirty-five men welre killed In the Bellevue'mlne by gas and ten years ago
Frank was wiped out by a mountain
slide, 125 persons being burled alive.
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HAS GOOD NEWS.
Arthur Durgin Becomes All These In

Secretary of Commerce Gets Reports
of Increasing Business.
Washington.—"The Uniteu States
•was the last of the nations to enter
the world wide depression, felt it least
and is now emerging first. The dullness of trade and industry is psychological. Just as President Wilson says
It is and reports and figures will show
this."
This is the International polo cup
which England has recaptured by the
two victories of tbe British team over,
the Americans at Meadowbrook, Long;
Island.

Shamrock IV, Sir Thomas Lipton's new America's eup challenger, is
proving Iteslf very speedy in the trial sails. It is here sew. at the left, racing with Shamrock III In the Solent to determine its comparative speed and
other sailing merits. The design of Shamrock IV is decidedly peculiar especially the shape of tbe hull, to a light breese, r£ta predlctod, the yacht will
••ally outsail any ot the American defenders.

Court Gaieties.
•<King George doesn't seem to have
an J of those merry little parties that
King Edward used to love."
"No, but life at court is hot without excitement. The king is always
glad to show Interested parties his col
Section of postage stamps."—CourierJournal.

NO PARDON FOR DYNAMITERS.'
President, It Is Said, Has Decided
Against Labor Leaders.
Washington.—President Wilson sent
to Attorney-General McReynolds bis
decision on the applications for pardon of the twenty-two labor leaders
convicted of conspiracy in the McNamara dynamite cases.
The Attorney-General recommended
that the President refuse the applications in all except two or three cases
where the offices were less grave and
the sentences, llahter.

RECOGNIZED WORK OF ARTIST
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One Week.
Boston.—All within a week Arthur
Durgin has received his degree of Ph.
D. from Brown University, signed with
the Pittsburgh Pirates and eloped
with one of the prettiest girls in Newton. His bride.was Miss Annie Bernice Ferry, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
William R. Ferry, of Newton.

Animals

Turn

on

Him

at

Once—

Dietrich's Parents Faint Upon Getting
News—One
Escapes
and
Terrorizes Chicago Seotlon. Chicago -Emerson D. Dietrich ot
Brooklyn, manager of a troupe of
trained lions, performing about the
country In vaudeville, was attacked,
and killed by six of the animals when,
he entered the car in which they
were caged.
While the keepers were trying to>
recover Dietrich's body from the
beasts, a lion escaped from an adjoining cage and terrorized resident*
of the thickly populated neighborhood
In which the car stood. The beast
finally was driven back to its car
before it harmed any one.
Tbe lions had become greatly excited and kept np an incessant roaring, that attracted a great crowd.
They were kept in an ordinary bos
car, in the ends of which steel cage*
had been built, reaching to within a
few feet of the top of the car, leaving a passageway two feet wide between them. In one cage were the
six older HonB and in the other four
younger ones,
A pike pole from the fire department was used to withdraw Dietrich's
body from the lions, after it had been
sprinkled with formaldehyde to drivethem away. George McCord, keeper
of the lions, was unable to rescueDietrich.
After the disinfectant had been
thrown into the den, the animals
made repeated plunges at the bars,
iust outside of which the rescuers
,were working.
"When he went Into the den," McCord said, "Teddy, the leader of theattack, started to play with him, and"
he told the beast to lie down. Four
of the lions were facing him.' Teddyslunk around behind him and in a moment was on his hack.
"Trilby, the oldest of the lions, tried! •
to save'Dietrich, but the others pushed her away, and she quit and watched
them without Joining In the attack."
The lions were owned by Mme. Adgie Castillo, to whom Dietrich was engaged to be married. She said She
had formerly taken care of the animals herself and that none of them
had ever before given Indications or
being vicious. She attributed the attack to the fact that the car was dark,
when Dietrich entered.
Police armed .with rifles guarded the
lions' car. Their taste of blood apparently had aroused all the animals to>
a high pitch and all night they maintained an uproar that could be heard
for blocks.
Brooklyn, N. T.—E. D. Dietrich, Jr.,
was the son of Emerson D. Dietrich.
a wealthy architect, who lives at 8642
Bay Parkway, Bensonhurst. He wantwenty-four yearB old and a'graduate
of Erasmus Hall High School, in Flatbush and Cornell.
His father said that young Dietrich,,
who had always been fond of lions,
Joined a show last Christmas in order
that he might be near the animals of
which he was fondest.' Before becoming an animal trainer young Dietrich
toured the country with an auto polo
team. .
•
HARDLY

MISSED

$25,000,000.

TWO AVIATOR8 ARE KILLED.
Accident at Gstehina Results Fatally—
Two Hurt at Stockholm.
London.—Two more military aviatprs were killed and, two other men
were injured, the air tragedies occurring at Gatchlna and Stockholm.
Sopakine and Janwokle, Russian aviators, were killed in the aerdrome at
Gatchlna, by the fall of their machine,
and at Stockholm Lieut, de Porst, the
pilot of a machine, and Sis passenger,
M. Hygerth, were seriously injured
by the fall of their machine.

That's the Way Denver Mint Regarded Big Gold Shipment.
Deflver.—The sending of 125,000,000
in gold to New York for shipment to
Europe hardly made a dent in th»
United States mint here.
This report shows that after the
$25,000,000 had been shipped on Juno
15 there remained on hand $575,000,000 in gold bar and* gold coin.
On the same date the San Franciscomint, the next largest, had on band
only $264,000,000 coin and gold bar.
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Negro Quick to Hand Out What
Might Be Called Important Piece
of Misinformation. '

HENPY HOWIAND

THE FALL OF ME

memmcwB
Oh,

he was the
head of a bachelor club,
H e 1 g h-h o ray
lady!
And he mused as
he sat with his
glass and his
stubHe 1 g h-h o my
lady:—
"No wife with her
wants and her
troubles for me.
No blubbering babies to hold on
my knee.
But a Ufe that
from
jarring
and jangling la
free,"
Mused he— '
H e I g h-h o my
lady.

When he had seen them In the car, have been in progress between Wll- the name of Flint, seemed to know uncannily that Barnlcle was lying.
lard and the IT. S. government.
Delia offered him a hand.
"I suppose the launch will come for
While Tom had a feeling that this
Mr. Rudolph had spared no pains to
Ralph Van Vechten, a young man of
leisure, la astonished to see a man enter us?" she said with a
sober little information, if properly understood, keep his damaged condition from tbe
No. 1313, a house across the street from
would clear up much that was secret eyes of tbe world.
the Powhatan club, long* unoccupied and smile.
-spoken of as the House of Mystery. SevA light tap upon the outer door
"If you don't mind, I'll saeet you and obscure respecting Wlllard and
eral persons at regular Intervals enter
her,e—any
time
you
say,"
returned
his conduct, still it did not enlighten broke sharply in upon Barnicle's trouNo. 1313. Van Vechten expresses concern
to his friend, Tom Phlnney, regarding the Tom. "I want to run down to my him in any way. Indeed, it was all the bled reflections. He cocked an ear in
whereabouts of his cousin and fiancee, club and look up a friend, then I'll more baffling that the intelligence that direction, and glanced uneasily at
Paige Carew ^ man Is forcibly ejected
should coins voluntarily from the Man tbe sleeper, who* bad not stirred. The
from the nous*. Van Vechten and Tom be free*."
follow the man and find him dead In th,e
Delia glanced doubtfully at Jessie of Iron. He puzzled fruitlessly over tap was repeated.
Htreet. Van Vechten Is attracted by the
Barnlcle was puzzled; he knew it
face of a girl In the crowd of onlookers Wlllard. "We might take you as far it a while, then asked:
-surrounding the body.
Detective Flint
"What's this got to do with either was no hotel employe's announcement
calls on Van Vechten to get his version as Central park," she proposed.
"Thank you—If I'll not be in the the murder or Miss Carew?"
—with all of which he had reason to
of the tragedy. Tom Phlnney, goes alone
on a yachting trip. He recognizes among way."
"Nothing," cheerfully returned the be familiar—and setting aside this
tome persons in a passing motor boat two
And the long ride townward was detective, folding the slip of paper and explanation, there remained only one
tnen whom he had seen enter the House
of Mystery. He sees one of them, a Mr. made in silence, save for an occasional
depositing it in MB wallet, "nothing other way by which to account for.the
-Callls, on shore later and follows him.
Oh, he was tht
tapping — somebody
had
slipped
Tom Is seized, blindfolded and taken to a remark from Delia, to, which Tom whatever. Good day!"
pride of the bachelor boys,
house, A sweet-voiced girl later protests could find only the most perfunctory
through the office, with its guardian
And
he
left
Tom
more
perplexed
Heigh-ho
my
lady,
against the roughness of his captors.
cordon of clerks, porters and bell-bops, and he Scoffed at men's visions of mariVan Vechten calls on his uncle, Theodore of responses. Jessie Willard's secret and mystified tha*n ever.
Van VechteiJ, big man In Wall street, distress sat heavily upon them all. As
and come directly to Van Vechten's
tal Joys,
and known as the "Man of Iron," In
Helgh-ho sweet lady.
rooms. Such a proceeding bore a sinaearch of Information regarding the eagerly disposed as Tom was to be In
CHAPTER VII.
He came and he went when he pleased
whereabouts of Paige Carew. Detective Delia's company, yet It was with a
ister import to Barnicle's mind.
and he) said:
Flint shows Van Vechten a gold mesh sense of relief that he separated from
For a third time the tap sounded. "A man is a man till he's married or
The Pace Appears Again,
purse found lr# the House of Mystery.
Van recognizes It as belonging to Paige the two girls, after agreeing to rejoin
dead"-|Since late Tuesday night, Rudotoh And then Barnlcle stole into the recep<Jarew. The sweet-voiced girl helps Tom them at the Claremont at noon.
mule to the trough'
Van Vechten's apartments in the KSh- tion-hall, with the determination of But the stiibborneat
Phlnney escape. A message from Lonmay bev lad,
Thirty minutes later he was at the more had reeked with iodoform, and in sending the presumptuous caller about
don reports that two ladles resembling
Hel^-ho
fair
lady.
Miss Carew and her companion. Mre. Powhatan, learning with incredulous
With this purpose in
various other ways their presentment his business.
T>evereaux, sailed for New York some
time previously.
It develops that the surprise that Van Vechten had not was not dissimilar to a hospital ward. mind, he did not bother to close the Dh, she was a maid full of maidenish
ladles visited the English home, of Temwiles,
living-room door behind
him,
and
■fcrhNBonner, owner of the House of Mys- been there since last Tuesday. He
The one jarring note was Barnlcle,
Helgh-ho my laddie;
tery; tt Is recalled that Temple Bonner promptly called up the Kenmore and whose cadaverousness was become so opened the outer door barely an inch
and she frowned but to moke sweet
was in love with ft daughter of Compton got Barnlcle on the wire. His mystior two—at first.
amends with her smiles,
Schuyler who married Max Wlllard. The
accentuated that he might have perNext Instant out of sheer amazement
other daughter married a man named fication deepened at the bald informa- sonified Death—or, at least, the unHelgh-ho my laddie!
Devereaux. Bonner and Wlllard were In- tion that "Mr. Rudolph was out of the
he pulled It wide open.
(That an ankle peeped out o'er the top
dertaker—waiting only until doctor
timate friends. A search Is started for
of
her
shoe!
city."
He
was
confronted
by
the
vision
of
Wlllard. Van Vechten enters the House
and nurse were through, to perform
of Mystery by the back door in time to
"Out of the city!" Tom bawled into
a beautiful, stylishly gowned young What dimples she had, how she mastered them, tool
hear John Callls threaten ft girl. He In- the mouthpiece. "What the devil do his own peculiar and melancholy. oflady. That she really was a lady In What she wished to have done 'twas a
terferes and helps the girl escape, but is
fices. Barnlcle never would have been
rendered unconscious in th» struggle you mean? Where out of the city?"
every sense of the word, Barnlcle could
~ pleasure for you
tolerated about a hospital.
with Callls. Tom Phlnney gets a j<fb
To do—
But Barnlcle had hung up.
not for an Instant doubt No one could
as master of Brownlow's yacht Kohlnur,
Early
Thursday
morning
Van
VeshHeigh-ho my laddie! "
which has been chartered for some mys"Oh, well," he reflected by and by,
have doubted.
terious mission. The charterer. Max Wll- "he's learned something about Miss ten had insisted to such good purpose
Excepting
on
the
very
rare
occasions
She ekanoed to trip past where he loilard, and his friends board the yacht at
rtlght and Tom hears the voice of the un- Carew and is ett to see about it I'll that he was able to rise, don his when his employer entertained a few
tered one day.
known srlrl. Wlllard assures Tom that just knock around town a while, then clothes and be shaved, that at eight choice friends in his rooms, ladles
Heigh-ho my laddie.
his mission is honorable, and intimates
that a great wrong is about to be righted. catch a Central train and go back. It's o'clock he was reclining upon the dav- were not In the habit of visiting them; And she tossed her proud head la a
heart-breaking way,
He gives orders that no one Is to leave perhaps just as well that be don't see enport in his living-room, and the so It is no wonder that he was dnmHeigh-ho poor laddie!—
or board the yacht without his permisnurse was out taking a much needed founded. With one eye expectant for
sion. WltB Willard's consent Delia goes me."
"Men are manly until they are loveashore to telephone, and returns to the
Then with a vivid memory of the de- airing. Such portions of his bandaged the young lady's card, and the other
lorn!" Ah let
yacht in great agitation.
lectable burden he had
borne the features as were visible were discol- taking stock of her loveliness, he be- •The scoffer go hang! Love is manlier
yet!night before, of the smile of the unaf- ored, and a cloth saturated with some gan to assure her that Mr. Van Vechrhere Is crape on the door when the
BOOK III.
fected request that he carry her, of his soothing lotion bid his swollen eyes.
ten was out of the city.
bachelors met—
All the hideous details of the epiname whispered by her pretty lips—
The tone in which she Interrupted,
Helgh-ho, brave laddie!
CHAPTER VI.—Continued.
sode in the Silent House remained in the flash of her eyes that accompanied
he grinned broadly and happily.
Before breakfast next morning—
Tbe grin, however, was cut short by his memory like the aftermath of a the words, made his mouth close like a
Easy.
Thursday—he saw her, dressed for the a sudden realization that Mr. Phineas terrifying nightmare.
How, late at trap.
"Ton roust b6 quite a student of
street in the same becoming blue
Flint was standing off at a little dis- night, his senses had returned to him;
"I know that Mr. Van Vechten is human nature."
gown she had worn the previous night.
bow he had contrived to drag his bat here," she declared positively, "and I
tance, scrutinizing him curiously.
"Yet, I fancy that I am."
Her face was drawn and pale and her
Flint advanced to where he was sit- tered body down the stairs, fainting know that he is ill. I mean to see
"How do you manage to' find out
■eyes held a troubled look, as If she ting in the lounge and helped himself more than once with pain and weakHim."
about
people's little foibles, aa yon
had passed a sleepless night. Never- to an adjacent chair. Tom was not ness; how he had been found upon
There was no doubting this purpose, to>
theless she smiled as ebe greeted htm. precisely overjoyed at the encounter.
M
the walk by a passing policeman, who, either, though Barnlcle essayed a final
Oh. It's easy. Every foolish per"I am afraid I must cause more
"How do,"
he said shortly—the recognizing him, was persuaded to protest—a faint-hearted one, for he son either tries to tell me all he knows
bother," she said. "I am obliged posi- broadest^ interpretation of the saluta- keep his mouth shut- and convey him
remembered too late the open inner or askfl silly ojuestlons."
tively to go down-town this morning— tion could not construe it as an inquiry to his rooms—each revolting particudoor, and of course this mad young
I got no farther than the Claremont touching upon the state of Mr. Flint's lar stuck persistently In his mind.
,lady knew he was not telling the truth.
Not Yet. ■
last night, you know." ,
By which it might be inferred that The incident was assuming scandalous
health and happiness.
"Well, now that you have succeed"Before breakfast?" exclaimed Tom.
That gentleman did not immediately not the least of his present suffering aspects.
'
ed In mounting to a greater height
* "Yes," with quiet gravity. "I am go- respond,
but
presently his
eyes might be ascribed to nervous shock.
"But Mr. Van Vechten Is In no conthan any other aviator has reached,"
ing with Miss Wlllard."
wrinkled In a smile.
At the hour mentioned, he was dition to—"
Ilia .wife begged, "won't you please
Miss Wlllard! Then one of the oth"I have just learned that Mr. Ru- sleeping fitfully after a restless nlgbt.
Once more
she unceremoniously
er ladles was old Willard's daughter— dolph Van Vechten is out of the city," He frequently started broad awake, checked htm, this time with an irre- arm It up and be satisfied to rest on
Jessie, doubtless.
he quickly remarked.
when memory Invaded his slumbers.
pressible sob of impatience and an im- roor honors T"
"My honors?" he replied. "I haven't
"Delia," he said after a moment, "do
"It hasn't been more than a minute
During the period since Tuesday, petuous/command to stand aside. He
you care It I go with you this morn- since I learned it myself," returned Barnlcle had continued in a state of obeyed mechanically, and the caller, won any honors yet. Nobody has given
my
name to a cigar."
ing?"
Tom.
perturbation; for he had been strictly brushing by him, rushed through the
Mr. Flint's eyebrows went up. "In- charged to inform all callers that his reception-hall Into the living-room, and
She colored faintly and dropped her
deed?
Then you haven't been
to- employer was not in town, and there threw herself upon her knees beside
Reconciled.
caze, but her gravity did not change.
had been numerous urgent telephone the unconscious figure on the daven"I shall be very glad.to have you go gether?"
"I see by the paper that Jack DwlgTom shook his head. "I have found calls for the young man. The bells were .port
over in the launch with us and get us
gins and his wife have become reca cab—if such things 'are procurable a position"—he indicated bis uniform now muffled, and Barnlcle was required
.V; ,
Barnlcle had never heard tell of onciled."
"I have been pretty busy. I took a to lend the instrument a constant at- anything like it; he was horrified.
eo far from town. But I'm sorry the
"I suppose they were brought to-!
run down-town to look him up."
tentive ear, since oily a faint buzz
But whether or not the extraordinary getter by their children."
The detective seemed to be much announced a signal.
occurrence was novel in Barnicle's ex"No.
Her affinity has gone into
interested in Captain Phlnney's uniThe young man's uncle, Mr. Theo- perience, he was beginning dimly to bankruptcy.'*
form. The latter was extremely ill at dore Van Vechten—for whom Barnlcle realize that It represented a manifesease, for he dreaded the astute of&cer's entertained, sentiments only of the tation of emotional forces with which
Cruel Girl.
powers of discernment.
highest esteem and respect—had been it would be dangerous for him to med- "Ton are old. Father William." the fair
"I am rather anxious to find him." particularly insistent for definite in- dle. If the lady was so disregardful of
maiden said
Mr. Flint ended another pause.
formation concerning bis nephew, even a third person's presence that she
To the bald-headed, tottering flirt;
"I haven't the least, idea where he to the extreme of threatening to come would make no effort to hide her feel- Her poke bonnet totally hid her fair head.
She was wearing a green hobble skirt.
Is," said Tom. "Learned anything up and wring Barnicle's neck; which ings, then he—Barnlcle—would better
new?"
had a further depressing effect upon be going; this was no place for a "Ton are old] Father William," he beard
The detective produced a small strip the excellent valet's spirits.
ber declare;
moral male servant of mature years.
By her words he was pained through
of paper upon which were a half-dozen
Then an {aggravating person giving
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
and through;
or so typewritten lines; this he sat
He was old, as she said, but he dyed his
•3 A*U* A*^* k'—• a •* i
holding in one hand.
Bcant hair
"I have just come from Mr. TheoAnd fancied that nobody knew.
dore Van Vechten," he .said with a
whimsical air. "He sent for me."
He Got It.
"The dickens he did!" Tom ex"I'd like to get a job here," said the
pressed his astonishment. "About your
young man who had succeeded in gainmurder case?—Miss Carew?"
ing access to the general manager's
With his customary deliberation, the
private office.
otter amplified.
"Do you think that hr' the proper
"Mr. Theodore Van Vechten le a
way to broach the subject?" the great
man who can neither be surprised ner
and the length 75 feet The weight man'' asked. "If I were in your place
IS WORLD'S LARGEST LATHE of the machine complete with electriforced from his reticence. J obeyed
I should say: 1 desire to obtain a
"What's This Got to Do With Either the summons rather hopefully, and I
cal equipment is 800,000 pounds, or 400 position, but owing to the fact that I
Immense Piece of. Machinery Turned
the Murder or IMIss Carew?"
learned, just what he Wanted me to—
tons.—American Machinist.
don't know anything about this busiOut for Use of United States
errand is of a private nature—I abhor no more, no less. He had the Informaness, I decided that it would be better
Government.
tion
all
ready
for
me,
written
upon
"Made in England."
mystery and secrecy—but it is not
to try to get a lob first."
this
slip,
of
paper."
mine."
Orders are frequently sent to BritThose who live Inland, and, in fact,
Tom contented himself with a grunt
"I don't want to intrude," he hesiall who are not fairly familiar with ish and French label makers for labels
GOOD REASON.
that
was
expressive
of
his
bewildertated. She flashed a sly look at him.
'the large guns used for sea coast de- bearing fancy descriptions, constitutment and curiosity; he did not want to
"Little good It does me to object,"
fense, can hardly appreciate the huge ing a false description of origin, for
"Why In
the
set a precedent by asking too many
•he said—"Here's Jessie."
These
size of lathe necessary to turn and the South American trade:
world did he ever
questions, Mr. Flint went on;
A stateroom door opened to disclose
bore them. The lathe being designed makers are requested to execute ormarry a female
"It took him something less than
a girl who. If she was not.so beautiful
and built by the United States Naval ders for labels bearing such indicacontortionist?"
twenty seconds to tell me what he
as Delia, Tom was obliged to admit
Gun shop at Washington, D. G., by the tions as Smith, Regent street; Brown,
"I guess he had
wanted and dismiss me." He seemed
that she came very near being so.
Nilen-Bement-Bond company, at the Piccadilly; Gabrielle or Suzanne, Rue
an idea that it
to have enjoyed the episode. "WithHers was a contrasting type; black
Dement works, Is the largest made. de la Paix. Paris, when there is every
wouldn't be necout a word of greeting or preface, he
hair and eyes, but a clear complexion;
The lathe is so Jong that the prepara- reason to believe that the goods to
essary for him to
said: 'If you want to find Max Wlland she was as tastefully and* becom- lard—' "
tions for its installation include the which the labels are destined are
hook her up the
neither English in the one case nor back."
ingly gowned, though in light gray, as
"Just that 'If you want to And Max construction of a tunnel extending out
French in the other.
the other girl.
under
a
highway,
as
there
was
not
Wtllard, perhaps this' will help you.'
8he acknowledged Tom's introduc-' He handed me this bit of typewriting, room tot- it between the walls of the
The Futile Bluff.
Had Proved His Point.
tlon so absently that he received the and I was shown out ot the office. I shop.
Many a man has gone through life
On nothing hut a bare-faced bluff,
impression that her mind was set upon am now on m'y way to follow up the inThe lathe bed itself is 17S feet long
"Do you think you could give up
something afar off and that she was formation; but I should like to have and is made in five sections, but the drinking and smoking if you wished Except in deajlm? with Ills wife—
We'll say no more—we've said, enough.
fiercely impatient ot the intervening seen Mr. Rudolph first."
total over-all length, including projec- to?" Certainly. I have no reBpect for
distance. She seemed to move in a
He handed Tom the slip of paper, tions at the end of the bed, brings it a man who isn't strong-minded enough
Unreasonable.
sort of stony despair that would crush who read with growing bewilderment: up to 185 feet. The main portion of to do that." "Did you ever try It?"
"Billlnger seems (o.me to be rather
her down presently if she could not
"Yes.
I
once
got
along
tor
two
monthsthe
bed
on
which
the
carriages
travel
On August 18, 1911, letters patent
finicky."
..'
find reliet
were issued to Max Wfflard, New York, has three broad shears, tbe total without taking a drop of liquor or
"Finicky? Gee whiz! Finicky aint
And on tbe way over'to the landing. through Patterson,,Beed & PatterBoh, width being 108* Inches, or 9 feet, and smoking a cigar.'' ''Why did you ever no name fervJim. Whir, he'ef go right
and up to the Claremont, whose garage attorneys, Washington, D. C., for a new' the length 103 feet. The rest of the go back to It?" "Well, I had by that
out and spend ironey fer a new tooth
supplied them with an automobile, she< explosive called "willardlte," reputed bed extends under.what is called the time recovered from my attack of tybrush it som-' jdy happened to use
uttered no word and remained Ini'd- to be the most powerful In existence. boring bench, which has two shears. phoid fever, and there wasn't any reabis old one."
lerent to her surroundings.
For several months secret negotiations The total width ot this is 62 inches] son for denying myself."
8YNOP813.
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Charles II. Knight, the artist, whoa*
reproductions of dinosaurs and creatures of long ago are known the world)
over, prefers, however, to be known
as a painter and sculptor of modem!
animals. He has worked from the living model as much, as possible, and
this has taken him to the zoos ln<
many cities. He was telling his ex
perlenceS at the zoo In Washington. )
"One afternoon an important looV
Ing negro came along with his beat
girl," be said. "They stopped for 'm
minute and looked at the sketch I
was making of a deer.
" Ter know what he am doin*. don"*
yer?" asked the negro of his companion.
-«—►
" 'Mebbe,' answered the woman.,
"Does yoht*
"'Shoh. He's making a landscape)
ob one er dem habitats. Dere's mob.
habitats In dls zoo than anywhere)
else In der United States.'"
,
Can't Tell, These Days.
The two men had been observing]
the antics of a strange man in silence i
and finally broke into speech.
Crawford—What's the matter with I
that fellow who is holding on to thsx
lamp post and shuffling his feet?
Crabshaw—There was a time wheat
I'd have said he was drunk, bat now!
-perhaps he's practising a new dance.—1
Judge.
Acid Stomach, heartburn and nanseai
qnickly disappear with the use of Wright's)
Indian Vegetable Fills. Send for trial!
box to 37a Pearl St, New York. Adv.*
Meanest Man.
The meanest man has again beesj
discovered. He offered a policeman a<
confederate, $100 bill by way of at
bribe.—New Tork Sun.
roTjB OWT DRUGGIST WILI,TrjLI. YOtJJ
tlT Marine Bye Bemedr for Bed, Weak. Waunrl
BTM and Granulated Eyelids; No Smarting-—
lost Bra Comfort. Write for Boot of the Hn«
If mall IM. Marine Mr* Bamedr Co, Chlms*'
Lots of colors don't harmonize. For<
Instance, red liquor shouldn't be usedtl
for the blues.
The trouble with many a fellow who>
insists upon telling funny stories i*
that he can't

Delicious • Nutritious
Plump and nut-like in flavor, thoroughly
cooked with choice pork. Prepared thai
Libby way, nothing can be more appei
bring and satisfying, nor of greater food}
valoe. Pot np with or without tomato
sauce. ' An excellent dish served eithssf
hot or cold.
-i^fefr*.***'
..j.^ j
._,„ insert on Libby't
*G

Libby, M?Neill
ft Libby,
.Chicago

\Magnit
^WesternCame
"Ml parts of the Provinces of M*mitoba, Saskatchewan and
Alberta, have produced wonderful yields of Wheat. Oats,
J BarUy and Flax. Wheat graded
'from Contract to No. 1 Hard,
weighed heavy and yialded from 20
to 45bu»heU ppr acre; 22 bushels wa*
about the total average. Mixed Farm- \
\ ing may be considered fully aaprofit- \
I able an industry as grain raising. The 1
i excellent grasses full of nutrition, are \
j the only food required either for beef 1
, or dairy purposes. In 1912, and again in '
1913, at Chicago, Manitoba carried tiff i
> ths> Championship for beef ateer. Good! \
I schools, markets convenient, climate ex-1
j reljpnt. For the homesteader, the. man«v
who wishes to farm extensively, or the V
1
investor, Canada offers the biggest op- 1
I portunity of any place on the continent.
Apply for descriptive literature I
| reduced railway rates to
Superintendent of
Immigration,
f Ottawa, Canada, or to
M. A. BOVVLBY
nTrsateoiSt.Boiioa.atast.
Canadian
■ Government Agent I

RED
MAN

The collar of the hour.
Spotted Madras.

8 for SSc

EARL. A, WILSON
MAKERS OF

TSOVi BEST PRODUOT

1

NO LACK OF NCRVE THERE
According to Old Farmer, Ho Knew
One Man Who Could Almost
Supply a Country. I

CARE FOR BROODER CHICKS
Losses During Brooding Period Cause
Many Poultry Farms to Fall—
Classification of Devices.
<By PROF. JOHN WILLARD BOL.TE.)

*fc«

A brooder is any device for housing baby chicks and furnishing them
-with the protection and warmth that
ithey get from the hen under natural
conditions.
Like all domestic fowls, the baby
chicken lacks the power to keep himself warm enough to develop, and he
must receive heat from outside sources
at regular intervals, even in mild
weather, or he will die. It is really
remarkable how many different things
can kill chicks, and it is the losses
during the brooding period that cause
thinking or he will tail.
The use of artificial brooders is absolutely necessary where the eggs are
hatched in large numbers by incubators, because It is hard to get hens
to care for chicks which they have
not hatched, and It takes no more time
or space to handle a hundred chicks
In a good brooder than to manage a
hen and a dozen chicks.
Hens will usually rear a larger proportion of the chicks, though, because
they call the babies to them when it
grows cold or stormy; they are constantly on the lookout for danger,
teach the chicks to eat and are always
on the lob. Man's inventive genius
has developed brooding devices that
do everything but think like a hen,
and the man In charge must do the
thinking or he will fail.
Broodint devices may be classified
as follows:
Indoor types—Fireless, lamp-heated,
electric heated and continuous hot water heated brooders.
Outdoor types—Lamp-heated, lampheated colony house brooders and gasoline-heated colony house brooders.
For the small poultry keeper who
does not wish to use hens, we unhesitatingly recommend the use of the indoor lamp-heated brooder. Because of
hJB modest requirements, the only
other type of brooder that fits his
. seeds is the individual out-door lampheated type, and this device is too
much exposed to the temperature
changes to be safe for the amateur,
unless he is about the place all day.
Fireless brooders are not advisable except for experts, as they derive their
heat from the chicks themselves and
the heat varies too much.

j THE UNDERSTANDING 1
By BLANCHE Q. ROBBINS.

I

"What Is going to bring back the
good times?" asked the old farmer of
the grocer to whom he bad sold his
early rose potatoes at less than last
year's prices.
'Well, sir," was the reply, "nothing i
ails this country today but lack of!
nerve. We had a panic and people got
Beared. There might have been some
reason for this scare at first, but that
passed away long ago. If we'd all go
It now and have nerve things would
be all right."
"You think that would do it, eh?"
"I'm sure of it Have you seen any
signs of Improvement down your
way?"
"Yes, a Blight sign. That is, I know
a feller who's got his nerve with him."
"Year'
"He owed me $3 when the panic set
in, and, of course, I held off about
asking for it 'Tain't my way to drive
nobody to the wall. I Jest let him go
until the other day, and then I met
him and said:
" 'Jim, what about them $3T"
" 'What $3?'
" "Them three you owed me for wood
when the panic set in.'
" 'Why, you darned old scoundrel,
instead of me owin' you »3 for wood
you owe me (4 for work, and if you
don't pay it inside of a week I'll begin
a lawsuit agin ye!'
"That's one of the slight signs down
our way of folks getting their nerve
back," continued the farmer, "and if
it spreads all over the country I hain't
going to say whether it will bring
back good times or bring on such a
pinch that paper collars will go up to
$5 a box,* and we'll have Co use dried
catnip for smoking tobacco."—Exchange.

WATER FOR THE DUCKLINGS
Arrangement of Drinking Fountain Illustrated Will Ba Found Useful
In Keeping Them Dry.
Although the natural thing is to
see ducks in water, when very young
they should not be allowed to splash
around in it." Ducklings should be
kept as dry as possible until their
feathers have formed. They have a
habit of slopping the water around
when drinking, and the arrangement
of the drinking fountain Illustrated
will be found useful in keening the
ducklings dry.
A piece of galvanized wire cloth,
quarter-inch mesh, 18 inches square,
is tacked to a wooden frame and
placed on the ground. If the soil is
gravelly or sandy the drainage will
be good, but if not it is better to dig

The room was strangely familiar to
her, yet she knew she had never before seen even the
outside of the
bungalow
It appealed to
her as singularly
masculine. In the
dim light of the
log Are of the
grate she could
see the dark green
walls, hung with
pictures done In
sepia and dull
gray tones.
The bookcases
were filled with books, richly bound
She was struck with the simplicity of
the furnishings.
Suddenly the Are flickered into life,
and^he picture hanging over the fireplace caught her attention. It was obviously a snapshot, enlarged but exquisitely finished.
"
\
It was a picture of a woman, her
motherhood stamped distinctly on her
beautiful face. She pat before an open
fire, the firelight radiating the laughter in her eyes.
At her knee stood a small boy, his
bright eyes revealing the love of bis
own little soul as he smiled responsively.
Suddenly she roused herself; she
had been dreaming. She was not preparing an answer for the man waiting
outside In the darkness.
Denny
Brown had asked her to marry Mm
and she had promised her answer tonight.
They had been running swiftly,
smoothly through the exhilarating air
of the suburbs in Denny's car. Suddenly something had gone wrong. It
How to Be 100' Years Old.
Celebrating her one hundred and had happened at the very moment
second birthday down In Philadelphia when she should have been answering
a few days ago, Aunt Mary Bender, Denny.
- *
He had brought her to this bungawith hair not yet wholly gray, and
with strength enough to do her share low, asking permission for her to
pf the work, told how to keep young wait there.
He had telephoned to a neighboring
in spite of time.
"Just take care of yourself and garage for a man. They were now renature will do the rest. Early to bed pairing the machine. In a few moand early to rise. Be careful what ments he would return for her.
How strongly at this thohent all
you eat. Look on the bright side oi
Denny could give her appealed to, her!
things'and—keep busy."
Aunt Mary ought to know. Her She was so tired—so nervously tired
granddad lived to be one hundred and of her own life.
But the other man! Somehow Denny
four, and both of her parents crowded
had guessed that the other man had
the century mark.
"Keep busy!" There you have the been something to her. For tonight
big end of the recipe. Of course, you he had told her, quietly, that the other
mustyilso try to keep healthy—that is, man had failed again. Unconsciously,
you mustn't wilfully abuse the body she had been* waiting for "the other
man" to win success.
God gave you.
A man's step sounded on the veranBut to keep busy, to keep interested
in congenial and useful service, is the da—Denny had come for her and her
main thing. Idleness kills. Fretting answer was not ready. She heard the
kills. Grinding on sand in the ma. click of the telephone receiver to the
chlnery kills. But wholesome. Inter hall. A man's voice—not Denny's—
eating, well-varied work—that nevai called Woodstock, N. ,H., on ti^e longdistance.
kills.
It was Phil Berkley—the other man!
She was waiting in his bungalow—toBeresford's Dilemma.
Lord Charles Beresford, the English night of all nights, but she had to
naval officer, once landed at New listen
York, and was immediately asked to
"Hello, that you Mater?"
dinner by a deputation of prominent
men, who would take no denial. H«
'Oh, I'm—I'm all right
appeared at the banquet In morning
dress, his hosts all being correctly at
"TeB—a bit blue tonight, how did
tired, and he began his speech by you know?"
apologizing for his apparent lack oi
"I hate to tell you, mamsy but it's
good manners.
He had confided his difficulty, be another failure."
..
■■
*
amid, in being at the eleventh hour
"No, I'm going to try again. Third
without evening clothes, to the hotel
manager, wuo told him that the mat. time's trying, you know."
ter was quite easy, and that he had
"Tou're so comforting, Mamay, yea
only to start a trifle early and call
In at Messrs. So-and-so, 963 Something I'll succeed—some day."
avenue, off Forty-nine huMred and
Ffty-second street, where he would be
"I wouldn't care '«o much If It
accommodated in no time.
weren't for you, and—thatJittle girl."
To his dismay, however, the shopkeeper expressed his regret and in"Yes, she's waiting for me."
ability to comply with hie request, and
"Yes. there's Just the understanding
said, "The fact is, sir, I have generally
some 25 suits of evening clothes on between us. Yet I trust her to wait
hire, but there's a big dinner in the Sometimes I think I must have
city tonight to Admiral Lord Charles dreamed it all."
Beresford, and they have all been
loaned out!"—Youth's Companion.
"Good-night, dearest—"

Water Fountain for Ducklings.
a hole about two feet deep and fill It
with small stones, over which the
frame is placed on the wire screen in
the center and fastened there. For
very small ducks the weight of the
fountain and the water It contains wlH
be sufficient to hold it in position and
prevent it upsetting.
This method of placing the fountain
will allow tor good drainage of the
water spilled around the fountain, and
the ducks standing on the wire screen
will he kept dry and not splashing
around In puddles of mud and water
as. Is usually the case.
Fine Mothers far Chicks.
Turkeys make fine mothers for
chickens. In France they persuade
the turkey hen to sit before she has
laid an egg. They fill a box too narrow for the hen to stand upright in
with hay to within twelve inches of
the top, give the turkey a good feed
of grain and some eggs, fasten her
down and leave till the next day,
whan aha la token off to feed and water. In four days It Is claimed aha Is
ready to adopt the oast and egga and
can be given the eggs to be hatched.

"—r"

No Hesitation.
During a municipal campaign In
Chicago a politician dropped in one
morning to see a certain grocer. During the conversation that took place,
the politician asked, "And I may count
upon your support, may I not?"
"Why, no, I am sorry to aajr," replied the grocer. "The fact la, I have
promised my support to the other candidate."
The politician laughed. "Ah," said
he, "In politics, promising and performing are two different things."
"In that case," said the grocer cordially, "I shall be glad to give you my
promise, air."—Llppincott's.
Rocking Chair Har Coffin.
The body of Mrs. Louise Cunningham waa placed on a rocking chair Instead of In a casket at her funeral at
Philadelphia. This was done In accordance with a wish of the dead wornan, who was formerly a^™**M*
dancer and die wife of Jerry Cunning-

\

In a moment the man would jring
off. She must either hide or run. By
the light of the flame she saw a door
leading from the room to the veranda.
Rising quickly, she stepped softly
across the room and out onto the veranda.
Stumbling over the low steps, she
ran breathlessly across the damp lawn,
toward the lights shining dimly In
the road
Pausing within the shelter of the
shrubbery, she called softly, "Denny!"
The man left the machine and/came
quickly to the lawn.
-"Denny, won't you take me home
now? Send the man with the car to
the garage. I want to go now."
"What?" he asked perplexedly.
"Tired of waiting, Beth? It won't be
more than twenty minutes. It's too
far to walk. There's no other way but
the TrolfeyT an^th^r* Wded.
„Teg
^^ what , wgnt „ ,„,

Mra^CunSngtm'. body lay in JtoterruPUd; "the trolley-th. crowd,
racking chair among the mourners.
™ ' g„ ";
._ .
' , . t.
The hind, were peacefully folded and , "»*. **■™ *«* «• f »tone *"
l
the bead reclined a little to on. .ide, »'«"• »»': J»* 7°» «* ~'™ ■*
m though in slumber. Following the «wer—you promised me your aiwwer
ceremony the body waa cremated, aa tonl
'Hush, .Denny! I ought to bar*
Msa. Cunningham had desired.
told you. I can't marry you. I":
A* an the Map.
waiting for the other man. I've pr"
Old Lady—So you've been to Italy, laed. No; lfs not an engager
Place tor Resets.
i There's—there's—just an u-nVi—'
All roosts should be back near the Mr. Jones?
north wall of the building so that the
Mr. Jones—Yea, madam; all over it ing."
fowls will not be hit by drafts from
Old Is»dy—Well, toll me truly, does (Copyright, ttit. by the Mcc;..r» -'--,■,
tt look so much like . boot?
»" ft™"**-'
the open windows in front

North Brookfield Savings Bank
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Brookfield Times

STATEMENT
Mortgages on Real Estate
Real Estate
-■ _
Bank Building
Bonds and Public Funds
Cash on hand and in Banks

Deposits

$679,138-97

Surplus

-82,190.04

14,129.74

l76l.329.OI

$761,329.01

*

GEORGE R. HAMANT, PRESIDENT,
ARTHUR C. BLISS,. TREASURER.

Y

OFFICERS ELECTED JUNE I, 1914.
President, George R. Hamant; Vice Presidents, Sumner Holmes, W. F. Fullam ;
Clerk, M. A. Longley; Treasurer, A. C. Bliss.
Auditors, Thos. G. Richards, H. T. Maynard, H. P. Bartlett.

BOARD OF INVESTMENT.
SUMNER HOLMES,
HERBERT T. MAYNARD.

GEORGE R. HAMANT,
GEORGE R. DOANE,

TRUSTEES.
GEORGE R. HAMANT,
WM. F. FULLAM,
ARTHUR C. BLISS,
EZRA D. BATCHELLER,
DR. HIRAM P. BARTLETT,
MAURICE A. LONGLEY,
THOS. G. RICHARDS,
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MEMBERS OF THE CORPORATION
NORTH BROOKFIELD—Ezra D. Batcheller, Hiram P. Bartlett, George R. Hamant, Frank A. Smith,
Sumner Holmes, Albert H. Foster, Charles E, Batcheller, Amasa G. Stone, Samuel A. Clark, Ethan A. Harwood,
Timothy Howard, John P. Ranger, Arthur G. Bliss, Alfred C. Stoddard, Frank S. Bartlett, George R. Doane^
William F Fullam, Maurice A. Longley, Burt A. Bush, Herbert T. Maynard, James Daniels, Alexander K. Pe}|
cot, Charles H. Edgerton, F. Arthur Fullam, Edward A. Batcheller, William B. Gleason, Thomas G. Richards,^;
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OAKHAM-Jesse Allen.
BROOKFIELD-Walter Mellen, N. Charles Harwood, John F. Smith,
WEST BROOKFIELD-John G. Shackley, C. E. Bill.
NEW BRAINTREE, Charles S. Lane, Harry Pollard.

Nothing to Do but Work.
Head Constable Mercer, Tlverton,
has been appointed an Inspector under
the "Wart Diseases of Potatoes Order."
His other appointments are,
borough police chief, fire brigade captain, inspector of food and drugs, petroleum, explosives, meat, weights and
measures, shop-act, mildew in gooseberries, fabrics (mlsdescriptlon) act,
common lodging houses, sheep dipping
order, and cattle diseases, and assistant relieving officer.—Tit-Bits.
The Thing He Like..
About the only time the average
man feels any real importance is when
on an occasional day off he leaves his
120-a-montb flat and permits a solicitous and gentlemanly real estate agent
to drive him 50 miles around the country in an automobile to show him IS
or 20 110,000 houses, none of which
he has the slightest intention- of buying.—Philadelphia Inquirer.

Almost Too Much.
A wealthy Jew on his vacation waa
fond of horseback riding. He had
been hiring a fine horse, and decided
to buy. It, if he could make arrangement, to have it kept on the hotel
grounds, He spoke to the manager,
who smiled and named a ridiculously
high rate. "Excuse me," said the son
of Abraham, with a twinkle In his
eyes, "but I don't mind if yfln sting me
for my board—I'm a Jew—but the
horse ain't a Jew, too, Is ■it?"—Ban
Francisco Argonaut
Aa the Salt of the Earth,
Any one can begin a thing, moat
people can finish one already begun,
but those who can always be depended upon to go straight ahead
from start to finish are few and far
between.

Regular Hercule..
Whenever there Is a street spat
nearly'every woman has the Idea that
\
her husband would be a very fiend for
The Batter Thing.
carnage if she didn't hold him back.
O tolling bands of mortal.! O un- —Louisville Courier-Journal.
wearied feet, traveling ye know not
whither! Soon, soon, it seems to you,
Outdone by a Clrcua.
you must come forth on some conspic"Adam had all kinds of animals,"
uous hilltop, and but a little way
further, against the setting sun, decry said the little girl. "Yes," replied her
the spires of El Dorado. Little do ye small trother thoughtfully. "But he
know your own blessedUIIBB; for to didn't have any clowns or trapeze pertravel hopefully is a better thing than formers."
to arrive, and the true success is to
labor.—Robert L. Stevenson.
Highest Form of Life.
Is reply to a Spring Hill teacher's
question, "What Is the highest form of
Prey on Gipsy Moth.
animal life?" one of the boys sugA dozen or more different specie* gested, "the giraffe."—Kansaa City
of Insects which are known to be tbe
Star.
enemies of the gipsy moth, have been
The Immortal..
Introduced Into the moth-infested terMrs. Partlngtons and Mrs. Malaritory of Massachusetts, and the outlook is decidedly hopeful for the ex- propB are still with us in the Beth,
Recently a woman at? the opera in
termination of the pest
Chicago complained that her aeat waa
too far back. She said she could hear
Encouraging Theory.
the music all right, but the performThe encouraging theory recently aders on the stage "looked like mignovanced that the mineral elements of
nettes."
the soli are inexhaustible seems to be
borne out by the fact that Chinese
He Might Bite.
soils are among, the richest in the
A good many people sympathize
world after 4,000 years of intensive
with the under dog, but they don't
cultivation.
want the upper dog to know it saya
the New York Times.
Caaes Not Similar.
Experience teaches a man that he
Mrs. Twlok.mbury.
can' make a steer move forward by
"We went to the cathedral . last
twisting tbe obstinate animal's tall; Sunday," said Mr*. Twickembury,
Intuition keeps him from applying "and we heard (he 'Magna Chart*'
the same method In the case of a beautifully aung."—Punch.
balky mule.—Toledo Blade. '
Height of Meanness.
Pet Baboons.
Jinks—He settled 11,000,000 on the
Black baboons are tamed and kept count and the ens. won't even play
aa household pets by many Of the poker with him, so', he can get a litnatives of the Molucca Island*.
tle back.—New York Globe.

Etbier-Langlois.

A wedding that was the culmination of
Henry O. Ethier, son of Mrs Celassie
All Ready for the Big Celebration
a school day courtship took place TuesEthier of Spencer, and Miss Maud OdeTo-morrow.
day morning at St Mary's church, when
lia Langlois, daughter of Mr and Mrs
If the weather man will only grant us
Journal Block, North Brookfield, Maes Miss Mary Anna Walker of Central street
Cyril Langlois of Grove stree't, were margood
weather
to-morrow
the
streets
will
became the bride of Henry Martin Donried at St. Mary,s church at 9 o'clock, on
HORACE J. LAWRENCE,
ahue, son of Mr and Mrs Martin Dona- be filled with more than 5000 people, ac- Tuesday morning, by Rev Michael J.
EDITOB 1ND PBOPBIBTOB.
cording
to
present
indications.
There
hue of River-street, in the presence of
Murphy, pastor of the church, who also
be something doing from 10 a. m. to
1.00 a Year in Advance. relatives and friends, who filled the will
celebrated nuptial mass. The young
church to its capacity.
The ceremony 11 p. m. The sideshows will open at 10.- people were attended by Arthur Ethier of
Single Copies, 3 Cents.
wad performed at 10 o'clock by the Rev. The Circus at 3 will call in every young Spencer, brother of the groom and Miss
Address all communications to BBOOKFIBH>
George M. Donahue, curate of St. Mat- person in town as a participant, and the Beatrice L. Langlois, a sister of the
TIMES, North Brookfield, Mass,
Orders for subscription, advertising, or jeb thews church of Indian Orchard, brother rehearsals this wetk have been lively bride, as bridesmaid.
The church was
work and payment tor the same, may be sent
affairs. Ringmaster A. B. Brunell dewell filled with relatives and friends of
direct to the mato office. North Brookfield or of tho groom, 'and was followed by a
clares
everything
in
readiness,
and
promto George W. MeNamara. Brookfield
solemn nuptial high mass, at which Rev.
the young couph) during services.. The
Father Donahue was celebrant, Rev. Fr. ises a glorious celebration. Harry Wor- wedding party entered the church to the
cester
Smith,
master
of
Lordvale,
Grafton,
Murphy, deacon, Rev. Fr. Judge, pastor
BROOKFIELD.
strains of the Lohengrin wedding march
of Bt Joseph's church, North Brookfield, arrives to-day with his famous string of played by Miss Etta V. Lawlor organist,
thoroughbreds,
which
will
be
quartered
To Motorboat Owners—You can now sub deacon and William L. Mulcahy.
North Brookfleld, and during the cerestudent at the Grand Seminary, Mon- at the Emmons W. Twichell barn on mony, Miss Lawlor sang Ave Maria and
buy gasoline at Donahue's boat house.
Central street. The horses will exhibit she also sang the solos for the mass. As
Miss Sadie Fitts of Leicester was the treal, Canada, and a cousin of the groom,
matter of ceremonies. The youngcouple on Common street, which the highway the party was leaving the church, Menguest Sunday of Miss Felt A, Fletcher.
weft attended by Miss Mary M. McAna- department have put in good Bhape this delssohn's wedding march was played.
The I. C. P. factory was closed Wednama of Springfield, a cousin of the week. The Common will be lighted by The church was prettily decorated with
nesday for taking the annual inventory.
electricity. The Country Circus opens at
bride, as bridesmaid, and Forrest
bouquets of' roses, peonies, daisies and
George 0. Petty returned Tuesday after Donahue of Holy Cross college, brother 3 and. will be preceded by a parade. striuds of laurel. The ushers were Leo
There
will
be
dancing
in
the
evening
a month's visit with his daughter, Mrs of tbe groom, as best man. The church
F. Etheir, Spencer and 0. Alfred DuBois
was pretttily decorated with roses, daises, from 8 to 11.
B. E. Estey, at Lyson, Vt.
of Brookfleld.
Come
to
Brookfield
on
the
Fourth
and
Miss Florence Mulvcy of Monson was maiden-hair fern and laurel. The wedThe bride was gowned in white crepesee
the
wild
animals,
trained
horses,
the guest Tuesday of her mother, Mrs ding party entered the church and prode-chine, trimmed with satin - brocaded
clowns,
rubes,
and
acrobats.
ceeded to the altar to the strains of MenJames Mulvey, Over-the-river districtlace, with a satin charmeuse girdle. She
delssohn's wedding march, played by
wore a full length embroidered veil,
Mr and Mrs Edward Bennett and EleaDeath of Michael Burke.
Miss Mary G. MeEvoy, prganist, of North
caught up with lilies of the valley and ,
nor and Ruth of .Cambridge, are at their
Brookfield, and during the ceremony,
summer home, at Rice .Corner for a
Michael Burke died last Friday morn- carried a shower bouquet of bride'e roses
Miss Eliza Achim of Spencer sang "Ave
and lilies of the valley. The bridesmaid
month's stay.
Vewim" and the "Agnus Dei" was sung ing at tbe home of his daughter, Mrs Ev- wore a gown of white crepe trimmed with
The annual re-union of B. H. S. alum- by Paul Keaney of North Brookfield. erett L. Nutter, on Kimball street, aged
oriental lace, and her tulle cap was
ni association will be held at the Point of The wedding party left the church to the 74 years, 9 months and 10 days. Death
wreathed with tiny rosebuds, and she
Pines, Quaciunquasit lake, all day August strains of the Lohengrin march. The was caused by hardening of the arteries,
carried a bouquet of pink carnations.
14, and at nignt there will be dancing in ushers were John L. Hughes, instructor and he had been in feeble health for the
After the marriage ceremony, a wedding
the pavilion.
of chemistry at the state agricultural col- past two months. Mr Burke was born in breakfast was served at the home of the
Canvarrah,
County
Cork.
Ireland,
Sept.
Come to Brookfleld on the Fourth for lege at Storrs, Ct., Wiiliam J. Clancy,
bride's parents on Grove street to immedthe fourth annual safe and- sane celebra- assistant principal of the South River, 16, 1839, the son of Michael and Bridget iate relatives and friends.
Many were
(Pendergast)
Burke.
He
was
married
at
tion of the V. I. S., and see Harry Wor- N. J., high school, Thomas A. Durkin of
present from the Brookfields, Spencer,
his
home
town
in
Ireland,
"in
1861,
to
cester Smith and his string of prize win- Vjrale.and Matthew M.. Daley. John G.
Ware, Brockton, Boston, Marlboro and
MeNamara and William F. O'Brien, Miss Elizabeth Thornton, who died 8 Rockland. The young couple received
ning horses, all thoroughbreds.
years ago. The family came to the Uniformer
classmates
of
the
young
couple
at
William J. Clancy, assistant principal
ted States in 3872; and have lived in many presents of gold, silver, cut glass,
of the South River, N. J., high school, the Brookfield high school.
Brookfield, since. He is survived by furniture and linen. The gift of the bride
The bride's gown was a very handsome
arrived in town Saturday, and will pass
t iree daughters, Mrs Everett L. Nutter, to the bridesmaid was a gold piece, and
the «ummer vacation /at the home of his affair, of white charmeuse, cut en traine Brookfield; Mrs James Murray; of the best man and ushers received gold
ami. was trimmed with chantilly lace
parents, Mr and Mrs John Clancy.
Brockton, and Miss Elizabeth Burke of stick-pins from the groom. Mr and Mrs
and seed pearl trimmings. She wore a
Ethier left in the afternoon in an autoThe circle of the Woman's alliance of full length veil caught up with lilies of West Brookfield.,
The funeral was held on Sunday after- mobile for a wedding trip to the White
the First Parish church, that is captained
the isTaHey, and carried a shower bouquet
noon, with services at St. Mary's ehurch, Mountains* and on their return will reby Mrs Arthur F. Butterworth, will
of brides rose's and lilies of the valley.
at 2 o'clock, conducted by Rev. Leo T. side at the home of the bride's parents.
have a home made food sale in the south
The travelling dress was of changeable
The young conple will be tendered a rehall of the town house, Friday afternoon) chiffon taffeta, and a white traveling hat. Goddard. Among other beautiful floral
tributes, there was a pillow marked ception at the home of the groom's mothJuly 10.
The
bridesmaid
wore
a
light
blue
emer in Spencer Saturday.
"Of course we are going to Cape Cod again this summer,
Mr and Mrs Ralph F. Rice of New broidered voile, with picture hat to "Father" from the family; plaque of
pinks, inscribed, Eve
~ yn to Grand
but that doesn't mean that you and I are to be separated all
York City are occupying the newly built match, and carried a shower bouquet of ^"v'T"'^''
)
,
J»>
A Modern Pilgrimage.
m E
the time. You must call me up occasionally, and I'll call
cottage of Chas. A. Rice oik the north oink
roses. After tbe
the ceremony
«»m™. I
??*a_Bark*< P»*J««> of roses and
pink roes*.
a «i.
wed- .
pin*s,
Mrs
Mary
Walker
and
family;
shore
of
Lake
Quaboag
for
two
weeks.
ding breakfast was served at tbe home of
you too—it is so easy to make a toll call, you know, Are
The
Washington
Pilgrims, delegates of
of pinks from Mrs Margaret
you really going to visit the Adam's ? That's simply fine— They made the trip from New Haven in the bride's mother, Mrs. Mary Walker, plaque
the National society, Sons of tbe AmeriBrown
and
Miss
Ida
V.
Brown;
one
from
Mr Rice's automobile.
on Central street. Rebboli of Worcester,
can Revolution, who left Philadelphia on
you and Ned must visit us, also. Nell is going to Cape
Thomas E. Walker, salesman for the was caterer. The.young couple received Mr and Mrs Elmer W. Churchill; from Monday, June 22, for Cambridge, with
Ann as usual and Fred and his wife will be' in the BerkGeorge E. Keith shoe company/ Brock- many handsome gifts of gold, silver, cut Mr and Mrs D. A. Eaton; plaque of the intention of traveling as nearly as posshires. They'll be glad when you call-them. I like to ton, returned Monday from a three glass, china, linen and furniture were in- Easter lilies, Mr and Mrs Wells of Wor- sible, by automobile, the route that was
talk with all the old crowd every week—its so much better months' trip through the southern states cluded in the list. The gift oi the groom cester. Burial was in Sacred Heaat cem- taken by General George Washington,
and will be the guest of his mother, Mrs to the best man was a set of gold cufl etery, West Brookfleld, in charge of «n- when be came to take command of the
than letters, and we. don't lose track of our set, either."
links and to the ushers, gold stick pins. dertaker, Daniel Kennedy. Among those Continental army in 1776, arrived in
Mary Walker, (or a month.
There is no charge on a toll call
The gift of the bride to tbe bridesmaid present from out of town, were Mr and Brookfield at 1.30 o'clock Wednesday
At
the
meeting
of
the
selectmen
Monif you don't get the person asked for
was a gold ring, set with emeralds and James Murray and Miss Eileen Murray, afternoon, under escort of a reception
day night it was voted to grant the peof Brockton, and Mr and Jdrs E. J. Wells
tition presented by a number of citizens pearls, Mr and Mrs Donahue left Tues- and Miss Leona B. Wells of Worcester. committee, who occupied five automoday
afternoon
in
an
automobile,
for
a
biles, and who had gone to West Brookasking that the west door, of the town
wedding trip to York Beach, Me., and Requiem mass was celebrated in St, fleld to accompany the party to town.
house be left unlocked on. Sundays.
Mary's church at 8 o'clock on Monday
on
their
return,
will
be
at
home
to
their
Three hundred people had gathered inThey approved bills amounting to $2350.
friends, after July 10, in their newly fur- morning by Revi* Leo T. Goddard
front of the town hall to welcome them.
Among those who attended the Barnum nished home on Lincoln street.
The town house was decorated and • at
The
and Bailey circus in Worcester on MonBoth Mr and Mrs Donahue, have lived „;„*", B™°.kfleiId A- A- baseball team stores and houses along the route, flags
day were: Andrew J. Leach, John F. in Brookfield practically all their lives I J,' ^ „'^,ter A" °- °" Merrick park
were displayed. The trip from West
and J. Raymond Clancy, Mr and Mrs and are- very popular. They entered diamond Satdfday at 4 p. m. The game
Brookfleld was made over the state highCarlton
O.
Dean,
Lewis
Byron,
Miss
Ida
is
scheduled
for
that
hour
so
as
not
to
inB/H; a to gather in 1903, and graduated
BROOKFIELD.
Firming and Prosperity,
way, instead of the old West Brookfleld
Hickey, Robert Brown and George with the class of 1907. A year later they terfere with the "Country Circus."
To conserve the soil, to raise abunroad over Foster Hill, by the block house,
Merrick public library will be closed Adams.
The annual lawn party and entertain- to which the settlers fled when attacked
dant crops and an adequate supply of
graduated from the Worcester Business
All roads lead to Brookfleld to-morrow, Institute.
live stock; to study and apply tbe this evening as is customary the night
ment of the ladies of St John's church, by the Indians. The old road was the
before
a
holiday.
most efficient and economical methods
arid with fair weather an immense crowd
Mr Donahue is secretary at the office of East Brookfield will be held on the one over which den. Washington passed
of production, and to sell the stock
Next Monday evening will come the is expected. Everything will be in readi the Ideal Coated Paper company, and up church grounds, Tuesday evening, July
on his memorable journey and thence
only when ready (or market, adopting regular monthly meeting of the Epworth ness to give them a reception worthy. of to two months ago, Mrs Donahue was 21. Supper from 6 lb 8 and an enterover Blanchard hill to Slab City and East
the above as a steady, permanent pol- League, at the church.
the day. Let us hope it may be a warm employed as a stenographer in the same tainment will follow.
Brookfield by the famous Spooner barn,
icy, will contribute more to the prosChaplain T. M. Charlton of the United reception as well. After so many cold office. The/ office was closed Tuesday
Frederick Morril], who has been fore- and the Kittredge tavern. Tbe delegaperity ot farmers themselves and to
days
this
would
be
welcome.
States
Navy,
is
expected
to
speak
at
the
morning
to
allow
the
office
force
to
atman of the cutting room at the Foster- tion was not aware of traveling the wrong
the prosperity of the nation than all
Methodist church Sunday morning.
other causes put together.
Next Sunday will be observed as Flow- tend the wedding. Mr Donahue is well- Moulton shoe factory for the past two road, until informed of the fact on their
A wedding of interest to Brookfield er and Children's Sunday in the First known as a musician, having played in years, has resigned and will leave July 8, arrival in Brookfleld. As they were late
Voices In the Air.
the orchestra with his father.
to take charge of the cutting room of the and anxious to reach Spencer, only' a
Passengers on a steamer to Port- people took place at Barre, Saturday, Parish church at 10.46 a, m. The rite of
Out-of-town guests were present from Dean Shoe company of Natick.
Henry short stop was made. Sime of the memland were surprised when about fit- when Miss Mary Elisabeth Blanchard, baptism will be administered. There will
teen miles from the Maine port to daughter of Rev. Edward B. Blanchard, be a program of recitations and singing Indian^Orchard, Springfield, South Roy- Crooks of Natick will take his place.
bers of the delegation remained in West
hear voices and music coming appar- formerly pastor of tbe Congregational by the Sunday school assisted by Miss alston, rVt., Spencer, Worcester, MarlMr and Mrs D. L. Bradley and daugh- Brookfield for dinner at. Ye bid Tavern.
ently from the air. When the; got church, became the bride of Ray Volney Lena Carpenter of Boston as story teller. boro, Southbridge, North Brookfield and ter, Grace, of Marlboro, will be the guests
Tbe reception committee that went to
Into the harbor they found that on a Comerford of Gardner. The ceremony
It is hoped that every child connected Brockton.
of Mr and Mrs Patrick Webster, for the West Brookfield from Brookfleld, incluboat tied up at tbe wharf there was a was performed by the bride's father at the
ded selectman Warren E. Tarbell, chairholiday.
wireless apparatus, to which was at- home of the bride s parents. The young with the parish will' be present. With
William L. Mulcahy, a student at the
this service the Sunday school closes until
Charles H. Moulton will pass the sum- man Rev. William L. Walsh, Rev Dr
tached a wireless telephone attachGrand
Seminary,
Montreal,
will
be
at
couple will live in Gardner.
E. C; Charlton, Judge Henry E. Cottle,
September.
ment on which the operator had been
the home of his parents through" the sum-! S"L? the„h°me °f Mr and M™ Ir«"K Lucius E. Estey, Emmons W. Twichell,
experimenting.
,
Breed.
He graduated from Amherst
The 20th annual St John's day service
"Art fs Leng and Time Is Fleeting." of Hayden lodge, A. F. & A. M., was
college on June 24, receiving the degree Edward R. Burgess, Henry F. Crosby,
Pishss That Emit Sounds.
The sentiment, "Art Is long and time
of A. B. He is a graduate of the Brook- Fred F. F. Franquer, Dejbert A. Eaton,
There Is a fish in the Tagus that
held at the First Parish church at 10.46
Chicken
Hawk
In
Flight.
is fleeting," in Longfellow's "Psalm ot
Dr Lawrence T. Newhall, Arthur F. Butemit, sounds resembling the vibraMembers of
Saw chicken hawk In flight, which fleld high school, class of 1910.
Life," is adapted from one of the apho- o'clock, Sunday morning.
terworth, George W. MeNamara, Robert
tion, of a deep-toned bell, gong or
suggests
the
motion
of
a
motorcar.
the
lodge
and
guests
from.Spencer,
North
An
ice-box,
with
a
coil
of
pipe,
has
#
risms of Hippocrates, the celebrated
G. Livermore, Charles' N. Buchanan,
pedal pipe of an organ. Herrings,
physician of antiquity. "Are' longa, Brookfleld and Warren . assembled at No flapping, no soaring, but a series 'been installed at the drinking fountain on Charles H. Clarendon and Ethel W. Cotwhen the net has been drawn around
of < ulck
Masonic
ball
and
headed
by
Worthy,
L
««PlO"l*«
beat"
<*
the
wlnga,
j
Central
street,
and
for
the
remainder
of
them, have been observed to do the, vita brevis," "Art Is long, life is short"
tle. The Pilgrims, under escort of 12
each
C
same, and similar accounts are given The meaning, of, course, Is that the Master Harold Chesson proceeded to the ™. " T^HL^.^ '"SHI^-.lSJ t^ summer it will be possible^to obtain automobiles of tbe Spencer reception
a
drink
of
iced
water
at
any
time.
Tbe
of the river bullhead. An amphibious time required to attain perfection In church.
«-' give. fveTtroke, ST. Ju^p.-From
committee of Spencer, left Brookfield'
work was done under the direction of tbe
silurold fish on being taken into the any art Is long, while the span of mor- torlum Vas reserved for the 79 Masons "A Farmer's Notebook."
for Spencer. At that town a stone markV. I. S.
hand, is said to shriek, and certain of tal life Is short, and we must there- wheuittended the service. The sermon
er was dedicated in front of the Massasoit
the blennie. emit similar sounds.— fore make the moat of It If we wish to was preached by Rev. John C. Breaher,
Mias
Helen
Blanchard,
daughter
of
hotel, which is located upon the site of
accomplish anvthin*.
FOR ML*
Field.
pastor of the Dewey street Baptist church,
Rev. B. B. Blanchard, formerly pastor the old Jenks tavern, where Washington,
D
Teach Children Value of Things,
nouses, suitable for bens, tools
Worcester.
There
was
special
music
bv
fl°o
■•n
J
More Appropriate.
A Iso some nn.il
smsll coops for ehiok - of the Congregational church, .was vale- while president of tbe United States,
VT boat. etc. Also
If a child is permitted to be wasteCanst
- lfaf S-'Howsrd Eli, BrooanVld dictorian of the Class of '14, Barre high
Pond Father—"Is that young Mr. ful and extravagant In his home, he a choir composed of Harry L. Chase, East ens,'
spent the night, October 22,1786.
W
Bapphedde still down In the parlor to sure to shew the effects of it la his Brookfleld, bass; George Chesson, Springschool.
Oally Thought.
"T
with daughter?"
Fond Mother— after life. He to likely never ter ap- field, tenor; Mrs A..V. Bu'tterworth. alto;
The regular monthly meeting of the V.
STANOINC CRABS FOR »ALE
However mean your life is meet It
"Tea, but I lust heard him singing, preciate the true value of things or and Mrs Edward B. Wtefteplace and Mrs
B
,
r B
llbe held in the
banquet hall, and live It; do. not shun it and call W
"good-night, Beloved.'" Fond Father be able to accomplish anything of last- Walter B. Mellen, sopranos. Mn Will- A °iS^L'*L!S5J:. r.'£S£Si2!'U.^S - - V
* *"" SM TujBu^afternoon, at 3.30 o'clock.
hard names.—Thoreau.
—"H he had any Idea ot the appro- ing benefit to the world, either-In iam Croft .was organist. At the con- luiS s^SJISS* *"•
prl.tene.. of things he'd be warbling the way of the accumulation of clusion of the service, the members and
■•Good Morning, Carrie,' Instead."— wealth) or knowledge or .characters
gueute marched beck to Masonic hall,
i City Star.
Sxchanga.
where refreshments were served.
AT

LIABILITIES.
$43 9.7 80.00
5,048.02
4,500.00
297,871.25

BROOKFIELD'S FOURTH.

EVERY FRIDAY AFTERNOON,

AT CLOSE OF BUSINESS, JUNE IO, 1914
ASSETS.

Donahue-Walker.

PUBLISHES

The Neighbors.
"I suppose you won't keep this new
housemaid more than a week, either,"
■aid the spiteful neighbor. "Indeed,
I'll not," replied the other spiteful one.
"She's lied to me alrerjdy. She told
me she came from a higbly-reapectable family, and I understand she's
been working for you."
Wooden Vessel. Paaalng.
It la still customary for the poorer
classes In India to .carry home water
on the head. Earthenware vessel*
have hitherto been In use, but aa aluminum vessels are becoming cheaper
they are replacing them because ot
greater lightness.
N.w and Perfect World.
To put knowledge In the place of
Ignorance, happiness In the place of
misery, Justice In the place of wrong,
love In the place of hate,' harmony In
the place of jargon—is not this to
create a new world?—Charles O.
Ames.
Pictorial Farming.
Photographers and engravers have
made farming very fascinating. With
the right periodicals before him a
fellow can spend a very delightful
evening In agricultural pursuits.- Toledo Blade.
Dally Thought.
Prejudices are most difficult to eradicate from the heart whose soil haa
never been loosened or fertilised byeducation. They grow there flrtn aa
weeds. among atone*. — Charlotte,,
Bronte.
The Way to Hold Him.
"Where's your engagement ring,
Margie?" "I've hid It. As long aa
George ain't sure he can get the ring
back he won't break the engagement"
—Cleveland Plain Dealer.
Our Motorist..
The Motorist (still at the wheel, to
pedestrian, whom he has hit)—I say,
before'you go, If I haven't hurt your
arm too much, you might start my
bally .engine up again.—London Opinion.
Lot Mosquitoes Be Warned In Tin
Tims*? I
Scientists have now discoveredltd
tH. I
mosquitoes can be killed with salt.
at. ■ I
the method consists In sprinklings ski.
**JPI
on their tolls It won't work. We tried
It on birds In our youth.

Observation.
Some guys are «o stingy they wont
buy a drink for themselves whan anybody's around for fear the other felBut Pew Do.
s
Caution.
low may get some pleasure watching
Blessed be tbe man at the top who
Caution 1* the lower story of pru- them drink it
remembers those who steadied the laddence.—Carlyle.
der tor him. '

In Touch With Friends At Home

New England Telephone
and Telegraph Compony

Remember thf Salem Sufterers. They need Help.

I

BROOKFIELD TIMES
BROOKFIELD TIMES

0 HEROINES
TOT,,
■<S

1

INITIATIVE IS
BEATEN IN HOUSE

jgtfmf
i
'■■trj$

Was Backed by Democrats and
Progressives.
THE. VOTE WAS 141 TO 85
r

H1R

OLUMES have been -written landing the courage or endurance of
the American army that braved
the winter of 17T7-T* at Valley
Forge. Monuments have been
erected to the memory of men
and officers. The site of the
camp has been reserved by the
state of Pennsylvania, and converted Into a memorial park, but
the women who shared tie dangers and suffering with tbem, who
nobly nursed the sink, fed the
starving and clothed the naked,
are left unrecognized. There are
no publio records of them, even
their quarters that had been the shelter of the
needy, the stage of the Conway cabal (that was
one of the remarkable and dramatic incidents of
the war), the cradle of the first aid to the injured, and the setting for a love affair of one of
the first presidents of the United States, was
not included in the state reservation and taken
tinder its protection, but is fast falling into decay,
to the shame and dishonor of the guardians who
are neglecting one of the two houses at Valley
Demand the genuine by full MtneForge that are historically noteworthy, and for a
K ick.ua mea encourage ■jobBtitution.
scraped lint at the firepuerile reason unworthy of a great commonside, and the head of
the house superintendwealth.
THE COCA-COLA. COMPANY
This little farmer's house was the headquarters
ed the food department
of Major General Lord Stirling, one of the most
ATLANTA, GA.
and the rations to be
gallant and loyal American soldiers. Born and
doled out every morn^PTienever
cred in New York, he had inherited a title from
ing. The labor of Malyou see an
his Scotch ancestors, just at the breaking out of
Arrow think
vina, the old turbaned
of Coca-Cola.
the Revolution.' He had served as major and aideblack cook, were douThe American Farmer.
dfrcamp to General Shirley at the time of Genbled. She was not only
REAL LIFE IN THE COUNTRY All things recalled, wouldn't It be
eral Braddock's defeat He had been in every
called upon to provide
the part of statesmanship to do conbattle fought against the British in New York
delicate repasts for Le
Fact la Shown by Man's Eagerness to gresslonally for the American farmer?
and New Jersey, and was General Washington a
Marquis de Lafayette
Escape
From
Congestion
of
most trusted general, as Is prove* by the numerHe's one-fourth ott your population,
and Major James Monthe Crowded City.
ous letters still preserved in the New York Hisand the nation's beat hope. The
roe, Generals Knoxand
torical society. The headquarters of this gentleAmerican merchant borrows at flva
Greene, with many othWhy Is It that railway magnates, per cent. The American stock gamman was shared by his brave wife and daughter,
er distinguished vispresidents of banks and heads of great bler, producing nothing, accomplishwho abandoned their beautiful herne at Basklngitors, who
crowded
enterprises who must perforce do ing nothing, a merest leech living ny
rtdge on the hills of New Jersey, and with the
around Lady Stirling's
business In cities, almost all try to» the toil of others, borrows for even
men contended with the. discomforts and trials
hospitable table, but a
haye homes oh farms In the country, less. The American farmer, with all
of the celebrated winter spent in the wind-swept
huge soup kettle was
where they develop soils, plant crops that can be said to his good and solv▼alley on the outskirts of civilization as bravely
hung over the logs In
and breed animals? It is because there ent advantage, must and does pay 8^4*
as any soldier, officer or general.
an Improvised kitchen,
To these heroines of Valley Forge no history
1B wearisome monotony In plied up per cent
and from the day It was
points, no cenotaphs are raised, even their deeds
brick and stone. There is confusion
started until the camp
And all the time the savings and
•re only traditional and.crystallized in the memoJWVUu
In crowded streets and clanging trol- postal banks are bulging with billions.
was broken, great palls
ries of a. few lovers of bravery. self-sacrifice and
ley cars and hot smoky railways. If the government would make two
of nourishing soup
These things man has made, and they blades of grass grow where but one.
feminine devotion
were freely gives to
General Washington ad
i It was early in the season when It was decided
are needful, but they are not life, much has grown before—and publicly It
famishing soldiers who called at the house
\to camp near Philadelphia, and the army under the
vice
on
the
subject
of
as the farm boy may Imagine them to would pay—the wide-flung chance Uea
for food.
her
marriage,
or
she
would
have
been
saved
General Washington was collected at Valley
Every week vegetables, poultry, mutton, etc.
much misery and mortification. It is said that be.Life to In the open country. Life to open. Let It model action on French
Forge when Lord Stirling wrote to his wife enwere brought to Valley Forge by the general'*
when Nelly Custls announced her engagement the in the growing grass, the waving fields or German lines, and place the farmer
treating her to join him there, as Ma duties deown people, either from his farm eight miles
general said: "Question yourself. Is he a man of wheat, the springing corn. Life to on a borrowing par with the merchant
tained him with his men, but he had been promfrom Morristown, N. J., or from the Livingston
the manufacturer and the stock Jobof sensef For be assured a sensible woman can
ised comfortable quarters, and he had no Idea of
manor house, for our heroes of the Revolution
In the trees and birds, life to in the ber. Let It evolve a system of farm
never be happy with a fool." James Monroe waa
the smallness of the house and Its numerous dishad to supply their own rations, and this one in
developing animals of the farm.
loans which shall ,put those Barings
no fool, but the end of this romantic courtship
comforts. • For It was a great demand to make
particular, who raised a regiment and equipped
Any man who werks with the land, and postal bank billions at a per cent
Is another story.
of the delicately nurtured women, who had been
It at his own expense, was never repaid for food,
who feeds a fleld and watches the re- within the farmer's borrowing reach.
It Is more than probable that a steady supply sult, gains a real fundamental knowreared at the luxurious Livingston manor house,
or services, by an ungrateful country.
of food and clothing reached the camp from many ledge of the underlying foundation on —Hearst'B Magazine.
on the Hudson river, or in Mr. Livingston's comDally Lady Kitty would sally to the camp with
of the nearby places, for It Is certain that Carlisle which rests all our, civilization. It
fortable house in New York. But Lady Stirling
a basket filled with goodies on her arm, followed
Makes Jobs for Detectives.
had a Bomber of women, headed by Mrs. John makes him a sober man, a thoughtful
wisely determined that her place was by her
by a servant laden with clothing for the soldiers.
Probably the only people to benefit
Armstrong, who employed every leisure moment
husband's side, so with a full staff of servants , It was a long, cold walk from her home to the
irian,
a
reverent
man,
and
If
he
experiby
recent
suffragette outrages are
knitting stockings or scraping lint for the sol(for she foresaw the demands that would be
camp, but the young girl braved It In spite of
diers. This lady was born in Ireland*and had ments wisely a hopeful optimist Life private detectives, many of whom
made on her hospitality) she and her daughter,
snow and storm. The doors of hut after hut
married an Irishman, but was devoted to her Is where things are born and live and are doing little etoe just now but
Catherine, started in the great family coach,
would be gently knocked at and the Inmates quesadopted country and countrymen. There were grow. On the farm to real life.—Breed- guarding pictures and other treasures
drawn by four gray horses, for the long 'drive
tioned *s to their most pressing needs. No one
'
of well-known hosts and hostessea
other Pennsylvania women who sacrificed time er's Gazette.
over the Jersey hills to Pennsylvania.
can imagine what a blessing these visits were to
from attacks at social functions, the
and comfort for the brave defenders. Mrs. John
When they reached their destination they found
the suffering men. There was hardly one who
Searching
Criticism.
London Globe states.
Bull was approached by Lord Howe, who tried to
n small farmer's cottage had been assigned to
was not afflicted with frostbites, and for these
Five-year-old
Herbert,
scion
of
a
The head of one private detective)
bribe her to Induce her husband to join the EngLord Stirling for his quarters. It was the
Lady Kitty had a sovereign cure learned from the
bookish
family,
had
learned
to
read
agency told me the other day, says
lish army and desert his command as colonel of
farthest house from General Washington s headold squaw. This, with other remedies drawn
so
early
aid
so
readily
that
his
flrBt
"The
Carpenter" In the Express, that
the' First Pennsylvania, but she proudly refused.
quarters, under a hillside and near a creek. It
from the handy reticule, ware lavishly given with
Her descendants doubtless would be proud to glimpses of Btoryland were growing he had been obliged to engage a spewas a damp and lonely spot, and quite Inadequate
many a cheery word or laugh at the traveling
read the unpublished history preserved by the hazy In hte memory. One day he con- cial staff for this work, and that to
for the accommodation of family and servants.
drug shop. The baskets containing delicacies for
fided to his mother. ."Ruthle showed some receptions he has sent as many
But with unfailing good humor and the capabil ty
the, very sick were soon emptied and besides
Mrs. Mlfflln (Sarah Morris) sent stockings of me her new book today, and It's the as a dozen faultlessly attired "guests"
of nplendid housewives, the ladles coped with
many a man's heart was made glad by the gift
ner own making to be distributed among the sol- queerest thing you ever saw! Why, to look after the pictures and china
the situation and made the house ready for winof a warm worsted comforter for his neck or a
diers, writing: "In this way do 1 throw In my It just says, 'Is It a dog? It to a dog. of the host
ter They filled long flannel bags with earth and
pair of knitted stockings or mittens. Then there
mite to the public good. I know this—that as Can the dog run?' and a lot of things
placed them against the door sills and the looseweiw underclothes made from the fleece of the
free I can die but once, but as a 4lave I shall like that! 'Course I was too polite to
ly fitting sashes to keep out the wind, so the
sheep raised on the Jersey hills, the wool having
Artificial Flowers an Old Idea.
not be worthy of life, and I have tbe pleasure to say ao, but It didn't seem to me the
house could be more readily kept warm. They
been spun In tenants' houses and woven on the
Artificial flowers were made In anstyle
was
a
bit
juicy!—Llpplncott's.
assure
you
that
these
are
the
sentiments
of
pasted musUn on the walls and hung curtains
looms that groaned and creaked unceasingly.
cient times by the Egyptians. In
my sister Americans." Those women who could
before the windows for the same purpose. Then
This was the work of the women who stayed at
Europe during the eighteenth century,
Growing Old.
do so visited the camp, and Mrs. Andrew Porter
they sent to Basklngrldge for many loads of
home, while the men folk struggled with the
when there existed such a craze for
"Is your father growing old grace(Elizabeth Parker) rode there on horseback, to
hickory wood before the roads became choked
horrors of army life.
porcelain, flowers ware made of thin
see her nusbane, who had boasted proudly that fuuyr*
with snow, for fuel was scarce, and the soldiers
i ,
substance; while the odor of the real
The fingers of the women of the day were
"No;
he
positively
refuses
to
learn
he never wore a garment not made by his wife.
requisitioned all that there was to be found In
flowers was imitated by the use of
never Idle. We are told on page 41T of Mr.
A
atory
Is
told
of
him
that
at
a
dinner
at
Valley
the maxlxe."
the neighborhood.
,
Irving'* "Life of General Washington," that his
perfumes.
Forge
General
Knox
said
to
him:
"Porter,
how
General Washington welcomed them gladly ana
wife, "set an example to lady visitors by diligent,
Well,
Yes.
does
It
happen
that
you
look
so
genteel
while
at once requested that they would assist him to'
ly plying her needles knitting stockings for poor,
A Stage Career.
"Those women are trying to stop
the rest of us are In rags, although you .receive
entertain the vartouB people who daily visited
'Who to the principal character tn
destitute soldiers." And, indeed, women's busy
the
manufacture
of
amber
fluid."
no
better
pay
than
wer
To
this
Captain
Porter
the camp, either for political purposes, business
needles clicked far Into the night, even when
this musical comedy?"
replied:
"My wife took this coat apart and
"Beer checks, eh?"
or curiosity.
■ ^ V.
frugal housewives only permitted the blaze of
"little Bo-Peep who lost her sheepturned It Inside out, so yeu see It now as good
Lady Stirling's household was composed of her
the fire to light the rooms, for candles were luxuAccording to the newspapers, she also
Queen Mary of'England to a aklUad
as new," and then S?ent on to relate how she
Husband and his aide, Dr. Enoch Edwards, whose
ries In those days, although they were homelost a breach of promise suit"
i
had visited htm but had lost her way, when she nurse.
name will be recognized by many of his descend__^___
made, and these* self-sacriflclng women denied
met
a
gentleman
out
of
uniform,
of
whom
she
ants In Philadelphia today. Then there was
themselves every comfort they couldrin hopes of
asked directions. The officer tightened the girths
Lady Kitty and her friend, Miss Nanny Browne,
being able to relieve the needs of the soldiers,
of her saddle and admired her horse, which, Mrs.
the orphaned granddaughter of Governor Brockand many a oandle that had been made In the
Porter proudly declared, was home bred. Then
lolst, and these dames may well be called the
family kitchen, and —n-haps from bayberries
walking beside .the rider, the person conducted
lerolnes of Valley Forge, although their mlntsterpicked by delicate fingers, found its way to the
the lady to her husband's quarters, raised his hat
■•ft^tw
ngs and sufferings found no recognition in the
huts of the men. Most of these were Illiterate
pan-written chronicles of that fearsome winter.
and strolled away.
fellows who had obeyed the call to arms, leaving
After
a
warm
welcome.
Captain
Porter
saia.
Christmas passed sadly With little merrymaking
their families In distant parts of the country.
"Wen, my lady, you came Into camp highly esn good cheer, and aaily the sufferings of the 111"Lady Comforter," as she was called by the men,
corted by the commander-ln-chlef."
clad badly-housed soldier! were forced on the
would ^Bsk each one about his life, and suggest
Lady Kitty bad a love affair of her own on
attention of the women, for the reports of the
that she would write letters to his home-bound
hand during the dark days at Valley Forge, which
medical men became more and more distressing.
family or friends. Pen, Ink and paper would be
culminated In 1799 by her marriage to CoL WilThere were nq comfortable hospitals, trained
whipped from the. great reticule hanging by her
liam Daw, when General Washington gave tne
nurses or even necessary clothing, bandages and
side, and a dictation taken down, which must
bride away, for he felt that, no honor was too
lint for the poor fellows. Lady Stirling and her
have given pleasure and hope at many a desolate
great to be lavished on the heroine of Valley
daughter were no strangers to the sick room;
fireside. The ladles were cheered In their benevoloth were capable nurses and had learned from
Forge.
lent work In the camp by the commendations of
an old Indian woman many salves ar-d remedies
tha?commander-ta-chie'. who could not be suffiWHY NOT?
made from herbs or simples, not the least of
ciently grateful for these ministrations.
. nnt^rf I^ UmdUoTH-cSatato. .t yonr grocer-.,
'which was the celebrated Seneca oil, St. John a
The young aide-de-camp, James Monroe (who
Get acquainted with them.
,
Mrs
Flatte-^-I
see
that 21 women are employed
wort lotion and rattlesnake grease, all of which
was recruiting bis strength after a severe wound
Olivet
as railway brakemen and 10 as baggagemen In
Deviled
Ham
they had provided themselves with-before leaving
Veal Loaf
Picklea
received during a late battle) was detailed to
the United States.
home. Without hesitation these brave women
accompany the young lady on her dally rounds,
Libby, M9Neill & Libby j
Mr Flatte-—Well, I Bee no reason why women
arranged a division of work among them, for It
to report officially on the condition of the men.
Chicago
shouldn't brake and smash thtngs as well as man.
AnbtM
fell entirely on their Individual efforts, since the
This duty was not uncongenial to the young VirLibhy't
whole country was overburdened and there was
ginian and the one bright spot In the terk days
THE
CAUSE.
BO relief to be obtained from an orgerflzed saniof suffering for the-men in camp was watching
tary commission or red cross association. Quietthe courtship of their future president, and his
-I looked at the man and saw his faoe grow
ly and unostentatiously the three ladles divided
engagement to Miss Nanny Browne was soon
darker and darker."
.J
the work among them to do what •**» possible
duly announced and" hurried arrangements made
■What was the matter with htmr
to alleviate the Increasing horrors shout them.
for a wedding In tbe spring at the home of her
«H, VM blackleg up for a minstrel show,"
To Lady Kitty was assigned a dally visit to the
aunt, Mrs. Van Home. She oould not
.- a****
eamp. while the delicate Miss Nanny -w* <*

Boston—The House has refused to
agree to the Initiative and referendum
amendment to
the
constitution,
strongly backed by Governor Walsh,
the American Federation of Labor
and the platforms of the Democratic
and Progressive parties, less than
two-thirds of the members voting In
favor of the resolve.
The vote on the question was 141
to 85.
All of the Progressives, with the
exception of Representative George
P. WebBter, who was absent on account of Illness In his family, voted
In favor of the resolve.
LeGro of Palmer was the- only
Democrat who voted against the
amendment.
Morrill of Haverhlll, Socialist, who
has been lighting for the initiative and
referendum for years, declined to
Tote on the question, because he
maintained the draft before the House
-was not a genuine initiative and referendum resolve.
The bill to permit the city of Boston to pay an annuity of $1200 to the
widow of Police Inspector Norton
went through both branches of the
Legislature In quick time, all rules
being suspended In order that It
might take Its several readings on the
same day.
By a vote of 10S to 98 the bill to
have the State guarantee the bonds
for the construction of the Boynton
bicycle railway from Boston to Pall
River has been passed to be engrossed.
Washburn of Worcester, White and
Ellis of Newton and Hull of Great Barrington said the bill would mean an
expenditure of $200,000 annually by
the State for Interest on bonds to the
amount - of $6,000,000, which is the
estimated cost of the road, and they
argued that the State cannot afford
to enter Into the transaction.
Haines of Medford and Carr of
Hopklnton argued that It would not
cost the State a cent in the end and
that the establishment of such a road
would prove fto ' be a' great boon to
transportation facilities all over tbe
country.
The anti-Injunction bill waa ordered
to a third reading In the Senate. The
measure Is looked upon as one of the
most Vital of the session as affecting manufacturing and laboring interests In the State. Tbe bill prevents the Issue of an Injunction by
the court against employees who may
strike unless It can be shown that Irreparable damage to to be done to
property. The lower branch of the
Legislature has passed the measure.
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—it answers every beverage requirement—vim, vigor, refreshment,
wholesomeness.

It will satisfy you.

Picnic Spedalties
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FOR RRELATION OF
INRURANCE COMPANIES
GOVERNOR
SENDS A
SPECIAL
MESSAGE TO 3TATE SENATE.
Companies Operating Under Com.)
pensation Act Said to Have
Cut Rates.

The Master's
Dwelling Place
Br REV. GEORGE E. CU1LLE

Boston—What is expected to develop Into a lively fight among the
Insurance Interests doing business*
under the workmen's compensation)
act was started when Governor Walsh]
sent to the Senate a special message!
calling for legislation which will pu<j
insurance companies and insurance,
under the provisions of the laws prohibiting combinations In restraint of
trade.
The bill accompanying the goven
nor's message would make Insurance
a "commodity" under the restraint ol
trade laws and would give the attor<
ney general the right to proceed
against such combinations.
It is said that certain of the large*
insurance companies operating under
the compensation act have been making extremely low rates on certain
classes of business for which the
smaller companies compete. These
rates are so low, it to said, that the
business is done without profit the
larger companies recouping through
excessively high rates demanded for
other classes of business in which the
small companies do not compete.
Although not attempting to decide
the merits of these complaints, the
governor asks that the insurance be
included under the restraint of trade
laws, so that complaints of combine-*
tions can be prosecuted by the attori
ney general.
500 FARMERS MEET FOR STUDY.

Annual Field Day of Eastern Bay
State Rouses Their Enthusiasm.
Lowell—Five hundred farmers ol
eastern Massachusetts assembled at
the' Hood farm for the summer field
meeting held under tbe auspices of
the state board of agriculture. The
program Included demonstrations of
ditching and soiling with dynamite
by Wlnthrop Flllebrown, Bry ants villa S
spraying by M. L. Frost, Arlington;
and Irrigation systems and parcel
post packages by commercial manufacturers. Lectures were delivered
by A. Tp. Briggs, secretary of the Boston Fruit and Produce Exchange, and
by Prof. Frederick C. Minkler, New
Jersey.
If Interest and enthusiasm are any
gangs, the eastern agriculturist as
represented at Lowell baa at tost
come to the understanding that he
must employ modern methods If hat
to to Uve.
Intensive agriculture has been practised In the West and South principally by foreigners for years. The Japanese In California get more out of an
acre of land than the average white
man will out of three. Up-to-date farm
practice to not unknown In Massachusetts, but it should bo made universal, or as near to it aa possible.
Tbeoretleally, with great nearby
markets, the farmer operating within
a radius of 50 miles of Boston should
be the most prosperous In the world.
And the State board apparently Intends that he shall be if education,
can make him so. The hope of the
situation seems to lie In the fact that
our farmers know that they have
been behind the times; that they
must discard tradition and catch up.

Workmen's Compensation Act Constitutional.
Tbe full bench of the Supreme
Court upholds the constitutionality of
the workmen's compensation act The
decision was made in the case of
Hazel Young of Arlington, against
Jefferson E. Duncan,- a manufacturing
Jeweler in Cambridge, and the Fidelity and Casualty Company of New
York, Insurer of Duncan, who employed plaintiff.
The thumb and forefinger of her
hand were burned In applying hydrochloric acid to rings in order to remove enamel. She brought suit AUSTRIAN HEIR AND WIFE SLAIN
against her employer for damages,
but he pleaded that he was Insured Were On Official Visit to Annexed
Province.
under the workmen's compensation
Sarajevo, Bosnia—Archduke Franr
act and bis plea was sustained.
da Ferdinand, heir to the Austro-'
Bues Wife For Money Paid Her In 18 Hungarian throne, and the Duchess
of Hohenberg, bis morganatic wife,
Years.
Boston—After paying $22,900 In were shot dead in the main street
of
the Bosnian capital by a student
weekly earnings over a period of 18
years up to May last to his wife, while .they were making an apparentMargaret M. Fleming, Michael Flem- ly triumphal progress through the
ing brought an equity suit In the city on their annual visit to the ansuperior court seeking to compel her nexed provinces of Bosnia and Her;
to convey to him ah estate he alleges segovtna.
The archduke waa hit full In the
she bought with part of the money.
shot
He married her Nov. t, 18*6, turned face and the princess was
over to her his weekly earnings each through the abdomen and throat
week to May last, and he alleges in Their wounds proved mortal within
1908 she took title to the property In a few minutes after reaching the palher name without mentioning htm. He ace, to which they were hurried with
■ays she paid $7300 for the property, all speed.
$2800 In cash and a mortgage of
Big Verdict Against Road.
$4500. He says since May 14 last he
Boston—A verdict
of
$314,141
has paid $3600 on the mortgage.
against the Boston and Maine Railroad Company has been' ordered by
N. E. Typoa Elect.
Judge Hitchcock; In the Supreme
Lowell—The New England TypoCourt In a suit brought by Robert
graphical Union, at Its annual con
I. Currah. The action waa on twenventlon, elected the following officers
ty-six notes, aggregating $210,000.
for the ensuing year: President, WilThe suit was one of • several that
liam C. Trump, Boston; first vice
have been in court within the last
president, Thomas Crosby, Hartford;
few weeks on notes of the road.
second vice president Fred T. Irwln,
Manchester, N. H.; third rice presiNo Danger In Light.
dent, James L Anderson, Portland,
An English authority assures us
Me.; fourth vice president, Henry A.
Murtubiso, Burlington, Vt; secretary- that we need not be afraid that the
tneasnrer, John F. Murphy, Provi- ultra-violet rays In the electric light
dence, R, I. It was voted to hold the will harm our eyas, for the reason
next convention In Portland, Ma, one that, since glass of all kinds to opaque
to these rays, no form of Incandescent
year hence.
lamp having a glass bulb can emit
them. Nor can any arc lamp or merTo Leave Waksfleld.
/
cury vapor lamp be harmful which to
Wakefield—The car seating depart- so enclosed.
ment at the Heywood Brothers &
Wakefield factory, much In the pubHis Compliment,
lic eye of late because of the various
The young lady of the family had
strikes and settlements that have
luat returned from Paris, where she
taken place there, to to be moved
had studied under Marches!, and Unout of town.
cle Wash, who had served her folks
Gardner is to be the new home of
"sence befoh de wan," was Invited
tbe department It to one of the best Into * the ' parlor to hear her sing.
paying departments of" the plant, When she concluded her first aria he
which has been shut down Indefinite- remarked: "Miss Lucy, yo' sho squat
ly because of labor troubles.
«_,
toes a martingale."

BMeTadiet. EiMoion DqwtnaM
Moody ftble Imiuilt. ducno

TEXT—"Then Jesus turned, and saw
them following, and saith unto them,
"What seek ye? They said unto Him,
Master, where dwellest thou? He saith
unto them, Come and see. They came
and saw where He dwelt, and abode with
Him that day: for it was about the tenth
hour." John 1:38-39.
These
words
present a picture
of exquisite beauty, a picture of
the heavenly calling of the Lord;s
people, to whom
It Is given to find
his dwelling place
and
to
dwell
there with him.
The two disciples of the Baptist had heard
his joyful exclamation: "Behold
the Lamb of
God!" It was the
outpouring of a
full heart that had found its all In
Christ. The testimony of such a heart
is never fruitless; for "the two disciples heard him speak and they followed
Jesus." And that is the effect of all
true testimony for Christ; It moves
men to follow him!
The Master's Question.
When Jesus saw them following he
turned with a question, one that was
In Itself quite natural but which has
a deeper significance than appears on
the surface—"What seek ye?" The
import of the question lies in the tone
and manner of the asking. On other
lips than his, it might mean annoyance, suspicion, chagrin.
But we know perfectly well how
such a question was asked by him
whose whole life was an Invitation to
men to come to him, and In whose
every message can be seen the outstretched arms of the Savior; and;
though It forms a question, It was in
reality a loving Invitation, that at
once drew out the hearts of the two
following disciples.
But what does It mean to those who
are not following him? What rebuke
to In it? And the Lord presses that
question upon every man, "What seek
ye?" What Is the aim of your life?
What is Its purpose? Have you put
first things first? Until Christ gets
his place before your heart nothing
else can be right.. Oh, happy heart!
If you can say—"Master, where dwellest thou?
It is thou alone whom I
seek, and above all things else I desire thee!"
"Master, where dwellest thou?"
They had seen what Christ was to
another heart and they longed to discover him thus for themselves. And
those words sank into a heart more
than responsive to such a desire. How
eager he is for- us to come to him!
"pod is faithful, by whom ye were
called into the fellowship of his .Son.
Jesus Christ, our Lord." He longs
ever to have his own with himself,
and we see in the next place—
"Come and see."
It Is the only
answer. There are some things that
cannot be told, and the secrets about
the Master's dwelling place are among
those unspeakable things. If yqu
would know them you must "come
and see" for yourself. The only man
who was ever caught up to heaven
and came back again, said: "I beheld
unspeakable things which it la Impossible for man to utter." And of these
unspeakable, unutterable things, the
Master's dwelling place Is the present anticipation.
This "Come and see"' to following
disciples is a call to them to learn
of Christ first-hand. Many know nothing of him except through others.
They hear what human, faulty witnesses Bay about him, but they do
not learn from him. O, soul, "Come
and see" for yourself where he dwells
and let him speak to you of "the
things concerning himself with his
own blessed,lips of truth!
Do not
wait for others.
No man has ever found his dwelling place and turned lnfldel. Scoffers and scorners have never been
there with him. The rationalist, with
bis hostile criticism of Christ has
never come to see. > No man can find
tbe place where he dwells and abide
with him there, without being filled
with a deep sense of the reality of the
"unspeakable things" and with the
overflowing joy of the Lord.
The Response and the Blessing.
"They came and saw where he
dwelt" But where?
No name is
given; no place of earth Is mentioned. Why this reserve? He was
far from Nazareth where he had made
his home, and we cannot forget the
words that turned back a would-be follower, 'The Son of Man hath not
where to lay his head."
But he has a dwelling place! The
eighteenth verse of the chapter tells
us about It: "The only begotten Son,
which is In the bosom of the Father."
It is to that place of holy intimacy
and companionship with himself to
which he Invites and welcomes all his
own. The Father's bosom, the Sou's
abode. Is the place of blessing for
all who will "Come and see."
O soul, If you would know these
things that cannot be told, "Come an'
we" foi yourself.

HAD THE PICTURE'S MEANING
Spectators at Least Formed Sume Idea
What Famous Painting Represented.

WESTERN CANADA'S
NATURAL RESOURCES
PETROLEUM, NATURAL GAS, COAL
AND FARM LANDS.

Two men stood before a painting In
a store the other day gazing wonderlngly at a picture of an equestrian
ttatue of General Lafayette, The famous Frenchman was represented on
a prancing steed. Over Sis arm he
carried a "robe. At his feet stood an
allegorical figure of Victory extending a sword toward him as a mark
of homage. "I wonder what that picture means?" said one of the men. "I
don't know," replied the other.
"I
was Just trying to make out what season of the year It was when a woman
could go around, with so little clothing
while a man was dressed up in a
heavy suit like that." "Oh, I see what
it 1B now," cried the first one. "You
see the soldier Btole the woman's
cloak and when he took It from her
he dropped his sword and now the
woman is trying to trade him back
the sword for her clothes."

The developments that have taken
place recently in the oil and gas fields
of Western Canada have but added
another to the many previous evidences that have been produced,
showing the rreat wealth that has
been an unknown asset for so many
generations.
The latest reports from the oilfields at Calgary show that there Is a
production there that would appear
to equal tbe best paying fields on the
continent Experts have been on the
ground for some time. It is said that
one of the wells is able to produce
2,000 gallons an hour. If this is so
there are but about a dozen wells in
the world of greater production. During the past week discoveries of surface indications have been made which
show that oil exists over a considerable portion of Alberta and Saskatchewan, while In Manitoba there have also been showings. At Battleford,
Saskatchewan, a few days ago discoveries were made which led to the filing tor leases on twenty thousand
acres of land, all having strong surface Indications.
Companies were
formed to carry on Immediate work,
and In a couple of months, or probably
less, the story will be told whether oil
exists In paying quantities.
But there are also the coal deposits
and the natural gas deposits that are
helping to make of Western Canada
one of the wealthiest portions of the
continent
With the grain fields covering these
hidden riches it is no wonder that a
continued range of optimism 1B to be
seen everywhere. Early reports of
seeding of all grains being successfully completed all over the country are
followed by reports 6t excellent and
strong growth . everywhere. During
the first week in June most of the
wheat had reached a growth of from
twelve to twenty Inches, with the most
even appearance, almost universally,
that has been seen for years. Oats
appeared equally well, and covered the
ground In a way that brought the
broadest kind of a grin to overspread
the farmer's countenance.
Barley, a favorite with the hog raisers, had taken good root, and was
crowding oats for a first place, as to
length of shoot Cultivated fodder
grasses are getting great attention,
as a consequence of the inclination to
go more largely into mixed farming,
and the raising of hogs, cattle and
horses. The weather to reported fine,
just what to needed, and If present
favorable conditions continue, thei
grain crop of Western Canada for 1914
will be the largest average In the history of the country.—Advertisement

RASH ITCHED AND BURNED
Fifth St., Leominster, Mass.—"My
hands began to itch, then the skin got
thick and in some places cracked, and
other parts water and matter would
come out of. They Itched at night BO
that I would wake up scratching them
and .could not stop until I would bring
the blood. This of course made them
a great deal worse. There were pimples on them and when I scratched
there would water come out of them
and then there was a rash and deep
cuts on my hands. They itched and
burned so much that I really did not
know what I was doing. I could not
sleep. Nobody can imagine what I suffered.
"I tried everything, but nothing
seemed to help me. I decided to send
tor a Bample of Cuticura Soap and
Ointment and they did me so much
good I bought a cake of Cuticura Soap
and a box of Cuticura Ointment. In
two weeks I was completely cured."
(Signed) Mrs. Marie Lavole, Jan. 16,
1913.
Cuticura Soap and Ointment sold
throughout the world. Sample of each
free,with 32-p. Sktnjjjbok. Address postcard "Cutlcura.iDept. L, Boston."—Adv.
Anvil on the Scales.
It Is customary when a militant suffragette Is placed on trial In England
for her friends to while away their
time in court by bounding shoes, bags
of flour and bales of pamphlets on the
magistrate's ,brow. This conduct is
calculated to bias—If not brain—the
court
Hard to Explain.
"Henry, how does it happen that you
came in at four o'clock this morning?"
"My dear, don't ask me how anything happened latter 12 o'clock last
night because I don't know."

Beef and Lamb Croquettes.
One cupful cold meat, three-quarter*
cupful boiled potato, one small onion,
two sprays of parsley; put all through
chopper; then melt two tahlespoonfuls
butter and mix well with it two tablespoonfuls flour; add when well blended one cupful of milk, a little at a
time until sauce is good and thick;:
add to Bauee other ingredients, salt
and pepper to taste, and a pinch of
sage or poultry dressing. Mix all together and set aside to cool. Shape
Into small cones or balls; be sure
not to have them too large. Then
roll In bread crumbs; then into the
white of an egg, which should have
one tablespoonful of water beaten Into
It slightly; then Into crumbs again,
and then set aside until meal time.
Fry In deep fat until well browned,
turning over all the time. Try fat
with small piece of bread, and it it
will brown while you count 45, It to
ready. Cook four croquettes at a
time.
Prune Jelly. •
Prunes are frequently ordered by
physicians, and If the patient rebels
at the plain stewed dish, try prune
Jelly. Wash halt a pound of prunes
and soak them overnight In cold water. Next morning set them over the
stove In an agate pan, cover with halt
a cup of water and bring to the boiling
point During this process soak a
quarter of a box of gelatin In half a
cup of cold water. When It is dissolved add It, with a quarter of a cup
of sugar, to the prunes. Now press
the mixture through a colander Into a
mold and stand aside for three or four
hours to harden. Serve with cream If
the diet list permits.
Bedroom Curtains.
For a bedroom, sash curtains of ths
crinkly crepe that 1B SOW for under-,
wear are pretty and practical. This
bangs well and needs no Ironing. The
overhanging may be made of grayblue gingham, stenciled In a conventional design in dark blue.

Make the liver
Do
its Duty
Nine times in ten when the liver Bl
right the stomach and bowels are right,

CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS

gently butfirmly compel a lazy liver to
do its duty.
Cures Constipation, Indigestion*
Sick
Headache,
and Diltrass After Eating.
SHALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.

Genuine must bear Signature .
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Wear Well.
Husband—I note that the papers
Capital Invested In film Industries again say that Huerta Is on bis last
the world over approximates $750,- legs.
Wife—They certainly do last
000,000.

Meu into Moan jr. T?iHil.l1la.rtrrBfl ,1 IM.t^BaiTr Bliar'l Tj

isnfTBUSTtlfl AllBntrtch. SeodforcataloptieboaaHs
hold spwialttea; free. New Ideas; Dow goods. Sello*
light. Hard Diet. Co., Bid Warren HL, Boston, Man

Years of Experience
Makes Perfect

CASTORIA
*
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Mothers may try new remedies on themselves but Baby's life
is too delicate, too precious to try any experiments.

Genuine

CASTORIA
Bears the Signature of

Always

BECAUSE it has been made under his personal supervision
for more than 30 years to the satisfaction of millions upon millions
of Mothers.
\

Sold only in one size bottle, never in bulk, or otherwise;

to protect the babies.
The Centaur Company,
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WEST BROOKFIELD.
Mrs Lora Bruce entertained at bridge
whist Tuesday afternoon.
The Parish Auxiliary of the Congregational church-met with Sirs Maria C.
Barnes, Tuesday afternoon.

COLONY HOUSES FOR POULTRY ARE HANDY
Uneeda Biscuit
Tempt the appetite,
please the taste and
nourish the body.
Crisp, clean and fresh—
5 cents in the moistureproof package.

The selectmen will have a circular
granite watering trough set in the place
of the tank at the corner of Main and
, Central streets.
Circle 3 of the parish auxiliary of the
Congregational church held a food sale at
the home of Mrs Frederick Coles, last
Friday afternoon.
The sum of $19.50
was made.
Mr and Mrs Henry J. Weedeh, Miss
Lucy B. Weeden and Mrs Ruth E.Valker, West street, went to the east shore of
Lake Wickaboag, Monday, to occupy
their new cottage through July.
Edward Seeton, agent at the B. & A.
division station announces that train 18,
due at 6.43.eastbound, will stop Saturday
nights regularly, beginning this week, to
receive as well as leave passengers. The
first interpretation of the notice was that
passengers were to be landed only.

Baronet Biscuit
Round, thin, tender—
with a delightful flavor
— appropriate for
luncheon, tea and
dinner. . IO cents.

West Brookfield A. A. defeated the
Highland'A. C. of Worcester, 6 to 2, on
Quaboagpark, last Saturday afternoon.
Bisb kept the hits scattered except in the
7th and had 17 strike oute.„ Sheehan
made Ms second home run of the season,
the ball going to the road opposite the
Morey house.
Mrs John W. Walker, North Main
street, observed her 63rd birthday last
Thursday.
Those present were:—Mrs
George W. Clem and son Everett, Miss
Minnie Clark of Worcester; Mr and Mrs
Francis B. Clark and son Eoy. Mrs
r Walker was remembered with gifts In' eluding linen, a large birthday cake and
flowers.
Fire was discovered on the bridge of
the W. B. & S. street railway company,
over the outlet of Lake Wickaboag last
Thursday, by Abraham Oesswell, Lakeside farm. The damage was $10. Flanks
on the north end of the bridge were
burned and several cross beams charred.
Coals from a traction engine are said to
have caused the file.
Quaboag tribe, I. 0. B. M., met last
4
" Thursday night and elected these chiefs
for 6 months:—P., William H. Macuin;
S., Charles E. Stone; S. S., John Morgan; J. S., Eugene A. Gilbert; B. to G.
C. of M., John J. Fitzgerald, David H.
Robinson; A., William H. Macuin and
Levi W, Livermore. The raising will be
July 9, by Deputy Frank L. Moaway and
suite of Tockwotton tribe of Palmer.
The Washington pilgrims arrived in^
West Brookfield shortly after noon and
were welcomed here by 200 townspeople
and members of Alanson Hamilton Post,
G. A. R. The 8 Grand Army men represented the only Post which had turned
oat to greet them anywhere on their
route. The party stopped at Ye Olde
Tavern which was inspected by them.
The building was decorated with flags
and small flags were dotted over the front
lawn. Several pictures, were taken by
the party including two of the G. A. R.
The party left about 2 o'clock for Brookfield.
The annual lawn party of Sacred Heart
church took place last Wednesday night,
' instead of Tuesday as had been planned.
The grounds were decorated with lanterns
and bunting, as were the booths where
aprons, fancy work and food were sold.
Miss Mary Gilmore was'in charge of the
apron table; Miss Katherine O'Day, the
candy table; Miss Delia Stone, the mystery table; Napoleon Plouff, the fishpond;
Charles Wine, George Donovan and William Macuin, the icecream; Daniel McBeevey, the soft drinks; and Miss Veronica Reardon and Miss Anna Donovan,
the Chinese laundry. The entertainment,
which was in charge of Rev. Leo T. Goddard of Soencer, consisted of music by
the Brookfield drum corp and an exhibition of folk dancing. A salad supper
was served by the women of the parish,
with these ladies on the committee: Mrs
Martin Gilmore, Mrs Edmund O'Day,
Mrs William Reardon, Mrs John Mulvey,
Mrs William J. Roche, Mrs Joseph Malioy, Mrs Georgie Howe, Mrs Oswell ReJberdy, and Mrs James Murphy.
The recog ition and induction to office
ef Rev John H. Hoffman as pastor of the
Congregational church was in the auditorium Tuesday night.
Rev William
France of New Braintree, acted as chairman. The organ voluntary was by Mrs
F. Arthur Carter. Invocation by Rev
Arthur W. L Nelson, pastor of the Methodist church. Rev 8herman S. Goodwin,
read scripturo, after which was a hymn,
and the anthem, • "Sing alond to God"
by the choir. The address of welcome to
our town was given by John G. Shackley,
and the welcome to the churches of the
Brookfield conference, by Rev Alfred W.
Budd, of North Brookfield.
Advice to
the new pastor came from Rev George H.
Dunlap of Ashley. The right band of
fellowship was extended by Rev Timothy
Craig, Warren, followed by Prof. H. 8.
Cowell, Ashburnham, who delivered the
address to-the church and the congregation. Rev J. Howard Gaylord, Saratoga,
N. Y., offered the consecration prayer.
The anthem, "My prayer shall go with
.Thee," by the choir, preceded by the
benediction, by Rev John H. Hoffman.

FRIDAY, JULY S, I9I4.

MAKE DRUG STORE A CLUB

Colony Mouse Used at Government Farm at BeltsvlHs, Md.
(By J. W. KELLER.

ZuZu
Prince of appetizers.
Makes daily trips from
Ginger-Snap Land to
waiting mouths everywhere. Say Zu Zu to
the grocer man, 5 cents.

Copyright, 1S14.)

After the brooder, before the laying
house, what then? The colony house
Is the answer. Chicks are generally
ready to leave the brooder at about six
weeks of age—that Is, when fully
feathered. They are then able to take
care of themselves during the daytime, and, except on cold, rainy days,
the question of artificial heat la not
vital.
There are several types of colony
houses, but all should have the following features: Perfectly dry, freedom
from drafts, well ventilated, easy to
clean and move (this latter should be
done every season), and, lastly, they
should be attractive, but Inexpensive.
Don't crowd the chicks In the colony
house. . Remember, they will be almost grown before they are moved
again. Have perches removable, and
do not allow the chicks to roost until
their bones have hardened up considerably, or they may have crooked
breast bones. When roosts are given,
have them at least two Inches wide.
For small flocks suitable colony
houses may be made'from large store
boxes by covering the top and three
sides with tar paper, the other side
being made of cellar window wire ex-

tending six inches down from the top,
which should ordinarily be left uncovered, but there should be a curtain to
drop over It In bad weather. The balance of the side should be hinged so It
can be thrown open during the day,
admitting sunshine and fresh air.
The "A" shaped colony bouse la
not so easily cleaned as some of the
others.
Most colony houses average about
6 by 8 feet In size, with shed roof and
a large wire covered window with curtain in front. This type should be
built on skids, so that they can be
easily dragged to new ground with the
aid of a horse, and. If tightly built,
houses of this sort can be used for layers and also breeders in the winter by
the addition of nests, hoppers, etc.
A word about placing the house.
Choose well drained ground that is
covered with a heavy, sweet sod. An
old orchard Is almost Ideal, as the
trees furnish shade during the hot
summer days. Clean away any brush
piles or thickets which might harbor
vermin, and if the same ground must
be used.year after year lime it, plow
it down each fall and sow with some
suitable crop which will afford green
pasture for the growing birds.

GOOSE IS PROFITABLE FOWL
Subject of Golden Egg Fable Really
i Brings Money to Farmer's Pocket
—Needs Little Shelter. .

■ There Is no fowl that can be raised
on the farm more profitably than,the
goose, says N. L. Harris, superintendent ofi the poultry farm of the Kansas
State Agricultural college. The goose
heeds little shelter, and no more care
'and attention than any of the other
fowls of the barnyard, he argues.
Some of Its other advantages are that
It Is seldom subject to disease, it la
louse and mite proof, and hawks
rarely prey upon young goslings.
The eggs may be hatched under
hens, but the goslings should be taken away Immediately. They can be
brooded for a short time In the outside brooders, but after that they
should be confined to the house at
night.
; Geese live to great age, some having been known to live for fifty years.
The males may be used tor six or
seven years, and the females are profitable up to ten or twelve years of
age. The young geese will lay twelve
to eighteen eggs a season, and the old
ones can be counted on for from twenty to thirty.
' >"The Emden and Toulouse geese
are the best tow Kansas," continued
Mr. Harris. "A large number of fhem
are raised In the southeastern part of
the state.
'It is an erroneous Idea to think
that you need a pond or stream to
order to raise geese," Mr. Harris deModem Housekeeping.
Milady sings at hex work. The clares. "With the exception of plenty
portable vacuum cleaner — milord to drink, the geese need no water."
keeps up with all the latest improvements—gratefully eats up its dally HOUSES FOR THE BEGINNERS
dust. The tireless cooker prepares the
meals "with a perfection and dell- Small Coop Illustrated Which Can Ba
clousness unrealized in the old days," ' Attached to Outbuilding—ScratchA baa mother and the way she used
ing Shed Also Shown.
to cook! But In serving these meals
of a hitherto unrealized perfection
The two Illustrations given show
and dellclousness milord and milady designs for poultry houses that should
must needs chase each other between appeal to all beginners. Fig. I gives a
kitchen and dining room. The guest small house that will do well tor the
at dinner, If he is luckily accustomed city lot, says Farm Journal. It can
to picnics, carries his own plate and be attached to the barn or any outwashes* It afterward. I hare myself building. This is the style of house
entertained many a guest In this used by Tom Purple, Binghamton, N.
fashion, and he has carried his own Y„ who sends the drawing and the
plate, and, being that kind of a guest following letter:
or I wouldn't have invited him, he
"I am sending you by this mall
has cheerfully helped wash the dishes, something that 1 feel sure will be to
wearing a borrowed apron. But it
would be absurd to claim that this
performance. Indefinitely repeated,
la an Improvement upon an orderly,
efficiently served dinner party. Conversation at dinner is more desirable
than a foot-race between the courses;
nor do I believe that life under such
conditions can possibly "become so
alluring that One day the great majority of jus win choose It first of all."
—From ithe Atlantic.
■•

Buy biscuit baked by

NATIONAL .
BISCUIT
COMPANY
Always look for that name

NEW

"GARDEN

OF

EDEN"

Recent Discoveries Seem to Prove
That Lower California Wao the
Site of First Paradise.
The skeleton of a pygmy at least
two hundred thousand years old, just
unearthed near Los Angeles, Is expected to send long-established theories of anthropological science crashing Into the aah heap with other exploded beliefs, and probably prove that
the Garden of Eden was In Lower California. Scientists who have examined
the And of Frank S. Daggett, head of
the California museum's research department at Exposition park In Los
Angeles, see In the bones a cold fact
that shatters the heretofore generally
accepted "uncontrovertible" dogmas
of scientists who have tinkered with
the earth's crust In an attempt to solve
the riddle of, the universe.
Professor Daggett has been directing a force of workmen in the La Brea
asphalt beds in their labor of digging
for extinct animal specimens. The
dwarfs skeleton, which Is only three
feet two Inches long, was discovered
In. an admirable state of perfection
within one hundred yards of the fashionable Wllshlre boulevard.
That a race existed of which modern man knows nothing and which
roamed the American continents ages
before the earliest date assigned to
the most ancient remains dug up by
scientists. Is the belief of Professor
Daggett and his associates after a
close study of the pygmy bones and a
comparison of them with other famous
collections.
"I am confident," said Professor Daggett, "that long before man appeared
In the countries of the old world a
diminutive race thronged the section
now occupied by Los Angeles and its
environs. There, I believe, was the
home of the human race, the Garden
of Eden, I might say.
"The moment' we uncovered the
skeleton I was beside myself with J6y,
because In those bones I saw proof of
my theory that the American continent was peopled prior io the time of
Adam and the creation as referred to
In the Bible. The bones will also
shatter the theory that the first people
to Inhabit this continent came from

Professor Daggett is Jealously guarding his remarkable find, believing himself a (toward acting In the Interests
of the whole world of science, so important doss he regard his discovery.
▼ery few of his associates know the
secret of the skeleton's hiding place,
the professor believing It beat to keep
Common Human Frailty.
Every man has a punch la his mind it hidden until the state can make
that ho couldn't transmit to althar proper provision for guarding it while
oa public exhibition.
hand to save hl« liver.

POOR PRACTISE OF FARMERS HOW TO TELL SEX IN GEESE
Department of Agriculture Investiga- Male In Most Cases Is Larger -Than
Female—Never Look for Curled
tors Recommend Incubator Eggs
Feather In Tails.
Be Used at Home.
(By N. A. BARTLBTT.)
The mixing of Incubator eggs with
It Is not an easy thing to tell the
the fresh spring eggs leads the egg
sex
in
geese.
packers, who get their principal cold
When they are six or seven months
storage supply in the spring, .to cut
the price they pay the farmer, depart- old one can usually tell by observament of agriculture Investigators find. tion the geese from the' gander.
The male In most cases grows
The spring eggs designed for keeping
for winter consumption must he abso- larger than the female.
The female has a deeper body, slimlutely good. Moreover, the egg packers In the spring do not candle eggs, mer neck and smaller head.
but hold them three at a time in the , The catl of the gander Is long, loud
hand and clink them to discover anj{ And shrill, while that of the goose
crack and then Judge their freshness Is merely an answer to it.
by their fresh powdery look on the** It is a good plan to divide the flock
shell. The mixture of infertile incu- part on one side of the fence and part
bator eggs with fresh eggs Interfere* oh the other when trying to disseriously with this -clinking and force* tinguish the. sex when you can disthe packer to candle the eggs. He tinguish most of the ganders by their
then deducts this added expense from calls.
the price he offers to the producer. . Never look for a curled feather In
Eggs which have once been subjected their tails or other outsldjltaarks for
to the heat of the incubator cannot be there are none.
^r
The male la bolder ana vicious and
stored, even though frozen.
The farmer who sells Incubator eggs if cornered in some small place will
to the dealer, therefore, is very liable show light to protect his mate.
to Injure his own market for fresh
eggs- When dealers find a percentage, EFFECT OF FEED ON FLAVOR
of low-grade incubator or other eggs
In their fresh spring egg supply they Hens Fed Nitrogenous Ration Prolower the price for all eggs so that
duced Eggs of Disagreeable
they will be certaln:ithat they have
Taste and Small Yolk.
covered themselves against losses from,
this cause. The department's specialSome years ago the Cornell station,
ists advise farmers to use any infer- in the effect of nitrogenous vs. cartile eggs they may take from their in- bonaceous food for poultry, reported
cubators for home consumption and to Observations on the different rations
send only fresh eggs to market
on the flavor of eggs. One lot of
fowls was fed a mixture of wheat,
shorts,
cotton-seed meal and skim
START IN POULTRY BUSINESS
milk; another lot cracked corn and
corn dough. The former ration conSelect Good Foundation Stock and
tained much more nitrogen than the
Erect Comfortable Buildings—
latter.
Fowls Need Free.Range.
The hens fed corn laid fewer eggs
than those fed the nitrogenous ration,
A few things to remember in start- but the eggs were larger. The eggs
ing. If a living Is to be the objective produced by the nitrogenous ration
point In keeping poultry, are: Select were of a disagreeable flavor and
a good location, as to ground con- smell, had a small yolk, and did not
ditions, markets, etc. Choose good keep well. The flesh of the poultry
foundation stock. Build well, though fed this ration, howeveri was darker,
this need not be expensive; but poorly more succulent and tender than that
constructed buildings are a loss in of the fowls fed the carbonaceous rathe long run, and false economy. tion.
Start slowly and work up gradually.
Have enough cash on hand to carry TAKE CARE OF THE BROODER
the poultry operation for at least two
years. Don't purchase a place with Material Used for Floor Covering
too small acreage. At least five acres
Should Be Changed Every Other
should be purchased, although many
Day—Prevent Crowding.
successful poultry plants are operated
on three. It takes more care to keep
Brush out the brooders every other
the land In condition. Free range for day, changing the material used in
growing stock is essential in the long floor covering. This may be of bran,
run. Rather have too much room than sand, sawdust or paper, but must be
too little. Study carefully the Incu- dry. Damp bedding induces disease
bator and brooding "systems. This is every time.
.When it Is necessary to wash the
one of the main Items In the business. Study the poultry situation at brooder choose .-. warm, sunny day,
least a year before commencing, so that the chick' will not need It, and
4
visit the leading poultry operations it can be thoroughly dried before re
that have been in the business tor at turning them at night. If these condileast five or six years. One can learn tions cannot be compiled with, a tema good deal by visiting the successful porary brooder may' be used for
poultry keepers, and will be less liable, the lay by means of a box and one or
to make mistakes In poultry house two Jugs of<, hot water well wrapped
construction. Carefully entering the In flannel, the latter serving the doubusiness in a safe and sane way wilt ble purpose of holding in the heat and
do much toward the success of the preventing a chick being crowded up
venture.
■ >*...,. ..1 and bur**-'*

MAILS DUE TO AHSIVE.
A.M. «.«—East and West.
9 JO—Wert.
P. M. 12.46—East and West.
2.00—West
4.60—East.
7.06—East and West.
MAILS CLOSE.
A. M. 6.00-^rest. ■*
S.«—East.
11J0—East and West.
P. M. 1.00—West.
4.40—East.
6.00—East and West.
Mails for East Brookfield are despatched at
0.45 A.M., 11.30 A. M, and 1 P.M. Mails from
East Brookfield are received at 9.30 A. M. and
6.40 P. M.
Package mails are despatched twice dally as
follows:—11.30A. M. East and North, 6 P. M.
West and South.
Mails for the Rural Delivery is closed at 8.16
A. M. and received at 1.30 P. M.
The office boars will be:—6.30 A. M. to 8 P. M.
Holidays, 6.30 to »#) A. M. and6 to 6 p. M.
JOHN newE, Postmaster,
PAUL M. KEANEY, ASSt.

Many Are the Resort of the Neighborhood In • City, Until the Closing Hour,
When the head of a famous firm of
"English chemists" was in this country, studying the conditions In his
business, he found out that an American drug store is not the same as a
drug store or chemist's shop In a
European city. "We have no stationery bargain counters, no piles of fine
candies, no cigar stands.
Business
goes much more swiftly than abroad.
There Is no lingering or loitering."
Truly a superficial observer!
It
has been said that the barroom is the
club of the poor. man. Certain "upllfters," regarding the barroom as a
necessary evil, wish to make it decent,
tolerable; educational.
To many a corner "drag store" Is
a club. This one haunts the soda water fountain; that one buys cigars
or candy. There are habitues who
drop in regularly. They call the proprietor "Doc."
The clerks are addressed by their first name. There
la talk about the ball game, the shows
at the theaters, politics, local and national. There is a gathering at night
that disperses only at the closing hour.
There is mysterious conversation in,
a corner; the two men stand with
their heads close together.
Now and then a blatant person
tolls a story, beginning: "I heard a
good one this morning. Stop me, if yon
know It"
The drug store in the city la what
the store Is in the village. After all,
the talk la practically what you hear
In any olub. The essential difference
between the institutions is that there,
la no election committee for - admission to the shops. Man Is a clubable
animal, normally gregarious. At night
lights attract him. During the summer, seated near the fount of mineral waters or lolling against a
counter, he observes the coming and
going of humanity and thinks be is
seeing life—Philip Hale in Boston
Herald.

"No Smoking."
Whea railways were a novelty the
companies vigorously enforced their
anti-smoking laws. The Great Western company onoe caught a tartar,
says London Tit-Bits. The station
master at Dldcot removed a passenger
from an "up" express train and handed
him over to the police on a charge of
smoking to the annoyance of a fellowtraveler. Next day the prisoner-was
brought before the magistrate, and
when asked what he bad to say In answer "to the charge he replied:
"Gentlemen, the offense took place
to the County of Wilts, whereas I am
now charged In Berkshire. I am % solicitor; I was specially engaged in a
case which I shall now miss, and I
shall sue the company for detaining
me. I .respectfully hold that you In
this county have no jurisdiction over
what occurred in another county."
He was released, and he did sue the
company and got £80 damages.
The first smoking-carriage was Introduced on the Eastern Counties railway In September, 1846.
Value of a Wife.
The magistrate had asked all of
the customary questions about taking
"this man," or "this woman," for a
lawful wedded companion and about
"promising to love, honor and obey."
The ceremony was finished. The couple were map-led.
The bridegroom started to reach for
his wallet. Then he stopped.
"Squire," he said, "I gotta proposition to make to. ye. I'M give you $2
now, or I'll wait six months and give
you what I think my wife's worth
then, even if it's $200."
The magistrate looked at the bride
for a 'moment "I believe I'll take the
$2 now," he said.—LouiBrille Times.

-

Cutting and Polishing.
The Rev. Holrnan Black was congratulated in Denver by a reporter,
after an eloquent sermon, on his mastery of pulpit oratory.
"What is your secret. slrT" the reporter asked.
"Weil." was Dr. Black's smiling answer, "a preacher should always remember that while there are sermons
in atone, the more precious a stone
la, the more carefully it must be eat
and perished."

Fig. 1—A Twro-Story Coop.
the point for* the 'small acre* man
who wants to keep a few chickens of
two breeds. I had perfect success
with my chicks this year, and being
determined to keep them, bad to Invent something that would cover only
so many square feet on my father-inlaw's lot, as there were no accommodations at home for them. The twostory affair Is something new around
here, and by using the straw and
leaves for furnishing the exercise necessary for good development, I have
had rare results—exceptional results.
I feed to small feeding boxes In the
morning and scatter some grain
through trash to make them work.
The same at the other feedings."
Fig. 2 shows a hen house to which a
scratching shed is attached. The
house Is .about a foot above the

Fig. 2—A Scratching-Shed Attachment.
ground, and has a board floor. By
means of a small opening the fowls
can get to the scratching shed, which
if s protected in front by wire netting.
iThe floor of the scratching shed is
.'earth. This style of house can be
jbuiit any size desired.
Remedy for Worms.
By eating decayed vegetables, etc,
fowls introduce into their bodies the
eggs of worms. If It is found that
fowls are suffering from worms, give
a small dose of turpentine made into
bread pills. If they haven't worms,
this will not hurt them. Give a dose
of oil a few hours after giving the
turpentine.
Water for Hens.
Be very sure the hens have plenty
of water. Hens la full laying require
more than twice as much water every
day as do the sitting hens, and, ol
course, as the kaat of the days to
crease this fact, too, makes the need
of fresh water la

mm

Miss E'tella Cuddy sails on the 18th
for Europe.

V

The late Dr. O. L. Bice left one brother,
Charles H. Rice of Hudson.
Miss Teresa Doyle has been attending
a retreat for Catholic teachers at the
Academy of The Elms, Chicopee.

Base Ball Budget.

Savings Bank Life Insurance.

The game between the B & R Association and Cherry Valley, last Saturday,
was about the best one that has ever been
played, on the Common.
The Association has secured Ross of
Boston, as pitcher for the balance of the
season. Mr Ross pitched a very fine
game last Saturday, He had 14 strikeouts, only one safe hit being made off of
his delivery.

On June 26 1907, the Governor of
Massachusetts approved the act of the
Legislature establishing Savings Bank
life Insurance. It was, however, nearly
a year later, that the first Insurance Department was opened. There are now
foor savings banks with insurance departments, and twenty-one other savings
hanks and trust companies have become
public agencies for these four.
Under this plan life insurance in its various forms, and also old age pensions,
are provided at the lowest possib|e cost to
residents of Massachusetts. No solicitors
are employed, the Commonwealth provides expert supervision, and also all
forms and literature used by the Insurance departments of the banks.
There
are at the present time 8,878 policies in
force, amounting'to $3,444,835 of insurance.
Perhaps the most important development of savings bank life insurance
has been the establishment of more than
880 agencies in the leading industries of
the- state. The advantages of savings
bank life insurance are thus brought
to the attention of the employees, and
premiums on the policies issued are col
lected'through the pay envelope of the
jwUcyholder. Savings Bank Life Insurance has developed a nucleus of good will
which assures the increasing growth of
this movement.

Mrs Frances T. Blanchard, Elm street,
is in Worcester, for a visit with her son,
Mr Frank S. Blanchard, Wachusett St.
Mrs Arthur Thompson, who has beenv
The Association earnestly requests the
most seriously ill with appendicitis, is reported as a little more comfortable to-day. support of everyone, as it is costing considerable money to get first class teams
The Grange last evening witnessed here. To-morrow, July 4th, Wire Vilthe working of the third degree by the lage will play two games, one at 9.30 a.
ladies degree staff and the fourth degree m. and one at 3 p. m.
Wire Village is
by the regular officers.
well strengthened and a fast game is
Stephen Quill will be on duty in the looked for. It is the intention of the
centre of the town to-night, while janitor Association to arrange more seats for the
Sheehan will look after the town hall and accommodation of patrons, and they plan
janitor Moody the high school build- to have these leady for the Fourth.
ing.
Manager Donovan reports that be has
NORTH BROOKFIELD.
Miss Fanny Jenks sailed -with two of the following teams booked; —West End
her college friends, on the Cymric, Tues- A. A., Worcester; All Holyoke, Hplyoke:
HaVe you paid your income tax?
day, for a European tour. Miss Kather- American A. A., Worcesterj.Gilbertville;
Flags and fireworks for the Fourth at
Martin sails on the same vessel to visit Matchless of Spencer; West Brookfield
Gleason's as usual.
and Cherry Valley.
ber home in Ireland.
Mrs Elizabeth Sardam and family are
All the boys played a fast game last
The W. C. T. P. will hold their annual
i at Quaboag lake for two weeks.
Food and Apron 8ale, Friday, July 10, Saturday. It is costing some money for
A few nice tomato plants for sale by
from 3 to 5 p. in. in the Chapel.
There two games on the 4th, and it is hoped
Eugene W. Eeed at S1.00 a 100.
*
will be home-made candy in charge of that everyone will turn out and do all
The main streets are being treated to a the Young People's branch.
they possibly can to help defray the extop-dressing of trap rock or gravel this
The regular meeting of the G. F. S. penses. Manager Donovan had to give
week. '
will be held in the guild rooms Tuesday Wire Village an extra guarantee to come
Save the evening of July Oth, for the evening at 7.45 o'clock. It has been here.
Lawn Party on Congregational church found necessary to change the date of the
The entertainment committee, of the
park,
*
mid-summer sale.
Further particulars Association contemplate giving a double
or mixed minstrel show, composed of
MissSara R. Skerry of New York, who next week.
has been here on a week's visit, returned
The Young Woman's Club had a most ladies and gentlemen, for which some
yesterday.
enjoyable lawn party Tuesday evening as first class talent will be secured.

"The Village Grocery'
TO THE PATRONS OP THE

Carriages, Stanhopes, Concords

WHITISG GROCERY STORE
ADAMS BLOCK

both robber ana steel tires, Buggies,

Democrat and Delivery Wagons, SurHaving purchased the store formerly
reys and Road Wagons, both new and
owned by the late W. Howard Whiting,
second hand.
in the Adams block, we shall continue to
carry the same line of goods, and hop A.T BOTTOM 'PRICES
by the same fajr and square dealing to
Harness, Robes, Blankets, Whips and
Oil Cloths. Not too Costly. Not too
merit your continued patronage.
Cheap.

CALL AND UBT ACQO»IKTED WITH US

A. F. WOTTON
J. O. FORTE, Manager

I'll Buy A
Your Farm
and give yon a large income Wroducuu: properly for it. I'm getting 91128 every year for my
six-family house located topt minutes from
trolleys in one of Bostoe%«ost popular suburbs. House is in absolutely perfect condition, fully occupied by desirable tenants. If
you have a farm you want Io sell, let's get to.
gether.

I

Shingles and Roofing Material.
All the different grades. All sizes ot
Nails, also,
Uemnnoer tnat my prices are always
tbe lowest. I sell so as to sell again.
Dr. Daniel's Horse Bemtdiu Always
In Stock.
1ELKPHOHS OAKHAM Da.

William C. Crawford
OAKHAM.

J. B. LEWIS
IN Tremont Street, Boston

CHARLES S. LANE,

Tomo
REGISTERED EMBALVER.

There's a lot of
difference between . Torie
Lenaea and
Flat Lenses.
besides their u
alight extra cost They give
you extra vision and extra
comfort They are betterlooking, too. Come and see
us about Toric Lenses.

Personal Prompt Attention Day
or Night.
Telephone North Brookfield No.

Mr, T. J. Morrow and family from
Franklin, Mass., are moving into the
Lons Distance Connection.
house lately vacated by L. S. Woodis on
Funerals Personally Directed
School street. Mr Morrow is to have
sad Every Requisite Furnished.
charge of the weaving and finishing at
Lady Assistant.
the Phenix Linen Mills under the new
management.
''
Dr. and Mrs Kinnear are enjoying a
Thompson-Newman.
real family reunion at the home of Mrs
Kinnear's sister, Mrs Noah Davis, Waits
A very pretty home weddmg was wh> c^ It ta the first Time for many
ENGRAVEDJCALLING CARDS
ERNEST D. CORBIN
nessed Saturday.June 27, at the home of yegn) ^ they haye been Me to hm
Mrs Jennie B. Newman on Elm street.
OPTOMETRIST
all their sons and daughters with them,
JN SCRIPT OR
The ceremony was at 6 o'clock and Rev. and as each of their children play on a
Office at Dr Ludden's
A. W. Budd pronounced the words that
ENGLISH TEXT
different musical instrument there are Main Street,
North Brookfield
made Augustus Coolidge Thompson and
merry times at the Davis home. . The;
H. T. Lawrence, North Brookfield
Stella Bliss Newman, husband and wife.
separate on Thursday, the doctor~and
The single ring service was used. The
wife going to Maine for a summer rest
bridal couple were unattended.
The
ARTISTIC MONUMENTS
A CARD
bride's dress was of crepe de*chene,
AND CEMETERY MEMORIALS
she wore a bridal veil, and carried hliea
We wish to express our sincere appreciof the valley.
Among the 33 persons
In all kinds of
present were—Mr and Mrs M. D.- Antho- ation to our many friends for all their
kindness
and
words
of
sympathy
at
the
GRANITE AND MARBLE
ny, Mr and Mrs E. D. Sturtevant, Mr
and Mrs C. G. Sturtevant, of Sooth Dart- time of the Illness and death of our loved
C
A. RISLEY & COMPANY
one,-and
also
for
the
-beautiful
Bowers
mouth; Miss Grace M. Thompson of
New Bedford; Mr and Mrs John Mat-: eehtt
Telephonei
West Brookfield.
Mas ABBIE M. RICE,
•
thews, Jr., of New Haven, Ct.; Mrs Myra
MB AND Mas A. W. POLAND,
Thompson of Waterville, Me.; Miss Sue
STOCK FOR SALE.
GEORGE AKD GBETCHEN POLAND.
Allen of Spencer; Mrs Charles Newman

Miss Lucy Hoxie of Newburyport, a the guests of Mrs Mary Wiley, at her
trained nurse, has been visiting her home on School street. The lawn was
friend, Miss Florence Reed, on Elm St.
lighted by Chinese lanterns, and the outMiss Edna Richardson of Bombay, N. of-door games were lively enough so that
Y., visited Miss Alice V. Murphy, Bige- the coolness of the evening was less noticeable. Refreshments were served in
low street, the past week.
the house, and the party broke up at 10.
The executive committee of the ApTo-morrow being Independence Day
pleton Club will meet at the home of
President Lawrence next Monday even there will be service at Christ Memorial
church; Holy Communion at 9ja. m. It is
>»g»
North Brookfield was represented by a growing custom to return to the ''good
gome of its best citizens, at the Bai-num old times" of making a more religious
and Bailey circus in Worcester on Mon observance of national feast days, and
the appropriateness of such a keeping of
day.
"The Fourth," goes hand in hand with a
Mrs John Duggan and Miss Katherine
"safe and sane" tendency, and appeals
Duggan of Brockton were the guests of
to an increasing number of thoughtful
Mrs Timothy Murphy, Bigelow street, people.
the past week.
The will of Oliver Loring Rice, which
Mrs C H. Harrington and daughter,
Elizabeth, also Miss Loretta E. Doyle of WaS presented for probate yesterday,
Ludlow, are the guests of their father, names Amasa G. Stone as executor. The
bulk of the estate is left to -Mr Stone as
Thomas Doyle, Summer street.
ONE Four Tear old caw doe Sept. 5th.
trustee for the wife, Mrs Abbie M. -. Rice. and son of Brookfield; Albert W. Bliss
_ extra good family cow,
two good yearling
co
Miss Helen Rowley of Philadelphia, is Upon her death one half reverts to the
HolStein
Holstein bulls, ready for
__„ service, one good
NEW BRAINTREE.
and wife of West Brookfield, Mr and Mrs
work horse, sound and
□a true.
the guest of Mrs Frank A. Smith. Miss daughter, Mrs Hattie L. Poland, and
FRANK A. MORSE
Arthur O. Bliss, Leon D. Adams and
Morse Farm New Braintree
Rowley was formerly a North Brookfield half to her children, George L. 'and
daughters, Alvin Newman, wife and son,,
Jara Kittredge and Miss Dorothy
girl and at one time teacher in our high Gretchen Poland. A beqjiest of «S0' is
Mrs Jane BllsS, Mrs Jennie B. Newman,, Pollard are visiting in Auburndale and
FOR" SALE
school.
made to his brother, Charles H. Ripe, of Mrs Anna Burrill, Esther Johnson, How- viciriity.
A NO. 6 DeLaval Cream Separator. ID perfect
condition.
v
L. B. CHISHOLM,
Next Sunday, the 5th, Chaplain C. M. Hudson, and his gold watch goes, to his ard Newman, B«y A.( W. Budd, Harry,
31 Mt. Pleasant St.
Mrs Florence Crawford Cota and chil- St
■ Charlton, of the U. S. Navy, will preach grandson, George L. Poland,
Bond; The wedding presents included dren haye returned to her father's home
at the Methodist church, at 2 p. m. Mr
TO RENT.
silverware, cut glass, china, linen, pict- to livev
Rlohtly Proud ef His Road,
rPHE Upstairs Tenement in the Waters house.
Charlton is the son of the pastor of the
ures and all that adds beauty and comfort
1 Apply to W. H FULLAM.
19
Mrs
Jemima
Cheyene,
who
has
been
i
Two
Pullman
porters,
representing
church. It will be communion Sunday.
*o the home. Mr and Mrs Thompsonhousekeeper for the past nine years for
different railroads, met off duty and.
FOR
SALE
or
TO
RENT
left
at
7
by
automobile
for
Worcester
Charles E. Bateheller, clerk of the progressed from friendly . gossip to
Mr tiither Crawford, has rented a tene- ON Spring street, house of 10 rooms and bath
steam beat, hot and cold water, gas, and
water board, has sent out bills for water heated argument Their quarrel cen- and spent the first part of their honey- ment in the house of Miss L. E. Bowdoin.
coal ranges' window shade* and screens, wood
rates to all taken, this week, and asks tered about which one worked for the moon in Maine, returning on Wednesday.
shed and garage, fruit trees, land: for garden.
The
Grange
lawn
party
was
held
in
Kent reasonable to right party. Keys can be
that prompt payment be made at his bettor road. Their claims, figures and. They have gone into the new home on
town hall, Wednesday evening on account had from ARTHUR W.ISS. North Brookneld
office in the basement of the library arguments, came fast and furious. At Ward street which was all ready "for
of
rafn.
'
The
evening
was
spent
playing
but the tall, thin porter settled the them. , "
building.
games and dancing. Ice cream and «ake
CHIROPODIST
dispute with these classic words: "Go
Mrs E. W. Reed and Mrs Fred H.
If ES FKRBY, formerly of gpringueid. chiroi
were served. If pleasant another party JH.
on, nlggah; we kUla mo' people dan
Death of Abby F. Sampson.
odlst, is now at Dr Winter's, s. Main 81
Walker have invited the Young Woman's you fellahs tote."
will lie held Saturday evening, when fire- All troubles of the feet treated without pain.
■
'
i ■■)■ ■
■ *
Olub to enjoy the hospitality of their cotAbby F. Sampson, widow of the late works will be set off.
FOR SALE.
Bucket Shop.
, tages at Lake Lashaway, on Saturday,
Daniel A. Sampson, died at the home of
A TWO-BURNER gas sbelf. for a Crawford
A backet shop is an office where her son, Charles F, Sampson, 24Bellevue
July 11. The young women will take the
stove, and a nearly new 18 x IS Brussels
people may gamble in fractional lots
carpet. At A. Desplainea ; Grove street next
2,15 p. m. car.
Mere Child's Play.
to bowling alley.
jr
of stock, grain or other things which street, Worcester, yesterday, aged 8J
"What's all t»at cheering .Io the
The public is cordially invited to a lawrl
years
and
8
days.
5
To a ee (he Latest Models of
are bought and sold on the exchanges.
streitr * "Don't bother, dear.
Its
party to be held Thursday evening, July The bucket shop uses the terms- and
Mrs Sampson was the daughter of Will: only baby jumping oft the roof with
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
9, on the park of the Congregational outward forms of the exchanges, but iam and Eliza Pepper of New Braintree
WOBgHBTKB SB,0 .
PROBATE CQUBT
a parachute."
.
church.
Ice cream and cake,, home differs from these In that there Is no and married Daniel F. Sampson, Aug.
To the heirs it law, next of kin and all other
Knons
interested
in
tbe
estate
of Julia O'Rilmade candy, lemonade and home made delivery, and no expectation or Inten- 24, 1862.
..
j. otherwise called Julia Biley and Julia
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN
food will be for sale.
*
tiiley, late of North Brookfield in said CounOT4P—
tion to deliver or receive securities or
Mr and Mrs Sampson bought the house
T ha* tne subscriber has been duly appointed ty,Whereas, a certain instrument purporting to
CORSETS
Miss M. Margaret' Doyle is spending commodities said to be sold or pur- oh Elm street, where all of their married
administrator, with the will annexed, of the es- be the last will and testament of said deceased
chased.
tate
of William H, Whiting, late of North Brook- has been presented to said Court, for probate,
life
was
passed.
Seven
years
ago,
after
ber summer vacation at her home on
'."■!
'
i >—
i.
neld. In the County of Worcester, deceased, tes- by Patricit Cain, who prays that letters testaOr have them brought to your home!
the death of her husband and daughters, tate, and has taken upon himself that trust by mentary may be issued to htm, the executor
North Main street. Miss Doyle has
" Candid, at Least
Sving bond, as the law directs. All personstherein named, without giving a surety on bis
by sending word to
•••
•••
she removed to Worcester, to make her ivingbeen re-elected to the position which'
demands upon'the estate of said de- official bond.
For commercial candor and unconare required to exhibit the same, and
You are hereby cited to appear at a Probate
she has held for the past year as an to; scious telling of the truth It Is hard home with her son, Charles F. Sampson. ceased
all persons Indebted to said estate are called Court to be held at Worcester, in said County
structor in the English Department of to beat some of the circulars received She was a member of the First Opngrer upon to make payment to
of Worcester, on the seventh day of July,
_
EitNEST H. VAUGHAN, Admr- A. D. 19U, at nine o'clock in the forenoon, to
the Technical High School ef Fall* River. from various European resorts. Often gational church of North Brookfield.
Worcester, June 18, 1914. ■
Representative for the Brookfields.
show cause, If any you have, why tbe same
,
June 26, July 8,10,
t
Mrs Sampson leaves a brother, Samuel
should not be granted.
they are translated literally from the
Treasurer Arthur C. Bliss of the North
Telephone 16-13,
And said petitioner is hereby directed to give
foreign languages Into English, and J. Pepper of New Braintree, a son, Chas.
public notice thereof, by publishing this citaBrookfield Savings Bank has been ap- the results are a delight One of these
tion once in each week, for three successive
F. Sampson, and four grand-children,
NORTH
BROOKFIELD.
MASS.
pointed by the Selectmen Of North Brook- advertisements of a Hungarian sumweeks, in the North Brookneld Journal, a newsMrs A. E. Brown of Muncie, Ind., Carl,
paper published in North Brookneld. the last
37
field to receive subscriptions for the re- mer resort tells us that It charges
Bubltcatlon to be one day, at least, before said
Hoy and Carrie Smith, ail of Worcester.
ourt, and by mailing, postpaid, or delivering a
. lief of the sufferers by the great fire in "Moderate prices, except during the
copy of this citation to alt known persons inThe funeral will be attended from the
Salem. The relief committee urge the height of the season!"
terested in the estate, seven days at least
EDWIN T. CHAPIN
home
of
her
son,
24
Bellevue
street,
Worbefore said Court.
m . ■
need of generous contributions from
I Witness, William T. For be*, Esquire, Judge
cester, Saturday, at 1 o'clock, burial in
of said Court, .bis fifteenth day of June,
Modern Life In Par North.
ARCHITECT
every possible source.
in the year one thousand nine hundred and
Dawson, the Yukon capital, and Fair- Walnut Grove cemetery, North Brookfourteen.
Mr J. J. Dunphy was present at the
fleldf^at
4
p.
m.
HARRY H. ATWOOD, Register. 727-728 State Mutual BuUding, Worcester
banks, Its near Alaskan neighbor, are,
meeting of tax collectors in Springfield,
June 19,26, July 8B.
next to Hammerfest, In Norway, the
Telephone
where the latest ideas were given, and farthest-north cities in the world, and The Whiting . Grocery' Businass
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
notes compared from many towns. Mr at the latitudes of 63 and 65 hare such
- Changes Hands.
Worcester u. ,
Probate Court
Dunphy says that in a number of towns comfortable appurtenances as electric
To the heirs at law, next of kin, and all other
poll taxes are "being made payable in lights, dally newspapers and pipe orErnest H. Vaughan, administrator of
Each year more and more summer BO- girsons Interested inlheestate of Oliver Loring
ice, late of North Brookfield, in said •CounJune or July, regardless of whether the gans.
the estate of the late W. Howard Whit- journera from all # over the country are ty, deceased.
FRED G. CLAPP
person pays a property tax.
a certain instrument purporting to
ing, has this week sold the grocery busi- seeking pleasant spots in New England, be Whereas,
the last will and testament of said deceased
patronising well-managed hotels and the
Development of Sympathy.
to Mrs A. F. Wotton, of Summer street, f>leasantly located boarding places and has been presented to said Court, for probate
The meeting at the Congregational
by Amasa G. Stone, who prays that letters testaIt may, Indeed, be said that sympa' Chapel next Sunday evening, at 7, will thy exists in all minds, as Faraday has who took possession on Wednesday morn- arms where paving guests are received.
mentary may bo issued to him, the executor
therein named.
ing.
The
store
will
be
in
charge
of
J.
Each
season
thousands
of
people
turn
be a union meeting of the church and discovered that magnetism exists in
Youjire hereby cited to appear at a Probate
Mr to the advertising columns of the Boston Coajto be held at Worcester, in said County
the young people, and will be in charge all metals; but a certain temperature Chester Forte, her son-in-law.
Evening Transcript, where so many an- of "vlBrcester, on the twenty-eighth day of
Registered Embalmer.
Forte
is
a
comparatively
young
man
with
of tbe Y. P. 8. C. E. After a brief con- is required to develop the hidden propJnly, A. D. 1914, at nine o'clock in the
nouncements of summer places are pub- forenoon.,
to show cause, if any you have, why
secration service, Dr. and Mrs Kinnesr erty, whether In the metal or the mind. several years experience in the grocery lished.
the same should not be granted,
And Baid petitioner is hereby directed to give
business, the last time in Worcester. He
of Foochow, China, will give interesting —Bulwer.
Many families prefer to lease farms, public
Jjaay Assistant.
notice thereof, by publishing this citais married, with a wife and four children, houses or cottages in the country. Hun- tion once in each week for three successive
talks on their life and work in that great
dreds
of
propertieiare
sold
every
season
weeks
in
the
North
Brookfield
Journal
a
newsOrchid Species Multiply.
whom he will move here as soon as he
country. All are cordially invited.
paper published in North Brookfield, the last
A century ago only 800 species of finds a convenient tenement. The store to parties from Eastern and Western publication
Coanaocad by Long Olstanoe TalsLiuiJ to be
UB uoo
uii>' ax
saia
one day
at isasc
least neiore
before said
cities wrio are attracted by advertisements Courtj*and
b;" mailing,
—
by
postpaid, or delivering
There will be tip public celebration of orchids were known, and those very will hereafter be known as The Village in
l>honeJ»t Home and Store.
a copyf of this citation to all known persons inthe
Transcript.
terested
ed in the estate, seven days at least bethe Fourth in North Brookfield this year, imperfectly. Now the latest authority Grocery.
' v
If
you
desire
to
reach
the
well-to-do
fore Hid Court.
but everyone is invited to join Brookfield gives the number of known species at
Witness, WILLIAM T. FOUBBS, Esquire,
Mr Herbert W.,Bemis, ^ ho has been people.and attract them to your town in- Judge
of said Court, this second day of July
in its fun. There will be something do- 10,000.
connected with the business for nearly a sert a well-worded advertisement in the U the year one thousand nine hundred and
Boston
Transcript.
fourteen.
ing there all day, and the program arscore Of years, retired when Mr- Forte
H. ATWOOD, Register.
Tims Heals All.
- Full information, rates, sample copies July 3, IS, HARRY
ranged is full of good things, including
17S.
■
assumed control, although he was asked and
MRS HELEN MORSE SMITH
advice cheerfully given on request*.
Tuna obliterates tht fiction of opinan old fashioned circus, plenty of good
55E
to
remain.
He
will
be
missed
by
many
ions
and
confirms
the
decisions
of
namusic from bands, hurdy gurdy and
friends.
ture.—Clce.ro.
"H TRESPASS" NOTICES.
DRESSMAKING
oboes, and best of all the' exhibit of
WE Stall bsraarwr Tr«p constantly pa haas
Harry Worcester Smith's famous horses,
raadv.prtatad aotloea aa aiota, Mltsbto I Prospect St.
North Broofcfkla
or postlac la the ossai
ores air.
Dancing in the evening.
334 Waahlatton SL. Boston, Mmse^*
JooaiUL o>o*. North Braokaais

WYANDOTTE

CHICK
FEED

AT FULLAM'S
Call at 46 Summer Street

SPIRELLA

MRS. B. C. GRAVES,

Summer
Places
Wanted

Funeral Director

L

Salem needs More Help: Give What You Can, Row.

Boston Transcript Co.

m

BROOKFIELD

SALEM'S BURNED AREA
COVERS TWO SQUARE MILES
20 Factories, Hundreds of Houses and Scores
of Stores Burned to Ashes

200 ARE KILLED
IN WAR ON SERRS

a

Revenge for Slaying of Archduke
Ferdinand and Wife Is Reason
FIERCE FIGHT ON HOUSETOPS
Balkan States Aflame Over Tragedy

ESTIMATED 6000 FAMILIES TTOMELESS

of Sunday—Town of Mostar In Herzegovina In Flames—Riots As.
suming Serious Proportions.

3000 Operatives Thrown Out -^Employment—Succor Being Kftshed
From All Quarters

Budapest—Despatches from Mostar
the capital of Herzegovina, report
that 200 were killed and many wounded there In street fighting between
Mohammedan Croats and SerBs as a
result 6f the assassination of the Archduke Ferdinand and his wife, Duchess
of Hohenberg.
The Croats, according to the despatches received here, were infuriated
at the assassination and stormed the
Servian quarter of the town in thousands carrying banners Inscribed,
"Death to the Murderous Serbs."
The women and children of the Servian quarter took refuge inside the
houses while the man, many of whom
had fought In the recent Balkan war
on the side of Servia, attempted a defense. The Serbs, well armed, took
up a position on the outskirts of the
quarter and disposed men along the
housetops.
As the Croats approaches the sharpshooters began firing at them from
their positions on the housetops and
killed many of the invaders. The attacking party Anally fell back and the
Serbs ran out of the quarters and pur
sued them as they scattered and fled
through the streets.
As soon as word that the Serbs had
repulsed the attacking party and were
taking the offensive outside of their
own quarter was circulated thousands
of Croats who had not taken part in
the first attack rushed to the aid of
their fellows.
Fighting followed In the principal
streets over much of the town/ The
Serbs had barricaded themselves in
business buildings owned by their
countrymen and resisted, for hours
all efforts of the Croats, assisted by
mobs of Austrians, to drive the
Serbs back to their own quarters.
The Serbs continued their firing
from tire windows and roofs and the
Croats and Austrians attempted to
dislodge them. There were many
hand to hand fights on the roofs between Serb and Croat, in which the
Serbs generally came out victorious.
Sabres and bayonets were used free-

'.'

TIMES

A MOTHER'S CURSE; AFTER
THE AUSTRIAN TRAGEDIES
In bis new life of the Emperor of Austria, Francis Grlbble records
that the earlier years of Francis Joseph's reign. were marred by
cruelties, and that when Archduchess Sophie, the Emperor's mother,
drove out, people often surrounded her carriage in order to shout In
her ear the name of murdered Hungarians.
"Countess Karolyn," Grlbble relates, "whose son had been s
victim of the repression, cursed Frsncls Joseph in scathing words
which seem to sum up all the possibilities of human hate, thus:
"May heaven and hell blast his happiness!
May his family be
exterminated! May he be smitten in the persons of those he lovesl
May his life be wrecked and may his children be brought to ruin!"
Years later came this newspaper summary of tragedies to lllus,
trate, as the superstitious might hold, the workings of the curse:
"On January 30, 1889, Crown Prince Rudolph took his own life In
his hunting box at Meyerllng.
"In May, 1897, Sophie, Duchess d'Alencon, at one time the affianced
bride of Ludwig It. of Bavaria, .was burned to death In Paris.
"On June 18, 1867, the Emperor Maximilian of Mexico, the Empress's brother-in-law, was shot by a firing party at Queretaro.
{'His consort, the Belgian Princess Marie Charlotte, lost her
reason and has been for the last thirty years under restraint at the
Chateau Bouchout.
\
"Archduke William Francis Charles died In the summer of 1894
at Baden, near Vienna, from Injuries sustained through a fall from
his horse.
'\
"Archduke John of Tuscany, who had resigned his rank and taken
the name of John Orth, disappeared on the high seas off the coast
of South America."
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ASSASSIN SLAYS H ;IRS
TO AUSTRIAN THRONE
ESS

OF

HOHENBERG

SHOT

BY STUDENT WHEN ON A
VISIT TO THE CAPITAL
f
OF B08NIA.

ASSERT CRIME RESULT
OF PRO-SERVIAN PLOT
Duchess Struck In Right Side and;
Archduke's Jugular Vein Severed:
by the Marksman Who Stood on
the Sidewalk as Motor Hurried By.

Vienna, June 29.—Archduke Francis.
Ferdinand, heir to' the Austrian
throne, and his morganatic wife, theDuchess qf Hohenberg, were assasof i community and In an Incredibly short
sinated when paying their first official
Salem, Mass.-About ^ g**^ I ^ ^ wlu do at least a. well
visit to Sarajevo, the capital of
the manufacturing
as
Chelsea,
If
not
better.
Bosnia.
waswlned out by the disastrous con
"Without a question most of »ur
J|
The killing, It la Bald, was th»
flaeratfon, which swept the city on
manufacturers will rebuild in a better
*!
result of a concerted plan in which;
Thursday, June 25, and made 12,000
and more substantial way than ever
»♦
at least three men had a part.
people homeless. That means a loss
tfatssasmsmsstesitsiasiri?^
before. Our public buildingB which
The plot if it 'was a* plot, la beof $5,000,000 In Invested capital, the
have been destroyed will be replaced
lieved to have been the result of tha>
throwing out of employment of more
In due time and the city will have
anger
of pro-Servian subjects of.
than 3000 persons and the cutting
Austria in the Province of Bosnia,,
off of wages at the rate of $30,000 its prosperity.
One of the most cheering bits ol
annexed by Austria In 1908, agalast
weekly. The last loss Is the greatnews which came promptly with the
the policy of the Archduke in the>
est loss of all. It means cutting off
hint of recovery was the announceBalkans. Servian flags were flying:
the income of bread winners of hunment
that
the
Naumkeag
Steam
Cotin Sarajevo before the arrival of ,th»
dreds of families and consequent
ton company would start rebuilding
royal party, and when the Bosnianhardship and suffering. Thousands of
its huge mills. As a single Industrial
diet met after the murders all except
persona, who never knew what it
plant the mills were the largest In
Servian
deputies were mourning.
Three
Large
Armies
Moving
at
Sir
Lionef
Carden,
Their
Miniswas to ask for aid, will have to be
the city, employing between 2000 and
Two attempts were made against
helped until they can find new means
Opce
Toward
Capital
ter, Advises Them to Get Out the royal couple. The first waB the*
3000 operatives.
to earn their livelihood.
The plant was valued at $3,600,000,
throwing of a bomb. This failed of
Official reports place the number and although It was virtually wiped
Its purpose but slightly Injured twoof known dead at five. Scores were out, the loss Is practically covered by
VILLA PURSUING REAR GUARD VILLA GIVES UP CAMPAIGN aids of the Archduke. A young:
taken to hospitals for burns and in- insurance. At a meeting of the comstudent then fired, two shots, one»
juries sustained during the fire.
pany heads it waa decided definitely
striking the Duchess and the other
The burned area covers approxi- that rebuilding would be begun at
Constitutionalists Pursue Enemy Close- Villa In Rage Moves Troops Near Car- the Archduke. A third man had anmately two square miles. The fire Is once.
other bomfo ready, but seeing the as' ly in Effort to Prevent Fortificaranza—Leads 25,000 Men to Torreas bad, if not worse, than that which
To Avoid Wood Construction.
sassin's bullets were successful threw
tion
of
Aguas
Callentes—Pascual
Chelsea suffered' on that memorable
on, a Veiled Threat Against His
his bomb away. The first two men
Just what type of city Salem will
Orozco Seriously Wounded.
Sunday morning in April a few years be when it Is restored is only a matwere arrested.
Chief—Clash la Predicted.
ter of guesswork. In all probability
When news of the assassinations.
ago.
Washimjton.—Gen.
Carranza
notified
Mexico City.—In view of the exist- reached the Emperor he exclaimed:'
. The Are was caused by the sup- it will be of a more substantial charCapt.
Breceda,
his
secretary,
who
arHorrible!
I am sorrying conditions in Mexico, Sir Lionel "Horrible!
posed explosion of chemicals In the acter than before with a great deal
rived here, that Gen. Pablo Gonzales Carden, the British Minister, advised they spared me!" There Is mocrt
tannery of the Korn Leather Manu- less wooden construction. The manuhad
left
Saltillo
for
San
Luis
Potosi
all British subjects to leave the coun- concern over the possible effect of
facturing company in the Creadon facturers have learned a lesson from
with his troops and plenty of ammuni- try temporarily. He said the shortage the tragedy on the health of the Emtheir loss and a safer kind of conbuildings on Boston street.
tion,
and,
that
both
San
Luis
Potosi
of fuel for the operation of trains was peror, who has been ill since earlr
The Are quickly got beyond the struction will be the result
and Guadalajara were expected to be becoming more acute every day and spring.
It Is probable that many of the
control of the fire department ana
In the hands of the Constitutionalists
The murders add another to th»
that the trains probably soon wosld
men
now
out
of
employment
will
be
assistance was asked from Danvers,
within a week.
stop running, which would make it list of tragedies which have marked:
Peabody, Beverly, Marblehead, Lynn, set to work in removing the rubbish,
The capture of Zacatecas by Gens. difficult for the people to get away the life of Francis Joseph. The EmSwampscott, Boston and every other sorting out bricks and clearing the
Villa and Angeles has placed Villa's from the Interior.
peror's own wife, the Empress Elizatown and municipality that found it streets. The removal of dangerous
strong
force nearest to the City of
The British Minister said he be- beth, was killed by an assassin in
possible to comply with the request. walls, which jut up here and there all
Mexico.
lieved it to be his duty to urge all 1898. His brother, Maximilian, for
One hundred acres of
buildings over the burned area, has been startThe dispatches received Indicate British subjects to leave the capital a short time Emperor of Mexico, waa
•were destroyed, embracing nearly ed and numbers of these dynamited.
that
GonzaleB
is
under
orders
to
take
immediately, and be particularly ad- executed in that country. His onlyOne of the concerns which prob1,000 structures, ovar 20 factories
San Luis Potosi as soon as soon as vised that the women and children, be son died under mysterious and scan-''
were destroyed, housing 12,000 peo- ably will resume business at an early
possible, while Gen. Obregon has sim- removed. The Minister said he had dalous circumstances ait Meyerllng Ira
date is the Wilkinson Counter comple.
.. ilar orders to take uuaaaiajara
no desire to frighten the members of 1889, and is generally believed to»
A relief .bureau nas been estab- pany on Margin street Its buildings '*•Unable to dislodge the Serbs by
There is every indication that there
have been murdered.
lished in the
Armory, to aid the were practically new and the concern other means the Croats set fire,to the will be a pretty race among the ar- the British colony, and was particular
The heir, to the throne Is now Arehhad Just moved iff preparatory to In- buildings in which the enemy had mies of Villa, Gonzales, and Obregon to say that he had not ordered them
stricken populace.
to* go, but merely advised them to do duke Charles Francis Joseph, eldest
While there is need of many ar- creasing Its business to 60,000 coun- taken up positions. The police and for the Mexican capital.
son of Archduke Francis Ferdinand"*
so.
ticles to relieve the victims of the ters a day. Two floors of ths new "firemen then set themselves to fightRear Admiral Badger cabled the
Eight hundred British subjects are younger brother^ late Archduke OttoAre, perhaps the most urgent is that building were saved from the wreck ing the flames, while the two par- Navy Department that he had been inregistered at the legation as now reA bomb was hurled from the crow*
tor clothing for men, women and and it Is hoped that these can be ties battled on. The authorities were forme«r3hat there had been a considsiding in Mexico City.
and but for the promptness of the.
children, and household furnishings utilised while the rest of the plant entirely unable to cope with the riot- erable movement of Constitutionalist
General
Villa
has
stopped
the
march
Archduke
would have exploded in his-,
ing and made little attempt to stop troops from Monterey through Tamla being rebuilt
of all sorts.
Prick's Generous Gift.
it after it'had once become general. pico to San Luis Potosi In the last of his army of 25,000 to San Luis Po- automobile. He stretched out his am*
The French district was probably
tosi and is hurrying back to Torreon, and warded off the missile, which felt
The Frick family at Pride's CrossThe fires •spread rapidly.
The few days.
the hardest hit by the fire. This secthere to confront Carranza, who is re- beneath the car Immediately followDesperate fighting is in progress at ported to be withholding ammunition
tion, known as the Point, had a popu- ing has been very busy ever since Serbs, now dislodged from their poing. The Instant It touched the roadlation of over 6000, and in the short the outbreak of the local calamity. In sitions, were driven back finally to Soledad, according to the report re- from ■ the conqueror of Zacatecas. way It exploded, wounding two memapace of a few hours was a smould- addition to Mr. Frick donating the their own quarters, where the battle ceived here. It is claimed that Orozco "There cannot be two masters," Villa bers of the royal suite and severely
ering ruin, its industrious people sum of $25,000, he has given of the was renewed and the attacking and Carveo were surprised at Soledad has told his men.
Injuring many of the spectators.
scattered, and all their possessions services of his motors to aid in any Croats set fire to many more build- while resting their men after a hurThroughout the scene the ArchdukeTorreon advices to El Paso say that
ings.
way
in
which
they
could.
ried
march
and
that
the
Federal
ir■wept uway.
Mostar has been declared under regulars are hemmed in by the rebel arrangements have been made for a remained calm. He stopped his ear
Historic Buildings Saved.
Contributions to the relief fund for
conference between Villa and repre- to Inquire as to the Injuries of Count
Practically all of Salefn's historic martial law and troopB were rushed cavalry.
the Salem fire suffers are pouring in,
sentatives of CArranza In a last effort von Boos-Waldeck and Col. Merlzzo,.
Unofficial advices state that the Fedand so liberal has been the response landmarks and points of Interest es- to the town to stop the fighting and
to settle the trouble between the who had been struck by fragments*
that it Is certain the present fund caped destruction in the conflagration to help in subduing the fire burning erals have already lost 500 men and leaders.
of*- the bomb. After giving ordersin several sections of. the city, /•% the rebels about 300. General Pascual
will be doubled and it is not improb- which devastated so large a section
that the injured be properly attended,
Mostar depatches tell the reports Orozco, the renegade, the man most
able that half a million will be given of the city.
he drove on to the Town Hall, whereCHARGES
MELLEN
.WITH
THEFT.
received
in
the
Herzegovinian
city
hated
by
Constitutionalists,
next
to
Among the many famous places
by Massachusetts people to the victhe Mayor proceeded to read his adthat Mohammendans in many towns Huerta, is reported seriously wounded.
which
have
survived
the
Are
are.the
tims of the fire.
Middlesex Grand Jury Brings In In- dress of welcome.
of Bosnia and Herzegovina are armReports
from
Zacatecas
said
,the
Essex
Institute
on
Essex
street,
with
The Archduke, however, interruptWith half their city In ruins, busidictment In Hamden R. R. Case.
ing themselves for attacks on the
ness men of salem have turned their Its rare collection of historic objects Serbs and the latter ' are preparing burning of the dead continued all day,
Boston.—Charles S. Mellen, former ed the proceedings to exclaim:
and smoking pyres of burned and
and
documents;
the
Peabody
Acad"What Is the good of your speechesr ,
eyes to the future and with an opto resist. Minor rioting already has blackened Sodles dotted the outlying president of the Boston and Maine and 1 come to Sarajevo on a visit and"!
timism which refused to be shaken emy of Science, containing the natur- occurred in other towns, accordingNew Haven railroads, is charged with
plains.
I get bombs thrown at me. It iss
by disaster prophesied that a new al history and ethnological collection to Mostar reports.
So far as is known here, there have conspiracy, with being an accessory outrageous!" 5hen, after a pause,
and greater municipality would arise of the Essex Institute; the old cusbefore the fact to larceny, and with
been
no
executions
of
the
Federal
tom house, In which Hawthorne occuhe said: "Now you may speak."
from the ashes of the old.
ROOSEVELT ASSAILS WILSON.
officers among the many thousands conspiracy to steal, in a series of inThe reception ceremony was overdictments returned by the Middlesex
The work of rehabilitation Is a> pied an office as surveyor of the port,
of
prisoners
captured
by
Villa's
army.
ready under consideration and on ev- and where he discovered the docu- Refrains From Antagonism of Repub- It is believed Villa will hold the offi- County Grand Jury after an investiga- shadowed by the bomb explosion, and*
His
Royal Highness was still indig- ,
ery side is -expressed the belief that ment which Inspired "The Scarlet
cers under arrest until the war ends. tion of rumors In connection with the nant when the time came to leave.
lican Party In Pittsburgh Speech.
construction of the Hamden Railroad,
Salem win resume its position as one Letter;" the birthplace of Hawthorne
Ths Duchess endeavored to restrain:
Pittsburgh.—The Pennsylvania "Pro16 miles long, at a cost of 14,500,000.
of the industrial centres of New Eng- on Union street, the Hawthorne
COLUMBIA WINS BOAT RACE.
house on Herbert street the famous gressives gave Col. Roosevelt a welFrederick S. Moseley, note broker her husband from getting into th»
land.
Among the leather manufacturers "House of the Seven Gables" on come which must have reminded him
here, was Indicted on charges of lar- automobile again.
However the Archduke decided to*
who were hit hardest by the conflag- Turner street and the so-called of 1912, when he was candidate for Varsity Eight Takes Classic at Pough- ceny, conspiracy, to steal ,and conenter the car again. As the machine*
keepsle and Shocks Prophets.
President. Perhaps some of the enration there seems to be little disposi- "Witch House" on Essex street
spiracy. Five of his firm are Indicted
proceeded
along the Appel Quay anThe Essex County court house, at thusiasm which always marks the culPoughkeepsle, N. Y.—Columbia won
tion to transfer factories to other
Ralph D. Gillett of Westfleld whose other bomb was thrown. It failed ta>
places. Those who have been estab- Washington and Federal streets, with mination of -a race for office was the intercollegiate boat race on the construction company did the work, explode, whereupon the assassin drew
lished In Salem still consider It a na- its interesting collection of witchcraft missing, but there could be no doubt- Hudson—won handsomely and de- was indicted for conspiracy to steal an automatic pistol and fired a fusiltural centre for the industry and can documents and records, was likewise ing that Col. Roosevelt had retained cisively—with Pennsylvania, Cornell, and conspiracy. He has been dead lade. The first bullet hit the Archsee nothing to be gained by seeking spared by the flames, as were also his popularity in this section of the Syracuse, Washington and Wisconsin some months. The members of the duke and the- Duchess sank on thethe Joshua Ward house, where Wash- State. Taking into consideration the trailing in her wake. The order of investment committees of the" East
other localities.
'floor. He had them conveyed to hls>
ington spent a night in 1789; the "Dr. fact that election day was four months the finish anil the time of her crews Cambridge and the Cambridge Savings
Clear 8ites for Rebuilding.
official residence, but they were past
urimshawe house" on Charles street' away the demonstration was a re- waa:
Banks were indicted for conspiracy.
aid, and after receiving the last
Nearly all the concerns Involved and the Unitarian church in Town markable one invmajay wayB.
Columbia, first, 19:37 4-5; Pennsylsacrament the Duchess expired, th«
hope to clear away the ruins and to House square, on the site qf the first
And the speech the Colonel deliv- vania, second, 19:41; Cornell, third,
begin building and re-equipping as meeting house in Salem, built be- ered in Exposition Hall was just as 19:41 1-5; Syracuse, fourth, 19:59 2-5; PROSPERITY ALONG THE B. A O. Archduke breathing his last a few
minutes later.
soon as they can, although most of fore 1635.
remarkable. In it he made no direct Washington, fifth, 20:01 4-6; WisconPrinzlp. who fired the fatal shots)
Cumberland Shops Take on Mora Men
the manufacturers are frank in sayAlthough Its inception was very bid for a Republican-Progressive coali- sin, sixth, 20:20.
500
Called
at
Keyser.
is a student and Is 19 years of age.
ing that they have not yet had time near the foot of that eminence, the tion, but by the same token he reThe victory of the Light Blue and
Keyser, W. Va.—Indications are that
Cabrlnvitch, who is 21 years old,
to adjust themselves to new condi- fire did not touch Gallows hlU, en frained from antagonism of the party White—an amazing victory, a victory
prosperity has at length come to this declared that he had received ths
under
whose
banner
he
sat
in
the
tions!
that
took
out
of
the
experts
all
of
the
Boston street, on which It victims of
part of the Cumberland Valley, and bomb which he threw from AnarchPerhaps the most encouraging fea- witchcraft were hanged.
m White House for seven years. He pert that Yale had left in them after district The Baltlmorfc& Ohio Rail- ists in Belgrade whose names he di*
ture of the situation lies in the heavy
Chestnut street, remarkable for fa denounced Republican leaders like New London—was the-, product of the road is putting back a large number of not know. He, too, denied that h»
Insurance with which both the manu- number of beautiful residences, many Penrose and Barnes, but not the rank finest endurance and courage. The
men who have been idle for some time had any accomplices.
facturing and business property waB of them among the finest specimens and file.
grit that beat Penn and Cornell was
With Francis Ferdinand's own sons
The Wilson Administration came in the sort of grit that beat Harvard a in the various shops and plants along
covered. The more conservative esti- of Colonial architecture to be found
excluded from tie succession by their
the Cumberland division,
mates of the actual loss to property in Salem, was entirely spared by the for unsparing criticism.
week ago.
father's oath, the'- new heir to the
place the figures somewhere about fire, although uncomfortably close to
Austrian throne is the Archduke
2,000,000 H0MELES8 IN CHINA.
CYCLE 8KID8; TWO DiE.
NO ASSISTANT FOR BRYAN.
♦15,000,000, although some experts the danger zone.
Charles Francis Joseph,, eldest son
bave computed it as low as $12,000,Boston Wants Salem Industries.
Unprecedented Flood Also Destroys of FranelB Ferdinand's younger brothYouths Hurled Against Tree and Are House
Rejects
Proposal,
Speaker
000, and others as high as $20,000,Mayor Curley and the Boston Iner,
the late Archduke Otto.
Crops
in
Southern
Provinces.
Killed Instantly.
Clark Voting "No" Loudly.
000.
Archduke Charles Francis Joseph
dustrial board, of which John N.
Washington. — An unprecedented
MiUvllle,
1*.
J.—-"Skidding
with
their
Washington.—By
a
viote
of.
134
to
At all events, it seems sure that Cole is chairman, are making every
flood has stricken the southern prov- was born at Persenberg August 17,
at the very lowest the insurance effort to get the Salem business men high-power motorcycle as they .round- 82 the HBuse rejected the request of inces of China, destroying the crops 1887. He was married on October
available will be $8,000,000, and more whose plants were destroyed to re- ed a sharp cui-ve near Cedarvllle, Secretary Bryan for an assistant at and rendering 2,000,000 homeless and 21, 1911, to the Princess Zlta of Bourprobably between $10,000,000 and $12,- build in South Boston. They are as- Prosper Demaris, twenty years old*, 14,500 a year. The request was em- destitute.
bon of Parma, sister of the present
and Lewis Southard, of the same age, bodied In a Senate amendment.
«00,000.
American consul-general Fleming D. Duke Henry of Parma. Princess Zita
suming that few if any of the big were thrown against a tree and InSpeaker Clark voted against .the
Is ene of the twenty children of the
Cheshire
cabled
the
state
department
Says Salem Will Beat Chelsea,
manufacturers in Salem will rebuild stantly Wiled.
motion to concur in the Senate amendlate Duke Robert and bis first wife,
"Mayor Hurley voiced the general in Salem, but- will take their busiAt a turn near Lores Angle the ma- ment, apparently doing so to, make that these people were all facing starspirit of hopefulness. "Look at Chel- ness to New York, New Jersey or chine struck * trolley rail and hurtlai the House's refusal more emphatic. vation and that relief Is imperative. kfarle-Ple des Graces, Princess of
sea," he said, "There today the city Boston. It is the aim of the mayor with its riders through the air against He voted "No" In a loud voice, and Appeals have been made to the Ameri- Bonrbon-Slclles.
cas Red Cross.
is as prosperous as it ever was. It has and board", therefore, to get the Sa the trunk of an oak tree.
the Republicans applauded.
grown up from its r*la* to a thriving lam manufacturers to come to Boston
!:
•'.
.*
*i
;:

RERELS IN RACE ORGES BRITISH
FOR MEXICO CITY TO QUIT MEXICO

Qrt

FRANCIS FERDINAND AND DUCH-

with head bowed, indubitably very mis- such a tremendous disadvantage at
this supreme moment What a sorry
erable and unhappy.
"Listen to me," he resumed after a figure of a lover I am! Will you not
pause. "I, cap show you that your seal the bargain?"
"I do not understand," she murwhole conception of the matter is morbid—-false—taexcusable. This is not mured.
"Kiss me."
the time and place to make this conWithout a second's hesitation, she
fession—not the occasion I should
bent
down and pressed her lips upon
have chosen—but—are you listening?
—there has not been one minute since MB. HiB heart leaped up to meet It
last Sunday afternoon that you. have Then a chill fell upon him; there was
a total lack of warmth in the salute.
been out of my thoughts."
"I see," he said humbly, "that the
She looked i«t him in wonder.
"Sunday!" able echoed. "What do foolish notion of requital Is not yet
banished from your poor head. How
you mean?"
Seriously you are taking it! From
"That I love you."
She tried to withdraw her hand, but your viewpoint I must seem a beast
But, Jessie, this hour has been the
his closed upon It tightly.
"Ouch! That hurts!" he exclaimed. most genuine and sincere of my Ufs^—
She immediately desisted, while a I wish I could make you believe that"
"I believe you," she.said. "Please
rich tide of color suffused her cheeks.
"Mr. Van Vechten," she said nervt let me go—-I can bear no more."
He released her hands, and Bhe reouely, "this is absurd. Still, if It i«
your method of revenge. It is not for turned to the door, where she stopped
me to show 'resentment. Yod do not and faced him again.
All at once she was transfigured;
necessary to add that he was both even know my name."
"I do," he quietly contradicted. "It the lovely face was glorified by a shy,
amazed and profoundly curious.
half-timid light, inexpressibly alluring,
The girl rose to her feet and moved is Jessie."
She uttered a surprised little cry. that wrung a groan from the man at
a bit away from him.
his inability to rush over and gather
"Will you not be seated?" he In- "Why—"
"Wait, please," he checked her. "I her. in his arms.
vited. She shook her head. He .went
"How am I to find you again?" he
on: "I realize that some curious pur- want to add that If you believe the
pose has brought you to see me, and pure, high attributes you ascribe to asked anxiously.
"I shall not hide from you," she rethat you are agitated. Take your me, you must know that I could not
time; I am now, as,always, at your take such a method of revenge—as- plied.
"You fly from me," he lamented,
suming that I am seeking revenge, or
service."
"Don'tl" the sudden protest might even that any grounds exist to justify leaving me more wretched than I was
have been a cry of physical pain. "Mr. revenge, which I deny. It remains, before, although you have promised to
marry me—"
Van Vechten, I am wholly unworthy therefore, that I must be sincere.
"There are conditions, don't forget."
"You surely know, Jessie, that love
6f any gentleman's forbearance and
.courtesy; the most ordlnarly civility laughs at conventionalities as well as she reminded him.
"I would have imposed them myself,
from you but heaps humiliation upon at obdurate parents and locksmiths.
i.
humiliation. I deserve nothing from It Is incredible that such a thing could and gladly," he retorted.
The dark eyes met his in a 'long,
you but scorn and eontumely. That, I happen—I'll even admit that But the
can endure; but kindness—f" She was fact remains that it has happened. I maddening look, while the color rose
love you; and if you continue in the in her cheeks.
unable to proceed.
"I could learn to love you very
At last Van Vechten was beginning belief that you owe me some amends,
to comprehend the motive behind this why, we can square matters by you easily," she said, and was gone.
Fully ten minutes Van Vechten sat
promising to marry me. I shall accept
visit
,
like a man in a trance; then rousing
"If you don't compose yourself," he your culpability upon that basis and
abruptly, he called Barnicle.
said pleasantly, "we are not likely to no otrir."
"Get me a cigar," he commanded.
For a long time she sat looking Into
arrive at any sort of understanding.
Barnicle tried to oppose an objecPlease drag a chair over close to me— his eyes. Then—
tion.
"Mr. Rudolph, your nerves, you
"Do you mean that?" she asked very
I can't see you very well, you know;
know—Doctor Potth?—"
nor can I observe all the niceties of soberly.
"Damn Doctor Pottle! Fetch me a
"I was never more earnest in my
behavior with which I would like tp
cigar!"
celebrate this event and make you life," he assured her.
Barnicle fled.
"Then," she said, rising and gently
welcome. For, believe me, nobody
ever crossed my threshold who was disengaging her hand, "I shall promiseCHAPTER VIII.
this: One week from today—if your
more welcome."
He could see well enough, however, feelings have not changed In the mean*
j
_Ths
Coffin-Shaped Box. .
to note that any reference to his pres- time—If you can make the request
After Capt. Tom Phinney rejoined
ent Incapacity hurt the girl. She did with as much sincerity as you do now
—I will marry you any time you say. the two girls, he was not long In comnot stir.
prehending that his and their moods
"If you don't," he supplemented, "I Good-by."
She moved toward the receptlon- had become reversed, in Some unacshall be obliged to make the effort
hall, and his feelings were too over- countable way, during the few hours
anyhow."
of their separation. Where he had
At once she brought a chair over powering for speech. It all seemed like
been weighted down by no very pressclose to him and sat down. Support- a joyous dream coming true^—or, pering anxiety, and they unmistakably
ing her chin with one hand, she rest- haps, he was still dreaming. If so, had been, he was now taciturn under
ed the elbow upon an arm of the chair. the dream was about to end, and he
stress of an acute and growing men0
She was so winsome and pretty, and found utterance.
tal perturbation, while his companions
"Jessie," he said.
albeit so distressed, that Van Vechten
apparently were care-tree and happy.
She paused.
wanted more than anything else to
"Come back here a moment, please. The change was most noticeable in
make her see a ludicrous side of the
Jessie
Wiilard. for beneath Delia's gay
. . There .,.-. . Give me your
whole affair. But as yet he had no
humor there still ran an undercurrent
hint of how vitally serious it was to hand again—both of them. Now look
her; at present her Intense nature at me." She compiled with each re- of gravity.
However, even Jessie remained more
was much too earnest to be swayed quest as quickly as it waa made. "Tell
by any attempt at levity, or any play me," he went on, "is that promise a or less distrait; but that her thoughts
part of your poor, misguided, self-im- were not unpleasant her glowing counof his cynical humor.
tenance and an unfathomable light in
Pretty soon she gained her self-con- posed penance?"
"Don't'ask me what urges it" she her eyes attested.
trol, and began speaking with a degree
As the car drew up at the piazza
replied in a shaking voice.
of calmness.
"I shan't accept It in any such where Tom was waiting, Jessie clapped
'."Mr, Van Vechten, if somebody had
warped
and
distortedspirit
of
self-sacher
hands and cried enthusiastically:
told me the story of what happened
"Let's combine breakfast and lunchTuesday afternoon about some woman rifice," he pursued, still speaking very
other than myself, I would have be- gently, but none the less earnestly, "It eon here! We shall have the place all
is too much to expect that you can en- to ourselves. There Is nothing so tirelieved It tdo monstrous to Be true."
"But you did nothing," Van Vechten tertain a sentiment toward me that some as being cooped up In. a yacht
'objected; "You Were In deadly peril; anywhere near approaches mine—not that doesn't go anywhere."
npw. But I can teach you—girl, I can
The others' agreed; but In spite of
the fellow was irresponsible."
"I could have brought you assist- teach you! I give you as genuine a the light-hearted chatter of .the two
love
as
any
man
can
offer
a
woman.
girls,
Tom was constantly relapsing
ance, and I did 'not—deliberately. I
even kept' the affair to -myself, not Can't you acknowledge some kindly into a state of gloomy, preoccupied silence.
mentioning It'to a living soul; except feeling for me in return?"
"Let me go," ehe begged in an agiOn one occasion he detected Delia
that I took measures to protect myself
tated
whisper.
"God
knows.
I
anticiregarding him with a curious look.
from future Similar annoyance by that
pated
nothing
like
this!"
"Pfd you see your friend?" she indreadful creature." In a'sudden pas"Is the Idea so repugnant to you?",
quired, catching his glance.
'
sionate outburst, she, sat. upright "My
"You
are
killing
me
with
kindness!"
"He is out of town," Tom 'answered
Qod!—he might have murdered you!"
The quivering rise and fall of her shortly.
"But he did not, you see. Nor did
"I didn't know but that you had
he injure you. So why talk about It? bosom betrayed how profoundly she
I. can think of a thousand pleasanter was disturbed, and the light in her heard eome bad news," the girl murhandsome dark eyes signified a melt- mured; "It seems strange that we can't
topics—yourself, for example. Suping mood. Even the bruises on Van all be gay at the same time."
pose you tell me who you are?"
Vefchten's face could not disguise the
"If you'll tell me where you went
The dark eyes were regarding him
fondness with which he regarded her. to shell your troubles, I'd like to go
tragically.
"At least you do not deny It . *. . myself," said Tom, and wondered why
"My name does not in the least mat- God!" he broke off in an accession ef
ter," she demurred. "I am a despicable irritation. "It Is Intolerable to be at Jessie Wiilard blushed so furiously.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
creature who had the effrontery to
hate you Just because your name happens to be Vaj Vechten."
That young gentleman pricked up
his ears at this. He quickly interposed:
"That being the case, I seem to be
more concerned than you are willing
to admit. Why should you hate the
name Van Vechten f I must confess
that I have added nothing to Its lus- DECLINE OF GOOD READING "fssical professor used to grow inUlgnant at proposals to teach boys to
ter, yet neither have I besmirched It,
nor allowed the clan'e gonfalon to trail Joint Made at Educational Association read Greek like English; it would be
more to the point, he said. If we could
In the dust You see that my feelings
Convention Would Seem to Be
teach boys to read English like Greek.
toward you are anything but harsh
Well Taken.
We
can hardly expect them to forget
and vindictive; so why not tell me
about yourself?'-'The central Importance of reading their mother tongue for the sake of
"No, no—I am too full of shame and was the theme of much of the discus- learning to pay proper attention to the
mortification!" she cried bitterly. "I sion at the recent convention of the details of a good book, yet there is
owed it to my own * mean, selfish, National Educational association at something In this view; much of the
heartless pride to humble and abase Salt Lake City. Mr. Rice, state li- benefit of the classics comes from bemyself before you. I hated you. But brary clerk of Wisconsin, told how ing forced to pay attention to details.
you are a courageous, noble, high- that state prepares-lists of suitable Such careful study Is quite possible In
minded gentleman. If you knew—ev- books for'rural libraries, and offers English, but the temptation* is to skim
erything—"
the books at 31.7 per cent, discount. over the surface.
Again she was unable to go on.
It also requires teachers to pass an
Needed a Change.
"Why not tell me—everything?" he examination In library training, which
gently urged.
Mr. Rice considers more Important * Mrs. Mason came from her city
"You would hate and despise me that algebra, though the comparison home to spend a few weeks in' the
more than ever."
seems odd. Mr. Caxton, United States country town where she had lived
He took one of her hands in his.
commissioner of education, who fol- when a girl. One mdrning, while out
"It Is impossible that I should hate lowed, declared literature the most for a walk, she .met a man who In
or desplBe you; there Is the very, best important or all school subjects, and former days-had been a school-mate,
of reasons why I could not. My ap- observed that any man who will read and stopped for a chat.
pearance 1B all against any cause I thoughtfully four good books a year
"Why, Charlie," she said, "your famight plead, but—you are trembling!" will be a well-educated man by the ther must tie getting well on in. years."
he abruptly broke off. „
"Yes," replied the man, "he's' close
time he has read 100*. That may de"I
am utterly wretched!"
she pend somewhat on ,tiie> books, for not on to eighty-nine."
moaned.
"And does he enjoy good health?"
all good books reward that kind of
For once in his lffe, at least, Van reading, though the ^greatest usually Inquired the woman.
Veohten was at a loss. The girl was
"No," said the man, "he hasn't been
do.
so determined, "to humble herself, the
It Is, at any rate, a kind of reading -right pert for some time."
Idea iwas so repugnant to his nice
"What aeems to be the trouble with,
too much out of fashion nowadays,
sense of fitness? and his attempts to
him?" she asked.
. '
influence her were so- ineffective, that mainly because there Is so much to
"Well, I dunno," was the answer.
read
that
it
Is
difficult
to
let
the
mass
he despaired of relieving the situation.
"I guess larmin' don't agree wttH hlisi
She, seemed1 unconscious of the fact go and concentrate on one author, one any more."
thai he still held her hand, and sat book, one page, one word. A fine old
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A gleaming pebble
lay beside
An acorn in a
field;
The pebble vu
possessed
pride

me fi3ternojle.r%ub.
£tc.
SYNOPSIS.

Ralph Van Vcchten, a yearns; man of
.leisure, la astonished to see a^rian enter
No. 1313, a house across the street frorn
the Powhatan club, Ions unoccupied and
spoken of as the House of Mystery. Bev-^
«ral persons at regular intervals enter
No. 1313. Van Vechten expresses concern
*o his friend. Tom Fhinney, regarding t»e
■whereabouts of his cousin and flancae.
Paige Carew A man is forcibly ejected
Irom the house. Van Vechten and Tom
follow the man and find him dead In the
-street. Van Vechten Is attracted by the
face of a girl In the crowd of onlookers
-curroundins; the body. Detective Flint
calls on Van Vechten to get his version
•f the tragedy. Tom Phlnney goes alone
on a yachting trip. He recognises among
some persons In a passing motor boat two
men whom he had.seen enter the House,
•of Mystery. He sees one of them, a Mr.
■Caiils, on shore later and follows him.
Tom is seized, blindfolded and taken to a
liouse. A sweet-voiced girl later protests
against the roughness of his captors.
Van Vechten calls on his uncle. Theodore
Van Vechten, big man in Wall street.
*nd known as the "Man of Iron." in
vearch of information regarding the
whereabouts of Paige Carew. Detective
Flint shows Van Vechten a gold mesh
-purse found in the House of Mystery.
Van recognizes it as belonging to Paige
Carew. The sweet-voiced girl helps Tom
Phinney escape. A message from London reports that two ladie* resembling
Miss Carew and her companion. Mrs.
Devereaux, sailed for New York some
time previously. It develops that the
ladies visited the English home of Tem?$n Bonner, owner of the House of Mysery. It Is recalled that Temple Bonner
•was in love with a daughter of Compton
£chuyler wire married Max Wiilard. The
■other daughter married a man named
Devereaux. Bonner and Wiilard were intimate friends. A search is started for
Wiilard. Van Vechten enters the House
■of Mystery by the back door in time to
hear John Callls threaten a girl. He interferes and helps the girl escape, but is
rendered unconscious In the struggle
with Callls. Tom Phlnney gets a job
•as master of Brownlow's yacht Kohlnur,
■which has been chartered for some mysterious mission. The charterer. Max Wiilard, and his friends board the yacht at
night n.nd Tom hears the voice of the unknown girl. Wiilard assures Tom that
Ills mission is honorable, and intimates
that a great wrong is about to be rightedHe gives orders that ho one is to leave
•or board the yacht without his permission. With Willard's consent Delia goes
■ashore to telephone, and returns to the
yacht In great agitation. It develops that
Wiilard has recently Invented a powerful
•xploelve.

BOOK III.
CHAPTER VII.—Continued.

The girl gave not the slightest heed
to his departure; to tell the truth, it
seemed more than likely that, with at
best only a hazy Impression of him in
tier memory, he had passed utterly
from her mind and from the room at
one and the same time. Her left hand
lay palm down upon her: throat, as It
something hurt her there. The right
was / halt-raised, > the
fist
tightly
clenched, in an excess of tumultuous
feeling. •
The sleeper stirred, and with a sudden movement, whipped the bandage
from his, eyas: He stared blankly up
at the girl, She gasped and recoiled
from the,sight of him. ■
- It was.patent that Van Vechten
doubted the evidence of his senses, or
else he concluded that his dreams had
taken a pleasanter bent; at any rate,
be lay.motlonlesB, staring at the vision
of tor who had occupied so much of
his thoughts of late, until It dawned
upon him that she was crying.. Then
with an Inarticulate exclamation that

B

uppose You Tell Me Who You Are.'

fended In a groan, he tried to rise. Instantly she extended her right band
svnd gently pressed him back.
"No, no!" she protested chokingly.
^TJon't move. God forbid that I should
>cause you another second of suffering!"
In a flash he was wholly awake, all
Ibis faculties alert
"But, my dear young lady!" he exIpostulatear'^What is .the meaning qf
this? How did you get here? Where
lie Barnicle?"
-Again he tried to rise, this time deferring her attempt to stop him. It
was a slow and painful operation for
him to assume a sitting posture. With
an Impulsive, movement, she passed
one arm around his shoulders.
"Then I can help you," she said.
"Thank you," said Van Vechten at
last, rather'breathleasly, for movement
| was still torture for him.
I He was quick to perceive that her
{visit was a matter of no light portent,
■and in relation to it his appearance
(was of slight moment, and any excuses
;he might make would be banal. So
Ike uttered none. It is doubtless un-
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That never was
concealed:
To more explicitly
explain.
It viewed the acorn
with disdain.
•Tin white and
smooth," the
pebble said,
"I glisten In the
sun;
Tour color la a
dullish red.
Tour day will
soon be done:
For ages I have
dazzled here:
Tou soon shall rot

35 BUSHELS PER/

i the yield of WHEAT

and disappear."
The pebble, boasting day W day.
Its neighbor viewed with scorn;
A season alowly wore away,
And then a sprout was born:
The pebble, lying close at hand,
Looked on a/id did not understand. '
Tear after year the sapling grew.
Its healthy branches spread;
Its leaves above the pebble blew
And stained It dullish red;
Deep In the mold concealed, at last,
Ihe pebble's foolish pride waa past.
MORAL,
Those whom we treat with scorn may
grow,
Develop and expand;.
There la BO much we do not know
And cannot understand;
We may by those whom We decry
Be overshadowed by and by.
The Lady Strategist

1

on many farms in
Western Canada in
1913, tome yields
being reported *a
high... 50 bushel*
per acre. As high
aalOObushelswere |
recorded in some
districts for oats,
i bushels for barley and
ad '
im 10 to 20 bus. for f Us.

J. Keys arrived In the ]

country 5 years ago from
Denmark with very little (
means. He homesteaded,
worked bard, is now the 1
owner of 320 acres of land, j
in 1913 had a crop, of 200 \
acres, which will realize him !
I about $4,000- His •whe.t i
J weighed 68 Jbs. to the bushel

I andaveragedoverSSl.'
' to the acre.
. Thousands of shnHar in- L
/ stances might be related of the R
I homesteaders in Manitoba, Sas-1
jf katchewan and Alberta.
The crop of 1913 was an abunJ dant one everywhere in Western |
i Canada*
1
Ask for descriptive literature and \
' Neduced railway rates. Apply to \
Superintendent of Immigration,
Ottawa. Canada, or

"Here," she said, rushing back t»
the ticket window, "this dollar you
gave me In change Is counterfeit"
"Pardon me, but I didn't give you
M. A. BOWLBY,
a dollar In change."
73 Tremont Street, Boston. Mass.
"Yes you did. I bought a ticket
■EnpsuHsm Government Agent
here not two minutes ago and you
changed a $5 bill tor me. It was all
the money I had, so I couldn't have got DAISY FLY KILLER fiS? m swi 5.
Cist. Ne»t, Qls*a, or*
nurosnta l, eon -erUsnt.
this bad dollar anywhere else."
ches-p. Lsst* .all
"You should have examined your
BSSIOB. Had* el
metal, <*n't spillortla
change when it was handed to you.
ovar, will not soil os
I Cant make any correction now."
lBjaro anything.
Ouaranteed •ffaetlTa,
"I shan't budge from this window
AM dealer* orSsani
till you give me a good dollar for the
•xprass paid for «.♦*.
BtCatt) AT*. Brookiya. S. T.
bad one you tried to foist upon me."
"Let me see it"
_ KAINCOAT FBOPOBITION — Man,
"There."
woman or child can make money •astir* II
you.
WABBKX KAINCOAT OO.
"Why, this Is a perfectly good btlt starts
BOX Uft, GTJTHRIE, KENTUCKY.
Here is another. I'm not afraid of it"
"No. I won't take this bill.
It's
Rubbing It In.
torn. Give me a new one."
"Why does that lady grin so every
"I'm sorry, but if you 'don't want time she sees your'
<
that bill I'll bave to give you your
"She knows I'm only getting $10 ft
change In nickels."
week."
"Thank you," she said, after -count"But why the grinf*
ing the pieces of coin. "I wanted a
"I wan engaged to her once and
dollar's worth of nickels, but I knew broke It off, and she afterward maryou wouldn't have that many If 1 ried a millionaire.''
asked for them in the first place."
Xew Modern t>anctefi; '
WAITING FOR A DECISION.

The leading abepert and Instructor In New Torsi
Olty, writes: "Dear Sir;—I have uasd fmsl
roo-r-BUsa, the anttseptlo powder to be shaken Into
lb* shoes, for the past ten yaars. It la a blessing s*
all who are oompelled to be on their feet. 1 danos
sight or ten bourn dally, and find thai AXLSN*
rooT-HASi keeps my lees cool, takes the friction
trom the shoe, preventa coma and Sore, Aohlngfass.
I recommend it to all my pupils."
(Signed)
K. FLBTCHHB HAUUAMOR& '
sample Twtm. Address Allan S.01mstedO,eBor,H.T.

"Do you expect
to spend your vacation
in
the
mountains or at
the seaside?"
''i haven't found
out yet. My wife
After sizing up their husbands, we
is trying to dis- don't blame some women for betas
cover where" it fond of dogs.
i
will be necessary to have the most
TOUR OWK DRUGGIST WIpirrTOT.TOO
costly clothes."
Try
no »,=
Hye Rei»edr„ror
If, Mori
^11, II,„
uuun*
# Bed, .Weak,, wj*«T
Qualified Enthusiasm.

euas- No Smartlna—
■jr.* sud Granulated
lust Bye "Comfort.
Ooui'ort. Write
Wt,™ tor Book of tbs Hys
by mail Itee. Marine Sje Remedy Co.. Caleaco.

"Don't you think he la too cute fot
A healthy horse eats nine times Its
anything?" asked the proud young
weight in food in a year; a healthy
mother, referring to her baby.
,i
"Oh, I don't know," replied her sev- sheep six times.
enteen-year-old brother. "He's cuts
11 you think you can't do a thins—
enough, I guess, but I never did think
tnuch of people who hadn't any teeth." well, you know the answer.
Egotism.
"I will win you yet!" he passionate
ly exclaimed. "I will show that I am
■worthy of you."
"There," she replied, "that proves
what I have always said—that you
were a confirmed egotist"
Something

Equally

Mrs. S.A.Allen's
WORLD'S
Hair Color Restorer

Dangerous.

"Have you ever sniffed the smoke
of battle?" she asked.
"No." he said, drawing himself up
to hlB full height, "but I once went
automobile riding through the East
side In New York."
Unfortunate.

"Did you find It expensive when you
were In St. Louis?"
"Yes, rather. My wife's relatives all
seemed to be away from home every
time I went around to try to find any
of them."
Only One of His Kind.
"Did you say he was eccentric?"
"Yes. He's afraid of his wife."
"Most men are afraid of their
wives."
,
"But he admits it"
Too Cold and Distant
"Are you familiar with Haupfr
mann?"'
"No, I can't say that I am. That's
one of my worst troubles. My wife Is
always blaming me for not being I
good mixer."
He Knows.

The man Who knows his busineet
doesn't waste any time wondering
what to do next
.

Keinv.s 'lour Youthful Appearance

For Dandruff

Dandruff Is a disorder of
ths skin. 'One of the best
remedies for it is

Glenn's
Sulphur
Soap
It's a delightful toilet and]
bath soap,—cleansing, healing and purifying.
Bold br Drantots
"
JfllrTrUir-=a Wh-to Dr«»
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j THE WATSON WILDNESS '
By LEONORE KELLY.
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Elmer Greely ate hie breakfast with
a singing heart. Indeed, It was a tangoing heart! Was
he not at last go- EASY TO BEAUTIFY THE YARD
ing to the city to
buy Jewelry lor Plot of Ground May Be Small, But
Mllly?
There Are Always Possibilities
For Elmer did
of Improvement
not believe, with
all the rest of
No matter how small a yard you
River Hill, that in- have, there are possibilities for makdulgence - would ing it a Joy to yourself and to others.
spoil this member In the congested parts of a city imof the Watson agine the pleasure of those who live
tribe. He had on the third and fourth floors of a
laughed at the house or apartment when they may
dire warnings of took down upon a tiny spot of green!
the village when he had married her. It tells them of the changing seasons;
I "As if Milly would turn out wrong it rests them after a hard, day's work;
Juat because her ancestors did!" m it stimulates them with hope; It rehad scoffed indignantly.
freshes them as nothing but a touch
If he had been financially able to, of beauty can.
he would have "shown" the town, then
Occasionally one comeB upon such
and there, by covering her with rings a yard, even when the owner has
and necklaces Immediately after the neither much time or money to expend
ceremony. All through his engage- upon it but much may be done where
ment bis heart had burned with Indig- there is an.inherent love for growing
nation against the old aunt who had things. One particular garden had for
brought her up; not one Jot of fun had Its nucleus a great wistaria vine,
the child ever had.
which was strong and fine with
Instead of telling the girl that he age, and it glorified the backs of unlonged to do things for her, and some sightly houses and shielded an alley
day would, he kept the wish locked from view.
**
tight in his heart.
No passer-by on the street could
"Goln' to buy* another machine V suspect the wealth of beauty that lay
she asked listlessly as she cleared the hidden behind the house. The little
table of the breakfast dishes.
back yard was aglow with the huge
Elmer nodded. He tried to conceal purple flowers in full bloom, making
the smile that would come on hie face, the rickety fence look picturesque.
■Ad failed.
But this vine had been lovingly tended
"What you smilln' at?" she asked else It would have long since fallen
quickly, stopping short.
Into decay, as had its neighbors. An"Oh, nothin'," he answered gruffly. other fence was made attractive by
Think of itl-The-newest and best summer merchandise at almost half price. We have secured about a hundred thousand
"I'm Just feelin' good, that's all. I vines that clambered from boxes
guess It was your coffee, Milly."
dollars worth of absolutely new summer merchandise from overstocked manufacturers at tremendous price concessmns and to
which were placed at measured disHe noticed that she was a little stiff tances along the yard. There was a
££ grSoi Si?been added a thousand dollars worth more from our own stocks. The entire lot-two thousand dollars
when he kissed hsr good-by and start- narrow flower bed in the center of
worth in all—is to be sold for about one hundred thousand dollars or at nearly half price.
ed out for the stable, but he toseed the tiny grass plot. Surely not a prethe thought from his mind; she would tentious garden, but one that soothed
It will be a golden buying and saving opportunity. Every department in the store will be represented with sensational
forgive his closeness when she un- the nerves at evening and made
derstood the reason for his trip. Whis- known to all the world that spring
bargains.
tling heartily, he jumped into his wait- had come.
ing wagon, and pointed the horse's
head cityward.
The old mare at last pulled into the HOUSE SET IN SHRUBBERY
suburbs of the city. Leaving the rig
at a public stable, Elmer started out at Mistake to Allow Even the Smallest
Abode to Have a Bare and Unatonce for one of the many Jewelry
tractive Appearance.
Bhops. It was lunch time, but what
was mere food In comparison with the
"I have invested $4,000 in my home,"
great object of the trip?
And every article on the list he got. a man remarked to a friend the other
Eemember-The Bale Starts Thursday and Continues Friday and Saturday, July 9,10 and 11,1914. Plan to Attend and
Even the bracelet with the queer blue day as they reached his house. "It's
a
comfortable
little
house
and
I
will
stones reposed in his pocket when at
Share in the Best Bargains in Summer Merchandise You Have Ever Known.
always be able to get my money out
last -he started homeward.
When he pulled In sight of his farm If I want to. Don't you think it was
—
he was surprised to see no friendly a good investment?"
"Fine," the friend replied. "You
light In the windows.
"Must be some neighbor's Bick, Han- have a mighty attractive house. But
JThlnk of Theee Things."
na," he said, staring. "Nothin* else you have neglected Just one thing to
Tobaeco Monopoly.
How to Make a Cherry Pie.
STRANGE BIRD OF DESERT
would take Milly away from home at make it a place that would capture
The president of Uruguay has subMany images of wrong must of
Willie had resigned his position in
everybody
that
saw
It
The
house
this hour. Why, it's seven o'clock!"
mitted to the general assembly for
sity come to the young; let them not
looks bare. By spending a few dollars^ Chapparal Cock Said by Cattlemen to approval a contract signed by the the big bakery, where he labored In
In the dining room, Just as he had
the pie department, and had gone to be multiplied in our feverish and morBuild Spike Fence Around
for shrubbery around It you would
minister of finance, for the purpose Work In a carpenter's shop for smaller bid fashion of today. Above all, let
hoped, he found a note.
Rattlesnake.
give It a setting that would be great."
of establishing a tobaceo monopoly." wages. The social Investigator, hav- (hem be crowded out by constant sug"Dear Elmer," It read, "I have gone
There are several thousand houses
op to Harperville to spend the day
Does the road runner or Chapparal, This contract provides for the conces- ing heard about Willie, questioned gestion of noble Images and noble
in Kansas City that might have been
sion to a private company, for a term of
thought which will work consciously
with Fred Kent."
the subject of such a conversation. cock snare the rattlesnake by build- E5 years, of the sole right to Import him
"A Watson!" he whispered, sinking Men will make a large Investment In a ing a' fence of cholla spikes around
"Arent yon sorry you left the bak- and subconsciously, shaping the dream
purchase,
manufacture
and
sell
tobac" his head Into his hands.
ery and came to this shop?" she asked when the dreamer la toaat aware. To
house and then will fail to make the him and then dlspatqh the reptile at
hold up before the ardent and ImThen he began to pace the floor. He small additional Investment In plant- leisure? The story, received with co In all Its forms. The present man- kindly.
nfacturers
and
dealers
may
become
pressionable young that which they
had known that Milly had gone to ing that would make the, big Invest- skepticism, has often been told about
"No'm," Will!* answered quickly.
stockholders
In
the
new
company
for
may become to strength, in purity,
school with Fred Kent —that they had ment really effective.
"But you get less money."
this bird of the southwest ' Mr. John
the value of their plants and stocks on
would surely be better than placing
been boy and girl sweethearts.
Tes'm."
"
There Is a charm, a sense of home- Feeney of Elmlra recently went to
"It can't be!" he cried. "Oh, Mllly! likeness about a house set in shrub- Arizona to learn the truth. He learned hand plus a bonus, or they may dis"Well, what waa the matter with the before them this perpetual movtogplcture show of our civic and national
Milly! You're Just my simple little bery and trees that are lacking In the tern some of the pioneers that they pose of their establishments, machin- bakery?"
N
ery and stocks - to the 'company at
girl'!' I know you, Mllly!"
"Twuz this way," explained Willie. transgressions. I can only believe, as
house without such a setting. Bare, were ready to make affidavits that
Yet there was the Incriminating unbroken lines are hard and forbid- they had witnessed the capture and actual value plus a bonus. The com- "It hurt my mouth. I wuz in de pie I read article after article of exposure,
pany Is to pay the state $1,240,800 an- part, de cherry pie part, an' I had that this continued presentation to]
note—and written by her own hand!
ding. Green leaves and branches death of rattlesnakes In the aforesaid
Not exactly knowing where he was about a building make it part of the fashion. Mr. Sidney de Long of Bls> nually during the first five years, $1.- to stone cherries. An' dey've got a! youth of the unholy aide of life, with.]
going, he strode swiftly to the door landscape. They "tie" It to the ground bee affirmed that he had seen a pair 757,800 from the sixth to the thir- rule over there dat all de boys has toj our increasing tendency to make edn-i
and out Into the darkness. He found and make it seem to grow out of the of,road runners, evidently mates, do teenth year, and from the thirteenth whistle all de time dey's workln', so| cation a mere matter of the intellect!
his feet taking him to the house of SOIL
the trick. Cattlemen were prolific in to the end of the twenty-fifth year %2r as to show dey ain't eatin' no cher- and of the eye, is bound to lessen thai
068,000. After 25 years the monopoly ries."—Popular Maaazlne.
moral energy of the race. Would it;
Mllly's aunt. Perhaps the old lady
A house Isn't really a home until experiences of the kind, but the Arishall revert to the state.
not be better If we were more diligent;
would be able to throw some light on nature is called Into co-operation with zona Historical society had no data.
In searching history, philosophy, HteiH
The road runner Is suchj> strange
things.
it—Kansas City Star.
Parenthood,
ature, for "whatsoever things are)
bird that anything told about It is
„ ...But the old lady was as much at sea
"White Gold" « New Alley.
The blame, then, for^the boy who
believed. Dr. William T. Hornaday, to
as Elmer himself.
—
Owing to the Increased price of plat- pure, whatsoever things are lovely,.
ONLY NEED ONE GOOD IDEA his "American Natural History," Is goes wrong does not rest with the inum new alloys of gold called "white whatsoever things are of good report,"
"Milly gone!" she cried.
credulous himself. The bird, be says, Tioy himself, or yet with his remote gold" and "palladium gold" have lately and In bidding the young think on
Elmer hesitated before launching
Profits of Poet, Johnson, Wright, "Is remarkably odd In form and also ancestors. It rests squarely'with the come Into uae as a substitute for plati- these things?—The Atlantic.
the worst fact.
parents who, through lgnoranoe or num In the manufacture of jewelry,
Howe, De Long and the Lloyds
in Us habits." He thus describes It:
"She's—she's not alone," he began
So Made.
"It Is about the size of a small neglect, have failed to mold him the London Globe states. To avoid the
gradually. "She's—with a man."
The Broken "Conaplraoy."
crow, with a tail as long as Its entire aright in the plastic days of childhood. confusion of these alloys with pure
"A man!" she grew white to her finThe "conspiracy of silence" Is broPoet put Battle Creek on the map body and bead, and legs that are so What Is needed, especially in this com- platinum work three new stamps, 0T
ger-tips.
ken.
Of that no one can doubt.'The
with one Idea—prepared breakfastj j<
strong they
uiey swui
nu those
mw«» plex civilization of ours, with Its myr- hallmarks, have been created by a'relong and •strong
seem like
He nodded. "Fred Kent"
"Why, Fred Kent's dead!" she cried. foods—remarks "Olrard" In the Phlla- 0f a grouse, save that the toes are iad incitements and temptations, la cent decree in France for use In mark- phrase may be suffered to lapse into
longer. The body Is slender, but the a livelier appreciation of the responsi- ing jewelry that la composed entirely oblivion. In Its day it was a menace,
"Why, boy, Mllly's foolln' you! She delphla Ledger,
Mr. Johnson took the scratch out of neck and head are large and the head bilities as well as the privileges of par- or in part of platinum. One of the new and few of us would now advocate the
knows he died last week. I told her
the phonograph and so gave not only. has a conspicuous crest The beak enthood. Moist of all, perhaps, from hallmarks, a dog's head, la used to deliberate Ignoring of things not to bei
so myself!"
At this point the two turned swiftly. Camden and New Jersey the Victor, Is large. Although the bird has wings the point of view of coping with the stamp work of home manufacture denied. Few of us would care to see
the rising generation as unlnstructed
The creak of a door had startled them. but the country one of Its most amax- It seldom uses them, and they must problem of vice and crime, do parents which Is to be sold In the country: anconstantly be growing smaller through need to appreciate that it Is In the other, the head of a young girl, de- in natural laws as we were, as adrift
lng business successes.
There In the doorway stood- Mllly.
very first yearg of their children's notes Vwork ef home manufacture In- amid the unintelligible, or partly to*
"I hope I gave you a good scare!"
Pulverizing charcoal to make it a disuse."
Mice, lizards, snakes, centipedes, lives that the work of character build- tended for exportation, and a mask telllglble things of life. But surely
■he cried vibrantly. "You deserve one, more economic fuel was eo good an
Elmer Greely! Any man who'll go off Idea that Walter S. Wright Is the and Insects are provender. The doctor ing should be begun.—From "The Boy designates Imported goods. In com- the breaking of silence need not Imply
with another woman, who'll buy her fourth generation of his family to con- testifies that It Is the most nervous Of. Who Goes Wrong," by H. Addlngton binations of platinum and white gold the opening of the flood-gates of
the proper stamps must be used to In- speech. It was never meant by those
things when his wife la slavin' for him tinue that century old family In Cam- birds, abnormally suspicious and phe- Bruce, In the Century,
who first cautiously advised a clearer
nomenally quick In Its movements. It
dicate the various metals.
night and day!" In trembling con- den county.
understanding of sexual relations and
tumely she flung down on the table a
Selected Bits.
The thought that a needle could sew flies little, but leaps tar and high with
hygienic rules that everybody should
Dickens Souvenir.
scrap of white paper and stood back, with the eye In the point Instead of closed wings. He estimates that if
The late Henry Townsend Martin
Manager Ben Harmon of the Neil chatter freely respecting these grave
as though to say that that could finish the other end was what made Howe the road runner "goes on 10,000 years was one day describing to a New York
in Its present habits" It will cease to reporter his adventures in the London house, Columbus, 0„ has in his pos- Issues: that teacher*, lecturers, novelher sentence for her.
and his sewing machine.
session an old silver salver in uae at ists, story writers, militants, dramatWith a quick step Elmer bent over
Bending a piece of wire to give it a fly at all and will be able to leap 20 slums.
It. It wli the list of Jewelry articles.
"Slum butcher shops," he said, "are the time the English novelist, Charles ttats, social workers and magazine ed"hump"-:-the whole world knows the feet In the air. This remarkable description of the uneasy and elusive very Interesting, especially on a Sat- Dickens, stopped at the Nell house. itors should copiously Impart all they I
"An' It's not the first time you've story of the De Long book and eyebought things for her," accused Mllly.
Half a dozen men sitting In a little bird of the Arizona desert prepares urday night when the Sunday meat, is Tradition has it that the tray was know, or assume they know, to thei
used by employes of the hostelry to world, writes Agnes Beppler m thai
""Bracelet to match the blue neck- coffee house said to another: "Well one for "the many strange yarns" that being bought
Atlantic. The tack of restraint, the
"Once In The New Cut' I stopped serving Dickens.
lace.' What blue necklace? There's guarantee you against losing your ship have been told about It, including the
story of how It traps the somnolent before a dreadful looking stall of meat
The salver was recently presented lack of balance, the tack of sober-!1
none on the list!"
and cargo," and so started the world's
Bat Elmer was in no mood to an- most, celebrated Insurance concern, rattler. In tfee Interests of veracious There was a platter of particularly to Mr. Harmon by a Columbus lady, ness and common sense, were neves
natural history Mr. Frank M. Chap- vile stuff called 'selected bits.' These whose great-grandfather secured It more apparent than to the obsession.
swer her; his heart was beating pray- which Is known as Lloyds.
man should visit Arizona and write) selected bits the butcher waa offering immediately after the famous English- of sex which has set us all a-babbUng
ers of thankfulness at the discovery
In this age of enormous business,
a monograph about Geococcyx call- to an old lady for threepence, but she. man left the hotel. Time and long use about matters once excluded front,
that she had not gone the way of other the fellow who gets just one good idea
fornianus.
Insisted that this was too high.
had worn the silver edges of the tray the amenities nf conversation.
Watsons.
•
for bettering any one of a thousand
" Take 'em for tuppence, then,' said, to such a degree that It waa necessary
"Come home,' he said gently, taking things can at once order his steam
Positive Proof.
the butcher. 'Best selected bits, a plat-, to apply a generous coat of solder to
First Feed for Ducklings.
her arm firmly in his, "and we'll see yacht
The Counsel—"How do you know
The best first feed for newly terful for tuppence. You cant do bet, keep the whole intact
who thai ether woman Is!"
this night tatter was forged by a man
The inscription of the name "Neil and not written by the woman whose,
i
(Copyright, 1*14. by the MeClura Nawspabatched ducklings Is made of one part ter nor that' .
ww
Higher Mathematics.
per Syndicate.)
"'I don't know,* said the old ladyi House" can still be seen In the hot. name Is signed to It?" The Expert—
sifted cornmeal, one part wheat bran,
"How many have I taken?"
torn of the salver, although worn verj "Because It contains just 48 words,
two parts stale (not moldy) bread and It seems rather high.'
Celebrities Wed.
"I dunno."
faint by Its long use. It is one of Mr,' and a woman would have used two
a little line grit and finely granulated . "'Will ye.give a penny for 'era?"
"This 1* Interesting."
<"You call yourself a caddie and don't
'Still the old lady hesitated.
Harmon's prized possessions, and oc- more to get her money's worth."—
charcoal sprinkled In, the whole, mixed
•What Is ltr
know how many strokes I've had."
damp, but hot wet, with milk. Wat^ts: **/£ '.£&■»/ said the butcher, "here. cupies a place of honor on fata private Birmingham Age-Herald.
1 see a member of the original
•■Look 'ere, guv'nor, I can only count
will do for mixing If milk Is not avail- hang It, ma'am, 111 turn my back while desk.
Florodora sextet has married a sur- as to ten."—Tatler (London).
you. pinch 'em.'"
able.
Ttvor of the light brigade."

Worcester, Mass.

Beginning Thursday and Continuing Friday and Saturday
July 9, 10 and \\, im

Great Vacation and Reduction
Sale at About Half Price

$100,000 Worth of New Summer Merchant
dise Bought Underprice From Over»
stocked Manufacturers

$100,000 Worth of Summer Goods Reduced
From Our Own Good Stock .

A Four Page Circular Giving Full Details of
This Important Money-Saving Event Will Be
Distributed In This Town Soon.—Watch for
Them
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in which he thanked Mr Smith in behalf

S. and the people of BrookBROOKFIELD^ GLORIOUS FOURTH offield.the V.HeI. was
then presented with a

At the Congregational church next
Sunday morning at 10.45 Rev Bruce W.
Brotherson, the new minister at Gilbertville wilCpreach in exchange with Rev
f A Surely Safe, Sane and Successful Society Celebration.
Mr Goodwin.
Brookfield's fourth celebration held lowed by the acrobat, Ambark (Bumpsy)
At the Holy Communion- seryice at the
Congregational church last Sunday, Mrs under the direction of the V. L S., was Ali, whose unique costome and antics
William Bailey^ Mrs Myra Hazen, and a most enjoyable affair, and the entire brought forth laughter all along the line.
Sumner H. Reed, Howard Leete, Albert entertainment program was well carried Then followed the imitation trained
Hooker aud Louis Flower united with out, bringing forth expressions of com- horses ridden by Miss Bessie Bailey and
mendation from nearly all of the 3500 Charles H. Moulton and the six trained
the church.
ponies ridden by Leonard F. Rice, BurGueHts of Mr and Mrs A. B. Brunell, people in attendance during the afternoon
ton Hunter, John Finney, Gertrude E.
at the "Birches," Lake Quaboag, Sun? and evening. It was the greatest day
Bleumer, Dorothy A. Connolly and Dorday, were Richard Keith, Worcester; Brookfield has had since the dedication
othy Cottle. Next came the Zobo band
Donald Ormsby, Westfield; Miss Eleanor ot.the town hall in 1904.
The rain and threatening weather on led by Homer Webster, assisted by
Bill, West Brookfield; and Harry ThompFriday made it necessary to arrange every Charles Flagg, William Fenton, Thomas
son of Spencer.
Derrick, Oscar Carlejbn, John Stone,
• John E. Maxfield, aged 7 years, son of thing on the common, Saturday morning, Thomas Connolly William Cottle, Frank
#lth
the
result
that
the
entire
entertainJohn and Catherine (Higgins) Maxfield
Robidoux and John Reneban. Next in
of Auburn, formerly of Brookfield, died ment was given in the afternoon. The line was the comedian W. E. Browning,
common
was
attractively
decorated
with
Friday at Memorial hospital, Worcester,
and the side show attractions; and Mutt
of tetanus and spinal meningitis, caused •Streamers of red, white and blue, extend- represented by John Adams and Jeff by
by cut received on bis right heel from a ingf rom tree to tree and the booths and George Stoned the miniature automobile
rusty, nail. He received the injury 10 dancing pavilion were decorated in an driven by Frank Woodard, and the Indays before bis death and the wound had elaborate manner, the national colors pre- dian boys, represented by. Harold May as
apparently healed, but on Thursday he dominating. This part was in charge of chief, John Livermore, Henry Melien,
was troubled with pain in the region of Herman Wright, assisted by Thomas George Woodard, Cloise Ball, Harold
the cut and on Friday lock-jaw developed. Finney, Howard A. Leete and Edgar Maggs, Earl Rice, Edward Hall, Horace
The body was brought Monday morning Wright
May and Stuart Hall.
Next came the
The crowd wrs handled in an excellent automobile of Edward R. Burgess, decto West Brookfield for burial in Sacred
Runabout $600. Touring Car «550—f. o. b.
manner by Deputy Sheriff Warren E. orated with the national colors, in the
Heart cemetery.
Detroit Complete with equipment
w. a.
Bacon. 36 Cherry St., Bpencer, Mass.
The executive committee of B. H. S. Tarbell, assisted by officers Thomas Moon- tonneau of which rode Miss Esther Howe
alumni association announce that the al- ey, David N. Hunter, John Crotty, James as Columbia and O. Alfred DuBois as
BOwler, J. Victor Guerin, George Bolac,
Uncle Sam. They were attended by two
umni picnic will be held at Point of
Qeorge F. Woodward, Patrick Webster, sailor girls, Alice Rice Laflin and Daisy
Pines, Lake Quacumquasit, the afternoon
and
special
officers,
Arthur
Wolcott,
Hunter.
Then came the chicken inand evening of .Friday, August 14. All
spectors, Frederick Bliss and William
members of the alumni are invited to at- JWilliain Bemis and William Roach.
The
celebration
waa
carried
out
withLawlor, and'the hurdy-gurdy.
tend, and automobiles and motor boats'
Mrs Jennie L. Brock of New York, a will leave Donahue's wharf at 1 o'clock out an, aecident of any sort and there
At the conclusion of the parade there
was
no
disorder.
former resident of Over-the-River dis- on that day.
These committees have
was singing frorri the veranda oi the
PUHI.IHUKD
Double car service on the W. B. & S. Henry T. Crosby house, by Miss Helen
trict, is visiting at the home of Mr and been appointed:—Sports, John Hughes
Mrs William Mulcahy. Mrs Brock re- Joseph Durkin, Charles Moulton, and street railway brought the crowds from
EVERY FRIDAY AFTERNOON,
Moulton of Monson, Joseph Benoit of
AT
cently returned from an 8 months' trip Miss Margreta Hastings; refreshments, the neighboring towns and hundreds
hotel Bancroft, Worcester, and W. E.
Journal Block, North Brookfield, Maes around the world.
Mrs Claude H. Laflin, (chairman), Mis* came in automobiles, which were parked Browning, of Brookfield,
Mr Benoit
' Mr and Mrs Henry Clemens and Teresa Mulvey, Mrs P. Eugene Gadaire on River street. John L. Zimmerman gang "The Star that blighted my fife,"
HORACE J. LAWRENCE,
bad
charge
of
parking
of
autos,
and
there
George Clemens of Norwich, Ct„ Mr and and Mrs Oscar Holcomh, .
"Sympathy," accompanied on the piano
S
«DITOB AOT> PaoPBIMTOB.
was no confusion.
Mrs Adelard Mayo, Donald Mayo, George
by Mrs P. Eugene. Gadaire and Charles
1.O0 a Year in. Advance. Senior and Chester Senior, all of WorcesThe members ot the V. I. S. who had Putnam of Worcester, on the violin
Other Visitor*.
Single Copies. 3 Cents.
charge of the oelebration received con- Mr Browning sang "He's a devil In his
ter have been the guests of Mrs Bridget
Louis E. Hobbs of Lynn—Henry Mor gratulations from all. Mr A. B. Brunell own home town," and "Sit down ..you're
Address all communications to BBOOC*tCLii McCarthy, Hyde street
TIMES, North Brookfield, Mass.
rill of Ph)teburg, Pa.,—Rev. C. L. Good- had full charge of the presentation of the rocking the boat."
Mr
and
Mrs
Frederick
F.
Wilson,
Orders for subscription, advertising, or Job
work snd payment for the same, mar bo Bern Montpelier, Vt., Mr and Mrs Charles G. ell of Brooklyn, N. Y.—Mrs Delia Bol- country circus and the parade, necessiAt three o'clock the performance of
direct to the main ofnoe. North Brookfield or
lard of Morrisville, Vt, and Miss Hattie tating weeks of anxious labor, that the
the country circus commenced at the
Burbank of Stoneham, Mrs John O. Stanto George W. McNamara. Brookfield
Edgerton of Hyde Park, are guests of Mr affair might be as successful and enjoyring in the open space at the south end
Hard, Springfield, and/Mrs Laura Dunable as it proved to be, and through
and Mrs Horace Woods.
of the common, with A. B. Brunell as
can, Norfolk, Vt:, are guests this week of
BROOKFIELD.
whose efforts Harry I Worcester Smith
ring-master. The trained horses and poMr and Mrs Charles L. Saoford.
Salem's Relief Fund.
brought his thoroughbred horses to
nies were followed by the trained teddy
D. N.HunPlenty of new potatoes
Brookfield for the day,.is accorded the*
Mies Anna E. JJeiabey, the district
The V. I. S. has voted to give- »20 to hearty thanks of the entire community. bear, impersonated by James Carty.
ter, Main street.
nurse, left Monday for Southbridge,
Then came the clown girls' drill under
To Motorboat Owners—You can now where she will have charge of the baby the Salem relief fund, and a special com- It was Mr Smith's first appearance in the direction of Miss Eva Brunell, and
camp, during the summer months. Ac- mittee will assist for the relief fund dance Brookfield with his horses, although he taken part in by Lucille Webster, Paulbuy gasoline at Donahues boat house.
is well-known by reputation.
He cercording to the district nurse committee of this evening.
George Roger has returned fronl a three
Div. 17, A. O. H., will contribute 06.00 tainly proved the right to the' title of ine Eaton, Eleanor Bill, Louise V. Multhe V. I. 8., she will return to Brookfield
cahy, Lulu Langlois, Felt Fletcher, Milweeks' stay in New Haven, Conn.
in the Fall, and they have arranged for to the Fund.- They, also expressed their "the greatest amateur entertainer and dred Mitchell, Clara M. Clarendon and
Arthur Hale, Jamaica Plain, was the her patients to be cared for by local willingness to co-operate with any who sportsman in America."
Hazel Lynch. Next came a selection by
are working to assist the cause.
week-end guest at the home of Heny F. nurses.
From 10 o'clock in the morning until Zobo band and the Indian drill, followed
Friendship
Lodge,
N.
E.
O.
P.,
will
Crosby.
Papers were passed Friday conveying contribute MO, the money being forward late in the afternoon, young wbmen by the performing bull, impersonated by
Mr and Mrs Henry Donahue have rewere on duty selling souvenir badges to Homer Webster, and Joseph Moreau and
the property on Hayden Avenue known ed to the Grand Lodge.
turned from a week's honeymoon at York astheMahanney place, owned by Mrs
all persons who entered the common or stunts by the acrobat, Ambark Ali.
A benefit dance will be held this (FriPassing Following an act by the trained cat imBeach, Maine;
Mary N. Adams of Westfield, to Frank day) evening, on the common (or in the alighted from electric cars.
automobiles were stopped as they turned personated by George Adams,,and the
Miss Gertrude Gregson has gone to take A. Peckham of Maple street The proptown hall, if weather is unfavorable) the
church corner and a young woman would frog, by Wilfrd Gaudette, was a sketcb|by
a course of study at the Hyannie summer erty consists of a house, barn and five
net proceeds to go to the fund. Donaacres of land and is assessed for $1000. hue's orchestra will furnish music. Tick- board the car and place badges on all Miss Helen Moulton of Monson, in which
normal school.
the occupants.-- Each carried a money she impersonated an old maid. Then
Miss Helen Moulton of Monson, has The house is occupied at present by Ed- ete 25 cents. Refreshments served.
box, in which a coin of any denomina- came the stunts by the trick elephant,
been the guest this week of Mr and Mrs ward Hall and family.
Brookfield is responding well to Salem's
tion could be placed.
Albert T. Hooker, Jr. and Ira Hall, and
Walter R. Howe.
Frederick Morrill, who has been fore- appeal for needed held in its great distress.
These young ladies, dressed in white, a speech on the high cost of living -by
Everett S. Irwin of the Worcester Tel- man of the cutting room at the Fosterwith red, white and blue girdles and with Fred F. Franquer, dumb speaker. Fred
egram was the Jioliday guest of Mr and Moulton shoe factory for the past two
Brookfield Wins.
banners on their left arms inscribed V. I. was loudly applauded for his efforts.
Mrs E. R. Irwin.
years, finished his duties Wednesday and
Brookfield A. A. defeated Leicester A S. sold the souvenir badges—Misses Irene Next in line was the flag drill,- and" sailor
Mrs Stanley-Gass and daughter of Wal- will go to Natick to take charge of the
and Marguerite DuBois, Viola Crimmins, selectidn under the direction of Miss Eva
thamhave been the guests of Mr and cutting room at the Dean Shoe Co. C, 12 to 6, Saturday afternoon. The Mary Ellen Johnson, Alice Roger, Cath- Brunell, in which Uncle Sam was repreHenry Crooks of North Brookfield suc- features of the game were the pitching of
Mrs L. H. R. Gas*.
ceeds Mr Morrill ae foreman at the FOB-- H. Clancy, a catch by Watson in left erine «J. May, Alice Gregson, Georgia sented, by C. Alfred DuBois, and ColumMiss Helen Moulton of Monson was the ter-Moulton factory.
field and the playing of Rooney at short. Holcomb, Mary A. Derrick, Mary E. bia by Miss Esther Howe, and the sailor
Derrick, Nora Hannigan, Teresa Mulvey, girls were: Alice Rice Laflin, Daisy Hunguest this week of Mr and Mrs Walter R.
The
score:—
Mr and Mrs Lindorf Bassett entertained
Beatrice Bailey, Lena Hughes, Elsie ter, Ethel and Clare Johnson, Carrie M.
Howe, Maple street.
BROOKFIELD A. A.
these guests at their home "The Pines,"
Gaudette, Emogene Flower and Annie Nelson, Mabel Finney, Selma Carlson,
Miss Hattie Gerald is visiting at the
ab
West Main street, over the Fourth—Mr
Mary Reneham, Leahbelle Hall, Mary
Clancy.
home of Mr and Mrs Henry Gerald in
Butterworth 2b
5
and Mrs Harry Worcester Smith and
The entertainment opened at 2 o'clock Frizzio and Lillian Binley. All during
5
Upton for a few weeks.
Tunstall
lb
Crompton • Smith and party of Grafton
with a parade that formed on the Bouth the performance, the clowns did stunts
3
Miss Mabel Woods of Worcester is the and Worcester; Miss Claire Whitney, C. Moulton ss
end of the common and passed through ground the ring.
The program con2
J.
Clancy
3b
guest foi two weeks of Miss Nora V. leading lady of the Solas moving picture
the principal streets. At the head of the cluded with a parade around the ring by
6
Hannigan, Prouty street.
company, Mies Arline Picbard, Arthur Hannigan lb
parade rode three mounted officers: Chief all those who took part in the circus.
' 1
Lagacre rf '
Saronel Reed of Worcester spent the Baerach, John Sterling and John Butler,
Thomas Mooney and oncers David N.
The principal attraction of the day
1
Peterten rf
all
of
New
York;
Miss
Jean
Reece
of
Los
week-end at the home of Mr and Mrs
Hunter and J. Victor Guerin in full uni- followed the country circus when Harry
2 12
DuBois c
4
Angeles,
Cal.,
Mr
and
Mrs
Duncan
of
William Mulcahy, Howard street.
form, followed by Mrs John S. Hubbard Worcester Smith exhibited his famous
1 2
4
North Brookfield; Guy C. Moulton of R. Moulton cf
of Fiskdale on a spotted pony, and , the horses on the street at the east side of the
Miss Helen Burgess of Springfield, was
0 0
3
H.
Clancy
p
Wallingford, Ct, Joseph Benoit of the
Quaboag Valley drum corps. The next common. This performance was surely
the guest over the holiday of Mr and Mrs
Bancroft hotel and Charles Putnam of
25 12 13 27 7 7 in line was the string; of thoroughbred worth coming miles to see and the ease
B. R. Burgess, Lincoln street, y
Total
Worcester.
horses, owned by Harry Worcester Smith and gracdfulness shown by the thoroughLEICESTER A. C.
Mr and* Mrs Herbert Healey of South
of Grafton, wither Smith riding "Sem- breds in going through the stunts deChildren's Sunday was observed at the
Warren, were guests, Sunday, of Mr and
per Felix" ano* his son, Crompton, lighted the crowd and as the hurdles were
First Parish church at the morning ser- Rooney s*
Mrs Frank Chase, South Maple street.
mounted on manner Victor."
Then cleared repeatedly with what appeared to
vice, withrecitations and songs by mem- Mulcahy 2b
JProf. E. B. Kilbourn oi Beloit, Wis., bers of the Sunday school, assisted by Watson If
came two cages of stuffed wild animals be very little effort, the on-lookers apand Miss Gertrude Gonant of Shirley are Miss Lena L. Carpenter of Boston as Harrington lb
drawn on hay racks, driven by country plauded heartily. Mr Smith in turn rode
rubes, dressed in regulation costume of "8emper Felix" and "Natte Buhipo"
the guests of Mr and Mrs William B. story teller. The church decorations were Murphy p
straw-bats, linen dusters and cow-hide and his son Crompton rode "Semper Vicwild flowers and-fems, and in front of Whalen c
Hastings.
As both
boots. Next in line were the clowns, tor" and "Semper Estes."
Misses Jennie McMahon, Esther Kelley the altar was a fountain and a miniature O'Neil 3b
Charles N. Buchanan, Joseph Moran and riders and their mounts cleared, with apand Hssel Mahbney, all of Ware, were lake, filled with pond lilies'. The chil- Coughlin rf '
Arthur Wilson followed by the trained parent ease, the hurdle bars that had
the week-end guests of Miss NeilieClancy, dren were each presented with a pond Belleville cf
lily, as they were leaving the church.
j monkey, represented by Henry L. But- been raised after each jump, Mr Smith
Kimball street.
4 6 4! terworth, who was handled by T. Earle in a joking manner asked Mr Tarbell if
35 6
Total
John Hannigan, Theodore Eaton, There were recitations by Billy Croft,
McNamara and Edward Hannigan, who he could not get something for him to
1234567S9
Clyde Gregson and Raymond Gadaire Horace L., • Sidney and Dorothy May,
0 16 0 10 4 0 *—12 were dressed as Italian organ grinders jump over; and later delighted the specare camping at Beynton's point, Lake Frank M. Melien. Warren B. Walsh, Brookfield
Alice and Clare Phetteplace, Dorothy Leicester
0 0 0 1 3" 0 0 2 0— 6 and who carried hand organs. Next in tators by remarking "When Crompton
Quaboag, for two weeks.
Sawyer, Marrietta Woodward, Marjorie
line was the teddy bear, James Carty, rides in Brookfield the sky is the limit."
Mr and Mrs Harry Corbin and daugh- Wright, Julius Parkhunft, Hazel T.
followed by the ring-master, A. B. In the hurdling the horses cleared 6feet3
FOR SALE
ters, Lillian and Mabel, visited the first Doane, Barbara ..Healey, Alice Rice
Brunell in costume. Then came the cat, inches. After the exhibition Mr Smith
ben bouses, suitable for hens, tools.
of the week with Mr and Mrs Edgar M. Laflin, John W, Livermore, Henry Mel- /lOOD
boats etc. Also some small coops for chick- represented by George Adams, the frog, was escorted to the veranda of the Crosens
Call
at
5
Howard
St.,
Brooklield
Green, Prouty street.
ien, George and Robert Woodward. Mta
by Wilfred "Gaudette, and two black by home where Chairman of the selectbears, Leo Langlois and Walter May,'fol- men, Warren E. Tarbell, gave a speech
Miss Mary D. Gilmore of West Brook- Walter B. Melien and Miss Pauline Eat-1
field, Charles P. Quinlan of Warren and on song solos during the service, i The j
STANDING CRAgS FOR SALE
William McKenney of Worcester were rite of baptism was administered to Ada] ABOUT three acres, no spraying, Inquire on
•He the
Clare
Chickering,
daughter
of
Mr
and
premises
opposltt
"■ cemetery gate, West
the guests on the Fourth of Mr and Mrs
Mrs Austin P. Chickering.
' Haln St., Brooifleld.
George H. Hughes, Kimball streets

j^vrxl

A car that is seen on the
streets and country roads as
often as the Ford must be
right or its very presence
would kill it. Isn't this positive proof that the Ford is
right when it outnumbers
any other car—anywhere— ■
three to one? Over 5 50,000
now in use-have you yours?

Brookfield Times

mammoth bouquet of chrysanthemums
by Mrs Henry F. Crosby, president of
the day. Mr Smith responded stating
that he' was delighted to be in town for
the day and enjoyed exhibiting his
horses not only for sport he got out of it
himself but for the pleasure it accorded
the people. He closed with the remark,
"If the village improvement society continue to improve, Worcester will be only
a suburb."
Mr Benoit sang ''Sympathy" and a
chorus sang "The Star Spangled Banner"
and "America," the crowd joining in the
latter.
The sideshow tent was near the dance
pavilion and was in charge of Andrew
Leach. It contained a snake charmer,
Harold Moreau; giant, Henry Allen;
strongman, "Herr Guggenheit," Sydney Roger; bearded lady, Miss Alice Pntnam, North Brookfield and the tambourine girls, Misses Beatrice Langlois and
Marguerite Harrington.
At 4 o'clock there was a ball game on
Merrick park diamond in which Brookfield defeated Leicester, 12 to 6.
At night there was dancing on the large
platform constructed on the north side of
the common in charge of Mrs Richard
Finney. The platform was constructed
with lumber loaned through the courtesy
of John and William McLauren of the
Ideal Paper Company. The common was
brilliantly lighted ^tfti colored electric
lights, furnished by the Central Massachusetts electric company.
Refreshments-were served all day and in the
evening at booths along the east.side of
the common, under the general direction
of Mrs Emma L. Ludden and Mrs Emmons W. Twichell.
Tt was a glorious Fourth and will be
even better next year.
*
The total gross receipts were $638.98.
The net receipts are not yet known as all
the bills have not been received.

EAST BROOKFIELD.
A sale was made Monday night through
the office of A(ty. Arthur F. Butter'
worth, whereby D. J. Neylon of Springa member of the firm of Neylon Bros.,
plumbers of Springfield, became owner
of the Lakewood hotel, East Brookfield,
owned by James Mahan. Mr Neylon will
take possession in 10 days, at the expiration of the time necessary for the transfer of the license. He filed ah application on Monday night with the selectmen
for a first class innholders license. The
sale includes the 20 room hotel and all
furnishings. There is a sample room in
the basement, a cafe in the rear, stables
and 1-2 acre of land.
The property is
assessed for 86800. The hotel was built
in 1864 by Jesse Moulton and conducted
ever since as a hotel. It was known for
year* as the Crystal house. Mr Mahan
has conducted the place for the past 10
years. Five year* ago the hotel was partly destroyed by fire, and extensively renovated by Mr Mahan and has since been
known as the Lakewood house. Mr Mahan has as yet nb plans for the future.
Great Educator's Advice.
Children should not leave school
without knowing what good books
are, and without having their Imagination, which is the great power with
children at a certain age, so awakened and directed as to Insure at least
some degree of interest and culture
broader than the education that Is
limited to their business expectations,
and tending to govern conduct on general principals rather than on Impulse.—G. Stanley Hall.
First Hours of Sleep the Best.
It has been proved conclusively that
the first hours of sleep are deeper
than the rest and that with the length
the tendency to wake at any noise Increases. From this follow* the recuperative value of the few first hours
of deep sleep and the explanation why
men of great energy like Napoleon,
Frederick the Great and Vlrchow were
completely satisfied with a sleep of
from three to four hours.
Boon for Jealous Wives.
A small crowd had gathered outsaide the store window where an automatic typewriter was on exhibition.
Two women stopped and peered in.
Interestedly watching the keys bob up
and down apparently of themselves.
Presently one of the women turning
to her companion remarked: "Jenny,
that's the kind of a typewriter your
husband should have In his office instead of that blonde-haired thing."
Puzzled.
Margherltone reports that he Is trying to unravel a sentence lately sprung
On him by his favorite, Mrs. Ramsbottom. Bhe said: X"I was really pusiled
what to do. I was on the corns of a
duenna, as the saying Is."—Cleveland
Plain Dealer.

Remember the Satem Sufferers. They need Help.
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FEW VOTES WERE I
CAST FORHUERTA
$

Only Three Per Cent Took Part
in Farcical Mexican Election

URGES "LIVING WAGE" FOR WOMEN TEACHERS 1
i.

'

$

St Paul—An earnest plea In behalf of the woman educator by
Joseph Swain, president, recommendations for radical chanoes In th»
present public school system, discussion of a plan for the establishment of libraries in the country districts, to which Andrew Carnegie
may be the chief contributor, and activities of convention politician*
marked the session of the National Education Association.
The big auditorium was well filled when Swain delivered hie anunal address, which was loudly applauded, particularly by the woman
delegates present, when he made auch statements as:

PLAN SURVEY OF
PAY TEACHER
IRONING OUT
NEW ENGLAND'S
THEIR TROUBLES
A LIVING WAGE
MILK PROBLEM
Swatn Urges Franchise and
Carranza and Villa in Confer*
State and Federal Officials
Retirement Fund
ence.
Join Chamber of Commerce
at Conference.
WAS A MISUNDERSTANDING
EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION

Boston—Representatives from the
agricultural departments, state colDICTATOR PICKS SUCCESSOR
American Aviator to Command Fleet leges and state granges from the six Carnegie to Build Country Llbrarls*
"PAY THE TEACHER8 A LIVING WAGE."
—Simplified Spelling Likened to
of Six Aeroplanes Belonging to
New England states in conference
"LET THE WOMEN TEACHERS VOTE."
with the committee on agriculture of
"River of Doubt" by One
Constitutionalists In Assault
But Mexican Dictator Uses "Vindica"PROVIDE A SYSTEM OF RETIREMENT ALLOWthe Boston Chamber of Commerce
Speaker.
ANCES SO THAT TEACHERS WILL WORK CONTENTon San Louis Potosl.
tion" to Sive Face—Constitutionaladapted plans for a survey of the New
EDLY."
ists Will Pay No Attention to
England milk situation with I refer"OPEN
MORE SUPERVISORY POSITION8 TO
Latest Exhibition.
St Paul, Minn.—An earnest plea la
Eagle Pass, Tex.—That the differ- ence to the problems of production,
WOMEN."
ences which have arisen between Gen. transportation and distribution by behalf of the woman educator b>
"CHOOSE THE BEST PERSON FOR A POSITION
Mexico City.—The results of the
hearings
to
be
held
In
each
state
bePresident
Joseph Swain, recommen»
Francisco Villa and lien. Carranza,
REGARDLESS OF SEX."
elections in Huerta territory were ofthe first chief of the Constitutional- ginning the first of August, the re- dations for radical changes In the
ficially printed by the Department of
Philander P. Claxton, United States Commissioner of Education,
Ista, which are now being arbitrated sults of these hearings to be publish- present school system, discussion of a>
the Interior.
caused astonishment at
meeting of State superintendents by announby a commission at Torreon were ed and distributed in an endeavor to plan for the establishment of libraries'
They show that not three per cent,
which
cing that Andrew Carnegie has under consideration a plan for the
really the outgrowth of a misunder- educate both producer and consumer in the country districts, to
of the voters went to the polls. Genestablishment of libraries in country districts that would call for a
standing, is the information brought to a proper understanding of the con- Andrew Carnegie may be the chiel
eral Huerta is "elected" President and
contributor, and activities of convencontribution of between $75,000,000 and $100,000,000 by the steol
here today by messengers arriving ditions that exist
Aureliano Blanquet, Vice-President.
Representatives from each state tion plans marked a session of the
magnate.
from Saltillo. The realization that the
Persons in close touch with the sitA proposal by E. E. Scrlbner of Ishpemlng, Mich, for a Federal
break between the leaders was due to pledged their support and cooperation National Education Association.
uation declared that General Huerta
Some of bis statements were:
bureau of education, with a representative in the President's Cabinet,
such a misunderstanding Is said to In this movement, which it is hoped
■will use the result of the election as
"Pay the teachers a living wage."
well received by the convention.
have prompted the attempt to com- will establish facts upon which can
a vindication and after having thus * was
— "-"
•
'
i pose the disagreement through the be based reforms in the milk indus"Let the Women teachers vote."
eaved his face will resign in favor of
try, which will in turn put the pro"Provide a system of retirement
commission.
General Blanquet or Pedro Lascurain,
ducer of milk on a firm business ba- allowances eo that teachers will work
.
According to the word reaching sis and give the consumer the kind
and accept an appointment to a Eu^
here, the trouble arose, at least in of milk he ought to have, and will contentedly."
ropean mission, far from the reach of
"Open more supervisory positions to
the rebel forces which will soon be
part, over the efforts of Gen. Natera also arrest the great decrease which
women."
to capture Zacatecas. It is said that has been evident during the past 10
in Mexico City.
"Choose the beat person for a posiThe evening newspapers still comGen. Natera, In his anxiety to be al- years in number of cows and in the
tion, regardless of sex."
ment on the paucity of the electoral
lowed to take the city, either was mis- Industry as a whole.
Philander P. Claxton, United States,
Tote cast for a provisional President,
Informed as to the number of FederWalter E. Smith, a member of the commissioner of education, created
Ylce-President, Senators and Depuals in the town or concealed hla in- committee on agriculture, presided.
a
surprise at a meeting of State supties. They generally consider that
formation, * giving Gen. Carranza the
Richard Pattee, secretary of the erintendents by announcing that An- .
the elections insure Huerta for the President Plans to Meet Other Exploded in Apartment Occupied impression that the garrison numberNew England Milk Producers' Asso- arew Carnegie has under considerations
provisional Presidency and General
by Tarrytown Disturbers - ed not more than 50*0 men.
ciation, said: "We have an associa- a plan for the establishment of libraLeading Financial Men
Blanquet for the; sesond place.
After Natera had lost more than tion of 1200 producers shipping to ries In country districts that would
The foreign cpKmles are excited
2500 men In his assaults he asked for Boston. At present the business is In Call for a contribution of between.
over how the American Administrareinforcements^ and it is said Gea a chaotic state and the fanners feel $75,000,000 and $100,000,000 by the.
tion takes the reelection of Huerta.
ONLY
ONE
ESCAPED
ALIVE
TRUST LEGISLATION TALKS
Carranza then sent en order to Gen. that they are making milk at a Una.
steel magnate.
Americans are still leaving Vera
Villa based on the information re-. They felt there should be an InvestiDiscussing the necessity of
in■Cruz. A considerable number of forgarding the Federal strength given gation by a perfectly Independent or- creased salary for the woman teacheigners returned to Mexico. They say
Bomb Wrecked Three Floors of 1,626 aim by Natera. Villa, having advices ganization, one which could view the
Chief
Executive
Said
to
Desire
More
er,
Miss
,
Margaret
Haley,
businessthat the port is quiet and it is genthat this information was Incorrect situation without bias and could come agent of the Chicago Teachers' FederLexington Avenue and Spread
Accurate First Hand Informationerally expected that the administraand that1 the Federals numDered near- to conclusions which would be based ation, declared that if every corporaDebris for Blocks—Tenants
tion of Vera Cruz will be handed over
la a New Departure—Head of Naly 14,000, took exception to the order. purely upon the facts as they were tion in as city were forced to pay it*
.
Buried
in
Wreck.
without delay.
Says Talk Was Reminlecent
It ia believed that when the various found to exist. . We asked the cham- taxes one question would be solved.
Owing to the refusal of Julio Garcia
to accept a nomination to the SuNew York.—A large quantity of facts are discussed frankly at the ber to conduct this investigation and
She advocated more study by the.
Washington.—Mr. J. P. Morgan had
preme Court Martin Mayora, Enrique
dynamite, which the police and cer- conference a conclusion satisfactory that is the reason why we are here educators of labor conditions
and
a conference at the White House
to
both
sides
will
be
reached.
today.
The
farmers
only
ask
that
Laida and Manue 1 Cervantes hkva
tain friends of the leaders of the
said the teacher knew too little of
Before
the
military
leaders
reprewith
President
Wilson.
He
saw
the
they
be
paid
a
fair
and
reasonable
been suggested for the place.
I. W. W. believe was being made
economic questions to be responsible
The Minister of Gobernacion said President in the executive offices, and Into a bomb to be used in blowing senting Gen. Carranza left Saltillo for price for their produce, and there is for the future citizenship of the counTorreon
the
first
chief
is
said
to
have
no
disposition
on
their
part
to
raise
that in a fight at Jiquilpan the rebels they
up
John
D.
Rockefeller's
Tarrytown
chatted
together
forty-five
try.
were defeated and that twenty-one minutes. Mr. Morgan left in an ap- home, exploded prematurely at 9.16 obtained the signature of each mem- the price to be a burden on the conA proposal by E. E. Scrlbner or
were killed.
o'clock A. M. in the upper story or on ber of the delegation to a paper, the turner."
Ishpemlng, Mich., for a' Federal
parently pleasant frame of mind. He the roof of the,new seven-story model contents of which have not been reThe Plan Proposed.
bureau of education with a represenWashington.—News from the rebel smiled as reporters questioned him. tenement house at 1,626 Lexington vealed. It is believed the Carranza
John C. Orcutt, secretary of the tative in the President's cabinet, was
conference in Torreon is that Carrandelegates
were
given
minute
instruc"I can tell you nothing," he said. avenue, wrecking the^ three upper
committee on agriculture, outlined well received by the convention, and)
za and Villa have composed their diffloors, killing four persons associated tions as to Just what measures they the plan thus:
may be taken up by a committee.
ferences and that the conferees are "You will have to get it all from with the 1. W. W. movement, and in- might approve and what points they
Charts will be prepared showing
It was announced unofficially that
preparing plans for the campaign the President. My visit was very juring seven other persons seriously must Insist upon.
sources of the present supply to the those in favor of simplified spelling
against Mexico City. They will ig- cordial."
and a dozen others living in the
metropolitan district, location of will make no effort to place the matThe
fleet
of
six
military
aeroplanes
nore the results of the elections.
.Mr. Morgan said he had no other house, slightly.
The explosion oc- gathered by Constitutionalist forces creameries and cheese factories in ter before the convention this year.
Villa is said to have recognized Car- engagements In Washington.
curred In an apartment occupied by at Saltillo Is to be moved at once to each state and in the provinces of
"Simplified spelling occupies about
ranza as the Supreme Chief and In
White House officials said that the Arthur Caron and several other I. San Luis Potosl, according to the Quebec, New Brunswick and Nova the same place as "The River of
return Carranza has virtually fixed
W. W. men.
woad reaching here, and will be used Scotia.
Doubt" said John MacDonald of ToVilla's name as second only to his Interview was solicited by'Mr. .MorThere is proof that the explosive
Hearings will be held In each atata
gan. The President himself let It was the property of members of the actively in the attack on that city. In co-operation with the departments peka, Kan. E. S. Walls of Chicago,
own.
chief advocate -of the new toon of
A flash in the rebel pan has been be known that the conference was Industrial Workers of the World, They will be attached to the command of Gen. Jesus Carranza and of agriculture, the state, colleges and spelling, declared he was of a difcaused by news at El Paso that Carrandevoted largely to an "exchange of many of whom had been saying open- will be under the active direction of granges at such places that they will ferent opinion. He said the proposal
za's men are trying to have a Villa
ly that John D. Rockefeller was de- an American aviator.
be easily accessible to farmers from was gaining strength and soon would
agent arrested for secretly sending reminiscences."
serving of as bitter treatment as the
George C. Carothers, representative all around.
be adopted.
between *3,000;000 and 35,000,000 of
At the same time it was announced I. W. W. could give him. The fact
Questions will be asked to show
President Swain appointed a comCarranza's fiat money to Villa's rep- that Mr. Wilson would see within a .that all of the known dead, including of the state department, is reported
how
milk
is
transported
from
various
mittee on resolutions, W. O. Thompto
have
gone
from
Saltillo
to
Torreresentatives in Juarez.
short time other prominent business Arthur Caron, one of the foremost I.
When President.Wilson was asked men, among them Henry Ford, of W. W. leaders here, were concerned on with the commissioners who went points and what the cost of trans- son, president of Ohio State Univerto comment on the election In Mexico Detroit, the automobile manufacturer, In the Tarrytown outrages, and that there to treat with Gen. Villa's rep- portation in each case 1B; what the sity, being selected chairman. Sever- >
cost of distributing is in large and al .important matters
immediately
he laughed and said:
and delegates from the Chicago all of them were I. W. W. followers, resentatives. L. J. Canova, another
"I hardly think any comment from Association of Commerce, represent- with anarchistic leanings, is taken representative of the state depart- small cities; the price paid for milk were taken up by the committee.
delivered
at
residences,
bought
at
The twentieth century is demanding;
me is necessary."
ing Marshall Field & Co., the Cudahy by the police to be practically con- ment, remained in Saltillo, however,
retail stores; the price paid by the a new ideal in education, which calls.
When asked If he knew anything Packing Company, J. V. Farwell &
clusive evidence that the bomb was to keep in touch with Gen. Carranza. retail stores for the milk, by hotels,
for an equal opportunity for every
of Ge». Huerta's plans for leaving Co. and Sprague Warner & Co.
Rebels Moving Troops For Attack on
of I. W. W. origin.
restaurants and bakers, and the per- child, and vocational work supplies
Mexico, he smiled again and said, "J
White House officials permitted the
The Dead.
centage of the supply going to each this ideal. In the opinion of
am afraid I am not in his confidence.* inference to be drawn that the PresiMrsBBRGER, CHARLES, 24 years old, unQueretaro.
place.
Josephine Corllsh Presto*, State Supdent was now going to take leading
employed. I. W. W. agiator.
When the facts have all been gath- erintendent of schools of OlympUv
Eagle Pass,
Tex.— Information
ULSTER GETS AMMUNITION.
business men into his confidence CARON, ARTHUR, 29 years old, widbrought by messengers from Saltillo ered, which should be by the end of
more freely than previously, although
ower; civil engineer; recent lead- is that troops from the Division of the year, the Information will be Wash., who was principal speaker at
Volunteers Evade Gunboats — Land there was nothing that the President
a meeting of State superintendents toer of I. W. W. pickets at Rockefeller
the East have been ordered by Gen. checked and condensed by the dif- night She said that vocational work
200,000 Rounds.
said in his conference with the newshome in Tarrytown during the OolBelf aBt. — Two hundred thousand paper, men that directly jjistifled any
Pablo Gonzales to proceed at once to ferent agencies In each state and gave a, pupil purpose early in life;
rado mine trouble.
Tounds of ammunition for the Ulster such Inference. In fact, the PresiQueretaro. This move is regarded as published in pamphlet form and dis- led him to serious thought and InCHAVEZ, Mrs. MARIE, 28 years old,
volunteers are said to have been land- dent let it be known that the visit
significant of the part the Division tributed far and wide.
creased the mental powers moreoccupant of apartment in the weckNew England Experts.
ed on the County Ddwn coast from a of Mr. Morgan and the forthcoming
rapidly than any other course.
ed building and associate of I. W. of the East intends to play in the
Kenyon L. Butterfleld, president of
small collier.
capture of Mexico City, as the final
Flat-cheated women, graduates from
visits of Mr. Ford and others had
W.
agitators.
the Massachusetts Agricultural Col- Institutions of learning with all sorbs
This adventure, in which a dozen no connection whatever.
HANSON, CARL, 24 years old, single, stand for the Federals probably will
young men of BeJfast and vicinity took
lege, said:
of intellectuality, but with bad digescarpenter; I. W. W. agitator; lived be made at Queretaro.
It was ascertained that the Presi"A large percentage of New Eng- tion and frazzled nerves, are hopepart, disguised as stevedores, was
in the wrecked building.
carefully planned, with the Tesult that dent feels himself In need of more
land cows today are •boarders'. This lessly out of fashion today, said Mies
The Injured.
DIES FROM BULLETS FIRED BY means that the New England farmer
the torpedo gunboats lying at anchor accurate information with regard to
Mary B. Wooley, president of Mount
ALBIN, LILLIAN, 45 years old; shock
THE MAYOR.
near the landing place did not con- recent events In the business world,
is not equipped with the proper kind Holyoke College, an expert on modancontusions.
•aider it worth while to challenge the and that this was the real purpose
of cow, and I believe this is a fund- em education of young women. Shei
CASAMENTO, PETER, 34 years old,
Butte, Mont.—Erlck Lantela, the
of his interview.
collier when she arrived.
feather dealer at 1,624 Lexington Finnish miner who stabbed Mayor amental difficulty. The cost of feed named good health as the primary reThe cartridges, part of a large conPresident Wilson said that he beavenue; both legs broken and prob- Louis J. Duncan three times Friday is also high, and this might be met quisite for the successful woman.
signment purchased in Germany, were lieved the business men of the country
ably Injured Internally; Flower night, died at i a hospital from the by the raising of alfalfa. We should
concealed in bags of coal, which are showing a more acquiescent attibegin to develop a definite New EngHospital.
wounds In the abdomen which he re- land milk policy, which, however, EXPECTS 5 CROPS ON SAME LAND
were brought ashore, loaded on coal tude toward the enactment of the antiD'ANGELO, VINCENZO, 29 years old, ceived when the mayor shot him.
lorries by the pseudo stevedores and trust bills. The objections which they
cannot be outlined from the start,
Warsaw, N. C.—Charles Johnson,
' cigar maker; one arm broken and
The attack took place in the maydriven away safely to hiding places. have communicated to him, he said,
numerous contusions received from or's office when the executive refused but which must work Itself out from a merchant here, plans to grow five
the
facts
as
they
appear.
We
must
had not been directed against any
falling debris; Reception Hospital.
crops on a quarter-acre plot this
CONVICTS VOTE DRY.
one of the pending provisions as hav- DEMETROPS, Mrs. MARIA, 68 years to deport Frank Altonen, the corre- carry this survey forward in th» year. When he bought this lot it had
spondent of a Hancock, Mich., Fin- form of an educational campaign."
ing a rrobable bad effect upon bus!
old;
contusions
and
abrasions
of
been planted to onions. As soon as
Big Majority In Philadelphia Voluntar- ness.
nish newspaper upholding the policies
A. L. Felker, commissioner of agface and head and suffering, from
ily Sign, Blaming Drink.
of the Eastern Federation of Miners, riculture of New Hampshire, said he this crop had obtained a good growth
He had concluded from the tone of
shock.
Philadelphia.—Of the 1,478 prisonfrom which the Finnish miners have was in favor of the plan and would he transplanted cabbage plants bemany of these objections that their aushock; Flower Hospital.
tween the rows of onions.
ers in the Eastern Penitentiary 1,008 thors had not read the Administration
seceded.
do all -he and his department • posMichael Murphy, 19 year* old, of
The first crop is being harvested,
have signed a petition asking StateLantala
refused
to
make
any
statesibly could.
measures. The objections were of anarchistic tendencies, is apparently
and he has planted beans along these
wide prohibition, which will be submitment
to
the
county
attorneys,
alElbert
S.
Brigbam,
commissioner
much the same character as those the only person living who knows
rows. Both the cabbage and bear/
ted to' the next Legislature.
against the currency bill, about which the real story of the fatal explosion. though to the others he asserted that of agriculture of Vermont, said:
crops will be harvested in plenty ot
The prisoners signed their names
"From 189B to 1909 the cow popu- time tor at least two more crops te
he had reached the same conclusion. And Murphy, known sometimes as the mayor shot him before ha
voluntarily, and many of them volstabbed the mayor.
lation of Vermont decreased 71,000,
Auspenti,
has
disappeared
as
.comThe
President
said
he
believed
the
be grown.
unteered to go before a legislative
and this fact of Itself shows that we
*
——-———
committee and give arguments in fa- result would be the same after the pletely as if he too had been blown
need this kind of an investigation. SHIP THAT RAMMED EMPRESS
to
bits,
instead
of
driven
down
three
enactment
of
the
anti-trust
bills
as
SUICIDE
DROWNS
TWO.
vor of the annihilation of the liquor
The farmers are losing "faith in the)
TO BE SOLD.
traffic, which they blamed for wreck- that which followed bis signing of the floors in a mass of debris, from which
currency measure; namely, that the he was dug out unharmed.
Poquonock, Ct/—Three of • fishing industry-.and going out of business,
ing their lives.
and
an
investigation
like
this
can
do
He
simply
dropped
out
of
sight
and
party of four men were drowned in
Montreal—The Norwegian^-colllei '
The Warden did not even suggest business world would accept them
the dairy business great benefit."
Storstad, whieh collided with the
the idea, the men starting their so- with the realization that it had not has kept himself away, despite the the Farmlngton river when their
Would
Abolish
Abattoir.
efforts
of
the
whole
police
force
of
been
hurt*
but
had
been
benefltted
boat was capsized by one of the party
steamship Empress of Ireland in May.
ciological argument on Independence
O. L. Martin, representing the Ver- with a loss of nearly 1000 lives, whenthe city to find him.
by the change.
Intent, according to the survivor, on
Day.
suicide. The men drowned were Mi- mont Bute Grange, stated that he the Empress sank In the St. Law*
ARK. ROADS TAXED $87,680,255.
GUY PHILLIPS KILLS HIMSELF.
chael Mltelenonuse, 33; John Wst- considered the surest way to prevent rtnoe river, will be sold at auction.
THE RICH IN CHICAGO.
yusky, 22, and William Zatazatzkl, 87. the depopulation of the cow pastures •nut Storstad was seized after her
And
State's
Public
Utilities
Ara
ValThe' survivor is John Slckmanus, and tile consequent decline in the arrival here. In connection with th»
Personal Property of 122.412, Persons Assistant Secretary of Missouri Paued at $14,000,000.
cific
Found
Dead,
and Concerns $863,325,670.
and it was from him that the author- dairy business In New England, suit for $2,000,000 damages brought
Little Rock, Ark.—The progress of ities learned the details of the triple would be the abolition of the Brigh- against her owners *y, the Canadian
New York.—Guy Phillips, Assistant
Chicago.—Large gains In the value
of personal property in Cook County, Secretary of the Missouri Pacific Arkansas during the year 1913 is apt- drowning. All of the dead, with the ton Abattoir. A number of other per- Pacific Railway Company.
which includes the city of Chicago, Railroad, committed suicide by shoot- ly shown in an interesting article pre exception of Zatazatzkl, were un- sons agreed that the high price of
veal, together with, the greater profare shown by figures completed at pe ing himself In,the head in the record pared by M. J. McMahon.
WILLIAMS RESIGNS.
The assessed value of all railway marriedsSickmanus said the four started it which farmers, were finding in
office of the Assessors, The total! Is room of the railroad's offices in the
property
of
Arkansas
as
returned
by
fast approaching the billion dopar City Investing Building at 166 Broadout in their boat soon after midnight. raising hay and sending It to the
Washington—Formal
announcement
mark—to be exact, it is $863,325,670, way. He was last seen alive by Ed- the State Tax Commissioner for 1913 All had been drinking. After they market Instead of raising and milk- of the resignation of George Fred
was
$87,680,255,
this
does
not
Include
ward
Murphy,
night
watchman
of
the
ing
cows,
had
a
great
deal
to
do
divided among 122,412 persons/ and
had been out a short time, ZatazatWilliams as minister to Greece and
building, who, through an open door, public utilities which were valued at zkl, exclaiming that he intended to with'the present excessive decline in
business concerns.
Montenegro has been made at the
$14,000,000. The railroads -are spendsaw
Mr.
Phillips
standing
in
the
room,
dairy
farming.
Compared with last year, an incommit suicide, plunged overboard.
State Department.
,
ing
millions.
apparently
at
work.
crease of $177,778,809 is found.
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Walking With i
God

SUNDMOI00L
LESSON

fBr B. O. SELLERS, Director of Evening
Department, The Moody Bible Institute
Chicago.)

LESSON FOR JULY 12
TEXT—"And Enoch walked with God,
and he was not; for God took him."
Genesis 6:24.
The fifth chapter of Genesis contains a list of men
who reached remarkable ages;
yet, with one exception, it is written of each- of
them, "and he
died." This man,
who walked with
God, and did not
die, is one of tbe
most attractive
figures in Scripture.
He lived amid
wicked people.
Enoch's generation was ripening for
the flood, and' every Imagination of
man's heart was only evil continually;
yet he "walked with God." He encourages us to walk thus even under difficult circumstances. Christ said to the
church at Pergamos: "I know where
thou dwellest, even where Satan's seat
is: and thou boldest fast my name
and hast not denied my faith." How
cheering to hear of "saints in Caesar's
household," and to know that Christ
so lived at wicked Nazareth that the
Father could say, "This ia my beloved
Son, ln whom I am well pleased."
He lived, ln the twilight of revelation. There was as yet -no Bible, yet
he "walked with God." How shall he
rise up to condemn us I
He was married. Some have thought
celibacy necessary to the highest holiness, but Enoch refutes the idea. We
actually knew a mother who declared
she could not be a Christian until her
children were larger and leas exasperating!
But we are told "Enoch
walked with God after he begat Methuselah,'* and It la suggested that the
coming of this little life into hla was
the beginning of his heavenly conversation.
Hla Walk.
He walked by faith (Hebrews 11:6).
There is no record of him having revelations more than we have who also
"walk by faith." "Faith cometh by
hearing and hearing by the word of
God," and such a faith la basis enough
for walking with God.
He pleased God (Hebrews 11:6).
How Indifferent tbls makes us to
men's opinions! "It is a small thing
with me that I am Judged of men's
judgment" How blessed to know we
can bring Joy to the heart of God
and that we may "walk worthy of the
Lord unto all pleasing" (Col. 1:10).
He warned the wicked. Jude tells
us that Enoch prophesied, saying. Behold the Lord cometh with ten thousand of his saints, to execute judgment upon all. Those who walk with
God long to bring to him "them that
are without." Good men may, like
Samuel Rutherford, lack tbe evangelistic gift, but they will have the evangelistic heart which made Rutherford
sing:

However, about mid-afternoon tbe friendly smile which, in hla estimation, going to be dashed hard for me to extwo girls excused themselves and re- fully compensated for ail his hours of plain."
"Captain Phlnney," returned the girl
Ralph Van Vechten, a young" man of tired, and Tom was enabled once more loneliness, and her first words made
leisure, la astonished to sea a man enter to contemplate the Kohlnur more as a him forget hi/cares.
after a moment "I sought this interKo, 1313, a house across the street from
view
deliberately. I wanted to telt
vessel
of
which
he
was
master,
and
the Powhatan club, long unoccupied and
"Captain Fhlnney," she began, "do
spoken of as the House of Mystery* Sev- less as an isolated corner of Arcady. you know. It is downright selfish of you that I have seen Just how harassed
eral persons at regular Intervals enter
One of the first things he observed you not to grant me at least a peep with anxiety you have been, and that 1,
No. 1318. Van Vechten expresses concern
to his friend, Tom Phlnney, regarding the was the presence of a stranger. For at that cozy room up forward, where have a deep appreciation of your fidelwhereabouts of his, cousin and fiancee, some minutes, underneath his troubled
ity to a project about which you know'
you spend BO much of your time."
Paige Carew. A man is forcibly ejected)
from the house. Van Vechten and Tom meditations, had stirred a vague un"The chart-house?" he exclaimed. so little, and which at best you fear is
follow the man and find him dead In the easy senee that he was being watched;
irregular—dishonest,
perhaps. But—|
"Why, you can have it for a boudoir,
street Van Vechten la attracted by the
face of a girl in the crowd of onlookers and happening to look in a certain di- if you want It. Come on."
please God—by this time tomorrow all |
surrounding the body. Detective Flint rection, his glance encountered a man
Once inside, Tom instantly recog- cause for worry will have been re-:
calls on Van Vechten to get his version
of the tragedy. Tom Phlnney goes alone whom he had not before Been. He nized what, no doubt, had been in the moved; and if my word bears any,
on a yachting trip. He recognizes among promptly walked up to the stranger girl's mind from the beginning—that weight you have nothing to cause you'
some persons In a passing motor boat two
men whom he had seen enter the House and demanded to know what he was while they might talk with absolute any concern or misgivings."
of Mystery- He sees one of them, a Mr. doing on board. Wlnnard, the second assurance against being overheard, the
"That," Tom interjected, "removes i
Callls, on shore later and follows him.
Tom Is seized, blindfolded and taken to a mate, was a witness to the episode, numerous ports rendered them visible the last doubt You're a brick!"
house. A sweet-voiced girl later protests and he took it upon himself to explain. to any of the men forward who cared
But she was not through; she con-'
against the roughness of his captors.
"He's all right, sir. Mr. Wlllard to look that way, and those of the tinued, haltingly now and with slowly1
Van Vechten calls on his uncle, Theodore
Van Vechten, big man in wall street, brought him aboard last night."
watch who ■ had occasion to pass on heightening color:
and known as the "Man of Iron," in
With the moral certainty that the one side or the other. s
"I am telling you these things besearch of Information regarding the
whereabouts of Paige Carew. Detective newcomer had been watching him all
"Oh, how comfy I" she exclaimed In cause it is not right that my Influence
Flint shows Van Vechten a gold mesh
a low voice as soon as they had en- should govern you, as it seemed to be
purse found in the House of Mystery. afternoon, Tom went to his cabin.
Van recognises it as belonging to Paige
Alone, he took up again the burden tered. "If I was the Kohinur's skip- doing, and you ignorant of my very
Carew. The sweet-voiced girl helps Tom of his doubts and uncertainties.
per, you would always find me right identity."
Phlnney escape. A message from London reports that two ladles resembling
In this mien the girl was so utterShould he not warn Wlllard that here."
Miss Carew and her companion, Mrs. Flint was close upon his trail? What
"And I'll spend a good part of my ably sweet and charming that Tom
Deverenu x, sal led for New York some
time previously. It develops that the would Wlllard think of the* Man of time here, once we're out at sea," Tom could scarcely contain himself. He
ladles visited the English home of Tem- Iron's interference?
His position responded, "and I hope you'll want to darted a scowling look at the uncurple Bonner, owner of the House of Mystery. It Is recalled that Temple Bonner strongly urged him to go to the char- find me often. But if you're Judging tained ports, at which her color all at
was In love with a daughter of Compton terer and lay tbe matter before him.
by these comfortable quarters that my once deepened still more, and she
Schuyler who married Max Wlllard, The
dropped her gaze with a nervous little
•other daughter married a man named
Then his vacillating will would take Job's a sinecure, why, you—you—"
Devereaux. Bonner and Wlllard were Intimate friends. A search Is started for a pendulum swlag to the other ex- ■ "Have another guess coming?" she laugh. It was Just that easy to follow
his train of thought.
TVIllard. Van Vechten enters the House treme; he ought to go over to the finished for him.
of Mystery by the back door In time to Ctaremont and phone Flint where WllHe nodded dejectedly. " 'Mistaken'I "That's something soon remedied
near John Callls threaten a girl. He Interferes and helps the girl escape, but Is lard was to be found; ff the latter was what I was trying to think of, he urged her eagerly.
rendered unconscious In the struggle were really engaged In no dishonorAnd now the beautiful face took ,pn
though." Then, with an abrupt change
with Callls. Tom Phlnney gets a job
a tantalizing expression, the lashes
«a master of >Brownlow's yacht Kohlnur, able employment, then no harm could of manner and tone, he went on:
which has been chartered for some mys- come to him.
drooped
and she regarded him quiz. . . But then, if be
"Delia, no doubt you have noticed
terious mission. The charterer, Max wlllard, and his friends board the yacht at was to be believed, Tom would thus the past two or three days that I have zically.
Sight and Tom hears the voice of the un- be lending himself to the defeat of Jus- been as worried as the dickens. It la
"Captain Phlnney, hasn't even the
nown girl. Van Vechten, recovering
from Injuries received In his fight with tice and right
bad enough to have charge of this tiniest suspicion entered your head as
Callls, Is visited by Jessie Wlllard in
And so on, round and round in a cir- boat and know that something secret to who I am," she asked.
whom he recognises the girl who was the
"Why should there?" he returned.
•cause of the fight. He declares his lore cle went hie thoughts, with no hope of is going on, without having an inkling
for her. She tells him that If his feelings arriving at a solution of the many dif- of what that secret is; a fellow is "And why;Is It 'Captain Phlnney' tohave not changed one week from that
day?
Night, before last I was 'Tom'
ficulties. If he could only talk to bound to make all sorts of conjectures
■day she will marry him,
Delia, alone, for half an hour, perhaps and be suspicious of Wlllard, you easy enough."
she could help him. But he did not know. The certainty that you couldnt • "Well, then—Tom. I have no espeBOOK 111.
see her again that day.
be mixed up with anything crooked is cial reluctance to calling you Tom; I
Friday evening brought a change. the one thing that's made me rather have known you for years."
CHAPTER VIII.—Continued.
He stared at her in open-mouthed
Re was not to be rallied, however, The male element of Willard's party ashamed of my own suspicions.
and the meal was a long drawn out became animated by an unusual ac"But I have reasons aside from all astonishment And she watched him,
smiling,
mocking, altogether bewitchtivity. There was much going and this for being worried, reasons you
affair for him.
His brain was the battle ground of coming between the Kohlnur and the haven't the slightest idea of, that make
Gradually Tom recovered himself.
•conflicting doubts and misgivings that landing, and the girls retired before my position about as devilish a one as
led to a most irritating condition of ir- nine o'clock, as if to be out of the way. a fellow ever got into. Until this week "Come, now," he protested. "I really
And then, some time close to mid- I never knew I had any nerves; now thought you were In earnest"
resolution on his part. If be had been
Of a sudden she dropped upon a
governed by any policy thus far. It night. Max Wlllard and two of his I'm nearly a wreck."
had been one of passive non-interfer- young men boarded the launch; but
"Perhaps," said the girl slowly, "I locker-seat and motioned him to do
likewise.
Slowly and dazedly, .he
ence. As master of the Kohlnur, his now, instead of going over to the know more about the real causa of
■duties began and ended with the obli- Claremont landing, the little craft flut- your perturbation than you suspect" obeyed;
"Llsteni" she pursued. "I know a
gations adherent thereto, and he had tered away down-stream; and was aoon
"No," returned Tom, confidently,
neither communicated to Van Vechten lost in the night.
"you couldnt Remember the chum I girl who has lived nearly all her life
Tom retired to bis cabin, but could told you about whose cousin dlsap*- abroad. She has a man cousin of
tbe facts that had come to his knowledge, nor had he Informed. Max Wll- not sleep. He was oppressed by a peared? Well, some way she's Involved whom she has always been awfully
lard that the police were- desirous of sense of anticipation, a conviction that In whatever it is old Willard's plotting fond; whom, as a very young girl, she
looked up to and regarded ae quite the
something! was about to happen. When —What's the matter?"
finding him.
personification of wisdom and every
But now it was being forced upon he heard the launch returning after
His hearer had uttered a little, cry,
him that such a course, notwithstand- two o'clock in the morning, he was and was now looking at him with a manly Virtue.
"Now, that cousin had a chum of
ing Brownlow's and Willard's protesta- curious enough to go above to See if shocked and puzzled expression.
whom he thought so much that he nevtions that everything was fair and hon- anything would transpire to account
"How In the world," she demanded,
er tired of singing his praises to the
orable, was only a shirking of responsi- for the secret midnight excursion. ,
"did you reach such a conclusion?"
girl cousin. She was fourteen years
Wlllard came first up the ladder, isbility, and that the time was speedily
"I didn't" truthfully explained Tom.
old,
I believe, and very impressiondrawing near—if it had nob, already suing low-voiced directions to the two "But a detective and Ruddy—that's
arrived—when he must make an in- men,, Then they came, with consider- my phum—did because the missing able. Anyway, Bhe became so Interestable difficulty by reason of their un- girl's purse was found in that old ed in her cousin's chum—she had nevitiative move one way or another.
er seen him, mind—that he assumed
His meeting with Flint had been wieldy burden,
house where Wlllard hung out so
in her fancy the place of a hero. She
As well as Tom Could make out in long."
fertile with
references that had
If but one soul from Anworth
even stole one of his photographs and
Meet me at God's right hand.
brought bis relegated misgivings and tbe darkness, in shape and size what
There was a silent pause while the
My heaven will be two heavens.
perplexities to a position where they they carried was Just such a box as is girl seemed to consider, and Tom kept it hidden away where nobody else
could
see
it,
but
where
she
could
take
In Immanuel's land.
demanded that some disposition be used as a Container for a coffin. The watched her earnestly and fondly. At
made of them, and the crowning diffi- three went quickly below with their last the fine hazel eyes met his with a peep at It whenever she wanted'to."
Hfe
was
progressive ln holiness. Ha
The expression that was slowly, overculty straightway arose: How was he burden, and quiet reigned over the a sober look.
walked with God, and pressed'toward
spreading
Tom's
visage
was
almost
luKohlnur.
N.
to do sot
,
,
"What Is it'you want to know?" she dicrous. By degrees he was compre- the mark for the prize. The perfecIn point of fact, from that time on gravely asked.
Was Max Wlllard a fanatic planning
' hending; but conviction had not yet tion of Christians on earth is very
some stupendous catastrophe with hla until the final terrible hour when de-,
"Delia1—Tom's voice lowered perImperfect, and even in heaven we
Dew explosive, and holding the Kbhl- spalr and horror laid their Icy clutch ceptibly and a serious note crept Into come.
shall still be walking in white.
"Can't you guess?" she asked.
upoh Tom Phinney's heart, an unnat- It—"you ought to know—you ought to
He rose Inertly to his feet Ha
His Exit
ural calm seemed to prevail. It was as see—where my chief Interest lies.
His strange departure proved imif the yacht and all on board were Hang it all! I wish I could express spoke thickly, like a man stupefied.
"You are that girl. You—you are—" mortality to be a fact, Just as Elijah's
subdued by an apprehensive dread of myself better. But If you cant see
"Paige Carew," she said.
Impending tragedy.
translation later assured Israel and
that my first concern Is for you, it's
•
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
as we are assured by Christ's resurrecAnd still Tom could not make up his
mind as to what he ought to do.
tion.
But thie intolerable high-tension
His departure was felt Hebrews
mental stress was in a measure resays that Enoch "was not found," as if
lieved by two occurrences of Saturday
they had sought him. He was missed.
afternoon.
It is still so when a saint passes. WitAbout three o'clock Max Wlllard Inness the multitudes that gathered at
structed him to get up a full head of
the funerals of John Wesley and Cathsteam at sunset, and be in readiness PROFESSION
AN OLD ONE but he had never before seen gold fill- erine Booth and Jerry McAuley.
during the, night to drop down the
He went out in the prime ot life.
ings in a prehistoric skull. The gold
river.
That Ancients Knew the Art of was Oh the edges of the teeth, and He was taken when 365 years of age,
"Are we to clear tonight?" asked
had been applied from the Inside. It and as compared with others of that
Dentistry Haa Been Abundantly
Tom with considerable eagerness.
showed little on the outside, so the day, this was just the morning of life,
Proved by Discoveries Made.
"I don't know positively yet," Wllpurpose appeared to be less for orna- corresponding to the age of thirtylard replied in a lifeless tone. "When
three now. We wonder when men are
Tooth-pulling Is doubtless as An- mentation than for utility.
the signal comes to get under way, it cient a surgical operation, if so it may
Some of the teeth were filled with caught away just as their usefulness
will come in a hurry, and from then on be called, as ia known to mankind, but cement In all cases, whether the fill- begins. But surely God does not deal
until we are well out at sea speed'will tooth-filling haa been supposed to be a ings were gold or cement, the borings unkindly with his friends. "To depart
be a matter of considerable impor- modern Invention. Herodotus, and ot indicated that a tool had been used is to be with Christ which is far bettance. You will know before morn- course, Galen, knew something about that did the work possibly as well as ter." "Taken away from the evil to
Just Such a Box as la Used as a Con- ing."
dentistry, but apparently not about the Instruments of the modern dentist come"—this might be written of
"Everything is In readiness," Tom fillings. But as early as the sixteenth Some of the teeth that apparently had Enoch and of many another saint
tainer for a Coffin.
advised him.
His departure was easy. "He was
century there is found printed evi- been loosened were held together by
tour in readiness tor his escape? Here
"That is very gratifying." The magion board were his daughter and per- netic eyes rested searchlngly upon the dence that the use of gold leaves to gold bands. . . .' Professor Saville not; for God took him," or as Hebrews
fill cavities had long been known, if said that the residents, or natives, of reads, "God had translated him." The
leaps another daughter, or his wife— skipper for a moment.
that part of Ecuador where he found psalmist seems to apply the language
not generally practiced.
out, no, his wife was dead—at any
"Captain Phlnney," Wlllard asked
The assertion that Egyptian mum- the skulls and the pottery, just north of the text to death. Pgalm 49:15 tells
ixate, his entire family—and Tom as after the pause, "do I appear comof
the Equator, apparently were the us, "He will deliver my soul from the
mies have been found with gold-filled I
foaptaln was lending himself to the posed?"
only
Primitive people who understood power of the grave for he will take
icrinie. If a crime was being projected.
"Why, yes," returned Tom In sur- teeth is now generally thought to be Ithe art
of
using Jewels and platinum me;" and Psalm 73:24 reads, "Thou
But-where did Delia come into the prise. ."I shouldn't have thought oth- an error arising out of the fact that I ln
the Egyptians often gilded the'teeth
decorative art One of the objects wilt guide me by thy counsel and
■male? And. who was she, anyway? erwise."
in using gold ln the teeth doubtless afterward take me to glory." As with
The time had come for him to know,
Indeed, save for the burning bril- of mummies for ornament The quesland he meant to get some sort of ex- liance of his eyes. Max Willard's mien tion comes up In connection with the was ornamentation, but the chief pur- the translated saint, so with the dying,
the Father will stoop down to the'
explorations of Professor Saville of pose seems to be to preserve.
planation out of her, willy-nilly, Just Was, if anything, dull and dispirited.
child who has been walking with him
as soon as an apportunlty presented
"Well, then," he said, "it will be dif- Columbia, ln Ecuador. He found many
and men will say, "He was not; for
(Itself.
Why He Welcomed It.
ficult to make you believe that no man pre-Aztec skulls perhaps 1,000 years
( The party returned to the yacht, and ever labored under a greater mental •old, of a type superior to the Aztecs,
Briggs-^-Thank goodness the opera God took him." Spurgeon bears witness, after ministering to many feeble
there by and by Tom began to fear and nervous strain than I do at thie and what was especially remarkable season will soon be open!'
that the opportunity to talk to Delia moment. God help us all!"
was that their teeth showed both gold
'
Grtggs—Didn't know you ever at. saints, that he had not found one to
whom dying grace was not given.
would not occur. In truth, had he been
tended,
'
' J«
With which cryptio and disquieting and cement filling.
Moreover, should we be alive at the
a bit more discerning, in the persist- utterance he abruptly walked away.
The gold-filled teeth struck him as
Briggs—I don't; but my,, wife and
ency with which Delia kept Jessie WllTom bad not yet ceased pondering the most unusual feature ot his finds. daughter do, and that gives me a Lord's coming, we shall be translated
lard close to her, hejnust have sus- the incident whan Delia approached. In Mexico, he had dug up 'skulls with chance to slip out to the club for a 5» Mterally as Enoch. (I These, 4:16,
pected a definite purpose.
IW
alone. She met ,him with a charming teeth filled or ornamented With stone, ] quiet game.
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GREATNESS THROUGH

SERVICE.

LESSON TEXT-Mark 10:32-46.
GOLDEN TEXT—"The Son ot man also
came not to be ministered unto, but to
minister, and to give his Die a ransom
tor many." Mark 10:45.

This is a time in the life of our
Lord that vibrates with interest aa
we rapidly approach his last tragic
week upon earth. At the beginning of
his Perean ministry (Luke 9:61) we
read that' Jesus "steadfastly set his
face to go to Jerusalem." Now that
journey is nearly ended. He had
reached a place near Jericho. Knowing the antipathy of the rulers, those
who Journeyed with Jesus were
"amazed," and some as they followed
htm on this Journey were "afraid"
(v. 32). Jesus, therefore, and for a
third time, plainly tells his disciples
what is about to take place in Jerusalem.
The contrast of self is the distinguishing feature of the lesson of
the self-seeking disciples over against
the self-renouncing Master.
Assurance of Faith.
I, The Self-seeking Disciples, w. 3341. As Jesus clearly spoke to those
who ln amazement followed him hex
told of his condemnation and deliverance to the Gentiles; hla persecution,
death and resurrection (w. 32-34). It
was then that James and John presented their request Matthew tells
us (20:20) that they made It through,
their mother. It was an ignorant request, for they knew not what it lxH
volved (v. 38), nor whose It was tot
grant it (v. 40). He had spoken wlthi
great clearness about his suffering
and death and immediately they ask;
a position in hla glory. This may in*
dicate the assurance of their faithi
ln him, but it certainly intimates that!
they did not comprehend the suffering;
of which he had been speaking. Wei
need to remember, however, that they
believed ln that approaching hour oil
his glory. They desired, though, to
have an association with him in hist
power and authority, thus showing)
their mixture of selfishness, though!
Jesus seems to have Ignored it Waal
this request incited by the mother?!
Evidently not to a degree, for the Master addresses his reply to the disciples. In that reply he does say
that to occupy such a position was)
denied, them, or might be quite possible. What he does lay stress upoa
was what was involved and that this)
was not the time or place to lay emphasis, in this new kingdom, upon any)
other idea than that of equality.
Jesus then clearly declared all thai)
was involved in his pathway of adfi
fering and propounds his question,
'.'Are ye able to drink the cup that t
drink?" (v. 38). It was a heroic bull
ignorant answer they made, "We ara
able." Their language reveals the)
character, however, of those who didi
enter into that fellowship with him)
which eventually led them to martyr-j
dom. He told them they should be)
baptized into a strength to do and live
this life of abandonment, but that such)
a life could not command any preeminence on that account Their re-j
quest was otherwise a correct one. Inl
order to share with Christ in hie glory)
we must share his cup and his baptism of shame and suffering; see 14:36;)
Matt. 26:39; John 18:11; II Tiraj
2:12; Rom. 8:17; Matt 16:24. James)
and John (v. 39) did not stop to meas- .
ure the meaning of their request;
Wanted Placet'of Authority. ■,,
II, The Self-renouncing Master, -wj
41-45. In answer to the indignation
(v, 41) of the other ten disciples Jesus without any manifest impatience
calls the disciples "unto him" and seta
before them their absolute equality,
and yet at the same time a way of ex.
altatlon, v. 43. Jesus is ever calling
us "unto him," for he desires to leadi
us out of lives ot selfishness Into
those of fulness and service. These)
ten were not altogether without selfishness; they wanted the places of authority also. Once before, chapteu
9:33-36, this same controversy had
arisen and was again manifested]
(Luke 22:24) and that, too, at a solemn occasion, as be announced his approaching death and instituted the
supper. It was not till after Pentecost that it became possible for a disciple to write "ln honor prefer one
another," Rom. 4: 10, Phil. 2:3. This
reply of Jesus to the indignation of
the ten is a teaching by contrast and
accurately describes the Gentile method of self-advancement Over agalnet
it he sets forth the method of the
"Son of Man." Till this present day
such are the methods of those who
are ot this world only.
In hie kingdom it is different, greatness is inverse ratio until we find!
the greatest is the one who serves
most perfectly. In emphasizing this
verse (v. 46) it la quite common to
omit the last clause, "and to give hla
life a ransom for many." So to omit
it is to' neglect his work of redemption and overly emphasizes the altruistic aspect of Christianity. Men are
not saved by any such method. Jesus Is the greatest example of a perfect servant because he did give his
lite. Let us also remember that he
gave that life and that no man took
it,from him, John 10:18.

W. J. Igoe, marketman, has bought
the Damon house on Elm street, opposite
the station of Robert Kellty.
MAILS DUE TO ARIJIVB.
The most favorable reports come from
L. M. 6.46—East and West.
9.3Q— West.
Miss Cora Frances Stoddard, and her
P. H. 12.46—East and "West.
many friends will be rejoiced' to know
2.00—Weat
that she is steadily gaining in every re4.50—Bast.
7.05—East and West.
spect.
MAILS CLOSE,
Mr and Mrs Harold A. Foster are to
a. M. S-OO—Weat.
make their home in Toledo, Ohio, and
6.46—Eaat.
their goods are being packed for ship11.30—East and West.
P. M. 1.00—West.
ment. Maynard Foster is here superin4.40—Eaat.
tending the work, and will remain for
6.00—East and West.
two weeks longer.
Mails for East BrooMeld HMMj^
6.46
A. M* 11.80
M.„*»t
6.45 A.M.,
11-30 A
A-• M. and 1,
1 P.
P.M.
L-— 8*jg
A handsome volume of "Royal Spain
East BrooMeld are received at 9.80 A. M.
6.40 P. M.
of To-day" has been presented to the
package malls are despatched twice daUy as
followa£-11.30A. M. Eaat and North, 6 P. M. Free Public Library by the -author, Mrs
West and South.
Tryphosa Bates Batcheller. It will be
Main for the Kural Delivery la oloaed at 8.16
found in the reference department. Like
A. M. and received at 1 JO P. M.
The office hours wUl be:—6.30 A. M. to 8 P. -M. her former book on royalty in Italy it is
Holidays, 6.80 to 9.80 A. M. and 5 to 6 P. M.
beautifully printed and illustrated, beside
JOHN HOWE, Postmaster,
being intensely interesting reading.
PAUL M. KBANET, AiSt.
FRIDAY, JULY IO, 191*.

BrigBS-Greene.

WEST BROOKFIELD.
Maria M. Hastings is in Kennbunkport, Me., for a vacation.
Mabel Varnum, Westboro, is visiting
Mr and Mrs Elmer B. Varnum.
Mrs Ejwl Bayley and daughter, of Boston, are guests of Weston Dudley.
William H. Murray, Springfield, visited
old friends in town, this week.

Uneeda Biscuit
Tempt the appetite,
please the taste and
nourish the body.
Crisp-, clean and fresh—
5 cents in the moistureproof package.

Sidney M. Cowles, Jr., of Reading, is
visiting Dr Frederick W. Cowles.
Helen McCarthy, Worcester, is visiting Mr and Mrs James MurphyNellie McCarthy, Northampton, is the
guest of Mr and Mrs John J. Mulvey.
Mr and Mrs Harold Eisley, Amherst,
are spending the summer in West Brookfield.
Mr and Mrs John Goodwill, Hartford,
Ct., are guests of Mr and Mrs Joseph T.
Bugbee.
Edward Carter, Pittefield, visited his
parents Mr and Mrs Robert Carter, over
Sunday.
Vernon Hollinbaek, Worcester, was a
guest of Verner Wood, North Mail St,
for the Fourth.
Mrs Annie L. Anderson, Allston, spent
the Fourth with her mother, MrsIAugu*
E. Anderson.
Mr and Mrs Thomas Daley, Worcester,
were visitors at the Shaw homestead for
the week-end.
Mr and Mrs Chester Fay, Worcester,
spent the holiday with Mr and Mrs|Chas.
L. Fairbanks.
The S. and C. society met for its sewing meeting in the home of Mrs John
Shackley on Tuesday.
Bert N. Kent, Sutherland, Fla., has
joined his family who are visiting Mr and
Mrs Fred L. Woodward.
Mr and Mrs Louis A. Balcom, East
Weymouth, spent Sunday with Mr and
Mrs Frank E. Brown.
Mr and Mre William L. Allen, Worcester, spent Sunday with William H.
Allen and sister, "Main street.
Peter A. Brady has returned from East
Templeton, and will work for the 01mstead Quaboag Corset Company.
Mr and Mrs Everett P. Newhall of
Lynn, have been guests of Mr and Mre
David Robinson, Milk street.
Esther G. Mulvey, danghter of Mr and
Mre John Mulvey, has gone to attend
Summer school at Hyannis.
*Mrs Helen P. Dodge and children, of
SaratogaSprings.are registered at Lake
Wickaboag House.
Mre Frank Bandlow and daughter of
Webster, have been visiting Mr and Mrs
George Canterbury. West street.
Arthur Lavoie, Providence, with an
auto party was entertained Sunday by
Mr and Mre Napoleon Grondine.
Mr and Mre Walter J. DuBois, Main
street, are rejoicing i^i the birth of a
daughter, Lucille May, born July 5.
Robert D. Converse, New York, has
been spending his vacation with his parents, Mr and Mre Eli M. Converse.

Baronet Biscuit
Round, thin, tender—
with a delightful flavor
appropriate for
luncheon, tea and
dinner, IO cents.

Miss Miriam Elizabeth Greene,, daughter of Mr and Mrs Eliot L. Greene, of
West Brookfield and Charles Dwight
Briggs, youngest son of Mrs Sanford
Briggs of North Brookfield, Were married
at the home of the bride, on Long Hill,
at 6 o'clock last Saturday evening, by the
Rev John H. Hoffman, pastor <rf the
Congregational church. They were attended by Miss Edith Lillian Greene, sister of the bride, as ring bearer. The
wedding march was played by Mrs Geo.
Harney of Boston, pianist, and Mrs Harold Risley, violinist, both sisters of the
Dride. The bride was attired in white
embroidered voile and carried a bouquet
of bride's roses. Bar veil was fastened
with pearls and Scotch heather. The
ring bearer wore white embroidered Swiss
muslin. A reception followed the ceremony, attended by relatives and intimate
friends. The bride, who iB a graduate of
the State normal school, Worcester, class
of 1913, has been teaching in Manchester, Conn. The groom is a graduate
of Worcester Polytechnic Institute, class
of 1913, and is divi ion inspector for the
Western Union Telephone Co., of New
York City. Mr and Mrs Briggs will live
in New York city.
,
*s»

ZuZu
Prince of appetizers.
Makes daily trips from
Ginger-Snap Land to
waiting mouths everywhere. Say Zu Zu to
the grocer man, 5 cents.

.♦*—'

•pieH »«t9H«Ma—«i«8n.
senivanb eserrj jo ejora psq •* Jl »o
98JOM. aq* in* eq o» pinoAV II luoa
■aidoj V»HJ seniJoq»n» »qi JOJ prtaw
gupnooaq a pus »«t <*» eonajpeqo jo
esuaa aAnoonani an mi» 'aor|nillM>
uBRspua jo npuoai eqi m pepanoaS
•aiaqi »AO IBS eaoqj 0% rnj*»ailsa.i
'a\i\» pas Si£oq AJflpao paisqaq-ua*
jno tun» op itaqi 'Bipoqaa qsnSaa aqj
inoqa ABS Ami a* asia laAariiqM.,
■«|Oou=S qailBua J0* •*l*Jd
Sheep as Weather Prophet*.
What animal la more sedate than
a sheep? And what more frolicsome
than a lamb? The gamboling of lambs
and the fighting of their elders li an
old sign of a change In the weather.
Thus, in a spell of frost. If lambs
are frolicking and skipping, while
the sheep butt one another, sedately
fighting, the weatherwise see a certain sign of a thaw where none other
is visible.
Hint F*om Hubby.
Mrs. Blowitt (with newspaper)—
"John, what does 'wanderlust' mean?"
Her HuBband—"It's an aliment my dollars are afflicted with."

Bay biscuit baked by

NATIONAL
BISCUIT
COMPANY
Always look for that name

Speed Mania.
% am not finicky," said the Watchful Walter, "but I can't think,of any
business that is so urgent that a man
has to blow his soup in order to save
l
time."

Reed told of the life and work of D. Wilfred T. Grenfell.
Current events were
presented by the members.
Employees of the State Highway Department began Monday tearing up a section of the state road between West
Mr and Mrs Walter E. Sibley, Spring- Brookfield and Brookfield for repairs. A
field, spent Sunday wither Sibley's pa carload of crushed rock has been carted
to the Willows and is ready for use when
rents, Mr and Mrs Edmund Sibley.
needed. A gang of 20 men is on the job.
Mrs John Melvin and family, WorcesGeorge W. Stone, Springfield, has been
ter, are spending a vacation with Mr and
the guest of his aunt, Mrs Arvitla MakeMrs William H. Brown and family.
peace, Central street.
Mr Stone is a
Chesselden L. Ellis, loss cutter of the member of the Hospital Corps DetachOlmstead. Quaboag Co. is on a two weeks' ment, M. V? M., Springfield. The Regivacation. Frank D. Stone, will take his ment has just been ordered to camp at
Lakeville, Mass., for the week beginning
place.
Mr and Mrs Martin H. White and July 6, for manoeuvres.
family, Springfield, will occupy their cot
Rev. John H. Hoffmon announced on
tage near Lake Wickaboag, for the sum- Sunday that his vacation will begin July
mer.
19, on which date Rev. E. G. Zellars,
Mr and Mrs William H. Fox and Spencer, will occupy the pulpit. A supdaughter Mary"of Springfield, spent the ply preacher for July 26 will be anholiday with Mrs Fox's mother, Mrs nounced later. There will be no service
Aug. 2 and 9. Communion was observed
Sarah Turner.
Mrs Mark W. Pickles, Dayton, 0., is by the church on Sunday and the followhere, having been called east on account ing were received into the church by
of the illness of her mother, Mrs Albert letter:—Miss Marion Ray, Mrs A. L.
Hauck, Albert L., Roland M., and MissBannister.
es Phyllis and Helen Hauck and Mrs
Florence A. Johnson, Boston, librarian
John H. Hoffman.
for the 20th Century Club, spent the
The body of John E. Maxfield, son of
week-end with her parents, Mr and Mrs
John and Katherine (Higgins) Maxfield,
Charles W. Johnson.
Mr and Mrs Charles S. Haywood, Mill- Auburn, arrived in West Brookfield MonBurial was in Sacred
bury, and Mildred Tarbell, Sprinfield, day morning.
Heart cemetery. The bearers were James
were entertained Sunday, by Angeline
McGlinchy, Michael Connolly, WorcesR. Butler, Central street.
ter; Harry Bullens, Auburn and William
Miss Susan Bill, daughter of Dr. and Byron, Brookfield. Undertaker Daniel
Mrs Clement S. Bill, has accepted the F. Kennedy, Brookfield, was in charge.
position of physical instructor in the Y. The floral tributes were plaque of sweet
W. C A. of Providence, R. I.
peas and pinks, Ruth and Dorothy Kohl'Mr and Mrs Frank A. Castle, of Hart- strom, Holden; plaque of pinks, playford Ct., guests of Mrs Curtis Gilbert, mate, Borden Wade, Auburn; pinks, Mrs
left this week, for Brock, Canada, where L. S, Bullens, Southyilh j roses', J. Garvey, Auburn; sweet peas and pinks, Mr
they will make their home. '
Mr and Mrs Marshall C. Gilbert and and Mrs C. T. Bergstrom, Auburn; roses,
children, Virginia and Carey went to Mrs P. Divieo, Auburn.
■Wakefield, B. 1., Sunday, where they
pass their vacation with Albert E. Clark
and family.
West Brookfield Grange met in G. A.
R. hall Wednesday night for a business
meeting. The members present enjoyed
a peanut social in charge of Misses Estella Thompson, Clara Bailey and Hazel

.

Minimum Wage.
The object of a "minimum wage"
law is the prevention of low wages.
The law, like the "Fair Wage" regulation, would decide the lowest (minimum) wag. it would be legal to pay
upon public works. It could not apply
to private contracts, of course.

Miner.
The Club house of the Golf Club was
Sometimes.
entered sometime last week, and the inSometimes the prodigal son corns,
dividual lockers were all broken into, the back wearing a monocle.—Pittsburgh
clothing ransacked and thrown on the
4
„.
»
floor. Nothing was missed by the mem- P"* Classed by Chlffen.
bers.
"The world doesn't Judge a man by
The meeting of the Literary society was
held Thursday afternoon in the reference his own clothes, but by hii waVs/VRobert Halifax.
room of the libraryMrs Sumner H.

ROUND TRIPS FROM

North Brookfield
To the Following Points
MAINE
1.15
Augusta
1.45
Bangor ■ 1.55
Bar Harbor 1.00
Bath' 1.35
Belfast
.75
Blddeford- 1.00
Brunswick
1.55
Dover 1.45
Ellsworth
1.15
Gardiner
2.00
Houlton •
Lewiston •
1.00
Portland
.99
Rockland ■
1.25
1.05
Rumford
1.35
WatervlUe
MASSACHUSETTS
Ayer (Jet.)
.25
Boston .35

Brockton
Buzzards Bay Clinton
Fall River
FitchburR

-

Franklin Gardner
Great Barrington
Greenfield
HaverhUl Holyoke
Hyannis
Lawrence
Lee
Lowell
Marlboro
Middleboro
Milford New Bedford
Newburyport North Adams

and

Return

by

.40
.55
.20
.40
.25
.30
.20
.40
.25
.45

Northampton North Attleboro
Pittsfield
Plymouth
Salem
Springfield Taunton Walpole
- »
Wareham Winchendon

.05
40
35
35
35
45
'25
\59
.50
.40

NEW HAMPSHIRE
1.00
Berlin
Claremont
.50
Concord
- .4B
.60
Dover
Exeter
-50
•55
Franklin ■
Keene
- .38
.60
Laconia
.»5
Lancaster

-

.25
.35
.35
.50
.40
.25
.40
.30
.50
.25

Telephone
.90
.40
.35
.85
.30
.65
.55.
60
.80

Littleton Manchester Nashua
North Conway Peterboro
Plymouth Portsmouth
Rochester Woedsville
VERMONT
Bellows Falls
Bemington
Brattleboro
Burlington
Montpelier Newport Rutland
St. Albans St. Johnsbury •
White River Jet.

.40
.40
.35
1.00
.80
1.25
.65
1.15
.05
- .60

RATES OF SOME OTHER LARGE CITIES
Albany, N. Y. '.90 Buffalo, N. Y. - 2.50
Atlantic City, N. J. 1.75 Chicago, III. - - 6.00
Baltimore, M. D. 2.00 Detroit, Mich. - 4.50

Montreal, Oue.
New York
Philadelphia, Pa.

1.75 Pittsburg, Pa. - 3.75
1.00 Poughkeepsie.N.Y. 1.00
1.50 Washington, D. C. 2.50

These toll rates are for the Initial period of three mimites, except where otherwise stated.

The Message and Answer Included In One Low Rate
THINGS WORTH REMEMBERING:
You will not be charged on such a call if you do not get the person for whom you ask.
You can make a toll call from any telephone.
You can obtain rates from any place by asking the Toll Operator. No charge for such a call.
You can talk about a hundred words a minute-the average speed of a telephone message.
You can learn the cost at the termination of your message by asking the Toll Operator who records
the details of your call.
.
. .
If you can't find the number in your dirctory, you can call for the party wanted by givrait name and
If the p«r*on wanted has no telephone, we will try to arrange to call him to a pay station, if the caller
will pay a small additional charge for messenger service.
"
When you leave your office or your home, tell your associates where you are going and your toll call will
follow you.

NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE
AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
C. J. ABBOTT, District Manager

Denholm & McKay Co.
Boston Store'
Worcester, Mass.

This Week Thursday, Friday and Saturday

A Mammoth Money-Saving Event

Great Vacation and Reduction
Sale-Summer Merchandise
at About Half Price
$100,000 Worth of New Summer Merchandise Bought Greatly Underprice From
Overstocked Manufacturers—
$100,000 Worth of Seasonable Goods Reduced from Our Own Stocks
Every Department will be represented with Sensational Bargains—We have planned
to maKe this a memorable event—the most important mid-summer sale ever heldjiy any
retail store in Central New England. Come prepared for the best bargams in summer goods
you have ever bought. Extra salespeople to serve you quicKly—Extra facilities m all parts
of the store.

Circulars Giving Full Details of .This Sale are Being Dutributed
In This Town—Be Sure and Get One

Miss Mary A. Doyle (announces the en
gagement of her niece, M. Margaret,
Doyle to Joseph A. Wallace of "Medway.
Mies Clara Rowley was in town over Miss Doyle is a graduate of Smith college
in the class of 1912. Mr Wallace was
the Fourth.
Miss Hazel Lambra of Springfield ia graduated from Dartmouth in the class of
1905 and has since studied at the Univer-the guest of Miss Verna Vorce.
sity of Chicago and Harvard.
Miss Leah Pike of Boston, is the guest
Largely through .the efforts of Miss
of Mr and Mrs Boulton, Elm St.
Longley's mid-summer Hale invites the Frances Bartlett, a marker has been secured for the grave of another revolutionladies if in search of bargains.
ary hero, in the old cemetery, and sent
B 4 R vs. Cherry Valley Is the schedto the D. A. R. It was put up yesterday
ule for to-morrow in the baae ball line.
byMrHarwood. The inscription reads;
Miss Marjorie Chase is visiting her "Jedutban Baldwin, Esq', died June 12,
aunt, Mrs Martha B. Bishop, Summer 1788, aged 56. An intrepid soldier, an
street.
exemplary Christian, and a friend of all
*ir George R. Hamant has been ap- mankind."
pointed conservator of the property of
The threatening weather of Thursday
Mrs Sarah R. Jenks.
necessitated taking the "lawn party"
Read the announcement of the P. J, that was to have been held on the church
Daniels sale, which will be found on our park, into the Chapel and also kept many
last page, this week.
away, but those who came enjoyed a good
Rev. R- M. D. Adams will go to the musical program and a very social evenAmherst summer school next week, for ing. Icecream table was in charge of
the first part of his vacation.
Mrs George Doane; cake, Mrs Bush, Mrs
Mrs Nellie Collins, in Duncan block, Lane and Mrs Melvin; confectionery,
has a July sale of dry goods at her store, Mrs Bemis, Miss Jetinie Doane, fruitade,
Mrs Julia Ross, Mrs Burkhill.
Music;
whieh will interest the ladies.
was furnished on piano, mandolin and
The executive committee of the Applebanjo by Mrs Saunders, Miss Vera Bruckton Club have decided to take up the
er and Mrs Helen Morse Smith; and
1
study of Spain for the next season. ,
graphophone selections by Miss LawThe banns of marriage have been pub- rence.
/
lished at St. Joseph's church for Walter
. The Doane Family Association will
Grahame and Leah Barrett of Elm St.
hold a Basket Picnic, Saturday, July 18,
The adjourned sale of the W. B. & S, 1914, on the estate of Mr Francis Doane
'electric railway property is set for next at Norwood, Mass. In addition to the
Thursday. It is hoped a sale will be lunch which each one is asked to provide
effected at that time.
for himself and family, it is suggested
Misses Esther and Mabel Moody, Fill- that paper plates and saucers be brought
lam Hill, left on Saturday morning, to and such silver as may be needed. Trains
spend a part of their vacation with rela- leave South station, Boston, for Norwood
at 10.05 and 11.06 a. in. Take Mansfield
tives in Woodlawn, Long Island.
car near railroad station, leave car at
The Boynton heirs have sold their
Chapel street. Trains leave for Boston at
wood-lot of 28 acres in Dist. No. 4 to
3.10 and 5.34 p. m. Those wishing to go
Miss Mitchell of Worcester, who, we un
by trolley, take elevated to Forest Hills
derstand, proposes to put up a summer
station, changing to an East Walpole car.
cottage soon.
Leave cars at Chapel street. Running
There is to be special music at the Y, time 45 minutes fro n Forest Hills. "Let's
P. 8. C. E. next Sunday evening by Miss see if we can't all rally and have a rousFlorence Jackson and Mr. Wiley.
A ing big time."
cordial invitation is extended to every
The firemen were called out twice on
one to be present.
the morning of the Fourth. The first
' Rev. E. C. Winslow, from the Home
for Little Wanderers, Boston, will speak call came at 12.16 a. m., for an incendiat the Congregational church next Sun- ary blaze at the old Kennedy bouse on
day morning, and atthe Methodist church Willow street, now owned by the heirs of
Levi Cartier, and for some time past un
in the afternoon.
occupied. Many of the firemen were at
M. A. Longley announces his mid-sumthe engine house when the alarm came
mer sale of dry goods, as now on, to con- in and the response was very prompt.
tinue until next Saturday. Early buyers They handled the fire well, and the damwill get the best selections, and many
age was only about 8200.
They were
goods are marked at a big reduction. '
back at 1.25. At 2.30 the second alarm

t

NORTH BROOKFIELD.

A party of North Brookfield young
men are having an outing this week at
Varney's cottage, Quaboag lake. In the
party are William Boland, Maynard Foster, John Howe, Howard Doyle, William
Collins and John Doyle.
In our West Brookfield columns this
week we give an account of the marriage
of a North Brookfield boy—Charles
Dwight Briggs, son of Mrs Sanford Briggs
and Miss Miriam Elizabeth Greene of
West Brookfield.
At the Congregational church last Sun
day an appeal wa9 read from the Salem
relief committee, stating the urgent need
of more funds, aiid the announcement
was made that a collection would be
taken for that object at as early a date as
possible.
The Girl's Friendly Society will hold a
Hollyhock Sale in the Parish rooms of
the Memorial church, Saturday, July 18,
from 2-6 p. m. Aprons, fancy articles
and candy will be for sale, and judging
from the preparations it will be, a pretty
and attractive affair.
Mr Andrews, who is to be the first superintendent of the Phenix Linen* MiilS,
is in town every day, but for the present
boarding with his family at the Bancroft
in Worcester. He is diligently seeking a
suitable home here but as yet has not
iound just what he wishes.
Dr. and Mrs Kinnear had a good audience in the Chapel Sunday evening.
With their two sons and two daughtois,
all/nusicians, they gave several pleasing
instrumental and orchestral serfections, in
connection with their addresses.
The
f.smily left on Thursday for a month's
rest in Maine.
The Woman's Union of the Congregational church has chosen Mrs George R.
Doane as president; Mrs Elizabeth Cutler, secretary; Mrs George W. Lane,
treasurer; vice-presidents, (also chairman
of committees) Home Missions, Miss Jennie Doane, foreign missions, Mrs Adeline
Miller; Local Board, Mr* George Whit-:
in*
■

was rung in. This time the fire was discovered by Francis Boland, who took
pains to notify the owner, Mr Murphy,
before sending an alarm. This caused a
little delay, and when the department
reached the Murphy place on Mitchell
street, the shed was so far gone that the
roof fell in. Loss $50? The men were
out 45 minutes on this call, but they
didn't get much sleep all night.
Cummings- Ledger.
Miss Mary Ledger, oldest daughter of
Mr and Mrs Edward Ledger, Forest \St.l,
and Paul Cummings, a son of Mr aid
Mrs Stephtm Cummings, South Main St.,
were married at -Hie rectory of St. Joseph's church on Monday morning, July
6, by the Rey Edward L. Judge. The
couple was attended by Eugene Ledger,[a
brother of the bride, and Adelie Ledger,
a cousin. The bride wore a traveling suit
of blue with hat to match, and the bridemaid wore all white- After the cere
mony, a breaafast) was served at the
home of the bride's parents on Forest St.
Mr and Mrs Cummings left Nonh
Brookfield in an auto to go on a short
trip, from which they returned to begin
housekeeping in the tenement, on Gilbert
street, recently vacated by Mr A. G.
Stone.

Christ Memorial Church.
The 8 a. m. service, next Sunday, will
be omitted on account of the one at West
Brookfiefd, G. A. R, hall, at 8.30.
The members of the G. F. 8. are requested to meet at the guild rooms on
Tuesday evening at 7.45 to arrange articles for the sale.
To-morrow, weather permitting, the
G. F. S. Candidates meet at 3 o'clock p.
m., at the side door of the church, to
start for a picnic.
Bring lunch; the
party will walk to their destination.

SIBLEY ELECTED PRINCIPAL

THAT ONE WORD SPOILED ALL

Of the North Brookfield High School, "Fin. Writer" In a Magazine Did Well
Until the Close of HI.
and Accept..
Description.

FOURTH GRADE TEACHER ELECTED,
The school committee, at a special
meeting this week, unanimously elected
Clarence R. Sibley of t^orcester, to fill
the place as principal ot our high school,
made vacant by the resignation of Mr
Currier.
Mr Sibley is a Dartmouth graduate,
class of 1899, and has been teaching ever
since, having filled three positions with
credit, the last being as sub-master at
Leominster, He is married and will
take the tenement recently vacated by
Mr Saunders, at the corner of Ward and
Gilbert streets.
Mr Sibley comes highly recommended,
and the committee have good reason to
believe that he will "make good" and
warrant the payment of a salary that will
ensure his staying longer than the last
two incumbents. This is greatly to be
desired, as* the frequent changes of late
have been detrimental to the beet interests of the school.
NEW BRAINTREE.
Mr and Mrs William E. Lpftus, on
thefr return from their trip to the White
Mountains and the Maine woods, were
surprised on Tuesday, by a visit from
members of the New Braintree Grange,
and other friends, who presented them
with a handsome dinner set, Hbn Charles
A. Gleason making the presentation
speech. The evening was spent in a social time, and after ice cream and cake
was served, there was an old fashioned
dance in the barn.
Mr FranklBartlett and Miss Mary Pollard of North Brookfield spent last Sunday with Mr and Mrs H. D. Pollard.
Old Postage Stamps.
I WANT TO BUY OLO POSTAGE STAMPS ON
OR OFF OLD LETTERS. LOOK IN YOUR ATTIC AND SEE WHAT YOU HAVE.
|M. STEWART, Prospect House,
North Brookfield.

$25 REWARD.
The Selectmen offer a reward of $25 for
the conviction of the person or persons
who set fire on the morning of July 4, to
the buildings of James Murphy and
the late Peter Cartier.
E. A. HABWoon, )
M. J. HOWARD, > Selectmen
A
F. A. FULLAK. )
Bug Bites Alarmed Them.
It appears that bugs have only been
known In England since 1500 A. D„
when the poor .Huguenots and other
Protestants were accused of carrying
them across the channel. One day
two court ladles discovered mark,
upon their, fair persons and were
panic-stricken.
Such - mark, could
only be plague spots, thought they?
Loyal Irish Father.
It 1. certain that no immigrant 1.
more loyal to wife and child than the
Irishman. Out of nearly ten thousand
charity cases In which a wife was the
head of the family, the greatest frequency of widowhood, and the least
frequency of desertion or separation
Is among the Irish—The Century.

NOTICE IS HEREBY 6IVEN
That (he subscriber has been duly appointed
administrator, with the will annexed, of the estate of William H. Whiting, late of North Brookfield, in the County of Worcester, deceased, testate, and has taken upon himself that trust by
Riving bond, as the law directs. All persons
having demands upon the estate of said deceased are required to exhibit the same, and
all persons indebted to said estate are called
upon to make payment to
ERNE8T H. VAUGHAN, Adrar.
Worcester, June 18, 1914.
June 28, July 3,10.

Summer
Places
Wanted
Each year more and more summer sojourners from ail oyer the country are
seeking pleasant spots in New England,
patronizing well-managed hotels and the
pleasantly located boarding places and
farms where paying guests are received.
Each season thousands of people turn
to the advertising columns of the Boston
Evening Transcript, where so many announcements of summer places are published.
Many families prefer to lease farms,
houses or cottages in the country. Hundreds of properties are sold every season
to parties from Eastern and Western
cities who are attracted-by advertisements
in the Transcript.
If you desire to reach the well-to-do
people and attract them to your town insert a well-worded advertisement in the
Boston Transcript.
Full information, rates, sample copies
and advice cheerfully given on requesd.

Not only In the rural press doe.
"fine writing" of the old-fashioned
sort survive for the Impressing of
minds naive and the amusement of
cold-hearted cynics. In a magazine to
which, whatever else may be denied,
metropolitan origin as well as large
circulation right here must be granted, one runs across this month, with
whatever emotion one chooses to feel,
this Imperially purple patch on a story
of humble life:
"Off toward the east, dawn trembled
on the edge of eternity and sent up,
as If the earth were lighting the horizon, a pearllsh light shotted with pink.
A smattering of stars lingered and
trembled as though cold. They paled;
dawn grew pinker, and the black village, with Its naked trees standing
darkly against the sky, sent up wispy
spirals of smoke. A derrick In the
jagged bowl of the quarry moved Its
giant arms slowly, and a .team whistle butted."
It It weren't for the dreadful word
"Matted," with its barnyard associations thick upon it, that might pass,
with folk decently kind, as pretty
good—or If not as good, at least as
pretty, which Is always something.
Indeed, any word less dreadful, even
by only a little, could have been forgiven by critics not morbidly captious, for the sake of the reference to
star, that "trembled as though cold"
while they lingered In the dawn.
It took a real poet to see and May
that, and the reader to whom It doesn't
give a bit of a thrill by Its beautiful
accuracy will live and die an Old Pig.
But "blatted!" Let the justly celebrated friend ot the justly celebrated
Mabel .peak up—-"Ain't it awful!"—
New York Times.
Centenary of Josephine's Death.
The ex-Empress'Jos.phlne, divorced
wife of Napoleon, died 100 year, ago
at Malmaison. Josephine was born in
the Island-of Martinique and lived there
until her fifteenth year, when she went
to Paris and was presented at court.
Shortly after she married Viscount
Alexandre de Beauharnals, then a major In the French army. The couple
had two children—Eugene, afterward
Viceroy of Italy, and Hortense, future
Queen of Holland and mother of Napoleon III. At the beginning of the
French revolution Beauharnals was
made commander-ln-chlef of 'the
French army. Then, like so many other persons In high positions, he fell a
victim to the guillotine and hi. wife
narrowly escaped the same fate. Th.
marriage of Josephine and Napoleon
took place in 1796, when Napoleon .was
just climbing to fame. In 1809 they
were divorced so that Napolean might
wed the Archduchess Maria Louisa of
Austria. Is is one of the Ironies of
history that the next Bonaparte who
came to the throne of France as Napoleon III was Josephine's and not
Napoleon's grandchild.
Stutterer. T.Ik Too Fart.
Doctor Marage of Paris told th.
Acadamle des Science, recently that
stuttering—which Is an Intermittent
nervous condition of all the soundproducing organs, lungs, larynx and
mouth—can be cured by making the
victim understand his affliction and
the mean, by which he can rid himself of it.
Doctor Marage showed moving pictures of the mouths of normal and
stuttering persons and of the vibration, of their voices. These show the
stutterers speak their jvords three
times as rapidly as normal persons,
that the words are separated by Intervals only half as long, and that
there Is no division of syllables.
The stutterer talks rapidly because
he breathes badly and Is always out
of breath. Therefore, the first treatment for him is to teach him to
breathe correctly. This can be done
by exercises that any physician should
be able to devise.
A Clearing House for Worker*.
One of the most interesting features
of the East side of New Tork, Is its
great labor market, which stands
ready at the beck and' call of whoever has the price to hire. This feature is to be found in Seward park.
Whether It be desired to hire a bricklayer, a tailor, a mason or a plumber, paperhanger, painter or decorator,
men skilled or unskilled In these
trades can be quickly garnered upon a
tour of the park. Sitting on benches
or gathered in groups are1 men equipped with their tools waiting the beck
and call to go to work. Here they
gather almost with the rising sun andremain in the park until sundown, unless fortune smiles upon them and
gives them work for a day, week or
month.

"The Village Grocery"
TO THE PATRONS OF THE

Carriages, Stanhopes, Concords

WHITING GROCERY STORE
ADAMS BLOCK

,

Having purchased the store formerly
owned by the late W. Howard Whiting,
in the Adams block, we shall continue to
can? the same line of goods, and hop
by the same fair and square dealing to
merit your continued patronage.
CALL ASD (in ACQUAINTED WITH US
A. F. WOTTON
J. C. FORTE, Manager

I'll Buy
Your Farm
and give you a large income producing property for it. I'm getting 91128 every year for my
six-family house located four minutes from
trolleys in one of Boston's most popular suburbs. House is in absolutely perfect condition, fully occupied by desirable tenants. If
you have a farm you want to sell, let's; get to
getber,

botu rubber and steel tires, Baggies.
Democrat and Delivery Wagons, Surreys and Road Wagons, both new and
second baud.

^T BOTTOM rPBIOES
Harness, Rones, Blankets, Whips and
Oil Cloths. Not too Costly. Not too
Cheap.

Shingles and Roofing Material.
All the different grades. All sizes ot
Nails, also,
iunimbtr that my prices are always
the lowest. I sell so as to sell again.
Dr. Daalal'i Horn K.,,,.,11.. Always
Ui Stock.
TELEPHONE OASHAK D4.

William C. Crawford
OAKIIAM.

J. B. LEWIS
111 Tremont Street, Boston

CHARLES S. LANE,

Furnishing Undertaker

TOTilC
There's a lot of
difference between Torie
Lenses and.
Flat Lenses •
besides their
slight extra cost They give
you extra vision and extra
comfort They are betterlooking, too. Come and see
us about Tone Lenses.

ERNEST D. CORBIN
OPTOMETRIST

Office at Dr Loddcn's
Main Street,
North Brookfield

REGISTERED EMBALMER.
Personal Prompt Attention Day
or Night.

Telephone North Brookfield No.
IH-II.

Long Distance Connection.
Funerals Personally Directed
and Every Requisite Furnished.
r.«Hy AislBttint.

ENGRAVEDJCALL1NG CARDSf
ifr SCRIPT OR
ENGLISH TEXTl
H.I.Lawrence,

«

North Brookfield

ARTISTIC MONUMENTS
AND CEMETERY MEMORIALS
In all kind, of

WYANDOTTE

GRANITE AND MARBLE

C A. RISLEY & COMPANY
Tekpbon<«

V«t Brooklieid.

STOCK FOR SALE.
0KE Four Year old cow due Sept. 5tb. An
extra (rood family cow, two good yearling
Bolsters bulls, ready for service, one good
work horse, sound and true.
FRANK A. MOUSE
27
Morse Farm, New Braintree

FOR SALE
A NO. B DeLaval Cream Separator. In perfect
condition.
L. it. CHISHOLM,
26
21 Mt. Pleasant St.

TO RENT.
THB Upstairs Tenement in the Waters house.
Apply to W. H FULLAM.
»

CHICK
FEED

FOR SALE or TO RENT

N Spring street, bouse of 10 rooms and bath
„ steam heat, hot and cold water, gas, and
0coal
ranges' window shades and screens, wood
shed and garage, fruit trees, land for garden.
Rent reasonable to right party. Keys can be
had from ARTHUR tfUSS, Ncorth
™ UrookHflld
20
Bank.

CHIROPODIST
MRS TERRY, formerly of springfleld. cnlrop
odist, 1B now at Dr Witter's, 8. Main St,
Ail troubles of the feet treated without pain.

IT FULLAMS

FOR SALE.
A TWO-BURNER gas shelf, for a Crawford
store, and a nearly new 13 x 13 Brussels
carpet. At A. Desplaiues ; Grove street next
to bowling alley.
27

Call at 46 Summer Street
To aee the Latest Models of

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
WORCESTER SS,

PBOBATE COTJBT

To the heirs at law, next of kin and all other
persons interested in the estate of Julia O'Rilley. otherwise called Julia Riley and Julia
(VRlley, late of North Brookfield in said County, deceased.
Whereas, a certain instrument purporting to
be the last will and testament of said deceased
has been presented to said Court, for probate,
by Patrick Cain, who prays that letters testamentary may be issued to him, the executor
therein named, without giving a surety on his
official bond.
You are hereby cited to appear at a Probate
Court to beheld at Worcester, in said County
of, Worcester, on the seventh day of July,
A.Z>. 1914, &t nine o'clock in the forenoon, to
show cause, if any you have, why the same
should not be granted.
And said petitioner is hereby directed to give
public notice thereof, by publishing this citation once in each week, for three successive
weeks, ID the North Brookfield Journal, a newspaper published In North Brooktield. the last
publication to be one day, at least, before said
Court, and by mailing, postpaid, or delivering a
copy of this citation to all known persons interested in the estate, seven days at least
before said Court.
Witness, William T. Forbes, Esquire, Judge
of said Court, this fifteenth day> of June,
in the year one thousand nine hundred and
fourteen.
HARRY H. ATWOOD, Register,
June 19, 26, July 3B.'

SPIRELLA
CORSETS
Or have them brought to your honufl
by sending word to
'•*
*•*

MRS. B. C. GRAVES,
Representative for the Brookfield.,

Telephone 16-13,
NORTH BROOKFIELD,
27

MASS.

EDWIN T. CHAPIN
ARCHITECT
727-728 State Mutual Building, Worcester
Telephone

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
Worcester is.
Probate Court
ft) the heirs at law, next of kin, and all other
persons interested in the estate of Oliver Lor ing
Rice, late of North Brookfield, in said County, deceased.
**
Whereas, a certain instrument purporting to
be the last will and testament of said deceased
has been presented to said Court, for probate,
by Ainasa <r. Stone, who prays that letters testamentary may be issued to him, the executor
therein named.
You are hereby cited to appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Worcester, in said County
of Worcester, on the twenty-eighth day of
.inly, A. 1). 1914, at nine o'clock in the
forenoon, to show cause, if any you have, why
the same should not be granted.
And said petitioner is hereby directed to give
public notice thereof, by publishing this citation once in each week for three successive
weeks in the North Brookfield Journal a newspaper published in North Brooktield, the last
publication to be one day at least before said
Court and b^ mailing, postpaid, or delivering
a copy of this citation to all known persons interested in theestate,seven days at least before said Court.
Witness, WILUAM T. FORMER, Esquire,
Judge of said Court, this second day of July
in the year one thousand nine hundred and
fourteen.
HARRY H- ATWOOD, Register.
July 3,10, 178.

FRED C. CLAPP

Funeral Director

Wallops as Nerve Cure.
The wallop for treating certain
nervous disorders was cited with a,
Registered Embalnier.
slight show of favor by Dr. A W. Ives
in a clinic op neurology before the
I/««y Ajil.ta.nt.
alumni and students ot the Detroit
College of Medicine and Surgery.
The wallop cure was used by the
Connected by Long Distance Telehusband of an unfortunate young wopnonujat House and Store.
man who bad become overwrought
through a misfortune, and who would
drop into hallucinations which would
be followed by violent and uncontrollable demonstrations. Doctor Ives
recommended cold water applied early
MRS HELEN MORSE SMITH
In the periods, to distract the mind.
33.4,Washington St., Boston, Mast. The husband went beyond ordera, wet
DRESSMAKING
"NO TRESPASS" NOTICES.
a towel In cold water, knotted It
tightly and "biffed" his spouse every WS shall hereafter *e«p oonataattyon hand I Prospect St.
North BrookfitM
ready-printed notices oa cloth, suitable
time *h6 showed lack of self-restraint. or posting
in the open air.
She was soon cured.
JoiraxAi. OfflM. North Bnokaald

Boston Transcript Co,

Salem needs More Help. Give What You Can, Now.

BROOKFIELD TIMES
BROOKFIELD TIMES
MADE FROM CONDENSED MILK

COMMON SENSE SUGGESTIONS IN HOG LOT

Prize Berkshire Hog.

Hogs are fond of sugar beets and
thrive on them.
Mange is mainly caused by filth in
the sleeping quarters.
In the hot weather hogs should have
good pasture and little grain.
Sunlight Is a natural tonic for the
little pigs and they revel in it.
The feeding palls should be
scrubbed and scalded every day.
Young pigs that are weaned should
be fed four or five, times each day.
We do not believe in dosing hogs
■with medicine except in serious cases.
Beware of the sway-back pig. no
matter if all the other points are good.
The hog Is an economic accessory
on the well managed diversified farm.
Reading other people's opinions often shows us how far off we are in our
own.
^>_j
Hogs thrl*-e best when clean£8»o
they will always keep clean if gjyen
the chance.
^\
Excellence is the result of hard la
bor and paying attention to little de
tails in pig raising.
It is a bad practise to take all th
pigs from the sow at once. She should
be dried up gradually.
(
Just because it Is only a hog, di> not
forget that clean, pure water is/more
acceptable than slime.
Give plenty of range, clean pens,
clean feed, clean water and the hog
will as a rule take care of Itself.
Select your brood pigs from the
largest litters as they are generally
better breeders and better feeders.

1

Any man who persistently breeds
his gilts too young will find the quality
of his breed steadily deteriorating.
Select your brood pigs from the
largest litters, as thiy are generally
better breeders and better feeders..
No matter what the subsequent use
of the pig on the farm is to be his
early development should be carefully
guarded.
When the green corn comes along a
little later, do not stuff young pigs
all they will eat or thumps will be the
result.
A sow that suckles a big litter of
hungry pigs needs a great deal of
nourishing feed, but some farmer*
never seem to learn that fact.
The farmer not prepared with woven wire fencing, with ample alfalfa
or clover pastures, is not properly
prepared for the economical produotftm of pork.
Newly purchased hogs should be
ca/efully examined for vermin, and
shquld not be turned out with the herd
until they are'known to be free from
these pests.
Certainly a good forage crop for the
hogs is one of the most profitable
crops a swine breeder can raise especially when one considers the fact,
they will harvest it without cost
The main points to be looked after
to be successful with hogs are good
shelter, a warm, dry bed, freedom from
lice and worms, plenty of good drinking water and nourishing food at regular hours.

With care and a good flavoring yery
rood ice cream can be made from conlensed milk, which has one advantage
when being mixed with fresh traits.
it is not so liable to curdle. Use uniweetened milk, or evaporated cream,
■>T allow for the the sugar in the eweetsned varieties.
To makef banana ice pass the pulp
3f six large bananas through a sieve,
add the juice of one lemon, and a
quarter of a pound of sugar. Set aside
lor half an hour, add a half pint can of
condensed milk and naif a cupful of
water, stir until the sugar is dissolved
and freeze.
Caramel cream is made with a quarter cupful of brown sugar melted and
crowned in an iron pan, with two
tablespoonsful of hot water added to
the sugar when it begins to smoke.
3tir this until liquid. Pour the milk
Dut of fwo half-pint cans with one cuptul of water, rinse the cans with on*
cupful of water, add the caramel, bn»
teaspoonful of vanilla, and a half cupful of granulated sugar. This recipe
ind the previous one makes enough
tor six.
Coffee ice cream is made with one
pint of hot, strong black coffee with
half a cupful of sugar added to the
coffee and stirred until it is dissolved;
half a pint of condensed milk is then
added, using enough water to rinse
Dut the can. Add one teaspoonful vanilla. When the mixture is cold freeze,
turning rapidly toward the end of the
freezing. This quantity will serve four
persons.

NEW RECIPES FOR THE COOK
Discoveries and lnv»n«e*M Handed
Down for the Benefit of All
Who Cars tosRead.

First, for baking eggs in cups or
gem pans: Take dry bread and break
In Bmall pieces and moisten with milk,
then break each egg and place one In
each cup, mixing the white and the
yolk slightly, then mix as much of the
bread as it will "take up" (about two
tablespoonfuls); also salt, pepper and
plenty of butter and nil each cup nearly level with milk. Bake Blowly about
ten minutes. This will raise up and
brown, look delicious and taste th»
same. t.
To make salads look attractive,
such as potato or cabbage salad, I
chop the whites of the eggs after
boing hard, and mix with the rest and
save the yolks and put them through
my "ricer,". then make a heavy border
of them around the dish of salad, with
the salad dressing, a part of which
Is saved for the top, poured over the
center. Or, instead of chopping the
whites of the eggs and mixing with
the other Ingredients, "rice" the whites
also and place in the center instead of
the dressing.
Mock custard pie for baby: I make
a custard sauce as for pie, then for
the "crust" I cut a piece of bread
about half an inch thick (pie shape),
about the size of a single piece, and
pour the custard while warm over this.
It's just the .thing for the little ones.
—Cleveland Leader.

MAINTAIN FERTILITY
FEW PECULIARITIES
BY STOCK RAISING
OF SWARMING BEES
Old Queen With Half of Workers Barnyard Manure and Good
Phosphate Produce Excellent
Leaves Old Home and Starts
Results, Used Together.
New Colony.
(By FRANCIS JAEOER.)
Bees increase by swarming, or dlTidlng one large colony of bees into
, two. The old queen with about half
of the bees leaves the old home and
starts a new colony somewhere else.
The young queen will take charge of
the old home as soon as she hatches.
Long before swarming-tlme bees begin to make preparations for it. First
they raise a large number of drones
or male bees, from which some day
the young queen may chooBe her mate.
When later the colony increases In
■trength the queen lays from eight to
twenty eggs in especially prepared
wax cells called queen cells.
The egg laid in a queen cell, being
a common worker egg, will hatch into
a larva which the bees will feed abundantly on "royal jelly." This special
food and the large cell will make the
egg develop a queen. The ninth day
after the egg is laid, the bees cover
the wormlike larva which hatches
tnm it, with a porous cap. The queen
cell at this time, is not unlike a peanut in appearance. As soon as the
first queen cell is capped over, a sign
is given and the old queen with her
workers leaveB the hive.
After circling in the air for a while
the swarm settles upon some tree or
shrub and sends out scouts to find a
new home for them, and the old queen
nRTer again sees her old home or her
children, and even if starving to death
she will not go back to the old house
for one drop of honey.
Feed and Care Count Much.
It is wrong to eipect the cow to
yield a large profit simply because she
k well bred. She must have feed and
care or the breeding will amount to
••thing.

m

Possible to Havs Excellent los Crsam
Where a Supply of th* Fresh
Milk Is Not Obtainable.

All the grains, when sent to market, carry away from the farm plant
food taken from the soil. The same is
true of milk, poultry and poultry products, cattle, sheep and swine. There
is a sterdy and ceaseless outward current of the elements of fertility. Every load of hay, vegetables and fruits
means a loss of ammonia, phosphoric
acid and potash.
In trying to replace fertility lost by
the never-ceasing sale of products, the
farmer uses barnyard manure. This
material contains less of the three
elements of plant food above mentioned than the crops extract from
the soil! It is evident, therefore, that,
sooner or later, a complete commercial fertilizer, furnishing ammonia,
phosphoric acid and potash must be
bought in order to male good these
losses.
Thiliis why commercial phosphates
came Into existence.
— *
Barnyard manure and a good phosphate produce excellent results when
used together.
A typical artificial manure or phosphate for grain may be said to contain 2 per cent of ammonia, 8 per
cerrt of available phosphoric acid and
2 to 6 per cent of potash.
Routing Cabbage Worm.
There are various ways of routing
that universal pest, the cabbage worm.
Road dust, wood ashes or flour
sprinkled lightly over the cabbage
heads when wet with dew will interfere with the workings of the Insect.
Soapsuds Bprlnkled over the plants
has also the desired effect But, perhaps there is nothing more satisfactory than salt and water. This not
only finishes the worms but tends to
make the heads develop more fully.

Stuffed Lettuce.
Head lettuce of the cabbage type,
which is not blanched in growing, is
most used for cooking. The heads are
parboiled or cooked in boiling water
for five minutes, cooled, and the water
pressed out. They are then cut in
halves and a thin layer of minced
meat or minced egg or minced vegetable is spread upon them. They are
then made up into balls or little scrolls
—paupiettes—put In a saucepan with
layers of bacon, a little chopped onion
and carrot, and perhaps some other flavorings, covered with stock or water,
and cooked slowly in the oven, sometimes for as much as an hour. Before
the liquid is added these may" be Bet
in the oven, covered for ten minutes,
in order to draw out the liquid, so that
less will need to be added to cover.

HENRT HOWLAND

MIGHTINNftPLES
elected
Olives

Pink Glow Tints Entire Island
of Capri.

—■

El ^5x5*

Mists Are Chased From Sides of Volcano—Noises of Neapolitan Trafflo
Form Rude Contrast to Peace
Over the Waters.

Naples.—High above the street, I
made "even
million dollar! am sitting on a railed window ledge
In a very HtUs about 18 inches wide and six feet long,
while.
just large enough for a small chair,
And his portly wlfs says a correspondent of an exchange.
grew haughty
and his daugh- But great or small, this perch suffices
ters
put on to command a most delightful view.
1
style.
The sun Is just setting behind the
Then he built him- promontory that stretches out toward
self a palace
and hung pic- Ischia. A pink glow is tinting the
tures on the Island of Capri, boldly visible. acrosB
wails.
the bay. The long headland which
There were rusty forms the southern natural breakwasuits of armor
placed In all the ter of this most wonderful harbor,
splendid halls.
with Sorrento glimmering near the
There were "arti- extremity, is beginning to turn lavencles of virtu" der, and in the mountain shadows a
heaped and
bung In all the purplish tone develops as the light
nooks
wanes.
And the beautiful
Straight ahead of me as I alt Is
library was sudouble-peaked Vesuvius, Its sides perperbly stocked with books.
fectly clear of the mists that have
People praised him for his culture and his enshrouded them since early mornpatronage of art,
He became a splendid figure In the noisy, ing. From the cone pours the neverending column of steam, just now
busy mart:
At the horse shows and the functions somewhat mushroomed In the calm
where the social leaders vied
air of evening. I can see from time
His fair daughters gleamed In jewels and to time the jets rising from the outhis wife displayed her pride;
There were rumors that a marquis from er edges of the great vent, to join
somewhere across the sea
the immense cloud-like mass above.
Had a notion to become a member of the North and south, like a transfixing
family.
shaft, a darker toned layer of vapor
Then there came a slump: his margins has drifted, spreading far beyond the
seemed to quickly melt away;
green height of Mount Somma on the
Down the stocks he held went tumbling; northeast and over to Mount St. Anthings got darker every day;
He had made his money quickly, but mow gelo on the Sorrento peninsula.
rapidly It went;
There Is no menace in this aspect
He became white-haired and haggard ana of the monster that has so often exhis back was sadly bent.
And one morning In the papers there were acted its toll of lite and destroyed so
vast a sum in man-made values. It
headlines black and tall
TslUng how he had been driven by his betokens the Immeasurable force of
rivals to the wall.
nature and tells of a latent power
At the sheriff's sale whtch followed thers for evil, but viewed from here It
was many a sacrifice:
seems only a sham volcano, somePictures went for almost nothing, suits thing pyrotechnic tor a festa, and
of armor at half price;
Bric-a-brac was sold as rubbish, rugs not doing very well at that The
knowledge that it Is Vesuvius and
were shamelessly passed by,
But the prices that were freely offered for that It still possesses a potency for
the books were high;
All the splendidly bound volumes—green unlimited evil greatly aids the mind
in picturing It as a treacherously
and gold and red and blue—
Still had uncut leaves and truly were quiet creature, likely at any Urn*
throughout as good as new.
to demand a sacrifice.
Lately much anxiety has been fell
Suspicious of It.
here regarding Vesuvius. A few
"No," paid the capitalist, "I dont be- months ago It began to show marked
lieve this Invention can amount to signs of renewed activity, and when
much. I guess I'll not Invest any a young Englishman descended into
money In It."
the crater to take motion pictures he
"But," his partner replied, "It looks reported a' remarkable condition, Ingood. People who have examined tt dicative of malevolent energy. But the
say It's one of the greatest things that dreaded eruption has not occurred,
•ter—"
and now It is Etna that has contrib"It's no use. There must be some- uted afresh to the seismic records, by
thing wrong about It. The Inventor causing an earthquake that has deseems to be thoroughly practical."
stroyed several Sicilian villages and
taken scores of lives. Meanwhile VeThe Horrors of Matrimony.
suvius pours out Its usual volume of
"One of the prominent actresses says
nine out of ten marriages turn out unhappily."
"Yes," replied the/old bachelor, "if
a man marries a wdfcan for her beauty
he Is likely to find that a good deal of
It Is counterfeit, and if he takes he.
for her money the chances are that
she will merely give him an allowance."
T He

Every one from Seville, long fame*
as the home of the world's test olive*.
Only the pick'of the crop is offered *e
you under the Libby UboL

Sweet, Sour and Dill Pickles
Nature's finest, put op Use the homei
made kind and all your trouble saved.
Thie extra quality re true of
ill Libby's Pickles and Condiment* and there Is real
economy
in their use.
/nstsf on
LibbS*

The best thing with which to feftthe*
your own nest is cash down.
TOrjB OWN DRUGGIST Will, TBL,t TO£
f'rr Miirtno Ure Bemedj tor Rea, Weak. Wrterr
luil Hre Comfort. Write for Boon of thsjfte
17rnifl Free. Murln. lire Beauxlr Co., Cblssujo,

A desirable thing to know Is tow
best to sweeten (he bitters of life with
mirth.
Wright's Indian Vegetable Pills put
the stomach in good condition In a
short time. Try them for Sick Stdmach. Biliousness and Indigestion. Adv.
Men are such helpless things. They
can't even fall in love without a good
bit of assistance.
Important to mothers)
Examine carefully every bottle 01
CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy fol
Infants and children, and see that II
Bears the srf
,,jsg j^
Signature of (jS^/^T&ZcAtAi
In Use For Over 30 Tears.

Children Cry for Fletcher's Cantoris

Her Kind Suggestion.

"After I am dead and gone," the
poet wearily said, "I suppose men with
plenty of money will be glad to pay
big prices for the manuscripts which
editors refuse to accept on any terms
now."
"Why don't you get revenge, nil
discouraged wife replied, "by destroying your manuscripts as fast as yon
make themr

Naples—Cartel dell'Ovo.

steam, and presents the picture I see
as I write, a daily mystery and a
familiar menace of possible devastation.
The light Is passing. Capri has almost gone from sight and the glow
has faded from the Vesuvius steam
Hie Polite Suggestion.
which has for some minutes been
' "Do you know MISB AlmontT"
shading through the most elusive
"Yes. She Is one of my dearest en- tones of a fire opal. The transfixing
emies.
After I had bought theater spear of darker vapor has melted. The
tickets and bunches of roses and gSod bay is as smooth as a ballroom floor,
meals for her almost every day for a dotted with boats, white-winged fishyear she became angry because I hlnt> ermen returning from their day's aded that her eyebrows would look bet> venture with the nets, tiny motor
Chlffonade Dressing.
Mix together the following ingredi- ter If she left them unpenclled, and boats, rowboats, a couple of., steamers with faintly glimmering mast
ents: One-half cupful of olive oil, has never spoken to me since."
two tablespoonfuls of cider vinegar,
lights. '
THROUGH WITH HIM.
one tableapoonful of tarragon vinegar,
one-half teaspoonful Bait, one-quarter
"You don'l SKULL IS OLD CRIME CLUB
teaspoonful of paprika, one-eighth teaseem," said hei
spoonful of black pepper, one tablefriend, "to be in- Garfleld Find Believed Head'Nof Pedspoonful each of finely cut onlon.parsdler Murdered Over Seventy
terested in Mr.
ley, green pepper, red pepper, and
Years Ago.
Fredericks an)
one hard-cooked egg, finely cut. Thormore."
oughly mix and Berve on lettuce or
Passalc N. J.—William W. Scott,
"No," she re
any green salad.
piled, "I have res. Jcnown throughout Passalc county as
son to believe, hi the dean of the bar, and who Is also
Half a Yeast Cske.
a noted historian In the county, said
"Pennies make dollars," says the has told me everything he knows."
he. believed the skull found by workwise saw. And although a yeast cake
men In Garfleld was that of a peddlei
Fate.
costs only a couple of cents and a half
who was murdered more than 70 years
He wrote a rondeau on her arms.
a yeast cake seems hardly worth savA sonnet on her face;
ago.
ing, it is quite possible to save them.
In quatrains he described -her charms.
Scott said his records related that
Often it is inconvenient to get a yeast
In triolets her grace.
on the site of No. *2 Passaio street,
He wrote an octave on her hair,
cake at a moment's notice, so one
,
A
couplet
on
her
nose.
Garfleld, where the skull was found,
kept on hand would prove convenient.
And thea he lost the maiden fair
there stood In 1828 a Dutch homeThis is the way to keep one, in whole
By stepping on her toes.
i
stead owned by Tunis Van Idersteln.
or in part—Bimply immerse It In flour
About that time there was great e»
or salt until needed. .
Up to Him.
"Show me a man with a big nose," cltement In the neighborhood when
To Dust-Stained Floors.
said the conceited citizen, "and I wiB an old peddler disappeared.and a Mb
tie later the headleBS body of a man
Dip one and one-half yards of cheese- show you a genius."
cloth in water, wring, then' sprinkle
"All right," replied a modest gen was found In the Passalc river.
Scott believes the skull found was
with water and kerosene, and hang in tleman who happened^lo have a pockei
air a short time. It takes up all dust mirror, "here, take a look at yourself the peddler's.
after sweeping and keeps floor shiny Now produce your genius."
Roosevelt-s Gift Horse le Killed.
and bright.—Home Department, NaChicago.—"Colonel Roosevelt," a
tional Magazine.
That Was Years Ago.
brown
mare presented by the ex-pres"I knew that man when he dldn/i
Buttons in Bottles.
have a shirt to his hack." said the oM ident to Miss Lucille MHlho.ll of Ponca,
Okla., was electrocuted when It
A good plan is to keep buttonB in doctor.
glass bottlelT A glance tells you ex"Why, I thought he came of an ok stepped on the third rail of the Metactly what is inside, thus saving time, and wealthy family."
ropolitan Elevated raBroad while hi
which would be taken up In turning
"Ha does. 1 officiated at his birth.' aharge of a stable fcrse.
over the buttons if put In a box.

Unchanged.

Wife—Everything is getting higher.
Husband—Oh, I don't know. There's
your opinion of me and my opinion of
you, and the neighbors' opinion - of
both of us.—Crescent.
Across the Seas.
Mrs. Joseph Chamberlain unveiled a
memorial at Weymouth, England, to
her ancestor, John Endlcott, first governor of Massachusetts Bay, and
Richard Clark, who sailed from Weymouth tor New England 300 years ago.
Louie Cook, representing the town of
Weymouth, Mass., was present.
An Ominous Adage.

When a lady patient living far front
town had to telephone for her physicians she apologised for asking hint
to conn such a distance.
"Don't speak of it,- said the doctor
cheerfully; "I happen to have another
patient in that, vicinity, and can kill
two birds with one stone."—Ladles'
Home Journal
Advice to Girls.

Mrs, Haverlock Ellis, the English
writer and suffragist, said at a girl
graduates' luncheon at Sherry's la
New York:
'I wish to advise you girls never to
marry a man to reform him. To
marry a man to reform him—that la
the same as puttinr; your flnger in the
lire to extinguish it."
HIT THE SPOT.
Postum Knocked Out Coffee Alia.

There's a good deal of satisfaction
and comfort In hitting upon the right
thing to rid one of the varied and
constant ailments caused, by coffea
drinking.
"Ever since I can remember,"
writes aa Ind. woman, "nay father
has been a lover of his coffee, but the.
continued use of it so affected hla
stomach that he coukTscaxcely eal at
times.
"Mother had coffee-headache and
dizziness, and if I drank coffee for
breakfast I would taste.lt all day and
usually go to bed with a headache.
"One day father brought home a
pkg. of Postum recommended by our
grocer. Mother made It according to
directions on the box add it lust "hit
the spot." It has a dark, seal-brown
color, changing to golden brawn when
cream is added, and a snappy taste
similar to mHd, high-grade coffee, and
we found that its continued use speedily put an end to all our coffee ills.
"That was at least ten years ago
and Postum has, from that day ta
this, been a standing tSrder of father"*
grocery bill.
"When I married, my husband wa*
a great coffee drinker, although he
admitted that It hurt him. When I
mentioned Postum he aald he did nob
like the taste of It I told him I
could 'make It taste all right. Ho
smited and said, try' it The result
was a success, he wont have any.
thing but Postum."
Name given by Postum Co, Battlo
Creek, Mich. Bead "Tho Bead to!
WellviUe," in pkgs.
Postum now comes in two forms:
Regular Postum—must be weB
boiled—lEo and 25c packages.
Instant Postum—is a soluble pow«
tier. Made In the cup with hot water—no boiling—SOc and 60c tins.
The cost per cup of both kinds if
about the same.
"There's a Boaaon" for Postum.
—sold by Grocers.

WILL ARREST
;
MUTINEERS
Gen. Funston Notifies Mexican
Colonel
KILLED

BY

ZAPATISTS

Federal Troops Rescue DesertersHuerta, Preparing to
Resign,

Summons Gen, Pens to
Capital.

the

New York—Monday was set by
Justice Seabury six weeks ago for the
execution of Charles Becker for the
murder of Herman Rosen thai.
For the second time Becker will
be able to see a date set for
his
death pass and still live. An appeal
filed by his counsel acted as a stay
of execution; and Justice Seabury's
sentence cannot be carried out until
the court of appeals passes on the
case. If that court affirms the Jury's
verdict a new day will be set for the
execution.
BOMB

WRECKS
WAKEFIELD
HOU8E.

Wakefleld.—An explosion which the
police believe was caused by a bomb
hurled through a window, wrecked
two rooms In the residence of Richard S. Stout, at Main and Bennett
streets. No one was Injured.
Mr. Stout is superintendent of the
cane-splitting department at the factory ot the Heywood Brothers and
Wakefleld Company, which was closed recently after a prolonged strike.
IDENTIFY MYSTERY GIRL.

Boston.—The mystery surrounding
the young woman suffering from
aphasia, who was removed to the
Psychopathic Hospital from the Relief hospital Monday for observation
cleared up when she wait identified
positively as Maria H. Stanley, 24year-old daughter of Freeman Stanley, an Bast Waterford, Me., farmer.
The Identification was made by Dr.
H. W. Watson of 16 Howard street,
Haverhill, a veterinary.
EXECUTE MANUFACTURER
WHEN RANSOM IS DELAYED.

Vera Cruz.—Delay in the payment
of a ransom of one million pesos has
resulted In the execution by Zapatistas of Juan Velasco, the manager of
a cotton manufacturing concern, who
was taken prisoner near Atlixo, State
of Puebla, according to Velasco's
brother, who left Vera Cruz for the
purpose of obtaining bis release, but
returned from his unsuccessful mission.
MILITIA

LEAVES SALEM.

\ Salem.—Cot. Prank A. Graves, who
has been in charge of the mlHtia detailed here since the night of the big
flrd, has been relieved from duty and
has sent to their home stations the
remaining militia over whom he had
charge. Even the Second Corps Cs
dets'have now" returned "to" clUzens^l
Ufa.

Indicates Marked Reasoning Powers
In His Actions Regarding
Many Things.

London.—"It is surprising what the
sound of a knife being sharpened on
a Btone will do," says a correspondent in Country Life. "My cat, Nimrod
(so called in the hope that the mantle
of his biblical namesake might fall
upon him), has a keen ear for that
sound and associates it with the cutting up of meat, hence his attendance
is necessary at that function. Even
the fact that the back door is shut
does not stop him. He springs up

PUNS TO SAVE
$50,000,000 IN
SIAtt INTEREST
Retirement of Sinking Fund
Bonds Urged by Mansfield
PROPOSES ISSUANCE OF SERIAL
BONOS.
Governor Calls for Special Commission

Vera Cruz, Mexico—Brig. Gen. Funiton has made public copies of the
telegrams exchanged between
the
American army headquarters and
Ueut. Col. Izunzai, commander of the
Mexican Federal outposts. In his
despatch Izunza said:
"A portion of my infantry outpceft
has revolted and I am about to go
out to reduce them to order."
The Mexican commander Bald he
notified Oen. Funston because he delired to prevent alarm among the
American outposts, in the event of
the mutinous troops seeking to enter
the American lines or of an action occurring in their vicinity.
Funston Would Nab Deserters.
:Gen. Funston replied, thanking Col.
tzunza for his Information and statins;
that' the American outposts had been
warned. He also assured Izunza that
the Federal deserters would be arrested promptly if they approached
the American outposts or taken' into
custody by the police if they entered
Vera Cruz.
Col. Izunza then thanked Oen.
Funston for his message.
No unusual activity was reported
by, the American outposts during the
night and no firing was heard.
The extent of the revolt waB unknown to headquarters here, but it
was believed that it affected only a
small portion of the Mexican force in
front of the- American lines, and the
mutineers were supposed to number
only a few hundred at the most
Train Ready for Huerta.
The Constitutionalists had organized
themselves only a few daye ago, after receiving a consignment of ammunition and arms from Tuxpan.
which had been landed near Boca del
Rio, and they were directed by agents
from the Tuxpan headquarters.
Another report that Gen. Huerta
was ready to resign and had summoned Gen. Garcia Pena to the capital from Cordova to succeed him was
brought here by one whose relations
with the foreign legations in Mexico
City are close. He eald that in diplomatic circles It was accepted as
true that Gen. Huerta was prepared
to resign, and that when he (the Informant) was at Condova Gen. Garcia
Pena was preparing to leave immediately, in obedience to orders to report personally to Huerta. A train to
take him to Mexico, City had been
made up at the station when the informant left for Vera Cruz.
BECKER EXECUTION AGAIN PUT
OFF.

LONDON CAT IS INTELLIGENT

to

Study

Problem.

FOR ELECTIVE SYSTEM
IN THE ELEMENTARIES
Dr.

Snedden Tells

Institute Instruc-

tion Flexibility la Needed.

Cambridge—Dr.
Snedden, state
commissioner of education, told the
members of the American Institute
of Instruction, In Sanders theatre,
Cambridge, that he believed In extending the elective system which
has proved successful in preparatory
school to the upper grades of the
grammar schools.
"We have got to bring more flexibility into the elementary schools,"
he said, "that they may more effectively serve the various needs of the
community by whose taxes they exist A change of administration Is
necessary, and that change is one of
the big problems we educators have
to face."
Dr. Snedden, who was the principal speaker at the 83d annual convention of the Institute, which met
here for the first time In many
years, found that through the cramming of the curricula of the elementary schools with all sorts of practical and cultural suojects, and the
present day trend of exacting Individuality in planning and presenting
courses from the teachers, a little
too much was asked of the young
women under 25 who teach four-fifths
of the children of the nation. He said
he believed more organization ef the
courses was needed to bring the work
of these young women, many of
whom lacked imagination and the
power of organizatioa, to the highest efficiency.
Henry C. Morrison, state superintendent of schools in New Hampshire,
and Mason S. Stone, state superintendent of schools in Vermont, were
other speakers. A discussion, lead by
Walter E. Ranger, commissioner of
public schools in Rhode Isdand,
closed the program.

Boston—That from $25,000,000 to
$60,000,000" In interest charges can be
saved by the State In forty years by
the immediate retirement of the sinking; fund bonds and the issuance of
serial bonds in their stead is the
claim of State Treasurer Mansfield in
a letter transmitted with a special
message from the governor to the
Legislature.
The governor's message follows:
"The treasurer and receiver genera
al of the Commonwealth is of the
opinion that a readjustment ot the
finances of the Commonwealth iby the1
retirement of the old sinking fund
bonds and by the issuance in their
stead of serial bonds would result in
a saving to the Commonwealth in
Interest alone in forty years of from
125,000,000 to $60,000,000.
"This problem is one that should be'
studied by experts and public-spirited
citizens who have had wide and extensive experience In finance.
"I recommend that you provide for
a special commission to consider the
recommendations made by the treasurer and receiver general; that this
commission report to the next General Court as to the manner and
method by which a readjustment of
the finances of the Commonwealth, if
It be desirable, can best be worked SAYS NEGRO ASKS ONLY A FAIR
CHANCE.
out.
"I regret to be obliged to call your
attention to this matter at this late Sagimore Speaker Discusses Civil
Rights In South.
hour In your deliberations, but the
prospect of saving by a new plan of
Sagamore—"One
of the most grievre-financing the debt of the Commonwealth approximately a million dol- lous sins of the South against the
lars a year Is of such Importance black man today 1B the confusion ot
that I believe no time should be lost social privileges and civil rights. This
In giving earnest study and careful question ought to be settled by private individual judgment rather than
consideration to this subject.
Nimrod Opening the Door,
by legislation," declared the Rev.
Subject A Vast One.
Treasurer Mansfield's letter to the WlHlam N. DeBarry of Springfield at
and holds the handle with one paw;
the day's session of the Sagamore
with the other he rattles the latch un- governor follows in part:
"Your attention is earnestly re- Sociological Conference, when he adtil It Is free and the door swings open,
dressed
the assemblage on the toplo
and Nimrod has arrived. I was for- quested to the following facts and
tunate enough to catch him In the suggestions In relation to the public "What the Negro Wants."
He said that the negro does not
act, and the photograph shows him debt of the Commonwealth of MassaIn ask for social equality with any peoat work. I cannot argue that animals chusetts and the two methods
reason or that they do not I can vogue providing for Its payment Our ple to whom he may be socially ofIn fensive.
only produce evidence of the fact that total bonded Indebtedness Is
While he believes that there Is
my cat wants to get In, and, In the round numbers abont $125,000,000,
words ot the late G, W. Steevens, only about $15,000,000 of which is In nothing morally wrong In his social
'Knows what to do—How to do It- serial bond form. This leaves about intercourse with respectable people
$110,000,000, wbich must be paid by of whatever race, yet his own selfDoes it'"
the pinking fund method, and It Is to respect will not allow him to intrude
the relative merits of the two methods socially upon individuals or ■ private
AEROPLANES RUIN HIS FARM of payment 1. e. the sinking fund circles. Rut he does plead that where
method and the serial bond method, there is-* white man who has enough
French Landowner Brings Suit to that I wish particularly to
direct of brotherly love In his heart to inKeep Air Machines 600 Feet
your excellency's attention.
vite it black man In to sit at meat with
Up—Asks Damages.
"An examination of computations him, the white man may have the
by experts discloses the astounding right and freedom to do this without
Paris.—Can the air be considered fact that if we could pay off bur sink- being put under the ban of social
private propertyf ' This is the, ques- ing fund Indebtedness by the serial proscription.among his own people.
tion which the tribunal ot Seine is bond plan, the Commonwealth would
called upon to answer. A landowner save In Interest alone in forty years
HAMPDEN R. R. SUE3 BOSTON 4
named Heurtebise, whose property Is from $25,000,000 to $15,000,000.
MAINE.
near the Buc Aerodrome, Is suing the
"The possibilities of savlg money
Farman Brothers, the Borel Aeroplane to the taxpayers by changing from the
Seeks to Recover Several Millions for
company, and Robert Esnault Felterie sinking fund method to the serial
Alleged, Broken Contract
for damages for allowing aeroplanes bond method are enormous and most
to come over his property.
modern students of finance agree that
Boston—Deputy Sheriff Kelley has
Since the conquest of the air, said the serial bond method Is the only made' an attachment In the Suffolk
his counsel, Rene Fabre, the hares and proper way to pay public debts and
Registry of Deeds of $4,000,000 on
partridges, with which the estate was that the sinking fund method is obso- the real estate of the Boston and
well stocked, have been frightened lete and archaic, besides being proMaine Railroad Company in a suit
away by the roaring ot motors and hibitively expensive.
brought against it by tne Hampden
aeroplanes, his fields have been cut
"The subject is so vast and Its in- Railroad Corporation. The action 's
up, and his crops damaged by the In- tricacies and ramifications so many one of contract, and is made returnaexpert descents of beginners.
that I have been able merely to out- ble at Springfield on the first MonHe was afraid to walk In the line the situation as its exists, but am day of August. The Hampden road
grounds for tear of being crushed. prepared, and shall be, very glad, to seeks to enforce Its alleegd contractThe birdmen who hung over his head offer a more minute and detailed ex- ual arrangement with the Boston and
were a worse torture than the sword position to your excellency If
It Maine. Herbert Parker and Ely &
of Damocles.
should be desired."
Ely of Springfield are counsel for the
His client did not claim the air up
plaintiff.
to and Including the empyrean realm, JUNE WAS WARMER AND DRIER
The suit aims to recover from Bosbut basing himself on article 552 of
THAN THE NORMAL.
ton and Maine between $3,500,000 and
the civil code, which specifies that
$4,000,000 as cost of the Hampden
man Is master above and below the Poets, Not Farmers, Revelled In Its road, and It is declared that the litisurface of his land, he asked that aeroExcellence.
gation Is designed to straighten out
planes should be compelled to remain
all matters in dispute between the
above a minimum height of 600 feet
June, which had all the rareness two roads.
■
The case was adjourned.
a poet could desire, and gave the
brides no reason to protest, has left
"Strlna" Bill Passed.
WIFE'S DREAM CAME TRUE the farmers and truck gardeners in Boston—With President Calvin
this region considerably shy of rain, Coolldge of the Senate taking the
Has Vision That Husband Has Broken according to figures compiled by the floor to lead the fight,
the New
local weather bureau.
■ Lag—He Meets With
Haven railroad's opposition to the
During the month only 1.40 Inches Flsher-BlliB-Washburn bill for the
Accident.
of rain fell, which is 1.63 inches be- separation of the New Haven and the
low
the normal of June. The situa- Boston and Maine mustered only four
Allentown, Pa.—Spurgeon A. Weston,
an Allentown newspaper man, has tion, however, Is an improvement ov- votes and the "string" bill was
often related remarkable Instances of er the periods of drought which pre. passed to be engrossed by a vote of
mental telepathy between him end ▼ailed during the two years preceding. 37 to a.
hla wife. A few evenings ago Mrs. In June, 1912, the record for drynets
President Coolldge's amendment to
Weston awoke with a start from a was broken with 0.27 of an inch, and strike out the "string" provisions was
dream that his leg had been broken. last year the figures were 0.64. The defeated, 34 to 6, the members who
voted with the president being BaseWithin ten minutes a taxi stopped normal rainfall is 3.03.
The temperature was a trifle above ley of Uxbridge, Clark of Brockton,
at the door and he alighted, lame. A
normal
of
65.8
at
(7.3,
with
a
maxiDraper of Lowell, Hobbs of Worcesdoctor found a fractured ankle, suffered when Mr. Watson missed a mov- mum of 94 deg. on the 25th and a ter and Norwood of Hamilton.
minimum
of
49
on
the
9ttbThe
On the main question on passing
ing trolley car.
greatest range of temperature oc- the bill'to be engrossed, the oily
curred on June 10, when the mercury members who voted against the, bUl
Wife'* "Damn" Shocks Husband.
New York.—la her suit for separa- registered 88 deg. at the highest and were Bazeley and Norwood.
62 deg. at the lowest, a difference of
tion Mrs. William H. Rendall declared
'
that her husband threatened to throw 86 deg.
Buoys Will Be Set For Caps Cod
There were eight cloudless days,
her ont of the house because she cried
Vessels.
16
days
partly
cloudy
and
six
cloudy.
"damn" after she had hurt her finger.
The lighthouse board has advised
Rain fell at times on seven days.
Representative
Thacher
that by
World to Eat Less Meat.
July 30 buoys wtll be placed to cover
Robertson on Trial July 20.
New York.*-The city health departall dangers in Buzzards bay for vesment has warned all persons over
Boston—The> trial of Lawrence aes approaching the canal. More gas
forty to eat less meat, declaring It Is Robertson, under Indictment for kill- buoys will be placed when the ca>arSely *o blame for the increased tag Police Inspector Thomas J. Nor- nal has been dredged to aceommo
death rate In persons over thJrage.
date vessels of deeper draught
ton, will begin July 20.

Ills*
•i c o.a-C.la.

MflUTCn Antiquefnrnltnre and curios; TeryolG
If Sill I CIS buoks and papere-oovored pamphlets;
Wlllard banjo and tall clocks; dark bine china:anu>Kpha: old stamps and old hammered solid silverre. Best prices paid. i. STillroaru, wlaikrot.su™,

Can You Invest $20 s.JusTSaJS'4

SAFETY RAZOR BLADES K&^fcSfcEi,

Hon. The right at rltrlitprtces. Send stump for
Uuttfd futder U> LOSUVOKU fBtWDUC tO.. I s«l'A

Ladles' Rubber Goods S^X^L

Wanted to Buy Old Coins SStSffig

WatMaE.CotonMH,Wub>

w. HighHigh
legion, !>.<:. Book* free.
PATENTS est
reference*.
> weulu

slpel

prices paid 10 cts. lrll.l.UM HSkHLkl*. iWatns,
1st Triuul St.. (K.er Woodwarf'. Drag Star*). S,,la.,SaaSi

35 YEARS SUCCESSFUL TREATMENT
OP LIQUOR AND DRUG ADDICTIONS

THE KEELEY INSTITUTE
BUFFALO, N. Y.
WEST HAVEN, conn.

WHITE PLAINS, N.Y.
LEXINGTON. MASS.
PROVIDENCE, R.

Welcome Words.

Give Young People Useful Work.
The boy or girl who 1B given Some
useful work to do at home is helped
to realize and to enjoy the responsibility of doing the task and doing it
well and is thus gaining In characterbuilding. It may be that a, boy is expected to keep a yard In order, go on
errands,or relieve someone of care;
or that a girl is required to attend
to some household tasks, to dust a
room, or keep a desk in neat condition, arrange flowers for the table, or
make a dainty dessert. Little things,
faithfully done, help to form habits of
neatness, duties may seem small, but
they are Important beginnings.

Muriel (after the fifth solo)—Professor Bonetickler "»n <--».ke a plane
fairly talk, can't 'a«l
Waverly (suppressing a yawn)—I
wish he'd try to make it say goosV
night.—Judge.
Gastronomic Revenge.
"He laughed and said my
was Just pie for him."
"Then make him eat his words-'
Dead
very tew

Dr. Peery's Vermifuge
and expels Worms lrj a
Adr.

Most of the free a«)plce is
out by people who want to get rid of at.

RASH ON BABY'S FACE
Elm St, Mechanic Falls, Me.—"Our
baby t> face, neck and chest first broke
out with a kind of rash and seemed to
be sore for washing hurt her so. Her
head was covered with great scabs
and when we put ■
on, it lifted
the scabs and left her head all raw
where they came off. It also took off
great patches of hair. She acted as
if it smarted terribly and would not
atop scratching it, only made It worse.
"A friend told me how Cutlcura
Soap and Ointment had cured her
little girl who suffered agonies with
eczema. We got some' and In a
short time her face, neck and chest
were entirely well of the eczema. Then
her head began to have patches like
dandruff. She had it before she had
the eczema and her hair came out in
patches. It itched terribly and the
dandruff formed big brown scabs. She
would scratch them off and leave her
head all raw underneath. We thought
perhaps Cutlcura Soap and Ointment
would cure that, too. They lifted the
scabs and at the same time healed her
head underneath. Her hair stopped
coming out and grew fast. Now she
is completely healed of the trouble."
(Signed) Belmont H. Pratt, Jan. 28, '14.
Cutlcura Soap and Ointment sold
throughout the world. Sample of each
free,with 32-p. Skin Book. Address postcard "Cutlcura, Dept. L. Boston."—Adv.

Don't Persecute
Your Bowels ^
Cat out cathartics and purgative*,
brutal, harsh, unnecessary. Trx^B^

CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS
Purely vegetable. Act
gently on the liver,
eliminate bile, and
soothethe delicate,
membrane of the,
bowel. Curs
Comlipsfion,
SiltoulariB. '
Sick Headscat sad IndissstioD. as millions

SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PSJC1.

Genuine must bear Signature

SPECIAL TO WOMEN
The most economical, cleantrtac aaS
germicldal ot ail antiseptics la

A soluble Antiseptic Powder to
be dissolved in water as neeJisT.

As a medicinal antiseptic for douches
in treating catarrh. Inflammation, aa
ulceration of nose, throat, and that
caused by feminine ills it has noeajuaL
For ten years the Lydia &. Pinkhssa
Medicine Co. has recommended Paxtliaa
Too Much ot One.
in their private correspondence wKfj
First Actor—Did you get a notice women, which proves its superiority.
of your performance last night?
Women who have been cured San
Second Ditto—Yes—a notice to Quit It is "worth its weight In gold.'* At
druggists. 60c. large box, or by mall.
Sore Byes, Granulated Eyelids and etlea
promptly healed wish Boman Eye Bal* The Paxton Toilet Co., Boston. ]
It wishes were automobiles, gasoline would go up a million per cent

A
Stitch in Time
Coldg, fevers, congestion and genii dls-

«ues are pretty sure to overwork the kidneys and leave them weak. In oonvaleaoeooe. In fact at any time when suspicion
Is aroused by a lame, aching back, rheumatic pains, headache, dizziness or
disordered urine, the use of Doan'B
Kidney Pills is a stitch In time thai
may avoid serious kidney disease.
Doaa's Kidney PtUsoommandconfldenoe,
for no other remedy Is so widely used,
so freely reoommendad or so generally
successful.
A Maine Cs*«
Fred P. Ireland,
painter, 205 Woodford fit., Portland,
Me.,
says: "The
funiei
from the
Saint weakened, my
Idneys and the
palna In my back
w#re terrible,
I
had to pan (he
kidney
accretions
twelve or fifteen
times a day and
the passages scalded
like
red-hot
metal.
I passed
gravel
ana
the
pain and inflammation .was getting
all the time. Doctors and treatment at the hospital failed. Doan's Kidney Pills cured me and today I am In
good health."
Gat Doaa's at Any Stare, SOe a Box

DOAN'SViW.7

Will reduce Inflamed,
Swollen Tendons, LIL
Muscles or Bruises. Steps tW
lameness and pain from a Spates*
Side Bone or Bone Spaviau Me
blister, no hair gone. Hone can be
used. $2M bottle delivered. 3
your case for special toil
and Book 2 K Free.
ABSORBINE, JR., the antiseptic luihaflsi
mankind. Reduces Strained, Ton IsM
Bents. Enlarged Glands. Veins sc Mauri—.
Mis Cuts, Sores. Ulcers. Allays rasas. Ms)
Sl.00 1 bottle tt dealer, or delivered. Book ""
*. F. TOUNG. P. D. f. 310 Tsaaple Street.

FREE TO ALL SUFFERERS

If jou feel 'OUT of eoftxa' '»CH BOWK' >OOT Hnuirf1
Burpaa from KIDKBT, BLAODES, astaruua Mssusea
cHBoaio VBAKMSSS, ULcaas, SKIM iKurrKwa, nu£
write for FREE CLOTH BOUJTD naotcat> ■nsa Wl
these dlrcases and woxsaaruL cuaas igluts* ba>

THEBAPYSN

f*»

the remedy for Tot'a owjt ettsMnt. Ah*Mflately

■-w

SIH

:

B.BS-

vtf astJieBaeh
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TRIED TO BRIBE HER

Scientist Has Analyzed Cause and Effect of "Gnawing" When Stomach la Empty.

•By CHARLES PHELPS CUSHING-S

:.........

s

The most commonplace and familiar
facts are often hard to explain. We
see things happening constantly about
us and yet never stop to conBlder
whether we understand, them or not
Hunger is an example.
Every one knows that if you go
without food for six or eight hours
you will feel a "gnawing" sensation in
the pit of the stomach persistently demanding food. The cause of this has
been often explained, but not satisfactorily, and as often contradicted.
Dr. William B. Cannon of the Harvard Medical Bchool has Just completed a series of experiments which
have demonstrated the direct cause
of the "gnawing" sensation. First of
all he showed the distinction between
appetite and hunger. Appetite is
evoked by the odor of savory food or
by partaking of bitters. It may continue long after actual hunger Is entirely satiated.
Hunger is distinctly a sensation. It
frequently is felt when Wb system is
really over-supplied with food and
conversely it may be appeased by a
very small amount of food even
though the Bystem Is emaciated.
If food Is altogether withheld for
an Indefinite period the sensation of
hunger disappears after the third day,
and does not return again even
though the patient dies by starvation.
This is a relief to many persons, to
feel that starvation, though dreadful
and ghastly In Its consequences, is not
necessarily painful.
Dr. Cannon's X-ray experiments
showed that under normal conditions
when the stomach has been empty
tor a few hours it has a tendency to
spasmodic contractions lasting for a
minute or more with Intervening periods of relaxation. And these periods of muscular action were shown
to correspond exactly with the feeling of the sensation of hunger. The
results of the experiment show plainly that mere emptiness of the stomach is not the direct cause of hunger, but that this muscular action Is.

Inventory Sale
It is now time for us to take our Inventory, and this means our
Inventory Sale. We always hold these Sales previous to taking
Inventory.
'
New goods each season are better than " Carry Overs ana we
would much rather count Money than

Mamie Skaggs was in one of her
gloomy moods. It was a muggy eve"TSing that took
the luster from
her policewoman's
CIVIC UGLINESS A LIABILITY
Btar and the military nattlness
Communities Are Now Generally
from her uniform.
Awake to the Fact That AttracThere was a
tlvenea Is an Asset.
smudge of soot on
one of her white
Practically every community la now
gloves.
She
•wake to the Importance of some untwirled her club
usual and generally hitherto unknown
until it struck her
more looking to civic beautifying. It
on the crazy bone.
la well that a special stimulus in this
A little farther
work occasionally comes to us, for the
down the street
results are often, In some cases, and
she splashed Into
'always in others, of permanent benea puddle and
fit Many private grounds and some" spoiled a shoe shine. An obstinate
whole cities or communities will never lock of hair kept coming down from
■sain drop back to the ranks of the under her helmet.
nncarcd-for.
Overcome with a sense of her unIt must be impressed upon all cen- fltness to ornament the highways, she
ters of population, so far as is pos- began to maneuver into the shelter of
sible, that civic ugliness is a liability every shadow. When a low-hanging
Just as much as civic beauty is an branch dashed oft her helmet and fearasset and that the public suffers or fully mussed her hair, she decided to
enjoys lust in proportion to the neg- journey to the next signal-station by
25 sets of Grocery, Express and Team Harness, inMen's, Women's, Boys', Misses' and Children's cluding six sets of Driving Harness, made by Q. E.
lect or the care manifested In neigh- way of the alleys.
borhood surroundings. Slovenly municShoes, Oxfords and Pumps.
For half a block she trudged down
Godfrey of Gardner, Mass., and two sets of Double
ipal housekeeping Is a reflection upon one of these alleys where the blacknow $4.00 Team Harness of our own make will be offered at
$5.00
Men's
Shoes
the general public, even upon the one ness was' almost as unrelieved as In
" 3.75 prices which should insure a quick olean-up.
4.50
whose private premises are above re- a cave. In the dark she quickly be" 3.40
1 set of Team Harness, Hand sewed,
4.00
"
proach, for even though the Individual came again what we are accustomed
qualifies as neat and cleanly in the to describe as "manful."
Regular Price $65.00, Sale Price
$53.00
All
$3.50
Men's
and
Women's
Shoes,
Oxfords
and
care of his home grounds, his efforts : A faint noise, something like the
1 set of Team Harness
Pumps.
•
"
• now $2.90
may be without effect or influence ex- snapping of a piece of kindling wood,
.
" o sn
Sale price $45.00
cept he works for the general good caught her ear!
All 3.00
•
•
„ z-f Regular Price $55.00.
of all, ever insistent upon a high local
1 Brass Trimmed Express Harness
It was followed by the unmistakstandard of civic beauty.
able tinkle of bits of glass dropping
Regular Price,$50.00.
Sale price $35.00
Cities and townB should keep clean on stone. Mamie paused and listened
" 2.00 Shoes and Oxfords
,.1-66 All $35.00 Harness
atreets, sidewalks, vacant lots, school calmly.
..now $28.00
1.40
" 1.75
"
grounds, etc.; various organizations
Five minutes later came some more
1.25 " 30.00
" 1-.50
should look to churchyards, ceme- tinkling of glass and the thump of
1.05 " 25.00
" 1.25
"
:•
teries, clubhouse grounds and all com- two heels on the pavement The po.85 " 23.00
munity or sectional properties. In- licewoman pressed a button and the
"1.00
"
dividuals should not only clean and burglar was Illuminated as if by a sud" 22.00
Rubber Boots
beautify their own premises, but strive den spotlight He scarcely needed to
" 20.00
with their neighbors, both individu- be told to throw up his hands. Mamie
$4.50 Boots . -'.
**.85 "
19.00
ally and collectively* toward the ac- dexterously acquired his revolver, his
4-25 ;;
-•••■ III " 18.00
complishment of like results. All tools and a Jingling bundle in a canvas
400
£»
Should mend, paint, plant, rake and
bag.
Suspension Bridge Is Shifted.
3.50
• • • dUU " 14.00
.'sweep, both publicly and privately, for
Then she marched him on down the
An Important feat of unusual diffirest assured that none labor in vain alley and out In the glare of an arc
Horse Collars
.now .08
who serve the cause aright. Some or- light They were at the edge of a culty has just been performed by the AH 10 cent polish
now $5.50 $3.75 Collars now $3.25
$6-50 Collars
ganisation will be necessary, for zeal- little park. The alarm box, toward department of bridges In shifting the
ous, energetic co-operation is needed which the policewoman was headed, cables of the Willlamsburg bridge A. Few Extra Nice CLUB BAGS at Half Price,
" 4.75 3.00 "
"
2.50
5.50
"
tor the successful prosecution of all was In a shelter house straight ahead. from supporting steel pins of ten
" 3.40 1.50 "
"
1.25
4.00
"
Inches
in
diameter,
twenty-eight
Inches
Don't
Overlook
This
Item.
civic improvement
When they reached the door of It she In length and one thousand pounds In
commanded:
weight to nickel steel bar of thirteen
GOOD EXAMPLE FOR CITIES "Step In!"
Inches In diameter, forty and one-half
She followed him, switching on the Inches In length and eighteen hunState of Michigan Haa Made Plans to electric lights. .
dred pounds In weight—all with less
"Holy
mackerel!" the burglar than two hours' Interruption to rail
Plant Two Million Trees
gasped. "A woman cop! Pinched by and vehicle traffic. This terminates a
This Year!
a skirt!"
work of almost three years, by which
"Put up your wrists!" ehe ordered. the longest suspension bridge In the
It Is characteristic of youth that It
pursues whatever it undertakes with "Not that way! Like this!" She world has been rehung, with additionundivided energies. This ts true of laughed. "You've never been arrested al trusses, uprights and cross beams,
nations no less than individuals. As a before?"
exactly
doubling
Its
supporting
"Never by a woman," he agreed.
nation we are young. When we tackle
strength
The changes became nec"Cut that stuff," she interrupted essary through the new subway
a problem, we seem for the time beNo Tickets Given During Sale
ing to forget that there U anything testily, "or 1*11 paste you one over the scheme of which the Willlamsburg
outside of the problem In question dome."
bridge Is to be the central link. The
"Did any one ever tell you that that span carries six tracks, two for subthat needs our attention.
As a nation we have been greatly uniform sets you off handsomely T"
way or elevated and four for street
Interested of late In social reforms,
"No!"
cars—New York Letter ts) the PittsIn ameliorating the lot of the laboring
"Well, It does. Just the same— burgh Dispatch
man. With the vigor of youth we though It would make most women
went after the social problem and look as ugly as a clay bank."
Vesuvius Still Hotter.
much good has been accomplished,
"I'm sure It's very kind of you to
■while plans are In the making for say so—"
The temperature Inside Mt Veeven greater benefits. We have not
"I mean It," he Insisted. "I wouldn't suvius, which Is unascertainable by
forgotten, however, other interests take the trouble to say so If I didn't ordinary thermometrical methods, has
si*.
that are quite important to our nation- I honestly admire you."
recently been measured In novel fashal well-being. For example, the state of
"Lord! The nerve of the man!
ion by the Munich geologist, Storz,
Michigan will plant this year 2,000,000 she Blghed. "What blarney!"
who descended the crater of the voltrees. Hundreds of acres where a few
"Blarney, nothing! What am I to cano for the purpose.
years ago stood giant pine trees, but do? If you were In my place, and
He dropped a thin wire cable with
Why the Boiler Rumble*.
which are now bare, will once more knew you had only a few more min- an iron weight at the end Into the
Refuted Aristotle,
Unmusical 8sussllto.
That noisy rumbling and clattering In
be turned Into beautiful forests by utes of freedom, and you found your- crater. Affixed to the wire were metaL In a recent lecture in London,
Evidently the neighbors didn't think scientist called attention to the fact the kitchen boiler after the gas water
that state. Michigan Is the second self alone In the park with a handsome cylinders made of lead, zinc and antistate to take up the matter of refor- young lady, wouldn't you Improve the mony, which melt respectively at tem- much of the singing of Antonio, a Sau- that Aristotle said that a weight of heater has been lighted for some time
estry. A year ago the state of Min- shining moment ?
The answer Is peratures of 62S, 788 and 1,166 de- sallto (Cal.) fisherman, tor he was ar- ten pounds, for example, fell ten times has scared many a woman. The edirested and fined on a charge of dis- as fast as a weight of one pound, and tor of Monthly Gas Chat says it need
nesota planted 1,000,000 trees.
grees Fahrenheit.
'Yes!'"
The example of Michigan and MinThe big blue eyes surveyed him
Having been let down into the turbing the peace. "DeeB town she the world went on believing it for 2,- alarm no one, as It Is caused by the
nesota inlght be followed by other hungrily.
mouth of the volcano, the lead melted no lika da moos'," said Antonio sadly, 000 years. But Galileo preferred to expansion of the water as It Is heated
in speaking of- his vocal excursion. try for himself by dropping Aristotle B from the top of the boiler. The coldstates with a good deal at profit.—Chi"Billy!" she cried. "I'm plain as a at a depth of 83 feet, the sine at 49
"Dees peop' no on'erstan'. New York weights from the Leaning Tower of er water below, rushing up to displace
cago Tribune.
brick wall. Why, I've never even had feet and the antimony at 175 feet 6
■she geeva da Carus' 82,500 for seeng Pisa, and, though people still did not the expanded water above, will often
a proposal!"
inches,
Back Yard Gardening.
The burglar gasped astonishment
A yellow smoke vent inside the one song. Me I seeng da Sausallt tor believe him, he showed that they cause a concussion.
About this time every year numbernoflng and da Judge say twent-fl dol- reached the ground practically to"How the devil could that be? Un- crater had a temperature of only 294
Throw Old Boot* Into Sea.
less householders have the gardening less you wouldn't let them?"
degrees In 1911, 627 degrees In 1912,
lar!"
■
gether.
A queer way of disposing of their
lever, and very many yield to it, but
"I'd- let them soon enough," she as- and 782 degrees In 1913. Prom this
old
boot*
1* followed by the Colombo
"Thatch the Sky."
._
Ruskln on Child-Training.
they are frequently too anxious to sured him. "Nobody ever wanted to.' fact it is concluded that a fresh out"I had a few saucepans of porter In," police. When these "cast off*" hav*
Unless
you
teach
your
children
to
have the first lettuce or radishes to !
The burglar made a fine figure as break of Vesuvius may be Imminent honor their father and their mother, said the msn, amid loud laughter, accumulated to a figure bordering
the neighborhood, and undertake too
he drew himself up. like a soldier —New York Sun.
and to love God and to reverence when summoned for drunknenness at round a thousand they are taken down
much. They work too hard and untheir king, and to treat with tender- Thurles Sessions, Ireland; "but I could to the -police hulk in the harbor and.
wisely, and soon tire, but there are al- about to salute a superior. But as he
Hsd No Sympathy for Him.
ness and take car. of kindly all In- walk through any place In Ireland thrown Into tue sea. Formerly, policeways some who persevere and suc- tried to Btraighten his arms the handmen were allowed to dispose of these,
ceed. A small back yard that com- cuffs Jingled. The policewoman volOne night an Irishman passing the ferior creatures, to regard all WW where there Is a police barrack, and when they became unserviceable, but
mands plenty of sun will grow vegeta- unteered to take them off.
box of an elevated station in New duly even if they only have the-tern- 1 wouldn't be minded only In Littleton, according to new regulations, they
bles enough to make a notable differ- '■ "Don't!" he protested. "I deserve Tork tailed to cenvthce the negro blance of life, and especially such as where they are summoning me every
ence In the size of household bills, and them, all right I don't ask unfair ticket chopper that he had deposited God has endowed with the power of minute. I could thatch the sky with have to return to headquarters all
boots whan they get worn out.
will not require a great deal of Vork. favors."
his ticket. There was an active dis- giving us pleaaure, as flowers—unless summonses.'*
Her embarrassment was extreme, cussion which resulted in the ticket you teach your children these things
■ ■■* ■
"
There are no vegetables which taste
l»tu«or-ie|Jnoo "tl|AS|ori—'**»
Relative* *nd Companion*.
so good as those freshly gathered amounting almost to nervousness.
chopper throwing the Irishman down you will be educating Frankenstelns
ltn siou* pus au|pu Xof «w>i WP»
Judge no one by hi* relative*, what"I was about to say," he continued, the elevated stairs. He therefore and demens.
from your own garden.
eqi
pus
*ae|oujeu{
eas
BJUSAJM OAJ, ever criticism you pas* upon his com"that you're braver and franker and brought suit, and his lawyer, by the
To Ssvs Tim*.
•s»uuAJ»s ssi«n pn» *■» perses-eAB » panions. Relatives, like features, at*
more handsome than any other woman exercise of considerable ingenuity, seThe Ideal Garden.
When tacking up paper to shield m dn sunjo* *JH "11 J° ***** '■Wl thrust upon us; companions. Ilk*
Even "a slip of ground for a cab- I ever met And if you've never had a cured s jury entirely composed of
the
wall
in
^.ny
place
v
Here
needed.
bage and a.gooseberry bush," as one proposal you're about to hear one now. Irishmen. It looked like a'certainty, as behind a sink or washstand, told etr> spueds *H "«iqno«.Jo UN pu* clothe*, «re more or less our own sewriter, quaintly put it, is better than I'm not a crook. You guessed that but the lawyer did not know the Irish. at least six thicknesses together be- sAsp »9J JO si UBUIOM. jo aioq USK
lection.
*ysiM jo ssiqnoj I
no garden at all; but happy those who right enough when you put the hand- They found against the plaintiff, on fore cutting, then after tacked up
Becoming M*dee»y »f Mr. R**t
are blessed with a corner of earth cuffs on me. I'm an excitement-crazy the ground that an Irishman who waa when the outside piece gets soiled
In the Dime Museum.
Little Dodd RofWPa, I beard a
large* enough te grow flowers and adventurer, making a fool of myself licked by a negro deserved all he got. simply tear off and there Is a clean
"Why," asked the tattooed man, "Is man say that you oould pick your own
shrubs, fruit and vegetables, and still on a bet A lot of women would like
piece underneath.
^^^
the human pincushion making so much pocket and never oatoh yourself at It
leave space for the owner to work or to have me. I don't mind telling you
fuss?" "Oh, he's restless because his That', not H. M K, par Th* Hon.
Suffered In Llbby Prison,
to rest In. For a garden that is de- iso. If you'll shut up about this little
Remedy for Drowsiness.
flannels are hurting him," the Circas- Tboma. Rott-"WeU—*r—h'm-DodThe late Isaac Meader of Hallowed.
voted merely to decorative or utilitari- escapade and let me sneak away. 111
Drowsiness during the day. If a per- sian beauty replied.
dle, I n*T*r like to brag of mj own
an ends falls short of its rightful mis- give you my written word of honor Me., was one of the soldiers who suf- son has slept well the night before, s
ability."—Kansas City Star.
fered in Llbby prison. At the out- often caused by indigestion. Often this
sion. To be an ideal outdoor spot, H that III marry you. My name—'
Hew the Times Chang*.
must he adapted to human oomfort
Swift and straight the policewom- break of the Civil war ha enlisted la is remedied by drinking something
A magallss complain* that there
Good far th* Country.
Company D of the Sixteenth Maine very hot like cocoa or coffee. The are no llttl* girie sny more. And you
and refreshment, cheered by the lntt- an's club descended on his head!
Speaking of blessings. Isn't it •
■ mate touch of personal occupancy.— I He sank forward Hmp and gasping. regiment, serving for two years- brain needs a mild stimulant Lassi- may have observed that middle-aged
grand thing for this country that the
Craftsman.
Her cheeks burning with Indignation. While on outpost duty before Peters- tude of the body Is not always an in- women are scarcer than they used to
great common people stay in a good
Mamie turned her back, dashed across burg he was captured and was taken dication of Illness or laslness.
be.—Atchlson Glob*.
humorf—Dallas News.
Keeping Money at Home,
jtbe room and rang In an alarm on to Llbby prison, where he remained
Hsd the Pastor Guessing.
"Keep the Money at Home" dubs the Oamewell box.
more than six months. At the time
To Orow stint.
Trial* Br**d Strength.
The Pastor** Wife—'"What peculiar
are being organised in many nearby i That done, she knelt on the floor, he was captured he weighed 180
Poverty 1*. very terrible, and
Place good-slsed sprays of mint in
cities. It will surprise you to know jher eyes brimming with tears, and pounds, but tipped the scales at only times kills the very soul within us; eyes young Ashley haa. They always
seem half-closed." The Pastor—"Yes, a glass fruit jar. Keep the Jar filled
how many bills a ten-dollar bill spent IpUlowed the burglar's head on her 92 pounds' when released from prisonhut It is the north wind that lashes
he has me guessing. I'm inclined to with' wster and the mint will grow a*
at home will pay amj then come back
At the time of his enlistment he was
men
Into
VlklngB;
it
is
the
soft,
tuthink he sleeps all through my ser- well as In a window box or In a kitchto you. But if you send It away. It's 'lap.
I "Beast!" she sobbed. "He tried to only 16 years of ags, one of the youngelous south wind which lulls them to
en- garden.—McCall's Magastoa.
mons—but I oaa't oaten Mm St it"
gone from the community.—Winchesest in ssrviss from Msstae,
'bribe me!"
lotus dreams.—Ouida.
ter Democrat

Harness and Horse Goods.

Note These Prices. Every Value Cut Gut.
oots. Shoes. Oxfords.

» S

Special Harness Offers.

.--" 2.10

CUT PRICES

On all Summer Blankets, Dusters, Fly Nets, Harness Parts, Oils,
Greases, Halters, and all Kinds of Farming Tools.
We Do Harness Repairing.

NO GOODS SOLD ON CREDIT

Sale starts Saturday July 11, closes
Aug.
1
Closes Wednesdays
Store Open Monday, Friday and Saturday Nights.
At 12.30 P. M.

North Main Street,

North Brookfield, Mass.

TIMES.

\lp

V£)L. XXXIII.

BKOOKFIELD, MASS., FRIDAY, JULY 17, 1914.
Miss Helen Moulton of Monaon, will
Brookfield Times gives
song and dramatic recital at Brook-

WEST BROOKFIELD.

NO. 29.

Edward King, West Brimfield, auceesgorof William Reardon, a section forefield town hall, this (Friday) evening, at
Mrs Carrie A Porter is visiting in Tiv- man on the B. and A. division in West
EVERY FRIDAY AFTERNOON,
8.15. She will be assisted by Malcolm
Brookfield will occupy the Reardon teneerton.
AT
Corliss, baritone, (a pupil of Campanari),
ment on Weat street
Journal Block, North Brookfield, Maes
Arthur Sampson is operating a Ford
and a member of the New Century QuarWest Brookfield Independents defeated
touring car.
HORACE J. LAWRENCE, tette, which has receutly returned from a
West Warren Independents 6 to 3 last
Miss Alice Barnes is spending the week
tour
through
the
south
and
middle
west.
EDITOE AND PROPRIETOR.
Saturday afternoon at Quaboag park.
Miss Moulton is contralto in the same at Brant Rock.
Livermore of the U. 8. S. Chester, was
1.00 a Year in Advance quartette. Admission 25 cents. An i
Miss Cora Bell, Long Hill, is visiting eatcher for the local team.
Single Copies, 3 Cents.
formal dance may follow the recital.
at Bay Shore, N. Y.
Holy Communion for the West BrookAddress all communications to BBOOKFIKLD
Miss Helen S. Dodge, Milk street, is on
field Episcopal communicants, was celeTIHEB, North Brookfield, Mass.
Special Town Meeting.
a vacation in Webster.
Ordera for subscription, advertising, or job
brated in G. A. R. hall, last Sunday at
work and payment for the same, may be sent
Miss Lucy E. Wilbur, Cottage street, is 8.30 o'clock a. m. Rev Raymond M.
direct to the main office. North Brookfield
The selectmen, at a meeting Monday
on her vacation in Oakham.
to George W. McNamara, Brookfield
Adams of Christ Memorial church, North
night, decided to call a special town meetJames Turner, Marlboro, is the guest Brookfield, officiated.
ing in banquet hall, Wednesday night,
BROOKFIELD.
July 22, at 7.45, to see if the town will of his mother on Front street.
Dr Fred Cowles, with Dr Edward
Stanley Houghton, Springfield, is visit- Trowbridge of Worcester, sailed from
vote to make theae appropriations: poor
Plenty of new potatoes. D. N. Hun- department, 11000; highways and bridges, ing Mr and Mre George Allen.
Boston, Tuesday, on the steamship Carter, Main street.
»
S488; court fees, $100; town house S100;
Elsie M. Barrett, Wilton, Conn., is
onia, for London, where they will attend
Motorboat for sale, in first class condi- and lockup »25; a total of S1713. A guest of Carlton Tyler and family.
the world'sjmedical conference.
Then
tion. Write or phone M. J. Donahue, notice was received from Ambrose W
Miss Lucretia Vaile, Denver, is a guest they will go to Vienna and Berlin for
Isele, building inspector, stating that if of Mrs Harriet White and family.
study.
Brookfield.
*
the gallery of the town hall was to he
Mrs Sarah W. B. Lawton is a summer
West Brookfield experienced the worst
Samuel Reed of Worcester, has been kept open to the public at entertainments guest at th? home of Mrs Maria Barnes. thunder storm in years, Saturday night,
a
fire
escape
must
be
built
from
the
galthe guest at William Mulcahy's this week.
Lightning struck the
Melville A. Stone, supt. of schools, iB at 7.30 o'clock.
lery to the main floor of the hall and from
Miss Edna Gay of Monson, is visiting there to the ground.' The selectmen attending the summer school at Hyannis. telephone wires running into the store of
George H. Coolidge in the east side of the
her parents on Maple street.
voted to close the gallery rather than go
Mrs Melville A. Stone and daughter, building and spectators, thinking the
Thomas F. Murphy of the Electric to the^ expense of installing the fire esGrace, are in Milford, N. H., with rela- building on fire, rang in the alarm. No
Light company was in Enfield on Tues- capes.
tives.
damage resulted however,. Stores lighted
day.
Mr and Mra Forest Wicks, Boston, are by electricity, were soon left in darkness
Rice
Corner
Picnic.
Miss Helen Moulton of Monson, spent
guests of Mr and Mrs Lewis Carter, High until kerosene lamps and lanterns were
the day Tuesday, as a guest of Mr and
street.
brought into use. - Motorcyclists in the
The annual meeting of the Rice Corner
Mrs Walter Howe.
Eugene A. Gilbert will have an opera- endurance run from Worcester to New
Mr and Mrs Charles N. Buchanan left school association was held at the home
tor's license in a few days to drive a Win- York passed through the town during
Tuesday for Norwich, Ct, for a month's of Arthur W. Mitchell, president of the ton car. .
the worst of the storm.' The next mornassociation
on
Thursday
evening
July
9.
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS vacation.
Paul H. Hazen is summering at White- ing it was discovered that the home of
It was voted to have the annual picnic at
Mr and Mrs Glover 8. Fletcher of'New
the Point of Pines, Wednesday, August field, N. H., with Charles H. Hazen and Chauncey L. Olmstead, president of the
LAND COURT
Haven, Ct., have been guests this week
Olmatead Quaboag Corset Co., had been
5, all day, with dancing in the evening. family.
struck by iightning, the bolt paasing
To Henry Muthewsou, George C. of Mrs George H. Johnson.
WELSH PEOPLE ONCE HAD
These committees were appointed: —dinMrs Benjamin Eastwood, Amherst, is along covered wires into the building <
Woodward arid George L. Twichell of
Friendship Lodge, N. E. 0, P., will ner, Mrs Archie Buchanan, chairman;
PLICIT FAITH IN POWERS.
visiting at the home of Mr and Mrs HarBrookfield, in the County of Worcester,
above a bay window on the west aide of
receive
a
visit
from
6.
G.
W.
Mary
J.
Mrs
Edwin
H.
Eaton,
Mrs
William
Hanand said Commonwealth; Andrew Wood,
old Chesson.
the piazza. Several shingles were ripped
of Worcester, in said County of Worces- Laforte, Monday eveving, July 20. Re- son, Mrs Charles Mitchell, Mrs Arthur
Mrs
Belle
Wetherell,
Allston,
is
visitoff. The bolt continued along the raffreshments.
Many Stories of Malevolent Deeds ter ; and to all whom it may concern:
Mitchell, and Mrs George Baggot; to seing
her
sister,
Mrs
Sarah
Pierce,
West
Whereas, a petition haa been presented
ters in the attic tearing out a piece of
Have Been Handed Down Through
Rev. O. W. Means and children have cure the grove, Edward Pike; entertain- Main street.
to said Court by Z. Allen Mathewson,
molding on the south corner of a flat roof
Generations—Practiced Their
Charlotte A. Newcomb, Raymond W. gone to the White Mountains, making ment, Mies Mildred G. Mitchell, chairMrs John Ba!com, Myrick street, is in its course out of the building.
Mathewson, of said Brookfield, Carrie the trip in their new Pierce-Arrow tour- man, Am bark Ale; Arthur Rice, Victor
Arts on Dumb Animals.
E. Mathewson, Stephen G. Mathewson, ing car.
Nelson, Miss Pauline Eaton and Miss the guest of her daughter, MrajDorajLeavitt, Brockton.
Death of Mrs Banister.
If. L. Lewes, in the Occult Review, Ralph W. Mathewson, and Oliver W.
Miss Sarah Miett of Cambridge arrived Teresa A. Mulvey; financial Victor Neltolls some stories about witches. I Mathewson, of Boston, in the County of
Oalyin G. Bliss, of North Brookfield, is
son, Arthur W. Mitchell and Edwin H.
Suffolk, and said Commonwealth, Henry in town Tuesday to be tbe gu at for
Eliza Field (Livermore) Banister, aged
must apologise to my psychic readers Edward Mathewson of Tuckahoe, in the
visiting Mr and Mrs Myron Gilbert, on
Eatpn.
for repeating them, as no doubt most State of New York, J. Everett Mathew- week of Miss Catherine C- May, South
72 years, 11 months and 28 days, wife of
School
street.
of them take that admirable monthly, son and Earle L. Mathewson of Avalon, Maple street.
Albert Banister, died at her home last
Onion Sunday School Picnic.
a writer In T. P.'s weekly says. In in the State of California, and Isadora S.
. Mrs Alice Nye and Mrs S. S. Hoover, Thursday morning of cancer of tbe intesGeorge Nutter of Farmington, Me.
olden days Welsh witches used to "put Mathewson, of Patton, in said State of arrived here Tuesday, to spend the reof Cambridge, are at Mrs Nye's summer tines. Mrs Banister was born in West
The union picnic of the protestant Sunspells" on the animals of neighbors California,, to register and confirm their mrinder of the summer with Mr and Mrs
home, Elm Knoll.
Brookfield July 11, 1841. Her parents
day Schools was held Wednesday at the
who annoyed them. If a cow was the title in the following described land:
A certain parcel of land, with the Everett Nutter.
Mr John Webb is owner of a 1914- were Sidney and Lucy (Watson) LiverPoint of Pines, and wag attended by
victim it would sicken of no apparent buildings
thereon, situated in said Brook'
Miss Florence Mulvey, a nurse at Mon- more than 200 people, it being one of the Model Ford touring car, which is being more. She was one of three children.
disease, cease to give milk, and, If field, bi unded and described as follows;
She was married to Albert Banister in
the spell were not removed, would die.
Beginning at the northeasterly corner son hospital, was the guest Tuesday of largest attended union picnics in recent driven by Mrs Webb.
The effect of "witching" a pig was to thereof, at a point in the westerly line of her parents, Mr and Mrs James Mulvey, years. Dinner was served at one o'clock,
Mre Mary Shapiro and Iva Fowler, West Brookfield August 15, 1861, by Rev.
cause a curious kind of madness, Maple Street and at a corner of land of Over-the-River district.
and then there was a short entertainment New York, have been guests of Mr and C. M. Cordley of the Congregational
something like a fit; this again ended George L. Twichell; thence southerly by
church. Mr and Mrs Banister observed
that included a piano solo by Merville Mra Peter Kittredge.
Mr
and
Mrs
George
Bicknell
of
Newsaid
westerly
line
of
Maple
Street,
two
fatally unless a counter charm was
their 50th anniversary. Mrs Banister was
Rita Galvin, Central St., has returned
forthcoming. Quite recently I saw hundred and seven and 36-100 (207.36) ton, who formerly lived in Broakfield, Locke, a piano duet by Frank and Merto an,angle in said westerly line of have been guest, this week of Mr and ville Locke and a piano solo by Mrs Les- from a visit in Worcester, with Mr and president of the benevolent society of
one of these "charms" quoted In a lo- feet
Maple Street; thence southerly by said
which she was a member for 36 years.
lie Wright. The afternoon was taken up Mrs William Galvin.
cal paper by a collector of folklore. westerly line of Maple Street, twelve and Mrs Robert Livermore.
Besides her husband she leaves two
with various sports, and motor boat rides
"An old witch living not far from 58-100 (12.66) feet to a stone monument
John P. Morgan, Monaon, visited his daughters, Carrie, wife of ElmerD. Allen
J. E, Weils and Miss Leona Wells of around the lake.
)
Llangalock (In Carmarthenshire . . ■ at the northeasterly corner of land of
parents Mr and Mrs John Morgan, on West Brookfield; Katherine, wife of Mark
on one occasion when she had witched Andrew Wood; thence westerly by land Worcester were the guests Tuesday of
West street, last Sunday.
W. Pickles, Dayton, O., three sons, Ala pig, was compelled subsequently to of said Wood, one hundred and fifty- Mr and Mrs Everett L. Nutter, Kimball
Death of Mrs Margaret Brown.
Frank L. Fullam, Parlin, N. J., is at bert H. of North Hanover, Charles H.,.
unwitch the animal. She came add three and 29-100 (163.29) feet to a stone street.
the home of his mother, Mrs Susan F. Bonds vide, Jay T., Worcester; a brother
pat her hand on the pig's back, say- monument at land of the aforesaid TwichWilliam Gagon of Hartford, Conn.,
Word was received at noon Wednesell; thence -northerly, by land of said
in 'Duwa'th gadwo i'th berchenog* Twichell, one hundred and eighty-seven has been spending the wees at the home
Fullam, Central street.
George R. Livermore, East Brookfield
day,
of
the
death
of
Mrs
Margaret
(God keep thee to thine owner)." and 8-100 (187.08 ) feet toa atone mon of Mr and Mrs Patrick Fenton, BlanchMiss Clara Browning is a visitor of Miss and 8 grand-children. The funeral was
(Dowd) Brown, widow of John H.
Which seems a mild way of calming unxnt; thence easterly by land of said
ard hill.
Mr Gagon was formerly in Brown, at the home of ber daughter, Marion F. Ray at the home of Mr and from her home, North Main street.Satura frenzied pig.
Twichell, seventy-five and 5-10 (75.5)
day afternoon. Rev. John H. Hoffman
Mrs William Knapp, North Easton, on Mrs Harold Chesson.
"A noted witch," Bays Mr. Lewis, feet to tbe place of beginning, the last the employ of Dr. Newhall.
Rev Josiah Dickerman occupied the of the Congregational church, officiated.
"used to live about a mile and a halt described line being further marked by a
Fred F. Franquer, John Hughes and Wednesday morning at 9 o'clock. Mra
from my own home. She was known stone monument set one and 5-10 (1.5) Frank Deland of North Brookfield, Brown had been a resident of Brookfield pulpit at the Congregational church at The bearers were Jay T. Banister, Worfeet easterly of said westerly line of Maple
cester; Charles H. Banister, Bondsvilie;
as 'Mary Perllan Peter,' from the Street.
broke camp Monday, after a week's out- for the past 23 years and left May 29, to Leicester, on Sunday.
name of her house, Perllan Peter,
The above described land is shown on ing at the "Alice" the summer cottage of pass the summer with her daughter. She
Miss Eleanor Bill, and Mrs John Mc- George Livermore, East Brookfield and
Elmer Allen. Burial was in Pine Grove
deep down in a thickly wooded ravine, a plan filed with said petition, and all
Walter Howe, north shore of Quaboag was born in Queen's county, Ireland. Laurin, Brookfield, served at the Golf
or dingle, as we call It In Cardigan- boundary lines are claimed to be located
cemetery.
She
was
married
at
North
Brookfield
to
links,
Saturday
afternoon
lake.
shire. This way of designating indi- on the ground as shown on said plan.
You are hereby cited to appear at the
The bi-monthly meeting of the parish,
The date of the B. H. S. alumni picnic John H. Brown, who died 11 years ago.
viduals Is common Jn our part of
BROOKFIELD.
Wales, where surnames among the Land Court to be held at Boston, in the has been changed, from August 14, to She is survived by three daughters, Mrs auxiliary of the Congregational church,
County
of
Suffolk,
on
the
tenth
day
of
Willirm
Knapp,
of
North
Easton,
and
peasantry are chiefly limited to Jones,
was
held
at
the
home
of
Mrs
George
Wednesday,
12th.
The
picnic
will
be
August A. D. 1914, at ten o'clock in the
Davles and Evans. So that a person's forenoon, to show cause, if any you have, an all day affair at the Point of Pines, Mrs Andrew J. Leach and Ida S. V. Fales, Tuesday afternoon.
The Benefit Dance.
Christian name, followed by that of why the prayer of said petition should and there will be dancing in the evening, Brown of Brookfield. The body was
The
collection
from
the
Sunday
school
his house, is far more distinctive, than not be granted. And unless you appear
More
than
350 people attended thebrought here on the noon train, Thurswith music by Donahue's orchestra.
using a surname most probably com- at said Court at the time and place aforeday and carried to the home of her of the Congregational church, last Sun- dance held on the pavilion on the com-mon to half the people-in a parish. So said your default will be recorded, and
Mise Helen Burgess, a nurse at the daugter, Mrs Andrew J. Leach, Kimball day wag for the Saletn sufferers.
mon last Friday night for the benefit of
the witch was 'Mary of Peter's Or- tbe said petition will be taken as con- Springfield hospital, was the week-end street The funeral was held at the home
Arthur H. Bates, Springfield, is enjoy- the Salem fire sufferers and $68.70 was
fessed,
and
you
will
be
forever
barred
chard' ('perllan' meaning orchard,
guest
of
her
parents-,
Mr
and
Mrs
Edward
this (Friday) morning with a requiem ing a vacation with Mr and Mrs Clarence netted from the affair. Many of the oldfrom contesting said petition or any dethough who 'Peter' was I could never cree
R- Burgess, Lincoln street, and Mis high mass at St. Mary's church at 9 W. Allen, South Main street.
entered thereon.
er people were in attendance thus ehowfind out, and she was undoubtedly a
Your appearance and answer, las pro- Ruby Burgess of Springfield passed the o'clock, and burial at St. Mary's cemeI ing there interest in the movement to aioT
powerful one).
vided in Section 33 of Chapter 128 of tbe first of the week at the home of her
Mrs Edward M. Houghton,
Cottage the sufferers. The dance platform was
tery at Spencer.
"One day she asked a neighbor to Revised Laws, may be filed with Daniel
^LZP^'
HT
Hta">i*«i«W ^n MacLaurin and the
bring her some corn which she re- Kent, Assistant Recorder of said Court, parents.
brother, Roy M. Porter and wife.
c^, Massachusetts Electric company
Mr and Mrs Arthur Moulton and Mrs
quired, and the man very unwillingly at the Registry of Deeds at Worcester in
Over-the-River Picnic.
said
County
of
Worcester
with
whom
a
Miss Freeda Huyck, will spend a part'gave free use of the electric lights and
consented, as the path down to the
David Fowler, all of Philadelphia, broke
copy
of
the
plan
filed
with
said
petition
cottage was very steep and the corn is deposited.
of, her vacation, with Mr and Mrs Robert j fixtures. The platform was decorated
camp, on Monday, after a two weeks'
The annual business meeting of the Gleason, at Richfield Springs, N. Y.
heavy to carry. On the way he spilt
with red, White and blue bunting.
Mr
Witness, Charles Thornton Davis, Es- outing at Quacuaiquaait Lodge.
some, and Mary was very angry and quire, Judge of said Court, this thirteenth Moulton returned to Philadelphia, Tues- executive committee for the Over-theDancing was from 8 o'clock until 12, to
Mrs
George
F.
Vredenburg
and
Miss
muttered threats to bar friend when day of July in the year nineteen hundred
day, but Mrs Moulton and Mrs Fowler, River picnic was held at the home of the Rachel Hawkes, Beacon, N. Y., are music by Donahue's orchestra and the
tie left And when he got back to hi* and fourteen.
.
•
who was Miss Marion Moulton will visit president, Walter B. Mellen, on Friday. guests of Mr and Mrg Henry J. Weeden. floor was in charge of Mrs Richard Flnhome and went to the table, what was
Attest with Seal of said Court.
ney. Refreshments were served by John
for
two weeks with Mr and Mrs Samuel July 10. It was decided to hold the anbis amassment to see his llttl* mar*
CLARENCE C. SMITH, Recorder.
nual picnic on Wednesday, July 29, at
Miss Louise Fredette, Springfield, is M. Tunstall, Mrs William Bemis, Mrs
Moulton.
"sitting 111** a pig" on her haunches July 17, 24, 31.
the
Point
of
Pines,
on
the
east
shore
of
the
guest
of
Miss
AdaF.
Graham,
daughHenry J. Clarke snd Mrg Eliza Mulcahy.
and staring wildly before her. He
Marjorie, the three-year old daughter
Lake Quacumquasit. The picnic will be ter of Mr and Mrs Robert Graham, Rag- At 12 o'clock there were special cars to
went to bar. mid pulling at the hatter,
of Mr and Mrs G. Ernest Zimmerman, all day and there will be dancing at night
ged
Hill.
tried to gat her on her feat, but In
Unpleasant Pas**ng«r.
Warren, North Brookfield and Spencerv
sustained a broken arm, Tuesday night
The dinner will be in charge of the exvain; she did aot seem to be able to
A large snake boarded a steam tramMr and Mrs Herbert Thompson and which were furnished by Superintendent
move. Then the man, very frightened, car the other day as it was nesring an the result of falling off the veranda of ecutive committee as follows: T-Walter B. son Robert of Springfield, are guests of Henry J. Clarke, without cost to the
bethought 'htm *f the witch's threats. the village of Balnarina, Italy. It the Ward cottage, on the north shore of Mellen, president, Edwin V. Lawrence; Mrs Thompson's parents, Mr and Mra committee.
The affair wag in charge of
for he t*M aara the mare wa* spell- raised Its head and hissed at the pas- Lake Quaboag. The fracture was about vice-president, MissMargretaS. Hastings;
Warren E. Tarbell, Walter B. Mellen,
bound. Bo h* •sot off, and when she sengers,' some of whom fainted. Th* an inch above the elbow and was reduced secretary and treasurer, Mrs Frank E. Samuel Wass. »
arrived she went straight up to the' conductor struck the reptile on the by Dr. E. W. Sweet of Worcester, assistMr and Mrs David F. Henshaw, War- Arthur Mitchell, Andrew Leach, Dr.
Prouty, Mrs Norman McGregor, Mrs
animal mod Hs*»a fach, what all* head, causing it to fall on the track. ed by Dr. Mary H. Sherman.
ren
road, will entertain Mrs Helen P. Mary H. Sherman, Dr. William F. Hay.^
Charles Gunn, Claude H. Laflin and Arthee nosrf was all she said, and the The car was then driven over its body.
Holland,
New York, and Elizabeth A. wood, Mrs Richard Finney, John TunPapers were passed Tuesday night, thur W. Mitchell. The other committees
mare Jumped a* bar feet as wall and
stall, James Bowler and George W. McRice, Worcester.
whereby Mrs Abbie E. Prouty-of Jamaica chosen were: -entertainment, Waiter B.
Namara.
The money made was forOrnaments of the Oyster.
Francis and Harolds Brown, Camwarded to the treasurer of the State BeVoltaire'* Caution.
A kindergarten teacher, after ex- Plain, formerly of Brookfield became Mellen, 'Edwin V. Lawrence, Mrs Claude
One day whan DAlembert and Oon- plaining to her much interested class owner of the property on Maple street II. Laflin and Mies Margreta Hastings; bridge are spending a vacation with then- lief Committee. It is expecied that more
dorcet were dining with Voltaire, they that birds have feathers, bears have that was owned by Sumner H. Reed. lemonade, Mrs Edward Pike, Mrs Merrill grandparents, Mr and Mrs Frank Brown, dances will be held on the common withproposed to converse on atheism; but fur, sheep have wool, etc., asked the The property consists of the two-etoryj A. Love and Mrs W. E. Browning; or- Brookfield road.
in the next two weeks as Mr MacLaurin
Voltaire stopped them at once. "Waif question:
"Now, who can tell me houseand 1-8 of an acre of land and is'chestra, Mrs Claude H. Laflin and Arthur
Mr and Mrs William A, Terrien, Wor- has expressed a willingness to sallow the
said he, "till my servant* have with- what oysters have?" A bright little assessed for 81160. The house has been; Mitchell; sports, Edwin V. Lawrence cester, visited Mrs Arvilla Makepeace,
platform to remain and arrangements
drawn; I do not. wish to have my girl, very eager to recite, answered: occupied for a number of years by Mrs and Theodore Love; securing grove, Will. Central street, Sunday.
Mr Terrien I can be made with the Electric Co. for
throat cut tonight"—G. L. Cheever.
"Crackers."—National Monthly.
Hall and ber daughter.
iam 15. Hastings.
formerly lived here.
. I lights.
PUBLISHED

BBOOKFIELD TIMES
CLEVER LIFE-SAVING DEVICE

fyeruhcdu

Permits the Comforts of a Steam- Heated Flat White Being Tossed
About on Ocean.

Drinks

—It answers every beverage
requirement—vim, vigor, refreshment, wbolesomenets.

Ji will satisfy you.
Demsnii the fcnuln*
by full name—
Nickname* encoorsgs
•ubttitution.

THB COCA-COLA CO., ATLANTA, GA.

Modern Greek.

A stranger came Into our office and
graciously offered us some fruit which
he said he purchased downstairs In
the Greek grocery store. We asked
him what Greek grocery, and he said
the one right under us. In Holpos'
place. We have been here some time
and knew nobody of tnat name, and
to satisfy our curiosity we went downstairs to have a look.
Sure enough, there was what did
look like "Holpos" on the end of the
awning, at least there were the letters "H Q L, P O S" standing out In
bold relief. We have learned since
that It Is an abbreviation used by
the store which when translated
mean's "Highest quality, lowest prices,
our standard." To the average reader It's all Greek and would easUy
pass for a Hellenlo name.—Qulncy
Ledger.
A Fish Story.

"The Inns of dear old England are
picturesque," said Richard L* Gallienne, on his return from abroad, "but
the food they serve is something terrible.
"After a visit to Blenheim palace I
entered an inn In the quaint village ofWoodstock. As I lunched—or tried to
lunch—my landlord said to me:
"The great dook of Marlborough
once sat In that chair you're a settln'
In, sir.'
" 'Is that so?' said L
" 'And the dook once drunk 'Is beer
out o' that same mug you're a-drlnkln'
out of.'
" 'And I bet,' said I, 'I bet he refused
to eat this fish, too. Well, take It away,
my man. I don't want It, either."

HOW HE TURNED THE TRICK
After This, Mr. Mordecal Hammerfest
Must Be Credited With Knowing
a Thing or Two.

Mrs. Mordecal Hammerfest turned
pale as her husband entered the dining room for breakfast.
"Mordy1!" she gasped. "Do you—
don't you feel well?"
"Perfectly," he replied jtn seeming
surprise.
"But—but, you are In your—your
underduds!"
"Tell me something I don't know.
Pass the butter, please," said Mr. Hammerfest.
She passed the butter, remarking
nervously, "But, Mordy, dear, as you
came In I saw you didn't have any
shoes on."
"Well, what of It Your hair Is In
curl papers, Isn't It?"
"Why—y-yes."
"And you have on a wrapper,
havent you?"
"Yes."
'■Very well, then."
E And he went on eating his breakfast In silence except when he asked
her to pass tbe butter. Then- he went
upstairs and finished dressing, and tbe
next morning and on succeeding mornings she reported for breakfast In regular clothes.

P all the relatively larger cities
on the American hemisphere,
the capital of Mexico is by far
_.
.
W W the oldest. Its beginning was
^"^ long before Columbus sailed
on his memorable voyage of discovery, when it was the seat of the Aztec
empire. Civilization of a sort flourished there long before the first hardy
pioneers settled along the northern
Atlantic coast and before the eyes
of a white man had ever rested upon
the Mississippi river.
It has been a city of many vicissitudes. It has been held by Indian
and Spaniard, by viceroy, by republican, by revolutionist, and by northern invader. Many of its streets are
of the greatest antiquity. Many of its
traditions are so old that no man
knows whether they originated In the
days of the Montezumas or of the Conqulstadores.
As is inevitable, the City of Mexico
has its own peculiar folk-lore, its
mysterious legends. There are old
tales that have been handed down
from generation to generation by word
of mouth and are still told by Mexican nurses to. the children as they
were told centuries ago.
The Walling Woman.

Berlin.—A life-saving device which
permits the comforts of a steam-heated
fiat while being tossed about on th«
ocean wave has been introduced bj
Herr Heinrlch. a.German engineer.
Arrangement Is also made by which
the occupant of the buoy can steei
bis craft and thus be able to make
some headway if cast off near land.
The apparatus is shaped like a skit
tie. Canvas constitutes the central
part of two sleeves into which the
As a matter of history there wag castaway may slip his arms and thus
such a person in Mexico in 1641 and use them as oars.
The lower part is a bucket which
he was a dishonest collector of rerft.
ntwl
(-/-i acnirfl
enues. He
wasi,.n»^
jailed, and,
to
secure
his liberty, his wife was compelled
to suffer Incredible humiliations at
the hands of a judge. Don Juan broke
prison, went to his home, found the
Judge there, and stabbed him to
death. Later he was mysteriously
lynched one night before the church,
and,from this grew the legend that
the angels had punished him for his
sins.
A striking story of ghostly revenge
is the legend of Don Juan de Nava,
priest and guardian of his orphan
niece, a beautiful girl. A Portuguese
nobleman, Don Duarte de Sarraza, fell
in love with her, and she reciprocated
the attachment, but the priest rejecter DonDuarte because he was known
as a gambler. One night the priest
came upon Don Duarte talking to his
niece through her window. Duarte
struck the old man with his dagger,
which was imbedded In his skull, killing him. He threw the body, dagger
For Saving Life at Sea.
and all, Into a ditch. Just one year
later Duarte was found dead at the
fills with water and keeps the appasite of the crime. Kneeling over him,
ratus in a vertical position, while tbe
ohe of its bony hands gripping his
top has a sliding glass door. Inside
body by the throat, was a skeleton In
the bag may be equipped with food tabpriestly garments, with a dagger sticklets and water bottles.
ing in its skull.

A relic of Aztec folk lore is the tale
of the Wailing Woman. Once, a long
time ago, the story runs, there was a
The Ghostly Raven.
very bad woman in the City of MexRather a weird legend is that of
ico. She gave birth to many children, but children bored her, and, as Don Rodrigo de Ballesteros and his
fast as one came upon the earth, she raven. It Is said that there is a cer*
drowned it. Finally her conscience tain bridge where at midnight when

Going Him One Better...

An English bishop, offering an orange to a little child, remarked, sweetly:
"Now, my little man, I shall give
you this orange If you tell me where
God la."
"My lord," answered the child, son
Rotation of Tools.
of a clergyman, "I'll give you two
"Tour garden will be late."
oranges If you'U tell me where be
"I'm afraid so; but yeu see the Is not"
Bradleys are still using Folsom's
■pade and hee."—Boston Transcript
White House Rose Garden.
The rose garden that Mrs. Wood;
The man who thlnkB he Is marrying row Wilson had planted at the White
an angel In disguise occasionally dis- House Is said to be quite equal to
covers later that the alleged disguise others that she planned at Princeton
was permanent.
and other places where she has lived.
She and her daughters have spent
much time, not only In superintending
the work of the rose garden, but in
actually working in It
Our Statesmen.
»
Ambrose Blerce, the brilliant satir
1st, gave, at a dinner in Washington, a
few political definitions.
"A conservative," said Mr. Blerce,
"Is a statesman who Is enamored of
existing evils, while a radical would
replace them with others."
It requires considerable tact to remember a woman's birthday and to
forget her age.
And many gems of thought turn out
to be paste.
WRONG BREAKFAST.
Change Gave Rugged Health.

Makes life worth living
through hot weather for
those who suffer from
heat, exhaustion, insomnia, poor stomachs or
weak bowels or nerves.
A deliciotu combination.ol sitter. aiomatlei
and French brandy tor 1k. refill of cramp*.
pain,, cold., c.'.lls, mattea,, imrJunai and
Gioainia.
Loa» (or the Owl t?«ad. .Mark on
too wrapper, let y«u set a eheapwwortUeMer
dao»eruu»«ub»u<uU!. Forty ytar^t lOalaMaM
ol purity, flaror awl atraafth. bold b> all
druggirt. and grocer*.

Strawberry Plants
For luly, Augasl, September Planting. Runner
and Pot-grown Plants. All Leading Varieties. Also Raspberry, Blackberry Plants
and Fruit Trees for fail. Catalogue-Free.

Ilarry 0. Squires, Remsenburg, N.Y.
Wanted to Buy Old COUMJ^K!,

Many persons
think that for
strength, they must begin the day
with a breakfast of meat and other
heavy foods. This Is a mistake as
anyone can easily discover for himself.
A W. Vs. carpenter's experience
may benefit others. He writes:
"I used to be a very heavy breakfast eater but finally indigestion
caused me such distress. I became
afraid to eat anything.
"My wife suggested a trial of GrapeNuts and as I had to eat something
or starve, I concluded to take her
advice. She fixed me up a dish and
I remarked at the time that the quality was all right, but the quantity was
too small—I wanted a eauoerfuL
"But she said a small amount of
Grape-Nuts went a long way and that
I must eat It according to directions.
So I started in with Grape-Nuts and
cream, two soft boiled eggs and some
crisp toast tor breakfast.
"I cut out meats and a lot of other
stuff I bad been used to eating all
my lite and was gratified to see that
I was getting better right along. !
concluded I bad struck the right thing
and stuck to It I had not only been
eating Improper food, but too much.
"I was working' at the carpenter's
trade at that time and thought that
unless I had a hearty breakfast with
plenty of meat, I would play out before dinner. But after a few days of
my "new breakfast" I found I could
do more work, felt better in every
way, and now I am not bothered with
Indigestion."
Name given by Postum Co., Battle
Creek, Mich, Read "The Road to Wellvllle," In pkgs. "There's a Reason."
Ever r*ad the ••*» letter! A a«w
Me ■•Venn *r.m time to tin... Taey
■re ■r.ulu, tm *uid I»U a*
Utereat.
.

(^tW^^^^mDIAW PILGKms TO SACRED SHRIHD
began troubling her. It is supposed
that her punishment was to go
through eternity looking for her lost
children.
Frequently since then, It Is said,
watchmen have seen a woman in
white, with a white mantilla over her
head, roaming through the streets at
night Those who have inquired her
business have received an answering
inquiry as to where her children can
be found. The greatest misfortune
always overtakes those who question
her. Most of them are stricken dead
or become insane. Th'is latter fate is
said to have overtaken a gifted young
army offices* who once tried to flirt
with the Wailing Woman. It Is said
her' lamentations are still heard at
night, sometimes.
One story with a foundation in fact
is the legend of Don Juan Manuel. As
the tale survives In the folk-lore Don
Juan was an amiable enough gentleman, except that he had a bad habit
of wandering out nights and murdering people. His custom was to approach somebody on tbe street, ask
him the time, and, when he replied,
tell him he was lucky because be
knew the hour of his death and atab
him to the heart. This went on until one night Don Juan killed his dearly beloved nephew, whom he had not
recognized.
Stricken with remorse Don Juan
confessed to his priest, who for penance ordered him to go alone at midnight to a eertain church, before
which was a gallows, and to tell his
rosary under the* gallows.
Three
nights he attempted to fulfill the command, but was driven back by the
groans of the' persons he had murdered. After begging in vain for a
lighter penance he Anally reached his
goal under the gallows. And then
angels from heaven came down and
hanged him.

the weather Is stormy one may even
yet hear the ghostly cawing of this
raven, although the Incidents with
which the story deals happened 300
years ago.
Don Rodrigo, It seems, was very"
rich and very wicked. He lived In a
palace and he and the raven dined
from gold and silver plate, but the
Don always went about in shabby
clothes, in spite of his riches. He
never went to church, and he made
fun of holy things. Suddenly he and
the raven both disappeared. On investigation persons found in his house
a sacred image that had been defiled
and was sprinkled with blood. Prom
this it was supposed that the raven
had beaten the Image until it bad shed
the crimson fluid, and that Satan punished them both by taking thorn to
himself. Occasionally, however, they
come back to haunt the scene of their
misdeeds.
Rather a humorous turn Is given to
the story of the Street of the Somersault According to it, a Spanish nobleman, Don Mendo Quiroga y Saurez,
very rich and very Old, was much neglected ib his dying days by his beautiful niece, upon whom he had showered
every benefaction. He planned to revenge himself by his will.
When the will was read, everything
was bequeathed to the niece, who was
spoken of In terms of the warmest affection, up to the last paragraph. In
It certain terms of acceptance were
set forth with the provision that it
they were not complied with -every
cent should go to religious orders.
The terms were that on or before a
certain day the niece must attire
herself in her richest ball dress, and,
wearing her richest (Jewels, must proceed In her coach at noonday to the
busiest corner In the city. There she
must go to the middle of the street
and turn a somersault.
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MAKING A PROFIT FROM THE SHEEP FARM

LESSON

Sunny Places of the Mediterranean Country.

(By E. O. SELLERS. Director of Evening
Department, The Moody Bible Institute,
Chicago.)

BLIND BARTIMAEUS.

On our Lord's Journey "towards Jerusalem," the place of sacrifice, a
place of power was sought by his disciples, Mark 10:37. This lesson Is an.
Illustration given to those who accompanied Jesus how they too may reach,
a place of power, vis, through service.
and sacrifice.
Matthew. 20:30-34 tells us that there
were two who made the appeal, but
Mark seems to have thought that Bartlmaeus was worthy of special mention. The healing mentioned by Luke.
18:35 suggests that in that case It
occurred as Jesus was entering and!
not leaving Jericho. Mark is telling oE
one man, Luke of another.
Man's Nature.
I. Bartlmaeus Begging, w 4648.
The passing throng rebuked the beggar. Very likely the disciples Joined|
In this rebuke. This certainly shows*
the fact that none of them fully com,
prehended the Lord's teaching as suggested in Mark 10:45. Bartlmaeus lsi
an illustration of man by nature. Hist
home, Jericho, was tie city under "a*
curse" (Josh 6:17), and is a type of>
this world cursed by sin.
He wasi
TITLED WOMAN IN GUTTER blind, see II Cor. 4:4; Rev. 3:17. HI*
rags suggest Isa. 64:6 and Phil. 3:9.
English Temperance Workers Tried If the rebuke was mainly by the disciples it was that they .might save the.
Vainly to Reform Outcast Found
master during these strange daysIn London Streeti.
Great Bnd marvelous were the worksi
London. — The Bristol Midnight and teachings he was performing, but
Sweep brigade Is a body of temper these were the things that called forth,
ance workers who scour the streets such a wayside service. It was a glad!
after the public houses are closed message to Bartlmaeus, "Jesus of Na-i
There was noH
seeking to gather inebriates Into their zareth passetb. by."
one else who could help^ilm. Some'
set.
The catches vary from two or^three one had told him of the power of
Jesus. Now his opportunity Is at hand,
to 160, and the brigade conveys its
be must not miss if.
Jesus never
captures to the meeting house, and
passed that way again. Bartlmaeus
here the work of reclamation is begun.
began by crying out Rom. 10:13; he;
J. T. .Nowell, the secretary, in an incalled while Christ was near enough,
terview with a London Chronicle repto hear, Isa. 55:6. His cry was that,
resentative, said it was found to be
of conscious need, »lt was direct, it
very depressing work, but they had
was Insistent He called Jesus "Son.
been able to get a fair percentage of
of David" e. g., the Messiah, although
the men and women to reform their
the people had said "Jesus of Nazahabits.
|
reth," see Matt. 9:27;, 15:21, 22. His.
Into their net bad come a number of cry for "mercy" Is rebuked. Many touniversity men, and one night they day are so stiff and formal as to frown,
captured a woman who was entitled to upon any religious enthusiasm or earcall herself "Lady." She seemed to nestness. It was not beneath the digbe In the very lowest depth, having
nity of Jesus to be disturbed by a,
become a common tramp. "We had no blind beggar. Though poor in purse
influence.with Lady
, whatever," Bartlmaeus was rich In faith for he
said Mr. Nowell, "and she left the hall answered those who rebuked him by
to go on the tramp again. The bri- crying "the more a great .deal." Ha
gade took a great deal of trouble over
would not be put off.
this woman, and it was our private In"Come to Jesus."
quiries that led to discovery of her
II. Bartlmaeus Blessed, w. 49-62.
identity as a lady of title.
His command "call ye him" Is Indicative of the conscious power of Christ.
KIND COUPLE GET REWARD Notice his great Interest as suggested,
by the words, "Jesus stood still." ReGood Will and Courtesy tq "Beggar" member his Important mission to Jerusalem and the leaders of the people
Results In Bequest to Them
who occupied his time; yet he does not
by Him of $8,000.
compel Bartlmaeus to follow after, nor
Sunburg, rf*.—For their "kindness to overtake him ere his prayer is anand self-sacrifice" Mr. and Mrs. George swered, see Matt. 11:28. This was.
Smith inherit nearly $8,000 under the good news for the disciples to prowill of John Fell, eighty, a beggar at claim, Matt. 28:19,20. There was no.
Northumberland. The will was pro- Indecision on the part of Bartlmaeus.
bated shortly before relatives of Fell Casting his garment aside he sprangarrived at Northumberland to contest Up, came and cast himself at the feet
of Jesus. Although Jesus possessed;
the document.
Fell, who was believed to be al- all power still Its manifestation was.
most penniless, went to the home of confined to the desire of the beggar.
The Teaching: First, the readiness,
the Smiths and asked for shelter. He
said he was friendless, that be felt of God's mercy. Jesus had been rejected by rulers and •councils and Is movill and believed he was going to die.
Although the Smiths had only one ing "steadfastly" toward the consumThat
bed they gave it to the old man and mation of his earthly career.
Journey led him through Jericho, per-'
themselves slept on the floor.
The next day Mrs. Smith said Fell haps that he might meet Bartlmaeus.
gave her a check for J607-on a.North- At Jerusalem he is to pronounce senumberland bank and $55 in cash. Be- tence upon the rebellion of his people..
fore he died he made a will leaving to Nevertheless wheo-roe of that same
the Smiths his entire estate, said to people called him by the title that
consist of $7,000 in a Wilkesbarre suggested his Messiahship. "Son of.
David," he immediately turned aside"
bank and stocks valued at $800.
in response thereto, Heb. 3:2. God.
never destroys the righteous with that
WOMAN SLAYS FOUR LIONS wicked or the repentant with the rebellious. His ear Is ever open to thai
Wife ef Railroad Official Makes Big faintest cry.
Killing In South Africa During
Second. Tbe failure of men to apHie Absence.
prehend this fact There are many today as successors of these who reLondon.—The South African mail buked Bartlmaeus. Some who hold/
brings a story of how Mrs. Delaporte, him In reverence and yet fail to ap.
wife of anJofflcial of the Delagoa rail- prehend adequately that he came to*
road, bagged four lions in a few min- "Beek and to save the lost." There is.
utes. In her husband's absence she no. consideration of policy'or of expereceived word that lions had killed diency, no question of method, nor thean antelope a few miles away. Ac- Importance of rank, that can stand in
companied by two natives Mrs. Del- the way of opening Wind eyeB, and anaporte, found six lions devouring their swering the cry of the beggar.
prey. She killed two before they realThird. The nature of saving faith.,
ized their danger, a third while it was The answer of relief from the Lorti
escaping, and the fourth, which at- eomeB In response to the profound contempted to charge, she stopped with a viction of personal need. "He camebullet in the eye at a distance of eight not to call the righteous but sinners to*
yards. The Other two got away be- repentance." There is nothing In that
cause, her ammunition was exhausted. call to make any definite appeal to<
the righteous. ' A blind man, thj-ough
Thief Turns Neat Trick.,
someone's testimony hears that he Is
Mount Vernon, N. Y.—After telling
Mrs. Mary Cammera that he admired near and cries out to him from the
depths of his need. But there must be
her cow, a stranger picked some
also a recognition of power. Bartlgrass for bossy to eat, waved It unmaeus. bad no assurance until he had!
der Mrs Cammera's nose, and then remade his appeal; ho took a chance aslieved her of $200. The grass was
t were. He was not assured unttt
chloroformed.
ill eye* were opened.
i

The Three R's
in Christ

Malaga, Spain, Has Only 40 Rainy
Days In Year—Morocco and Algiers, In Africa, Have Many
Notable Resorts.

LESSON FOR JULY 19

LESSON TEXT—Mark 10*46-62.
GOLDEN TEXT—"Then the eyes of tbe
Mind shall be opened, and the ears ot the
deaf shall be unstopped. Then shall the
lame man leap as an hart and the
tongue of the dumb shall sing; for In the
wilderness shall waters break out and
streams In the desert" Isa. 33:5, 6.

CU1TEHS; FINE

AWOKE THE HUNTER INSTINCT

London.—Countries along the Med>
Herranean sea are noted for the excellence of their climate. Malaga,
Spain, possesses one of the best climates in Europe. The rainy days are
said to number only 40 In tbe year.
Morocco and Algeria In Africa afford several notable resorts, such as
Morgadore, Tangier and Algiers. They
possess a much larger proportion of
warm days and a greater Immunity
from cold winds than any of the resorts on the northern shore of the
Mediterranean. Still, owing to the
frequency of sea breezes and the vicinity of high mountains, their climates are moister than might have
been anticipated.
ThuB the annual rainfall at Algiers
Is 36 inches, and of this four-fifths
or five-sixths falls during the winter
season. The Interior of Algeria affords several resorts en the verge ol
the great desert—such' as Biskra—
where the climate conditions rival the
warmth and sunshine of Egypt
The land of the Nile possesses one
of the most wonderful climates In the
world. Here alone are found associated perpetual sunshine and practical ralnlessness with verdure and fertility. The rainfall of Egypt varies
from eight inches annually at Alexandria and one inch and a quarter at
Cairo to nil at Luxor, where It Is facetiously said to rain once in every 4,000
years.
With such a rainfall the number of
dull and cloudy days Is necessarily
very small—almost perpetual sunshine may be said to prevail, and a
high degree of atmospheric dryness Is
attained. The drawbacks to such a
climate as that of Egypt are the great
contrast between the day and the
night temperatures, owing to the Intense energy of radiation, the glare of
the sunlight and the plague of dust.

,

TEXT—"Arid a man shall be as a hiding-place from the wind, and a covert
from the tempest; as streams of water
In a dry place; as the shadow of a great
rock In a weary land." Isaiah 32:2.

Alert Traveler Evidently Imagined
Providence Had Thown "Game"
Within His Reach.

Gilbert Parker, the English author,
tells ol an English gentleman, who recently came to this country to visit
some friends in California. "In common with most travelers he supposed
game was plentiful everywhere In that
state, so he carried with him the necessary guns and ammunition.
"As his train neared San Bernardino—Just before making the mountain climb—there was a delay. Several hours passed, and still the train
remained stationary; and our traveler
friend grew restive, and sought the
porter of the Pullman car to ascertain
the cause of the delay.
"It seems that In mounting the
grade a freight train had broken apart,
the rear portion having descended the
grade and blocked the track. The porter informed him of the accident to
the freight train, and said, 'There is a
caboose on the track.'
"Immediately the 'hunter" instinct
was awakened; hastening to his berth,
he procured his gun and started for
the door saying;
" 'Show it to me! Show It to me!' "

GOOD SUMMER SAUCES
EXCELLENT
TO
8ERVE
COLO DISHES.

WITH

Recipes of French Chef That Should)
Be
Useful —Tartar Sauce for
Broiled Sardines Is Something of a Novelty. '

A good sauce adds zest to what otherwise might be insipid and unattractive in the way of food. The season Is
at hand when cold dishes are often tbe
most appetizing and the most convenient to serve. Very often a cunningly
prepared sauce will lift such a dish
from the uninteresting monotony of a
"leftover" to a tempting morsel with
the stamp of a French chef. In the
large hotels where the secrets of sauceconcocting are known, large profits accrue from the serving of dinner leftovers in a new Incarnation of luncheon
entrees. These recipes for appetizing
sauces, from the notebook of a French
chef, may prove helpful to the summer
housewife:
Verve Sauce for Cold Fish.—Mix by
beating thoroughly four tablespoonfuls
of grated horseradish, a tablespoonful
of finely ground bread crumbs, pinch ol
salt, pepper to taste and halt a cupful
of sour cream or milk. Add a teaspoonful of lemon juice and pour over
two-inch cubes of the cold boiled ballbut or cod.
Sauce for Cold Boiled Salmon.—
Make a rich drawn butter, season with
salt and paprika. Just before serving
add a tablespoonful of Madeira wine In
which a clove and a bit of ginger have
been marinating for an hour or two.
Garnish tbe cold fish with lemon and
parsley and serve the sauce separately.
Sauce for Cold Lamb.—Melt a glassful of currant jelly. Add a glassful of
port wine. Bring to scalding, but not
boiling point Serve in a small tureen
with cold lamb or fowl.

At once the exquisite beauty of
the imagery, the
pathos and the
peace
of
the
verse, compel attention and exert
a charm.
The
picture is eastem In its original setting, but
it Is quite western in Its outGood for Wool and Mutton.
lines, and every
(By ELMER HENDERSON.)
Sporting Instinct Aroused.
acre will yield. In fact an acre ol
man understands
Much has been written and said of land worth $8 per acre will furnish
The street-corner orator had gathit, though he may
tbe enormous profits to be made from enough hay to feed at least 10 head
not know Its truth ered around him a group of urchins.
the keeping of a few sheep on tbe of sheep. Cost per head 80 cents.
from his own ex- Why they listened so attentively he
corn-belt farm. Some, have figured
perience. Here we have three figures didn't understand;' nor probably did
If we allow one-half of oats dally
"that fi costs from $2 to $3 per year during the months of February,
of speech, three classes of needs, and they know themselves. Simply nothto keep a sheep and that the fleece March and April, before the ewes are
three promises to meet these diverse ing doing. But the orator took full
would Just about pay that. Others,' 0n pasture, while suckling Iambs, the
aspects of our need—The three R's in advantage of his opportunity and depessimists, say, that the losses from cost will be 45 cents at the price ol
Christ.
livered an improving lecture on the
keeping sheep are so heavy that there oats at present. In conclusion it may
Refuge.
value of kindness to dumb animals. At
Is absolutely no profit, due to the rav- be safely said that the cost of main,
"A man shall be as a hiding-place the end he sought for, some Illustraages of disease, vermin and Internal tainlng a herding ewe In the corn-bell
from the wind, and a covert from the tion to point the moral and adorn the
parasites. Between these two will be farm would be about $2.25, exclusive
tempest." The traveler in the East tale. It was there at hand. Across
found the middle way that seems to of the labor Involved, which the good
knows the meaning of that, and even the way walked a lady, leading two
catch the bulk of the sheep raisers.
farmer Is glad to give In exchange for
In our western country one will find little dogs In leash. The one was black
As a working basis let us take pas- the manure he secures.
storm-cellars and cyclone-caves, for and the ether white. "Now," exclaimed
ture. Pasture is at once the best and
If the flock gives a 10-pound clip,
the day of visitation Is uncertain, and the tub-thumper, "after what I have
the most economical sheep feed which any well-managed flock should
there is great need for a place of said, supposing those two dear little
known. An acre of grass according j, do,' It Is readily apparent that the
safety.
dogs were to start lighting, 'what
to tbe country standard will support fleece will pay for the sheep's keep.
We live an exposed and defenseless would be the first thing you would
one cow or its equal In weight of other
In good Shropshire flocks the ewes
life, subject to greater storms than do?" No answer came at first; but
grazing animals. In other words an raise an average of from one and one
sweep our prairies, and more to be one little arab turned to look at the
acre of good pasture land will main- quarter to one and one-half lamb per
feared than the cold, wild winds which dogs critically and thbughtfully. "Well,
tain 1,000 pounds of cow, sheep or ewe. Place It conservatively at one
beat upon us from the North. We are guv-nor," he answered, at last, "I fink
horse flesh. The average corn-belt lamb per ewe, worth at weaning time
exposed to the BtormB of affliction, I'd 'aye tuppence on the little black
ewe will weigh', say 125 pounds. This from S6 to $8, which may be said to
the, terrors of a troubled conscience, 'un!"
means that an acre of land will fur- be the profit for one ewe. Of etourse,
the oncoming of divine judgment If
bish nourishment for eight ewes dur- there are losses in the ewe Sock, that
we have lived in sin. You may flatBURNING ITCHING ON ANKLE
ing the entire pasture period of six will cut down the profits, ewes die and
ter yourself, but you have not lived
months. "If the land rents at $8 per must be replaced by younger ewes.
long without learning how defenseless
Washington, Me.—"I was taken with
acre, as It do.es in this part of Illi- Some age and lambs must be supplied
you are. Has there not been a day
a burning and itching on my ankle
nois, we have the cost of maintaining In their place, but even then the good
when you sought for shelter—a hidand suffered one summer with It. My
one ewe as Jl per summer.
shepherd can count on a profit of from
ing-place from the wind, and a covankle was swollen badly. It was broWe may count clover hay as a stan- $4 to $5 for every ewe kept.
ert from the tempest? The storms
ken out In pimples and Itched feardard winter feed, and given plenty of
Since It requires two acres of land
may sweep, but God is a refuge for
fully and I used to get up nights and
nice clean clover bay, no other feed Is for eight sheep, the Income per acre
all who will flee to him.
Where do
Nerenr Fails
scratch it I bad a liquid that would
needed. Our field of clover hay In tbe from the sheep would be about $20
you go? Think of that caravan in
to si., beautiful color to
relieve me some at times but later it
corn belt for two cuttings Is about net. A very fair Income compared
tbe desert as the fierce howling storm
GRAY HAIR
three tons per acre. On good farms wltb that even to be mtMe from the
sweeps upon it; how It presses for- would break out again. I got a sample
More than a half century of success. If your
of
Cuticura
Soap
and
Ointment
which
the yield Is more, but we may take cultivation of corn.
dealer hasn't it. Bend $1.00 and a lame bottle
ward to the distant shelter. Think
win be sent you by parcel post,
this as representative. Three tons of
Sheep raising has the additional adof Christ as your hiding place. "The did me lots of good and I then used a
MRS. S. A. ALLEN. S5 Barclay St.. New York
hay per acre, means 6,000 pounds of vantage of involving lees labor than
Lord's our jock, in him we hide—a full-sized box of Cuticura Ointmont,
clover, counting that each sheep will doe* tbe cultivation of soil. Then, too,
washing with the Cuticura Soap every
shelter In the time of storm."
'Renews Your Youthful Appearance
eat three pounds of bay daily, which the land used for the sheep becomes
time the itching began and In a few
. Refreshment
1B a big allowance; eight sheep fad dally more productive, while that givweeks it was healed nicely." (Signed)
"As streams of water In a dry Mrs. Robert Sukeforth, Mar. 6, 1914.
180 days, three pounds per day, will en over" to com growing becomes
place." The desert 1B not only witheat considerably less than what one poorer and poorer each year.
Cuticura Soap and Ointment sold
out shelter, It Is without Water; and throughout the world. Sample of each
the path of tbe caravan is strewn free,with 32-p. Skin Book. Address postwith the bones of those who died for card "Cuticura, Dept L, Boston."—Adv. Prompt Relief—Permanent Curs)
lack
of water.
What a lack of reCARTER'S LITTLE
In the Land of the Nile.
freshment there Is In the world, and
Not So Much to Blame.
LIVER PILLS never,
The Egyptian climate Is enjoyed to how many perish for lack of the wa"I didn't know you were BO accom- fail. PuTely vegetathe fullest advantage during a well ter of life!
plished a linguist," he remarked as he ble — act surely
planned voyage by dahabeah up the
Men seek refreshment in so many glanced at the paper she was writing. but gently on
the liver.
Make All Necessary Preparations Much Can Be Saved by the Ju- Nile.
"I don't make any pretentlons in Stop after
ways and so many false places, and
that
direction,"
she
answered.
they
find
that
the
world
really
has
Before Work Actually Starts
dinner
disdicious Use of the Poison
that is a Russian newspaper tress—cure '.
MANt INSTITUTIONS AIDED nothing to meet their deepest need. It you"But
—Take Care of Tools. '
for Killing Insects.
have picked up."
indigestion,"
cannot satisfy the thirst for happi"Why, so It is," she answered in sur- improve the complexion, brighten the eyes,
Mrs. Jesup Wills 16,300,000 to Ameri- ness, for consolation, for reconcilia(By M. COVERPET.T.)
SMALL
PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRIG*.
tion, for peace; every promise the prise. "I thought it was a dialect
At "this time of the year summer
can Museum, Yale, College
Don't begin baying and make prepa- garden crops are growing and much
world holds out is not an oasis, but story."
Genuine must bear Signature
and Seminary.
rations afterward.
a mirage, and the promised assuaging
can be saved by the judicious use of
See that every hay tool is In prime parts green for killing noxious biA Rough Road.
New York.—Maria Van Antwerp ds of thirst only proves an aggravation
working order and good repair.
sects. Parts green is a strong poison Witt Jesup, widow of Morris J. Jesup, of the desire. We.find out that this
"My dear sir," said the philosopher,
Fill every oil cup and bearing and and Insects are kilted with It Suck- bequeathed $6,000,000 to the American world,. without Christ, is not only "when we look about us and see the
wipe off before attempting to turn a ing insects such as the true bugs and Museum of Natural History In New dangerous without a refuge, it is dry, troubles that afflict other people, we CURE YOURSELF IN A NATURAL WAY \
Brery man or woman should
plant lice are not killed by poisons York, In addition to a remainder In- without hope of refreshment, we do ought to rejoice that our own paths
wbeel.
write ns for a copy of the OXTIt le only fair that the household but by sprays that blister their bodies terest In a $300,000 trust fund. Her dwell in a dry land where no water through life are rcede smooth."
GKNATUR BtHJKLET.
H t»
FKKK. It points tile war to
help be as plentiful and efficient as is or by substances that stop up their will, executed In February, 1910, was Is. Why not recognize the fact, and
"Your path may be smooth," sighed
lit'tthii and happiness. No matter
from
what
Uiht-ase
yon
are
breathing pores.
tbe help In the fields.
filed here. The total bequests to pub. say "My soul,, thlrsteth for God, tor the pessimist, "but a thundering big
suffpriiiu, or how long. It can
enred by oxygen, Thlsbooklel
steam roller would have to make a tells yoo bow, andbeshows
A sunshade for tbe driver .whl
When used as a spray the parts He Institutions are more than eight the living God?"
bow thousands of othhave been cured. Agents wanted eTerrwher*.
great maiiy trips over mine before ers
mowing may cause some unkln
green should first be made into a million dollars. The four largest gifts
Write at once. THE WESTERN OXYGEN7 heard the voice of Jesus eay,
ATOB COMPANY. Beatrice. Nebraska,
the bumps In it were pressed out"
marks, but It was never known to thick paste by adding a little water are: American Museum of Natural Behold,! freely give
and then adding the proper quantity History, $5,800,000; Syrian Protestant The living water—thirsty one.
cause a sunstroke.
Constipation Vanishes and Freedom Comes
Lay In a full supply of repairs now; of water. It is always advisable ti college at Beirut, Syria, $400,000; Tals Stoop down, and drink, and live.
No Relief.
Ho drugs or diet; nothing to swallow! no Injection.
add
also twice the weight of poison university and the Union Theological I came to Jesus and I drank
constipation before it gets yon. Bend 60c now
don't wait until the breakage occurs
"IJId you send away that ill-tem- Get
Of that life-Klvlng stream:
for full preyaid treatment to H. L HARRIS, OOH>
and stops a - dollar-a-minute ■ haying of fresh slacked lime in order to ren- seminary, each $300,000.
PANT, 8^7 PARK BTRBET, HOUSTON, TEXAS
My thirst was quench'd. my eoul revived, pered, growling dog to the pound?"
And now I live In Him.
erew while you drive to town* for re- der insoluble any free arsenic that
"Yes, but it doesn't help things WAHTPII Antique furniture and curios; Terr old
may be present and so prevent burn- TEXAS RANGER CHIEF SHOT
ftHH I til books and paper-POTered pamphlets;
pairs.
much. I can't send my husband there, Wlllard
banjo and tall
taTToMks/dark^binechina";autodocks: dark bine china; antoRest "4
too."
graphs; old stamps and old hammered solid silverDon't buy repair rake-teeth already ing of foliage. Tbe poison Is used
ware.
Best prices paid. 1. BTAIIS-ORTH, wuu™P, ■«»
"As the shadow of a great rock in
shaped up when you can saw out two In an Insoluble form, or as nearly so Captain Sanders Gives "Unloaded"
a weary land."
We do not go far
LADIES CAN WEAR SHOES
of them yourself from a 2 by 6, and as It Is possible to render it, bence
IF YOU ARE LOOKING FOB AN EASY
Pistol to Ten-Year-Old
in contact with the world until we One site smaller after using Allen's Foot-Ease, the teller with repeat orders, get our attractive
save at least one-half what you would the water must be kept thoroughly
Grandson.
Antiseptic powder to be shaken Into the shoes. It proposition.
DAVIS SPEARMINT PEPSIN*
find
out
not
only
is
It
dangerous
and
agitated
In
order
that
the
power
ma;
makes tight or new shoes feel easy. Just the thing Ot'M. High grede goods. Pull box sample 40c
be charged for tbe shaped teeth.
for dancing. Refute tubttitutem. For FREE trial Atlantic Chewing Gum Co., Baltimore, M4.
Good, keen sickles leave a smooth remain perfectly suspended In the
Laredo, Tex.—Capt J. J. Sanders ol dry, but It la a wearisome place. There package, address Allen S. Olmated, LeRoy, N. Y.
AGENTS—Sell random, the encyclopedia of Base
mown meadow; save all the grass; liquid. If the powder is allowed to the state ranger force stationed here Is nothing so monotonous as life from
Ball. Seaaone biggest seller. Brer/body oays. Great
All Its
noj-clty. Liberal profits. Sample oomThe amateur poet is going some adTertUlng
wear the machine out less than dull settle at tbe bottom of the vessel that Is suffering a pistol wound In his right the worldling's standpoint
plete
10c.^L.TUUlku--. U>., lfco SrN«>if,l|l«wT«S
portion
will
be
much
concentrated
boasted
pomp,
power
and
agitation
when he earns enough money with ajs
sickles, and greatly lighten the load
leg. The captain had just taken a
and likely to burn the plants, while
of the teams.
45-callber pistol from his trunk and can never give a moment of rest to pen to pay for the Ink.
W. N. U., BOSTON, NO. 29-1914.
tbe top liquid'' will have very little
had removed all the cartridges, as sup- the weary world; and many who have
A water jug with tbe juice of a value as an insecticide.
tried
to
find
rest
In
the
world
have
posed, and then handed It to his tenilemon or two squeezed into It, beats
In making the spraying mixture use year-old grandson. The boy cocked been like caged birds who have beatsvny of the so-called stimulants many
en out their lives against the bars of
■farmers are coming to make use of about one-half pound of parts green tbe gun and pulled tbe trigger, and It
and one pound of lime to 60 gallons was discharged, the bullet passing the cage. How Infinitely wearisome
every year during the hay harvest.
Study the faces of men
of water. In spraying potatoes,' for through a suitcase, the calf of Captain It all is!
NFANT MORTALITY Is something frightful. We can hardly realise that
" The lemon Juice diminishes the
instance, wfatcb are frequently affect Sanders' leg, and lodged In the wall. and women in sin; do they not seem
of all the children born in civilized countries, twenty-two per cent.,
Jhlrst, while the stimulants Increase it.
or nearly one-quarter, die before "they reach one year; thirty-seven
ed with blight or fungous disease, one- It is only a flesh wound and not seri- to be void of all sense of rest or quiet
A damp handkerchief worn In tbe pound of parts green Is added to 60
percent.,
or more than one-third, before they axe five, and one-half before
or
peace?
Note
tbe
nervous
life
ous.
they are fifteen I
crown of the hat adds to one's com- gallons of Bordeaux mixture.
which so many people, out of Christ
BorWe
do
not hesitate to say that a timely use of Castoria would save a
fort and guards against sunstroke.
are living. The desert Journey Is so
deaux mixture is made by dissolving
majority of these precious lives. Neither do we hesitate to say that many
Wed Through Interpreter.
Rushing the team and tbe men is a four pounds of copper sulphate and
long, so languid, so monotonous. Oh,
of
these
infantile
deaths are occasioned by the use of narcotic preparations.
Yonkers, N. Y.—Although neither
most successful plan for running up five pounds of water. These two mixfor the shadow of a great rock!
Drops, tinctures and soothing syrups sold for children's complaints contain
■■
\
s big repair bill or a dangerous sun- tures work well together, killing In- can understand what the other says.
more or less opium or morphine. They ar», in considerable quantities,
Miss Katharine Kutcham, j> Polish
I heard the voice of Jesus say.
stroke.
deadly poisons. In any quantity, they stupefy, retard circulation and leud
sects and fungous diseases at the
Come unto me and rest;
to congestions, sickness, death. Castoria operates exactly tho roverse, but
Make a clean finish of the business same time and hence a saving of la- girl, and Marie Strong, an Italian,
Lay down, thou weary one, lay down
were married. Two interpreters atyou must see that it bears the signature of Chas. H. Fletcher. Castoria
while you are about It. 'See that all bor lp spraying.
Thy head upon my breast.
^
causes the blood to circulate properly, opens the
tended the wedding.
I came to Jesus as I was—
the stacks are well topped and standParts green may be dusted on plants
pores
of the skin and allays fever.
Weary, and worn, and sad;
ing up straight when the work Is done, wltb cheesecloth bags or ordinary
Genuine
Castoria always bears the signature
I
found
In
Him
a
resting
place.
Lifts
Mortgage
In
Will.
then run three good wires around powder bellows. It may be applied
And He has made me glad.
East Hampton, N. Y—The will of
every stack-yard and save doing It either pure or diluted, but it 1B best
when you turn in on the meadow for to dilute with twenty to one hundred Doctor Everett arranged for cancelling
Refuge, refreshment, rest. A great
a 17,500 mortgage on the Maldstone
fan pasturage.
parts of Hrne, air slacked or land plas- Golf club provided no Intoxicating hope for our great need. "A man shall
be" these things for us. Who can
This Is also the best time you'U ever ter, before applying, according to the
this man be? The solution of the
have for putting away tbe hay tools. nature of the plants treated. Even liquors were ever 'sold by the club.
mystery Is In the Lord Jesus Christ
The Intense hot weather following the weaker solutions should be used
Hiccoughing Kills Man.
Thank God there is a man able to
bay harvest knocks out as much ma- where the parts dusted are to be used
Medford,
N.
J.—After
hiccoughing
shelter, and to give rest; the Man
chinery as the work just finished; for food. In tbe treatment of cabbage
continuously for two days, Chat-lee Christ Jesus, our brother, touched
then the damp fall weather puts a use but one ounce of the poison U
I
Foley
died
from
exhaustion.
rusty coat on It which about ruins it
Kith a feeling of our infirmities.
tab pounds of lime or plaster.

Constipation Vanishes Forever

EXCELLENT HINTS
PARIS GREEN USED
DURING HAY TIME
IN SUMMER GARDEN

Save the Babies.

I
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BIBLE NAMES PASSING

Uneeda Biscuit
Tempt the appetite,
please the taste and
nourish the body.
Crisp, clean and fresh—
5 cents in the moistureproof package.

CLEANING UP AND GROWING
Possible for Every One to Plant ■
Few Simple Flower* on Their
Property.

Cleaning up is limited in meaning.
Homes may go through housecleaning,
householders may clean streets and
sidewalks and remove every rubbish
trifle. In great buildings strenuous
efforts may be made, will be made, to
have every bit of litter carted away.
That is a beginning.
The city may be made beautiful by
nature's work. Plants respond to every little care. Flowers bloom when
almost neglected. Is It not right not
only Jo clean up, but to start the habit
of growing plants bearing flowers?
It is not difficult and almost Inexpensive. One great concern In this
city, with hundreds of windows in the
building, where a thousand work, has
potted plants on every sill. Trailing vtnes halfway cover the brick
walls, though they are artistic In
midsummer the factory is a joy to
those who like to see evidences of nature's handiwork.
Greater things can be accomplished
along this line. A space two yards
wide and ten yards long In front of a
factory or store will yield abundantly.
The window ledges bear flowers, the
vacant spots have earth and they will
satisfy the eye with a charming mixture of color if given half a chance.
One prisoner, famed In story and
■ong, had not a Joy. Through a crevice in the damp wall there came the
sprout of a little flower. He nursed it
and gave it encouragement with a
few drops of water from his limited
supply. He was well rewarded, as the
ambitious flower wanted to grow. And
they want to grow on every vacant
foot of land and every city has acres
in the aggregate.
Clean-up is a proper rallying cry,
bat add to that a desire to see nature's marvels grow, and the city
clean also will be a city beautiful.—
Cincinnati Commercial Tribune.

INVITED

TO

PLANT

TREES

Park Commissioner Ingersoll of Brooklyn Urges Systematic Beautifying of Highway*.

Park Commissioner Raymond V. Ingersoll of the borough of Brooklyn has
published a pamphlet entitled "Tree
Planting on City Streets," which Is to
be. sent to property owners whose
trees are removed as dead or dangerous.
"Citliens are urged to plant trees
In front of their property," the commissioner writes. "Still better than
individual planting is co-operative
planting by streets or blocks. This
method secures uniformity of treatment and has been done successfully
In several sections. Fuller particulars will be furnished if requested.
The department cares for the pruning
and spraying of street trees and the
removal of dead trees. It has no appropriation for street planting. The
number of street trees In Brooklyn Is
growing less by about fifteen hundred
yearly."
Cdtamlssioner Ingersoll recommends
the .Oriental sycamore, the Norway
maple, and the red oak for city streets
and for suburbs. The poplars, silver
maple, catalpa and willow are classed
by him as undesirable.
Some Gardening Advice.

When he begins gardening the amateur calls a spade a spade. After the
third blister his vocabulary expands.
DDn't expect your heliotrope blosBoms to smell like the cologne named
after them.
Trailing Arbutus should be hunted,
jiot planted.
Wistaria grows well, but it takes its
own time about it.
t
When introducing tomato plants to
their summer home be gentle and
courteous. A little kindness at this
time will make them happy all the
season through.
Cultivating a hedge Is like acquiring an accent. You always prefer the
, wav the natives do it.—New York Telegraph.

i

Keep on Cleaning Up.
Gratifying results followed the titular clean-up week, but these will be
of little importance if the spirit does
not cortfnue throughout the year.
PhiladelpMa Is now in its best bib and
tucker, and should remain so. Much
as we necessarily depend upon the
authorities for the heavier part of the
work, that which is most essential IS
that every householder shall make
np his mind to maintain existing conditions. It Is the bits of paper and
clusters of dirt that offend the eye.
They are easily removed and ought
not to be allowed to accumulate. Let
every week be a clean-up week.—Philadelphia Inquirer.

Baronet Biscuit
Round, thin, tender—
with a delightful flavor
— appropriate for
luncheon, Hes and
dinner. 10 cents;

ZuZu
Prince of appetizers.
Makes daily trips from
Ginger-Snap Land to
waiting mouths everywhere. Say Zu Zu to
the grocer man, 5 cents.

Buy biscuit baked by

NATIONAL
BISCUIT
COMPANY
Always look for that name

PURITANICAL
NO

LONGER

Richard Healy Co. +'

AFFECTED.

Even In Conservative New England a
Marked Diminution I* Noted—
Class Lilts of Yale Bear Eloquent Testimony to Fact.

A certain set of Christian name*;
taken from the Scripture* has been
in use so long that we do not think of
them as Bible names. Among them
are Adam, Moses, Samuel, David, Daniel, Solomon, Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. Others taken from the saints,
like Peter, Paul, John, Stephen and
Matthew, originally given to children
because they were born on the saint's
day, are still so common that we
think of them a* English names.
These names antedate the use of
surnames, as may be Inferred from
the fact that nearly all of them have
given rise to patronymic*, like Jacobson, Peterson and Stevenson. In the
12th century missionaries sent out
by the authorities used to baptise
whole villages at once, and to save
time Invested all the men with the
name of John or some other saint,
and the women usually Mary or Martha.
To distinguish the John* some additional name like Short or Strong or
White or Black was given him by
the neighbors, and so Christian names
and surnames were united..
After the Reformation ft became
the4-fashion among the Puritans to
give children the names of characters
like the Old Testament, and odd ones
like Melchlsldek or Brazillai were preferred. Among these were Abel, Le>
rL Jesse, Amos, Asa, Isaiah, Ephraim,
Gideon, Malachi, Job, Abner, Hosea,
Ezekiel, Jeremiah, Zachariah, Asher,
Eli, and hundreds of other*.
For some reason the use of these
name* ha* largely ceased. We can
understand why Ebenezer ha* been,
dropped, though once one of the Puritan Bible name* have a strong manly ring, and have been borne by able
men. That they are going out of u*ei
Is very evident from comparing the
early class lists of Tale with later!
ones.
Twenty-five classes In the early!
18th century, numbering 375 graduj
ate*, show 119 with Puritan given]
names. This is about 30 per cenU
Ten classes in the 20th century, numj
bering 3037, show but 25 given names
of this class, or less than 1 per cent
Ebenezer and BarzlUal have completely disappeared.
Nor is Peletlah or
Zadok to be found.
We can only hope that the descendants of these ancient worthies have
Inherited some of their sterling qualities, though they do not perpetuate
the name.—Hartford Times.

JULY CLEARANCE SALE
Of Spring and Summer Garments
At One-Half Price and Less
Prices are cut Deeper than ever Before at this Store, and
Everybody is Coming to the Most Successful
SALE OF THE SEASON
Unfavorable weather, unsettled business and overstocked manufacturers have
ruined profits and force these unusual savings
Read the full Itemized Stock List and Prices for our July Clearanc Sal e in
Worcester daily papers

COATS $5 to $ 25 SUITS $5 to $22.50 SKIRTS 98c to $7.50
2,000 DRESSES, Complete Clearance

SI.98

S2.98

$3.98

For Dresses Formerly

For Dresses Formerly
up to »6.00

For Dresses Formerly
up to 88.00

up to WOO

Other Dresses $5.00 to $35.00

3,000 WAISTS, Complete Clearance

$1.98

SI.49

98 c.
For Waists Formerly
up to »2.00

For Waists Formerly
up to 84.HO

For Waists Formerly
up to *3.00

Other Waists $2.98 to $7.50

Alterations Free as usual During this Sale

RICHARD HEALY CO.,
512 MAIN STREET,

WORCESTER, MASS.

SHF™*** *&&■*&

Possibly Resent the Training.
"The trouble about husbands," remarked the square-jawed woman, "1*
that after you get them thoroughly
trained to shut all the windows when
ft rains, and feed the bird and look
after the rubber plant they get so sickly looking and discouraged they cast a
gloom over the household."
Remarkable Record of ServiceReading (England) corporation ha*
in its employ three brother* named
Steven*, whose combined age* amount
to two hundred and nine years, and
whose total service for the corporation
amounts to 124 year*. Except for Illness, they have not lost one hour between them the whole of the time,
spare the Hen*.
Winifred had been disobedient, and
her mother led her into the chicken
house. Amid apprehensive cries from
the child and the alarmed cackles from
the hens, active punishment progressed until Winifred sobbed chidlngly: "Mamma, don't you think this
scares the hen* too much?"
Mistake Somewhere.
"Sam, I understand that there's a
schism in your church," said the jocular man to his colored man-of-all-work.
"Kain't be, iess'n somebody done
made us a present of itK'cause we
done spend all ouah money fob a
new ohgan."—Livingstone Lance.

tm^JKHk\l% Ml

Denholm & McKay Co.
Boston Store

Carriages, Stanhopes, Concords

I'll Buy
Your Farm

Furnishing Undertaker

Tome

WYANDOTTE

CHICK
FEED

AT FULLAM'S

Worcester, Mfcas.

Call at 46 Summer Street

Special Announcement

SPIRELLA

Great Vacation and
Reduction Sale

Suaviter In Modo.
Suburban Gardener—"This 'sure
death to bugs' I purchased here
doesn't seem to kill the pests at all."
Salesman—"Ah! you see, sir, the properties of this preparation are not to
kill the bugs at once, but to undermine their constitutions."

Continued All This Week

Easily Settled.
*Pa, the doctor at the hospital said
that he would have to have a lot of,
cuticle to cure mamma's burn*."
"Well, tell him to telephone to the
nearest druggist for all he wants and
charge It in the /bill."—Baltimore

$200,000 Worth of Summer Merchandise is being sold for about $100,000,
or at Nearly Half Pric^.

Right Age for an Actress.
In "The Diary of a Beauty," published in the Woman's Home Companion, appeared the following: "The
stage is an ungrateful profession, and
no woman can count on her public
one day aftsr she can no longer appear thirty-five years of age."

Sugar aa a Cleanser.
When the hands are dirty try addlnc
a little sugar to the soap with which
they are washed. The augar Increases
Coming Fast
"Business must be picking up with the lather and also cleansing power
you," said the postman, as he threw of the soap and remove* dirt and stain*.
down a bundle of letter*.
In Luck.
"No, it isn't business," the man at
Small Brother (whose sisters are
the desk replied, with a »lgh. "My
two son* are away at college now. working for their girl guides' amThese are demand* tor more money." bulance badge)—"Come on, here's a bit
of luck for you. Tre made Rupert's
—Judge.
Bos* bleed."—Punch.

NOMENCLATURE;

Baseball Budget.
Mrs H. H. Pratt and son left thia morn
Northfield's Busy Summer.
And Seen Nothing Better.
ing for Philadelphia, where Supt. Pratt
"Say, did you ever know a woman
The
summer
season
of
the
Moody
ConMAILS DUE TO ARRIVE.
ia attending the summer school of the
to buy what she wanted at the first
The B,& R defeated the Worcester
A.M. 6.45—East and West.
University of Pennsylvania.
West End A- A. las£Saturday, score 7 to ferences at Northfleld is now at its height, store she came to?" "Yes. My wife
9.30-West.
c
and
judging
by
the
records
already
made
frequently does—that Is, she returns
Mrs Ezra D. Batcheller has received 3, this being the fourth straight victory
both rubDer ana steel tires, Buggies,
r. M. 12.46—East and West.
Democrat and Delivery Wagons, Surnews of the death at Poughkeepsie, N. for the home team. The Worcester boys by the students and the young women's to it after she's been to all the other
2.0O—West
reys
and Boad Wagons, both new and
stores."
second hand.
4.60—East.
Y., on Wednesday, of her nephew, Dr. came up better prepared than for the conferences, the attendance for the sum7.06—East and West.
Fairbanka Mellen, after an operation for previous game with them, notwithstand- mer will average above that of recent
AT BOTTOM 1PRIOES
In a Small Town.
MAILS CLOSE.
years. At the young women's gathering
appendicitis.
ing several errors by the home team,
Bamfas,.Robes, Blankets, Ifblps anil
A. M. 6.00—West.
A
small
town
man's
Idea
of
advenalone,
the
attendance*
exceeded
that
of
Oil Cloths. Not too Costly. Not too
Norman Daniels, who has been pitch6.46—East.
The walk leading up to the Grove"
Cheap.
ture \a to go to a city and be shaved
last
year
by
200,
and
for
the
Foreign
11 JO—East and West.
school house is being put in good shape ing good ball for the Indian Orchard
Missionary gathering 800 applications for by a woman barber.—Topeka (Kan.)
P. M. 1.00—West.
this week under direction of Herbert T. team thia season, was in the box, and
Capital.
Shingles and Roofing Material.
4.40—East.
proved himself more than equal to the accommodations were on file several days
Maynard.
Tt
will
have
a
top
dressing
of
6^0—East and West.
before
the
opening
(date.
All the diflerent grades. All sizes ot
FOR RENT
situation. There was more or less specMails for East Brookneld are despatched at crushed stone.
Nails, also,
This year's conferences are drawing THE HOUSE aud Barn on the H. H. Rowley
6.46 A. M., 11.30 A. M. and 1 F. M. Malls from
ulation among the baseball enthusiasts
place. Forest street. Apply to WARD A. Uimtmbir that my prices are always
East Brooklleldare received at 930 A. M. and
The accountant of the Water Departthese big crowds, not only because of the SMITH,
Summer Street.
29
5.40 P.M.
ment states that although the response to as to whether he was doing his beat, in noteworthy list of speakers from Great
the lowest. I seU so aa to sell again.
Package mails are despatched twice daily as
view of the fact that it was not necessary
»follow*?-11.30 A. M. East and North, 6 P. M, hia call for the payment of water rentals
Dr. Daniel's B.n. ll.m.dl.. Alway,
Britain
and
America,
the
most
conspicuTO
RENT.
at
any
time
during
the
game,
and
also
West and South.
Malls for the Rural Delivery is closed at 8.16 has been very gratifying there are yef a that he was scheduled to pitch against ous group of which will appear before rnHE Upstairs Tenement in the Waters house.
■> Stock.
19
A. M. and received at 1 JO P. M.
few who are still delinquent, from whom
the General Conference of Christian i. Apply to W. H FULLAM.
Windsor Locks the following,dayTELEPHONE OAKHAM D4.
The office hours will be:—0 30 A. M. to 8 P. M. he would like to hear.
Workers, from August 1 to 16, but also
Holiday), 6.30 to 8 JO A. M. and 6 to 6 P. M.
CHIROPODIST
Next Saturday's game will be against because of the attention directed toward
JOHN HOWE, Postmaster,
Prof J. S. R. Coy, of Spencer, who has
MRS PERRY, formerly of Springfield, chlrop William
C. Crawford
the
"All
Holyokes,"
which
ia
recognized
ill.
odist,
is
now
Dr Writer's, S. Main St
PAUL M.'KEANET.Asst. been giving the choir of the Congregationail the Moody institutions just now by All troubles of theat
feet treated without pain.
OAKHAM.
as
Hoyoke's
fastest
ball
team.
Bill
Ross,
the campaign of the Northfleld schools
al church special drill for the past eight
who won favor here while pitching for us for an added million dollars of endowFOR SALE.
weeks, was given an informal send-off on
NORTH BROOKFIELD.
against Cherry Valley, will pitch for the ment. Also, the Seminary's anniversary A TWO-BURNER gas shelf for a ^,
Crawford
Tuesday evening by the Music Committee,
stove. A. Desplaines ; Grove street next
lea
B & R Saturday. The pnblic is assured celebration in June, bringing together a to bowling
alley.
27
Our full board of assessors was called with a social hour and refreshments.
of one of the best games of the season.
noteworthy assemblage of former students
Rev Mr Budd expressed to Prof. Coy the
to Boston on Thursday.
Several of our townspeople have come from all parts of the world, stimulated
The town clock still indicates 8 36 at all appreciation of the choir for his services.
CHARLES S. LANE,
forward with the suggestion that the As- added interest in the educational system
Mr Clarence Sibley, who has been
hours of the day and night.
sociation should not attempt to put on established by It. L. Moody a generation
elected
principal
of
our
high
school
at
a
Miss Minnie McCarthy has returned
games now scheduled at less than 25 rents ago.
,
this week from the hospital in Worcester. salary of $1400, graduated from Dart- admission. The management has to ad'
This week the Summer School for and give you a large income producing propmouth
in
1899,'and
then
taught
for
five
The marriage of Walter Graham and
vise that in view of the support that has Women's Foreign Missionary Societies is erty tot it. I'm getting $11* every year for my
RE6ISTERED EMBALMER.
Leah Barrett ia promised for Monday years as sub-master in the Leominater been promised by business men, and in session. Next week will bring togeth- six-family house located four minutes from
high school, four years aa principal of
Personal Prompt Attention Day
next.
'
others interested, and also the patronage er the Home Mission Summer School and trolleys ia one of Boston's most popular suborNUrht.
urbs. House is In absolutely perfect condithe high school at Needham, and then
the Association hopes to receive at its the Summer School for Sunday School tion, fully occupied by*desirable tenants. If
All Holyokes vs. B & Ron the common
for the last four years at Stonington, Ct.,
Telephone
North
BrakflaM No.
coming entertainments, the admission Workers; then a week, later, will be the you nave a farm you want to sell, let's; get toSaturday afternoon. Hot game is antic■aa-11.
being unanimously re-elected for the
price of 15 cents for gents, and 10 cents General Conference of Christian Work- gether.
ipated.
Long Distance Connection.
coming year at a salary of $1600; Hia
J. B. LEWIS
Meanwhile, throughout the reMies Mabel Steele of Ware was the great desire to be near his own people in for ladies will not be increased thia season. ers.
runerala Personally Directed
1*1 Tremont Street, Boston
Attention is called to the fact that ev- mainder of July, the Rev F. B. Meyer of
and Every Requisite Furnweek-end guest of Miss Lawrence, Elm Worcester, is given as his reason for acished.
game played costs the Association from London, fpr many years one of the leadstreet. ■*
cepting a smaller salary here.
Idtdy Assistant.
$25 to $50 in excess of the gate receipts. ing conference speakers, will conduct a
The Odd Fellows expect to work the
It is, therefore, to be hoped that the at Bible class open to all visitors aa well
third degree on four candidates on the
Special Music on Sunday.
tendance will be large and that the con- as the many delegates upon the three
28th instant.
Mr and Mrs Melville Stuart of New spicuous few who regularly come to the general subjects, "The Place of the Holy There'* a lot
IT Mrs Arthur Thompson was operated
games and refuse to give a cent will see Spirit in Christian Work," "The Prayer- difference be. upon this morning for appendicitis, at a York, who are visiting in town, will a*-<
aiet the choir of the First Congregational fit to come across and redeem themselves, j Factor in Christian Life and Service,
ENGRAVED CALLING CARDS
tween Torie
. Worcester hospital.
church next Sunday morning. They will
With Daniels, Rosa and Allen as pitch- and "Lessons for Christian Service from Lensea and
Mrs J. U. Kapp and Mrs J. Knipe of
sing a du*t, "Twilight" and Mrs Stuart era, and Daniels and Dragoon as catchers, the Book of Judges."
IN SCRIPT OR
Flat Lenses .
Philadelphia are visiting Miss Addie
will give two solos, the first from Elijah, the team is now in first class shape, as
besides
their
,.
Stoddard, Summer street.
ENGLISH TEXT!
sisand the second "The Lost Chord."
the in-field and out-field are very strong,
alight extra cost. They give
Sale Again Postponed.
George H,arwood and wife, of ChamThe theme of Rev. Mr Budd'a aermon and without a doubt the fastest in this
you
extra
vision
and
extra
si.
I.
Lawrence,
North
Brookfield
paign, 111., are the guests of Mr and will be "Fellowship with God."
section of the country.
Again, the sale of the property of the comfort They are betterMrs Herbert £. Cummings.
July 25th the Amicrons of Worcester, W., B. & 8. electric railway has been looking, too. Come and see
The collection at the Congregational
Death of Miss Katherine Carter.
which is composed of the fastest players postponed, the next date being Aug. 6, ua about Tone Lenses.
church next Sunday morning will be for
at 1 o'clock.
in that section, will play here.
Katherine Carter, passed away at her
the benefit of the Salem surferers.
Much
credit
is
due
Mr
Charles
CougliMr and Mrs William J. Gould, who for home on Mt. Pleasant afreet, on Mon- lin on the umpiring.
Janitor Winslow wishes that all per
a time lived here, are now conducting a day, July 13th, in the forty-eighth year
ERNEST|D. CORBIN
A meeting was called of the Minatreislast sons who have brought food to the kitchphilanthropic home at Great Barrington. of her age. She waa a life-long resident
of North Brook field, her father, John evening, andjrom the reports the event en of the Congregational church, and
OPTOMETRIST
Officer Quill is to do night patrol duty
Carter, being one of the first of the many promises to be one of the best ever pro- have not called for the empty plates,
Office
at Dr Ludden's
every Thursday and Saturday evenings,
aplendid men whom Ireland gave to the duced here. Messrs. Marshall Taylor, would do so at once, as the collection of
from 7 to 9, by special vote of the selectNorth Brookfield
town.
Forceful, energetic and indua- F. M. Saunders and Charles Mayers will unclaimed crockery is constantly growing Main Street,
men.
|larger.
,
trioua, she was modest and retiring m have charge.
Herbert £. Cummings has bought a disposition. Her life was one of deeds,
new six-cylinder Hudson touring car, not of words, and her unselfish devotion
ARTISTIC MONUMENTS
When Reading.
A State Bird Day.
but will still retain his faithful Ford for to others, her sunny nature and her sterHas It ever occurred to you that,
AND CEMETERY MEMORIALS
rough work.
ling character could be fully appreciated
The Massachusetts State Grange will from the point of view ot eyesight,
The assessors state that there is a prob- only by those whose good fortune it was
there
Is
a
right
way
and
a
wrong
way
In all kinds of
cooperate with the State Board of Agriof holding a book? If you hold It the
ability of a decrease of a little over 83 a to know her well.
culture and the State Andubon Society
#1000 in the tax rate for North BrookGRANITE AND MARBLE
Hopeful and cheery through months of in calling together an assemblage of peo- •wrong way, especially If the pages be
of sm6oth, shining paper, you will get
field for this* year.
Buffering, she fought bravely for life and
ple interested in birds on July 22, at a reflection hurtful to the eyes. An C A. RISLEY & COMPANY
Mrs John C. VauCleaf and Mr William at the last bowed before the will of God Worcester. The meeting will be held at
eye specialist has been pointing this
Cheeks of Brooklyn, N. Y., are the without a fear or complaint, and died in Green Hill park, and will center about out, and he says the thing could be
Telephone*
West Brookfield.
guests of Mr and Mrs William 0. Dun- the same spirit of self-sacrifice and the old Green mansion and the lake. remedied by using a certain kind of
Christian
faith
in
which
she
lived.
can, Mount Pleasant street.
*
The various organizations will be the bookmarker which would destroy the
She leaves twrTbrothers, John and PatThe G. F. S. invite you to a hollyhock
guests of the city and the Worcester Nat- reflection, and In that case you could COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
rick,
the
former
a
resident
of
Medway,
is.
Probate Court
party Saturday afternoon, ■ from 2 to 6.
ural History Society and will make the hold the book anyhow you liked with- Worcester
To the hairs at lav, next of kin. and all other
Home-made food and candy, aprons and and the latter of Brooklyn, New York, mansion house their headquarters for (he out coining to harm.
eirsoDs Interested in the estate of Oliver LoriDjr
and three sisters, Mrs Edward Dunphy of
ice. late of North Brooklleld, In said Counfancy articles will be on sale.
day. Here their will be an extensive exty, deceased.
Sam'a Dilemma.
\
f,
•/
Brockton, Mrs Michael O' Hare of Brooka certain instrument purporting to
Sam's friends were reasoning with be Whereas,
Mr and Mrs Melville Stuart and their lyn, N. Y., and Mary, whose untiring hibition of appliances for attracting birds,
the last will and testament of said deceased
been presented to said Court, for probate,
son Herbert, of New York, are enjoying devotion and loving care have been nn- bird houses, nesting boxes, bird laws, him. patiently at the street corner. has
by Amasa Q. Stone, who prays that letters testacharts, etc. The splendid Read collec- "Now, Sam, It's time you went 'onto. mentary may be issued to him, the executor
life in town. Mr Stuart, for the last two failing.
sained.
*
seasons, has been- leading man with Mad- To live In simple faith that God ia good, tion ot Worcester County birds which That's the best place for you." "It's therein
You are hereby cited to appear at a Probate
has been installed at the manor house by this way," argued the erring brother. Court, to be held at Worcester, in said County
ame Trentini in ' 'The Firefly.''
To die in simple faith that God is love,
"If I go 'pme now she'll say I'm drunk of Worcester, on Ihe twenty-eighth day of
Lost—On Sunday, July 12, a gold col- Hers was the noblest type of womanhood, the Worcester Natural History Society —If I don't go 'ome she'll say I'm Jnly, A. D. 1914, at nine o'clock in the
forenoon, to show cause, if any you hare, why
will
be
on
exhibition.
Experts
on
the
lege pin, diamond shaped, with owner's Her passing but a step to peace above.
drunk. - It's this 'ere suffragette move- the same should not be granted.
And said petitioner is hereby directed to give
feeding and care of birds will be presname engraved on back. Finder will be
ment that's set 'em harguing. I've a labile
ablic notice thereof, by publishing this'
this citacl
ent to explain everything and the place good mind to go 'ome and break the ion once in each week lor three success
successive
To see the Latest Models of
rewarded on returning same to the JOURweeks in the North Brookfield Journal a newsChildren's Night at the Grange.
will
be
made
a
clearing
house
on
that
winders."—London Tit-Bits.
NAL office.
paper
er published in North Brookfield, the last
8indication
lioation to be one day at least before said
day for the exchange of ideas and inforourtandby mailing, postpaid, or delivering
Appleton Club executive committee
There was an audience of over 100, at mation about wild birds and how to care
.Something Worth Trying.
a copy of this citation to all known persons inmeet next Monday evening with Mrs Orange hall, last evening, to enjoy the
Anybody who has ever tried, for terested in the estate, seven days at least befor them. The exhibition will be irom
fore
said Court.
Greene on South Main street to complete following program in charge of Worthy 10 to 4. Tie meeting will begin at 10.30 five minutes, a big motive, ever tried
Witness, WILLIAM T. FORBES, Esquire,
Judge of said Court, this second day of Jnly
the program for next season and make Lecturer and Mrs Elizabeth Varnum.
working
a
little
happiness
for
other
with contests and games under the manin the year one thousand nine hundred ana
assignment of papers.
Piano Duet, "A Basket of Hoses'"
agement of the secretary "WNflnT-st^te people into what he Is doing for him- fourteen. HARRY H. ATVTOOD, Register.
self,
for
instance,
if
he
stopped
to
Ruth
Fullam
and
Gwendolyn
Burnham
The Hollyhock Salej a summer sale by
Or have them brought to your home}
Jnly 3,1», 17S.
grange bird committee. Those who can think about It and how It worked and
by sending word to
•.*
•„*
the Girls' Friendly Society will be held in "What I learned in the Garden,"
identify birds at eight should be on hand how happy It made him himself, would
Bernice Dickinson to compete for the prizes. People of all
the parish rooms of Christ Memorial
never do anything in any other way
"NO TRESPASS" NOTICES.
"I
ought
to
love
my
Country,"
church, on Saturday, July 18, from 2 to 6
sizes and both sexes are admitted. Bas- all bis life. It is the big motives that WE shall hereafter keep constantly on hand
Warren Witt ket lunch at noon.
ready-printed notices On cloth, suitable
p. m. Fancy articles, aprons, candy and
are efficient.—Crowds.
or posting in the open air. \
Representative for the Brookf leids.
"A little dandelion,"
Mildred Witt
food.
j
' JOUBNAL Office, North Brookfield
In the afternoon State Master ChapWhat
He
Would
Paint
Next.
Telephone 16-13,
We were pleased to welcome to our Tableau, "Dressed for the Party,"
man of Ludlow will speak for the Grange.
We went up to the Caxton building
•Lois and John Chesley Lane
office this week, Mr Chauncey Wing of
NORTH BROOKFIELD,
Wilfred Wheeler of ^Concord for the the other day to call on an artistic
MASS.
Greenfield, who, with his wife and son Song, "Little Buttercup,"
27
Board of Agriculture. Edward Howe friend. We found him doing a war
Margaret
Doane
dance
about
his
studio.
"What
on
Howard, and Mrs Sarah E. Briggs, came
Forbush, State Ornithologist' former
down in his automobile to visit Mrs "Four little daisies,'' ' . Helen Webber president of the Worcester Natural His- earth has happened?" we asked.
"Fastidious,"
Edith
Stuart
"I've sold that painting," he cried.
EDWIN T. CHAP1N
Sanford Briggs.
tory Society will give an illustrated talk "Fine!" said we. "What are you go"We little boys,"
Kobert Burr
on {he movement for bird protection with ing to paint next?" "The town!" And
One of the sights wprth going far to
ARCHITECT
"My Reasons,"
Theodore Bigelow
see just now is the beautiful display of Song, "Rip Van Winkla," Ralph Stuart some practical points in attracting birds, he did, you know.—Cleveland Plain
727-728
State
Mutual Building, Worcester
Mr
Winthrop
Packard,
secretary
of
the
Dealer.
Ramblers that line Rose Avenue on the
"The boy who helps his mother,"
Massachusetts Audubon Society will speak
way to Bates park.
They are in their
Telephone
Commercial
Possibility.
Herbert Howard on Bird Music and Bird Welfare. This
plory, and~are attracting mnch admiraLittle Ruth was busily occupied
A knowing pig,"
Winona Woodis
meeting will be held at the natural am- with "ier slate and pencil. Presently
tion from all who drive or walk to Bates
"When I was a little girl,"
phitheatre at the lake side if the weather
park.
Georgia Woodis is favorable. If not it will be called in- she ran to her father, whose face at
the time required the. services of a
Each year more and more summer so\ Charles Wilbur, a man weighing con- ' H ow to cure a cold," Rachel Woodis
doors. T.here will be no postponement. barber, climbed upon his knee and journers from all over the country are
FRED a CLAPP
^siderably aver 200 pounds was thrown Piano solo, "The Merry Huntsman,"
seeking
pleasant spots in Sew England,
After the exercises bird walks will be or- rubbing her chubby little hand over
from a mowing machine, at his New
patronizing
well-managed
hotels
and
the
Evelyn Clapp ganized.
his chin, said: "Papa, can you sharpBraintree farm, one day this week, badly "Kindness to animals," Jack Hubbard
en slate pencils on that?"—Exchange. fileasantly located boarding places and
arms where paying guests are received.
bruising his back and body. Dr Prouty ' 'A little bit of fly,"
Evelyn Banks
Each season thousands of people turn
Always Continue to Hope.
looked him over and decided there were Song, "Two little boys in blue,"
A Close Call.
to the advertising columns of the Boston
We
do
not
command
ourselves
to
no broken bones.
Registered £mbaimer.
Howard Lane
Evening Transcript, where so many anhope. We just hope. It is a part of
Stella Cummings
A new rule will be adopted by the tele- "A history Lesson,"
A touripg car owned and driven by our vitality. It lifts, inspires, nerves nouncements of summer places are published.
Margaret Doane Arthur Garvey, of Springfield, was struck
phone company, August 1st, nnder which " Helping Mamma,"
I#*»iy AwUtaBt.
us. It is as indefinite as life Itself. It
Many families prefer to lease farms,
all users of long distance calls will be in- "Be sure you're right,"
by the6 p. m. car from North Brookfield, is an inseparable function of a sound houses or cottages in the country. Hun«Winthrop Newman Sunday afternoon, at the crossing near mind. The ceaseless struggle of hope, dreds of properties are sold every season
formed t^at they should signify to the
lushing Roses,'''
Connected by Long Distance Teleoperator upon, making a toll call that
the old Whiting place on the East Brook- on the invisible battlefield of the mind, to parties from Eastern and Western
cities who are attracted by advertisements
phone>t House and Store.
Marion Lidstone field road, now owned by Mr Burr. Mr is one of the wonders of creation.
they wish to know the charge either bein
the
Transcript.
"A wise old Owl,"
Frank Parkman Garvey and his family had just left the
fore or after making the call.
If
you
desire
to
reach
the
well-to-do
"Wanted, a girl,"
Florence Lane house and did not notice the car appeople and attract them to your town inUnion service at the Chapel at 7, each
Where?
Tableau, "Sunshine or 8hower,"
proaching until they reached trie track
"Spare my blushes," she pleaded, sert a well-worded advertisement in the
Sunday evening, during July and August,
Margaret Doane, Winona Woodis, when their engine stalled, and the car "Good gracious!" he replied. "Can you Boston Transcript.
conducted by the Y. P. 8. 0. E. Last
l Bernice Dickinson which had slowed down for the crossing still blusb? Where have you been
Full information, rates, sample copies
Sunday evening the meeting was led by
MRS HELEN MORSE SMITH
After the entertainment cake and ice as usual, struck the auto, crushing the blushing these past few years?"—Chi- and advice cheerfully given on request).
Mrs A. H. Prouty of the music committee
cream were served by Mr and Mrs Fred rear wheel on the right hand aide like an cago Record.
DRESSMAKING
of the church. There was violin music
T. Parkman, Miss Marion Tucker and
_„ eggshell, but Injuring no one.
Had the I
by the Wiley brothers and Miss Florence
Legal Wrong.
I
Prospect
St.
' North BrookfitU
Harry Fullam. All agree that Children's car been going at the usual speed the
* Jackson,
Delay of justice Is injuaUoa.—Walter
night was a great success.!
damage would have been more serious
334
Washington
St..
Boston,
Mass.
Savage Landor.
FRIDAY, JULY 17, 1914.

Sensational Bargains in All
Departments

I
i •

CORSETS

MRS. B. C. GRAVES,

Summer
Places
Wanted

Funeral Director

Boston Transcript Co.

BROOKFIELD TIMES
BROOKFIELD TIMES

ALLEGES WASTE
OF $90,000,000
BY NEWJAVEN

"Boston a. Maine despoilment."
"Inequity of the Westchester acquisition."
"Double price paid for the Rhode Island trolleys."
"Recklessness in the purchase of Connecticut and Massachusetts
trolleys at prices exorbitantly In excess of their market value.
"Disposition, without knowledge of the directors^ of hundreds of
thousands of dollars for influencing public sentiment."
"Habitual payment of unitemixed vouchers without any clear speci-

Interstate Commerce Board
Holds Old Management of
Road Criminally Negligent

the railroad was a party."
"Extensive use of a- paid lobby."
"Payment of money and profligate use of free passes to legislator*

less Financing and Corruption—
Sham Methods Are Charged to
Master Financiers.

U. S. MARINE8 MOBILIZING.
<Ready for Quick Movement Into Haiti
and Santo Domingo.
Washington.—Recognizing the necessity of taking some action with regard to conditions in Haiti and Santo
Domingo the administration announced the sending of 700 marines to
Guantanamo, Cuba. This force Is to
*e held In readiness for a quick
•movement into either country.
Three hundred of these marines
■will be taken from the forces now at
Vera Cruz, 110 from the brigade ashore
.and the balance from the battleships
Texas and New York, which have extra marine detachments aboard. The
transport Hancock, after taking these
marines from Vera Cruz to Guantanamo, will proceed to Norfolk and there
take on board 400 more marines for
transportation to Guantanamo. the
Hancock will remain at Guantanamo
'ready to transport the force to be assembled there to Haitian or Dominican ports on short notice.
TRAIN KILLS TWO WOMEN.

.*
§
1
I
§
1
§
1

and their friends."
„
"Investment of $400,000 in securities of a New England newspaper,
nent
of
political
bosses
in
Rhode
Island
and
"Regular employme
from 'becoming active
to prevent them
other states
on the other side.' "
"Retention by John L. Billard of more than $2,700,000 in a transac
tion ... In which he invested not a dollar."
"Inability of Oaklelgh Thome to account for $1,032,000 of the
funds of the New Haven."
"Distribution of $1,200,000 for corrupt purposes."
"Unwarranted increase of the New Haven liabilities from $93,000.000 in 1903 to $417,000,000 in 1913."
"Increase in floating notes from nothlnfl in 1903 to approximately

I $40,000,000 In 1913."

.

.
S
g

•
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"PR0SPERITY1S JUSTICE LURTON
AT PITTSBURGH DIES SUDDENLY
All Branches Toning Up, Pay Supreme Court Jurist Succumbs
Roll $1,000,000 a Day

to Cardiac Asthma

BUSINESS MEN CONFIRM IT

FIRST VACANCY FOR WILSON

All Branches of Trade Feel Returning Tennessee JuHst and Confederate
Soldier Became Member of Tribunal
Stimulus—Steel Plants Putting on
in 1910—Was In His 71st Year.
More Men, and There Is *15r
—Taft Appointed
Him.
000,000 in Private Building.
Pittsburgh. — The Chronicle-Telegraph, the afternoon dally paper of
United States Senator Oliver (Republican) prints the following: •
"Pittsburgh is the first of American cities to recover from the depression in business which has affected the entire country.
In this
manufacturing district the ebb tide
in the commercial and Industrial-field
caused by the change In the nation's
tariff policy, the changes wrought in
the banking and currency system and
the uncertainty in the railroad rate
situation has been reached.
"Pittsburgh Is returning to Its oldtime prosperity. ThlB is the opinion
voiced
by leading manufacturers,
bankers and business men of the community.
Feel Returning Stimulus.
"All branches of trade," the paper
declares, "are feeling the stimulus of
the return of normal conditions. The
Pittsburgh payroll, measured on the
unexampled standard of $1,000,000 a
day, again is making itself felt in
the home commercial mart. This unrivaled asset in Pittsburgh business,
and especially in' guaranteeing the
stability of the community* mercantile trade, is growing greater.
"Reports in the Iron and steel Industry for July in the Pittsburgh district show an Increase over June of
10 per cent. The August outlook Is
still better. In the fall many new
industries', located by the Pittsburgh
Industrial Development Commission,
will begin operations. All told, these
concerns will give year round employment to skilled mechanics of the
highest wage-earning capacity. This
will mean at least 4,000 additional buyers who will augment the receipts of
Pittsburgh merchants.
$15,000,000 in Building.
"The present building boom now so
noticeable In Pittsburgh Is declared
by contracting engineers and builders to be the most remarkable experienced here In years. That this situation will be greatly exceeded seems
apparent In the enormous building activity scheduled for the near future"

JMother and Daughter Caught on a
TRIPLE TRAGEDY AT BEACH.
High Embankment In Maine.
' Augusta Me^-Mrs. William S. Gutierrez, 54 years old,, and her daugh- Girl Drowne Unheeded •■ Man and
Boy Die in Water.
ter, Lola, aged 24, of 418 Central Park
Gloucester, Mass.—Three persons
West, New York, were Instantly killed when struck by the Bar Harbor were drowned at Good Harbor Beach
Express near the Maine Central Rail- during one day.
George Collins, a boy of sixteen,
road station at Lake Maranacook. The
•women were guests at a hotel on the tried to save Edward Johnson, of
Sake and were walking along the track Brockton, a man of heavy build, who
At the same time. Miss Bessie Duffy,
en a nigh embankment near the treacle which crosses the narrowa of the gled with the boy rescuer and both
went down.
Sake.
At he same time, Miss Bessie Duffy,
They saw the approaching train and
•ndeavored to reach the station plat- swimming near another part of the
beach,
was carried away by the unform ahead of It, but the fast moving
Jocomotlve overtook and struck them dertow, her cries for help going unboth, hurling their bodies down the heeded In the excitement attendant on
the other drownings.
embankment.
CASHIER GONE; $18,000 AL80.

Boston.—Following are the Important accomplishments of the 191* Legislature:
Enacted 785 acts and 160 reBOlves.
The 1913 record was 841 act* and
133 resolves.
Sat for 183 days, a record exceeded
only three times In the history of the
state.
Received 14 vetoes from the Governor and sustained him on all of
them.
' Eleven of th« enacted bills the
Governor allowed to beoome laws
without his signature.
Declared a state tax of J8.760.000,
as against (8,000,000 In 1913.

'""Scattering of retainers to attorneys of five states, who rendered
no itemized bills for services and who conducted no litigation to which

Mellen Management Accused of Reck-

I

Sat 183 Days, Passed. 785 Acts, 160
Resolves and Sustained the
Governor's 14 Vetoes

fication of details."
„
"Practice of financial legerdemain In issuing large blocks of New
Haven stock for notes of the New England Navigation Company and
manipulating"these securities back and forth."
M1#t„ wlth th.
"Fictitious sales of New Haven stock to friendly parties with the
design of boosting the stock and unloading on the public at the higher

RECOMMENDS PROSECUTION

Washington.—In one of the harshest
reports ever handed down hy a Government bureau, the Interstate Commerce Commission has held the directors of the old management of the
New York, New Haven and Hartford
Railroad criminally negligent and subject to prosecution under the Shermau
anti-trust and other laws.
The commission has put the matter
of criminal proceedings in the hands
of Attorney-General McReynolds by
referring to him a complete record of
the testimony taken before the committee. » The commission has also called the attention of District Attorney
Whitman and prosecuting officers In
Massachusetts and Rhode Island to
possible violations of State laws.
The commission estimates that between $70,000,000 and $90,000,000 has
been lost to the New Haven stockholders through waste and impairment
of values under the old manageme-it.
It expresses the opinion that a part
at least of this amount should be recovered from the individual directors
and others.
<*- "The result of our research into the
financial workings of the former management of the New Haven system,"
says the report, "has been to disclose
one of the most glaring instances of
maladministration revealed In all the
history of American railroads."
The commission finds that the late
J. P. Morgan and Charles S. Mellen
dominated the affairs of the New Ha,ven road and that the other members
of the board of directors subordinated
themselves to the will of these two.
The commission refers repeatedly,
however, to the New Haven directorAte and officers as the "Mellen-Morgan-Rockefeller management."
,
The New Haven
directorate so
'harshly attacked by the commission
•was made, up as follows:
William Rockefeller, Charles F,
Brooker, Edwin Mllnef, William Skinner, D. Newton Barney, Charles S.
Mellen, Robert W. Taft, James S. Elton, James S. Hemingway, A. Heaton
Robertson, Frederick F. Brewster,
.Henry K. M^Harg, Alexander Cochrane, John L. Billard, George F.'Baker, T. De Witt Cuyler, Theodore N.
Vail, Edward Milllgan,
Francis T.
,. iMaxwell, Sidney W. WInslow, Samuel
Rea, taurence Mlnot, Morton F. Plant,
De V. H. Warner, the late J. P. Morgan and John T. Pratt.
«

CARMAN MAID
WHAT 1914 MASSACHUSETTS
BREAKS ALIBI
LEGISLATURE ACCOMPLISHED

tastisstjjttjsttisxBatssT^^

1 CONDEMNED ACTS OF NEW HAVEN BOARD
J
FOR WHICH PROSECUTION IS URGED

BANDITS ROB FAST TRAIN.

Atlantic
City.—Associate
Justice
Horace Harmon Lurton of the United,
States Supreme Court died unexpectedly at a hotel here from heart disease, superinduced by cardiac asthma.
He was -70 years old.
His death
creates the first vacancy In the Supreme Court In Wilson Administration.
The Justice, who came here on
July 1, was in his usual health before retiring and had taken his customary evening outing on the hoardwalk.
Shortly after midnight he
complained of feeling ill and, although
his physician, Dr. Ruffln, was immediately summoned, Justice Lurton
died at 6 o'clock In the morning.
His wife and son, Horace H. Lurton, Jr., of Nashville, were at the
bedside. Mrs. Horace Va-i Deventer,
daughter, and her husband arrived
that night from Knoxville.
Born at Newport, Campbell county,
Ky., Justice Lurton was attending the
county schools when the civil' war
began,
Though only 17 years old,
he enlisted in the Confederate army
and became a trooper under the famous General Morgan.
Three years later he was captured
and Imprisoned.
A personal appeal
by his mother to President Lincoln
brought about his release on parole,
and when the war closed he was
studying law at Cumberland University. He was graduated in 1867 and
.began practicing, law in Tennessee.
After serving four years as a Tennessee division chancellor, he returned to the practice of law in 1878,
and eight years later was elected a
Judge of the Tennessee Supreme
Court, of which he became Chief Justice In 1893. The same year President Cleveland appointed him a judge.
As a Federal jurist Judge Lurton
was closely associated with William
Howard Taft, then a Clscuit Judge,
and when the vacancy in the Supreme
Court occurred in 1909 President Taft
appointed him to the post He took
office on January 3, 1910, being the
fourth Confederate soldier to become
a member of the highest court,
Washington.—The death of Justice
Lurton means that President WlUon
will be called on to make bis first
appointment to the Supreme bench.
Before the death of Justice Lurton
the Supreme Court was made up of
six Republicans and three Democrats.
By the death of Justice Lurton, the
Democratic representation
on
the
bench Is reduced to two—Chief Justice White and Associate Justice
Lamar. It Is generally assumed that
a Democratic President will feel Impelled under such circumstances to
name a Democrat to succeed Justice
Lurton, Furthermore there has been
an unwritten rule In the Senate,
which must confirm the nomination,
that the minority representation on
the Supreme bench shall not fall below three at any time.
MELVILLE E. INGALLS DEAD.

Budapest Branch of Mutual Life In- "Katy Filer" Held Up and Safe Dyna- Was Receiver and Then President of
mited Near St. Louis.
surance Company Robbed.
Big Four Lines.
St Louis, Mo.—The :'Katy Filer,"
Budapest.—Geza Dorfier, cashier of
Hot Springs, Va.—Melville E. Inthe Budapest branch of the Mutual the crack train of the Missouri, Kan- galls, financier and railroad man, died
Life Insurance Company of New York, sas & Texas Railroad, was held up at here of heart failure.
has disappeared. He Is alleged to Matson, Mo,
Three days before he suffered from
The robbers escaped with a large an ulcerated tooth, and the shock of
have defrauded the company of $18,sum
of
money.
They
cut
off
the^
entreatment was fatal. He became un000. He wrote a letter to his wife in
•which he said he bad lost the money gine and mail and express cars, ran conscious soon afterward, and was
en the stock exchange.' Dorfier hid tfiem two miles down the track from only roused once or twice before
ifceen in the" employ of the company Matoon, lined up the engineer, fire- he died.
Burial was is the family plot at
for fifteen years. He received a salary man, and track walker against a bluff,
and blew ;he safe «e pieces.
Cincinnati.
<tf $1,000 a year. ^^^

IMPORTANT MEASURES ENACTED
AND DEFEATED BY LEGISLATURE.

Among the important measures enacted at this session of the Legislature were the following:
To allow the N«w Haven railroad
to dispose of Its control of the Boston and Maine vested In the Boston
Railroad Holding Company.
To Increase the benefits to worklogmen under the workingmen'a compensation act.
- To further limit the issue of injunctions in labor disputes.
To provide for the reorganisation
of the Stale Board of Health.
For the better prevention of fires In
the metropolitan district
To abolish party enrollment.
To reorganize the Boston Port Directors.
To farther protect the United
States flag from use for advertising
purposes.
To further prohibit and define corrupt practices at elections.
To provide for an amendment of
the constitution to allow woman suffrage.
For the supervision of hydro-electrlc companies iby the Gas and Electric Light Commission.
Among important measures defeated were the following:
To amend the constitution so as to
provide for the initiative and referendum.
_^
To provide for the calling of a
constitutional convention.
The "Ellis" milk Mil.
To amend the constitution so as to
prohibit appropriations of public*
money for sectarian institutions.
To provide for the redistribution
of the corporate franchise tax.
To merge the Boston Elevated, Bay
State and "Narrow Gauge" transportation systems.
To provide for the completion of
the west wing extension to the'State
House. .
The "Blue Sky" law.
To allow the lease of the Hampden
railroad by the Boston and Maine.
The "Antl Vaccination1' bill.
To transfer the control of the telephone and telegraph companies from
the Public Service Commission to the
Board of Gas and Electric Light Commissioners.
Important measures affecting the
city of Boston are the following:
To provide for a larger City Council ejected by districts.

To change the date of the city election and reduce the number of signatures to nomination papers required of mayoralty candidates.
To extend the life of Transit Commission.
To abolish the parental school and
establish the disciplinary day school.
Constitutional Amendments,
The Legislature adopted four constitutional amendementa, for woman
suffrage; Income tax; taking land;
for publlo purposes; taking land foci
the relief of congestion.
Has authorised the reorganisation
of the state board of efficiency and
economy; the Boston board of port
directors; the state "board of insanity;
the state board of health, and has
provided that the publlo service commissioners give all their time to their
office duties.
Has provided for summer Investigations of city charters; of legislative
procedure; of the water power of the
state; of the taxation of sign boards;;
of the advisability of establishing a
state university; of the transportation
conditions in the metropolitan district; of the western counties trana-j
portatlon conditions; of laws relating
to liens, etc.; of the purchase of land
for state forests; of the feasibility
of placing the ice business under
state control.
Three new cities have been chartered during the year—Attleboro,
Westfleld and Revere.
Nine memorials to Congress were
presented by the Legislature—In favor of a Boston Navy Yard supply
ship; in favor of a Boston reserve
bank; in favor Of the Hamll civil service retirement bill; that Boston 'be
made the permanent berthing place
of the frigate Constitution; that the
state toe reimbursed for its support
of the nautical training ship; against
the so-called illiteracy test; against
the purchase of foreign 'bunting; in
favor of public ownership of coal
mines; against the segregation of
colored employes at Washington.
Save Fire Hazard Bill.
The metropolitan fire hazard bill
was saved at the last moment A
special committee of the Chamber of
Commerce, Mayor Fitzgerald and two
conference committees were required,
but the work was successful.
The trouble came when In the Senate an amendment offered iby Senator Fisher was adopted making the
acceptance of the act optional with
the various cities and towns In the
metropolitan district. The vote was
19 to 17. Senator Dean had this acceptance provision modified slightly,
but the friends of the bill appreciated
that with Lynn and other cities fighting the bill with this amendment was
as good as dead.
When the measure reached the
House ft was still carrying the rider.
This the House refused to accept, and
a conference committee was appointed. The Senate would not recedeThen a second conference committee
was appointed. Mayor Fitzgerald and
fche Chamber of (Commence people"
having arrived, the Senate agreed to
recede and the bill was sent along.

BOSTON TO HAVE BRANCH OF
THE U. S. TRADE BUREAU
Chamber of Commerce Pledges $5000 Toward New
England Organization.
Boston—Enthusiasm for the development of Boston as a greater business centre, as well as a busier port,
and for Increased impetus to the
manufacturing and commercial interests of New England, was much in
evidence at a meeting of the committee on foreign trade of the chamber
of commerce. Much of the enthusiasm came from the over optimistic
chairman of the committee, ex-Mayor
John F. Fitzgerald.
This Is an important step for New
England, since now all foreign information and statistics can be gained
by the business man several days
earlier than formerly, and If the local office is not In possession of
the required knowledge, as a branch,
it may demand it from Washington.
In other words, it puts the government's resources of foreign Information right at Boston's door.
To co-ordinate and correlate the
facts furnished by the government
bureau, a New England foreign trade
bureau Is being organized by the
committee. To finance it the chamber of commerce has promised |5,000
toward a budget of $15,000, the balance, $10;00O to be raised among the
business men and manufacturers of
New England. Mr. Fitzgerald said
last night that 25 per cent of this
sum • has been subscribed and that
the members of the committee will
visit heads of prominent firms to get
their support and make a report at
the next meeting.
The Plan* »■ to *et 10(> men 0T
firms to give $1,000 each for three
years. With this amount It is expected effective work can be done
by the New England Foreign Trade
Bureau.
This bureau will not duplicate the
work of the United States .branch.

but merely win make use of the Information that the latter makes
available, arranging and tabulating
such facts as are particularly applicable to New England Industries. It
will work to Increase the amount of
freight that leaves Boston by water;
to create an atmosphere that prevailed during the old "clipper" days;
to get New England business men to
work shoulder to shoulder and to get
steamship business, not as in the
past by "wining and dining," but by
scientific' methods.
HEU8TIS TAKES CHARQE OP
* M. AUG. 15.
To Succeed Pres. Morris McDonald
on That Date.
Boston—James H. Heustls, who
has made a reputation In New England as a remarkably successful operating railroad man, has been entrusted the difficult task of rehabilitating the Boston and Maine, the
directors of that road having chosen
blm to the
presidency to succeed
Morris McDonald.
He will take up his duties as head
of the Boston and Maine on Aug. 15.
Since last September he h r*% been
connected with the New Haven/ and
since October he has been president
of that system. In that time he has
effected what amounts practically to
a saving of $1,000,000 for the company.
'
His salary with the New Haven
has been $35,000 a year, the same
amount which McDonald received
from the Boston and Maine.
McDonald, however, has been devoting
'Saturday afternoons and Sundays to
conducting the affairs of the Maine
Central as well, for which •srvic* ha
received $11,000 a year.
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that I have learned to love you. I quarry was located—hence the letter.' are none, it can't be Callls, because
suppose It means nothing to you that
Tom was guided to a speedy de- he's getting well—saw him less thsa
Ralph Van Vechten, a young man of you are the fiancee of my best friend, cision by several considerations. To an hour ago."
leisure, la astonished to see a man enter and that I must give you up. I sup- antagonize this man might mean the
"Just suppose," Cornelius went on
No. 1313, a house across the street from
the Powhatan club. Ions; unoccupied and pose It means nothing to you that I upsetting of Willard's plans at the meditatively, "that Wlllard Is expect•poken of as the House of Mystery. Sev- will keep right on loving you because very moment of their fulfillment; to ing somebody to die—at a given time,
eral persons at regular Intervals enter
No. 1313. Van Vechten expresses concern I can't help myself, but must put on a retain his good will would leave a rep- say—"
to his friend, Tom Phinney, regarding the grin to hide It from him—from every- resentative of the adverse Interests on
"Hang it all!" Tom cut in. "YOB
"whereabouts of his cousin and fiancee,
I the premises, who could frustrate Wll- don't think the man is plotting delibPaige Carew. A man is forcibly ejected body. Ood! How I do love you!
from the house. Van Vechten and Tom have the satisfaction,
anyhow, of lard If the latter's schemes really were erate murder, do you?"
follow the man and And him dead in (he
to Interfere. It would be the detectCornelius did not say what he
•treet. Van Vechten Is attracted by the knowing that you know it."
Her regard had remained steadfast- ive's role to wait and watch, and as thought. He sat considering.
face of a girl In the crowd of onlookers
Surrounding the body, Detective Flint ly locked with his throughout this Im- John Callls' substitute he would be
"Well," he said at last, rising, "I
calls on Van Vechten to get his version
of the tragedy, Tom Phinney goes alone passioned tirade, nor did It waver now. given excellent opportunities to learn guess I'll have to take your word for it
on a yachting trip. He recognizes among Gently she told him:
what was going on.
•
that everything Is all right until I see
•owe persons In a passing motor boat two
"You are hurting me, Tom."
"Sit down," said Tom presently. As different. But a coffin"—he shook his
men whom he had seen enter the House
of Mystery. He sees one of them, a Mr.
In
a
swift
revulsion
of.
feeling,
be
the
man
obeyed,
he
stood
up
and,
head
dubiously—"it don't look good to
■Callls, on shore later and follows him.
thrusting his hands Into his Jacket me." Whereupon he took his deparTom Is seized, blindfolded and taken to a dropped her hand.
bouse. A sweet-voiced girl later protests
"Forgive me!" he begged. "I am be- pockets, coolly surveyed the other,
ture.
against the roughness of his captors,
"It happens," he went on, "that I
Shortly after nightfall TOM saw Wllvan Vechten calls on his uncle, Theodore side myself. A fellow can't get used
Van Vechten, big man fii Wall street, to a thing like this all in a minute. know 'your uncle' pretty well myself." lard and the man Cornelius board the
mnd known as the "Man of Iron," in
.search of Information regarding the But, believe me, Miss Carew, 111 never The man gave him a quick, sharp launch and go ashore, and he watched
whereabouts of Paige Carew, Detective bother you again. It's all been like a glance, but said nothing. "I would ad- them with a quickened sense of anticiFlint shows Van Vechten a gold mesh
ipurse found in the House of Mystery. fairy dream—from the eecend I first vise you not to attempt to send that pation.
Van recognizes It as belonging to Paige heard your voice as I stood blindfold- letter ashore. It's my opinion that you
"If that sleuth Is worth a darn," he
-Carew. The sweet-voiced girl helps Tom
Phinney escape. A message from Ixm- ed before you; when you came tome can serve Flint's ends better by doing reflected, "now Is his chance to get
"I am not needed here," he said,
•don reports that two ladles resembling where I lay helpless In the dark, and Just what Wlllard has employed you to word to Flint."
His voice was full of bitterness;
Miss Carew and her companion, Mrs.
He did not witness their return, but "I often wish that I was dead.
"Devereaux, sailed for New York some yet could not see your face; when you do, and by trying not to excite Wiltime previously. It develops that the led me out Into the night and left me, lard's suspicions.
You will earn a about an hour later he had a glimpse
The world Is sore at me, I guess;
ladles visited the Elngllsh home of Tern still blindfolded; when we came face thousand dollars, won't you?"
of Cornelius and one of the other It seems my luck Is always bad,
pie Bonner. owner of the House of Mys
tt hits me everywhere I go;
tery. It Is recalled that Temple Bonner to face here—well, It seems that I have
"So WlUard promised." returned the young men, garbed In soiled and worn
Good Fortune's makln" others glad.
was In love with a daughter of Compton been blindfolded all along until this man.
overalls and jumpers, Uke a pair of
Schuyler who married Max WlUard. The
She never hands me favors, though,
other daughter married a man named moment; but I don't want to forget a
"You may depend on It," Tom as- stevedores.
Devereaux. Bonner and Wlllard were In- single detail of my dream. Now, I am sured him, "1 have known for some
"I've never had no chance to rise.
Somewhere
around
half-past
nine,
timate friends. A search Is started for
There's always something In the way,
"Wlllard. Van Vechten enters the House awake—"
time that Flint was looking for Wll- the coffin-shaped box once more apLuck never handed me a prize.
of Mystery by the back door In time to
She surprised him with an abrupt lard—and more especially for John peared.
But others get them every day,
Tiear John Callls threaten a girl. He Interferes and helps the girl escape, but Is cry of Impatience, emphasised with a Callls—"
But now, instead of two men, all four I'm sick of life, I'd like to be
rendered unconscious in the struggle stamp of one foot. Her eyes were
At rest and free from all the care;
The
detective
sharply
Interjected:
of
WlUard's
retainers
were
carrying
It
with Callls. Tom Phinney gets a Job
"He's on thlB yacht right now—dis- Indeed, it would scarcely be too much There ain't no place on earth for me,
«s msster of Brownlow's yacht Kohlnur, snapping.
I ain't been treated on the square."
which has been chartered for some mys"Tom Phinney! Stop that sort of abled. That's why you happen to be to say that they staggered with it, so
terious mission. The charterer. Max Wllhere; you were hired to take his place. heavy had It grown, and so marked He slouched away, still murmuring
lard, and his friends board the yacht at talk. You make me tired!"
night and Tom hears the voice of the unAbout the sadness of his case;
"Pardon me." He bowed politely. "I I'll see to It that he doesn't get away was the contrast between the ease and
it nown girl. Van Vechten, recovering
from you. Strikes me you have oppor- Indifference with which it had been He was an unattractive thing,
from injusles received in his flght with have nothing more to say." .
With ragged stubbles on his face;
Callls, Is visited by Jessie Wlllard in
"Well, I have." All at once ber tunities that old Flint would appreci- brought aboard, and the extreme cau- He had not mastered any trade.
■Whom he recognises the girl who was the
tion with which It was being handled
cause of the tight. He declares his love voice broke. "You are the stupidest, ate."
Nor evaii learned his native speech;
for her. She tells him that If his feelings most exasperating man I ever knew!
There was no goal that he had made
The man no longer tried to dissem- now.
nave not changed one week from that
Unfaltering attempts to reach:
-day she will marry him. A coffin-shaped And I—I—don't know whether to ble.
WlUard's patent explosive 9ashed Inoox Is taken aboard the yacht at night. laugh or—or cry!" And doing both,
"I
see
that
you
have
me
spotted
aU
to
Tom's
mind.
After
all,
was
It
not
"Delia tells Tom she really is Paige Carew
Why He Was Hurt
right. Cornelius Is my name. What's possible that he was about to perpeand that she has been Interested In him she darted suddenly from the room.
"My friends," said the minister, after
for vears through the glowing accounts
Miss Carew had not been gone a the game?, Phlneas had no time to trate some appalling disaster, and
•of Van Vechten.
he had finished reading his text for the
minute before the stranger he had ac- put me wise."
that Paige and Jessie had been won
"He couldn't have told you so very over to whatever extreme mistaken second time, "I promised last Sunday,
costed the previous day appeared in
BOOK 111.
as
you will remember, to preach a sermuch," replied Tom—"little more than principles he justified his conduct by,
the doorway.
M
Can I have a word with you, cap- I can myself. I am not in Willard's so that they to believed them to be mon this morning that should be only
CHAPTER IX
confidence, but I have the best of rea- right and high-minded? With an Im- 16 minutes long. I am very glad intain?" said the man.
Tom was Impatient of any Interrup- sons for knowing that whatever it is minent sense of the man's powerful in- deed to see such a large number of
A Disappearance.
tion Just at this juncture. He favored he's up to, It Is strictly on the level."
dividuality strong upon him, the idea, brethren and sisters present, but there
If Miss Carew had planned to over- the Intruder with a scowl and bluntly
"H'm-m-m," Cornelius mused, "that hideous as it was, was not altogether Is one thing that causes me eztrema
whelm Capt. Tom Phinney with asked him what he wanted.
sorrow. It Is not that the large turnmakes my position a bit difficult, Impossible.
, amazement at her disclosure, she must
The man stepped inside and closed doesn't it?"
Wlllard was himself superintending out today Is probably due to the fact
nave been eminently well pleased with the door.
"Not particularly so. AU you have the box's conveyance with such anx- that I have decided to make my rethe result; In point of fact, she made
"I have learned," said he, "that no to do Is play fair. If anything crook- ious regard and solicitude that Tom's marks brief. I realize that few men
BO effort to conceal her amusement;
one Is allowed to go ashore; I dont ed shows up you can count on my as- misgivings swept over him again, in- have such gifts of oratory as to be Inbut In a moment a change came over
teresting or Instructive for an hour, or
particularly mind about that; but I sistance. But the orders are strict tensified a hundredfold.
blm that at first startled and next disabout going and coming, and you
With no clearly defined purpose la even half an hour at a time. It was
mayed her, for something had hap- came away rather hurriedly, and I couldn't expect me to make an excepthis conviction which led me to decide
pened that she had not foreseen and would like to send a message to my— tion of you, Flint or anybody else. On mind, he Involuntarily stepped up to to cut down the length of my sermons,
my people. Would there be any objecthe gangway, as they began to nego-could not comprehend now.
i
my side, I shall say nothing to Wll- tiate the difficult descent of the ao- but I do feel hurt, my friends, when I
tion to that?"
First of all It occurred to him, that
see at least a dozen of the brethren In
The fellow's manner was furtive lard about you."
commodatlon-stepB.
If this was Paige Carew, then nothing
Cornelius picked up both bill and
"You need more help there, don't the front pews take out their watches,
whatever had happened to her, be- and clandestine, and Tom was a bit letter, returning the first to his pocket
as I begin my remarks, for the purpose
cause there was no mistaking the fact puzzled. Before he could reply, the and tearing the second into tiny bits. you?" he demanded.
WlUard barred his progress with a of letting me understand that I am to
that she was a free agent; there other drew a sealed envelope from his
"Flint
will
be
all
up
In
the
air
over
be timed. I had hoped that if I was
could be, therefore, no claeh of Inter- pocket and laid it on the table, and not hearing from me," he remarked; suddenly extended arm.
"No, no," he returned quickly. not able to thrill you I at least posests, or else—if the alternative were upon this he laid a ten-dollar bill.
"but if I can't, I can't. You have the These men have, been carefully In- sessed your confidence."
"Whoever
takes
that
letter
ashore,"
true—she was allied with Max Wlllard
said the man, "and finds a trustworthy dead-wood on me now. Have you any structed; they know just what to do
and against her uncle and guardian,
Idea what was in that box they and how to do It."
What She Imagined,
and against her cousin and—her be- messenger who will deliver it right brought aboard last night?"
Nevertheless It was with a disquiet"Don't Imagine," he said after ehe
trothed! This was the flash of mem- away, can split the ten-spot with him;
"Not
the
slightest,"
returned
Tom.
8 flivver's not picked up for an hour's
ing feeling of apprehension that he had refused him, "that I am going
ory that now crushed him.
"It looked a whole lot like a coffin." watched the long box lowered carefulaway to blow my brains out or drink
But in any event, doubt»of the regu- easy work every day, but It's worth
Tom
filled
and
lighted
his
pipe,
larity of Willard's enterprise was defi- something to keep one's folks from while Mr. Cornelius sat and watched ly Into the launch, which was Immedi- myself to death."
worrying."
ately cast off and allowed to drift with
"No," she replied, "I have no Idea
nitely removed, and the mystery beSweeping aside the bill, Tom me- him intently. As the same Idea had the current Into the darkness before that you will do anything of that kind.
came fraught with a deeper and a
occurred to the first-named, he could the motor was started. None of the
chanically
picked
up
the
envelope
and
weightier significance than he had
not disparage It now. Cornelius broke crew accompanied It on this trip, and You are going away to do some wonderful thing which will bring you
•dreamed of. It was not for him to glanced at it.
the silence:
He
did
not
start
or
betray
by
any
as once before, It went down-stream wealth and fame and make me regret
meddle with.
"Coffins, you know, are only used instead of across to the landing.
sign
that
the
address
gave
him
a
disBut, Ruddy—how narrowly Tom had
all the rest of my Ufe.that I didn't bewhen there are dead people to put In
What was the meaning of It all, any- lieve you when you intimated that y6u
-escaped treachery to their friendship I tinct shock of surprise; his suscepti- them. Any cadavers around here that
bilities were become calloused to any
how? What strange operations were were one of the greatest little men that
fresh sensations of this nature; but you've noticed?"
going on In his very presence that he
"You're a nice cheerful chap, be- should remain so ignorant of them? had ever come over the asphalt."
nevertheless lie was" amazed to see
(TO BB CONTINUED.) ,
that the name upon the envelope was lieve me," retorted Tom. "No, there
TRAINED.
none other than Mr. Phlneas Flint's.
The street number—which Tom could
"How in the
not identify—was police headquarters.
world were you
"My uncle," explained , the man,
able to eat the
glibly.
stuff they served
Very carefully Tom replaced the enup at that sumvelope and upon top of It the bill;
mer hotel which
then he leaned back and fixed the man
you recommended
with a )ook..
to us?"
"See here," he demanded with aband a, half long, 20 feet wide at the
"It was easy. ]
rupt authority, "Just how do you come MAKING HARBOR OF REFUGE top, and 46 feet high.
had practised. My wife did her own
to be on this yacht, anyhow?"
It
will
be
the
guarding
wall
of
a
cooking for three weeks before I went
The man's countenance expressed Congress Plans to Rob Cape Hatteras, harbor of refuge, Into the lee of which
away."
to a Large Extent, of It*
astonishment. "Hasn't Mr. Wlllard
vessels
can
run
for
shelter
when
the
Perils.
told you?" he asked. '
storms rage. This wall will rob the
Success.
"It makes no difference what Mr.
"Gale off Hatteras" is an entry made Hatteras seas of some of their terrors, Some men succeed by working- well,
WlUard haa told me—I'm asking you."
And Home by dreaming splendid dreams;
and with them will pass some of the
This abrupt manner left the man un- by the captains of coastwise sailing "Interesting excitement" always felt Some win through luck
ships on almost every voyage. For
And some through pluck,
ruffled.
by seagoers when they approach the
And some through dark and sinful
"Why, It was this way," he eald years Hatteras has been a place of water zone' which always haa been
schemes.
easily. "My uncle learned Thursday terror, If not to the mariner, certainly one of tumult
that Mr. WlUard was in town, looking to the passengers under his charge.
"Godl How I Do Love You I"
Some men succeed by aiming high,
Little
by
little
man
Is
trying
to
for a young man to take the place of The old storm cape, however, is soon
Some through rewards that effort brings,
lit was an unspeakably bitter moment somebody that had been hurt; I was to lose a part of Its fear, Man can- make safer the Journeys of those who Arid some because
Their
ladles' pas
go
down
to
the
sea
in
ships.
He
never
not
stop
the
storms,
but
he
Is
going
for him; but by degrees he assumed a wanting a Job, and he put me wise to
Are presidents of banks anil things.
certain dignity that was new to the It. Mr. WlUard was in something of a to provide for vessels to escape their entirety can conquer the ocean, and
he knows It. It Is perhaps the one
girl, and it promptly dampened her hurry, and It didn't take us long to fary.
Wronged.
Sea captains notoriously are reti- thing in nature which Is absolutely
merry humor.
strike a bargain."
"The minute my husband gets a dol"Captain Phinney—Tom!" she exThis explanation was illuminating. cent when passengers ask them ques- untamable. .
The shipwrecks off Cape Hatteras lar la his pocket he wants to run out
claimed. "What is it? What have I It required but a second's reflection to tions. No old sailor ever has been
and spend It."
•done?"
array the whole thing clear in Tom's willing to admit to any of his passen- have numbered thousands. The sea
"Does he? Then the neighborhood
He smiled a bit wistfully.
mind and at the same time definitely gers that Hatteras Is any worse than wall will provide means to save lives gossip must be untrue."
a hundred other places on the coast, and property, but the winds off the
"You? Nothing. All that has hap- fix the man'e status.
"What is the neighborhood gossip?"
pened is that I've made a natural born
Flint at last had struck Willard's and yet he knows that It is about as old storm cape still will rage and on
"It is that you never let him have
damned fool of myself—as I usually trail; the latter's urgent need to find bad a sea spot as can be found any- occasion work their will.
as
much as a dollar at a time."
■do where women are concerned."
a man to take Callls' place had in where In the whole broad expanse of
Lending a Name.
She stared at him blankly, uncom- some manner come to the detective's ocean. So,! while the questioners are
Pity.
.prebendingly,
"Walter," asked the Impatient cusears, and be had been quick to take ad- told that oil Hatteras the water will
"Bibberson always, so be tells me,
"Honor bright," she presently de- vantage of it, Flint knew In a gen- be as calm as anywhere else, captain tomer, "do you call this an oyster
reads over hie after-dinner speeches
clared, "I do not understand. I cannot eral way what Wlllard "wanted, and, and crew, always make things snug stew?"
until he has them by heart before ha
see why you should be so affected."
"Yessuh," replied Hrastus Plnkley.
had hastily picked a Central office for a gale or worse when approaching
He reached forward with a quick, man that would fill the requirements. the sea off the headland.
■*Why, the oyster In this stew Isn't gets on his feet to deliver them."
"Poor old chap. Think of his having
impulsive motion and caught one'of Manifestly there had been no, time to
Congress has appropriated $1,100,- big enough to flavor It"
her wrists.
"He wasn't put In to flavor It, sub. to do that when It Is such a bore foi
post him; he was expected to com- 000.for preliminary work on a Hatother
people to hear them Just once.*
"I suppose It meac« nothing to you munloate with Flint as soon as the teras sea wall, which Is to be a mile He Is Jes' supposed to christen it"
SYNOPSIS.

>

Freeport, N. Y.—Celia Coleman,.
,he Colored maid, saw Mrs. Carman
snter her house through the kitchen
loor immediately after the shot was
Ired that killed Mrs. Lulu D. Ball'
iy in Dr. Carman's private office on
Jie night of June 30.
So she testified, it has been learnsd, before the grand Jury.
She also related the words that
passed between her and Mrs. Carman
it the time, and the conversation is>
laid to have explained her conduct
lince the murder, Including her slgnng of the affidavit in which the essential facts that she knew were concealed.
The Coleman girl was sprung sudlenly and unexpectedly as a witness*
aefore the grand jury. It was by far
:he most sensational day since the
murder was committed and also thenost disastrous to the cause of Mrs.
Sarman, held as the elayer In the>
Nassau county Jail.
Dist.-Atty. Smith, it is known, feels."'
jertain of an indictment of Mrs. Carman and he is equally sanguine of
success at a subsequent murder trial.
The Coleman girl gave a full acjount of all she saw and heard in.
;he Carman kitchen Immediately af:er the shot. Her testimony. It was
.earned, not only established the fact
mat she had seen Mrs. Carman en:er the house by way of the kitchen
door from the yard where the shot
was fired, but also related that Mrs.
Oarman had talked to her on that
occasion, and she described In detail
what was said In that very tenseand portentous moment, the - very
sxlstence of which, as far as Mrs.
darman Is concerned, has heretoforebeen denied by the defence.
It was said by a person who has
bad accesB to the Colored maid sinceher disappearance on Thursday that
the girl told the Burns detectives,
that Mrs. Carman came into the kltshen Just after the shot was fired;
and appeared to be carrying something under her waist, but she went
upstairs Immediately, calling back to>
the Negro maid in an excited tone:
"Don't say you have seen me."
The next day, according to this.
same authority, the girl, according to
her story told to the Burns detectlvesr
was pleaded with by both Mrs. Carman and DP. Carman, and was asked"
to say that she had seen a Negrogirl pass around the rear yard. This,
It was pointed out, would not only
establish an alibi for Mrs. Carman,
but also would help explain in a different light the presence of the woman whom the* witness Bardes testified he had seen move away from
the murder window to the rear or
the house just after the shot wasfired.
Coming as It did, without
thesllghtest notice to the defence that
the Colored girl was to testify, her
story threy the Carman lawyer intoa panic of excitement and denial.
He rushed to the courthouse to find)
out what she had said, and then,
issued a statement In behalf of Mrs.
Carman, begging the public to suspend*
judgment of her until the case was
ended.
One of these was what appears tobe the discovery of the two missing;
women patients who fled in terror
from the waiting room of Dr. Carman
just after the murder, and whom, according to the district attorney, Dr.
Carman had since then in no wayhelped the district attorney to traceor locate.
Dr. Carman himself was one of thewitnesses called before the grand
Jury today.
He was questioned for
an hour and a half) and bis testimonybrought out many things differing;
from what has heretofore been OD>
record.
STRIKE UP TO RAILROADS.

Chicago.—Conferences between the>
managers' committee and the engineers and firemen of the 98 railroads
west of Chicago will not be reopened,
except at the request of the roads, it
is ' announced by representatives of
the men.
Backed by a nearly unanimous vote
In favor of a strike, the representatives of the men now bold that only
by the railroads yielding from their
position can a strike be averted that
might become the most extensive and
disastrous in American railroading.
, BIRD NOT A CANDIDATE.

Boston.—"Since our talk I have decided financially that I shall not ,be a
candidate for personal reasons."
This Is the statement sent by
Charles Sumner Bird to the committee of seven prominent Progressives,
who, at a meeting In his office urged
him to reconsider his withdrawal
from the gubernatorial contest. The
committei used several arguments to
persuade Mr. Bird to be the Progressive nominee for governor.

To keep the
hands white,
the head free
from dandruff
and the complexion clear.
It

Beautifies

NOT.

Testifies
Before
Gran*
In Murder(§Mystery.—

Disastrous to Cause of

Glenn's
Sulphur
Soap

fllu. Ne»t, e]«*n, op,
ti»rosnt»l, OOnraol«B&
cheap. Lttli »lf
■•n.on. Mftda ol
nutal, rantiplllortlp
o»eri will not soil ol
lnjur* anything.
Guaranteed ,ffac«ra,
Alldealoraorlaaal
axprofla paid for tl Hi
■AaOU SOKXaS. no DaCalk An. SrooUra. ». X.
Tj*/\D CAI F Water meter* tor rnnnlD,
m V*X\ SAi-X, washing machine*. Price,
postpaid, 16 each. Fred lLNorton. Bianohester.Oona,

When relatives do a favor they never allow the recipient to forget it.
The real secret of happiness Is to
let the other fellow dp the worrying.
Dont follow your Inclinations unless you know where they're leading
you.
TOtTO OWlf DRUGGIST vVII.IiTBLr, TOO
Try Marine «je Remedy for Bed, Weak, Watsr*
Byes and Granulated Byellds; No Smanina—
last Bye
By* Comfort. Write for Book of the Bra
1/ mail' rrsw.
I
Marine Byo Bemedy Co.. WjtSfk

Same Thing.
"Didn't you stretch a point to
all that news 7"
"Well, I did rubber some."
That's Settled.
Bobbie (who has been sent over fo*
the fifth time to find out how Mrs,
Brown Is)—All right, ma; she's dead.
A Woman's Opinion.
Mistress—Haven't you any rets*
•nee*!
Maid—I have, but they're Ilka my]
photographs—none of them do ma
justice.
. p* ;•' I

■*.

HI* Wish.

**M

She (during the quarrel)—t only
married you to spite Fred Johnson.
He (ruefully)—I wish to heaves
you'd married Fred Johnson to spite
me.
. '
Marriage Causes False Fire Alarm.
Seven minutes of blasts from the
whistle of the Passalo Metalware company, In honor of the marriage of the
daughter of the superintendent, re>
cently turned out live volunteer fir*
departments. The fog made the whistle audible In Rutherford, Nutley,
Belleville, Garfleld and Clifton and the
firemen rushed to headquarters at th*
alarm.
It took half an hour to determine
where the whistling came from. The
wedding wMch caused the commotion
united Miss Sallle Karp, 217 BrooaJ
avenue, Passalc, to Michael F. Bet*
nan.—New York Mall.
Real Tragedy of the Stage.
A beautiful actress, Fraulein Dais
mer, was killed by accident recently,
while playing at the Theater of Varieties at Berne, Switzerland. The last
act of the comedy, "The Pride of the
Third Company," was coming to an
end
when
Fraulein Darmer fell
through a defective stage trap to at
distance of six feet and fractured her
skull. The actress was carried unconscious to her room and a doctor was
in prompt attendance, but the case
was'beyond his help, and as the curtain fell on the comedy on the stage
the girl died. Neither the members of
the company who took the final "call"
nor the public, who wondered why the
actress did not appear, had the slightest Idea of the tragedy that had occurred behind the scenes.

Keep Cool
and

Comfortable
Don't spend so much of
your time cooking during hot
weather; and your family wfll
be healthier without the heavy
cooked foods.

\'

Give them

Post
Toasties
Theyto light and easily
digested and yet nourishing
and satisfying. No bother In
preparation—just pour from
the package and add cream
and sugar—or they're mighty
good with fresh berries or
fruit.
"The Memory Lingers"

I

EMPEROR'S BITTER CUP
INCIDENTS THAT PRECEDED NAPOLEON'S EXILE TO ELBA.

MAY BECOME EXTINCT
A COMMON LANGUAGE
By F. H. MASON.

POLAR BEAR8 ARE DECREASING
AT AN ALARMING RATE.

POULTRY :

J

TWO OF THE MASKERS

—

'

By ARTHUR BOLTONWOOD.

l.
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(Copyright MM, by the McClure Newspaper Syndicate.)
Victims of Man's Greed and Desire for
"For goodness sakes! If that old
Conqueror Would Have Resitted to
CAUSE OF POULTRY ^DISEASE A truly awe-inspiring footman In liv"Sport"—Other Northern Animals
Mexican cow ain't been and gone and
ery led Craymore down the stairs,
the Last, But Hie Generate DeThreatened With the Same
et my glory-de-John rose."
Damp Litter Responsible for More whispered to another footman standserted Him—Insisted on ForI looked up from my gardening and
Fate, It Is Claimed.
lng by the heavy portlers, and withColds and Cases of Roup Than
mer Leader's Abdication.
saw my next door neighbor—usually
drew noiselessly. This second, footExtreme Low Temperature.
the most almiable of women—literally
man held aside the old tapestry,
YARDS The annual catch of polar bears Is
CONTRAST
A. hundred years ago one of the shaking with indignation, on her front
decreasing every year, because these (By A. C. SMITH, Minnesota Experiment which had undoubtedly worn thin the
•vents of all history occurred. It was porch, while a cow was on the grass
Station.)
fingers of cloistered nuns centuries,
They Are Side by Side and of the animals are now being hunted about
the abdication of Napoleon as Em- plot below, contentedly munching the
The modern poultry house usually ago, and announced^ "Mr. Robert Withtwice or three times as much' as they
Same Size, But What a
peror of Prance and the signing away last of tho Gloire de Dijon.
were thirty or forty years ago, says depends upon ventilation to prevent lngton Craymore," in a loud, clear
Difference!
of the rights of his family to the
Mrs. Farleigh took a pot containing
Lorenz Hagenback in the Zoological it from becoming uncomfortable from voice, to which no one seemed to pay
throne of that fair land. The Bourbon a small, withered palm from the porch
From a seventh story window we Society Bulletin. From Tromsoe alone excessive humidity, which is an ex- the least attention, and stood aside for;
family was to be returned to power, rail, heaved It at the cow, and ex- looked down on two back yards. They 61 vessels outfitted for Spitsbergen ceedingly difficult thing to do during Craymore to enter.
the Allies having entered Paris.
claimed.: "Drat the beast!'*'
Craymore found himself In a room;
lie behind houses of the same char- and East Greenland in 1913; and be- a prolonged period of damp weather!
Napoleon, beset on every hand on
The pot broke Innocently some way acter; they are of one size; they are sides other things they have brought Litter Is usually of such material that filled with men In somber evening,
the downward slide from the crest of from the cow, and the animal went bounded by the same tight board back seven live polar bears, 125 dead it absorbs water readily and at such clothes and the most gorgeously]
power, had returned to Fontalnebleau over to it and examined the palm. It fences. There the likeness ends, says ones and 200 reindeer. Counting the times as mentioned above becomes in- gowned women he had ever seen.
at the beginning of April, too late, al- was too dry for her taste, however. the Milwaukee Journal.
A stout little bald-headed man near
vessels leaving from Hammerfest tolerably damp. Because of the fowls*though he would not recognize defeat. She evidently preferred sweet, succuOne yard is bare and brown, with, Wadsoe ami a few less important close and constant contact, damp litter the door, who could not have helped]
He was still bent on doing something. lent rose bushes.
patches of mud here and there. At towns also, about 100 vessels left Eu- causes more colds and cases of roup healing the announcement of his name,,
"Shoo!" MrB. Farleigh followed the the back are two or three sheds not rope In 1913 for-the purpose of the than extremely low temperatures, and said: "Hello, Craymore, old chap.il aa
On the night of April 2, Caulalncourt
returned from Paris with the news exclamation down the steps, shaking yet actually out of repair, but evident- capture of northern animals. Many of Is on that account most damaging to Craymore passed him, and a pretty
that the senate had deposed the for- her apron vigorously as she went. The ly hasting thither. Against them is these vesselB are provided now with
young woman Just beyond nodded to
mer master. His reception of the news cow walked leisurely away, notwith- piled rubbish that has overflowed the motorboats, so as to be able to penehim brightly.
standing the pieces of broken flower original attempt to provide containers.
was dramatic
He found himself at last before a
trate farther into the ice.
The following day was a busy one. pot that my neighbor sent after it The yard is a patch of ugliness, a
dull, bored-looking man, who stooped
In former years there were two to
"Ain't that the limit?"
His officers were called.
waste of the space
down and whispered, even as he
three large tourists' vessels leaving
I had Intended to keep out of the
"I have offered to the Emperor AlexThe other yard is carpeted with the the port of Tromsoe for the purpose
clasped Craymore's hand: "I never
ander," said he, "a peace at the price controversy, and had busied myself be- bright fresh green of the season, of hunting polar bears. Usually they
could remember names!"
of great sacrifices. France with her hind a hakea, but a hakea forms a poor through which runs a neat walk to or- were hired by rich Englishmen, Ger"Craymore," the young man replied
former frontiers. He has refused; he shelter, and this last remark was evi- derly sheds that ehow no signs of de- mans or Austrians, and brought back
with that engaging smile he knew so
dently
Intended
for
me.
allows the troops to wear the white
caying from neglect Two little trees
well how to use.
"It's hard," I replied sympathetical- give promise that some day there will from 40 to 60 polar bears shot within
cockade. I will attack Paris. I count
"Of course, of course," said the bored
ly. Of course I said Just the wrong be cool shade on warm summer after- five or six weeks' time.
on you. Am I right?"
man rather apologetically. "Ought to
During the last few years the capThe appeal to their attachment was thing. Anything I might have replied noons, a breathing spot In the midst
remember 'em better, but can't seem
ture of polar bears near the east coast
great. The resourceful conqueror stood would have been wrong to one in Mrs. of the downtown district
to get the hang of doing It My dear,"
of Greenland has so greatly decreased
Farleigh's mood.
before them.
It isn't difficult to argue from the
he turned to the stout, voluble woman
"Hard! Hard!" she shouted in dis- difference in these yards the difference that in 1913 only one vessel with tour"Vive l'Empereur! To Paris!" waa
beside him, "here Is Craymore."
ists was sent there. The other vessels
the shout of assent that thundered gust. "I wasn't thinking of the cow's in the people who occupy the housesThus he washed his hands of Craydigestion. It's my glory-de-John rose It means a difference in habits of liv- are lying rale, and it is not worth
gratefully in his ears.
more and went on looking drearily
"Tell your soldiers," he said brief- that Worries me. I've tended it all ing, in ideas of cleanliness and thrift, while to equip them.
bored.
Since 1890 a number of bear huntwinter, like a mother, and It was Just and even beauty. Sometimes children
ly.
"Oh, Mr. Craymore, so good of you
ers from Tromsoe and Hammerfest
The generals, however, stood aloof. coming into bloom. Them Mexicans play in the grassy yard, but the neighto come. Where have you been hiding
have
established
hunting
stations
for
Ney was their leader. To them the have no right to keep cows in a re- boring alley Is more attractive than
yourself, naughty* boy? Are you In se;
the winter months on the Spitsbergen
situation was not one that could be spectable neighborhood."
the muddy yard. And yet one might
elusion trying for holy orders? One
TheS? consist of wooden
The Mexican was a bete nolr to the be made as attractive as the 'other, Islands.
cured by the imagination alone. Real
would think so from all we see of you
houses, located at a distance of 100
power was needed. He, Lefebvre and neighbors. He had arrived recently, not in a moment, for neglect has gone
these days. Oh, Alice, I want you
or 200 kilometers from each other and
Moncey entered Napoleon's study with- and bought four lots. On these he too far, but with a little care and atto know Mr. * Craymore. Craymore,
Interior of Modem Hen House.
was keeping half a dozen COWB, and tention, which could be found as read- there are either two or three men at
out awaiting his will.
Miss Leyden. You lucky girl! No one
"Sire," said Ney, "it is time to end running a small dairy farm. He seemed ily by the dweller in one house as the each station. These men set traps the health of the fowls which can en- tangoes quite like Mr. Craymore. Run
and also lay out poisoned meat or
this. Your situation is desperate. You to be circumventing the city ordi- dweller in the other.
dure
dirty
litter
almost
to
the
point
of
along, now, and prove to her how
seal's bacon. One must reckon, howmust make up your mind and abdicate- nance, which prohibited one person
truthful I am. (And don't forget—a
ever, that fully one-half of the ani- fllthlness with less harmful effect.
keeping
more,
than
one
cow,
by
disfor the King of Rome."
Remove the damp litter at once dance with me at 11!"
mals killed through poison in this way
tributing
the
ownership
of
the
animals
Napoleon began to discuss the situaPLAN LIGHTING WITH GARE are lost, as the polar bear has the even though it has Just been put in.
Thus did she dismiss Craymore and
among his children. The bad feature
tion.
No litter at all would be better than continue being voluble. It waa really
"It is impossible!" Ney exclaimed, about the affair was that the family System Means Much More to City habit of drawing near the water if he damp litter. Occasionally, one must ' easier than Craymore had supposed.
feels sick. Thus it happens that the
breaking in impatiently. "The army were casual about letting the cows
Than Seems to Be the General
He tangoed in the big, glaring gold
sick animals are drowned or frozen expect to find the weather against him.
Impression.
will not follow you. You have lost its roam Off the premises. They had
Even poultry men cannot expect to and white ballroom with Alice Leyfast In the broken ice. •
owned a large ranch in Mexico, before
confidence."
As a check on this deadly commer- find It all sunshine. Make the best of den, and when a man came to claim
The city beautiful represents co-op"The army has still obedience the revolution, and did not understand
it and supply new and dry Htter at a her
tne end
LU of
oi the
me dance
onum he
ue waa
w»w
nej. at the
erative effort on the part of individu- cial pursuit, during the last three trifling cost rather than sustain big' told how divinely he danced, and
enough to punish your rebellion," re- being confined to four city lots.
"It's too bad. Why don't you go als. The merchant who tries to make years the Norwegian government has losses
, _..- 1-.
#A«I.>
A.,
uwjmullllltlnil-.
A on
_.. ...
_
Vina
fZwniir
whn *>hntsponded Napoleon, still the master as
In
fowls
or
egg-production—
passed
to
a
Miss
Greig,
who
chattheir eyes met Ney quailed before over and see them about It?" I sug- his establishment attractive and dif- prohibited the killing of polar bears probably both.
tered while she danced.
gested mischievously, for I knew the ferent from the commonplace thrives by poison in the Spitsbergen islands.
that glance.
At the end of that dance. Miss Greig
Unfortunately,
however,
as
the
land
Mexicans
understood
little
or
no
Engand prospers, and cities which have
Breakfast was served late the folbeing promptly claimed, he found himbelongs
to
nobody,
the
hunters
genlish.
done
the
same
have
attained
their
sucGET MORE MONEY FOR EGGS self quite free. He found a sort of
lowing day, the hour being 11 o'clock.
"I will," Mrs. Farleigh said decided- cess through the consistent co-opera- erally do not care tor this, for there
The Emperor came to the meal with
conservatory just off the ballroom,
is no police authority on this sport to Much Less Can Be Avoided by Keepa number of Us generals, including ly. "I have just cause for complaint." tion of such citizens.
with little orange trees in bloom and
"You surely have," I agreed. "It's
Merchants' associations and simi- control them.
ing Rooster Out of Flock—Many
Ney. They ate heartily and then rea tiny fountain plashing musically into
During the last three years there)
lar organizations should consider the
Eggs Are Bad.
tired to an adjoining room. Napoleon the proper thing to do."
a big pool of Japanese goldfish.
Mrs. Farleigh trotted across the special problems of their communities have been comparatively few skins Of.
stalked up and down for some mlnHe sat down to adjust things. Ho
polar
bears
at
Tromsoe
and
Hammer(By H. U KEMP8TER, Missouri Experi- had done the thing and it was ridicu' utea, his eyes fixed upon the floor. Sud- street, her anger rising as she went, exhaustively before deciding upon
ment Station.)
denly he stopped before Caulalncourt and pushed the button beside the lighting which may prove to be more fest, although those cities are the prinlously
easy. It almost spoiled It all to
Bad eggs cause Missouri farmers
Mexican's front door.
of a hindrance than a help to civic cipal markets for them. As it is known
and said:
think there had been1 no more call to
a
loss
of
between
three
and
four
milwith
certainty
that
the
polar
bear
I
was
bad
enough
to
take
up
s
point
progress. It Is absolutely necessary to
I "I will abdicate."
lion dollars annually. Government'ex-1 use his wits.
"Sire," said Moncey, "you are sav- of vantage behind a large leptosper- refrain from a narrow consideration of wanders, It may be possible that it
Then his thought were interrupted
again exists at the old capture places, perts estimate that five per cent of
mum,
to
watch
the
burlesque,
for
I
a
lamp
or
lamps
and.
Instead,
to
reing France."
the eggs marketed have developing by a girl's rippling laughter. He liked
so
that
a
larger
number
may
be
caught
Imagined
my
neighbor
had
not
the
gard
light
and
its
accessories
as
a
part
1 After some discussion. Napoleon'
the sound of that voice even before ho
of its environment. Influenced greatly again, but It 1» very doubtful. One chickens and that three per cent are saw the girl herself. And he liked the
added: "I have desired the glory and Spanish.
"rots"' due to the embryo decaying. All
thing
is
sure,
however,
and
that
is
The
Mexican
woman
appeared,
and
by
other
than
street
light
and
dependhappiness of France. I have not sucgirl when she came into view, even
my neighbor started the attack. "Your ent upon a careful adjustment of that the polar bear is far less numer- these losses could be avoided by keep- better. There were two swains In atceeded. I abdicate and retire."
ing roosters out of the flocks, thai
On April 11 the formal act of abdi- old cow has been and et my glory-de- everything which has a direct bearing ous now on the east coast of Green- having only infertile eggs produced. tendance with her.
on the general effect and its difference land and Spitsbergen than was the
cation was delivered to the Allies and John rose," Mrs. Farleigh shouted.
She looked quickly at Craymore
If Missouri fanners would follow this
"Gloria de Juan, senora!" the Mexi- from the commonplace. The city da case between 1860 and 1880.
the treaty, generally known aa the
plan, they could save one and three- sitting by one of the little blossoming
Treaty of Fontalnebleau, was signed. can woman exclaimed, in surprise.; luxe does not imitate, but originates in
orange
trees, half nodded, and laughfourths millions of dollars annually.
American Mythologista.
Its lighting as in all things.
By this document Napoleon was made Juan was her eldest son.
ingly dismissed her two knights. CrayInfertile
eggs
produced
by
flocks
i,
At the meeting of the New York
"De waun seniora nothing. Your
monarch of the island of Elba and the
more jumped to his feet
Sons of the Revolution Professor Al- In which there are no male birds are
title of emperor was continued. He cow, cow, cow," each time she spoke
, Gardens for Children.
"You are not having a good time,"
the only kind that can reach the conbert
Bushnell
Hart
read
a
paper
on
the
word,
Mrs.
farleigh
pointed
a
finMiss Celeste Parriah, supervisor of
renounced all the rights of his family
sumer in good condition during the said the girl, quite unexpectedly.
"American
Historical
Liars."
The
ger
viciously
at
the
offending
animal,
to the sovereignty of the French Emrural schools in Georgia, is the mov"Why, how on earth do yon knowhot summer months. The only object
pire, the Kingdom of Italy and all oth- which was contentedly ruminating over ing spirit In a campaign to have phrase is professional. Inurbane and
in having a male bird In the flock Is that?" he asked.
harsh.
"The
truth
of
history
is
necesthe
flavor
of
rose
bushes
near
by,
school
children
create
gardens
in
the
er countries.
"Your face tells It plainly," said she.
sarily an illusion.
A historian who to get fertile eggs for hatching pur"your cow has been et my glory-de- back yards of city residences.
f
-—-—
tries his hardest to write a true story poses. Now that the hatching season "You are moping alone over someJohn
rose."
The
plan
Is
an
excellent
one.
1
Why Explorers Cannot Rest.
Is over, the Missouri college of agri- thing. Cheer up. I'm not, either."
The Mexican woman was clearly
It Is well, as Councilman Ashley cannot do it At the best, he has to culture urges all farmers to sell off
Sir Ernest Shackleton was aaked puzzled. "La vaca gloria de Juan!
Five dances she sat out with him in
suggests, to make the back yard as select among documents, to form a all the roosters or Bhut them away
the other day, why he was projectthe little room of the goldfish and blosornamental and well kept aa the front theory of their comparative reliability.
No, no. Ordena la vaca."
ing his great expedition right across
soming orange trees. Craymore had
"Can't you savvy English r Mrs. yard. Health and beauty lie in that Anybody who has seen the utterly op- from the hens.
Last year in July and August near- prided himself that he was not particuthe Antarctic continent. "Why we go Farleigh asked' indignantly.
posed stories told by honest witdirection.
ly one-half of the eggs leaving the
I cannot say," he replied. "What the
If the child can be given an intelli- nesses in court, noticed how the sim- farms were unfit for food. The farm- larly susceptible to women, but this
"No hablo Ingles."
impelling force Is that makes ex"You have no English, eh?" Mrs. gent interest in gardening hit life will plest event Is distorted as the tale of It er, as a result, received a low price. girl was like no other he had ever seen
plorers 1 cannot describe. It Is one Farleigh resorted to pigeon English. take on a fresh, an inspiring and > passes from mouth to mouth, how difor known. That was what he had
of the sort of things of which, If you Tapping the Mexican woman on the
ficult it is to trace, say, the movements Prevent that loss this year by getting come here to find out—If these girls
broadening influence.
rid
of
the
rooster.
Now
Is
the
time
could describe it In so many words, chest with a finger, Mrs. Farleigh deone met here were so wonderfully difThe idea is valuable, also, as Incul- of a single regiment in war, will both- to act to prevent future losses.
)
half the charm and half the Interest
ferent
/
I
cating habits of Industry and love for er bis head mighty little about the
manded: "You no savvy?"
"This time it's to say good-night, or
would be lost
Veracity of historians. He will prethe soU.
"No sabe."
"When you axe In the Antarctic
good-morning,"
she
said. "I wish,"
"For the land's sake. And I've been
The little money and time spent In fer a brftltant poet like Iivy or FREE RANGE FOR THE CHICKS
you have an uncomfortable time, and left my housework to come over
and there was a little wistful note in
the Innovation would return dividends Froude to the whole modern race of
frosen one minute and roasted the here and give you a bit of my mind."
out of all proportion to the negligible Records Office and copying clerk Fed In Hoppers With Two Compart- her voice, "it didn't have to be goodnext, but when you come back to The humor of the situation dawned on Investment.—Atlanta Constitution.
by. Of course, youll never see mo
Dryasdusts.
Take the best ten remente—Water Given From Barrel
civilization and alt down to dinners, Mrs. Farleigh. She placed her hands
again."
porters or best ten members of the
Placed
In
Cool
Place.
before yon have been home six months on her hips, and, with arms akimbo,
So she had seen through him all the
____
•
American Historical association and
Beauty and Utility.
yon want to get out on to the lone
time!.
send them to a dinner or a dog fight
laughed uproariously.
(By
B.
a.
WBATHERBTONE.)
Why
not
combine
beauty
and
utility
"I wish it didn't have to be good-by,
trail again.
The Mexican woman stared in aston- by growing a few globe artichokes There will be at least ten histories
When Incubator chickens are from
"Each step taken into the unknown
of that feeding or fighting and none eight to ten weeks old, we give them too," said he. "But, since you've seen
ishment; then she caught the infec- along the bach fence.
Surely the of 'em will be more than approxiunfolds a page of mystery, and aa
through me I may as well save my
a free range, and feed them from
long as there is any mystery on this tion, and joined in the laugh. There, plants are as ornate and as graceful
face as best I can. It was ridiculously
on the Mexican's porch, the two wom- aa any century plant, aloe, yucca, etc, mately true."
hoppers,
which
are
filled
once
a
week.
re It is not only man's right but
easy. Far easier than I thought it
en stood, each seeming to try to outdo found In local gardens and the buds
These
hoppers
have
two
compart,
his duty to try to unravel it, so
the other In her hllariousnsss. After are considered by many as an esculent
menu, one for the meal mixture and would be, indeed."
Self-Discipline.
that In future ages we shall not- be
"What do you mean?" ahe asked,
To Charles the Twelfth of Sweden the other lor tho cracked grains.
pointed at as the men who lived in i time, they became vjeek-kneed from superior to asparagus. If the common
Some poultry men water their chicks puzzled.
the dark ages of the twentieth cen- the effort, and tat on the top step and green globe sort does not appeal to I owe much of what has stood me in
"Even these clothes I have on are
continued to laugh, wiping the tears your artistic taste,-there Is a variety best stead all my life. It was nearly only onoe a week. They use a goodtury."
that ran down their cheeks with the bearing buds of purple that really thirty years ago, when but a boy, that sized barrel. All It with water, and hired for the occasion," said he. "I,
simply
drove up in state In hired
corners of their aprons. They had make the plant attractive Give these I bought his lite for a penny. I took haul it to a shady place where It will
clothes in a hired car .and gave my
That Concealing Adornment.
keep
cool.
The
barrel
Is
fitted
with
a
found a' common language.
it
home
and
devoured
it
It
made
a
and other economic plants a chance to
name braxenfy and In rather bored
An eastern authorttjrisays men wear
demonstrate thetr value, and you will great Impression on me. Not his wars, tap, which la set so as to let the water rasbion—"
i
mustaches to hide and modify their
drop
Into
a
pan
Just
fast
enough
to
but
the
Spartan
hejrism
of
his
charRoyal Talent.
find many have a double claim to
"Then yon haven't any right heref^
atrocious homeliness. He says he
keep
up
the
supply
without
waste.
actor.
He
inspired
me
with
the
idea
American women who eons4der space in the garden.
1 thought you had seen that"
hides his own upper lip in this way
of triumphing over physical weakness, This plan is followed till the time for
themselves well educated will be si"Why, no," said she. "Why, no,"1
because it looks like the upper Up of
weariness and pain. To inure his body rounding op the chicks for the win- she repeated. "I said it would have to
lenced by a recital of the aooompllshValue ef Beauty to Townsa man woo would set fife to an orphan
ter.
ments of the new queen of Albania,
lie good-by because I thought you
Many towns have lnoreased their to bear all manner of hardships inasylum and denes in the
althoua* It U doubtful whether she's taxable property by the simple and in- differently, to bathe in ice or face the
were one of these people—and speakNeroic upper lip, ss K
Herd sot Fowl to Raise.
torrid rays of the sun, to discipline
much
better
informed
then
other
ing
of hired things—this gown is
expensive
expedient
of
cleaning
out
This Is a somewhat broad
Turkeys, are the hardest of all birds
unsightly buildings around the rail- his physical powers by gymnastics, to raise In the brooder. Better raise hired and so was the ear I came in„
as all mustache wearers win duly royal consorts.
to
despise
the
niceties
of
food
and
She speaks English, French, Span- road station, and planting trees and
and, oh, dear!"
aver. There are mustaches far ugHer
drink, to make his body an instru- them with a hen. placing about a
She fell to laughing immoderately.
than the ugliest of upper lips. There ish and Italian; is a good pianist and shrubbery. Thus beauty has its dis- ment aa of tempered steel, and at the dozen poults with each ben. The
"Who are you?" she demanded at
are mustaches Is tints that would also plays both guitar and harp. She tinct commercial value. A street with same time to have that body abso- small birds cannot stand crowding,
'
frighten a blind mas. There are is able to play duets with her hes- trees and flowers makes every house lutely at the disposition of the mind, which may often be the case in the length.
hand
at
concerts
and
has
both
com"My name is-Craymore. Tea a lawmore salable at higher prices, other
fringy mustaches that loudly suggest
posed and written words for children's things being equal, prospective resi- that seemed to me conduct worthy of brooder.
yer—without clients as yet, but I have
the soups of yesteryear.
a hero. And so, boy-like, I tried to
hopes,"
But they can't be done away Wtt songs. She also is quite an artist, and dents will pay more money to live in imitate him, and succeeded at least so
Day-Old Chick Business.
before the birth of her little daughter a town where a consistent attempt is
"And I am Elsie Dunlap, a chinaby sneers, or jeers, or even leersThe day-old chick business does not
far as to'be happily indifferent to the
was
a
famous
pedestrian.
buyer in a downtown department
made
toward
beautifying
the
place.-*
Yon can't do away with an adornment
atop
when
the
average
breeding
time
circumstances
of
my
personal
environHow many American women can Newcastle Courier.
•tore.*
,__ „_1—».I
that in its universal pull begins with
is over; it continues until later.
ment.—Rt. Hon. John Barns.
an emperor and ends with a Tartar. compare with this list?
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TIMES,

BROOKFIELD.
Michael Connelly of Worcester was in
town, Sunday.
James Briscoe of Westboro, <was| in
town, Sunday.
Miss Nora Conlon, of Monson, called
on friends in town, Monday.
Miss Leona Hitchcock spent the weekend at her home in Cliarlton.
Louis Warnell of Lynn, was the guest
Sunday, of Mrs Emogene Watrous.

The Next Telephone
Directory Now Closing
IF YOU ARE A TELEPHONE
SUBSCRIBER and are contemplating
any change that will affect your listing
in the telephone directory you should
give your order at once
IF YOU ARE NOT A TELEPHONE SUBSCRIBER there are
only a few days left in which to give
you order so that your name may appear correctly in the next issue of the
directory. N
The manager will take your order if you
will call him—free from any telephone.

New England Telephone
and Telegraph Company
C. J, ABBOTT, District Manager

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

LAND COURT
To Henry Mathewson, George C.
Woodward and George L. Twichell of
Brookfield, in the County of Worcester,
and said Commonwealth; Andrew Wood,
of Worcester, in said County^ of Worcester; and to all whom It may concern:
Whereas, a petition has been presented
to said Court by Z. Allen Mathewson,
Charlotte A. Newcomb, Raymond W.
Mathewson, of said Brookfleld, Carrie
E. Mathewson, Stephen G. Mathewson,
Ralph W. Mathewson, and Oliver W.
Mathewson, of Boston, in the County of
Suffolk, and said Commonwealth. Henry
Edward Mathewson of Tuckahoe, in the
State of New York, J. Evwrett Mathewson and Earle L. Mathewson' of Avalon,
in the State of California, and Isadora S,
Mathewson, of Patton, in said State of
California, to register and confirm their
title in the following described land:
A certain parcel of land, with the
buildings thereon, situated in said Brookfield, bounded and described as follows;
Beginning at the northeasterly corner
thereof, at a point in the westerly lift© of
Maple Street and at a corner of land of
George L. Twichell i thence southerly by
Baid westerly line of Maple Street, two
hundred and seven and 36-100 [207.36)
feet to an angle in-said westerly line of
Maple Streets thence southerly by said
westerly line of Maple Street, twelve and
56-100 (12.56) feet to a stone monument
at the northeasterly corner of land of
Andrew Wood; thence westerly by land
of said Wood, one hundred and fiftythree and 29-100 (153.29) feet to a stone
monument at land of the aforesaid Twichell ; thence northerly, by land of said
Twichell, one hundred and eighty-seven
and 8-100 (187.081) feet to a stone monument; thence easterly by land of said
Twichell, seventy-five and 8-10 (75.5)
feet to the place of beginning, the laet
described line being farther marked by R
stone monument set one and 5VI0 (1.5)
feet easterly of said westerly line of Maple
Street.
Tho above described land is shown on
a plan filed with said petition, and all

Miss Elizabeth Barnes will leave on,
Monday, for a month's trip in Vermont.
Millinery store closed till Sept. Services rendered at 3 Grove St. residence.
L. L. Langlois. *
Miss Ella Hannon of Oxford was the
Sunday gueBt of Mr and Mrs Henry M.
Donahue.
Miss Winnifred S. Farrell of Chieopee,
visited at the home of Mr and Mrs Justin
E. Ward.
William Pratt, Marlboro, was the guest
ot his parents, Mr and Mrs Charles
Pratt, Sunday.
William and Edward Morse, pf Springfield, were guests, Sunday, of Mr and
Mrs Russell Allen.
Stanley Gass, Waltham, has been a
guest, this week, of Mr and Mrs L. H. R.
Gass, Lincoln street.
Miss Nora Hannigan is vieitipg for two
weeks, at (he home of Mr and Mrs Wm.
J. Woods, Worcester.
Philip Bissonette of BprtagfleM, is visiting John L, Guerin at his summer cottage at Lake Qnacumquasit.
The usual services will be held at die
Methodist church Sunday, with sermon
by the pastor, Rev. Dr. Charlton,
Mrs John 0. Stannard, Springfield,
visited Sunday, at the home of her parents, Mr and Mrs Charles Sanford.
Miss Rose Cosgrove of New York visited the first Of the week with Miss M.
Ieabelle Murphy, Howard street.
Miss Catherine Meagher of Bridgeport,
Ct., has been the guest-this week of Mr
and Mrs Roger Mulcaby, River street.
David A. Daley of Palmer was the
guest Monday of his parents, Mr and
Mrs Matthew M. Daley, West Main
street.
Mr and Mrs Charles Vizard, and Mr
and Mrs Roy Vizard, of Charlton, were
guests, Sunday, of Mr and Mrs George
Twichell.
Miss Avis Greene, Prouty street, is
spending a two weeks' vacation at the
home of Mr-and Mrs Harry Corbin, at
Rsvere.
Rev Michael J. Murphy and Miss Isabelle Murphy attended the funeral of
Rev Richard Walsh at Eaethampton, last
Saturday.
Harold Foster, bookkeeper at FosterMoulton office, resumed his duties on
Tuesday, after a month's vacation at
Ovalo, Texas,
George Howe, Kimball street, left on
Tuesday, for a six weeks stay with his
daughter, Mrs Albert BomLowier, at
Wilder, Vt.
Miss Mabel Woods returned to her
home in Worcester, Monday, having
spent two weeks with Miss Nora Hannigan, on Prouty street.

boundary lines are claimed to be located
on tbe ground as shown on said plan.
Yon are hereby cited to appear at the
Land Court to be held at Boston, in the
County of Suffolk, on the tenth day of
August A. D. 1914, at ten o'clock in the
forenoon, to show cause, if any you have,
why the prayer of said petition should
not be granted. And unless you appear
at said Court at the time and place aforesaid your default will be recorded, and
the said petition will be taken as confessed, and you will be forever barred
from contesting said petition or any decree entered thereon.
Your appearance and answer, as provided in Section 33 of Chapter 128 of the
Revised Laws, may be filed with Daniel
Kent, Assistant Recorder of said Court,
at the Registry of Deeds at Worcester in
said County of Worcester with whom a
copy of the plan filed, with said petition
is deposited.
Witness, Charles Thornton Davis, EaJohn Foley, James Lahey and William
§nire, Judge of said Court, this thirteenth
ay of July in the year nineteen hundred Raymond, all of Worcester, students of
and fourteen.
Grande Seminary, Montreal, spent tbe
Attest with Seal of said Court.
first of tbe week with William Mulcahy.
CLARENCE C. SMITH, Recorder.
Miss Et let Amsden, bookkeeper at the
July 17, 24, 31.
,'
office of the Foster-Moulton factory, is
Bpending a two weeks' vacation at Brant
His Protest.
Rock as the guest of Mr and Mrs Fred
A little boy come running in from Butler.
the garden, where he had been stung
Marriage intentions were filed Saturday
by a bee. "Mamma,'' he sobbed, "I
think the bees acted real mean; I'd with town clerk, Robert G. Livermore,
Just as soon they'd walk on .me, but I by Roslyn H, E. Fairbanks, 24, carpenter and Miss Ab'bie E. Boyttton, 20, at
don't like to have 'em ait down."
home.
Proof of Insanity.
Frederick Morrill, Natiek, visited at
A Pittsburgh, boarder is beaten up
by his landlady, armed with a flatiron, hie home on High street,. Sunday. The
because he demanded prunes tor family moved to Natiek, Tuesday, where
breakfast. Well, how would one ex- Mr Morrill is a foreman in tbe Dean shoe
pect a woman to deal with an Insane factory.
man?—Cleveland Plain Dealer.
The service at the First church next
Sunday morning will be the last until
September. Rev. and Mrs Walsh leave
Spider a Formidable rV>e.
A half-inch spider has been known to for Ocean Point, Me., on Tuesday, to recatch and. land a two-inch flab.
main for the month of August.

Mr and Mrs Edward Eldridge, Miss Ruth
and Mrs Melville Eldridge of Hopkinton
csjjted'on acquaintances in town, Wednesday.
The special town meeting held in ban
qoet hall Wednesday night was attended
by less than 25 voters. These, appropriations weremade—Town hall, 8200; highways, general repairs, 8250; repairs to
bridges, 8250; court fees, 8100; lookup,
$26i and publio charity, $1000, a total of
•1825.
At a meeting of the selectmen, Monday night, a first class innholders license
was granted to Dennis J. Neylon for the
Lakewood hotel at East Brookfleld. Mr
Neylon, a resident of Springfield, bought
the hotel two weeks ago from James Mahan, who has been been owner for the
past 10 years.
The boy scouts went into camp Monday at Oak Ridge, just east of the Walter
Howe cottage on the north shore of Lake
Quaboag for 10 days.
The scouts, who
are in charge of Dr. E. C. Charlton, are:
Leonard Rice, Brander "Elliott, Arthur
Bteumer, Raymond Bemis and Stuart
and Edward Hall.
The resignation of Miss Nina L. Gleason as teacher of grade 1 of the Hodgkins school, East Brookfleld, was received
by theschool committee, last week. Miss
Gleason resigned to accept a position in
Marblehead schools, under the direction
of Mr Burr J. Merriam, formerly superintendent of Brookfield and North Brookfield schools.
The Over-the-River picnic will be held
Wednesday, July 29, at Point of Pines.
Sports have been arranged and there will
be an entertainment in tbe pavilion.
Doyle's orchestra of North Brookfield
wiH play both in the afternoon and evening. Everyone who has lived Over-the
River together with their friends are, cordially invited to attend. The usual request for each one who attends to bring
a lemon is in order this year.
A large limb "on one of the big elm
trees on the roadside, in front of the
soldiers' monument, at Brookfield cemetery; broke off suddenly, lastFriday afternoon, tearing away a string of wires of
New England Telephone and Telegraph
company. Only a few seconds before the
big limb* fell, Joseph Lessard of East
Brookfleld, who is employed on the state
highway by Eugene Thaler, drove wider the limb with a pair bf horses and a
tip-cart, and an automobile, going west,
stopped just in time to escape being hit
by the limb, tbe ontreacbing branches
coming in touch with the machine. A
telephone pole bad to be replaced, and
the company's linemen worked all day,
Saturday, restringing the wires.
The funeral of Mrs Margaret (Dowd>
Brown, aged 66 years and 4 months, who
died Wednesday, Jafy 15, at the home
of her daughter ii/ North Easton, was
held Friday morning with a high mass of
requiem at St Mary's church at 0 o'clock.
At the close of the mass, Forrest S. Donahue sang "The Homeland." The bearers were Patrick Webster, Edward Delaney, Everett Nutter and George Junior
of Spencer. Among the floral offerings
were—pillow marked "Mother," from
the daughters; wreath marked "Grandma," from the grand-children; casket
bouquets, Mr and Mrs Patrick Brown
and family of Spencer, Mr and Mrs John
Durning, Worcester, Mr and Mrs Everett Nutter; plaque? Mary Driscoll;
spiritual offerings, Mr and Mrs George
Junior, Spencer, Mr and Mrs Frank
Peters, Brockton; Miss Mary Madden
and Sart& Whalen, West Brookfield.
Relatives were present from Brockton,,
Worcester, North Easton, Spencer and
West Brookfield. Burial was in St Mary's
cemetery, Spencer.

Another Burglary

WEST BROOKFIELD.

Delbert A. Eatoji's drug store was
broken into some time Friday night, and
while the thieves made away witli only a
small amount of booty, they did considerable damage about the store, and. from
the condition in which the soda fountain
was fouud by Mr Eaton when he opened
the store Saturday morning, it was evident that the robbers had enjoyed a repast of ice-cream and grape-juice during
tbe visit, and also smoked a few choice
cigars as they inspected the store.
Entrance was gained by removing a pa e of
glass from the window on the west side in
the narrow alley between the Eaton store
and the Burgess newsroom. A medicine
cabinet that was on a counter just inside
the window blocked the path of the robbers and was pushed over onto the floor.
The fall wrecked the cabinet and the contents were all mixed up and broken on
the floor. The cash register is left open
each night by Mr Eaton and^was empty,
but in the inner left corner is a small
compartment which was locked, and this
was pried open Jtmt the robbers secured
nothing for their trouble. In a drawer
right next the cash register was a bag of
money, but it was not disturbed.
Near
the soda fountain was a small box containing lesss than one dollar in change
which Mr Eaton had collected for late
soda sales the evening before, and this
was the only money the yeggs secured.
The stock of cigars in a show case near
the soda fountain Was apparently well
inspected by the visitors and a full box of
a brand that sells for 15 cents each was
taken. Mr Eaton stated that they were
the only cigars of that brand sold in
Brookfleld and all he had in the store.
The safe in the office at the rear of the
main store was left unlocked as it contained only records and papers, but was
thoroughly ransacked and the papers
were strewn about the office.
A small
amount of the cheaper grade of candy
was also taken. Tbe police believe that
the break was committed by some one
familiarVith the premises but although
they have been following up various
clews no arrests have been made as yet.

Mrs Edward Houghton has returned
from a visit in New York.
Mrs Irving Sibley of Worcester, is visiting Mrs Eugene Gilbert.

—

,.,
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New School Teachers.
The school committee announced, last
Week, the appointment of Miss Frances
Delaney, as teacher of the Rice Corner
district school, and .Miss May Walsh of
Warren as teacher of the upper Podunk district school. Miss Delaney, the
daughter of postmaster and Mrs Edward
Delaney, graduated from the high school
with the class of 1913, and studied for
a year at the Worcester normal schoolMiss Walsh is a graduate from Warren
high, class of 1912. Podunk school has
been closed for tbe past five years, and
the Rice Corner school for tbe past two
years but both will re-open in September. At the annual town meeting last
March the residents of each district
pleaded with the voters to have tbe
schools re-opened and the school committee were so instructed, and then were
given* an addition to the usual appropriation to meet the added expense.
During the time that both schools were
closed, tbe Podunk pupils were conveyed
to the lower Podunk school, and the
Rice Corner pupils attended* Over-theRiver school.
A party of young people chaperoned
by Miss Emily Ham are camping at the
Vizard cottage, Lake Qnacumquasit, this
week. The party includes Mary Ellen
and Clara Johnson, Alice M. Roger,
Kathryn Eaton, Beatrice Bailey, and
Louis Flower, Albert Hooker, Jr., Sidney
Roger and John Reneban.

Mrs R. A. Nelson, Leicester, is a guest
of Mrs Levi W. Livermore.
Mrs A. E. Donelson and daughter,
have returned from a visit in Hartford.
Mr and Mrs,Everett P. Newhall, Lynn,
are guests of Mr and Mrs Alfred Allen.
Miss Alice M. Barnes returned Wednesday from a week's vacation at Brant Rock.
Miss Adeline Walker, Worcester, ia
visiting^her sister, Mrs Edmund R. Sibley.
. James A. Anderson, Central street, is
entertaining Raymond J. Cutler, New
York.
Mrs Alfred Allen, Winter street, is entertaining her sister, Mrs Flibhotte, of
Lynn.
Miss Beatrice J. Watson, Wakefield,
R. I., is with Mr and Mrs Marshall C.
Gilbert.
Mrs Theodora Lee, Cambridge, is the
guest of Mrs G. Frank Gilmore, Gilbert
street.
Robert Converse, New Yora, has returned after a week.s vacation with his
parents,
Miss Elsie L. Ellis, Providence, is with
Mr and Mrs Chesseldon L. Ellis, South
Main street.
Miss Adele Olmstead, Brooklyn, N. Y.,
is a guest of her brother, Otto B. Olmstead and family.
Miss Helen Tibbetts of North Berwick,
Me., is visiting at the home of Albert L.
Hauck and family.
Mrs Mabel McDevftt and daughter of
West Haven, Ct., are guests of Miss
Helen P. Shackley.,
Elmer W. Chapin and family, reiuoibc
from Brookfield, are occupying the Frank
H. Mason tenement.
Virginia, daughter of Mr and Mrs
Marshall C. Gilbert, Central street, is ill
with rheumatic fever.
■ Mrs Frederick Carey, West Sutton, is
the guest of Mr and Mrs Edward M.
See ton, Central street.
Alanson Hamilton post, G. A. R., met
in G. A. R. hall Monday afternoon for a
short business session.
Mr and Mrs James B. Haskins, Central
street, are entertaining Charles M. Pike
and family, Providence.
Mr and Mrs Warren A. Gladding and
daughter, Evelyn, are with MrGladdiug's
mother on Cottage street.
Earl Livermore will return to the U. S.
S. Chester, this week, after spending a
30 days' furlough with his parents.
Harold R. Chesson, secretary and treasurer of the Sunday schools gent a> check
for 820 to the Salem relief committee.
Miss Ethel Blood, Westboro, and Miss
Gladys Thomas, New Britain, Ct., arebeing entertained by Miss Marjorie Cutler.
Weston W. Dudley, Winter street js
entertaining Mrs Fred C. Bayley, Miss
Esther Bayley and Miss Ruth Webb, Boston.
The first popular excursion of tbe B.
& A. R. R. company, from West Brookfield and the surrounding towns will be
Aug. 12.
The Social and Charitable society met
with Mrs Lewis Bruce, Tuesday afternoon. Plans for a picnic in August, were
discussed.
Miss Susan Bill and Miss Marjorie Cutler were hostesses at tb.e week-end party
of the West Brookfield golf college club,.
Saturday afternoon.

Much the Better Policy.
Mr and Mrs Charles Lincoln, ClearwaToo many persons are tempted to ter, Cal., arrived this week for a vujt
exercise
themselves
unto
resignation
with Mr and Mrs George Johnson. Mr»
Miss Helen Moulton, contralto, of Monwhen they should put forth their beat
Lincoln is a sister of Mr Johnson.
son and Malcolm Corlies, baritone, of
efforts towards resistance.
Newark, N. J., both members of the
The fire department had a special meetNew Century quartet, which recently reing, in Firemen's hall, Friday night and
Not on That Occasion.
turned from a tour of the southern and
Distance lends enchantment—but discussed plans for the annual clambake,
middle western states, gave a pleasing
which will be Saturday at Forest Lake in
recital in town ball last Friday evening. not when you're tak'ng your girl Palmer.
The program was rendered in an excel- home in a taxlcab.—New York TribRev, F. L. Moore, Superintendent of
lent manner and was worthy of a much une.
Home Missions in Colorado and Utah oclarger audience.
Those in attendance
cupied the pulpit of the Congregational
Benefit of the Best Light.
were delighted with the singing and gave
We should be as generous with a church last Sunday in the absence of Rev.
generous applause. The program opened
man as we are with a picture, which John H. Hoffman, the pastor.
with the old character song "Maggie" by we always give the benefit of the best
Mr and Mfs Ray P. Bascom with Mr
Mr Corlies and was followed by the mon- possible light—Ralph W. Emerson.
and Mrs Frank Litch, Fitchburg, moolog, "Mjiry Ann," and the song, "Sing
tored to West Brookfield, Sunday, to visme the Rosary," by Miss Moulton; next
Good and Evil.
came the songs "For you alone," "Her
Natural good and evil are pleasure it Mr and Mrs 0. P. Kendrick, Central
Rose," and "Requiem," by Mr Corlies. and pain; moral good and evil are street.
Following the duet, "Calm as the night," pleasure and pain produced with intenThere will be a lawn party next Wedwere the songs, "Flower song" from tion and design.—Benjamin Franklin. nesday evening on the lawn of the MethFaiut, and "Birth of Morn," by Miss
odist church. The Epworth League will
Moulton; then the duet "Barcarole,"
have charge of the party, and ice cream,
Ketp Cheerful.
and the song, "O promise me," by Miss
cake, candy, and popcorn will be sold*The
man
with
a
cheerful
disposition
Moulton, The next was the song, "MelThe West Brookfield Literaryeeociety
isande," by Mr Corlies, followed by the doubles his power.—Newell Dwight
met with Mrs Fred Woodward, North
monolog, "De pianner juett," Miss Hlllis.
Main street, Thursday afternoon. Old
Moulton, and the program closed with
songs and their authors was tbe subject
Perfection.
the duet, "Rivers of love, by Miss MoulTrifles make perfection, but perfec- for discussioa. Current events were preton and Mr Corlies.
Dancing followed
sented by the members.
tion is no trifle.—Michael Angelo.
until 11 o'clock.
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BEST WAY OF DOING THINGS GET WIRELESS BY BEDSPRINfl
Trio of "Useful Aids to flood House- Eastern Amateur Experiments With a
wlfery and Preservation of ■ TranNovel Form of Antennae and
quil State of Mind.
Is Successful.
To make candles last double the
usual time, take each candle by the
wick and give It a good coat of white
varnish. Put the candles away a day
or two to let them harden. The varnish prevents the grease from running
down and so prolongs the life of the
candle.
To remove scorch marks on linen
(unless they are very bad) cut an
onion In half and rub the scorched
part with It; then soak In cold water.
The marks will soon disappear under
this treatment If they can be remedied at all.
To clean light colored or drab cloth
spats or gaiters and shoetops, peel and
wash some potatoes, then grate them
Into a basin, and "bile quite wet apply to the surface of the gaiters and
shoetops. Put In the open air to dry
and then brush the grated potato off
with a clean brush.
To mend a coal scuttle that has
holes In the bottom take a piece of
cork lino or linoleum and cut as near
as possible to the shape and size of
the bottom of the scuttle; then scrape
the bottom of the scuttle until It Is
quite clean. Next apply a moderate
amount of glue, and also put some on
the piece of linoleum. Place the lino
* or linleum in the bottom of the-coal
scuttle, fill up with coal and allow to
stand a few hours. It will then be
firmly set, and the scuttle will last
quite a long time, "as good as new."

Cyrus H. Flandreaux of Peekskill,
N. Y., givea the following interesting
account of his experiments with a
nbvelform of antennae for wireless
telegraphy:
"There are many things used as antennae to catch the mysterious electric wares which carry our wireless
messages through space, and I find
that the springs of my bed serve as
very efficient antennae. My room is
on the second story of my house, and
by using these springs as antenane I
can easily read the signals sent out
every night by the wireless station at
Sayville, L. I., although they are not
by any means so loud as when I use
my outdoor antennae, which are 40
feet above ground, 60 feet long and
consists of four wires on spreaders,
the wires being two feet apart.
"The bedspring antennae are best
for use with near-by high power stations. Sayville, L. I., Is about fifty
miles from Peekskill. With my outdoor antennae I continually hear the
Arlington (Va.) naval station when it
sends out the correct time signals at
11:55 a. m. and at 9:55 p. m.; also
the weather reports, Brooklyn navy
yard; New London, Conn.; Cape Cod
and others, including amateur stations
too numerous to mention.
"I have an all-round good apparatus.
I hold a station license and an operator's license, both issued by the
United States government. My official call is 2 V,U."

Ginger Creams.
To one package of cream cheese add
Puzzled the Parson.
a dozen seeded and finely chopped
At a marriage service performed
table raisins.
Take enough sirup
some
time
ago in a little country
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orgia, when the minister
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a spreading paste; one branch of the
*r"to be thy wedded husginger may be added If chopped or
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ed, a gruff man's voice
bread and cut Into rounds.
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"f\wlll." The minister
looked up very touch perplexed, and
paused. He repeated the sentence,
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THENEW FRENCH REMEDY No.lNo.2No.3 looked up surprised, not knowing what
~ and decide (or to make of it, when one of the grooms_ roanelf if it lithe remedy for TOIT* OWK ailment. Absolutely F REC
men at the end of the row said:
No "follow up' clrculMK. No obligations. Da. LICLZBO
"She's deef, parson, an' I'm answer..
In' for her."
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Your Liver
Is Clogged Up

Died With Fortune Near.
That Benjamin Vance, prospector,
whose body was found in a gully at
of Sorts the base of a 500-foot cliff near Palo
That'. Why You're Tired
—Have No Appetite
Rito pass recently, was killed after
CARTER'S LITTLE
locating a rich minera>=>vein is the
belief of 8. J. Vance of Tekemah,
LIVER PILLS
Neb., his brother. In the prospector's
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cabin were a number of high-grade
They do,
ore samples, cached in a secret* pastheir., duty,, '
sageway.—Crestone (Colo.) Dispatch
CureCon-r
to Denver Post.
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Biliousness, Indigestion and Sick Headache
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early
Employer—Not afraid
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hours, I suppose?
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JOUR OWN DRUGGIST WIJLI. TICtXTO""
Try Murino Bye lWrnedy for Bed, Weak. Watery
Byes and Granulated Byellds: No smarting—
jut Bye Comfort Write for Book of tbe B>«
by mall Free. Marine Bye Remedy Co., Chicago.

A girl who is kittenish during courtship may develop into a cat after
marriage.
If a minister's trousers bag at the
knees no apology is necessary.
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SHWSOI00L
LESSON

(By E. O. SELLERS, Director of Evening
Department, The Mo6dy Bible Institute,
Chicago.)

LESSON FOR JULY 26

a

" %eStV&r3/^&:"MefiyfernorferXtti^ Etc.
SYNOP8I8.
.Ralph Van Vechten, a young man of
leisure, la astonished to see a man enter
No. 1313, a house across the street from
the Powhatan club, long unoccupied and
■poken of as the House of Mystery. Several persons at regular Intervals enter
No. ISIS. Van Vechten expresses concern
to hla friend. Tom Phlnney. regarding the
whereabouts of his cousin and fiancee.
Paige Carew. A man is forcibly elected
from the house. Van Vechten and Tom
follow the man and find him dead In the
street. Van Vechten is attracted by the
face of a girl In the crowd of onlookers
surrounding the body. Detective Flrnt
calls on Van Vechten to get hla version
of the tragedy. Tom Phlnney goes alone
on a yachting trip. ^He recognizes amons
some persons In a passing motor boat two
men whom he had seen enter the House
'of Mystery. He sees one of them, a Mr.
Callla, on shore later and follows him.
Tom la seised, blindfolded and taken to a
house. A sweet-voiced girl later protests
against the roughness of his captors.
Van Vechten calls on his uncle. Theodore
Van Vechten, big man in Wall street.
and known as the "Man of Iron.
In
search of Information regarding the
whereabouts of Paige CaTew. Detective
Flint shows Van Vechten a a»ld mesh
purse found In the House of Mystery.
Van recrxmries It as belonging to Paige
Carew. The sweet-voiced girl helps Tom
Phlnney eacane. A message from J^pndon renorts that two ladles resembling
Miss Carew and her companion. Mrs.
Devereaux. sailed for New York some
time previously. It develops that the
ladles visited the'Bngllsh home of Temple Bonner, owner of the House of Mystery. It Is recalled that Temole Bonner
wns In love with a daughter of Onmnton
Schuyler who married Max Wlllard. The
other daughter married a man named
T)evereaux. Bonner and Wlllard were Intimate friends. A /search Is started for
Wll'ard. Van Vechten enters the House
of Mvstery bv the back door In time to
hear John Callls threaten a girl. He Interferes and helps the girl escape but Is
rendered unconscious in the straggle
wtth Callls. Tom Phlnnev gets a Job
as master of Brownlow's yacht Kohlnur.
which has been chartered for some mysterious mission. The charterer. Max Wlllard, and his friends board the vacht at
night and Tom hears 'he voice of the unknown girl. Van Vechten. recovertrie
from Injuries received In his seat with
Callls. is ylalted by Jeasle Winard In
whom he recognises the girl who was the
cause of the flatit. He declares Ms love
for her. She tells him that If his feelings
have not changed one week from that
day she will marry him. A coffin-shaped
hox Is taken aboard the yacht at jlgnt
Delta tells Tom she reallv Is Paige Carew
and that she has been Interested In Mm
for vears through the glowing accounts
of Van Vechten. The coffin-shaped box
Is taken away In the night. aPDarently
much heavier than when it arrived.

the accommodation-steps, where Mercer waa parleying with, some one in a
boat.
"Who Is it?" demanded Tom brushing his first mate aside.
"That you, Phlnney?" a familiar
voice came up out of the darkness.
"This la Flint."

BOOK IV. '
A Specter at the Feast
CHAPTER I.

-A.
*
What the Box Contained.
Jeasie Wlllard's visit to Rudolph
Van Vechten partook more of the nature of a visitation—as of.eome healing shrine's patron saint; for by Saturday night he had so far recovered
that, at his uncle's repeated urgent solicitations, he was able to attire himself in the habiliments of formality
and attend the directors' meeting, of
which already he had been notified.
In the gallery of the dining-room—
modeled after Thane Cedrlo's banqueting-hall—an orchestra discoursed syncopated melody in blissful Ignorance
of anachronism. The president of
the Continental Union" Banking and
Trust company and the head of the Atlas Safe company occupied seats of
honor, and their long laudatory responses put the finishing touch to Rudolph's Impatience to be up and away.
Midnight approached like the termination of a sentry's winter vigil,
and as he determined to slip from hla
seat near the long table's foot and
find hla hat and top-coat, there came
a diversion that stayed him. By contrast, any interruption to the oratory
waa interesting.
The butler noiselessly approached
the head of the table and held a whispered colloquy with the host After a
minute or two the Man of Iron nodded,
the butler stole away, and the man
who was speaking at the time, realizing that something extraordinary waa
impending, paused, faltered, stopped,
and sat down
Four men, clad In overalls and JumCHAPTER IX.—Continued.
pers, entered, carefully bearing among
He walked aft to the taffrall, upon them a large oblong box. They halted
which lie leaned and stared Into the and upheld It with patent effort while
night at tbe point where the launeb Mr. Van Vechten arose and, in his unhad vanished, until roused by a touch lmpassioned manner, addressed, bis
npon his arm and the voice of Jessie guests.
Wlllard. She spoke with an agitation
"Gentlemen," said be, "some of our
that had an electrifying effect upon
friends have not forgotten the occahtm.
sion we are assembled here tonight to
"Captain Phlnney, do you know celebrate. We have bere, I am- aswhere Miss Carew la?"
sured, something that will commemo"Why, I haven't seen her all eve- rate this happy event in a most rening," he returned. "I "supposed she markable and fitting way . . ."
was In her room—or with you?"
And much more to tbe same effect.
The girl all1 at once seemed to
'Then a space was cleared In the
shrink with a/sudden unnerving fear.. center of the long table, a few of the
"She's not in her room!" she cried. diners were disturbed, and the box
"I thought sbe waa, but she has not was deposited thereon. The porters
been. Neither have I seen her—not withdrew.
■lnce dinner." There waa a pause.
Everybody eyed the innovation cu"Didn't she go ashore?" Jessie pres- riously—and a bit distrustfully, too.
ently faltered.
The box, suggesting as it did the end
"No," Tom replied.
of human endeavor, was not an inHow long the ensuing silence lasted, spiriting center-piece, nor was it in
while they stood staring helplessly in- harmony with the temper of the eveto each other's eyes, and by degrees ning; but after much jocose specularealized the significance of the girl's tion respecting its likely contents, at
absence, neither of them afterwards the host's* command servants appearlever knew.
ed with screw-drivers, and, amid an
They first looked Into every likely expectant hush, the lid waa removed.
place that might conceal a girl, terror
The disclosure, coming as It did into
and dread growing with each step that the very heart of the company's good
brought nothing to light. Tom scarce- humor, was realized only resultantly;
ly noted an elderly lady who Joined for tbe box did not belie what it sugthem and in a soothing manner, tried gested. It really contained a coffin:
to compose the almost hysterical girl. one distinguished by its elegant creamAs for Tom, he was from the very colored silk-plush covering and pure
first torn with an awful, unspeakable rose-gold ornamentation. The long
fear, but he acted with a dispatch and extension handles were of the same
directness that left Co possibility,neg- metal, as was also the name-plate.
Upon this latter was a single engraved
lected.
Their own hurried but nevertheless line:
•THE TIME LOCK."
quite thorough search proving ineffecWith the injection into tbe banquet
tive, all hands ware called, and the
Kohinur had such a fine-combing as of an element so sensational and
must have brought to light tbe small- startling, Rudolph Van Vechten's deest of lost articles, to say nothing of sire to depart vanished; he was not
unaffected by the . excitement that
a young lady.
Then, in disregard of express in- stirred the rest of the company. But
structions, both searchlights were presently he observed that the Incibrought into play, which explored with dent conveyed a special meaning to
fingers of dazzling light every inch certain of those present—particularly
of the river's surface for miles down- to his uncle.
Was the whole thing a huge pracstream, while all the Kohinur's boats
tical joke?
piled hither and thither In the quest.
The
Man of Iron pointed out that
But it was all of no use; not the
slightest trace of the miming girl was if it was, it must have been an exto be found. Yet Jessie, with her elder- pensive one for the perpetrator. Tbea
ly companion, hoping in the face of de- came the suggestion of an internes'
spairing certainty, watched and waited machine,, and once more a hush fell
upon the gathering.
until tbe last boat returned.
These men, however, were not lackThe girl's bverwrought nerves gave
way as Tom, haggard and almost ing in courage., Very cautiously the
casket
was removed from the box, the
frenzied, approached. Clinging to tbe
other woman, sbe sank weakly Into a' box was taken away, and the formal
ipth
deck-chair,
ber body convulsed with wal given the place of honor, where
dec
It reposed like a beautiful hut unatbs.
leob
"Aunt Jo," sbe gasped, "we most tractive epergne.
In the silence that accompanied this
tell Mr. Phlnney—everything."
"Yes, yes, we must tell him—take operation a distinct ticking sound,
emanating
from the casket, was plainhim fully into our confidence," she returned. "But you must try to com- ly audible, and the diners, some of
pose yourself, my dear. Captain Phln- them overturning chairs in their
haste, recoiled to 'the walls, where
ney will assist you to your room."
"Oh, Aunt Jo! Aunt Jo!" moaned they stood staring In horror at this
Jessie. "We shall never see her again! unwelcome prefiguratioh of the grave.
At this moment a quiet voice was
! can't stand it! Papa, oh,- why-—"
The words were lost in a sudden un- heard to say:
"Carefully, gentlemen; a slight Jar
controllable fit of weeping.
At this juncture Tom was awakened might prove disastrous."
Tbe company turned to behold a
'mm his hopeless lethargy, by a hail
from the river. He ran to tbe head of man of Impressive appearance.. He

B00KJH.

might have been one of them, though
none had aeen him previously that
night His white hair, hla smoothshaven, finely wrinkled face, his magnetic eyes, were all a part of a commanding personality, and it was no
more than natural that he should be
looked to for an explanation of the
episode.
Perfectly composed, there was no
mistaking the fact that he completely
dominated the situation.
Van Vechten noted that hia uncle
recognized the man, and that the Man
of Iron's attitude all at once became
one of tense, alert watchfulness.
With an air that impelled many, to
follow his example, the stranger consulted his watch; an average declaration of all the watches would have
fixed the time at twelve mlnutea till
midnight
He advanced to the table, from
which everybody else shrank as far
as the confines of the vast room permitted, and laid a hand upon the
casket Glancing once more at the
watch which he still held in the other
hand, he quietly remarked:
"Gentlemen, this coffin contains
enough wlllardite to wipe New York
off the map. It is connected with one
of my time-locks, set to detonate the
explosive at midnight precisely." His
commanding regard met Theodore Van
Vechten's, aa he added:
"No one better than you knows how
likely it is to work without a hitch."
In tbe ensuing quiet the ticking) as
of a clock, which he plainly heard.
After a moment he went on:
"I shall not take the time to apologise tor this, interruption of your festivities, because"—another glance at
tbe watch—"only ten minutes stands
between this moment and midnight
"But aa briefly as possible, I want to
make It clear to you that I am responsible for the occasion that has
brought' you together bere. With my
perfected time-lock and permanganate
steel—the only metal that will withstand the oxyhyric name—combined
with Theodore Van Vechten's business
talent and his commanding position,
wherefrom he can persuade every one
of the country's financial institutions
to purchase an Atlas safe, whether
they want It or not the concern's Initial year has been a phenomenally
prosperous one.
"You gentlemen who are fortunate
to be among the stockholders, and
Theodore Van Vechten, are reaping
the harvest; 1 get nothing—the inventor's portion.
"Through my lack of business acumen I was frozen out of tbe company,
and It did not take long to discover
that every avenue of legal redress was
closed to me. Please bear in mind
■that tact..
"Then what remained for me?" The
brilliant eyes swept the wondering
audience. "Why, either to accept the
situation aa Theodore Van Vechten
willed it or recover my rights by
force.
"Now, gentlemen, atrtually I have
been robbed of a fortune. I am not
seeking vengeance—no, no; nothing
of that kind—only justice and compensation. I have spent months In
preparing for tonight; more than once
my secret operations have nearly met
wltb shipwreck, and you must realize
that i come here fully determined to
exact the uttermost farthing of my
dues, or else not one of you will live
to enjoy them. Call it blackmail, call
it a bold-up, call it whatever you will,
the fact is that "•am here to enforoe
—not to beg or ask, mind you—but
to enforce a distribution of my share
of the profits of the Atlas Safe Company, and my reinstatement into the
position of superintendent of which
I have been unjustly deprived—';
Theodore Van Vechten had gradual-'
ly returned to tbe head of the table,
and he now stood with his'hands on
Me back of his chair, composedly re-

THE POUNDS AND THE TALENTS
LESSON TEXT-Luke l»:li-27, et Matt
E:H-30. .

garding the speaker. The tatter's eyes!
met the Man of Iron's intent look, andi
be added:
• "—or else I shall annihilate everyj'
one of you and myself." He looked ati
his.watch again.
"You all understand. You have Justl
six minutes Within which to make upi
your minds.''
The Man of Iron was not of the stuff!
that is easily frightened—else' hei
would not have been the Man of Iron.
He was taken unawares and rendered!
bewildered—aa who would not have.
been?—but be was first to recover himself. His voice rang out with an authoritative command that the casket
be removed.
The intruder, with one hand still lying lightly at an end of tbe bandsomel
casket the other still holding nisi
watch, calmly interposed:
' I'Just a moment—if you please. Ii
hare only to press a trifle harder upoo|
this bit of ornament and the explosion will be precipitated. I trust—
for your sakes; I don't sare so much:
for myself—that you will not force mat
to such an extreme.
"However, I have come here prepared tor any turn. If my rights are>
not to be recognized, then It is a matter of indifference to me wether II
destroy myself along with the rest of)
you. I prefer not to do so, of course;
but I give you my word, at the first
movement of opposition I shall termlna*e this unpleasant scene."
An impulsive movement of. Theodore Van Vechten's waa followed by
a gasp of horror; for the stranger was
so self-possessed and determined that
nobody doubted his dispassionate declaration. It was only too obvious that
he would db to tbe last extreme exactly what he said he would.
The Man of Iron's fists suddenly
clenched, and he took a step toward
the speaker. The man's magnetlo
eyes turned upon htm with a steady.
inscrutable took.
"Theodore Van Vechten," the quiet
voice went on, "It lowers the high
feeling of respect and admiration
which 1 entertain for your genius, to
see you choose tbe role of fool now."
"Max Willard," retored Van Vechten
evenly, "you know me well enough to
recognize that I can not be coerced;
so It Is yon who are playing the part
of fool. Can't you Bee that this
means your utter ruin?"
Said the other: "Everything that human agency can accomplish toward
that end has been done—by you, Theodore. And now, just one more chance.
Your niece haa been mining for so,me
time, has she not?"
Theodore Van Vechten started. The
Inventor went on:
"I merely want to, add that—in addition to a well-calculated charge of
wlllardite—she too is in this casket—
alive at this moment" Again he
glanced at his watch. "It is precisely
two minutes until twelve."
Nothing was to be heard save the
regular ticking, each pulsation mark-,
ing off one more fateful second. The
two men—Max Willard, cool and steadfast In his purpose; Theodore Van
Vechten, an Image of power and indomitabtlity—looked long Into each
other's eyes.
With a quick movement, Wlllard's
hand slid to another part of tbe casket. It could be seen that he pressed
a trifle harder. The whole thing fell
apart into the shape of a davenport
lounge.
In the midst of tbe creamy cushions
thus disclosed, clad In a white yachtlug costume which, in Us present setting, might well have been the cerements of the dead, ber bands clasped
lightly and naturally upon her bosom,
reposed a beautiful young girt. Her
glowing hair afforded the one' mark
of vivid color against the ivory and
dull gold of the casket and the pallor
of tbe huge table's spotless napery.
The ticking still continued.
1
(TO BE CONTINTJBD.)
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AND THE BOSS THOUGHT HARD
Boy Lived Up to His Treatment Consequently the Profits Were >
Not Large.

he asked for a raise. But his employer refused to raise him. So, looking)
about a bit he Anally secured a better job,
"His last day with the old firm, he
wae^sent out with a load of valuable
china. He returned in an hour or so.
and the china, instead of having been
delivered, lay in the -bottom of the
cart, 1 'smashed into thousands of
pieces.
I
"What does this mean?" the pro\
prietor roared.
"The boy, as he stepped out of the
shafts, answered calmly:
"It means, boss, that you've worked;
me like a horse and treated me like a
horse for two years now. So thlS"
morning I shied at a piece of paper,
ran- away and had a smash-up."
"So saying, the boy turned and set
off blithely whistling for his new and
better job."

Beatrice ForbesV^oJJertson Hale,
one of the leaders In the new School
for Suffrage Workers, said In New
York the other day:
-"A woman has been complaining
that her husband "treats her like a
child. She Isn't capable of Voting, he
says, but she's capable of running
his, big town house for him, with Its
IS servants, both elegantly and economically. I told her she ought to
act like the errand boy.
"An errand boy delivered packages
In a huge hand cart Between the
shafts, bending to bis load, he tramped
the streets among the vans and drays
from early morning till long after
In 1012 571 ocean vessels
closing time.
"At the end of two years of this. built in German yards.

were

GOLDEN TEXT—"Well done, good anf;
faithful servant; thou hast been faithful
over a few things, 1 will set thee oval
many thinga; enter into the Joy of tbj
lord." Matt 26:21 R. V.
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The Christian
Finding
Hia Place
By REV. J.H. RALSTON
Secretary of Cctmpoodence DepsrtmeBt
Motor Bibio loiulut*. Chicsse

TEXT—"As thou haat sent me Into the
rorld, even ao have I also sent them Into:
he world. . . . Then said Jesus to themj
.gain, Peace be unto you: as my Father,
lath sent ma. even so send I you." Johni
7:18; :0:8.

The failure of
the church in
We are told plainly why Jesus spoki
these days is
the first parable (v. 11). W* must be
sometimes attribware of confusing these two parablei
uted to the wide
THB COCA-COLA CO., ATUHITA, G*
though they are one in their essential
prevalence of mateachings.
terialism, formalHis Tricks.
REAL HOME FOR THE HOLE
The parable of the pounds was ut>
ism, commercial"I Went out motoring with that poptered before the triumphal entry ol
ism and departure
Finds Secure Abiding Place After a ular amateur magician, and what
Jesus Into Jerusalem while that ol
from the truth,
transformation trick do you think he
The' Moat Profitable Type.
Period of Troublous
the talents was spoken subsequently.
pulled off before we had gone any
but may It not be
Wanderings.
This
association
does
not
mean
IdenThe horse's place In the life of the
But only a fraction of the number
in the members
distance?"
country has been threatened many of horses In.the country are handled tity for each has a separate lesson
of the church not
"What waa that?"
Everett P. Dahlgren, the millionaire
times, but he has shown that he was each year through the big markets. Both have to do with an absent lord
properly recogniz- opponent of woman suffrage, said at
"He made the automobile turn
never really in danger, and he la In. The horse business is entirely differ- whose return wns imminent The
ing their mission, a suffrage debate in Boston:
turtle."
more request now than ever before. ent in this respect from the business Jews looked for a temporal visible
which is very di"I always declare that ' woman
When the first railroad waa built in in meat-bearing animals. In 1913 of Kingdom and many were associating
rectly presented shouldn't enter politics till she's fulWhy Shouldn't He Worry?
New England it was opposed on tbe the 21,000,000 horses in the country, the earthly life of our Lord with that
in the text? The filled all her prior duties.
Tucker—"Why do I look so
expected
manifestation.
Hence
this
around that it would take the value only 350,000 were handled at the prin.TVO small words 'as" and "so" aa
'"Prior duties! ' Prior duties!' So bled? Wen, last night I dreamed I
out of horses. In 1826 a committee cipal horse markets, namely, St Louis, parable as recorded by Luke.
ound in the text, are very significant a young lady mocked me one day. died and was buried, Parker, and I
from the Massachusetts legislature Chicago, Kansas City, Ft. Worth, St
Issue Is Fidelity.
'As my Father hath sent me, even so "What do you men mean by these saw the tombstone at the head of my
concluded, after investigation, that the Joseph and Omaha, the relative ImporParker—"Saw your tombI. "Occupy Till I Come," w. 11-14. lend I you." It is not for us to ex- "prior duties" that you're always talk- grave."
steam locomotive could not be ac- tance of these markets for the year Both of these parables have to do with unlne Into the counsels of eternity, ing about, Mr. Dahlgren?'
stone, eh? And what of It?" "Why,
cepted In tbe United States as a' sub- standing In tbe order named. St the return of an absent lord who will >ut we know there was a purpose in
I'm
trying
to live up to the epitaph."
"So then I told the young lady this
stitute for the horse, aa motive power, Louie, Kansas City and St. Joseph are then establish his kingdom. In view J»e sending of Jesus Christ to this story:
writes Joseph A. Rlckart of Missouri the only markets named that receive of this return and consummation, his larth on the part of the father, and a
Literary Works Now Available.
"Once upon a time, I began, a little
in National Stockman and Farmer, mules In any considerable numbers. servants are to give their undivided willingness to perform that mission
Literature tn Turkey has responded
hole was born; and It looked around
Later the bicycle was counted upon to They received 100,000 mules in 1913, attention to their Immediate responsi- ly the Son, who said: "I am come to
to
the
liberty that followed the revoluto see where It should take up Its
weaken the position of the horse- in addition to the horses received. At- bilities. They are to trade, to do busi- la thy will, O God." There are three
tion. Large numbers of translations
abode.
*
drawn vehicle for pleasure, and to lanta and Memphis handle a great ness with that that has been In- >hases of the mission of Jeeus Christ
"It first decided on a window, but a and adaptations of European scientlno
some degree for business. The trolley many mules.
trusted to them They are to actively :hat may help tbe Christian to under- man came straightway and put In a and literary works and books of a popcar displaced a certain number of
The horse business at these leading discharge their duty. Ere the visible itand what his mission is.
new pane. It next chose a chair seat, ular nature are now available.
horses and mules, but did not take markets last year was greater than It kingdom Is established, Jesus told ,1. Jesus was sent to exemplify a per- but the housewife sent for a caner,
'much from the prestige of the equine ever was before. In 1908, five years these Jews, there must he a period of fectly holy life. We may indeed say and in a jiffy a new seat was put, in
Occasionally a bachelor marries berace. The motor car and the motor ago, total receipt! of horses and mules preparation. Jesus, himself, Is the :hat God wanted to show the world
cause he imagines divorce is less exthe chair. The hole now selected
truck were considered the certain at these markets was 333,000 head; In "nobleman" whose ascension Into :hat there could be a perfect life In
baby's rattle, and the baby was so pensive than a breach of promise.
loom of the horse, but he remains, 1903, ten years ago, 369,000; and in heaven where he Is to receive a king- >ne wearing the human body. Jesus
pleased that It began to tear the ratgaining in numbers and demand.
1898, fifteen years ago, the total was dom fulfils the "departure Into a far tsked in his great intercessory prayer tle to pieces, and the poor hole, half
A friend in need seldom hesitates to
The reduction In the average size 317,000 head. So far this"year these country." He will return to set up :hat his disciples might be sanctified crazed with fright, bad just time to
tell you so.
of farms in the United 'States, aa markets have received practically tbe that kingdom, Acts 1:9-11, with "all :hrough the truth, that 1B, made holy. escape. It threw Itself, more dead
shown in the 1910 census, makes more same number of horses as they re- authority," Matt 28:18 R. V., Eph. 1: While we cannot get along without than alive, Into the first thing tbat
farm horses necessary. Experiments ceived during the same period last 18-23; I Pet. 8:22. j He may return at the atonement of Jesus Christ by
came to hand, which happened to be
have proven that it requires propor- yeaf.
any time. In neither parable is there leath, we Cannot get on without this the sock of a suffragist's husband.
tionately more horses to work a small
Horses at the markets are sold-by a full description of the kingdom as It loly life. Jesus challenged his ene."There, at least, the hole seems to
farm than it does a larger one, for the head, at auction to the highest bid- Is to be established, for both have to mies to charge him with any sin, and have found a real home. Its pease
there are more idle days during/ the der, either singly or in pairs, except do with the servants. .The issue is Ihelr testimony is on record, that has not been troubled from the beyear for horses on a small farm than that unbroken range horses are sold that of fidelity in each case.
Jiey could find no fault with him. The ginning, six months ago."
on a large farm. But It Is the demand In car-lots, by the head. Auction sales
_. -■ ay ■■ .
The "citizens" (v. 14) Include his doral gjory of Jesus Christ is one of
tor good horses from the cities that are held one or two days each week
One Hundred Years Ago.
the best testimonies to the genuineproper
subjects
the
Jews,
John
1:11;
la responsible for the advancing price. at each of the big markets, the differ
The curious modes which women afThe motor truck has taken the place ent markets having a mutual arrange Acts 4:27-28, and In this connection less of his mission.
Tbe mission of his dlsclpfes is like- fect now began as far back as 1798,
of draft horses to some extent, and ment as to the days of the week, we recall their cry, ','Away with him,
wise to exemplify holiness. It must which Is a period we should hardly
Soup making is an art. Why trouble
figures are given by interested parties which are fixed so that buyers may crucify," Luke 23:8; John 19:15. These
not be "negative only.'the avoiding of wish to copy In most respects. A with soup recipes when the best chat*
that show the great economy in using travel from one market to another "citizens," also include all of his prodance not at all unlike the tango was in the country an at your service? ,X
STII, but it must be positive, and will
fessed
followers
but
not
necessarily
motir trucks over horse power.
and attend sales at several of the mar
regenerated men, Matt 7:22-83. The winS out In making the Word of God In vogue at that time, and had many tew cans at Libby't Soup oat your pantry
Various Influences, pro and con, are kets each week, if they so desire.
affecting the horse market at this
Doubtless a vast number of horses king gives to each servant (v. 13) a !he guide of life, in prayer, in medlta- exponents, who danced In loose bod- shelf assures you of the comet flavdr,
time. On one hand there is an excep- change hands In the country privately, pound (about $18.00)'. His deposit la don and in a correct outward deport- Ices opening in a V shape from the ready in a> few minutes. There era
shoulders almost to the waist. Skirts
tionally good demand from the cities but country prices are governed large- equal in each case. In the parable of ment according to God's law.
Tomato, Vegetable, Chicken, Oxtail, Con.
2. The mission of Jesus Christ was were silt and were often made of
for large expressers and truckers. The ly by prices ruling at the horse auc- the talents there Is a difference in the
comma, Mock Turtle and other kinds.
government is buying horses, and may tions at the various markets. Horse amounts bestowed. This last empha ilao that of eaving. It la true that transparent gauze.
Your grocer has them.
We may return to the gowns of that
buy many more. On the other hand, dealers travel about the country and sizes the fact that each Is to be held we may think of Christ as saving us
the open' winter permitted farmers to gather up horses, and ship them to the responsible according to tbe measure by dying for us on the cross, thus period, which krere without waists,
do much plowing, particularly In the central markets, and In this manner of his own personal ability. Putting making a substitutlonary sacrifice, but having simply ii girdle to the bust
central and western states. When the market price is established In the these two together we see that all the It must not be forgotten that while with skirts caught up rather short in
servants of the king are responsible He was upon earth he was a soul-wln- front and slightly trained at the back.
spring came, Instead of having to country.
work all their horses, and perhaps buy
Prices for work animals cover s for the one pound which la a symbol aer. He did not seem to be success- In 1800 women wore sandals and
more, some farmers were in a position wide range, $75 > to $100 for light- of the common fact of tbe kingdom ful in his popular preaching. He gath- bare feet. Corset belts were only
to sell one or more of their teams. weight, serviceable animals for street power. At the same time the servant ered his disciples one by one; he won about two Inches wide. Some gowns
During tbe Boer war England bought driving and light expressing, medium- Is also responsible for that common the woman of Samaria, Zaccheus and were caught up to the knee with large
He sought the people, cameos. Soon fashion overreached ita large number of horses In this coun- weight chunks for city service at f 125 power according to the neasure Jn Bartimeus.
try for service In South Africa. Kan- to 1175, farm geldings. $140 to (200, which it is entrusted to him. In which those straying on the mountains of self, and then came crlnolipes, pointed
he
is
able
to
deal
with
it
The
small
Bin. His disciples in these days must footgear and unnaturally small waists.
sas City dealers Becured most of the farm mares $150, to $225) well-shaped
contracts for these horses, and horse horses weighing 1,150 to 1,350 pounds amount of one pound Indicates our re- remember that this work of saving iB, Are we coming to this?
and mule receipts at Kansas City at $185 to $275, and $300 to $350 tor sponsibility for the smallest gifts. in a sense, their chief mission. If the
church would arise In its mission, the
Parable of Pounds.
Nothing Like Being Careful.
lumped from 33,000 head in 1899 to, horses weighing around a ton. Fancy
"Shall I pump, up the, tires, sir?"
II. "When He Was Returned." w. entire world of mankind would Boon
103,000 head in 1900, and almost aa drivers and saddlers are not as much
"Walt until we get out into the
many were received in 1901, a volume used as they were ten or fifteen years 15-30. The parable of the pounds was be brought Into submission to Jesus
of horse and mule business that has ago, and fewer of them are produced, spoken to those who thought he must Christ. Yet, not possibly one out of country, Jacques, I .heard a doctor
never been equaled at that market but prices on tbem remain at substan- at once establish he kingdom of God., ten Is a recognized soul-saver. We say that the air around here is very
tial figures.
'
. .
That of tbe talents was given In an- might ask In astonishment .Why is impure." .
since.
swer to the disciples' inquiry as to this, as the burden of responsibility in
when certain things which he had fore- this text rests on Christians, and the
Short men like to stand on their
dignity. But why not?
told would take place. Upon bis re- promises of success are abundant?
turn all these servants will be sum3. Jesus Christ was sent to suffer in
moned before him. Matt 26:18, Rom. the flesh, BO are his disciples. We can
An ounce of get-up-and-get is better
14:10-12, II Cor. 6:10. As Jesus stood never think of Jesus Christ as hilari- than a pound of that tired feeling.
there, he, likewise of that as of ail ous or lackadaisical, but as sorrowful,
other ages, saw ahead of him Jeru- burdened with the sins of the entire
GOOD CHANGE.
salem with Its scourging,/ suffering world. He was poor, and did not know
Coffee to Postum.
and death. He also saw beyond that where to lay his head, had not honor
his resurrection and departure to re- in his own country, was despised and
Tbe large army of persons who
ceive a kingdom (v. 12), a period, rejected of men. He worked inces- have found relief from many chronlo
therefore In this world during which santly, though hungry and thirsty and ailments by changing from coffee to
his servants shall be responsible for weary, and at last in early life was Postum as a dally beverage, is growthe care of hie interests, a time dur- cruelly put to death.
ing each day.
ing which they shall occupy, do busiIt is only a simple question of tryHis disciples are also to suffer, yet
ness with what be has entrusted them most of-them seek their own ease, and ing it for oneself in order to know
of the kingdom, authority and power. congratulate themselves that they are the joy of returning health as realized
All of this will culminate In his re- escaping poverty, hunger, and oppo- by an IUs. young lady. She writes:
turn when he will deal with those to sition of men. Jesus Christ was not
"I had been a coffee drinker nearly
whom this responsibility has been as John the Baptist clothed with all my life and It affected my stomach
given, and then establish finally his camel's hair, and otherwise a denizen —caused Insomnia and I Was seldom
/-:
kingdom. In the parable Jesus deals of the wilderness, but In the midst of without a headache.
I had heard
with each servant separately, and em- civilization he did not tak* advantage about Postum. and how beneficial It
Mare and Her Two Colts.
phasizes the -fact of stewardahip. The of its conveniences and luxuries. was, so concluded to quit coffee and
pound belonged to the king. For his Would not the suffering tbat his dis- try it
faithfulness the first servant received, ciples today should endure by willing
"I was delighted with the change.
a few acres "hold their own tht T. 17, (is) the king's commendation
poverty; soon give the gospel to every I can now sleep well and seldom ever
many suffer for the few.
and (b) authority over ten cities. sinning man upon ^the face of the have headache. My stomach has gotTo expand our farming we must Later, (v. $4) he also received another earth, and thus hasten the coming; of ten strong and I can eat without sufwiden "our methods and raise some pound. The second did not give quite
the Lord? Sometimes jve are called fering afterwards. I think my whole
highly organised crop that is adapted so good a report, and his reward
to suffer pain and sickness, not con- system greatly benefited by Postum.
to our rotation of crops and our farm lacked the approbation of the king,
"My brother also suffered from
nected with our work. May this not
and
that
will
pay
a
profit
when
grown
though he Is placed over "five cities." be God's method of purifying us? How stomach .trouble while be drank cofFarmer Must Raise Some Highly under intense conditions:
His reward was In proportion t« his few there are upon this earth that fee, but now, since using Postum, he
Organized Crop That Is
Intense tillage makes the soil more faithfulness.
would be worthy of walking in the fur- feels so much better he would not go
friable,
easier
to
cultivate
and
teemThe third report was bad. It re- nace of suffering with the son of God, back to coffee for anything."
Adapted to Rotation.
ing with bacterial life, a condition veals neglect, laziness, and a wrong the fourth one in the fire! Christians
Name given by Postum Co., Battle
brought about by opening up the pores conception regarding the king. He now are groveling, they are living on Creek, Mich. Read "The Road to
(By R. O. WBATHBRSTONE.)
and giving the air and its decomposIn a measure the use bf chemical ing agents an opportunity to atari sought to excuse bis sloth by blaming the limits of their privileges. Why WeUviUe," In pkgs.
Postum comes in two. forms:
plant foods is the tksis of expansive bacterial action. The plant food that another. The excuses of the sinner should they not rise to the higher levalways condemn himself, not Qod, and els of privilege and experience? The
Regular Postum—must be well
farming. The profits from using these is Insoluble, thus becomes available.
augment the sinner's guilt.
The answer to this question might be that boiled—ISc and 25c packages.
plant foods will depend upon their
"wicked servant" lost what he would they ara not willing to live the life
Instant Postum—is a soluble powright purchase and use. Rightly used
Poor Setting of Fruit
not use. If we will not use we must that Christ lived, receiving the ap der. A teaspoonful dissolves quickly
they' enable a man to place more of
The poor setting of fruit, which lose. Doubtless this servant considered proval of God; they are not willing to In a cup of hot water and, with
his land under a remunerative system often follows a long rain, laeklue more
himself unfortunate, though, he was give themselves to soul-saving, and cream and sugar, makes a delicious
of crop growing.^
Adelfcloua combhutttoa of sinrer, tfomfttle*
to a loss In vitality of the Jbllen or to judged "out of his own mouth." Rebeverage instantly—30c and 60c tins. tad fieneb brandy lor th« relief of pr..mpa,
We paye been farming along too some mechanical injury to the pistils; verting again to those citizens who not willing to suffer for his sake.
. The cost per cup of both kinds is PsesTJaV ookifc chilis, weakliest, cervouinew ud
insomnia. Look for tbe Owl Trade Marie on
narrow lines. The fertility supply from also, in a large measure, to the fact hated him and Would not have the
about the same.
Dally Thought
tbe wrapper, lent you gkt a cheap, worthleat or
our farm stock as compared with the that bees and other insects which pro- king to "reign over thefc." Jesus
da&geroiu substitute. Forty yean the standard
"There's a Reason" for Postum.
When we ask God to direct our footOf purity, flavor and ■trenxUk, £«14 by sal
size of our farms, never gets far from mote the beneficial cross pollination oloses bis parable (v. 17).
—Bold by Grocers. druggiiu utd grooera.
steps, we are to move our feet
•ur barns and feed lots, so that while between varieties are absent
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EXPANSION OF OUR
FARMING METHODS

Is most comforting, because it relieves intestinal indigestion, a frequent cause of sleeplessness and restlessness,
besides centering the
blood at the stomach
instead of the brain.

FRIDAY, JULY 24, 1914.

KILLED MOUNTAIN LION

WEST BROOKFIELD.
Atty. Paul H. Burns returned this week
to Plainfield, N. J., after spending a vacation with his mother, Mrs Catherine
Burns, Central street. Mr BurnB' wife
will visit in Danbury, N. H., before returning home.
Gerald Palfreyman, Spencer, holder of
the West Brookfield championship played
William R. Traill, at the links Saturday
afternoon, defeating Traill, 1 up. Palfreyman was challenged by Richard Olmstead and John McLaurin, Brookfield.
The body,of Jane L. (Green) widow of
Henry D. Gilbert who died in Springfield
Monday was brought to West Brookfield
for burial Wednesday afternoon. Mrs
Gilbert was born in Petersham, lived a
greater part of her life in New Braintree
and was married in 1881 in West Brookfield. She also lived in Gilbertville and
Ware and wasa resident of Springfield 17
years. She leaves a son, Samuel A. Gilbert; a daughter;, Mrs J. M. Conlin; one
grand-child, Mary Katherine Conlin, all
of Springfield; and a brother, Frank S.
Green of Worcester.
William Weodward, 19 years old, of
Southbridge street, Warren, sustained a
concussion of the brain, an injury to the
right side, the loss of the right heel and
several cuts on the face and lips when
alighting from an eastbound freight train
on the B. & A. division road in West
Brookfield Sunday afternoon. He was
partially unconscious whe removed •home
Sunday night Edward Durant, a companion of Woodward on the freight train
escaped with a bruised wrist. Woodward
slipped and fell so that a wheel passed
over his right heel. The right side of
his head came in contact with the ties,
causing a concussion. He was first carried to the station and attended by Dr
Clifford Huyck.
When Woodward
jumped he thought the train was not going to stop at the water plug.

Uneeda Biscuit
Tempt the appetite,
please the ta-ste and
nourish the body.
Crisp, clean and fresh—
5 cents in the moistureproof package.

Baronet Biscuit
Round, thin, tender—
with a delightful flavor
appropriate for
luncheon, tea and
dinner, IO cents.

ZuZu
Prince of appetizers.
Makes daily trips from
Ginger-Snap Land to
waiting mouths everywhere. Say Zu Zu to
the grocer man, 5 cents.

EASY TO UNDERSTAND
WOMAN SOLVES PUZZLE THAT
HAD CAUSED ARGUMENT.

Final Conclusion Wat That Men Did
Not Need to Attend Women's
{ - Meetings, Since Wives Would
Tell Them All About It.
It was 11:45 p. m. The man and his
Wife had just, come home. They did
not come home together. They had
not been to the same place. She had
been to a meeting for women only, he
to one for men.
Said the woman: "There was a man
at our meeting tonight."
Said the man: "There were about a
hundred women tried to push their
way into ours."
'"That one man," said she, "looked
awfully scared."
Those hundred women," said ha,
"didn't look a bit scared."
"I think," said she, "the man got
Into our hall by mistake. Anyhow, he
got away as soon as he could.'1
"There was no mistake about those
■women being there," said the man,
■'and they didn't leave until they were
ehooted away."
There was a short silence. Said the
(man presently:
'It Is this difference In the attitude
of the sexes toward the meetings for
women only and for men only that
makes me feel morally superior. It
makes me proud of my sex. I haven't
the slightest desire—no man has the
slightest desire—to butt into a feminine comlab, but the woman never
breathed who wasn't on edge with
curiosity in regard to what takes]
place when a bunch of men hold a secret conference. I have known women who admitted that they would willingly sacrifice a year's normal pleasures for the privilege of being smuggled into a Masonic initiation or some
other masculine rite. Contrast that
prying spirit with the modesty of men.
On your own showing, when a man is
accidentally trapped In a hall where a
beauty cougress or a dressmakers' convention is in progress, he Is so miserable that the fly in the spider's web
>.ti a picnic compared with his martyrdom. That, to my mind. Is a punsgent commentary on the disposition of
xoan and woman. Can you explain It?"
The woman admitted that she could'
aiot explain It—furthermore that she
•did not intend to try.
There was another silence. Said the
woman after a little: "What happened
at your meeting tonight?"
"Oh, nothing much," said the man.
"What happened at yours?"
"Everything," said the woman. Then
she proceeded to tell him what 'everything' comprised. It took more than
half an hour to tell it. Every now and
then the man, for consistency's sake,
tried to look bored, but the air of indifference was 111 assumed. The narrative really interested him, and he
was sorry when it was finished. The
story being ended, there was another
silence. Suddenly the wonian sahh
"I can answer your question now."
"What question?"
"Why women are crazy to go to
Tnen's meetings, while men wouldn't
give a fig to go to women's meetings.
1t is because the women come home
and tell the men everything that happened, so they don't need to go.
whereas the men never tell the women
anything."
"By, George," said the man, "I don t
know but you are right."

Bay biscuit baked by

NATIONAL
BISCUIT
COMPANY
Always look for that name

MAKING FIGHT ON TH_ UCE,
Nothing More Satisfactory Has Been
Found Than Spray of Kerosene
and Carbolic Acid.
During the days when the fowls are
under shelter more than is usual, care
must be taken to prevent lice from
populating the place. You know from
experience what a few dayB can do toward establishing a very lively community of these pests. The chickens
will not sleep well, and they cannot
lay when they are tortured with these
pests any more than human beings
can do their most efficient work when
they worry.
You have a right to doubt the veracity of the poultryman who tells you
that his chickens do not have lice, for
wherever you find a chicken, there will
you find Its handmaiden, the mite.
Careful attention .and repeated spraying are the price we pay for clean
poultry houses and healthy, clean
chickens.
Nothing more satisfactory than the
old spray solution so often recommended, of kerosene and carbolic acid, has
been found to meet the needs of the
average farmer, and you have no doubt
found that if one dose Is not efficacious, the second followed In several
days will put an end to the scourge
for a. while.
Problem of Feeding.
Feeding poultry is always something of a problem. Never place feed
ao that fowls can gorge themselves
at any time. Make them work for it.
When fed Inside the building scatter
the grain in a litter of fine straw or
chaff upon a good floor. This makes
the birds exercise to get their feed
and so improve their physical condition. If you are feeding out of doors
scatter the feed on dry, hard ground
or In short grass. Don't put it on
moist ground and don't under any circumstances leave mixed feed where it
will become sour and soggy. This is
disastrous to the older birds.

HORSE MORE THAN A MATCH
FOR FOE IN FAIR FIGHT.

Richard Healy Co.

Had Opportunity to Run, But Bravely
Stood His Ground and Crushed
the Skull of His Enemy in
the Last Round.

JULY CLEARANCE S/UE

The following, among hundreds of
similar incidents, seems to be well
authenticated:
Some years ago a hunter In Wyoming territory was camping under the
Wind river, well up in the mountains.
He had a horse of fine breed, and
had selected a small bunch of cottonwood trees for his camp, while, at a
little distance, under an unusually
large tree of the same, kind, and apart
from all the others, be stabled his
stallion.
It could hardly be called stabling—
for. the horse was picketed, and the
tree formed his shelter.
One night, the hunter was aroused
from a sonnd sleep by a neigh from
bis horse, which sounded rather like
rage than alarm. American, horses
are often quick to detect the approach
of Indians, as well as beasts of prey,
and the hunter was soon upon his
feet, and looking In the direction of
his horse.
The animal was standing in the full
light of a bright moon, and seemed to
be staring at an object in the branches
of the tree.
As the hunter looked
the branches were violently agitated,
a dreadful yelling scream was heard,
and a dark object, which was a mountain lion, landed on the back of the
horse. The latter sprang into the air,
with a mad scream, little inferior In
shrillness and rage to that of his
enemy.
He returned to the ground with a
great concussion, but failed to shake
off the mountain lion, so closely did
the latter cling to'his prey. Blood
began to appear on the horse's neck
and shoulders, and the lion was tearing his way to his jugular, to let out
the gallant beast's life.
Apparently realizing his full danger,
before his master could do anything,
the horse snapped the picket rope
and sprang Into a dense tangle of
boughs, and the mountain lion waB
torn, from his seat and hurled, back
with great violence. The stallion
passed through the thicket and then
turned to confront his enemy in the
open space, never offering to run
away.
The lion, quickly recovering himself,
and mad with the taete of blood,
sprang once more Into the branches of
the big tree and made another leap toward the horse, but missed his aim.
Then he began a series of circles
around the horse, getting nearer and
nearer each 'time, and at last, made
another lean.
But the brave horse was read? for
him, and with the rapidity of thought
changed front and his hind feet struck
the lion full In the breast
The animal rolled over and OTW,
with yells of pain and rage, but than
came on again.
This time he came to his death, far
the horse's heels struck him fairly
between the eyes, and crushed his
skull clean across. He gave a few
convulsive struggles and then stiffened
In death, while the triumphant stallion stood neighing and pawing the
ground In token of victory.
Headgear Cause of Baldness.
Antarctic baldness is the result of
wearing close woolen caps, says Perclval Gray, navigating officer of the
Aurora, which relieved Dr. Mawson
and his companions In the Antarctic.
"I had not Been Dr. Mawson for two
years previously," he told a newspaper
representative, "and was surprised to
find him so fit after the experiences be.
had undergone. Since we last saw
them the party had become almost
bald, doubtless owing to the fact that
for two years they had been wearing
close woolen headgear. One addition
to the base camp appealed to all of
us. It was a large crosa, visible far
out at sea, which had been, erected to
the memory of Lieutenant Nlnnls ana
Dr. Men (who perished while on a
journey with Dr. Mawson). The party
received a never-to-be-fprgotten welcome from the crew of our ship." Describing the dredging work Mr. Gray
said: "We obtained some extraordi'
nary creatures from the depths of the
sea, including fish with luminous eyes,
characteristic of the life in those great
depths where there 1B no light"
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Of Spring and Summer Garments

LA

At One-Half Price and Less
Prices are cut Deeper than ever Before at this Store, and
Everybody is Coming to the Most Successful
SALE OF THE SEASON

NORTH BROOKFIELD.
Tax rate for 1914 will be $16.60 on
each thousand.
Rev. R. M. D. Adams is at the Bummer
school in Amherst.
Miss Bertha Johnson has gone to Mai- den for a visit among friends.
The attendance at the Congregational
- church last Sunday morning was over
* 300.
The Misses Grout, daughters of Mr
Edgar H. and Laura (Miller) Grout, are
visiting at Long View Farm.

Unfavorable weather, unsettled business and overstocked manufacturers have
ruined profits and force these unusual savings
Read the full Itemized Stock List and Prices for our July Clearanc Sale in
Worcester daily papers

COATS $5 to $ 25 SUITS $5 to $22.50 SKIRTS 98c to $7.50

2,000 DRESSES, Complete Clearance
For Dresses Formerly
tip to 88.00

For Dresses Formerly
up to *6.00

Other Dresses $5.00 to $35.00

3,000 WAISTS, Complete Clearance

SI.98

$1.49

98 c.

For Waists Formerly

For Waists Formerly
up to 83.00

For Waists Formerly
up to 82.00

•' '

up to 84.80

Other Waists $2.98 to $7.50

Alterations Free as usual During this Sale

RICHARD HEALY GO.,
512 MAIN STREET,
MR. USHER GOES ON STRIKE
No Vegetable Garden for Him This
Year If Ha Knows Himself, and
He Thinks He Does.
i
"A seed catalogue arrived in this
morning's mail," remarked Mrs. Usher
to her husband. "We might plan out
our spring garden while these long
winter evenings last."
"We will start the fire with the
seed catalogue In the morning," returned Usher. "There will be no garden this year. It is all we can do
to buy vegetables without buying
seeds.
"Last year we bought $10 worth of
seeds, $12 worth of tools and about
nine dollars' worth of digging.
"And we had to buy our vegetables
Just the same.
"This year we shall do away with
the seed, the machinery and the hired
man and have more vegetables.
"Darn It* Last spring after the man
had dug nine dollars out of me, and
the hardware man had tooled me out
of $12, and the seed man had seeded
me to the tune of $10, I went out one
balmy Saturday afternoon to look at
my garden. There was nothing to be
seen there except one beet and a few
million weeds.
"While engaged in killing the millions of weeds I exterminated the beet,
crop with one fell swoop of my trusty
but inaccurate hoe!"
"But the vegetables are so sweet
and fresh out of your own garden!"
pleaded Mrs. Usher.
"Oh, yes, they are sweet and fresh;
all right," bleated' her husband. "We
had a tomato bush last spring. We
had the bush while the stores had the
tomatoes. We didn't buy any tomatoes. We had our own and they would
soon be ripe.
"Hucksters brought tomatoes to our
door, and the neighbors bought tomatoes piled up so high that they spilled
on the sidewalk.
"I went out and looked at our bush.
We had two little green tomatoes that
looked like peas. .When tomatoes were
a nickel a peck one of those tomatoes
sickened and died, and the other got
nearly ripe "on one ilde.
"When Aunt Eudora brought us five
bushels of tomatoes from her farm
our tomato bush took a sudden start
and shed tomatoes in ^abundance as
long as Aunt Eudora's tomatoes lasted.
"That's the way iL.is with our garden,. The digging around is all the
fun we get out of It
"Anybody who thinks that digging
Is fun has a keener sense of humor
than I have."

The Infinite Procession.
We look through the microscope;
physicistB,, chemists, biologists, pry Into the inner recesses of matter, only
to find energy—energy heaving, tossing, turbulent. Imprisoned, perhaps, or
bound to other energy, but everywhere, in the egg, in spermatozoa, in
the minutest particles of matter, animal, vegetable or inorganic, restless
energy, eternal effort. If we turn to
the history of past life upon our globe,
*
Next Year's Roosters.
It Isn't too late yet by any means what do we find but records of energy,
to buy that setting of eggs from which whether physical, chemical, or of that
to secure your next year's roosters. seemingly peculiar form which marks
Don't begrudge a good priee, either. | living organisms, everywhere energy
Itemember how much- cheaper a set-1 leaving its trace in innumerable
ting of eggs Is than buying tba roost- forms. In this history of life, according to our human standard*, there
ers fully grown.
lias been a long procession. In which
(he principle of organic lite, from the
Hard Necessity.
earliest period of vegetable existence,
, Sex Ole Cliff Fox.
From * speech on tba bndget--Ws
has advanced through manifold forms,
"A man's as old as he feels; but a
must economise, gentlemen, cost what upward, upward, in the depths of the
woman's as old as the family Bible
it may. we must economize.
sea, in the air; on land, by devious admits."
___
***
______
routes and strange passages, up, up,
Per Rust Stains.
Elocution. ■
to the Ash, to the bird, to four-footed
lYk removing Ink stains and Iron
* Sorrow and Souls.
Elocution doesn't go far enougb. It beasts, and Hn-Hy to man.—Henry D.
Oreat souls attract sorrow as mounrust from wash goods, cream of tartar
merely teaches as bow to speak, not Bedgwlch, In the Atlsntie,
Is excellent Dampen with solution
tains attraet storms,—Rlchtor.
when.
. I out In the sun.

WORCESTER, MASS.
Romans In Britain.
The Romans made war upon the
Britons when under Julius Caesar they
Invaded it in B. C. 55. In fact they
were very generally at war in trying
to subdue the country until they left
it about 300 A. D., as witness the Incidents connected with the names, Carsdoc and Boadlcea.
Water-Proofing Shoes.
Take equal parts of beeewas and
mutton tallow and melt them together.
While hot, apply to the soles of the
shoes and the crease where the soles
and upper Join, being careful to fill in
all the seams. JThe uppers can be
treated in the same manner and the
shoes Will be perfectly waterproofed.
Blessings of HopsHope resists despair, it attacks its
foe again ant again. Without our asking we, who despaired one moment,
are strangely hopeful the next moment The quick shifts of the contest
go on within us and we seem to be
but spectators. Hope prevails, thank
kind heaven, most of the time. Perfect despair is rare. Indeed.
■
To Remove ,--K.
To extract Ink from cotton, silk, or
woolen goods, dip In spirits of turpentine and let remain for several hours.
Then rub thoroughly between the
hands and the spots will disappear
without changing either the color or
texture of the goods.

. » -—'—— '

A Fellow Has To. •
A good many bromldiots constantly
urge young men to stand on their own
feet. It has been our experience that
when we began standing on anyone
elBe's feet the fellow owning the other
feet mentioned it to us almost Immediately.
'
. m - ■ ■
Handicap Approved.
"Your daughter is rather near-sighted," said the doctor, jpell," replied
Mr. Groucher, "I don't B^XOW as we will
regard it as an affliction when she gets
old enough to want everything she
sees." *"
_ *'
Brogue Is Real English.
According to some language students Irish brogue is the ancient way
of pronouncing English, preserved. In
its purity by residents of the Emerald
Isle.
»
Charge Easily Disproved.
"Isn't Deeds, the lawyer, a rather
extravagant mant"
"By no means.
I've known him to make one suit last
for several years."—Boston Traveler.
No Chance for Father.
*
,0-ur f-fc^erYatroh is that when there
ire four daughters in a family, father
doesn't wear much Jewelry.—Qalvaston News.

NEED CARE IN YOUTH
CHILDREN'S EYES SHOULD BE
CAREFULLY LOOKED AFTER, j
_____

Mrs A^ F, Wotton, proprietor of the
Village Grocery, has recently purchased
the pleasant home of Mrs Donahue, corner of South Main and Evergreen Sts,
Very evidently the railroad people have
changed their minds about lowering the
platform at the station, as they proposed,
for it remains as it has been for the last
30 years or more.
Miss Vera Brucker went to York Harbor, Me., this week, with one of her
classmates from the normal school at
Worcester. Her brother Ralph is visiting in Rockville, Conn.
Mr and Mrs William H. Holt of Providence, R. I., have been visiting old
friends here this week. Mr Holt wears
the same genial smile as of yore, and
doesn't seem to have grown hardly a year
older than when he lived here.

Is your dog licensed ? There is only one
more week of grace before Dog Officer
Quill starts on the war path..
' Mis Rivers and daughter, Pearl, of
Worcester have been the guests of Mr and
The Progressive party still lives in
Mrs Paul Wheelock, Elm street.
North Brookfield, and at a meeting on
Mrs F. W. Reeve ol Brooklyn, N. Y., Monday evening, the following gentlemen were chosen as nominees for town
and daughters, are visiting with her
committee at the approaching primaries:
mother, Mrs Russell, King street.
Ulric Hirbour, John Sheehan, Harry B.
Mrs Martha B, Bishop returned yesterBond, Joseph Shortf Ward A. Smith, L.
day from a short visit with Mrs Harris at Emerson Barnee,,and Amasa G. Stone.
Laurel Park, near Northampton.
Eugene E. McCarthy, Elm street, took
There will be no prayer meeting at the
Methodist church to-night, as the pastor a party to B >ston, in his Ford automobile, yesterday. A stop was made at the
is at Podunk with the boy scouts.
Wayside Inn for dinner, and as a precau315.60 on a thousand for 1014.
tion the tank was refilled with gasoline,

S3.98

$2.98

SI.98
For Dresses Formerly
up to »4.00

MAILS DUE TO ARRIVE.
A. M. 6.45—East and West.
9J0—West.
P. M. 12.48—East and West.
2.00-Wart
4.60—East.
7.06—East and West,
_
MAILS CLOSE.
A. M. 6.00—West.
8.46—East.
" _ HJO—East and West.
P. M. 1.00-Weat,
4.40—East.
6.00— East and West.
Mails for East Brookfield are despatched at
«.« A. M., UJIOA. M. and 1 P. M. flails from
East Brookneld are received at 9J0 A. M. and
6.40 r. M.
Package mails are despatched twice daily as
fo!Iowa7-ll,S0 A.M. East and North, 6 P. M.
West and South.
Malls for the Rural Delivery is closed at 8.16
A. M. and received at 1 JO P. M.
.The office noun will be:—« W A. M. to 8 P. M.
Holidays, 6.80 to 9.30 A. M. and 5 to 6 P. M.
JOHN HOWE, Postmaster,
PAUL M. KEANEY, Asst.

John Lane, Jr., is on the water wagon
again, between showers.
Mr Frank P. Greene is seriously ill at
his home on South Main St.
Miss Frances Loveaof Worcester, is visiting at the home of Mrs Fred H. Boyn
ton, in District 4.
Miss Katherine Morgan and Mrs Henry
Green, South Main streeet, are home
from a visit to Utica, N. Y.
•
Mrs Emma Buck, and her daughter,
Hattie May, of Collingswood, N. J,, are
visiting relatives in town.
Mrs Frances (Reed) Goddard and her
two daughters, from Swarthmore, Pa.,
are spending two weeks with her parents
on Elm street.
**
Principal Clarence Sibley is moving
into town to-day, his goods having arrived -by freight this noon. Mr and Mrs
Sibiey came in their automobile.

j

Lifelong Annoyances and Serious le-j
Jury to Physical Health May Frequently Be Avoided If the Matter Is Taken in Time.
Childhood Is the period of develop-1
went from which man Is evolved, Atj
this time of life all the organs are!
impressionable and they may be)
easily Injured by overwork or abuse, j
Many parents are culpably negli-j
gent of their children's eyes, early at-j
tontlou to which would very'often ob-j
viate life-long annoyances and possi-j
lly injury to physical health.
j
Former President Roosevelt writes |
the following in a recent Issue of Out-j
look magazine:
"Quite unknown to myself, I was,i
while a boy, under a hopeless dlsad-i
vantage In studying nature. I was!
very nearsighted, so that the only1
things I could study were those I rani
against or stumbled ever.
"When I was about twelve I was al-i
lowed to take lessons in taxidermy. It,
was this summer that I got my first
gun and It puzzled me to find that my,
companions seemed to see things to I
shoot at which I could not see at all. |
"One day they read an advertise-j
ment In large letters on a distant)
billboard, and then I realized thatj
something was the matter, tor not)
only was I unabte|to read the sign,]
but I could not even see the letters.
"1 spoke of this to my father and
soon afterward got my first pair of
spectacles, which literally opened an
entirely new world to me. I had no
idea bow beautiful the world was until I got those spectacles.
"The recollection of this experience!
gives me keen sympathy with those!
who are trying In our public schools)
and alsewhere to remove the fthyslcal
causes of deficiency !n children who
are often unjustly blamed for being!
obstinate or unambitious or mentally!
stupid."
Optometry has slowly and surely*
progressed along similar lines to those,
of medicine, law and dentistry, and:
today Its recognition as a profession!
is assured by the spirit of Its many
progressive practitioners, who are continually ; perfecting methods and devices for the accurate application oft
its theoretical,, principles.
Much oi the suffering due to eyei
strain would bis relieved If the one
so afflicted would consult the optometrist, who is now being rapidly recognized by the world as the exclusive)
eye strain specialist

Splendid Advice.
"If you are looking for real com-~-— '
.
fort," advises a sensible young woman
"Freneh Briar."
connected with a western newspaper,
"French briar" la producod in
"buy your shoes large enough and be
careful in the selection of your inti- Sicily, Calabria, Corsica and of Into
years Algeria,
mate friends."

"The Human View and The Divine and the water supply was replenished at
Assurance," will be the theme of Rey. A. hotel Thorndike. Aside from this "the
W. Budd's sermon next 8unday morn- round trip was made without a skip."
ing.
The North Brookfield Men's League of
Mrs Mollie Kellogg, formerly ot North the Methodist church held its monthly
Brookfield, and her daughter, Miss Theo- meeting and semi-annual election of offidora of Wilkesbarre, Penn, are visiting cers, Monday evening. President, Frank
at Pine Grove Farm.
Howe; vice pres., George Bennett; secreMrs Effie M. Noyes returned to Spring- tary; George Mullens i treasurer, CharleB
field, Wednesday, after spending four Wheeler; chairmen of committeesweeks with Mrs George E. Banks, at membership, James Benjamin; religion,
and Bible class, Frank Howe; social,
Maple Valley Farm.
,
~
The board of management of the D.' Paul D. Wheelotk. It was voted to hold
A. R. will meet at 3 p. m., Saturday, no meeting in August.
A new fence has been, put up on GilJuly 25, at the home of Mrs Herbert E.
CummingB, Adams street.
bert street, west side, and the selectmen,
Herbert E. Cummings has opened his with crafty design have made the top rail
campaign for the Senatorial nomination. a square piece of timber, about four in
The Republican town committee has not ches wide, turned so that the upper side
yet taken action on his request for their) is too -harp for toe comfortable seating
of the poys and girls who have made the
endorsement.
Miss Ruth Trask and Miss Katherine. place a real lovers' rendezvous. The resDurfree of Springfield, are spending idents of the street are grateful, however,
their vacation at Bide-a-wee cottage, at as it has become considerable nuisance.
A special town meeting will probably
Lake Leshaway, as guests of Mr and Mrs
be called before long to see if the town
Fred H. Walker.
Every housekeeper who attends the free will vote to make needed improvements
demonstration of aluminum ware at the in the grounds about. the high school
Congregational church kitchen on next building on Grove street, at an estimated
Tuesday will receive a free souvenir of cost of some $700 or $800. The proposl
tion is to build a retaining wall about the
aluminum ware.
front of the lot and then properly grade
Real estate is very active, and hardly a it. Probably if this meeting is called
day passes but what some deal ison. Not
the matter of the new town clock may
all have materialized as yet, but the
also come up. The selectmen are ready
brokers are busy, and hope to bring some to make their report.
of their prospects in before long.
The state public service commission
Rev. A. W. Budd, Dea. Herbert -W. has issued an order dismissing the petiBemis and Mrs Carrie Doane were ap- tion of Charles D. Sage, relative to rates
pointed as a committee from the Congre- charged on the Boston & Albany railroad
gational Sunday school to arrange for a for the transportation of milk from North
union picnic if thought advisable.
Brookfield to Worcester.
Mr Sage
Mrs J. A. Cunningham and Miss Mary claimed in his petition that the rates
Cunningham of Los Angeles, California, charged by the Boston. & Albany Rail, and Miss Clara Crawford of Walpole, road Co. for the transportation of milk
will be the guests of Mrs William M. from North Brookfield to Worcester are
Crawford, School street, for the next two higher than those charged upon other
lines of railroad for a similar service and
weeks.
Arthur C. Bliss, treasurer of the local a like distance.
The assessors have completed their valSalem relief fund his sent $28 to the Relief committee, and 136. id has also been uation of the town, and have figured out
sent as the amount collected at the morn- the total tax as $iS. 60, a welcome drop
ing service of the First Congrrgstional from that of last year when large appropriations carried it up to over $19. The
church last Sunday.'
The telephone line men are buRy im- town loses on the valuation of the linen
proving the service by changing some mill property, which had to be classed
. lines, and have begun transferring^he this year as "idle property," and taken
wires from some of their poles where the on the basis ot the appraisal made by
electric light people also have a line of the court of bankruptcy. It was also
found that by reason of the present fiscal
poles that can be used by them.
year closing January 1, only the smaller
Mrs Sedgwick P. Wilder,^and her son half of the water department receipts,
John, of Chicago, are expected this after- and none of the railroad dividend could
noon, as guests of Mrs Martha B. Bish- be counted upon as "income" for the reop, Summer street. Tbey till be wel- duction ol this year's tax levy.
comed «s the wife and son of a former
Col. W. I. Burghardt, of Westfield, is
beloved pastor of the Congregational
visting his brother-in-law,, Mr J. W.
cliureh.
Finch, During the civil war he was a
There will be a lecture and demonstra- member and an officer, in the 27th Mass.
tion of "Wear Ever" Aluminum cooking Infantry, his first battle being at Roanutensils in the First ChurcJ) kitchen, Tues- oake Island. At the close of his first
day afternoon, at 3 o'clock, under the
period of enlistment, he re- inRsted "for
auspices of the Woman's Union. A usethe war," and when peace was declared
iul souvenir will be' given free to each
he immediately entered theregular army,
lady present.
serving in the 14th and 32d TJ. S. ReguThe Girls' Friendly Society is invited to lars in Arizona and along %3 border of
a piazza party at the home of Miss Helen Mexico, then in the 23d U. 8. Infantry
Moody, Fullam street, next Tuesday m Idaho and Montana. He was in conevening, the 28th. .Matters of much in- tinuous setwice from 1861 to 1871. He
terest'and importance will be brought up. has also been prominent as an officer In
It is hoped there will be a good attend- the Patriarchs Militant, I. O. O. F., of
ance on this neW) roomy piazza.
this state, and in the Masonic order.

NEW BRAINTREE.

Death of Mr Francis Doane.
The members of the Doane Association
will regret to learn of the sudden death
of its treasurer, Mr Francis Doane, at
his home in Norwood, Mass., within a
few hours after entertaining the Doane
family picnic on his. estate, Saturday,
notice of which was published last wee*.
Mr Doane was, for many years, a stationer on State street, Boston, and was well
known among business men. He was
born at Orleans, Mass., in July, 1843, and
in 1879 married Miss Henrietta Winslow
of Norwood, in which town they have
since resided. His widow survives him.
The funeral services were held at his late
home Wednesday, at 1.30 p. m., and
were attended by many members of the
Association.
Graham-Barrett.
Walter F. Graham and Leah F. Barrett
were married at St. Joseph's church, on
Monday morning at 9 o'clock, by Rev.
Fr. Thomas McDonnell. Francis Barrett was the best man and Miss Florence
Bowen, bridesmaid. The bride wore a
dress of embroidered voile, and the
bridesmaid embroidered white mwlin.
A wedding breakfast was served at the
home of the bride on Elm street. Mrs
John Sprague and Miss Jennie Fay gave
as a wedding present a handsome bedspread; Loretta Trudeau, table linen;
William Barbeau, teaspoons; a handsome
chest of silver from the associates of the
bride in the overall factory; and gifts of
money from Eugene Barrett of Woonsocket, Francis Barrett of West Springfield, Francis Dunn, Norah Barrett, and
Delia Barrett of Marlboro.
68th Wedding Anniversary.
Last Sunday was the 68th anniversary
of the marriage of Mr and Mrs Emory
Richards, who are old residents of the
town of North Brookfield, and they were
visited by many relatives and friends.
Mr Richards is 90 years old, and walks
out to the neighbors occasionally, is very
cheerful, and a faithful companion to
his wife who is how quite feeble, at the
age of 86. They are devoted to each other,
and it is indeed a joy to them that their
last daysmay be spent in the company of
each other. Among those who called
were Mr and Mrs A. J. Tucker of Springfield, J. N. Whiting of Silver HilL Mr
and Mrs Lincoln Smith, Mr and Mrs
John J. Lane, Mr and Mrs George A.
Whiting, and Miss Grace Whiting.
Base Ball Budget.
Last Saturday's game between the B
& R aud All Holyokes, which resulted in
the fifth straight victory for the B & R
score 1 to 0, with one error on each side,
has brought out the expression from
many of our townspeople as being one of
the'best,' if not the best game of ball ever
played in North Brookfield. Purcell, the
Northampton pitcher, certainly had the
goods and was well supported.
We understand that every player on the visiting
team is a member of the famous Bolyoke
Basketball team, also of the Y. M. C. A.
It is certainly a credit to the paper city
to be able to send out a delegation of
young men that can leave as favorable an
impression behind them as these left in
North Brookfield.
We hope arrangements can be made to have them return
for another game later, but, unfortunately, the schedule is all taken up, unless a
date can be fixed at the very end of the
Batteries, B & R, Ross and Daniels;
All Holyokes, Purcell and Senecal.
123456789
BAR
OOOIOOOOx
All Holyokes
000000000
Hits off Ross, 2; off Purcell, 2. Struck
out, by Ross, 14; by Purcell 12.
Next Saturday the B & B witl play the
"Omicron A. A." which is recognized as
one of Worcester's fastest semi-professional teams, made up of the pick of some of
the best shop leagues, and should be an
interesting game. Bill Ross, who has
won the admiration and confidence of
every local baseball fan, will' be in Jtho
box for the B & R.
The home team is playing very fast
ball. The game between the B & R and
South Barre promisee to be a very exciting one, due to the fact that South
Barre has some fast players, and it is -reported that they have secured the services of a semi-professional battery. We
are informed that Manager Donovan has
been successful in securing the services of
Ross for the balance of the season.
Good progress is being made with the
minstrel show which will be given Sept.
4. It is expected that tickets will be on
sale and the diagram opened in about
two weeks. Hante's orchestra has been
secured to furnish the music.
Mr Edward McEvoy will be interlocutor for the
gentlemen, and Miss Irene Brucker for
the ladies.
A CARD
We wish to thank all who showed us
so much kindness in the sickness and
death of our sister, and for all the beautiful flowers sent in her memory.
MABY CARTER,
PATBICK-OARTIR.

Notice.
Bids for transportation of school children will be received until August 1.
Routes same as the past year. The right
to reject any or all bids is reserved.
SCHOOL COMMITTEE,

30

North Brooknefd, Mass.

:

THE UNDISCOVERED

Carriages, Stanhopes, Concords

:

Jane L., aged 76, widow of Henry D.
Gilbert, died Monday afternoon, at the
both rnboer ana steel tires, Boggles,
•pme of ber daughter, Mrs J. M. Cordon
Democrat and Delivery Wagons, SnrBy GLADYS HALL.
reys and Koad Wagons, both new and
of Springfield. She was born in Peterssecond hand.
••eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeaeeeeeee ham and passed the early days of ber
A.T BOTTOM IPRIOES
"Every man," stated Blake convin- life in New Braintree. She was married
Harness, Robes, Blankets, Whips and
cingly; "every normal, human man at West Brookfield in 1861, but lived in
Oil Cloths. Not too Costly. Not too
Cheap.
Gilbertville, and Ware, and has been a
has had some romance in his life,
resident of Springfield for 17 years. She
at some time or
leaves a son, Samuel A. Gilbert, and a
other, ot some
daughter, Mrs J. M. Conlon, also a
All the different grades. All sizes oi
kind,"
brother, Frank S. Green, Worcester.
Nails, also,
A mild grunt
Burial was in the family lot at West BwiaaiMr that my prices are always
from the three
Brookfield, Wednesday afternoon.
the lowest I sell so as to sell again.
men
met this
Or. If.nl.l'. Bone Btnudhi Always
statement, and
His Knowledge.
In Stock.
each gazed Into
"I forgot to sign my examination
the grate with
TELEPHONE OAKBAM in.
paper with statement that I neither
curiously s o f t gave nor received help," said the Yale William
ened expressions.
C. Crawford
student to the professor In mathe"Some of us,"
OAKHAM.
matics.
"Not
necessary,"
answered
vouchsafed Forde
the professor. "I have Just been lookA bit grimly,
ing over your .paper."
"have something
more than mere "romance,' which always seems somewhat intangible to
Dally Thought
me—moonlight and summer nights,
The fashion wears out more apparel
and the frivolity of things."
than the man.—Shakespeare
"Yes, but we men forget easily,"
WANTED
Interrupted Davids, checking what
I WOULD like to get a place for a housekeeppromised to be a voluble discourse
er who has been with me for some time, and
on the philosophy of romance as inter- whom X can strongly recommend. Can or
Addons MRS J. M. JAMES, B. V. D., (ATres
preted by Forde—"it's the women who St.) North Brookfield.
REGISTERED EUBALMER.
H SO
feel the Iron In their souls, and who
Personal
Prompt Attention Day
FOR RENT
lire on and love on, and die with the
orNurht.
THE HOUSE and Harn on the H. H. Rowley
wonder of it undiscovered."
place, Forest Street. Apply to WARD A.
Telephone North Broekflcla Ne.
, "Quite true," remarked Doming, SMITH, Summer Street.
29
iia-n.
who had hitherto been silent and abLong Distance Connection.
stracted; "and I will tell you of Just
TO RENT.
Funerals Personally Directed
such a case."
E Upstairs Tenement in the Waters house.
and Brery Requisite FamApply to W. H FULLAM.
1»
ished.
Somehow all present felt that something was forthcoming.
Ladjr A.sl.tant.
CHIROPODIST
"Boys," he continued quietly and MBS PERRY, formerly of Springfield, cbirop
odlst. is now at Dr Winer's, S. Main St,
with an odd depth to his voice, "we've All troubles of the feet treated without pain.
been good pals, all ot us, and I alone
FOR SALE.
have been reticent and secretive—now
A TWO-BURNER gas shelf, for a Crawford
I'm going to show my hand.
stove A. Desplainea ; fltove street next
"When I was twenty-five I waa to bowling alley.
»
37 ENGRAVED CALLING CARDS
rather unlike most men at the same
age. My life had been, and was, comIN SCRIPT OR
posed of out-door sports, and getting
ahead In my father's business—maENGLISH TEXT
king good the name he had left me.
H. T. Lawrence. North Brookfield
.. "Women to me simply did not exist. Just about then came my one and give you a large income producing property
for
it.
I'm
getting
$1VJ8
every
year
for
my
serious Illness—typhoid—and I was
six-family house located four minutes from
beastly low, nurses and specialists, trolleys in one of Boston's most popular suband vile treatment, and all that, and urbs. House is in absolutely perfect condifinally a tedious convalescence, bright- tion, fully occupied by desirable tenants. If
ened only- by the unobstrusive but un- you bare a farm you want to sell, let's, get totiring attentions of my housekeeper. gether.
J. B. LEWIS
"One day when I was learning the
use of my limbs again, I was saunter**»1 Tremont Street, Boston
ing about the house, and in the library I chanced upon a book left
there. Presumably the housekeeper
had been reading it.
"The book contained some closely
written sheets of paper, and how I There's a lot
came to read something not for my difference beeyes I shall never Know, but read
tween Torie
them I did. It Is that letter that
makes the love of a woman forever Lenses an (ft
impossible for me. I carry it with Flat Lenses.
me always," his hand rose tentatively besides their
t* his breast pocket. "That letter," alight extra cost. They give
he resumed, "laid bare a woman-soul you extra vision and extra
-^-tne very quintessence of woman- comfort. They are betterhood—all the fierce tenderness, the looking, too. Come and see
sublime Unselfishness, the glorious us about Toric Lenses.
self-abnegation of the love of a woDeUvered*Free of Charge, anyman for the undeserving man. As I
where in the Village. • • »
read I knew that the writer of that
letter was the one woman In the
world for me.
ERNEST D. CORBIN,
"And I felt, for the first time" in my
OPTOMETRIST
egotistical, self-sufficient career, a

Shingles and Roofing Material.

CHARLES S. LANE,

Furnishing Undertaker

H

I'll Buy
Your Farm

"

SURE SEAL

TOB.IC

FRUIT JARS 1
Pints, 65 Cts. a Dozen.
Quarts, 75 Cts. a Dozen.

JELLY TUMBLERS.
Two for Five Cents.
25 Cents a Dozen.

strange doubt, a curious abasement
"The following week I was to depart south further to recuperate, and
you'may believe my departure was a
reluctant one.
"In the Interval my housekeeper
was slightly indisposed with what
eventually developed into typhoid, and
she must have felt some slight amaze
at my assiduous attentions and delightful affability. I was positively
amorous with my floral donations.
"Well, as I say, I went south, and
had been gone nearly a month when
I was called home by a telegram,
saying that my housekeeper had contracted typhoid and had died. As
she seemed to have no one to make
the necessary arrangements, would I
come at once and attend to things
myself?"
Demlng paused, and selected a fresh
cigar with punctilious care.
"I arrived home," he resumed, "and
found that the old doctor had done
everything, and that the funeral was
that night. I disliked death as being
morbid, and therefore an undesirable
factor In my thoroughly well-balanced
make-up.
"However, I decided to go in and
pay my last respects to one who had
served me well. She looked quiet
and quite at peace. Around her throat
was a slender gold chain with a medallion attached. Careless hands had
laid it wrong side up, and I bent over
her and turned It over."
The cigar glowed fiercely red for
an Instant, then Deming said very
low:
"My picture was In It, and underneath the name and the date In her
handwriting.
"That's all, boys. Al* night I sat
gazing at her, this woman who had
lived In my house for seven years, on
whom I had bestowed some brief
snatches of conversation or an occasional appreciative gift; this woman
I lowed too late, whom I might never
touch—who would never knew—trying to make reparation to the dead
for the blind stupidity I had shown
the living.
"In her dear, still face I read the
pitiful story—her hopeless love—her
loneliness—I vowed then that as she
lad lived and loved and suffered, so
>y God's mercy I should too. Next
nornlng—they, took her away."
A long, vibrant ■ silence followed,
then the boy* departed quletlx.

Office at Dr Ludden's
Main Street,
North Brookfield

ARTISTIC MONUMENTS
AND CEMETERY MEMORIALS
In all kind, of
GRANITE AND MARBLE

C A. RISLEY & COMPANY
Tekpnonr!

'Wot Brookfield.

"NO TRESPASS" NOTICES.
WE shall hereafter keep constantly on hand
ready-printed notices on cloth, suitable
or posting In the open air.
JOURNAL Office, North Brookfield
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Call at 46 Summer Street
To see the Latest Models of

SPIRELLA
CORSETS .
Or have them brousfat to your homejj
by sending word to
***
*•*

MRS. B. C. GRAVES.
Representative for the Brookfielda,
Telephone

16-13,

NORTH BROOKFIELD.
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Summer k
Places
Wanted
Each year more and more summer sojourcers from all oyer the country are
seeking pleasant spots in New England,
patronizing well-managed hotels and the
pleasantly located boarding placer and
farms where paying guests are received.
Each season thousands of people turn
to the advertising columns of the Boston
Evening Transcript, where so many announcements of summer places are published.
Many families prefer to lease farms,
houses or cottages in the country. Hundreds of properties are sold every season
to parties from Eastern and Western
cities who are attracted by advertisements
in the Transcript.
If you desire to reach the well-to-do
people and attract them to your town insert a well-worded advertisement in the
Boston Transcript.
Pull information, rates, sample copies
and advice cheerfully given on requesd.

Boston Transcript Co,
*M Washington St.. Boston, AUst.

MASS.

EDWIN T. CHAP1N
ARCHITECT
727-728 State Mutual Building, Worcester
Telephone

FRED C CLAPP

Funeral Director,
Begistered Embalmer.
__*<fty Aseleu-i-t.
Connected by Long Distance Telephone^ House and Store.

MRS HELEN MORSE SMITH
DRESSMAKING
UFrcspsctSt,

North BrookfteM
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WILSON ORDERS |
NEW HAVEN SOIT
President Directs Dissolution
Under Sherman Law
CRIMINAL AND CIVIL ACTION
.Dissolution Pact With U. S. BrokenCharging Bad Faith by New Management, McReynoldt Will Act
—Rejected Their Own Term*.

Washington.—President Wilson directed James C. McReynolds, Attorney
General, to begin the biggest criminal
prosecution evdr contemplated by the
United States government under the
'Sherman Anti-Trust law.
He instructed Mr. McReynolds to
gay before a Grand Jury criminal
charges against the directors of the
New York, New Haven and Hartford
Railroad Company. Among these directors are some of the most important financiers of the country.
In the letter of Mr. McReynolds the
•President did not mince words. He
Assailed the present directors of the
INew Haven for refusing to carry out
their agreement with the government.
He said their action caused him the
"deepest surprise and regret. He termed their failure to carry out their
agreement as Inexplicable "upon so
■Blight a pretext.'
i "I therefore request and direct
that a proceeding In equity be
filed, seeking the dissolution of
the unlawful monopoly of transportation facilities In New England now sought to be maintained
by the New York, New Haven and
Hartford Railroad Company, and
. that the criminal prosecution of
r the case be laid before a grand
Jury," Mr. Wllaon said In the let
ter.
.
The unexpected severe tone of the
(President's letter revived reports
',which have emanated from persons
rciose to the Department of Justice
Ithat the Administration suspected the
■New Haven management of having
Accepted the reorganization plan
•originally in the hope of staving eft
criminal proceedings.
The correspondence given out at
the Department of Justice discloses
(that the Administration was fully
•live to the "calamitous results to
■the public Interests" that are likely
jto follow the filing of a suit, but
the department lays the entire responsibility upon the shoulders of the
directors of the New Haven and calls
the country to witness that they
must bear the burden of the consequence that may flow from the litigation.
The correspondence discloses the
Ifact that the Attorney-General will re■fuse to recognize the claims of im•munlty advanced by Charles S.
Mellen, former president, on account
•of his appearance before the Interstate Commerce Commission in the
recent New Haven Inquiry- It Id,
{made clear that the department Intends to proceed criminally against
•Mr. Mellen and certain of the directors who are regarded as responsible
>i*or the monopoly.
Imprisonment and fines are the
•penalties if convictions are obtained.
The directors are accused of forming a gigantic traffic monopoly In
INew England and crushing competiition in interstate commerce.
Mr. Wilson also directed Mr. McReynolds to bring a civil suit for the
dissolution of the New York, New
Haven and Hartford Railroad Company, designed to cut loose its 336
subsidiary ehip lines, trolley lines and
•steam lines, accumulated under one
(management in what the Interstate
'Commerce
Commission
recently
styled "one of the most glaring instances of maladministration revealed in all the history of American
railroading."
M'DERMOTT QUITS.

Involved in Lobby Inquiry, He Resigns Rather Than Risk Censure.
Washington.—By announcing In the
Bouse that his resignation had been
telegraphed to Gov. Dunne of Illinois,
Representative James T. McDermott,
Democrat, of Chicago, whose name
was Involved in tbe recent lobby dtsiclofu'res, headed off action by his collleagues which possibly would have
[meant a public censure, if not expulsion from Congress. Representative
Floyd of Arkansas, Chairman of a
Judiciary sub-committee, I had aninounced that he would bring the
'whole matter before the House for
•consideration and Representative Neiison of Wisconsin had prepared a resolution calling for the expulsion of Mr.
'•MoDermott.
Representative Webb of North Carolina, Chairman of the Judiciary Committee, after the resignation was announced, said that no further action
would be sought, ,
OOV. WALSH EXPECTED IT.
He and Bay State Commission In Accord With Wilson,

Boston.—Governor Walsh' said that
J>e was not surprised that the federal
government - was to Institute a suit
afealnst Ibe New Haven Railroad.
■"As everybody acquainted with the
situation from the beginning muet
slave known," he said, "the federal
government was confident that it had
* valid case against the New Haven
for. violation of the Sherman AntiTrust I*v."
„

HOERTA LASTED
ONLY ONE YEAR
AFTER WARNING

Senor Carbajal Must Surrender
Unconditionally or Campaign
Will Continue, Says Carranza
*

Monterey, Mexico.—"The retirement of Huerta from the power
that he had usurped and the substitution in his place of a civilian
makea us think that the substitute will very soon Initiate negotlatloha In order to deliver to us the remains of the power that he has
received. I esteem that It would be useless that he would pretend
anything else than to surrender unconditionally to the First Chief
of the constitutional army the powers that he haa received from

$

2
*
*
*
*
X

"VENUSTIANO CARRANZA."

:o:VILLA SAYS HE WILL ACT AS PATRIOT.
Juarez, Mexico.—To the Press: "The resignation of Huerta and
the apolntment by him of Carbajal to the Provisional Presidency are
no surprise to me.
"You may tell the people of the United Statea that, as a patriot,
I will do my part to aerve the best Interests of my people always.
"FRANCISCO VILLA."

!
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CARIRBEAN SEA
$306,000,000
NEW HAVEN SUIT NOW MENACED
To Compel Directors of Road Troubles in Hayti and Santo
to Restore This Sum
Domingo Involve U. S. Control
RECEIVER

IS

ASKED

FOR FOR ARMED INTERVENTION

Losses Due to Unlawfully Acquiring
Beaton oV Maine Railroad, Trolley
and Steampahlp Lines Is Charge
—Ask for
Reoelver.

Boston.—A bill in equity was ftaed
la the Supreme Court on behalf-of
minority stockholders of the New
York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad Company for a receiver or special' master, vested, with plenary power to prosecute claims of 1306,000,000
against defendant directors.
The suit is entered for Ralph S.
Bartlett and another, trustees under
the will of Olea Bull Tgaughan, late
of West Lebanon, Me., owner of fifty
shares of the capital stock of the
company.
Mrs. Vaughan waa the
daughter of Ole Bull, the violinist.
Judge Braley Issued a notice for
the defendants to show cause why a
receiver or special master should not
be appointed.
The bill of complaint declares that
the defendant directors, on account
of breach of duty, are bound to repay to the New' Haven Company
fosses due to Illegally acquiring the
Boston and Maine Railroad, trolley
and steamship lines.
The defendants, who include various New Haven directors since 1903,
and estates of deceased directors,
are:
William Rockefeller, Charles
M. Pratt, Lewis Cass Ledyard, H.
McK. Twombly, George McC. Miller,
George 3. Brush, James S. Hemingway, A. H. Robertson, Frederick F.
Brewster, Charles F. Brooker, D. Newton Barney, James H. Elton, Henry
K. McHarg, Robert W. Taft, William
Skinner, Charles S. Mellen, Alexander
Cochrane, J.' P. Morgan estate, Edwin
Milner estate, I. de V. Warner estate,
Amory A. Lawrenoe estate.
In addition, the plaintiffs name John
L. Blllard, George F. Baker, T. De
Witt Cuyler, Edward Milligan, F..T.
Maxwell, Theodore N. Vail, S. W.
Winslow, Laurence Minot, Samuel
Rea, Morton F. Plant, De Ver H.
Warner, John T. Pratt, Howard Elliott, James L. Richards, W. M. Crane,
A. T. Hadley, and J. H. Hustle.

Europe Ready to Accuse' United
States of "Dog In Manger" PolicyPanama Canal Is Plscsd at Stake
—Marines Are Rushed South.

South Merrimac, N. H.—Mrs. William C. Mills, her two daughters and
Miss Annie Barrens of this town, and
Msr. Mills Niece, Dorothy Burrans of
TJtica, N. Y., were drowned In Lake
Natlcodk when a fiat bottomed skiff
capsized.
While Miss Burrans, who was a stur
dent at the New England Conservatory of Music, was swimming the others paddled about the pond in the
boat. After a time Miss Burrans tried
to climb Into the skiff and it overturned, throwing everyone Into the
water.
Mrs. Mills tried to save her children
and Miss Burrans sought to rescue
Dorothy, but all sank before Fred and
Sanborn Burrans, brothers of Annie,
reached the spot. Fred dived repeatedly and became so exhausted that
his brother had to assist him ashore.

Washington. — American marines
are being rushed to the West Indies
to strengthen the hands of the United
States Government in the vicinity of
the Panama Canal and to keep the
control of the Caribbean Sea.
Pressure of the European Powers
has ^brought about a more energetic
policy on the part of the Wilson Administration.
/
The crisis has been caused by Internecine troubles in Hayti and Santo
Domingo and the Island, which
houses both of these republics, has
been surrounded by a doien United
States warships.
■ American marines and bluejackets
have been landed in two ports of
Hayti, and 700 marines are en route
to Guantanamo, Cuba, as a warning
to the disorderly Haytians and Dominicans of what they may expect of
they do not proceed promptly to put
their houses In order.
700 more marines have been sent
from Norfolk, Va., for Cuba to be
held In readiness tor emergencies.
Conditions are reported as growing
steadily worse in Santo Domingo.
Recent big developments in Mexico
have obscured the fact that the United States is face to face with a menacing situation in the Caribbean Sea.
Large questions involving the supremacy of the United States in the vicinity of the Panama Canal and important economic and political Interests
are at stake In the present troubles
In Hayti and Santo Domingo.
In both the tiny republics, which
occupy, in mntual hatred of each other,
one of the richest islands In the Western Hemisphere, the situation is one
of rapid disintegration of government
and all restraining Influences which
make for law and order. After a
century of independence .he negro republic of Hayti and the mixed negro
and Spanish Santo Domingo are still
in the midst of barbaric internal warfare and filled with corruption which
have brought them to desperate financial straits and stagnated the little
commerce and industry that have managed to exist under the intolerable
conditions In the Island.
Behind the policy of the United
States, and particularly responsible
for the show of force is the eternal
attitude of Europe, which is ready to
accuse the United States of a "dog In
the manger" policy in the Caribbean.
In addition, however, the Haitian
situation contains a possible menace
to the naval supremacy of the United
States In the region of the Panama
Canal. At Mole St. Nicholas, situated
twelve hours' sail from the American
naval base at Guantanamo, on the
Windward Passage, in the direct route
from Panama to, Europe, is an ex-4
cellent harbor. Germany's need for
a coaling station in the Caribbean Is
so obvious that to appreciate the situation one has only to look at a map
and recall that Germany probably will
be tbe principal user of the Canal.

CHICAGO UNION DEPOT A88URED

AUTO "A CRAZE;" NO FAVORS.

FIVE DROWNED IN LAKE.
Ons Victim of Boating Accident Is a
'
New York Girl.

Fort Wayne Road Ratifies Exchange Company Resents Underwood's Remark as to Csuss of Hard Times.
of »19,7OO,OO0 Property.

Pittsburgh. — Without dissent a
stockholders meeting of the Pittsburgh, Fort Wayne and Chicago Railway Company approved the *19,700,»
00» property exchange which removes
the last obstacle to building Chicago's
new union cuition.
Th property of the Forf Wayne In
Chicago, valued at 110,800,000, is desired by the Union Station Company
of Chicago for the new station thers.

Huerta Stays en Job.

Though barred from being a candidate, it was announced that Huerta
bad received the greatest number of
votes In the elections held In November, which were admittedly farcicaL,
Felix Diaz was also a candidate, but,
fearful of Huerta, did not venture
further into Mexico than the port of
In the Absence of Recognition by the Vera Cms.
The elections for president were deUnited States It Waa Recognized
clared null and void, because not a
That the Dictator Would Be
sufficient number of districts had parUnable to Retain Power.
ticipated in the voting, and as a reWashington.—Just one year has sult of the farce Huerta remained In
power as provisional president
elapsed since President Wilson anIn December in addressing congress.
nounced that his Mexican policy then
President Wilson announced thatHuerconsisted of the edict that "Huerta
ta, the usurper, was near his collapse,
must go," and assured the American
and expressed the opinion that it
publlo that the Mexican president was
would not be necessary to alter the
"tottering," and soon would falL
For the first four months of Presi- policy of watchful waiting.
Meanwhile Francisco Villa, former
dent Wilson's administration he was
bandit, achieved new fame by capturabsolutely silent regarding the Mexiing Juarez, in December, thus begincan situation, though it gradually bening a series of brilliant victories
came known that he did not intend
'which gave" the revolution Its moto grant official recognition to the Humentum which has swept Huerta out
erta government. Late in June, 1913,
representatives of a number of Euro- of power.
U. S.-Mexlcan Crisis.
pean powers drew up a letter of proIn early April came the Incident
test, in which it was declared that
the United States had largely contrib- which precipitated the present phase
uted to the anarchical conditions in of the situation, the arrest of an offiMexico'and that it ought either to rec- cer and boat crew of the Dolphin by
ognize) the Huerta government and dis- Mexican Federals at Tampico, then
courage the revolution or assume re- besieged by the rebels. After a week
sponsibility for the pacification of of quibbling over Admiral Mayo's deMexico. This joint document reached mand for a salute to the American
the hands of President Wilson, and re- flag at Tampico, while the Atlantlo
fleet was en route to Mexican waters,
sulted in action by him.
the approach of the German steamer
a Llnd Sent to Mexico.
Ypiranga laden with huge quantities of
Henry Lane Wilson, hold-over am- arms and ammunition for, Huerta imbassador to Mexico, was recalled, and pelled the president to direct Rear
after a scant hearing at the White Admiral Fletcher to seize Vera Cruz.
House was asked to resign.
John
During a few anxious days, when
Llnd, former colleague of Secretary anti-American rioting was in progress
Bryan in the house of representatives in Mexico City, it was feared that
and former governor of Minnesota, Huerta would adopt a policy of war
was designated the president's confi- toward the United States.
He acdential agent and sent to Mexico in cepted, however, as promptly as Washan endeavor to get Huerta's sanction ington, the offer of the A. B. O. repto a plan for his elimination.
resentatives for mediation, and in
Mr. Llnd presented four proposals to those conferences offered to resign
President Huerta, through his minis- whenever the pacification of the counter of foreign affairs, the Mexican try was guaranteed. This proposition
president declining to receive the the United States could not meet
American emissary because he had no
Huerta's Danger Grows.
credentials. These proposals, or rathAfter arranging for the quashing of
er demands, were for:
the quarrel resulting from the TampiThe resignation of Huerta.
co Incident the mediators endeavored
The establishment of a provisional to arrange with Constitutionalists for
government, pending the holdings of a conference on Mexican affairs, to
elections.
which the Huerta representatives were
The elimination of Huerta as a can- agreeable.
didate for the presidency by election.
With the Constitutionalists rapidly
The conclusion of an armistioe be- advancing southward, taking the printween the contending forces.
cipal cities, and the United States
holding the principal port and source
U. S. Backs Down.
In the correspondence that ensued of revenue, Huerta's position rapidly
the United States receded from Its became desperate.
Yet during the first week in July
proposals one by one until there remained only the demand that Huerta he went through the tares of holding
be not a candidate in the elections due elections, which were declared null
to be held In the fall. It waa general- because of the small number voting.
Finally, on July 11, he appointed
ly conceded that in the Llnd correspondence Huerta's foreign minister, Chief Justice Carbajal minister of forFrederlco Gamboa, had decidedly the eign relations, and it was then underbest of it, and the administration was stood that it was preparatory to his
finally left to content Itself with Gam- resignation of the presidency, so Carboa's statement that certainly Huerta bajal might succeed him and make
could not be a candidate to succeed terms with the Constitutionalists.
himself because of a constitutional
prohibition to that effect, as the net re- NEW PRESIDENT NOT SOLDIER
sult of the Llnd discussions.
President Wilson addressed con- Francisco Carbajal'a Publlo Csresr
gress on the subject immediately upon
Hss Differed Materially From
the failure of the Llnd mission, urging
That of Huerta.
a policy of patience, while Llnd weut
to Vera Cruz, where he remained alMexico City.—Francisco Carbajal
most continuously, playing the role of is forty-tour years old, a native of
reporter to the president until April the state of Campeche, and a lawyer.
last
Almost ever since the start of his
Soon thereafter William Bayard career he has occupied posts in the
Bale, the president's campaign biog- judiciary. In the Madero administrarapher, who had also been serving in tion he was a senator, but relinMexico City, as an unofficial observer quished his ppst to're-enter the sufor the president, waa assigned on an- preme court, of which he was chief
other secret mission and went to the justice at the time General Huerta apMexican border to ascertain the pur- pointed him minister of foreign relapose and character of the Constitu- tions.
* >
tionalists.
When General Pornrio Diaz deterU. 8. Backs the Rebels.
mined in 1911 to treat with the MadeHis reports, combined with other In- ro revolutionists, Senor Carbajal proformation possessed by the president, ceeded to Juarez as his commissioner.
Senor Carbajal has a reputation for
are considered to have been chiefly responsible for the president's decision possessing considerable Intellectual
to back the Constitutionalists just as force and independence of character.
far as possible. This policy of sup- His demeanor is quiet He shuns the
port for the revolutionists was never exuberance In verbiage and gesticuofficially announced, but became in- lation to which Latin-Americana are
•prone. He is courteous, but a man
creasingly evidenL ,
Meantime'•Huerta had found, so it of few words and little given to elabowas officially asserted in Mexico City, rate compliments.
Besides, he is neat and well
that the congress, consisting largely
of Maderistas, was conspiring against groomed in appearance. His features
him and defeating his governmental Indicate pure European descent, withprojects. He accordingly, In October, out any admixture of Indian blood.
Altogether be Is a man who conarested a large number of tbe deputies
and put them In prison, where many veys an impression of reserve power.
of them remained for ooneiderable pe- He is a good man of business.
His probity has never been quesriods. He declared himself a virtual
dictator, pending, he said, the elec- tioned. He has been sagacious and
tions, at which a new congress was to successful in investments and,.while
be chosen and candidates for president not rich, is a man of independent
meant He is a man of family.
voted upon.

FALL CERTAIN FROM FIRST

"But If thla be not so, the campaign will continue on our part
until we obtain, by force of arma, the complete triumph of our cause,
which is that of Justice and of the people.
In this way we will
restore In a very brief time the constitution through the advance of
our victorious forces In all parts of the republic.
"My desire new la, as it always has been, to avoid unnecessary
bloodshed.
For that reaaon It may be montha before we reach
Mexico City. I expect Senor Carbajal will open negotiations with
me aa soon as telegraphic communication Is established between
Monterey ,and Mexico City, which I think will be accomplished at

once.

His Flight Follows Twelve Months
of What May Be Called
Tottering.

3
This action by Huerta brought as
angry response from President Wilson,
who notified him that the United
States would not consider giving any
recognition to the results of elections
following such an usurpation of power.
European and South American governments were given to understand
that they might expect drastic action
by the United States in Mexico if
Huerta did not retire. But Huerta did
not retire, and the United States took
no action,

Detroit.—Taking offense at the remark of President Underwood of the
Erie Railroad that moving pictures
and what he termed, the "automobile
craze" are responsible for hard times
In seme sections, M. J. Hammers,
vice-president of the Abbott Motor
Car Co. has ordered the company's
traffic department to rate all freight
and express shipments by other
lines than the Erie.

one minute, and the next minute beTwo Prophets.
Apropos of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's seech them to bury the hatchet Well,
light-hearted prophecy that the Eng- they'll bury it"
Mrs. Bolssevain smiled gayly.
lish would yet rise up and lynch their
"They'll bury it all right—In ofl
militant suffragists, Mrs. Inez Milholpaintings—and statuary—and, maybe,
land Bolssevain said In New York:
"Sir Arthur is one of the minor nov- a chucklehead or two."
elists, and still more, he Is one of the
Not Much Sound.
minor prophets. Give women the vote
Jones—You should look more pleasInstead of lynching her—that Is the
better way so put as end to militancy. ant since the doctor said you were
"And Englishmen of Sir Arthur's as sound as a dollar.
Brown—Yes, but there isn't much
chuckle-headed type say exasperating
things like that about the militants sound to a paper dollar.

ARE URGED TO
BURYJATCHET
Bryan Sends Telegrams
Carranza and Villa.

to

WASHINGTON APPREHENSIVE
Counter Revolution

May Break Out

Bs'twen
Opposing
Factions
Unless Agreement Is
Reached.

Washington.—The United States,
through its consular representatives, has appealed to Gen. Carranza
and Gen. Villa in the interest of patiotism and permanent peace is
Mexico to bury their personal differences and work in harmony for the>
establishment of a new government.
Secretary Bryan telegraphed botbj
George R. Carothers and John R.
Silliman, representatives of the state*
department with -Villa and Carranza,
reapectively, urging that they present in a most friendly, yet effective,
manner, the importance of cohesion,
in the\ constitutionalist forces.
It
was a personal appeal from Mr. Bryan, but reflected the apprehension of
the Washington government lest a division in the ranks of the constitutionalists upset expectations of peaceat the very moment when Provisional President Carbajal was ready to
transfer the government at Mexico
City to a new administration of constitutionalists.
While the recent conference of Carranza and Villa delegates at Too
reon agreed upon terms designed to
heal the breach between the two leaders, new disquieting reports have
come to the effect that Villa was preparing to concentrate his troops is
Chihuahua and hold himself aloof
from Carranza's authority.
Mr. Bryan's telegrams to the two
constitutionalist/ leaders did not assume that the reports of the break
were true, but suggested the importance at this time of united action
and indicated that the American government would disapprove of counterrevolutions.
Mr. Bryan's appeal, made after
consultation with President Wilson,
was Interpreted in many quarters as
the first step on the part of the American government to prevent counterrevolutions at the close of the present revolt
The general situation does not
seem as promising for peace to some
diplomats as it does to. administration officials. Carranza has Insisted
that the surrender of the Carbajal
government be unconditional.
Representatives of Carbajal said guarantees and amnesty first must be
granted. Secretary Bryan is confident that a middle ground would be
reached when commissioners from
tbe Carbajal government and the
tr
fl Amer-qu R9 sB.fl s4o 1 cm c
constitutionalists met in a tew days
at Saltillo.
JOBO Castellot, personal representative of Mr. Carbajal and Emilia
Rabassa, head of the Huerta delegation to the Niagara mediation conference, discussed the situation at
length after which Mr. Rabasa conferred with the three South American mediators.
In South American diplomatic circles, the uncompromising attitude of
the constitutionalists toward the Carbajal government already is disapproved and the indications are that
unless Carranza modifies his announced position, complications with
foreign governments are in prospect
for the new administration. Franco
has now been added to Great Britain and Spain as nations having
grievances against the constitutionalists which will' be set aside for
a future reckoning; but not forgotten.
England eventually will demand)
satisfaction for the killing of William S. Benton, Spain wants her subjects reimbursed for losses through
confiscation of property, and France
is now mailing urgent representations
concerning'the death of two French
Christians at Zacatecas, members of
the clerical order of Christian Brothers,
NEARLY GETS $500,000.

Washington—A proposed appropriation of $500,000 for a government exhibit at the Panama-Pacific exposition
was tied in the house in a parliamentass-.knot By a vote of 112 to 109, the
hone voted to accept a senate amendment to the sundry civil bill making
the appropriation, and a. motion to reconsider was •Aaten, 110 to 94. Then
opponents of the amendment made
the point of no quorum, and after considerable parliamentary manoeuvring
the house was forced to adjourn, the
matter going over until a later date.
TRU8T CO. OFFICIAL A SUICIDE.

Rutland, Vt—Carroll NE. Kinsman,
treasurer of the West Rutland Trust
company • for the, last nine years,
killed himself with a revolver shot
through the head. Despondency over
the serious illness of his mother was
given as the cause.
According to R. L. Richmond, vicepresident of the trust company, the
semi-annual examination of the affairs
of the.institution and of the treasurer's books showed all accounts to be
accurate.

*

ROBINSON
^SUICIDE
Morton's Slayer Takkes Life
With Shoe-Shank.
FOUND DEAD BY TURNKEY
Prisoner Silt Shoe With Sharpened
Spoon In Order to Get Out Shank
Steel—Two Letters Are Left
by Dead Man. '

ACCOUNT AODIT
CENSUS OF NEXT
YEAR TO HAVE
IS ASKED OY 50
MUNICIPALITIES
NEWreATURES

Standing In Front of Church In Peru,
Its Embellishments Are Extraordinarily Curious.

New York.—In front of a church In
Peru stands a cross which in itself
differs in no important respect from
similar symbols elsewhere. But for
Standardized Method of reasons which are not made clear to
To Include Statistics on Housvisitors from other lands, this parBookkeeping Sought by
ing, Old Age Pensions
ticular cross is hung with a variety of
Cities and Towns.
and State Aid.
embellishments which do not ordinarily have a votive significance. Among
PAY ENUMERATORS BY NAMES •Director Gettemy Make* His Report the articles noted by a recent tourist,
attached to' this cross, are a ladder, a
—Municipal
Indebtedness Act
LISTED.
trumpet a bag of gold, a.figure of the
Approved Throughout the
State Expects

to

Save

Tims and

Money by Such Payment

8tate

.

ODD DECORATIONS OF CROSS

HEW HOW1AND

SbwWOEBURG
fb JOYVILLE-

Responsibilities.

"Didn't you ask me why I paid rent
instead of owning my own homef
asked Mr. Crosslots.
"I made that inquiry," replied the
real estate man.
"Well, I'U tell you. When the roof
leaks or a shutter drops off It's
mighty handy to be able to ask your
wife not to bother you, but to go and
tell her troubles to the land'ord."
London Has Ambulances,
London, which has never yet ha&
an ambulance, has at last ordered
six of them, and expects them to do
all the work for the entire city. Im
oase of past accidents the policemen
have had to commandeer the nearest
wagon, depending on the generosity
of the driver, as they were not able to
offer him anything.

Boston—In his sixth annual report
Boston—Lawrence Robinson, who
Bbston—New features of the de- of the municipal finances of cities
was being tried in the Superior CrimBad Break.
and towns in Massachusetts, whose
inal Court on the charge of shooting cennial census of the Commonwealth fiscal years ended between Nov. 30*
Mies BUss—Why, George, your
to death Thomas J. Norton, one of the to t>e taken next year will include, 1911, and March IS, 1912, just issued
spelled kiss with only one s in your
Boston police inspectors, in the Boyls- according to schedules approved by by Director Gettemy of the Bureau
last letter.
ton Cafe, on June 19, committed sui- the governor and council, statistics of Statistics at the State House, he
Mr. BUss—Really, did I, dear?
■cide Wednesday in his cell at the
"Yes, you did, and I always thought
announces that 69 cities and towns)
Charles-street jail and was dead when regarding housing conditions informa- have petitioned the bureau for an!
that was one thing you never would
found by a turnkey going the rounds tion regarding old age pensions and audit of their accounts or an instalwant to make shorter."
state aid and a provision by which
*t 6.35 o'clock.
lation of an accounting system.
Robinson took his life by cutting cities may if they choose obtain data
This is an Increase of 20 over those
ECZEMA DISFIGURED FACE
lus jugular vein and an artery in the regarding subdivisions, including singnamed in his previous report and
left wrist with a steel shoe-shank gle. city blocks.
Lock Box 264, Pittflfleld, Me.—"My
The State plans to save money on shows that all the municipalities ofl
which had been sharpened on some
the state are gradually coming to the,
eczema broke out with a rash and waa
hard substance. Where he obtained the census this year, for. Instead of
belief that a standardized method of.
very red. It looked as though the
the shank was a puzzle for a time, paying enumerators by the day, they
accounting In every city and town is1
blood was coming through the skin.
but later a neatly-cut slit was found are to be paid accortnng to the numnecessary to avoid errors and trouble
The Itching and burning were so bad
in one shoe, through which the steel ber of names they list The enumerwith the state bureau.
v
that I scratched and irritated it until
lad been removed. Wlhy he did not ators will get their jobs April 1, as
A
good
example
of
tbe
standardizathey did my hands up. My face was
•cut himself with tbe sharpened spoon the result of civil service examination.
tion
now
going
on
is
in
the
number)
disfigured
so I would not be seen. The
handle which he used on the shoe In- Director Gettemy of the bureau of
of
town
notes
that
have
been
certl-i
itching
and burning kept me from rest
stead of going to the trouble of get- statistics expects that several thoufled by the director since 1911, under
at night and it seemed as though 1
ting out the shank probably will not sand dollars and considerable time
will be saved by the new system of the provisions of the act of 1910. In This Cross Bears Many Objecta Not From Woebnrg to Joyvllle ma but a would go out of my head.
be explained.
1911 there were 933 notes for tax
"I was told to use Cuticura Soap
little way—
Two letters were found, one to the payment
Usually Associated With Religion.
Sometimes;
and Ointment and the first time I used
The census Is to be taken, as for- loans and 433 for general loans, totalmurderer's . attorney, John H. BlanThe
road
Is
very
pleasant
and
the
comling $9,711,564. In 1913 there were
them I went to bed and had a good
chard and to Sheriff Quinrf and the mer State censuses have been, by
pany la gay—
1241 notes tor tax loans and 1095 tori sun in the style of the emblematla
night's sleep. I was entirely well in
Sometimes,
■other to his mother and wife. In the means of card schedules, of which
cartooning
of
the
ancient
Incas,
a
former he said that he did not want there will be one for each person of general loans, with a total of J12.686,- skull and cross-bones, a crescent, a you can go there in a minute if a woman two weeks and I have not been
who la fair
813. Under the act of Jan. 1, 1914M.
troubled with eczema since." (Signed)
to go to the electric chair because the population, or approximately 8,notes of fire, water light watch and! worn-out dress, a pennant two lances, Ettts beside you In a corner—or, well, al- Mrs. Leigh B. Tratton, Mar. 20, 1914.
of the satisfaction it would give cer- 800,000 in all besides supplemental
most anywhere.
a hammer, a pair of tongs, three dice,
improvement
districts
are
also,
Cuticura Soap and Ointment sold
Hinting that you are a wonder from your
schedules for families and
Civil
tain people.
brought under the same supervision a snake, an iron hook, a rooster and
throughout the world. Sample of each,
toenalla to your hairPhysicians and Medical Examiner War veterans. Later another scheda piece of pipe. The only explainSometimes.
free,with
32-p. Skin Book. Address postas
town
notes.
Mag-rath, who were called, found that ule to be used for the special census
sard "Cuticura, Dept L, Boston."-SAdr.
Now that the municipal indebted-! tion offered is that these have been
Robinson had died quickly after he of fisheries and commerce, will be
Prom Woeburg to Joyvllle the trip la
placed
on
the
cross
at
various
times
nesa act approved last year, is in full!
quickly made■cut himself and that there was noth- submitted for approval.
by pious persons who Bought thereby
For the Sake of Shopping.
Sometime*;
Beside the formal Inquiries asked effect It is said to meet with approv-j to express religious emotions.—Popu- The road la broad
ing they could do.
Sheriff John
A tew women get so much fun out of
and rutlesa, with a
Quinn went to the Courthouse to in* for the purpose of identification, al by town and city officials, and the! lar Mechanics.
very
easy
grade—
shopping
that they really hope the
Sometime*.
form Judge Keating of the circum- checking and tabulation, the census Bureau of Statistics will have superarticles they really buy won't last aa
vision
over
the
indebtedness
of
thesej
To»
may
journey
there
as
quickly
aa
a
stances.
will ascertain for each person in the
long aa the clerk promises, so that
hen may wink an eye
Sheriff Quinn said that at six population the following facts: Color municipaUties In order that there; VILLA BEARS CHARMED LIFE H the people you're afraid of have the they can the sooner repeat the exo'clock his turnkeys took the count, or race; conjugal condition; whether may be a uniform recognition of gendecency to die.
perience,
'
Rebel General Believed by Hia Ene- Or the stock you've bought advances, or
meaning located all the prisoners. able to read and write English, or if eral principles.
— ..
—,.■„■
Sj
Director Gettemy's report la divid-i
your child aults asking "WhyT"
mies to Bs Immune From
Robinson had, he said, notified them not'what language, it any; whether
For 76 years Wright's Indian VegeSometimes,
All Danger.
last night that he did not want to or not a ratable poll; whether or not ed into three parts—for cities, tor
table Pills have been their own recom■fee awakened until it waa time for a legal voter; whether or not a natu- towns of over M100 population, and:
Prom Woeburr to Joyvllle the way is
mendation in conditions of upset stomNew Yorkv—The luster of Villa's
long and steep—
Titm to go to court. The turnkey ralized voter; whether or not an for towns under that rating. For the
Sometimes:
ach,' liver and bowels. If yon have not
, told the Sheriff that on his eix o'clock alien; whether or not a war veteran; cities, summaries are given of their name is bringing him scores of reThe
rocks
an
big
and
jagged
sad
the
financial
transactions,
their
receipts
cruits every day, and foreigners who
Tound, while passing Robinson's ceil, whether or not (blind In both eyes;
tried them, a test now will prove their
ruts are very deep—
"a 81, in the east wing, termed agie at last birthday;
number of from revenue, payments for mainten- have just come to northern Mexico via
Sometimes.
benefit to you. Send for free sampls
anco
and
Interest
indebtedness
and
New
Orleans
from
Mexico
City
assure
it
Is
hard
to
find
a
lodgingon
the
tedious,
"'Murderer's Row," Robinson nodded months resident In city or town;
1
to 372 Pearl St, New York. Adv.
dismal way.
his head, as much as to say ''All number of years resident In Massa- cash balances. The town statistics me that thousands of federals, disWhen
your
tailor
treats'
yon
coldly
and
right."
chusetts; number of years resident in give merely a summary of their gusted with the bungling of their offiyour
ventures
fall
to
payNine mines in ten, the world overt
The Sheriff said that he had been United States; place of birth; place financial transactions, the indebted- cers, are itching to get into the com- When She casts you off for bavins been— are richer in the first 1,000 feet than
well, just a little say—
mand of the former Chihuahua mule
Informed that Robinson did not take of birth of father and mother; town ness and their cash balances.
in the second, and few are worth operSometimes.
By the standardization of account- driver, Gregory Mason writes in the
■coffee when it was being served to or city in which employed; trade or
ating below 8,000 feet
the other prisoners. Qusnn also said profession or particular kind of work ing methods it has been made possi- Outlook. The federals are convinced From Woeburg to Joyvllle there seema
BO way at all—
-that the night before last he told done; nature of industrial business ble for the bureau to tell whether s> that he bears a charmed life. Time
The morning after is a cheerful one
Sometimes;
Robinson that he had • four or five or establishment in which employed. town or city is receiving an excess and again their sharpshooters have
the deep, dark, dismal valley for the man who devotes the night
The family schedule provide* for or a deficiency of revenue to meet tried for him as he loomed up sud- Through
letters for him from his mother and
hissing
serpents
seem
to
crawl—
before to sleep.—Albany Journal.
-told him that he ought to read them. ascertaining the number of suites, the financial requirements, and some denly on his big bay horse, directing
Sometimes.
The prieioner replied: "I can't bear flats, tenements or apartments in each of the figures given are interesting. the aim of the artillery with quick, tt may be. Indeed, that Joyvllle la a dement of the air,
deep commands: "Mas derecho" (more
•to take those letters from my mother. house or habitation; the number unout on the desert but if so It
3. can stand the hardest stuff in the occupied, and the number of .rooms APPORTIONMENT OF THE NEW to the right),.or "Poco maz lzqulerda" A mirage
be I dare
Women suffer a great deal from kidney
(a little more to the left), as he rode Still to thank the Lord for letting me beworld without.flinching but anything occupied by each family.
8TATE TAX.
diseases. Their indoor lite, tight clothing
up where the bullets whined louder
hold It gleaming there—
■connected with nvjt mother I can't
The census is taken under constiand trying work all tend to weaken the
Sometimes.
stand."
kidneys. Woman's life also Includes times
tutional provisions, primarily for the
The bill assessing a state tax of and dismounted to take a rifle in the
of danger that are apt to leave the kidneys
After saving this, the Sheriff said,. purpose of making a count of the 18,750,000 which was passed by the trenches. . One of these keen-eyed fedweak
and to start attacks of backache, headFATHER'S
FOOLISHNESS.
Robinson burst into tears and asked population and ascertaining the num- Legislature gives Boston an appor- eral riflemen when taken prisoner had
ache,diBziness,nerTOuaness and urinary ilia.
liihi not to let anyone see him in that ber of legal voters as a basis for use tionment of $2,878,700. That of oth- the brazenness to tell Villa of his
prompt treatment, however will avert
"What did faefforts to bag the big leader.
the danger of dropsy, gravel, or fatal
' •condition. "Don't let anybody see by the Legislature in 1916, in pro- er cities will be
ther say when
Brlght'a disease.
"I fired at you ten times, ml genme cry," Quinn says Robinson told viding for a division of the State into Beverly
$80,937.50 eral; but It's no use, you bear a charm,
Take Poan'e Kidney PUls, the beat
you
asked
him
it
"him. "I'll let you but 1 don't want representative, senatorial and counrecommended, special kidney remedy.
Brockton
103,687.50, and my old girl (his rifle) knew it and
you could have
anyone else to see me."
Doan's are used successfully throughout
cilor districts. The director of the Belmont
18,837.50 balked."
me?"
the civilized world—have brought new life
Joseph Dddy, "pal'' ■ of Lawrence bureau of statistics is furthermore
Arlington
81,587.50
and new strength to thousands of tired,
"He told me to
The frown that had begun to cloud
Robinson, who- was at the Boylston required under the act to print in
■'EwyPicttir* dievcouraged women.
Brookllne
267,250.00 Villa's unshaved face, broke into a
wait a year and
.tnUss-Btory." ,
•Cafe with RobixBon on the afternoon such detail and with such analysis
Cambridge
..
238,037.50 smile.
then if I still
# A Haaaacbvaetta Coea
<of the shooting of Inspector Norton, as he may deem advisable tabulations
Mra. Albert Pflaumt, 83
Chelsea
66,175.00
wanted you to
"That's right, boy. No use wasting
^nd who is under Indictment of mur- of the various classes of information
Thurman
Bt,, - Everett,
Chicopee
....'. 87,100.00
come
back."
Man., saya: "My kidneys
der in the first degree awaiting trial gathered and to publish the same in
ammunition on me. Now go back and
were In awful shape and
Clinton
19,900.00
"My
good
gracious
1
And
him
specon the Charles street jail, came from bulletins from time to time..
tell that to your companions." He
tbe pains were terrible. I
Cohasset
20,212:50
sot thin, my complexion
Pittsburgh.
waved toward the hills that sheltered ulating In stocks the way he does!
An important supplementary Inveswas sallow and I loat
Concord
17,587.60 the enemy.
Why,
we're
liable
to
wake
up
poor
alall
ambition. I steadily
It is believed that Robinson met tigation is to be undertaken in concrew
worse and thought
15,662.60
this young man In this city and that junction with the census, under a re- Danvers
"But, ml general, 1 want to fight for most any morning."
that I hadn't lonf to Hvs.
27,212.60
Doan'e
Kidney Pills helped
they 'became firm pals. Duddy is but solve passed by the Legislature inde- Dedham
m« as soon as I took them
Everett
...'.,.„. 60,112.50 you," pleaded the little sharpshooter.
An Enthusiastlo Believer.
and sfx boxes rid me of
•twenty-six years old and well known pendently of the census act This
"Do as I say; andale (hurry up),"
Fall
River
199,937.60
every
aian
of kidney com"Do you believe in capital punishin Pittsburgh.
provides for, obtaining certain .infor- Fttchburg
plaint. Our little daughter
7tf,262.00' bellowed Villa, and motioned to three ment?" asked tbe lawyer.
was also cured of a dleWhile in jail his father, Patrick ,T. mation intended to throw light on the
soldiers, who threw the poor federal
treislng- kldnej weakness
32,026.00
"Yes," replied the prospective juryDuddy, came on to see the young old-age pension problem and involves Pramingham
by Doan's Kidney Pills. I
on to a knock-kneed, razor-backed
49,175.00
owe raj life to them."
man and to engage counsel for him. gecuring information regarding Xse Gloucester
mule, which, under the urge of a bay- man, "I do. My wife has a big, husky
74,550.00
Get Dosa'e *t Any Store, fiOc ■ Box
Mr. Duddy had not seen his son since number of dependent persons of all Haverhill '
onet thrust in the flank, sped for the brother who Insists on living with us
1
16,275.00
the first of the year until he met him ages being supported in the various Hlngham
distant hills at a jack rabbit's speed, Instead of getting out and finding a
Holyoke
119,176,00
job,
and
he
has
threatened
to
lick
ma
In jail.
FOSTER.M1LBURN CO, BUFFALO, H. Y.
with the unhappy soldier bounding on
pubjic
and
private
institutions
Lawrence
149,362.50
the animals sharp back like a live unless I furnish his board and look
throughout the Commonwealth; the Lowell
170,801.00
cheerful."
>
crab
on
a
grill.
Robinson A "Bad Man."
number of persons of all ages in the Lynn
THICK, SWOLLEN GLANDS
168,875.001
"He'll tell his friends,some good
Robinson, when discovered in Bos- variouB cities and towns of the Com- Marlboro
that make a hone Wheeze,
2i,6l2.00i
Kindness.
stories if they don't shoot him before
Roar, have Thick Wind
>*on, was wanted in Grand Rapids, monwealth who ate receiving aid from Medford
.... 63,900.00;
he reaches them," said Villa, with one Bis head was bald and wrinkles hung
or Choke-down, Can be
Mich., for the murder of three jewelry any public source or who have re- Melrose
,
35,910.00
In folds beneath bis chin;.
reduced with
of his queer, characteristic facial puck- But fancying his look was young.
■clerks whom he shot while trying to ceived it during the preceding year; Milton
60,462.50
ering*, as he turned {to help a brother
He drew hie waist-band in.
-escape after robbing the store where and the total amounts so paid.
Nahant
24,762.50
ABSORBiNE
officer* who was having trouble with a
■they were employed of several
New Bedford
202,100.00
His shoulders-drooped, his step was alow.
new saddle.
hundred dollars' worth of diamonds. NO'HALIBUT TRUST IN NEW ENS- NeWburyport
His sight was growing dim;
also any Bunch or Swelling. No blister, no
28,426.00
He was also wanted by the authoriHe thought the knowledge of it though, hair gone, and horse kept St work. ConNeWton
.154,000.00
I
LAND.
.
Belonged
alone
to
him.
Unearthed
$60,000
Gold,
centrated—only
a few drops required at an
ties of West Virginia, , Extradition
Peabody ..."
27,475.00
application. $2 per bottle delivered.
Presoott, Ariz.—From Ehrenberg I did not tell him that I knew.
was sought by this latter state, but
71,837.50
Offiolal of Local Company
Declares Plttsfleld
Book
3 K free.
-the local authorities refused to give
Nor hint that I could see;
Quincy
68,250.00 has come a tale of three mysterious
ABSORBINE, JR.,antiseptic liniment for manIt Is Independent Concern.
mm up.
Salem „.
,..,...... 77/700.00 Spanish strangers who came by auto- It may be that some morning you
kind, reduces Cysts, Wens, Painful, Knotted
Will be as kin* to me.
A bill in equity has been filed in
Varicose Veins, Ulcers, tl and $2 a bottle at
Somervtjle
,.. .137,812.50 mobile from California, forx a few
Boston—That there is no . halibut Springfield
the Superior Court here, seeking the
dealers or delivered. Book "Evidence" free.
;....:•»
279,812.50 days, dug around in the ruins of the
Approaching the Limit
W.F.YOUNS, P. D. F..3M TsailsSUSirlngllsId, Mass.
Return of diamonds which were found trust in New England, despite indict- Taunton
56,000.00 deserted camp of La Paz, and who left
"Mrs., Henpeck seems to have her
on Robinson at the time of his ar- ments returned -by a federal grand Wakefleld
2.1,525.00 with golden treasure valued at $60,- husband so well trained that he'd Jump
000
found
under
the
floor
of
a
saloon
mrest and now said to be in the pos- jury In ■ Seattle, is declared by per- Waltham
Local
Representative Wanted
69,675.00
through a hoop if she. held it up and Splendid Income Msar«], right young1 vama to
session of the local police. The sons interested in the business at this Wellesley
38,426.00 of the olden days conducted by a gave him the word/*
»et as our representative.' All *>• require Is
Of
■■equity proceedings were brous&t by port.
ability and ambition, all or part tube.
Weston
18,800.00' Portuguese, Francisco Rabana,
"It's worse than that
She even honesty,
is is an exceptional opportunity
»pportn
for axon
An officer of the New England Fish Weymouth
a Boston attorney in behalf of the
20,476.00 the digging there seems no doubt makes him help her celebrate the an- Th
man to get Into • big paying business i Htaoos
firm-in Huntingdon, W, Va., which Company, which handles a large part Winchester
30,625.00 however much attaches to the rumor niversary of her marriage to her first capital and become Independent for Hie. Our
.goods
are
staple
necessities
and
sold to
claims the stones were stolen from of the halibut here, declared the con- Woburn
24,000.00 of treasure found. There have been husband."
Grocery, Drag and general stores. Writ* now
'
cern has always been an independent Worcester
,it» store.
for full particulars. Give age and references.
324,362.00 many such explorations in the past
of the ruins of the old camp, where
E, C Hazard A CesaBaay, LOBS Breach, N.J.
i Robinson was born In Washington organization, and will remain so,
Reminded,
■Courthouse, O. It is said that he was and that It is. not in any way affiliated 4608 Animals Examined by the M. S. millions of dollars worth of gold dust
Way
Antique furniture and Carlos: Terr old
"What poem does that very thin ■VSIBIITen
were handled about 60 years ago.
formerly a telegrapher and worked in with the concerns indicted.
fcsl books snd paper-eoTered pamphlets!
Wlllftrd banjo snd tall clocks; darkblnechlns;a«toP. C. A.
Even some of the tombs have been woman with the low-cut waist, which KTapoa:
The New England Fish company
the Ohio town for several years.
old stamps snd old hammered solid sIlTcrA dispatch says that Robinson's was formed by wholesale fish dealers . Boston—Agents of the Massachu- dflsecrated by the searchers for hid- Is held up by two narrow straps over trar«7Boi> prices paid. a. SlAiarosln, wuitro,, a»
the shoulders, remind you of?"
|,-moth«r bad planned to come here to in Boston and New York, to enable setts Society for the Prevention of den gold.
Ton. ABE LOOKING FOB AN EASY
"Heavens! She doesn't remind ma IF
seller with repeat orders, get our atmietlvt,
testify in his behalf, and that a plea them- to get halibut," declared this Cruelty to Animals last month exampreposition. DAVIS SPEARMINT l'Kl'Sirr
of any poem. Does she you?"
^ould be made that her son was not officer. "It produces practically all ined 4608 animals, made twenty-one
Ol'M. High grade gooda Full box sample too,
One-Legged Beggar Wealthy.
"Yes. 'Lines pn a Skeleton.'*
Atlantic Chen-ins Gum Co., Baltimore, Sid.
Its own fish, and during the last six (prosecutions, with nineteen convic| .mentally responsible.
New York.—Joseph Vone, a oneRobinson also Was known by the months the price of halibut has been tions, took 132 horses from work and legged beggar, arrested for plying his
FOB 8ALB—109 A. IN WESTMOBSI.ANo'
Hardly.
CO., New Brunswick; SO a. cult, 7 r. house,
following aliases: George Roberts, the lowest on record in Boston. One humanely put to death 147 horses. radei had three bank books showing
barn, outbids*-, 100 fruit trees, etc.; 11,960.
"Who
was
it
said
'Throw
physio
At
its
free
dispensary
454
animals
firm
has
actually
been
forced
into
Albert Aussie,
George
Spencer,
Ipposlts of $12,000. He maintained a to the dogs'"
J. Martin, NewScotland, Moncton, N.B.. Can.
Chlwy Robinson, Walter E, Spencer, bankruptcy. Others have lost thous- were treated, and two water carts veil furnished apartment in a fashion"I don't recall his name; but 1*11 bet
ands of dollars. So we can hardly be hawe been put in'service by the so able section.
! .AlbV-rt Scott and Harry Burton.
he Wasn't a member of the 8. P. C. A."
clety.
called a trust"
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TREES

Mr. W. A. Murrill, assistant director
Of the New York botanical gardens,
has sailed for Europe to find out If tar
dust really injures shade trees. A committee appointed to Investigate the
problem in Paris has reported that it
does. If Doctor MurriU's investigations
confirm this It will be necessary to
change the park policy of New York.
Suburban towns along the main highways also will be affected because of
the tar placed in the roadways to
make them smoother for automobile
traffic.
Before sailing Doctor MurrlU said
that he was going to Paris with a perfectly unbiased mind. He had never
heard or seen anything that would
make him believe that tar dust hurt
New York's trees, but he admitted tar
had a great many poisonous properties.
*
"The Paris committee," he went' on
to say, "reported that the tar dust in
the Bois de Boulogne had withered
the leaves on the trees there and made
them fall prematurely. That report 1B
worthy of attention, because the trees
In Paris are better than in any other
large city in the world. They are apt,
however, to turn brown rather early
and Americans going there In July
and August are disposed for that reason to think the trees are Inferior to
those in New York. There are more
trqes In Paris and they are more Intelligently planted and better cared
for than ours."

"CLEAN-UP"

j A DESPERATE LOVER

WEEK

When Every Citizen Makes Up HI*
Mind to Help, the Task Will Be
Found an Easy One.

City officials can do much in seeing
that street cleaners do really clean,
that garbage collectors do their task
thoroughly, and that public buifdings,
squares and parks shall be an example
of neatness. But what the officials
can do will be but a drop In the
bucket, compared with what should be
done. It jo the corners that are out
of sight that need most attention, the
courts, cellars and back yards, and
over these the municipality has no
control. It depends, therefore, upon
tfie householder to do the major share
in the elimination of rubbish, the
overhauling of the things that collect
dust and filth, and the whole process
that goes to make up the real city
beautiful.
! For in the last analysis the "city
beautiful" is made up only secondarily
of parkways and fine buildings; the
essential beauty of a city Is found in
its cleanliness and upon its cleanliness depends its healthfulness. Dirt
of any sort means multiplication of
disease, and disease means economic
waste. Therefore "clean-up week"
means business prudence and enterprise. Health means wealth and progress and all the things toward which
a wide-awake community aspires. It
is the patriotic duty of every citizen
to do hie part, and the wiser ones will
not wait for the week, but will begin
to prepare for the clean-up without a
moment's delay.

HOW OUR ANCESTORS LIVED
The So-Called Good Old Days Had No
Advantages Over Present

Tims,
For centuries the common people of
England made their home in wooden
huts of one room. When a family Increased In numbers or wealth, another hut was built beside it, or, ratheer, a lean-to was added, and then another and another, as need required.
Sometimes they followed a straight
line; at other times they were built
out from the central hut at various
angles. The roots of these huts were
thatched. An opening was left in the
center for the smoke to escape. The
fire was always Built in a hollow In
•he center of the room. Beds were
made of straw, often they were merely shakedowns in the corner. Occasionally the straw was held in a little
frame resembling the ribs of a ship.
Houses built by Saxon knights were
much more pretentious. They were
big halls, like the Roman atrium, with
a lofty roof thatched with slate or
wood shingles. The floor was of hard
clay. In the middle was a great Ore
of dry wood. The thin, acrid smoke
from the fire escaped through an opening in the roof directly, above the
hearth.
Round the fire were long benches on
which hearthsmen and visitors sat,
when not fighting or at work, and
talked and drank the hours through.
The tables were long boards on
trestles. At night the floor was strewn
with straw, and. like the less prosperous folk, host and visitors slept together.—Youth's Companion.

A long, low whine came from a cor
ner of the Charlestons' comfortable
living room, and ceased abruptly at
a sharp exclamation of impatience
from young Mrs. Charleston. A little
brown body quivered perceptibly at
the rebuke, •'and then sank its sleek
head hopelessly on its front paws and
gazed mournfully into space.
For three long, agonizing days
Teenie's one beloved puppy, the last
of the litter, had been missing. Patiently Teenie had searched the large
house from garret to cellar, but no
baby was to be found. Then she had
searched the lawn and the outhouses,
all without avail. Spurred by anxiety,
she had surreptitiously made several
tours along the broad, white road
which <ran past the house, a place On
which she was forbidden to venture
alone, lest she be crushed by the insolent chugging cars which sped past
the house. But up hill and down dale
no puppy waB to be found.
At first Teenie gave vent to her
grief by oft-repeated Bobbing, little
cries, but these had grated upon the
nerves of the pretty mistress, and she
had slapped Teenie smartly. It was
after the slapping- that Teenie ha*d
crept to the living-room corner, and
only in a moment of forgetfulness did
she now wall forth her Buffering—moments that usually came when she
waked from a troubled doze to the
harsh reality of her little life and its
emptiness.
If the mistress could have made
Teeaie understand, she might have
told her that the puppy had gone to
live two miles further up the white
road, with people who would be very
kind to him, and where there were
little children who would love him
dearly. But Teenie, unusually Intelligent as she was, could not have understood so much, and probably would
not have been reconciled had she
known the facts; and the young mistress, not always as thoughtful as she
might be, perhaps would not have
taken the trouble to enlighten the little dog had It been able to understand.
And so the mistress went on reading
her entertaining little book, and Teenie
lay in her dark corner nursing the
dull ache of her heart.
A half hour went by, and no sound
came from either. Suddenly hurried
footsteps sounded along the uncarpeted hall. A timid knock came upon the
closed door, and a disheveled, red-eyed
nurse maid appeared. At sight of the
mistress the maid's face went white,
and for a moment she could not
speak.
"What is the trouble?" ashed the
mistress sharply.
"Oh, ma'am, Master Jack's not in the
house or the garden. Thomas and me's
been searchln' for him for the last
hour. Ain't we, Thomas?"
"Yea, ma'am?" sputtered Thomas,
gazing pop-eyed over the mold's shoulder at the mistress.
From then on pandemonium reigned.
Already It was growing dusk, and dryeyed and terror-clutched, the young
mother alternately paced the floor and
watched from the windows. There was
nothing to do but wait, wait, while her
hastily summoned husband and the
servants searched the surrounding
country for her five-year-old boy. At
lost the fear and agony within grew to
such proportions that for sheer relief
the mistress gave vent to a trembling
cry, and, sinking upon the floor, buried
her face In her hands. And then, from
a dark corner of the living room, came
an answering cry, and the next moment a hot, feveriBh Uttle muzzle tried
to force itself gently between Mrs.
Charleston's tense, white fingers. For
a brief moment the fingers did not
relax, and then the hands tell slowly
from the face of the mistress. As
they reached her lap, they clenched,
and a hunted look crept into her eyes
as a new thought took shape In her
mind and grew raplfly. Suddenly she
cried out:
"Teenie, Teenie, you know, you
know! And it was I, I who took away
your little fine, I who made you suffer
as I suffer now! And then, oh, Teenie,
Teenie, I punished you for crying! And
now you try to comfort me. May the
Blessed Mother forgive me!"
It was.then that the telephone bell
rang, and Mrs. Charleston sprang with
nervous haste to her feet, almost upsetting the little dog.
In response
to her trembling "Welt!" there must
have been exciting news.
"Oh!" sobbed the mistress, joyfully,
"at your house? We thought he was
lost, Mrs, Doon. I'm so glad, so glad!
Came after the puppy because Teenie
cried for it? Oh, Mrs. Boon! Well, If
you don't mind returning It-^-Teenle's
been so unhappy. You'll bring them
both In the car? Thank you, thank
you, Mrs. Doon!
"Teerile, darling!" cried the mistress,
"they're coming home, Jackie and the
puppy, and they'll be here—here—"
but just then the mistress fainted from
happiness, and Teenie barked excitedly for help.
1
'
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By JOHN DARLING.

By JANET REESE.

S«ema Uttle Doubt That Tar Du»t
Ha» the Effect of Withering
the Leave*.

HAVE A

AUTHOR OF A GREAT STORY

(Copyright, Mil, by the McClure Newspaper Syndicate./

Isabel Gordon Curtis.

Isabel Gordon Curtis, author of "The Lapse of Enoch Wentworth," is
one of the best-known literary women /of America and for years her name
has been familiar to readers of household and farm periodicals and of Action. She was born fifty years ago in Huntley, Aberdeenshire, Scotland, and
after receiving an academic education In that country, came,to the United
States In 1886. For severai^ears she did general literary work, and then
she was successively literary editor of the New England Homestead and
Farm and Home, dramatic editor of, the Springfield Homestead, associated
with her husband, Francis Curtls,,as editor of the Blnghampton Chronicle;
associate editor of Good Housekeeping, and editor of the woman's department
of Success Magazine. In addition to all these activities, she has found time
since 1903 to do a great deal of general magazine work and juvenile story
writing, and in recent years, has written several novels that proved highly
successful and popular. Some of these deal with official and social life in
Washington, with which Mrs. Curtis is .thoroughly familiar and which she
portrays with vivid reality.
«,.
The greatest work Mrs. Curtis >as produced, "The Lapse of Enoch Went
worth," is a story of the New York stage and New York newspaper Ufe. It
Is a story with a high moral purpose, and one which holds the interest of
the reader to the end. The reviewers generally have pronounced It one of the
greatest of American novels.
i
It is with considerable pleasure that we are able to announce that we
have arranged for the serial publication rights on this story, the first Installment of which will appear soon. We earnestly advise all readers to watch
for it

THIS GREAT STORY
WILL APPEAR ONLY IN

THE BROOKFIELD TIMES

Heaven's Mercies Many.
Position During Sleep.
So thick do Heaven's mercies fly
People who believe it advisable te
sleep with the head to the north hold that the arrow of prayer can never be
that the magnetic current flowing shot aright without bringing down
from north to south Induces healthful some blessing. If it bring not that
rest as it passes through the body. which we seek it shall bring us that
This opinion is by no means generally which we need.—Mark Guy Pearse.
accepted.
_^-__ '
Evil In Chewing Starch.
Early Tetch Law of Economy.
The habit of chewing starch is at
The law of economy enters Into all the rate of 2,500,000 a year. It is said
the practical affairs of llf\ not ily to be gaining ground among girls,
of the community at large, but also especially In laundries. A doctor deof the family and of the individual. clares Its effects are as injurious as
It should be diligently taught to our those of morphine or cocaine.
children as one of the foundation
principles of a good character.
In Praise of Diligence.
i, « ■
Diligence increaseth the fruit of toil.
■Apt Description.
Visitor to Literary Shrine—"Yw A dilatory man wrestles with losses.—
have lived here 40 years? Then you Hesiod.
must remember him as a b«v. What
was he Uke?" OldeBt
'-^biL. —
•
Consoling.
"Well, sur, If 'e be the same as 'e
"Do you believe in long engagewar when I knew en, 'e can't *ave
ments?" "Of course. The longer a
changed much."—London Opinion.
m ■ ■
man Is engaged, the less time he has
Form • Just Estimate.
to be married."
Each man in his sphere, however
i>»
—■
narrow or extended, will find that his
Garlic for Wssp Stings. fellow men weigh .his character and
The Inhabitants of French SwitzerMs abilities often, and unconsciously land and Savoy rub a crushed clove of
stamp him with their estimate; and garlic upon a spot that has been
that the average resultant of these fre- stung by a wasp" or a bee. Accordquent averages Is just—E, Pierre- ing to Professor Marmod of Lausanne,
this makes the swelling go down and
pont
takes away the pain,
Helps In Life's Path.
■■i ■
The winding footpath among the
Schema Didn't Work.
hills often' helps you on your way, as
"We thought we'd rather move than
much as the high road; the day off clean house." "Great scheme!" "Unamong the islands of repose gives you fortunately, the same Idea had oca steadier hand and a braver heart to curred to the people who vacated the
make your voyage along the stream of house we moved into."
duty.—Henry van Dyke.
Emotions Disturb Digestion.
Te the Life.
dally rnougnt.
Worry and distress, rage and excite"That actress Is doing wretched
Give us, oh, give us, the man who
ment, fear and anger cause the muswork In.the laundress' role."
sings at his work. He does more In
"She's playing it true to Ufe."
t-i same time—he will do it better-* cles of the stomach and the rest of the
alimentary
channel to stop action.
"How can you say that?"
be , will persevere longer.—Thomas
These emotions also stop the juices of
"Isn't she mangling her partf"
Carlyle.
digestion from flowing.

Waste Paper Scatters.
Unaallan* Classification.
Positive Cinch.
The man who wilfully or carelessly
"Women," she simpered, "are the
"I don't Uke to knock," said the
allows waste paper to Utter the public flowers of creation, don't you think?"
streets ought to be made to pick It
"Sure thing," answered the horrid Grouch, today, "but whenever I hear
up, and. In addition thereto, pay a man, "and some of them are centu- that two of my acquaintances, Bore
and Pest, ore sick I am always sure
fine Into the city treasury.
ry plants."
'that It can't possibly be brain fever,"

A Devil of a PeUew.
The sophomore was reading "Paradise Lost" (he had to) and, looking
up, remarked: "This Lucifer was certainly stuck on himself!
Here be
says: 'Myself am Hell.'"

About once a month, always on a
Sunday, Maurice Danby motored from
the city down to his brother's farm
for a brief visit.
Young Mr. Danby held a position In
a city department. His standing in
Bocial Ufe was good, and it was known
that he had a fair-sized bank account
So far as friends or relatives knew,
he had mjprer been In love, and was
not likely to be. Therefore It was a
shock to his sister-in-law when he arrived one Sunday, and sald!«v
'Look here, Sarah, you Esvo got
to help me out."
"What is it, Maurice?' she asked.
"I'm in love."
1,
"You can't be."
"But'I am."
"Well, won't the girr"*ave you?"
"I haven't asked her."
"Then go right off and do It"
"Listen to me, woman. I came down
by the old post road this morning, instead 6f the usual way. About three
miles above here is an old red farmhouse."
' .
"Yes, the Granger place."
"There WOB a girl there."
"Yes; Kitty Granger."
"She was leaning on the gate eating an apple. I am almost sure she
smiled at me."
"What idiots young men are!"
smiled the relative. "You see a goodlooking girl at a farmhouse gate, and
ten seconds later you are in love and
thinking of marriage."
"I am going to know Kitty Granger.
It may not take two days to bring it
about, and It jnay take two weeks."
Monday morning he entered his
auto and started away with> a wave of
his hand. He was bound for the post
road and Farmer Granger's. When he
saw the old farmer at work in the
field by the roadside an Idea came to
him. He stopped.
"Do you want to sell that calf tied
in your front yard?" he asked.
"Yep," was the reply.
"How much?"
"Orter be wuth six dollars."
Not ten feet behind the calf was the
veranda. Mr. Danby walked around the
veal cutlets three times and then
took a seat on the veranda to view
him from a new point
He coughed and shuffled his feet, but
no one came out
/
Miss Kitty was heard singing in the
house, but she didn't appear. After a
quarter of an hour had passed away
the schemer bad to return to the farmer to say.
.
"I wfll come back tomorrow and see
about it."
"Just as you will," was the reply.
. It was with a good deal of chagrin
that the young man got into his auto
and drove away.
"Then the girl with the apple was
not at the gate?" his sister-in-law
asked.
"I—I was just riding out for pleasure," be replied.
"Oh, I see. I have sort of taken a
pity on you, and decided to give you
a hint to act on. I have heard that
Miss Kitty was talking of buying a
new piano."
"Well?"
"If you want some excuse for calling at the house to get a closer view
of her and have a talk—"
"By George, it's the thingi
As
agent for a piano bouse In the city, I
can call."
,,
Young Danby was so elated with the
new scheme that he forgot the old one
He motored boldly up to the house,
but as he reached the veranda, Mr.
Granger came around the corner from
the kitchen and sighted him and
said:
"Came back for the calf, eh? Well,
I thought you would.
He's worth
seven dollars, and I only asked you
BIX."

"I was going to see your daughter
about a new piano."
"Oh, the piano con wait WiU you
take the calf away with you In the
machine? As you are In the veal
business, you must know that calves
are going up every day. I Said six
dollars to you, and I'll stand by my
word."
He led the calf out to the gate, and
Mr. Danby had to follow. He bad to
do more. He hod to help lift the calf
Into the auto and make him fast and
band over six dollars and drive away.
When another day came Mr. Danby
was ready—be didn't know for what
He set off without a plan. If be passed
the house he might be shouted to to
stop and buy bogs or bens, but it might
be his luck also to see Miss Kitty at
the gate- He hod just determined to
take his chances when he saw her
coming, toward him, driving in her
pony cart
Speed was reduced to a fair gait
and be held straight for the pony. The
girl checked up.
She screamed.
Straight ahead, and then there was a
smash and the pony was down and
things were in a glorious tangle.
There was some breakage, but no lives
lost
"What d!4 you do tha,t for?" asked
the girl when things were somewhat
straightened out
"Do you believe I did It on purpose?"
"I surely do!"
"Well, It was that I might get a
chance to tell yon that I am in love
with you!"
v
The wedding day may not have been
set yet but young Mr, Danby has for
a long time been eating his Sunday
dinner at Farmer Granger's.
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TREES AND YET MORE TREES
Matter of Duty for Every Man Who Is
Able, to Plant One In His
Ufe, at Least

A noted philanthropist once said:
"If I knew that I should die tomorrow,
I should plant a tree today." He did
not mean that tree planting was the
sort of action to be deferred as long
as possible; be counted it rather a
deed with which one might make a
good farewell to earth—and who shall
say that he was .not right?
There is nothing more beautiful,
more dignified, more valuable In the
broadest sense of the word than a fine
old tree. There ore few things more
lasting. The splendid cathedrals of
the thirteenth century are kept In
condition only by constant and loving
repairs, but many on oak that marked"
the landscape when the corner stone
of Amiens was laid Is still alive. New
England settlers moved elms from the
woods to their dooryards and roadsides almost three centuries ago—and
the same trees are there today. The
few "cedars of Lebanon" which still
mark-the site of forests from whichthe shins of Tarshlsh were buUt may
number in their thinning ranks Individuals which saw the march of Godfrey de Bouillon, and the countermarch of Saladin.
Plant trees. Do not wait for the
government to reforest some distant
mountains. Reforest as much of your
own holdings as you may. You have
no better chance of satisfaction now
and grateful remembrance later than
may be found In planting trees.

FOR A WOODLAND PARADISE
Chicsgoans Determined That Their
City. Shall Be Abundantly Supplied With Trees.

In view of the advance which .city
beautification has made during the
last few years, especially in Chicago,
Arbor day has a(deflnlte significance.
Tree planting exercises have been
held In all parts of theeity, about two
hundred and fifty ~ thousand white
pine seedlings being provided for
yards, vacant lots and roadways. Last
year 200,000 elm seedlings were planted; the year before 300,000 Russian
mulberries, and in 1811 a total of 280000 catalpa seedUngs were given A
chance to grow. If all these grew
Chicago would be, not a garden city,
but a forest city. The mortality rate
among seedlings, however, is almost
as great as it Is among slum babies.
If * reasonable fraction of these
young trees grow to maturity Chicago
will be In time a woodland paradise.
An authority on arboriculture as applied to cities soys the ratio should be
one living shade tree to every five Inhabitants. In the absence of a {raw
census It Is Impossible to say how
near Chicago approaches this' ideal.
Be that as It may, the principle of
Arbor day Is wholesome. It Is bnt
one phase of the general tendency of
the day to Instill Into the children an
Instinct for some of the finer thing*
that older folks have thought they
were too busy to cultivate.

MADE HIS FUNERAL A PARTY
Bartender, a Suicide, Pays for Feast
for the Mourners Around
His Ashes.

William S. Casey, a bartender widely known In the California cattle country, had a funeral which he paid'' for
himself. Casey died by bis own hand.
His health shattered, he told his
friends that he did not want to live
it he could not be happy. He bad
|1,000 in a bank at Salinas, and arranged that the sum be used for his
funeral.
"My passing out is not a signal tor
sorrow," Casey had said. "I want the
friends that attend my funeral to
enjoy themselves just as if I were
among them In reality, as I will be tat
spirit"
A special car brought Casey's body
from Saunas to Son Francisco, where
It was cremated. With the ashes In
an urn, a score of Casey's friends, following directions left by the decedent,
proceeded te a hotel whose proprietor
was an old friend of Casey's.
Before the party sat down to dinner
the urh was taken Into the barroom
and placed behind the bar. Then
every one ordered his favorite drink,
and this toast was drank:
"To Casey, who Is still behind the
bar."
The party, carrying out Casey's Instructions, then sat down to dinner,
and later went to a theater. Casey's
ashes were taken back to Salinas and
sprinkled an the Salinas river.Francisco Examiner.
School Playgrounds.
How large Is your school 'playground? Henry S. Curtis, in a bullstln just Issued by the United States bureau of education, declares that every
city school building should have at
least one full block of ground, whether
the block Is the usual city block or
two or three' acres, or one of ten acre*.
as In Salt Lake City, Utah.
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Fairbanks-Boynton.

Control of the Army Worm.

X

Roslyn H. E. Fairbanks, son of
When detected, all efforts should be centered on keeping the worms
Mrs M. M. Fairbanks, and Miss
out of crops not yet attacked, and confining their injury to as small an
(N. Y. C. &H.R.R.R. Co., /.«•«)
Journal Block, North Brookfield, Mass Abbie B. Boynton, daughter of
Mrs Cora E. Boynton, all of Over- area as possible. As a barrier to their progress, either make a dast
HORACE J. LAWRENCE,, | the-River district, were married by /arrow of road dust and place around material liable to be attacked
Rev William Walsh at the rectory plow a deep furrow ahead of the worms' line of march. Pnt poisoned
EDITOR AND PBOPHIETOB.
of, First Parish church, at 9.30
bran mash in this furrow. This should be made of one pound of paris
1.00 a Year in Advance. o'clock, Monday morning.
The
Single Copies, 3 Cents.
single ring service was used.
The green, 25 pounds of middlings or bran, moistened with a quart of
Address all communications to BBOOKFIKLIT young couple was attended by Phil- cheap molasses and 1 gallon of water.
TIMKB, North Brookfield,Mass.
ip Boynton, brother of the bride,
The best way to kill them in large numbers is to spray crops which
Orders for subscription, advertising, or lob
work and payment for the same, may be sent and Miss Louise S. Fairbanks, sis- they have not yet attacked with a heavy dose of paris green, two
direct to the main office. North Brookfield or ter of the groom.
The bride wore
to George W. McNamara. Brookfield •
pounds to 60 gallons of water. This strength will not burn the leaves,
a traveling suit of navy blue broadcloth, with satin trimmings and a but in order to be effective the crop or strip of grass which is selected
6.52 a.m.
, From Oak Street
.
BROOKFIELD.
white picture hat.
The brides- must be sprayed copiously. Paris green is better than arsenate of
6.59 a.m.
North Wilbraham .
maid wore a dress of white crepe lead for this purpose, because it washes off more easily, and so will not
7.09 a.m.
Palmer
James McGlinchy of Worcester de ehene, trimmed with lace and
injure the feeding value of the crop. Where a town is severely at7.19 a.m.
West Brimfield . .
was the guest Sunday of William she also wore a white picture hat.
tacked with the army worm, the farmers should combine and use a
7.26 a.m.
West Warren . . .
Byron.
Affier the ceremony, Mr and Mrs
Warren
7.33 a.m.
power sprayer, as much more effective work can be done in this way.
Miss Lucrle Kennedy of Boston, ■Fairbanks were driven to East
W. Brookfield
. .
7.40 a.m.
Brookfield, where they boarded the Get the local moth superintendent to co-operate by loaning the town
visited
Miss
Alice
Bowler,
Kimball
Gllbertsville and Ware
express train for Washington, D. sprayer, where there is one.
(by trolley to Wait Brookfield)
street, this week.
C, where they will spend a week's
#■
STATIC BOARD OP AGMCUXTDBE,
Brookfield, 7.46 a.m.
Michael Gaffney and children of
honeymoon. They will live at the
E.Brookfield, 7.52 a.m.
Boston, have been guests, this
136 State House.
home of the groom's mother, when
— '
«»>
Returning leave Boston 8.00 p.m.
week, of Mr and Mrs Paul Godaire. they return
Joseph J. Daley returned SaturNumber of tickets limited.
Death of Myron L. Barnes.
day from a two weeks' vacation in
Full fare charged on trains.
Three pieces of legislation recently enacted in this state are of esBoston, and Providence and Newport, R. I.
Myron L. Barnes, aged 66 years, pecial interest to every user of the highways.
Purchase your tickets early at Boston
& Albany Stations.
Horse drawn vehicles, whether in the country, town or city, are reWilliam Tunstall of Southbridge 11 months, 17 days, died at his
was the guest Sunday of his par-' home on Upper River St., Friday quired to carry lights at night, (hay and straw teams excepted.)
ents, Mr and Mrs John M. Tunstall, morning, July 24th, from hardenMotor vehicles are absolutely forbidden to cut out the muffler in
ing of the liver. He had been in
Main street.
failing health the past two months. thickly settled or business districts of a city or town, that is to say
The regular monthly meeting of Mr Barnes had worked for the past wherever buildings average less than 200 feet apart for a distance of a
the V. I. S. will be held in banquet seven years for William A. Edson
quarter'of a, mfle.
hall Tuesday afternoon, Aug. 4, on the coal team and the ice wagon
Motor cycles, on and after January 1, 1915, must carry number
at 3.30 o'clock.
and on May 22, he received a Bevere
injpry to his right side, when a plates.
Mr and Mrs H. J. Trolman of
It is the manifest duty of carriage drivers to light their vehicles at
large cake of ice, that he was atBnffalo, N. Y., were the guests of
It is
Mr and Mrs L. H. Goeltz, South tempting to place in the outside ice night, not only for the sake of others but to protect themselyes.
box at the home of Chas. A. Sweet likewise incumbent upon automobile operators to discontinue the pracMaple St., this week.
slipped and struck him.
He had
Thomas J. McNamara of Boston, been confined to his bed since the tice of opening the cut out,- which investigation has proved to be of
spent the week-end at the home of accident. Mr Barnes was born in little or no benefit to the operators, but which is a constant source of.
The telephone directory for North Brookhis mother, Mrs Mary F. McNa- Hardwick, the son of Horace and annoyance to other travelers. With the motor cyclist, long an offender
mara, Kimball street.
Maria (Newton) Barnes. . He mar- in the matter of speed and noise, effectually tagged for identification,
field is now being prepared for the next
Miss Augusta Leamy of Spring- ried Miss Louise Stearns in Brook- it is hoped that he too will perceive the advisability of complying with
printing.
It will contain the names of all
He worked for
field visited this week at the home field, in 1882.
the law.
telephone subscribers.in this vicinity.,
of her parents, Mr and Mrs John Frank Barnes 40 years 'ago, pedIf the public wants these and other automobile laws enforced, it
ling^jee,
and
later
moved
to
SpenK. Leamy, Hay den Ave.
cer, and from there to a farm in must take the trouble to secure compliance, either through appeals to
There are over half a million telephone
Miss Isabellai Murphy left for *' Sturbridge.
In 1905 he 'bought decency, or by assisting the authorities in compelling obedience. These
six weeks' visit at the home of her the Morey place on Upper River
subscribers in New England.
How about
parents in Kinsman, Ohio, and her St., and removed again to Brook- authorities are unable, owing to the magnitude of the automobile probyour name ?
Will it appear in the directBisters in Erie, Pa., on Monday.
field, when he went to work for Mr lem at the present time, to handle it without the assistance of individory as one of those half million people who
C. H. Kennedy and Miss Rose A. Edson. He is survived by his wife ual members of the public. It is the duty, therefore, of every person
know the advantage of having telephone
Cosgrove of New York have been and one brother Albert Barnes of having the public welfare at heart to encourage and actively to aid the
the guests this week of Mrs Jennie Concord, N. H. The funeral was officers of the law in their insistence on obedience thereto.
service?
held Sunday afternoon with serL. Brock, at the Point of Pines.
vices at the home. Burial was in
Death or Mrs C M. Pratt.
BROOKFIELD.
Harry 0. Mallett of New York
If you contemplate having telephone service, ,
Brookfield cemetery.
and Mr and Mrs Edward Smith of
call the Manager (free from any telephone
Mrs Ellen (Fitzgerald), wife of
Worcester were the guests Sunday
The annual picnic of the Rice
The Annual IPicnic
of Charles H. Mullett, High street.
station ) and give him your order.
Charles M. Pratt, died suddenly Corner school association will be
Sunday night at her borne on South herd at the Point of Pines, WedMiss Sadie Miett returned to her
The annual picnic of the Over- Maple street, of apoplexy, aged 59 nesday, August 5. Dinner will be
P. S.
DO IT TO-DAY,
home in Cambridge, Monday, after
being the guest for two weeks of the-River picnic association, was years, 6 months and 14 days. Mrs served at 1 o'clock, and in the afternoon there will be water sports,
Miss Catherine C. May, South held Wednesday, at the Point of
Pines. Although the day was not Pratt had been in failing health for on the lake and an entertainment
Maple street.
as pleasant as might have been de- three yeaf s and was takeh sick at in the pavilion, with daucing in the
Miss Anastasia, Bates of Middle- sired, nearly 200 people sat down
8.30 o'clock Sunday night and died evening, from 8 to 12.
town, Ct., and Earl T. Egan of to the usual good dinner which was
before Dr. J. C. Hnyck of West
Springfield were the ,week-end served in the pavilion.
After the
NEW BRAINTREE.
guests of Mr and Mrs Joseph Hy- dinner, came the regular business Brookfield, who had been called,
C. J. ABBOTT, District Manager
land, at their' farm, on the Fisk- meeting, when the following 'offi- arrived. She was born in St. AlFrank H. Hair has bought the
dale road.
cers were chosen:—President, Ed-- bans, Vt., daughter of Mr and milk route of Abram Langerin of
Mrs
John
Fitzgerald.
She
married
win
V.
Lawrence;
vice-president,
Mr and Mrs George Hersey of
Barre Plains.
Mr Pratt in Ware in 1882 and hid
boundary lines are claimed to be located Dorchester, were the guests the Claude H. Laflin; secretary and
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS on
C. O. Johnson's store has been
lived
in
Brookfield
32
years.
Mrs
first of .the week, of Dr Mary H. treasurer, Miss Margreta Hastings;
the ground as shown on said plan.
You are hereby cited to appear at the Sherman. Mr and Mrs Hersey are executive committee, Walter Mel- Pratt leaves, beside her husband, connected with the telephone exLAND COURT
Land Court to be held at Boston, in the the parents of the late Alice M. len, Charles Gunn, Mrs- Norman a son, William, of Marlboro, and change at North Brookfield.
To Henry Mathewson, George C. County of Suffolk, on the' tenth day of
a daughter, Mary A. of Brookfield.
William Bowen of Lynn, was
Woodward and George L. Twichell of August A. D. 19l4, at ten o'clock in the Hersey, former assistant principal McGregor, Mrs Arthur Mitchell, TBe funeral was held Wednesday
and Mr George Pike.
After the
the guest of his brother and family
Brookfield, in the County of Worcester, forenoon, to show cause, if any you have, of the high school.
business meeting, the following morning with a requiem mass in the past week.
and said Commonwealth; Andrew Wood, why the prayer of said petition should
The selectmen granted a permit program was enjoyed:—Selections St. Mary's church at 9 o'clock, celof Worcester, in said'County of Worces- not be granted. And unless you appear
James E. Barr was surprised by
at said Court at the time and place afore- to the Worcester connty gas comter ; and to all whom It may concern:
ebrated by Rev. Leo T. Goddard.
Whereas, a petition has been presented said your default will be recorded, and pany to install a main on Mill St., by Doyle's orchestra, of North
about fifty of his friends old and
The
bearers
were
Edward
F.
DeBrookfleldi
solos,
by
Mre
Edward
to said Court by Z. Allen Mathewson, the said petition will be taken as conyoung, last Thursday evening, it
Charlotte A. Newcomb, Raymond W, fessed, and you will be forever barred from the Lamb grocery store to the B. Phetteplace and Mrs Warren E. laney, Martin J. Donahue, William
Mathewson, of said Brookfield, Carrie from contesting said petition or any de- factory of the Ideal Coated paper Tarbell; selection by the orchestra; Mulcahy and John Crotty. Burial being his 70th birthday. A pleasE. Mathewson, Stephen G. Mathewson, cree entered thereon.
company, at the meeting last Mon reading, Mrs Phetteplace, and ja was in Sacred Heart cemetery, West ant evening was enjoyed by all,
Your appearance and answer, as pro- day night.
Ralph W. Mathewson, and Oliver W,
Bills amounting to duet by Mrs Phetteplace and Mrs Brookfield. Among the floral trib- and cake and ice cream were served
Mathewson, of Boston, in the County of vided in Section 33 of Chapter 128 of the
to the guests.
i
,
?
Arthur F. Butterworth.
The en- utes were-Pillow, marked 'Mother'
Suffolk, and said Commonwealth, Henry Revised Laws, may be filed with Daniel $1900 were approved,
J
from
the
family;
pillow
of
mixed
Edward Mathewson of Tuckahoe, in the Kent, Assistant Recorder of said Court,
The following people are visiting
Peter Musiel of Ware was ar- tertainment concluded with the
State of New York, J. Everett Mathew- at the Registry of Deeds at Worcester in
flowers, shopmates of the son in Summit Farm, at present: Miss
son and Earle L. Mathewson of Avalon, said County of Worcester with whom a raigned before Judge Cottle, in the singing of America by the' entire
in the State of California, and Isadora 8. copy of the plan filed with said' petition district court at East Brookfield, company, accompanied by the or- the Curtis shoe factory at Marlboro; Jennie Gorham, of Wollaston, Mrs
bouquet of sweet peas, Mr and Mrs Harry Harns and daughter, Miss
»
Mathewson, of Fatten, in said State of is deposited.
Monday morning, charged with chestra. After the entertainment,
Witness, Charles Thornton Davis, EsCalifornia, to register and confirm their
the orchestra played and dancing Walter Nichols; bouquet of mixed Esther*Sullivan, and Miss Louise
quire, Judge of said Court, this thirteenth breaking and entering the store of
title in the following described land:
flowers, Mrs Paul Godaire and fam- Adams of Boston, Mr and Mrs of
A certain parcel of land, with the day of July in the year nineteen hundred Alfred Desplaines, Main Street,' in was enjoyed by all. The dance in
ily; bouquet of sweet peas, Mer- Samuel Adams of Somerville.
buildings thereon, situated in said Brook- and fourteen.
North Brookfield, the night .of the evening was well attended.
vUle and Frank Locke; bouquet of
field, bcunded and described as follows; ,
Attest with Seal of said Court.
June 28. He pleaded not guilty,
Beginning at the northeasterly corner
The assessors announced Friday mixed flowers, Mrs Jennie Wright;
There will be special music at the ConCLARENCE C. SMITH, Recorder. and was held under $500 bail to
thereof, at a point in the westerly line of
that the tax rate for 1914 will be spray of sweet peas, Mrs Frederick gregational church next Sunday, Aug. 2,
await the action of the grand jury,
Maple Street and at a corner of land of July 17, 24, 31.
$24 on a thousand, an increase of Knndert and children; bouquet of At both morning and evening service, Mr
George L. Twichell; thence southerly by
in Worcester, August 17,
Being
$2.50 over last year's rate of $21.50. pinks, Mrs Annie Hayden of North George A. Brunt, organist at the Old
said westerly line of Maple Street, two
uqable to furnish the required bail,
[ hundred and seven and 86-100 (207.38)
The increase in the tax rate is Brookfield; spray of pinks, Miss South church, Worcester, will preside at
the prisoner was committed to jail
feet to an angle in said westerly line of
caused, according to the assessors, Agnes O'Neil of Hudson; casket the organ, and Mrs Grace Webb Macby Deputy Sheriff John P. Ranger.
Maple Street; thence southerly by said
by the increased amount of appro- piece, relatives in West Brookfield; Menimen will sing. In the evening Mr
westerly line of Maple Street, twelve and
The B. H. S. alumni picnic and priations and the increase in the bouquet of roses, Mr and Mrs Brunt will give an organ recital. All are
86-100(12.58) feet to a stone monument
at the northeasterly corner of land of and give you a large Income producing prop- reunion will be held Wednesday state, country and highway tax. Charles Chickering; spray of asters, cordially invited.
' Andrew Wood; thence westerly b* land erty for It. I'm getting suss every year for my afternoon and evening, Aug. 12, at The total amount of real estate this Mr and Mrs William Chickering;
Staging a Trial.
,
of said Wood, one hundred and fifty- ■lx-family house located four minutes from the Point of Pines. All who have
year is $1,164,635, or an increase bouquet of roses and asters, Miss
three and 29-100 (153.29) feet to a stone trolleys In one of Boston's most popular sub"Do you think you have sufficient
The Rose Fitzgerald of Holyoke; spray] counsel for my boy?" "Yes; we havs
monument at land of the aforesaid Twich- urbs. House is In sbsomtelr perfect condi- attended the high school are cor- of $31,775 over last year.
ell; thence northerly, by land of said tion, fully occupied by desirable tenants. If dially invited to attend. The dance personal is $242,457, an increase of roses and sweet peas, Mr and a spread-eagle orator, a sob specialist,
Twichell, one hundred and eighty-seven you nave a farm yon want to sell, let's; get to- in the pavilion in the evening will of $11,120; state, country and Mrs Patrick Daley of Holyoke;
an Insanity expert and a little cuss
and 8-100 (187.08;) feet to a stone mon gether.
be open to the public* and dancing highway tax $4672,96, an increase ■pray of pinks, Mrs James Sheehy who knows the law, if we need any
ummt; thence easterly by land of said
J. B. LEWIS
will be enjoyed from 8 until 12 of $484.46 over last year; total ap- iof Ware; bouquet of roses, Rev. law."
Twichell, seventy-five and 5-10 (75.5)'
Ml Tremont Street, Boston
o'olock. Donahue's orchestra, 5 propriations $33,325.52 or an in- 'and Mrs 0. W. Means; pansies,
feet to the place of beginning, the last
described line being further marked by a
Pieces, furnishes music.
Trans crease of $3971.47 over last year. 'Mrs William Bennett; casket bouDressing the Part
stone monument set one and 5-10 (1.6)
"NO TRESPASS" NOTICES.
portation will be furnished to out
iquet of sweet peas, Mr and Mrs
'1 hear Wombat is a gentleman
feet easterly of said westerly line of Maple
WE shall hereafter keep constantly on baud of town guests and a barge will
Charles
Wears.
The
funeral
was
farmer
now."
"Right up to the notch,
Street.
Truest Repentance.
ready-printed notices on ototn, mit&hK
leave from in front of the town
The above described land is shown on or potting in the open air.
To do It no more is the truest rs- ln charge of Undertaker Daniel F. too. Puts evening dress on all bis
.•plan filed with said petition, and ail
JODSSAL office, North Brookfield
scarecrowi every., day at dusk."
hall at 1 o'clock.
Bsntance.—Luther.
KennedyEVERY FRIDAY AFTERNOON,

To $1BOSTON
50 Round
JL

Trip

Wednesday, August 12th

Help Enforce the Law.

To Residents of
North Brookfield

New EnglandJTelephone

and Telegraph Company

Ill Buy
Your Farm

BROOKF1ELD TIMES
BROOKFIELD TIMES

$34,000,000 OF FEDERAL
MONEY TO MOVE CROPS

COMPARISON OTARMIES
ON vs/Aft FOOTING

/

announced here that there will b. no trouble In moving th. bumper
crop, reported from the South, West and Middle We.t thl. year.Mr.
McAdo. ha. offered to advance *34,000,0OO of the government', fund*
tl aid ih having the crop, moved with all possible .peed, and hi. offer
ha. bJen accepted in nearly every instance. Thl. dselsion of,ths
Secretary of the Trea.ury was made a. a result of replle. to h.sclr.
fu7ar letter sent to all the national bank, of the country ..king their
Already 5,000 replle. h.v.
r.Crem.nt. for moving .oca. product..
400,0*0

wq,«oo

Vtoaj-t M.oQQfi»{-*ooofro $*<*<■«>

S30°POO

"""'ThV.rreplle./h^ been carefully analyzed and *■*••""»»
the optimistic bulletin, of the Agricultural Department regarding the
!£!».£ .n unusually large crop," Mr. McAdoo *aid. "They al.o
ST. ^^Tp^S'^y .mproved bu*in... condition.
Inri enlaraed business activities throughout the country."
"
The term, under which the bank, will be able to get th* money
have been modified thl. year from what they were last year, when
practically ZT.ame .um wa. .caned. The .urn offered la.t year wa.
**n0OOOOO. but the bank* did not take It all.
^'unde? the t.rm. .art year th. banker., .n taking »•»•"•* «£,
forced to depo.lt a. .ecurity with the Trea.ury Department at least
ten per cent, of the amount borrowed, In government bond*.
The banker, thl. year may depo.lt a. .ecurity all commercial
oaoer Last year commercial paper wa. accepted at enly .Ixty-ftve per
cwt of l"fJ" value. Thl. year it will be aecept.d at .eventy-flv..

AUSTRIA HAS
DECLARED WAR
ON JHE_ SERBS
Plunges Europe Into Gloom, All
Ears Listening For Word
From Russia Meaning
Peace or Conflict

GERMANY MENACED BY CZAR

Returns Made Show Money
Spent to Influence LawMaking.
Boston—Returns of expenditure*
by corporations for services in connection with the passage or defeat oC
legislation during the session of 1»1*
show that James B. Munroe, Amo»
Holllngworth and G. F. Russell as a,
committee of paper manufacturer*,,
paid to Burdett, Wardwell and Ivea.
$4000 as counsel opposed to the bill
for eight-hour ehlfte in paper mills
by tour workers, and $115.50 additional for stenographer, a total ot
1*115.60.
The International Text Book Com*
pan? of Scranton, Penn., paid P. fa.
Kelly, attorney, $650 to oppose thebill
to
prohibit
correspondenceschools front speculative dealing ii»
stocks and bonds.
The Cambridge Electric Light Company paid Arthur H. Brooks $500 for
appearing for them on aU matter*
affecting their Interests. The CohaBset Water Company aleo paid.
Arthur H. Brooks $35 for services at
hearings.
The town ot Longmeadow paia
Frank J. Demoad $43.82, and Leon,
J. Hardy |69.60 for appearing In it»
behaK on the bill to annex a part ot
Longmeadow to Springfield, a total
of $102.92.
The New England Watch anal
Ward Society paid to John J. Hlggins, $127.50 on tlie bill to amend th*>
law; to prohibit gambUng In connection with sports and contests.
The Russell Fire Club, by Tteodore GaUipeau, treasurer, paid to.
Jsaao Gordon $2468.50 for his services on the "two platoon," genera*
pension and other bills affecting fire-

tion does not allow her the immense
amount of reserve strength which Germany possesses, the outbreak of war
would mean the InBtant Increase of the
AUSTRIA-HUNGARY'3
field army to a strengths of 1,300,000,
DECLARATION "OF WAR
which might be still further increased
by the recall of troops from Algeria,
and drafts from 700,000 trained reservAustria-Hungary', declaration
ists of the second line.
of, war, which may plung. th.
Strength of Italian Army.
whole of Europe Into a conflict,
I. a* follow.:
The Italian army is more or less an
unknown quantity. Its value to Aus"The Royal Government of
tria and Germany would consist in its
.Servia, not having replied In a
diverting
some
of
France's
attention
■atlsfactory manner to the note
General
European
Struggle
to her southern frontier. On a peace
remitted to it by the Au.troWould Make Wars of Nabasis, the Italian army consists of
Hungarlan Minister In Belgrade,
slightly more than 300,000 men. The
on July 23, 1914, the Imperial
poleonic Era Small.
field army in time of war would musand Royal Government find* Itter nearly 600,000 men, and could be
self compelled to proceed Itself
raised by drafts from the mobile milito safeguard It* right* and In*)ERVIA NOT TO BE DESPISED tia to 800,000. Behind these troops
terests and to hay* recour»e for
stand the territorial militia, partially
this p*urpo*e to force of arm*.
trained, forming what the French call
"Austria-Hungary con.lder* ItRttle Country, Ha» Large Army of the levee en masse, more than 2,000,- Plea He Did Not Know Eloping Irish Members Demand Hanging
■elf therefore from thl* moment
/eteran Fighters—Germany'* Won000 men, mostly of doubtful worth.
of
Officials
Responsible
Couple
Were
Married
In
a Mate of war with Servia.
Needless to say, Great Britain is not
^ derful War Machine In Read!expected to count for much in military
nes* to Begin War at a
•COUNT BERCHTOLD,
operations on land in a general EuroMoment'* Notice.
pean war. Her allies would expect her STORIES OF EYEWITNESSES NATIONALISTS ARE FURIOUS
"Mlnl*ter for Foreign Affair* of
to smash or bottle, up the German,
Austria Hungary."
'Americans unacquainted with the
fleet, and then lend her navy to assist
|*Jaborate military organizations of forFrance in wiping out the Austrian and Fire Head, Supervisor and Policeman John Redmond Ask* Immediate Deialgn powers can have but little idea of Italian squadrons in the Mediterranean
_
London. — The Austro-Hungarian men.
kne tremendous number of combatants
The Jewelers' Association ot Bosv
bate and Augustine Birrell, Chief
Saw Town Clerk 8hoot Newman
Government declared war against
and Adriatic seas. Doubtless, several
Who would be involved in any general
ton
paid
to
George
M.
Poland
$20ft
Secretary
for
Ireland,
Promise.
A
Without Warning a* He Sat in
/Servia by a manifesto, which is one
divisions of the so-called expeditionary
European war which might arise from
Office—Insanity I* Defen.e.
Full Inquiry of Fatal Cla»h.
of the briefest of momentous docu- on all matters relating to condition,
force of the British home army could
al contract and assignment of wages.
[Austria's imbroglio with Servia. Aus- be sent over to France. But Britain's
ments in history.
tria, large as she is in territory and
Haverstraw, N. T.—William V.
London.—The killing of four peoGermany paved the way for this
most efficient help would undoubtedly
Copulation, does not outnumber Servia
FIVE WOMEN PASS BAR EXAMI.
consist in attempting to destroy the Cleary, for fourteen years the town ple in the streets of Dublin by a bat- declaration by announcing her rejecNATION. ,
In available trained men so heavily as German navy and mercantile marine clerk of this place and one of the talion of Scottish Borderers caused tion of the British scheme a> bring
•night be expected. But the seriousand in blockading the German ports Democratic leaders of Rockland coun- great excitement among the Irish four Powers together in conference
129
Persons
Recommended for Ad>
ness of the situation lies in the fact
ty, is in the county Jail at New City members of Parliament and greatly for mediation.
Germany explained
of the North sea and the Baltic.
mission to Practice.
Ittiat, once hostilities between the two
Where it wo«id all end the wlBest for killing his eighteen-year-old son- Increased the difficulties of^the Gov- to the public her ally could not be
kwincipals begin, a general war might
wiseacre could never say, and the in- in-law of scarcely a week, Eugene M. ernment in its efforts to bring about expected to submit her acts to a
Boston.—The bar examiners fo*
fee inevitable. And it is safe to say
dustrial and economic havoc such a Newman, because he believed the a settlement of the Irish question. European council as if she were one
(that not even the Napoleonic wars
(Massachusetts have made public the
war would wreak would probably set boy had wronged his daughter, Anna Premier Asquith heard of the Dublin of the Balkan states.
rent the fabric of European civilisation
This announcement preceded the [names of 129 persons who were sue
the world back a half century, at least. Cleary, two years his senior, and affair while he was In the country and
*us would a war between the powers of Its expense would run $nto the bil- brought disgrace to the family.
to passing the latest examine.
hurried to London by automobile.
declaration ot war by only two hours, 'cessful
;
jthe triple entente and the triple alli- lions, almost beyond computation. The
Information as to the "shocking oc- and gave an exhibition of the per- tions before the board, and thereCleary was committed to the county
tore are recommended for svdmln
ance.
figures of armies given here, it must Jail after several hours' delay because currence in Dublin," as John E. Red- fectly , harmonious working, of the
Always supposing that Russia makes be remembered, except In the case of for a time no one would believe that mond, the Irish Nationalist leader, put partnership between the two nations jlon to practice. The examiners off*
Wood her reported threat to aid Servia Italy, Include only the active army he had killed Newman. He waived It, was demanded immediately after which stood firmly toegther through : daily will report to the court on
Monday, Aug. 24, that these applk
in case the Austrian* persist in going now In service, and the first and sec- examination and was sent to New the opening of the -session of the the Bosnian crisis of 1909.
. to extremes, it is believed that Ger- ond classes of reserves. Every coun- City on the complaint of Newmans House of Commons. Mr. Redmond
The centre of interest has shifted 'cant* are duly qualified to be a*
fcany and Italy would come to their try in Europe which practices con- father, Frederick M. Newman, part was so dissatisfied with the meagre sharply to St. Petersburg, which mltted.
Among thflu successful applicants
sOly's assistance. In such a circum- scription contains additional millions owner of the Rockland County Mes- information given him that be moved holds the decision whether a Euro—•aafee' it 1* assumed that Great Brit- of men, young and old, who are re- senger, who has long been deary's the adjournment of the House in or- pean war which probably would shift 'is Charles B. Rugg, a son of Chief
der to debate the matter.
ain and France, the two regaining garded as possible food for cannon. close friend.
the balance of power, if not rear- ijustice Arthur P. Rugg ot the so,
Augustine Birrell, Chief Secretary range the entire map of Europe, is preme Judicial court of Massachupowers in the triple entente, would not 'Within a month between six and
The two fathers told the story of
for
Ireland,
threw
the
blame
for
the
to break out. Negotiations are afoot setts.
toermlt their ally. Russia, to fight such twelve millions of men might be en- the tragedy which resulted in the
There are five women In the list
a serious battle alone. This might gaged.—New Tork Evening Post
death by shooting of an eighteen-year- conflict between the troops and the there between the Russian Foreign
public
on
the
Assistant
Police
ComMinister, Sergius Sazoooff, and the of successful applicant* They am
mean the arraying of Russia, France
old bridegroom:
"I shot him because he ruined my missioner, who, he said, had requisi- Austrian Ambassador which are de- .Miss Josle Slpprelle of 23 Harvard?
and Britain—and possibly Rumania—
avenue, BrookMne; Miss Harriet
daughter." said William V. Cleary. tioned the military entirely on hi* signed to "localize" the conflict.
on the side of Servia, and Germany British Sentiment Is
The nature and progress of these Weller of 1851 ^Commonwealth aveNot In Favor of War "They tell me he had married her. own responsibility. The official conand Italy on the side of Austria, with
suspended while conservations are wrapped In the nue, Allston; Miss Harriet A Smith,
I did not now it, else I would not sequently had been
the possibility that the other Balkan
of 52 Westland' avenue,'Boston: Mis»
From worriment and an Inquiry was made.
London.—England shows no enthu- have fired.
thickest mystery.
nations and Turkey may be dragged
The
Nationalist
members
shouted Austria Rushes Troop* to Frontier. Catherine Dolanot Boston and Miss
siasm over becoming embroiled In a drink, I did not know what I was
|sto the quarrel.
"He
ought
to
be
hanged."
Reports of small encounters along Agnes Roop of Lexington.
war which might prove a great calam- doing."
Austria'* Fighting Force*.
Mr. Birrell said the major in com- the frontier have been permitted to
"Whatever my boy might have done
Miss Slpprelle was born In Mattaity to her interests. As far as opinion
' 'Austria's army is credited with a can be gathered, sentiment tends to- that was wrong in the eyes of mand of the detachment of the King's pass the censor, but military experts wamkeag, Me., and was graduated
peace strength of 415,000 men and wards Austria. This is based on the Clearvs family, though I do not know Own Scottish Borderers had denied here believe that mobilization has from the East Maine Seminary.
8,880 guns, which the flrsUine re- belief that Servian intrigues for un- that he did anything, he had his badge that he gave orders to fire on the already been effected and that a thorMiss Weller also- is a native of
serves would increase in a tew days to dermining Austria by a Pan-Slav move- of honor," said Fred Newman, father people.
oughly planned campaign Is well Maine, having been born In Bangor.
William
Redmond—"He
ought
to
be
*20,000 men. Behind these could be ment have been so open that no nation o< the siain boy. "He had made good.
Miss Smith is a native of Milford.
under way.
mustered hundreds of thousands of could tolerate them and in the present The eirl was his wife. He had his hanged."
Austria has commandeered the Mass., and a graduate from theLord Robert Cecil—"The Ministers railway and telegraph lines and is Framlngham Normal School.
men of varying ages who have had exuberant state of Servian national marriaae
certificate
in
his
pocket
to
.
some military training, and who would pride only the sharpest and most per- show Claarv. But he was killed be- ought to be hanged!"
rushing seasoned and heavily armed
Mies Roop was born in ClementsJoseph Devlin, Nationalist member troops to the Servian frontier. Two port, N. S., and Is the daughter of
nil the gap* in the field army. Little SnoLS measures could have any ef- fore "* sould produce t No political
emptory measures
gervia can mobilise all of her male
influence mu»i ever allow Bill Cleary for West Belfast, called attention to Servian ships on' the Danube were William Roop of that place. She rethe fact that Ulster Unionist volun- captured and the Austrian flag was
(population trained to bear arms to the feet.
ceived her early education at the.
One result of the sudden threat of —friend OK nJne though he always
number of 324,000 In a fortnight's time, International complications Is to thrust has been—to go free of punishment teers had been allowed to march raised.
Annapolis Royal Academy In Nova.
although she maintains only 36,000 Ireland from the center of the stage. for this crime while my boy lies up through the streets of Belfast carryServian and Montenegrin troops are Scotia.
',
ing their rifles.
men in time of peace. As Austria It may even force the British factions here In the cemetery."
concentrating on the frontier in BosMiss Caherlne B. Dolan of BO West
John Redmond demanded the remust guard her Russian frontier and to a compromise, which even the king
Evidence »t a preliminary inquest
nia.
Cedar
street
Is
a
BoBton
girl
and a
leave some troopB in the great Slav could not accomplish, and a general showed that the youth, with his wed- moval of the Scottish Borderers from
Russia is reported occupying a igraduate of the Girls' High School.
areas of her own territory to restrain election under the present circum- ding lines ready to show, had no Dublin and the revocation of the pro- frontier, and the German fleet has jShe graduated from the Boston Noroutbursts of revolution, if. can be seen stances appears out of the question. chance to utter a word before he met clamation against the importation of been ordered to concentrate In home. mal Softool eight years ago.
arms.
that any army »he might attempt to It is doubtful if even the government's his fate.
Mr. Redmond Insisted that so long
throw across the Danube Into Servia bitterest enemies would want a change
The ships of the British fleet every- TOLL OF LIVE8 IN FI8HINO
The inquest by Coroner Patrick J.
would not be of overwhelming in the cabinet and the upheaval of a Leonard was a perfunctory hearing, as' the Ulster Volunteers were allow- where are taking 'on supplies. Soon
FLEET LIOHT FOR YEAR".
ed
to
arm,
drill
and
march
with
arms
strength. Then, too, the Servian fierce political campaign while the na- but the complete details of the shoot
after It became definitely known that
through
the
streets,
the
same
freedom
army is largely composed of veterans, tion needs to keep a cool head and Wg were told by eyewitnesses. Cleary
Austria and Servia were at war all [Financial /Lo*. Wa. Heaviest for
iwlth a splendid morale, and a record free hands for the protection of It* was not present, but Bernard Fox, must be given to the Nationalist Vol- the officers and sailors ashore at
10 Years, However.
Portland and Weymouth were sumchief of police, and his political ally, unteers. He concluded by saying:
ef first-rate achievement In the Balkan
European position.
"Let the House clearly understand moned back to their ships.
Josiah
Felter,
chairmen
of
the
town
(wars.
i Boston—The toll from the fishing;
Board of Supervisors, and Policeman that four-fifths of the Irishmen will no
France is ready for war. Troop Ineet during the past year, although
Germany's field army in time of war
Sheridan, who were in Cleary's office, longer submit to be buUied, punished trains are held in readiness, and the 'the heaviest since 1894 so far an
numbers 1,220,000 men, and her en- U S. to Remain Neutral
and shot for conduct for which Ulster individual soldiers have been inin Servia-Austrian Crisis described the tragedy.
tire system of mobilization and strate: money losses went, was the lightest
The scene In the office was de- men are allowed to go scot free."
structed when and where to report for In a number of years In kuman lives.
igy is based upon an Invasion of France
service. Representatives ot the army .For the first time In a dozen years,
and a simultaneous resistance to a
Washington.—In accord with a pol- scribed by Felter, Fox and Sheridan,.
BRITISH SHOOT DOWN IRISH.
^re on duty in the telephone, tele- there was no loss of life of fisher(Russian attack upon her back door. icy of absolute neutrality, should the Fox had ny* Claanr at the train. On
London.—Four persons were killed graph and postal stations.
Behind this field army stands an act- AuBtro-Servian crisis develop Into his way to his offloe he picked up
separated from teasels in fogs.
in the streets of Dublin and many
The First and Second squadrons of men
ive reserve of 600,000 men of the Land- war, any attempt by any of the Inter- Sheridan. There, Felter said, Cleary
According to the Year Book ofthn
wounded
after
an
attempt
made
by
called
him
on
the
telephone
and
asked
the
Italian
navy
also
have
been
or<wehr, and behind them still 1,500,000 ested powers to purchase American
iFlBh Men's Association, Just issued,
troops and police to seize a consign- dered to concentrate near Naples.
men who have had military training warships would be promptly turned him to come to the office.
il8 vessels and 25 lives were lost In
"On official business?" Felter was ment of 1,000 rifles landed by the
and are avaUable to make good battle down by the United States, in the
the flBhlng fleet? last year. PractiNationalist Volunteers from a yacht
War Summary.
asked.
losses. Germany's strong point, as op- opinion of officials here.
Russia now has 14 army corps near cally all were lost off the Nova Scotia
"All »e said was 'Come to my of- lying off Howth, near the city.
posed to Russia, of course, lies In her
it was minted out that the recent
banks. Of the men who lost their
The. constabulary was warned of the Austrian frontier.
dce right away,'" replied Felter.
superior mobilisation. Tife vast disthe landing, and, reinforcing the poThe New York ' Stock Exchange lives, but two left widows, while in
VFox also said t
tances which Russian reservists must
1912 there were IS widows, with '*>
lice, a detachment of the King's Own
itravel, and the scanty railroads in the serve as a precedent for further sale to come to hi* office. Sheridan, Fox Scottish Borderers Intercepted the stood without panic the brunt of hea- (total of 45 men lost
and
Felter
were
there
when
Eugene
vy
offerings
of
stocks
from
abroad.
.czar's empire all tend somewhat to of ships to any European government
Of the 13 vessels lost, 11 were)
gunrunners at Clontarf, with a view
neutralise the preponderance of Rus- These battleships were misfits In the Newman arrived; to tell of the mar- to taking the rifles from the volun- About $26,000,000 more of United stranded.
The schooner Orympln
riage. Sheridan'was Just going out
States
gold
will
go
to
Europe.
American navy and on that account
sian troop*.
into the office when Newman asked teers, some of whom fired at the
The Montenegrin and Servian was run down and sunk by the WarOn a peace footing, the Russian congress consented to their sale.
If Cleary was In. Newman went in troops. Two soldiers and a police- troops are aadd to be concentrating ren liner Sagamore In a fog off Sable
army numbers 1,384,000 men of all
President Wilson might issue a proc- and Cleary told Mm to sit down. His man were wounded, and In the rioting
in Novlbazar, on the Austrian fron- island, and six of her crew were
corps, distributed over her European lamation of neutrality which would chair was by Felter's, near the office which followed several Nationalists
drowned. The other craft, the retier.
and Asiatic possessions. Many of cleverly set forth Just what commerce
were Injured.
Austrian warships have blockaded frigerator steamer Alcona, was bunn
these men would not be available for would be permitted between this coun- eats,
ied
at Bay of Islands.
the Montenegrin port of Antivari.
use in a European war. But military try and the partieB of the conflict
DIES WITH LOVED HORSES.
INDICT 37 FOR MURDER.
A huge Austrian army la moving on ' The financial loss of the year wa»
experts concede that Russia could hurl which European chancellories fear 1»
| $166,500, as against $73,000 tha year
the Servian border.
a great army of 1,500,000 men across imminent.
Arson and Riot Al.o Charged In Farmer About to Lou. Team Kills
Greece and Russia are making vast (previous.
the German and Austrian frontiers,
Himself.
Southern Mine Outbreak.
military preparations to aid Servia.
Superstition.
these men comprising the regular EuPerry, Okla.—Because he was about
"Holy Hay," or Sainfoin.
Great Britain has proposed mediGreenwood, Ark.—The Grand Jury
"What worries me' about my wife,"
ropean army corps and the flrsUine reto
lose
his
faithful
team
of
"horses
ation between Servia and Austro-HunSainfoin, in common with the clo- which has been making an investigaservists. Behind them, in turn, are
through the foreclosure of a mort- gary in which France and Italy have said Mr. Meekton, confidentially, "lr
vers 1B a member of the natural order tion of the riots at the five mines
that she Is getting superstitious."
several million trained and partly
gage, Gottlieb Wigger, a farmer, Joined.
Leguminosae. It has been known and of the Bache-Denman Coal Syndicate
trained men, for use In making up the
The American Embassies at Berlin "What about r "Me. Whenever anythirty-seven indictments shot and killed the animals, buried
cultivated as" a fodder crop for -over returned
tjhem in his pasture and ended his and St. Petersburg declare that the thing goes wrong she alwayB manages
ravages of battle and disease.
200 years, having been introduced into charging murder, arson, and riot.
to figure it out that I'm,the person
France, too, would be an effective Great Britain about the middle of the Four of the indicted men—Valentine own life'over their grave, as he had peace outlook is blighter.
ally of the Servians on land. The seventeenth century, from France, un- Vurello, Frank"Cripando,.Lloyd Black- threatened to do.
The Montreal and Toronto stock ex- who brought bad luck into the famWigger
lived
alone,
and
often
told
French army is a different weapon
der the name of ','Ftaergrass.
The burn, and Bee Trout—are In Jail. The friends his horses were his only com- changes were closed following sharp ily."
from what it was In 1870. The active
breaks In prices.
Sainfoin,"
is corn- Grand Jury did not place blame for fort
™—
• by
-- which it .„..,„,
*?army within continental France is name
monly known, is a corruption of Saint- DUtbreo*
(thought to number about 600,000 men,

TWELVE MILLION
SOLDIERS MAY
BE IN CONFLICT
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hand swept back a lock of white hair Rudolph's condition that had so agiHe methodically closed the book,
from his forehead, and again he ad- tated her on the night she went to snapped the rubber band around it
Ralph Van Vechtan, a young* man of dressed Mr. Van Vechten, who was the Claremont accompanied by Phil
and returned It to his pocket while
?leisure, ts astonished to sea a man enter watching him narrowly.
Mercer. ^
[o. 1318, a house across the street from
Jessie stared at htm in blank amazehe Powhatan club, long unoccupied and
"For Mias Carew's sake," he said,
ment
The Intelligence that Paige bad
apoken of as the House of Mystery. Sev- "a word or two of explanation is necesfral persons at regular Intervals enter
brought back to Jessie, already re"That," Mr. Flint pursued, his eye»Wo. 1818, Van Vechten expresses concern sary. This young lady, fully con•o his friend, Tom Phlnney, regarding the versant with all the circumstances, morseful and anxious over her aban- crlnkllng In a smile, "is what Mr. Ruwhereabouts of his cousin and fiancee,
donment of Van Vechten to Callls, had dolph Van Vechten told me at a time
£*lgw Carew, A man Is forcibly ejected with a complete understanding pt how driven the girl distracted.
when I honestly believed you to be a
•from the house. Van Vechten and Tom my daughter and I had been wronged,
follow the man and find him dead in the
When Paige's purse was missed aft- crook."
■street Van Vechten t« attracted by the has not only been in full sympathy er the flight from Number 1818, Ja*.
After reciting the circumstances, he
T*ce of a girl in the crowd of onlookers
surrounding the body. Detectlvtf Flint with my plans, but has lent me an sle had volunteered to return and re- went on:
calls on Van Vechten to get his version active, material support.
cover It, If possible, as being the one
"You see, I hadn't Mr. Van Vechtof the tragedy. Tom Phlnney goes alone
DAISY FLY KI
on a yachting trip. He recognizes among • "To a certain extent, however, I least likely to attract attention or to en's faith. I had never seen you, and
"4 kill, all
Bias. Neat, eiean, on
•ome persons In a passing motor boat two have taken an unfair advantage of her be interfered with. Callls, who had
namentaJ conTarUenL
appearances were all against you. I
men whom he had seen enter the House trust
and confidence. . . . But
cheap. Lain sli
of Mystery. He sees one of them, a Mr.
been annoying her with his attentions, might say, the odds, were against the
■ aaion. Made of
<;a!Hs,~.on shore later and follows him. when I am through, gentlemen, I want and whoie headstrong, ruthless nametal, cant ipilior tip
correctness of his estimate—in which
Tom la seized, blindfolded and taken to a you to remember how desperate were
ortr;
will not soil or
nouse, A sweet-voiced girl later protests
ture
had
all
along
been
a
source
of
case
I
meant,
to
show
him
these
Injure
anything.
Against the roughness of his captors, my chances—that I had to sink or anxiety and alarm te Willard, had folGuaranteed eBeetlfa,
werdl."
van Vechten calls on his uncle, Theodore swim—and that I am right!" •'■
AU
dealer*
oraaant
Van Vechten. big man in Wall street,
lowed her.
express paid f or f i.OflL
Jessie was breathing fast; her eyes
For the flrst time he showed a spark
and known as the "Man of Iron,'* In
SASOLD BOICEK8, 150 D.Salb Ave., Brooklyn, K. T.
The death of Jim O'Neill, and Tom were very bright and their regard was I
aearch of Information regarding the of emotion, and the last expression
whereabouts of Paige Carew. Detective
Phlnney's subsequent accidental In- very steady.
BO CENTS WORTH for 26, The KITCHEN
Flint shows Van"Vechten a gold mesh was uttered in a burst of earnestness
WONDER; a combination of HOT PAN
"And if you had been wrong?" she
purse found In the House of Mystery. that made manifest the Intense feel- trusion at Rocky Cove—whence the
LIFTER, CAN OPENER, BOTTLE OPENER,
Van recognizes It as belonging to Paige ing lying behind it
conspirators had fled—had finally asked.
STOVE LID LITTER and TACK EXTRACTCarew. The sweet-voiced girl helps Tom
ER. No burning of fingers when using this
The creases at the corners of Mr.
^Phlnney escape. A message from Lon"She consented to disappear for a thrown them all Into 'a panic. . Paige
wonderful little article. Sent prepaid on redon reports that two ladies resembling time, until her family's alarm was had been the only one to keep her Flint's eyes deepened.
ceipt ot 25c. Agents'wanted; make over J5
Mies Carew and her companion, Mrs.
a
day. Write for territory, A chance of a
smiling lady, your Jewels flash,
"Why, I felt that he would need a Dh,
TJevereaux, sailed for New York
some such that I could bend it to my own head, and she, after recognizing Tom,
lifetime. The Arthur E. Little Furnishing
Your furs are rich and your eyes are System,
1S0S Monadnock Block, Chicago, 111.
time previously. It developsk that the ends in making this demand; but she had resolved the difficulty In the most champion, and I determined to bring
bright.
ladles visited the English home of Temthe memorandum to you. You know With a lavish hand you are spending cash,
ple Bonner, owner of the House of Mys- did not dream that she was to appear practical manner.
Tou know no want and your heart la
tery. It Is recalled that Temple Bonner in such a role as this." He pointed
It was Jessie whom Van Vechten now, that from the very flrst, at least
NO EXPERT WITNESS NEEDED
was In loVe with a daughter of Compton
light;
flchuyler who married Max Willard. The to the motionless form, and for a mo- and Tom had seen arrive at th. Silent one person has retained a Arm belief tou look so glad and you seem so free
other daughter married a man named ment regarded it tenderly.: "But by House, Sunday, In a taxi-cab.
In the innocence and purity of your
From
the
care*
that
worrying
people
Quit. Evident Mr. Mlgg. Wa. Right
Devereaux. Bonner and Willard Wero Inknow
The death of O'Neill was the flrst of motives."
timate friends. A search Is started far the aid of a light, harmless narcotic,
When He Testified a. to th.
Willard. Van Vechten enters the House the effects of which I can banish In a a sequence of accidents that plunged
The two In the" bay window could rhat I wonder, seeing your ecstasy.
Handwriting.
of Mystery by the back door in time to
Who was paying your bills a year ago.
near John Callts threaten a girt He In- moment, I brought her her. to play Max Willard' Into hot water almost see the color rush to Jessie's cheeks;
terferes and helps the girl escape, but is this unconscious part"
at the moment when he saw success she blushed furiously.
Perhaps he lingers alone somewhere,
"Libel, Indeed!"
Tendered unconscious in the struggle
Or another may bring him gladness
"Have you," she said falteringly,
with Callls. Tom Phlnney gets a Job
Theodore Van Vechten once more for his undertaking. O'Neill had anOld Mlggs repeated the words to
now;
«u master of Brownlow's yacht Kohlnur, started toward the speaker, but a swered the advertisement blindly; but "shown this to—to him?"
The lines that are drawn by the hand of himself dully and uncomprehending-,
which ha» been chartered for some mys"He doesn't even know that I posas Boon as he stepped across the
terious mission. The charterer. Max Wil- dozen hands stayed him.
Care
ly, aa he tramped along to the court,;
lard, and his friends board the yacht at
threshold of Number 1313 he had been sess such a/ thing."
May be deeply etched tn his aching where he was to appear as a witness
"Tou
dastardly
cur!"
he
cried.
"I
night and Tom hears the voice of the unbrow;
The girl's eyes were dewy. Her
known glH. Van Vechten, recovering shall give you your pound of flesh; but recognized as the traitorous employe
In a local libel suit
Remorse may gnaw at his lonely heart.
from Injuries received in his fl*rht with
of Wlllard's who had surreptitiously voice lowered.
Nervously he entered the witness
Or another may hear him whisper low;
Callls, Is visited by Jessie Willard In —so help me God,—you'll regret this sold the time-lock drawings and metal
"Then," said she, "this Is your way But you, made up with consummate art— box.
whom he recognizes the girl who was the night!"
■cause of the fta-ht. ■ He declares his love
formulae to Theodore Van Vechten. of telling me that all your doubts are
Who was paying your bills a year agoT
"Heaven
knows,
I
have
regretted
the
The
fierce looking lawyer eyed him
for her. She tells him that if his feelings
In the fight that followed Callls struck removed. Thank you."
nave not changed one week from that necessity," responded Willard dryly
salculatlngly.
Tou do not wall o'er the coat of things.
-day she will marry him. A coffin-shaped
a
blow
from
which
O'Neill,
only
a
few
"Well,"
returned
the
Impassive
deWith one single undulating moveWhatever your fancy craves you take;
"Do you swear," he asked, "that this;
■box Is taken aboard the yacht at night.
Bella tells Tom she really Is Paige Carew ment of his powerful frame, the mil- minutes later, had been rendered un- tective, "that's one way of looking at Tour hands are laden with flashing rings Is not your handwriting?"
and that she has been Interested in him lionaire shook himself free.
conscious. In falling, he had frac- the matter. If Mr. Rudolph's JudgAnd your fingers never from toiling
"I • don't think so," stammered I
Tor years through- the glowing accounts
of Van Vechten. The coffin-shaped box
"Get that dynamite out of here!" he tured a temple, and thus received his ment had been in error, I would Just Tou ache;
give no thought to the ones who UIggs.
death wound.
Is taken away In the night, apparently roared.
as freely'have shown the reminder to
shrink
"Now, be careful," Insinuated the
-much heavier than when It arrivedhim. . . . Here he comes now."
Where a chill creeps In when the mad lawyer. "Are you prepared to .wear.
Paige Carew Is missing and a search of
Max Willard quietly corrected him:
Tom had drawn Paige off to the
the yacht falls to reveal any chie to her
Van Vechten came eagerly forward
winds blow
"
'Wlllardlte,'
you
mean."
Stooping
whereabouts. Willard appears at a difurs are soft and your cheeks an that this handwriting does not resemrectors' feast with a coffin which he fle- over the back of the casket he pressed embrasure of one of the library's cur- and took the girl's hands Into his. Mr. fourpink;
ble yoursT"
-clares contains enough explosive te blow a hand gently over the soft cushions tained bay windows.
Flint slipped unobtrusively away.
Who
waa paying your bills a year agoT
up New York. A time lock Is attached
"Yes," answered Mlggs trembling.
"What in the world Is the matter
"Jessie—Jessie Willard," said Van
to explode the charge at 12 o'clock. He while be seemed,to consider. Pres"You take your oath that this does
with you?" the,girl remonstrated In Vechten, "we do not have to wait the Oh, lady fair, In another year
•declares that unless he receives restitution of a fortune which he was defrauded ently he continued:
Sot
in any way resemble your hand1
Tou may wonder how, In your careless
"But don't be afraid; there is no amazement ' "Tou are as rough as a week: I am more eager now than ever.
«f by Theodore Van Vechteh the whole
pride
writing?"
solemnly
queried
ths
company will be blown to eternity.
I understand everything, dearest."
wlllardlte here—nor any other ex- pirate."
Tou forgot to pause and declined to hear learned man.
• 'v-^.,
Tom did not heed. His eyes were
Very deliberately she disengaged
plosive."
The helpless wtio In their sadness cried;
1
"Y-yes, sir, ' stammered the witness,*.
BOOK IV.
Like a stung lion, Theodore Van unnaturally bright and he was breath- hex hands, looking at him desperately. Tou may sit alone where the light is dim
ing heavily.
And mourn the fate that has brought now thoroughly frightened.
"Truly?" she said with an evident
Vechten turned upon him.
you low,
"Listen!" he cautioned In a whisper. effort at sarcasm. "You seem Indeed
"Well, then, prove It!" denounced,
CHAPTER I.—Continued.
"What do you mean by thatT* he
As you think sometimes with a pang of the lawyer triumphantly, as he
He could not repress his excitement to be very sure of yourself."
Pointing to the satin pillow upon demanded.
him
-which the fair head rested, Max WilHe caught her hands again, and as
Who* waa paying your bills a year ago. thrust his head toward the witness,.
"Simply that I have sat In at your "That's Flint talking to Jessle-^to
This action woke the last spark of'
lard said briefly:
own game—and won.
The great Miss Willard, I mean. She and Mrs. her head drooped,- drew her toward
drooping courage In poor Mlggs; and,
When They Weaken.
"The wlllardlte is there." Once more American game of bluff, Theodore; Devereaux came with us from the him.
Martin—Whisky baa different effect* thrusting forth his head, he yelled!
lie glanced at his /watch, with an Indif- you were pretty good at it years ago Kohlnur. , . . Hang It all! Don't make
"Sure of myself!" he exclaimed.
so much noise! I want you to hear "Why, God bless my soul, yea! It's upon different people. Some men get
"'Cos I ean't write!"
ferent air, and snapped it shut "One at Harvard; I have not forgotten.
what
they
are
saying."
minute till twelve," he announced.
ail up to you, girl
What was tunny when they drink, while others
"There Is no explosive here—nothJessie
looked
a
trifle
frightened.
She
become
ugly
and
want
to
fight
Insatiate.
,
that!"
There was a sudden cry from one of ing to be alarmed at save this cheap
Van Buren—Yes, but there Is one
She—I notice that the suffragettes
the guests, an Involuntary outburst of alarm-clock. There is nothing the and the detective were standing by
It was Paige Carew trying—vainly
alarm—an Indication that strained matter with Paige—dear ohUd! But" one of the big tables. He was hold- —to break loose from Tom Phlnney's point, at which all are affected In are getting after George V.
He—Yes, and when they get bin*.
nerves were giving under the tension. —he waved a hand—"as you bluffed ing In one hand a pocket memoran- ecstatic bear-like hug. Swinging her lust the same way. The funny fellows
Eudolph, unconsciously holding bis me out of a fortune, I have bluffed dum, book, and talking In his quiet Clear from the floor and between the ?ease to be funny, and the fighters they will not be satisfied until thejf
way.
»
j
curtains, they stood confronting the lose their desires for blood.
nave the remaining four-fifths.
neighbor's arm In a vise-like grip, myself back In again."
Paige, with her head close to Tom's, dumfounded gaze of the other two.
(Called to his uncle:
Martin—When Is that?
For a moment the Man of Iron
peered
through
the
curtains.'
They
Van Buren—When the wife's foot, "Uncle Theodore, It la. about to seemed to be choking. But at this
Hard to Stand.
"Looky here, Ruddy," said Tom.
■trike twelve!"
juncture a disturbance was heard In beard Mr. Flint say:
Skids.—It's not every one that ca*«
"Mr. Wlllard's got ,a yacht on his steps are heard on the stalrB.
."I am not often controlled by im- hands that he has no use for what; The Man of Iron made a little ges- the hall,
stand prosperity.
ture with one hand. With tone and - A servant entered hurriedly. B» pulses, Miss Willard, but at the time ever; what's the matter with the fonr
Not Doing a Cash Business.
Skittles—Particularly, if it's sons
'manner unchanged, he said to Wil- fore he could make any announcement It struck me that the occasion might of us—"
"Senator," asked. the Inquisitive one else's.—Judge.
/
lard:
he was flung aside. He went sliding come when this would form a rather
"THe' very thing!" Van Vechten de- roung woman, "have you ever bought
"Stop that thing!"
helplessly over the polished floor, Interesting document."
Occasionally you meet a man Who Is
cisively interrupted, looking intently any man's rote?"
"What, is It?" demanded Jessie. at Jessie Willard. Jessie averted her
"You mean—?" returned Willard, grasping at 'every object withih reach,
"No," replied the statesman who had so chivalrous toward women that hs
Siastlly feeling with deft fingers among pulling down chairs and tables and "Tou frighten me."
the disposal of the post offices in his Is actually polite to his own wife.
gaze, and her color mounted again.
"If
I
have
your
permission,
I
will
everything movable in the path of his
"And listen here," Tom went on eag- half of the stater "I never ask suptornado-like progress, until he brought read you something," said he; then erly. "She's all ready to put to sea— port from any man who is unwilling
A new broom sweeps clean, but ths
he fixed his attention upon the memo- steam's up this minute—supplies all to take It out In trade."
up against the wall.
trouble Is it won't stay new.
Tom Phlnney was standing Just in- randum book, and continued:
on board—crew's drawing pay for loaf""Nothing in the world could be ing—why, Moses and green specside the doorway,, taking in the scene.
HI8 QUICK RECOVERY.
more absurd than to imagine the girl tacles! it would be an outrage not to
Beside him stood Mr. Flint
I saw being engaged in anything crim- take advantage of such an opportuniHe — What a
inal, or even entertaining a suspicion ty! What Jo you think?"
CHAPTER II.
homely girl that
that she may be surrounded by a
What otherwise could Paige and
is, over there in
criminal atmosphere. She Is young;' Jessie think? Here was an argu
The Kohlnur Goes to Sea.
the corner.
It was not long until all the loose she is beautiful, she Is refined and ment thtft even a woman could not
She — That is
ends were brought together. Jessie gentle; the stamp of purity and ad- successfully oppose. And so, the next
my sister.
Wlllard's aunt Mrs. Devereaux. had herence to right ideals Is unmistak- day, the Kohlnur weighed anchor,
He—Is it P-POBbeen the acting spirit in getting the able In. her countenance. Whatever dropped down the river, and by BunBlble!
Still, I'm
scheme for restitution under way, be- comes of your investigations, you will set had lost the Statue of Liberty benot surprised. You
cauae—until she bad Induced him to find to be unqualifiedly true all that I hind her.
must have been granted a monopoly
doao—Max Willard had been loath to now assert concerning her.'"
THE END.
of the beauty that was set apart for
accept his old friend Temple Bonner's"
your family.
Business or social enassistance.
In the beginning, the one thing clear
gagement—just a few
Her Faith.
to all of them had been the fact that
"You told me before we were mar»
minutes for lunch—can't
the Man of Iron was protected by an
rled," he complained, "that you knew
Invulnerable legal barrier, and that If
how to cook."
wait for service. What
redress was to be obtained at all It
"I flo," she replied, "but I still have
can be had quickly?
must be accomplished by means of.
faith to believe that you are man
some surprising coup that would'catch
enough to keep it from becoming necfOn* Minute ~ll Tv*lv.,w he an- the magnate amid such conditions
essary for me to do so."
Order
nounced.
that he could not refuse to accede.
repeat Shakespeare's plays if you
Thus it was that Josephine Devereaux, HAD SOMETHING TO LEARN gave him a start In fact he was
Judging by Result*.
the padded cushions. His hands found on the strength of old ties ot senti"My plea to the Jury," boasted the
n certain position and hovered In an ment and friendship, had easily enlist- Young Bink* Knew Much, But H. crammed full of science and art,
knowing even why Robey Is funny.
young lawyer, "was more than four
attitude of readiness. The harrowing ed Temple Bonner's financial aid.
Found That Hia Knowledge Could
"One can ne'er learn too much," hours long."
clockwork ticked on.
Have an Addition.
This same lady had experienced litwith a smile he would say. But he
"Humph!" replied the experienced
"That you win." announced the Man tle difficulty In winning Paige Carew's
altered his mind, overhearing \ ons attorney, "and the verdict was In your
of Iron, shortly.
sympathy—particularly after Paige '''Young Cicero Binks was an erudite day two friends, who imagined him
favor.
The other sido couldn't have
The clockwork ceased ilke a period had met and beeome acquainted with youth, and a regular demon for knowlto this utterance. Mr. Van Vechten Jessie. She had consented to lend edge forsooth. At his studies be out of the way, stating facta new to had any case at all."
returned to his place at the table's Willard her moral support, believing "sviotted" to tell you the truth, for Binks without doubt.
bead
>
'What an ugly old beggar that
An Advantage.
that her participation in the plot was eight or ten hours every day. To give
; It was characteristic of the regard to extend no farther than a "myster- you some little idea of his worth, he Binks is!" said one.' Said the other:
"Do you think a college education
with fresh berries or fruit
in which the Man of Iron wa* unlver- ious disappearance,'' which Willard knew to a fraction the age of the earth, "The biggest ass under the sun." And affords a man an important advanand cream. They will be
isally held that Max Willard aBked for was suppdsed to utilize In some Indefi- the actual weight' of the moon and its the knowledge Binktf learned by the tage?"
no further assurance. He might take nite manner for his own purposes. girth, and how far all the-jatars were time they had done, he'd have been
"Oh, yes. One has to have it in or
served immediately, they
much more happy without—Cleveland der to get Into a university club."
anj advantage of you in which be The culminating bizarre climax, in away.
Leader.
are nourishing and taste
,was pleased to regard as partaking or which she had played so conspicuous
He
could
tell
you
the
reason
why
the nature of open warfare; but his a part, he had kept to himself, knowmighty good, too.
But
They
Will
Take
a
Chance.
eggs
are
not
meat,
why
toadstools
Educated.
word once passed, and he was bound ing that her willing co-operation could
A Philadelphia man has decided to
and hedgehogs are not good to eat
irrevocably.
Father—Has
your
engineering
not her expected.
marry a young lady whom he saved
also why there can never be cold course taught you anything?
Whatever of elation Max Willard
Sold by Grocers
Through Barnicle, Paige had kept
Son—Has It! You ought to see ine from drowning. This Is likely to cause
may have felt, it was not betrayed by In touch with her uncle and her cous- without heat, and why bumblebees
don't make honey. He could analyze operate a corkscrew!—Pennsylvania a good many of the girls to decide that
—everywhere!
1
any sign. A How movement of one ^ ^"»ndVwaslne"vaieVs"ac^unro°f whisky and buck onrrant tart ssd Punch Bowl
It is dangerous to learn to swim.
SYNOPSIS.

Delays
. Sometimes
Expensive
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Post
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FRIDAY, JULY 31, 1914.

WEST BROOKFIELD.
John Morrill, Main street, has gone to
Tilton, N. H.
Frederick Blake is spending part of his
vacation in Huntington.
Nettie S. Allen, Foster HiH, will Bpend
August in Ogunquit, Me.
Elizabeth W. Gilbert, Mechanic street,
is on a sojourn at Acworth, N. H.

f

Uneeda Biscuit
Tempt the appetite,
please the taste and
' nourish the body.
Crisp, clean and fresh—
5 cents in the moistureproof package.

Mary Leamey, Gardner, is visiting Miss
Sarah A. Webb, South Main street.

Buyers to Share in Profits
Lower Prices on Ford Cars

Charles H, Bell, Long Hill, is in New
Brighton, N. Y-. for nis annual vaca'
Con.
,
Olive Mason, Webster, is visiting her
grandmother, Mrs Susan M. Dodge, High

MAKE CHICKENS ROOST HIGH
Health and Vitality of Young Fowls
Injured by Overcrowding When
Placed In Small Coops.

street.
Rev. Edwin &. Zellars, Spencer, occu
pied the Congregational church pulpit
Sunday.
Mrs Frank Tinkham, Jamaica Plain,
is a guest of Miss Marguerita Fales, West
Main street.
Miss Rose Glover,, New Haven, Ct., is
the guest of Miss Eleanor S. Bill,

West

Main street.
MiBS Clara M. Barlow returned this
week from a vacation spent in Gardner

Baronet Biscuit
Round, thin, tender—
with a delightful flavor
— appropriate for
luncheon, tea and
dinner, IO cents.

with relatives.
Mr and Mrs John W. Nutter are en
tertaining Mrs Harry J. Wentwortb of
Dover, N. H.
Josephine G. Harvey, Philadelphia, is
the guest of Mr and Mrs Allen W. Hazen, Cottage street.
Mrs Curtis Gilbert, Church street, is
entertaining her daughter, Mrs Guy IMerrill, Worcester.
William and Mary Mahoney, Natick,
ar» guests of Patrick Walsh and family,
North Brookfleld road.
Parish auxiliary of the Congregational
church met at the home of Mrs George
H. Howard, Pleasant street.
Mr and Mrs Hervey Lamb and children, Worcester, spent Sunday with Mrs
Susan A- Lamb, High street.

I/*£>&•

mp% ***?>.

ZuZu
Prince of appetizers.
Makes daily trips from
Ginger-Snap Land to
waiting mouths everywhere. Say Zu Zu to
the grocer man, 5 cents.

Alice and Katherine Hennessy, with
Nellie Lynch, Fitchhure, are visiting Patrick J. Hennessey, Winter street.
Mr and Mrs Arthur E. White, Springfield, have been gueete of Mr and Mrs
Addison W. Beals, Pleasant street.

Fay Murdock, Dorchester, is the guest
of Mrs Fred C. Bayley and family, at the
home of Weston W- Dudley, Winter
street.
Hope Peeling, Bourne, is the guest of
Rachel T. Olmstead, daughter of Mr and
and Mrs Otto B. Olmstead, West SMain

. Touring Car
RunabouK_
Town Car -

$49°
- 44o
- 690

% E. BACON, SPENCER, MASS.

Edward Monahan, Worcester, is with
his grandmother, Mrs Margaret Clennan,
Lake street, for a vacation.

Mr and Mrs Owen W. Smith, Belmont,
are visitors at the home of Mr and Mrs
Lfcdsey T. Smith, North Brookfleld road,

Effective from August i, 1914 to August 1,1915

Because overcrowding in small
and guaranteed against any reduction during that time :
coops placed near the ground tends to
Injure the health and vitality of young
chickens, it is advisable to teach them
to use perch roosts as early as possible and practicable.
James O. Halpin, In charge of the
poultry department of the college of
agriculture of the University of Wisconsin, lays much of the blame tor
mortality among young chicken* dur_, O. B. Detroit, all cars fully equiped.
ing the early winter months from rbup
(In the United States of America only)
and similar diseases to a neglect on
•
the part of their owners In not seeing
Further, we will be able to attain the maximum efficiency in our
that they are placed on roosts early in
the season.
* factory production, and the minimum cost in our purchasing and
When chickens are left oat on
sales departments if we can reach an output of 300,00x3 cars befrosty nights In an improvised shelter
they are sure to huddle close together
tween
the above dates.
1
and in this way the bodily temperature is raised far above normal, maAnd should we reach this production, we agree to pay as the
king it easy for them to catch colds,
which often lead to fatal diaeases.
buyer's share from $40 to $60 per car (on or about August T,
Further development, so important to
1915) to every retail buyer who purchases a new Ford car befowls In the northern states, is also
retarded as a result of these improper
tween August 1, 1914 and August 1, 1915.
housing methods.
The charge that "crooked breast"
For further particulars regarding these low prices and profitis a sure result of placing chickens
sharing plan, see the nearest Ford Branch or Dealer.
on roosts too early In the season Is
partially refuted by Mr. Halpin, who
believes that by using flat perches
most of the danger from that trouble
may be avoided.
He recommends
that two by fours, turned edgewise,
be used for roosts where the span to
be covered is over eight feet
If the house or coops, in which the
young chickens have been sheltered
during the summer months, are large
enough and nicely ventilated, perches
may be installed and the young flock
accommodated In them.
Whenever it is found necessary to
coop the young chickens in with the MAKING FIGHTJJN THE LICE
older fowls, a screen should be used
to keep the two flocks separate until Nothing More Satisfactory Has Been
the young chicks become strong
Found Than Spray of Kerosene
enough to roost with the others.
and Carbolic Acid.

Buy biscuit baked by

NATIONAL
BISCUIT
COMPANY
Always look for that name

street.
Mr and Mrs William R. Traill, Cottage
street, will occupy a cottage on the shore
of South pond, Brookfleld, for their va-

NEED CARE IN YOUTH

cation.
Services at the Congregational church
will be omitted for two weeks. The pastor, Rev. John H. Hoffman, is having

CHILDREN'S EYES SHOULD BE
CAREFULLY LOOKED AFTER.
S

RICHARD HEALY CO.

BARRIERS FOR ALL VERMIN
Roosts Laid on Frame Supports* by
Four Legs Placed In Csns of Oil
Keep Mites Away.
These two drawings will give yon
an idea of a scheme I have put to use
to keep mites off the roosts and out of
the nest boxes. I am not troubled
with mites now as they cannot get to
the hens. The roosts are laid on a
frame which rests on four short legs,'
writes Mrs. G. Ogburn of Snyder,
Okla., In Farmer's Mail and Breeze.

his vacation.
Lifelong Annoyances and Serious leWest Brookfleld A. A. baseball team
jury to Physical Health May Fredefeated a newly organized Spencer team
quently Be Avoided If the Mat4 to 1, in an interesting game on the
ter la Taken In Time.
common Saturday.
Childhood is the period of develop-!
Earl W. Livermore returned to his ship,
U. S. S. Chester on Sunday after spend- ment from which man is evolved. At
ing a 30 days furlough with his parents this time of life all the organs are'
Impressionable and they may be;
Mr and Mrs Levi W. Livermore.
easily Injured by overwork or abuse.
The Epworth League of the Methodist
Many parents are culpably neglichurch conducted a lawn party on the gent of their children's eyes, early at-:
grounds of the church, Wednesday night tontion to which would very often obIce-cream, cake, candy and pop-corn were viate life-long annoyances and possi-l
Lly Injury to physical health.
1
sold.
Former President Roosevelt writes
Mr and Mrs Fred C. Sanford and daugh
the following in a recent issue of Out-i
ter Jean, Cambridge, with Mr and Mrs
look magazine:
George B. Sanford, of this place, are e»>
"Quite unknown to myself, I was,;
«upying the Weeden cottage; on the east while a boy, under a hopeless disadshore of lake Wickaboag, this week.
vantage in studying nature. I was
While playing ball on the common, very nearsighted, so that the only
■Saturday afternoon, John L. Howe, son things I could study were those I ran
against or stumbled over.
■<A Mrs Edwaid Howe, West street, was
"When I was about twelve I was al*ccidentiy spiked below the left knee cap,
lowed to take lessons in taxidermy. It
*y a base runner. Dr. Clifford J. Huyck
was this summer that I got my first
<lressed the wlound.
gun and it puzzled me to And that my
Hostesses and host at the hnks of^fce companions seemed to see things to
West Brookfleld golf club for the week- shoot at which I could not see at all.
"One day they read an advertiseend will be Misses Ruth F. Greene and
Marguerita F. Fales, West Brookfleld ment in large letters on a distant
billboard,
and then I realised that
and Raymond J. Cutler, New York.
Walter E. Anderson won his fifth matah something was the matter, for not]
only was I unable to read the sign,;
in the challenge cup series, Saturday, debut I could not even see the letters.
feating Gerald W. Palfreyman, Spencer,
"I spoke of this to my father and
4 up and 2 to play.
soon afterward got my 110* pair of]
Instructions to the effect that the bal- spectacles, which literally opened an:
cony in the town hall must be provided entirely new world to me. I had no'
with a fire escape are contained in a letter Idea how beautiful the world was unfrom Charles F. Adams, Worcester, state til I got those spectacles.
"The recollection of this experience
inspector of buildings, received by the
gives me keen sympathy with those
selectmen.
The permit expiring Aug.
who are trying In our public schools
1 limits the statin;; privileges in the galand elsewhere to remove the physical
lery to 48 persons. An ordinary door in
causes of deficiency In children who
the rear of the balcony, opening to a are often unjustly blamed for being
stairway to the main outer hall, and two obstinate or unambitious or mentally
more flights to reach the ground floor, is ,tupld.'
the only means of escape in case ofjflre.'
Optometry has slowly and surelyt
The balcony lias been in use since the progressed along similar lines to those
hail was built. The recommendations of I ^ medicine, law and dentistry, and
the state inspector will be made known! today Its recognition as a profession'
t o the voters in a special meeting |to be I Is assured by the spirit of its many
Aug. 6, at 7.30 p. m. The selectmen whH 1 progressive practitioners, who are eonalso make further report of theirjinvesti- tlnually perfecting methods and de-t
gation of the bridge, at the outlet|of lake visas tor the accurate application ofj
its theoretical principles.
Wickaboag.
Mach of the suffering due to eye!
strain would be relieved if the one
In the Day.
so afflicted would consult the optoNever morning wore to evening b
metrist, wt» h now being rapidly recognised by the world
*-*!
some heart did break,—Tennyson.

Level and Easily Movable.

During the days when the fowls are
under shelter more than is usual, care
must be taken to prevent lice from
populating the place. Tou know from
experience what a few days can do toward establishing a very lively community of these pests. The chickens
will not sleep well, and they cannot
lay when they are tortured with these
pests any more than human beings
can do their most efficient work when
they worry.
You have a right to doubt the veracity of the poultryman who tells you
that his chickens do not have lice, for
wherever you find a chicken, there will
you find its hand-maiden, the mite.
Careful attention and repeated spraying are the price we pay for clean
poultry houses and healthy, clean
chickens.
< '
Nothing more satisfactory than the
old spray solution so often recommend,
ed, of kerosene and carbolic add, has
been found to meet the needs of the
average farmer, and you have no doubt
found that if one dose is not efficacious, the second followed In several
days will put *an end to the scourge
for a while.

The legs are placed in tin cans and
the cans are kept partially filled with
coal oil. The nest box is also mounted on four legs Bet In cans containing
Next Year's Boosters.
coal oil. The box must not come in
It isn't too late yet by any means
contact with the wall at any point
Tbis arrangement Is especially good to buy that setting of eggs from which
to secure your next year's roosters.
for sitting hens.
Of course these devices alone will Don't begrudge a good price, either.
not keep Ithe mites down. They are Remember how muoh cheaper a setonly helps.
I clean out the house ting of eggs Is than buying the roosters fully grown.

r< >*-> e> IS. lr-» r*^.

SECOND WEEK
OF OUR CELEBRATED

Cash Clearance Sale
BANNER BARGAIN EVENT OF THE YEAR

SI25.000 Worth of
Spring and Summer Garments aim Dresses
AT ONE-HALF AND ONE-THIRD
f

Unfavorable we.ah.er and unsettled business have forced the
most remarkable values in our history.

SUITS, $5.00, $'7.50, $9.75 to $25.00
COATS, $5.00, $9.75, $15.00 to $25.00
DRESSES, $1.98, $2.98, $>98 to $35.00
WAISTS, 79 c, $1.4 $1.98 to $12.50

Summer
Girls Coats and Dresses at Final Markdown
Places Full Descriptions and Prices in
Daily Papers.
Wanted
1

§

Out of Reach of the Mites.

thoroughly and keep It so. I scald it
out frequently and throw ashes about
ot the floor. The hens seem to like
Each year more and more gupimer sotheir quarters for I often find them
ioureers from all over the country are
taking a dust bath in the ashes.
seeking pleasant spots in New England,
patronizing well-managed hotels and the
Kill Disease Germs.
pleasantly located boarding places and
A couple of .grains of permanganate Farms where paving guests are received.
of potash In a couple of quarts of waEach season thousands of people turn
ter will kill disease germs in it. This to the advertising columns of the Boston
permanganate will at first turn the Evening transcript, where so many anwater red. It Is fine for roup or colds; nouncements of summer places are pubalso it kills all that low animal life lished.
'
'
■
Many families prefer to lease farms,
that makes slime and green scum on
houses
or
cottages
in
the
country.
Hunthe bottom and sides of the drinking
dreds of properties are sold every season
vessels.
to parties from Eastern Bnd Western
cities who are attracted by advertisements
Old Hen and Brood.
in the Transcript.
Don't allow the old hen and her
If you desire to reach the well-to-do
brood to run in the poultry yard with people and attract them to your town inolder fowls, bnt keep them on a clean, sert a wejl-worded advertisement In the
fresh plot of earth away from the Bceton Transcript.
flock.
Full information, rates, sample copies
and advice cheerfully given on requesd.
Careful In Feeding Cornmesi.
Be careful about feeding cornmeal
1
wet up. It is all right as a change as
I the chick grows, bnt not as a steady
334 Washington St.. Boston, Maj»
diet—too heating and constipating.

Boston Transcript Co,

Richard Healy Co.
five Floors, 512 Main Street, Worcester, Mass.

Advertising in Your Own Home Paper lieaclies the Best Class of Buyers anti
Pays Good Dividends on the Money Invested.

MAILS DUE TO ARRIVE.
A. M. 6.45—Bant and West.
9.30—West.
P. M. 12.45—But and West.
2J0O-West
'
4.60—East.
' 7.06—East and West.
MAILS CLOSE.
A. M. 8.00—Wait.
6.45-East.
tl JO—East and West.
—
p. M. 1.00—West.
4.40—East.
6.00—East and West.
Malls for East Brookfleld are despatched at
6.4S A. M., 11.30 A • M. and 1 P. M. Malls from
East Brookfleld are received at 9.80 A. M. and
6.40 F. M.
Package malls are despatched twice dally as
rollow8?-11.80 A. M. East and North, 8 P. M.
West and South.
Malls for the Rural Delivery Is closed at 8.10
A. M. and received at 1.30 P. M.
• The offloe hours will be:—6.30 A. M. to 8 P. M.
Holidays, 8*0 to 9 JO A. M. and 5 to 8 P. M.
.
JOHN HOWE, Postmaster,
ajPAUL M. KEANET, Asst.

Mrs Locke of Ntwton who has been
visiting Mrs Nelson H. DeLane, returned
home to-day.
*
\ t
Mrs Mary Walley Reed and her two
children from Mansfield, are visiting Mr
and Mrs Walley on Maple street.

Morrison 3b

Monahan, and grandson to Mr and Mrs Cahill BS
Maurice O'Brien.
Daniels c

Mr and Mrs Benjamin F. Thompson
and son, of Worcester, are visiting Mrs
Thompson's parents, Mr and Mrs F. H.
Miss Josephine Thuotte is at Christmas Gates, Walnut street.
Cove,-Me.

A Summer street expert assures us that
Herbert T. Maynanl and family are at the pear crop is a failure this year, but
that the apple trees are so heavily loaded
Brant'Ttock.
that many branches are breaking down.
Mr and Mrs Norria, Gilbert street, are
Mrs W. H. Holt, who came here from*
at Christmas Cove, Me.
Providence for a visit, has been quite ill
Rev. MrAdama is expected tobein his
at the home of Mrs A. W. Burrill, and
own pulpit again next Sunday.
will be unable to return home until next
Mrs George W. Gerry of Melrose is re- week.
newing old acquaintances in town.
Just a few unpaid water bills," says
The clerks bad their first unpleasant accountant Charles E. Batcbeller.
He
holiday this season on Wednesday after- would be glad to see the delinquents at
noon.
his office in basement of library building,
Timothy Collins, town clerk, has re- right away.
tasket.
Frances Cronin of Omaba, N. B., to
the guest of Mr and Mrs John Daniels,
North Main St.
.
Several desirable lots on the west shore
of Lake Lashaway are offered for sale in
another column.
Misses Mildred Lane and Frances
Doane are to spend a week in a tent at
Quaboag lake.

The B & R won their sixth straight victory last Saturday, by defeating the Omicronsof Worcester, The game was characterized by loose playing on both sides,
and several healed arguments over deci-

Mr and Mrs Judson E. Adams reach sions.
The visiting team started off with three
the fiftieth anniveWry-of their marriage
scores in the first inning, and it looked as
next Monday, Aug 3.
if they would have an easy time of it,
Cora Dorothy, aged 5 mos., 15 days,
but the home team tightened up, and
infant daughter of Homer Cardin, St.
shut the Worcester boys out, the game
John street, died of kidney disease, on
ending in a score of 8 to 3 in favor of-the
Monday.
B&R.
Mr and Mrs Frank Wiley, School St.,
The local team did better work at the
have gone to Buckland for a week's visit. bat than heretofore, Dragoon and Cahill, SPRINKLING HATCHING EGGS
They will sing in the choir there next each making a home run.
Many Chicks Fall to Hatch Because
Sunday.
The record of the game stands:—
of Drynesa—Better to Give Too
B&R
abrlstpoae
Born-At North Brookfleld, July 30, a
Much Moisture.
Smith
If
.
4
2
0
0
0
0
son to Daniel and Helena (O'Brien)

NORTH BROOKFIELD.

turned from a week's vacation at Nan-

New Ruling by Attorney General.

Base Ball Budget.

Ross p
Dragoon lb
Brown 2b
Newton rf
Allen cf
Total
Omicrons
Newman rf
H. Manning 3b
P. Manning ss
Hoi mes lb
Holley c
Rourke cf
Bowen 2b
Bunk If
Bkogstrom p

4
2
4
4
4
4
4
4

1
2
0
1
2
0
0
0

0 12
2 10
2 14 3
1 1 A
19 0
0 0 1
0 10
0 0 0

1
1
i
0
1
1
0

u

34 8 6 27 10 6

%
4
4
4
4
3
4
4
4
3

1
•1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

1 0 0
0 2 3
0 4 3
0 8 0
1 3 0
0 4. 0
110
0 2 0
1 0 1

0
1
2
0
0
0
1
0
0

Tptal
34 3 4 24 7 4
To-morrow, August 1st, the game Wil [
be with Gilbertville. This should be an
interesting game, as it will be recalled
that the local team went over to Gilbertville during the early part of the season
Burt A. Bush will go to Hampton
and was defeated.
Muese and Stritch
Beach in his automobile, starting at midwill be the batteries for Gilbertville; Ross
night Sunday. He will be accompanied
and Daniels for the B & R.
by William Letendre, John McCarthy
and Oscar Hirbour.
Death of A. W. Briggs.
Officer Quill has received th3 warrant,
and to-morrow will start out to bunt up
Many of our readers will remember Mr
the owners of some fifty or more unli- A. Washburn Briggs, who was for a time
cented dogs.
They will be summoned employed as foreman in the office of the
into court for their neglect if they do hot North Brookfleld JOUHNAL, and whose
hustle to get to the town clerk's ofliice be- death occured on.Sunday, July 26, at the
fore the month of July expires.
ags of 72. Mr Briggs was born tn Wor-

Mrs C. W. Dodge, and son Carl, and
Frank P. Green, South Main street,
Mrs Grace Clapp are here for a renewal
whose serious illness we noted last week,
of old acquaintances.
was taken to the Memorial hospital in
The first popular excursion to Boston Worcester on Friday, by order of Dr.
comes Aug. 12, but the train will have to Gage, and a delicate operation performed
be taken at East Brookfleld.
for his relief. At present writing he apMajor Peter Harwood Chapter D. A. pears to 6e doing well, and his friends
B., will meet at the Congregational chap- feel encouraged to hope that he may re>
cover.
el, August 1, at 3 o'clock p. m.

Mrs W, C. Duncan of New York, who
William Campion of Brockton has returned home after a week's visit with rel- is passing'the summer here will be confined to her room for a week or two, on
atives in North Brookfleld.
The eighth annual reunion of the Dis- account of a rupture of the ligaments of
trict 7 Association will be held at the her ankle, which happened on Tuesday
morning as she was just stepping upon
school house on Wednesday, Aug. 12.
the sidewalk in front of the Adams block.
Mr Andrew JohnBon, father of George Dr. Prouty attended her.
Johnson, Summer street, who has been
Mrs Minnie Paige and children of
seriously ill, Is reported as improving.
Springfield are spending a week with
Rev. Alfred W. Budd is to leave on
Miss Katherine Morgan, while Mrs
Monday or Tuesday next for a two weeks'
Henry Green is on a visit in Rhode Isvisit with his brother in tlie Adirondacks.
land. To-day Miss Katherine Morgan
it is Mrs Helena M. Forte that has took strip with her guests to Bell hill,
bought the bouse on South Main street, and While there gathered a bouquet of 40
and is having improvements made there.. varieties of our wild flowers, which they
I There will be no meeting of the W. C. plan to classify.

If In doubt as to the moisture content of the air or If It seems to incline
toward dryness, or if the germs are
weak and die In the shell before
hatching, or stick to it, while hatching, use moisture. It is safer to give
too much moisture than not enough.
It has been said that the normal
moisture of the atmosphere is, as a
rale, sufficient for the hatching of
eggs In incubators during the early
part of the year, but this Is not always nor generally the case.
The Maine experiment station says
that "except possibly in a rather wet
season this is not the case." The experience at the station indicates that
"In ordinary seasons if no artificial
moisture is supplied to the incubators
there is too great evaporation from
the eggs.
It is demonstrable that
many eggs fail to hatch because of
this dryness of the air In the Incubator. In the station's experience better hatches have, been obtained when
moisture beyond that normal in the
atmosphere is supplied during incubation.
"The most satisfactory way to supply this extra moisture in machines
where sand trays are not an Integral
part has been found to be by sprinkling the eggs with warm water twice
a day. The water 1B warmed to a
temperature of from 104 to 108 degrees. The sprinkling may be done
either with a small hand sprayer or by
simply shaking the water on with the
band or with a whisk broom. This is
done in connection with regular manipulation of the eggs (cooling and
turning) during the incubation. The
application of moisture Is begun as
soon as the eggs go Into the machine
and is continued until the eighteenth
day. Since adopting this procedure a
very considerable reduction in tbe
mortality of chicks In the shell has
been effected."

AT BOTTOM IPRIOE8

Shingles and Roofing Material,

William C. Crawford

CHARLES S. LANE,

.«.—

Civil Service Examination.
The U. S. Civil Service Commission an
nounces that, because of the advancement of the North Brookfleld post office
to second class, the initial clerk examination will be held for that post office,
August 8, in Ware, at 9 o'clock a. m.,
to'establish a register of eligibles for
clerk (male and female) fromwhich one
auxiliary clerk, five hours a 'Say, at 35
cents an hour will be appointed, and substitutes as the needs of the service require.
Applicants muBt be between the ages of
18 and 45 on the date of examination,
and must be citizens of the United States.
Male applicants must measure not lees
than 5 feet, 4 inches in height without
shoes. Men whose normal weight is less
than 125 pounds should not apply, as no
male eligible will be appointed who is
under this weight.
For the required application form, and
pamphlet of general information containing specimen examination questions, apply to Paul M. Keaney, acting local secretary at the post office, or Edward E.
Stebbins, District Secretary, P. O. Bldg.,
Boston, Mass., with whom applications
should be filed not later than 4.30 p. m.
August 3, 1914, if possible.

cester, Feb. 1, 1842, and on the 6th day
of May, 1868, married Ellen G. Jefts of
Boston, who survives him.
His son,
Benjamin Forest Briggs, holds a responssble position with the Mellins IFood
Company in Boston. ^J Thereljare two
grandchildren.
Mr Briggs was at one
time connected with Hon. Gordon) M.
Fiske in the publication of the Palmer
t.Mass) Journal. In religious belief be
was a staunch Swedenborgian, andfeave
evidence of a strong and sustaining faith TRAP NESTS STAY IN ORDER
by a moat conscientious and irreproachable life. Since he was obliged to give Contrivance Used at International
up active business he has lived a greater
Egg-Laying Contest at Storrs Is
.'
Shown In Illustration.
part of the time at Hoi brook, Mass., until a few months since wl^en be suffered a
The trap nest here described is the
shock, paralyzing one side of his body.
type that was used at the InternaAccompanied by his wife, he was taken
tional egg-laying contest at Storrs,
to. the borne of his son in Waverly, where
Conn. It is very simple hi operation,
he received the most loving care and and can be made by anyone handy
seemed to be improving.
About three with tools, says Farm and Fireside.
weeks before his death he was taken to
The ' upper figure In perspective
the hospital in Waltham, that he might shows five nests arranged side by
receive the attention of trained service. side. By making the nests In a series
The funeral was attended from the home considerable lumber Is saved. Swingof his son in Waverly on Wednesday af- ing, doors (D) are fastened to a rod
running the entire length of the box.
ternoon.
Stops (F) prevent the doors from
swinging outward.
(L) is a lever
Our Valuation for 1914.
pivoted to the partition (P) so that

T. U. Aug. 7, but the next meeting will
In another column the manufacturers
be on Aug. 21, at the home of Mrs Skerry. of (he Ford automobile announce a reA new summer industry has sprung up duction of about 4100 in the price of their
The assessors have completed their
in town—the little ice cream booths that popular cars, and a profit sharing plan
enterprising boys are running on various by which every purchaser of a new car work of making up their valuation for
may expect a still further rebate of from the current year, and will turn over their
streets.
*40.to too, Aug.. 1, 1915, if the sales for work to the printer on Monday.
They
James H. Tvory is to represent the A. the year total 300,000. W. E. Bacon is
find that the total valuation of the town is
<). H. at the biennial convention in Wor- the local reptesentative.
•2,000,428.00; real estate, 81,543,433.00,
cester, Aug. 27 and Aug. 28, with Robert
personal $456,995.00. This is an increase
Another of the fine old maple trees on
McCarthy as alternate.
of 985,000 in the personal property over
Mr and Mrs Benj. Thompson and son tlid east side of Main street, in front of last year, and a Blight increase in real esthe
residence
of
Mrs
C.
A.
Pepper,
was
Robert of Worcester, are visiting Mrs
tate. 832 polls are assessed, and there
Thompson's parents, Mr and' Mrs Fred cut down yesterday, a victim to the march are 70 non-resident taxpayers. Of horses
Arrangement of Nests.
of
civilisation—the
powerful
electric
curH Gates of Walnut St.
there are 347, cows 600, neat cattle 220,
one arm is about five times as long
rente that have been, running through its
Mrs White, Summer street, Edward,
swine only 20, (a decided loss) and sheep as the other. The lower cross-section
branches, and about its roots, probably
and her sister, Miss Cowles, have been
only one, against two last year.
Fowls sketches show how the lever and
contributing to its ruin. It does seem a
spending a week at Northfield, and next
have increased to 3019, which is 1200 door are arranged.
great pity that these beautiful trees,
week will go to New Hampshire.
more than in 1013. There are 702 dwellTo enter the nest the hen files on to
which once lined the Btreet, are falling
ings. The tax rate, as 'announced last the walk' (W) and crowds under tbe
Mr and Mrs Frank Clark of Brockton, one by one.
'
door
(D) which is partly open. In so
week will be only »15.60 on »1000.
are expected here Sunday afternoon, to
doing, she lifts the door slightly, and
The
body
of
J.
A.
Bigelow,
who
died
spend a week with Mrs Clark's parents,
in Woonsocket this week, was brought General Managers to Meet at Buffalo. the long end of the lever (L) falls,
Mr and Mrs J. M. Doane on Arch fit.
being heavier than the short end. The
here for burial in Walnut Grove cemeMiss Ruth A, Traakyand Miss Katber tery on Thursday. He was uncle of Miss
Mr John B. Ludden, manager of the doo* swings shut passing over the
pivot and the shorter end of the lever.
ine A. Dwyee of Springfield are at the Fanny Bliss, Spring street.
Rev. Mr London office of the Cyphers Incubator When the door Is shut the lower end
Walker camp, Lake Lashaway, until the Budd offered prayer at the grave,
Un- Co., arrived in town on Monday, foe a of the lever rests on the floor of the
first of September, as the guests of, Mr dertaker Charles S. Lane was in charge. short visit' with his former townspeople
nest, and the short end acts as a stop
and Mrs Fred H. Walker.
Jonas Augustus Bigelow was the son of before going to Buffalo, ~ where all the on the Inside, preventing another hen
Company's
managers
meet
next
week
for
from. crowding Into the nest. When
The names of four of the members of Jonas and Nancy Maynard Bigelow, and
their annual conference.
Mr Oscar
the Republican town committee are af- was born Oct. 25, 1830, at the old homeDraper, the California manager, also a
fixed to the nomination paper that is be- stead in Bigelow hollow. He is the last
North Brookfleld boy, will come here afinecirculited forH. El.Cumminge, as can- of the immediate family.
ter the Conference.,
Mr William E.
didate for senatorial honors.
-■
North Brookfleld Grange will hold its French, the New YorK manager, with
The Bay Path Realty Co., is the title annual picnic at Long View farm, the bis wife and daughter, is now here and
under which F. W. Cunningham and home of Worthy Master Mrs J. Georgia will go on Saturday to Buffalo, but his
Colby H. Johnson are operating in real Stoddard, Thursday, Aug. 6.
All mem- family, who have been with him at Brant
ertate. They have just issued an attract- bers of the Grange, with Jjheir families Rock, will remain here a few dayB longer.
Nest Is Easy to Operate.
■ .»■ ■
ive folder listing a large number of places and guests, are invited to attend. Sports*
the
egg
is gathered the trap nest Is
Burnt papers and slightly charred
in this vicinity, including some attract- will be in charge of Colby Johnson, Leon
"woodwork were discovered early Satur- set again by raising the long end of
ive bargains.
A. Doane, Stanlty Smith, Marion HiH
the lever and propping back the door.
day morning in the stairway in the rear
We very much regret to learn that Mr and Hattie Brigham. Refreshments will
The two right-ha»d nests in the upper
of the B. A. Collins dry goods store in sketch show the position of the doors
William J. Thompson, of Dorehester, be in charge of Mrs C. M. Witt, Jennie
Clark block. They were discovered by and levers before the hen enters. The
submitted to an operation on Monday at Doane, Albert L. Woodis and George M.'
Mrs Carter, who occupies a tenement other nests show the traps closed.
the Deaconess hospital in Brookline. Mr Howe.
on the second floor, over the store, and
Thompson was formerly bookkeeper at
Miss
At the Congregational church on Sun- uses the stairs to reach the cellar.
Feed by Hand.
the Batcbeller factory with a home on
day morning the Rev. J. H. Hoffman of Collins states that she feels pretty sure
If the J**»g chhik refuses to eat
Gilbert street.
t«r
thrdi
HLva old,
oil. as
as some
some will
will do.
i,
West Brookfleld will preach.
In the the fire was accidental, and not incendi- after thre* says
Colby H. Johnson, the tree warden, evening at the Union service with the Y. ary, for several good reasons. The loca- feed it bV hand. Many1 a chick is
lays the blame for the' lose of the maple P. S. C. E., Miss Cunningham, Prof, of tion, however, was such that had a fire made strong In this way.
got a fair start, it would have been a very
—— /
trees on Main street to the concrete side- ''Biblical Literature in Occidental college,
serious one for the department to handle,
walk on one side and the macadam road Los Angeles, Cat., will give a Bible study. as there would have been a good draft,
Sour Feed Injurious.
Never leave soft feed lying until
on the other, which condition has not Miss Elvie Downie and Mrs A. C. Stod- and plenty of opportunity for the fire to
ipread rapidly
The other tenants of It sours tn the feeding coop for rooms
allowed moisture to reach the roots of the . dardwill lead the meeting. Aug. 18, the ■ JK
e"bTock"are ..
I.
Iago,
market!
and
oMokens.
To do so means death tor
trees; although of course the electricity
Rev. J. H Mayiott of E»t Canaan, Ct„ | Mr. Smith,;who'has a tenement over the
th B
may be a contributing factor.
» ?B*
; will preach..
market.
v

Carriages, Stanhopes, Concords

The New England Watch and Ward
Society is sending out a circular calling
both rubber ana iteei tirei, Baggie*.
attentention to Chap. 214, Section 7 of
Democrat and Delivery Wagons, Surthe Revised Laws, which they assert
reys and Road Wagons, both new and
second hand.
makes "ALL DIVICTS" illegal by which a
bonus is given by chance even though
full value is given in every instance. The
Harness, Robes, Blankets, Whins and
Oil Cloths. Not too Costly. Not too
Attorney General in an opinion handed
Cheap.
down this week rules that all devices are
undoubtedly illegal, where by such chance
or device it is made an additional in' All tbe different grades. All sizes ot
ducement to the disposal or sale of any
Nails, also,
property, even where full value is given
itmtmbtr tnat my prices are always
in every instance but with extra value in
the lowest. I sell so as to sell again.
some instances determined by chance.
Dr. l>«nUl'« Horse IUm«iil.« Alway,
In other words it is Btrictly illegal to sell
la Stock.
goods at regular prices with any bonus or
■TELEPHONE OAKHAM D4.
prize determined by chance, or by having
the purchase price rebated if the sale
happens on a certain day, etc.,—any and
OAKHAM.
all devices or methods are illegal where
the chance element without skjll comes in.
The society is sending out circulars to
the selectmen and chiefs of police throughout the state containing the law and this
new ruling of the attorney general.

If a general war results in Europe we
are assured by experts that meat will advance at least one third in price.
Flour
is already advancing,.

Reason.
If you will not hear reason she will
surely rap your knuckles.—Franklin.

Strange!
"How did you like the Eskimo
girls?" "Found 'em rather cooL"

DESIRABLE HOUSE LOTS
FOR SALE

Furnishing Undertaker
REGISTERED EMBALMER.
Personal Prompt Attention Day
'
or Nii;ht.
Telephone North Brookfleld No.
l»-ll..
Long

Distanoe Connection.

Funerals Personally Directed
** and Every Requisite Furnished.
r.«djr Assistant.

ENGRAVED CALLING CARDS
IN;SCRIPT OR
ENGLISH TEXT
H. T. Lawrence, North Brookfielei
—

■

■——

i

"■»*

SURE SEAL

FRUIT JARS!
Pints, 65 Cts. a Dozen. ^
Quarts, 75 Cts. a Dozen.

JELLY TUMBLERS^
Two for Five Cents.
25 Cents a Dozen.
Delivered Free of Charge, anywhere in tbe Village. * • *

At the upper and lower ends of Lake
Lashaway, East Brookfleld, Mass.
For particulars inquire of WILLIAM

AT FULLAMS

FULLAM, North Brookfleld, Mass.
3w31

WANTED
I WOULD like to get a place for a housekeeper who has been with me for some time, and
whom I can strongly recommend. Call or
Ad.ireas MRS J. M. JAMES, B. F. D., (Ayres
St.) North Brookfleld.
30

FOR RENT
THE HOUSE aud Barn on the H. H. Rowley
place, Forest Street. Apply to WARD A.
SMITH, Summer Street. •
29

TO RENT.
rpHE Upatalra Tenement In tbe Waters house.
1 Apply to W. H FULLAM.
W

CHIROPODIST

MRS PERRY, formerly of nprlng-fleld. ohlrop
odlst, la now at Dr Winer's, 8. Main St.
All troubles of the feet treated without pain.

FOR SALE.
ATWO-BURNER^asshelf for a Crawford
stove A. Despialneal; Grove street next
to bowling alley.
' 27

TOIUO
There's a lot of
difference between Toric
Lenses and
Flat Lenses .
besides their ,
slight extra cost They give
you extra vision and extra
comfort. They are betterlooking, too. Come and see
us about Toric Lenses, l

Call at 46 Summer Street m
To see the Latest Models of

SPIRELLA
CORSETS
Or have them brought to your home]
by sending word to
•••
•••

MRS. B. C. GRAVES,
Representative for the B rookfields.

Telephone 26-13,
MASS.

NORTH BROOKFIELD.
37

EDWIN T. CHAPIN
ARCHITECT
727-728 State Mutual Building, Worcester
Telephone

'

T

FRED C. CLAPP

Funeral Director
Registered Embalmer.

ERNEST D. CORBIN
OPTOMETRIST
Office at Dr LudaWs
Main Street,
North Brookfield
AIJXISTIC

A*1

1S1 1V

-

, Lady Assistant.

Connected by Long Distanoe Telephoned House and Store.'

MONUMENTS
Mwl
^ UJWBl^ i a

AND CEMETERY MEMORIALS
In all kinds of
GRANITE AND MARBLE

. nreiirv Jb- rrnUIPANY
V- A. KttUlY « \Amriux I
i

Telephone

▼«* BrOokBaaJ.

MRS HELEN MORSE SMITH
DRESSMAKING
II Proapect St.

North Brook&U

j
I

BROOKPIELD TIMES

BROQKFIEL© TIMES

■—T—aaaa-—^~———

MABOW>a)

1

IN NO POSITION TO PREACH

W&Z4'®&»&»&*&i«$4<i4+**<t+t4>

Stranger Lost the Confidence of Truthful Fiiherman When Ha Made
Hla Inquiry.

The Deity of j
Christ

MDMnONAL

SUMSCBOOL

MAN A VICTIM OF ANGRY BEES
Pennsylvania^ Center , of Swarm,
Hangs to Tree by Own Hands for
Two and a Half Hours.

KILLS MANY CAM

Representative Frank Clark, RepPhiladelphia. —With a bushel of Larkspur or "Poison Weed," DarV
resentative Howard of Georgia, and
wild honey bees clinging to his body,
gerous to Stock.
Milton Robb of Coleville, was comIf you have difflculty In making your Superintendent George W. Hess of
pelled to cling with one arm to a tree,
pancakes or griddle cakes brown to a the botanic gardens, were having a
fBy E. O. SELLERS, Director of Evenln»
turn add a spoonful of sugar or half a friendly argument at Washington.
iJepartment, The Moody Bible Institute, 35 feet above the ground, for two and Tall and Low Species Cause Heavy!
Chicago.)
"Howard," said Clark, banterlngly,
a half hours, while his brother ran
spoonful of molasses to the batter and
Losses to Raisers Annually, Which
"I
just,
want
to
illustrate
to
you
In
two miles down the mountain for
note how easily and prettily they
' Occur Almost Entirely During
i
a
story
how
little
you
know
about
help, says a Belief on te (Pa.) dispatch
brown. The bit of sugar or molasses
LESSON FOR AUGUST 2
Month* of May and June.
to the Philadelphia Record.
does not change the taste or propor- this. There Is in my district in Florida an attractive village named CalThe brothers had heard of the
tions of other ingredientsTHE TRIUMPHAL ENTRY.
Chicago.—The larkspurs have been!
lahan.
great swarm ot honey-gatherers on
TEXT—I and the Father are one. John
"One day a stranger walking along 10:30.
the mountain, and Milton, well known to be poisonous from the time!
Waxed paper is a good thing to
LESSON
TEXT-Mark
1J:1-11.
of the ancient greek and Latin writers.
wrap about the articles of food before a .road in the country near a creek
GOLDEN TEXT—"Rejoice greatly, O equipped, had resolved that, with his
I. Prophecies redaughter of ZJon; shout, O daughter of' brother Abe's help, he would capture to the present, says C. D. Marsh. Iti
placing them in the refrigerator. It saw a youth fishing.
lating
to
Christ
Jerusalem, because thy king- conieth unto the bees and bring them to hives at Is only in North America, however,,
" 'Young man,' said tha mlnisterlalshould also be wrapped about cheese
whioh were ut- thee." Zech. 9:9 R. V.
and like edibles that must be kept in : looking individual, 'can you tell me
his home. With his trusty saw Milt that they have been Important as caustered hundreds of
:
the
way
to
Callahau?'
climbed
the tree, while Abe, with tub ing losses of stock. The record losses
a dry place.
Mark devotes 233 verses to his acyears before he
" 'Yes,' replied the boy take the
and blanket directly underneath, was
count
of
the
last
week
of
our
Lord's
was born.
(Ps.
to hive the boneymakers when the
Fly specks and dirt on mirror sur- first road to your right'
16:9-11; 22a. 8. life and 425 to all the balance. Mat- great cluster on the limb should fall.
'Instead of proceeding on his Jourfaces may be rubbed off with a cream
thew devotes seven chapters and Luke
IS;
68:18;
Isaiah
ney,
the
stranger
gazed
intently
at
But Milt miscalculated the weight
made of whiting and alcohol.
7:14; 8:1-6; 40: five. If all of the life of Jesus had
the boy a few monents and said: 'My
of the bees, for, when the limb was
been
given
to
us
in
like
ratio
It
would
9-11,
63.)
These
about severed, he could not hold it,
When the strainer on the kitchen young friend, don't you know you
prophecies
fore- have taken at least 80 volumes in and it twisted downward and In
faucet refuses to work well try a vin- are wasting your time in a way that
which
to
tell
us
the
story.
tell
where,
Christ
against his body before it broke off
egar bath. The deposit from the water is dreadful to contemplate? You are
Today's lesson is the Introduction
should be born,
and dropped to the ground.
has clogged the tiny openings, and no fishing, just fishing, when you ought
the family of to that'week. We must consider his
to
be
a-studyln'
of
books
to
prepare
Milt's first thought was for Abe, and
amount of brushing will clear them so
which he should entry In its light upon the whole
he called to him to look out, but Abe
well as an overnight soaking in a cup- yourself for life'B struggle. My boy,
be born, the way movement of his life. His' instrucyou're
sure
on
the
road
to
perdition.'
had already looked, and as Milt puts
ful of vinegar.
In which he tions how to secure the colt seem to
"'Road to perdition?' replied the in'it, "was running up the mountain
should be re- Indicate his Intention to provoke •
dignant youth. 'What in blazes do
Canadian Pudding.
demonstration. Though often in Je- through the brush like a Texas
Make sauce of one quart sliced ap- you know about road3? You don't ceived (a way entirely different from
steer."
'
what would be expected), his death rusalem before, this was a different
ples, one third cup sugar, one-third cup even know the road to Callahan.'"
Milt had little time to give thought
occasion, and for a different purpose.
and
the
precise
manner
of
it,
his
burial
water, a little nutmeg; stew gently,
to him, for when the limb swished
with all the accompanying circum- Before he did not provoke his conLaw's Uncertainties.
then pour into buttered pudding dish
against him the queen bee was
flicts,
now
he
courts
publicity,
that
he
stances,
his
resurrection,
ascension,
"When you poke a toad," said old
and pour over it the following batter:
may fasten his claims upon the at- knocked off and took refuge under bis
philosophically, and final victory.
One pint flour, one egg, salt, one cup Farmer Hornbeck,
left arm, which he had flung around a
tention of all. II.
The
New
Testament
ascribes
to
I
"you
can't
tell
which
way
he
will
milk, two level teaspoons sugar, onelimb of the tree to hold himself from
Christ
divine
titles
which
the
Old
Test
of
Faith.
I
jump,
nor
how
far;
an'
it
is
jest
about
half tablespoon melted butter, one
falling. Quicker than you can tell
Testament applies to God (Heb. 1:8).
I. "The Lord hath need of him,'' it the bees followed their queen, and'
teaspoon cream of tartar, one-half tea- j the same way with a jury."
spoon soda; bake in a moderate oven; | "That so?" returned young Jay "But of the Son he saith, 'Thy throne, w. 1-7. It was a test of faith for these swarmed on Milt, completely covering
O God, is forever and*ever.'" In John disciples to obey the Lord's command his left side, shoulder and arm, and
serve with the following sauce: One- Green, in a noncommittal way.
Low Larkspur.
half pint boiling water, one-half tea- !
"Yep. R>r inbtance, in the case of 20:28, Thomas answered and said un- (v. 2), yet they did precisely what partly encircling the tree. Some of
spoon salt, one tablespoon cornstarch, i Plunk Jarvie, who has jest been tried to him, "My Lord and my God," and they were commanded to do (v. *). the bees crawled up hlh trouser'a leg, Is North America have been almost!
teaspoon of.butter; soak this till It ; over at Kickyhasset courthouse for Jesus did not rebuke him.
Obedience is the supreme test of dis- some up hlB shirt sleeves and others entirely in the western section and in,
III. In Heb. 1:3, 10, the creation of cipleship, John 15:14. When the dis- lit on hlB face.
thickens, then cool before adding one i puilin' out his brother-in-law's whisCanada, although Isolated instances!
kers
by
the
roots
in
a
fight,
the
jury
the world is ascribed to Christ. In ciples entered the Village (v, 1) they
c«p sugar beaten with yolks of two
Perspiration started out all over his of poisoning are known in the Bast,;
discharged
Plunk
an'
fined
his
brotherActs
20:28
we
have
<
the
expression,
found the colt "whereon no man ever body, and streamed down his face, In tit* cattle ranges of the West prob-i
eggs. Lastly, whip In stiffly, beaten
in-law 10 cents', the regular price of a "The church of God which he hath yet sat."
Jesus knew all and had and then the bees began to sting. ably no poisonous plants, with the exwhites of eggs.
shave."—Puck.
,
purchased with his own blood."
the keys to the human heart. Perhaps They crawled in his ears, his nose, ception of the loco weeds, have'
Chocolate Potato Candy.
IV. Jesus distinctly claims to be this colt belonged to a disciple, hence and even his mouth; but he dared caused such heavy losses to the stockSnakes Got His Roll.
' Bake one medium sized potato,
t
equal with God, and to be entitled to the willingness to let it be used for not make a move for fear of being men.
#
"I lost $325 trying to kill rattle- the same honor and adoration. He also the occasion Jesus was for the first
when well done scoop out the inside
It Is difficult to estimate (With any I
stung
to
Insensibility,
when
he
would
and put in a basin. Work in confec- snakes, and anow I am going to walk assumes divine authority and power. and only time assuming.
lose his hold and be dashed, to death degree of accuracy the extent of these'
tioner's sugar until creamy, then flat- back to my home in Brooklyn," ex- "I and the Father are one" (John
losses. A conservative estimate based
Many disciples are not willing to be 35 feet below on the rocks.
plained
a
man
about
fortyMlve
ysars
ten and cut Into squares and dip
10:30). "He that hath seen me bath so explicitly and simply obedient
Abe had a great hustle for assist- on reports from a large number otl
old,
who
said
he
is
Ezra
Sellen.
Into unsweetened chocolate which has
seen the Father" (John 14:9).
This obedience is heightened when ant rescuers; but he came with them, ranges Indicates that the annual loss,
1
Sellen said he started for a walk
been melted in a saucepan. Garnish
V. John 10:33 shows that Jesus we remember how the disciples had and with a ladder and ropes they la from 3 to 5 per cent A great many
each square with half an English wal- f: Dm his boarding place, encountered Christ was put to death by the Uni- followed Jesus towards Jerusalem
of the stockmen who have reported!
saved
Milt,
stung
almost
to
death,
and
nut, place on wax paper and allow to j lot of rattlesnakes, killed some, fled tarians of his day. "The Jews an- "amazed" and perplexed.
he has since been In bed, attended by upon this subject have given an estl-i
cool. This dainty sweet is inexpensive from the others, waded a stream, and swered him, for a good work we stone
Those who stood by asked the very a doctor.
mate ot 6 per cent. Specific cases aret
then missed his roll of bills. He said
to make and is very relishable.
known where from 20 to 50 cattle.
thee not, but for blasphemy; and be- question suggested by Jesus, v. 6 cf.
he had just money enough left to ride
have died out ot a single herd within
v.
3.
As
these
disciples
cast
their
cause
that
thou,
being
a
man,
makest
to this city* and took the state road
No Use.
garments upon the edit for Jesus to CARRYING
PIGS IN CHINA a tew hours, and other Instances are
thyself God."
recorded in which Individual stockWhen visiting the wounded men In out of town.—Mlddletown (N. Y.) DisVI. The position which many take sit upon, they proclaimed their alpatch
to
New
York
World.
a field hospital an army chaplain came
Chinese Tie Porker to Pole, Wrap It men have lost as many as 200 head in.,
that Jesus is simply a good man, but legiance to him as king.
a season. These losses are attributed'
to one poor fellow who was groaning
In Straw and Carry It Bodily
n. "Hosanna" w. 8-11. Literally,
not divine, is untenable. Either he
Absurd Comment.
to larkspurs, since they have occurred
pitifully.
Between Two Bearers.
was what he claimed to be, or else he "save now,",, Ps. 118:25, 26. His enTheodore
Dreiser,
the
realist,
said
os ranges where larkspurs are abun"Come, my poor fellow, bear the
was the greatest impostor the world try was characterized by a remarkable
pain like a man," said the chaplain. of an Idealist at the Players' club in has ever seen. That he was not an outbreak of enthusiasm. Before this
London.—The philosophical Chinese dant
New
York:
Small quantities of larkspurs can!
"It's no use kicking against fate."
only the disciples accepted his king- long* ago learned that the hardest way
"The man's comments on life are impostor is demonstrated by two
"Qedad, sorr," murmured the sufdom claims, now the multitude found :o change a pig's location is to drive be eaten with impunity. Experiment-'
things.
First,
his
resurrection
from
ferer, "you're right, especially when, ludicrous and absurd. They remind me the dead, which is the best attested their expression of gratification. Pass- it. ' In a land where fences are un- al work shows that an animal must!
as in my case, they're the fate of an of the old lady's comment on the work fact In history. Secondly, that he was ing into the city, sitting upon the colt, known, where low hedges separate eat about 3 per cent of its weight,
of the militant suffragettes.
before being affected, and that aver-<
army mule."
he was accompanied by their chants
"After the suffragettes In London not an impostor is shown by the in- of praise. Their first word was, "Hoage cases eat from 8 to 9 per cent otl
fluence which his life and teachings
had
slashed
a
Valesquez,
a
Bellini
and
their weight Horses are not poisoned)
It isn't until a man approaches the
have had upon the world, transforming sanna"—their last "Hosanna in the
unless they eat a considerable quantitop that the world Is anxious to give a Gentile, the old lady said, with a the lives of millions, making bad men highest."
Between these they exkind
of
saintly
expression:
him a boost.
ty.
claimed; "Blessed is the kingdom that
" 'But, thank goodness, they're all good, and good men better, converting cometh, of our father David." It baa
The low larkspur is poisonous dur-i
drunkards and murderers and libering the whole of its lite, but the plantl
It's a good thing that poverty Is no old pictures that are being slashed.'" tines into saints, and leading multi- been suggested that this host was made
disappears,
the last of June or early,
crime or half the world would be In
up largely of Galileans, and that theirs
Women Change Subject Too Often? tudes out of idolatry and sin into the was an appeal to the city to receive
la July. Poisoning from it occurs,,
jaiL
light
and
liberty
of
the
gospel.
In the Woman's Home Companion
therefore, only in the months of May:
VII. There are some who claim that the one who was coming, hence their
Margaret Busbee Shlpp, writing a love
and June. The tall larkspur grows,
double blessing to the king and to the
Jesus
was
thoroughly
sincere
in
all
story entitled "Sweet Margaret," preKeeps
through the entire season, and as itl
kingdom. Jesus seems to have yieldsents a character who comments, as that he said, but that he was mistaken ed his whole soul to this glad acclaim.
matures the leaves lose their poisonThe Skin Fair
and
simply
Imagined
himself
to
be
the
follows, on woman's conversation:
our properties, so that after the mid-.
You can have a beautiful pink
It was a necessary part of that digSon
of
God.
They
refer
to
what
they
"'I never had a sister, and I hdve
die of August they ceaBe to be poiand white complexion if you uao
nity which should properly be accordnever known how to talk to women. call the contradictions in his testi- ed to the Messiah on this his last
sonous. The seeds are more poisonThey embarrass me; they — er — mony, as for instance in his testi- entry Into the Holy City. This sugous than the leaves, and occasionally
change the subject so often, I never ne says, "I and my Father are one," gestion about the Galileans may ex- Chinese Method of Transporting Pigs. cattle die rather late In the seaand in another place, "The Father ia»
seem quite to catch up.'"
son from eating tr^em*.
Contain! 30% Pure Sulphur
greater than I." They aay that he plain the cry uttered the last part of fields of rice, a pig on freedom bent
The first symptom of larkspur poithe
week
by
the
citizens
of
Jerusalem,
Use it daily in bath and toilet.
will
do
an
immense
amount
of
damcannot be one with God and at the
As Usual.
"Crucify him."
Still w,e feel sure age when pursued at top speed by soning is ordinarily the falling of the
Prevents and removes skin troubles.
same
time
Inferior
to
God.
A
young
Englishman—The suffragettes saanimal. In the experimental poison'that many of this same crowd Joined
Healing and
luted the prime minister this morn- man once raised this objection In the this latter cry. The use of the word shrieking coolies. So a national cus- ing it has been found that this falling
tom
grew
up
ot
tying
the
pig
to*
a
Inquiry
room
and
the
preacher
said
&***#**> Purifying ing.
"many" (v. 8) seems to indicate that pole, covering it with wrappings ot was preceded by a lack of appetite
to him in reply, "Suppose that you had
American—Did they fire 21 guns?
and general uneasiness, with a stiff
been on earth when: Jesus was here everyone Joined the acclamations of straw and marsh grass and carrying and staggering gait When the aniEnglishman—No; houses.—Life.
Joy.
it bodily between two bearers. To mal falls it goes down suddenly, the
and had heard him make these contraEffect of Psychology.
this.procedure the pig makes no obdictory statements; and had asked
You Never Can Tell.
Some of that crowd were doubtless jection, and the nfovement of stock legs appearing to crumple up under
Hicks—You never can tell about a him, saying, 'Master, I do not quite
it In the lighter cases the animal;
moved
by
the
"psychology
of
the
goes on In peace and quietness. will hold its head erect and after a
understand you, A little while ago
woman.
■crowd,"
and
their
devotion
was
shortWhether
the
pig
is
to
be
taken
from
you said, "He that hath seen me hath
Wicks—You shouldn't," anyhow.
time-will get upon Its feet only to fall
Can quickly be overcome by
seen the Father," and now you say, lived. It is not hard to imagine the one pen to another, or to market ten again shortly. While the motions of
effect
this
strange
procession
must
miles
away,
no
other
method
of
transCARTER'S LITTLE
"My Father Is greater than I."' And
PRIZE FOOD.
have produced upon the city as it portation is thought of.—Popular Mesuppose he had said in reply, 'My
Palatable, Economical, Nourishing.
LIVER PILLS.
Purely vegetable
child, what if, for the purpose of your moved on to the temple. Some threw chanics.
their garments upon the ground to
—act surely and
A Nebr. woman has outlined the redemption from sin, I voluntarily pave his way. Others took palm
f;ently on the
laid
aside
my
eternal
glory
and
sufprize,
food
in
a
few
words,
and
that
iver. Cure
branches (,John 12:13) and strewed PELT PASTOR WITH OLD EGGS
from
personal
experience. She fered myself to be born of a woman,
Biliousness,
thus limiting my being to the condi- them in his path.
writes:
HeadSome of the Pharisees cried out Young Men of West Virginia Town
ache,
"After our long experience with tions of your nature that I might, in against this demonstration, Luke 19:
Jealous of Minister's Conquests
DizziGrape-Nuts, I cannot say enough in that nature, offer to God such a sac- 39, but the Master replied,'"If these
Among Women.
ness, and Indigestion. They do their duty. ltsTavor. We have used this food al- rifice for sin as would enable him to
should hold their peace the stones
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE. most continually for seven years.
proclaim forgiveness of sins to the
Grafton,
W. Va.—Rev. W. T. Elsey,
would immediately cry out," Luke 19:
Genuine must bear Signature
"We sometimes tried other adver- whole world? I am indeed one with 40. From Luke's account we see that young bachelor pastor of one of the
tised breakfast foods but we invariably the Father; but for purposes of atone- Jesus did not seem to share the Joy city's largest churches, was bomreturned to Grape-Nuts as the most ment I have voluntarily assumed an In- of that day, Luke 19:40-44. He Baw barded with aged eggs by several
palatable, economical and nourishing ferior position, that I might thus take
the end from the beginning, and right- leading young swains. They objected
your place and die, which/1 could not
of all.
ly estimated, at Us true value, the to the preacher's monopolizing the at"When I quit tea and coffee and have done unless I had taken a sub- evanescent adulation of the crowd. tentions ot all the pretty and eligible
1/frs.S.
A. Allen's
began to use Postum and Grape-Nuts, ordinate place, yea, and your very
WOR l_D'S
Summary. This is a strange triumph. young women in the city. Mr, Elsey
Hair Color Restorer I was almost a nervous wreck. I wai nature. Thus I sometimes speak of What a variety of emotions It must has been lionized by the girls of the
so irritable I could not sleep nights, my eternal relation to God, and some- have aroused. Those of the disciples, town, and the young gallants decided
times of my relation to him as the the crowd, the Jewish sects, the Ro- to check the hero worship before it
bad no Interest in life.
Tall Larkspur Before Blossoming.
"After using Grape-Nuts a short messenger of the covenant sent forth man soldiers and citizens, and In the had gone too far.
time I began to improve and all these to redeem."
Several of them organized and laid the animal when down may be de-*
breast of Jesus. How different than
ailments have disappeared and now I
He listened attentively and then the triumphal processions of Rome* in wait for the minister as he came Scribed as convulsive, It can hardly
am a well woman. My two children said, "Did Christ ever make such an
Heaven also saw the events of that from the home of a young woman. be said that the poison produces conhave been almost raised on Grape- explanation?" He was asked to read' day.
Before he had gone far he was pelted vulsions. The kicking seems to be
Nuts, which they eat three times a Phillppians 2:5-8. He read It and
The clothing cast before him speaks with eggs. Calling on the police for due largely to attempts to rise rather
day.
said, "Wonderful! Wonderful! Yes, of sacrifice on his behalf. The chant- protection, he finally escaped.
than to involuntary contractions of)
"They are pictures of health and the Son of God made himself, of no ins; of children's voices were a prophWilliam Bainbridge, Perqy Dalles- the. muscles of the legs.
Poisoned)
have never had the least symptom of reputation tor me, and took my nature,
man and Caryl Hamilton were arrest- animals are always constipated and!
ecy ot his ultimate victory.
stomach trouble, even through the and died on the cross for me!" Then
ed
and
held
to
await
the
action
ot
The diselnj.es and the multitude were
usually recover If this condition can!
most severe siege of whooping cough looking up he said. "What have I got filled with hope. The Galfleans poured the grand Jury. The arrests of other
be relieved. In all severe cases the*
they could retain Grape-Nuts when aU to do about It?"
forth their paean of praise and exulta- young men are expected.
animals are nauseated and death freelse failed.
"Accept hVn; believe on him; and tion. The on-looking rulers of Israel,
quently results from the contents ot!
"Grape-Nuts food has saved doctor confess him as your Savior."
Seeks His Old Sweetheart.
already plotting his arrest, must have
the first stomach getting into the)
bills, and has been, therefore, a most
"May I?" Opening his Bible the presented dark and sinister (face*. In
New York.—John Robertson, eighty- windpipe. Many of the cases in whiohi
economical food for us."
—
preacher turned to Romans 10:9 and the midst of all this what of bis five, sailed for Scotland in search of poisoning Is not severe will recover*
Name given by Postum Co., Battle read, "If thou shalt confess with thy heart? Was it not filled with lone- a sweetheart who jilted him about
it care is takes to turn the animal
Creek, Mich. Read "The Road to Well- mouth the Lord Jesus, and shalt be- liness? Did he not know the mistaken seventy years ago. His wife died a,
after It falls, so that the head will be,
ville," in pkgs. "There's a Reason." lieve in thine heart that God hath seal, the false hopes, the aroused an- year ago. Robertson has not seen his higher than the rest of the body, and
Evrr read th* above letter? A new
one apprnra front time to time. The? raised him from the dead, thou shalt tipathy? Yet, be is not alone, for he boyhood sweetheart for 44 years, but to see that It if not further disi
Renews Your Youthful Appcarfhce | are Krnulae, trae, and tall of *fcuaa» be saved."
las learned that she is still a spinster. turbPd.
tad the Father with hla;.
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TAMW0RTH IS BEST HOG FOR GOOD HAMS

N. Y. BUILDINGS HIGH
Skyscrapers of Gotham
MarVels of Height.

Weather

Woolworth Structure Is Giant of A",
Being 756 Feet Above the Pavement, 200 Feet Higher Than
Pyramid of Cheops.

A 330-Pound Hog Does Not Make Good Ham.
Ham Hog.

The

Tamworth

Is

an

Ideal

(By C. B. MILLER.)
The art of making good, sweet hams,
properly balanced with fat and lean
and cured to a turn is fast slipping
away from us here in America.
The old-time southern planters never bred hogs for fat and rarely cured
an animal for their own use that
weighed over 175 pounds.
These men bred the long lean animals which were fattened on mash
and clover, because not a great deal
of com Is raised in the South; and
the result was an ideal ham-and-bacon
hog..
In the great corn belt farmers are
disposed to breed and feed for fat because they are not satisfied to send
to market a 175-pound hog at Christmas time when they can just as well
bring him Up to 300 pounds. To them
all hog meat looks alike.
A 300-pound hog does not make good
hams. They are coarse and contain a
large amount of fat which the packers
trim off In order to bring the size down
to make them look like hams from a
small hog.
People iwant hams from hogs that
weight frpm 125 to 150 pounds, and
they cannot be deceived by hams from
a 300-pound hog with the tat trimmed
off.
The consumption of hams In this
country Is steadily falling off for this
reason, and further, because a ham
cured in the average packing house
Is anything but ideal food.
The small or middle-sized Berkshire
makes a good ham, although there is
a tendency to fat The ideal ham hog
Is, In our opinion, the Tamworth. He
Is a glutton for protein foods,, al-

New York.—A well-known Insurance
company has stated its intention of
putting up a building that will tower
901 feet Into space and possess some
sixty-odd stories. A few months ago
a piece of ground at the junction ot
Broadway and Wall street was sold
for $600 a square foot, or $25,000,000
par acre. This is the highest price
Bver paid for a building site.
The giant among these skyscrapers
Is the Woolworth building, which
reaches a height above the pavement
of 756 feet. It is more than twice the
height of St. Paul's cathedral and THEY HAD TO BE "SEBENS"
tome 200 feet higher than the Great
Pyramid of Cheops. A few, months 'Bena'a Method of Reasoning In Mattgo the 46-story Metropolitan building
ter of Slippers Quite Plain to
Held the palm for height. Its topmost
• Those Who Understand.
pinnacle is 685 feet above the leveljf the street. It was this building
'Bena was much excited over the
which took the record from the 42- prospects of camp meeting that was
about to take place In her neighborhood. For weeks she had been preparing gay and gaudy feathers for the
array, and now her outfit was complete, save a pair of much desired patent leather slippers. She approached
her mistress.
"Mis' Ford," she said, "I sho' wants
to git a pair o' slippers fo' de meetin'
commences, an' I ain't got a single
cent lef."
"What size do you wear, "BenaT"
asked hen mistress.
"Man right numbah is fo'," she replied, "but I has to weah sebens,
'cause fo's hurts me dat bad I jes'
natcherly can't hardly walk."—Woman's Home Companion.

yea sss as
rrow lelas
af Coca.Cela*

though he can be spoiled by stuffing
him with corn. He thrives on clover,
and If allowed to run in fields oj
sweet peas, rape and alfalfa, produces
the sweetest and best balanced hog
meat that Is known.
sr
The Tamworth iB particularly fond
of raw potatoes, pumpkins and roots
Perhaps the .
of all kinds to which the average type
greatestad vantage
of fat hog is not partial.
of Amatito roofing is tho^
fact that it dots not nttd
During the past few years a very
fainting. Amatite has a
large trade In American hams has
durable
mineral surface that
sprung up in Europe, particularly Engresists wear and is absolutely
land. The consumer over there deWaterproof.
mands a small ham and our AmerSend for MumtU
ican packers are endeavoring to eduBARRETT MFG. CO.
It checks disturbances of
cate farmers to the idea of curing
Ksw York OMflsco Philadelphia
Boston
St Louis
ulsfoland
hogs that will average around 150
Pittsburgh Olnoiaaatl Kansas Citr
the stomach -and bowels
sa. Minneapolis
pounds. Matured hogs that will weigh
due to excessive heat or
less are even more eagerly sought.
The truth is that our best hams are,
change of water, food or
sent to England; it Is not an easy matclimate.
ter to obtain these small, well balanced hams In this country, and we'
A delicious combination of fctngsr, aromatloa
and French brandy for tbo relief of crumps.
are forced to take the big, fat hog
pains
iins, colds, chills, weakness, nervousness ana
ham, with the trimmings, and hypnoInson
, somnia. Look for the Owl Trade Mark on
i the wsappor, lest you got a cheap, -worthless or
tize ourselves into the belief that we
dangerous substitute. Forty years the-standard
are eating the real thing, or let them
Long-Lived Family.
of .purity, flavor and strength. Bold by all
druggists and grocers.
alone. ,
The record for longevity is held by
the Garrett family of Stranraer, ScotIt is not likely that the ideal small
Revolutionary Patriot
land, the oldest member of which, Mr.
ham will ever be produced in large
James Lovell, a distinguished paJames Garrett, has just passed away.
quantities in the corn belt, for the reatriot of the Revolution, died 100 years
Mr. Garrett claimed to be the oldest
son above stated; we may expect the
►go in the town of Windham, Me. Mr.
fisherman in Scotland. A native of
best hogs of this type to come from
Lovell was born in Boston in 1737 and
Stranraer, he was almost a hundred Is unsurpassed, has all improvements, yat
the South, where they feed less com |
fraduated from Harvard college at
years old. His mother and' father, construction is so simple, anyone can build
and more peas and clover.
he age of fourteen. He delivered.
who were also natives of the district it at home for a few cents. A aummasj
Some farmers down there are beApril 2, 1771, the oration before the
lived until they were one hundred and comfort that saves dollars in coal. Pas*
coming rich, raising Tamworths and
town authorities on the Boston mas'
small Berkshlres for the express pur- aotham's New City Hall (32 Stories). one hundred and three years respec- ticulara and valuable formulas frees
lacre. Because of his display ot- patively.
His oldest surviving son is The Burton Co., Box 803, Syracuse, N, Y.
pose of producing the Ideal hams, and
triotism he was imprisoned by Genthey obtain very high prices for this ttory Singer building, with a height of now well over seventy years of age.
eral Gage Immediately after the battle
112 feet above the pavement. AdjoinGENUINE—Gold Nuggets
type of hog.
Df Bunker Hill. Subsequently he was
from Alaska's mines. Sftc np. 50c or |1 NBgmfei
ng this edifice Is the City Investment
A Mere Toy.
make beiiatiful pins. 26 cent* (silTer) for aunpltt,
conveyed to Halifax with the British
Millding, 30 stories high, its roof some
Silas—That city fellow follows his UTTUt BOGLDKB ICMKT COHPAKT, , TOPTT, AlsUM
army, and remained in confinement
180 feet above the curb. Then we Vocation closely and yet he spends
Anttque fnrnltllfe and onrl<
until exchanged for Governor Skene in
lave the Park Row building, the all of his time at play.
book* BD4 psper-ooTered ,
Wlllard banjo and tall clocks; dark bloo chlca, a
the latter part of 1776. From 1778
leight from the road to the top of its
graplu: old stamp! and old hammered solid U<
Hez—How
does
he
manage
that?
until 1782 Mr. Lovell was a member of
ware.
Beet
prices
paid. i. iTalKWA, Wtatk.**,..
lagstaff being no less than 447 feet,
Silas—He leads a string .orchestra.
the Continental congress. In later life
ind the Times building, which rears
DO
NOT
PAY
$B
to laarn Mall Order 1 __
be filled a number of public offices In
neM. I will give you all necessary *lostrut»»
.ts head 860 feet Into the air, while
Honest
Machine Wheel Hoe Makes Work Annual Parasitic Plant Starts :he
om upon r«c«lpt
of BOo.
lloi
-.v» »sx
Ambition all thai
Boston;
wvu.
famous Flat Iron structure, with
i
necessary,
Nc
Is necessary.
Norris Specialty Co., Itl «y
Dyer^—What do you think has been Oblo
St., Chicago,
ts
20
stories,
attains
to
some
300
feet
Real Pleasure—Hoe Is Excel
From Seed in Ground—^
most influential in shaping your caERUPTION ON SHOULDER
Two factors have made these edifices reer?
lent Tool for Dry Weather.
WAMTED-Bables to mini fc3."«K
Guard Against It.
practicable—the passenger elevator or
Good care, etc. References as to reliability
Ryer—Work.—Judge.
Miss Alice Wood, Maple tflen Farm, 24.1M
Lincolnvtlle, Me.-i."My little girl
lft and the stoef-cage system of conThe machine, wheel hoe Is a great
was about four months old when I
W. S. Oswald of the Minnesota ex- traction, which enables the architect
Dolls, Wacons, Indian flnlts. Boiler Skates aa*|
London . consumes $4,980,000 worth Frwe
first began to notice little white blis- thing in the garden. It makes garden periment station says that in Western :o design his building.to any height
otherpremliini3n>rsoUlngonrextrax>u.toHetarUclsaa
eus. Write for particulars. s^»-y«> *--vir.Msaig
of kerosene yearly.
ters joet below her shoulder, *K~ be- work a real pleasure if you have one states and In some of the European ieeired.
gan to become worse and the blisters of the' modern combined drill, and countries, dodder Is the worst weed
Naturally, before anything can be
seemed to break and run together. wheel-hoe arrangements. They are not found in alfalfa fields. It Is an annu- lone the foundations have to be seWhen they broke It would make a costly, and not hard to operate. Any al parasitic plant which starts from :ured. On account of the great weight
raw eore and then she would have ter- one that has a garden as big as a town the seed In the ground and develops )f these skyscrapers—the Woolworth
%—
rible crying spells. The blisters filled Jot can afford to have one, as it will into a long, thread like stem, winding sdlfice has a total weight of 160,000
Join with us as shareholders in the coming greatest ell field la
with water. She was not old enough save its cost the first season and will itself around the alfalfa plant and »ns—the foundations have to be.very
to scratch herself but when I rubbed last for 20 years. You can do as much Bending parasitic roots or suckers into itrong. The majority of skyscrapers the world. We own under least 3,590 asres, more or less, of splenIt she would stop crying and keep per- work with them as ten men with hand the plant It then lives on the nour- rest on,,concrete piers sunk down into didly located ground, seven of our leases being in the same range
The great
fectly quiet. Her clothing seemed to hoes, and do it better.
ishment which should be used in de- :he earth until they reach solid rock. as the Great Monarch well, both North and South.
You can get the machine ot any veloping, the alfalfa plant.
irritate it and she would be restless
The Woolworth building, for instance, Mowbray Berkeley holdings, which are a close English corporation,
and fretful. She also had s) real seed man and can generally get them
Dodder has not yet secured a strong rests on £6 of these piers, reaching just south of our holdings, have not a share of stock for sale.
scurvy head.
delivered, freight paid, at the list foothold In the alfalfa fields of this iown to a depth of 120 feet below the
In the history of oil as many as a dozen wells have been driven
"I was toM It was ecsema and I price.
state, probably because alfalfa has not level of the street. These piers are
tried everything but it did no good.
In the garden you can still plant been raised for seed to any considera- really Immense steel cylinders known on a single acre. We have 3,590 acres, more or less. The greatest
One day a friend of mine told me,to cucumbers for pickles, late cabbage ble extent As long as alfalfa Is grown is caissons. Into these concrete is Mining Engineers and Geologists of the world are here now and
get a cake of Cuttcura Soap and box turnips, celery (plants), lettuce, rad- only tor hay, dodder should not be- poured, and as It solidifies it is when they arrive they say "Why?" Study the history of tha
of Cuttcura Ointment It was not a ishes, beans and peas for succession, come a very serious weed pest. How- iqueezed together under enormous Standard Oil Company and the enormous wealth they have acquired
Week before I noticed ehe was much sweet corn for late market and In ever, as alfalfa will probably be grown pressure exerted from above by combetter. I used the Cuticura Soap and tact, you can take your choice of a more and more for seed each year, ex- pressed-sir. Thus the foundations of and then fill out our blank application at bottomof ad. Our features
Ointment six weeks and the eczema lot of stuff yet White field beans do treme care should be taken to secure •.lie skyscrapers are as firm and as are low capitalization, $500,000,300,000 Treasury shares and200,000
was gone." (Signed) Mrs. A. C. Has- best planted the first half of June. seed which Is free from dodder and ■olid as the rock on which their piers shares which have been issued for the purchase of oil leases and
lam, Jan. 31, 1914.
They are a paying crop, too. Drill to avoid the Introduction of dodder •est. Sometimes, if the soli below the which are locked up in escrow until oil is struck, so the only way
Cuticura Soap and Ointment sold them in on" any good ground, at the into the states.
surface is at all "loose," the engineers these shares can enhance in value is by the fullest development
throughout the world. Sample of each rate of from two to three pecks to the
There are two dodder varieties com- make a great bed of concrete, which of the property. The Treasury shares, less brokerage commission
tree,with 32-p. Skin Book. Address post- acre.
forms
the "rock," and then sink their
mon in alfalfa fields. The small-seedand expense are devoted solely to the utmost development of out
. card "Cuticura, Dept L, Boston."—Adv.
A small box of convenient height ed alfalfa dodder is not as bad as the alssbns into it.
{>roperty in sinking wells. We feel positive this stock will greatly
makes a comfortable seat and may be large-seeded variety, as the seed is
As soon as the foundations are
Can't Find This Perfect Woman.
ncreasa In value within thirty days, caused by wells corning in on
readily moved from place to place. It easily separated from that of alfalfa. ready the erection of a steel cage beBelgium has been trying to discover saves tired knees.
The seed of the large-seeded alfalfa gins. The bottom portion, or feet of properties contiguous to us. Dingman and McDougall-Segur wells
the perfect woman. According to a
the columns, are anchored into the down over 2,700 feet; Dingman has oil in commercial quantities
The five-cent cotton gloves used by
symposium in Brussels, she must pos- men make a cheap and effective pro- dodder Is about the same size as al- piers of concrete, this being done to
running 65 to 68 degrees baume. Monarch struck heavy crude oil
sess the figure of an American, the tection tor the hands, more comfort- falfa seed and It Is almost impossible enable the building to resist wind presseepage at 808 feet, Mowbray Berkeley, 2,000 feet, expects oil in
elegance of an English girl, the hair of able, and more quickly adjusted than to separate them.
sure. When once the columns are
commercial quantities any day. United Oil and Black Diamond
an Austrian, the eye of an Italian and
firmly secured construction goes
those which fit.
the profile ot a Spaniard. So far the
ahead very rapidly. Great jib cranes down over 2,000 feet, and have met heavy crude oil seepage. The
The hoe is a better tool In dry
creature has eluded discovery.
are erected at the very top and used whole district is full of wet and dry gas, which always means oil.
weather than the hose. Cabbage,
to lift the steelwork members into Our bankers, Royal Bank of Canada, the third largest bank in Canada,
onions, tomatoes and cucumbers can
__ important to Mothers
place. As fast as these last reach their Shares $1.00 par. The fullest inquiry is courted'by this company.
Examine carefully every fiottle of scarcely have the soil too rich. A
respective homes they, are seized by
CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for rich, light loam, with a sunny slope,
the sky workers, as these aerial toilInfants and
■iiu children,
caiiurea. and
ana see uiar.
that it
i\ Is an ideal spot for melons. Beans
ers are called, who bolt and rivet them
will grow on poorer soil and still
• Bears the
Practise
Has
Proved
of
Great
Into position.
thrive.
Signature
As the steel cage rises higher and
If the plants are all growing niceBenefit to Health and Vigor
In Use Fur Over 3W "Tears.
higher the sky workers have to tread
ly do not wait for them to halt for
thildren Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
of
Work
Animals.
more circumspectly and attend more
lack of food, but dig a hole between
APPLICATION FORM
*
closely to what they are doing, for
the hills and put In some poultryReverse Method.
I hereby apply for
shares of the MARQUIS OIL& GAS
house fertilizer.
Clipping during the hot season of upon each one ot them may depend
| "What did his wife do?"
Lettuce will bear transplanting nice- the year has proved of great benefit the lives of several of his fellows. The COMPANY, LIMITED, 309 8th Ave. W., Calgary, Alberta, Canada,
"She nailed him op the spot, and
ly, and as the plants come up they to the health, comfort and vigor of utmost care with regard to the tall of of the par value of $1.00 each. Accompanying this application it
then she hammered him.'
should be thinned out to five or six work horses, thus adding to their tools, rivets, etc., must be taken, for
the sum of $
being payment in full for same.
It's a corking good idea to bottle op Inches apart, or they' will become beauty, value and usefulness. The even a small object will acquire a
Weak and spindling.
horse that has been idle all winter terrific momentum during a drop of
I acknowledge receipt of a copy of the prospectus of the Comyour wrath.
A border ot lettuce around the edge very seldom gets the grooming that he e-me hundreds of feet. A drift pin pany, and I agree to accept the said shares when issued.
of *the oolon bed makes a dainty gar- deserves, says Spirit of the West, and weighing three pounds rolled oft a
drhtr-e-L tiranals-ed
Eyelids,
nish, and proves quite a help in keep- as a consequence, bis hair grows long plank on the highest story of the Met- Dated this
day of..u
1914
L3 vjrC? E>'e* inflamed by eipo- ing the table supplied. Transplant at and thick and the pores of the skin ropolitan building. It struck a flange
sure to Suo. Dust and.Wln*'
Applicant
«..^i
gn the thirty-ninth story, rebounded
P«fAA quicklyrelievExlbyMMM night or on a rainy day, and keep well become clogged with dust and dirt
fl_ yCa EycBBBMSy.NoSmariing, watered for a few days. If the roots
The change from idleness in cold into the. sir and. fell on the roof of a
,
*f
Just Eye Comfort At •oak In water a few hours before re- weather to that of long days of hard car In the street below with such Address
four Druggist's 50c per Bottle. Marias Eye planting they are much less likely to work in rapidly advancing tempera- force as to pass clean through it. ■
Salve in Tubes25c-foVlTs»k«lllieEyef reeask
,
: i
tures means a great deal of unnecesDruggists or fflurtmtfyeteratdy Ca„ Cbkags wilt.
Young beets may also be thinned sary discomfort from the heat if the
Fishing Cure for Nervousness.
8 Room Camp For Sale or Rent. and transplanted In the same way, but horse has a thick coat He is ip about Chicago.—Fishing as a cure for nerIt Is better policy to sow the rows as the same condition a man would be if vousness is advocated in the latest
OttNPeirepnnsrtltalres.N.D&ria.lfan. QoodflfbliK.
koaUng and burning, circular. ».M. ftos*,i. Visa, Bast
as are wanted, and use the sur- forced to perform hard work with s weekly bulletin of the Chicago departJ
— long
plus for greens.
ment df health.
heavy overcoat on.

With

Sanfords
Ginger

Our Sanitary Fireless Cooker

VALUABLE HINTS
DODDER IS WORST
FOR THE GARDENER
WEED IN ALFALFA

Oil the Great Wealthmaker

CLIPPING HORSES
IN THE HOT SEASON

Marquis Oil and Gas Company, Limited

309 Eighth Avenue, Witt, Calgary, Alberta, Caftada

W. N. U, BOSTON, NO. 31-1914.

FARM t : ABSENT WITHOUT LEAVE :
POULTRY
By CONSTANCE NESSLER.

POULTRY FOR AVERAGE FARM
Where Both Egg* and Market Chickana Are Wanted One of General
Purpose Breeds la Beat.
The farm (owls In many cases raise
their own young, and this eliminates
the egg breeds such as Leghorns or
Minorcas, which do not as a rule, become broody. ,If, however, incubators
are used and eggs are the principal
product wanted, especially If there
Is a preference for white-shelled eggs,
these varieties will give good satisfaction. For the average farm, where
bbth eggs and market chickens are
wanted, one of the general purpose
breeds will probably give the best results. In this class we have the Plymouth Rocks, Wyandottes, Rhode to-

J

"Hush!" said the intelligent woman
of mature years. "I'm a runaway!"
The other woman suppressed a gasp.
"A runaway?" she asked. "Surely you
are joking."
"Well," said the intelligent woman
of mature years, "you see that I'm
downtown alone for once.
"Yes, fcdeed, my girls are perfectly
lovely to me. One couldn't have daughters more devoted than mine, but
sometimes I'm ungrateful enough to
feel that I could well spare a little
of their watchful care. So I ran
away. Terrible, 1B It not? You see,
Adelaide was shut up in her room
writing her report of her suffrage work
among factory employes, and Alice and
Ethel went downtown, so I slipped
out of the house and came down myself.
"I believe they are getting samples
of gray and black, or some very modest pattern black and white silks for
me for a new gown. They told me
this morning that they had been^talking it over and had decided that I
needed a second best silk. I was
tempted to tell them that I thought I
knew what I needed as well as they
did, but of course I refrained. It
would have hurt their feelings.
"I know It's sweet of Adelaide to
watch over my health the way she
does, but I loathe her nourishing foods
just as I do the nap that Ethel makes
me take every morning.. I never did
like to sleep in the daytime, and I

Worcester.
Mass.

Denholm
&
McKay
Co.
"Boston Store

KPIELD

%
Worcester.
Man. •

n

Beginning; Thursday July 30th. and Continuing; Throughout the Entire Month of August-The Year's
Most Famous Economy Event

Brookfield Times
PUBLISHED

Our Annual August Furniture Sale

AT

Offering Over $65,000 Worth of New Furniture
at Nearly Half Price
-we expect a larger business than ever before. Our newly enlarged furniture store allc
buying aTtnis stofe a g
genuine
pleasure. Come, expecting.the best furniture bargains.you ever bought.
n P
Ttrf.r7m^ rX ns why you should T^^^^ot 'this opW-^y tofill your every furniture need.

Read About Our Out-of-Town Delivery

Buyers to Share in Profits
Lower Prices on Ford Car»^

Purchases of furniture amounting to two dollars and fifty cents (JZ.nO) delivered free anywhere in New England. The: only condition
we*«&erv«, taUic? right to ship by express or freight, as is most convenient to us. Goods cannot be sent C. a D. out of the ettjr.
NOTE—Free delivery means to the nearest express or freight station to your home.

$11 Felt Mattresses at:
$5.98
Combination Bed Offer

120 Brass Beds at.
f JJ'l?S
! 127.50 Brass Beds at
51T22
! 140 Brass Beds at
• • f2<*jJ°
$110 Three-Piece Library Suite for ?«w
$16 Morris Chairs at.
?*2
Two Carloads of Bed Room Furniture
Specially Bought for This Sale

An ideal bed" combination for any homeCombination consists of one brass bed, one
National spring, one felt mattress, d»n| AA

Great lot, consists of dressers, chiffoniers,
Princess dressers, toilet tables, etc.. Values
are such as have never been offered before in
Worcester. You may have your choice of mahogany, oak, Circassian walnut or curley birch.

$24.00 Princess Dressers at
$30 Chiffoniers at
$30 Dressers at
Combination Dining Boom

$17.50
$21.00
$21.00
Offer

A splendid dining room outfit for
combination consists of one good
buffet, five chairs, one arm chair,
complete.

any home,
table, one
*£C AA
«pv»J.w

$475 Bed Boom Suite for
$335
$2.50 Bed Pillows at
f 1.45
$375 Dining Suite for.
f250
$135 Dining Boom Suite at
$97.50
$10 Sliding Couches at.
$7.9S
$30 Chairs and Bockers at
$19.75
$30 Extension Dining Tables at $19.75
$45 Buffets at.
$29.75
$5 Dining Chairs at
.$2.98
$50 Mahogany and Walnut Dressers and
Chiffoniers at
,
$35.00
$6,75 Go-Carts at
$3.98

Effective from August i, i g 14 to August 1,1915
and guaranteed

SHELL-FORMING

MATERIALS

1

Brussels Rugs Reduced
$25.00 Brussels Rugs, size
August
$22.50 Brussels Rugs, size
August
$16.50 Brussels Rugs, size
August

$22.50 Axminster Rugs, size 9x12 ft.
August price, $17.50
$19.50 Axminster Rugs, size .^3xl<)l6 **;_
August price, $15.50
$12.50 Axminster Rugs, size 6x9 ft.
August price, $9.00

9x12 ft.
.
price $20.75
8-3x10-6 ft.
price, $18.75
6x9 ft.
_
price, $13.45

Wilton Rugs Reduced/• $34.50 Wilton Rugs, size 9x12 ft.
August price, $28.45
$31.50 Wilton Rugs, size 8-3x10-6 ft.
, August price, $25.88
$21.00 Wilton Rugs, 6x9 ft.
August price, $17.25

For further particulars regarding these low prices and profitsharing plan, see trie nearest Ford Branch or Dealer.

Rug Store—Third Floor.

"Makes Me Take a Nap,"

F. 0. B. Detroit, all cars fully equiped.
(In the United States of America only)

And should we reach this- production, we agree to pay as the
buyer's share from $40 to $60 per car (on or about August" 1,
1915) to every retail buyer who purchases a new Ford car between August 1, 1914 and August 1, 1915.

W. E. BAGON, SPENCER, MASS.

Beginning Thursday July 30th and Continuin* Until all Lots AreSold

Crushed Oyster Shells, Bone Dust and think It perfectly absurd to lie down
Mortar Rubble Will Prevent SoftIn the morning. However, It seems to
Shelled Eggs,
give Ethel so much satisfaction that
I usually do It after Alice has read me
Soft-shelled eggs frequently appear the morning papers in the sun paramong fowls In full lay at this season lor,
t— •■ ,
of the year, especially If the birds are
"Certainly, I can read as well as
deprived of shell-forming material.
ever I could, but the girls think I
Eggs are often produced at too rapid should conserve my sight and Alice
a rate to be completely coated with says there's so much In the papers to
lime substance.
distress me that she likes to pick
^oft-shelled eggs. If dropped from out the most optimistic editorials and
the nests and broken, are liable to the news that shows the world's progproduce the egg-eating habit among ress for my mental pabulum. It'i
the flock. Poultry keepers should, sweet of Alice, and she takes a great
therefore,-see that the fowls are well deal of pains to select what she thinks
supplied with shell-forming materials I ought to hear.
such as crushed oyster shells, bone
"No, I know I oughtn't to call them
dust or old mortar rubble.
lailers, for they really are such perfect
Should a' fowl produce two eggs ■ dears. I suppose It would be better
day and one of them is shell-less, one to call them guardian angelB, because
may conclude that the bird Is over- though always on guard, they are constimulated and Its dietary should be stantly thinking of my pleasure and
altered to one of a less forcing nature. comfort. Ethel keeps me supplied
Spices used In mild seasons are with fancy work. She gets a piece
liable to have an over-stimulating and starts It, and then turns it over
effect upon the ovary and at the same to me, as she has the theory that I am
time debilitate the (oviduct with the happier when I'm making French
result that the latter organ falls to knots or crocheting, notwithstanding
perform Its shell-producing functions. the fact that I've always liked stitchIf fowls were more rationally ing on the sewing machine better than
treated to a nourishing rather than a any other kind of sewing. But the
stimulating dietary and supplied with girls all declare that the machine is
■hell-forming materials soft-shelled too strenuous for me. If they ever
eggs would not appear sd often.
should marry and leave me alone I'll
have a sewing machine In ray sitting
CLEANLINESS IN HEN YARDS room and sew whenever I feel like it
"I do wish It wasn't so late in the
Neglect of Drinking Dishes and Feed- day, for I should like so much to go
to
a matinee, I haven't been to a good
ing Troughs May Cause Much Lose
show in ages. Whenever the girls
During the Summer.
think I need a little divertlsement they
(By PROF. 1. O. HALPIN, Wisconsin get tickets for a classical concert, a
lecture or an uplift drama. I suppose
Experiment Station.)
Drinking dishes and feeding troughs I ought to be ashamed to admit that I
tor chickens are likely to become should much prefer being entertained
dirty and Insanitary unless special pre- than edfned. Alice was dreadfully
pained when I suggested one day not
cautions are taken.
Drinking water should never be long ago that we go to the vaudeville
placed In common dishes or vessels to see some of the new dances that are
where the chiclcirma.y get in with both being talked about so much.
" 'Oh, mother,' she said, 'your taste
' feet, but "sanitary" fountains, either
home-made or purchased, should be would be offended by the modern steps,
used. These should be cleaned and I know.' And to pacify me she took
, scalded sit frequent intervals. Wet me to see some folk dancing at the
Smashes, when fed in wooden troughs, settlement where she works. It was
mold unless all refuse Is scraped off mildly Interesting, but what I wish to
and the troughs are placed on end so see Is the tango and the hesitation
waltz, and I don't suppose I ever shall.
that they may dry in the sun.
"Yes, I should love to go out to your
Neglect of these two simple matters
may cause considerable loss during place to pass the day with you, but as
sure as I mention It one of the girls
the summer.
will suddenly remember that she
wishes to go, too, and I shall not be
Raising Guinea Fowls.
The raising of guinea fowls is being permitted to go alone, but will be conadvocated by the agricultural depart- voyed out to your house In a taxi inment and dealers In market poultry. stead of simply going on the elevated
The demand tor them Is said to be as I should like. I've almost given up
good already, and increasing as rapid- visiting my old friends simply because
ly as epicures become acquainted with since my girls began to take care of
me It always means the unnecessary
the delights ot the dish.
expense of a taxi and at least.one
daughter as an attendant.
Spading the Yard.
"Five o'clock already! Dear me, I
Spading the yard is more important
in summer than in winter.' Spade up must hurry home. The children will
the yard and scatter lime over the be worried to deafi about me. Bless
say
surface of the ground. Lime prevents their hearts, I wonder what they'll
1
gapes, roup and cholera, and also when they find I've been absent without
leave."—Chicago
Daily
News.
serves as a disinfectant

$490
440
- 690

Further, we will be able to attain the maximum efficiency in our
factory production„and the minimum cost in our purchasing and
sales departments if we can reach an output of 300,060 cars between the above dates.

Offering absolutely new Axminster. Brussels, and Wilton Rugs in room si** at prices seldom equalled on rugs of like grades.
Axminster Rugs Reduped

during that time :

Touring Car
Runabout ,
Town Car -

Our Annual August Sale of Rugs at Important
Reductions

land Reds and Orpingtons.
Good
stock of these varieties will be found
to be good egg producers as well as
making fine table poultry. ,
The town *r small lot poultryman
wants fowls that can be kept in small
quarters and stand confinement well.
The Leghorns, being light, active
birds, are hard to keep ,in small yards,
and High fences are necessary. On
account of their active, nervous disposition they do not do as well under
these conditions as where they have
abundant range and the benefit derived from their good "foraging qualities Is lost

against any reduction

A Great August Sale of Lace Curtains. Draperies and
Curtain Materials at About Half Price
Event Snecially Arranged To Be Held In Conjunction With Our Fam.us August Furniture Sale. Wonderful Opportunities to Save
A Companion bvent Specially.iUTangeu i«
»~oWo„ or,H
Tjine Rnrtains
Hewr_—.-J
Imported Arabian
and TWari
Irish Point,
Point Lace
Curtains Worth
Worth

70« Pairs of Scrim and Marquisette Curtains worth up to $3 a
pair, at choice per pair.
■••••
■ •▼, ^
Handsome Velour Portieres worth $25 in this Augus^Sale rf

$5 and $6, at per pair
.-...'
$3.49
Curtain Scrims by the yard—Regular 30c Value at only 19f
a yard—A Great Bargain.

All Refrigerators during the August Sale at Twenty Per Cent.
Less Than Regular Prices

All Gas Ranges at Twenty Per Cent. Off During the August
.
Sale
*TSo
All $9.75 Gas Ranges, August Sale Price
-_

All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All

$7.49
S11.75
$12.98
$15.98
$18.98
$19.95
$26.95
$37.50

Refrigerators,
Refrigerators,
Refrigerators,
Refrigerators,
Refrigerators,
Refrigerators,
Refrigerators,
Refrigerators,

August
August
August
August
August
August
August
August

Sale
Sate
Sale
Sale
Sale
Safe
Sale
Sale

Price
Pr ce
Price
Price
Price
Pr ce
Pr ce.
Price

J«-®®
»»• *«
«Ji ?»
I1K,«

£«• *»
tSS.M
lin oO
+<mw

FEED-TROUGH FOR CHICKENS
He Could Illustrate.
"Johnny," said the pretty teacher, Efficient Receptacle May Be Con.
"what's a kiss?" "I can't exactly put
structed Out of Piece of Tinit In words," returned the boy, "but if
Keep* Food Wholesome.
yer really wanter know, I can Bhow
A simple and efficient feeding
yer."
trough may be made by tacking a
piece of tin about 3H inches wide
Get the Kernel.
along the edge of a half-inch board
Look to the essence of a thine so that the tin projects about an inch
whether it be a point of doctrine, of and a half on either side of the board,
practise, or ot Interpretation.—Marcus bending the tin so as to form a shalAurellus.
low trough, and fastening the board
to blocks which raise it from the
Hatched by the Sun.
floor. The trough may be from one
In .breeding goldfish, an industry to three feet long. It is within easy
which has flourished in China from reach of the chickens and so narrow
time immemorial, the eggs are :
moved from the reach.'of the adult
male fish and hatched by the sun in
shallow dishes.
A
••»—
The Tapestry Mode.
The Millionaire (deellnlng to purchase
post-impression
creation)—
Noth'n' doln'l
Why, my maiden
Feeding Trough.
a'nt cud darrn a better picture "n
that—Punch.
that
they
can not atand upon the
m m m ■
edges. Food placed in such feeding
Gets Well Paid for It.
If a millionaire manufacturer work! troughs can be kept clean until wholharder than his employes, it is only ly consumed.
As one of the difficult problem* for
in accord with the eternal fitness of
the amateur poultryman Is to devise
things. He gets more pay.
some means for feeding little chickens
so that they can consume all of the
Dally Thought,
Anyone can live unrestrainedly,— food without soiling it, this trougs
will prove a great help.
Goethe.
1

p. . h

Right Spirit.
Thought for Today.
Pond Mother—"Well. Tommy, what
Leather lungs don't
co. stltuM are you going to do for ma When you
brains.
grow up?" Tommy—'If I can afford
It I'm going to send you to some hightoned establishment where you will
He (Looked Too Long.
An Italian astronomer has demon- get a fine education."
strated that the moon is oval-shaped.
Mark of the Great Artist
A really great *rU»t can always
Jude'e Idea of Poetry.
Jude Johnson: "All I know about transform the limitations of hi* art
poetry is that beer rhymes with into valuable qualities.—Oscar Wilde.
cheer."—Atchlson Globe.
Second Chelae.
• He who marries a widow need nol
Life.
Life I* made up not of knowledge hope to be called the best man thai
ever lived.
only but of love also.—Emerson.

All
All
All
All
All
All

$10.75
$14.98
$15.25
$16.95
$19.95
$27.95

Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas

Ranges,
Ranges,
Ranges,
Ranges,
Ranges,
Ranges,

August
August
August
August
August
August

Sale Price.
Sate Price.
Sate Price..—
Sale Price—^__,
Sate Price
Sale .Price

. *8.60
—$1199
all.90
* 1225
f 15.95
#22.36

THE "GROW OR GO" BUSINESS SCHOOL
CENTRAL EXCHANGE BUILDING, 311 MAIN STREET, WORCESTER, MASS.

Fighting Power of Horses.
Wolves and other wild animals
dread the hoof* and teeth of wild
horses; and the domesticated one*
often defend themselves successfully
from enemies.

Too Much for Him.
A colored porter for a local druggist
was told to go to another pharmacy to
get some clmcifjgo raslsmoses. He
stood, open-mouthed, and gazed, at his
"boss," then asked: "Ain't thar any
other name tor dat?"

Poetic.
"Praulein Rose, if you only kne*
how I loved you! When I meet yon
on Monday morning, my heart wag*
with Joy till Saturday evening, ilk* a
lamb'* tail."—Fliegende Blaetter.

Strong Point,
"There's one strong point In favor
of divorcees," remarked the man who
had married a widow. "I don't suppose they are always telling a fellow
their first husbands were the be*t
men who ever lived."

Dally Thought.
A man makes no noise over a good
'
Always a Handy Weapon.
deed, but passes on to another a* a
Dad used to < say that a sense or
vine to* bear grapes again in season.— humor was like a shlllalah—"an 1111Marcus Aurellus.
gant thing to have around handy, e*-.
pecially when the loke'* on you."—
For Cleaning Tinware.
"Dawn O'Hara."
First wash the On in hot soapsuds
and wipe thoroughly dry- Then scour
' Caustic Papa.
with dry flour, applied with an old
"He look* like a fool!" "But Papa,
newspaper.
he a*ked me to marry him."
H»
ha*? Well, don't ever tell me I can t
On Argument*.
else up people."—Houston Post
There 1* no good arguing with the
inevitable. The only argument avanWhen /Love Cool*.
able with an ea»t wind 1* to put on
Many an Wgagement ha* been
broken off through a misunderstanding
your overcoat.—Lowell.
r *' ■
—each thinking the other had money.
Took Tee Long to Reaoh K.
Detroit Journal.
"I wouldn't mind my wife'* having
"the last word," »aid Mr. Henpeck, "if
Her Parody.
■he would only hurry up and get to
A little four-year-old went to Sunday
it!"—Llppincott's.
school for the first time and heard the
children singing. "Once I wa* Mind,
but now I can *ee." That afternoon
Literature.
Literature would pay better if there her sister heard her sing: "One side
were not so many dead men in the was blind, but now it can see."
business.—George Randolph Chester.
Practical Suggestion.
A man rather untidy In his personal
Woman'* Great Power.
Woman 1* the salvation or destruc- habit* was discussing the question of
tion of the family. She carries its a new"wal*t«oat with a friend, "What
destinies In the fold* ot her mantle.— color would you auyise?" he asked the
friend. '*Why," said the friend, "I'd.
Amlel.
get one of soup color."
Jealously Guarded Privilege*.
R'jhto.
Here are two privileges the average
The doetoe. may use hieroglyphic* in
man insists upon: First, the right to writing his prescription, but he take*
do as he pleases, and, second, the right care to write his bill so we can underto abuse a neighbor who doesn't do stand it—Norman Hapgood.
as he want* him to.

■
I have bought Tyler's Business College and changed the name to THE "GROW OR GO" BUSINESS SCHOOL.
By "Grow or Go" I mean that the students.who enroll in my school must make progress or withdraw. [I refuse to keep
taking money from a student who does not "Grow."
And it will make no difference whether he is the son of a bondholder or the son of a pickholdeiy his treatment
will be the same.
I am conducting a SCHOOL, not an Experimental Station for Dreamers, an Institution for the Feeble Minded, or a
Rest Cure for the Weary. Therefore, the students who enter my school will be obliged to work hard—for that is the price
of success.
The plan of THE "GROW OR GO" BUSINESS SCHOOL gives you "backbone," developes your manhood or
womanhood, increase* your self-respect and starts you on the right road to SUCCES8VILLJE. <Think what a satisfaction it is
to be able to say to a business man: "Yes, sir, I can do the work. Let me show you," and then "make Rood!"
No time for Baseball, Football, Basketball, Tango Balls, or High Balls. The last days of one's school life should be
devoted to things that count; things that win independence, and the respect of the community.

A Practical Business Course—A Thorough Shorthand Course
I accept but ONE month's tuition in advance, for if you don't like my school, or do not learn, why should you be
compelled to stay to get the worth of your money ? Then again if you don't make progress, I DON'T WANT YOUR MONEY! By this plan of payment you cut down the cost by working hard.
*

If you will Register and Pay One Month's Tuition on or
before August 17, I will issue a Receipt in Payment to October 1, giving you SIX Week's Instruction for ONE
Month's Pay.

v

,
•

THE " GROW OR GO" BUSINESS SCHOOL
F. M. ALLEN, PROPRIETOR
Phone Park-977, Worcester, Mass.

Advertise With Us.

A Serious Accident.

NO. 32.
Birthday and Flag Raising.

Charles Linnelle oi Providence, R. I.
Miss Lucille J. Webster entertained 150
sustained a sprained left ankle, abrasions guests at a flag raising at Shattoockquis
to his left knee and shoulder, a badly lodge, the summer home of Mr and Mrs
Journal Block, North Brookfleld, Mass brnised right eye and many cuts about Frank E. Webster, on the east shore of
the face and neck and was rendered un- the lake, Friday from 5 p. m. until midHORACE J. LAWRENCE,
conscious for 10 minutes, when the Har-! night. The party was also in observance
EDITOR ASD PROPRIETOR.
ley-Davidson motorcycle, bearing the j of Miss Webster's 22nd birthday anniver1.00 a Year in Advance. Rhode Island register number B1552, on. sary. The guests assembled at 5 o'clock
which he was riding crashed into a large and at 5.30 a large American flag was
Single Copies, 3 Cents.
Address all communications to BEOOKFIELD maple tree at Twichell's corner about raised to the peak of a 50 foot pole in
4.15 o'clock, Sunday afternoon. Linnelle 1 front of the cottage. As the flag was
TIMES, North Brookfleld, Mass.
Orders for subscription, advertising, or Job was accompanied by a friend on another 1 being raised a quartet, consisting of Mrs
work and payment for the same, may be sent
direct to the main office. North Brookfleld or motorcycle that carried the Rhode Island Edward B. Phetteplace and Mrs Walter
to George W. McNamara. Brookfleld
register number B1553, and according to B. Mellen, sopranos, and Mre Warren E.
persons who witnessed the accident from Tarbell and Mre Arthur F. Butterworth,
the verandas of nearby houses, both cy- sang The Star Spangled Banner. Miss
BROOKFIELD.
clists, who were going west, approached Webster was assisted in receiving by Miss
Attorney Louis H. Bntterworth of Bos- the corner at a high rate of speed. Lin- Eleanor Travis, Carmel, N. Y. and Mrs
nelle apparently lost control of his ma- Joseph G. Hastings and Miss Elizabeth
ton spent the week-end in town,
The grounds
Edgar M. Green and Miss Esther Green chine which dashed to the side of the S. Hastings of Warren.
road and crashed into the tree. The about the cottage were cecorated with
visited relatives in Revere Sunday.
force of the impact threw the motor-cy- streamers of pink and white and at night
Hiss Avis Green returned Sunday, af- cle and rider about 10 feet across the with the light diffused by many Japanese
ter a two week's visit with relatives in concrete sidewalk onto the Twichell lanterns made a very pretty scene. A
Revere.
mowing. The motorcycle struck the tree large searchlight was so arranged at the
Forrest S. Donahue was in South bridge 'a glancing blow tearing away a lection of top of the lodge that its rays fell on Old
this week, visiting Dr. and Mrs George the bark. The injured man's companion Glory, keeping it in constant view of the
who was in the lead at the corner was a merry-makers below. Supper was served
Webster.
Patrick Crowley of Norwood was the mile beyond the scene of the accident on the lawn at 6 o'clock by Rebboli of
guest Sunday of his brother, James before he realized that Linnelle was not Worcester, and from 8 o'clock until midfollowing him. * Linnelle was pinned un- night dancing was enjoyed on the large
Crowley.
der the machine when people from near- verandas to music by Doyle's singing orMiss Eileen- Murray of Brockton, was
by houses reached him.
Restoratives chestra of North Brookfleld. The house
a guest last week of >rr and Mrs Everett
werre immediately applied and a doctor party being entertained by Mr and Mrs
Nutter,-Kimball St.
who was passing in an automobile bear- Webster included E. B. Green, LouisMiss Margaret Hyde of Brimfleld was ing a Pennysylvania license number,
ville, Ky., Wilbur and Ralph Foster,
the guest last week of her sister, Miss stopped and examined the injured man
Rowley, Emmet H. Pishon and Lawrence
Alice Hyde Tucker.
and found no serious injuries.
Linnelle Farwell, Brookline, Mre Joseph G. HastMUs Catherine May left Monday for
was assisted to the home of Irying Breed ings and Miss Elizabeth S. Hastings of
week's visit with Mr and Mre Charles and was later attended by Dr. Mary H. Warren. Those present from out of
Johnson, of Worcester.
Sherman. He had recovered sufficiently town were—Mr and Mre Charles H. MoulMiss Josephine Holcomb of Worcester at 7 o'clock that night to be taken to the ton, Waltliiiin; Donald OrmBbee, Westwas the guest Sunday of her parents, Mr home of his brother, Earle Linnelle in field ; Richard Keith, Worcester; Guy 0.
Palmer. The trip was made in George Moultot\, Wallingfprd, Ct.j Harold E.
and Mrs^ Oscar Holcomb.
Miss Ethel Thresher and Miss Anna C. Woodard's auto. The front wheel of Shaw, Monson; Charles H. Moulton, 2d,
Pieree of Worcester visited this week with the motorcycle was crumpled, the head and C. K. Perkins, Amherst; Theodore
Mrs Gertrude M. Gerald.
„ light broken and the fork bent back onto Hubbard, Boston; Mr and Mre Frederick
tho frame and the front mud guard D. Bucklin, Worcester; Mr and Mrs
William Tunstall of Southbridge spent dented in. It was dragged to the George
Wilbur E. Lupter, Brooklyn, N. Y., Mr
Sunday at the home of his parents, Mr C. Wdodard garage for repairs.
and Mrs Ezra S. Grover, Braintree; Mr
and Mrs John M. Tunstall. '
and Mrs George M. Bemis, Andover; Mr
Mr and Mre William Goodwin and son,
and Mre Edward L. Bennett, Cambridge;
The Campers are Defeated.
Vincent, of Worcester spent Sunday with
Misses Hazel and Marion Lynch, WorMpipidMrs Patrick Webster.
Brookfleld A. A. defeated a team of cester; Mr and Mrs I. B. Fischer, MlSa "
Joseph Ramer and Miss Mary Rainer, campers from the two lakes, 10 to 8 on Grace, J. Albert and William B. Fischer,
Merrick park diamond, Saturday after- New York; Miss Sarah lily, Worcester;
of Spencer, were guests of Mr and Mrs
noon in an exciting game. The playing of Mr and Mrs Abbott H. Thompson, BingMartin J. Donahue, Wednesday.
Bnrt O'Brien, O. Hannigan arid H. But- hampton, N. Y.; Miss Julia Roper, New
George Adams and George Finney terworth for the town team, and C. Moul- York; Mr and Mrs W. D. Thompson,
broke camp Saturday, after a week's out- ton, White and Foster for the campers Leicester; Atty. Louis H. Butterworth,
were the features.. The game was closely Boston; Mr and Mrs Warren E. Tarbell,
ing at Boynton's Point, Lake Quaboag.
Mrs William Binley and Miss Ruth, of contested throughout, and when the East Brookfleld; Mr and Mrs Eli M.
Newburyport, have, been guests this week campers had the lead 8 to 6, their sup- Converse, Mr and Mre William B. Traill,
of Mr and Mrs Frank Peckham, Maple porters were confident of victory. Bat- and Misses Eleanor and Susan Bill, West
ting hard in the 8th, the town boys scored Brookfleld; Mr and Mre Frank D. Hobbs,
street.
4 runs and put the game on ice. The Frank Wells, Harry Thompson and GerMr and Mrs Jerome Hamilton have
score:—
ald Palfreyman, Spencer; Mr and Mrs
moved from the Bailey house on West
John A. White and John W. White,
BROOKFIELD
A,
A.
Main street to the Adams house on CenNorth Brookfleld; and Mr and Mrs John
ab
po a
tral street.
H. Butterworth ss
5
4 5
Hubbard, Fiskdale.
4
Miss Mae Murphy returned to her Petersen 3b
4
home in Pittsfield, Monday, after being Burtlb
0
High School Picnic.
the guest of her brother, Thomas F. Mur- Durkin lb
3
Alien 2b
phy, for a week.
4
E. Hannigan c
High School Alumni picnic.
Each
3
Captain Noah Ashly of the Springfield Clancy rf
person to take basket lnnch for as many
3
fire department was the guest Sunday at C. Hannigan If
as they may choose to bring. Coffee will
4
O'Brien of
the home of Mr and Mrs Charles Gunn, S. Butterworth p
4
be served free of charge. Ice cream,
Over-the-River district.
lemonade and soft drinks will be on sale.
Total,
34
10
13
27
16
16
Rev Father Gates, S. J., instructor of
Paper dishes will be furnished. Anyone
Latin, Greek and English at Holy Cross
CAMPERS.
desiring to purchase luncheon, may do
college, Worcester, was the guest of Forso from Mre Bedell at the Point of Pines,
ab r h po
rest Donahue, Tuesday.
3 1 1 4
C. Moulton 2b
by notifying her a day ahead.
The V. I. S. has voted to join the Mass. Shaw lb
White c
Rice Corner Picnic.
Civic League. The treasurer's report Perkins cf
showed that' 9228.28 was cleared from the W. Fischer p If
G. Moulton 3b
The annual picnic of the iftce Corner
Fourth of July celebration.
A. Fischer ss
school association was held Wednesday at
Martin D. Leach, hospital steward en May rf
the Point of Pines. Dinner was served
the U. S. S. North Carolina, stationed'at Webster rf
at noon and was followed by the annual
the Philadelphia navy yard, arrived 'here Foster p
business meeting and! an entertainment.
on Saturday, for a month's visit with his
37 8 10 54 13
Total,
In the evening there was dancing from 8
brother, Andrew J. Leach.
123456789
Innings,
o'clock until 12, with music by Dona22010140
•—10
Brookfleld,
The body of Mrs Clara M. Gallup, aged
1011140 00—8 hue's orchestra.
Campers,
68 years, 1 month and 12 days, was/
Time, 2 h. 12 nv Umpire, A. B.
brought to Brookfleld from Boston on Brunell. Attendance, 275.
Largest Insect Is 13 Inches.
'
the 12.57 train Saturday afternoon, for
The largest known insect Is a spa*
burial. She was the widow of Osborne
cles
of
phasmld,
or
walking
stick
The republican committee voted, unanGallup and formerly lived in the Podunk
imously, Monday night, to endorse War- found In Borneo. This, which is wingless, has a body 13 inches long.
district.
ren E. Tarbell as republican candidate
Tha high school alumni picnic and for representative.
Republicans from
Guillotine of the Revolution.
dance will be held at the Point of Pines, East village contended that as the last
Strange as It may seem, the guilon the east shore of Lake Quacumquasit, time it was Brookfield's turn to name the
lotine
that once decapitated thousands
Wednesday, Aug. 12. An auto track will candidate, the late Frank E Prouty of
of hapless Frenchmen upon the Pla^a
leave from in front of the town nail at 1 center of the town, was nominated and
de la Concorde Is now in London, aV,
o'clock and will return at 7.30 p. m. The elected, it was their right this year, to Madame Tussaud's Waxwork exhibitruck will leave at 7.46 to convey parties name the candidate and Mr Tarbell was tion, on Marylebone road.
to the dance and will return after the ageed upon. It does not appear at this
dance. Round trip 25 cents. A basket time as though Mr Tarbell would have
Cure for Car Sickness.
lunch will be served at 5.30. The dance any opposition at the primaries.
If you are troubled with car sick*
ness, try resting your feet on a cushin the evening will be open to everyone.
Tickets 50 cents.
The selectmen and officials of the B. & ion or even a traveling bag when the
train is in motion. You will then
Miss Eva A. Brunell entertained mem- A. railroad, have decided to have a temavoid the vibration of the turning
bers of the Sigma Eta Phi sorority of j porary crossing west of the station, to be wheels, and will find that a long jourWorcester, at the home of her parents, used until the new 55 foot bridge, which ney can be made without trouble.
Mr and Mrs A. B. Brunell, at the Birches, I is to replace the old wooden overhead
Quaboag lake, Saturday. The members: bridge just east of the station, is cornHome-Made Ointment.
present were—Marjorie Cowee, Pauline pleted. The railroad men convinced the
The following is a recipe for a simand Katherine Pierce, Marion E. Stuart,! selectmen that it would be safer to have ple homemade ointment, which is exRachel M. and Helen Taylor, Pauline' the temporary crossing on the west of cellent for applying to cuts and
Cole, Bertha Mann, Gay Butler, Margar- the station than on the east. They agree bruises: One teaspoonful each of
et C. Robinson, Jane Allen, Ethel Sleep- to have the crossing lighted by electricity olive oil, turpentine, spirits of camer. Pauline M. Davis, Mrs, Ida McGreg- every night and to have flagmen on duty phor and coal oil. Of course, any
ory, Mrs Harold Alien and Mrs Charlton day and night until the new bridge is amount desired may he made, but the
proportion must be as given here.
Deane, all of Worcester.
completed.
EVERY FRIDAY AFTERNOON,

$15 Mattresses at
'i? «I
$3.75 Bed Springs at.
fl.Ba
Beginning. Thursday, July 30th, and continuing throughout the entire month of August-a most remarkable floor covering event
General Purpose Breed.
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ENGLAND AND
GERMANY AT WAR
Greatest of Conflicts Begins with Eight Nations, Four
Navies and 17,000,000 Men Engaged

ALL EUROPE IS ONE VAST ARMED GAMP
All Europe Is now In arm«. On
the ont hand Austria-Hungary and
Germany are opposed by Russia,
Francs and Great Britain, Servla
and Montenegro.
Italy has deslared her neutrality, but la mobilizing.
Belgium, Holland and
Switzerland have mobilized. The
German demand that the Belgian
government should permit the free
passage of German troops through
Belgium was answered by hasty
preparations to resist such an advance across Belgian territory.
Sweden, pressed by Ruaela and
Germany, Is preparing to dsfend
her neutrality: Japan Is making
ready to live up to her alliance
with Great Britain. Austria-Hungary retired from her campaign
against Servla for the purpose of
holding back Russia, and Servia
has mobilized to Invade Bosnia.

V

London.—Great Britain declared
war on Germany, the momentous
decision of the British Government,
for which the whole world has been
waiting, coming before the expiration
of tile time limit set by Great Britain
in her ultimatum to German demanding a satisfactory reply on Uie subject of Belgian neutrality.
Germany's reply wat the summary
rejection of tile request that Belgian
neutrality should be respected.
The British Ambassador at Berlin
thereupon received his passports and
Che British Government notified Germany that a state of war existed between the two countries.
The following is the official text
of the British Government's declaration of war:
"The Government is Informed that
Germany declared war against this
country at 7 P. M., when the BrltUh
Ambassador was handed his passports.. A state of war therefore exists between Germany and this country as from 7 P. M. August 4."
.».,, Immediately upon the decision to
light the Admiralty flashed by wireless to the British fleet this order:
"GREAT BRITAIN
DECLARES
WAR ON GERMANY.
CAPTURE
OR DESTROY THE ENEMY."
A personal message from King
George to the fleet followed a flood
of official orders to Admiral Sir John
Jellicoe. The King's message was

WAR NEWS AT A GLANCE
GREAT BRITAIN has mobilized her naval and military forces.
France officially consldsrs that war sxlsts by the aot ef
Germany.
Great Britain declared war on Germany.
King George proclaimed the mobilization ef the British army sarII.r in the day and Parliament had voted $526,000,000 for emergency
purposes.
Germany declared war en Belgium and German artillery began
shelling Liege and Namur, two Important eitlee in Belgium. This
action followed a second ultimatum that Germany would be compelled to uee force against Belgium because the latter refused to give
psrmisslon to violate Belgian neutrality.
German troope advanced near Vervlers, Belgium.
Germany declared war on France and one of her armies operating
from Metz crossed the frontier at Mars et Tour.
A German crulaer bombarded the French naval station at Bona,
Algeria, and steamed away to the WesL
The Serbe defested the Austrian, with heavy lose In a battls
nsar Semendria. Ten thousand Austrian infantrymen, supported by
heavy artillery, were repulsed, leaving many dead and wounded on
the field.
Germans are within 100 miles ef Warsaw, Russian Roland.
Martial law haa been proclaimed throughout France,
Germany'a army is advancing into the unprotected portions of
ths French frontier, while several army corps are making a diversion
by attacking fortified placee in order to keep a considerable part ef
the French army on the defensive.
Germany has Invadsd Russian Poland and occupied the town of
Kallaz.

Neutral Luxemburg ia occupied by 100,000 German troops.
The German fleet la In ths North 8ea, where the Britleh fleet Is
concentrated.
Rusalan troops attacked Johannisburg, on ths East Prussian
frontier.

German troops also crossed into
A force of Austrians, aided by a
flotilla of twenty monitors, tried for French territory near Mars-la-Tour,
six days to cross the River Save into where one of the most important battles of the Franco-Prussian war was
Servian territory.
fought Aug. 16, 1870.
The Paris Tsmps publishing a re
GERMAN8 CAPTURE BELGIAN
TOWN AND BOMBARD LIEGE 'sums of incidents on the frontier says
a number of German reconnoiterlng
r_
Invads France at Many Points- parties crossed the frontier with the
object of escertaining the strength
Hostile Armies Make Raids Along
of the French covering troops.
Frontier—Bomb Dropped From
It is assumed by the French miliAirship Over French Town.
tary authorities that the German'
London.—With England actually in would have made a sudden attack jn
a state of war with Germany, the great force on Nancy if the French
censorship over the military move- troops in the vicinity bad been found
ments of the combatants in Europe in minor strength.
is stricter than ever. But the outBut the French troops kept within
standing reports received here were the slx-mfre toes from the frontier.
tail?
'
these:
Several parties of Germans entered
* "I have confidence that the British
News reached Brussels that Ger- the zone to round up the cattle.
fleet will revive the old glories of the many, violating the neutrality of HolThese parties were not interfered
navy. I am sure that the navy will land and Belgium, had advanced into with, but when an entire German
again shield Britain in this hour of the latter and captured the town of squadron of cavalry crossed the line
trial. It will prove the bulwark of Vise, seven miles northeast of Liege near Belfort a squadron of French
the empire."
and twelve miles from the German cavalry was sent out and the German
These were /the first messages sent frontier.
troops retired. The French refused
from the great wireless naval staLiege itself was being shelled and to be drawn outside the six-mile zone.
tion since the fleet left Plymouth the Germans had even pushed on to
A number of Germans were taken
harbor and sailed for the North Sea. Namur and had opened Are on that prisoners and brought into the French
iThe street* of London were alive Belgian city.
town of Belfort. A squadron of the
-when war was declared.
Crowds
The Etolle Beige, published in Eleventh French Dragons in Belfort
gathered outside the War Office and Brussels, in a special edition reported rendered funeral honors at Joncherey
•very incentive to British patriotism a battle In progress between German to a German lieutenant, the first vicbrought a tbrilUnc response.
and Belgian forces and that the roar tim of actual conflict between France
Vice-Admiral Sir John Jellicoe as- of siege guns could be dletinctly and Germany.
Several hundred
sumed supreme command of the heard.
Alsatians, Swiss and Italians have enBritish home fleets, with the acting
A special edition of the Star says listed there ' and have demanded to
rank of Admiral. His chief of staff that a battle occurred off the coast be sent to the advanced outposts.
la to be Rear-Admiral Charles E. of Scotland and that a number of
Madden.
wounded had been landed at Cromar- WAR ON GERMANY DECLARED
The War Office announces that ty.
BY FRENCH GOVERNMENT
Gen. Sir John French, who distinguishThere was considerable naval aced himself In the Boer war, has been tivity In the Mediterranean. The
Paris.—The French Minister
appointed Inspector-General of the Governor of Algeria, in a telegram War issued the following note:
forces. The Admiralty will take over to the French Government, says that
"The German Ambassador has deone completed Turkish battleship and the German cruiser Breelau fired manded his passports, and diplomatic
one semi-completed Turkish ship, to- eight broadsides—some sixty shells— relations between France and Gergether with two Chilean destroyers into the French fortified town of many have been broken off.
now In British yards.
Bona in Algeria. One man was killed
"War is declared.
The whole kingdom la under mar- and some buildings were damaged.
"The first act of the Germans, actial law and every strategic point has The Breslau then sailed westward.
cording to information from a poeibeen heavily fortified. Troops are
But another report, says that a -tfve source to the Minister of War,
being rushed to the coast in every French fleet captured not only the was to execute M. Samaln, former
direction. Within a few hours Great cruisers Breslau and Goeben, but president of the French War Society,
Britain had between 600.000 and 600,- sunk the cruiser Panther as well. The who lived In Metz, and to imprison
900 troops under arms. Troop trains Panther is noted as the warship sent all the members of that society."
as-e speeding to every seaport carry- by the German Emperor to Agadir.
ing soldiers, arms and artillery.
According to a despatch to the $2,400,000,000 WAR BILL
French Embassy from Brussels, the
IS VOTED BY FRANCE
Germans
entered
Belgium
near
AU8TRIAN6 BADLY BEATEN BY
Paris.—The French Government inSERVIANS NEAR SEMENDRIA Venders.
Paris.—A_„uespatch from Nieh to
Parle learned that a German de- troduced into Parliament a measure
to
authorize the Bank of France to inthe Part* Matin says the Austrian tachment entered the village of Moinetroops/ were defeated with heavy loss vllle, In the Department of Menthe et crease its note issue to $2,400,000. On
to «f battle against the Servians near Moselle. A parish priest was killed. July 30 notes in circulation amounted
Another despatch received in Paris to about $1,340,000,000. This measure
jj6mendrla.
-" Three regiments of Austrian Infan- said that the German aeroplanes will "authorize the Institution of
try, comprising nearly 10,000 men, dropned three bombs on the French forced currency."
supported by heavy artillery, ad- fortified town of Luneville, to. the
vanced against the Servians, but were southeast of Nancy. Houses on one
Brussels.—The Chamber passed a
repulsed, leaving many dead and of the main thoroughfares were dam- bill appropriating $40,000,000 for puraged but nobody was Injured.
poses of defense.
wounded.
BRITISH GET FISHERMEN.

'PLANE HIT BY GERMANS.

St- John's, N. F—All naval reservists were summoned by a proclama- French Airman Flying Beyond Frontion to report on board the depot ship
tier Brought to Earth.
Calypso for Immediate duty.
Berlin.—German troops fired upon
This body will Include 2,000 fishermen who have had five years of and brought to earth a French flying
drilling on the Calypso and other machine near Wesel.
Several other hostile aircraft were
ships.
'
seen In the -Rhine provinces. One
was observed flying from Keprleh In
German Dirigibles Scouting.
Brussels.—The French minister has the direction of Andernach, ten miles
informed the Belgian government that northwest of Coblenz. Others were
three German dirigibles were observ- sighted near Duers, flying in the direction of Cologne.
ed flying toward Brussels.

EMERGENCY MONEY READY.
McAdoo

Acts to Conserve
Ststes Gold Supply.

United

New York.—Impregnable financial
fortifications,
have
been
raised
throughout the United States to withstand the shock produced by ths
cataclysm In Europe.
This country alone of the great
nations of the world ought to be able
to remain calm and free from financial and Industrial paralysis.
The amount of money in circulation
here will be the greatest ever known.

TIMES

BELGIUM MANS FORTS,
AWAITS GERMAN ATTACK

Brussels.—Belgium's answer to the
German ultimatum for / aid in the
transportation of troops has been the
Instant response of the entire nation,
to prepare to resist invasion to the
end. The great frontier defences at
Liege and Namur are fully manned.
Crowds of refugees already are
pressing westward from the frontier
towns and villages, but there is comparative calm on the country.
Ten thousand^ German tourists have
left Belgium.
Brussels is enthusiastic over the
mobilisation and cheers for France
and England are heard everywhere.
It ia the firm belief of every one/
that a British expedition ia imminent!
Crowds are surrounding the provision shops struggling to ■ purchase
supplies.
Belgium has chosen deliberately to
fight Germany rather than betray the
confidence of France and England,
and the young King and his advisers
have the whole nation behind them.

BROOKFIELD TIMES

AUSTRIA, PREPARING FOR RUSSIAN
ATTACK, ABANDONS ITS HEAVY
CAMPAIGN AGAINST SERVIANS

PRICES RISE IN LIVERPOOL.
LIVERPOOI
Retail prices
of provisions advanced 50 par
cent The atores were besieged
and In some cases had to close,
as their stocks were running so
tow. Ths local sugar refineries
have closed and the grocers are
unable to obtain further suppi lea
FAMINE MENACES GLASGOW
GLASGOW.—A food famine
threatens In Glasgow and asms
of the atores had to close their
doors, ao pressing wsre the buyera! Prices jumped immediately, sugar from 6 cents 'to 12
cents a pound, and many shopa
sold out
SUFFERING IN NEWCASTLE.
NEWCASTLE.—Some of the
co-operative stores and shops
here have been elossd owing to
ths abnormal demand for food.
In the poorer districts of ths
city the people already ars suffering and committees have
been formed to deal with ths
problem of supplying food.

The Treasury has $850,000,000 ready
to be paid out if required, although
necessity should not arise for dipping
into this enormous reservoir to any
appreciable extent.
All that is necessary to insure a
continuance of orderly banking procedure is for every citizen to remain
calm, to avoid aggravating such inconveniences as are bound to be encountered temporarily.
To protect the gold supply of the
country Secretary William McAdoo
announced that $100,000,000 of emergency_ currency will be lseued._

Into a fairly decent career there
comes occasionally a moral lesion.

NISH, Servla, via Salonica.—Austria appears for the present to havst
abandoned her aggressive campaign agiost Servia in order to prepare for^.
possible Russian attack.
Ths bulL of the Austrian troops who were conoeatrated ab^emHnOiaTs.
been moved to an unknown destination.
Ths few troops remaining conduct a desultory bombardment of
Belgrade.
ARLON, Belgium.—According to advices received here 100,000 Germam
troops crossed the Grand Duchy of Luxemburg and concentrated on the*
French frontier near Liege.
Frontier engagements are reported, in which the Germans ars said "ts>
have lost' . .
More than 25,000 men are engaged' in digging trenohss in front
of the German and French positions.
The strategical' line from Malmedy, in Rhenish Prussia, to Liege, is
guarded by military on both the German and ths Belgian sides.
LONDON.—German forces began the invasion of France without a deALL PARTIES PLEDGE LOYALTY
claration of war having been made. Two German detachments enters*
TO KAI8ER; VOTE $1,250,000,000
French territory, moving in the direction of Paris.
One German force crossed the French frontier near the village of Cirey,.
BerffiT. — Kaiser waihelm personally, and the German Government of- between Nancy and Strassburg, and another detachment invaded the Grand/
ficially, through a White Book, de- Duchy of Luxemburg, neutral territory between Belgium and Germany, an*
fended at length Germany's actions continued its march on the French fortified town of Longwy,
of the last few days and the steps *bat
According to an evening newspaper published at Liege twsnty thousand.
she has taken In mobilizing her army. German troops crossed the French frontier near Nancy. They encountered!
The blame for the present situation
is placed on the shoulders of the Czar French forces and were repulsed.
The force which entered France aear Clrey, forty miles from Nancy,
of Russia and the French Republic,
the Kaiser in his address to the Par- was repulsed with heavy losses.
liament giving jealousy of might of
Apparently the German army is duplicating the first movement of ths.
Germany, and deceit on ths part of Franco-Prussian war. It was on Aug. 2. 1870, forty-four years ags, that the*
neighboring nations, as the prime
French and Germans clashed in the.first battle of that war at Saarbrueken,
causes of the war.
A bill passed the German Imperial where the French Prince Imperial, under orders of Napoleon III., received hi*
Parliament providingfor $1,250,000,000 famous "Baptism of Fire."
to meet the expenses of the war.
It would appear that Germany Is taking the fullest possible advantage
of her supposed superiority In rapid mobilization over France. The plan of
PLAN8 FOR RELIEF OF
ths German Emperor, according to military observers here, is to vanquish,
AMERICANS IN EUROPE
or attempt to vanquish France in the interval before Russia will be able totcreate serious trouble on her northern frontier.
Washington.—Plans for the relief of
It is supposed that Russian mobilization will take about three weeks. All
Americans marooned in Europe were telegraphic and telephonic communication between Brussels and Luxemburg
formally announced.
The United' was declared neutral territory.
Its integrity and indepsndsnee wars
States cruiser Tennessee left New' guaranteed.
York with $5,000,000 to $8,000,000 in'
Longwy Is a fortified town of France on the Belgium frontier, forty mile*
gold and twenty-five army officers, north-northwest of Meti in Germany.
who will superintend relief measures'
Germane Seized Bridges.
In Europe. Ships to carry Americans]
home will follow as fast as the War
A train full of Gorman soldiers arrived at the station at Luxemburg during
Department can procure them. Ger- the night The troops seized the station and the bridgss on ths Traves and
many notified the State Department Trois Vierges line in order to insure the regular passage of military trains
that no foreigners In that country will across the Grand Duchy.
be permitted to leave during the mobAfter these seizures the soldiers proceeded to the barracks. The major
ilization. France may pursue a slm-i of/the Luxemburg Volunteers protested against the violation of neutrality,
liar course. President Wilson sent but in reply the Germans asserted that the railway belonged to them anal
another message to Congress asking that they had the right to do what they liked In Luxemburg.
for $2,500,000 for the relief of AmeriThe French Embassy Issued the following statement: "French territory,
cans in Europe.
has been invaded at Clrey, and German troops are marching on the fort at
Clrey. This act has been committed without a declaration of war."
MOUNTAINEERS RU8H TO ARMS
Germany declared that she was unable to answer the question put or
TO DEFEND SWISS FRONTIERS
the British Ambassador at Berlin as to whether she is prepared to respect,
the neutrality of Belgium. This statement appeared in a communication
Berne, Switzerland.—The military issued by the French Embassy.
mobilization of Switzerland has been
Throughout Germany, France, Russia and Austria 16,700,000 men ars ralcompleted.
Every ablebodled man lying to the colors, answering the call to war.
has responded.
The German Kaiser, expressing the hope that "the good German sword
Every railway bridge and mountain will emerge victorious In the right," signed the order for mobilising the
pass is occupied. All available pro- German army.
visions and all means of locomotion,
The last despatch received from Paris stated that French troops wereeven bicycles, have been requisitioned. being hurried eastward at top speed. The censor stopped the rest.
The armies of the allies already mobilizing are as follows:—Germany,.
5 200,000; Russia, 5,500,000; France 4,000,000; Austria, 2,000,000.
An unverified report in ParlB states that Austria has offered to withdraw
HIGH FOOD PRICES
her troops from Servia and submit her grievances to an international conCAUSE SUFFERING
feu-ence. This, it, true, might save the peace of Europe.
IN GREAT BRITAIN
French military strategy designs an invasion before the Germans can.
invade France.
- .
Virtually all military and naval movements of the Powers are now conLONDON.—People here are
beginning to feel the pinch of
cealed by strict censorship.
Austria has asked Ufe United States to represent it in Russia, France.
higher food prices.
Although the big concerns are
and Montenegro.
Tearful and affecting scenes were enacted in the streets of St. Petersselling wholesale to persons
burg when the reserves were assigned to their regiments. Women and chilwith currency or credit, the
dren followed husbands, fathers and sons to the enrolling stations.
smaller shops, where the poorer
people buy, are almost deserted,
the people either not having any
money or refusing to psy the
increased prlees demanded.
Fish Is ons of ths articles of
food that has gone up In price.
The recall-cf the trailers from
the North Sea greatly curtailed
ths supply.

The Lapse of Enoch Wentworth
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LONDON.—All England is in martial array, and she is ready to strike themoment the German fleet flres upon toe Channel coast of France.
This policy of determination to defend toe French Coast was announce*
by Sir Edward Grey in a speech to the House of Commons and was greeted
with the wildest applause. :
The Admiralty announces that the mobilisation of the navy was completed in all resoects. This was due to the measures taken and the voluntaryr
response of the reserve men in advance of the royal proclamation.
The Admiralty has issued an order prohibiting the use of wireless within
the waters of the United Kingdom by merchantmen, which must dismnatlethelr apparatus when ordered.
£
The Foreign Minister said the French fleet was in the Mediterranean andt
bar northern coasts defenseless.
"If a foreign fleet engaged in war against France should corns down and!
battle against these defenseless coasts we could not stand aside," he axclaimed.
Sir Edward read the appeal of the King of the Belgians for diplomatic
intervention to safeguard the integrity of that country, and asserted that if toe
Integrity of Belgium were destroyed that of Holland also would be lost
As a result of the policy announced, John Burns, President of the Local
Government Board, resigned from the Cabinet. He Is against war.
GERMAN FLEET ROUTS RUSSIANS
IN BATTLE IN THE BAY OF BOTHNIA
Latter-e Vessels, Caught Off Aland Islands, Seek Refuge— Ltbsu Bombarded
by German Ships snd Reported by Commander to Be In Flames.

STOCKHOLM, Sweden.—A battle was fought between the German and]
Russian fleets off ths Aland Islands and resulted in the Russians being
driven back.
v
The Russian war vessels took refuge in the Gulf of Finland.
The Aland Islands form an archipelago In the Gulf of Bothnia. They have
belonged to Russia since 1809, when they were taken from Sweden.
German Cruiser Bembarde Libau, Russia.
BERLIN, via Brussels.—The small cruiser Augsburg has ssnt ths fellowlag report to Berlin by wireless:
"Am bombarding the naval harbor at Libau and am engaged with the
enemy's cruiser. The naval port of Libau is in flames."
RUSSIANS BEGIN INVASION OF QERMAN TERRITORY.
Troops, Including Artillery, Cross Frontier at Several Points and Engaged
Enemy Near Eichenrled, Where Several of Kaiser's
Men Are Slightly Wounded.

BERLIN.—Russia has begun the Invasion of German territory, Russian
forces, Including artillery, having crossed the German frontier at Schwlnden,
southeast of Blalla, while a Russian patrol entered Germany near Elchenreid,
In Posen.
A telegram recieved here from Koenlgsberg says a Russian patrol has entered Bydtkuhnen on the Russian border. It advanced to Bilderweltschen,
near Eydtkubnen, where It destroyed the local post office.
The Russian patrol which entered near Elchenreid attacked the German
guard at ths railroad bridge over the Warthe, The attack was repulsed. Two
Germans wars slightly wounded.

Temptation comes, and the man,
heretofore honorable and honest,
falls as though his backbone wars
of gristle.

CHAPTER L
—
J
Ths Bond.

Of course the game ended with a
consolation pot Merry and Wentworth, each with bis last chip In ths
middle of the table, called for a showdown. All but Singleton dropped oat,
and he, the big winner of the evening,
took the pot. Wentworth and Merry
were broke.
The game had been played in Went.
worth's library- Before Its close the
array light of ths morning began to
•teal past the curtains and the glow
of each electric lamp took on a murky
haie. Enoch Wentworth, acting as
banker, cashed In the chips of the
winners. Three of the men put on
their hats, said "Good morning," and
went out. Andrew Merry sat beside
the baize-covered table with its litter
of chips, pulling slowly at a cigar and
snaring into vacancy.
"Do you mind if I open this window?" asked Wentworth. "There's a
chill in the air outdoors that will feel
good. I've swallowed so much smoke
my throat feels raw."
"Open, every window In the room if
you like, old man. I'm going home."
""Hold on a minute," cried Wentworth unexpectedly. "I'll go you' Just
one more hand. Let's play one big
■take and then swear off forever."
"I tell you, Enoch, I haven't a cent.
Heaven knows how I can tide over
these months until the season opens.
It's a good thing I'm not a married
man." Merry laughed mirthlessly.
"One last hand!" pleaded Wentworth.
"Wha.t do you want to play fort"
Merry turned up a coat sleeve and
•tared at his cuff buttons thoughtfully.
"I have nothing left but these. I don't
think I'll put them up."
'We've thrown away enough money
and collateral tonight," Wentworth replied. "Let's make this stake something unique—sentimental, not financial. Why not make It your future
•gainst mine 7"
"That's a great stake I Sha'nt I
throw in my past!"
"No, let each of us play for the
ether's future. It la a mere fancy of
mine, but It appeals to me."
"Are you serious? What In God's
name would you do with my future if
you won it—what should I do with
yours?"
"I tell you. Ifs a mere fancy of
mine."
"All right Carry out your fancy. If
It amuses you. I ought to be willing
to stake my lite against yours on any
iand. If you say so."
"Do you mean that?"
:
"Yes, If you want to call me."
Andrew Merry smiled and blew a
Hurry of smoke rings Into the marble
face of the Shakespeare, while be
watched Wen tworth's pen hurry across
at sheet of paper. The newspaper man
banded it to him with the ink still
wet.
"There," he Bald, "we'll play for
that document, the winner's name to
be written at the top, the loser' to
write his name at the bottom."
Andrew, Merry read it aloud:
To
;
'
I hereby pledge myself until death
—to do your every bidding—to obey
your every demand—to the extent of
my physical and mental ability—you
to furnish ma with support

•Will that hold good in law?"
"Just so long as the loser is a man
of honor—no longer. Are you going
to weaken?"
"I'll be damned if I am. I'll put this
bit of paper In my ecrapbook."
"The man who wins, keeps that bit
ct paper," Wentworth answered with
a whimsical smile.
He tossed the unsigned bond Into
the center of the table and shuffled
the cards with grave deliberation.
Merry lit a fresh cigar and puffed it
meditatively. Upon each listless brain
began to dawn the realization that this
was a stake of greater import than the
rolls of bills which had grown lighter
and lighter till the last greenback vanished.
"Who'll deal?" asked Wentworth.
'We'll cut." Merry spoke quietly.
"Low deals, ace low."
Enoch Wentworth cut a tray, Merry
a seven spot, Wentworth shuffled the
cards again and held them out to his
opponent.
"Does one hand decide it?"
"Yes, one hand. Each man to discard, draw, and show down."
Wentworth dealt with noticeable
deliberation. They picked up their
bands.
"Give me four cards," said Merry.
"I'll take three." Wentworth's face
was as* solemn as his voice.
For a moment each man sat staring
at his hand. * Then Merry spoke.
"There's no use in showing down,"
be said. "I haven't even one little
inair."
"Hold on." expostulated Wentworth,
(scarcely concealing the relief which his
friend's admission gave him. "I'm only
lace high. Does that.beat you?"
j Merry's face also told its story of
reaction. "Same here," he said, laying
the card on the table face up, "and a
jolly king to follow it"
"King for me, too." Wentworth's
face flushed and his voice grew impatient "What's your next card?"
' "A ten," Merry replied tranquilly.

too tense to wonder why Enoch
awaited his declaration.
"Ten here. My God! are they all
alike?"
"Seven next"
"And mine's a seven!"
Both men paused, each with his
eyes on the other's card.
"And a four," cried Wentworth
Irritably. He passed bis hand across
bis forehead; it was. moist and cold.
"You win." When Merry tossed
down his hand a tray turned over—It
was the same tray which gave Went,
worth the deal.
Wentworth had drawn to an ace and
ten. Merry held up a 'king. The
younger man lifted a pen, dipped It
In the ink, and scrawled Enoch Wentworth across the slip of paper. At
the bottom he wrote with grave deliberation, Andrew Merry, and handed
the paper to Wentworth. The newspaper man stared at it for a moment
then dropped It on the table, told his
cheek on the palm of his hand, and.
looking straight in the face of the
actor, asked: "Merry, do you realize
what this means?"
"Not yet perhaps; still I wish you
more luck of my life than I've had.

"Let's Kssp This Transaction to Ourselves."

By ISABEL GORDON CURTIS
Author of "The Woman From Wolvtrtons," "Ths Congress

Woman," Etc
(Copyright. Mil. by F. Cl. Brown.)
when I came to New York. I found
his name in the cast of a light opera
company on Broadway. He was pretty
far down the list but before the thing
had run two weeks he was moved up
to second place. Bis work was unusual. He's the funniest Merry Andrew I ever saw, yet once In a while
there's a touch of whimsical, tearful
pathos In his antics that makes a
man—wink."
"Take me to see him." jcried the
girl eagerly.
"Well go tomorrow. It's his closing
night In "The King at Large.' , He's a
bigger favorite than several of the big
stars, yet—It's the queerest thing—In
all these years he's never taken the
step that would bring him to the top."
"Why?"
"The Lord knows. One manager
died, another went under. If s the uncertainty of stage life."
"And his mother?'" asked Dorcas.
"She died suddenly last season. A
fool usher gave Merry the telegram In
the middle of a performance, when he
went off the stage. He dropped as if
he'd been shot They rang down the
curtain until the understudy could get
Into his togs. He didn't act for two
months. I thought he would never
brace up. I had him here half the winter trying to cheer him. He gave me
the dumps."
"Poor fellow," cried Dorcas.
"I roused him through his pride.
He hadn't a cent to his name, so I
shamed him Into going back to workHe earns-lots of money, but It gets
away from him."
Wentworth's gaze turned to the litter of chips on the table. His sister's
eyes followed.
"Is It that?" she asked.
"Partly."
The girl rose to her feet She pot
her hands on her brother's shoulders
.and gazed down Into his face.
"Enoch," she said hesitatingly,' "I
wish you wouldn't You could help
your friend If you would turn over a
new leaf yourself.''
'We both swore'off tonight for good
and all, hjttle girl." Wentworth took
her hands between his own and looked
into her eyes with a resolute look. "I
want you to help both of us—Merry
and me. The evil of the world was
never whispered inside convent walls.
Ypu've left a quiet simple life—for a
very different world. .There's more
mission work waiting you right here
than If you had taken the veil."
"Enoch," the girl's face was grave
and earnest "Enoch, nothing would
ever make me take the veil. I have
only one ambition—I want to go on
the stage."
"Good Lord!" cried Wentworth, "1
never dreamed of such a future—for
you.
"You don't know stage life as I do,"
he continued seriously. "There are
women—and men for that matter—
who go into the profession clean
skinned, clean souled. They spend
their lives in it and come out clean;
but there are experiences they never
forget"
"Is life as bad as that?" ths girl
asked simply.
"Life is as bad," her brother
answered slowly, "and yet I would as
willingly see you go on the stage as
into society—I mean
fashionable
society, as I know It here in New
York. A newspaper man sees the
under side of life."
"It would not hurt me." The girl
tossed back a heavy braid of hair
which fell over her shoulder, and knelt
at Wentworth's knee.
"I have you always to turn to, big
brother," she whispered. She laid her
cheek fondly against his hand. "Don't
you remember that used to be tbe only
name I had for you? You were so big,
so Btrong, so wise and so—old. I used
to sit on the gatepost, waiting for you
to come home. Don't you remember
our Saturday tramps, how we used to
play 'I spy' in the orchard, and went
bird's-nesting, picnicking and fishing,
or playing Indian camp on the Island ?"
Enoch clasped her hands tightly. "I
remember, little Dorry. They were
the happiest days in my life."
"Let us get out of the city," cried
the girl. Their eyes turned to the sunlit square below. The morning rush
of New York life had begun, with its
clang of bells and thunder of vehicles.
"Dorcas, I'm off to bed. I haven't
shut an eye for 24 hours."

Now, since I'm to look to you tor support, could you scare up a nickel?
I've got to ride home, you know.
Before Wentworth could reply, the
curtains parted, and a girl's figure
showed itself for a brief moment
"I beg your pardon, Enoch, I thought
you were alone," she said, and the figure vanished as suddenly as It had appeared.
"Who's that?" Merry demanded.
Wentworth's only answer was
pull out the lining of his
From one he produced a quartef and
handed it to the actor. Merif pocketed
it, without further questioning, and
pulled on hie gloves.
"Good night," he /said, "or good
morning, whichever you choose.
"Say, old man." /Wentworth held
the door for a moment half closed
while he spoke. "Say, If you don't
mind, let's keep this transaction to
ourselves."
"I'm willing." Merry paused to
strike a light for his last cigar, then
he laid his hands solemnly across his
breast "Cross my heart," he added
in a sepulchral tone.
Wentworth started at the sound of
an opening door. A girl entered.
"For heaven's sake, Dorry! What
are you doing up at this unearthly
hour?"
"I've had my sleep, you haven't"
she answered with a laugh.
"Dorcas, sit down," said her brother.
"Do you see that fellow on the bench
under a tree?"
The girl leaned a hand on Wentworth's shoulder while she turned her
eyes In the direction his finger pointed.
"Yes! What's the matter with him?
Is he anybody you know? Is he,In
trouble?"
"He's an old friend of mine. It's
Andrew Merry, the comedian."
Wentworth sat for a moment gazing
into his'sister's beautiful face. She
was a child In spite of her eighteen
years. He felt like an ancient, sinbattered, soiled, city-worn hulk of
humanity as he returned the straightforward gaze of her gray eyes.
"Tell me about him, Enoch."
"I ran across him when I was doing
dramatics on the Pittsburgh Union.
CHAPTER II.
He was a genial lad, but there wasn't
much for him to tell an Interviewer.
The Measure of a Man.
He had been born and raised In a
A week later Wentworth and his siswestern town and then apprenticed to
a country bank. He hated figures and ter left town for a vacation. They had
loved the stage. He stuck to the discovered an old-fashioned farmledgers for a while because be was all house on a quiet stretch of shore, and
bis mother had. I guess she worshiped settled down contentedly to a simple,
outdoor life One morning a telegram
him."
"How did he happen to go on the broke their solitude.
"I have" half an hour to catch a train
stage?"
"Came on to New York, as they all to the city," said Enoch, as he tumbled
do sooner or later, and began .with a out of a hammock. "You may drive
turn in a vaudeville house. He had me to the depot if you wleh, Dorcas."
reached a salary of fifty a week. He ' "You're not called back to that hot
was perfectly happy except for one office," she cried wistfully, "after a
thing—he couldn't get the mother's vacation of only three days?"
"It lan't the paper,»Dorcas; it's
loneliness out of his mind. They wrote
Merry. Get into the buggy; I'll tell
to each other every day."
"I 'think I should like him," sug- you about It on pur way to the station.
You may drive." He leaned buck
gested Dorcas.
"I gave Merry all the space next comfortably la the wide seat "You
morning instead of the dancer, and he ! like driving, T don't"
"What's the matter with Mr.
wrote me a grateful letter. I didn't j
see him again until two years later,; Many?" Dorcas asked, "Is he 111?"

"Not that, but he's In danger of kfflIng his career. He's going up the state
to a little one-horse town to play leading roles in a ten, twenty, thirty stock
company."
"Why does he do that?"
"I gness he's broke. I cant tell
until I see him. I'll be back tonight or
tomorrow at the latest I'll wire you
what train. You'll meet ma, wont
you?"
"Of course," she promised.
Next morning the two men stood on
the platform of the smoker on a shore
accommodation train, which sauntered
from one small station to the next
skirting the water for miles.
Andrew Merry tossed a half-smoked
cigar Into a swamp beside the track
where the thin, green blades of cattails were whipped by tbe breeze.
"I don't believe I want to mix odors
this morning," he said.
"It is great ozone." Wentworth
lifted his hat to let the wind cool his
head. "There's the little station now!
I'll bet that speck of white is Dorcas!"
"How queer that I've never met
your sister," Merry suggested. "Is she
grown up?"
Wentworth laughed. "Almost," he
admitted. "You did see her once."
Merry followed Wentworth AS the
train stopped. In a half-dozed fashion
he shook hands with a tall young
woman in a white linen gown. Was
this the child—long limbed, gawky and
shy—he had imagined he might meet?
Somewhere back in his mind lay an
impression that Enoch had referred to
his sister as a young colt The
thought was so absurd that he smiled;
any coltish awkwardness must have
disappeared with short frocks! Merry
stared at the girl with bewildered admiration, wondering now why he had
never felt the mildest curiosity about
Wentworth's sister. He became conscious that he was making a mental
analysis; she had black-fringed gray
eyes; warmth and dancing blood
glowed In her face, for she had the
coloring of a Jack rose; a mass of
auburn hair was coiled in a loose knot
at the back of her head; she wore no
hat; a band of dull-blue velvet was
tied about her head and tell In a loose
bow over her ear, but strands of hair,
which glowed like copper in the sunshine, had escaped and blew about her
face; she had the tender mouth of a
child. In the straightforward eyes
was sweet womanliness, gentle determination, and a lack of feminine
vanity which Merry bad seldom seen
In the face of a beautiful woman. He
even forgot to drop her band while he
gazed Into her face, half admiringly,
half perplexedly..
"I've brought Mr. Merry down to
stay with us till we go home," Wentworth announced.
"I'm delighted," cried Dorcas cordially.
Next morning after breakfast Enoch
and his sister rowed out to deep water
with their fishing outfit Merry still
was In bed; he was tired, he pleaded,
and could not immediately acquire the
habit of early rising.
"What do you think of Andrew?"
asked Wentworth abruptly. He lifted
his head after the task of baiting a
hook and looked into his sister's face.
"I think he ought to be waked up."
^fTo Join our fishing trip?"
"I mean waked in his ambitions. He
seems to me like a man who has no
goal In sight He needs something to

In a Half-Dazed Faahlon
Hands.

He Shook

work for. He spoke last night of one
ambition he has—"
"Sort of moonlight confidences I"
queried her brother.
"No—not that He's determined to
Jump straight Into a part that will
wring the heart out of his listeners."
"That's foolish. The public wants
Just so much versatility. You can't
kill off a beloved comedian to resurrect a new emotional actor, no matter
how good he may be. People won't
stand for it"
»
"He isn't satisfied." The girl pulled
up her line and tossed away a morsel
of nibbled bait, covering the hook
with a fresh clam.
"Some greedy fish had a square
meal off your bait and never got the
hook in his gullet He'll come back
for more, then get caught It's the
same Way with human beings."
"Philosopher!" laughed Dorcas. She

dropped her line again Into deep water
and waited for her brother's prediction to come true.
Merry had breakfasted before their
return. He sat upon the vine-grown
piazza, gazing at the sparkle of the
ocean, when the two agile figures
stepped across his vision.
"Well, Sir Lazy, so you're up!" cited
the girl. "You should have been with
us to find an appetite. See our flan!
Here's a dinner for you!"
"I'm going to turn over a new leaf,"
said Merry. His 'eyes were fixed on
the girl's glowing face, and for a moment he shared her intense enjoyment
of life.
"Will you turn It over tomorrow
morning at sunrise?" she demanded.
"Even so' soon, most gracious lady."
He ewept her a stage bow, his soft hat
trailing the ground as if it had been a
cavalier's cap loaded with plumes.
Matching his grace, the girl turned
to him, laughing; with the mock
dignity of a queen.
"I command that at early dawn,
when the tide goes out ye hie three to
yon fiats and dig clams for our savory
meal."
"I shall obey, most royal highness,"
answered Merry solemnly.
"I believe be Is waking up," thought
Dorcas as she ran upstairs to dress tor
the noon dinner. "If he does that «**•
believe he has some backbone."
When Dorcas and her brother cams
down next morning for breakfast
Merry had disappeared.
"I'm glad I'm not your vfutlm," said
Wentworth, with a note of sympathy
In his voice.
."Enoch," the girl turned to him
gravely, "I told you he needed waking
up, and this is a good start It won't
hurt him a bit."
"Poor Merry! What a sight!"
They watched him come tramping
over the beach. He wore Farmer
Hutchins' overalls rolled up to his
knees and a flapping cow-breakfast
hat He carried a clam fork and occasionally shifted a heavy basket of
clams from one arm to the other.
CHAPTER III.

Casalopea's Chair.
Dorcas Wentworth stopped on the
crest of a cliff and looked down. A
few feet below her, on a ledge like a
wide shelf. Merry lay watching the
waves as they broke against the
Jagged walls of a narrow cove.
"Day-dreaming, Mr. Merry?" cried
the girL
He sprang to his feet "Why, I
never heard you. Do you wear velvet
shoes? Let me help you down." He
began to climb the uneven steps.
"The idea of helping me down, after
I have made my way alone over these
chasms!" She pointed to the wall behind her. Then resting one hand on
his shoulder, she leaped past him
lightly.
"What a heavenly retreat!"
"Yes," answered Merry, dreamily. "1
found it several days ago. I've called
It Casslopea's Chair."
"Who was Cassiopea?"
"I've forgotten. Some satellite creature, I believe. Her name has a restful sound, and this place hi restful and
lonely."
The girl laughed. "Were you daydreaming?"
,
"I suppose so. I was watching these'
waves. Most of them break without a
splash; then once in a while, away out
as far as your eye can reach, you see
one roll up, gathering force^ from you
can't imagine where, and it comes on
tempestuously through a calm sea, to
crash against the cliffs. Sometimes it
throws its spray up here." He pointed
to a wet line on the rock Just below
them. "Then again, one which promises to be a ripper amounts to nothing
when it breaks."
"Yes it is fascinating," she agreed.
"Yesterday I spent an hour watching
them. It makes me think of people."
"What people?" he demanded, not
understanding.
"All sorts. People who never do
anything, who saunter through life and
are the failures, and tbe few who live
after their work is done.
"Merry," in her intensity the girl
addressed him as her brother did.
"they make me think of you. Yost
could make a towering big wave of
your life. You don't!"
The man turned quickly and looked
Into her eyes with flushed face. He
did not speak.
"I wish—oh, I do wish"—Dorcas'
voice was like that-of an ardent child.
"I wish I could rouse you to make the
best of yourself. There Is so much
you could do!"
«
"Do you really think so?"
"No, I don't think it I know it You
are two people; one is lazy and Indifferent, with Just ambition enough to
do the work you have to do. You
can't help doing It well—you could not
do It badly. Then there Is the other—■
a man with vivid imagination, feeling,
emotion, and ability; but it ie so bard
to wake him up!"
Merry Jumped to bis feet and stared
down Into the girl's face. "How did
you learn this—about me? Has
Enoch laid my soul bare to your'
"Enoch told me something of your
career, that was all. I know you better than he does."
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

Only One.
She (gazing at the view)—What s
magnificent scene!
He (an auto fiend)—Yon mean that
limousine?
Vast Continent of Asia.
Asia, which la the largest of the continental, haa an estimated area ot IV
067,666 square miles.

The New Catechism.

A well-known doctor of Savannah
has two children—a little daughter,
aged six, and a small son, aged four.
One day he overheard the little girl
putting her brother through an exanv
lnatlon In Bible history.
"Do you know who the first man
and the first woman were?",
"Yeth, I do," lisped the boy.
"I'll bet you don't know theil
names," pressed tbe sister.
"I bet I do!" replied the little fair
low.
"Well, what were their names, then,
Mr. Smarty?"
"Edem and Abl" answered the llttlt
boy.—Saturday Evening Post

UNSIGHTLY PIMPLES ON FACE
62 Pine St, Waltham, Mass.skln affection began with pimples, my
face and neck being affected. They
were very itchy and burning, red and
Inflamed. The pimples came to a
bead. I scratched them until they
became Irritated. The breaking out
was very unsightly.
"I put on
and
but they
did not prove successful.' I saw the
Cutlcura Soap and Ointment advertisement so sent for some. In one week
they made my face and neck as clear
as if there was never a pimple on
them."
(Signed) Walter Murphy,
April a, 1914.
Cutlcura Soap and Ointment sold
throughout the world. Sample of each
tree, with 32-p. Skin Book. Address post,
Sard "Cutlcura, Dept L, Boston."—Adv.
The Dear Girls.

"He seems determined to kiss me,"
remarked the girl who was' Ashing
tor a compliment "I wonder why?"
"Hard to tell," said the other girt.
"This is the season for freak bets.'*
THINK OF THE MILLIONS
that have been relieved In the past 7S
years by Wright's Indian Vegetable
Pills and decide whether they are not
worth s trial. They regulate ths
bowels, stimulate the liver and purifjjl
the blood. Adv.
*
J
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To Make Mucilage.
A mucilage which holds with
prising tenacity can be made by
lng a Spanish onion for a short
and then pressing the Juice from

surboili
time
it

It probably never occurs to an eighteen-year-old -boy that he'll be a man,
some day and know as little as his
dad.
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Kraa.

Mario* nr* Buuar Co, Chicago.

Having to buy anything Interferes
with the spiritual pleasures ot shop'
ping.

WhenTired
and Heated

Will strengthen and refresh you. For storhach
and bowel ills, fatigue,
nervousness, and sleeplessness caused by heat
it has no rival worthy
of mention.
A delicious oomblnatlon of ginger, aromatloe
end French brandy for the relief of cramp*.
pains, colds, chills, weakness, nervousness and
fiiiwiania. look for the Owl Trad* Mark on
the wrapper, lest you ret a cheap, worthless or
dangerous substitute. Forty years tbe standard
of purity, flavor and strength. Sold by all
druggist* and grocers.
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You Can't Cut Out
kl ABSORBINE

A BOO SPAVUsVPUFF or IHOEOCOHMH

'

IBAC£ MARK HEb.U.S.FAT. off.

will clean them off permanently,,
and you work the horse tame time..
Does not blister or remove the)
hair. $2.00 per bottle, delivered.
WHl tell you more if you write.
Book 4 K free. ABSORBINE, Jit,
the antiseptic liniment for mankind,
reduces Varicose Veins, Ruptured
Masdss *r XJguents. Ettlmrred Gtaoo*, Goto**,
SaaCm Allays sslaitdtkly. Frk« J1.00 »na tt.ee
■ bods at dnucuu *r Ulrsnd. Manufactured *abr *T>

*.r.VOUNa,P.D.F„«0T.sW.Jt.,Sprlnofl.la,M«*s.
W. N. U, BOSTON, NO. 32-1J14.

WEST BROOKFlELD.
Mrs William T. Hawks of Brooklyn, is
at the BarneAonie.
e George Robinson, North Adams, is the
piest of Clarence Hocum.
Mrs Harry C. Greene, Medford, is visiting Mrs Elliott L. Greene.
P. B. Rohan, Mrs Rohan and son, are
in a cottage at Tanski grove.
Miss Mary V. Norton, Springfield, is a
gnest of Mrs Sarah A. Turner.
Miss Dora Allen is visiting Mr and Mrs
Everett Newhall of Somerville.
Miss Martha Canterbury is spending
her vacation in Ogonquit, Maine.
Mr'and Mrs "Joseph IClarkJhave had
Miss Dorothy Longley forja guest. I
I Mrs Nellie Lyons of North Brookfleld,
is visiting Mr;and^Mrs John Mulvey.
Mrs Royal A. Mclntyre, Springfield,
has been guest of Mrs Ada M.JBteck.
Miss Mildred Barnes, Springfield, is
visiting Mr and Mrs Addison W. Beals.
Miss Eva Shaw, (Jrono, Me., is the
guest of her brother, William, M. Shaw.
Miss Sarah McKay, Brooklyn, is with
the family of Mr and Mrs Martin1 Gilmore.
Mrs George G. GIJSS and] son of South
Barre, are visiting Mr and Mrs George
Wright.
Miss Emma J. Cheney, Church St., is
atKeene, N. H. with the family of D,
C.Wilbur.,.
. „.
_..
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Members of the Watson family assembled Sunday, at the old home for the last
time before it was sold. The place is
known as Indian Leap farm. Mrs Louis
A. Gilbert and son Watson C. Gilbert,
who have been living on the farm with
Mrs Gilbert's father Charles W. Watson,
will move to Springfield, Sept. 1, where
Mr Gilbert is in the employ of the city
fire department. Mr Watson is 79 years
of age. Among those at the gathering
were Mr and Mrs Herman W. King,
East Longmeadow; Mr and Mrs Herbert
K. Watsori and daughter, of Worcester
Dr and Mrs Windsor R. Smith and
daughter, West Brookfleld; Mr Clarke,
Canada; Mrs Louis A. Gilbert and son,
and Francis H. Tucker. .
Susan F. (Adams), widow of Lemuel
Fullam, died at'hi?r home on Central St.
Tuesday morning, at 7 o'clock of valvular disease of the heart.
Mrs Fullam
was born in West Brookfleld 77 years
ago and has lived here all her life.
She
was the daughter of William and Martha
(Marsh) Adams. She was married Sept.
16, 1858. Mrs Fullam is survived by two
children, Frank L. of Parlin, N. J., and
Martha, wife of Frank W. Blair, Brookline. She was a member of the old West
Brookfleld reading circle which was active before the days of the library.
She
was first president of the Social and
Charitable society, The funeral was from
her home, Thursday afternoon, at 4
o'clock. Burial was in Pine Grove cemetery.
Special Town Meeting.

field, Warren and Ware.

When you are telling a lie yon
breathe differently from when you are
telling the truth. The difference was
discovered by means of some tests
mar's upon his students by Professor
Benuesl of Graz.
He prepared cards bearing letters,
figures and diagrams and distributed
these among his pupils. These were
required to describe the cards correctly, except In certain cases when the
cards were marked with a red star
and the students receiving them were
required to describe them faleely.
Each student was watched carefully
by his fellows, who. Ignorant of the
nature of the card, tried to Judge from
his manner whether he was telling the
truth or not The watchers were unable to Judge with any certainty.
But before each man began his test
the time occupied in Inspiration and
expiration was measured, and the
measurement was taken again Immediately after he finished. It was found
that the utterance f .-. false statement
always Increased and the utterance of
a true statement always diminished,
the quotient obtained by dividing the
time of Inspiration by the time of expiration.
Dr. Anton Rose, commenting In Die
Umschau on these results, remarks
that the discovery furnishes a certain
criterion between truth and falsehood.
For even a clever liar Is likely to fall
in an attempt to escape detection by
breathing Irregularly, Professor Benussl having discovered that men are
unable voluntarily to change their respiration so as to affect the result

Chance for a Rat-Catcher.
The slaughter bouses and fish and
meat market In the center of the city
of Sheffield, Etngland, are about to be
torn down, and the public recognizes
that this will result in the migration
of millions of rats. The local newspapers are demanding that measures be
Each year more and more summer so- taken to destroy these vermin before
journers from all over the country are they have a chance to find homes elseMrs Frederick W. Cowles-has received seeking pleasant spots in New England, where. The American consul at Shefword that Dr Cowles would sail on the patronizing well-managed hotels and the field suggests that some American verAllan line from Liverpool, on Wednes- pleasantly located boarding places and min-killer might make a good thing
farms where paying,guests are received.
day in company with Dr. Trowbridge of
out of this.
Each season. thousands of people turn
"Worcester, with whom he had planned,
le
The
war
*°
"
advertising
columns
of
the
Boston
to study in Berlin and Vienna.
The Life Sentence.
* . I Evening Transcript, where so many anArthur Hoe of printing press fame
troubles have caused them to change their j n0uncements of summer places are pubsaid at a typographer's dinner In New
plans. They were to have left England, lished.
Many families prefer to lease farms, York:
on the first of August for Rotterdam,
"The American business man works
Hunafter attending the world's medical con- houses or cottages in the country.
dreds of properties are sold every season too hard. Nothing but accident can
ference in London.
to parties from Eastern and Western make him stop work.
"The American business man's life,
The property owned by the heirs of cities who are attracted by advertisements
in the Transcript.
in fact, is a sentence wherein illness
Lucy A. Smith, was sold on Monday to
If you desire to reach the well-to-do alone makes the commas and death
Dr. Clifford J. Huyck.
It includes the
_ ,,
,
. people
m and attract them to your town in- makes the period."
house, barn and one acre o( land, assessed Sert'a we|i.worrted advertisement in the
for 83610. Mr and Mrs John F. Gould, Boston Transcript.
An Inventor,
Battle Creek, Mich., who have been occuFull information, rates, sample copies
"Who is that chap who Just left
and
advice
cheerfully
given
on
request).
pying the bouse since the death of Mrs
7ouT*
Gould's mother, Mrs Lucy Smith, expect
"He's an Inventor."
to leave West Brookfleld about Aug. 15.
"Of whatr
Dr Huyck will move into his new botue
"Of reasons why I should lend him
Are dollars and of excuses when I do."
Settt. 1.
334 Washington St.. Bosto
The Social and Charitable society will
accept Mrs J. Howard Gaylord's invitation and conduct a picnic at her home
Aug. 20, on the shore of Lake Wickaboag. The members will assemble at Mrs
Charles Clark's home Aug. 18 for a sewing meeting and to discuss final plans for
the picnic.

Boston Transcript Co,

Boston & Albany R. R.

Liar Can Be Detected by Tests Devised by Professor Benusei
of Graz.

A special town meeting was held in
Edward M. Seeton, station agent, is
town hall, Thursday night to take action
spending his vacation at Naples, Sebago
on ten articles concerning appropriations
Lake, Me.
for repairs to bridges, water and repairs
Mr and Mrs Oswald Riberdy, Church
on the fountain on the common, a firePaid for Her Mourner*.
street, are entertaining Joseph Lavigne,
escape for town hall, to rescind a vote in
The little town of/ Isle-sur-Segne
Brockton.
connection with two runs of water from saw a very popular funeral recently,
Miss Edith Coon of Springfield, isjvisit- the so-called Smith reservoir, and to in- when the remains of an old maid,
ing Mrs Helen Phelps, on North Brook- struct the school committee in their desire scarcely known except to her Immefield Road.
diate neighbors, were escorted to the
for re-electing a former teacher.
a
thousand
Miss Aurora Normandin, of New BedIt was voted to appropriate 8825 for a cemetery by nearly
ford, has been visiting Mr and Mrs Mich- new cement bridge at outlet of Lake mourners.
The story had gone abroad that the
ael Fitzgerald.
Wickaboag, and 8200 to put the drinkold lady left Instructions In her will
Arthur R. Stolre, Hartford, is spending ing fountain on the common in good con- to distribute a small sum to each perIt was son who should see her buried, at
two week* with his parents, Mr and Mrs dition and supply it with water.
voted to close the gallery at the town*haM the gates of the cemetery after the
Adolphus Stone.
Mrs William Garbutt and party of for the present, and to fix the settees and ceremony. For this purpose she had
Springfield, are among the campers at doors to conform to requirements of the collected 100 five-penny pieces, and
state police. It was also voted to place also set apart £4 for the funeral
Lakeside grove.
the new watering trough in the square as music accompanying her hearse.
Miss Agnes G. Madden, Church street,
Those stipulations were scrupulousnear the location os the old one as possiis visiting her sister, Mrs Frank Irish, of
ble. $500 was voted to replank the rail- ly carried out, and after being played
Into the cemetery with all the famous
Waterbury, Conn.
road bridge near the depot.
dead marches, the mourners Indulged
Mr and Mrs Charles S. Mundell are
In such a contest for the small coins
entertaining their daughter, Mrs Aimee
Death of Alfred C. White.
at the gate that a strong force of poDanaireau, Athol.
lice, gathered In anticipation, had to
Alfred C. White was stricken with Interfere to restore order.—London
Mr and Mrs Frank A. Carter, North
Main street, have had Miss Ruth D. Prou- hemmorrhage, last evening, while on the Standard.
street, and died at 5.30 this morning,
ty of Brockton for a guest.
aged about 65. The funeral will be pri.
Bargain Hunting.
Ralph H. Benson and family of WorAn amusing story Is told In collecvate, from the home on Monday at 2 p.
cester, are visiting Mr Benson's parents,
in., in charge of Mr Charles Lane.
Mr tion with the early days of Sir J. B.
Mr and Mrs Andrew L. Benson.
White was a member of the school.com- Robinson, the South African million' Mrs G. Frank Gilmore is hostess to mittee, of the F. 4 A. M , and of the aire, who has been figuring promiMrs James E. Brown and family, Spring- Grange. He leaves a mother and three nently In the London law courts.
He was crossing the Vaal river In
field, and Mrs A. T. Eddy, Wakefield
sisters—Alice, Grace and Florence.
1869, looking for diamonds. He asked
Theft of carpenters' tools, valued at
the natives If they had seen any
"pretty stones," and at last he found
♦20, and belonging to Charles F. SampTo Mend Furniture.
son was reported to the police on MonCracks In furniture should be filled a man who had a diamond. It was
with beeswax. Soften the beeswax un- a small stone, and the prospector ofday.
fered him S50 for It, but he refused
Charles Converse and family with Miss til It becomes like putty, then press
It firmly Into the cracks, and smooth to part with It He Increased his ofMary S. Hitchcock and Roger Reed, of
the surface over with a thin knife. fer to $60, but still the man refused.
Warren, will camp in Lakeside grove for
"What will you take for it?" he
Sandpaper the surrounding wood, and
two weeks.
work some of the dust Into the bees- was asked.
"Twenty goats," was the firm reply;
Charles W. Bugbee's summer place at wax. This gives a finish to the wood,
the head of Lake Wickaboag, is occupied and when It. Is varnished the cracks "nothing less."
"I sent off to the farm," says Sir J.
by Fred T. Moynihan and Edward 8. will have disappeared. Putty used in
the same way soon dries and falls out. B. Robinson, in telling the story, "and
Whooley, Boston.
bought 20 goats for $37.50, and so got
*■ The Girls' Friendly society had an outpossession of my first diamond."
Restoring White Enamel.
ing at the home of Miss A Ithea DuncanTo cleanse and restore white enamel
son at the head of Lake \\ ickaboag, on
Purchasing Electricity.
furniture that has become soiled or
Monday afternoon.
A fact which spea'ks eloquently for
discolored, treat It thUB:
Melt one the administration of the electrical
Mrs Edwin B. Robinson, Dorchester;
tablespoonful of bicarbonate of soda
and Mrs F. N. Disney, Worcester, were In one quart of boiling water; when power companies of this ' country is
that while in 1902 electric railways
guests on Thursday c.t Mr and MrB W. cool, wash the furniture with the solupurchased very little power, ten years
ft. Kendrick, Central street.
tion, using an old flannel cloth for later 33 per cent of all the power used
was purchased. Illinois, In 1912, purWest Brookfleld A. A. defeated Leices- the purpose.
chased electricity amounting to 58 per
ter, 18 to 2, at Quaboag park, Saturday
Bully! Oh, Very Bull-ey!
cent, while In Chicago, during the first
afternoon, the game being called in the
Irish Policeman—If ye want to few months of the present year, sur-eighth inning to allow the visiting players
smoke here ye'll have to alther put face and elevated railways used 90 per
to catch a car. ,
out yer cigar or go somewhere Use.
cent of purchased electrlcial energy.
The Allen and Ilaskins club had an
This seems to Indicate that by specialouting at the home of Mrs John Donelizing and producing in large quantities
son, Saturday. Members of the club are
the electric service companies are enadescendants of the Allen and Haskius
bled to furnish current cheaper than
Industrial establishments can produce
families, and came from Worcester, BosIt themselves.
.,
ton, Springfield, Spencer, North Brook-

Summer
Places
Wanted
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BETRAYED BY HIS BREATHING

IN. Y. C. « H. K. K. R. Co., L.....)

(Copyright)
Snarler Kelly peered through the
bare Into the prison cell in which sat,
sullen, defiant and nursing a desperate
revenge, his only son.
"How Is It, Jim? Cheer up, boy.
Two years don't last long."
"No, It won't be long," agreed the
son. "Don't worry about me."
"Jim, I know you never pulled that
job. Somebody's stuok the goods on
you an' got you In queer,"
The other looked up with slow Inquiry. "What makes you think so 7"
he asked.
"Think sol Weren't you always too
blamed honest to suit your dad? You'd
act tough an' ugly, an' rough house It
with the best of 'em; but I never could
get you to be anything but honest.
Somebody's crooked this on to you, an'
I'm going to find out who did it"
His father leered at him through
half-closed eyes of Infinite cunning.
"Be waiting for me when I come
out," assented Jim, with more of
warmth and life than he had shown
before, "and let me know who It Is. I
guess two years won't make me love
him more."
His father turned and passed Into
the light of the free air, while the son
looked after him with a scowl of
dreadfur hate.

To BOSTON
Round
Trip

Wednesday, August
Prom Oak Street . .
North Wilbraham . ,
, Palmer ......
West Brimfield . . ,
West Warren ....
Warren ......
W. Brookfleld . . ,
Gllbert.vUle and Ware
(br trolley to West Brookfleld)
Brookfleld,
7.46 a.m.
E. Brookfleld, 7.52 a.m.
Returning leave Boston 8.00 p.m.
Number of ticket. limited.
Full faro charged on train*.
Purchase your tickets early at Boston
ft Albany Stations.

MAILS DUE TO ARBIVB.
A. M. 6.46—East and West.
»M—West.
F. M. 12.46—Bast and West.
2.00—West
4.60—East.
7.05—Bast and West.
yAILS CLOSE.
A. M. 6.00—West.
(.45—Bast.
,
11.30—East auil West.
P. M. 1J)0—West.
4.40—East.
6.00—East and West.
Hails for East Brookfleld are despatched at
6.4* A. M., 11.30 A. M. and 1 P. M. Malls from
East Brookfleld are received at 9.30 A. M. and
6.40 P.M.
Package mails are despatched twice daily as
follows:—11.80 A. M. East and North, 6 P. M.
West and South.
Mails for the Rural Delivery is closed at 8.15
A. M. and received at 1.30 P. M.
The office hours will be:—6 80 A. M. to 8 P. M
Holidays, 6.30 to9.30 A.M. andS to6 P.M.
JOHN HOWE, Postmaster,
PAUL M. KEANEY, Asst.

NORTH BROOKFlELD.
8.86 by the town clock still.
Miss Mildred Tarbell of Springfield is
visiting friends in town.
Mr and Mrs Fred Wiley go to Buckland for a week's vacation.
Union Sunday School picnic
Lashaway, Thursday, Aug. 13.

at Lake

Mrs Tainitor of Boston will occupy the
pulpit of the Congregational church next
Sunday.

Snarler Kelly plugged doggedly
alongside the railroad track and meditated on ugliness. Even apart from
the dismal desert landscape he had
plenty of material for meditation, for
to achieve ugliness had been the ambition of hie degenerate life, and In
that, at least he had not failed.
But It's the boy, Jim, with whom
this story Is chiefly concerned. The
Snarler had built up fond hopes of
being mighty proud of Jim, for at an
early age Jim showed himself an apt
pupil In the lessons of ugliness which
his fond parent constantly Instilled.
One day, the time. In the estimation
of the Snarler, being ripe for more
definite instruction in the training of
hie offspring, he had broached unto
Jim the pulling of a pretty bit of villainy, which was to nourish his own
empty exchequer and start the young
man upon his natural career.
<5
The boy listened until the man was
through, his eyes on the ground and
his accustomed scowl knitting his
brow.> Then he looked up.
"That's thieving, ain't it?" he inquired.
The Snarler was a little taken aback
for a moment To qualify things had
never occurred to him.
"Sure, Mike," he said uneasily,
"Then count me out," growled Jim.
So the kid refused his career, and
the Snarler, after hiding his disgust In Unfavorable weaher and unsettled business have forced the
three days of oblivion, resumed his
most remarkable values in our history.
with, the careful cowardice of the petty
sneak-thief.
But at length there came a time
when, tempted by a seemingly easy
opportunity Into larger operation, cowardice overreached care, and the trail
became too hot for Snarler's peace of
mind. And so, with simple cunning,
he had pulled the trick that saved him
and sent his son to jail.
Certainly it was upon ugliness that
Snarler meditated as he plugged doggedly alongside the railroad track.
Night drew in, and In the distance he
saw against the dark sky the panting
glare of an engine's exhaust.
Ten minutes later he had swung
himself thankfully into the open box
car. He struck a match to find his
bearings, and found himself staring
into the barrel of a big revolver, too
dazed to do anything but hold the
match.
The other came to hie relief with a
short laugh. "That's all right, bo,"
said he. "I thought maybe you was a
shack, an' I'll put a shack's light out
before I'll hit the ties and starve in
this desert I'm a tough guy, I am."
"1 don't blame you," agreed the
Snarler.
"I was kicked off myself,
yesterday, after I'd lost my gun. It I
hadn't lost It—I'm a tough guy myAntlers of Slow Growth.
Rats Great Disease Carriers.
self," he finished significantly.
When a stag loses Its horns It reThree different animals are plague
Overhead there was the sound of tires to the dense woods, away from Carriers—the tarbagon or marmot (a
heavy shoes.
Then there was the its kind, and remains secluded until it rodent) of the trans-Baikal region,
flicker of a light. With easy strength is again armed. The growth of the roughly embracing great sections of
a brakeman had swung himself Into new pair of antiers 1B very remark- Siberia; the ground squirrel of Calithe car, his lantern slung, by a string able. The young buck does not at- fornia; the wild rat of Africa. The
around his neck.
tain the fully-branched pair until late greatest mischief Is done'by rats that
"Hit the gravel!" he growled, as he ID life. The first set may hare only get into ships and then go ashore at
a few branches, but the next year the ports of call. The rats are bitten
held the light on them.
"Beat It," snapped the tramp, push- another point or more is gained, and by fleas and the fleas In turn bite man.
so on, until, in several years, the ani- Rats also are carriers of leprosy, and
ing his big gun Into the foreground.
But It wag Kelly on whom the brake- mal may hare—as In the case of a it Is thought that they may fall vicman's eye rested, and he lowered his red stag caught In England—a pair tims of cancer, both of which they can
of antlers with 68 points.
lantern quickly.
transmit to man.
"Beat It, d'ye hear!" again ordered
the gunman.
Trees 700 Years Old.
Ethar Makes a Fountain.
Suddenly the brakeman dropped to
Observations and records as to the
Pour water Into a bottle until It Is
one knee. Like a flash his hand was
in and out of his overalls pocket. The general age of trees have shown that one-third full. Pour a little ether upon
gunman's bullet went high and passed the pine tree attains TOO years as a the water. Through the cork pass
through the open door, but the train- maximum length of life; 425 years is a glass tube until Its lower end is In
regarded as the allotted span of the the water. Put the flask Into a douman's shot took the other between the
sliver fir; the larch lives, as a rule, ble boiler and heat over the gas stove.
eyes, and be lurched forward—dead.
about 275 yearB; the red beech, 245; The ether by suddenly turning to vaWith hardly a look at him the brakethe aspen, 210; the birch, 200; the por will make the water .squirt out
man turned his gun upon the Snarler.
ash, 170; the elder, 145; the elm. 130. of the tube like a miniature fountain.
"Turn around an' put your hands beThe interior diameter of the tube
hind your back," he ordered).
should be no greater than one-tenth
The Snarler laughed, a'trifle uneasHelp to Absent-Minded.
of an Inch.
ily and sheepishly.
A watch that accurately indicates
"What's the matter, Jim?" said he.
the
exact
time
elapsed
since
the
last
"Don't you know your old dad? Sou
She Misunderstood.
time It was wound has recently been
sure are an ugly guy."
"There is one thing I wish to say to
And Jim put his face close to his placed on the market. The face of you. The last girl had a habit of
father's. "You* bet I know TOU. An' the timekeeper is provided with a coming Into the parlor and playing
you bet I'm tfn ugly guy. You trained ■mall dial near the top of the regular the piano occasionally.
You never
me in ugliness, an' I'm learning erery dial, which has a small hand that play the piano, do you?" New Do■hows when the mainspring was last
day. Your name's scratched on this
wound, and also records the progress mestic—"Yis, mum, I play; but 111
gun, an' there's a sheriff at the next
hev to charge yer half a dollar a week
of its unwinding, thus showing at a
stop. It's an ugly circle, an' you're
extry if I am to furnish music for the
glance when the watch needs re-winddrew it yourself. Turn around."
family."
ing-

RICHARD HEALY CO.
SECOND WEEK
OF OUR CELEBRATED'

Cash Clearance Sale
BANNER BARGAIN EVENT OF THE YEAR

SI25.000 Worth of
Spring aim Summer Garments aim Dresses
AT ONE-HALF AND ONE-THIRD

SUITS, $5.00, $7.50, $9:75 to $25.00
COATS, $5.00, $9.75, $15.00 to $25.00
DRESSES, $1.98, $2.98, $3.98 to $35.00
WAISTS, 79 c, $1.50, $1.98 to $12.50
Girls' Coats and Dresses at Final Markdown

Full Descriptions and Prices in*
Daily Papers.

Richard Healy Co.

Five Floors, 512 Main Street, Worcester, Mass.

MrsSprague of Riverpoint, B. I.,.is
visiting Mrs Theodore C. Bates at Aberdeen hall.
Mrs Elizabeth 6. Cutler left on Thursday for her annual visit with frier/da in
Troy, N. Y.
Miss Irene Taylor went to Harrisville,
N. H« Thursday morning to spend a
week with friends.

Mrs W. Howard Whiting is very seriously ill at her borne on Summer street.
Mrs Harriet Ranger Snow is quite ill
with ptomaine poisoning at her home in
Worcester.
The body of John Bradley of Brockton will be brought here for burial at
12.45 p. m. to-morrow.
Dr. Geo. R. Spooner hag gone to Worcester in an automobile this afternoon to
bring home from the hospital Mr Frank
Greene.

are^ in

Mr and Mrs W. A. Dwinell of Topsfield, Mr and Mrs Roland E. Pierce of
Worcester, are guests of Mr and Mrs
Barnes at Putnam bill farm.
Born, at Chicago, Ills., Aug. 4, a son
to Karl T. and Florence Jacobsen, and
grandson to Mr and Mrs Emerson H.
Stoddard of East Brookfleld.
The music committee of the Congregational church will hold a food sale in the
chapel on Friday, Aug. 14, at 3 o'clock.
Plenty of good things for sale.
Miss Isabel Morse of Gilbert St., gave
selected readings for the entertainment at
the Rice Corner picnic at Point of Pines,
Lake Quacumquasit, Wednesday.
Fred H. Lane and four of his children
are spending the week at the home of his
father, John H. Lane.
He is now employed by the American Express Company in Boston.
Miss Helen Prouty is in town for a vacation. She has been a private tutor in
Cleveland, and for the last two weeks in
the Adirondack8,
She expects to go
South in October.
"^n an interview this morning at the
Phoenix Linen Mills, Supt. Robert Andrews assured the JOURNAL representat tive that he was confident of being able
to start up the machinery of the mills in
a week or ten days.
• Before you go to bed tonight go down
on your knees and thank God that you
live in America, where the constant shadow of war is not over us and our home
and happiness are not dependent on the
nod of a warlord.—Truth.
Supt. Andrews of the Phoenix Linen
Mills, and his two daughters, will occupy
the house of Mrs William E. Hobbs on
King.street. Mrs Hobbs expects to travel extensively, and her son Arthur will
remove to the Whiteley house on Slhool
street.

NEW BRAINTREE.

The executive committee of the Appleton Club have completed the provisional
program for the twenty-sixth senson, as
printed below.
Assignments of papers
will be sent out by the secretary, Miss
Mary French, early next week. The program is subject to slight changes as may
be necessary.

Miss Cora Titus spent the week end j
with her brother, Leonard Titus of Hoiyoke.

Oct. 7, 1914.
Hostess—Mjss Lawrence.
Physical Spain.
202 dogs have been licensed up to date, The Moorish Invasion.
and only 7 remain. Officer Quill hopes
Gibraltarto round-up the owners of these before Entertainment—Spanish Poems.
to-morrow night, and either get the
Oct. 21, 1914.
money or bale the offenders into court on
Hostess—Mrs Greene.
Monday.
The Alhambra.
Born—at Springfield, Aug. 4, a daugh- Early Legends.
ter (Daphne) Ao Mr and Mrs Henry J. The Cid.
Porter, of Mbntclair, N. J., and grand- Entertainment—Spanish Love Songs.
daughter of Charles A. Porter of WindNoy. 4, 1914.
sor Locks, Conn., formerly of North
Hostess—Mrs Prouty.
Brookfleld.
The Court of Ferdinand and Isabella.
The D. A. R. Chapter on Saturday, Spanish Chivalry.
Aug. 1, completed the re-organisation of The Spanish Inquisition.
of the Chapter, filling all vacancies on Entertainment—Spanish Ballads.
officers and committees.
This was folNov. 18, 1914.
lowed by a short literary and musical
'
Hostess —Mrs Sherwood.
programme, and a social hour.
The
Spain as a Sea Power.
next regular meeting will be on SaturPhilip II.
day, Oct. 3, at 3 p. in.
Cathedrals of Spain.
Mr Charles D. Sage made a call this
Entertaininent-'-Pictures.
week on Rev. Arthur T. Parsons at ShefDec. 2, 1914.
field, Mass., and learned that be is plan
Hostess—Mrs Cooke.
ning to retire from the active work of the
Famous Spanish Exploreis.
ministry, Oct. 1. He has been very sucThe Grandees of Spain.
cessful in his pastorate there, and only
Entertainment—Spanish Folk Dances.
relinguishes it on account of his health.
Dec 16, 1914.
Mr Parsons will be remembered as the
Hostess—Miss Morse.
rector of Christ Memorial church before
Spanish Monasteries.
Mr Adams.
The Cities of Spain.
The sale of the property of the W., B.
Spanish Traditions.
& S,. street railway company, scheduled
for Thursday, was again postponed; this Entertainment—Readings.

time to Thursday, Sept. 10.
It is exMrs Alfred W. Warner and daughter,
pected that the Receiver will ask the court
of Springfield, are visiting Miss Isabel
to reduce the amount named as an "upMorse, on Gilbert St.
set price," viz: •150,000, as no one seems
Eev Edward L. Judge of St. Joseph's
to be willing to offer so much, and the
church is critically ill of heart disease at
market for street railways is not overthe rectory on Mt. Pleasant.
crowded with buyers that want to pay
Mr Riccius, of All Saints church, at big prices, even for a going proposition.
Worcester, will conduct the service at the
Last Monday afternoon and evening,
Memorial church, next Sunday morning.
Mr and Mrs W. D. Heusted of "The WaThe last message received from Miss sted," who have a spacious bungalow on
Stella Cuddy, who is now in Europe, the west shore of Lake Lashaway, invited
made no allusion to war or rumors of in some 60 neighbors and friends to help
war.
them celebrate their 43rd wedding anniTheir daughter, Mrs Wilmont,
Rev. Sherman Goodwin of the Brook versary.
field Congregational church will preach and her daughters, helped to make
at the Methodist church, Sunday after- everybody happy with a jolly good time.
Substantial refreshments wereserved. In
noon at 2.
Mrs Daniel Gilbert, Mr and Mrs George the evening there was a fine display of
Deane, Mr and Mrs Jain^s D. Foster, fireworks on the wharf and shore.
Daniel B. and Roland Gilbert
camp at the lake.

The Appleton Club.

Jan. 6, 1915.
Cervantes.
Selections From His Works.
The French Invasions.
Entertainment—Music
»
Jan. 20, 1915.
Host—Mr Charles E. Allen.
Racial Characteristics.
Gypsy Life in Spain.
Velasquez and Murillo.
Entertainment—Gypsy Songs.
Feb. 3, 1915.
Hostess—Mrs F. A. Smith.
The Carlists.
The Buccaneers.
The Bandits.
Entertainment—Tableaux.

March 3, 1915.
Hostess—Miss Witter.
Modern Spanish Painters.
Miss Fanny Jetfks, daughter of Mr and Spanish Festivals.
Mrs George A. Jenks, who sailed for a The Bull Fights.
European tour early in July, was last Entertainment—Music.
heard from at Amsterdam in Holland.
March 24, 1915.
,
She was to leave the next day for BrusHostess—Miss Warner.
sels.
The letter was dated July 27,
Spanish Royalty.
,
before war was declared, and was received The Beggars.
here on Friday last. It gave no intimation Arts and Crafts.
that she foresaw any trouble ahead.
As Nomination of Officers.
no word has been received from her since, Entertainment.
her friends are uncertain as to whether
April 7, 1916.
she continued her trip through the zone
Present Day Issues in Spain.
which is now at war, or not. Dr. JackSpanish Courtships.
son, of New York, a brother of Mrs A.
Entertainment.
0. Stoddard and Mrs Geo. R. Doane is
Election of Officers.
also abroad, having gone out to attend
the medicaf meetings in Paris and LonDeath of Charles Hirbour.
don. No word has been recwlved from
hiii since the troubles began.
Charles Hirbour died at his home on St.
The annual Grange picnic at the home Clair Avenue, at 12.15 p. m., Thursday,
of the wprthy master, J. Georgia Stod- aged 65. His death was the result of a
dard on Thursday, was a great success paralytic shock on Monday.
Mr Hirwith, 150 present.
A fine dinner was bour was born at St. Helen, P. Q., and
served by Mrs C. H. Witt, Jennie E. came to North Brookfleld in 1870.
Hig
Doane, Albert L. Woodis and George M. wife, who survives him, was Miss Louisa
Howe. After dinner the Sport Committee, Duval of Putnam, Conn., and their marColby Johnson, Leon A. Doane, Marion riage was in 1868. Mr Hirbour was for
Hill, Hattie Brigham, E. W. Burr, Benj. a long time employed in the boot treeing
M. Banks, furnished an interesting pro- department of Batcheller factory, under
gram of sports. A Potato Race was won Jason C. Stoddard. In lS^he started
by Theodore Bigelow; a girls' Bag Race the bottling works, which in 1907 were
fegr Freda Hanson; a boys' Bag Race by turned over to his sons, and he has since
Ralph Stuart. There were 3 three legged been interested in farming.
He was
races, a little boys' race, a men's tug of an enthusiastic horseman, and deeply inwar and also a tug of war by the girls, terested in the breeding of blooded stock.
and one by the boys.
The usual base He was a clear-headed, successful busiball game was enjoyed by many and ness man, with good judgment, and alother games were entered into by others. ways good-natured and happy in his
All agree that Long View farm is an ideal intercourse with the public.
place for a picnic.
He leaves three sons—Ulrioh and
Oscar of North Brookfleld, and Theodore,
Union Picnic.
in Texas; and three daughters, Vinnie
(Mrs John Mulvey) of Spencer, Addie
The protestant Sunday Schools and their (Mrs Ralph Huard), and Regina, the
friends will hold their annual union picnic two latter of North Brookfleld. The fuat La e Lashaway next Thursday.
The neral will be from St. Joseph's church at
place chosen is on land of Mrs T. C. 9 a. ui., Saturday.
Bates, in the pines near the ice-house,
at the lower end of the lake, on the west
Base Ball Briefs.
side.
Special cars will leave North BrookTo-in arrow, August 8th, will be the
field at 10.1-5 a. in., and the ronnd trip battle royal, when the B & R will undertickets, will cost ten cents. The young- take to defeat the Matchle s, at Spencer,

Mr and Mrs Louis H. Corastock of
Providence, R. I., who have just returned from a visit to friends in Omaha, j
and Mr E. V. Wood and daughter, EsthTrfof Winchendonrhave'been'visitmg!et members of the Sunday School will be
at the home of Dr. Edmands, the mother carried free.
The church bell will ring at 9 a.m.,
of Mrs Comstock, on Summer street.
unless it rains enough to make it seem
Remember that all who ever went to
best to postpone the picnic until Friday.
school in District No. T are cordially inShould it also rain Friday, the picnic will
vited to attend the' eighth annual re-unbe abandoned for this year.
ion at the school-house on Wednesday,
Everyone is requested to bring their
Aug. 12.
There will be conveyance at
,.,*.,
. .
.
. ,, , , .
.
own lunch and drinking cup, and
the railroad station about 11 o'elock, for ,
„_iTZt_ _« IL- _.tTAt ""
lemon.
Friends of the school, either
all who wish to go down.
Take basket
adults or children, are invited to join in
much.
the trip. As usual, Mr H. J. Lawrence
Officer Stephen Quill is looking for
will look after the transportation, and
berry.picker boy, who called on Mrs the lemonade will be prepared by Mr N.
George Woods, Arch street, Wednesday H. DeLane and Mr F. R. Berry. SpoHa
to sell berries. Mrs Woods stepped into will be under the direction of Edwin
another room to empty the berries and Hambury, William Duncan, Roland
when she returned the boy was gone, Doane, Miss Marion Cooke, Mrs Graves,
and also 94.86 that was on a shelf in the and Miss Helen,Moody.
room. The money belonged to an organOars will leave returning, between 4
ization of which Mrs Woods is treasurer. and 5 p. m.

Leing the first of a series of three games.
In view of the fact that both teams have
won an enviable position in semi-professional baseball, this series will be watched
with much interest by baseball fang all
over the county. It has been agreed between managements that both teams will
put on their regular line-up. A neutral
umpire has been secured from Worcester,
for the series.
In anticipation of the
number of people that will go to Spencer
to witness the game, Supt. Clark of the
street railway company will undoubtedly provide extra cars to accommodate
the public.
The game last Saturday, resulted in a
Victory for the B & B over the Gilbertvilla A. C, by a score of 5 to 1.
The diagram for the Double Minstrel
■bow, September 4th, will be open Saturday morning, August 8th, at Gleason's.

CANNIBAL TRIBE
A|Bqt

Llmge

They

IN

BRAZIL

,, civilizing Them and

Have Hoisted
American Flag.

Carriages, Stanhopes, Concords

the

both rubber and steel tires, Boggles,
Democrat and Delivery Wagons, Surreys and Road Wagons, both new and
Mrs Emma Fobes of North Brookfleld
second
hand,
A tribe of Indian cannibals, Inhabithas been the guest of Mr and Mrs J. E.
ing the junglei along the Upper Moju
Barr.
^
river. In Brazil, has been colonised by
Harness, Robes, Blankets, Whips and
Mr Abner and Ernest Titcomb, Roch- Algot Lange, the explorer and author,
Oil Cloi
" >ths. Mot too Costly. Not too
Cheap.
dale, Mrs Jewell, Chicago, and Miss who says they are learning to speak
Lougee, Providence, R. I., are visiting at the English language rather than Brazilian, and that they have run the
Breezy Heights.
All the different grade*. All slues ol
Undertaker Charles S. Lane had charge Stars and Stripes up over the tallest
hut In their -village. Mr. Langs has
Nail«,aleo,
of the funerals of Mrs Susan Fullam of
made two expeditions covering two
Remember that my prices are always
West Brookfleld and William Hunt of
years among the Indiana of the Upper
the lowest. 1 sell so as to sell again.
Barre Plains on Thursday.
Moju river and the Amazon wilds. In Dr. Danl.l'i Horse Remedies Always
Misses Julia and Mary Dailey, Annie his last letter from Para, Brazil, he
In Stock.
Murphy of Keene; N H., Miss O'Shay writes:
TELEPHONE OAZHAM D4.
of Greenfield, and Miss Mary Burke of
'1 have just returned from a short
Fitch burg have been guests of Mr and trip up the Moju river, where I left
my men In charge of a piece of land
M. C. Dailey.
I bought from the state. The tract
OAKHAM.
Mr and Mrs George Brunt of Worcescontains some splendid hardwoods and
ter have been the guests of Mrs A. M.
.It Is Inhabited by a tribe of Indians
Tufts and Miss Frances Tufts.
The or- with which I have established friendly
gan recital given by Mr Brunt on Sunday relations. I received news some weeks
evening at the church was much enjoyed ago that these savages were heading
by a large audience.
Mrs Grace Webb down stream in search of men, whom
MacMeuimen sang at the morning and they call Karee Katoo, and were mixing themselves up In a lot of trouble
evening service.
with the Brazilians.
Straightway I
fitted out my expedition and went In
Healey-Dailey
a launch back to their territory. I
REGISTERED EMBALMER.
The marriage of Miss Elizabeth Dailey, left my old and tried companions with
them, and they are establishing planPersonal Prompt Attention Day
daughter of Mr and Mrs M. C. Dailey
tations. Above the colony's main buildor HI*;tat.
of New Braintree, and Mr Jeremiah J.
ing the Stars and Stripes are now
Telephone North Brookfleld No.
Healey, son of Judge Healey of Furnace,
flying. Eventually the Indians will be
■»•■■■
was solemnized at St- Augustine's church, taught to speak English, aa they are
Long Distance Connection.
Wheelwright, by Rev M. J. Mulhanei unacquainted with the Brazilian lanFunerals Personally Directed
on Wednesday morning.
guage. We expect some day to make
a and Every Requisite FurnThe bride looked charming in white the cannibal colony the foundation of a
ished.
brocaded crepe de chine, with chantily growing town of industrial activity.'
I.«dy Assistant.
On the game journey Mr. Lange
lace and pearl trimmings and wore
long veil with cap effect.
She carried a writes that he has acquired a very
shower bouquet of bride roses and lilies thick but powerful boa constrictor,
of the valley.
The bridesmaid, Miss which is now playing In his back yard
at Para. He also shot a female tiger,
Anna Dailey,; sister of the bride, wore
and saved a little cub, which he haa
pink crepe de chine, with overdress of
named "Tammany," and which he Inwhite dotted tulle, and hat of white tends to bring to New, York to see the
IN; SCRIPT OR
hemp trimmed with pink roses and ma- "wide world."
line. Mr Daniel Healey, brother of the
The truth about Brazil, according to
ENGLISH TEXT
groom, was best man, and Mr Charles Mr. Lange, Is not revealed In the flatDailey, brother of the bride, and Mr tering statements of travelers return- H.J.Lawrence, North BrookfkU
Joseph Healey, brother of the groom, ing from that country. He says:
were ushers.
"It is all due to these flattering,
A reception was held at the home of veiled statements that the country is
the bride's parents at New Braintree. A facing such great crises and continualwedding breaafast was served on the ly Is on the verge of Internal disruption. They cause false Impressions
lawn by Rohan caterers, of Ware.
Many gifts of silver and gold, cut glass, among foreign capitalists, who finally
refuse to help Brazil any more. The
china and linen were received.
result Is underpaid officials and gem
eral misunderstanding and confusion.
OAKHAM.
The department of agriculture and
commerce le giving up completely
Daniels-Malcolm.
everything.
The Indian affairs are
dissolving, and ill sorts of massacres
A wedding of unusual interest took are allowed. There Is no doubt but
place in this town on Saturday, Aug. 1, there will be another 'Putumayo'
when Miss Belle Malcolm, daughter of scandal."

A.T BOTTOM. PRICES

Shingles and Roofing Material.

William C. Crawford

CHARLES S. LANE,

Furnishing Undertaker

ENGRAVED CALLING CARDS

SURE SEAL

FRUIT JARS!
Pints, 65 Cts. a Dozen.
Quarts, 75 Cts. a Dozen.

Mrs M. A. Malcolm, who has made Oakham her summer home for the past 16
Wlllinj Demonstrator.
years, was united in marriage to Dr.
Rosemary—"I wonder how It feels
Archibald L. Daniels, Jr., of Princeton to be back of a funny Uttle mustache
University.
j. like yours." Thornton—"I can't tell
The ceremonytoolnplace at two o'clock* you very well, but 1 will cheerfully
in the afternoon in the Congregational ■how you how it feels to be In front
church which had been attractively dec- of it"—Judge.
orated with evergreen and wild flowers
by the girl friends of the bride. Rev. AlCOMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
bert H. Plumb officiated, and Miss Mary
WOBCEBTEE 88,
P&OBATR CO CB
Gould of Worcester presided at the orTo the heirs at law, next of kin, creditors
and all other persons interested In the estate of
gan.
Matilda Tatro, late of North Brookfleld, in said
The bride wore a gown of duchesse Comity deceased intestate;
Whereas, a petition has been presented to
satfn and carried white roses and lilies of said
Court to grant a letter of administration
the valley. She was given away by her on the estate of said deceased to Emma
Dagg of North Brookfleld, in the County of Woreldest brother, Mr Richard V. Malcolm. cester, without giving a surety on her bond.
You are hereby cited to appear at a Probate
Two other brothers, Philip S. of Milford, Conrt
to be held at Worcester, in said County
Conn,, and Herbert L. Malcolm, Yale of Worcester, on the first day of September, A.
D. 1914, at nine o'clock in the forenoon, to snow
'07, of Lake Placid, N. Y-, acted as cause, it any you have, why the same should
be granted
ushers. The bridesmaids were Miss Mary not
And said petitioner is hereby directed to
Conant of Oakhain and Miss Isabolle public notice thereof, by publishing this <
tioDonce in each week, for three successive
Daniels of Bnrlington, Vt., who wore weeks in the North Brookfleld Journal a newspaper published in North Brookfleld, the last
white organdie over pink and carried publication
to be one day at least before said
Conrt.
pink sweet peas.
Witness, William T. Forbes, Esquire, Judge
Among those present from out of town of said Court, this'thirtieth day of July in
the year one thousand nine hundred and fourwere Prof. Harry B. Ferris of Yale and teen.
*
Mrs Ferris; Prof. Richard S. Kirby of
HARRY H. ATWOOD, Register.
Aug.
7,14,2i
JJ.
*
Pennsylvania College and Mrs Kirby;
Prof. Emeritus Archibald L. Daniels of
CHIROPODIST
the University of Vermont, Mrs Ralph MRS PERRY,
formerly of Springfield, chirop
odlst, is now at Dr Witter's, S. Main St,
E. Goodwin of New York City, Mr and
All troubles of the feet treated without pain.
Mrs William J. Waite of Worcester and
Mrs Philip S, Malcolm of Milford, Conn.
FOR SALE.
After a brief honeymoon in Vermont,, ATWO-BUBNERgasshelf, for a Crawford
store A. Despiaines| C-rove street next
Dr. and Mrs Daniels will go to North to bowling alley.
27
Hatley, Quebec, where they will remain
until the opening of Princeton in the fall

JELLY TUMBLERS.
Two for Five Cents.
25 Cents a Dozen.
Delivered Free of Charge, anywhere in the Village.

FOR SALE

At the upper and lower ends of Lake
Lashaway, East Brookfleld, Mass.
For particulars inguire of WILLIAM
FULLAM, North Brookfleld, Mass,
3w3l

There's a lot of
difference be*
tween Torie
Lenses and
Flat Lensas .
besides their ,.
slight extra cost They give
you extra vision and extra
comfort They are betterlooking, too. Come and see
us about Toric Lenses.

PlHECKOKT G8EEHHOUSB8.

Call at 46 Summer Street

WANTED

SPIRELLA
CORSETS
Or have them brought to your home}
by sending word to
***
*•*

MRS. B. C. GRAVES,
Representative for the Brookfleld*. '
Telephone 26-13,
NORTH BROOKFIELD,
27

TO RENT.
rlE Upstairs Tenement in the Waters boose.
Apply to W. H FULLAM.
.
19

"NO TRESPASS" NOTICES.
WE *>M1 Mra*tttr keep ooaataatlyoa hud
rwdj.prioted notice, on olotta, tumble
or potting-la tc. open air.
JOUBNAI. OIHce, North Brookfleld

MAS*.

EDWIN T. CHAPIN
ARCHITECT

.

727-728 State Mutual Building, Worcatsr
Tckphone

FRED & CLAPP

Funeral Director
Registered Embalmer.

ERNEST D. CORBIN
OPTOMETRIST
Office at Dr Luddcn's
Main Street,
North Brookfield

L.H} Assistant.

Connected by Long Distance Telephone>t Bon** and Store.

FOR RENT
THE HOUSE aud Barn on the H. H. Rowley
place, porest Street. Apply to WARD A.
SMITH, Bummer Street.
29

■a*

To see the Latest Models of

32

WOULD like to get a place for a housekeeper who has been with me for some time, aud
whom I can strongly recommend. Call or
Ad.iresa MRS J. M. JAMES, B. E. D., (Ayrea
St.) North Brookfleld,
30

*

30

GASOLINE ENGINE FOR SALE. D
EIUHT-HORSE-PUWKR Palrbnaks gasoline
engine for sale cheap if taken at once.
E.it Brookfleld.

*

AT FULLAM'S

TOR.IO

DESIRABLE HOUSE LOTS

*

ARTISTIC MONUMENTS
AND CEMETERY MEMORIALS
la all kind, of

MRS HELEN MORSE SMITH j

GRANITE AND MARBLE
iDRESSMAKING

C A. RISLEY & COMPANY
Telephone*

Vest Brookfleld.

II Prospect St.
17

North BroofcrlcU

■;

BROOKFIELD TIMES
BROOKFIELD TIMES
ed In Increasing or augmenting the
force of any ship of war, cruiser or
other armed vessel, which at the
time of her arrival within the United
Slates was a ship of war, cruiser or
armed vessel in the service of either
of the said belligerents, or belonging
to the subjects of either, by adding
to the number of guns of such vesPresident Wilson Issues Mani- sels, or by changing those on board
of her for guns of a larger calibre,
festo to World
or by the addition thereto of any
equipment solely applicable to war.
11. Beginning or setting on toot
IS FRIENDLY TO ALL
or providing or preparing the means
for any military expedition or enterAmericans Are Warned Not To Vio- prise to be carried on from the territory or jurisdiction of the United
late
Code—Foreign
Warships
States against the territories or doTold of State of Case—Not To
minions of either of the said belligerEnter U. S. Porte.
ents.

NEUTRALITY
PROCLAIMED

—It answers every beverage
requirement—vim, vigor,reireshment, wholesomeness.

It will satisfy you.
DcnsndtlM fenuln.

trfoUp

Kkkmmc, <

THB COCA-COLA CO., ATLANTA, GA.

The Old Idea.
"What makes you BO late?" asked
Ids mother.
"The teacher kept me In because I
couldn't And Moscow on the map of
Europe," replied Johnnie.
Mother—And no wonder you couldnt
find Moscow. It was burned down In
1812. It's an outrage tq treat a child
that way.
Good Angler.

Miss
dot I
years.
Mrs.
caught

Rand—Why, Kate, how do you
haven't seen you' for several
Caught a husband yet?
Reno—Goodness, yes.
I've
three and let two go.

Cruel Demand.
"We are taking in boarders this
summer."
"Have they found It out yet?"

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

Lower the Cost of Living |
BT JOINING A NEW YORK CITY CLUB *

$
A

s>

Its City Shopping Service practically
brlnga the most fashionable New York
■tores to your door. N
Both Ladle* »nd Gentlemen tiro eligible to
m«nberohfp,a.ri(i U members are entitled to OM
It*handsome Fifth Avenut I'luh Moans
and »T»H themselves of lt# other ■rinbtagat.
The Club alBooffer»u)»iiy won thsrfiil «>i»portrinities to •»»• money by eecurlnar merchan«Hse at factory and mill prices. Hij(hoat referenoe furnished. Illnitraced booklet fen* free.
NtvYorkShDpplRCCIub.he.SuHeHI,358FIHhlveqN.T.

T
^
*>
■*
*>
$
*
2
_^
X
T
>

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
and kills all
Bin. S»t. clean, or.
i namenUl,convenient,
I cheap. last., all
I season. Made Of
I metal, can*.Brjlllor tip
I over; will not soli or
(injure eny.hJntf,
| Guaranteed effective.
J Alldaeleraorsseat
express paid for 11.90.
sXAiOLD 80MEKS, 150 DsKs.lt> AT*.. Brooklyn, H. T.

IDEAL SONGS

Beautiful melodies and refined wards
"If Money Hakes alt the Difference,"
•'We Must Keep Our Little Temper in
the Ice Chest," "GeneVive's Joy Bide,"
etc. 15 cents each—4 for SO cents.
IKaCUfT inroiOS, K FIFTH AWL'*, KBW TOstK

GENUINE—Gold Nuggets
from Alaska's mlnm. 26c up. 60c or II Ntweou
B&ks beautiful plos. 25 c«nt* (silver) for ..tapl.,
1JTTLX BOULDRR KHWKT COMPACT, TORT, AUSS*

CONSTIPATION OVERCOME WITHOUT
DRUGS OR INJECTIONS. No plllk. pelletj,
nothing to twallow. simple, harmleek, rapid,
permanent. 60c prepaid treatment Home
Hall Order Co., Hi Mercer St., WIncl.nr, Can.

WOOD ASHES HIKED WITH LIME „"3.?*pSy5S

Ura, aadrns J. F. SULLIVAN, mccofsar to KNOX
EtSTTLIZKB COMPANY. Bui W. Bocklana. Me.

iW»t»o» E.ColenwI.WMb.

PATENTS &si2&sr*isri2i&.

VOICE OF CONSCIENCE DEAD
All the Fault of Nurse That Small Girl
Could Not Walk In the
Straight Path.

Maria had bean naughty and mother,
seriously remonstrating with her,
thought to press home a needed suggestion.
"I can't think why you persist In
doing wrong, my dear," she said, solemnly. "It always makes us unhappy
when we do wrong."
"But—but I often don't know It's
wrong till I've done It," sighed the
small culprit.
"But," mother urged again, "yon
.should know, my darling. Your conscience will tell you If you listen."
"What is my conscience and how
will it tell me?" wide-eyed and eager.
"Your conscience Is the little voice
inside you that says 'No!' when you
shouldn't do things and makes you
feel sorry when you've made mistakes."
"Oh, then I'll never be good!"
mourned the troubled sinner. "I had
a voice'like that once, but nurse said
It was indigestion and she gave me
some medicine and It died."
False Alarm.

Truth came up out of her well one
day with so merciless a look in her
eye that disquieting rumors sprang
into circulation. Was she about to
take over the dominion of the world?
A group of gentlemen made haste to
bustle up. "Ma'am! Ma'am I" they
protested, breathlessly.
"Well, who are you?" demanded
Truth, with ominous coldness.
"Publishers, If you please, ma'am.
Er—the advance notices of our books,
you know—er—er. In short, ma'am,
we need the money!" stammered the
gentlemen, in much confusion.
It was impossible not to feel a certain compassion for them. "Well, we'll
see what can be done," said Truth, not
unkindly.
Not for Her.

"What did you say to him, dad?"
"I asked him if he could support you
In the style to which you bad become
accustomed."
"And he?"
"He said he could."
"It he tries It I'll leave him."
A man stands well with women 11
he always gives up his seat to them
In a crowded car.

Oil the Great Wealthmaker
Join with us as shareholders in the coming greatest oil Held In
the world. We own under lease 3,690 aeret, more or less, of splendidly located ground, seven of our leases being in the same range
as the Great Monarch well, both North and South. The great
Mowbray Berkeley holdings, which are a close English corporation,
just south of our holdings, have not a share of stock for sale. ,
In the history of oil as many as a dozen wells have been driven
on a single acre. We have 3,590 acres, more or less. The greatest
Mining Engineers and Geologists of the world are here now and
when they arrive they say "Why?" Study the history of the
Standard Oil Company and the enormous wealth they have acquired
and then fill out our blank application at bottom of ad. Our features
are low capltalliatlon, $500,100,300,000 Treasury shares and 200,000
shares which have been issued for the purchase of oil leases and
which are locked up in escrow until oil is struck, so the only way
these shares can enhance in value is by the fullest development
of the property. The Treasury shares, less brokerage commission
and expense are devoted solely to the utmost development of our
property in sinking wells. We feel positive this stock will greatly
Increase In value within thirty days, caused by wells coming in on
properties contiguous to us. Dingman and McDougall-Segur wells
down over 2,700 feet; Dingman has oil in commercial quantities
running 65 to 68 degrees baume. Monarch struck heavy crude oil
seepage at 808 feet, Mowbray Berkeley, 2,000 feet, expects oil in
commercial quantities any day. United Oil and Black Diamond
down over 2,000 feet, and have met heavy crude oil seepage. The
whole district is full of wet and dry gas, which always means oil.
Our bankers. Royal lank of Canada, the third largest bank m
Canada.
Shares $1.00 par. The fullest inquiry is courted by this-company.

1 Marquis Oil and Gas Company, Limited
309 Eighth Avenue, Weet, Calgary, Alberta, Canada
APPLICATION FORM
-4 hereby apply for
shares of the MARQUIS OIL & GAS
COMPANY, LIMITED, 309 8th Ave. W., Calgary, Alberta, Canada,
of the par value of $1.00 each. Accompanying this application te
thesumof $
being payment in full for same.
I acknowledge receipt of a copy of the prospectus of the Company, and I agree to accept the said shares when issued.
Dated this
day of
1914
Applicant
Address..

Washington—President Wilson has
Issued a proclamation of neutrality.
The proclamation of neutrality of
the United States In the European
war Issued today by President Wilson is as follows:
By the President of the United States
1
of America
A Proclamation
Whereas, a state of war unhappily
exists between Austria-Hungary and
Servia and between Germany and
Russia and between Germany and
France.
,
Whereas the United States is on
terms of friendship
and
amity
with the contending powers and with
the persons inhabiting their several
dominions
And, whereas there are citizens of
the United States residing within the
territories or dominions of each of
the said belligerents and carrying on
commerce, trade or other business or
pursuits therein,
And, whereas the subject of each
of the said belligerents are residing
within the territory or jurisdiction of
the United States and carrying on
commerce, trade or other business
or pursuits therein,
And, whereas the laws and treaties
Of the United States, without interfering with the free expression of
opinion and sympathy or with the
commercial manufacture or sale of
arms or munitions of war, nevertheless, impose upon all persons who
may be within their territory and
Jurisdiction the duty of an impartial
neutrality during the existence of the
contest,
-And, wh«reas It is the duty of a
neutral government not to permit or
suffer the making of Its waters subservient to the purposes of war.
Now, therefore, I, Woedrow Wilson, President of the United States
of America, in order to preserve the
neutrality of the United States and
of its citizens and of persons within
Its territory and jurisdiction and to
enforce its laws and treaties, and in
order that all persons, being warned
of the general tenor of the laws and
treaties, of the United States in the
behalf of the law of nations, may
thus be prevented from any violation
of the same, do hereby declare and
proclaim that by certain provisions
of the act approved on the fourth day
of March, A. D., 1904, commonly
known as the penal code of the United States the following acts are
forbidden to be done, under severe
penalties, ' within the territory and
jurisdiction of the United States, to
wit:

Further Declaration.
And I do hereby further declare
and proclaim that any frequenting
and use of the waters within the
territorial Jurisdiction of the United
States by the armed vessels of a belligerent, whether public ships or privateers, for the purpose of preparing
for hostile operaUons, or as posts of
observation upon the ships of war or
privateers or merchant vessels of a
belligerent lying within or being
about to enter the jurisdiction of the
United States, must be regarded as
unfriendly and offensive, and In
violation of that neutrality which It
th« determination of this government to observe; and to the end that
the hazard and inconvenience of such
apprehended practices may be avoided, I further proclaim and declare
that from and after the fifth day of
August, Instant, and during the continuance of the present hostilities between Austria-Hungary and Servia.
and Germany and Russial, and Germany and France, no ship of war
or privateer of any belligerent shall
be permitted to make use of any port,
harbor, roadstead or. waters subject
to the jurisdiction of^ne United
States from which a vessel from an
opposing belligerent (whether the
same shall be- a ship of war, a privateer or a merchant ship) shall have
previously departed, until after the expiration of at least twenty-four hours
from the departure of such last-mentioned vessel beyond the jurisdiction
of the United States.

GERMANY EXPELS
ENGLISH AMBASSADOR
Great Britain Demanded Germany to
Withdraw Her Troops from Belglum and Respect Treaty,—
British Declaration Follows Germany'* Refusal.

London, Aug. 4—Great Britain declares war on Germany at 7 o'clock
tonight.
'
The momentous decision of the
British Government, for which the
whole world had been waiting, came
before the expiration of the time
limit set by Great Britain in her ultimatum to Germany demanding a
satisfactory reply on the question of
Belgian neutrality.
Germany's reply was the summary
rejection of the request that Belgian
Forbidden to Americans
1. Accepting and exercising a n< ul rality should be respected.
The British Ambassador at Berlin
commission to serve either of the
said belligerents by • land or by sea thueupon received his passports and
the
British Government notified Geragainst the other belligerent.
2. Enlisting or entering into the many that a state of war existed beservice of either of the said belliger- tween the two countries.
The British Foreign Office has .isents as a soldier, or as a marine, or
seaman on board of any- vessel of succ the following statement:
"Owing to the summary rejection
war, letter of marque, or privateer.
3. Hiring or retaining another per- hy the German Government of the
son to enlist or enter^ himself in the request made by His Britannic Majservice of either of the said belliger- esty's Government that the neutrality
ents as a soldier, or as marine, or of Belgium should be respected, His
seaman on board of any vessel of Majesty's Ambassador at Berlin has
received his passports and His Majwar, letter of marque or privateer.
4. Hiring another person to go esty's Government has declared to
beyond the limits or jurisdiction of the German Government that a state
the United States with intent to be of war exists between Great Britain
and Germany from 11 o'clock p. m.,
enlisted as aforesaid.
5. Hiring another person to go Aug. 4."
All Europe Is now In arms. On
beyond the limits of the United
States with intent to be entered Into the one hand Austria-Hungary and
uermany
are opposed by Russia,
service as aforesaid.
I 6. Retaining another person to go France, Great Britain, Servia and
beyond the limits of the United Montenegro.
Italy has, declared her neutrality,
States with Intent to be enlisted as
bnt Is mobilizing. Belgium, Holland
aforesaid.
i 7. Retaining another person to go and Switzerland have mobilized.
beyond the limits of the United The German demand that the BelStates with Intent to be entered Into gian Government should permit the
troops
service as aforesaid. (But the said free passage of German
act Is not to be construed to extend through Belgium was answered by
to a citizen or subject of either bel- hasty preparations to resist such an
ligerent who, being transiently with- advance across Belgian territorySweden has made no answer to Inin the United States shall, on board
of any vessel of war,I which, at the quiries from Russia and Germany retime of Its arrival within the United garding her attitude, but is preparStates was fitted and equipped a* ing to defend her neutrality. Japan
such vessel of war, enlist, or ester Is making ready to live up to her
himself or hire or retain another sub- alliance with Great Britain In case
ject or citizen of the same belliger- of certain eventualities. Spain is reent who is transiently within the ported to be preparing a proclamaUnited States, to enlist or enter him- tion of neutrality.
self to ■ serve such belligerent on
board such vessel of war, if the United States shall then be at peace
With such belligerent.)
8. Fitting out or arming, or attempting to fit out and arm, or procuring to be fitted out and armed, or
London, Aug. 4—The British Adknowingly being concerned in the
! furnishing, fitting out, or arming of miralty announces that the Governany ship or vessel with intent that ment has taken over the two battle«uch ship or vessel shall be employ- ships—one completed and the other
td in the service of either of the said nearly completed—ordered In England by Turkey, and the two destroybelligerents,
9. Issuing or delivering a commis- ers Ordered by Chile. The battlesion within the territory or jurisdic- ships "have been renamed the Erir
tion of the United States for any shin and Aglneourt.
The Government will take over all
>r vessel to the Intent that she may
warships now building In England
oe employed as aforesaid.
10. Increasing or Augmenting, or for foreign Powers and work will be
jrocuring to be Increased or aug- pushed on all British vessels In the
nented, or knowingly being concern- hands of builders and repairers.

BRITAIN TAKES OVER
FOREIGN BATTLESHIPS

FREQUENT CHANGING OF SHEEP PASTURES

CAPE COD CANAL OPENED

SfiNMrS(DOL

New York and Massachusetts State Officials!
Take Part

Canal to Have a Tide Gate.

To correct such conditions as provailed In the Cape Cod canal Wednesday when the tide ran so strongly
from the Cape Cod bay end of the
BRITISH

NAVY
RESERVISTS OF
N. E. SUMMONED.

800 to 2000 Will Probably
to Call.

Respond

Berlin—Orders have been received
at tbe British consulate at Boston
calling out all British navy reservists
In New England, according to a statement by the acting British consul general, F. C. O'Meara, The English
consul general of New York has received orders calling for both navy
and army reservists.
It la exjfeoted that within a short
time between 1600 and 2000 navy reservists will be ready to sall^to England to participate in the war. The
consul Is making arrangements for
the transportation of theBe men, but
when asked In what liner they will
sail, he merely remarked that they
will "sail from Boston." It was learned, however, from Capt Miller, that
they would sail on his ship, the Franconla.
x
Reservists are men\who liava served a certain length of time, and then
by'oath make themselves liable to
call for a further period. English
navy reservists are those who have
served in the navy for seven years
and are subject to call at any time
for a period of five years thereafter.
Boy Gets Lobster Weighing
Pounds.

Paroled Second Time In 18 Years.

Mrs.

Kent,

Old-Time

Actress,

Dies.

Worcester—Mrs.
Georgia
Tyler
Kent, 61 years of age, a leading!
actress on the American stage twelvei
years, until her retirement seventeen;
yeans ago, is dead of ehronio Intsrstl*
Ual nephritis at her home.
She was the wife of Daniel Kent!
register of deeds, and traced her. ancestry to Alfred the Great
She, was associated on the stage
with Lawrence Barrett, John McCullough, Montague and Keane. Shrl
was a charter member of Col. Timothy Bigelow Chapter, D. A. R.

101-2 Sucked Poison From Snske Bite Out

Marblehesd—George Weston, 16, of
Boston, Is the "champion" lobster
catcher of this port. While rowing
In the harbor, he captured a crustacean weighing 101-2 pounds.
The boy saw the lobster, crawling
on the bottom and prodded It with
the bar until the creature seized the
oar. Weston then hauled It Into his
boat.
Hunts Work Months; Hurt on Plrst
Job.
Lynn—After eight months' straining search for work, Jeremiah Sullivan of Revere, found a place as night
watchman in the Argus Leather Company on Boston street, Lynn.
On
his first round of the factory he fea
into an elevator well, received internal injuries and a fractured rib.
Hs has five children.

!

LESSON FOR AUGUST 9

Boston—For the second time In 1S|
years, Antonio Ardito, who was senH
tensed to life imprisonment In M79,j
has teen pardoned from state prison!
on the stipulation that he leave this!
country and never return. He was!
released with a similar proviso lnl
1896, but came back.
Ardito Is one of three men coni
victed in the so-called Frye murder;
case. He told the Governor and hlS|
council that in returning to the United!
States one year after his release ini
1896 he did not know be was break*.
ing his parole.
His olrject In returning, he said\|
was to pay his respects to a woman!
who befriended him.

of Sister's Wound.
tgma—While Martha Wtells, a Lynn
girl, 10 years old, was being saved from!
drowning in Sluice pond, her sister
Elizabeth, 14 years old was bitten byj
a snake In a nearby field. A third]
sister, Gladys, aged 12, sucked tho
blood out of Elizabeth's wound, then
ran across the field and helped ai
boatman puJl Martha out of the water.
She then hailed an automobile, tooW
her two sisters home and pat them,
to bed.
y .
Hanover Bey Shoots Brother.
Hanover—William dark, 16 years
old. son of Mr. and Mrs. Aknzo Clark;
has admitted to Selectman Edward
A. Bowker that he accidently shot his
brother, Howard, aged 8*, while playing "Indians" In his yard. Howard
is at the Massachusetts General Hospital with a slight wound In his neck,

9 oo DROPS]

LESSON

Sailings at First
waterway to the outlet In this towri
that the Eose Blandish was swept
past Its i»ninng plao* by a current
of five-knots or more, the directors
of the canal company will erect ■
tide gate at tbe Sandwich end.
Tbe first boat to pay a fee for going through the canal, was the Mashantan, a 28-foot yacht coming from
Boston through tbe Sandwich end of the
canal. On Its way through the yacht
passed tbe Rose Standish returning
from Newt Bedford, after its part la
yesterday's celebration. The two
craft passed without difficulty. The
Mashantan was boarded by the canal
collector, who was banded tbe tea
he demanded. Soon afterward thai
40-foot yacht Halcyon, owned by WJ
de Ford Baker, paid the second fee,
Before 9 o'clock the power boat
Boojum passed eastward, and 10
minutes later the 59-foot yacht Rambler went to Sandwich quickly and
easily. Business daring the day was
fully up, to expectations.
. The captain of the Flying Scud, m
New York yacht, ran up to the cans*
and said he wanted to go through!
the canal and back again, "just ton
fun." When the collector told him
what It' would ocst, the skipper;
changed his mind, saying that th«
fun wouldn't be worth the price.
For the present the eanal company
Is not anxious to pass boats drawing!
more than 12 feet, although It will]
take) them up to 15 feet draft, which
equals that of the Sultana, one of thai
yachts in the formal procession of
Wednesday. One reason for this is
that one of the**>Ig dredges Is to be)
set at work to dig out a short sectloa
at about the middle of the waterway,.
where there Is less than 25 feet of
water. When this shallow sectloni
Is deepened, craft will be taken with!
25 feet draft. The company officially1
sets the time for this work to bei
completed as August 15, but the belief!
here Is that It will not be sooner than
September 1. The canal will not be)
opened after dark until the deepening!
has been completed. There are many
lights to be set up along the route.!
No vessels without power or without!
tugs will be admitted. Tugs will be!
ke.pt at each entrance to take caret
of tows.
It is figured that one-half the preen
ent tonnage around the Cape wllll
give the canal an annual Income of!
$1,000,000.
There are 25,000 craft which make!
the trip around stormy Cape OodJ
each year, of which SO per cent are!
sailing vessels and the remainder!
steamers or towed barges. There|
are' a half-dozen lines making regu-i
lar trips.
The 19,000,000 or 20,000,000 tons of
freight include 11,000,000 tons ofj
coal alone, then there are 18,000,0001
tons of lumber, 2,000,000 tons of socalled high class freight. Threequarters of a million tons of stone,
a harfimllllon of lee and oil, and
enough miscellany to bring the total^
tonnage up to nearly a seore of rnll-rlions.

Children Cry For

(By E. O. SELLERS, Director of Evening
Department. The Moody Bible Institute.
Chicago.)

Now Open for Coastwise Traffic-Limited to Daylight I
Bustards Bar—The Cape Cod Canal
was dedicated Wednesday afternoon,
July 27th. and opened for coastwise
traffic Thursday.
This new waterway, eight miles
Ions, twenty-five feet deep and from
100 to 260 feet wide, connects Buzzards Bay with Cane Cod Bay, shortens the route from Boston to New
York by about 70 miles and makes
the passage safer. It has taken the
Boston, Cape Cod A New York Canal
Company about five years to build
the canal and tbe cost was approximately $12,000,000. Some dredging
remains to be done.
Coastwise commerce began its
course through this new canal Thursday, little vessels at first, cautiously,
by daylight only, for a week or two;
later larger vessels will be admitted
by day and night
Dedication exercises were held In
the presence of a vast throng, after
the fleet of vessels had returned from
Its tour of the canal. Special exercises were held also at Sandwich in
connection with the 275th anniversary
of that town, and August Belmont,
the builder of tbe canal, spoke at both
places.
Nine steam vessels, the official dedication fleet, led by August Belmont's
private yacht. Scout, passed through
the new waterway.
Mr. Belmont,
standing In tbe bow of the boat, was
visibly affected by the great ovation
that was accorded him all along the
One of the canal. Bourne residents
took an active Interest In the celebration and at Sagamore and In the
other villages along the line of tbe
canal the business bouses and residences were decorated.
Among those present were Governor Walsh of Massachusetts with staff
members and a personal representative of Governor Glynn of New York.
who, on account of a sudden Illness,
had to cancel the trip. "The builder*,
financiers,'shipping and transportation
Interests were strongly represented,
especially from Boston, New York and
Newport, special trains having carried tbe guests to New Bedford.
Hon. Setb Low, president of the
Chamber of Commerce of the State
of New York, took the chair and
opened the exercises. Concluding his
address be said: "It is Interesting to
recall at this moment that this canal
across Cape Cod passes through the
farm of the first Perry to settle. In
this country, whose descendant Mr.
Belmont is. Tbe names of Oliver
Hazard Perry, and of Matthew Perry, tbe grandfather of Mr. Behnont,
who opened Japan to the world, are
written large in American naval
history. Mr. Belmont, by his connection with the construction of the
New York subway and with the Cape
Cod Canal, has added a fair chapter
to the family fame."

IMDMITONAL

THE BARREN FIG TREE AND THE
DEFILED TEMPLE.

(Temperance)
LESSON TEXT-Mark 11:12-33.
GOLDEN TEXT—"By their fruits ye
shall know them." Matt. 7:20.

ALCOHOL 3 PER CENT.
A^jetaWePreparationrirAssimilatiiigtteFoodandRegulatingllieSioniadisaiiiBfflvtisof
INFANTS ,-THILDREN

K

CASTOR IA
-

Promotes DigestfonCTwifiilness and RestComatas neiftrr
Opiuni.MorphinE nor MiaeraL

■.

.

What is CASTORIA

Event crowds fast upon the heels of
Casforla Is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Pareevent during the days of this most,
NOT NARCOTIC.
goric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is pleasant. It
tragic week In all tbe history of the
Btapeo/OkLIkSamzmBm
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narootio
world. Temperance means restraint
tmisubstance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and a oonstralnlngly proper use of God
snd
allays Feverishness. For more than thirty years it
given appetites and privileges, hence
has
been in constant use for tUo relief of Constipation,
the significance of this lesson as emFlatulency, Wind Colic, all Teethino; Troubles and
phasizing the principles of temper*
Diarrhoea.
It regulates the Stomach and Bowels,
ance.
Some Imported Shropshire* on Pasture.
assimilates the Food, giving healthy and natural sleep.
I. Sealing, vv. 12-14. The day folThe Children's Panacea— The mother's Friend.
time. I do not feed salt alone, but a lowing his triumphal entry Into Jeru(By E. R. BTROETER.)
AperfeetBetneiiy forConsltia
Summer care of the dock is easy if mixture which I have used and found salem Jesus and his disciples journeyed
11on, Sour Storoach.Dlarrtaa
you have plenty of grass, water and very helpful In combating ■ parasites, from Bethany, his abiding place, each
Worras^MWiUiuTisJrserislr
night, into the city.
Seeing leaves
shade. I always have good pastures, especially stomach worms.
taessaniLossorStEER
being either legumes or grasses. PerThe formula is: Salt one bushsl; upon the fig trees, he had a right
•Bears the Signature of
tacSimle Signature of
sonally I prefer bluegrass slightly air-slaked lime, one peck; sulphur, one to look for fruit, for the fruit of that
mixed with white clover, as legumes gallon; pulverized resin, two quarts; tree comes before the foliage. But
are apt to get the ewes too fat before copperas, one pound. Thorougly pul- none is found, and Jesus seals its
Iss CEKTAUB COMPAHS
breeding time.
verize and mix. Keep In a dry place barrenness. His act was a parable
NEW VDHK.
I never allow the flock to stay long- before sheep constantly.
in action, Hosea 10:1. Profession had
er than three weeks In one pasture
Atb months old
Another good way to combat Btom- superseded possession, and Israel Is
without changing to new quarters. By ach worms is to Increase the woody therefore to be Judged, set aside, unthese frequent changes f lessen the or fibrous content of the stomach, til the day when they shall look upon
danger of Infection by parasites, which which can easily be done by turning him whom they have pierced.
Is apt to come from too close grazing the flock into a corn field so that the
Cleansed the Temple.
The Kind You Have Always Bought
of pastures.
sheep will have the greater part of . II. Cleansing, vv. 15-19. Entering
Exact Copy of Wrapper.
A frequent change also gives tbe their ration consisting of corn blades. the familiar scenes' of the city and
flock a chance to Belect the things I have found this treatment very effi- temple, whence the hosannas had
most palatable to them.
cient.
echoed so loudly the day previous,
1 never/keep the same bunch of Jesus saw its desecration and degrada- NEW EXPERIENCE FOR BARBER
My sheep always have access to
35 YEARS SUCCESSFUL TBEATMEHT
shade and plenty of fresh water. I ewes longer than three years, as I tion. Outwardly a delight, it was In!C1CV
OP LIQUOR AND DRUG ADDICTIONS
First
Time
Hs
Had
Shaved
Man
get
better
results
by
changing.
I
also
am of the opinion that standing water
wardly deceitful, "a den of robbers,"
Whose Face Had an Unequal
Is always more or less Infested with cull out barren ewes, or ewes that and his anger waxed hot Everything
Growth of Hair.
raise poor lambs, every fall.
dangerous parasites.
he saw and banished was In some way
BUFFALO, N.Y.
I fatten old ewes and wethers In connected with the temple worship.
WHITE PLAINS, N.Y.
My only means of protection against
WEST HAVEN, CORN.
LEX1NSTON. MASS.
PROVIDSHCE, R. I.
Capt W. V. Lucas, who was an offithe gadfly is to. plow a few furrows the tall, up to about the middle of Even so the most holy things created
December. I usually fatten by turning by the wisdom of a loving Cod may be- cer In the Fourteenth Iowa regiment,
Where the sheep stand in the shade.
All, the Difference.
A close watch must be kept through- into a corn field in which rape and come the instruments of the most des- tells an amusing story of an Incident
Fastidious Pet.
The four persons were having some
out the summer to keep all tags cow-peas have been sown at the last picable degradation. Ostensibly in that occurred during General Price's
The members of an automobile tourraid
into
Missouri
In
the
last
year
of
sheared off and, the worms kept out cultivation of corn.
ing party from Washington to Balti- trouble In getting seated as the trafh
the name of religion these temple merI prefer this method, but corn and
the Civil war. The story appears in more stopped for the njgbi at a certain rolled out of the station.
One, a
of the wool, caused by wet tags. I alchants were In reality ministering to
"Pilot Knob," by Messrs. C. A. Peter- caravansary at Hagerstown, In Mary- truthful looking old lady. Insisted oa
so note the general health, so that clover* hay have given me good gains, self and private gain.
As at the
parasites will not get the start of me. and an excellent quality of dressed beginning of his ministry so again son and J. M. Hanson.
land. Since tbe food supplied them taking a seat facing the front of the
Salt Is kept In the pasture all the mutton.
"On arriving at Pilot Knob the aft- was exercrable and since their kit fur- train.
Jesus exercised his authority and
"You know, I can never ride with
cleansed the temple from its pollution ernoon before tbe engagement of the nished .the necessary implements,
Twenty-seventh, I went into a barber aside from the raw material, they de- my back to tbe engine," she said.
and for a time (v. 16) guarded It
shop to be shaved. Suddenly, when termined to have a Welsh rabbit Ac"But auntie, this train hasn't get
from further desecration.
the barber had shaved only one-half cordingly two were deputed to proceed any engine," suggested one of the'
The temperance application at this
point Is very clear. Appetite, men- of my face, the long roll was beaten. to a corner grocery, there to obtain younger ones selfishly. "It has a motal or physical. Is a Cod given faculty, I left my chair Instantly, and reached the cheese and crackers. When the tor."
And the old lady, mollified, sat oom>
but mUBt be kept within control. Prop- my company, half a block away, with old chap that kept tbe place came forfortably with her back to the motosv
side of my face shaved smooth, ward one of the two said:
Light Trays Covered With Screen Sufficient Attention Not Given to erly used they are a delight, a bless- one
whereas
the
other
displayed
a
two
"We want a couple of pounds of
ing to the man and his friends. AlCulling Out Process With
weeks' growth of beard. I did not cheese and some large, square crackWill Answer the Purpose
The Other Side of It,
lowed to rule and appetites are terrifcomplete
the
shave
until
six
days
The early bird catches the worm."
ers
for a Welsh rabbit"
ic task masters.- Purify the fountain
Stock and Crops.
Admirably.
The old man seemed doubtful. ' "I observed the sage.
of a man's heart, govern his motive afterward, when a colored barber did
"Yes," replied tbe fool, "but look
and the stream of his acts will bless tbe Job at Rolla, 75 miles away. got the cheese, all right," said be, "but
(By A. O. CHOAT.)
Several expedients for ridding sunWhile working the dirt arid sand out I ain't got no large, square crackers. how much longer he has to wait for
The road to much of the compara- all, himself Included,
dried fruit of worms have been pracIII. Forgiving, vv. 20-25. The next of the long side,' the fellow's curiosity Won't your rabbit eat the small ones?" dinner time."
tised, such as beating In an oven and tive perfection In live stock, etc, Ues
day on the way from Bethany to Je- was excited, until he could no longer —Harper's Magaslne.
dipping In hot water; but each has Its through elimination.
Insufficient sleep and late hours art)
refrain from comments,
By the elimination of weeds or of rusalem they again passed the fig
disadvantages.
some of the causes which retard
" 'I nevah see a face befo', sah,' said
Cultured Tramp.
tree
and
It
was
withered.
The
disciA better way Is to keep the flies or Inferior specimens, in the thinning of
he, 'dat one side was richer dan de
There came to the kitchen door of a growth and health of children.
millers that lay eggs away from the poor seed and poor plants In planting, plea marveled at the swift execution odder; but yo's is, suab!'
certain household in Philadelphia a
of
his
curse
and
Peter
calls
attention
we
do
away
with
most
of
the
chances
fruit while It Is drying, thus preventWomen are allowed to qualify
"My explanation seemed to afford
of failure and the production of rub- to It v. 21, Matt. 21:12, 20. In reply him great relief."—Youth's Compan- ragged hobo, who took his stand food Inspectors in New York.
ing Instead of curing.
against the doorjamb and gazed longJesus
again
emphasizes
the
lesson,
bish.
Trays made of light lumber and covion.
ingly at food displayed oh the kitchen
I believe we have not given suffi- "Have faith In God." This does not
ered with a hinged lid made of screen
table.
cient attention to this , elimination mean that this is an explanation of
wire will answer the purpose.
Building Character.
"You look strong," suggested the
how he withered the tree, but rather
These trays are much more conve- process, for the betterment of our
We prepare ourselves for sudden lady of the house. "Are you equal to
why it had died. Israel was placltg
nient than the roof of a building or a stock and crops.
deeds
by
the
reiterated
choice
of
good
people who en joy a frequent drink
This year, for instance, I have found its trust elsewhere than in God, and or evil that gradually determines char- the task of sawing and splitting half a ofMost
scaffold, as they can be carried in
beer or liquor fall to re*U» tt'a weakcord of wood?"
therefojpe withers from the "roots upening effect on the kldneja.
when rainy, and again put out without that the elimination of poor'seed poacter.—George
Eliot
"Equal to it, madam?" said the
tatoes and of course selection of good ward." Notice that the root Is not
Kidney weakness sets up baokaobe, beaddisturbing the half-dried fruit.
tramp, with a courtly bow. "The exblasted, and a beautiful tree will again
ache, rheumatic pain, neirotuoeaa, and
The galvanized. Instead of the paint- seeds in their place has increased my blossom forth from the living root.
Conjugal Amenities,
disorders of tbe urine and If sefrleotec leads
pression Is inadequate. I am superior
potato
crop
fully
20
per
cent.
ed, should be used, and the frame of
to dropsy, gravel, and Bright'! Oil
"My dear, don't act like a fool."
to It"
When we carry this same principle So Israel shall ence again spring up
the lid made so as to exclude the
In the early stages kidney i
"How can I help it when you told
And bis went away.
into a new and fruitful nation, Isa.
of
elimination
Into
other
lines
of
farmbe
corrected. Doan's Kidney Pills tons
flies.
27:6. Jesus' teaching by this tree is me*to follow your lead?"
and strengthen weak kidneys and an
A great deal of sun-dried fruit Is ing, and dispose of the scrub hens that
used
with success all over the civilised
His
Method,
Exactly.
an
illustration
of
wherein
Israel
had
absolutely worthless (on account of lay but 75 eggs a year, and the failed. They had not faith in God.
world. There's no other kidney remedy
The teacher in an East side school
Never go In for practical joking unso well rocommeuded.
the flies), which would otherwise be in cow that gives but little, or poor milk,
was reproaching Tommy, who had
the unprofitable mongrels of no partic- Faith can remove mountains, and no less you are a good loser.
A Mains Gsas
good condition.
"licked" Heine In -satisfaction for a
difficulty can hinder those who have
F. A. Campbell,
The trays should be made with both ular breed of stock, then, and not un- faith in God, Mark 9:23. Faith grows
painter, Atlantic
grievance.! Tommy's penitence was at
NEW IDEA
til
then,
sball
we
be
on
the
road
to
Ave., Boothbay Harbottom and top screens, so they may
a low ebb, and teacher's golden-rule
upon the word, Rom. 10:7, yet love Is
Helped Wisconsin Couple.
bor, Me., says: "Kidbe reversed, and the fruit allowed to a more satisfactory outcome general- greater, I Cor. 13:2. If we really deney trouble laid ma
admonishing fell on unreceptlve ears.
ly,
and
soon
see
loss
turned
to
profit
up in bed for sevdry faster.
eral weeks; the palm,
sire the things we pray for, we "shall
It doesn't pay to stick too closely But at last she struck a responsive
If made In this way, however, the
wars awfuL I had
have them." We not only expect but to old notions of things. New ideas note.
no control over the
_ Records Count
trays must be placed on a solid founkidney
secretion*
"The
right
way
to
treat
your
eneoften
lead
to
better
health,
success
go beyond In our petition and count
A
good
cow
Is
not
produced
in
a
and
the pain during
dation in such a way that the flies canmies. Tommy," she said, "Is to heap
as ours the things asked for. The and happiness.
passages was Innot reach the fruit that is next to the day, nor a good herd in one season.
tense and almost unlack of a forgiving spirit will effectA WIs. couple examined an idea coals of fire on his head."
Records count now-a-days.
bearable. I doctored
wire.
and tried
almost ev"Yes, ma'am, that's jes what I done,"
new to them and stepped up several
ually shut us out from God.
ery
thins1, bat w*»n't
rounds on the health ladder. The said Tommy, brightening, "I give him
helped until X vsed Doaa's Kidney
Authority Challenged.
Biz or seven boxes completely oared me
'ell!"
IV. Challenged, vv. 27-33.
Upon husband writes:
and from that day to this, I have had
"Several years ago we suffered from
no farther trouble.**
again entering the city and the tem1
Get Down', at Any Sfcoea. SOc a Box
A married man who owns an autople, there came to Jesus the chief coffee drinking, were sleepless, nervpriests, scribes and elders who chal- ous, sallow, weak and irritable. My mobile Is In a position to acquire a lot
lenged tbe authority by which he wife and I both loved coffee and of experience.
FOSTER4ULBURN CO, BUFFALO. N. T.
wrought these things, undoubtedly re- thought it was a bracer." (Delusion.)
"Finally, after years of suffering, we
Ninety per cent of the respondents
ferring to his triumphal entry and to
I
his cleansing of the temple. Bis read, of Postum and the harmfulness in divorce cases are blondes.
reply Is a counter challenge concern- of coffee, and believing that to grow
we
should
give
some
attention
to
new
Tbe most economical, cleansing and
ing the baptism of John. For at least
two years John had been dead and Ideas, we decided to test Postum.
gennicldai of all antiseptics Is
"When we made it right we liked
his voice silent with a probable torgetfulness on the part of these men, It and were free of Ills caused by
Our friends noticed the
and a decreasing influence of his mes- coffee.
li Crowing Smaller Every Day.
sage upon their lives. Yet the Ques- change—fresher skin, sturdier nerves,
CARTER'S LITTLE
tion of Jesus had projected power as better temper, etc.
"These changes were not sudden, LIVER PILLS
A soluble Antiseptic Powder to
he brought John back to them with
responsible— they
this question as to his authority, "was but Increased as we continued to not only give relief
be dissolved in water as needed.
A
drink
and
enjoy
Postum,
and
we
IOSJL
it from heaven, or Of menf" That
—'they permaAs a medicinal antiseptic for douches
i
there was keen sarcasm and cold logic tbe desire for coffee.
nently cure Co»^
In treating catarrh, Inflammation or
"Many of our friends did not like •tipatioH. Mil^
embodied In bis question is revealed
ulceration of nose, throat, and thai
by the recorded dilemma of bis ene- Postum at first, because they did not lions usej
caused by feminine ills it has no equal.
make it right But when they made them for
mies,' Vv. 31, 32.
For
ten years the Lydia BL Pinkham
BilioHaeti '
Medicine Co. has recommended Putins
This entire passage deals with the Postum according to directions' on ludiftstion, Sick Hc«Uel», S.llow Skin.
responsibility of privilege." Particu- pkg., they liked it better than coffee
in their private correspondence wltls
SMALL PILU SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.
women. Which proves Its superiority.
larly 4s this epitomized In the para- and were benefited by the change."
Poland China HOB.
Name
given
by
Postum
Co.,
Battle
Genuine
mutt
bear
Signature
Women who have been cured say;
ble of the flg tree. Privilege Is emCreek, Mich. Read "The Road to
It Is "worth Its weight la gold." AI
If you expect to sell hogs at fancy the best trade the past six months phasized In that the tree was planted Wellville," In pkgs.
druggists.
SOo. large boor, or by mad, '
prices you must produce fancy hogs. that he ever enjoyed, and' the prices In the vineyard of Its owner, it lived
Postum now comes In two forms:
The Pazton Toilet Co. Boston, f
Too many breeders are content with a he received have been very satisfac- off of his possessions. Its simple reRegular Postum—must be well
sponsibility was to bear fruit In
fancy pedigree, expecting the blood tory.
boiled. 15c and 2Bc packages.
As soon as breeders of pedigreed spite of the patience of the owner and
lines of the animal to carry It Into
Instant Postum—Is a soluble pow*
hogs come to a full understanding that the privilege of Its surroundings it der. Made In tbe cup with hot water
.popularity.
v
The advantage of Godly
While it is very essential that an the animal produced must possess perished.
—no boiling. 80c and 60c tins.
animal have a desirable pedigree, It Is greater merit In connection with the parents, of Christian society and the
The cost per cup of both kinds Is
all the more essential that the animal pedigrees then the people will readily heritage of tke noble -martyrs and
about
the same
*
pay a good price for it, regardless ol saints of the church will not save that
Itself possess Individual merit
"There's a Reason" for Postum.
A well-known Illinois breeder of whether or not public demand Is strong man or woman who "has a name to
i-soU by Grocers,
ive but is dead."
Poland Chinas says that be has had for such animals.—A. T. S.
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KEEPING BUGS FROM ELIMINATION IS OF
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JUST ASKED THE HOTEL
WOMAN PLANNING VISIT WROTE
THIRTY LETTERS.

A MERE INCIDENT
By HERBERT E. HAMBLEN.
(Copyright.)

Proprietor Had to Tell Her All About
Everything, Including Theaters
in New York and Side

4-.

Trlpfc

A botel manager whose face usually
wears a genial smile, was looking
downcast when bearded In his den the
other day. On the desk before him lay
what was evidently a bunch of correspondence, says the New York Times.
« "Look at that!" he exclaimed. "That
pile contains 30 letters and replies.
.Would you believe that all that correspondence was necessary to rent a
double room and bath at four dollars
a day for ten days? If the public only
realized some of the things a hotel
man had to undergo In order to get
people to his establishment and make
them Battened, It would set him down
as a martyr.
"It was away back in December that
this woman, who lives In a town in the
middle West, made up her mind that
■he and a woman friend of hers would
pay their annual visit to, New York the
latter part of February. The first letter I received made Inquiries as to
rooms and prices. It also asked various questions regarding seats at the
theaters and various other matters. I
made a prompt reply. A few days later
came a letter which was a brief repetlflon of the first. To that I replied
promptly.
"Two days later came a third Inquiry about charges for meals Berved
In rooms. About January 1 a fourth
letter said the writer would take fivedollar quarters, and wanted to know
about railroad fares and timetables.
Also it contained full and explicit directions as to seats for the theaters
and their locations. The fifth letter
gave up the short railroad trip out of
New York that had been planned, but
wanted a list of attractions In New
York.. The sixth said the four-dollar
room had been decided upon. The
seventh wanted an estimate on what
"board in the hotel might cost The
eighth specified more theater seats
that were desired. The ninth referred
to the same. The tenth made changes
in seats already specified.
The
•leventh did the same. So did the
"twelfth. So did the thirteenth. The
fourteenth warned me that they were
coming, and made still more changes
In the theater program. The fifteenth
was just like the fourteenth. Bach of
these letters I had to answer, and 1
had to buy, exchange or return about
torty theater tickets, and pay postage
tin ever BO many timetables and
theater lists. If you .consider the
amount of personal labor I put on the
thing, I don't see where I profited. But
you can see from this quantity of correspondence that this Is a life of detail.
"About the queerest request I have
had In a long time came the other day
from a North Carolina lawyer. I did
not know him, but lie evidently spent
more money In New York than he had
Intended. He sent me a letter telling
me that be had lost a pawn ticket, and
asked me to find the Canal street
pawnbroker that had executed a loan
for him on a certain date. He did not
remember his name, but the ticket
called for a diamond ring. He believed
that the pawnbroker's establishment
was the first one on Canal street If
there was more than one pawn shop
on Canal street, he Bald, he was willing to pay my man for his extra trouble. Strange to say, we did succeed
In locating the place where the lawyer
had hocked his ring"
New Way to Cure Hunchbacks.
Great Interest was aroused at the
surgical congress In Paris by the announcement by Doctor Calot of a new
method for curing humpback and
other spinal deformities.
This method Is based on the discovery of Abbott that It is only when the
■plnal column is in flexion that It Is
sufficiently supple to be distorted, the
projections on each side of the vertebrae being then free enough to turn
without friction.
To cure the deformity Doctor Calot
therefore bends the spine such a way
as gradually to obtain hyper-correcUon by forming a temporary distortion In the contrary direction. He declares that several complete cures
already have been effected In this
way without undue pain to the patients, who endure the treatment without complaint
Why Perspiration Burn*.
Professor Arlolng of Lyons, France,
proved by experiment that human
perspiration is irritant because it la
actually poisonous. It actually burns
away the epidermis of sensitive skins
and leaves them almost raw. It Is important that perspiration be not
checked; it is equally important in
hot weather to change one's underclothes very day.
Not to'Be Disparaged.
"Pedestrians," said the angry mo.
torist, "are the greatest nuisance in
•very war."
"Maybe so, maybe so," replied the
philanthropist, "but don't go on so
about them. I do hate to see them
run down."
Nothing on Her.
Mis* da Vere—My portrait waa
painted by Sargent
Claribel Calcium—Huh! I waa fea.
fused three years in the moving pictures.—Puck.

"Well, Mike, an' how's the new
b'y?" Inquired the other fireman.
Mike waited to
finish hauling the
blue shirt over his
head, and then re
plied:
"Oh, be Hivins,
the finest in the
wor-r-ld!
Father
Casey was in this
(mor-r-nln', an' he
fjf
I
says ter me, 'Mike
4
,
Ferrel," says he,
"'
'ye have the biggest an' han'somest baby on the block,
an' that's no lie,' says he.
"I'm worrited about Norah, though;
she ain't a bit well," Mike continued,
the happy look of the proud father
giving way to the troubled one of the
husband and provider.
"I don't like the way the doether
looks at her," he said. "She's not
sthrong, poor gyur-r-1. I had a bit o'
money saved up for this, but Katy got
diphtheria an' that tuck It all, so now I
haven't a clnt; an' I'm owln' a good
bit around, too.
"Ah, well," he continued philosophically, as he picked up the heavy slicebar and tackled the first of MB dirty
fires, "it's good I have a stlddy Job."
After the fires were cleaned and the
Ore-room washed down, Mike remarked to his mate:
"I ain't had a wink o' sleep these
two nights; I'm fitter ter be home in
bed today than afore these b'ilers.
with this rotten coal; but I dasaen't
lose no time now for a spell."
The conversation was interrupted by
the opening of the engine-room door—
a bare crack. A hand and the grizzled beard of old FergUBon, the chief,
protruded for a brief Instant.
"Hey, ketch this!" he called in a
stage whisper, as be flung his pipe Into
the yawning emptiness of the fireroom with a fatalistic confidence that
was inspiring.
It seemed as if the entire plant always ran with clock-like smoothness
and precision until the very minute
the superintendent entered on his inspection tour; then the most unexpected things would happen, giving
that fiery-tempered official occasion to
berate all concerned. Now, Mike could
hear his high-pitched voice, reading
the riot act to the chief inside.
After half an hour, the tumult within having subsided. It was believed
"His Nibs" had gone without bothering their department, an always hoped
for, but seldom realized, experience.
Mike threw his brass-cleaning equipment In a corner and leaned against
the wall. He was' completely worn out
The fire-room was warm and the sir
heavy with evaporation from the wet
floor. Almost immediately he dozed
off, standing upright as he was.
Suddenly the engine-room door was
flung wide open. A tall, bony, stoopshouldered man, his-face nearly hidden
by a fiery red broom of a beard, stood
squarely in the doorway, both hands
in his overcoat pockets, glaring savagely into the fire-room.
The supers eyes at once nailed the
sleeping man. Not a facial quiver betrayed his Intentions. Slowly, deliberately, he entered the fire-room arid
traversed Its length, scanning every
detail with a quick, comprehensive
glance.
A long, bony finger shot out from
the superintendent's side and bored a
hole between Mike's ribs. The big
fireman's eyes came open slowly, and,
to a disinterested spectator, the transformation that passed over his features would have appeared eomical.
"Hey, how long have you been
here?"
"S-o-r-rT" asked bewildered Mike.
"How long have you worked heref
"Goln' on eight years, s-o-r-r."
"What time do you get relieved?"
"At twilve o'clock, a-o-r-r."
"All right; when you go but, you
stay out, do you hear?"
"Yls, s-o-r-r."
As the superintendent flitted away
to deal to Darby and the coal-passer
their respective doses of venom, it
suddenly dawned upon Mike that be
was discharged. The spirit of murder
welled up in his heart, but be restrained It Nobody had ever accomplished anything by an appeal to His
Nibs, except to add to that amiable
gentleman's gratification—but Mike's
need was desperate.
For the sake of Norah and the baby,
he would humble himself. Choking
back the desire to kill, he feigned humility and approached the tyrant.
"Av ye* plate, s-o-r-r, Mr.—"
"Get out—get out—I don't want any
talk from you; your steam la two
pounds low now."
"But, s-o-r-r, I on'y wanted ter ax
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Death of Mrs Taylor Clough.
WEST BROOKFIELD.
Arrangements have been made to have
Quaboag Spring water for sale in carboys
Thfc funeral services of Mrs Persis
PUBLISHED
George K. Foster, Belmont, is visiting
at the Brookfield Inn and at D. A.
Boynton Lincoln Clough were held at the William D. Foster.
EVERY FRIDAY AFTERNOON,
Eaton's store.
*2
AT
home on Sherman street, Tuesday afterThe vacation at the Congregational
Miss Felt A. Fletcher, stenographer at
Journal Block, North Brookfield, Mass
noon, August 11, with Rev. Sherman
the Sfflce of the Foster-Moulton shoe fac- Goodwin, pastor of the Congregational church ends this week.
Kenneth Tucker, New York, is tha
tor^- is enjoying a' two weeks' vacation.
HORACE J. LAWRENCE,
church, officiating.
guest of Leon F. Thompson.
She left on Monday with Mrs Irving
EDITOR ASD PROPRIETOR.
Mrs Clough was born in Paxton, Nov.
Breed to visit Miss Fannie M. Conrad,
Everett King, Sprngfield, has a tent on
1.00 a Year in Advance. principal of the Blanchard school, at her 16, 1828, the daughter of Ezra and Phebe the shores of Lake Wickaboag.
Boynton. She was married to Mr SumSingle Copies. 3 CenU.
home in Lisbon, N. H,, and with Mrs E.
Miss Ruth E. Warfield, Long Hill, M
ner Lincoln of Warren, May 3, 1853<
Address all communications to BROOEFIELO H. Farrar, who Was formerly MisB Julia and her early married life was spent in spending her vacation in Brighton, Me.
TIMES. North Brookfield, Mass.
King, at Troy, N. H.
Worcester and Sturbridge, later moving
Frank L. Daley, Springfield, is visiting.
Orders for subscription. advertlBlnt, or Job
wort and payment for the same, max be sent
Henry S Twichell, who has recently to Brookfield, where she has resided for his parents, Mr and Mrs John A. Daley.
direct to the main office. North Brooknelrt or
become the County Secretary of the nearly 50 years, with the exception of
to (ieonre W. McNamam. Brookrleid
Mi s Shirley Adams is visiting John
Greene County Young Men's Christian three years which were spent in New McAllister and family, Arlington Heights.
Associations
is
attending
the
summer
Braintree.
After
the
death
of
Mr
LinBROOKFIELD.
Mr and Albert Bliss have bsen visiting
school at Silver Bay, Lake George. Mr coln, she married Mr .Taylor. Clough
Mr and Mrs Alfred J. Fletcher, WorcesTwicbell's
new
work
is
supervisory,
covon April 18, 1869, and he died Sept. 9,
Edward J. and Miss Frances Delaney
ter.
ering six organized points in the Catskill 1910.
, .
are visiting relatives in Natick.
H. D. Likins, Springfield, is with a
Mountain region. He accepted this poMrs Clough was a member of the ConMrs George W. Johnson and Miss Mary
sition after having served the Albany, N. gregational church 57 years, maintaining party camping on Charles F. Fairbanks'
Ellen were in Northampton Friday.
Y., Y. M. C. A. as first assistant secre- throughout the entire period an unsullied land.
William L. Roach returned Monday
Miss Elizabeth Hedges, Youngstown,
reputation for Christian consistency and
tary for three years.
from a week's stay in New York City.
O., iB a guest of Lindsey T. Smith and
devout
regard
-for
spiritual
things.
Her
The property on Central street, which
Mies Lena Kennedy of South Framingfamily.
was owned by Mies Eleanor Adams, was conduct was characterized by tender symham was the guest last week of Miss Mary
conveyed to Thomas Walker of Brock- pathy for the poor and unfortunate, . Mr and Mrs R. E. Dixon, Tarrytown,
Kennedy.
ton. The property consists of a three seeming to recognize in full force the N. Y.-, are guests of Mr and Mrs Carlton
$3.98 Miss Marjorie LeClair of Norwood has story house, barn and one acre of land, declaration of our Lord, "Ye have the P. Tyler.
PURE LINEN COATS, Worth up to $10.00
the guest this week of Mrs Kate and is assessed for *3360. The house is poor with you always and whensoever
Mr and Mre Levi W. Livermore left
$7.50 been
LINEN SUITS, Worth up to $25.00
Stone, Green street.
occupied at present by Miss Adams and ye will ye may do them good." .Her Saturday for a week at Revere.and other
WHITE SKIRTS, Worth up to $2.00
Miss Josephine Holcomb was the week- Mrs Mary Walker, mother of the new Christian integrity was further shown by Boston beaches,
fondneBB for her Bible, for prayer,
Greenoak'cottage is occupied by E. W.
$2.98 end guest of her parents, Mr aud Mrs Os- owner. Mr Walker is a traveling sales- her
WOOL SKIRTS, Worth up to* $7.98
car Holcomb, Howard street.
Wood and Albert Lines with his parents
man for the George E. Keith Bhoe com- and for her church.
98c Mrs Mary Gavin and Frank Derrick of pany of Brockton and bought the prop- During later years while suffering from from Springfield.
CHILDREN'S ROMPERS, Worth up to 98c.
physical infirmity she was confined to
GIRLS' DRESSES, Worth up to $2.50
Holyoke, were guests of postmaster and erty for a home.
Vernon P. Gilbert and family of Los
her home,, where her son, Mr Lincoln
Mrs Edward F. Delaney, Sunday.
W. D. Thompson of Leicester became and family, arid, her daughter, Miss Lin- Angeles, is in town and registered at the
Mr and Mrs John Smallridge and child- the owner, Ftiday, of the property on nie Clough have tenderly cared for her to Park View house.
ren of Worcester were the guests Sunday River street, that was owned by Edward the end. Mrs Clough is survived by her
Mr and Mrs Robert Graham, Ragged
B. Hale of Jamaica Plains, a former son Charles S. Lincoln, and her two Hill, are entertaining Miss Louise Fre$1.98 of Mrs Emogene Watroue, Mill street.
400 Waists atf.
.69c 50 Dresses at
Mr and Mrs G- Frank Howe of Wor- principal of the B. H. S. The property step-cbildren Mr Isaac Clough of Port- dette, Springfield.
$3.98
400 Waists at
98c 150 Dresses at .
The golf course of the West Brookfield
cester spent the week-end with Mr and consists of a two and a half story house, land, Me., and Miss Linnie Clough of
$5.00 Mrs Henry M. Donahue, Lincoln street.' barn and one acre of land assessed for Boston, five grandchildren three great golf club was closed till after the funeral
500 Waists at
$1.50 100 Dresses at
«3000. The house has been occupied for
of Alfred C. White.
$7.50
400 Waists at.....
$2.98 150 Dresses at
Wallace Ripley of Wilbraham was the ttje "past two years by Mrs Lottie H. grandchildren and one step grandson.
There were many beautiful floral tribMr and Mre Roy Balfour, Lynn, are,
300 Waists at
$3.98 to $9.75 300 Dresses at .... $9.75 to $25.00 guest last week at the home of Mr and Clarke. Mr Thompson is consulting enutes. The bearers were Mr Frederick D. guests of Mrs Balfpur's parents, Mr and
Mrs Edward R. Burgess, Lincoln street. gineer at the Ideal Coated paper factory
Bowen, Mr Sumner H. Reed, Mr Henry Mrs George E. Mundell.
Mrs Louise Taber and son, William, of and bought the property for a home
T. Randall, and Mr Elbert L. Be'mis.
• Mr and Mrs Napoleon Grondine, their
Providence, R. I., have been visiting at
Burial was in brookfield cemetery.
Charles H. Richards, aged 85 years, 5
son Erneet and daughter Hilda, are in
$5.00 the home of Mr and Mrs John Manning. months and 28 days died Saturday morn40 Suits at..........
$5.00 30 Coats at
.
——
Providence for a vacation.
Rev. Father Herbert Clarke, S. J., of ing at his home in Rice Corner district,
$10.00
A CARD OF THANKS.
70 Suits at.
/... $9.75 100 Coats at
Misses Susan W. and Eleanor S. Bill
Holy Cross college, Worcester, celebrated over the Sturbridge line. The cause of
$12.50 first mass at St Mary's church Sunday
We wish to thank pnr friends and are eni^rnaining Missea Susan Rogers and
40 Suits at
$12.50 50 Coats at
death was heart disease from which Mr
t/,,1
Vnrrtnn ICt.
;t.
Eula.i lins-t
Dart, Vernon,
$15.00 to $29.50 morning.
100 Suits at
$15.00 to $22.50 120 Coats at
Richards had been an invalid for many neighbors for their gifts of flowers and
Rev.
J.
Howard
Gaylord, Saratoga
A valuable coon dog owned by William ; °W. He had lived practically all his messages of love and sympathy tendered
Hayes, Over-the-River district, and life on the Richards farm. He is sur- us in our recent bereavement and for the Springs, N. Y., is at Gaylord cottage on
valued at $100, died Wednesday of dog- vived by two daughters, Mrs Jonah many kindnesses Bhown our loved one the shore of Lake Wickaboag.
Mrs Susan Ellison of Springfield, a
distemper.
Barnes, Rice Corner, and Miss Lucy during her long sickness.
former resident returned home Saturday
MR AKD MRS C. S. Lrecout,
A. Margeson and sons, Edwin and Rob- Richards who lived with her father. The
after a week's visit with friends.
Miss L. C. CLODGH,
ert of New Rochelle, N. V. have been the funeral was held Sunday afternoon and
MISS EDITH LINCOLN,
Rev. Elisha G. Hooper and wife, Charguests this week of Mr and Mrs David N. burial was in Sturbridge cemetery.
Mi»s ADA LINCOLN.
lemont, are on the shores of the lake with
Hunter, Main street.
The third attempt to sell the property
a party of young people from Leyden,
Mrs Julia Foster and two children of of the W. B. & S. street railway on a
Waakfish Erratic.
Mrs Percy Lpring and family, DorcheS'
Dover, N. H., arrived in town Thursday foreclosure sale at public auction to satisOAKHAM.
NEW FACTS ABOUT POISONS
Weakflsh are erratic in tempera- to be the guests for a month of Mrs Fos- fy the interests of the International Trust
ter, are in the summer cottage of Charles
-•
W. Bugbee, at the head of Lake WickaCertain Kinds Are Found to Bs Mora ment and movements. Today they are ter's father, Dr. John R. Ham, Howard company of Boston, was made at the
taken on a certain tide. .Tomorrow
The funeral of Miss Laura G. Burt,
Deadly When Diluted With
Brookfield oflSce of the company at 1
boag.
they will bite on another. You never street.
who
died
at
her
home
in
this
town
on
Water.
Mr and Mrs F. J. Brown and daughters o'clock Thursday aftenroon, Aug. 6, and
Mrs Ida A. Galvin and family are encan tell. Fishing for weakflsh, like
Tuesday,
Aug.
11,
was
held
at
the
Con
Mrs Merriam -and Mrs Clarke, all of resulted in the Bale being again adjourned
tertaining Mr and Mrs John Galvin and
gregational church On Friday, Aug. 14.
The more you dilute certain poisons all game fish, is a gamble. It is not
son, Howard, Worcester, and William
Sprinefield, have been the guests at the this time to Thursday, Sept. 10, at the
Miss Burt was the daughter of the late
with water the more deadly they be- like fishing for bottom feeders. In
fishing tor bottom feeding fish, you home of Mr and Mrs Charles P. Gay, same place and hour. The decree of the
come. This remarkable tact has been
Alfred Ely and Elizabeth (Lincoln) Burt Galvin, Middlebury, Vt.
Suprejne judicial court of Suffolk county
Mrs Louisa M. JenniBon and sister,
recently demonstrated by Dr. F. Roux, are always sure, more or less, of re- Maple street.
and was 66 years of age. She was an acsults. In fishing tor game fish, you
Mr and Mrs Charles D. Burbank re- calling for the sale was read by the auc tive member of the Congregational, Mrs Carrie A. Porter, have gone to their
the well-known French scientist, bemay get fish on a day when all the
tioneer,
L.
8.
Woodis
of
North
Brookfore the Academy of Science at Paris,
turned to their home in Someryille, Monchurch, and for a great many years had summer home at Sunapee, N. H., for the
signs are against it, and get them in
aays the Cincinnati Enquirer.
day after a weed's visit at the home of field. By the terms of the decree no one BUpplied the church each Sunday during remainder of the season.
numbers.
The poisons used in the teats were
Mrs Burbank's parents, Mr and Mrs would be permitted to bid for the prop the summer with flowers from her careThe annual picnic and field-day of the
erty until a deposit of #5000 was made
principally of the bacterial variety,
Charles Sanford, Main street.
Couldn't
See
Piece
for
"Pa."
t
with the receiver, Thomas T. Robinson fully tended gardens. She was a great Sunday schools was held on Tuesday at
but there-sterns, to be no reason to
.Born, in Washington, D. C, August
A prominent Virginian had died,
Chartered cars
believe that the proposition is sot
of Boston, and no Lid for less than lover of flowers and was always generoua Forest Lake, Palmer.
and his daughter In arranging the 10, a daughter,. Doris Roberta, to Mr
equally true of other poisons.
8150,000 could be received. After read- in sending them to homes where they left West Brookfield at 8 o'clock.
For
gome of the bacterial poisons ex- house for the funeral had gone al- and, Mrs Norman C. Brigham, and grand ing the decree autioneer Woodis inquired would bring, cheer and comfort.
Francis Matthews, older son of Mr ancV
most to an extreme in placing palms daughter to Mr and Mrs Allen Peck of
many years she had shared her home with
perimented with became doubly virile
and ferns and plants, in the drawing Rowe, and A. A. Frigham of Brookfield. if any one in attendance were ready to a niece, Mildred Louise Burt, and. a Mrs Peter Matthews, Ne^ Braintree road,
when diluted with 100 timea their volqualify as a bidder by depositing the reroom—in fact, it had more the appearis to be in the service of the United States
ume of distilled water. When less wa- ance of a wedding than a fuaeral.
Saturday, the property on Main Btreet, quired «SOO0, and as there were no pros nephew, Alfred LeRoy Burt, now of Cal- and has been assigned to the naval station
ter was used the poisons proved less One of the old darkles came to pay owned by Donald Cooke of Swampscott,
ifornia,
who
had
been
left
without
a
pective buyers present, the receiver, Mr
at Newport, R. I.
harmful, and when they were diluted his last respects. "MIBB Mae," he
was transferred to Miss May Hall of Robinson, immediately announced that mother's care at an early age. Her niece
*jo an even greater extent their poison- said, "dls surely is fine, all dese here
Misses Eva and Ida Watts, Vivian
Brookfield. The property consists of a the .sale was adjourned until Sept. 10. has cared for her during her last illness
ous action increased. The conclusion trees, but. Miss Mae, where is you
with untiring devotion. She is survived Beccuns, Marguerite Garbutt, Florence
house
and
one
eighth
of
an
acre
of
land
In attendance at the sale, outside of the
was compelled that the greater the di- going to put your pa?"
by one sister, Mrs Henry P. Wright of pieary, Margaret Watson, Christine Car
and is assessed for 81150.
local officials of the company, reporters,
•
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lution the more dangerous the poisons
chrie
with
MrsllTtlK.-.m
William I'mikllt-f
Garbutt, are
a
became, and the only explanation ofArrangements have been made by and a few local people were the receiver, New Haven.
Springfield party at Lakeside grove.
fered was that the resistance of the
Airmen's Dinner Gong.
Louise Galloway Bassett to present the Thomas T. Robinson, his attorney James
The Massachusetts State Grange and
One of the strangest dinner gongs play "Little Mother," in the town hall, F. Bacon, of Butler, Cox, Mprehie and
blood stream was diminished by the
NEW BRAINTREE.
in
the
world
hangs
.outside
a
mess
Quaboag Pomona grange will meet at the
water.
Thursday evening, Aug. 20, for the ben- Bacon pf Boston, and Myron L. Young,
' This Is not the only paradox con- tent at the army flying camp at efit of the V. I. S. She will be backed 'president of the Spencer National bank.
Foster Hill farm, home of John H. Webb,
Miss Maria Spillane of Roxbury is the Master of Quaboag Pomona Grange for a
nected with the action of poison that Netheravon, on Salisbury Plain, Eng- by the full cast of the company and will
has come under investigation at the land. It is an old cylinder of a Gnome .supply her own scenery for the play.
guest of Miss L. E. Bowdoin.
joint field day, Aug. 19. The committee
hands of scientists , recently. The aeroplane engine, strung between two
ARTISTIC MONUMENTS Mr and Mrs Leonard Titus of Holyoke, of arrangements is: John P. Ranger of
At the Ward" cottage on the north shore
venom of the cobra, the most danger- posts. When sharply struck the cyl■
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~
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w ■ U, i 1 ham
North
Brookfield,
chairman;
William Tr
E.
have been visiting at Sunset Farm.
ous of all Indian serpents, has always inder gives out a clear, resounding of Lake Quaboag for two weeks, are EuAND CEMETERY MEMORIALS
Mrs
Jndson
Pierce
of
W6rcester,
has
Patrick,
Warren,
and
Carlton
D. Richnoise,
which
calls
the
airmen
to
their
proved more or less of a mystery, in
IgeneJ. Howard, Paul Keaney, Michael
been the guest of Mr and Mrs J. E, Barr. ardson, West Brookfield, executive comIn all kinds of
view of the fact that if the poison dinner as effectively as an ornate din- ' Minns, Mary Doyle and Miss Elizabeth
mittee ef Quaboag Pomona grange. The
glands are cut out of the newly-killed ner gong.
A good number of town people attendI Howard, all of North Brookfield, Miss
program includes a demonstration in
GRANITE AND MARBLE
snake of thle species, their contents
ed the 500th anniversary at Rutland, on
i Katherine Dunn of Worcester, Miss Marcanning by Prof, and Mrs Morton of
may be swallowed with Impunity by a
Simple Slranger.
garet McGrath of Northampton and Miss C. A. RISLEY & COMPANY Monday.
Anberst Agricultural' college, at 10.30
healthy human being, the poison being
"We are presenting to your notice,"
Mr John Wine and daughter, Delina, o'clock. Dinner will be served at noon,
digested in a perfectly natural way, said the silver-tongued orator, "a mail Mary McCormick of Providence.
have been visiting at Richford, Vt., the in the barn. There will be speaking for
Tekpkone
Vest Brookfield.
while if the person swallowing the who Is free from corrupt alliances and
Thomas Marnby, 84, ttho was lost in
past week.
venom happens to have any sore placet Intrigues; a man who has led a life of the Podunk woods, while berrying, last
an hour and an half after dinner. Conin his mouth at the time his death is, dignified seclusion; a man who—"
Miss Edith Howe has returned to Hol- gressman Calvin D. Taige, Southbridge;
| Friday, was found after five days am!
"That's all right," interrupted the imalmost Instantaneous.
den after several weeks spent at Dea. E. Frank W. Kane, Mas*. State Forrester,"
DESIRABLE HOUSE LOTS
j nights of searching by a large company.
Just why cobra venom can beTead- patient listener. "We all know your
Mrs George Ladd, Sturbridge, and EverE. Haven's.
lly digested, but brings almost Instant man doeBn't know anything about , He was found lying face down in the
FOR SALE
Misses Madeline Havens and Louise ett E. Chapman, Ludlow, Master of the
' death when the virus gets directly into politics, or he wouldn't be in your bushes in a scrub iot 1 1-U miles from the
State Grange are to be
Whitcomb have returned to West Boyls- Massachusetts
(home of Frederick Benson, where he
the blood stream is one of the prob- fight."
1
Following the
| lived ami a half mile from the lower Po- I At the upper and lower ends of Lake ton, after a week's sfayat Aph Lane farm. among the speakers.
lems now being investigated by scienSpeaking will be sports in charge of Ar> dunk road. Mr Mamby was in an extlBtS.
Horns of the Rhinoceros.
Mr
Vernon
Gilbert
and
family
of
Los
_i; Lashaway, East Brookfield, Mass.
thur \\ . Sutler, Wes\ Brookfield; Leon
In the rhinoceros we find a curious ' hanated condition and his face, arms ami
Angeles, Cal., and 51 rs Minnie Davis of Bemis, Spencer; Leon Godaire, BrookTake One Guess.
arrangement, the horns in some being j legs were a mass of outs and bruises. He
For particulars inquire of WILLIAM Fitchburg, have been in town the past
Susie's grandmother had been scold- easily moved, seemingly only held by j was found by John J. Connotiey and Wilfield; John J. Lane, North Brookfield;
■ FIJLLAM, North Brookfield, Mass.
week, calling on friends.
ing her. Susie felt indignant, but had the skin. {They form terrible weapons,
Mra Arthur Barr, New Braintree; Chas.
I liam Adams of Brookfield.
Stimulants
been taught never to "answer back." however, though totally different in
The Christian Endeavor Society held a E. Wilson, Warren; Mrs Edna B. Wat3w-31
However, she got even. Taking her their construction from the Ivory , were administered and in a short time lie
lawn paivj
party a*
at »«'
Ash w"
Lane1- *■"■"
farm -™~"
last Wedkins, Mrs
Maliel v.
D. jveuurii:*,
Kendrick, mm
Mrs iu»Ma,.w , King,
jsirs iuauei
I
made
rapid
strides
towards
recovery.
i
_
kitten In her arms, she thus solilo- tusks of the elephant, with which they
nesday evening. About fifty people were bei n, Kendrick and Harold D. Phelps,
quised: "Kitty, I wish one of us was are often matched, being formed of , Dr. Joseph Houle of Spencer, who was at
CAROLINE ENGINE FOR SALE.
in attendance.
Games were enjoyed, vy^t Brookfield.
dead this minute. Not you kitty, nor hairy, fiber-like matter. Some species , his cottage on the lake, attended him aud EIGHT-HOR8E-POWER Fairbnaks gasallne
and home made candy was offered for
engine for iale cheap if taken at once.
me, kitty, but one at UB three in this have a single horn, while others have declared the heart action was excellent
T Continued on 4th page 1st column.
FisECHOiT GREENHOUSES.
sale.
room."
E..»t Broosneld.
t and he looks for a Complete recovery.
two.

August Furniture Sale

RICHARD HEALY CO.

$65,000 Worth of New Furniture is Being Sold at Nearly Half Price

$40.00 Brass Beds at $24.!

$20.00 Brass Beds at $11.98

An unusually attractive bed, made with 3-inch
posts, seven one-inch filling rods, a handsome colonial design. One of the heaviest beds made; regular $40.00 value. August Furniture Sale Price.

A very handsome bed, made wih 2%-inch
posts, and seven heavy filling rods, guaranteed
lacquer, a wonderful bargain. Regular $27.60
value.
August Furniture Salel|A *%tT)
Price, each

$110 Three-Piece Library Suite for $69.00
Three-piece Davenport Suite, upholstered in
-genuine leather, design is entirely new, the
' frame is-hand rubbed, mahogamzed birch,
heavy and substantial pieces. It is the season's best offering in library furniture; regularly worth $110.
Augustff^Q /\f|
Furniture Sale Price
<»W 7,vw

Two Carloads of Bed Boom Furniture
Especially Bought for This Sale
Great lot, consists of Dressers, Chiffoniers,
Princess Dressers, Toilet Tables, etc. Values
are such as have never been offered before in
Worcester. You may have your choice of
Mahogany, Oak, Circassian Walnut or Curley
Birch.

$30 Chairs and Rockers at $19.75
Large, roomy, comfortable chairs and rockers, upholstered in genuine leather; the ideal
man's chair; has strong indestructible spring;
regular $30.00 value. August* ■• Q ^C
Furniture Sale Price, each
4> * ^ •# **

{

On all Suits, Dresses, Coats,
Skirts, Waists and Girls'Clothes

$24.98

$27.50 Brass Beds at $16.60

$16,00 Morris Chairs at $12.00
Morris Chairs, made with spring seat, frame of
quartered, oak or solid birch, hand polished, choice
of cushions'; a good value at $16. ff in fill
August Furniture Sale Price
jlaViVU

$45.00 Buffets at $29.75

Combination Dining Boom Offer

Handsome Golden Oak Buffets, 48-inch top,
large plate mirror, lined silver drawer, roomy
cupboard, enlarged linen drawer; a very attractive piece of furniture, regular $45.00
value. August Furniture SalelOQ 75

A splendid Dining Room Outfit for any
home, combination consists of one good table,
one buffet, five chairs, one 8rm<T/LC f \(\
chair, complete
JlUO.Vvl

$5.00 Dining Chairs at $2.98
Good substantial Dining Chairs, made with
genuine leather seats, boxed and blocked,,
quartered oak, hand rubbed, best value in
dining chairs we have ever offered; regular
$5.00 value. August Furniture tfcO QQ
Sale Price

$50.00 Mahogany and Walnut Dressers
and Chiffoniers at $35.00
One of the season's choicest offerings, made
by master workman in the best of furniture
factories; very attractive furniture; regular
$50.00 value. August Furni- fOC |lA
ture Sale Price
.WJ.UW

All Kaltex Furniture Reduced

The remainder of our upholstered Kaltex
Furniture will be offered during this sale at 26
'fT
.
_. .
m-i.i*« „+ •IOTAS
per
cent, reduction. Kaltex is the most serv$30.00 Extension Dining Tables at *-«'-'lr\rceabie furniture for the porch or sewing room,
and is equally adapted for the living room.
Constructed of Quartered Oak, golden fin- During this sale all upholstered Kaltex Furish, 48-inch top, extends to 6 feet, square edge, niture at 25 per cent, less than marked price,
12-inch fancy barrel and claw feet; a sub$30.00 Dressers at $21.00
stantially constructed piece of furniture, good
130.00 value. August Furniture MQ n E
These Dressers are 42x24 inches, with glass
Sale Price
'17»#J 24x30 inches. They are hand polished, have
divided top drawer, and full swell front. Choice
\
$6.75 Go-Carts at $3.98
of Mahogany, Quartered Oak, Toona MahogaThe popular Tourist Collapsible Go-Carte, ny, Circassian Walnut or Curley Birch; regua favorite style; regular price «nO QQ lar $30.00 Dressers. AugustffO % {\f\
J)*"' »«W
$6.75. August Furniture Sale Pr. <p»-». 7 V Furniture Sale Price.....

Brookfield Times

FINAL MARK DOWNS

It's the best time of the entire year to buy furniture, beds and bedding. A single room,
an odd piece of furniture or the furnishing for the entire home may be purchased now at
substantial savings. We list a few of the offerings, there are many more equally as great in
money saving importance.
Good, strong, serviceable beds, made with 2inch posts, seven filling rods, and finished with
Denholm & McKay guaranteed lacquer. AH
regular sizes; regular S20 value.* ■• 1 QQ
August Furniture Sale
V X M. • JPO

NO. 33.
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VOL. XXXI11.

At One-Half and One-Third Prices

Some of the Garments are Even Less
Than One-Third

$475 Bed Room Suite for $335
Large massive William & Mary Bed Room
Suite, finished in English Mahogany. This
suite consists of four pieces, dresser, chiffonier, bed, toilet table, with triplicate mirrors. All dust proof construction, all drawers
lined
in
mahogany.
$475.00
value.
August Furniture Sale SajOOff 4|.|

Original Price

79c

$2.50 Bed Pillows at $1.45

59c

Bed
Pillows filled with good quality
feathers, covered with A. C. A. ticking; regular $2.60 value. August Fur- <£ | Agl
niture Sale Price
q> 1 • — J

$375 Dining Suite for $250
Large Circassian Dining Room Suite, consisting of ten pieces, buffet, table, serving
table, five chairs, one arm chair; handsome
colonial design; table, 54 inches; regular
value, $375.00.
August tCQCA llfi
Furniture Sale Price
.«D*&CJ V.\J\J

$135 Dining Boom Suite at $97.50
One Imitation Mahogany Dining Suite, consisting of buffet, table, china closet, • serving
table, 5 chairs, 1 arm chair; a discontinued
style, worth $136.00. August tQ*7 Cf|
Furniture Sale Price
.WI -JV

$10.00 Sliding Couches at $7.98
Sliding Couches, tubular frame, sanitary
mattress made of cotton linters; regular $10
values. August Furniture Sale *C*7 Oft
Price
.«P#.TfO
—Fourth Floor.

2000 Waists

750 Dresses

2505uits

300 Coats

Richard Healy Co.

The Beggar's Retort.
She—I shan't give you anything because I suspect you aren't blind at
all.
He—That may be, but I can assure
you there are moments when I wish
I were;"—Pele Mele.
Bathing Suit Fashions.
"That bathing suit of yours is out
rather tow."
"Can't Delp It I want to get tanned
this summer low enough to meet my
evening gowns."
Not a Professor.
Will Crooks, M. P., during his visit
to.Australia, was told a story about
an Australian politician who waa
walking along a country road when a
farmer, pasting In a cart, stopped and
offered him a lift. The politician accepted willingly, and as they Jogged
along the farmer cross-examined him
as to his affairs.
"And what are you in business?"
the farmer asked.
"I'm not exactly In business," waa
the reply. "I'm a professional man."
"What profession?" was the next
question.
"I'm a politician," replied the other
patiently.
"Politician!" exclaimed the scornful farmer. "That's not a profession!
That's a disease!"

Much Simpler.
Mile. Gaby DeBlys took a hen with
her on her latest ocean voyage, the
idea being, of course, that In addition
to providing the enterprising young
lady with a few extra press notices
the hen would supply her with fresh
eggs on the voyage.
The Incident has recalled a story
connected with Cecil Rhodes, who always took one or two hens with blm
on his many long voyages between
England and the Cape.
Another well-known South African,
who had frequently made the trip In
the same vessel as Rhodes, was asked
why he, too, did not take some bens
with him.
"It Isn't necessary," he said. "You
see, I always tip the man who looks
after Rhodes' hens and I get the
eggs!"
Glasses for Astigmatic Dog.
The case of the boy who Bees upside down, an account of whom was
published In a recent Issue of the
Pathfinder, has been paralleled by
that of a freak dachshund In San
Diego, CaL The dog's sense of distance Is reversed, which makes him
go away from hla master when he
calls him, although he Is desirous of
coming to him.
An oculist became Interested in the
dog and after an examination discovered that the canine was suffering
from astigmatic myopia. The oculist
then set to work and constructed a
special kind of spectacles for it The
dog gradually became normal after
be got accustomed to the glasses, although bis appearance causes a great
deal of comment—Pathfinder. >

No Fun In It.
John D. Rockefeller, during an Impromptu reception at the end of the
service In a Tonkers Baptist church,
said of charity:
"It Is well to get rich, but let us
get rich without turning our backs on
charity and gentleness, and loving
kindness."
Crocodile's Artificial Jaw.
Mr. Rockefeller, with a deprecaThe Frankfort soo possesses a spetory wave of the band, added:
"There Isn't much fun, after all, In cial treasure In a Gangetic crocodile
using as stepping-stones to success the —or gavlal—the only specimen of Its
kind In Germany. Consequently there
Shut up—shut up, I tell ye—get stumbling-blocks of other people."
was'great tribulation the other day
away from me; you're drunk."
when this *recUua beast broke Us
Having thus glibly pronounced the
The Umbrella Borrower.
doom of a family, His Nibs hastened
"Look at that foolish Mr. Baker," Jaw on the rocks in Its pool and all
efforts
to persuade the broken bone
to the office of the chief lineman, his said one man to another, "out on a
appetite for blood merely whetted.
rainy day like thU without an urn- to reunite were In vain.
A military doctor, Major Marx, has
As Mike packed up the traps that brella! Is he crazy?"
had. accumulated In his closet during
"I guess so," Bald his friend hurried- succeeded in replacing the fractured
his more than seven years' incum- ly. "Let's hurry on; I don't want to Jaw by an artificial one of aluminum.
bency, he kept muttering to himself: meet him."
"An' me wld on'y wan day's pay
What Did the Wild Waves Say?
"Why not?"
They had become engaged at Atlanaimed."
**"He may recognise this umbrella.
When the relief came in at noon, It's his."
tic City—a summery engagement, so
to speak—and they were about to reBilly Doyle slapped him on the shoulder.
turn to town.
His Precautions.
;
"Hello, Mike, what ye lookln' so blue
"How can such a good man as he ' "I am puzzled." he said, Just like
about? Have His Nibs been troo?"
that.
Is take a fee when he knows it is
As Mike picked up his bundle and tainted money?"
"Anent what?" quoth she.
"Will our love stand transportatio*
shambled toward the door, he replied
"Oh, he always uses an antlseptlo
wearily: "He have."
from sea natural to a fiat?"
solution before handling the fee."

The Right Sort.
Beach Chester, who has just published a new book of anecdotes, tells
a story of a Scotchman In London wbo
wrote a letter containing a proposal
of marriage to a young lady in Aberdeen and, wanting to know his fate as
soon as possible, asked her to telephone her reply.
He expected to hear from her in
the morning, and he hung about the
telephone all day, hut it was evening
before he bad the joy of hearing her
dear voice, hundreds of miles away,
accepting his proposal.
"If I were you," remarked a friend
to whom he confided the reason of
his elation, "I'd think twice before I
married a girl who kept me waiting
all day for an answer."
"Na, Na," retorted the Scotsman,
"the lass that waits for the cheaper
night rates is the UBS for me!"
Photographs the Liver.
Doctor Rautenberg, a specialist, has
Informed the Berlin Medical society
that he has devised a successful method of photographing the liver and
spleen by means of the Roentgen rays.
He accomplished It by so-called contrast pictures, which bring the organs
named Into clear relief. They enable
a comparison of healthy and disordered manifestations and detect truthfully the presence of growth, configurations, and functional abnormalities.
It Is believed that the new method
will be specially valuable for the diagnosis of abdominal diseases.
Dog Climbs Trees.
Robert Mather of Lewistown, Pa.,
has a dog that Is a cross between a
wolf hound and a collie. His owner is
authority for the statement that this
dog not only climbs trees after squirrels but follows them from tree to tree
where the limbs will bear his weight.
Mather produces squirrels and aays,
"If you don't believe It, here are the
squirrels he caught and killed."
Auspicious Time.
"Where are you going?"
i
"To call on Mrs. Wallaby-Wombat
Bettter come along.
I understand
there are some very Interesting things
to-be heard."
"How sol*"
"She ><•* just quarreled with her
best friend."
Getting Best Results,
Neither an Incubator nor hens will
bring off the best hatches if set in
cold, wet or dark places. A certain
amount of light,'reasonable warmth
and comparative aryness are needed
for best results.

Five Floors, 512 Main Street, Worcester, Mass.
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TREES HELP PUBLIC HEALTH!
Besides Purifying the Air, They Help.
to Make Cooler Bummers and
Warmer Winters.
Men and animals have, good reason
for their fondness for trees. It Is not
only because the, trees add so much to
the beauty of our streets, or because
the attractiveness of rivers and lakes
and even of the seashore depends
largely upon the trees that we look
upon them as silent friends. They
help us In a more material way than
with their beauty, great as that help
may be. They add to our physical
comfort and to our health.
Parris T. Farwell, in his "Village
Improvement," urges the necessity of
planting and caring for trees for the
sake of the city's or village'a beauty
and healthfulness.
The side of the street having the •
most trees Is the popular side In summer. That la because it is the coolest
by about SO degrees, Mr. Farwell tells
ua. for "a full grown tree sends out
117 gallons of water through Ita
leaves Into the air." Shading the
ground also serves to moderate the
heat And the air around the trees
is more pure. "The foliage takes in
carbonic acid gas. which is poisonous
to us, and gives out oxygen, which la
healthful. Indeed, Indispensable to
us." Medical authorities recognize
that trees promote the healthfulnese
of a community.
The tempering effect of trees on th«
climate Is not confined to summer.
In winter they actually radiate heat.
In addition to their benefits as windbreaks when planted in clumps and
groves.
That it pays to have trees in the
town and city and on the farmstead ia
shown by the flfct that" real estate oit
shaded streets and that on which,
trees are growing sells for a betted
price. No little of the welfare and
prosperity of town, city or country
depends upon its trees, "and there '4
a direct connection between the atj
tractlveness of the village or of the
home on the farm, and the love of the
citizens for their village or of tin*
children on the farm for their home."
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BROOKFIELD TIMES

FRANCE BREAKS
WITH AUSTRIA
French

Ambassador
Vienna Post.

AUSTRIAN
France

ASKS

Claims

on the Swiss

Boston Chamber of Commerce
Leaves
Adopts Resolutions.

PASSPORT

Austrian

Troop*

Frontier and

Are Giving Aid to the
German Army.

London—The French ambassador
at Vienna has asked for his passports,
according to the London Daily Telegraph.
In announcing the breaking of! of
relations with Austria, the French
foreign office made the following statement:
"Contrary to assurances given by
Austria to the French minister of
foreign affairs that no Austrian troops
■were taking part in the Franco-German war, the French government has
ascertained beyond any possible
doubt that certain troops are at present In Germany, outside the Austrian
frontier. These troops, which have
set f;,ee certain German troops destined to be employed in fighting the
French, ought indubitably, de facto
and tie jure, to be considered as acting
against France. In these circumstances the French ambassador was ordered to leave Vienna.
"The Austrian ambassador at ParIs, on being informed of France's
decision, asked for his passports."
Eyewitness Tell the Story of the
German Occupation of Liege.

London.—The Daily Telegraph*?
correspondent, who witnessed much of
the Liege fighting, says that the Ger
man artillery was excellent, but ex
pressed surprise at the infantry in
fighting in close order.
Battalion
after battalion was thrown into the
fight in solid formation, but, he adds,
the estimate of 25,000 losses was an
exaggeration.
Most of the captured Germans were
from 18 to 24 years of age.
Their
gray uniforms were stripped of all Insignia and their helmets were covered with gray cloth.
The civilians of the town, says the
correspondent, showed the greatest
courage under bombardment and in
the face of alarms brought In by
frightened refugees.
The German
shells did a little damage to the city
tn the angle between the rivers
Ourthe and Meuse.
The factories
and coal mine were in operation
throughout the fighting.
The Germans will bring their heavy
artillery against the forts, but these
will stand much bombardment.
In
the opinion of the correspondent, the
Germans have decided to advance
along the south side of the Meuse,
leaving Liege.
Deadly

OPPOSED TO REGISTRY
OF FOREIGN VESSELS

Fighting In the Air.

The Times correspondent in Brussels, describing the fighting at Liege
says aerial fleets were used by both
Belgians and Germans.
The fighting
In mid-air was desultory but deadly
A huge Zeppelin sailed over Liege
during the early fighting, - but was
pursued by a Belgian aeroplanist,
who risked and lost his life In destroying it.
After the destruction of
this Zeppelin, the Germans confined
their aerial activity to the uee of
scouting aeroplanes, several of which
were destroyed by shots from the
torts. Efforts to reach the aeroplanes
with shells were often unsuccessful,
however, owing to Inability to shoot
high enough.
Two Belgian aeroplanists, who were
attacked by the German field artillery at a moderate height, were nearly rendered unconscious by a shell
which burst just beneath them. They
reached the ground safely, however,
and as they alighted remarked coolly
that "these Germans shoot badly."
FUNERAL OF MRS. WILSON.
Attended Only by Members of Family
" and Committee of Congress.

Boston—The Boston Chamber of
Commerce Is opposed to the suggestion that, in the present crisis, the
thing to do Is to allow foreign vessels to register in this country and
carry the American flag. Such a
course, the Chamber is convincea,
would immediately be denounced by
the belligerents as a subterfuge.
At a meeting of the Directors of
the Chamber, the Executive Committee and the Committee on Maritime
Affairs, resolutions were adopted by
unanimous vote and telegraphed to
Senator John W. Weeks at Washington. Senator Weeks is asked by the
Chamber to oppose the "passage of
the pending bill. The resolutions
read:
RESOLVED, That, while we earnestly desire that adequate accommodations be made available for cu,
legitimate ocean commerce, we cannot approve those features of the
Underwood Bill, which might reasonably be considered by the belligerent
nations as a mere subterfuge, which
might subject us to the risks of war
and which in our opinion would be
wholly Ineffective.
RESOLVED, That our real neea
an.d only effective care for the present situation is a permanent Increase
in the number of bona fide American
vessels adapted to and engaged In
the ocean carrying trade. Such an
Increase would not involve us in con*,
plications with other nations, ana
would be of real and permanent advantage to the commerce of thh>
country.
RESOLVED, That we strongly
urge the passage of legislation whicu
will result In an effective and permanent Increase In the
number
ot
ocean carrying vessels flying the flag
of the United States either by Immediately providing Federal aid which
will put American steamship lines
owned and officered by American citizens on a parity with lines owned
and operated by foreign companies
or 'by admitting foreign vessels to
American registry only upon sucn
conditions as will insure their remaining under the American registry
when the present exigency has passed arid Insure their nationality being
respected by the world.
An illuminating and interesting,
statement, (by Chairman William C.
Brewer, of the Chamber of Commerce
Committee on Maritime Affairs,) accompanied the resolution.
Mr. Brewer said in part:
"If the President exercised the
power given by the Underwood Blh,
It would be possible for a foreign
steamship company, owned and controlled exclusively abroad to form a
paper corporation In this country,
with a dummy President and Directors, each holding a single share ot
stock to register and hoist the
American flag above a
foreign
steamship, not one man on board ot
which Is an American citizen, and demand the protection of the Unltea
States. This same process would be
open to every Individual owner of an
antiquated tramp Bteamer, and in both
cases can be effected within a few
hours.
"International law or International
Tomlty or usage does not recognize
such a transfer as valid. To attempt to protect ships transferred In
this-way would Involve the Unltea
States In the war now convulsing
nearly all of Europe."
CAPE COD CANAL ON TRIAL.

APPLE SHIPPERS

CONVENE.

Experts from All Parts of the Coun. try in Attendance.

Boston—Between 300 and 400 members of the International Apple Shippers' Association, representing nearly
every State in the country, held their
twentieth annual convention at the
Copley-Plaza last week.
President Pennlngton delivered an
address. He said that State legislation is guarding the packing Interest*
and that four bills have been passed.
A bill for an increase of 5 percent in
freight rates has come up but no action has been taken on It. The shippers object to the charging for "spotted" cars.
C. H. Utley, president of the Qulncy
cold storage plant, spoke about the
advantages of cold storage to the consumer. It tends to make prlceB lower and more stable, and with
the
proper legislation will be a great
help. But In order to be eftectrrei
legislation should be the same in all
the states. He said that the cold
storage teople are not antagonistic
to legislation and that the promoters
should be commended and helped.
Former Gov. Curtis Guild delivered
ad addresn on "The History and Romance of the Apple." He traced the
history of apple growing from "the
garden of Eden" through the stone
age to the ,present time. He named
incidents in which the apple was thu
cause of "war and love and a cure
for sickness."
Fire In Bird's Mill.

Walpole—Fire that caused damage
estimated at $200,000 waB discovered
in one of the buildings of the F. W
Bird & Sons paper mill, and before It
could be extinguished had destroyed
four structures connected with the
plant.
"~
The blaze was discovered by tie
night watchman, and is believed to
have started from spontaneous combustion In one of the largest store-1
houses. It spread with great rapidity.
The 50 men of the F. W. Bird flr»
department were the first to respond.:'
A general alarm was sounded when
the extent of the blaze was realizea,,
and the firemen from the Walpole and
East Walpole departments were soon
on the scene.
, Outing In

8pr!ngfield.

Springfield—Republlcanp prominent
In state and national politics . have)
been Invited to attend a clambake on
Wednesday, Aug. 19, at
Riverside
Park, Springfield, under the auspices
of the Republican City
committee
of Springfield.
Former Congressman Samuel W.
McCall, candidate for Governor, and
Senators Lodge and
Weeks
are
among those asked to attend.
A
speaker of national prominence 'will
deliver (he principal address. Republicans In the eastern part of
the
state are asked especially to attend.
Wanders 5 Days Without Food.

North Brookfleld—After being lost
In the woods for'five days with nothr
lng to eat but berries, Thomas Namr
by, aged 86, was found at High Rock,
apparently none the worse for his experiences. He was mad
unconscious by a fall while picking berries
and was unable to make his way out
of the woods.
Ether Makea a Fountain.
Pour water Into a bottle until It la
one-third full. Pour a little ether upon
the water. Through the cork pasa
a glass tube until Its lower end Is In
the water. Put the flask Into a double boiler and heat over the gas stove.
The ether by suddenly turning to, vapor will make the water squirt out
of the tube like a miniature fountain.
The interior diameter of the tube
should be no greater than one-tenth
of an inch.
Shakespeare.

Still In IU Experimental Stage and Is
Shakespeare's purpose was to write
Admitting Only Small Draft Vesdramatic pieces for playhouses of his
sels.

Sandwich—Cape Cod Canal, which
was opened for business on July 30,
has thus far met the requirements of
the class of shipping which Is admitted through It, and while It Is handling vessels of small draft It is being
dredged In spots preparatory for the
deeper draft boats that are expected
to make use of it later. A considerable number of pleasure boats and
other vessels drawing only twelve feet
of water, Is passing through, and up to
Sept. 1 the company which built It,
the Boston, Cape Cod & New York
Canal Company, will furnish a pilot
free of charge to the patrons. Announcements will be made from time
to time as to the dates when largo
vessels will be admited.
The company has received numerous suggestions relative to the toll
rates, and says it le-glvlng those suggestions the attention which their
Importance deserves. Prior to the
opening of the canal to large vessels
the company will consider the views
of Its future customers. It recognizes
the fact that It must tnake the canal
attractive financially to the merchant
marine.

Washington—Funeral services for
Mrs, Woodrow Wilson were held in
the East room of the White house
at 2 o'clock Monday afternoon, after
which her body was taken to a special train for Rome, Ga., for burial
fceslde those of her father and mother. Prayers were said and a simple,
•brief funeral service was conducted
In the presence of a small company,
to which the committee of Congress
and members of the Cabinet were th9
only ones admitted beside the family.
Rev. J. H. Taylor, whose church
the president has attended, opened
the service with Scriptural reading
and then Rev. Sylvester Beach of
Princeton, N. J., began prayers. Thero
was no music.
Only members of the Wilson family
and a very few intimate members of
the_Cabinet and their wives, committees' from the Senate and House and
Rita Great Disease Carriers.
the employees of the White House
Three different animals are plague
were asked to be present. Those Invited made a group less than two Barriers—the tarbagon or marmot (a
rodent) of the trans-Baikal region,
hundred persons.
roughly embracing great sections of
The trip to Rome, Ga., where Mrs,
Wilton was buried Tuesday afternoon Siberia; the ground squirrel of Calibeside her mother and father, in Myr- fornia; the wild rat of Africa. The
tle Hill cemetery was made on a greatest mischief is done by rats that
get Into ships and then go ashore at
special train.
the ports of call. Tha rats are bitten
by fleas and the fleas In turn bite man.
The Superior Sox.
Rats also are carriers of leprosy, and
One reason why man is superior to It is thought that they may fall/vicwoman Is because a man always
tims of cancer, both ot which they can
knows where he got his headache.—
transmit to man.
Cincinnati Enquirer.

NEW HAVEN HAS
SURRENDERED

Drink

GERMAN CRUISER DRESDEN IN ATLANTIC

Yields Under Pressure to Att'yGen. McReynolds.

*-

The thirsty one's ) .

Delicious, '
Refreshing 4^:
w i
THB COCA-COLA CO.. ATLAHT*. G*.

The German Cruiser Dresden has been reported oft Sandy Hook, presumably lying In wait to Intercept the merchant ships of France and England.

RESERVE ROARD
SIMPLE RITES
IS SWORN
FOR MjOILSON
HUBBY GOT THE GOODS, BUT—
It Was In the First Flush of the Honeymoon, and He Says
"Never Again I"

"Never again," was the conclusion
of a story told by a young bridegroom
of the month, after he related hlsaefforts to please his bride by fulfilling
her every wish.
Sitting In his office a few days after
the wedding he received a telephone
call which was something like this:
"Dearie,'I do so hate to trouble you,
but I have ran out of. lace for that
dress 1 waa making, and I can't finish
It until I have another yard. Can'tyou stop at the store and get some as
you come home—Oh, I can tell you
what ft ie like—jnst four leaves, then
a sprig, then four leaves, then a sprig,
and so on—If s Just two threads over
an Inch wide."
He hung up the receiver and mopped
his brow. He walked by the store
twice, finally entered and approached
the lace counter. She was pretty, hot
he had been married only a week and
was busy repeating In his mind:
MENACE TO U. S. VESSELS.
"Four leaves, then a sprig."
"Well, after looking at 500 samples
Washington—Mining of the North
sea as part of the plan of the Eu- of lace, I got It, but—."—Indianapolis
ropean war not only may close most News.
of the northern -European ports to
His Mistake.
navigation, Ibut threatens the gold"He's a self-made man."
laden cruisers Tennessee and North
"I
know.
He
surely made a mistake
Carolina and neutral passenger vessels _bearing Americans from Europe In not consulting an expert"
with new* dangers.
It's a case of love's labor lost when
The American government has
been formally advised by the British a woman has to take in washing In
embassy here that inasmuch as Ger- order to support a worthless husband.
many had been "scattering mines InMany a man has taken a hand in poldiscriminately," Great Britain could
no longer refrain from planting mines itics and then put his foot In It

run their buelness!" "Without hesitaPORT8 OF CANADA ARE AGAIN
tion." "But I thought you had mad*
OPENED.
a study of railroad problems?" ' "I
have. But I haven't yet gotten far
Cruiser That Caused Their Closing
enough along to thoroughly underProves to be British.
stand even their time tables."
Ottawa, Ont.—The ports of Canada
have been opened again. Orders to
<
Salt as Cleaner.
prevent the movement of shipping out
To clear willow furniture scrub each
of Montreal, Quebec and Halifax were
piece well with a coarse brush and Issued Monday for a reason then, unwater that 1B strongly saturated with explained. It developed that the orsalt, then dry with a soft cloth. Salt
der was due to the sighting of a
not only cleans wlllowware, but pre- warship In the Gulf of St. Lawrence.
vents It from turning yellow. Straw
Wishing to take no chances that
matting may be most successfully the unidentified vessel might prove
cleaned In the same way.
to be a hostile craft, the authorities
ordered the ports closed. Word has
In the Ranks of Unreasonable*.
been received that the warship was
"Wasn't there something about a a British cruiser.
promise to love, honor, and obey me
This ended the scare and Instrucin that marriage ceremony?" asked tions were issued to permit the free
Mr. Meekton. "My goodness, Leonl- movement of shipping as heretofore.
das! You are like some of those polThe' cruiser In question Is one of
iticians who never quit talking about the Bristol type, probably the Drake.
a party platform."—Washington Star.
Hems-Mads Ointment.
The following-Is a recipe for a simple home-made ointment, which Is excellent for applying to cuts and
bruises: One teaspoonful each of
olive oil, turpentine, spirits of camphor and coal oil. Of course, any
amount desired may be made, but the
proportion must be as given here.

AERIAL NAVIES OF THE TRIPLE ENTENTE
AND THE TRIPLE ALLIANCE COMPARED

REVELATION WAS TOO MUCH
Picture of "Hollering Jones" at Favorite Diversion Caused Him
to Reform.

f

A well-known illustrator, who makes
Interesting western pictures, once
made the acquaintance of a noisy but
•
good-humored cowboy who rejoiced in
the appellation of "Hollering Jones."
In physical appearance this man was
typical of his kind, and the artist made
.
i
* several studies of him, both in re•
J pose and in hie favorite diversion of
••• *• "hollering." Some of the studies were
•" sold by the artist to an eastern magazine. They showed Jones in his most
J violent state.
A year later the artist again visited
°
,
™jj the region. He was soon approached
10
by
Mr. Jones himself, bearing one of
-°
the pictures, which he had torn trom
the magazine in which it was printed.
694
Grand total
■
Pointing to it, he asked:
In construction January 1,1914—Germany, five large rigid type; Italy, ons
"Is that me?"
nonrlgld, one semirigid.
,
"Well," replied the artist, evasively,
"I got the general Idea from you, of
TRIPLE ENTENTE.
FranceAircraft course, but—"
"Oh, I ain't takln' no offense," Jones
War dirigible airships
•
•
■■••• » made haste to say. "It's all right; only
Passenger dirigible airship
*
Army and navy aeroplanes
«jj If it's me, say so."
"II you put it to me that way," said
Private aeroplanes (estimated)
W""
the artist, "I can only reply that It la
England—
a fairly good portrait of you."
War dirigible airships
J
"The men here on the ranch agree
Army and navy aeroplanes
..Z08
with you. So I look like that when I
15
Private aeroplanes
'
holler, do I?"
Russia—
"I think you do."
,
War dirigible airships
•
ffl
"In.that case," said Hollering Jones,
a8
Army and, navy aeroplanes
v
Private aeroplanes (estimated)
••• lo* "all I've got to say Is that Hollering
Jones has hollered his last holler.
Hereafter, when-1 celebrates, I does
2 246
Grand total
so with a tin born. In my own opinIn construction January 1, 1914—France, seven nonrlgld, two semirigid, ion, no man has a right to look like
one rigid; England, three nonrlgld, two rigid; Russia, two nonrlgld, two rigid. that—not round white folks, anyhow."
—Youth's Companion.
TRIPLE ALLIANCE.

Directora Ratify an Arrangement for
Peaceful Dissolution—B. & M.
Stock to Be Disposed of
With or Without String
Attachment.

NEW YORK.—An agreement has
been reached between the government and the New York, New Haven
& Hartford Railroad Company for the
peaceful dissolution of the New Haven system, according to an announcement after a meeting of the road's
directors here.
President Hustls resigned as a director of the New Haven on Saturday. He Is to become president of
the Boston & Maine.
Chairman Howard Elliott was elected president of the New Haven.
The resignation of John L Billard
was accepted.
The agreement does not provide
for abandonment of criminal prosecutions and the federal grand jury
will be asked In two or three weeks
for indictments.
The Boston & Maine stock held by
the New Haven Is put In the hands
of the trustees named In the original
agreement for the period of one year,
to be disposed of either with the
"string" attached or without It If
they can get the Massachusetts Legislature to cut It off. At the end of
the year the trustees must return
that part of the stock not disposed
of to the court to provide Its own
way of disposing of It.
A statement Issued after the directors' meeting said:
"A meeting of the board of directors of the New York, New Haven
& Hartford Railroad Company was
held this afternoon at the Grand Central ITermlnai After the meeting
President Hustis said that in pursuance of the hope expressed in his
statement of July 21, that a way
might still ibo found to accomplish
the peaceful dissolution of the properties an agreement had been reached
which la substantially a renewal of
the original agreement between the
attorney general and the company In
all respects except as to the Boston
& Maine stock and Is In accordance
with the vote of the stockholders at
New Haven, April 21, 1914, authorizing a settlement with the government.
"President Hustis said in conclusion
that this arrangement having been accepted by the attorney general, had
been ratified by the board of directors at the meeting today and that
the members of the board highly appreciate the courtesy of the attorney
general and his co-operation in their
endeavor to solve the problem without Inflicting unnecessary loss upon
the shareholders and to effect a rehabilitation of the property in the
interest of the public."

TIMES

Germany—
> •
War dirigible airships
Passenger dirigible airships.,
Army and navy aeroplanes
Private aeroplanes (estimated)
Austria—
War dirigible airships
Passenger dirigible airship
Army and navy aeroplanes...
Private aeroplanes (estimated)
Italy—
War dirigible airships
Passenger, dirigible airships
Army and navy aeroplanes
Private aeroplanes (estimated)

JOHN L. BILLARD RESIGNS

day, to which he belonged, and by near her own ports.
which he was paid In good coin of the
Secretary Bryan said Americans at
realm. Being a very great man, and home might rest assured that the
therefore able to "hold the mirror up passenger' steamships plying between
to nature" with a force and fidelity northern European ports would take
never before possessed by a, play- no chance that would Imperil life. It
wright, he made at one and the same is believed that Americans In northtime a good-sized fortune and an ever- ern ports will remain there for the
lasting fame.
preseut or make their way south and
southeast to such ports as,Marseilles
Conscientious Student,
or Lisbon to obtain passage for the
"Tou admit that you are not smart
enough to tell railroad people how to United States. -

Use for. Old Records.
Old talking machine records make
very nice table mats for hot dishes.
The mats can be made by gluing asbestos on both sides ot records and covering with linen or cretonne »nd binding
It with a brass strip with sams material sewed into place._

BROOKFIELD

We Do
the Cooking
You avoid fussing ova a
hot stove—
Save time and energy—
Have a dish that will please
the home folks!
A package of

Post
Toasties
and some cream or good milk
—sometimes with herries of
fruit—
A breakfast, lunch, or
■upper

Fit for a King I
Toasties are sweet, crisp
b'ts of Indian corn perfectly
cooked and toasted—
Ready to eat from the
nackafle—
Sold by Gracen.

Of a Mixed Breed.
"Have you any turkey hashf
"No,"
"Chicken hashr
"No."
"Corn beef hash?"
"No." ,
"Roast beef hashr"
"No."'
"No hash tat all?,"
'Oh, yes! We got plenty of hash,
but It ain't thoroughbred f~—Puck.

C_ _^, ______ Orannlaled Eyelids,
iT^Cal _T€5 Ey« inflamed by expoV

sureto Sun. Dujl and Wlni

Eyes-

uicklyrelievedbyMsrtos
ye Remedy. NoSmarting,
just Eye Comfort AI
Tour Druggist's SOc per Bottle. Marine Eys
S«i*einTube925c.ForBeokolt«e:EyeFreeasl<
Druggists or H urine Eye Kemedy Co., Chlcagi

DAISY FLY KILLER #£ STSl. S.

fllei, He*t, Clean, orn*ment*J. convenient,
tjbtmp, tfttt* All
luion. Ua.Am.oi
met*l,c*n'tapUiorap
oivv, will not eoH of
Inluri svnytbtni.
Guaranteed effective.
Alldealersorfliont
•sprees paid for fl.QO.
EA&OLS f OHEM, 160 Debit A**.. Brooklyn, V, V.

Hebron Academy
For

Founded 1804
HEBRON, MAINE
QMs and Boys. Send tor catalogue.

WOOD ASHES MIXED WITH LIME ISJZ'^Wanted to Buy Old Coins ^WI

Brices paid 10 eta. WUilia lllsst.i!iK. Fsditor* am,
HTiWusi., (»« «•»!»•*'. n™« "•»»>, Srissj.aWi

PERTH P B. Alabama farm lands
rfcnillX year lot raising crone. V
trated literature, etc CuimtrcM Club. *UM»,

ROCK COULDN'T FEAZE HIM
Big Stone Bounded Off Irishman, But
Killed Polander, Who "Couldn't
Stand Much."

Representative Michael B. Conry ot
New York used to be employed In ths
coal mines ot Pennsylvania.
Ons
morning as he was going to work he
met another Irishman all fixed up In
his Sunday clothes.
"What's wrong?" asked Conry.
"Nothln" wrong," answered the other
laborer.
"But what's happened?"
"Nothln's happened. A man's got to
show some respect tor the dead."
"What dead?"
"Oh, that Polander I worked with
died yesterday."
"What did he die ot?"
"A rock tell and hit him."
'Tou don't say! How big a rock waa
It?"
"Oh, three or fonr tons, maybe.
Them Polanders can't stand much. I
party near got hurt myself yesterday."
"How was that?"
"The rock that killed the Polander
hit me first, but luckily It bounced off."
—St. Joseph News-Press.
Worse.

"There's one good thing about living tn these times. We don't have
any highwaymen,"
"That's true. But my Iceman Is lust
as bad or worse. He's a low-weigh
man."
Both.
"Money talks," quoted ths Saga
"Yes, and it stops talk," added tha
Pool.—Cincinnati Enquirer.
Some matrimonial bond* are vary,
good dividend payer*

No Music and a Short Presby- Members Effect Organization
arid New System Starts
terian Funeral Sermon
INTERMENT

AT

Church Bells Toll In
Route of Train to

ROME,

GA. MEANS FINANCIAL STABILITY

Town Along
Rome, Ga.,

Wfcere Burial Takes Place—
Congress Not In Session.

Washington.—Slmple funeral services were held for Mrs. Woodrow
Wilson, wife of the President, In the
East Room of the White House. The
Rev, Dr. Sylvester Beach of Princeton, read selections from the scriptures and uttered a prayer after the
usual Presbyterian tuneral service's.
There was no music.
At 4:30 o'clock a special train bearing the body, the President and his
family left for Rome, Ga., where the
burial took place. The Georgia town
suspended busInesB until alter the
burial.
The first toll of the hell for Mrs. Wilson was heard as the body was being
taken from the White House to a waiting hearse by seven White House policemen who had grown old in the
' work ot guarding presidents of the
United States. It was the bell ot St
Johns Church acroBS La Fayette Park
from the White House at which Mrs.
i Wilson had been an occasional worshipper since she came to Washington. As the train passed through Alexandria, Va, the bell of Old Christ
Church, sounded Its mournful notes.
The only persons at the funeral
besides the President and his family
were the committee of the House and
Senate* the New Jersey congressional
delegation and Prof. Stockton Axson,
brother of the President, Francis
Bowes Sayre, Secretary McAdoo, Secretary Tumulty, Dr. Guy T. Greyson,
Governor and Mrs. Fielder of New
Jersey and members of the Cabinet
and their wives.
The flowers were beautiful. Massed
against the wall they extended half
way to the ceiling of the East Room
and nearly half way the length of the
room on either side. They came from
aU parts of the country and from
people In every walff of life.
The Rev. Mr. Beach was assisted at
the services by the Rev. J, M. Taylor
ot the First Presbyterian Church of
Washington, of whose congregation
the President is now a member.
The President, with his son-in-law,
Mr. Sayre, followed" the hearse to the
Union Station In a closed automobile.
He boarded the tuneral train immediately and did not return to the
White House. The other members of
the family and of the funeral party
did not go to the train until later.
The House and Senate were not tn
session In deference to Mrs. Wilson's
memory. The 60 members of the
House Committee beaded by Speaker
Clark met at the gate to the White
House grounds and entered the East
Room in a body. ' All the government
departments were colaed.

Secretary M'Adoo Points Out Importance of Office and Tells New Board
Disturbed Finances Over Europeart War Are Well. In Hand.

Washington.—The five members of
the Federal Reserve Board which will
control the Federal banking system
took the oath of office and Immediately began completing the steps preliminary to the actual opening of the
new system to business.
Charles F. Hamlln, F. A. Delano,
W. P. Q. Harding, Paul M. Warburg,
and Adolph C. Miller, received their
commissions, signed by President
Wilson, from Secretary McAdoo In
his office, where the ceremony took
Jllace. Mr. Hamlln is governor, and
Mr. Delano Is vice-governor.
Secretary Lane, Secretary Houston,
Controller Williams, Senator Owen,
.chairman of the Senate Banking Committee; Senator Simmons, chairman
of the Finance Committee, and a few
other officials were present.
Secretary McAdoo made a .short
speech pointing out the importance of
the office, and saying disturbed finances over European war are well
in hand and Gov. Hamlln replied. The
taking of office by the board was the
last step In the preliminary stage
of launching a completely new banking system for this country, the subject of consideration In Congress for
many years.
' In the course ot his remarks, Secretary McAdoo predicted that the
new Federal Reserve banking system
will be in full operation before October 1. He said It could have been
put Into operation on August 1 had
there not been unforeseen delays In
launching the administrative features
of the law.
There will be a national celebation
in Chicago op September 1 to mark
the inauguration of the Federal reserve bank system.
The Illinois
Bankers' Association and the Illinois
Commercial Federation are sending
out Invitations to attend the celebration to the' leading commercial and
banking organisations in the United
States.

TO REDUCE CANAL TOLLS.
Cape Cod Company to Answer Protest of Prohibitive Charges.

Boston.—The toll rates for ships
pdsslng' through the Cape Cod canal
are likely to be reduced in the near
future, according to Commodore J. W.
Miller, vice president and general
manager ot the Canal Company.
Old-time captains have figured that
It will cost 1480 per vessel, each way.
through the canal at the present rate,
a figure that they believe to be prohibitive.

FOR U. S. LOANS TO FARMERS.

CANAL PARADE PLANS HELD UP.

Bill In to Aid Producers During War
In Europe.
Washington.—The direct loan of
money by the government to producers of farm products is proposed in a
bill Introduced tn the House by Representative Henry of Texas. The bill
provides for an amendment to the
Federal Reserve act by which the
Federal Reserve Board may authorize
loans at 4 per cent on wheat cotton,
corn or oats on notes duly endorsed
by member banks.

Program for Naval Pageant Laid
Aside Temporarily by War.
Washington.—Plans for the International naval oarade through the
Panama Canal next April, which event
was scheduled to mark the official
opening ot tie canal and Panama-Pacific Exposition at San Francisco,
have been laid aside temporarily by
officials of the War and Navy Departments, who have them In charge. Warships of every nation were to have
been Invited to participate.

Aircraft.
"
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Rulers Order Prayers and Then
Start Hell on Earth.

Long-Distance Slaughter by Cold
Calculation Now.

Republic Marches East In Europe and
This War Probably Will Deliver
tha People From the
Sword.

Batteries Do Not Dash Madly Into Action, Generals Do Not Lead Their
Troops—No Battle Flags
and Smoke.

Before establishing hell on earth tha
pletlstlc kings commend their subjects
to God. Seek the Lord's sanction for
the devil's work, says the Chicago
Tribune In an editorial captioned "The
Twilight of the Kings."
"And now I commend you to God,
said the kaiser from his balcony to
the people In the street
"Go to
church and kneel before God and pray
for his help for our gallant army."
| pray that a farmer dragged from a
Saxon field shall be speedier with a
bayonet thrust than a wlnemaker taken trom his vines In the Aube; that
a Berlin lawyer shall be steadier with
the rifle than a Moscow merchant;
that a machine gun manned by Heldelburg studente shall not Jam and that
one worked by Paris carpenters shall.
! Pray that a Bavarian hop grower,
armed In a quarrel In which he has
no beat, shall outmarch a wheat grower from Poltava: that Cqssacks from
the Don shall be lured Into barbed
wire entanglenjents and caught by
masked guns; that an Inn-keeper of
Salzburg shall blow the head off a
baker from the Loire.
| "Go to church and pray for help"—
that the hell shall be hotter In tnnoicent Ardennes than It Is In equally
innocent Hessen; that It shall be hotter In Innocent Kovno than In equally
Innocent Posen.
I And the pletlstlc czar commends
jhls subjects to God that they may have
(strength of arm in a quarrel they do
jnot understand; that they may Inflict
pnore sufferings than they are required
to endure and the name ot Romanoff
be greater than the name of Hohenzollern, that it may be greater than
the name of Hapsburg, that Its territories shall be wider and the territories of Hohenzollern and the territories of Hapsburg less.
The pletlstlc emperor of Austria
commends his subjects to God, to seek
divine assistance to crush the peasants of Servla, dragged from the
wheat field when It was ready for the
scythe and given to the scythe themselves.
This Is, we think, the last call of
monarchy upon Divinity when Asmodeus walks In armor. The kings worship Baal and call It God, but out pf
the sacrifice will come, we think, a
resolution firmly taken to have no
more wheat growers and growers of
corn, makers of wine, miners and fishers, artisans and traders, sailors, and
storekeepers ottered up with prayer
to the Almighty In a feudal slaughter,
armed against each other without hate
and without cause they know, or, If
they knew, would give a penny which
way it was determined.
This is the twilight of the kings.
Western Europe of the people may be
caught In this debacle, hut never
again. Eastern Europe of tha kings
will be remade and the name of God
shall not give grace to a hundred
square miles of broken bodies.
If Divinity enters here It comes with
a sword to deliver the people from the
•word.
It is the twilight ot the kings. The
republic marches east In Europe.

Ths glory and the romance of war is
dead. It has become chiefly a matter
of cold calculation, a bloody business
of long-distance slaughter,, with no
longer any opportunity for dashing
personal heroism, writes Henry M.
Hyde In the Chicago Tribune.
Never again can a Napoleon, looking down from a hilltop, direct the
movements of bis army of 30,000 men
as it maneuvers under his eye on ths
plain below.
The modern general, directing a
battle line 160 miles long—such as
the Japanese had at Mukden—will
never be within sight of his troops.
Oyama, the Japanese chief 'of Staff,
was fifteen miles to the rear when
that great battle was fought
Never again will a courier, bearing
orders from headquarters to division
and corps commanders, have two
horses shot under him as he dashes
across the battle front Orders go out
today from headquarters over the field
telephone wires, which reach every
brigade commander, as he, too, sits In
safety far back of the line of fire.
Never again will a battery of field
guns gallop madly Into action, with
the gunners sitting with crossed arms
on the caissons and the infantry cheering their rescuers.
Modern field gune are located out
of sight over the shoulder of a hill,
three miles or more away. The gunners never even get a sight of the
army they are firing at Their fire Is
guided by calculations carefully made
by an expert mathematician, who site
down In a hole In the ground and figures trajectories and curves and makes
allowances for wind pressure.
"Hold your fire until you see the
whites of the enemy's eyes," Is an heroic command that will never be given
In a modern battle.
Modern infantry dig themselves a
nice, deep ditch In the ground about
two miles away from the first of tha
enemy's lines. To the present-day soldier the spade Is almost as Important
as the gun.
Never In a modern battle picture
will a solid column of charging men
be shown rallying round their cherished battle flag, which can be seen
but dimly through clouds of black
smoke.
There are no battle flags, no smoke,
and no charging columns on modern
battle fields. The presence ot a flag
on the battle line would Instantly reveal Its location to the enemy. Smokeless powder has taken the place of old
old cloud-belching explosive, and one
may look over a modern battlefield
with a hundred Held guns in action and
not be able to locate one ot them. As
for solid columns of charging men—
a modern Infantry attack la a far different affair.
First the .field guns—and nowadays
a whole regiment of such guns, each
of which'can fire ten shrapnel shells
a minute, is the recognized artillery
unit—do their best to smother the enemy's artillery fire and to drown his
trenches In a flood of ballets. Each
shrapnel shell bursts Into from 100 to
200 projectiles. Then, while this fire
is at its height, the Infantry get* up—
a squad or two at a time—and runs,
dodging and bent over, to the ditch
through which flows the little stream.
Perhaps by the time the Infantry la
within close striking distance of the
enemy Its field guns may have silenced
his artillery. Then it may be possible
to order a charge with bayonet* over
the last few yards, which will finally
drive ths foe from his trenches.

If Privateering Coma* Again.
If privateering should come again
Great Britain and France would be
the nations to profit by It British
owners of merchantmen would no
doubt seize the opportunity to send
rat fleets of privateers and make up
by tha fortunes of war the losses
occasioned by the curtailment of ordinary commercial work.

No Airs About Her.

"Airs!" exclaimed the proud mother,
and shook her head vigorously. "My
Elsie, for all her learning, hasn't any
more airs, so to speak, than her poor
old dad."
"Then she won't turn up her nose at
her old friends?" queried the visitor.
"La, no!"
"How refreshing! Most girls who go
through college nowadays will hardly
look at you after they're graduated."
"Well, they ain't like my Elsie, that's
all I can Say," retorted Elsie's ma.
"She's become a carnivorous reader, of
course, and she frequently Importunes
music. But stuck up—my Elsie? Not a
bit She's unanimous to everybody,
has a most Infantile vocabulary, and,
what's more, never keeps a caller
waiting while she dresses up. No, she
Just runs down, nom de plume, as she
la."

1

It relieves fatigue, nerve
strain, weakness, and intestinal indigestion, the
latter often the cause of
sleeplessness. Apanacea
forillsincidentaltotraveL..
A detiotan combination of singer, •rora»tlo»
■nd French brandy for the rebel of cramp*,
oains. cold*, chills, weakness, neryousneal and
Insomnia. Look (or the Owl Trade Mark on
the wrapper, lest you get a cheap, worthless or
dangerous substitute. . Forty yean the standard
of purity, flavor and strength. Bold or Stt
druggists and grocers.

Hot In the Superlative.

A preacher was describing the Bad
Place to a congregation of shellbacks.
"Shipmates," he said, "you've seen
the molten Iron come running out of
the furnace, sizzling and hissing, like
some kind of snaky, horrible monster.
Well, shipmates—"
The preacher pointed his forefinger
at the awed shellbacks.
"Well, shipmates," he said, solemnly, "they use that stuff for Ice cream
in hell."

Never Fails
to airm beauti fu 1 co lor to

GRAY HAIR
More than a half century of success. If your
dealer hasn't It, send 11.00 and a large bottle
will be Bent you by parcel poet.
MRS. S. A. ALLEN, 55 Bare*** St.. New Yerk

I Renews Your Youthful

At Newport.
"So your daughter Is down and outf"
"Yes; she took the count"—Chicago Journal.
Depends.
"Is a ton ot coal very much, paT"
"It depends on whether you are
shoveling it or burning it."
' If the play Is a frost the audience
soon melts away.
,
Pride makes some people ridiculous
and prevents others from becoming so.

Delightful in a warm bath
before retiring—soothes the
nerves and induces refreshIhing Bleep. Druggists.
Hill's Hair and Whisker Dye,
Black or Brown, SOc
W. N. U., BOSTON, NO. 33-1914.

GASTOBIA
For Infanta and Children.

ALCOHOL-3 PER CENT

/Vegetable Preparation Tor Assimilating the Food andRegulating the 3lomaqhs and Bowels of

m
K
w

Promotes Digestion.Cheerfulnessand Rest Contains neither
Opium.Morphine nor Mineral
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The Kind You-Have
Always Bought

j>S,.d ■

A perfect Remedy for Constipation , Sour Stomach.Diarrhoea
Worms .Convulsions .Feverishncss and LOSS OF SLEEP
Facsimile Signature of
THE CENTAUR CONRMIY.

NEW YORK.
At6 months old

35 DoslsS ~Ji^-1 *
Guaranteed under the Foodanjf
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Exact Copy of Wrappar

In
Use
For Over
Thirty Years
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BECKERS' COLLEQP

No. 7 Re-union.
Miss Fanny Jenks has been heard from !
MATCHLESS MEET MATCH.
at Lucerne, Switzerland. She is in com-1
.
On account of the unfavorable condiTHE SCHOOL OF ACTUAL BUSINESS TRAININQ *"""*
pany with two lady friends, and the three Ross Strikes Out Thirteen, and the tion of the weather,1 the attendance at
MAILS DUB TO ARRIVE.
united
in
a
cable
despatch
to
their
home
j
B
&
R
Win
3
to
•.
,
the
eighth
annual
re-union
of
pist.
No.
7
A.M. 6.48—East and West.
930— West.
friends informing them that they were] The B & R baseball team defeated fhe was much smaller than usual, although
A successful career awaits you if you have a BUSINESS
P. M. 12.45—East and West.
safe in neutral territory, high among the Matchless I aseball team of Spencer, Sat- the thirty people present enjoyed them- E DTJCATION. BECKER'S COLLEGE has proven its progress
2J0n—West
Alos. Just how, or when, they will be [ urday, by )a score of 3 to 0, in a game selves as in years gone by.
4.50—East.
iveness and leadership in Business Education by offering a NEW
able to get home, is still on open ques- that kept the fans on both sides on their
Pinner was as usual on the basket plan.
7.05—East and West.
MAILS CLOSE.
tion, but the fact that they are safely out toes (rom start to finish. The Spencer After dinner Mr Edward Kittredge con- AND ENTIRELY DIFFERENT COURSE OF ST%DY,
A, M. 6.00—West.
fans could not quite figure out how it ducted the singing, with Miss Alice Prior
of the war zone is a great comfort.
6.45—East.
A BUSINESS TRAININQ COURSE
At the 75th anniversary of the church woe done, and have since been assigning at the organ. " The solo by Miss Prior
11 JO—East and West.
P. M. 1.00-West.
in East Cummington last Sunday morn- all sorts of excuseB, but those fortunate and the duet by Miss Esther Prue and
4.40- Beat.
ing, Rev. Aimon J. Dyer of Sharon gave enough to witness the battle saw one of Mies Prior were greatly appreciated. AfCall and investigate.
It will cost you nothing but your time.
.00—East and
ana West.
v* est.
6.00—East
the beet games of ball ever pulled off in ter the einging the meeting was called to
East Brookfield are despatched at an historical address, and Rev. Lewis T.
Catalogue
upon
request.
Fall
Term opens August 31.
Malls for
1
I., 11.80A. M. and 1 P.M. Mails from Reed of Brooklyn, N. Y., made the prin- this section, in which it was apparent order by President J- R. Kane of Spencer.
6.4S A. M.,....
aokfielcl are received at 9.30 A. M. and
Kast Brookfield
that
the
B
&
R
boys
had
them
from
the
The
secretary's
report
was
read
and
accipal address at the afternoon meeting.
5.40 T. M.
98 Front St.,
WORCESTER
cepted, also the leport of the treasurer. CLARK BLDO.,'
Paokage mails are despatched twice daily as Both were former pastors of the church. start.
follows:—11.30 A. M. East and North. 6 P. M.
15ill Ross pitched an airtight game, ge
Mr Ezra D. Batcheller, Mrs Dexter and
Mr Dyer will be remembered as a former
West and South.
Mails for the Rural Delivery Is closed at 8.1,6 pastor of the Congregational church in was unhittable in the pinches, and with Mr Samuel Underwood of Orange made
A CARD OF THANKS.
A. M. and received at 1.30 P. M.
his batting partner, Daniels, was the star brief remarks. The oldest person present
The office hours will be:—6 30 A. M. to S P. M. North Brookfield, and Mr Reed is the
Holidays, 6,30 to 9.30 A. M. and 5 to 6 P. M.
son of Mr and Mrs Thomas H. Reed, of the game. Daniels caught in great was Mr Batcheller, 86 years old, and the
We wish to express through the JOURJOHN HOWE, postmaster,
shif)it- ami got two of his team's seven youngest was Olive Elizabeth Kelly,
Elm street.
NAL our sincere thanks to all the friends
PAUL M. KEANET, A»8t.
botD ruijuer ana sieei tires, Buggies,
hits. He received a severe sprain in the daughter of Mr and Mrs Robert Kelly of
who were so kind to us in our recent afMrs F. E. Conger entertained a few of
Democrat and Delivery Wagons, Hnrfourth inning, and displayed nerve in Worcester. L. S. Woodis. one of the
reys ami Boad Wagons, both new and
fliction, and for the beautiful flowers sent
the members of the Pitcher Collectors
second
hand,
sticking to his post to the end of the committee on buying the...achoul house,
NORTH BROOKFIELD.
to the funeral of our loved one.
Circle at dinner at her new camp at Lake
gave a report of progress.
game.
AT
BOTTOM.
PRICES
MRS IX>UISE HIRBOUE
Lashawafy, on Wednesday, after which
The old officers were re-elected for anThere were 2700 people who witneeeed other year.
A. O. Bliss returned from Cottage Qsty they came to North Brookfield to see her
Harness, Kobea, Blanketl, Whips and
ASD FAMILY.
Oil Cloths. Not too Costly, Not too
the game. About "IOO fane from North
A poem by President Kane, giving the
yesterday.
>
collection of pitchers.
Among those
Cheap.
Brookfield followed the B & R boys to .namee of the teachers and pupils in the
Miss Marion Cidstone is visiting
present were—Mr J. A. Miller, Provi
Lost
Bank
Book.
Spencer, and on the way home let the district since I860 was read bjr the talented
Williauisburg.
Shingles and Roofing Material.
dence, R. I., who has 400; Miss M. E,
author in his most expressive manner.
' Dr. H. P. Bartlett and family are at Towers, Boston, with 1100: Mrs Ida E. people know who had won.
The following original poem was read by
Pass Book No. 9385 of the North BrookAll the different grades. All sizes at
With two down in the first thd B & R an old pupil, Mrs Carrie Babcock Barnes;
their summer home in Maine.
Allen, 375, and Mrs A. Kingeley, 200,
field Savings Bank is lost and the owner
Kails, also,
boys
got
started.
Cahill
drove
one
to
How
dear
to
my
heart
are
the
memories
Born—At North Brookfield, Aug. 13, both of Dorchester. Mrs Conger has 470
has made application for the payment of ttimtntbir that my prices are always
center
for
three
bases.
Daniels
drove
of
childhood
a son to Mr and William Minns.
df which no two are alike.
same. This notice ie publiehed ae rethe lowest. I sell so aa to sell again.
one to Collette and reached second when Reaching back to the day when a child
quired by Section 40, Chapter 590, of the Or, DanUl's Horn Rem«di«« Always
Mrs George A. Whiting, and daughter
of eleven;
Collette
threw
the
ball
over
Wedge's
Death of Everett G. Webber.
acts of 1908.
Grace have gone to Maine for the rest of
In Stock.
head, Cahill scoring on the play. Ross When I left other scenes and came to
ARTHUR C. BLISS, Treasurer.
this district
the month.
TKLEPHOHE OAKHAX 1)4.
eingledjto
left,
scoring
Daniels.
MorriAug.
14,
21,
28.
Dr Goodwin and family of Clinton, are ' Everett G. Weblier, who died at his
son ended the inning by going out gn a And began my attendance in old No. 7.
guests of Mrs Etta R. Fullam, on Fulnjm home on Union street, Monday morning,
I should like to bring back for awhile
William C. Crawford
was born in Sturbridge, April 14, 1872. ground ball.
Fluks Utilitarian Flah.
the old faces
Hill.
OAKHAM.
In the third B & R eeored the last, run
On
the
26th
of
May,
1909,
he
married
The
fluke
is
the
most
utilitarian
flah
The
Knights
and
the
Harwoods,
the
W ard A. Smith and wife returned yesof the game. With Boland and Cahill
Woods
at
the
mill
Mies
Grace
Thresher,
who
survives
him,
on
the
Atlantic
seaboard.
terday from a visit in Dennis, on the
with one little daughter, Helen E.
His out, Daniels knocked out a two bagger The Loverings and Jacksons, and many
Cape.
rnd reached third, whe Ross beat out a
more, others;
Selectman E. Allen Harwood is putting mother, who has long been an invalid, hit along the third base lind. Morrison
Who climlied to the schoolhouse that
ENGRAVED CALLING CARDS
in two granolithic walks at hie place on and for whom he has shown the inrst drove one through Collette scoring
stood on the hill.
filial care and devotion, also remains to
Summer street.
Daniels. Brown ended the inning with a
CHORUS.
IN SCRIPT OR
'Peter Lawler, engineer at the H. H. mourn the loss of her only son. Mr
t
long fly to Donovan. The Matchless The little red schoolhouse, the old
CHARLES S. LANE,
Brown factory reports the loss of a dog Webber was a universal favorite with all
fashioned schoolhouse
ENGLISH TEXT
who knew him, honest and careful in all had several chances to get into tiie run- The dear
that he valued at 8100.
old red schoolhouse that stood
ning, but in each case Ross tightened
H. J. Lawrence, North Brookfield
on the hill.
Mr'John Mattoon is reported as much hie acts, and ever patient in suffering.
He wasa'rpember, and past grand of and retired the side with ease.
improved in health, and expecting to
Moultons
Labor Day will see the two teams at There were Lanes and Aliens,
Woodbine
Lodge, No. 54, I. O. O. F,
and Babcocks
\come up here soon for a visit.
REGISTERED EMBALMER.
of the Sons of Veterans, and of the New each other again with a game on the And Dewings, and Stoddards who came
Mies Margreta Fales of West Brookgrove street grounds In the morning and
! Personal Prompt Attentlop Day
from the West
England Order of Protection.
or Nifht.
field will be organist at the CongregationThe funeral service on Thursday after- at Q'Gara park in the afternoon. The And whether they came by road or the
al church for the next two Sundays.
! Telephone North Brookfield No.
pasture
noon, was conducted by undertaker C. S. B & R boys have every confidence that'
Social dance at Castle hall to-night, Lane. Rev. Mr Nfchols of Brookfield they can do the trick again, and con- The Kanes, Maxwells and Winslows were
I j Long Distance Connection, i
there' with the rest.
when Tango, Hesitation, Une-Step and officiated, and the committal service of trary to a report in a^daily paper, that
they will put on a stronger aggregation I Cannot recall all the scholars who met
Funerals Personally Directed
other latest dances will be on the order.
the Odd Fellows was performed at the of outside players, they propose to put
II j and Kvery Requisite Furnhere
The seats for the B & R Minstrels >are house, a large delegation of the broth;
ished.
their regul r lineup.
As Manager It would take me too long and I don't
going fast and from the present indica- ers being present. The music was by the Courtemancne of the "Matchless" has
land?. AasUtaut.
think I will,
tions the S. R. 0. sign will be dispayed.
Harmony Quartet. There were many agreed to play his regular team, they" And but few now remain in the land of
look to him to fulfil his part of the'agree* Rev. Mr Maylott will preach at the floral tributes to the faithful eon, husband ment.
the living
Pints, 65 Cts. a Dozen.
Who came here with me to the house on
Congregational church next Sunday, and and father.
B
AND R
the hill.
Rev. G. H. DeBevoise the following SonQuarts, 75 Cts. a Dozen.
ab r lb tb po a e
CHORUS.
Death of Mrs W. H. Whiting.
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
day.
4 0 0 0 0 0 0
Smith If
There
were
preachers
and
doctors
went
Conductor Vorce of Elm street has been
WORCE8TBE
B8,
PROBATE
C'OUE
4 0 0 0 10 1
The death of Mrs Lorinda (Howe) Boland rf
To the heirs at law, next of kin. creditors
out from the district
obliged to ehoot his valuable colt, Red4 113 10 0
Cahill es
and all other persons interested in the estate of
3 2 2 3 15 0 0 And a lawyer who lives in a neighboring Matilda Tatro, late of North BrooaAeld, in said
way III, which was severely injured in a Whiting, the widow of the late W. How- Daniels c
town.
County dwMased intestasi:
4 0 2 2 13 0
pasture. He valued the animal at over ard Whiting, only three months after the Ross p
Whereas, a petition has been presented to
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 And last but not least, we had many a said
death of her husband, occurred Monday Morrison 3b
Court to grant a letter of administration
*100. •
Brown
2b
0
4
0
1102
,
blue.coat
on
the estate of said deceased to Euuna
morning,
fron
valvular
heart
disease.
It is reported that Supt. Andrews has
Two for Five Cents.
Dragoon lb
4 0 0 0 8 0 0 Who turned out to be heroes, arid would Dagg of North Brookfield, in theCoontyof Worcester, without giving a surety on her bond.
2 0 12 10 0
canceled his engagement of the W. E. She was born in East Brookfield, and her Newton rf
You are hereby cited to appear at a Probate
not be put down
age
was
71
yeare,
11
months
and
26
days,
Court
to
be
held
at
Worcesier,
in
oaid
County
25 Cents a Dozen.
Hobbs place on King street, and that Mr
^Totals,
•33 3 7 11 27 5 1 Some returned to us here, and eome for of Worcester, on the first day of September, A.
.1. C. Griffith, of the H. H. Brown,jac- She married Mr Whiting in Leicester,
D. 1014, at nine o'clock in the forenoon, to »bow
their country
cause,
it
any
you
have,
.why
the
same
should
May
7,
1862,
and
two
years
ago
their
MATCHLESS.
tory will take it. ^
Delivered Free of Charge, anyLaid down" their young UVes, and !
not be granted.
.
^ ,.
,
And said petitioner is hereby directed to give
know them still,
At the meeting cf the Grange next golden anniversary vas celebrated. Mrs
ab r lb tb po a e
where in the Village. * » *
public
notice
thereof,
by
publishing
thin
cttaWhiting
was
far
from
well
at
the
time
of
F. Collette as
4 0 12 3 3 2 Our heroes in battle, who went to the tion once in each week, for three successive
Thursday evening, Mrs Lidstone will give
2b
4 0 0 0 2 2 0
weeks in the North Brookfield Journal a newsschoolhouse
a report of what she heard at the Lec- her husband's death in May, and has Dineen
L. Collette rf
4 0 0 0 2 0 0 The little red schoolhouse that stood on paper published in North Brookfield, the last
continually failed since that time.
publication to be one day at least before said
turers meeting in Amherst last week.
Gagnon If
4 0 1 2 0 0 0
Conrt.
,
. .
the hill.
She leaves a daughter, Rosa, the wife Dionne c
3 0 2 3 7 2 0
Witness. William T. Forbes, Esquire, Judge
On Wednesday afternoon, Mr Albion
CHORUS.
of Frank Walker of Manchester, N. H., Kenary 3b
of Baid Court, this thirtieth day of July in
3 0 1111 0
Doaoe carried Mrs J. M. Doane, Mrs G
year one thousand nine hundred and four3 0 0 0 2 0 0 But I am most done, seven times we the
and a grandson, Howard Whiting Walk- Donovan rf
teen.
W. Lane, and Mrs Helen Qlapp- in his
3 0 0 0 10 0 0
Wedge lb
SJ
have gathered
HARRY H. ATWOOD, Register
er.
,
automobile to visit campers at Quaboag
Eechielbach p
2 0 110 4 0 And when we pass on, and shall meet Aug. 7,14, 2(tf.
The funeral was attended from the
Heights.
here
no
more
30 0 6 9 27 12 2
Totals,
Call at 46 Summer Street :>
Mr and Mrs Ross and her sisters, have home on Summer street, at 2 o'clock, on
O may we all meet in a land that is
■Wednesday afternoon, Rev Mr Hoffman
12 3 4 5 6 7 8 9Innings,
better
returned from an automobile trip through
2,0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0— 3
To see the Latest Models of
of West Brookfield, officiating. The
Oft some golden street on the beautiful
Berkshire county. On Tuesday they went
Umpire, G. P. Morse, Worcester, Atburial was in Walnut Grove cemetery,
shore 1
by auto to the Rutland, anniversary celetendance. 2700. Time of game, 2h. 10
by the side of her husband.
And we may recall, though we can not There's a lot of
minutes.
bration.
.
i*
—
r
now prove it.
William Beaudry, formerly a photoTo-morrow's game will be -with South The scenes of those days and talk over difference beUnion Sunday School Picnic.
grapher here, but now in the employ of a
tween Torie
Barre. - It is claimed that North Brookthem still
New York firm, was In town this week
Although not as large as usual in num field has never defeated South Barre, And see the dear scholars, and all the old Lenaea and
CORSETS
on a visit. He is showing some very fine hers the union Sunday school picnic at which fact should add unusual interest
Flat Lenses
teachers.
specimens of hie large photographic work. Lake Lashaway on Thursday was un- and assure a large attendance.
Or have them brought to your horn*, i
Wild taught in the building that stood besides their
ou the. hill.
slight extra cost They give
by sending word to
***
••*
Mrs Doyle, Snmmer street, leaves on usually pleasant, and the time was fully
CHORDS.
you extra vision and extra
Sunday for New York, to arfend the.mil- occupied in sports, boating, eating and
Albert Warren Larkum.
MRS. B. C. GRAVES,
comfort. They are betterlinery openings. She will be accompanied talking. The sports were planned and
looking, too. Come and see
by Miss Curtis of Spencer. Durirlg, her managed by Mrs Oraves,( Miss Marion
Special Town Meeting.
After two years of patient suffering, Mr
RepresenMrlve (or the Brookfields.
us about Toric Lenses.
absence the store will be in charge of Cooke, and Edwin Hambury. The re- Albert Warren. Larkum, passed away,
Telephone 26-13,
A special town meeting is called for
Miss Brucker.
sults were:
at his home on South Main street, at
The Brooks Pond picnic will be held on
Potato. race,, young women—Won by 6.30, Tuesday evening. The cause of hie Tuesday, August 18, at 8 p. m., to take
NORTH BROOKFIELD.MASS.
action on the proposal of the school comThursday, Aug. 20. on the grounds about Marjorie Chase; Miss Marion Cooke, 2d, death was dropsy and kidney trouble.
27
Potato race for boys—Won by Theodore
the school house, in the northwest disERNEST D. CORBIN
He was born in Hanover, Mass.. Dec. mittee to build a bank wall around the
trict in Spencer. The building will be Bigelow; William l-ullam,-Jd.
OPTOMETRIST
10, 1847, tin son of John and Mercy grounds of the high" school house on
Peanut
race—Won
by
Theodore
Bige
open for those who prefer to eat their
EDWIN T. CHAPIN
Willis Earkum.
He came to North Grove street, at a cost; of some *800. Mr
low; Ralph Stuart, 2il.
Office
at Dr Luddetx's
Maynard of the school board is very
lunch inside.
. Sack race for boys under 12^—Won by Brookfield about 1874.
ARCHITECT.
Hardly had the advertisement ap- I heodore Bigelow; Ralph Stuart, 2d.
North Brookfield
His first wife was Miss El;en E, Rich much in favor of,this soheme for improv- Main Street,
peared in the JOURNAL of lots for sale on
Sack race, for boys over 12-Won by of Charlton, who died May 19, 18t0, ing the grounds, and will strongly advo727-72S
State
Mutual Building, Worcester
FOR SALE
the west shore of Lake Lashaway when George vvilley; Roland Doane, 2d.
cate it.
-leaving two daughters.
ONE NISW 3-Bpring Express Wagon and one
Telephone
Mr Fullata began to have-inquiries, and
The
matter
of
a
i%ew
town
clock
will
Rooster fight and ludiau wrestling
Feb. 22, 1882, he married Miss Alice
^econd hand Kara, Wagon. g TBpMMpBalready he has1 sold two or three, with match— Won by Robert Doane.
Jones of West Brookfield, who survives also be. brought up for consideration;
40 yds. dash—Won by Leo BiirkhHl;
prospects for more.
him. He. leaves a daughter, Grace, the also the acceptance of the new road on
FOR SALE or TO RENT
Inspector Overlook finds great danger Robert Doane, 2d.
COTTAGE HoUSK^or sale or to rent. Inqotre
wife of David C.^Lane, two sons, Harry Bell street. *
100
yds
dash—Won
by
Leo
Burkhiljj
of OKAKLfcS E. BATCHELLitft
'-W33'
in the fact that the St ndard OilvComI., of Worcester, and A. Warren, of
Raym-md Lane, 2d.
pany is allowed to store oil in the rear of
Donald Rutherford of Oakham is a j
TO RENT
Do.ighnut race—Won by Theodore Big- Springfield, and seven grandchildren.
FRED G. CLAPP
the town hall and next to the lockup. elnw; John Maynard, 2d.
,
Mr Larkum was a charter member of candidate for a life-saving medal, bj-his, S SECOND FLOOR. Tenement o_f*U_rooms
succestful
rescue
of
twoLetendre
boys
U'witb»teiu%
heat,
batu
and
eieotrio
lights,
Spontaneous combustion would result
Pony race-Won by Vera Raytnore aufi Woodbine Lodge, No. 180, r. O. O. F.,
seriously in that location.
Ruth Marshall; Margaret Doane and Al- and for two terms its noble grand; he from drowning at Brooks Pond on Wedbert
Anderson, 2d.
,
While all three vtere fishing
Born, at North Brodkfleld, Ang. 12, a
was also a member of Cypress Rebekah nesday.
WANTED
Canoe race, doubles—Won Jt>y RayFranktetendre fell overboard, and when
ten pound son'to Mr and Mrs ,Daniel
Lodge,
and
a
veteran
member
of
Concormond Lane and Donald Rutherford j Rolike w get a place for a housekeepDonald started to dive for the boy the I WOULD
Registered Enibalmer.
Monahan, and grandson bo Mr and Mrs land Doane and George Poland, 2d.
er who has been with uie for some ttsae^aud
aia Lodge, No 54,K. of P.
ecommend. <Jall
I can strongly recommemf
Maurice O'Brien of Mill street. The anFor many years he was employe I at boat was overturned, throwing him out wuoui
" 0., (Ayres
Swimming race—Won by Donald RuthAd-.ressMRiiJ. M. JAMES, R. K
30
nouncement in the JOURNAL of July 31, erford; Earl Bobbins, 2d.
the Batcheller shoe manufactory, and with Altred, who is 12 years old, »Ruth- St.) Sorth Hrookneld.
Lai)' Assistant.
waa a little ahead of the event.
panoe race, single—Won by Raymond since their failure, at the -factory of the erford instantly grasped Frank, who had ^
FOR
RENT
gone down once, and threw him onto the
Announcement has been received in Lane; George Poland, 2d.
H. H. Brown Shoe Company.
OoaeOMd by Long DUtanoe TeleSupt. A. C. Stodda'rd worked hard to
town of the marriage at Providence, K.
Mr Charles S. Lane baa charge of the the boat which was bottom side up. He I""?!2«M.£E' \*& %%JE?2.
»
phono at House and Store.
I., Wednesday, Aug. 12, of Mrs Elisa- give all the children a boat ride; while funeral this afternoon at 2, from _the did the same to Alfred, but he slipped off SMITH, summer Bireet.
'—
~
'
beth Rice Smith, formerly of North Messrs Berry and DeLane w^re kept busy home, Rev Mr Hoffman df West Brook- and sank twice before Rutherford could
Brookfield,'and Doctor WaUer O'Keefe, supplying the lemonade.
field, officiating'. Woodbine Lodge will get him to stay on, when he took both I HS Upstairs Tenpment NT.
la the Waters hoow.
'of Providence.
They wilt make their [ Af tittle excitement wa§ occasioned by tbe attend the service, and the burial will be boys ashore and hurried them home
where restoratives were applied.
All
home after Oct. 1, at 3W Broadway.
lOVBrturningof George Wlltey and Wal in West Brookfield. "NO TRESPASS" NOTICES.
glory to Rutherford.
Mr Alfred Warner and Mr Robert ** Wh^ wh° *« io * ™n™ a 8ho,r!
WE sHall Hereafter keep conauntlT on.£*?,2 MRS HELEN MORSE SMITH
A CARD
Morae of Springfield, Bpent the-week-end dl8tance ™" the Bh^ k.WUtoI could
ready-printed notices OB owtll, ■uttaoW
A CARD
at 'the home of Mr JtW. mother and awmi and w^ rescued byhia companionB
or posting in toe open air.
We wish to thank the friends and
and Mr Stoddard, who was quickly on
JOBBSAI. OBloe, North Brookfield
DRESSMAKING
sister on Gilbert street. Mrs "Warner and
Will the lady who came in, with h3r
the scene with his boat.
Wheeler, al- neighbors for their kiudnem and sympaFOR SALE.
daughter, who have .been visltiag with though he could swim, waa attacked by thy, and for the beautiful flowers sent in, little boy, to the dentist room of L>eorge
North BrookfUli
?1KS GEACIS 0.-WKBBKB,
H. Gillander, last October, and saw how ONE Rvaabout huggy, Jn «»* PJ'"- for tts ft Prospect St.
Miss Morse for the past two weeks, re- cramps and had to be towed in by the
i ine rubber trimmed harness,
»7 ou
a" lady was treated, kindly communicate
''.'v Mas HEIJBN A* Wxasaa,
37
turned to their home in,Springfield to- boat. Neither waa any worse from his
33
r. O. Bol 5" SVUrooktield.
I
MrSB UELBN E. WhBBKK.
with Mrs rfearles, North Hrookfleld.
experience;
il iy.
i
FRIDAY, AUOUET I 4, ISI*.

WEST BROOKFIELD.
Mr and lire Frank Mahaney, Ansonia,
Conn., are guests of Mr Mahaney's sisters, Misses Emma L. and Esther V.
Mabaney, Cross street.
Del Watkini timely hit into deep right
center, brought victory to West Brookfield A. A., 9 to 8 against Gilbertville on
Jfce common, Saturday afternoon. West
Brookfield needed four runs to tie in the
ninth. Goddard opened by beating out
an infield hit, stole second and scored
when H. Thompson tripled to deep left;
Edson doubled to right, scoring Thompson. Coderre ran for Edson from the
second and scored when Koran singled to
to center, reached second by fast work,
stole third and scored ahead of Hurley's
throw to the plate of Lacier'6 infield hit.
Lucier reached third on a fielder's choice
and waited until Watkins made the decisive hit with two men retired.
The assessors annouce the rate of taxation this year to be *80\BO, an increase
of 30 cents over 11113. The valuation of
real estate and personal property is
$<)97,4B4.00 which is an increase of
•52,003.00.
Eeal estate valuation is
8776,107.00 and personal property is
8221,357.00. The grants of ,money for
1914 'amounted to $18,070.75 in excess of
the preceding year by 81315.75.
The
state tax of *2100 is $180 more than last
year, the couuty tax of 8967, an increase
of 894; the state highway fax 8133.50
and the overlaying was 87301, a total of
$3273.51, added to the appropriations
foots $21,344.26, the total amount to be
raised by taxation. The polls reported,
382, five less than last year.

DEFENDS QUICK LUNCH

=^

Denholm & McKay Co.

LONDON LANCET SEE8 NO HARM
IN INSTITUTION., .

Medical Journal Also Advises the Doing Away With Breakfast, Which
It Claims Is Not a Necessary MeaL

Worcester,
Mais.

•"Boston Store
«»__A

Cl

~»f

Worcester,
Mass.

This Week«Thursday, FHday, Saturday

Were the entire food supply of the
world equitably distributed the labors
of surgeons and physicians alike would
be sensibly reduced, but in the meantime those who eat too much are as
frequently the care of medical men
as are those who eat too little. . . •
The victims of excess or of deprivation can be relieved by treatment, but
the advice must be carefully follaw««V+"
and neither patient necessarily does j
this. . . .In the case of the man ;
who eats too much, and equally in
the case of the man who cannot obtain j
more than two meals a day. it is suggested, we have read recently, that the j
meal to be sacrificed should be break- j
fast. The reason offered for this he- j
lief is that after the night's sleep the :
bodily strength, nervous and muscular, is at its highest, and work can be j
carried on without food. The machine j
is running strongly and no fuel is required for the time being. There
would appear to be good foundation j
for Buch belief, says the London Lan-1
cet, and yet, In this country at any
rate, we believe very few people act j
upon it.
How many men are In the habit of |
doing any work before they have,
breakfast?
Very few, we Imagine.
Yet, as the evidence of some literary
men proves, there Is no time of the
Alfred C. White.
day more fitted for the production of
intellectual or Imaginative work than
Gloves
The death of Alfred Cornelius White, the early morning hours, which, quiet
aged 05 years 8 months and 14 days, son and refreshing, are friendly to brain
SilKs
of Samuel N. and Harriet A. White, oc- work, breakfast or no breakfast. For
curred Friday morning at his home on (nanual labor the no breakfast plan
Is not so suitable. A little fresh air
Ware Road, as briefiy stated last week.
Mr White was born in North Amherst, exercise to start the day, following
the habit of some athletes In training,
but had lived for the last 20 years on the
Is a thing that many a professional or
ancestral farm.
He was the seventh business man might cultivate with adPetticoats
lineal descendant of Peregrine White of ■antage. . . .
Mayflower fame.
There Is a great deal to be said in
Books
Mr White was prominent in the social favor of the "coffee and rolls" plan,
and society life of West Brookfield, and and for men whose day is spent in
with the exception of one year, had served work which taxes the brain and nerv-,
continuously for 18 years on the school ous system generally more than the
committee. He was an active member muscles the wise course is to relegate
anything approaching a hearty meal
of the Farmers' Club, a prominent Mato the period of relaxation, the eve-!
son, a past master of the Grange, and ait' ning. But that part of the continental!
interested member of the Alfalfa Club of system which involves the eating of
Worcester. For 20 years Mr White lived a heavy lunch is as objectionable as i
in the south and west, a sheep raiser and our own heavy breakfast plan. It can
be excused only if adequate time is j
ranchman of Texas.
For four years he had been a sufferer given after the meal for the digestion j
from a serious heart trouble. He leaves thereof, and most professional and j
an aged mother and three sisters the only business men cannot spare the hour's j
ease which should follow a hearty mid-1
remaining members of a family of nine.
~
Sale Begins Thursday and Continues Friday and Saturday
day meal. In most continental cities,!
The funeral was from his home, Mon- where the midday meal is a heavy one, I
day afternoon, and was private, because an hour or so Is commonly spent in
of the advanced age and feeble health of smoking and chatting afterward. This '■
his mother. Rev John H. Hoffman ofric- leisurely proceeding, however, is not
possible with the more strenuous
' iated at the service.
and coat over arm he sped onward aa
The bearers were Charles O'M. Edson, business habits of England and Amerdoubt the .knowledge, an unpleasant.}'| SHIVERED THE RECORD if the devils were at his heels.
ica,
as
the
"quick
lunch"
institution
vague
knowledge,
of
the
existence
of
Dr Clement E. Bill, Edward Houghton
At last the journey waa ended. He
pasaages which
these underground passages
and Harold Chesson.
Burial was in testifies. Nor need the quick lunch
fell Into' a chair at the station and
be severely deprecated if the quanticauses
the
police
on
every
occasion
of
Pine Grove cemetery.
ONE CONSOLATION LEFT TO VIC- j looked at his watch once more. The
ty of food Ingested is reduced in acan Imperial visit to Moscow to seal up
j veteran's record was smashed to
TIMIZED PEDE8TRIAN.
cordance with the time taken for its ARCHAEOLOGISTS HOPE TO FIND with wire and a lead seal every single
i atoms, done in 35 mlnutee, and the
consumption
opening, cellar shoot, surface drainage
LIBRARY OF RUSSIAN CZAR.
Skeptical Judge.
station agent there to prove it He
grid,
to
be
found
anywhere
over
the
A Jew In the Shoreditch (Eng.)
would hand it to those rubes. The
area
of
the
Kremlin,
and
frequently
to
Effort
Cost
Him
Much,
However,
and
County court expressed the hope that
fact that his collar was a shapeless
COMMONWEALTH
OF
MASSACHUSETTS
inspect
the
integrity
of
these
seals.
It
Was
Without
Great
Pleasure
,
his hands might drop off II he was
pulp and his clothes wringing wet with
Worcester ss.
Probate Court Possibility That the Wonderful CollecLegends
cf
a
labyrinth
of
underThat Ha Learned Ha Had Been
not speaking the truth. "They won't,"
the strenuous effort was nothing. The
tion Made try Ivan the Terrible
To the heirs at law. next of kin, and all other
ground
passages
have
been
current
said Judge Cluer. "You managed to persons interest* d in Hie estate of Katherine
"Fooled, B'Qoah."
record was broken. That was enough.
May Not Have Been Deitro>»d
of North Brookfield, in said Counamong the populace for centuries, bu:
record for us that such things did hap- Carter.late
A few 'weeks passed and the Incity, decease d.
In the Great Fire of 1812.
It is only within the last decade or so
pen, but the earth won't open now and
It was a typical old-faehioned coun- j dent was forgotten. Lately, however,
Whereas, a certain instrument purporting to
last will and testament of said deceased
that the very extensive building enter- try store. The real native that goes j the writer had occasion to visit Foxswallow us up. I have heard men ex- be the
_-,jp^--A short time ago a professor of prise on modern ljnes undertaken In
with such a place was seated on a j boro again. He went to the general
press the wish to drop dead If they by Patrick Carter, who pravs that letter* testa*
may be issued to him, the executor theology In the university at St. Pe- Russ'a's "premier capital" has givei; cracker box, clad in the old-time care- 1 store and sought Gray Whiskers and
were not telling the truth, but it never mentary
therein named, Mithout giving asuiety oil his tersburg, Russia, purchased at a shop | substance to these ancient legends
happenB. We can never settle cases official bond.
! less country style. Another of the | the veteran. The proprietor waa the
■ '
You are hereby cited to appear at a Probate tu Moscow a manuscript copy of the When the main arainage scheme ha: I same vintage was engaging him—let | only one present. Triumphantly, the
In that way."
Court, to be held at Worcester, in said County Gospels dating from prior to A. D. been in operation a few years the -aus call him Gray WhiBkers—in a heat- j writer told how speedily he had covof Worcester, on the first day of Septem1
ber, A. D. 1P14, at nine o'clock in the 1000. On examination it was' found to teraticn of subsoil conditions caus. .
ered those four miles.
forenoon, to show cause, if any jou have, why have belonged to the great library col- a sinking t.f the foundations cf many ed argument on election. The second
Farmed far Forty Centuries.
man in the course of his remarks
The proprietor blew out a wreath
the same should not be granted.
lected
in
his
youth
by
Ivan
the
TerriShantung can boast of forty cenAmi said pet Itionei is hereby directed to give
of the more massive public bu.Idings said "he was nigh onto eighty years of smoke; "an' you took any stock In
notice thereof. by publishing this cita- ble, when he believed that he had a which had to oa underpinned, wh:!r
turies of agricultural activity. It la public
old" referring with pride to his war the talk of those two fellers? Why,,
tion once in eanh week for three successive
still an agricultural province with an wef-ks, in tin North Brookfield Journal, a news- divine mission. This library was sup- new erections required much deep1-* record.
(He was mustered out at they never walked more than 100
paper pub.it-lied in North Brookfield, the lasl, posed
to
have
been
,
burned
in
the
area of 55,000 square miles—about publication
=
excavation
in
order
that
a
recttf<
yards from this here store in years,"
n to be one day at least before said -""" "
™
„
Readville.)
equivalent to that of the state of Wis- Ooi
jourt and tby mailing, postpaid, or delivering great Are of Moscow of lali.
four.dotion might'be reached. It wai>
"What time does the next train he said. "An' that old veteran he's
of this citatiou to all known persons ino
n a subsequent visit to Moscow the
On
■consin—with an estimated population a>CQny
In
courue
of
these
Operations
tlu.
tert-Bted in the estate, seven days at least beleave here for Boston " briskly in- all bunged up with rheumatism. I
professor traced his book to the fam- many underground natsusfcs came ti.
of 30,000,000, and has been forced to fore said Court.
guess ye were fooled b'gosh."
quired the writer.
ifoRBEs,
Esquire.
'
_
said
that
he
had
Witness,
WILLIAM
a degree of intensive cultivation un- Judge of said Court, this twelfth d^y ol A ugust Uy of a laDorer wh0
li£ht, and eventually^the newly fledged
The writer took a look at the time
"Oh, about two hours or more they'll
found
it
with
several
similar
volumes
known to the farmers of the United in the year one thousand nine hundred ai.d
societies interested in the preservn be one," said Gray Whiskers.
table; he had an hour to wait, but
fourteen.
in
u
subterranean
passage
near
the
States.
'
lion of monuments of antiquity at
HARRY H. ATWOOD, Register.
The writer lost some of hie brisk he took Gray Whiskers' place on the
Kremlin,
tempted to deal with the mutter fron
Aug. 14, 21, 28L.
manner and expressed discontent and cracker box and did not try to breakThe famous library of Ivan the Ter- .he hiitonciii s:andyt.int.
nv more records
a few other things.
Making Lite of Smoke.
rible is now supposed to be still hldA novel method of getting rid of
At this point the veteran volun, den in rome underground vault, which
Electricity snd Trees.
black smoke and at the same time
teered the Information that a train
The Only Condition.
the efforts of generations have hitherProf. K "V. i-jpang has been Investiturning It to practical use is now being
Bernard Shaw, who, with charac- stopped at Sharon Junction in an
to failed to discover. It was Ivan the
Adopted in some Belgian factories.
■ Terrible—whose reputation as a great teristic Impetuosity, has jumped Into hour and the writer might walk there gating th decay and death of many
noble shade trees In Brooklyn, N. Y.,
The smoke is driven by fans into a
j ruler has been obscured by the fas- the rmSsIc hall, discussion, was once and watt for it.
porous receptacle over which flows a
"Holy smoke," howled the writer, and has discovered that electricity es'• cination of his extraordinary excesses asked by an American impresario to
stream of petroleum or similar liquid.
I —who established the printing press go on a lecturing tour in the United "yon expect me to walk four miles in caping from trolley and other wires
and entering the earth has killed tha
The smoke Is thus caught and turned
an hour? Couldn't do it"
States.
in Russia.
into a gas that gives great heat, and
"There are." the imprerario assured . "Huh, four mile "a notbln'; I've roots of scores cf trees. Yes—this is
There is a wide field of conjecture
can be used for running gas engines.
as to what might not ccme to light in him, "only two great lecture attrac- walked it in three-quarters of an hour a curious condition when It Is rememthe event of this curious libra! y one tlonsremainins to be exploited in the an' I'm eigh'ty years old," boasted the bered that in some places gardeners
electrify the soil to stimulate growth.
'day being discovered. Ivan the Terri- United States. You are one of them." veteran.
Changed the Formula.
"Tea. an' I seen him do it and I'll In some c,isea in Brooklyn, according
Each year more and more summer so"And who is the other V Mr. Shaw
Mr. Paul Taylor, London magisfrate, journers from all over the country are ble was in close communication wHh
bet ye be kin do it again," butted in to Mr. gpasg, trees have been killed
has improved upon the time-honored seeking pleasant spots in New England, all the rulers of our hemisphere, from asked.
by overhead wires running .among
"The German empercr," was the re- Gray Whiskers.
formula addressed to prisoners who patronizing well-managed hotels and the London to Peking; one branch ot
Well, various remarks were passed their branches. Yet it is true that in
are obviously Innocent—"You leave pleasantly located boarding plaiea and knowledge is almost certain to be well ply of th'- Impresario, who was en- and the writer offered to cover all
many other places such wires do not
represented in this lost library, an* gaged on the process known as "butthe court without a stain oh your char- farme where paying guests are received.
bets, but there waa nothing doing. It appear to have done any harm. The
th.t is the scence of black magic. II tering."
acter." in a case before -him recently
Each season thousands of people turn
was
two
o'clock
sharp
when
the
writer
explanation?
Oh, It may *>e that in
"Them," said Mr. Shaw, "I'll go on
he assui *A a defendant that be " wou! d to the advertising column? of the Boston is equally likely that new codices of
left for the long journey down the Brooklyn the quantity of electrlcty
leave the court with as good a char Evening Transcript, where so many an- Holy Scripture may yet come to light, this lecturing tour you suggest on one track; the train was due at Sharon
reaching the trees is 'too great an3
nouncements of rammer places are pub- for Ivan the Terrible undertook to condition."
acter as when be entered it."
pi-lnt the Scriptures in* the vulgar
"And that Is?" asked the lmpfeaario Heights about three or a little after. thus Instead of "being stimulated the
lished.
"I
wonder
If
that
old
rube
could
treea are injured. >lt Is a matter which
Many families prefer to lease farms, tongue. Only one thing is certain, eagerly.
Neutralize Shock of Sound.
houses or cottages in the country. Hun- thai such a library existed and has
"That I appear en the same plat- make it," he pondered as he skipped must vary in localities, you know.—
If you know that you are going to dreds of properties are sold every season never been found, nor is it even known form with his majesty!" replied Mr. the tieB. "There's Edward Payson Detroit Free Press.
Weston, he was an old has-been. I
hear a u>ud sound It is well to open to parties from Eastern and Western to tave perished in any of the numer- Shaw flrznlv.
reckon I'll try to make a little record
the mouth, as the shock will then be cities who are attracted By advertisements ous fires that devastate^ Moscow.
A Team In London.
myself."
neutralized. Noises in the ears are in the Transcript.
References in the archives to its exThis is so emphatically the age of
'The day was fairly cool; a little
Little Allck'a Sore Point.
most anau;!ug, and sometimes reIf you desire to reach the well-to-do istence, as well as to the existence of
Little Allck was In the train'the of the sun lent. Its rays to warm the the motor car that a sight witnessed
sist "all treatment. They are often as- people and attract them to your town in- the subterranean roadways, are sufflsociated with deafness and should, sert a well-worded advertisement in the ciint to whet the keenest curiosity, other day, and in the seat opposite to scene. The sky was blue and walk- by the writer seems Worthy of record.
Two horses passed down the Strand
Boston Transcript.
therefore, receive due attention.
but not enough to afford much practi- him was an old pensioner whose ing fairly good. One mile post after within five minutes of each other, and
Full information, rates, sample copies cal assistance to the investigator.
breast was covered with medals. another .flashed by. Feverishly the
both were dappled to,an unusual exand advice cheerfully given on requesd.
Apart from chanjjes of surface feat- AJick gazed at him and the medals writer gazed at his watch; he was well tent. The mathematical odds against
Those Who Succeed.
Inside the limit. The last mile post
long
and
earnestly,
and
at
last
said
to
ures
in
the
Kremlin,
the
level
of
the
The men who succeed beat In pubwas dancing toward him, but what a such a coincidence must be very
soil Is six or eight feet above what It bis mother: "Mamma, why does that
lic life are those who take the riak
difference in the atmosphere. He was great, y
was In the sixteenth century. It is no man wear his money on his coat?
of standing by their own convlctiOM.
stifled with the heat. Hat :■» *-—•
Won't they let Mm have pockets?"
—James A. Qarfleld.
334 Washington St, Boston.

A Final Disposal Sale of All
Summer Merchandise

Prices on All Remaining Lots of Summer Goods
Reduced to Much Less Than Cost for a Quick
Clearance—Wonderful Opportunities to
Save Money in Nearly Every Department

Women's Suits
V
Muslin Underwear
Kimorias
Linens
Laces
Men's Furnishings
Upholsteries
Trunks and Bags
Women's Coats
Wall Papers
Silverware

Women's Dresses
Millinery
Shoes
Hosiery
Embroideries
Jewelry
Dress Goods
Men's Underwear
Art Goods
Men's Clothing

Housefurnishings

Women's Waists
Children's Dresses
Wash Goods
Knit Underwear
Women's Neckwear
Toilet Goods
Linings
Rugs
Pictures
Boys' Clothing
Sewing Machines
Stationery
Candies

Brassieres <
Domestics
Ribbons
Notions
Leather Goods
Handkerchiefs
Furniture
Pianos
Infants' Wear
Bedding
China
Teas and Coffees
Corsets
v

Regardless of Former Price—Regardless of Cpst—
Every Lot of Summer Goods Must Go—and
Go Quick. Our Losses Mean Your Gain
Come and Reap the Benefit of These Greatly Lowered Prices

WOULD BE PRICELESS

Summer
Places j
Wanted

Boston Transcript Co.

-

Carriages, Stanhopes, Concords

Furnishing Undertaker

SURE SEAL

FRUIT JARS!
JELLY TUMBLERS.

AT FULLAMS

TOR.IO

1

SPIRELLA

Funeral Director

BROOKFXELD TIMES

BROOKFIELD

ARMIES CLASH ON ENTIRE
FRONT; BOTH FRENCH AND
GERMANS WIN VICTORIES

WteUFSL of

TIMJSS

Heroic Air Combats
LONDON.—The Tlmes's correspondent in Brussels, describing the fighting at liege, says
-aerial flights were used by both
Belgians and Germans.
The
fighting in mid-air was desultory
but deadly.
A huge Zeppelin sailed over
Liege In the early fighting, but
was pursued by a Belgian aeroplanlst, who lost his life In destroying it.
After this the Germans confined their aerial activity to the
use of scouting aeroplanes, several of which were destroyed by
shots from the forts.
Two Belgian aeroplanists, attacked by German field artillery at a moderate height, were
made almost unconscious by a
shell
bursting
Just
beneath
them.
They reached the ground safe-'
ly, however, and as they alighted remarked:
'These Germans
shoot badly."

NATIONS' POWER
IN AIR COMPARED
Supremacy of European States

short time; but little Increase coma.
be made in Austria's 130.
Total Strength of Three, 1,443.
The total strength of France, Russia and Servia combined in land machines Is at the present 1,443. Germany's and Austria's is less than onehalt as great—670. It must be borne*
in mind that these figures Include all'
flyable machines owned by tbe government, and many of them era old!
rebuilt machines that were new frorai
three to four years ago, but they arenone the less serviceable for some*
purpose. There are more old machines in the French equipment thar*
In any other country. Russia's equipment being the newest.
Germany's dirigible strength is the.
greatest, and Austria's is very important Ten Zeppelins were recently ordered by the latter country, but!
hare not been delivered. Combined;
the dirigible forces of Austria an*
Germany total at least 26. These include two Zeppelins In Austria and!
eight In Germany, varying in cubic*
meter capacity from 17,700 to 22,000.1
French Dirigibles Fast.
France has an excellent fleet of
dirigibles, however, some of them being exceedingly fast, and besides holding tbe dirigible speed record, French!
military dirigibles hold the world's duration record—35 hours and 19 minutes. This record was recently made,
by the 9,000 cubic meter L'Adjutant
Vincehot, breaking the record of 84.
hours 69 minutes previously held by*
a Seppelin of 22,000 cubic meters' capacity.
But France lacks the weight carrying dirigibles of Germany, having but
one of the Zeppelin type—the Spless.
Just how powerful the combined airship fleet of Germany and Austria will
prove can only be a matter of conjecture, but the first spectacular event
of the war, the destruction of a Zepelin by Roland Garros, the pilot who
flew in Chicago in 1911, augurs ill for
the success of these monster dirigible balloons In actual warfare.
Needless to say, no one knows—
even nations whose spies are sup-

In Newest Fighting May Be
French and German forces, in all the
operations.
Decided.
The most serious conflict appears
to have taken place in upper Alsace.
There a struggle began in the Vosges
FIGURES ARE OF INTEREST
Mountains, in which aeroplanes played an Important part. The French
troops, according to the official report,
Franca and Russia Said to Outclass
penetrated the mountain passes at
French met with "an overwhelming
Bonhomme and Sainte. Marie, and,
Austria and Germany, to Say Nothforce" m its advance on Neu Breisach assumed a position dominating Sainte
KAISER TELLS HIS VERSION
ing of Great Britain, Sura
and fell back upon Neulhausen.
OF BATTLE TO U. S.
Marie-aux-Malnes.
to Be Factor.
AMBASSADOR GERARD.
The French losses were not serious,
Paris.—The French troops along and nothing is stated as to the GerAERIAL WAR STRENGTH OF NAthe entire frpntier of 300 miles are man loses, save that a number of
Berlin, via Copenhagen, to
TIONS OF WORLD.
in contact with the Germans.
London.—Emperor William rewounded French and German soldiers
From widely separated points in were taken to the French fortress
ceived James W. Gerard, the
Aero- ■
France, Belgium and Luxembourg of EpinaSl for treatment.
American Ambassador in the
Dlrta;- Aero- hydrocome reports of minor engagements
Palace garden, and conversed
The official communication adds the
lbles. planes, planes. Total.
between the Germans and the Allies. German troops are receiving reinwith him at length. The EmFrance
16
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86
798
German troops are reported around forcements and that the French also
Russia
16
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720
peror appeared to be in a seriGermany
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M0
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673
Tongres at the north and near Mete are being strengthened. The stateous mood, but confident.
Gnat
Britain
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at
the
south
end
of
a
line
more
than
He spoke of the capture of
ment says numerous skirmishes are
Italy
11
no
m
ISO
100 miles long. In between these taking place along the entire front
Liege where, he said, the GerAustria
..... S
IK
12
1*0
two points German patrols and Ger- of the French army. One clash with
The Germans at 1:30 p. m„ de- China
41
6
19
man and Belgian troops were
man patrols and German seouting the 'Germans was violent and the manded the surrender of Liege. The Roumanla
*6
*f
about equally divided numerGreece
40
•
C
parties are seen in every direction.
demand was refused. An armistice Spain
ically. The Belgians, he added,
on both sides were serious.
I
M
7
46
These reports would seem to indiwere behind fortifications, but
of two hours then followed to enable Belgium
4
H
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cate the main German advance moveboth sides to collect their wounded Japan
the Germans charged with bay.'.
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AUSTRIANS REACH BASEL.
ment
is
now
well
under
way
and
the
United
States
1
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80
onets and
destroyed
everyLondon.—The Exchange Telegraph and the bombardment was renewed
Turkey
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German
armies
are
coming
into
Belthing. The Belgians were put
Company's Rome correspondent for- at 4 p. m. There are terrible scenes
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gium and France with a battle line wards a despatch from Basel, Switz- in and about Liege as a result of the Servia
to fight, abandoning arm* In
Sweden
f'
10
16
extended almost 100 miles.
great numbers.
erland, announcing that -.30,000 AutT-aHUImT fl/e.
Norway
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The German attacking army com- trian troops have arrived at Basel
1
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1
11
Wounded Germans who reached the Holland
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prises a part of that which was from the Tyrol by. way of Lake Con- Dutch town of Maastricht say that Denmark
Brazil
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London.—According to a wire from massed at Strasburgi
The whole stance.
Beiglam farmers in frontier hamlets Bulgaria
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Rome, dispatches , from Berlin say army is understood to number nearly
The troops are the Fourteenth fought desperately In opposing the In7
..
7
that the French invasion ot Alsace half a million men, and it was original- Austrian Army Corps, under the com- vaders and were killed In their homes Chile
Mexico (Const) ....
6
.,
6
was expected by the Germans and ly designed to lead an invasion of
Argentina
..
S
6
M
by
the
Germans.
One
farmer
boy,
14
mand of the Grand Duke of Tuscany.
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4
is unimportant. The Germans oppos- France from a point near the Swiss They are understood to be on their years old, saw all the members of his Portugal
ed the advance to the south ot Kolmar border.
way to join the Germans who are family except himself killed, and he
The first war of the air is to be
only to try out the strength of the
massing on the hills about Ersteln. was wounded,
fought in Europe. The supremacy of
French, according to the Berlin adTo the south of Liege the Germans
Tbe German invaders made three Europe, perhaps of the entire world,
vices, and when this was accomplish- are concentrating In overwhelming
separate attacks on the fortifications, may be decided for many years to
ed the Germans retired to their ad- force, and General von Emmich must
Mines which had been placed when coma before the conflict ends, writes
vanced defense base at Neu Breisach. now have at least 200,000 men under
the German approach on Liege was
The German war plans are working his command.
Brussels, via London.—Trains filled begun were exploded under the heaviwithout a hitch, the dispatches say,
From Switzerland to Holland, on with wounded and fugitive non-com- ly massed Germans with appalling reand when all is ready the German German, French and Belgium terri- batants arrived here from Liege and sults. This close orcer formation, to
armies will strike and strike hard. tory, there is almost continuous fight- neighboring towns. The miltary trains which the Germans have adhered
The dispatch adds that Germany Is ing. Most of it is advanced skirmish- with prisoners on board were sent strictly in their assaults on the Liege
calm and that there is an air of ex- ing Just now and maneuvrlng for po- from Liege to Antwerp.
fortifications according to the inforpectancy about the war office which sition. But any hour may see the adThe Belgian troops appeared to be mation received here, made the task
gives the impression that a greet vance ordered for one of the historic in the best of spirits when the trains of the defenders of the city easier.
forward movement which will demon- pitched battles of the world's history. left Liege. They declared that if Artillery fire has been triply effecstrate the strength of the German
Instead of sweeping on down the there had not been ten Germans to tive because of the solid masses of
arms is impending.
valley of Meuse In mass, the Ger- one Belgian not one German would Germans which presented themselves
The people of Paris are no less mans have spread out around and have gotten through their lines.
to it and the few mines which have
confident of victory.
about Liege. Some of the forts there
Though in good spirits, the Belgians been used did far more execution
The War Office announced that the are still in the hands of the Belgians, were partially exhausted, having than would have been possible had
French army which is invading Alsace according to dispatches from Brussels,
the Germans advanced In a more
fought for fifty hours'without rest
had fallen back before superior forces but the Germans apparently are igSome of the wounded Belgians, eye open order.
to the plains to the south of Huel- noring this fact in their broad war
witnesses of the fighting, say they
liausen. It is reported that a battle moves.
saw Germans mown down by hun- SPIES PUT TO
between the Germans advancing
The German battle line is formed dreds in front of the trenches an*
DEATH IN BELGIUM
from Neu Breisach and the French and the first big battle of the war
entanglements by the gun and r.ifle
army of invasion is now in progress will be a battle of men and miles—
Brussels, (via Paris.)—Belgium has
fire of the Belgians, but that they
at that point.
a battle-line of 100 miles and a million were replaced by others who crawled been covered with a network of GerThe movement Indicates that the men on each side.
man
spies. Two thousand have alforward like weasels.
French have evacuated the unfortified
In certain places In the fighting ready been arrested- and 100 were
town of Muelbausen, as did the Gerzone the ground was covered with shot.
mans at the French approach. The FRENCH DETAILS
Some of the Germans captured were
OF OPERATIONS dead, the burial of which, it was said,
Germans moved to Neu Breisach, to
wearing uniforms of gendarmes, civic
would take at least a week.
the east, where they are heavily fortiThe Germans before Liege request- guards, and soldiers and officers of
Paris.—An official announcement
fied. The Frei.ch are now throwing
ed a twenty-four KoursNarmistlce, ac- the Belgian Army.
up entrenchments to the rear of by the War Department shows that cording to.an announcement made by
Many of the spies captured were
WuelhauBen to make their stand three French armies now are opera- the Belgian Ministry of War.
armed with bombs and revolvers and
ting against the Germans—one in
there.
',
The Ministry stated the Germans were riding in i.utomoblles bearing
The check administered by the lower Alsace, which is now in pos- admitted their casualties numbered false numbers: They also had in
Germans In compelling the evacua- session of Muelhausen and Golmar;
their possession telegrams and letters
25,000.
tion of Muelhausen Is the drat report another through upper Alsace, operatIt is assumed tbe Germans asked with the counterfeit signature of the
received in Paris of a German vic- ing from the direction of Nancy, and
Belgian
Minister of War.
for an armistice to pick up their dead
tory in the campaign. Earlier reports the third in Belgium, around Lie?e
Just before and after the fighting
and
wounded.
said the French had reformed their and Namur.
Martial law has been proclaimed began private signs were discovered
The official statement says that
lines outside the city and had checked
on bridges, military works, and
throughout Belgium,
skirmishing
and
violent
clashes
octhe German advance. It Is stated
Le Peuple says the bombardment of aqueducts, Indicating that'those struccurred
along
the
front
between
the
in the official announcement that the
E. Percey Noel, editor ot Aero and posed to get the information—how
Liege caused six or seven flres in the tures should be blown up.
Severe precautions have now been Hydro. In this the aeroplane and the many military machines of one form
city. German officers then came to
or another are now in commission for
the city with a white flag and de- taken by the military authorities, and dirigible will play spectacular parts.
actual war service. The only really
manded the surrender ot the place. no one is admitted at the railway To say that, combined, they can swing
They received a negative reply, and stations without military permits. victory into defeat, or defeat to vic- practical way to estimate the aero
Automobiles are halted at every mile. tory, would probably not be too ex- strength of nations Is to follow tbe
the bombardment was resumed.
Paris.—After forty-years the French travagant, yet the real value of aero aero-military progress of each counAn official of the War Office exare in Alsace. They have advanced equipment of the most complete and try as close as possible through
plained the operations around Liege.
A dispatch from Vienna said the Austrian troops had occupied
beyond the frontier at Belfort and efficient kind available remains to be every available source of information
He' said there were twelve forts, six
Miechow, in Russian Poland, ten miles within the border, After dehave driven
the Germans out ol learned by actual service. Which na- for three or four years, week to week.
on each bank of the River Meuse.
feating a body of Cossacks, whose losses were given as 400 killed and
Altklrch and Muelhausen.
tion's aerial forces will prove the and day to day.
Their distance from the centre of the
, wounded, while those of the Austrians, were 140 wounded.
The battle was superb."'The officers strongest can only be guessed.
It ts impossible to give the figures
city varies from three and one-half
The Russian funds in Berlin banks, which have been seized by
literally were unable to hold back
Numerically, France and Russia baldly after a few-days' research. And
to five and one-half miles.
the German Government, are reported to amount to $25,000,000.
the Impetuous troops, who advanced
The losses suffered by the Belgians, in a wild charge, shovelling the Ger- combined are stronger aerially than it is very amusing to read the variNot an Austrian soldier is now on Servian soil, according to the
The ous statements on this gripping subalthough they are much less numer- mans out of the trenches,at the point Austria and Germany united.
Servian Legation in London.
great air battles will, undoubtedly, be ject, and to note the guesses mode in
ous than those of the Germans, in- of the bayonet.
The unloading of German troops from trains continues In the region
between these countries: France'and various quarters.
clude many officers. One thousand
of Gerolstein, but the principal landings took place earlier in the rear
The Germans fled before the French Germany opposed, Russia opposed to
If we sum up the qualities of the
wounded are here.
of Metz and Thlonvllie.
and were pursued by dragoon., toward Austria and Germany, with Servla's various aeroplane fleets, we will find
At Maastricht one of the three'Ger- Walheim, Tagolsteln and Hlfurth.
it was announced that the Montenegrin forces had joined the Sersmall equipment on the defense that France has tbe largest, but that
man attacking columns recrossed the
vians, and that the latter had captured a number of small places on
The officers and men behaved with
against Austria.
Great Britain's a number of old machines are inMeuse, retiring to Alx-la-Chapelle.
Austrian territory.
•
wonderful bravery. A colonel and
The sending of the German wound- seven dragoon officers were wounded -oro-hydroplanea, land machines and cluded.
A special commission appointed by the German Government to
. ngibles probably will not cross the
On the other hand we find In Gered to Holiand ended.
investigate the food supply reports that Germany's stock of food Is
in the pursuit.
many an unusually high percentage
German prisoners whom a corresufficient for a year.
After a few hours of rest the whole channel for land fighting.«
spondent
questioned
acknowledged
of
up-to-date machines in the aeroEngland to Be a Factor.
Emperor William has given $100,000 to the German Red Cross
brigade started at, dawn for Muelfreely the courage and tenacity of the hausen, which was reached in the
In the naval battles we shall see the plane corps. The pilots are well
Society and another $100,000 for the relief of the families of soldiers
Belgian troops opposing the German evening.
killed or wounded In the war.
The retreating Germans aerohydros ot France and England trained, hardened men, If we are to
advance. The prisoners were treated had abandoned the forts and trenches. united against the smaller equipment Judge them by their exploits and the
A telegram from Vilna said six carloads of German prisoners
with consideration, and on the way
passed through that city on their way to the Interior of Russia. Four
The Dragoons again pursued the ot Germany and Austria, with Rus- tests that they mast pass to obtain
to Brussels were supplied at the sta- German rear guard and. the German sia's principal hydro equipment close their brevets.
wounded German officers were taken to the Vilna hospital.
tions with beer and bread.
Russia has an equipment consisting
The Canadian Government Is rushing big guns to Quebec on a
forces retired to Neu BIrsach, a forti- to her own shores on coast defense
The Belgians give the German sol- fied town guarding the great bridge duly.
of fully 90 per cent of machines, not
special train.
diers
credit
for
great
courage
-under
over the Rhine.
»
France is, undoubtedly, supreme as more than two years old, and her
The French losses In the Vosges fighting are admitted* to be
fire, but declare the Kaiser's officers
The moral effect of victory will be far as her numerical strength of land daring officer-pilots fly like veritable
serious, but the French victory was complete. The army now in
showed
poor
judgment
In
ordering
\
as great as it Is starteglc. It has machines is concerned. She could, Cossacks ot tbe air.
Alsace Is moving on Metz, unchecked even by the Inundation of a
their men forward in frontal attacks given to France all her long harbored within a few months, add to her presAustrian aviators have recently disvalley.
on the Belgian positions, thus throw- dreams of entering Alsace again and ent quota of 745' land machines, 250. tinguished themselves and won much
Practically the entire manhood of the British Isles is offering to
ing away their lives by the hundreds. avenging the war of 1870,
go to the front North Sea fishermen were forbidden to take out their
to 400 others and the pilots to man credit for their exceUent work, which
In an official statement Issued, tbe
Paris Is weeping with Joy. Many them. But Russia's equipment' of 680 previous to the Vienna meeting, was
vessels.
Belgian
War
Office
says
that
the
Gerof the residents remember the days land machines could not be Increased not highly appreciated. Vet Austria'*
Francs and Austria-Hungary severed diplomatic relations when
mans admit that their losses in killed, when the provinces were annexed. by privately owned planes, as aero" pilots and aeroplane equipment are)
it was announced that the presents of Austrian troops in Germany
wounded
and
prisoners
in
the
fighting
Meanwhile the city Is waiting for a plans ownership In Russia Is a gov- not considered to be ot tbe highest
was known.
at Liege reached a total of 25,000 list of the casualties, which it Is ernment monopoly.
Germany could class, but that they will prove potent
^•^M*^****^'*** ** *"=>'<******-*-<♦«?«*..•>
*-«*,A4MSjA*fl-'■*'»*«.^*i!.jrjM^>.j,»4,j.»»4. men.
feared will be heavy.
odd 200 machines and pilots to her to- in the present emergency is, however,
tal
of
450
land
machines
within • certain.
AUSTRIA TO HOLD RUSSIA.

FIGHTING RAGES OVER
A BATTLE LINE OF 300 MILES

BELGIAN ACCOUNT OF FIGHTING

GERMAN WAR BALLOONS FOLLOWING ARMY

LATEST WAR FLASHES

f

AEROPLANES BEST AT SCOUTING

SWI8S WOMEN

BELLIGERENT.

FRANCE CALLS TO WOMEN.

Move Leaves Kaiser Free to Attack
Eastern Border.

Head of U. 8. Service Doubts Effectiveness as Destroyers.

Washington. — While he believes
wars of the air will be the wars of
tbe future, Capt. Bristol, head ot the
United States navy areonautic service, predicted that air machines will
do littje actual wholesale killing in
Europe.
Their chief service will come from
the fact that they can scout where
other machines or persons could not
penetrate.

Premier Appeals to Them to Save
the Harvest.

REPROVED BY U. S. CONSUL

Vienna.—Assurances from the Austrian War Office that Austria will
immediately take up the task of guarding the Russian frontier were sent to
Berlin.
With the declaration of war upon
Russia by Emperor Francis Joseph,
followed by tbe announcement of a
similar declaration against Austria by
the Czar', Kaiser William may direct
tils attention to the French campaigns.

May Enlist With Men In Defense of
Country. .

Geneva.—while Switzerland Is mobilizing to defend her neutrality,
Swiss women are begging permission
to fight by the side of their men folk.
In Argooie Canton two girls with
their hair cut short appeared in
uniform armed and .-.sked to be sent
tp the frontier, but they balked when
faced with a medical examination. It
is not known how they got rifles and
uniforms.

Parish-Premier Vivian! In an octal
proclamation asked,French women to
save the harvest. The proclamation
says:
"Tbe wheat stands uureaped and
the time of vintage approaches.
"1 ask you to maintain the lives ot
our fields, to finish this year's" harvest
and .prepare for that of next year.
You cannot render greater service to
your country."

■elfish American Woman Has »3,000
for Passage Home and Demands
Convayanec.

Paris.—There has perhaps been no
better indication of the unselfishness
and charity with which Americans
generally have accepted tbe hard lot
imposed on them than tbe exceptonsJ
conduct of one woman at tbe embassy
and the retort which Major Henry fait

himself Justified In making to her.
The woman, of middle age and wall
dressed, stormed into the embassy and
loudly demanded that some means be
found Immediately for ber conveyance home. She announced* that she
had 16,000 francs In cash and Insisted
on It, being used to insure her transportation.
"Very well," said Major Henry, "you
can take four 15,000 franca and go out;
side and share It with those Amaru*
can* who have not even tbe money ta
buy a piece of bread."

\0r ISABEL GORDON CURTIS
Au f;hor °f "The Woman Jrom WoJverrfons"
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out, it means more to me than fame or
wealth—It means the happiness of a
lifetime."
"Andrew! A woman at last"
The actor nodded gravely; "Yea, a
woman at last"
"Not Drusilla?"
"Oh, curb' your curiosity," be
laughed lightly; "you can't have everything at once. Now I'm going to read."
Wentworth lit a cigar,™leaned back
in a leather chair, and turned his eyes
steadfastly upon the man opposite
him. Merry was a singularly dramatic
reader. Across his face flashed each
human emotion as he put it into words.
Enoch forgot the outer world when
Merry leaped into the words with
which he had clothed a daughter's
greeting to her outcast father—a
> father disqualified, hopeless, timid,
stunned, dumb after the long separation from his fellows.
Wentworth's cigar went out and he
forgot to light another. He sat in
utter silence, a silence which was half
critical, although at moments he was
deeply stirred, partly by surprise,
partly by unconscious emotion. He
breathed a half-stifled sigh. This task,
such a splendid achievement, had cost

"Rush the business, my lord, I'm Owing
tuee a hundred and much-else.-It-shall
be paid with compound interest from
tbe first night's returns." Then he
laughed and shut the door.
,."A hundred!" whispered Wentworth.
He dropped into the chair beside the
fire and covered his face with bis
hands. The room had grown dark and
It was so silent that when a cinder fell
from the grate it made him start to bis
feet He searched for a small brass
key on his ring, hurried into the
library, and unlocked a drawer In the
desk. He took a slip ot paper from
a yellow envelope and stood staring at
it for several minutes. His brows
wrinkled and a curiously startled expression came into his eyes. He drew
a long breath, put the paper back In
the envelope, laid it in the drawer, and
turned the key in the lock. He walked
to a window, which looked down on
the square, and stared at the life of
the city. It was a habit of his. He
baa Solved many a knotty problem
with his eyes fixed unconsciously upon
tbe busy street
The thought-spell lengthened out
Indefinitely, then ended abruptly. He
hurried to his den, lifted Andrew's
manuecrlpt, and seated himself before
the desk. From a lower drawer he
took a heap ot paper, filled, tbe Inkwell almost to overflowing, and tried
several pens before he found oae that
suited him. Then, switching on the
electricity under a green-shaded bulb,
he began with steady labortoaaness to
copy Merry's ploy. The clock struck
three before his task was ended. He
gathered the manuscript Into two neat
piles. One he placed In his sate, the
other he locked in the drawer which
held the bit of paper he had studied so
intently.
He returned, to his chair beside the
ghost of a fire, laid his face between
his palms, and fought a battle between
two antagonists, his conscience and
temptation. He felt as if his soul was
In shackles.

were studying a pattern In tbe rug beneath his feet "Say, Enoch, you're going to tend to
tbe whole business, aren't you?"
The newspaper man lifted bis eyes.
"Yes, I'm going, to tend to the wbole
business. I'll make it the finest production that New York has seen in
years. 'The House of Esterbrook" la
going to win money and—fame."
"Good!" Merry Jumped up and
flung his arms around the shoulders of
the older man.
"Sit down," said Enoch. "We're going to talk business."
He rose, walked to his desk, and
emptied a drawerful of papers on the
table. Merry watched turn with a puzzled expression.
"Yon never guessed, Andrew, that
your ambition was mine?" Enoch did
not lift his eyes or pause for a reply.
"For years and years and years I have
dreamed Just one dream, only one—
that some day I might produce a great
play. See how I worked!" He swept
the manuscript into an untidy heap.
There were thousands of sheets. He
had written on paper like onion akin.
It looked like toll—one bad a feeling
of years of toil—after a glance at the
laboriously Interlined and reconstructed sentences. Wentworth crushed It
mercilessly Into loose bunches and began to lay the pages by handfnls upon
the reviving fire. A little flame climbed
up and kindled them into a waveringblaze.
"Here, here, Enoch, old fellow,"
cried Merry, "don't!" There was a
thrill of compassion in Us voice. "Say,
dont—this la a wicked thing to do."
Wentworth paid no heed to blm. Hegathered the sheets together with;
quiet deliberation, crushing them as
one would crush some hated, despised
living thing, and burned them with
stolid satisfaction.
"That funeral's orvr," he said abruptly. "Now I'm In a mood for—
business." He turned to his desk.
Merry's eyes followed him. They were
dim with unspoken sympathy, but he'
knew the man well enough not to put,
it Into words.
Wentworth pulled out his key-ring,
opened a drawer; and took the slip of
paper from the yellow envelope. He;
stood staring at It for a moment A
wave of crimson swept across his face,
then his mouth straightened into a'
cruel, inexorable line. Merry's eyes
were still fixed on blm. Enoch did not
speak, but crossed the room with the
paper in bjs hand and laid It on the
table beside Merry. Andrew's eyes
took it In with one sweeping glance;
it was the bond he hod signed when
they played that last hand of poker.,
"Do you remember this?" aaked
Wentworth abruptly.
"Of course. Say, old chap, what
has that to do with Our business? Oh,
I know." He lifted his eyes with a
relieved glance. "Of course it's an
understood thing you're to run things,
and as for money. Lord, I don't care
for money. Take all you want of It
It's fame my heart's set on; I've a
grand ambition and a thirst for greatness—as I told you—but It runs In
only one direction; to win a name aa

ICE CREAM IN FANCY SHAPES]
Molding Makes Delicacy More Appe-i
tlzlng and Pleasing to the
Little Folks.
f

After becoming expert at making;
ce cream, the housewife naturallyl
ongs to try her hand at serving it ln|
'ancy molds. It is well to begin on
:he common brick or cylinder, ahdj
ben experiment on fancy shapes. Thai
:rlck |ies in very quick, tight packlngj
jf the molds and the deft skillful!
:urnlng out of the shapes at serving:
ime. Freeze the cream Arm andsolid, have a rather shallow tub over'
which you can bend easily, cover thai
sottom to the depth of about four'
aches with cracked Ice and rock salt
Crhlll tbe molds, pack them quickly1
with the frozen cream and cover thel
teams between molds and lid with
strips of cotton cloth dipped in
melted paraffin.
This prevents the*
entrance of salty water Into the
molds.
As fast as a mold Is filled, pack iti
Into the ice and cover them all wtthi
cracked ice, three parts, and coarse
salt one part When serving, hold tbe
mold under running cold water, wipe
It off carefully, remove tbe paraffin
paper, open tbe mold quickly with a
cloth dipped in hot water.
,

He's nothing but an expert newspaper
man."
's—-j^
"Dear, good, generous old Enoch!"
kEnoch Wentworth, newspaper man, and
udraw Merry, actor, after the guests at
"Vou will never tell him—never?"
• poker party have departed, play a final
"I won't," said Merry.
band the stakes of which give the winThey sat for a tew minutes in
tier absolute control over .the future of
She loeer. Wentworth wins. They decide silence. The flush of the sunset bejgan
So keep the matter secret. Wentworth's to fade from the sky. Seagulls wheeled
adeter, Dorcas, sees Merry depart and Is
Interested in her brother's story of tbe above their heads.
actor.
"We must go home," said Andrew.
"Crossing these rocks in' the dusk
CHAPTER 111—Continued.
would be perilous."
Dorcas rose and followed him, claspAndrew pulled the soft bat over bis ing his outstretched hand. When they
■yea and sprawled out on the rock leaped down from the sea? wall to the
ledge.
beach, the girl asked: "This la our
Dorcas began with a nervous laugh. last evening here?"
"It sounds like—presumption, I know
"I Imagine so. You go to New
. so little of the world, only I have been Haven next week, don't you?" \
Salmon Croquettes.
studying yon—"
Dorcas nodded.
With a silver fork Sake the con"Am I worth the trouble?" he inter"Think of me working with all tbe
tents of a can of salmon, or two.
rupted.
courage and energy you have awakpounds of fresh salmon, into bits—re"Worth the trouble! I don't believe ened. When the play Is written I will
moving all pieces of skin and bone—
you know yourself yet Yon have a bring it straight to you."
and season to taste with salt and
wonderful Imagination and such knowlThere was eager anticipation in her
►pepper and a few drops of lemon
edge of human nature. Vou could write eyes. "When you come Twill ask a
jnlce. Cook together a tableapoonful
• great play,' many of them possibly. favor. May I play the daughter of the
each of butter and floor, and when
(You know men and women. You have convict?"
they bubble pour upon them a cup ot
laid bare the souls of some of them
"You!" Andrew stopped and looked
milk. Stir to a smooth, white sauce,
when you talked with me. After you down at her Intently. "You—you—dear
add slowly a raw egg, then turn In
faring a being Into life, think bow you child, you sweet, gracious woman!"
the salmon mixed with two tablecould make him live again on the
Dorcas lifted her cool hands to her
spoonfuls of fine crumbs. When the
letage!"
blazing cheeks.
salmon Is heated remove from the fire
Dorcas Jumped to her feet "An"Listen! You don't think I could do
and set aside to cool. When cold
(drew Merry, go to work! Show them It I could. I have loved Shakespeare
form Into croquettes, roll these In
Iwhat you can do, If for nothing else since I was a little girl. I know Juliet
the ice box for an hour before frying
than to please me and prove that I and Desdemona and Rosalind, but I've
CHAPTER V.
In - deep boiling fat
fcaven't made a mistake."
lived with Cordelia, I've loved her. I've
"Mlse Dorcas, sit down."
The Forfeit of the Bond.
seen into bar soul. Your girl Is Cor-,
The girl looked at her companion delta. I could play the part even if
Tbe telephone in Enoch Wentworth's
curiously.
room
rang
Insistently. He had gone
I have never been on the stage. Be"Let me shake hands on a bargain," sides I can work; oh, you ought to see
to bed three hours before, and he
be laughed. "That's a foolish little how I can work when I have to!"
struggled to shake off sheer, stupid
Nine times In ten when the liver is
ceremony I used to go through with
right the stomach and bowels are right
drowsiness. He rushed to tbe tele"It Is not that," Andrew protested.
another when I was a boy. It I prom- "You could play Cordelia—we'll call
phone. Its ring had become perCARTER'S LITTLE
ised faithfully I would do anything, I the girl 'Cordelia' now—as no one I
emptory.
LIVER PILLS
•hook hands on It"
"Hullo," he called briskly.
know. It is not that It la such a
gentiybutfirmly com^
Dorcas held out her hand cordially. hard life—the one you would choose,
"Hullo, old chap," Merry answered
pel a lazy liver f
Ber clasp was magnetic.
do
its duty.
him gaily. "The top o' the morning to
and it is so different from anything
mffw/
Cures Con-j
"Bit down again and listen," he you know." '
you."
atipation, In^
fcegged. "For years and yeans and
"Good morning." Wentworth's alertDorcas spoke impatiently. "Enoch Andrew Began to Pace the Room Imdigestion,
years I've had a play crystallizing in sold that If I should go on the stage
patiently.
ness died*In a second. Something
Sick
any mind. It's all blocked out. Let me I would be no different from what I
flashed back to his mind, something
Headache,4
one man a month's labor! He rememtell you about It"
unpleasant, and an ugly frown corruam today."
sad Distress After Eating.
bered
the
years
of
ardent
toll
he
bad
Dorcas Bat leaning forward, her face
"Let us go home. There's Mrs. spent on what, as he realized sadly, gated his brow.
SHALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.
between her hands, her eyes glowing Hutching' supper horn/'
"Grouchy this morning?"
cried
Genuine must bear Signature
was poor. It was worse than poor—It
'with Interest.
Merry with a laugh. "Or say, did I
They walked on In silence. That
"My hero Is cashier In a bank, a evening Merry sat for half an hour was futile. Even Dorcas had sadly but wake you from your beauty sleep?"
young fellow of good family, Jovial, with an Idle pen in his band. At last truthfully acknowledged its Impos"Yon certainly did."
happy-go-lucky, generous, democratic. he pulled a sheet of paper toward him sibility.
"Old man, I'm sorry, blamed sorry.
When Merry spoke thevlaet word
He has married the bank president's and wrote in feverish haste:
Heartless.
and the curtain fell, he looked up with Some day 111 show you I'm grateful. I
daughter, who is exactly hie opposite—
Dear old Enoch—Send me $ 100 to
couldn't sleep but night I lay thinkAbsorbed In her own sweet thoughts
cold blooded, haughty, selfish and tond the Broadway today, please. Don't triumph and joy shining in bis eyes. ing of something I can do for you
Miranda meandered through the
lot luxury. There is a sweet, tender ask questions, don't try to find me; I'll Then he waited In silence, as if for when my production begins to pay.
meadow, coyly aware that In the dis{little daughter. The love between tbe turn up when I've finished some work. ardent hands to clasp his own. ' It was I'm going to drag you away from the
tance
her lover awaited ber coming.
an actor's pause for tbe thunder when
Ifather and the child Is beautiful. The
Your slave,
The sun just popped off this earth as
he knows he has won his audience. everlasting grind. We'll go to Switzerpan, trusting to luck to see him
MERRY.
Miranda was clasped In her lover's
Enoch's fingers lay clasped together land next summer and carry out your
(through, steals for years, covering his
Sandow embrace.
on his knees, his eyes bent on the dream. We'll sit on mountain tops,
defalcations In tbe cleverest way. He
"It has been the longest day in the
CHAPTER IV.
glowing caves of the coal fire. As the crane our necks over the edge of a
(had to get money, for his wife denies
year," he whispered ardently as he
actor spoke his voiae had a chill, shiv- crevasse, and skid down a glacier."
nereelf nothing. The father-in-law dis"I'd rather go back to bed," growled
held her still closer.
The Play.
ering note-in It
covers the crime, exposes it to his
How perfectly sweet of him, thought
Enoch Wentworth sat before a table
"Say, old man, Isn't it good? Tell Wentworth.
Slaughter, then drops dead. She gives
"Yon
lazy
old
duffer,
you
may
go
In
Miranda,
as she closed her eyes in an
ber husband up to public justice. His littered with sheets of manuscript me-—don't you like it?"
a
second,
only
I
want
to
talk
to
you
acstasy
of happiness.
"Like it?" echoed Wentworth. He
trial comes oft and he is sentenced to when a knock sounded on the library
* "Sweetheart," she breathed, raising
turned bis eyes straight on Merry's about tbe luckiest sort of accident.
twenty years. The child Is told that door.
her face to his, "why has It been so
"In a second!" he cried. Then he questioning face. "Why, boy, it's mag- Lasttniabt 1 ran at-.Mas a fellow who's
•he Is fatherless. The wife takes her
rolling in tn(%,«y. Hci'a crazy to get in
long?"
father's fortune and goes West When tried to gather the pages together in nificent You'll pull Broadway to Its on a thf-:,ir:.-«J venture, We can catch
"Because—because," he answered
feet with that Merry, you've done a
'the second act opens she has divorced numerical order.
lamely—"well, because, my dear girl,
"All right," cried a cheerful voice.
tremendous piece ot work. That will him, t *.:.-. w. I want you to have a
the husband and married again. The
bl£ **..■'.«, to manage the thing and
it's ,the twenty-first of June."
"Lord,
it's Merry!" whispered live for—It ought to live for years.'
child is a lovely, true-hearted woman.
"Thanks, old man, thanks with all me'-'; t£ you. 'tin oat of It"
She is engaged to the young mayor of Enoch. He swept the sheets of paper
"Did
yoe
tell
hfm
It
was—your
Fortune Hunter.
the city, and preparations are afoot for into a drawer of his desk, then he rose my heart. You can't Imagine how
play?" Et.och's tone was brusque.
VSo Jack's married. Did he marry
Use wedding, when she receives a let- and opened the door. Merry stepped hard it was to wait for your verdict"
"No,
I
thought
I'd
break
tbat
gently.
for
beauty?"
"It's wonderful," mused Wentworth,
ter from the one man who remained Into the room with a dancing lightl
He thinks now I'm a devil of an actor;
"No, booty." .
loyal to her father—an old janitor at hearted gaiety that Enoch had seen "It's a corker!"
"Now, old man," Andrew Jumped to he might imagine I couldn't have so
the bank. He .tells her the story which him don with his stage garb. Still'it
much versatility; that my play, might
Not Large,
„
bad been hidden from ber. The father, was accompanied by a dignity of man- his feet and began to pace the room
be of the brand some actors turn out."
Maude—Fred seems to be wanderpenniless, broken down, hopeless, is ner odd to the comedian, a dignity Impatiently, "I want to rush it oh the
"Good," cried Enoch, warmly. "You
ing in his mind,
{to leave prison in a few weeks. She which had self-respect behind it Went- stage—quick! Quick, I say. Hecht
have more sense than I gave you credit
Betty—Then he can't stray far.
confronts her mother, who denies the worth put an arm about him affection- will take it I know."
for."
»
"I suppose you'll play the convict?"
story, but later confesses. The girl ately.
"Really?
Now,
old
pal,
go
back
to
"Have you come into a fortune,
"Good God, what else could I play?"
breaks her engagement, leaves home,
Andrew stopped suddenly and looked bed. But tell me first when I can see
and goes East The old janitor takes boy?" he asked with a laugh.
you. I want a long talk with you."
'Better than that—I'm on the verge down at Wentworth.
ber to live near tbe prison until her
"Make it four. I've a pile of work
"You'll kill your reputation as a
ifather is released. Every day she of making a fortune."
to do before that time."
"Good!" Enoch pushed him into a comedian."
'watches the convicts at their lock"AU right, four o'clock. Good-by."
"Perhaps you'll be Interested In
Btep tramp and sees her father. The comfortable chair and stood looking
Wentworth hung up the receiver and
closing of .that act, when she meets down at him. "Let's have the news, knowing that I've thrown up my part
In "The Left-over Bachelor.' No more passed a hand across his forehead; It
blm leaving prison, can be tremendous boy."
"I will," answered Merry slowly, doddering idiots for me! Why, it will was cold and damp. He did not reIn human interest."
turn to bed, but dressed hurriedly, When He Lifted His Eyes
"I've got to—I want your advice and be easy sledding to get this on."
He turned to look at Dorcas.
Stood -Before Him.
pausing once or twice to stare at himhelp. I need it as I never needed it in - "Andrew, you're a steam engine,"
"Go on," ehe said.
"Did you think I was a steam self In the mirror. His face looked un- a dramatist, a name that will live
"The last act is laid in a New Eng- my life before. - Only—I'm not going
familiar. . It seemed to have aged. when my capering days are over. I
land village, among simple country to trot out a word of it until we are roller?"
"Well, it's waked you up. Thafs There were lines about the clean- want a halo; not such an aureole as
fieople. The girl and her father are sure of a couple of hours clear., I can't
shaven mouth be had never noticed Shakespeare's," his eyes sparkled and
lying on a little farm. Her lover stand a solitary Interruption—today." dead certain. Who did it?"
Wentworth shut and locked the door,
"The woman—I told you." Merry before.
a smile lighted his face, "but a halo—
comes, having searched for her everyAt four o'clock Enoch sat In his I demand a halo. I'll be satisfied with
turned aside and stood with his back
where. She tells him the story. He then he opened a small cupboard.
"What'll you have?" he asked, lift to Enoch, running his eyes over a vol- library. He was so absorbed that he nothing smaller than a cartwheel."
marries her and takes the father home
did not hear a step in the hall. When
ing down a couple of glasses.
ume he had lifted from a bookshelf.
He rose and went prancing buoy■with them."
"Nothing." Andrew pulled a large
"Say, old man," suggested Went- he lifted his eyes Merry stood before antly about the room on his toe tips,
Merry paused. Tbe sun had dropped
him.
Wentworthstared
for
a
second
humming a fantastic waltz from "The
below the horizon and the western shy envelope from his pocket and sat worth, "leave that with me over night
down beside the fire. Wentworth faced You've given me a lot to think about before he took the outstretched hand- King at Large." Wentworth sat wtth
glowed In red, gold and purple;
him
with
an
expectant
look
upon
his
Merry
had
changed.
He
looked
I want to read it again—when I'm
a grim, brooding look In his eyes. An- "When," cried Dorcas in a flash of
young, handsome and vivacious—he drew stopped to store at him
alone."
(enthusiasm, "when will you begin to face.
"You
never
guessed,
I
suppose,
that
was
better
groomed.
A
few
stems
of
The
closely
written
sheets
fell
.re[write T"
"Why so mum, sweet Sirrah?" he
luctantly from the comedian's hand. Roman hyacinths sat jauntily in his asked blithely.
"At once, tomorrow. 111 go away I'm att Incipient playwright?"
"Never!" Enoch's tone was em- He fondled the paper as if it were a buttonhole. Hie trimness seemed odd
"Merry," wentworth spoke In an exsomewhere; I can't do it here."
in contrast to the old whimsical care- pressionless voice, "read that bond
beloved child.
"Go to Enoch," she said. "He will phatic.
"Well," Merry laughed hilariously,
"You'll be careful of It, won't you, lessness, as It he had already achieved through—carefully. Read It aloud."
tbe delighted. He has. such faith In
Brotf and he loves you. Besides, you'll "well, I am, I'm the coming dramatist." Enoch?" he said anxiously, "It's all I fame and was living up to it, dressing
The actor picked up the sheet of
"I take oft my hat to you, boy." .have. My first draft was a garbled, up to it. These were the thoughts paper and read it with dramatic gesnave his sympathy. Poor Enoch, the
Enoch
swept
him
a
pantomime
bow.
that
flashed
through
Wentworth's
mind
dirty mess;-4 threw it away."
(one ambition of his life is to be a
tures, bowing almost prostrate at each
"Wait a minute." The comedian's
"Bless your soul. 111 be careful. while Merry took his hands affection- pause.
famous dramatist"
ately
between
his
own.
Andrew
was
face
grew
unusually
resolute.
"Wait,
When
I've
finished
I'll
put
It
in
my
"No?" said Merry incredulously.
To Enoch Wentworth.
"Don't tell blm you know it I dis- old man, you've got to take this seri- safe. I'll have It typewritten tomor- only a few years younger than Enoch,
I hereby pledge myself to you until
but occasionally he fell into fond, dem- death—to do your every bidding—to
covered it by accident I was tidying ously, or I -won't tell you a blessed row."
And Cuticura Ointment.
Merry laughed. "Good night, old onstrative ways which were boyish. obey your every demand—to the exibis desk one day. I came on a pile of word about it."
They afford complete satisMerry rose and laid his hand on pard; I'm grateful for your faith in Wentworth drew bis hand away sud- tant of my physical and mental ability
(manuscript There were dramas,
faction to all who rely upon
denly and pointed to the low chair op- —you to furnish me with, support
comedies, tragedies, even comic Enoch's shoulder with an Imploring me.","Good night, boy." Enoch gripped posite. His friend sat down half peroperas. He has been writing that sort gesture. "Dear old man, I want your
ANDREW MERRY.
them for a clear skin, clean
help and guidance. I'm such a blamed his hand. 'Tin terribly glad to have plexed, halt anxious.
jot thing for years and years."
He dropped lightly upon, his knees in
scalp,
good hair, and soft,
unbusinesslike
chump.
If
you
hadn't
"Say,
old
man,
aren't
you
well?
You
you
make
good.
Your
play
is
wonder"Queer he never told me! What
front of Wentworth when he finished.
white hands.
been head and right hand and mother, ful." >
look groggy."
"I await thine orders, 'most grave
.were they like?"
"I'm well enough."
"Don't think me disloyal, but they father and brother to me for years, as
Merry went down the stairs whisand reverend seigneur." Then he laid
Samples Free by Mail
"You're working too hard, you al- his fingers upon Wentworth's arm and
sure awful! Some day, when he gets a well ae the truest friend a man ever tling. A few seconds later be turned
Cutloura Soap and Ointment sold throughout tit*
sjn-aat plot, he thinks he will succeed. had, I'd have been In the gutter. back. He put his head in at the door ways dldl"
looked up with an expectant smile.
mx\± Uberal sample of each mallert free, wt:h »»*,
keek. Aiuna -cutloura.-- net IJB. Boston. .,
Wentworth did not answer. His eyas
He won't It was cruel to tell blm so. Enoch," Merry's foe* Unshed, "If I win and said la • melodramatic whisper:
(TO BE CONTINOSDk)
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CITIES NOW MORE HEALTHY
No Longer Eat Up Men u a Furnace
Eats Coal—How Health le
Guarded.

Mortality statistics are showing thaj
the great cities of the world no longer
eat up men as a furnace eats coal, and
that they are outgrowing their depend"
ence on rural districts for fresh human supplies. This interesting theme
la worked out by a writer in the Independent, William B. Bailey, assistant
professor ef political economy at Tale.
The death rate in London, for Instance, from 1881 to 1886 was 20.9 in
each 1,600 people. In 1910 it was 1X,7.
New York dropped from 27.5 to 16,
Chicago from 21.5 to 16.1, Berlin from
J6.5 to 14.7, St Petersburg from 32.8
to 24.1 and Paris from 24.4 to 16.7.
In medieval times pestilence found
(Sties easy prey; today the great communities, guarded as they are tiy alert,
intelligent, vigorous health departments, are beginning to act as outpeats against the spread of disease.
Tuberculosis, malaria and other destroyers of life may stalk unmolested
through the country ' districts, but
when they reach cities a determined
tight is made against them. The
health department of Chicago at the
opening of every vacation season issues
bulletins
warning
cltixens
againBt the perils of the uninspected
well water they may find on farms
and at many summer resorts.
Not a tew of the advantages of the
Country—the broad open spaces, clear
air and opportunity for exercise—are
now given to the cities In parks and
playgrounds. If the movement keeps
up the cities of the future will be
more beautiful as well as more healthful than the country whose benefits
they borrow.
Rapid transportation—when it is
both
frequent
and
reliable—is
one of the great factors in promoting
elty health. The car lines enable a
cltyjs population to spread out ao
that every man, woman and child has
a chance to get fresh air and sunshine. The falling death rate in the
ohief cities demonstrates that those
who seek protection shall perhaps find
It best In the centers where the peril
of numbers forces the crowd to fight
unceasingly against disease.

WEAR AND TEAR OF STREETS
Weight of Load Being Increased Without Increasing Strength of
the Pavements.

.<v

We are Increasing the weight of
loads hauled over our streets and*
not correspondingly increasing the
strength of the pavements to carry
them.
The legal limit of a load to be hauled
ever the streets of this city Is IVt
tons. This weight Is being constantly
exceeded, and the streets are damaged
accordingly.
Occasionally we see these heavy
loads drawn by long strings of horses,
end when horse power is used the
damage Is greater by reason of the
narrower tires usual on the vehicles
and the shoes of the straining animals.
But the greatest danger is from the
power-driven trucks. In these the
home power can be increased at will,
and It is of* no use to increase horse
power unless the load is increased to
correspond.
The damage done by these heavy
loads is different from that caused by
the swift-moving automobiles. It la
not so readily noticed, but it ie the
more dangerous. While the tires of power trucks are
wider than those of the horse-drawn
wagon, there comes a time when the
Weight, even if distributed over very
wide tires, has a crushing force which
the ordinary pavement cannot with'
stand. If the pavement is concrete it
la broken, and if basalt blocks they
are driven into the ground, In either
case very eoon resulting In a chuckhole.
The limit of weight of loads which
can be properly transported over any
public street Is the limit of the money
which the public is willing to spend
on the foundations of its streets.—
Ban Francisco Chronicle.
Gardens on Lamp Posts.
A unique work Is being carried on
successfully In Minneapolis, for example, wbere window boxes and hanging gardens have beea Introduced Into
the
business
thoroughfares. Last
year more than 15,000 feet of hanging gardens were maintained.. In the
busiest streets. The business houses
are regularly canvassed for the putpose, and agreements are made for installing boxes of flowers or shrub• bery. A private subscription was
started furthermore to Install hanging
gardens upon the ornamental lamp
posts of the city. More than 500 of
these attractive miniature gardens
have been installed by an association which regularly waters the plant»
and replaces the flowers when they
wither. As the result of this publicspirited work and at very trifling expense Minneapolis has won the enviable title of the "City of- Flowers
and Hanging Gardens."—Christian
Herald.

By CORA A. CLAUSSEN.
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"Why don't we go on?"
Marjorie leaned forward anxiously.
It was too dark to see the road. Only
the broadening pathway of light
thrown out by the car's lamps showed
ahead of them.
"Neri!" she called again, quickly.
"What is it?"
From the side of the road came
Neri's voice, soothing and musical, in
his own Palermese dialect.
"Some one has been hurt, signorita.
We very nearly ran over him, but I
stopped In time. He is half dead,
stabbed, a little below the heart."
"Oh. Neri, and we're miles from a
town. Can you lift him In here with
me?"
"Signorita, he is very badly hurt.
There are lights on the mountain yonder. Let me go for help."
"And perhaps find the very people
who stabbed him. "No," Bhlvered
Marjorie. "I hate your Sicilian neighborliness. Lift him in, and I'll sit way
over on thiB side. How far Is Arestl?"
"Too far for tonight. He would not
live. There is a castle on the farther
side of this mountain. The Rassallonl
family live there. We might find some
help there. A village lies below it,
possibly a surgeon and a priest He
will need both before morning."
"Oh, be cheerful, Neri, please. It's
quite dreadful enough without burying
him already. Can I help you?"
She leaned forward, but Neri had
lifted the man In his arms, and
brought him to the tonneau. He was
unconscious. As Hert propped him
back on the seat, Marjorie saw he was
young, and no peasant type. The car
rolled along at top speed, taking .the
rise of the road easily without jolting.
"The castle, signorita," Neri called
back over his shoulder. Above them
Marjorie saw a lonely mass of masonry, clustering piles around one huge
tower.
Neri stopped before a postern door.
Above it hung a lantern lighted. After repeated pulling at an iron ring
fastened to a bell rope at the side the
door opened, and an old Italian peered
out anxiously. Neri spoke rapidly to
him, and he took down the lantern to
hold it before the unconscious face.
"Santa Maria!" he gasped. "Where
did you find him?"
"Don't ask questions," Marjorie exclaimed. "Get some help. He has
been stabbed. Carry him In."
Marjorie waited, a silent, restless
figure swathed In gray silk motoring
coat and gray veil, while they bore
the limp form into the shadowy courtyard. She followed slowly, under an
arched door into,* dim old hall, low
celled and spacious. Here they laid
him on a couch, and Neri talked In
low tones with the old man.
"What Is it, Neri?" asked his mistress impatiently. "Does he know
him?"
"Know him? Signorita, we have had
the fortune to rescue the Marchese dl
Rassallonl. He has been set upon by
certain roaming banditti whom he had
threatened. He would have died It
we had not happened by. The marchesa, his mother—"
"I know all about her, Neri," Marjorie smiled in a tantalizing tashiou
all her own. Deliberately she went to
tbe couch and looked down at the face
there. She had been evading meeting
the marches* for days. Lady Mooreparke had talked of no one else.
"He says It la dangerous tor us to
return tonight," continued Neri. "Perhaps If you would stay here with the
marcheaa, signorita, I could make the
trip, and relieve your father's mind."
"I think I will stay, Neri," she answered.
The following day Ira Bradshaw,
convoyed by Lady Mooreparke, called
at the old castle. Marjorie was in the
garden.
Bradshaw stopped under the heavy
flowering vines of the pergola to look
at her. She sat beside a couch, leaning forward and talking eagerly. Her
lap was filled with roses. She had
tucked a dark red one over her ear
like a Sicilian girl, and another, its
mate, lay on the marchese's breast
"You saved my life last night" he
was saying. "It lies In your hands,
signorita, like your roses, to do with
as you please."
Marjorie raised the roses to her lips,
and smiled down at him.
"You are to stay here as our guests
for awhile, did you know .that?" he
added.
„
"I know. I told Neri last n|ght to
tell dad I wanted to stay." she said.
"And all the rest is right on the knees
of the gods. They've started something that interests me."
He reached for both her bands impetuously, but Marjorie- rose, letting
tbe roses fall.
"When you are well," Bhe warned.
"You musn't make love with a wound
In your side. And see, it is only one
day."
"It Is the day of fate," he said huskily. "If you are not kind, I shall hope
to die from the wound."
She bent over him teasingly, yet
with tender eyes.
"Which wound, Guido?" she whispered.
"Love's or the banditti's.
Haven't I said I wanted to stay? Get
well just as.soon as you can. I will
wait until you can ride down the
mountain with me, before I go away."
"But you will never go."
"Oh, yes, I "will, signor," she smiled,
"because, you see, I always wanted to
be married In my own land."
(Copyright, liM, by the McClure, Newspaper Syndicate.)

MIN0RCAS GOOD EGG LAYERS
Rose Comb Variety Especially Adapted
to Cold Climates—Good Word for
Rhode Island Red.

The Hamburgs and Spanish are not
so popular now as they were several
years ago. Probably because they are
very small and lay small eggs. Tbe
Leghorns are small, also, but as a rule
their eggs are of average size. They
possess a number of other good qualities not found In other fowls of their
class.
This, however, applies more particularly to the Brown Leghorn, which
we think Is superior In every respect
to the white variety. Opinions differ,
however.
The Mlnorcas lay large white eggs.
Their eggs are larger/than those of
any other variety of chickens, and
both the Rose Comb and Single.Comb
Black Minorca are excellent winter
layers. The Rose Comb variety are
especially well adapted to cold climates.
A rose comb or small compact comb
will not freeze so readily as one that
Is thin and high. Keep this In mind.
As a rule, farm people prefer to raise
chickens for both eggs and meat
Then let us speak a good word for
the Rhode Island Red.
They are the farmer's fowl par excellence. Good layers and good.for
table UBe, also. Therefore, the Rhode
Island Red is the Ideal general purpose bird. We have never raised
very many Rhode Island Reds (a few
this year for the first), but some it
our neighbors will keep no otber kind.
Don't hesitate to try the Rhode Island
Red.
We have kept the Buff Orpingtons
and Brown Leghorns for severaltyears.
The Orpington Is a fine, large fowl.

Black Minorca.

Tbe hens are good setters and about
as good layers as any of the larger
varieties.
We have a fine flock of Leghorns
this year, and a few Orpingtons, but
hone of either for sale. During the
past two yearB we have been experimenting a little, and have been very
successful. The experiment was also
a matter of convenience.
The two flocks were turned out together, and the result was a lot of
mixed chickens. Of course, they did
not look so nice but we are very well
satisfied with the cross.
For best results, however, we believe one cross Is enough. Some people say that chickens will do better
when they are "all mixed up." But
after a while they are apt to resemble
a flock of "scrubs." Then where Is
the advantage?
Our Leghorn-Orpingtons are somewhat similar to the Rhode Island
Reds, larger than the Leghorns; more
active and better layers then the Orpingtons. There Is a great deal of
confusion among beginners in regard
to different varieties of ehlckens with
similar plumage.
For Instance, the Buff Orpington is
often mistaken for the Buff Plymouth
Rock, and vice versa. By the way,
the Buff Plymouth Rock is a very good
general purpose chicken, superior, we
think, to fhe Barred Rocks, Orpingtons or Langshana. We have kept
all these and a number of others.
Send for poultry catalogues. They
make very good reading. Get posted.
Treatment for Sick Birds.
Quarantine or" kill sick birds. If
you treat the sick, let It be done away
from the flock. „ Give one grain soda,
three grains subnitrate of bismuth,
two grains of powdered cinchona
bark three times a day. This is to
check the diarrhea. After the diarrhea
has been checked give a good poultry
tonic. This last should also be fed
to the flock at large. Give turkeys
sick with it the same treatment.
Earth Floors Best.
Tbe West Virginia experiment statlon made a test of the comparative
l merits of board floors and natural
i earth floors in the hen houses, with
i the conclusion that cleanly-kept earth
floors were much the better.
1

Raise More Ducks.
Why not raise more duoks? They
bring excellent prices for their weight
and they are not easy subjects for disease.
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HOW COW ELEPHANTS DEFEND
THE OLD BULL.

"I mustn't postpone dusting them Carl Akeley's Interesting Account ef
another minute," said Miranda, as she
sn Incident He Witnessed While
opened her bookcase door in order to I
Hunting the Huge PachyDescription of Structure Suitable for find room for a new volume and noderms in Uganda.
ticed how the tops of the old ones
Accommodation of Fifty Hens—
were covered by a layer of duat
Can Be Enlarged.
' Carl E. Akeley, African explorer. In
With Miranda the dusting of books
a communication to the National GeoThe writer has noticed the repeat- was a prolonged and serious ordeal, graphic society at Washington tells of
ed request by readers for plans, of a usually attended with, much senti- an elephant "first-aid brigade," made
good farm poultry house. For this mental reminiscence. She couldn't
up of the female elephants of a herd,
reason I am giving you herewith the merely wipe the dear backs and faces
which not only attempted to give sucdescription and plans of a house large of her favorite volumeB without renewcor to their wounded "sultan," butt
enough to accommodate 68 hens com- ing acquaintance with them. Generalwent on "patrol duty" In an effort to
fortably, writes F. W. Kazmeler In ly before she had reached the second
punish his assailant
Wisconsin Agriculturist If you desire shelf she was seated on the floor, a
While hunting elephants in Uganda,
pile of books about her, the soiled
to house more, build It longer.
Mr. Akeley came upon a herd in a
This building Is 24 feet long and IS duster lying by her side and some clearing, rounded up In close forma-!
feet deep, 7 feet high In front and 4% once loved novel open at ber favorite tlon, conscious of the presence of an
feet high in the rear. The foundation scene.- It was where Lord Ormont had | unseen enemy. "There were about:
la of concrete about eight Inches high- confessed his inability to exist with- twenty-five elephants, mostly cows,
er than surrounding ground. Tbe floor out his Evelina, or where the spirited and just as I was on the point of backis of cement laid on a layer of 6 inches Miss Bennett had dismissed the ing off to a safer distance, thinking
of very coarse gravel. The houee of haughty Mr. Darcy, or where—but there were no big bulls In the lot, a
coarse, faces to the south to obtain there was no stopping and no dusting fine pair of tusks appeared on thai
when once Miranda had fairly started
on this dual feat of dusting her books near side," he says. "A dump of|
i bushes offered coyer for a,near apand refreshing her memory.
|
BOOSTS,
I
This morning she banged the book proach, and I went in quickly to withbacks and flirted her duster without in -twenty' yards of him, and as his
"\g<X>»t PkMfOWJ
front leg was thrust forward offering!
a pause until she reached tbe George
a good opportunity for a heart shot, I
Billot shelf, and noticed a telltale vaI fired both barrels of the double rifle
cancy in that beloved set
"It's 'Daniel Deronda' that has ' in quick succession.
gone," wailed Miranda as she carefully I "All was commotion as 1 seised my
dusted the top of each volume after second rifle and, seeing there was noa+"
giving it a bang that was enough to direct charge, retreated some fifty
bring all the characters to life again. ■ yards to the top of an ant hill, from
Ground Plan.
' which I could see what was going on,,
"And I know who has it I loaned it
all the sunlight possible for the wel- over a year ago to Llna Helft, and I then witnessed a scene such as I had;
fare of the fowls. The studding, raft- though I have seen her a dozen times heard described and which I had been
ers, sills and plates are ail of 2 by 4's. since then she has never mentioned keen to, verify. A number of cows:
The uprights are placed 30 Inches the book. And now she has moved to i were clustered about the bull, for he
apart, roof timbers two feet apart the suburbs and I suppose she has had fallen 30 yards from where he
The frame Is covered with a taken my book with her and will never was shot, and with their tusks and!
good grade of hemlock' matched think of It again or .remember that trunks were doing their best to get:
I him upon 'his feet; the rest of the:
boards, which in turn is covered on she has broken my set/*—
' cows were doing patrol duty, rushing
tbe north side, east and west ends
"It is like breaking up a family to
with a good grade of roofing paper. lose one out of a set" she continued, about in an increasing circle, searchThe south side is* painted with two "and I think that there ought to be a . ing for the source of the trouble. That:
coats. The rear or north side of roof special punishment devised for people meant me, so I retired to a safe disis not allowed to project. ThiB makes who borrow books and never return tance and waited for tbe atmosphere
to clear. This bull stood 11 feet 4
It possible to lap the roofing over this
inches high at the. shoulders, and the
joint, making it practically air tight
tusks weighed 96 ' to 110 pounds reThe roosting closet ie double boarded,
spectively, while the circumference of
including the west end. In very cold
the front foot at the sole was 67 Vs
weather a muslin curtain is let down
Inches, the largest recorded, I believe.
In front This cornea to within six
"It is generally understood that
inches of the bottom of the roost platlarge bull elephants are more frequentform. ThiB.curtain should not be used
ly
to be found apart from tbe herds,
except on exceedingly Bevere cases of
but our experience does not bear this
cold weather.
out. Three bulls that we have shot,
There are in the front, two windows
having tusks eacb weighing over one
of glaes, each light 9 by 12 inches.
hundred pounds, have been herd bulls.
These windows are hinged on the inWe have found the large old bulls enside, so as to awing in and against
joying the society and protection off
the wall when open. These windows
large herds of cows and young aniare about two feet above the floor.
mals. One splendid old bull well
There is also an opening 8 feet long
known in Uganda, who has been seen
by 3 feet wide, which la covered with
by many hunters, Is so well protected
1-inch poultry netting. Here also a
by a large herd of most aggressive
muslin or burlap covered curtain
cows, who charge at the slightest inframe Is hinged to be lowered in setimation of danger, that he still survere weatber. This curtain le so
vives. These old bulls are very rare,
hinged as to swing up against the
for when one has developed tusks of
roof where it Is fastened when open.
60 pounds he becomes the target for
This wlil admit plenty of fresh air
every hunter, native or white, who
"I Wonder Who Gave It to Ms."
which is essential.
sets eyes upon him; thus it is only the
The roost platform Is 16 feet long
more crafty or timid individuals that,
and 3 Vi feet wide and 3 feet above them. Now, when I borrow a book seeking the protection of large herds
I always read it at once and then put
of-clinging
to tbe more inaccessible
it on a table in plain sight ao that 1
regions, such as dense forests, manage
shall .remember to return it."
The fourth shelf was full of painful to survive to a ripe old age and dememories tor Miranda and she velop a full growth of ivory.
"At another time, I was watching a
hastened through the slapping and
dusting process without stopping to herd from an ant hill, when from the
peep within a single cover. The fact cows there was a low, ominous nimble
was that this particular fourth shell like distant thunder, which -was plain
set was a subscription set and had talk and meant trouble. A hasty
caused Miranda many an anxious tear. glance around convinced us that there
She bad paid 12 a month for it, having was but one thing to do, to stand and
Front View.
in' a moment of bookish weakness and meet the charge from the elevation
the floor. There are two roosts 15 vanity put her name to some book where we were and from which we
feet long, framed together and only agent's pledge, and there had been could see. If we tried to escape to
two Inches above roost platform.. The times when it was difficult to get the one side or to the forest we could pot
nests are made like drawers, pulling $2, and when she was obliged to ask see them over the high grass before
from a shelf 24 inches wide and 18 the agent to call again. How she hated they were upon us; They charged toinches high, along the west end of the sight of that man and how sick she ward us, came half way and stopped
house. There are ten of these nests. was of those books before she bad They had lost the wind, but immediately ..caught It again.-nnd roaring and
The top is built slanting to prevent paid for them!
fowls from roosting on tbe same at
"I suppose I ought to read them," screaming with redoubled energy came
night. Along the east end are a grit she said to herself as she gave each into view over a slight rise. It was a
hopper; oyster, shell hopper and a of the IT volumes^ spiteful slap, "but disconcerting. spectacle. Their great
large dry mash hopper. This house really, I know I should see that agent's ears at full spread, trunks thrashing
will cost about sixty dollars for mate- face on every page. And, besides, wildly, a roaring, screaming mass, 40
rial. In some localities where lumber they axe the kind of book one likes to tons of frantic female elephant venis high priced It may cost a little more. own but doesn't care to read. They geance. I remember that I felt homeare not the sort that are what Charles sick. A rifle shot stopped the leader,
Lamb called 'take downable,' and some but encouraged by the others, she
day I mean to take them to some came on, only to be knocked down by
second-hand hook store and see what the second shot The others crowded
about her, sniffed and—bolted. Tbe
I can get for them."
On the fifth shelf (Miranda came old cow slowly regained ber feet and
across a volume that did not look fa- staggered away, while we In deep.
miliar, though the story Itself was one gratitude returned to camp."
with which she was well acquainted.
Swatting the Fly In China.
"Why, I had forgotten that I had a
copy *>f "5ha Cloister, and the Hearth,'" . An American doctor told the governsaid she, as she opened the- volume or of an Interior province in China
and glanced at the name of an old about what some -American cities.
friend Inscribed on the fly leaf. "Dear i have done to exterminate flies and
me! I must have borrowed this book ] mosquitoes, and why. The governor
The three sides, north, east and west, ages ago and then, after I had read thereupon ordered handbills printed
are built absolutely airtight This Is it, put it among my own books and ' and circulated ami personally paid the
veryjmportant and should not be over- Just forgot all about it. And I don't ' bills for them. The handbills, printed
looked. The door should be at least know what has become of Elsie Brad- In Chinese, under the heading "Flies
thirty Inches wide,and In some in- don or whether she is Elsie Braddon Ilil! People," were saven inches wide
stances thirty-six Inches is advisable. now. I really don't see bow I could and 30 inches long- and were distribThe house is entirely single boarded have failed to do with this book of uted by the thousands.—World's
excepting where the roosting room is, hers as I always do with borrowed Wnrlr.
here it is celled on the Inside with books—that Is, keep them in sight
matched material to within a few until tHey are returned—but I don't
Simple Headache Remedy.
Inches below roost platform and four suppose this belongs to any set, and
There is a simple remedy for headfeet up the north slope of roof.
so It -will not be .missed like my 'Dan- ache which can be concocted wi*" half
ieL Deronda.' But perhaps I hid bet- a lemon, a glass of water, a small
Poultry Essentials.
ter keep it out and see if I cannot teaspoonful of sugar and an eighth of
Feed plenty of clean, wholesome look up Elsie, for though I can hardly a teaspoonf 14 of baking soda. Put the
food and water, and provide plenty of recall the circumstances of my bor- lemon juice and sugar into a glass-of
clean dry nests in a clean poultry rowing I have a faint recollection of water, stir well, then add the. soda,
house.
Elsie's telling me that this was her stir again and when It foams nicely
favorite novel, and that she wanted drink the mixture immediately. This
Clean Drinking Pans.
I
Is an agreeable as well as a very exmy opinion of it.
Cleaning the fowls' drinking pans Is
"Well, I suppose, she has her opinion cellent remedy for some kinds of
important as well as keeping them of me by this time!"—Chicago Dally ' headache, and certainly is one of the
filled.
i most harmless.
News.
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A band of five Southbridge young
Mr and Mrs Fred Bushey and children
The Campers' Masquerade.
of Springfield were guests this week ol women were on duty on the state highThe
second annual masquerade and
way
on
the
East
Brookfield
flats,
early
Mrs Bushey's parents, Mr and Mrs PatEVERY FRIDAY AFTERNOON,
Monday afternoon, stopping automobiles dance ol the campers at Quaboag and
rick Fenton, Blanchard hill.
AT
Miss Metta Gilmore returned to her for the purpose of selling tags, the pro- Quacumquasit lakes was held on WedJournal Block, North Brookfield, Mass
home in Providence Monday after a two ! ceeds from which go towards the fund nesday night at the Point of Pines.
HORACE J. ^LAWRENCE, weeks' stay at the home of Mr and Mrs I being raised for the Southbridge emer- More than 2C0 attended, nearly all of
gency hospital. Tbe party had a large whom were in costume that kept their
EDITOR AND PROPRIETOB.
^ James Mulvey, Over-the-River district.
red flag and also a white one with a red identity a secret, even from their intimate
Miss
Helen
C.
Monroe
of
Melrose,
is
1.00 a Year in Advance.
cross, and vyhen an auto came in sight, friends until the intermission at 10
Unless you have the right kind of stuff in your make-up!
visiting
Miss
Ethel
Cottle
at
the
summer
Single Copies, 3 Cents.
one of the young ladies would signal the o'clock, when the masks were removed.
THEREFORE —
home of Judge and Mrs Henry E. Cottle,
driver to stop. When the car came to a The affair was enjoyed by all who attendAddrenftall communications to BROOKFIELD on the north Bhore of Lake Quaboag.
If you have it, you will consider it a privilege to attend the
standstill the young ladies would mount ed, and as expected, was the event of
"GROW OR UO" BUSINESS SCHOOL, where hard work TIMES, North Brookfield, Mass.
Rev Dr Emanuel C. Charlton will con- the running board and explain their mis- the summer season. The grand march
Orders for subscription, advertising, or job
means success; where shirkers are dismissed; where you "grow work
and payment for the same, may be sent
or go."
direct to the main office. North Brookfield or duct the union service of the Cengrega- sion to the occupants and attempt to dis- was in the pavilion at 8 o'clock and was
to
George
W.
McNamara,
Brookfield
gational and Methodist churches in the pose ol the tags. They were doing a led by Miss Eva Brunell and John W.
READY FOR YOU NOW!
Congregationl church Sunday morning.
rushing business until forced to discon- White of North Brookfield, who togethBROOKFIELD.
Joseph G. Derrick of Schnectady, N. tinue on account of the thunder-storm.
er had also looked after all the arrangeCentral Exchange Building,
Worcester, Mass.
Y., and Miss Mary Delaney of Natick
ments. The march was followed.by dancPapers were passed Wednesday coning, with music by the Wolkendon trio
James P. Doyle of Natick was in town were the. week-end guests of Postmaster
veying the property on Haydeir Avenue
and Mre Edward F. Delaney, Sherman
Sunday.
of Worcester, until 2 o'clock a. in.
that was owned by Thomas F. Murphy
Miss Brunell was in the costume of a
Mrs Sherman Goodwin is visiting in street.
of Southbridge to John L. Mulcahy,
John L. Hughes, J. Wayne Burgess Brookfield. The property consists of the harem girl, while Mr White was dressed
YVakefield.
as a clown. The pavilion was prettily
C. Alfred DuBois is at Nantasket and John A. Guerin have been at Mr large two and a half story house now ocGuerin's cottage, Rest-a-while, at Ship- cupied by Mr Mulcahy and the cottage decorated with streamers of red and green
Beach for two weeks.
wreck Point, Lake Quaboag, during the adjoining on the east. The large house and the back of the platform was banked
Clois Ball is visiting relatives in Wor- past week.
with evergreen limbs aficF green leaves.
is assessed for 81700 and the cottage for
cester for two weeks.
Mrs" George W. Johnson and grand- $800. Three quarters of an acre of land During the evening refreshments were
Miss Nora Hannjgan is spending her
daughter, Miss Mary Ellen Johnson, left goes with the two houses. Mr Mulcahy Berved.
vacation at Onset Beach.
A pair of solid gold bar pina, a prize
to-day for Bar Harbor, Me., where they now owns all the property on the south
John J. Burke of Natick is the guest will stay for two weeks. Miss Johnson side of Hayden Avenue, with the ex- for the lady with the best costume was
of Edward J. Delaney for two weeks.
will enter Miss Capen's school at North ception of the John K. Leamy property awarded to Miss Pauline Eaton, and Mr
John Addison White of North BrookWilliam Granger of Worcester, was at ampton, Sept. 17.
and from the corner of Hayden Avenue
field was awarded a cigarette case as first
his home on Main street, over Sunday.
Miss Frances Delaney returned home and Pleasant street as far as the land of
prize for the liest costumed gentleman.
William Tunstall spent Sunday with Monday after passing two weeks' with the Ideal Coated Paper Company on the
The judges were Frank E. Webster, Edhis parents, Mr and Mrs John Tunstall. relatives in South Natick. She will sub- east side of Pleasant street, which inward B. Phetteplace and John L. ZimMr and Mrs Horace W. May returned stitute as clerk in' the post-office, while cludes the old site of tbe Mutropole hotel. mermah. During the evening, Guy E.
her
sister,
Miss
Annie
E.
Delaney
takes
Monday from a week's visit in Wollaston.
A 14 year old boy giving his name as Moulton and Miss Grace Fischer of New
Sammy V\ iener, son of Mr and Mrs Miah York, gave an exhibition of the Maxixe,
Miss Dorothy Connelly is in Webster, a two weeks'.vacation.
Rev Alpheus It. Nichols preached Wiener, Springfield, was taken into cus- that was repeatedly encored.
visiting her sister, Miss Margaret O'Brien'
J. J. Mack of Spencer, is at Smith cot- at almion Service in The Congregational tody on Central street, Wednesday night,
tage, on the north shore of Lake Qua- church at Shrewsbury last Sunday. Mr by Chief of police Thomas Mooney and
A Terrific Thunder Storm.
Nichols was pastor of the Methodist officer John Crotty, charged, with being
Lioag.
church in that town at one time, and a runaway child.
Chief Mooney comThe most severe thunderstorm of the
.Mrs Frank Peckham returned Monday,
with Mrs Nichols passed the firs* of tbe municated with the Springfield police and
season raged over Brookfield for an hour
from a week's visit with relatives in Newweek there, with friends, returning here found that Sammy had run away irom
on Monday afternoon, during which time
buryport.
Tuesday.
.„
.*j
home Wednesday morning. Sammy was rain fell in torrents, lightning Hashed
Ralph Foster, clerk at the Foster-Mouli
Martin J. Leach returned to Philadel- taken home by Officer Crotty and was vividly and the crashes of thunder were
ton office, spent Sunday with his parents
phia Monday after being the guest for detained until bis father came after him terrific. The storm gathered with rein Rowley.
three weeks of bis brother, Andrew J. Thursday. He said the reason he ran markable rapidity striking the town from
Mrs Hattie Donovan of Roughkeepsie, Leach, Kimball street. Mr Leach is a away was because bis mother-hod whipped
thesouahwest and from 3.15 until '4 the
N. Y. is visiting her nephew, Arthur F. hospital steward in the United States him. He told the officers that he had
rain fell in. torrents. The trolley cars
Butterworth.
left
Springfield
with
the
intention
of
go<
I PURE LINEN COATS, Worth up to $10.00
navy and expects to Ire stationed at the
$3.98
of the street lailway were stalled for an
ing
to
an
uncle's
home
in
Spencer.
Acand Mrs Fred Smith are entertain- dispensary in tbe Philadelphia navy yar.it
hour and a half, the dynamos at the
LINEN SUITS, Worth up to $25.00
S7.50 ingMrMiss
cording
to
his
story
he
had
walked
as
far
Helen Warren of Leicester, at for the next two years.
power station being shut down to elimiWHITE SKIRTS, Worth up to $2.00
Lake Quaboag.
Mi»s 30yftilhi Sherman left Monday to as Warren and then begged a ride on the nate all possible danger of a serious tieWOOL SKIRTS, Worth up to $7.98
William L. Mulcahy left Monday for la resume her duties as corresponding sec- electrics from Warren to Brookfield, ar up. The homes of Mrs Mary T. McNatwo weeks' visit with relatives in Fitch- retary at the Hamilton Institute, Hamp- riving here at 8.30 p. in.
mara on Kimball street and Mrs Abbie
CHILDREN'S ROMPERS, Worth up to 98c.
98c burg and Leominster.
ton, Virginia, after a two months' vacaForrest. S. Donahue left Thursday, the Boynton in Over-the-River district, were
GIRLS' DRESSES, Worth up to $2.50
59c Mr.and Mr.s,Oscar,Qplburn of Stafford tion at the home of .Mrs Lucy Sherman 13th, for Poughkeepsie, X. Y., where he struck; a bolt entered tbe Foster-Moulton
Miss Sher- entered the Saint Andrews school-on-the- shoe factory; a large oak tree in the rear
Springs, Conn., Tiave been guests of Mr and Dr. Mary H. Sherman.
man has been connected witli tbe Hamil- Hudson to prepare for the Jssultj order of the John A. White cottage, on the
and Mrs Ernest A. Colburn,
of the Catholic priesthood. He is the east shore of Lake Quacumquasit was
Mis. Elizabeth Costello of Marlboro, ton institute for over 20 years.
400 Waists at
69c 50 Dresses at
$1.98 was the guest, last week of Mr and Mrs The Quaboag valley social club will son of -Mr and Mrs Martin J. Donahue split in two, and a maple tree at the
have a dance at West Brookfield town and graduated from the B, II. S. in the home of ijeroy Eaton was splintered.
400 Waists at
98c 150 Dress*es*at
$3.98 Thomas Simpson, Kimball St.
class of 1912 and has completed one year's
At the McXamara 'home the-, bolt
Miss Anna Doyle of Hardwick, was hall, Saturday evening, Aug. 22 Plant's
500 Waists at
$1.50 100 Dresses at
..
$5.00 the guest, Sunday, at the home of Mr singing orchestra of Spencer, will furnish course of study at Holy Cross college, cracked a number of bricks on two chimWorcester,
where
hereceived
high
honors
neys; tore away a square foot of shingles
music for dancing from 8 to 11.30. The
400 Waists at
$2.98 150 Dresses at
$7.50 and Mrs Frank Byron, Green St.
in all studies. Mr Donahue will serve a and hit the electric, wires in the attic. It
Mrs Frederick Morrill and son John special cars will be run to Spencer, Brook- two years novitiate at the Poughkeepsie
300 Waists at
$3.98 to $9.75 300 Dresses at
$9.75 to $25.00
followed the wires to the cellar blowing
of Natick were the guests Sunday of Mr field and Warren after the dance, also a school.
He was accompanied on the out the fuse plugs, and was of such force
car to Ware if the crowd warrants.
and Mrs B. Otis Gay, High streettrip by his father and the latter saw tbe as to demolish the porcelain fuse plug
William J. Sessions of Hampden, a sights of New York City before returning
Miss Alice Bowles returned Saturday,
base. In the bouse, at the time the bolt
candidate
for
the
Republican
nomination
after passing two weeks as guest of Miss
home Sunday morning. He was in at- landed, were Mrs McNamara, her daugh40 Suits at
$5.00 30 Coats at
$5.00
fo.
senator
from
the
Worcester-Hampden
Lucille Kennedy, Jamaica Plain.
tendance at the Polo grounds Saturday ter, .Mrs Glover S. Fletcher and T. Earl
70 Suits at
$9.75 100 Coats at
$10.00
Mr and Mrs Edward Hazen of Hart- senatorial district, called on members of afternoon when the Boston Braves de- McNamara. Mrs Fletcher was in the
40 Suits at
$12.50 50 Coats at
$12.50 ford, Vt., have been guests, this week, the Republican town committee Monday.. feated the New York Giants, 2 to 0, in a upper part of the house at the time, and
Mr Sessions will be opposed at the prim- thrilling 10 inning game, before 32,000
of Mr and .Mrs G. Clinton Hazen.
her right arm was numbed from the
100 Suits at
.$15.00 to $22.50 120 Coats at
$1,5.60 to $29.50
aries for the nomination by Herbert E. spectators.
While in New York Mr effects of the bolt.
Michael Connolly of Worcester was the
Cuinmings of North Brookfield, who rep- Donahue was the guest of Ralph A. Rice,
At the Boynton home the bolt smashed
week-end guest at the home of Mr and resented the fourth Worcester district in
son of Mr and Mrs Charles A. Rice, Cen- all the windows in the cellar and tore off'
Mrs Patrick Connolly, River street.
the lower branch of the Legislature dur- tral street.
the bulkhead door. No one in the house
Miss Alice Cleaverly returned to her ing the past year.
The hen house of Dan. L. Daniels, a was injured.
home in Rockknd, Sunday, after a two
The campers at the tho lakes have orThe bolt at the Foster-Moulton shoe
farmer living on the South Pond road in
weeks' visit with Miss Ethel Cottle.
ganized a tennis team and played their
Over-the-River district, was broken into factory entered on the electric wires at
Mr and Mrs John J. Murphy of Ox- first match at Spencer, Wednesday after- the 13th and 12 hens stolen. The break the front of the building, passed along
ford were the guests Sunday of Mr and noau, gaining a victory over a team of was discovered by Mr Daniels when he tbe wires in the bottoming room and
Spencer stars on the Home street courts.
Mrs John L. Mulcahy, Hayden Ave.
went to feed the bens in the morning. blew out the fuse plugs. The electric
Rash Vow Caused insanity.
Aviator and His Feet,
They will play in North Brookfield this
The
hen house door was wide open and lights were on at the time on current furMr
and
Mis
Lucius
Estey,
and
daughA story Is told of a young man in
"If one did not know better," reafternoon. Members of the-* team are
nished by Central Mass. Electric Co.,
marked an observant man, "he would England, a great chess enthusiast, ter Ruth, left Sunday, by auto, for a two Guy E. Moulton of Wallingford, Ct., entrance had been made by removing the
steel brace attached to the door and pad- and it was necessary to start the factory
be Inclined to believe an aviator is who was so .annoyed at his failure to weeks' vacation at York Beach, Me.
Theodore H. Hubbard of White Plains,
dynamo to have lights in the factory
akin tp a centipede. Not long ago I solve an apparently simple problem
Mrs Alice Lierd of Worcester has been N. Y., Albert P. Fischer of New York locked to a staple on the door casing. during the remainder of the storm.
The staples fastening the brace to the
was telling a friend that a certain that he vowed he would neither Bleep the guest this week of her father, Sumner
City,
Charles
H.
Moulton,
2d
of
Amairman had dropped 45 feet. 'Yea?' nor eat until the solution was found.
The rain fell in such torrents that culdoor, had been sawed in two, evidently
H. Bannister, Over-the-River district.
herst and Henry L. Butterworth of
he asked. 'And how many has he He shut himself up in a disused room,
with a hack saw. One hundred feet in verts and ditches were not adequate toBrookfield.
Miss Emily Ham accompanied her sisand was found four days later by hid
left?'"
the rear of the Daniels'. land is a wire carry oft' the water, which washed away
relatives, terribly emaciated and out ter, Mrs Julia Foster and the children to
Tl#e many Brookfield friends of An- fence that separates it from the Charles : sections of sidewalks and took the gravel
Laughs at "Neurasthenia."
of his mind. He spent a year in a Dover, N. H., making the trip by auto- drew Carboni, the popular lineman of the
T. Gunn pasture, and the wires were off the streets, doing considerable damEach day sees some cherished illu- lunatic asylum as the result of the mobile.
Central Massachusetts electric company, found to be cut. The police believe the age. Many telephone lines were put out
sion knocked on the head. Among rash vow, and the problem remains
are pleased to hear that be is recovering robbers took this precautionary measure I of commission.
•Misses
Mary
E.
Derrick
and
Annie
the latest to be remorselessly brained unsolved.
Delaney left Monday, for a two weeks' from the shock of 2300 volts that he re- in order to have an open avenue of es- J Campers who have been at the lakes
by the rough hand of the scientific Invacation with relatives in Natick and ceived Tuesday morning while at work on cape in case of detection. The police say for many years state that the storm was
vestigator, is the notion that the couna primary wire near the home of John that whoever is responsible for the rob- the most severe they had ever experivicinity.
South American Chinchilla.
try is healthier than the city. A modChinchilla, popular as a decoration,
ern, a very modern, novelist repreMr and Mrs Thorny F. Murphy and Anderson, in North 'Brookfield. - Super- bery came up the Quaboag river to enced.
sents a London physician as scoffing for smart gowns, comes from a little Mrs Helen Murphy of Southbridge were intendent William Russell was in Brook- Allen's landing and through the pasture
George H. H ughes and Matthew Ryan
at what he termed the "neurasthenia South American animal of that name. guests, Wednesday, of Mr and Mrs John field when the accident occtired and made
to the Daniels' farm;
were fishing from a boat near the "Deep
It is a herbivorous -rodent, much reJoke."
a quick run to the scene in W. F. FuiCut" when the storm came up. They
sembling the rabbit, except that Its L. Mulcahy.
lama automobile, arriving just as Mr
made for shore and were forced to reears are short and Its tall long, and Its
The ladies of the Methodist churcli will
Laying the Atlantic Cable.
Carboni
was
being
lowered
from
the
fur Is of a matchless softness.
main in the meadow unprotected during
have a food sale in south hall of the town
DESIRABLE HOUSE LOTS
Cyrus Field made fifty voyages
wires.
the downpour. When they reached t leir
house, Friday afternoon, Aug. 28, from
across the Atlantic, and worked incesFOR SALE
The mail clerk on the 3.30 west bound
boat at the close of the storm it was
3 to 5 o'clock.
santly for thirteen years before he
Microbes In the Air.
express
failed
to
catch
the
mail
pouch
three fourths filled with water thus showaccomplished his great task of laying
Many living microbes float In the
Arrangements have been made to have
ing plainly what a great volume of water
a cable over the ocean. After several air of dwellings, but In houses which Quaboag Spring water for sale in carboys that waB suspended on the stand east of
At the upper and lower ends of Lake had fallen.
The
failures and the output of $6,000,000 are old, overcrowded and dirty the at the Brookfield Inn and at O. A. tbe station Monday afternoon.
pouch was knocked from the stand un- Lashaway, East Brookfield, Mass.
things looked discouraging until July numbers are very much higher. These
Eaton's store.
»o
der the wheels of the train and somewhat
of 1866, when a third cable, 2,000 miles come for the most part from the sides
For particulars inquire of WILLIAM
Letters
are
advertised
at
the
BrookHis Limitations.
long, was colled -on the Great Eastern, and floor and not from persons, but
torn, but the mail matter, all first class,
Eb Chalmers, a Newberry clerk of
and success was assured.
they are much more numerous when field post office for Mrs William Hatch was not damaged and was returned to FULLAM, North Brookfield, Mass.
court, was once approached by a polithe dust Is disturbed than when the Davis, Miss Ruby Walker, and Mr Fritz the post-office by messenger Walter
tician who had managed to get him3w31
room has been quiet for a short time. Winnoi, Majores Farm.
Charing Cross.
Nichols.
The train passed through
self appointed to a public position.
Charing Cross, the center of London,
The District Nurse committee of the ISrookfleid at the time the thunder storm
"Eb," he said, "I want you to qualify
derived its name from a cross which
Macaulay Bitter,
Brookfield V. I. S., acknowledge the was raging and- it was so dark that be.
GASOLINE ENGINE FOR SALE.
me for office." The plain-spoken old
was erected In the village of Charing
We know no spectacle sb ridiculous gift of 85.00 each from Miss Katheriue yond a doubt the clerk operating the:.EIGHT -HORSE-POWER Fairtmaks gasoline Covenanter replied, "I can swear you,
In memory of Eleanor, wife of Ed- as the British public In one of its pe- Lewis and Mrs Jessie Bowne of Philadelengine fur sale cheap if taken at once.
swinging
arm
was
unable
to
see
the
but all hell couldn't qualify you."—?
FINECUOPT (iUEfcMiul SHS.
ward HI.
riodicals fits of morality.—Macaulay. phia, for their fund.
East Brookneld.
32
pouch.
London Mall.
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No School Can
Help You

THE "GROW OR GO" BUSINESS SCHOOL,

RICHARD HEALY'CO.

FINAL HARK DOWNS
On all Suits, Dresses, Coats,

Skirts, Waists and Girls' Clothes

At One-Half and One-Third Prices
Some of the Garments are Even Less
Than

One-Third

Original Price

79c
$2.98

2000 Waists

750 Dresses

250 Suits

300 Coats

Richard Healy Co.

Five Floors, 512 Main Street, Worcester, Mass.

BROOKFIELD
BROOKFIELD

WOULD MAKE A POLITICIAN
Little Willie's Capacity for Sticking to
One Idea Singularly Like Way
of Rabid Partisan.

"The late Adlai E. Stevenson," said
a Republican leader ot Blooaington,
"hadn't, after all, much use for polltics. He once explained to me why
this was.
"He said that party politicians believed their side to be always right,
and the other side to be always wrong.
Whatever the other side advocated, It
was horrible and Infernal; whatever
their own side advocated was holy.
"He said the partisan couldn't understand that you might arrive at the
right thing by more ways than one—
and thus the partisan was like the urchin whose teacher said;
" 'Willie, what does six plus four
make?'
" 'Eleven.'
" 'No. Try again.'
" 'Twelve.'
" 'No.'
" Thirteen.'
" 'No, no, no. You're Just guessing.
But why couldn't you have guessed
that six plus four makes ten?*
" 'Because It don't make ten,' said
Willie. 'Five and five makes ten— I
remember that.'"

TACTICS SHOWN
BY ARMY MOVES
Strategical Problems of Warring
Nations Are Now Becoming Apparent.

KIEL CANAL IS BIG FACTOR
Capture of Waterway by Enemies of
Germany Might Prove Turning
Point of War—Importance
of Paris and Berlin.

opportunity and advanced on Namur,
Mulhausen, Colmar and the little strip
in Lorraine, which were not defended,
as It might be possible that the enthusiasm and popular clamor ot the
French would force an Invasion of
their lost provinces of Alsace-Lorraine. But it is highly Improbable that
a determined advance In force will be
made on this line even should popular
clamor demand it.
The German Plans.
Germany on the other hand has not
only France to attend to but Russia
as well. In considering her plans she
also must take Into account AustriaShould RuBrsia be allowed to mobilize
fully and concentrate, it is probable
that she would be able to overwhelm
Austria, first attacking on the Lemberg-Bucharest (Roumanla) line. It
is probable that Germany is acting
with rapidity against Russia.
What press dispatches have drifted
through indicate that 40,000 Germans
landed some three days ago between
Hango and Helsingfors in Finland.
This force la all probability consisted
of one army corps and one cavalry division, some additional heavy artillery,
engineers and aeronautical troops.
From Warsaw to St. Petersburg
there are 12 Russian corps, but as
these are not fully mobilized one German corps is probably as strong in
men as two Russian corps just now.
The German corps- which landed In
Finland and therefore behind St. Petersburg is undoubtedly designed to
hold the four Russian corps In that
vicinity to keep them from going to
the assistance of the other Russian
corps further to the south.
Again it was reported that the Russian government has decided to evacuate Warsaw, which was officially denied at St Petersburg. Weighing this
evidence, it seems probable that
there has been a German advance from
Intersburg In the direction of Vilna
to hold the four Russian corps stationed In that district from doing any
barm or going to any other place.
Possibly three German corps, whose
stations are close to Vilna, are engaged In that operation.
If the vigorous fighting of these four
German corps, the one In Finland and
the three against Vilna, Is strong
enough, eight Russian corps might
probably be isolated and fully occupied with their own affairs and not
able to move or concentrate anywhere
else.

Notwithstanding the meagernesa of
details from Europe, the strategical
problems for Germany and France
have become more apparent during
the last few days.*, -^^
France must protect her frontier
against German invasion and at the
same time she must proceed as fast
as possible towards the Kiel canal.
That canal is apt to prove the turning point In the war If the triple entente gets control of it, according to a
expert writing for the ChicaECZEMA BLOTCHES ITCHED military
go Tribune.
\
,
Germany, on the other hand, must
88 Goodlng St., Pawtucket, R. I.—
"My face broke out In eczema blotches protect her French border and the
which Itched severely. They were Kiel canal and drive her forces into
deep red and I could not keep from Russia as fast as possible.
The Question now presented, to Gerscratching it at night It seemed as
if I would scratch my face to pieces many and France is Where to attack.
The capture of Paris alone at presand they Itched eo at night I could
hardly sleep. I tried different creama ent probably would not bring-about a
and ointments but instead of get- cessation of combat on the part of the
ting better it seemed worse. After French, as the sinews of war have
a month I used Cuticura Soap and been well provided further to the
Ointment. The itching was so much south. Berlin Is not Germany even to anyrelieved that I kept on and after two
weeks the trouble was gone." (Signed) where nearly as great an extent as
Miss Ellen S. Whittaker, Jan. 31, 1914. Paris Is France. The straight line disCuticura Soap and Ointment sold tance from Namur (the fortress before
throughout the world. Sample of each which the Germans have established
A delicious combination of ringer, aromatic*
free.with 32-p. Skin Book. Address post- touch with their French antagonists)
•ad French brandy for the- relief of cramps,
peias, colds, chills, weakneas, nervousness and
card "Cuticura, Dept. L, Boston."—Adv. to Paris is 150 miles; to Berlin, 400
awnwsnil
Look for the Owl Trade Mark on
miles; to the Kiel canal, 300 miles.
the mapper, lest you get a cheap, worthless or
The distance from Mulhausen to BerGood Eating.
dangerous substitute. Forty years the standard
«f purity, flavor and strength. Sold by ail
"Metchnikoff, the Metchnikoff of lin is about 400 miles; to the Kiel calate and grocerssour milk fame, is soon to celebrate in nal, 600 miles.
But the distance from Paris to MulParis," said a Paris correspondent on
Amazing Case.
furlough In New York, "his seventieth hausen Is about 250 miles, and from
1* there anything special In the birthday.
Austrlans Invade Russia.
,
Namur to Mulhausen Is 220 miles, and
taster" asked the reporter of the bank
It Is reported that 160,000 Austrlans
"Since his sixtieth birthday, when he almost straight south by east of It,
president whose cashier had stolen began his sour-milk regime, Metchni- therefore away* from Paris. While a had been assembled In Gallcla and that
9X1.
koff has not aged. On the contrary, he
Ten," mused the president, "yon has become rejuvenated.
may aay that we did not trust him
"To the committee that has In
Implicitly."
charge the splendid honors of his
BRUSSELS
VACC uaarmr:
birthday celebration Metchnikoff gave
Mora Fads.
some advice on the benefits of frugal
dilas—What's your son studying at eating—the benefits of taking no alcoBELOIUK
college??
hol, very little meat and an abundance
HArmR
Hiram—Pharmacy.
of well cooked green vegetables. Andnojti
Silas—Some new-fangled farming, he ended his lecture with this crystal
•tor—Judge.
of wisdom:
" 'Good eating makes more pessiThe average woman can do anything mists than bad luck.'"
LAOM
•urn —
- 3
1■
^vaxatBORS
with a hairpin except sharpen a penell—and she can do that with her
Well Meant,
On one occasion when the king and
•\StBMSDmaqueen of Great Britain visited togeth' Sore Eves, Granulated Eyelids and BUM
•romptlj boated with Boman By* Bal- er very elaborate preparations w,ere
sas*. Adv.
made for their reception.
The city was lavishly decorated and
Sfi
' Bradford, England, is to hare an one enterprising tradesman, desiring
electrical exposition In October.
to display his loyalty, has the words,
1
\ SswXwweC'" ■ '<2rj6*Stanr3C
"Heaven bless them both!" outlined in
paper flowers across the front of his
shop. 'Unfortunately he forgot to reBERN
move a large business sign that waa
Just above.
wl
i
SWITZERLAND
Cut out cathartics and purgatives. They;
The result read:
'■ Tr^a»»w
l harsh, tmnecesiary.
"Ham and beef sandwiches."
CARTER'S LITTLE
"Heaven bless them bothl"

Will take care of your
stomach, bowels and
nerves. When in doubt,
always take a little Sanfords Ginger.

THE FRENCH FRONTIER

u&z \GERMANY

X

F R A NX.E fa

Don't Persecute
Your Bowels

0^&£ '

LIVER PILLS

Krrtfr viable. Act
Snffiste bile, and
sooche the delicate
mbraneofthe.

The Drawback.

"I sea where the women abroad are
offering to light at the front but
women will never make soldiers."
Blbessnesi.
"And why not?"
"For one thing, each one would stop
seas and InsllMrion, as millions know.
SMALL PILL, SHALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE. in a hot engagement to powder her
nose."
Genuine must bear Signature
Curs

Let's Be Charitable.
The inventor of the first player piano is dead at eighty-five. Peace to hla
ashes. Let us forgive him. He never
knew what his device would do to
nervous folk In our noise-ridden AmerH Reducei Strained, Puffy Ankles ican cities.
■ Lymphangitis, Poll Evil, Fistula
Not From the Burns Collection.
flPl Boils, Swellings; Stops Lameness
flM and allays pain. Heals Sores, Cuts,
"Where did golf originate, Sandy?"
S0 Bruises, Boot Chafes. It ia an
"It wass furrst spoken In Scotia,
J§V
ANTISEPTIC AND GERMICIDE
lad."—Philadelphia, Public Ledger.
MjF*
tNO.N-POlfiOKOUB]
Does not blister or remove the
Fame never blows her trumpet for
hair and horse can be worked. Pleasant to use.
$2.00 a bottle, delivered. Describe your case a man who is too lazy to raise the
for special instructions and Book 5 K free. wind.
ABSORBINE, JR., audieptic liniment tor mankind re*

march or line ot operations directed
on Berlin would Involve a defeat of
the German main army and such a
great penetration ot German territory
probably would paralyze the defense
—the distance is 400 miles. Every
mile will be bitterly contested and
every miles means thousand ot lives
and millions of money.
Kiel Canal Big Factor.

The Kiel; canal is the deciding factor in the control of the sea. It Is 300
miles from Namur. Many of Germany's
great supply points are In the interval
between. An advance on this line
would be near the sea, where England
could help with her ships. Once the
Kiel canal is captured annihilation of
the German fleet might result, which
would give command of the Baltic sea
to France and her allies and allow the
unrestricted transport of Russian
troops and material of war to the
north German coast.
It therefore would appear that the
JSI ii Strains. Painful. Knelled. BwoUen Veins. Milk Let.
Ola*. Concentrated—onlr a lew drop, required ataoappliIt's a fortunate thing for some men strategy of France will aim at the capssnoa. Price St per bottle at dealer, or delivered.
ture
of the Kiel canal, because it is
W.F.YOUNG, P. D. F.. 310 Temple St..Sprlngfletd,«au. that they never married.
the most Important point strategically
which Germany possesses. By this
line of action France would utilize to
the utmost England's great sea power.
In addition, by a direct Invasion In
CSTORIA ia a bjirmlesa substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Drops
the direction of the Kiel canal France
and Soothing Syrups. It is pleasant It contains neither Opium,
would cover Paris and her communiMorphine nor other Narcotic substance. Its age is its guarantee. It
cations better than by any other route.
destroys Worms and allays FeveriBhness. For more than thirty years it
An advance via Mulhausen and Strasshas been in constant use for the relief of Constipation, Flatulency, Wind
burg would be extremely dangerous
Colic, all Teething Troubles and Diarrhoea. It regulates the Stomach
and just what the Germans would like
to see France do. Hence we see why
and Bowels, assimilates the Food, giving healthy and natural sleep.
Germany seized Liege at the earliest
The Children's Panacea—The Mother's Friend.
The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which has been In use for oyer
80 years, has borne the signature of Chas. H. Fletcher, and has been made under
his personal supervision since its infancy. Allow no one to deceive you in this.
HORRORS OF WAR TOLD
All Counterfeits, Imitations and "Ju3t-»s-good" are but Experiments that
BY FLEEING REFUGEES
trifle with and endanger the health of Infants and
Children—Experience against Experiment.
Genuine Castoria always bears the signature of
Holland has become the asylum of
Europe. People expelled from half a
dozen countries are pouring Into this
country by every route.
35 YEARS SUCCESSFUL TREATMENT
From the Dutch-Belgian frontier,
OP LIQUOR AND DRUG ADDICTIONS from Vise to Liege, the country is a
wilderness. The villages of Berneux
and Mouland were destroyed by shell,
BUFFALO, N. Y.
toe and flames.
WHITE PLAINS, N. Y.
______ _ .
WIST HAVEN, CONN,
A correspondent who traveled over
LEXINGTON. MAM.
PHOVISSIsOS, H. I.

1

What is Castoria

THE KEELEY INSTITUTE

TIMES

TIMES
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44,000 of these were cavalry. This
means that the three Austrian corps
stationed In Gallcla, or a little less
than 100,000 combatants, with nine divisions of cavalry, about 44,000, have
gone into Russia, but just where la
left to the imagination.
Six corps, three German and three
Austrian, and from 50,000 to 70,000
cavalry are probably advancing towards Brest-Utovosk. By the time
these arrive there It Is difficult to see
how the Russians can have more than
three full corps and 10,000 to 20,000
cavalry. Austrian troops have advanced along the eastern frontier that
is just north of Roumanla.
It seems probable that on the
French frontier at the present time
Germany has nine corps of the active,
army, assisted by one Austrian corps
on the German extreme left, near the
Swiss border. There probably are
nine more corps of the first reserve
and nine more of the second reserve
also on the French frontier, which
with all their auxiliaries amount to
well over 1,000,000 fighting men.
It appears that If these million Germans care to remain on the defensive
on the French border it will take a
pretty goodly number of attackers to
get them out of their intrenchments, if
they ever can do it Providing Austria and Germany are directing their
main attack against Russia, France to
reap any advantage must strike quickly and hard on $ line as short, in a military way, as possible toward the Kiel
canal.
the battlefield In an automobile found
evidence of a desperate defense on
the part of the Inhabitants and savage vengeance meted out by the German soldiers.
The correspondent saw seven bodies
of civilians in a ditch. An old man
with an umbrella still in Ms grasp
was found dead on a road. Army
wagons had passed over him.
The bodies ot scores of German soldiers lay along the sides of the road
AH their household goods had beer
abandoned by the fleeing inhabitant!

HYMN BEFORE ACTION
By RUDYARD KIPLING.

The earth Is full of anger,
The seas are dark with wrath.
The nations in their harness
Go up against our path;
Ere yet we loose the legions—
Ere yet we draw the blade,
Jehovah of the Thunders,
Lord God of Battles, aid!

From panic, pride, and terror
Revenge that knows no rein.
Light haste and lawless error,
Protect us yet again.
Cloak Thou our undeserving,
Make firm the shuddering breads.
In silence and unswerving
To taste Thy lesser death I

High lust and forward bearing,
Proud heart, rebellious brow—
Deaf ear and soul uncaring.
We Beek Thy mercy npw!
The sinner that forswore Thee,
The fool that passed Thee by,
Our times are known before Thee—
Lord, grant us strength to die!

E'en now their vanguard gathers.
E'en now we face the fray—
As Thou didst help our fathers.
Help Thou our host today!
Fulfilled of signs and wonders,
In life, in fleath made clearJehovah of the Thunders,
Lord God of Battles, hear!

LIBAU VITAL POINT THEIR GOLD HIDDEN
Port Bombarded by the Germans People of Europe Are Hoarders
of Immense Wealth.
Means Much to Czar.
is Russia's Great Naval Base for the
Baltic, Constructed at Vast Expense, end Center for Her
Submarine Flotillas.

Unguessable Quantity of Coin and
Bullion Burled In the Ground—Nations' War Chests Ertlmeted^,^
to Contain $2,000,000,000.

European authorities figured that
If the bombardment of IJbau by a
German warship was effective, then when the Balkan war began and there
Russia was certainly wounded In one was dread among the common people
of her most Important naval strategic of Europe that a general war might
positions. To Russia Libau Is a port result, nearly $350,000,000 in gold was
of very great concern and one that hoarded in three countries In sums
normally In time of war should be of ranging from a gold piece or two up
prime importance to her, especially in to tens of thousands of dollars. Austria-Hungary was credited with hiding
the winter time.
St. Petersburg Is substantially ice- away 8150,000,000, Germany $65,000y
bound for months each year. This Is 000 and France $130,000,000.
the reason for Ldbau's military signifiThis was money which had been
cance. This Baltic city lies far enough traced Into those countries Just before
south of the capital to be substantially the Balkan hostilities began and after
an open port the year round, and by a war started. In addition to this vast
moderate use of an ice breaker contin- sum there was an unguessable quanuous intercourse by sea Is maintained tity of gold already burled in the
the winter through by vessels running ground.
to Germany, England and the United
Russia is believed to have tens of
States. In fact, Libau is the home thousands of hoarders of money. It is
port for the Russian volunteer fleet utterly impossible to guess at the
whose*1 ships enter New York.
amount of gold which the people of
Originally Libau offered poor Induce- Russia have put into the ground or
ments for either a naval base or a into the cellars of their homes. The
commercial port, the town lying upon sign of wealth would mean the coma stretch of low sandy coast directly ing of the tax collector! and among
exposed to the sweep of the Baltic the men who look poor are owners ot
gales, while the water off shore deep- immense weight in gold.
ened so gradually that Its shallowness
Vast sums of gold and silver coin
induced a very nasty sort of sea. How- have gone Into Russia, which seldom
ever, It was a matter of necessity and lets go of It The great imperial war
money was not allowed to count
chest has behind it If the signs mean
Accordingly, the Russian authorities anything, other sums in little war
adopted heroic measures and set about chests—gold which the government
the building of an artificial harbor. might draw out if It offered lands for
With characteristic extravagance the sale, or bonds the people would trust,
work was started and carried through or opportunities In commerce heretoIn the face of many difficulties.
fore denied them.
Today Libau boasts two harbors,
England.has its hidden hoards, no
one military, the other commercial, one knows how large or how many,
and both He behind a great breakwater but there is concealed in England
more than four milea long, pierced by nothing like the amount that is hidden
two narrow and heavily guarded en- In continental Europe, where foreign
trances. Once inside ot that shelter armies have only to cross a surveyed
a very large fleet can anchor securely boundary line or a little creek to raid
no matter how bard it may blow In their enemies. Vurkey, whose people
the Baltic without It was there that have been terrorized for ages, has
Admiral Rozhdestvensky assembled more lost hoards than the world will
his ships before setting out for the ever know about, because there the
far East and the fateful battle of hoarding has gone on for ages, during
Tsushima.
which armies have swung, up and
Breakwaters are commonly built of down the denuded lands, tearing down
big masses of piled rock capped with cities and destroying everything that
a topping of cut stone. But ordinary could give comfort or sustenance to
practice waa out of the question at Li- an enemy.
bau, and the engineers were soon face
Spain has millions of dollars in gold,
to face with a serious difficulty. Rocks silver, pearls and gems buried and
were scarce In that sandy region, and lost In a thousand ancient castles,
even small stones could be gathered monasteries and other public build*
only by dint of a good deal of search- lngs. In the heyday of her glory
ing.
Spain Imported countless millions ot
To overcome the dearth of desirable gold and silver from the Americas
material of nature's making and to and faithless officials made away with
avoid the Impracticable alternative of great sums in bullion, hiding it away
bringing rook overland by very inade- —and many of them never recovered
quate rail facilities. It was decided to it
fashion monster blocks of concrete,
India Is the bottomless pit of the
weighing 80 tons apiece, out of the world's gold. In one year India imreadily available sand. In this way ported $300,000,000, and there has
millions of dollars were spent in the never been a time, apparently, when
producing of artificial stone, and these India was not importing gold, silver
enormous units were dumped upon the and precious Jewels. In the temples
bed of the Baltic until they reached of India there are said to be $1,800,above the water's surface.
000,000 In precious metal and precious
For some years Libau has been the stones.
prime Baltic center for Russia's subIf the hoards of Europe could be
marine flotillas and an Instructional tapped—if the hidden treasures of Eubase %>T these craft. Indeed, the ad- ropean cities should be tapped b- Inmiralty has been engaged for some vading armies—the possibilities of
years in working out a general sys- toot in Jewels and precious metals are
tem of submarine defence for the Bal- beyond compute. But all the loot postic, and any grave damage to the port sible would not compensate for the
will seriously affect her strategic pro- hundreds of thousands of ounces ot
gram for those waters.
gold which must be paid each day for
Although bombarded by the Ger- army sustenance and equipment In
mans, It is doubtful if any material olden times wars paid for themselves,
damage has been done the navy yard, reckoning from the viewpoint of the
and the destruction of the town, unlike victors. Wars were then for loot.
the hidden naval basin and docks,
The war chests of Europe are supwould hot hamper the port In a mili- posed to contain about $2,000,000,000
tary sense.
in gold coin and bullion. What possiIt must not be forgotten that Libau bilities of loot this Indicates is in
Is naturally an Important railway ter- some measure understandable when
minal, with lines running both back one considers that this means about
toward the Russian-German frontier 50,000 tons of yellow metal—and no*
and up along the coast to the other mention is made of the bushels ot diaBaltic ports, with a northern terminal monds, rubles, pearls and gems also
at St Petersburg. For purposes of
In peril.
supply It Is therefore of the greatest
concern to Russia to hold the harbor
RU88IA RICHEST OF ALL.
of Libau open to her shipping and to
other craft bringing her contraband.
Ot all the nations involved In this
The German attack was logical, but it European war probability, Russia Is
'is yet to be learned whether or not the the only Independent one. She has
results were conclusive. If so, the gold mines in Siberia and not a pennykaiser has scored heavily against the weight of that gold ever gets out of
czar should the present struggle run Russia. It is all In the gold vaults of
on Into the winter months.
the empire. Russia doesn't have to
borrow money for her war. She is the
only nation ot Europe that does not
Modern Wars Are Short
The more modern the war the short- Furthermore, Russia has food for her
great
army. She Is the oqly nation'
er It Is apt to be, especially when only
central Europe Is involved. For ex- that has. That is to say, she hast
ample (in actual fighting): Austro- claimed that she has the money, and'
Prusslan war of 1866, seven weeks; has the wheat This war will test the
Franco-Prussian war of 1870, a month; truth of her claims.—Birmingham Ledft*.
the present war,
T

PRESIDENT APPEALS TO
i
IS TO BE
-:o:-

"Every Man Who Loves America Will Act and Speak,"
He Says, "in Spirit of Fairness and Impartiality."
-:o:WASHINGTON.—'President Wilson issued the following proclamation:
"My Fellow Countrymen:—I suppose that every thoughtful man
In America has asked himself during these last troubled weeks what
influence the European war may exert upon the United States, and
I take the liberty of addressing a few words to you In order to point
out that It is entirely within our choice what Its effects upon us will
be atad to urge very earnestly upon you the sort of speech and conduct
which will best safeguard the nation against distress and disaster.
"The effect of the war upon the United States will depend upon
what American citizens say and do. Every man who really loves
America will act and speak In the true spirit of neutrality, which is
the spirit of impartiality and fairness and friendliness to all concerned.
"The spirit of the nation in this critical matter will be determined
largely by what Individuals and society and those gathered in public
meetings do and say, upon what newspapers and magazines contain,
upon what ministers utter In their pulpits and men proclaim as their
opinions on the street.
-—
"The people of the United States are drawn from many nations,
and chiefly from the nations now at war. It is natural and Inevitable
there should be the utmost variety of sympathy and desire among
them with regard to the issues and corcumstances of the conflict
Some will wish one nation, others another, to succeed In the momentous struggle. It will be easy to excite passion and difficult to
allay It.
'Those responsible for exciting it will assume a heavy responsibility, responsibility for no less a thing than that the people of
the United States—whose love of their country and whose loyalty to
its Government should unite them as Americans all, bound In honor
and affection to think first of her and her interests—may be divided
in camps of hostile opinion; hot against each other, involved in the war Itself, in impulse and opinion If not in action. Such divisions
among us would be fatal to our peace of mind and might seriously
stand In the way of the proper performance of our duty as the one
• -great nation at peace, the one people holding itself ready to play a
part of Impartial mediation and speak the counsels of peace and
accommodation, not as a partisan, but as a friend.

REBEL TROOPS IN POPE PIOS X
CITY OF MEXICO . DEAD AT ROME
People Cheer.the Triumphant Bronchitis is Direct Cause, and
Age Contributes.
Constitutionalists
GIVE WELCOME TO CARRANZA
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GRIEVED OVER THE WAR
Considered Among

All Factions Reported to Be Fraternizing and Outlook for Permanent
Peace In Troubled Republic Is
Reported as Reassuring.
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Leaders of the Catholic Church
—Ill

Only

Few

Days—Long

In Feeble Health.

Rome—Pope Pius X died at 1.20
Washington. — The State Department received reports of the occupa- o'clock Thursday morning. He had
tion of Mexico City by the Constitu- been ill for several days, but alarmtionalist troops under General Obre- ing symptoms did not develop until
Wednesday morning.
gon.
Through the day. Drs. Marchifava
The entrance of the Constitutionalists was so peaceful and their pres- and Amici devoted their utmost enerence so generally accepted by the peo- gies to stimulating their patient and
ple of the city that there was little keeping him alive. The cardinals
for the Brazilian minister to report ex- were notified of the Pope's grave concept the bare fact that the occupation dition, and some of them who entered
was at last a fact. The minister was the sick room, describe the Impressive
of the opinion that the government and heart-rending scenes, especially
would be set up.
when the Pontiff, rousing himself
These developments and the quiet from time to time, spoke. Once he
way In which the entrance into Mexi- said: "In ancient times, the Pope by
co City has been effected are most re- a word might have stayed the slaughassuring to the administration.
ter, but now he is impotent."
The Constitutionalist agency rePrayers were said by thousands and
ceived a message from General Obre- the bells ot the churches sounded
gon recounting the details of bis entry when the sacrament was exposed
Into Merlco City. General Obregon upon all the altars.
says crowds filled all the avenues
Extreme unction was administered
cheering and singing.
by Mgr. Zamplni, sacristan, to Hie
"Constitutionalist and Federal," tel- Holiness, amid a most touching scene.
egraphs the General, "are forgotten The sisters of the Pone and his niece
terms. Soldier and civilian mingle were overcome^ with grief. Cardinal
merely as brother Mexicans."
General Obregon stated that not a
single act of depredation was commit"I venture, therefore, my fellow countrymen, to apeak a solemn
ted by any of his men upon their entry
you see an
word of warning to you against that deepest, most subtle, most esInto the capital.
Arrow think
sential breach of neutrality which may spring out of partisanship, out
Gen. Carranza has taken over the
ef Coca-Cola.
of passionately taking sides.
Government of Mexico as Provisional
"The United States must be neutral In fact as well as in name
President, and has named part of his
during these days that are to try men's souls. We must be impartialCabinet in accordance with an agreein thought as well as In action, must put a curb upon our sentiments
ment signed with Gen. Iturbide.
as well as upon every transaction that might be construed as a
With the resignation of the military
preference of one party to the struggle before another.
governors of the States of Chiapas,
ft preparatory scfaool for boys and gt rta with graxluaui degrees: for young women. Biz bolW"My thought is of America. I am speaking, I feel sure, the
Vera Cruz, Tabasco, Campeche and
1KB, elgbt acres of campus and athletic flelds. Ouarter-mile track. Gymnaalnm, Boy;
dormitory completely remodelled tain summer. College entrance certificates. AdTanoed
earnest wish and purpose of every thoughtful American that this
Yucatan, the last vestige of the old
s for hiKh school graduates. Thorough preparation for business—courses in sliortgreat country of ours, which is, of course, the first in our thoughts
regime will disappear.
niting and bookkeeping. Special courses In Music 84th year opens Sept. litH, 11*14.
Writ* for catalogue.
CLABENCK P. QUINBT, President
and in our hearts, should show herself in this time of peculiar trial
The city everywhere was decorated
a nation fit beyond others to exhibit the fine poise of undisturbed
for the occasion. For the first time
judgment, the dignity of self control, the efficiency of dispassionate
in many months American flags flew
The Great Moving Picture.
UNION MIGHT BE POSTPONED
action: a nation that neither sits In judgment upon others nor is disbeside the Mexican colors. With a
Knlcker—Been to the movies?
turbed in her own counsels, and which keeps herself fit and free to
view to preventing disturbance of the
Becker—Well, I looked at a map of
Matter-of-Fact Serelda's Two Good
do what is honest and disinterested and truly serviceable for the
peace, Gen. Obregon caused to be
Europe.
Reasons for Hesitating About
peace of the world.
posted throughout the city a decree
Setting the Day.
"Shall we not resolve to put upon ourselves the restraints which
threatening the immediate execution
The Remedy.
will bring to our people the happiness and the great and lasting
of any officer or enlisted man who dis"What guttural notes that
The Blanks' maid of all work was a
Influence for peace we covet for them?"
turbed public order.
practical young woman of about has!"
Crowds of people early packed the
I
"Then let's curb them."
twenty-eeven years. One day when
1
streets along which It had been anM'REYNOLDS GOES TO
her*
mistress
was
making
some
plans
ARMY IMMERSED IN
nounced the Constitutionalist troops
IF YOU'RE GROUCHY
. "
SUPREME COURT
for the future the matter-of-fact
SEA OF SILENCE would pass. After six hours of wait
POPE PIUS X
It is likely that your liver needs StirSerelda said:
ing the people were rewarded by seeAttorney-General
Is Succeeded by None But Highest British Officers ing the front ranks of the main force Merry Del Val knelt by the side of
"I don't know, ma'am. It might be ring up. Wright's Indian Vegetable
Pills will Set you right quickly. Adv.
Texan, T. W. Gregory.
Knows a Word of What
of Gen. Obregon's army swing into his bed, where other cardinals joined that I won't be with you much longer,
Is Afoot
the Paseo de Ia Reforma and com- him, the members of the household an' then mebbe I will. I ain't sure
A man can treat the crowd in a barWashington.—The nomination of
yet"
mence the march toward the National Intoning prayer.
room and still be a bore the morning:
James C. McReynolds, Attorney-GenBoulogne.—The silence of this war Palace.
Knowing that a young man had after.
The dying Pope, in a moment of
eral of the United States, to the Su- is wonderful. Every English trooper
As the cavalry, artillery and Infan- lucidity, said: "Now I (begin to think called a good many times to see Se
preme Court to fill the vacancy caus- here talks about it They say:
try passed, the crowds cheered the as the end Is approaching that the relda, her mistress said:
JOUR OWN DRCOG1ST WILL TELL TOW
ed by the death of Associate Justice
"Do you know that our wives have men, all of whom bore the marks of Almighty in his Inexhaustible goodMurino hire Remedy for Bad, Weak, Watery
"Are you thinking of getting mar- Try
Byes and Granulated iflyellds: No Smartlns—
Lurton was sent to the Senate.
no Idea of where we are? We did hard campaigning. Balconies, roofs ness wishes to spare me the horros ried, Serelda?"
Just Eye Comfort. Write for Book of tbe afya
by
mail
Free. Marine Bye Hemedy Co., "Mraea
Thomas Watt Gregory ot Texas, who not know ourselves where we were and sidewalks were'densely crowded Europe is undergoing."
Without the least show of embarfor the last year has been employed going. The first thing we knew was from Chapultepec Castle to the NaWednesday was one of the most rassment or enthusiasm Serelda said: * Men without enemies have but few
as a special assistant Attorney-Gen- when an officer who came along with tional Palace, a distance of three anxious days in the history of the
"Well, yes, to tell the truth, t am.
eral in charge of the New Haven us on the train to Southampton shout- miles, and the reception given the in- papacy. The whole world knew that Then again I don't know If I will. I've friends.
case, was chosen as the successor to ed: 'Ne noise there; don't you know coming army was taken by the lead- the Pope was ill, but it was supposed got a good place here with good pay,
Many a man fails to get there beMr. McReynolds In President Wilson's you're on active service?'
ers as an augury of the support which he v.-as suffering from his former ali- and he's such a fool mebbe I'll stay cause he never starts.
Cabinet
"When we got to the transports the people will give the new Govern- ment, gout. Up to noon even the on with you!"
The elevation of Mr. McReynolds to we might have been going to Borneo ment
members of the household were unaDr. Peeiy'a Vermifuge "Dead Shot" kUla
the Supreme bench- marks the first tor all we knew. The skipper did not
and expels Worms in a, very few houses
The procession was headed by a ware ot the seriousness of the develA Doubtful Statement
break in the President's official family know the port he was bound for untH cavalry regiment in command of Gen. opments.
"Ma, I would like to have a donkey. Adv.
In the year and a half of its life.
the transport was twenty miles out
Francisco Robles, which acted as an
In the presence of Cardinal Merry Did anybody ever give you a donkey
It's better to offend some people
There has been no doubt ever since
"We must not write letters or any- escort to Gen. Obregon and his staff. Del Val, the papal secretary, and for a present?"
than to oblige them.
the death of Justice Lurton but that thing except a postcard to say that Next came the headquarters band and Cardinal Ferrata, Cagiano and BIsIeti
"Yes, child, your father did when
Mr. McReynolds could have the place we are well or that we are in a hos- an Infantry brigade under Gen. Juan and two sisters of the Pope, a bulle- he married me."
on the bench If he wanted it. There pital, and there will be no postmark Cabral, and the First Regiment with tin on the condition of the Pontiff
was a good deal of doubt, however, on that"
machine guns brought up the rear of was posted early In the afternoon on
Sad Result.
that Mr. McReynolds would care to
The ofHcers are immersed in the the first section.
the bronze door of the Vatican,
"What was the fruit of your enter
Nature always gives fair waralua; whengive up the Cabinet place and the same sea of silence as the men. Only
The second section was headed by where the Swiss guards stood watch. prise?"
ever any thins la go] off wrong inalde the
many plans he had mapped out for those ot the highest rank know what an Infantry regiment under Col. Larbody. When warned or lttduer weakneas
"Mostly lemons."
A. great crowd outside gazed with
by an aching back or disordered artnattoi
atton,
the conduct of that office. It was is afoot. None of them can tell where reaga. This was followed by the First
srlef-strlcken faces up at the Pope's
give the kidneys prompt help and a.old
only a few days ago that he finally they are going, nor would they tell Regiment of Artillery and the Sevenmore serious troubles.
chamber on the second floor where
Tunis
is
reviving
cultivation
of
the
made,up his mind to leave the Cabinet if they knew, but say the action ot teenth and Fifteenth Sonora BattalKidney trouble ie a dangerous thing, bethe windows were closed with shades. date palm.
cause the kidneys are the blood niters, and
and accept the appointment
lions.
.
the Government Is quite right.
weak kidneys soon npset the healthless
Among his last words the Pope
Mr. Gregory, the new Attorney-Gensystem, causing rheumatic attacks, gravel,
>
DISAPPEARED
The suppression of English papers
whispered: -Now I am forced to see
dropsy and Brlght's disease.
eral, is 53 years old. He is supposed has been one of the features. CusCoffee Alls Vanish Before Postum.
MINE BANDITS KILLED BY POSSE. the spectacle of my own children,
Doan'a Kidney Pills 1 s a most reliable kidto have had the strong backing of Col. toms officers board all Incoming ships
ney remedy. Boon's are used successfully
even those who yesterday worked
all over tbe civilized world and publicly recE. M. House, the President's friend and quietly capture every newspaper.
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WEST BROOKFIELD.
Mrs Martha D. Foster is in Thorndike.
George A. Johnson and family are at
Winthrop.
Mrs Ida Reno, Marlboro, is visiting
Mrs Rath Pratt.
Miss Frances E. Howe, West St., is in
Brattleboro, Vt.
Services were resumed in the Congregational church on Sunday.
Miss Emily S., Woods, Central St., is
in North Brooklicld for a vacation.
Mr and Mrs F. E. Woods, Worcester,
are with Clark V. Wood and family.
Aimae Dinsereau, Athol, has been visiting Charles S. Mundell and family.
Harold SewlwnvSpringfleld, has been
visiting Verner Wood, North Main St.
Mrs Ada M. Breck and Marshall C.
Day, Winter St., are in Marlboro, N. H.
Miss Alice C. Heath, Bethlehem; Pa.,
is with her mother, Mrs Harriet Heath.
Miss Beatrice P. Uregg, Springfield, is
the guest of Mr and Mrs Charles H.
Allen.
Miss Agnes Torrey, Dorchester, is the
guest of Rev John H. Hoffman and
family.
Charles A. Smith., Cambridge, has tieen
the guest of Charles S. Mundell, and
family.
Miss Mary L. Taylor of Worcester, is
the guest of Mr and Mrs Ueorge H.
Howard.
Willard (i. Bemis of North Brookfield,
in visiting Mr and Mrs Lewis A. Gilbert
and family.
Mr and Mrs William Regan and Miss
Mary McQuillan, Worcester, are at Lake
Wickaboag.
Mrs Harriet Greene is visiting her
daughter Mrs I. Danforth Davis, of
Springfield.
Joseph E. Dalton is spending a vacation with.Frann A. Brown and family in
Cambridge.
Miss Doris M. Cutler has been entertaining her cousin, Miss Marion Bailey of
Groton, Ct.
Mr and Mrs Myron F. Gilbert have
had Mrs Arthur P. Bassett, Springfield,
as a guest.
Mrs David L. Johnson, Cleveland, is
visiting her parents, Mr and Mrs Chauncey Olmstead.
Mrs Webster L. Kendrick, returned
Monday, from her vacation in Beverly
and Worcester.
Mr aud Mrs William H. Davis, Middlebury,.Vt^. is with his brother. Mr RobDavis and family.
Miss Margaret Shea of Springfield has
been the guest of Mrs Jeremiah S. Donovan and family.
MrsTrederick H. Beals, New York,
has been entertained by Mr and Mrs
Frederick G. Smith.
Mrs Edward L. Rowe and son Roy,
Canada, N. H., are visiting Mr and Mrs
Daniel W. Mason.
Mrs Emma O. Thompson has been entertaining Mrs William E. Dixon and
daughter of Cambridge.
West Brookfield Independents defeated
Ware Ramblers, 8 to 7, Saturday afternoon, on Quaboag park.
C. E. Burns, Worcester, is the guest
of Mr and Mrs Allen T. Godfrey, in their
home, Cedarhurst, Long Hill.
Mrs Charles Hurst of Worcester, and
Mrs Ralph S. Clark of Hartford, are in
West Brookfield fcr a vacation

Mr and Mrs Thomas Daley, Worcester,
staying at the Strane homestead, Long
Hill, for two weeks, are entertaining
Prof. Charles Stone, Andover academy,
and Mrs Stone, who is a daughter of Mr
and Mrs Daley.]
Worcester County Gas comyany is opening its main line on West Main street
from the junction of Central and Main
streets and laying a new main.
The
work is being done now to avoid conflict
with the work on the state road later.
Cable dispatches report the safety of
Miss GraceT. Olmstead, West Brookfield,
who is located at Marseilles. Miss Olmstead had intended to go to Paris but it is
doubtful if she cau reach there.
She is
the daughter of Mr and Mrs Chauncey
L. Olmstead. and an art student.
The Social and Charitable society met
with Mrs Charles Clark for its regular
sewing meeting, Tuesday afternoon.
It
was voted to hold the picnic at the home
of Mrs Harold Chesson, Thursday in
case of rain. The, next regular meeting
will be held with Mrs Harold Cbesson,
Sept. 1.
The Massachusetts highway commission will be ready to begin the construction of the section of macadam highway
on West Main street, in West Brookfield
about Sept. 1. The road will be built
by West Brookfield and the state jointly,
the former to pay 82200 toward the building and the state to expend 83 to every 82
appropriated by West Brookfield.
The
section will begin at a point near the
Merriam public library and extend to the
residence of John A. Conway, West Main
str et. The highway in this section has
been in bad condition, especially in the
spring.
.
William F. Mulvey, 13 year old son of
Mr and Mrs John J. Mulvey, West
Brookfield, went to Boston, Friday, in
response to a letter from the • Humane
society of Massachusetts, asking him to
call at the Boston office to receive a medal.
His traveling expenses were paid.
Mulvey was with a swimming party at Lake
Wickaboag, Jnne 12, and rescued George
Brigham, 10 ye irs old, son of Asa W.
Brigham, from drowning. Brigham was
standing on a raft being pushed out by
the boys and jumped from it when the
water was deep. He sank twice before
Mulvey reached him. MuU'ey Bwam to
shore with the boy and gave him first aid
treatment until he was restored to consciousness. Mulvey grrduated from the
grammar school in June.

BEAUTY OF WELL KEPT LAWN

Depredations by Crows and Hawki
May Be Prevented by Device
Adopted by Maine Station.

Care Taken of Land Surrounding the
Home Add* Much to Arracttv*nesa of Town.

One of the chief difficulties tbat the
peultryman has to contend with is the
continued loss of chicks, and sometimes even of nearly full-grown birds,
as a consequence of tbe depredations
of natural enemies. It Is Bate to say
that the magnitude of the loss from
this source is not anything like full;
realized by anyone who has not kept
an accurate account of all his birds
In the experimental work with poul
try at the Maine station, a record oi
every bird Is kept In this way it has
been possible to check up and form
an adequate estimate of the losses due
to the creatures that prey upon pout
try, and, of necessity, a good deal ol
attention has been devoted to the
problem of how these losses may be
cut down.
In the experience of tbe above sta
tlon the most destructive natural en
emy of poultry has been found to be
the crow. The depredations of the
hawks are more spectacular, perhaps
but in the long run far less destructive
A hawk will only visit a poultry yard
occasionally, and especially if he is
shot at once or twice will be wary
about approaching it again. On the
contrary the crow is a steady and per
sistent robber. He will continue hit
depredations Just as long as it is physically possible for him to do so. For
a number of years crows killed and
either carried away, or left behind
partly eaten, a large number of chicks
on the Maine station plant. These
losses were not by any means confined
to the small chicks, but half-grown
birds, each nearly equal in weight to
the crow itself, were killed, partly

At various times in connection wltb
the newspaper reports of the meetings
of citizens' associations the subject
of well kept lawns and attractive
flower beds has been touched on, and,
in a number of Instances citizens' associations have agreed to continue
the practise previously found effective of giving awards for lawns and
flower growths of distinguished merit
Many of the urban and suburban
neighborhoods of the district are the
handsomer, happier and more valuable
because of the aare given to the land
in front or at the rear or on the grass
sides of the home. A well kept grass
plot or a carefully tended flower garden tells all the world which passes,
that way that somebody lives there,
that there is home life there and
that order and content reigns within.
In most cases the condition of the
yard or "grounds" can be and will
be taken as an Index of the housekeeping system that is followed Inside. The garden or the lawn tended
with care gives a proper touch to
the home and applied to contiguous
homes makes the neighborhood better. The climate of Washington is
encouraging to fine gardens and everybody who lives in a bouse has time
enough to care for one. Tbe lawnmower, tbe rake and the spade are
fine implements of physical culture.
The security of private lawns and
flower beds is greater than it ever
was. Public opinion has been BO
Improved and educated in this matter that complaints of marauding are
rare, whereas not many years ago
they were frequent This is shown
by reference to an editorial In the
Star, May 27, 1876, which in part follows:
~5 .
"There Is probably no place in tbe
country where more Is done by Its
Inhabitants to beautify their homes
by tbe cultivation of flowers, shrubbery, etc., than by the citizens of
Washington.
Nor la there a place
where such efforts are more successful considering the discouragements
and drawbacks under which tbey are
made. We refer more especially to
the pulling of flowers, the destruction of shrubbery and the theft of
rare plants from private grounds. So
great has this abuse grown in some
parts of the city that not a few of
those who have been so frequently
raided are hesitating between giving
up the pleasant duty of ornamenting
their grounds and lying in wait for
the marauders with loaded shotguns.
The most curious thing to these sufferers is the fact that the police apparently never see any of the despoiling, and that In spite of the stringent
law on the subject no arrests are
made or at least no punishment is inflicted."
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RAISING OF MUSCOVY DUCK
Fowls
Have Several
Peculiarities
Which Make'Them Distinct From
Others—Male Is Pugnacious.

(By G. A. HOWARD.)
Muscovy ducks form a distinct
genus, having several peculiarities
which make them different from others. They are sometimes called the
musk duck, owing to the odor of
musk which pervades the skin, but
which is not noticeable when cooked.
In Brazil they are extensively domesticated and are prized very highly for
eating. In this country and Europe,
particularly in Germany, they are bred
In large numbers.
Wild muscovies
are easily frightened and very good
flyers; they fly into trees when
alarmed and remain there for long
periods of time before leaving their
place of concealment.
They sometimes build their nests in branches of
trees, and also in hollows near water.
Muscovy ducks are very unsatisfactory birds to keep on the farm with
other poultry, owing to, their quarrelsome and pugnacious natures. In the
wild state, the males fight desperately,
doing great harm to each other; and
this fighting, quarrelsome disposition
is Inherited by the domestic duck. The
temper of the drake Is spoken of as
abominable; his persecution of other
poultry Is never ceasing, and he is
credited with having attacked even
children when his "dander, was up."
The flesh of the muscovy Is considered
very good when they are young, and
compares favorably with that of any
other duck. They do not lay nearly
so many eggs as the common kinds.
When raising these ducks their wings
must be clipped to keep them from
flying.
The head of the muscovy duck is
rather long, and in the drake it is
large, the top being covered with long
crest-like feathers, which rise and fall
when the bird is alarmed. The face
is the most distinctive part of these
When You Can Tell Them.
"Success brings out a man's ducks, the cheeks being naked, with a
friends." "Yes, but if you want to
know your real friends count the few
who support you when you don't seem
to have a chance to win."—Detroit
Free Press.
*'

ARTISTIC MONUMENTS
AND CEMETERY MEMORIALS

NATURAL ENEMIES OF CHICKS

Pair of White Muscovy Ducks.

In all kinds of

scarlet fleshy space around the eyes,
and the base of the bill carunculated
also with scarlet folds. This large,
red face gives them a savage appearC A. RISLEY & COMPANY ance, and to some It 1B hideous. The
drake does not have the curled feathTelephone
West Brookfield.
ers In the tall as do other ducks. The
standard weight of the adult drake is
ten pounds; adult duck, seven pounds;
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS young
drake, eight pounds; young!
Worcester ss.
Probate Court duck, six pounds.
To the heirs at law, next of kin, and all other
persona interested in the estate of {Catherine
Carter, late of North Brookfield, in said County, deceased.
BAD FEATHER-EATING HABIT
Whereas, a certain instrument purporting to
be the last will and testament of said deceased
has been presented to said Court, for probate, Chief Cause Is Undoubtedly Presence
by Patrick Carter, who prays that letters testaof Depluming Mites—Make the
mentary may be issued to him, the executor
named, without giving asutety on his
Hens Work for Feed.
Miss Elizabeth Haskins, Barre Plains, therein
official bond.
is with Mrs Elizabeth M. Carruth, in the You are hereby, cited to appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Worcester, in said Cmnty
There are two chief causes for the
home of Mrs Harriett A. Parratt.
of Worcester, on the first day of Septem- loss of feathers from the head and
ber, A. l>. 1914, at nine o'clock in the
Mr and Mrs Walter Anderson, Pleasant forenoon,
to show cause, if any you have, why neck, feather eating and depluming
same should not be granted.
street, are receiving congratulations on the
And said petitioner is hereby directed to give mites. The latter Is undoubtedly the
public notice thereof, by publishing tbis cita- chief cause, and often leads to tbe
the birth of a son, on.Monday.
tion once in each week for three successive
Mrs William H. Fox and daughter weeks, in thf North Krookfleld Journal, a news- former habit.
paper published in North Brookiield, the last
These mites live on the epidermal
Mary, of Springfield, are visiting Mrs publication to be one day at least before said
Court and by mailing, postpaid, or delivering debris at the base of the feathers and
Fox's mother, Mrs Sarah Turner. .
a copy of this citation to all known persons in- cause tbe feathers to break off at the
in the estate, seven days at least be' Mrs Charles Bigelow and Miss Amy terested
surface of the skin. These mites will
fore said Court.
Bigelow, Middletown, Ct., are guests of Witness, WILLIAM T. FORBES, Esquire, also be found around the rump of the
Judge of said Court, this twelfth tiny of August
Charles H. Bell and family, Long Hill.
in the year one thousand nine hundred and fowl, where the' feathers are also lost.
fourteen,
For the control of these mites the
HARRY H. ATWOOD, Register.
Mr and Mrs Samuel Wass have had for
following ointment is good: Flowers
Aug. 14, 21.2SU.
guests, their daughter, Mrs Herbert A.
of sulphur, one dram; carbonate of
Thompson, with her son, Robert, Springpotash, 20 grains; lard of vaseline,
field.
halt ounce. The flock is usually infested by the Introduction of one or
Week-end entertainers at the links last
more birds having the mites. It will
Saturday were Misses Sarah A. Webb and
spread quite rapidly through the
Alice M. Barnes, assisted by Charles E.
flock.
Comins, Warren.
The feather eating due to this mite
West Brookfield Farmers' Club united
is caused by the. irritation they cause
with Quaboag Pomona Grange and the
the birds. They will start picking
State Grange in their picnic at the home
their own feathers, and later the
of John Webb, Wednesday.
feathers of others. The ordinary habit
of feather eating can be checked by
John M. Fales, Windsor, Ct., is the
guest of his grandmother, Mrs Esther A.
Each year more and more summer so- making the hene work for their feed
Fales, Springfield, in the Weeden cottage journers from all over the country are and furnishing them a well-balanced
| seeking pleasant spots in New England, SO-tlou.
on the east shore of Lake \\ ickaboag.
I patronizing well-managed hotels and the
Charles Greendler and family, Spring- pleasantly located boarding pi ares and
Market Eggs Often.
' Market your eggs as often as pos/
field with Mr and Mrs E. G. Martin, of farms where paving guests are received.
Trenton, N. J., are occupying the sum- I Each season thousands of people turn Bible. Do not wait for a big basketful.
mer place of Charles H. Allen at Lake to the advertising columns of the Boston The fresher they are the better satisEvening Transcript, where so many an- faction they give, and you can estabWickaboag.
I nouncements of summer places are pub- lish a fine reputation with your
lished.
The body of William J. Fitzpatrick,
patrons or the dealers by always supMany families prefer to lease farms,
aged 25 years and 14 days, son of Mrs
houses or cottages in the country. Hun- plying cool, fresh, clean eggs, of uniCatherine Fitzpatrick, was brought from dreds of properties are sold every season form size/and color if possible.
Worcester, for burial in St. Mary's cem- j to parties from Eastern and Western
] cities who are attracted by advertisements
etery, Friday morning.
Aid to Digestion,
: in the Transcript.
One of the best aids to good digesAt a meeting of ihe selectmen and
I If you desire to reach the well-to-do tion Is a supply of charcoal where the
school committee on Saturday night, E. people and attract them to your town in- fowls can reach it at any time. It abM. Converse Was elected to fill the place sert a well-worded advertisement in the sorbs most of the poisonous juices in
of Mr Reed, who removed to Brookfield. j Boston Transcript.
the digestive organs.
Tbe other vacancy caused by the death | Full information, rates, sample copies
Weight for Market.
of A. C. White will be filled Saturday and advice cheerfully given on requesa.
I
When chicks weigh a couple of
night. Mr Converse was sworn into of- j
pounds Bend them to market; tbe next
flee Monday morning and on Tuesday it
pound will draw more heavily on the
was announced that Miss Nettie Allen
pocket book,
will teach Grades 2 and 3.
334 Washington St, Boston
GRANITE AND MARBLE

Poultry Range Covered With Strings
Two Feet Apart, as a Protection
Against Crows and Hawks.

eaten, left behind on the range. In a
single year the crows destroyed some
thing over five hundred chicks.
Devices of all sorts were tried in
order to Btop these ravages. Various
kinds of "scare-crews" were tried but
v.ith no effect whatever. Dead crows
were hung up on stakes as a warning
to their fellows, but Instead of operat
ing as warnings, they appeared tc
.serve as "invitations to the dance.'
'Decoying the birds was tried, but witt
no substantial effect on the stead)
losses. Poisoning even was resorted
to, but all to no avail. Tbe losses con
tinued almost constantly.
Finally a pl.m was adopted which
Is perfectly safe and sure in its operation. It consists simply in running
strands of binder twine about two feel
apart over the whole of the poultry
range occupied by the young birds
until they reach such size that they
are able to take care of themselves
These strings aee run over the tops ol
the brooder houses, and on supports
made by cross strands of either wire
or two or three strings of binder twine
twisted together. These cross strands
are held up where necessary by posts.
The whole network of strings thus
formed is put at such height that the
attendants in working about the yard
will not hit the strings when standing
• upright. The area covered In with
strings In this way at the Maine station poultry plant is usually about
three acres per year. The expense ol
covering this area is from $15 to ?20
for twine. The labor of putting it up
is comparatively 'small. It forms a perfect and complete^ protection against
both crows and hawks.
Keeping Frozen Eggs.
Recent experiments Indicate that If
eggs are canned in a strictly sanitary
manner while fresh, and kept frozen,
they will remain in good condition for
years. The government has been conducting tests along this line. The
eggs are kept in cans instead of their
original shells, and are completely
frozen instead of being kept at a temperature near the freezing point

Summer
Places
Wanted

Boston Transcript Co,

\

Roosts for the Poults.
As Boon as the early hatched poults
(little turkeys) get' large enough to
roost, let them roost In the trees or on
the tope of sheds. Don't put them in
buildings where they will not get as
good air to breathe.
Remove the Roosters.
Remove male birds from the flock
as soon as the breeding season ie over.
Infertile eggs can . stand more hot
weather.
Truly There Is Nothing New.
A French savant on-e said that
"there was nothing nev except that
which has been forgotten." A very
true assertion, since even the ancients made attempts to navigate the
air and succeeded to some extent
I

Lost Opportunity.

First Jew—"Dwenty years ago Goldstein sold shoestrings on the cprner
und today he owns the corner on
which he stood." Second Jew (excitedly)—"Und If he had Talked up
und down he might have owned the
whole block."—Life.

HEDGES

FOR

THE

GARDEN

They Protect tha Yard, Mark Boundaries, Hide Ugly Spots and Serve
Many Useful Purposes.

Hedges, If you have place for them,
serve at once the uses of utility and
beauty. They protect your yard, help
you out in many ways, such as marking boundaries, hiding ugly sights or
guarding beds of tender things from
blustery winds, and tbey add to the
appearance of your garden. In older
times there is reason to believe that
the protective feature of hedges commended them chiefly to landowners,
keeping out cattle, and even men.
There are a great many hedges in the
country which were planted and
trained with that purpose.
Think for a minute of the placet
where you could use a hedge. It can
mark off the boundary between front
yard and tmck; can mark off the
limits of a vegetable garden, and protect it, too; it can bide a boundary
fence, If you wish, and make it a
thing of beauty; it can be used as a
background for a border of flowers.
Hedges are of slower growth than
the average things the gardener
plants, but they improve from year
to year, and it Is an excellent corrective to have things of this more
leisurely class about the place.
California privet is the hedge generally chosen for practical use. It
has much to endear It to the gardener.
It will grow rapidly and can be
clipped as much as you please. Few
If any pests have a fondness for the
California privet, and It holds its
greenness well through the season.
The main objection Is that it is too
common; and it Is well to remember,
too, that one curse of small gardens
In this country is that tbey are too
formal. California privet will add to
that formality.
Other varieties of the privet hedge
have been much used, too. There Is a
hardy Sheridan sort that has many
excellent qualities of resistance, and
attractive appearance. Box Is not to
be recommended to the average gardener in this region.
Evergreen hedges are a good choice
as a rule. Hemlock, arbor vltae and
Norway spruce are three standard selections. Arbor vltae, once universal,
has now lost much of Its popularity
to hemlock. Norway spruce may be
made into an attractive hedge.
There are other hedges of extraordinary grace and beauty. The Japanese barberry is one. Botb leaf and
stem of this plant are graceful and
delicate, and the conformation of the
plant Is pleasing. The red berries
stay on through the winter.
The rosa rugosa makes a splendid
hedge, but one should be wary of
planting it on too small a space. It
Is best to keep the proportions In gardens as well as in architecture.
There are many other hedge possibilities — lilac, spiraeas, honeysuckle,
cedar.—New York Post.

LIGHTING OF OUR STREETS
Rapid Change In Respect to lllumlnanta Throws Municipal Engineers
Into Quandary.

Municipal engineers who find themselves confronted with the renewal
of city lighting contracts are just now
In somewhat- of a quandary. A rapid
and extensive change is going on with
respect to illumlnants, and it brings
with it the possibility of extremely
radical changes in street lighting. For
tbe first time there is now available
a highly efficient lamp of a thoroughly
practical character In units of moderate size. The tungsten lamp as used
in the last few years Is an excellent
small unit, but not for a moment comparable In efficiency, that Is In candlepower per dollar, withlhe modern
arcs which came into use about the
earn* time. At the present the nitrogen lamp is beginning rapidly to push
out the older tungsten form of Incandescent and will probably end by
displacing as well all except the higher grade of arc lighting.—Engineering Record.
Decadence of 'Villages.
.The typical American village, from
New Vork to New Mexico, is often
wanting in civic spirit. That fact is
writ large upon its face. It has one
focus of interest in the school and
half a dozen In the churches and
lodges. But it lacks the solidarity
that would manifest itself in a genuine village pride. A population small
enough to be really a unit and permanent encugh to strike Its roots deep,
yet does not organize Itself. This Is
not true of the towns of New England, which 50 years ago looked after
their lyceijniB. their commons, shade
trees and white palings. But the
dreariness of most western, Atlantic
and southern villages testifies to the
rule; they bear an unkempt aspect
which, as William Allen White wrote,
requires the touch of twilight to give
It kindliness.
The change must follow upon tbe
birth of a new social spirit in the village itself. Wherever In the future
we have a beautiful center we may
be sure a set of social minded people has been created.

PLAYGROUNDS FOR THE CITY
Statistics Show Leu Crime In Places*
Where the Recreation Plan
Obtains.

At a meeting of the City Club la
Philadelphia recently at which tbe
subject of municipal recreation was
under discussion one of the speakers
gave utterance to the sentiment: "A
foot of playground is worth an acre
of penal institutions."
It Is difficult to gauge tbe value of
the playground, but in every city
where a playground or a system of
playgrounds has been established the
testimony has been in its favor as a
beneficent institution. Most of our
American cities did not' give much
thought to the recreation idea in the
beginning, but none of* them undertook to get along without prisons.
Perhaps If the playgrounds were more
numerous the country might be able
to dispense with a few acres of its
penal establishments.
That the playground had a civilizing and elevating Influence Is not to
be doubted. Figures compiled In various cities show that Juvenile offenses are fewest in localities where
recreation grounds are available.
They also show that there are fewer
accidents and Injuries to children in
such neighborhoods. Children who
are "raised up in the streets" make
trouble for themselves and for other
persons. In cities where there Is not
a playground system It 1B Inevitable
that children will play In the streets
—for It 1B the nature of the child to
plav
No city ever made a bad Investment
In buying a playground or in establishing a system of playgrounds.
Hissed

Off the

Stage.

Footllghte—How did he come out In
bis act?
Miss Sue Brette—In a hurry.
"How BO?"
"Why, the snake charmer followed
him, and one of her snakes hissed him
off the stage."
The Human Variety.

"Oh, ma, Flossie's mamma got a
donkey and cart for a birthday present. Did anybody ever give you a
donkey for a present?"
"Yes, child; pa did when be married me."
Mole Trap the Best
The best way to exterminate the
ground mole Is to use a mole trap. A
good trap will probably be successful
eventually.
Offers Reward for Radium.
The government of Ontario offera
126,000 for the first discovery of radium in the province.

1914.

Safe Home From Europe.
Mrs S. William Baker of East Orange,
Nearly Fatal Accident.
N. J., is the guest of her sister, Mrs Ward
CETMAILS DDE TO AEBIVE.
Dr V. H. Jackson, of New York, re"Andy" Carboni, employed by the
A. Smith, Summer street, who is also en' A. H. 6.46- East and West.
tertaining a former schoolmate, Mrs turned tuis week on the steamship Laco- Electric Light Company" bad a very nar9 JO--West.
nia of the Cunard line, leaving Liverpool row escape from electrocution on WedStanley Moore of Lancaster, N. H.
P. M. 12.46—East and West.
on Saturday. Aug. 8, and reaching New nesday, on a pole near the house of Mr
SXVl—West
Supt John A. Krussell has completed York on the 17th, after nine days of ex- Anderson, Lower Village, while attempt4.80—East.
a fine stone drain in the southeast corner citement and suspense on the ocean.
7.06—East and West.
ing to make a joint in a wire. Fortunateof Walnut Grove cemetery, to drain the The Doctor had engagedj passage on the ly, he had cut the wire and fell back
MAILS CLOSE.
A, 11. 6,00—West.
lots from the Corbin lot to the lower end, steamer, Acquatania of the same line, against the dead end, with his feet on
" Gel. a, salary raising education."
6.45—East.
That's what an education in
nearest the residence of Mr Babeock. for Aug. 15, but she was taken over by the telephone cable, and held up by his
BECKER'S BUSINESS COLLEGE means.
11 JO—East and West.
He
has
done
a
fine
piece
of
work
which,
It means that you get a thorough knowledge of all the commercial
the British admiralty, and fitted up for a life belt. The wiie oh which he was at
P. M. 1X10—West.
,
it is expected, will make tbe lots in that scout ship, her magnificent interior being
branches so necessary in the business world today
4.40—East.
work carries a voltage of 2300, and it is
Ambition will not keep you long at the "elbow of the boss." , You'll
6.0O—East and West.
section much more desirable.
dismantled, 16 guns mounted and her thought tbe contact was not more -than
own the revolving chair yourself before you know it. Our Graduates are in
Mails-for East Brookfield are despatched at
8.46 A. M., 11 JO A. M. and 1 P. M. Mails from
One of our young men, noted for his vital portions protected five to ten feet two or three seconds,.although he hung
Demand, and we assist them to Positions.
East Brookfield are received at 9 JO A. M. and
This school leads the way. Enroll at once. Catalogue upon request.
prompt and dashing way of doing every- deep, with sandbags to fit her for the for some twenty minutes before he was
6.40 P. MJf,
taken down
Package mails are despatched twice daily as thing acknowledges that he has his "poor new service.
follows .-—11 JO A. M. East and North, 6 P. M.
The Ijaconia started with some 1600
Archibald Melvin, who was working
luck days," and tells of a recent trip to
West and South.
*
Malls for the Bural Delivery Is closed at 8.16 Boston and vicinity with his wife.
To cabin passengers, and tickets were sold with him, ran to tbe house of Mr AnderA.M. and received at 1 JO P. M.
start with he went off in such haste that reading New York instead of her usual son, to telephone to Palmer to shut off
98
The office noun will be:—6 30 A. M. t> 8 P. H.
Holidays, 6.80 to 9.30 A. M. and 6 to 6 P. M.
his pocketbook was left behind and he port Boston. She was convoyed a part the current, and while he was gone, a
JOHN HOWE, Postmaster,
Thorndike
man
who
was
passing,
discovwas obliged to borrow money enough to of the way by the Acquatania and anothPAUL M. KEANEY, Asst.
get to the city. Then all day long he er vessel. The passengers were kept in ered the man and drove for help and a
Lost Bank Book.
found himself just a few minutes too late the dayk as to her course, but it was evi- physician, Dr Phelan responding. Supt.
NORTH BROOKFIELD.
for trolley, steamer, etc., and finally con- dent to all that she was far to the north Russell was reached at Brookiield, and
Pass Book No. 9385 of the North Brookof her usual course on account of the in- arrived in Mr W. F. Fullam's auto just
Burt A. Bush has returned from H amp- cluded that it was his unlucky day.
as the victim was being taken down. field Savings Bank is lost and the owner
both rubber and steel tires, Buggies,
tense
cold.
On
Hearing
these
shores,
Bhe
ton beach.
,
Officer Quill is after the men and boys
has made application for the payment of
Democrat and Delivery Wagons, Surran to tbe south of her usual lane, for Carboni- was unconscious from the
reys and Road Wagons, both new and
Mrs Fred C. Clapp, daughter and son, on bicyles who make a thoronghfare of
same.
This
notice
is
published
as
resecond hand,
Carboni wore long rubber
the purpose of baffling any German ship shock.
the town sidewalks. So many complaints
are at Swampscott
quired by Section 40, Chapter 590, of the
that might be on the watch. All lights groves, but his arm was bare, and tbis
4.T BOTTOM PRIOE8
Rev and Mrs K. M. D. Adams return have been made of narrow escapes by were extinguished or covered, except that took the current, and his foot was also acts of 1908.
Harness, Robes, Blankets, Whips sad
aged people and other pedestrians, that
ARTHUR C. BLISS, Treasurer.
from Rowley to-morrow.
Oil Cloths. Not too Costly. Not too
at the masthead, and a large number of scorched, but we are assured that the
the select men instructed the officer to enAug. 14, 21, 28.
Cheap.
Supt. of Schools H. H. Pratt, with
the passengers were in such constant fear burns were superficial and will not leave
force the bylaw forbidding the use of biMrs Pratt and son are at home again.
that they remained up, fully clothed, a scar, the shock being the worst feature,
cycles on the sidewalk in any part of the
Shingles and Roofing Material,
and from this he recovered so as to be
Miss Flora E. Lincoln is visiting at the town. After giving some of the offend- during the entire voyage.
All tbe different grades. All sizes ol
Many interesting experiences |were re- able to be taken to his home in Clinton
home of her aunt, Mrs John H. Lane.
ers fair warning, Mr Quill arrested a PoNails, also.
lated by refugees. One man of wealth, to-day by tbe company's automobile.
Miss Frances T. Lawrence, Elm street, lander, for repeated violations of the by- when leaving Germany in his automobile
Remember tbat my prices are alway,
law, and the District Court imposed a
is visiting friends in Pawtucket, R. I.
tbe lowest, I sell so as to Mil again.
was stopped by officials, and on remonBase BaU Briefs.
CHARLES
S.
LANE,
fine
of
$10.
There
are
quite
a
number
Or,
- Daniel's Horse Remedies Al war,
Earl Robbins, from Long View farm,
strating that he was an American, was
is visiting his father and sister in' North of others who will be "pulled in" if they accused of being a spy, and an officer
IK Stock.
A
large
delegation
of
loyal
sports
from
persist in riding on the sidewalk.
Chatham.
ripped open the dies of his machine with South Barre followed their team to North
lKLBroon OAKHAM lit.
A very enjoyable picnic was held at a knife, ostensibly in search of concealed Brookfield to see them shut out by the
Miss Madeline Curley of Roxbury is
REGISTERED EMBALMER.
the guest of Mr and Mrs William Ryan, Lake Quaboag Thursday, when several papers. He was taken to the station B 4 R, score 4 to 0. They took the defamilies from here joined Mrs Lydla Gil- house but later released.
Bell street.
OAKHAM.
feat gracefully and departed after an exPersonal Prompt Attention Da;
or Night.
In Liverpool it was a common sight to change of rousing cheers, and an invitaRoy and Edward Pierce returned home bert with her four children,—Dr. Bert
Telephone North Brookfield No.
Sunday after a visit to Mrs Lamson on Gilbert of Putnam, Ct., Roland Gilbert see a squad, consisting of an army officer, tion to come up to their town for a
199-11.
and family of Woonsocket, R. I., Flor- a veterinarian, and a policeman, com- return game.
The game might be
Grove (street.
ENGRAVED CALLING CARDS
ence (Gilbert) Deane, with ler husband mandeer horses,'on the streets, give the termed as a little one sided, however, it
Ix>ng Distance Connection.
■ Ralph F. Lane of Lynn is visiting at
and son of Springfield, Laura (Gilbert) owner a receipt, and start them off for was not without several exciting situaFunerals
Personally
Directed
the home of his grandparents, Mr and Foster, with her husband and children,
IN SCRIPT OR
4 and Every Requisite Furnarmy service. All the petrol (gasoline) tions, and exhibitions of good, playing on
ished.
Mrs John H. Lane.
for the day. Among those present from is under the control of the government, both sides. John Daniels, who has not
ENGLISH TEXT
r.«fty Assistant.
The Oakham A. C. defeated the North North Brookfield were Mr and Mrs Jonas and an official permit is necessary to ob
yet recovered from the injury received at
Brookiield A. A. in Oakham, Wednesday M. Doane, Hubbard Doane and daugh- tain it for private use.
H.
T.
Lawrence,
North Brookfield
the Spencer game, August 8th, was reby a score of 5 to 1.
ter, Miss Jennie Doane, Leon Doane and
Dr. Jackson is a specialist of interna- placed by, Simmons, who was Bill Ross'
Born, in Spencer, Aug. 16, a son to family, Mrs Ellen Harwood, Mrs How- tional reputation, and went over to at- running mate on the Braintite White
Chester and Helen (Skerry) Leavitt, form- land and children, Mr and Mrs Albion tend the conventions of the American Sox.'
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
erly of North Brookfield.
Doane and family, Mr and Mrs George Dental Sociely of Europe, and the EuroThe score:—
WOBCK8TEB 88,
FBOBATE COCB
Rev Mr DeBevoise will be the guest of R. Doane and Dr. Jackson, who returned pean Orthodoncia Society in Paris, and
B & R
To tbe heirs at law, next of kin, creditors
Mrs M. B. Bishop, Summer street, while from abroad this week, and Miss Lucy the International Dental Congress and
and
all
other
persons
interested
in the estate of
ab r lb tb po a e Matilda Tatro, late of North Brookiield,
in said
Gilbert. About 40 people sat down to the American Congress of Surgery in Smith If
here over the wee« end.
4
1 0
Comity deceased intestate:
W hereas, a petition has been presented to
4
1 0
Marriage intentions have been filed by the picnic dinner which was thoroughly London. In Paris he gave a demonstra- Boland cf
said Court to grant a letter of administration
ss
4
3 0
on the eBtate of said _ deceased to Emma
tion of the Jackson method of painless Cahill
Herman F. Clark, carpenter, and Queenie enjoyed by all.
Simmons c
4
0 14
Dagg of North Brookfield, in the County of Wororthodoncia
(the
dental
treatment
of
Victoria Boyer, housekeeper.
cester, without giving a surety on her bond.
Ross p
4
0 0
You are hereby cited to appear at a Probate
irregularities
of
the
face).
He
left
Paris
Morrison 3b
3
1 1
Barn of Judson E. Adams Burned.
A. L. Woodis lost a cow, valued at
Conrt to beheldat Worcesier, in said County
3
1 1
of Worcester, on the first day of September, A.
on the 2d inst., without his baggage, Brown 2b
8100, which was struck by lightning in
J j. 1914, at nine o'clock in tbe forenoon, to show
3
4 11
Lightning struck the barn of Judson which is still at his hotel, and was fortu- Dragoon lb
cause, it any you have, why the same should
the pasture during the storm Tuesday
Newton rf
3
0 0
not be granted.
K. Adams, about 2 o'clock this after- nate to secure a comfortable passage from
night.
And said petitioner is hereby directed to give
noon. It was filled with hay, and was Liverpool on the 8th.
Totals,
32 4 7 11 27 10 1 public notice thereof, by publishing this citaMisses Florence and Susie Graves retion once in each week, for three successive
totally destroyed, the livestock being
SOUTH BARRE A. C.
weeks in the North Brookfield Journal a newsturned home Monday morning after a
paper published in North Brookfield, the last
saved. Loss estimated at 13,000.
Inab r lb tb po a
publication
to be one day at least before said
Play Little Girl.
short visit with Miss Pauline Pierce at
Shannon ss
3
Conrt.
sured through the F. A. Smith agency.
Mrs 1 .unison's.
Witness, William T, Forbes, Esquire, Judge
J. Bellows 3b
4
It also struck.the chimney on tbe house
Of said Court, this'thirtieth day of July In
Play little girl,
McPherson lb
4
Miss Marion Hixson, of Nashua, N. of Miss Emma Whiting, Main street,
the year one thousand nine hundred and fourStewart p
4
Play hours fly fast,
teen.
I1-, -late assistant teacher in our high tearing off a dozen clapboards on the
Tyrell
2b
3
HARRY H. ATWOOD, Register
Morning sunshine will not last,
high school, has been -Visiting Mrs G. rear, and scattering the plastering in a
Aug. 7.H, 2IH.
Nichols c
2
Morning skies will overcast,
Bresnahan If
3
Fred Crooks, Elm St.
small room on the second floor.- No fire
Play little girl,
Moran rf
2
Rev. Gabriel H. DeBevoise of Walpole, resulted.
A. Bellows cf
2
Play hours fly fast.
N. H., a former pastor of the CongregaDelivered Free of Charge, any.
Play little girl,
Special Town Meeting.
Totals
27 0 3 3 24 15 7
tional church, will fill Rev. Mr Build's
where in the Village. * * *
Noon
hours
bring
work,
Innings,
123456789
pulpit next Sunday,
B&R
11011000 0-4 There's a lot
* Many taskB you may not shirk,
At the special town meeting Tuesday
The .marriage of Joseph A. Wallace
Umpires, Charles Coughlin, William difference beDuties in the noon hour lurk, '
and M. Margaret Doyle will take place evening the warrant was read by the
Dowd. Attendance, 500. Time of game, tween Torie
Play little girl,
in St. Joseph's church, on Tuesday, Aug- clerk and Timothy Howard, Esq., chosen
Lenses and
1 hour 45 min.
Noon hours bring work.
as moderator, tinder Art. 2, Mr Edust 25th at ten o'clock, a. m.
Flat Lenses
Next
Saturday's
game
will
be
with
ward McEvoy, secretary of the school
30
Play little girl,
besides their t
■ Mrs Frank Basil Tracy, of Dorchester,
Rochdale, instead of Cherry Valley as
committee, made a statement as to the
Ere shadows creep,
slight extra cost They giv»
president of the Shut-in S wiety, is spendpreviously
announced,
the
Cherry
Valley
plan for improving the high school
Evening hours bring shadows deep,
ing a few days with Mrs George H. Gilyou extra vision and extra
team coming here August 29th. An ex
grounds on Grove street, by building a
After shadows you fall asleep,
lander, West Brookfield road.
comfort They are betterchange
of
dates
has
been
agreed
upon
bank wall in front and grading.
He
Play little girl.
looking, too. Come and see
We are pleased to learn of the contin- moved that the sum of 8750 be appropriTo see the Latest Models of
between
these
two
teams
to
accommodate
Ere shadows creep.
us about Toric Lenses.
ued improvement of Miss Cora F. Stod- ated to meet the expense.
Thomas
Ashworth
on
his
schedule.
This motion
I. E.
<lard at her home in East Brookfield. was duly seconded.
The Base Ball Association reports the
Mr A. H. Foster
—•«-*■
She is now able to ride out occasionally. simply asked a question as to how the
largest paid attendance last Saturday of
A CARD
any ga-ne this season.
'
Misses Marjorie Stuart, Mabel Chad- unloading of coal .at the high school
—
m
bourne and Elizabeth Howard, with Miss building would be affected by the proERNEST D. CORBIN
We wish to thank our friends and
Mr Maynard replied
Sara TumeyTis chaperone, are at Sports- posed grading.
OPTOMETRIST
A tennis tournament is promised for
neighbors for their many deeds of kindOr have them brought to your horn*] >
man's cottage, Lake Quaboag, this week. that it would lie much improved, as there
by sending word to
'••
•„"
ness to us during the long and painful Monday in which the local players—DunOffice at Dr Ludden's
would
then
be
an
opportunity
to
turn
The 7 p. m. service at Christ Memorial
illness of husband and father, slso for can, Richards, Johnson, Winchell and
around
on
level
ground.
No
other
reMain
Street,
North
Brookfield
Church will be resumed next Sunday.
the sympathy expressed by the gifts of Stoddard expect a company of Brookfield
There will be Holy Communion at 10.45 marks were offered, and when the vote beautiful flowers.
experts.
was
taken
it
seemed
to
be
strongly
in
the
Representative lor the Brookfield.,
FOR SALE
a. m. On the following Sunday the regMRS ALICE A. LAKKI/M AND FAMII.V.
negative.
Mr
Maynard
doubting
the
ONE NKW 3-»pr*ng Express Wagon and one
ular schedule (excepting Sunday School)
Telephone 28-13,
second hand Farm Wagon,
^agon, .,~si
NEW BRAINTREE.
vote a show of hands was called for, and
will be taken up again.
B. S TBl'MBLE.
NORTH
BROOKFIELD, .
MASS,
resulted in the loss of the motion 29 to 13.
The following program was given at
27
Mr and Mrs G. H. Thompson of Dover,
Price of a Kid.
When the second article was called for
FOR SALE or TO RENT
the Grange last evening:—Reading, Some
Cordova la full of fun, nays Mr, C. visited friends in town last Thursday, COTTAGE HOUSE for sale OF to rent. Inquire
to take action upon the purchase of a
of the sights I have seen, by Genevieve
of CHAKLISB E, BATCHELLEr
1W33*
town clock, Mr Albert H. Foster immed- Bogue Luffmann In hia "Quiet Days making the trip by automobile^
f
M. Hill; Violin duet by the Wiley Bros.,
EDWIN T. CHAPIN
iately made a motion to pass over tbe ar- in Spain," and tn the leisurely pace
Miss June and Miss Small of Boston,
TO RENT
accompanied by Mrs John J. Lane; an
of the life there the obaerver has
ticle. This was duly seconded and caremployed by the state, are cataloguing ON SECOND FLOOR. Tenement of six rooms
ARCHITECT
time to aee and appreciate all of it
original poem by Mr Frank Bartlett; a
with steam heat, bath and electric lights.
ried by a practically unanimous vote,— In the market one day a small boy and classifying the books in the town
D. r. WINSLOW,
report from the Lecturer's Conference at
thosein favor of the project refraining with a big apron and a pompous man- library.
School Bt.
2w33«
727-72S State Mutual Building, Worcestar
Amherst by the Worthy Lecturer.
from expressing their views. The new ner was offering half of a small kid to
Mr J. H. Titus took a number of young
Telephone
WANTED
The Department of Agriculture has just road to St. Joseph's cemetery as laid out a woman for a peseta. She objected people on a straw ride to West and North
WOULD like to get a place for a housekeepissued a most valuable Bulletin of 47 by the selectmen, was accepted without that It was very tiny, and he fairly Brookfield, Saturday evening, with Miss- I er
who has been with me fur some time, aud
pages, devoted to the subject of ''Home- discussion. Adjourned.
smothered her with, "Woman! Do you es Frances Tufts and Cora i'itus as chap-/ whom I can strongly recommend. Call or
Ad.iressMRSj. M. JAMES, R. F. D., (Ayres
want half a bull for a tenpence?'*
made Silos," fully illustrated with some
St.) North Brookfield.
30
erones.
37 diagrams and figures, giving all necDeath of Mrs Lyman Whiting.
The New Braintree Grange will hold
FRED G. CLAPP
FOR
RENT
Had
It
Figured
Out
essary details, together with tables of cost,
The attention of the tourist In north- its annual picnic at Fort Hill grove, on THE HOUSE aud Kara on the H. H. Rowley
dimensions according to size of herd, etc.
Mrs Jesepbine (Oummings) Whitingj
plaoe,
Forest
Btreet.
Apply
to
WARD
A
Wednesday, Aug. 26. The Farmers Club
SMITH, Summer Street.
Congressman Calvin D. Paige is amxious widow of the late Rev. Lyman Whiting, ern France was attracted to the folis invited to unite. Will each one please
to get one of these publications into the died at tbe residence of Mr Eugene E. lowing notice: "Pasture your horses
here. Short-tailed
horses,
fifteen bring a drinking cup.
TO RENT.
hands of all in the Third District who McCarthy, this morning. She has been
cents a day." On inquiring about
Quaboag Pomona Grange and West THE Upstairs Tenement In the Waters house.
are interested in the subject of silos.
A confined to her bed,since April as the re- the difference of price, the farmer
Registered £mbalmer.
Apply to W. H FULLAM.
19
Krookfleld
Farmers'
Club
were
well
reppostal card or letter request addressed to sult of a fall. She was the daughter of remarked that anyone ought to know
bin at Room 512, House Office Building, Samuel and Hannah D, Cummings, and that, and explained that1 a short-tailed resented by a large number of the town's
"NO TRESPASS" NOTICES.
liarty Assistant.
people at their picnic at John Webb's,
Washington, D. C., will bring a copy.
was born at Antrim, N. H., Jan. 14, horse, had to chase the flies with
WE shall hereafter keep constantly on hand
place, West Brookfield on Wednesday.
ready-printed
notices
on
cloth,
suitable
his
head,
and
while
he
did
so
be
A very pretty wedding occurred at 6 1838. 8he married Rev. Lyman Whiting
or posting in the open air.
A barge of Grangers attended the play
o'clock, Thursday afternoon, at the home at Lawrence, Dec. 16, 1884, and he died could not eat, while a long tailed one,
C mneotod by Long Distance TeleJOUBN A i. Office, North Brookfield
not
being
thus
handicapped,
naturally
at Oakham, Wednesday evening, given
of the bride's sister, Mrs Lucius Tucker, at"EastCharlemont, May 27, 1906 She
piiooe.at House and Store.
ate a great deal more.
FOR
SALE.
by the Oakham Grange. The play was
when Mrs Hattie M. Perkins was united leaves no relatives, so far as known,
ONE
Runabout
buggy.
In
good
paint,
for
$18
very much enjoyed, more than the ride
in marriage with Mr Fayette W. Bow- nearer than cousinB in New York and
fine rubber trimmed harness, ,7 00.
Had to Draw Him On.
D3
i>. I). Box 583, No Brookfield.
home in the open barge, daring the terman of Leominster. Only the 'immedi- Iowa.
The funeral will be from the
Claud—"But
you
certainly
encourrific thunder storm.
ate f .inily were present. Mr and Mrs house of Mr McCarthy, (where she has
aged me to propose." Claudia—"Well,
Bowman left at 6.80 in Mr Winchell's bad rooms for the past three and a half I couldn't very well turn you down unFOR SALE
Mrs Warren and son A. Warren of
automobile for West Brookfield, where years'* on Sunday, at 2.30 p. m. Mr til you did, could IT"—Judge.
MRS HELEN MORSE SMITH
Gardner, Mr Edward Candee, Sheffield,
TO SETTLE AN ESTATE
the train was taken for a wedding trip. Fred. C. Clapp who has charge of the fuMr Jay Pollard of Florida, and Miss A very desirable house and barn situated on St.
On their return they will make their home neral, will accompany the. body to LawDRESSMAKING
Mary Pollard of North Brookfield, have John St.; corner lot house has seven rooms in
Sealskin Gloves Made In Canada.
,
.'.- ... .
,
, .,
, ,_
good repair, with gas. etc. Uood garden, severlu Leominster, where the groom is a pros- rence on Monday, for fearial in the fambeen
guests,
this
week,
of
Mr
and
Mrs
I
ai
fruit
tr
es.
excellent
plnce
for
raising
hens,
Sealskin glores are now a Canadian
II Prospect St.
perous farmer.
v
North BrooldieM
ily lot.
JJ j) Pollard
I etc. Forparticulais inquire of
product.
1
'
1 »«•
F. J- DAIHBLS

A Salary-Raising Education
IN—

A Salary-Raising School

BECKERS COLLEGE,

FRONT ST.,

WORCESTER, MASS.

Carriages, Stanhopes, Concords

Furnishing Undertaker

William C. Crawford

SURE SEAL

FRUIT JARS!
joints, 65 Cts. a Dozen.
Quarts, 75 Cts. a Dozen.

JELLY TUMBLERS.
Two for Five Cents.
25 Cents a Dozen.

TOPJC

AT FULLAM'S
Call at 46 Summer Street

SPIRELLA
CORSETS

MRS. B. C. GRAVES,.

Funeral Director

27
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BROOKFIELD

BELGIAN CAPITAL MOVED FROM
BRUSSELS TO ANTWERP AS THE
GERMANS FIGHT WAY FORWARD
JAPAN SENDS WAR
ULTIMATUM TO GERMANY

l

son surprised cavalry regiments encamped, threw them into confusion,
and fought them towards the east,
after taking numerous prisomrs and
capturing cannon and machine guns.
News of the fight In the vicinity
of Haelen confirms reports that the
Germans were driven to the eastward and that there is now no German cavalry between Hassalt and
Remilles in the province of Brabant.
German cavalry patrols are now reported to the north of Montmedy,
which lies on the France-Belgian border in the Department of the Muese.
Belgian cyclists and cavalry from
Namur surprised a force of German
cavalry, accompanied by artillery and
machine guns, and compelled them to
retire. The Germans lost a field gun
and several machine guns.

5

V

TIMES

OFFER SWITZERLAND
Hi
AS GREAT HOSPITAL
Rome.—Tha evening Journal ii
La Sera has received a met- 55
sage from Berne stating that M
the Federal Council has pro- M
posed a guarantee of neutrality jjj
and hat offered 'to convert the 3
whole of Switzerland Into a f!
colossal
Red Croat hospital M
camp for the reception of the fj
wounded, Irrespective of ns-jj
tionalityJ

x*x«x»x*x»x#x#x*x*x#x#x*xS

SHIPPING BILL
GERMANY
WILLJEFUSE PASSES SENATE
Japan's Ultimatvm to Kaiser to Admits Foreign Ships to American Registry.
Be Rejected.
MESSAGE TO PRES. WILSON
War In Far East Seems InevitableJapanese

Embfissy

Be Taken

KAISER, BY WIRELESS
APPEALS TO AMERICA

Over

in

Berlin to

by

U.

8.

BENEFITS NEW ENGLAND
Conference Report Defeated Because
of Opposition to Admission
Of Foreign-Built Vessels
to Coastwise Trade.

Ambassador.

Washington.—Congress has passed
Washington:—Official
information the emergency shipping bill which
ccmes from Berlin, that the Japanese will authorize the President to admit
ultimatum had been delivered to the foreign-built ships to American regie
-:o:German government, and it was inti- try so that commercial fleets may sail
Believes
Opinion
Here
Will
Not
Lie
mated in the diplomatic despatches the seas under protection of tha
Peking.—China is gathering troops.
London. — A significant despatch
With "Half Asiatic
that war between Japan and Ger- American flag while bellgerents ol
comes from Belgium to the effect It is understood she will herself reBarbarism."
many was not unlikely. The Japan- Europe are at war and scouring the
that the French and Russian Min- take possession of the German terriese minister at Berlin, apparently oceans for prizes.
isters have removed their offices and tory Kiao-cbau.
London.—The London newspapers foreseeing such an eventuality, asked
London.—A despatch to the Express
archives to Antwerp, turning over
Culmination of the effort to enact
print a despatch from Berlin which Ambassador Gerard to be prepared this legislation followed repudiation
their business to the Spanish Min- from St. Petersburg says the Czar
was issued by the Marconi Wireless to take over Japanese interests in by the Senate of the conference re
ister. Belgian scouts from the out- has decided to join his army in the
Telegraph Company, as having been Germany.
posts report that the Germans are field and will remain with his troops
port on the measure, which previous
officially
circulated through all the
throughout
the
campaign.
planning a general advance upon
There is no information thus far ly had been radically amended- in the
German wireless stations. It is In the as to what Germany's course will be Senate. As it went to the President
Athens.—The Hellenic Government
Brussels and have already begun a
form of an interview with Chancellor on the Japanese ultima:turn.' But the the bill Is the same as it passed the
movement from Huy and Jodoigne. has received reports that Turkish
von Bethman-Hollweg who makes an prevailing view in the ibest posted di- House more than a week ago.
Earlier in the German advan e troops are moving toward Greece.
appeal for American sympathy by re- plomatic and official quarters is that
through Belgium cavalry and infantry The Greek army and navy have been
The conference report met defeat
citing the negotiations preliminary to Germany cannot and will not accede in the Senate by a vote of 40 to 20,
attempted to turn the wing of the mobilized.
EXTRAORDINARY VALOR
allied armies and raid Brussels and
OF GERMAN ASSAULTING war between Great Britain and Ger- to the demand.
because of determined opposition to
a cavalry regiment was driven back RESOLUTION IN HOUSE
FORCE AT LIEGE many. He says:
In that event, it is believed, the the provision which would have adPROTESTING
JAPAN'S
ACTION
"The
present
war
is
a
life
and
death
by the Belgians after forcing their
garrison will make a determined re- mitted to the American coastwise
way to within ten miles of the capital.
Brussels:—A remarkable feature of struggle between the German and the sistance, with the prospects of slaugh- trade all foreign-built vessels taking
Washington.—Representative Brit- the conflict in Belgium has been the Muscovite races of Russia. It is due ter of the comparatively small force American register within two years.
The French troops, according to
cable despatches from Paris, are ton of Illinois introduced a resolu- terrible carnage, especially among to the recent royal murders at Para- against the overwhelming odds which
Twenty "Democrats and 20 Republipushing steadily forward In Alsace tion protesting against the Japanese the Germans. The Belgian troops ejvo. We warned Russia against kind, Japan can bring to bear. The Ger-, cans voted to reject the report, which
from the Lorraine to the Swiss fron- taking possession of Kiao-chow. The have succeeded in killing an extra- ling this war. She demanded the hu- man estimate of the force at Kiao- was submitted, and championed by
tier. The army, after its capture of Policy of the Administration at Wash- ordinary proportion of the attackers. miliation of Austria, and while the Chow is about "3500 people, which In- Senator O'Gorman, chairman of the
the Bonhomme and Ste. Marie passes, ington is to keep the United States They are good shots and are not apt German Emperor continued his work clude the wives and children of the inter-oceanic canals committee. SevIn the cause of peace and the Czar
is now in possession of the Saales entirely out of the controversy, and to lose their heads.
governor and numerous officials sta- enteen Democrats, Senators Borah
pass and has reached Schirmeck, the Japanese Ambassador has given
The German infantry and cavalry was telegraphing words of friendship tioned there; also three small cruis- and Jones, Republicans, and Senator
about twenty-five miles from Strass- assurances that the interests of Am- have made their attacks In close or- to him Russia was preparing for war.
Poindexter, Progressive, voted for it.
"Then highly civilized France, bound ers in the banbor, which In no way
burg. The French cavalry has push- erica and all other neutral nations der, with the result that they have
Senator O'Gorman arraigned the opby an unnatural alliance with Russia, match the naval force Japan can ased on to Muhlbach. This places it will be safeguarded.
been killed en masse.
posing Democrats, declaring that they
semble.
within twenty miles of Strassburg and
It was an extraordinary sight to was compelled to prepare by strength
The greatest danger and suffering, were championing an "offensive monLondon.—Pushing forward by sheer see the trophies of this fight. They of arms for an attack on its flank, on
in position to make an attack upon
the important railroad junction of weight of numbers the German ad- consisted of helmets and lace pen- the Franco-Belgian frontier in case we it is believed, would be borne by the opoly," and borrowing Republican arnon-combatants,
the women and chil- guments in favor of un-American
vance across Belgium slowly but stea- nants and were distributed among the proceeded against the French frontier
Molshelm.
dren, both through exposure In case, principles of protection.
works.
Russia's insistence upon taking her dily fought Its way.
victorious troops and the villages.
As finally agreed to, the bill, beGermany started her great flanking
"England, bound to France by obli- of a siege, or through coming In conBlack Sea fleet through the DarThe ardent desire of the Germans
danelles revives one of the most im- movement, north and west of Liege, to capture the forts about Liege, gations disowned long ago, stood In tact with native Chinese mobs in the sides providing for the registry of
forelgnbullt ships, authorizes the
portant questions of the Near East to advance her army of 800,000 men especially those on the left bank of the way of the German attack on the country back of Kiao-Chow.
. It is understood that Germany, fail- President, in his discretion, to susTurkey, at the beginning of the war, into Belgium. The advance guards the Meuse, and the enormous import- northern coast of France.
declared the neutrality of this strait, headed for Tongres, St. Frond and ance they attach to the possession
"This, therefore, forced us to vio- ing to secure the neutralization of pend provisions of the law requiring
of these forts was evidenced in the late the neutrality of Belgum, but we the Far East, would prefer to have all watch officers of American vessels
but Russia insists that the action of Hasselt, with Brussels as the goal.
Terrific bombardment of the Liege determined attempt to capture them had promised emphatically to compen- Kiao-Chow pass back directly to Chi- in the foreign trade to be citizens of
• the Ottoman Government regarding
the two German ships, the Goeben and forts on the wett side of the Meuse by hurling compact bodies of troops sate that country for all damage In- na rather than have it pass through the United States, and requiring surJapan as an intermediary for China. vey, inspection and measurement of
the Breslau, practically vitiates this River served to cover the German against the ramparts to rush them flicted.
by the sheer force of overwhelming
neutrality. Russia says she will take flanking movement.
"Now England avails herself of the This may possibly serve as the basis vessels admitted to registry by offiFor a time the allies held back the numbers;
her fleet through whether or not she
long awaited opportunity to com- for an offer of compromise, by the cers of the United States.
The Senate subsequently passed a
Elsewhere along the line of advance mence war for the destruction of the direct recession to China.
has Turkish consent.
Kaiser's heavy advance guard on a
The German charge d'affaires, Mr. joint resolution granting permission
quartersfront of 20 miles, extending the Germans show how desperately commercially prosperous Germany.
from Diest, through Hasselt and St. determined they are to take up the We enter Into that war with our trust von Haimhausen, who also saw Mr. to the American Red Cross to charKAISER AT MAINZ
WITH THE CROWN PRINCE Trond to Tongres, but as the main positions planned at no matter what In God. Our entire race has risen In Bryan, said that it was greatly to be ter a ship which may fly the AmeriArmy of the Meuse, numbering at cost in lives. This was shown in a fight for liberty, ae It did in 1813. regretted that Japan had raised an can flag. This provision was inLondon.—An Exchange Telegraph least 400,000 men, was pushed forward the Haelen fight, where the German
"It Is with a heavy heart that we issue in the Far East, as Germany cluded among the Senate amendments *
dispatch from Mainz says that the Ger- the defenders realized the expediency cavalry charged for two days against see England ranged .among our op- had been absolutely willing to neu- to the House bill, but made a sepathe barricades as though modern ponents notwithstanding the blood re- tralize that entire section and keep rate matter by today's action, that
man Emperor, accompanied by three of a retreat to a stronger position.
Reinforcements were then rushed rifle fire was no more dangerous than lationship and close relationship. In it out of tie field of military opera- the registry bill might not be delayed.
of his sons, including Crown Prince
No legislation during this Congress1
Frederick William, has arrived. '
to the allies from both England and lances. But nowhere Is it shown more spiritual and cultural work between tions. He expressed the view that
A Reuter dispatch from Berlin says France and it is estimated that when plainly, than in the desperate courage the two countries. England has placed this would have been the most hu- has cheered the New England con
that the Emperor's departure for the the final clash comes the allies will which was displayed In the ussaults herself on the side of Russia, whose In- mane course, and would have restrict- tlngent here like the action of th<
front has occasioned patriotic • out- be as strong in numbers as the Ger- on the Liege forts.
satiability and whose barbaric inso- ed the area of the conflict to the real Senate in rejecting the conference re.
Abandoning the Blower process of lence have helped this war, the origin theater of operations In Europe.
bursts by the newspapers of all par- mans, which means a clash between
port on the emergency shipping bill
bombardment
th
Germans
threw
ties.
800,000 men.
of which was murder and the purpose
But whatever the outcome might be All Immediate danger, at least, of en- .
The French war office announces masses of men armed with hand gre- of which was the humiliation by Rus- aa to Kiao-Chow, he felt that he would croachment upon coastwise shipping
SALIENT POINTS IN REPORT8
that large body of French troops, the nades and similar weapons against sian Pan-slavism.
be a detached Incident which could has passed. There is no likelihood ot
FROM THE THEATRES OF WAR exact figures, in conformity with the the forts. The storming forces, fol"We expect that the sense of justice have no effect on the general issue It during this Congress and probably
lowing
the
example
of
the
Japanese
policy of the war office not to reveal
none at all. President Wilson an'
of the American people will enable of the war in Europe.
Paris.—The, War Ofllce reports con- the strength of the various French at Port Arthur, brought mattresses them to comprehend our situation. We
The President received from Em-* nounced that he pteferred the House
and
sandbags
to
fill
the
trenches
end
tinued successes along Alsace-Lor- armies, are not given, has crossed
invite their opinion as to the one sided peror William a long message trans- bill to the Senate text, which probaraine frontier, and says that French into Belgium, an dais now on its way steel shells and Intrenching tools English representations and ask them mitted through Ambassador Gerard, bly had much influence with the subcavalry have penetrated to a place from Charleroi, west of Namur, to with which to make a cover for them- to examine our point of view In an the contents of which were guarded sequent action In the Senate.
which Is only fourteen miles from Gembloux, 10 miles northwest of Na- selves in establishing a footing on unprejudiced way.
All New England senators present
closely, but which, it was learned, exthe strongly fortified city of Strass- mur. Gemblour is almost directly the outer works.
"The sympathy of the American pressed the grateful appreciation of voted against the conference report
The
storming
partleb
cften
were
burg. Parisians believe the French south of Louvain, the headquarters of
nation will then lie with German cul- Germany for the tender of good of- snd later voted to accept the House
casualty lists to be heavier than the the main Belgian army. A line drawn not able to make use of the mattresses ture and civilization fighting against fices made by the United States.
bill. The fight, that looked hopeless
and
bundles
of
wood
for
the
filling
official statements would indicate, from Gembloux to Louvain is directa half Asiatic and slightly cultured
The German Emperor in addition almost up to the hour when Congress
of
the
trenches.
They
would
get
to
this belief arising from the numbers ly across the path of the German adbarbarism."
took occasion to point out at some assembled, proved a general surprise
the glacis of the assault, then Belof wounded known to be in and vance toward Brussels.
length the causes of the present war Senator Weeks was one of those who
around Paris.
An official statement by the British gian' machine guns trained with the GERMANS SURRENDERED
and argued, it is understood, that at spoke In the Senate against the condealiest effect on the bare smooth
St. Petersburg.—It Is reported that War and Admiralty bureau says:
IN VOSGES, 8AY8
the very time he was trying to medi- ference report. He presented the
the Czar will soon issue a proclamaIt is now confirmed that the Bel- slopes, mowed them down. The surFRENCH REPORT ate between Austria and Servia the protest of great numbers of . signers
vivors
were
forced
to
fly
pellmell
tion giving Jews civil and political gian troops were successful in their """% """". """™ ™ * . Tr
Russian mobilization began.
His from the Fore River ship building
...
,
_,
.down the slopes, leaving their dead
Tights equal to those of his other engagement. with
London.—The following statement statement is said to follow the lines works.
six regiments of lying
In
piles
outside
the
fort.
subjects.
regarding the French successes in the of previous official utterances from
German cavalry supported by 2,500 inRepresentative Galllvan of Boston
The Belgian gunners were deadly
Athens.—The government has re- fantry with machine guns and artilVosges Mountains was issued by the Berlin. It was this message which called attention to the outcome as
ceived reports that Turkish troops lery. The Germans were completely accurate In their Are and were assist- official bureau established by th* Emperor William wrote while sitting something for which Boston people
ed by the firing of star shells.
British war office and admiralty:
are crossing Bulgarian territory, disorganized. The six, cavalry regiwith Ambassador Gerard in the pic- should congratulate themselves. "It
"After a successful resistance, lastmarching toward Greece.
Turkey ments suffered «reat loss, and the Belwas Mayor Curley and Boston busiJAPAN'S
ULTIMATUM
DEMAND
ing five days, at the passes of Saints turesque palace garden in the midst ness men who came down to Washingbaa been warned that If these reports gian troops pursued the Infantry which
ING THAT GERMANY QUIT
Marie-aux-Mines and Le Bonhomme, of his war maps.
prove true Greece will feel It neces- gave way.
ton
a few days ago," said Mr. Galllvan,
White House officials denied that
THE FAR EA8T AND SURthe French troops have occupied the
sary to take at once proper steps to
Toward Eghezee,1 10 mile-, north of
"and began a battle. They waked up
RENDER KIAU-CHAU.
region of the Saale Pass, which com- the message contained any protest the shipyards and stirred other cities
meet the situation.
Namur, a detachment from th* garrl
mands the Valley of the Bruche, an concerning the attitude of the Ameri"'
1
.
.
,
Tokio.—This Is the ultimatum sent affluent of the Rhine. At Saale num- can press toward Germany. It was Into action. The Boston congressmen
**«*«»** *-* ****** *~»--«-r» *»*«**-*
stayed right on the job here.
Sentito Germany by Japan:
erous desertions of German troops confined entirely to a statement of
the German Emperor's position. Offi- ment was aroused and the result you
"We consider It highly Important are noted.
and necessary In the present situa"The French have taken many, cials admitted that there wae nothing now see. It was really a fine piece
tion to take measures to remove the prisoners and captured some matblne' In It which could be construed as an of work on the part of Boston.
indication of whether the Emperor
causes of all disturbances of the guns."
WILL SEND WAT* TAX
The capital of Belgium hat been moved from Brussels to Antpeace In the Far East, and to safeThe Havas agency gives the follow- would at any future time accept the WILSON
MESSAGE.
*f werp. This action wst taken. It it said, because of the advance toward
guard the genera) Interests as con- ing version of the official French, tender of good offices.
nfc Brussels of German cavalry.
Measures have been taken for the
templated by the agreement of alli- statement of the fighting in the
Washington.—At a conference bei defense of Brussels.
ance between Japan and Great Brit- Vosges:
WILSON SIGNS AMENDED SHIPtween President Wilson, Senator SimThe Austrian fleet was dsfssted by a French squadron off the
ain.
PING BILL.
"An entire section (not a division)
mons and Representative Underwood,
iport of Budua, Dalmatia.
Several of Franz Josef's warships were
"In order to secure a firm and en- of the German troops surrendered
sunk and the rest fled north to the Austrian nsval base at Pola. The
during peace in Eastern Asia, the with their machine guns.
Provides Admission of Foreign Built It was agreed that President Wilson
shall send a message to Cogress
French sustained no loss in ships snd but few casualties.
establishment of which is the aim of
Ships to U. 8. Registry.
"Two French battalions which had
when it becomes necessary to have a
China is not willing to allow the Japanase to expel Germany from
the said agreement, the Imperial seized the village of La Garde, In
Japanese Government sincerely be- German Lorraine, above Avricourt,
* Klaochow, according to the British War Office. China it determined
Washington.—President Wilson has war tax levy.
That this will not be done for at
lieves it to be Its duty to give the were dislodged by a superior force of signed the amendment to the Panama
* to recover leased lands through her own initiative.
advice to the Imperial German Gov- German troops and driven back to Canal act under which foreign built least two or. three weeks was IndicaX
That the United States Government is satisfied with asturancss
ernment to carry out the following Xures, In the Department of Meurthe- ships may be admitted to American ted by the President's visitors after
respecting the territorial integrity of China contained In the Jspanese
i" ultimatum to Germany was made known at the White House.
two propositions:
et-Moelle, on the road to the fortress registry for overseas trade, and the the session.
"First—To withdraw immediately of Lunevllle.
The President, Senator Simmons
Japan sends an ultimatum to Germany, demanding the withdrawal
measure becomes effective at once.
from, Japanese and Chinese waters
Representative
Underwood
of her srmed ships from Far Eastern waters snd the turning over to
It was reported about the same and
"The Belgians In the operations
German men-of-war and armed vessels around Liege took more than 2,000 time that the British government in agreed that a special tax probably
,
Jspsn of Klau-chau, the German concession in China, which Japan
of all kinds, and to disarm at once German prisoners and in consequence response to the request of the United would be necessary, but no time for
f promises to restore to China.
those which cannot be so withdrawn. of its restricted territory the Belgian States that Great Britain recognize beginning its operation wae settled
*
Victories on the Austro-Servlan and Austro-Russlan frontiers are
"Second—To deliver on a date not Government has asked France to ar- the neutrality Of any merchant ves- on. When treasury officials conclude
Jf. claimed by both aides.
1
later
than Sept. 15 to the Imperial range for their confinement elsewhere. sels transferred to American regis- that additional funds are necessary,
I
French and German forces are in touch near Olnant, In the valley
Japanese authorities, without condi- At various points along the French try by German owners under the the President wil send a special mesI
of the Meuse. Here the French claim victory over the German Intion or compensation, the entire leas- frontier the French troops have taken new ship registry law, had Informed sage to Congress asking that a tax
* vaders.
ed territory of Klau-chau, with a view more than 1,500 prisoners."
1 *
The French force again takes the offensive along the line from
this government that it would not be levied.
to the eventual restoration of the
An Exchange Telegraph report ol interpose any objection to such transT Lunevllle to Saarburg on the road to Strassburg, capturing sevsral
Representative Underwood bald the
same to China.
the official statement from the French fers If assurances and evidences were prospects that manufacturing facilii
small towns.
"The
Imperial
Japanese
GovernWar Office says:
*
Washington realizes the delicacy of the situation created by Jafurnished that the sales of these ves- ties of the nations Involved In the war
ment announces at the same time that
"The French troops held their po- sels to Americana were bona fide and will be crippled for several years,
tj, pan's entrance Into the arena and Is planning to try to keep out of
in
the
event
of
It
not
receiving
by
sitions
on
the
mountains
for
five
days,
l the critit. It Is understood the Japanese plans In their various stages
not merely for the period of the war makes an early return to normal in
noon on Aug. 23,1914, an answer from despite vigorous attacks by the Ger"' have been known to the American Government at all times.
between Great Britain and Germany. Import duties Improbable even in the
the Imperial German Government, mans, who were superior in number. While the report could not be con- rvent of a short war. He added that'
Great Britain severed diplomatic relations with Austria, ss did
signifying Its unconditional accept- i.t one point the Germans brought,
her ally France, without a declaration of war.
firmed in any authoritative quarter, the time for the adjournment of Conance of the above advice offered by beside their weakened troops, some
A Rome despatch tays General von Stein, of the German army,
certain Information obtained tended gress now appeared entirely problemthe
Imperial
Japanese
Government,
formations
of
reserves
but
the
latter
declsres that women of Liege shot his man from behind and fired
atical. He gave the impression,that
Japan will be compelled to take such were unable to resist the French at- to show that Great Britain had as- he expected Congress to stay in sesat surgeons and the wounded.
action as she may deem necessary tack and were obliged to lay down sumed the position indicated.
sion indefinitely.
■IrAS+JkJhM. to meeX the situation."
*<elr arms.
M->JJ-"J * -*-*-
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a suit case. For a minute Wentworth play. She had a full appreciation of
"Is he to play 'John Esterbrook'
forgot the visitor in his Inner room.
Merry's talents and she bad seemed to when It is produced?"
"Bless my heart, I'm glad to have like him while they were together
"No other actor can. Merry has the
you back," be cried. "Never In all my during the summer. He paused to entire conception of It now."
life have I seen you look so well."
pull himself together mentally, then
"Where is he?"
She held him at arm's length and he called her. She came slowly into
"I don't know."
gazed at him crltcally. "I wish I the room, which had grown dark.
"I thought you promised Mr. Oswald
could say as much for you, Enoch. You
"Dorry," said Wentworth slowly, "do to have him here and get things start- Jubilation at Opening of Canal,|
look decidedly seedy. I've got to stay you know you have not said yet that ed for an early production?"
at Bourne.
right here. I'm the only one who can you like—my play?"
"I did. I am hoping to find Merry
manage you."
"Your play?"
at one of his haunts. He must be
"I beg your pardon, Dorcas, I've a
"Why, Dorry?"
found and put on his feet There's a 200 DAUGHTERS OF THE CAPE|
guest here." Her brother led her to
The girl spoke in an unsteady voice. tremendous lot at stake. Dorry," he
TAKE PART IN VARIOUS
the inner room and introduced bis "I don't believe, Enoch, that Andrew turned to her appeailngly, "won't you
DANCES.
caller to her.
Merry told you of a long talk we had help me?"
"Mr. Oswald and I ware having a at Juniper Point. You remember you
! COPYRIGHT. !9Kr PY F.C.PROWHE S..CO.
♦
♦
f
"Ill help you," Dorcas spoke slowly,
Bourne.—The exultation at the scibusiness talk, Dorry—not exactly busi- left me alone with him when you were "If you can assure me of one thing."
entific completion of the Cape Codj
"What?"
"Everything we had
planned." ness either. You may stay It you called to Boston. We sat on the rocks
SYNOP8I8.
"That there Is no wrong to be done." canal by non-resident skill and capital:
Enoch's voice was calm. "Give It a wish and hear a play. I was just go- one afternoon and he told me his plot
"There is no wrong to be done. occurred on July 29.
[ Enoch Wentworth, newspaper man. and big production, advertise it as a play ing to read to him. If he likes it he for,this play—he had been, thinking it
Andrew Merry, actor, after the guests at never was advertised before, and build will star Andrew Merry In It"
out for years and years. Why," the Merry will have the opportunity 'of
Last Saturday (curiously coincident'
a poker party depart, play a last hand,
"Oh!" A glow of anticipation shone girl shook her head Impatiently, "why, his life. If he can only be made to Iwlth the opening ot the Panama!
the stakes to be absolute control of the up your fame as an emotional actor."
in
the
girl's
eyes.
She
laid
her
coat
see
it
that
way."
future of the loser. Wentworth wins and
Enoch,
he
had
labored
on
it
so
long
canal)
came the dramatic community'
"What, will you not play the conthey decide to keep the matter secret.
and hat on the window seat and that some of the speeches were writ"And there is no wrong to be right- Jubilation over the event by native'
Dorcas, Enoch's sister, becomes inter- vict?"
ested In Merry. Knowing of his shortCape Codders showing through thai
"II Of course not There is only dropped into a low chair beside her ten, in his mind. Sometimes he put ed?"
comings from her brother she tries' to
brother. Once or twice she patted
"There is no wrong to be righted." art of pageantry what they have been,
arouse the actor's ambition. He outlines one actor in America who can play him affectionately on the shoulder. the story into the very words you
"Then he must be found. When he striving at the past 300 years.
read!"
the plot of a play he has had In mind 'John Esterbrook.'"
and the girl urges him to go to work
During a few minutes Enoch Went- Is found," the girl spoke decisively,
On account of light rains and-forAndrew rushed across the room in a The Englishman watched her. There
on It When he completes the play and
was
vivid
admiration
in
his
eyes,
but
"he
must appear before the world bidding skies so large a company did!"
worth
fought
the
battle
of
hie
life.
It
reads It to Wentworth the latter de- blind fury. He stretched out his hand
mands It u the forfeit ot the bond woo
Dorcas
did
not
see
It
Her
only
thought
as
the
author
of
his
play."
was
the
struggle
between
good
and
not mobilize at Bourne as the color-'
and dealt Wentworth a stinging blow
In the poker game.
"He won't do it," answered Went- ful occasion deserved. The lowering:
across the mouth. "That actor won't: was of the happiness in store for evil, which every human being harMerry.
worth.
bors
to
a
greater
or
lesser
degree,
in
CHAPTER V—Continued.
weather
produced a "painter's sky,"'
play it Do you understand?"
Wentworth laid the pages of manu- one soul, in one body. Wentworth
He rose, put on his halt, and went which brought out to the fullest exWentworth lifted his arm fiercely,
' Enoch wrenched his arm free and then it dropped nervelessly by his script on the table and cleared his sighed. The battle had passed and out Dorcas heard the front door shun tent the exquisite color harmonies of
rose awkwardly to his feet. The come- side. The veins rose in his neck and throat Oswald sat ready to bestow a evil had won. It was prepared to behind him, then she laid her face on the costumes chosen with excellent;
dian drew back with a startled expres- forehead like taut cords. He stood business-like attention upon the read- carry him through the most dangerous the arm of the sofa and burst Into discrimination by Mrs. Marion Lang-i
tears.
i don.
sion, as If (ear struggled with be- staring at Merry, who strode about the ing. When Enoch lifted the first page
his visitor asked: "May I know who
wilderment
The most beautiful feature of thei
room In a demoniac fury.
CHAPTER VII.
"Tou see," Enoch's lips were perthree-hour production wae the dance"God! You're not a man I You're wrote the play?"
"I did," answered Wentworth quietly.
fectly colorless, "your mental ability a damned, low-down, scurrilous blacksymbolizing the geological formation!
Merry Disappears.
"Ah!" said the Englishman. He
Is pledged to me."
of the cape. From both aides ot the'
leg. And to think of you standing
Suddenly, as if the earth had swal-e arena appeared masses of dancers In'
Merry stared at him, curious and there, looking me in the face—God!" noticed the startled look on Dorcas'
lowed
him.
Merry
disappeared.
A
perplexed.
costumes of vibrating violet and
Merry raised his hand again as If to face. It escaped her brother, who sat
week passed. Grant Oswald, In a green, waving in rhythmic harmony
"It is your mental ability which I strike, then he dropped it by hie side, turned half way from her.
fever
of
enthusiasm,
had
begun
prepaWentworth began to read. He was
white chiffon scarfs to denote tossing!
idaim now," Enoch said deliberately. shuddered, and dashed across the
rations for a Broadway production. sea foam. They surged forward and I
Andrew spoke In a coarse whisper, room. He picked up his hat and turned an excellent reader; his enunciation
He
turned
a
vast
amount
of
responsiwas
Blow
and
distinct
The
story
receded until gradually they mingled!
fl don't understand."
to the door.
bility over to Wentworth, who shoul- together, as the two masses separ-'
"I demand your play!"
"Where are you going?" asked quickly unfolded Itself in strong, vivid
dered it thankfully. It kept at arm's ated small children in towny and pale;
language. Grant Oswald, who was an
I "You demand my play? To sell?" Enoch sternly.
length the possibility of dwelling yellow gowns successively worked outi
ardent student of dramatic literature,
"No; of course not." Wentworth
"I'm going straight to—hell."
much with his own thoughts: they of the "waves," leaving at last thej
derked out the words abruptly. "Why
He lifted his gloves from the table. fell Immediately under its spell and
were not cheerful company, and he familiar form of the cape complete;
ehould I want to sell? I want to pro- Beside them lay the manuscript of his listened with Intent quiet
was
racked by constant anxiety about' from "fist" to armpit.
The minds of both men were so
duce it—as mine, as one—I have writ- play. He stretched out his hand and
Merry. There was not a single moten."
Gosnold, naming the cape for codj
turned his eyes on the other man, vitally concentrated upon the drama
ment to spare when he could go Into which his sailors had caught and;
Merry moved toward him with an watching him as a thief might, who that they were scarcely conscious of a
the
highways
and
byways
of
a
great
movement
when
Dorcas
crept
from
her
lagony of terror in his lyes. "Tou fears being caught In an act of robcooked, was a happy Incident.
city to search, as he had searched below chair to the window seat She lay
>want to take from me my one com- bery.
During the pantomime picturing the;
fore when the man was his friend. "Dream of a Oanal" the audience was!
back
against
a
pillow,
gathered
the
iPlete effort, my one ambition, my
"Take It," cried Enoch. "I have a
He could not delegate the task to thrilled hy the realization of the;
everything—the work which is making copy of it, a copy In my own hand- folds of a silky portiere around her,
another. He had prepared a tale,for dream when a ship was towed past,
and stared down at the square. She
la man of me, on which I have toiled writing."
the public of Merry's whereabouts. the pageant grounds.
heard her brother's voice in fragments.
(Steadily for weeks? Tou would do
Merry stood fingering the pages.
Oswald believed the actor was study'that! Do you understand—while I
There was a good piece of char-,
"What do you propose to do with Those fragments were always the
ing his part and stood ready to appear acter acting by some one imperson-i
words of the girl, Cordelia, or of the
[wrote I scarcely stopped to eat or your—swag?"
at
a
moments'
notice.
Enoch
went
sjleep? When I did sleep I dreamed of
atlng a wounded soldier who eees a
"Call it by a decent name. It be- father fallen to pitiful estate. She
ahead with the tremendous load of de- vision of a battlefield. Joe Jefferson;
It and—"
longs to me. Money does pot count clasped her hands together with such
tail that fell upon him, tolling day and and Grover Cleveland on a fishing]
He stopped, too much affected to with me In this transaction. Tou may. a grip that It numbed her fingers. A
night, while his mind alternated be- trip advertised the cape as a spotj
trust his voice. He laid one hand over take all the royalties. I want nothing strange path and a horrible suspicion
tween terror and hope.
were seeping through her body and
the other as if to still himself, for he but the authorship of the play."
conducive to the contented life.
Every, day the man was acquiring
|was trembling.
A strange looking craft lay by ai
"Nothing but the authorship—" burning in her veins. Outwardly she
traits new to his nature. When a railroad bridge at Bourne, a craftl
was inert
Wentworth stood looking at the Merry's glance was a malediction.
strange
accident
had
tossed
before
younger man. Something cold and reSuddenly she was awake again, wide
with lofty stern posts, its crow's nestl
He dropped the pages and tossed bis
him the possibility ot satisfying his on one of the square rigged masts,]
lentless crept into his eyes. He laid hat upon his head. Wentworth watched awake, tingling with life and emotion,
dearest
ambition,
conscience
entreatIbis hand on Merry's arm.
its lines stately but unfamiliar.
him curiously. The outer shell of the listening to her brother's vibrant
ed loudly against the theft of another
"Then
"Let me talk to you, Andrew."
Must Be Foundl"
It was the "Concord," Gosnold's ves-i
man had changed. His clothes, im- voice. The day of release had come
man's Ufa-work. Every noble Instinct sel, revived three centuries and more;
"Talk! Talk! Tou damned thlefl" maculate an hour ago, looked dishev- for John Esterbrook. He stood with
(He pushed Enoch aside with quick re- eled. A lock of fair hair strayed down halting, tremulous steps, fearful at the moment With it came fresh valor, in Enoch made its appeal; his honesty, after he sailed it into these waters;
vulsion. His face was biasing with over his forehead, his linen had a bat- sight of the world he had left twenty and not only the power to sin further, his generosity, an Innate demand for and named the region Cape Cod, be-i
but a mysterious weakening of the fair play, the love of his sister and
cause of the .plentiful fish his sail-.
tered appearance, the white hyacinths years before, hiding his eyes from its moral tissues which made it possible
friend, all cried aloud to him dur- ors caught.
tumult
Then
Cordelia
ran
to
meet
drooped from his buttonhole like blosfor
him
to
sin
coolly
and
remorseing
the
lonely
hours
of
the
night.
From It the Pilgrims "landed"!
soms which had been touched by frost him—young, hopeful, loving and eager. lessly. He turned on the light and
There had been moments when he again, this time the direct descenHe stood for a moment with the door- Dorcas forgot the horror and doubt with cool composure faced his sister.
would
have
gladly
retraced
his
steps,
dants of Wlnslow, Standiah, Alden—,
knob in his hand staring at Went which had swept her down for a mo- He met her gray eyes without a
but the die had been cast He was to re-enact those scenes which mark!
worth, who returned his gaxe with a ment, she was thinking of nothing but quiver. They asked a question which
Uke
a
racer
who,
by
some
treacherous
the beginning of American nation-;
cold, ruthless scrutiny. Merry's eyes the, play. It was greater, more human, could not be evaded.
ruse, had pushed aside an opponent ality and, incidentally, remind the)
fell before them. It was the first pal- than the had dreamed of that day
"I hate to tell you, Dorcas," there and was close to the goal. The intoxi- spectator that the vital statistics of|
when
Andrew
and
she
walked
home
pable concession to Enoch's stronger
over the beach at Juniper Point Her was a, tone of reluctance In Went- cation of applause was beginning to New England began at Provincetowni
will.
worth'* voice, "but Merry is down sound In his ears-and the future held with the birth of Peregrine White and;
"Good-by," he said with an unsteady eyes grew wet with pity, then she again, down in the gutter."
untold possibilities. It was too late the tragic death of Governor Brad-!
smiled
happily
as
life
ceased
to
be
a
laugh. He closed the door behind him.
The girl Jumped to her feet "I to turn back; It would mean the downWentworth turned to the table, lifted problem for Cordelia. Love bid come, dont believe it!" she cried. "Besides, tell of great ambitions and bitter ford's wife.
William c. Langdon, author of the]
the manuscript and stood glancing and the father turned to work out if he were, what has that to do with Shame—-tt might even mean crime. It
pageant book, landed (in his mind's!
through the closely scrawled pages. what was left him of a future.
his
play?"
seemed
easier
to
take
the
chances.
Enoch laid the manuscript aside.
eye") with those first "come overersH
Then he crossed the room, dropped it
Occasionally Andrew's dogged face elbowing his way from Province-,
Enoch did not answer. Instead be
upon the red coals, leaned his head The Englishman, hearty in his conasked a question. "Dorcas, do you flashed back to his memory"when he town to Plymouth through tha phan-j
gratulations
and
enthusiastic
was
upon the mantel, and watched until
care for—do you love—Andrew Mar- cried, "I willjsee what tiie law can torn throngofJO generations of Capoi
each gray ash became a filmy atom of urging the earliest possible produc- ry?"
do to protect a man from theft" Codders. He has selected, such incH
tion. He offered unlimited money and
dust
A flush blazed Into the girl's face. Enoch felt his face blanch at the dents in the lives of pious Pilgrims,11
Insisted that tha best company New
York could produce should be engaged. In spite ot the telltale color her thought ot it Many a man had gone peace loving Quakers, bold sea cap-;
CHAPTER VI.
down and out for a crime less knavish tains, courageous life savers and loy-i
The spell of the story was still upon brother believed her.
"Tea, I care for Andrew Merry— than this. But he knew Andrew Merry al soldiers of the civil war as sultj
Dorcas. She passed out shaking hands
Stepping Out—Downhill.
well, and he trusted to one trait which his purpose in portraying the no-j
very much. I do not love him."
hastily with Oswald,
"Jason, this is nobody I know."
Enoch gazed at her wistfully. He was predominant In the man—his blllty, humanity and idealism of the)
"Dorry," cried ber brother. She did
Wentworth sat staring at a card his not answer.
knew, as she did not, how easy It Is queer, exaggerated Idea of honor.
great geographical hero, Cape Cod.
man laid before him. He knitted his
Day by day his conscience quieted
"The play stirred her Intensely," to cross the bridge from mere friendThe pageant was a well balanced!
brows querulously. "Make him under- said Oswald. He had noticed a trace ship to love.
down, self-confidence took the place of and unified expression of the com-l
stand that I'm engaged."
wavering, and tha fear of exposure munity consciousness of this corner'
"Why did you ask me that?"
of tears on her cheeks. "Was this the
"He's terrible masterful. Mane first time she heard It read?"
"I wanted to find out how much It seemed to recede. At last he could of the Atlantic _ seaboard translated'
Enoch," said the darky apologetically;
"Yes, I had never even told her of it would hurt If I told you the truth. look the situation In the face without through the medium of music, dance,;
"he's boun' he'll see yo'. He's a gen- She has been away while—It was writ- Merry is not worth your love, he Is flinching. The task of putting on a pantomime and dialogue. Mystic sym-i
tleman all right. I don' believe I kin ten."
theatrical production began to absorb holism, In which aspiring souls denot even worth your friendship."
git rid ob him easy."
He had' always light, is the most dominant note of'
"It Is not true!" There was Indig- him completely.
"Is your sister an actress?"
"Tell him I can spare ten minutes."
"No—she wants to go upon the nant protest In the woman's voice. "I longed for such a chance; he had been the delightful folk fest.
r*You Demand My Play?
Sell?"
Jason ushered the visitor Into Went- stage."
know better, so do you. , Only this storing away ideas he could now utiMiss Paula Metzner, director of thei
iwrath. He went tramping about the worth's library. He was a tall, distin"Let her have her way," advised the does not explain about bis play, for lize, besides he knew New York thor- dances, conveyed charmingly the splr-j
oughly, and he bad observed for years It of boisterous, threatening storm"!
room In a vague, heedless, half-blinded guished man, with a fine, highbred Englishman. "Her every action shows it Is bis play."
"Tou remember he left Juniper the system of producing a play.- Os- clouds, through the rhythmic bodies)
fashion. A thought Beamed to strike face. His manners were exceedingly that she possesses dramatic talent"
gracious,
yet
simple.
•
>
wald looked on with appreciation as of 200-sun-browned daughters of the!
Point suddenly?"
him abruptly. He wheeled around sud"It hm't my idea of her future."
"I don't believe, Mr. Oswald, I've met
"Yes." She raised her head with Enoch put his plans into shape. He Cape, clad in diaphanous draperies of I
denly and faced the man beside him.
"Stage life Is exactly what one
"Why in the devil's name, Enoch, you before," said Enoch.
chooses to make of It Curiously an eager gesture. "He went away to knew how uncommon was the combi- delicate green and violet shades.
"Tou haven't"
Grant Oswald enough, I have a conviction she could write this play." She pointed to the nation of such talents in the same
should you do this? Have I ever done
man—the ability to write a virile play,
manuscript which lay on the table.
you one cruel, disloyal act in all my smiled cordially, "Tour man tells me play Cordelia."
Train Smashes Into House.
you have exactly ten minutes to spare.
life?"
"Yes," said Enoch slowly. "He be- then to stage It" with practical skill
Wentworth brushed his hand across
Haverhill.—A house was torn from
Wentworth did not answer. He re- I'll go straight to business. I'm an his forehead and stared at the scat- gan bravely enough. Then—he went and artistic feeling and originality. A its foundations and wrecked, turnh
turned the terror in Merry's eyes with Englishman. I have been in New tered sheets of manuscript on the under, as he had done so many times remarkably strong company was en- ture was demolished and several peogaged. Oswald Insisted on filling even ple were Injured when a Boston &
York for three weeks. I want to in- table.
in his life."
a cool, stubborn glance.
"Did you have this hellish plunder vest money in something along the
"What was ltr cried the girl. the smallest parts with people far Maine freight train, which was being
"Get Merry here as soon as possible.
above the level of subordinate actors. shunted at the Hale street freight!
scheme In mind when you drew up theatrical line."
I want a consultation with both of "Drink or gambling?"
"Oh." Enoch looked up sharply. you," suggested Oswald while he drew
that bond?" he asked unsteadily.
Enoch lay back in his chair. He The salary list grew to stupendous yards, ran over its bumpers, went
"What did you have in mind when "Andrew Merry mentioned you."
on his gloves. "It is now only a mat began to marvel at how easily be figures. One morning Wentworth re-. across the street over the sidewalk
ton made me your slave?"
"Yes, I spoke to Merry one night on ter of time and a theater. If I may ad- could lie, because a He had never come monstrated against paying one hun- and crashed into a two and one-half
dred dollars a week to an actor who story wooden tenement house at 55
"I don't know—exactly." Wentworth the elevated. He's one of your few vise now, don't choose anyone on this readily to him before.
turned such a straightforward gate American actors whom I admire. If a side for Mrs. Esterbrook. I know a
"Drink and gambling—and every- was to play the Janitor.
Hale street.
"Breen is a tar bigger man than you
upon Merry that he realized the man play could be found that fitted him— woman who can play that part to per- thing."
Her brother shrugged his
The house was carried about 10
need,"
he
objected.
"He
has
played
was speaking the truth. "Aa I told' he spoke of having one—I'm willing to fection. Again let me congratulate shoulders as if in disgust "Ot course
feet from its foundations and twisted
you that night, and I am telling the venture a hundred'thousand dollars on you. It's a great play, one ot the he stopped writing. A man could not leads to many of the biggest stars. around, a corner was broken off and
truth, It was nothing but a fancy of its production."
greatest i've heard In years. It's bound write In his condition. He sent for We need a mere bit of character work the staircase shattered. Every door
mine, when you came to me with
"A hundred thousand! That would to succeed."
me. I stayed by him night and day in this—he isn't on the stage half an was Jammed so that the occupants
this," Enoch's hand dropped on the be a production worth while!"
Wentworth bowed, but a sadden and—wrote. You see^I wrote it" hour. I can get a first-rate man for were unable to get out.
manuscript which lay upon the table,
"But—remember—only If the play flush blazed Into his face. He was not He lifted a written sheet from the half that price."
"Breen can make the Janitor so true Bradley Fertlllxer Works To Close j
"you came with a great temptation; It appeals to me. I've been studying hardened enough yet to accept con- loose pile ot manuscript
was too much for me."
theatrical business since I was a gratulations for the brain product of
"Perhaps—but it Is not your play." to life that the audience will regret
Aug. 28.
"Evidently," cried Merry. His tone youngster. I never threw money away another man.
Dorcas shook her head with obstinate seeing him for only half an hour," OsNorth Weymouth.—This town felt!
was Watering in Its scorn. He seated on it"
wald
rejoined,
"That's
the
teat
of
"Good-by," said the Englishman, incredulity.
Its first effect of the war when the
himself and his eyes turned fiercely
"If you can stay I will read you the holding out his hand cordially.
"I told him so. I suggested we quality. When I pay a hundred dol- officials of the plant of the American!
lars
I
want
a
hundred-dollnr
man."
upon Wentworth. The muscles ot his play now."
"Good-by," murmured Wentworth make it a collaborated play."
Chemical Company, better known asi
(TO BE CONTINUED.!
cheek twitched ae regularly as a pulse.
"My ten minutes are up." The Eng- He moved to the window. A carriage
"It is not even a collaborated play,
the Bradley Fertilizer Works, an-,
"The play is mine." Enoch seemed lishman smiled.
stood waiting in front of the bouse. Enoch. Why, every situation, the plot
Firemen's Water-jackets.
nounced that the concern will shut)
to have grown strangely cool and Im"This work can wait Excuse me a He watched Oswald step Into It and even the very words, are his."
In Berlin the firemen wear water down indefinitely on Aug. 25.
pervious to contempt or anger, "The minute." Wentworth lifted a heap of drive away.
"He wants me to father it"
Jackets with a double skin, which they • About 500 employes are affected]
play Is mine," he repeated; "it is the clippings and copy which littered his
Suddenly he recollected that Dorcae
"He must have changed since he are able to All with water from the by the move, which is necessitated
due and forfeit of my bond."
table. Then he walked to the safe and bad not spoken a single word of praise said good-by to me. He was on fire hose. If the space between the layers because a majority of the products
The eyes of the actor narrowed and knelt before it He had just opened the or congratulation on the play. She then with hope and ambition."
becomes overfilled the water escapes used by the company are imported,
be laughed savagely.
door and laid his hand upon the manu- was always enthusiastic and happy
"He has changed," acceded Enoch through a valve at the top ot the hel- and the present supply threatens to
"Take your pound of flesh," he script when the door opened and Dor- over every triumph that came 'to him. gravely. It was a relief to make one
met and flows down over the fireman run out in two weeks.
(tried. "What will you do with ltr
cas ran in. Jason followed, carrying She must bars though!, well of the truthful statement
Uka a cascade, protecting him doubly.
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SURROUNDINGS FOR POULTRY
Most Important of Conditions Confronting Poultryman Is That of
Proper Sanitation.

(By J. JEKFERY.)
There la perhapB no branch of poultry work about which more questions
are asked or information is more
wanted than diseases. There is also
no branch of work that it is better for
the poultryman to keep away from
than doctoring sick fowls. Poultrymen throughout the country suffei
heavy losses from diseases at times
not so much because they do not know
how to cure disease as because the;
do not understand the principles ol
sanitation and the importance of preventive rather than curative measures
The importance of sanitation has increased with the growth of the poultrj
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Seen In Congestion, Ugliness and Discomforts of the Average English City.

HELPS

If the English city presents in its
congestion, its ugliness. Its discomforts, a horrible warning to. American lite, experiments like that at
Hampstead present a hope and an inspiration and a way of avoiding the
urban evils which followed in England
the mad deluge of the Industrial revolution. For the chief value of building beauty into the collective life
of a city Is that thus the ideas and
principles which animate that beauty
are given the most effective and dramatic form. Every one can feel the
charm of open spaces, of effective vistas and the harmonious grouping of
buildings; a village like Hampstead
attracts immediate and widespread attention, and becomes the leaven which
leavens a broad lump. Though It is
the external form and not the Inner
spirit and motive which are being
copied, already In the countryside
about the village are to be Been the
inspiration of the model; new building estates are being developed In the
frankest imitation of the Hampstead
principles, while pioneer rows of unregenerated brick villas stand tenantless, unable to compete with the new
idea. And if a village composed on
these principles can permeate its own
vicinity so quickly and ao completely. It almost guarantees Itself as a
model and Inspiration for the builders of the cities which men of the
twentieth'century will And fit to Jive
In.—Randolph S. Bourne, In the Atlantic.
-•
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IATROLLEY CAR INCIDENT =
By

By MARGARITA WILLOUGHBY. ,

(Copyright.)

WARNING TO AMERICAN LIFE

INEZ

BARON.

(Copyright.)

"Fares, please.
Dorothea was very happy in the
The woman looked up, her forehead,
HYGIENE IN HOUSE AND YARD
first weeks of her engagement, happy
puckered In a
In the serenely unconscious way of
troubled frown.
Oeeona In Importance Only to High
the newly betrothed. I scarcely un- TOO PRONE TO COPY EUROPE
"I—I Beem to
Constitutional Vigor and Health
derstood why in this case, for marhave
lost
my
of Poultry Stock.
riage to the Puritan could be nothing Americans Often Deceived by the
purse,"
she said,
Handsome Externals of European
but a marriage of convenience—that
with
some
degree
Cities.
(By RAYMOND PEARL.)
is, convenience as far aa his wealth
of embarrassment
Every one knows instances of more
was concerned, inconvenience when it
"I had it when I
Those
Americans
who assume that
or less successful poultry keeping
came to hlsT>lety.
started,
but
1
under t$e most unsanitary and unPerhapa the trousseau was the American cities to be^ beautiful must
must have
hygienic of conditions, BO similarly
source of her beatitude, for Dorothea be slavish Imitations of European
dropped It somehuman beings are able when forced
is an artist In regard to clothes and citieB will find plenty of food tor rewhere."
to do BO to live under unhygienic conloves them with an artist's fervor. flection In what a famous and up-toThe young conditions. But every civilized country
And an artist's fervor was put into date city planner has to aay in oppoductor stood uncertainly for a mosition to their views. He is no ramIn the world believes that the most
that trousseau!
m'ent,
his hand on the fare-lever.
pantly patriotic American, be It said,
economical insurance against the
In the midBt of these splendid prepThe woman was beautiful, well
steady loss of national wealth which
aration came Aunt Kan's sickness, but a European—Dr. Werner Hegedressed, and evidently, from her voice
mann, one of the best-known experts
the prevalence of disease involves, is
and Dorothea was called South.
and bearing, a gentlewoman. There
In city planning in Germany.
the enforcement of sanitary regular
The Puritan chafed somewhat at the
seemed only one thing to do.
After doing a great deal of work
tlons throughout its domain. In
sudden postponement.
^..
"Very well, madam—'' he was beIn remodeling cities abroad he visited
poultry keeping many may be successDuring the months of Dorothea's
ginning, when a stout red-faced man
this country last year to study our
ful for a time in managing their birds
absence I knew very little of her, for
In the next seat burst into a disagreecities and their problems at close
In defiance of the laws of sanitation
her letters were mere telegraphic noable laugh.
range. The result of his observations
and hygiene. A very few may be suctices of Aunt Nan'a condition, but the is told by him in an article in Land"Same old graft conductor," he said,
moment Bhe stepped otl the train on
with a coarse wink, diving one hand
scape Architecture.
her return I noticed a change. It was
He declares emphatically that
Into his trousers-pocket; "but they alquite evident she had met "some one" Americans are altogether too prone to
ways get away with It, the dears!"
else, and J. knew Indeed it was "some be deceived by the handsome exterThe woman flushed scarlet, and
one."
edged away from him, her face shownals of European cities, which too
"You left Aunt Nan quite welir
often conceal terrible conditions of
ing plainly the aversion and disgust
"Quite." Oh, the frigid finality of ugliness and overcrowding; that Euroshe felt at his words and action.
that tone!
pean problems are by means Identical
"Will you pay my fare for me, con"The Puritan will be very happy to to those confronting us over here;
ductor?" she asked.
see you again—he is out of town Just that neither Europe nor America will
"Certainly, madam," replied the
now."
ever,flnd a really efficacious remedy
young man courteously. He Ignored
"Yes?"
for
congestion,
unsightliness,
and
the
both
nickel proffered by the redFront View of Trough—Slate Removed
When we were cozily at tea that
LINE RIVER WITH BEAUTY faced the
man and the letter's sneering reand Laid Across Top for Use of Hens of This Kind Will Make Profit II evening, with a merry grate-fire and other evils besetting their cities by
looking into the past, but must devise
mark^ drew five cents from his waistVery Small Chicks.
the warmth of red roses from the Puri- something entirely new, based on the Cities Along the Mississippi Are BuildGiven Half a Chance.
coat-pocket, and transferred It to his
tan,
Dorothea
grew
a
little
more
talking
Attractive
Water
cessful in this practise for a long time, industry, and further Increases in th«
new conditions that have arisen Blnce
coat. Then he rang up the fare and
Fronts.
ative.
but in the long run the vast majority
moved on.
number of fowls kept will only-in- . "Dorothea, your seclusion and Aunt the original plans for cities were
■will find that thorough, careful and
made both here and abroad. He
"What Is your name, please, conductensify the importance of this aub Nan's foibles have got on your nerves.
Cities
that
line
the
banks
of
the
MisIntelligent attention to these laws will
tor?" said -the woman, putting a dewrites:
Ject.
You
are
not
well,"
I
said.
sissippi,
all
the
way
from
Keokuk
to
The
admiring
attitude
of
the
Ameribe one of the best guaranties of pertaining hand on his arm.
"No—I am quite well—I think I can traveler toward the splendor of Memphis, are "running a race" to outPoultry houses muBt be built with s
manent success that they ean find. It
It was ine young man's turn to flush.
may be said that the essentials in the view of providing plenty of fresh ail must be tired. If you don't mind, I famous cities like Paris, Berlin, and do each other in beautifying the water
"That isn't at all necessary, madwill
go
up
now
and
unpack.
No,
I
and
sunshine
for
the
birds
and
tht
Vienna might often be altered con- fronts.
correct management of poultry are:
am," he protested.
houses
must
be
kept
absolutely
clean
don't
need
any
help."
The
river
terminals
of
the
small
city
siderably if he clearly realized how
Clean houses; clean, air; clean food;
"Yes, It la," she insisted. "Please
She rose listlessly and walked to manly hundreds of thousands of the today are not even surpassed by those
clean water; clean yards and clean While houses have been mentioned
tell me."
the stairs; half-way up she paused citizens of those much-quoted capitals of the metropolis. River walls and
first,
the
ground
around
the
buildingi
range; clean incubators and brooders;
"John Brewster."
is perhaps more often to blame foi and leaned over the rail. "No, I'm and supposed "model cities" are suf- driveways, flower beds and shady
clean birds, outside and inside.
"Thank you."
troubles, both with the chicks and not sick," she Bald; "I'm Just bored." fering under the moBt inhuman con- promenades now grace the landings of
He passed on, and a few blocks farToo great stress cannot be laid on
Next morning she still wore her
with adult fowls. In fact, it is being
the
more
progressive
river
cities
in
ditions of overcrowding.
ther along the woman left the car,
the importance of fresh air in the
recognized more and more that the tragic air.
Missouri and Illinois.
giving him a pleasant nod and smile
poultry house if the birds are to be
At breakfast, Katie, the maid, enCape Girardeau has announced that as he helped her off the step.
condition
of
the
soil
can
very
largelj
kept in good condition. And it must
tered the dining room precipitately SAFETY FIRST IDEA SPREADS it proposes to surpass even the Mound
make
or
mar
success
in
poultry
rais
The red-faced man presently got up,
be remembered that "freBh" air and
after answering a ring at the door—
city for a beautiful levee. That an- and lounged toward the platform, givcold stagnant air are two very differ- ing.
she
held
a
yellow
envelope
at
arm's
cient
city
sits
on
a
hill
blesseu>with
Accident Prevention Methods Which
Failure to realize this, and thaAsot
ing the bell-rope a Jerk.
ent things. Sunlight is nature's great
length and the tears were standing in
natural beauty, and the union of two
Illustrate What Can Be Done by
"Here, my man," said he, holding out
disinfectant. Its importance is no less originally in good condition fbr poultrj
her eyes.
slopes, one' from the north and one a five-cent piece, "take It. I can betraising
may,
by
misuse
and
neglect
Small Railways.
In poultry than in human sanitation.
"I hope it's not so bad, Miss Darthy,
from the south, form a picturesque ter afford to lose it than you can.
get
into
such
a
condition
that
proflta
Probably there is no greater assistance
dear," she said, thrusting it at DoroTwo accident-prevention methods water front.
You'll do well hereafter to remember
to the diseases of poultry than dark ble poultry keeping on it is impossible
thea.
But Cape Girardeau isn't satisfied that a favorite trick of that sort of
recently followed by a small electric
and damp houses, and dark houses are is responsible for many of the failure!
Dorothea lazily tore open the en- railway in Pennsylvania indicate for- with natural beauty alone. It is gowe
have
with
poultry.
While
this
con
woman is to beat the road, the confrequently damp. The poultry house
velope, read the message and sighed. cibly that the smaller railway proper- ing to improve on nature. Promenades
ductor, or any one else she can stick
must be airy, light and dry. The place dition becomes apparent rfore quickl] then handed it over to me.
ties are capable of developing effective and driveways will run the full length for the price of her fare."
and
is
more
often
found
among
flocks
where poultry are housed must Be
"No
one
is
dead,
Katie,,"
she
said.
safety campaigns even if they cannot of the city along the river, and sandBrewster drew back, an angry flash
kept dry if the flock is to be productive kept on limited quarters, such as s And Katie went bafck to the kitchen,
afford to adopt the more costly meth- wiched between them will be flower In his eyes.
town lot, it is not by any means un
and free from disease.
quite
comforted.
.
ods
of
their
big
brothers.
One
is
the
beds
more
than
a
mile
long.
It
ia
known among farm flocks.
"I don't want your money," he said
Along with housing as a prime- facThe message read:
practise of having the men report said that Cape Girardeau will have one In a low tone. "But," he added, "you
Many people who make a success or
tor in poultry sanitation goes feeding.
"Home tomorrow. Shall have pleas- bad lighting in the vicinity of bad of the finest and probably the prettiest will do well to learn how to tell a lady
the start with a few fowls very quick
Detailed discuslion of the compoundroadway, and the other is the analysis river front along the Mississippi.—St. when you see one. If I hadn't been
ly get into trouble for which the ure of escorting you to church.
ing of rations and such topics will not
of accidents on the basis of territorial Louis Republic.
"F. Van Doort"
ground is responsible when they in
wearing the company's uniform, I'd
be considered here, but there are,
diviaions. As to the first, almost evcrease their flock and do not take pre
have thrown you oft the car when you
F. Van Doort, of course, is "the
however, certain basic principles of
ery railway which operates over uncautions - to prevent the ground f roir Puritan."
to her as you did."
hygienic feeding which must always
COUNTRY TOWNS ARE NEEDED spoke
paved
highways
has
had
to
foot
more
being tainted from the droppings
"Oh, you would, would you?" snarled
Dorothea did not show any signs of
be looked after if one is to avoid dis--'
<
Poultry benefits by crop rotation jusl enthusiasm, and I did not have the than one accident claim that should
the other. "Well, we'll see Just how
eases. These are: Purity of food;
have been paid by the municipality. If It la of Mutual Benefit for Farmers good your Job Is, Mr. John BrewBter!
overfeeding; green food; fresh drink- as much as any other farm crop if 11 courage to make any remarks—so the the danger spots are reported by the
and Tradesmen to Stimulate
I'll have you know that no whippering water, and clean troughs or re- Is made a feature in the rotation. The meal drifted on. Once I looked up trainmen steps can be taken to illuHome Trade.
best way to keep the ground in good from my plate and found Dorothea
snapper of a fresh conductor can Inceptacles for the food.
minate
or
repair
them
to
a
degree
The type of slatted feed trough, used condition for poultry Is to grow crops looking out the window with the most which will insure safety. Again, the
The' local merchant is not only a sult me with Impunity! You wait and
on it as well as poultry. If the land mischievously amused expression 1
see!"
by many poultrymen, in feeding
plan of analyzing accidents on the ba- necessity, but a benefit to his commuBrewster thought no more of the
growing chickens is open to certain has already become unfit for raising have ever seen any one wear. Then sis of territorial division offers the nity. If there were no country townB
poultry
on,
it
will
be
best
to
give
ui
she arose, still with the smile in her
objections. It is very difficult to keep
and no country merchants the whole threat and its maker until the next
this line of business for a time. Ths eyes and the little upturn at the cor- advantage of concentration in reduthe grain dry in it in wet, stormy
fabrlc"of our system of trade in the morning, when a summons to the suners of the lips, and said: "I am cing some one form of accident. Thus, agricultural states would be changed. perintendent's office brought It forcC
weather. Furthermore, the fact that
on
the
line
in
question
derailments
going to tdsvn as soon as possible."
It would be inconvenient fpr farmers bly to bis mind.
very Bmall chickens cannot use this
With a feeling of uneasiness, he
' She went to town and came back were distinctive of one section, acci- to send to distant points for everytype of trough entails additional labor.
with a few small packages, but said dents from badly lighted highways of thing needed and would, on the other complied with the order, and presentAn improved trough devised by Mr.
nothing In Tegard to their contents. another aid accidents from disorderly hand, be impossible for them to do ly found hlmaelf face to face with the
F. W. Tenney, obviates all disadvanconduct of a third. By applying a tersuperintendent, who looked up from
The next morning I knew.
tages and has many points to recomritorial analysis each characteristic efficient long-range marketing of their the pile of letters he was sorting and
It
waa
ten
when
the
Puritan's
trapmend it. The improvements consist,
produce.
trouble
was
minimized
without
spenddashed up to the gate. From my openTown property and adjoining farm favored the young man with a curt
first, in making the slatted front of
doored den I heard Katie admit htm, ing money where it waB not required. lands are Increased in value through nod.
the trough removable as a whole,
—Electric
Railway
Journal.
"You're John Brewster?" he Bald; "I
heard Dorothea come downstairs, and
the prosperous extension of town trade
heard—a most unusual 'conversation.
and the building up of towns in cen- received a complaint against you—a
man
me that you were InShe—Good morning, Frederic.
WAY TO PREVENT MOSQUITOES ters of thriving sections. It Is there- solenthastonotified
him yesterday—that you
He—Good morning, my dear Dorofore of joint benefit for farmers and
thea; it is good to have you back Good Paving an Efficient Method of tradesmen to work together for the threatened to throw him off the car.
What have you to say?"
again.
stimulation of home trade.
Getting Rid of the
Bhe—Thank you—It seems years.
"I didn't exactly threaten him, sir,"
Farmers cannot be expected to patPests.
H&—What have you done to yourronize home trade from motives of he said sturdily, "but I did tell him
self, Dorothea? Your hair presents a
that he deserved such treatment, and
All advocates of various kinds of sentiment only. If they can get better
most unusual appearance.
service, including personal inspection If I had been out of uniform I should
paving
materials
emphasize
their
sanShe—Oh, that! Do you like it? It's
of the goods before buying and the certainly have given it to him. He
the same old hair you've always seen, itary qualities, but it is not often that guarantee to replace them or correct insulted a lady, sir, and It would have
Front View of Trough, Withtelats In
health
promotion
is
given
as
the
sole
only—only I've done it a bit differentA Fine Bis-d to Head a Flock.
imperfections, they will find It more served him just right."
Place—For Large Chickensly, that's all. It's Juat pinned on— reason for repairing. In a recent com- satisfactory than the alleged advan"Then you admit the truth of hie
munication to the Detroit city counfree
use
of
lime
and
the
growing
ol
you
know.
leaving then a flat board bottom -#th
cil certain worn, paved alleys are de- tage of buying of the catalogue houses. story?"
"If you put it that way, yes."
a rail In front of it an inch high to crops, with the necessary turning of
He—And Dorothea! Is It powder
scribed as being In an insanitary conArtificial Silk.
"In that case, you will turn In your
hold the grain in place. W»h the the ground, are the best ways to on your nose? Really, Dorothea, I dition, on account of the depressions,
Much artificial silk Is made from badge and uniform," remarked the suelat front removed the trough dupli- freshen the ground and get it back never imagined—I loathe powder, which hold accumulations of flltb and
cates the conditions of the flat chick Into such a condition that it will be Dorothea—It is like cheap finery, and stagnant water, creating a nuisance cotton or pine wood pulp completely perintendent.
dissolved. This forms a slightly viscid • "Very well, sir," responded Brewfeeding board, used by many poultry profitable to grow chickens on.
It Is such a palpable fie!
and menacing" the health of the pub- fluid which la pressed through fine
Chickens grown on ground which
keepers for feeding chicks during the
"You are right. I had not thought lic.
ster.
Mosquito
breeders
In
worn-out
first two or three weeks of life. As has become tainted generally have an of it just ao. Your wife must nat pavements are just as efficient in rais- holes. The strands coming from these * He had expected either a reprimand
unthrifty,
sickly
appearance,
and
in
holes,
after
being
solidified
and
purthe chicks grow older this slatted
powder her nose. But really I have ing the spreaders of malaria as a
or dismissal; but at the same time he
front can be put on the trough and this condition axe much more subject to, you know, to make it match the similar puddle In an unpaved street— fled, have an appearance very similar felt that It was pretty hard to be so
to
genuine
silk,
but
they
are
solid
into
disease.
Chicks
raised
on
the
same
rest of my* complexion. Give your
summarily turned off merely for actheld in place with hooks.
Engineering Record.
stead of hollow, about one-eighth as ing the part of a gentleman and reOf course it la entirely possible to ground for a number of years without powderless lady this with my best
strong as real silk and very much senting the insolence of the red-faced
make troughs in accordance with the precautions being taken to freshen It wishes."
Town Planning Grows.
weaker when wet. There are several man. He turned toward the door.
"Dorothea! Your ring! I did not
principle of this improvement, with are usually more or less subject to
Of passing interest, it may be noted different kinds made by different procremovable slatted openings on both gapes and roup, and, in fact, to any mean—"
"One moment, Mr. Brewster," interthat
seven
states
in
the
United
States
esses, but none of them are as strong posed the superintendent There waa
"Take it!"
sides, to be Bet down in the middle of disease to which fowls are subject.
and
four
provinces
In
Canada
have
or as durable as genuine silk and none a twinkle In bis eye. "Courtesy 1»
I felt sure he took it, because yon
the yards so'that the birds can get at
enacted laws authorizing municipali- will endure heat and moisture as Well such a rare plant that we must do all
have to do what Dorothea tells you.
t ' Shifting the Eggs.
the feed from both directions. Conties
of
10,000
population
or
more
to
as real silk. Most of them would be we can to foster Its growth. You will
By
numbering
the
eggs
under
a
hen
"You will always be glad of your
venient dimensions are as follow*:
establish city plan boards or commis- ruined by moistening them and at- report here tomorrow morning. There
Length, 8 feet 4 Inches; height V> the exact location of each egg has discovery—about my nose," she added.
The Puritan got away somehow, sions; that twenty-five cities In the tempting to presB them with a hot is a vacancy In this office and I should
peak, 1 foot 6 inches; width at bot- been determined from day to day durUnited States have organizations for Iron.
like to have a talk with you about
tom, 3 inches; width at widest part, ing the Incubation period. It was found after remarks which were quite incothe promotion of city planning; that
9>4 Inches; height of front opening, that the position was changed dally, herent, but I heard Dorothea say
filling it
'
thirty-four cities wf the United States
"You see," he added, with a smile,
Thackeray and Dickens.
\
12H inches; width of roof boards the eggs occupying the center of the "Good-by!" In a very cheerful and have city plans developed In lesser or
,,--Thackeray was always very Jealous aa Brewster stood staring at him, too
(front and back the same) 11 inches. nest being moved to the periphery and friendly voice.
In a few minutes I went into the .greater degree; that nine cities in/the Of the popularity of the novels of dazed by his sudden good fortune to
A strip of canvas keeps the hinged vice versa by rotating on the longer
hall, where I found her standing in United States have authorised (as Dickens, while from a literary stand- utter a word, "I heard the other side
axle.
joint of the roof dry.
front of the grate-fire, smiling medita- commissions; that twenty-dine ciile* point Dickens does not eclipse Thack- of the story last night—from the ladytively as one by one she unpinned and towns In the United States and eray, yet bis works have always been She happened to be, my wife."
,
Infertile Eggs Best.
Enemy to Industry.
bunches of curls, undulating six cities In Canada have authorized the bigger sellers of the two.
The eggs will keep better during
Shop Forewoman (to great musi- little
puffB ""and" a" fat braid, and dropped 11 city planning commissions. These
Wives' Worrlss.
the summer If no males run with the cian practising on the French horn)'—
statistics are compiled from a recent
When a married man gets too old
flock, for it is the germ In the egg The factory over the way sends their them into the fire.
report
of
Flavel
Shurtleff,
secretary
of
Dally Thought.
"Sic transit gloria—" I began.
to go to war hi* wlfe'B next dread la
that first starts the decay and when compliments and will you switch off
This world's no blot -for us nor that he will get his feet wet—Toledo
"My crowning glory," she interrupt- the National Conference on City Planthat germ is absent, the keeping qual- on to another note 'cos a lot of tho
ning,
and
from
data
contained
111
the
j
hmk>
means
Intensely
and
means
b
K
Blade.
ity of the egge is considerably Im- 'ands 'ave mistook it for the dinner ed. "And now I must write a letter
iplles to a questionnaire.
good,—Robert Browning.
to 'some one' down South."
hour.—Tatter.
proved. t
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Search Unsucessful

NO. 35.

The List of Tax-payers Paying Fifty North Brookfield, 63.66; Rebecca H.
Dollars and Over.
I Jenks, Brooklyn, N. Y., 103.20; John CThe searchjor John L. Smith, famil| Kimball, Boston, 324; H. S. Knabinchua,
EVERY FRIDAY AFTERNOON,
iarly known as "Capt. Jack" who, it is
The assessors have completed their la-;NewYork, 58.80; Pierre Loiselle Paw
AT
ire for 1014 .„J tho*.U-l, nf-»lw. lv,..J '... , . „ - „„ '
„
"""««, raw
Journal Block, North Brookfield, Mass believed was drowned in Quacumquasit, bore for 1914 and the clerk of the board. tucket, R. I., 62.40, Henry Lewfe, Phillake last Thursday night has been contin- Emmons W. Twichell, has turned over adelphia, 190.80; Thomas F. Murphy,
HORACE •J. LAWRENCE,
ued all the week but as yet the body has the books to tax collector Arthur F. Southbridge; 62.40; Charles H. Moulton,
not been recovered. "Capt. Jack" was Butterworth. The residents paying over Waltham, 55.20; Jacob Magizner, SpringEDITOR ASD PEOFRIETOB.
last seen by Frank E. Webster, about 9 •50 tax are:—
field ; 57.60; New England Telephone and
1.00 a Year in Advance. o'clock,
Thursday in his motor boat on
Eleanor M. Adams, 80.40; heirs of Telegraph Co., Boston, 360; North
Unless you have the right kind of stuff in your make-up!
Single Copies,3 Cents.
THEREFORE —
the lake. At 5 o'clock, Friday morning, George Henry Allen, 165.01; Edward R. Brookfield Savings Bank, 96; Herbert E.
Address all communications to BROOKFIELD Mr Webster discovered the motorboat Burgess, 93.20; Edith O. Butterworth, Richardson, 249.73;-W. H. Stevenson,'
If you have it, you will consider it a privilege to attend the
"GROW OR GO" BUSINESS SCHOOL, where hard work TIMKS, Nortli Brookfield, Mass.
high up on the beach at Russell's •110.40; William F. Bailey, 61.65, Jane Greenwich, Ct., 62.40; Charles J.Simons,
Orders for subscription, advertising, or job
meanB success; where shirkers are dismissed; where you "grow work
and paywent for the same', may be sent cove, at the south end of the lake, IA the Bemis, 72; Mary E. Brown, 72; Elbert Chicago, Ill;, 50.40; Nathan Southwick,
or go."
'
direct to the main office. North Brookfield or
shallow water under the propeller, a large L. Bemis, 154.90; Louise Galloway Bas- Leicester, 144; Willard A. Senna, Northto George W. McNamara. Brookfield
READY FOR YOU NOW I
bole had been made in the sandy bottom, sett, 67.20; Leah Brunell. 83.40; Myra ampton, 57.60; Weston L. Stiles, Suffield,
showing that the propeller blades had A. Bushnell, 60; Idela Beltrand, 74.40 Ct, 96;96; DeWitt Tower of Spencer,
THE "GROW OR GO" BUSINESS SCHOOL,
BROOKFIELD.
been in operation after the boat had Charles E. Bemis, 137.01; Grace F. 50.40; Byron L. Towne, Springfield,
Central Exchange Building,
Worcester. Mass.
grounded jsn the beach. Mr 8mith's Battey, 69.60, F. C. Bannister, 69.68; 80.77; Charles L. Vizard, Charlton, 67.20;
Services will be resumed at the Metho- raincoat was found in the boat and later Elbert C. Bedell, 81.80; L. Clifford
Frank E. Webster, Wellesley, 100.80;
dist church Sunday morning.
in the morning a sack coat that was iden- Bodge, 356.56; John Boulette 65.36; Western Union Telephone and Telegraph
Andrew
A.
Brigham,
51.80;
Sarah
M.
tified
as
one
belonging
to
the
captain
The regular meeting of the V. I. S. will
Co., 204; Worcester County Gas Co. of
Converse, Boston;, 216; heirs of S. aWest, Portbe held in banquet hall, Tuesday after- was found floating on the water, near the Baggott, 70.32; Lucy M.
east shore of the lake, which fact leads 55.20; Henry F. Crosby, 90.80; Ernest chester, N. Y., 67.20; Isaac York, Wornoon at 3.30.
Mrs Mary Matthews of New York City his acquaintances to believe be must have A. Col burn, 59.60; George H. Chapin, cester, 60.
is visiting at the home of Mr and Mrs fallen from the motorboat and was 209.60; Flora C. H. Crawford, 86.40
drowned. Mr Smith lives at the Point Henry E. Cottle, 54.80; Henry J.
Death of George F. Bicknell.
William Mulcahy, Howard street.
of Pines house with his sister Mrs Elbert Clarke, 80; Henry V. Crosby, 244.40;
Mrs W. H. Farrington of Chicago, 111., Bedell, who with her' husband owns and Harry Lucius Chase, 165.20; Julia DonGeorge F. Bicknell of West Newton
is spending a few weeks at the home of manages the Point of Pines.
ahue, 67.20; Martin J. Donahue, 62; died at 5 o'clock, Monday morning, at
her sister. Miss H. Elizabeth Stone.
Mr Smith has followed the sea for years Edward F. Delaney, 140; Albert F. the home of Robert G. Livermore on
Arrangements have been made to have and only comes to the Point in the sum Douty, 97.65; heirs of George 8. Duell, Central street, after an illness of only four
He was in his
Quaboag Spring water for sale in carboys mer. He is known as an expert swim 105.60; Milo DrScerg-T^eO; A. Howard hours of heart failure.
at the Brookfield Inn and at D. A. mer, and on a numbei of occasions has Drake, 121.68; John c\ Duncanson, usual health when he retired Sunday
Eaton's store.
*2
swam across the lake, but campers point 62.; Clara ?/ Estey, 199.81s Lucius E, night and was taken suddenly ill about
Mr and Mrs Irwin Zebuff and son of out that if he had fallen from the boat Estey, 62; Sadie M. Eaton, 55.20; 1 o'clock. Dr. Mary H. Sherman was
New York City were the week-end guests shortly after he Was last seen, it would Gerturde L. Eley, 140.16; Foster-Moul- summoned but he failed to rally. Owing
of Mr and Mrs John S. Zimmerman at have been possible for him to swim tonshoe company, 216; heirs of J. M. to the fact that he had not been attended
around for hours without going toward Gibson, 57.80; J. Victor Guerin, 54.80; previously by a physician, it was necesQuaboag lake.
the shore as the night was so dark that Alfred Gaudette,*- 51.20; Charles T. sary to summon medical examiner, Dr,
Mrs Charles L. Sanford, Main street,
it would have been impossible to see a Gurni, 93.92; G.Clinton Hazen, 96.69; Charles A. DeLand of Warren, who
and her daughter, Mrs John 0. Stannard
viewed the body at 8.30 o'clock, Monday
of Springfield are spending the week at foot ahead. For two hours a thunder- David N. Hunter, 147.73; Martha
storm raged over that section and it Hyde, 134.40; heirs of Lucius Hen- morning, and declared death due to heart
their old home in Manchester, Vt.
would have been almost impossible for shaw, 85.09; Alonzo Howe, -99.82; failure. He was 69 years, 3 months and
Miss Nora V. Hannigau succeeds Miss anyone to have heard calls for help. Lewis Rowland, 121.89; Henry A. Har- 24 days old. His home was in Newton
Louise Mulcahy as clerk at the Burgess Many of the campers were in Brookfield per, 53.60; heirs of Jane Haven, 120; Center but since July 31 he and his wife
Closing Prices on Suits
newsroom. Miss Mulcahy is enjoying a that night and those at the camps were Nina A. Hubbard, 139.32; Samuel G. had lived at the Livermore home, acting
20 Linen and Ratine Suits, stumrihg styles, worth up to $20
$5.00 a two weeks' vacation before resuming all indoors.
overseers of the place while the LiverOn Wednesday Captain Harwood. 107.36; Nathaniel Charles
30 All Wool Suits, in fineetyles and materials, worth $25
,$5.00 her duties as teacher of the Potopoag Jack's brother, Archie Smith,, arrived Harwood, 88.40; Ideal Coated Paper more family were at their summer cottage
from New York and took charge of the Company, 960; Caroline S. Irwin, 67.20; on Lake Quacumquasit. Mr and Mrs
15 Linen, Crepe and Ratine Suits, worth up to $25
$7.50 district.
David Hootin of Maiden on Monday search for recovery of his brother, but Harry G. Ives, 54.45; Eliza Johnson, 60; Bicknell had arranged to move into the
35 Silk and Cloth Suits handsome styles, worth up to $30
$7.50
Mary E. Johnson, 210.72, Wallace S. Dwight G. Tucker house, River street, on
swam the length of Lake Quaboag from a all efforts have been unsuccessful.
Mr Smith's parents live in Podunk dis- Jenkins, 90.69; Mary Kelly, 84; Henry Mr Livermore's return from camp. Mr
point near the "Three Bridges" to the
Closing Prices on Coats
L. King, 66.56; Millie E. Keith, 178-21; Bicknell was born in Boston, the son of
mouth of the river, a distance of 1 1-4 trict. He is about 45 years old.
25 Pure Linen Coats, worth up to $7.50..... mJ
J52.98 miles. He* is with a party of friends at
The failure to find the body has affect- Claude H. Laflin; 87.86; Harry R. John-G. and Elizabeth (Orrell) Bicknell.
ed the members of the summer colony, Lamb, 130.40; Robert G. Livermore, He enlisted in Co. A. 38th Massachusetts
25 Handsome Wool Coats, wotth up to $20.00^
$5.00 the Howe cottage.
75 Coats in Silk and Cloth, fine styles, worth up to $30
.... $7.50
Miss Josephine Holcomb of Worcester and very few fathers enter the water for 196.40; Edward Lavigne, 61.17; Isai Les- Volunteers and served three years with
sard, 87.56, Merrill A. Love, 53.73; Rob- his regiment in the Civil war. He was a
40 Coats of finest materials, worth up to $45,00
$15.00 is visiting her parents, Mr and Mrs Os- fear of coming on the dead body.
The lake has been dragged from the ert G. Livermore and Walter B. Mellen, member of the John A. Logan Grand
car
Holcomb,
Howard
street.
Mies
Holj 20 Fancy Silk Coats and Wraps, worth up to $60
$19.75
comb has a position in the office of the Point to Russell's grove but very little executors, 79.20; Abbie F. Means, Army post of Cambridge. He was marNorton Grinding Company at Worcester has been accomplished as the water is 1245.60; William W. McLauren, 66.80; ried in Boston in 1872, to Mies Mary WilClosing Prices on Dresses
more than 80 feet deep in places. It is heirs of Susan Mathewson, 120; Roger son, who survives him with one daughter,
and is having a three weeks' vacation.
75 Muslin, Voile and Chambray Dresses, worth up to $7.50
$1.98 The V. I. S. reports that the net pro- said that because the water of the lake is Mulcahy, 86; John L. Mulcahy, 157.41; Miss Bertha 0. Bicknell of Ipswich. He
110 Dresses in pure linen, crepes, and fancy materials
$5.00 ceeds from the play, "Little Mother," so cold it would be weeks before the Eliza J. Mulcahy, 100.80; William Mul- was an expert cabinet maker and upbody came to the surface.
,
cahy, 189.20; Alice N. May, 60; Rev holsterer and came to Brookfield 5 years
40 Summer Dresses in finest styles, worth up to $17.50
$7.56 which was presented in town ball, Aug.
Michael J. Murphy, 110; Charles F. ago to work for Flanders and Waterman,
30 White Voile, Crepe and Net Dresses, worth up to $25
$10.00 20, by Mrs Louise Galloway Bassett and
Mullett, 157,75; Alice M, McKenzie, Mill street. When the business disconAnnual
Re-union
of
David
Prouty
her company, were 9136.26. Total re74/40; Mann and Stevens Woolen com tinued Mr Bicknell went to the Livermore
High
School,
Class
of
1902.
ceipts were 8148.55, and expenses "12.30.
Closing Prices on Skirts
pany, 678; James Mahan, 187.65 Le- furniture store and three years ago he
75 White Bedford Cord Skirts, worth up to $1.50
59c The Quaboag Valley social club will The 12th annual reunion of the class of ander Morse, 102.69; William B. Mun- moved to Newton Centre. The funeral
dell, 50.86; Perley McDonald, 60.32; Ar- was held Wednesday afternoon with ser40 All Wool Skirts; black and colors, worth up to $7.50
$1.98 have a dance in the town hall, West 1902 of the David Prouty high school of thur
W. Mitchell, 99.45; Lucy P. Mellen, vice" at the Livermore home at 2.30'
Brookfield, Saturday evening, Aug. 29. Spencer was held Saturday at the Storrs
35 Wash Skirts, fine quality, white and colors,
$2.98 Dancing from 8 to 11.45, to music by cottage,
on the east shore of Lake Qua- 136.80; Walter B. Mellen, 130.05; Nor- o'clock. Rev. Sherman Goodwin, pastor
I 56 Silk and Cloth Skirts, handsome models worth up to $12.50.. $5.00 Plant's singing orchestra of Spencer. boag. Mrs Herbert Fiske, of Spencer, man C. McGregor, 50.96; Ella Mitchell, of the Congregational church, officiating.
I 95 Silk Petticoats, fine quality and style, worth up to $6.00
$1.98 There will be cars to Warren, Spencer whose family is stopping at the cottage, 61.20; Lawrence T. Newhall, 124.40; Burial was in Brookfield cemetery. Unand Ware after the dance.
was hostess. The members of the class Charlotte A. Newcombe, 118.80; George dertaker Robert G. Livermore was in
charge.
Closing Prices on Waists
The Brookfield A. A. base ball team made the trip to the cottage in motor A. Neisb, 83.60; Willard Norcross, 88.97;
boats from Donahue's wharf. At noon a August Nelson, 50.92? New England
was
defeated
by
South
Barre,
4
to
3,
at
1110 Muslin, Voile and Crepe White Waists, worth up to $2
69c
Miss Marion A. Warren, librarian at
the latter town last Saturday. Foster basket lunch was served under the trees Brick Yards company, 199.68; Edward
1225 White and Colored Summer Waists, worth up to $3
gsc
pitched good ball for the local boys, but and a general good time enjoyed. The B. Phetteplace, 254; George R. Peters, the Merrick public library, announces
150 White Waists, copies of French models, worth up to $4
$1.5(j the breaks were against him. The trip arrangements Were in charge of Mrs Her- 94.88; George A. Putney, 58.40; Edward that a large map of the war territory in
60 Sweaters of very fine quality, worth np to $5
$1 98 to South Barre was made in the autos of bert E. Fiske, Mrs Wesley Green and T. Pike, 78.93; A. J. and C. A. Palmer, Europe is now displayed in the reading
60 Chiffon Waists, assorted colors, worth up to $7.50
$1 98 George Woodard and Arthur Delmonte. Leslie M. Burrage of the Pennsylvania 75.97; Quaboag Manufacturing company, room at the library. Also a collection of
State college. At two o'clock there was 832.20; SumnerH. Reed, 140.40; Felix books on the various countries now at
250 Silk Waists and Summer Waists, worth up to $10
"*2.98
Mr and Mrs Alpheus Wright of Southa short business meeting at which thej Rose, 90.80; Henry T. Randall, 58.60; war, as well as books on the Francobridge, have been the guests this week of
List of
class prophecy was read by Leslie M Clara Reed, 60; Charles A. Rice, 116; Prussian war of 1870 and 1871.
Mr Wright's parents, Mr and Mrs Geo.
Burrage. The prophecy was written by Henry Richardson, 118.52; George E. books concerning the war:—The MartyrWright, Mr Wright has recovered from
Mrs Martha (Kane) Sealer and was de- Remsen, 72.09; Henry E. Rice, 53.60; dom of an Empress, a book about Ausinjuries sustained last winter in an accilivered by her at the graduation exercises heirs of Charles F. Rice, 118.80; Ortho- tris; Austro-Hungarian life in country
dent at a portable saw-mill, in Holland,
in 1902. This committee was appointed dox society, 55.20; Unitarian society, 60; by F. Palmer; Stoddard's lectures on
when his right leg was so badly cut, that
to arrange for the re-union next year. Lucy Sherman, 52.80; Mary H. Sher- Belgium; Austria, by Whitman; Russia
amputation was necessary.
Jhe class is the largest that ever gradua- man, 84; Emma J. Sherman, 50.40; and the Russians, by E. Noble; Russia,
All the schools will open Tuesday, Sept. ted from David Prouty high school, and Mary H. Shumway, 103.20; Charles her strength and her weakness, W. von
8, and the Board of Health announces a good percentage of the members was L. Sanford, 54.80; Charles A. Sweet, Schierbrand; Men around the Kaiser, F.
that all children must be vaccinated be- present. The members of the class are: 80.61; Emma S. gincerbeau, 92.40; Wiles; Germany and the Germane, P.
fore being allowed to attend school. The Mrs Ralph Gale, Webeter; Mrs Arthur Emerson H. Stoddard, 133.16; George Collier; War correspondence of the Lonexception to this rule is when a child -i^as Murdock, St. Louis; Mrs Ralph Haskell, L. Twichell, 162.56; heirs of Eveline don Daily News on the war between
a certificate from the family physician Brook line; Mrs Percy Choate, Worces- Tyler, 64.80; Otis Travis,
53.60; France and Prussia in 1871; Franco-Gerstating that it is not in physicial con- ter; Miss Blanche Wakefield, Springfield; JamesTurner,57.20;Emmons W. Twich- man war of 1870-1871, by H. R. B. von
dition to withstand vaccination.
Miss Teresa Hines, Newark, N. J;; Ar- ell, 172.40; Dwight G. Tucker, 87.20; Moltke, Fiction on the subject, Maids
William Mitchell, Over-the-River dis- thur H. Leavitt, Constantinople; Leslie Warren E. Tarbell and Augusta H. iTar- of Paradise, R. W. Chambers; Countess
trict reports that potato thieves haye E. Hutch ins, Fisherville; Leslie M. Bur- bell, 151.20; Augusta H. Tarbell, 21#t60; horeley, Menger; Dross, Merriam; Garhave been active in that section. Mr rage, Penn. Stateeollege; Mrs Etta Night- Horace J. Terry, 80.24; Charles F. den of Swords, Pemberton; American in
SJitcbell is caretaker iof the W. E. Brown- ingale, Boston; Harry Christian, Cleve- Thompson, 62.13; Warren R. /Upham, Paris, E. Sairdge.
ing place while the owner, who is a vaud- land ; Stephen D. Hadley, Rochester, N. 70.16; Charles L. Underwood, 131; heirs
When Edward R. Burgees and Ernest
eville actor, is on a southern tour. Mr Y.; Mrs Martha Sdaler, Edmonton. Can- of William J. Vizard, 129.60; heirs of
Colburn went to their cottage, "Tussle"
Mitchell discovered that potatoes were ada; Mrs Wesley Green, Mrs Herbert E. Luella R. Vizard, 67.20; Vim, incorpotaken from 200 hills and the vines placed Fiske, l^rs Lawrence Putnam, Miss Ella rated, 101.16; Mary Wakefield, 67.20s at Lake Quaboag, Saturday afthernoon,
O'DonneM, Miss Katherine Wall, Mrs Justin D. Ward, 53.80; Mary L. Wilkins, they found that die place had been struck
back again.
J.88; W„ B. & S. street railway com by lightning Thursday night or Friday.
Harlan Hemenway, Mrs Henry Caron,
Howard A. Baggott was thrown from
Arthur Courtermanche, Emory Berth- pany, 847.20; heirs of Henry L. Wheel- The bolt struck a tree beside the camp,
a motoreycle at Depot square, in front of
ran down the tree and along a root in uniaume, Frederick B. Traill, Misses Flor- ock, 93.60; John S. Zimmerman, 110.
the Harry R. Lamb grocery store, WedOut of town people paying more than der the cottage and came through. The
ence Ames and Elsie Leckner, James
nesday afternoon, when the machine
Sloane, Joseph Aegis, John McCoy, all of f50 taxes are:—Boston and Albany rail- owners had not been at the cottage since
which he was operating slewed in the
Spencer, and Rev. Leo T. Goddard of road, 483.60; Alice E. Burt, West Som- Thursday afternoon.
sahd at the side'of the road. Mr Baggott
Brookfield.
erville, 60; Ida Chase Baker, Concord,
had turned to the left to pass a team and
120; Donald Cook, Swampscott, 58.80;
Uncle Eben Again,
when he sounded his horn theJriver also
Canton Co-operative Bank, Canton,
"De worst thing about a mean man."
Black Man In the World.
turned to the left, and to avoid a collison
56.40; Eli M, Converse, West Brookfield, said Uncle Eben, "Is dat he tempts so
Africa Is the second largest contiMr Baggott was forced to steer the ma52.80; Central Massachusetts Electric Co., many naturally good people to try to
chine into the ditch. He received a num- nent In the world. There are perhapa Palmer, 192; Connecticut River Trans- beat him at his own game."
ber of bruises about the face and left 150,000,000 people, of whom, whileiBO,- mission Co. of Boston, 72; Walter Eaton,
000,000 are Mohammedans, not over 1,side. The left pedal of the motorcycle
000,000 are Christians. Every tenth Cambridge, 56,40; Lewis E. Fiengold,
GASOLINE ENGINE FOR BALE.
I was broken off, a number of spokes An man In the United. States is a black
Worcester, 124.80; Edward B. Hale,
Fairbnaka gasoline
the front weeel bent and the seat springs man. Every seventh^ man la the Jamaica Plains, 72; E. D. Humphrey, EIGfrf-HOR88-F»WBB
engine for sale cheap if taken at once.
broken.
PisECHopr QBSEXHOUBSB.
world Is a black mam—
Dedhain, 60; William E.nHobbs heirs,
j
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No School Can
Help You

RICHARD HEALY CO.

THE GREATEST YALUES
WE HAVE EVER OFFERED IN

Spring and Summer Dresses, Suits,
Coats, Skirts and Waists

Girls' Cloths atlFina. Markdowns.

Richard Healy Go.

Fin Floors, 512 Main Street, Worcester, Mass.

|We will pay you $1 for your old Flat Iron
of any make or in any condition, if you
will purchase one of our guaranteed

$3.50 GAS IRONS
Cost of operating warranted less than
one (i) cent per hour.
This offer is
for a Limited Time Only.
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SYNOPSIS.
Enoch Wentworth, newspaper man, and
Andrew Merry, actor, after the guests at
a poker party depart, play a last hand,
the stakes to be absolute control of the
future of the loser. Wentworth wins and
they decide to keep the matter secret
Dorcas, Enoch's sister, becomes Interested In Merry. Knowing of his shortcomings from her brother she tries to
arouse the actor's ambition. He outlines
the plot of a play he has had In mind
and the girl urges him to go to work
on It. When he completes the play and
reads It to Wentworth the latter demands It as the forfeit of the bond won
In the poker game. Wentworth Interests
Oswald In the play* and preparations for
Staging it are begun. Dorcas suspects
her brother of having stolen the play
from his friend. Merry, who was to
have played the leading part, disappears.

CHAPTER VII—Continued.
Before the middle of October all the
parts were in rehearsal except two.
An Englishwoman, Zilla Paget, was
crossing the Atlantic to play "Mrs. Bsterbrook." Oswald refused obstinately
to give "Cordelia" to any actress that
Wentworth suggested.
"We must close with somebody
mighty quick," said Enoch, when Oswald had turned down Katherine
Dean.
"Miss Dean Is not even to be
thought of," answered the Englishman
decisively.
"She's beautiful, but
Where's her feeling, her Intelligence?
I sat watching her face—the light fell
strong upon her while you talked.
There's absolutely nothing to her but

•»
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had admired for beauty. Intellectual or
heart qualities there had been Imperfections which were temperamentally
feminine. Dorcas was different. Sometimes he fancied it might be caused
by her seclusion from the world during girlhood. Then he remembered a
few of her girl friends he had met.
In each of them he had seen some
petty deceit or frivolity which, manlike, he accounted a typical feminine
vice. Dorcas was different In heart
and Intellect She resembled stalwart
men he had known.
He sat with his eyes fixed on an
ocean steamer moving majestically up
the harbor. When her whistle shrieked
in response to a salute, Wentworth
rose with a start and glanced sharply
about him. He felt that some one was
watching him.
His eyes met the
gaze of his suiter. She eat on a nearby
bench staring at him, a newspaper In
her lap and her hands clasped listnessly over It
"Why, Dorry! How long have you
been here? Did you call me?"
"I did not speak to you," she answered' quietly. "When I laid down
my paper a minute ago you sat there."
He did not offer to take a place beside her, though she moved to make

beaut*"
"She can act," Insisted Wentworth.
"I've seen her act. It isn't, acting
we want in 'Cordelia.' The woman
who plays 'Cordelia' must have feeling, tender, compassionate understanding, dignity, with a young face—not a
face Into which youth la painted."
" 'Cordelia' must have beauty."
"We may get both. I am not searching for 'Cordelia' among the stars; I
have hopes of finding her among the
unknowns."
"That's a risky proposition," said
Wentworth Impatiently. " 'Cordelia'
Is a big part. Why, It's almost leading
business—it ought to be In rehearsal
now."
"Wait a few days," suggested Oswald. "Now, tell me, when is Merry
to show up? He should have been
here a week ago. Can't you wire him
today?"
"Ill do it right away." Wentworth
tossed his hat on his head and left
the office. He drew a long breath,
when he stepped out on the sidewalk,
and looked anxiously up and down
Broadway as if hoping to see Merry
approach with his nonchalant stride.
He paused for a moment to light a
cigar, then started at a brisk gait
down the street. He was accosted
here and there by a friend. Each one
Offered congratulations. He was in no
mood for that sort of thing. A block
further ahead he saw Phillips of the
Herald In the moving throng. There
Would be no escaping him.
He
lumped on a downtown car, and a few
minutes later he was at the Battery.
He stepped off and crossed the square.
The tide was coming in and a stiff
breeze blew off the ocean.
He seated himself on a bench and
tvatched the spray dash over the pier.
Throngs came and went, but Enoch
kid not see them. His mind was centered desperately upon one anxiety:
Merry must be found. He had felt
to certain that the actor might appear
at any moment that be had allowed
Oswald to think he knew where he
Was. He reported him half-sick, trying to recuperate, and hating the
worry of a lawsuit with an agry manager, which Oswald was trying to
settle out of court He assured him
that the comedian was letter perfect
In his part; all he needed was to appear at late rehearsals. The strain,
however, was telling on Wentworth.
He bad grown nervous and Irritable.
Oswald saw traces of It, but laid it to
anxiety over the preparations for his
play.
Dorcas realized the change In her
brother and felt it keenly. She contrasted the care-free, generous, gay
fcnoch as he had been a month ago,
Srlth the man who had aged suddenly,
who was growing morose, fretful, unrommunlcatlve, and impatient over
(rifles. Day after day she saw less
rif him. His plea was hard work, so
the girl was left to her own devices.
Bbe had few friends in the city. She
spent the fall days in long, solitary
walks, and her mind dwelt constantly
Dn Merry. Her brother scarcely mentioned the play to her. She read news
of It in the papers. Through them
came the information that Enoch had
relinquished Journalism and was working on the production of a new play
by a new author. She drew a long
breath of relief over that announcement. She felt sure Enoch would do
full justice to Merry when the time
arrived. She was too proud to ask
questions. Her brother had always
taken her completely into his confidence; she waff certain be would do so
again whec the toil and worry were
over.
• Wentworth watched her closely. He
realized how she felt his reticence and
change of feeling; her every glance
told It. He wondered frequently what
Sie thoughts were that she did not
at Into words. In every woman he

"I dont know. I can't decide what
to do. I would say "yes' if I could talk
It over with Andrew Merry."
"I have told you point-blank you are
not to go on the stage."
"You know how I feel about It*
DorcaB spoke quietly. "You remember, I told you it was the only work
I ever cared to do."
"When did Oswald suggest this?"
"Several weeks ago. He has talked
with me about It more than once."
"He might have taken me Into bis
confidence," snarled Wentworth.
"He knew how you felt about tt
Besides, Enoch," the girl's voice
trembled, "besides—lately I have not
known whether you eared anything
about my affairs.".
Wentworth did not answer until
they turned into the quieter region of
Waverly place.
"Don't sit In judgment on me,
Dorry," he pleaded. "When the trolley gets swung back on its pole and
things begin to run without constant
switching. 111 return to the old routine. Have a little faith In me. I
have nobody In the world except you."
Dorcas flung away the paper which
she was carrying and tucked one hand
into her brother's arm.
"It's a bargain?" he asked, looking
down at her with a smile.
"It's a bargain," she answered.
"About 'Cordelia,' Dorry, do as you
please.
I cut loose when father
planned my future, and did what I
wanted to. A girl, I suppose, has the
same rights, especially If she's a girl
who can be trusted—Implicitly."
When he unlocked the door, Dorcas
passed In before him. As he shut It
behind him she threw her arms about
his neck and kissed him. Wentworth
held her for a moment in a close, affectionate grasp. On the hall table
lay a note addressed to Dorcas, also
a telegram for Wentworth. He tore
It open and stood for a minute deep In
thought
"Enoch, I have an Invitation here
from Mr. Oswald to see Nazlmova tonight Do you mind if I go?"
"No. Give Oswald a message from
me. I sha'n't have time to sea him
before I leave."
"Leave for where?"
"For Montreal. I put a detective on
Merry's track. He has almost laid
his hand on him. Tell Oswald I will
bring Merry back with me in two days,
at the latest"
"Oh!" cried Dorcae radiantly, "then
everything will be righted!"
"Everything will be righted," repeated her brother.
CHAPTER VIII.

His Eyes Met the Gaze of His Sister.
room for him. Hie face flushed hotly
when his glance fell on the headlines
of a paper that lay In Dorcas' lap.
"Have you seen the story about
yourself In the Times?"
"Of course I have," answered Enoch
impatiently. "It was not my doing.
Oswald insisted on it Every paper Is
clamoring for news. We reproduce
the play the first week of December."
"The paper speaks of you alone.
Merry Isn't given credit for even suggesting the plot His name Is not
mentioned."
Wentworth's brow wrinkled Into an
ugly scowl. "How could he be mentioned?
He can't be found—anywhere."
"Mr. Oswald said yesterday he was
In the Catskllls, ready to come on
at a moment's notice."
"I wish to God he were!" cried
Wentworth desperately.
"Why don't you tell Mr. Oswald the
truth?"
"Dorcas, you're a child. Ton don't
understand that I am up against a
harder proposition than I can meet"
"It seems to me, Enoch," said the
girl slowly, "If you had not—"
She did not finish the sentence. She
had turned her eyes away from her
brother and stared at the multitude
of craft in the bay, jostling each
other as vehicles do on Broadway.
"Had not what?" he Insisted.
She met his eyes calmly pnd they
wavered before her own. "I mean if
you had not made a false start—If you
had gone Into this honestly—everything would have come out happily."
Wentworth did not answer.
"I can't feel, Enoch, that Merry has
had fair play."
The man stamped his foot impatiently.
"Help me to find him, then. Things
will straighten out If he puts in an
appearance. Come, let us walk home.
It's too chilly for you to eit here."
Dorcas rose and folded the paper
which lay on her lap. She kept, ap
with her brother's long strides through
the crowd that thronged Broadway.
After a few minutes' silence he asked
suddenly: "How did you happen to
see Mr. Oswald yesterday?"
"He called at the house."
"Abodt what?"
"On business. He has asked me to
play 'Cordelia.'"
"It might have occurred to htm to
consult me!"
Wentworth stopped for a second.
Dorcas was not looking at him—her
eyes were turned straight ahead on
the bustling street
"Why didn't be speak to me first?"
he persisted.

The Bread Line.
"Miss Wentworth, what does 'Hilda
tn 'The Master Builder" mean to you?"
asked Grant Oswald during the first
lull, of quiet they met after leaving
the theater. Their cab had been held
up In a Broadway blockade and the
street became suddenly still, "She
means something. Ibsen, first last
and all the time, deals In parables. Six
people whom I know, intelligent
people, have six different interpretations of 'Hilda.' I am curious to
know what she stands for to you."
Dorcas turned her candid gray eyes
to his,
"I see only one thing—conscience.
She appears when the 'Master Builder,' by one cruel, unjust selfish action,
Is bound to go down to the depths.
Nothing can save htm but his conscience. 'Hilda' Is his conscience, of
course."
"That le my interpretation exactly.
It is a wonderful play!"
"It is a wonderful play." She pointed to a crowd on the sidewalk. "What
is that string of men?" she asked.
Their cab had been moving step by
step for halt a block. Again it came
to a standstill.
"It's the bread line. Had you never
seen It before?"
"No. Who are the men?"
"God knows!" answered the Englishman, with a thrill of compassion
In his voice. "They are a lot of halffrozen, starving, human wreckage,
who have been waiting there for an
hour to get a loaf of bread."
Dorcas lowered the carriage window and gazed out Oswald watched
her. The girl's face mirrored her feelings so keenly he could feel what was
passing in her mind. Her lips quivered and tears hung on her lashes.
She could not trust herself to speak.
"I shall never forget how that pitiful
line appealed to me the first time I
saw If the man continued, "although
I had known the poor of London since
boyhood. This homeless, famished,
orderly column, growing and growing
as one man after another comes creeping from his burrow to hold a place,
was too much for me. I stood watching it from that corner," he pointed
across the street, "night after night I
used to try to help. In a few cases I
did manage to put a man on his feet
The task was generally hopeless, except that I could satisfy the hunger
of the moment During hard winters
In New York I have seen the line
grow till there were hundreds In it
Sometimes It goes down Tenth street
and around the corner."
Dorcas turned to look at him. Tears
stood In her eyes and her lips quivered.
"I understand," he went on. "You
are wondering why we, well clothed,
fed and sheltered from the wind, are
here, and they are—there. I do not
know. It is a problem as old as the
world Itself. All we can do is to help
Individually, man to man."
Dorcas' gaze went back to the bread
line. Oswald sat in thoughtful silence.
"Don't think me sacrilegious, Mr.
Oswald," she confessed, "but when I
see such misery it makes me wonder
tt the Eternal himself has a conscience." She sat watching the 11ns
of patient pallid man. Stragglers
crept up to join tt tram every direc-

tion. "I simply cannot imagine a God
who—Mr. Oswald I" Bbe grasped his
arm with a hall-stifled scream and laid
bar trembling band upon his.
"What Is it I" asked her companion,
rising. "What frightened you. Miss
Wentworth?" He stared past her out
Into the street The block of vehicles
had begun to move. They were again
driving slowly down Broadway.
"Nothing," she answered quickly,
"nothing but a chance resemblance.
I thought I—saw some .one whom I
once knew. It must have been a mistake."
The Englishman glanced at her curiously. She began to chat about the
play and other things. She was trying to forget whatever had startled
her. She said "Good-by" at the door
of her home. Oswald realised that
she was eager to nave him go. As he
drove away he tried to recall anything
which could have happened. A woman of her poise would not be disturbed
by a trifle.
Dorcas shut the street door and ran
upstairs to her brother's study, where
the 'phone stood. She searched distractedly through the directory for the
address of a livery from which occasionally she called a cab. The name
had escaped her. She stood for a moment trying In vain to recall It then
she rang the bell. Her wait seemed
endless before the old servant appeared.
"Jason," she cried impatiently, "who
Is Mr. Wentworth's livery man?"
"Costello, missy."
"Stay here a minute," she said as
she paused for central's answer. Then
she stooped to the 'phone.
"Send a cab, please, to 16 Waverly
place. Immediately."
She turned again to the old servant
"Jason," she asked, "you have waited on Mr. Merry when Enoch brought
him here—sick—haven't your'
" 'Deed I has, missy. Marry's de
time Marse Enoch en I's done all sorts
ob waltln' on him, when he's done
been sick, puttectly missuble, missy.
Yo'-all dont know how missuble."
"Can you help tonight? I may bring
Mr. Merry back with me—miserable."
" 'Deed I can," cried the old man,
with eager sympathy. "Jof des leeb
him to me. Lawdy! I t'ink es much
ob Marse Andrew mos* as I do ob
yo'-all. He's been mighty good to me."
"Thank you," said Dorcas gratefully.
"I am not sure whether he will come,
but in case he does, be ready for him.
He may want a hot bath and supper.
Have a cheerful fire; It is bitterly cold
outdoors."
She turned and ran downstairs
when she heard the rattle of wheels
on the street below.
"Don' yo' want me to go wld yo',
missy?" suggested Jason. "Hit's powerfu' late fo" a lady to be goln' roun"
New York alone."
"No; I would rather have you here
watting for our return."
"Tenth and Broadway," she directed,
as the cabman shut the door. He
pulled up at her signal opposite the
bakery. The place was closed, the
bread line had dispersed, and the
quiet gray of early morning had begun to creep over the street Occasionally a cab dashed past or a trolley
went on its clamorous way, but there
were few stragglers to be seen. Here
and there a man on foot walked
briskly, as if a shelter waited him
somewhere. On the sidewalk stood a
tall policeman. Dorcas studied his

"What Frightened You, Miss Went. ^
worth f"
face for a moment then she beckoned
him. He came Instantly to the cab
window.
"Is this your beat every night?"
"Every night this week," said the
man in blue.
"The men In the bread line have
dispersed. Do you know where they
go?"
"Where they go, lady?" The policeman smiled. "I couldn't tell you no
more where they go than If they were
rabbits scurrying to their holes."
Dorcas shivered. "Are they absolutely homeless—on such a night as
this?"
"A good share of them are." The
man spoke with little interest The
misery In the streets of New York' was
an old story to him,
"Do the same men come to the lias
night after night?"
"A man has to be mighty hungry
when he stands an hour or two waiting for a hunk of bread. If his luck
turns be drops out Still, I've seen
the lame faces than svery night for a

month. Are you a settlement lady?"
be asked respectfully.
"No," The girl's face flushed. "I
thought tonight when we were passing
that I saw some one In the bread Has
I knew, somebody we can't find."
"That happens many a time."
"Do you think," Dorcas asked eav
gerly, "there would be any chance of
his being here tomorrow night?"
"The likeliest chance In the world.
If a man's wolfish with hunger—and
you'd think some of them were wolfish
the way they eat—there's a heap of
comfort in even a mouthful of bread
and a cup of coffee."
"If I should come tomorrow night—"
"111 give you any help you want"
said the officer kindly, as Dorcas hesitated.
"I dont believe 111 want help. The
only thing is—I wish to do It as quietly as possible. It is altogether a
family affair."
"I understand. You'll find me here."
"Thank you. Good night" **& DoPcas gratefully.
"I didn't bring Mr. Merry tonight
Jason," she said, when the old servant
opened the door for her; "but tomorrow night I think he will come."
The following day seemed to Dorcas the longest she had ever lived
through. The weather was crisp and
cold. She went for a long walk, treading for the first tune a tangle of
streets in the vicinity of the docks. It
was a part of the city which belongs
to the very poor. She searched everywhere for one figure. Poverty, famine,
and hopelessness seemed to create a
family resemblance among men, women, and children. Still—she round
nowhere the man for whom she looked.
When she reached home at noon she
felt tired physically and mentally.
She had spent an almost sleepless
night As she dropped oft in a
drowse she dreamed of finding Merry,
of bringing him back to the world
where he belonged, of setting his face
towards fame, happiness, and an honorable life.
Not a thought of love—the love of
a woman for a man—stirred in her
heart She had forgotten her brother's question. There was something
singularly childlike about Merry. With
his magnetism was blended a strange
dash of childish dependence which a
few men never lose. It had appealed
to the maternal instinct in Dorcas the
first time they met
Prom morning till night she waited
anxiously for news from her brother,
but none came. She realized that he
was on the wrong clue, but he bad
left no address, and Dorcas could
merely wait After her walk she lay
down to rest on the library couch. A
few minutes later she was sleeping
peacefully as a child. When Jason
came in he closed .the shutters noiselessly and covered her with an afghan.
The city .lights were ablaze when she
woke. She waited impatiently tor the
hours to pass. The policeman had
told h|r,lt was of no use to come to
his corner until eleven or utter; It was
past midnight when the bread was dispensed. The clock struck eleven when
a carriage Dorcas had ordered stopped
at the door. Jason hovered anxiously
about her.
"You mus' put on yo' big fur coat
missy, please." He was trying constantly to manage her as he had dons
when she was a little girl.
"Jason, I don't need It; I'm perfectly
warm."
"Yo' do, sure es yo' breathin',
missy," he pleaded anxiously. "Hit's
grown bitter col" fo" November. Yo'-all
'11 freeze ef yo' don'."
"All right" laughed the girt and
she slipped ber arms into the wide
sleeves. "Just to please you, Jasonremember that—not because I'm cold.
Now," she added, "don't get nervous
If it Is an hour or two before I return.
I shall be quite safe. Mr. Merry will
come back with me tonight, I know.
Have everything as cozy and cheerful
as possible. And-Jason—Fve got
my key. I'll ring when I want yon.
Don't bother about opening the door."
The girl's intuition told her that Merry might have fallen to such low estate that It would hurt for ersn the
old servant to see him. The negro
understood.
"I know, missy. 111 do des es yo' say
—but to' de Lawd'ssake do take care
ob yo'se'f. What could I say to Marse
Enoch if anyt'ing happened to missy?"
"Nothing's going to happen, good
old Jason," cried the girl, as she ran
down the steps.
The officer was waiting at the corner. He beckoned the cabman to pull
up where an electric light would not
shine into the carriage, then he
stopped for a minute at the window.
'Til stay near by and keep my ejfe
on you. When you see your party,
signal me. I'll give your cabby the
order, and be can drive around a
block or two and take you up Tenth
street Then slip out and get your—
your—friend that way. There ain't no
chance of him seeing you come up behind, as he would If you crossed the
street"
"Has the bread line begun to gather
yet?" she asked.
"Hardly, ma'am. There's a few
stragglers hangln' round. Them that
come first get the first chance, of
course, only It's a nasty night to wait
outdoors with an empty stomach."
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

What 8he Didn't Understand.
"Here's a curiouB Item. Jeshual" exclaimed Mrs. Lemlngton, spreading
out the BiUeville Mirror In her ample
lap.
"The Nellie E. Williams of
Gloucester reports that she saw two
whales, a cow and a calf, floating off
Cape Cod the day before yesterday."
"Well, ma," replied old Mr. Lemlngton, "what's the matter with thatr*
"Why, It's an right about toe two
whales, Joshua, but what bothers ms
Is how taw cow and calf got way osrt
there."
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PUTTING

UP

FRUITS

DO NOT WAIT FOR THB NATIVi
PRODUCT TO RIPEN.

List of Green Fruit Preserves as Em
tensive as the Rlp»—Fascination
In Trying Out New Rsclpea
for Confections.
The woman who delights In wellfilled shelves of home-made preserves,
pickles and appetizing relishes does
not wait for the native summer fruits
to appear in their fully matured ripeness before beginning operations. The
first contribution to her stores is several dozen each of orange and grapefruit marmalade. This must be made
while the fruit is at Its best and the
prices reasonable. Pieplant should be
used for jam and marmalade while the
stalks are young and tender. Then follows closely green gooseberries, which
many housewives like preserved in
many ways. In fact the list of green
fruit preserves Is almost as extensive
as the ripe, and the woman who loves
to "preserve and jell and jam" finds
It very hard to resist the fascination of
the work, especially when It comes to
trying some new recipe for a confection indorsed by a friend.
Grape Fruit Marmalade.—It Is not
too late to make a little of this deliclous marmalade, though It should be
prepared much earlier. It may be made
without lemons, If you prefer; allowing four pounds of sugar to tour
pounds of the fruit pulp. When combined with lemons, proceed in the following manner: Take half a dozen
ripe, heavy grapefruit wash them and
cut In thin slices. Remove the seeds
and as much of the white skin as possible. Cover with water and stand
over night Cook slowly for two hours,
then add.the sugar and let It simmer
until thick Fill glasses, seal and keep
in a cool place.

For Dandruff

Dandruff is a disorder of
the skin. One of the best
remedies for it is

Glenn's
Sulphur
Soap
a delightful toilet and '

It's
bath soap,—cleansing, healing and purifying.
Sdd by Progs!'

HOT. Han- and Whisker Dra,
black or brown, 50c

TOO FREE WITH HIS COMMENT
Little Incident May Explain Why
AutomoMlists So Often Fall to
Proffer a "Lift"
"I noticed in a paper the othei
day," said the man at the wheel,
"that somebody calls automobilists to
account for not being more willing
to offer pedestrians a lift I gave
a pedestrian—an entire stranger—a
lift the other day and he certainly
did make the most of it. The first
thing he said was: 'Why don't you
use a tire that lasts? They tell me
there's
nothing
like
Poppleton's
Gumelastic. And, say, I see you are
using a Pltnker cyclometer. Friend
of mine says he wouldn't take It for a
gift. He has a Hickenlooper.'
"Blamed it the fellow didn't go on
in that strain all the. way down town.
And what do you mink? When he
got out he said: 'Why don't you get
a good car?"—Cleveland Leader.
Fly Screens.
i
A teacher In the third grade recently
Introduced the word "veil" to the attention of her pupils.
"What does veil mean?" she asked.
There was no response. "Ladles wear
them," she explained. Then a small
boy spoke up.
"Please- teacher," be said, "It is a
black cloth which dose ladies wear over der faces when de files Is biting."
Stand up for your rights If you expect others to take a back seat-

Summer Days
Call for a dainty,
wholesome food—Mich
at

Post
Toasties
with creaitu
There sHtdework, and
much satisfaction in every
package of these crisp
bits of perfectly cooked
and toasted Indian Com.
Appetizing flavour,
substantial nourishment
and convenience of serving are all found in Post
Toasties.

Sold by Grocers

EXACT MEANING OF VARIOUS TERMS USED
IN DESCRIBING PARTS OF EUROPEAN ARMIES

posits In South America which ban
not been developed, but it is not necee
sary even to go so far away as that
We have great stores of manganese
(International News Service.)
batteries, Total, 12,000 men and 48
in this country which have been iargelj
Do you know the difference between guns.
untouched because it Is somewhat in
a
corps,
a
division
and
a
brigade?
Few
ferlor in quality. To bring this homi
Brigade—Two regiments of 3 battalsupply into use means, merely adop do. The terms are not used the same ions each. Total, 8,000 men. in
the
various
armies,
Here
Is
an
entlon.of methods for Its purification
Regiment—Three battalions of 4
which are known and can be success lightening table:
companies each. Total, 3,000 men.
GERMANY.
fully used, and then we can continue
Battalion—Four companies of 250
Army, corps—Its staff, 2 divisions men each. Total, 1,000 men.
making manganese steel without re
gard to foreign wars or sources of ma of lnfntry, 2 regiments of field artilCavalry division—Two and someThere are other Internationa lery, 3 squadrons ot cavalry, a com- times three brigades; 8,200—4,800
Secretary Lane Says United ferial
contributions, though, in the steel in pany of pioneers, a bridge train, field men.
dustry. We have depended largel] bakeries, telegraph troops, field hospiBrigade of cavalry—Two regiments
States Is Independent of
upon the island of Ceylon tor th< tal, etc, one or two batteries of heavy of 8 squadrons, with 2 batteries of arthe World.
field
howitzers
or
mortars
and
a
magraphite used in the manufacture oi
tillery.
the crucibles in which crucible stea' chine-gun group. Total, 40,000 men.
Regiment of cavalry—Four squadInfantry division—Two brigades. To- rons; 800 men.
for edge tools and small firearms li
RESOURCES ARE NEGLECTED made. Or to take another metal tal, 1X000 men.
Squadron of cavalry—Two hundred
Brigade—Two regiments.
Total, men.
European smelters, using in part Chi
nese and Mexican ores, have In lati (,000 men.
Battery of artillery—Six guns.
♦taw Materials for Fertilizers and Steel years furnished much of the world'i
Regiment — Three battalions of 4
GREAT BRITAIN.
and Other Industries, Hitherto Ima ice as
supply of antimony, which is used is companies each. Total, 8,000 men.
m thiab
Brigade of Infantry—Four battalions
ported, Are to Be Found WithBattalion—Four companies of 260
the manufacture of type metal, ant
BlC,CI-C«k,
and administrative and medical units.
in Our Own Borders.
also medicinally. War hap paralyze* men each. Total, 1,000 men.
Regiment of field artillery—Nine bat- Total, 4,000 men.
the production of antimony In England
Cavalry brigade—Two regiments of
Slight Difference.
WITH TRAGEDY IN HIS MIND
Washington.—"A direct benefit to (at Newcastle), and prices have goni teries of field guns and 3 ot field how- 4 squadrons each. Total, 800 men.
"So your maid had pre-empted the
the United States from the European up. Antimony, however, la easily es itzers; 72 pieces.
Brigade
of
artillery—Three
batteries,
Battery—Six guns.
war will be Its effect In making the traded from many low grade orei
Husband Dashed Home In Response sherry bottle, had she?"
"No, pre-emptled."
Brigade of cavalry—Two and occa- 18 guns; heavy artillery, 12 guns; field
people of this country realize to a which we hare in great quantities Is
to Telephone Call to Find His
howitzers,
2
batteries;
horse
artillery,
greater extent the value of Its mineral at least seven states, and there is n< sionally three regiments. Total, 1,800 2 batteries.
Worst Fears Were Groundless.
Many a man who thinks he knows it
resources," said Franklin K. Lane, sec- reason why we should not make thli to 2,400 men.
Battery—Six guns.
Regiment, of cavalry—Four squadretary of the' Interior, in an Interview. extraction and be independent of othei
Smlthson said a thunderstorm al- all don't even know why a hen lays
Division—Fifty-four
field
guns,
12
an
egg instead of standing it on end.
"It Is entirely possible to so utilise countries both as to supply and prices rons of 200 men each. Total, 800 men. howitzers and 4 heavy field guns; ways reminded him of this absurd InFRANCE.
these resources and expand our indus- Similar conditions bold in the case ol
cident
in
his
early
married
life.
He
Army corps—Two infantry divisions, 15,000 combatants.
tries that the label 'Made in America' arsenic.
said it happened when their first baby
RUSSIA.
"A large tonnage of terromanganesi 1 brigade of cavalry, 1 brigade of
will become familiar in our own and
was only two months old, so he might
alloys
comes
from
Germany
and
Eng
horse
and
foot
artillery,
1
engineers'
Battalion
ot
infantry—Eight
hundred
foreign markets.
be pardoned if his solicitude exceedland.
It
Is
only
In
the
last
ten
yeari
battalion,
1
squadron
of
train.
Total,
men.
"Of an importance second only to
ed his sober judgment. He was at
Squadron of cavalry—One hundred his office one afternoon when a terthat of the food supply is the supply that we have freed ourselves from 40,000 men.
Infantry division—Two brigades of- and twenty-five men.
of mineral products necessary to'meet Sicily's monopolistic control of the
rific j thunderstorm
broke
which
Battery of artillery—Eight guns.
the requirements of twentieth century sulphur supply. Flint pebbles are com Infantry, 1 squadron of cavalry, 12
crashed enough to frighten anyone,
civilization. One of the first effects of mon and the supply large enough ii
BO when the 'phone rang and his
the war has been to make us realize the United States, but for such an ap
wife's
voice
tremulously asked:
parently
unimportant
product
as
this
the Interdependence of nations in the
"George, dear, can you come home
used
In
the
fine
grinding
of
cemenl
matter of food supply. Most of the
right away?" he said, "yes," quickly,
countries now at war are dependent and ores, we have been depending upoi
nor paused to question, but frantic
the
chalk
cliffs
of
England,
Denmark
upon importation of foodstuffs, and we
with misgivings, grabbed his hat and
have cause for self-congratulation in and France. Ores and mineral freighl
almost ran through town to his home.
the United States that we are able to depend almost wholly upon the trami French Soldier Describes Warm Officer Describes Bravery of GerArriving all breathless, he found his
feed ourselves. What we possibly have steamer, a carrier of foreign parent
wife awaiting him on the porch, her
Action on Border.
mans Before Liege.
not so fully realized is that we are age. Now the tramp steamer has taken
face the very picture of distress.
nearly as Independent In the posses- to cover, and all kinds of ocean
Rushing up to her he said anxioussion of essential mineral resources, freight, especially low grade freight Bayonet Charge That Drove Back Ger- Invaders,
Undaunted
by
Fearful ly: "Why, darling, what's the matwill
be
held
up
and
Its
-carriage
at
and that the interference with manuter?"
mans st Col du Bonhomme—KaiSlaughter, Used the Heaps of
facturing, caused by interruption of most entirely suspended during th«
Much to his surprise came this reser's Shells Did Not Seem
Their Dead snd Wounded Comwar."
the flow of Importations of many necply:
"Oh, George, dear, we hare
to Explode.
rades as a Barricade.
Interruption for Industries.
essary raw materials, may be overmoths!"—Kansas City Star.
"Will this suspension mean dlsastei
come almost wholly by development of
Pans.—The first actual eye-witness
London.—A Belgian officer invalided
neglected resources In our own coun- to our Industries?"
"Not disaster, but inevitable inter to give a description of the fighting on from Liege to Brussels gives the Lon- ERUPTION ON WRIST SPREAD
try."
the French frontier is a reservist
"Do you mean," Mr. Lane was asked, ruptlon to some extent" replied Mr. named Jacquln, who participated in don Dally Telegraph this description
of the German bravery and losses:
R. F. D. No. 2, West Burke, Vt—"My
"that the United States can make it- Lane. "It means that suddenly ma
the brilliant action of the French in
The German attack began In the little daughter's trouble began on her
self Independent of the rest of the terials upon which great Industries de- storming the German positions at Col
night time. We replied sharply until wrists and I thought It was chapped
pend must be obtained from othei
world In its manufactures?"
du Bonhomme, in the Vosges. Jac- dawn came. We bad no idea what by playing out of doors. It spread
"Very largely," asserted the secre- sources. Importers, consumers and
quln, who is In a hospital at Cham- our practice was. Then we noticed on her arms halt way to the elbow and
tary. "The main difficulties to be over- manufacturers are making anxious inheaps of slain Germans in a semi- ber little arms Itched so she would
come are in the rearrangement of the quiries as to where they may find in berry, says:
"All night long we listened to the circle at the tort
rub them until they would bleed. Her
distribution system necessary to es- the United States supplies' of cruds
roar
ot
gunfire.
As
the
dawn
apThe German guns were much less arms were red and rough and as they
tablishing this Independence. Business materials to replace the 'foreign sup
peared
we
could
hear
the
first
Prussuccessful,
because
they
rarely
bit
us.
grew worse I used to have to get
Is established along certain well- plies now shut off. This is the oppormarked channels, and usually follows tunity of the United States to free it sian bullets whiz past our ears. It That night they did better. At day- up with her nights for they Itched so
was
a
curious
sensation.
One
could
break
we
did
better
still.
As
11ns
she could not sleep. I bad to keep
self
from
dependence
of
its
industries
the line of least resistance. It' has
been easier, and perhaps cheaper, to upon other countries, and business meg say at< first that a swarm ot bumble- after line of German infantry ad- her arms bandaged for about two
Import mineral products and materials are awakening to this fact They look bees waa passing him. Then we all vanced we simply mowed them down. months. They would look as If they
It was terribly easy, monsieur. ] were raw at times and she would rub
from other countries than to go to to the government for aid In finding take our breath and Instinctively one
Good and hot on the
the trouble and expense of developing new sources of material with which opens bis cartridge pouch. The offi- turned to a brother officer more than them nights until they would bleed.
cers
there
are
as
calm
as
during
the
once and said:
"I washed her arms with the Cutiour own resources of the same nature. to keep the factories open and in op
July
14
review
in
the
celebration
of
spot
has no doubt saved
"Voile I They are coming on again cura Soap then put the Cutlcura OintForced to the Utter course by suspen- eratlon. When they have found the
in dense, close formation. They must ment on and bandaged them. The secsion of commerce with other coun- domestio supply and begin Its use, the fall of the Bastile.
many lives threatened
"A brief order rings out We lie be mad."
tries, I believe that American enter- they will not return to dependence
ond time I used them I could see a
They made no attempt at deploying, change so we bought a box of Cutl- by acute indigestion and
prise and energy will almost at once upon the foreign supply, and there- down and a fusillade begins again.
turn tq the development of the native after good or bad times in the United What a noise! We make a few leaps but came on line after line, almost cura Ointment and some Cutlcura Soap.
resources, rather than permit produc- States, so far as the maintenance of forward and lie down and begin firing shoulder to shoulder, until we shot We had only used about half of them pneumonia. If s wise to
tion to lag and supply to be diminished Industries is concerned, will be more again. We carry out this maneuver .them down.
when she was completely, healed."
Independent of foreign complications." right to the frontier posts.
. The fallen were heaped one on top (Signed) Mrs. Lllla Beane, Jan. SI, '14. keep a bottle handy.
In any industry.
"A
hundred
yards
farther
is
the
Ger"What is the government doing to
of the other In an awful barricade of
As to Mineral Fertilizers.: .
Cutlcura Soap and Ointment sold
A delicious combination of ginger, aromatic*
man position. The charge bayonets dead and wounded men that threat- throughout the world. Sample of each
and French brandy.for tbe relief of cramps,
"For the . maintenance of agricul- aid industry in these matters?"
pains,
colds, chilis, weakness, nervoucness ana
order
comes
and
we
leap
forward
and
"All it can do under present laws,"
ened to mask our guns.
ture, for, Instance, we rely more and
free.wlth 32-p. Skin Book. Address post- insomnia. Look for the Owl Trade Mark on
wrapper, lest you get a eheap, worthless or
I thought of Napoleon's saying:
more largely upon mineral fertilizers. replied the secretary. - "The nation's the Germans decamp. They are afraid.
card "Cutlcura, Dept L, Boston."—Adv. the
dangerous substitute. Forty years the standard
"It Is magnificent, but It is not war."
The three essential plant foods are pot- greatest natural resources are apart When we passed the frontier post and
Of purity, flavor and strength. Sold by til
druggista and grocers.
No, It was Just slaughter.
ash, nitrogen and phosphorus, the lat- of the public domain, and under the knocked against it it fell. One would
Easily Classified.
So high became the barricade of
ter used generally In the form of phos- charge of the interior department The have thought that the German frontier
Hemmandhaw,, who was writing a
dead and wounded that we did not letter, looked up to inquire:
phates. We have depended, with the annual reports on the mineral re- was firmer than that
Mrs.S.A.fi\,
*n's
"At last we tread on Alsatian know whether to fire through it or
rest of the world, very largely upon sources of the United States, published
WORLDf
"Is it ever permissible to apply
the mines of Germany for our supply by the United States geological sur- ground- Formidable shouts resound go out and' clear openings with our gender to volcanies?"
Hair
Color
Re
scorer
of potash salts, and war has cut oft vey tor the last 30 years, contain not in our chests. I run fifty yards and bands. We would hare liked to ex"I don't know," Mrs. Hemmandhaw
this supply, but we have large depos- only statistics of yearly production fall senseless from sunstroke. I re- tricate some of the wounded from the returned, "but if It is they are surely
covered
twenty-four
hours
later,
but
of
all
commercial
minerals,
but
also
dead,
but
dared
not
its of potash In a California reserve
masculine."
which can be immediately opened and useful facts regarding the occurrence, the surgeon would hot let me remain
A stiff wind carried away the smoke
"Why?"
developed it a bill now before congress exploitation and application In the arts on the firing line."
of the guns quickly, and we could
"Because they sputter, grumble and
In the previous fighting Jacquln see some wounded men trying to re- smoke."
to make these supplies available is and sciences of the mineral wealth of
enacted. Chile holds a practical world the country. The geological surrey has had an opportunity of watching the lease themselves. I confess I crossed
monopoly of the most readily avail- been Instructed to furnish upon re- French field artillery cut through the myself and wished the smoke had reImportant to Mothers
able notrigen In Its great nitrate beds, quest the addresses of producers from German columns as though they were mained, but, would you believe, it was
Examine carefully every bottle of
and the manufacture not only of ag- whom buyers can supply their wants corn. As for the German artillery this veritable wall of dead and dying CASTORIA, a safo and sure remedy foi
ricultural fertilizers but also of many if the mineral is produced at all In shells, lie says, they do not seem to that enabled those wonderful Germans Infants and children, and see that It
kinds of high explosives has been made this country or Information regarding go off.
Bears the
to creep closer and actually charge
"At one moment on the day preced- up the glacis. Of course they got no Signature of
dependent upon the Chilean supply of the localities where reported deposits
nitrates. If this supply should be cut are undeveloped. In some instances ing the fight at Col du Bonhomme," further than half way before our max- In Use For Over 30 Years
oft, a new supply would have to be large deposits remain undeveloped sim- said Jacquln, "we saw an aeroplane ims and rifles swept them back.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
found or manufactures and agriculture ply because of the fact that distance with a French flag plane osar us. We
We had our own loases, but they
would suffer. Fortunately this new from market has given to the foreign were overjoyed. A minute later we were slight compared with our enAnd the Hearer la Deceived.
supply Is at hand. We can draw nitro- sources of raw material with the low- aaw It drop a couple of bombs near a emy's.
Hewitt—Money talks.
gen from the air and fix It with lime er ocean freights an advantage over transport train. One fell three yards
The Germans taken prisoners were
Jewett—Sometimes It Is pretty
by the use of large and cheap electri- domestic producers shipping by rail." and the other ten yards from the ravenously hungry.
Flinging away
train and both burled themselves in their rifles and throwing up their good at disguising Its voice.
cal development as Is done at Niagara Falls and in Norway, and all HUMOROUS SIDE OF THE WAR the ground. They did no harm. An arms, they came forward and begged
Some love affairs end at the alar—
officer called out, "Pigs, tley are Ger- for food by tearing at the haversacks
that is necessary to pave the way to
though few ever get that far.
this electrical development is the pass- Officer of German Tank Steamer Leda mans/ and ordered us to Ire, but they of their Belgian captors, crying in
were too high."
age by congress of the Ferris bill now
German or in broken French: "Bread,
Caused Its Capture by Hla
tj^^.-.^;-Granulated Eyelids,
Jacquln gives high praise to the bread," and "drink, drink."
pending, which will make possible the
Amateur Wireless.
C^SjP 1 *y? Eyes inflamed by expoFrench
commissariat
Ha
says:
utilization of the great unused water
sure to Sao, Dust and Was
IH)
J
of this paper
"We had fresh meat mery day, and
power of the western states.
Kaiser's War Train.
New York.—Details of the capture
K'SIAW quicklyrelievedbyMnrlsB
"The southern states have for years of the German tank steamship Leda, wine and coffee were never lacking."
London.—Tbe German emperor's Ly V>9 tyeSssssdy. No Smarting,
largely supplied the world with phos- bound from Rotterdam to Baton
war train is described by a refugee
*f
Just Eye Comfort. At
advertised in its columns should
phates, but because of the distribu- Rouge, La., by the British cruiser Sufinsist upon having what they ask for,
from Germany. The train consists of 5Tour Druggist's SOc per Bottle. Marine Eye
tion system a large part of this supply folk and related by a passenger on
refusing all substitutes or imitations.
dining, council and sleeping saloon SalvsinTubes2$c.ForDeskelmsEyerrssask
has gone to Europe, and much of the board the Caribbean, show the war to
cars, added to which are well-fitted Druggists or Marine Eye Remedy Cs„ Odessa
phosphates used in the western states have Its amusing side. According to
boxes for his majesty's chargers and
have been imported across the Pacific. the passenger, the capture of the Leda
his motor car. The train carries exWANTED—MEN KVEH.XHHKBE to start
a business of their own that pays IES to tTS
London.—To
the
Dtily
Telegraph
We have some 3,000,000 acres of phos- was effected through one of her own
pert telegraphers and Is preceded and
weekly; .end 26c for copyrighted lnstructlona
phate lands in the West lying near officers, who Innocently gave the comes a story from Boulogne of the followed by armored trains. Among
and a dosen bualneaa
plane that can be atart™»"™""ir or "° «p'tti. WAiKsa scrthe smelters, from which is produced whereabouts of the vessel to the experiences of the British soldiers the equipment Is a small simple tent
PLY CO., BOX BBS. BrBMINGHAM. AL*.
there.
Prompt
Relief—Permanent
Cure
the sulphuric acid necessary to con- cruiser.
which is to be pitched on the field
"The people of this city," says the whenever the emperor deems it ex- CARTER'S LITTLE
vert these phosphates Into form availBe Your Own Master, Step Wage Slavery!
The Leda is not equipped regularly
■ble for plant food, and still there Is with wireless, but this officer had dispatch, "have gives over their or- pedient to share the hard simple life LIVER PILLS never
Ebrmulae and tnslrnctlons fur ntaaufactaring 81a
HtSJhnI and 100 Business Opportunities. P..I ft*
fail. Purely vegetano law by which these phosphate de- rigged up an amateur set on board. dinary occupations It order to show of his troops.
lOa.lMIe u T. Ska, (8) CalUknla K,, kw. 2, a- e»e^_,IM.
ble
—
act
sure"
posits can be made commercially avail- The Leda was approximately 180 miles their hospitality to the men of the
but gently on
able, although a bill which would al- away from Bermuda on August »9. British army who an on their way to
Wanted
*na district
managers seU
Women and Boys Run Street Cars.
r? emeu SaLeasnan
salesman M»„^
Bvt«. leSjli- vtZS
the liver.
tjg aachlH. SalM*.. MM feei) t0 aooo per MMU.
low of their Immediate development That morning the wireless amateur the front
Paris.—The underground railway is Stop after
Schommel Welding Machine Works. Wapakoneta, o.
"As
the
soldiers
Approach
the
statuts been favorably reported."
the only one running here. On cer- dinner disbegan calling "CQ," the signal meanManganese and Other Metals.
ing "AH ships, attention." The op- tion to the Bound ot the bagpipes the tain lines where the forces have been tress—cure
Wanted to Buy Old Coins SftftM
"What other industries are there erator on board the Suffolk, cruising crowd becomes more insistent more reduced, wives and young sons of indigestion,1
prijea paid 10 eta. VTIU.ua IHSsLkB, raeVk Bu,*
sow dependent upon the products of In the vicinity, heard the call and get- enthusiastic The soldiers march gay- men at the front are taking the places improve the complexion, brighten the eyes, lei tnui at., (ee. •ne.arl-. B„, sue,), a»,^, siZS
other countries, which can be made ting in communication asked the ly and are not slashed even when of conductors and ticket punchers. SHALL PILL, SMALL DOSE; SMALL PRICE. KIM. a«PESiri,uoOS HAIR SO It Borer will
retarn, luyous satisfaction irtire,eflsT tnelhod.reniarkIndependent?" Mr. Lane was asked.
able results guaranteed, positively will not born. IrGenuine must bear Signature
Leda's nationality and position. At some old woman of young matd rush- The tramways are still running, but
ritate or sear. eJaaiplelUC. KM AS!*, Terriectea CM*
"The steel industry, for one," be re- once the German answered, giving his es out to bestow a kiss. This fre- with a staff recruited as well -as Is
siled. "Manganese Is of large Impor- name and his morning position. quently happens. -I
possible, which is likewise the case
WOOD ASHES mm WITH UHE &r$SJ£
tance to this industry, and the largest Within .two hours the Suffolk ran
"As they leave the crowd sings with the river steamers and their
nipply of ore comes from Russia and alongside and ordered the tank steam- 'The Marseillaise, to which the sol- crews. There are a few taxicabs oa
ither countries with which commerce er to stop. She then convoyed the diers reply with 'Qod Save the King.'" the streets.
W. N. U, B03TON, NO. 35-1914.
r Special Offer. Great
GewiwitSa
Bargains. Odaieo Co...Bapidci»,8&naa.
s now paralyzed; There are large de- German vessel to Bermuda.

WAR WILL SHOW
GREAT VALUE OF
OURJIERALS

ELS 0F1BAITLE IN A BELGIAN FORT
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Soldiers of Britain

Constipation
Vanishes Forever
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NEW BRAINTREfi.
The parish auxiliary of the Congregational church met Tuesday night to disMiss Belcher has returned to her home
The old
Mrs G. Frank (iilmore, Pleasant street, cuss plans for a new heater.
boiler is declared unsafe and a new one in Worcester.
is in Warren, Vt.
must be installed. Some donations have
Laura S. Wing of Maiden is visiting at
John Kelliher is guest of Mr and Mrs
already been promised.
The present Margaret McCarthy's.
William H. Brown.
heater has been in use 30 years.
Mr and Mrs Arthur Barr have moved
Miss Featrice Chapman is visiting in
V. Guy Howard and Frank Wells, both to West Brookfleld.
Central Falls, B. I.
of Spencer, played 19 holes to decide a . c H Barr ha8 returned from an autoMrs Augusta F. Hale is in North Stonthe handicap challenge cup mobile trip to Maine.
ington, Ct. ami vicinity.
tournament of the West Brookfleld Golf
Mrs Ourtis Gilbert has been visiting in club on the links, Saturday afternoon. ' Mrs C. A. Gleason has returned from
spending several weens at the beach.
Springfield and Worcester.
Howard won, increasing his victories to
Miss Alice Allen and a friend from
Gerald W. Palfreyman, Spencer,
Miss Mary Boehe, High street, is in 7.
Germany are at Merriwold for a few
Springfield for her vacation. '
challenged Howard.
weeks.
Mrs Dona Leavitt, Brockton, is visitThe body of a man, identified as John j
Miss Eunice France has returned from
Connors, Gilbertville, aged 40 years, was
ing Mr and Mrs John Balcom.
a two weeks' vacation at Lake Quaboag,
brought
here
Saturday
night,
on
train
29,:
Mr and Mrs Lewis F. Carter, Hfgh
B. and A. division, at 7 o'clock.
Con- Brookfleld, much improved in health.
street, are visiting in Watertown.
D. C. Wetherell and Lewis Mandell
nors was struck by a train one-quarter
Mrs George E. Mundell, South Main
mile west of the C larlton station and went to Brimfield Saturday to attend a
street, has vieited in North Dana.
was picked up by the crew of 29. Medi- meeting of potato growers.
Mr and Mrs Daniel W. Mason have"
cal examiner Dr Charles A. Deland, of |
Recent visitors at Ashland farm were
been to Capdia, N. H:, for an outing. Warren, viewed the body at the freight. josepn \vi|Cox of Sheffield, Raymond
Mrs M. M. Fowler, New York is the house and declared death to be accidental AIIen~3f Abington, E. R. Sage and family
guest of Mr and Mrs Peter T. Kittredge. and instant. The body was identified by 0f Cambridge.
Will H. Murray, Springfield, is at the ehief of police, Fred E. Crawford of Gil-1 D c Wetherell, H. D. Pollard and
home of Mr and Mrs Charles H. Dane. bertville, who said Connors had not lived I Lewfe iUndf.n enjoyed , Mp to the Mar.
Clark V. Wood and family, North in Gilbertville for nearly three yeaYs. glmU app|e farm jn FitcnburK on Thura.
r. day Thg apple8 6n one baldwin tree>
Main street, are on an auto trip to Can- He is survived by a brother i
The body was taken to Gilbertville.
9 years old, were estimated over $60.
ada.
The new circular granite watering
Miss Lillian Hartland, Springfield, is
The Ladies Aid Socieiy will hold its anat the home of Mr and Mrs Mundell and trough to take the place of the iron tub nual fair on Friday, Sept. 4, at the town
at the junction of Central and Main Sts.,
hall. Fancy articles, aprons, ice cream
family.
is being put in place. Work was started
| cake and home made candy on sale.
A
Wayne Howe,, Montpelier, Vt., is beMonday by highway commissioner Royal
miscellaneous entertainment will include
ing entertainer! by Mr and Mrs Alfred H.
N. Fountain. The trough was shipped
the farce, "A Precious Pickle," and a
Brigham.
Monday from Monson by the W. N.
Miss Annie L. Anderson, Allston is vis- Flint Construction company. It will be lively drill by farmers and milkmaids.
iting her mother, Mrs Augusta Anderson, set on a cement foundation and con- Admission 20 cents, children, 10 cents.
The annual picnic of the New Brainand family.
nected with the old run of water from
Mrs Henry O. I-angley, New York, is the Smith reservoir on the North Brook- tree Grange took place at Fort Hill school
house Wednesday.
Abont 100 enjoyed
guest of Mr and Mrs Joseph Clark, on field road and the water' from the West
Brookfleld system. The waste water will the picnic lunch, after which they listened
Warren Road.
to the following well known speakers:
Miss Alice Blackmer, South Hadley be run into the reservoir opposite MerriGeo L. Ladd of Sturbridge, who is on
The cost of the
Falls, has returned from a visit with Mrs am public library.
the executive committee of the State
trough will be $100 and the work of setSarah IT. Blackmer.
Grange, Hon. C. N. Prouty of Spencer
ting it is done now to avoid conflict with
Paul E. Dickinson. West Swanzey, N.
and Hon. C. A. Gleason.
Mr (ileus in
the building of the macadem road in
H,, has returned after a visit with Mr
read from records of the Fort Hill school
September.
and Mrs John A. Nash.
of a century ago. They contained facts that
make present conditions seen more enMr and Mrs Frank W. South worth,
Death of Frank H. Mason.
durable. Teachers at that time recived
South Norwalk, Ct., are registered at
Lake Wickaboag house.
Frank Henry Mason, aged 69 years, 8'!5 a term or about 81.50 per week and
The
Mrs Charles W. Mather, Windsor died at his home on Sherman St., Tues- 12 cents a week for building fires.
usual games and sports were enjoyed.
Locks, is visiting Mrs Michael McBevey day night of tuberculosis.
WEST BROOKFIELD.

and family, Bagged Hill,

f

Misses Lillian E. Stone and L. A. Cathell, Woodbury, N. J., are guests of Mellville A. Stone and family.
Earl W. Livermore, V. 8. S. Chester,
spent the week end with his parents, Mr
and Mrs Levi W. Livermore.

Mr Mason WKS born in Milford.
His
parents were Dwight and Experience
Mason. He was twice married, his first
wife being Miss Frances A. Wood whom
he married Jan. 2, 1871, who died two
years later,
there were two children.
He was married March 25, 1875 to Miss
Delia A. Wood, who survives. She was

Arthur E. Brainerd, Somerville, Ct.,
a sister of his first wife.
and Charles C. Knapp of New York, are
Mr Mason had always lived in West
registered at Park View House.
Brookfleld.
He leaves a wife, a daughMisses Mabel South worth, May Davis, ter by the first marriage, Grace, wife of
Alice Sharpe and Grace Davis of Ware Albert D. Rose, Springfield, and a broare camping at Lake Wickaboag.
ther, Henry 0. Mason, Worcester.
The funeral was from the home, on
Miss Katherine Cootiejr, Plymouth, is
the guest of Mrs MarJF ©. Winn at Sam- Thursday afternoon, Rev. John H. Hoffman officiating.
Burial was in Pine
sonian cottage on Lake'Wickaboag.
Grove cemetery.
Miss Lucy Whipple of Cambridge, is
with Mr and Mrs William I. Hawks of
Veterans Meet After 52 Years.
New York, at the Barnes homestead.

Means of Offense and Defense.
Many reptiles use their tails to
strike down their game, while a large
number of animals are supplied with
pungent odors or secretions (that are
equally potent as a defense. la certain groups we find enormous horns
and tusks that are intended entirely
for purposes of protection. In tome
cases they are upon the top of the
head, as In our cows or oxen.. Again,
as in the elephant or some cetaceans,
they are highly developed teeth.. ';

,,

Henry Holden of Council Bluff, la.,
Mr and Mrs Frank L. Bailey, Foster
street, have been entertaining Mrs Alice and Samuel Irish of West Brookfleld,
met last Friday, for the first time, since
Baker and Miss Germain, Springfield.
the battle of Anteitam, 52 years ago.
Mrs Frederick W. Cowles and son RoBoth were members of the 21st Mass.
land W., Cottage street, returned this
Regt., which held its re-union in Worcesweek from a vacation at Wells Beach.
ter, Saturday. Mr Holden had lost all
Miss Grace L. Ford, Worcester, has track of Mr Irish, but determined to lobeen the guest of Mr and Mrs Allen T. cate him. He attended the national enGodfrey, Cedar Crest cottage, Long Hill. campment at
ago seeit Boston ten years ago,
Elmer M. Hun toon, who has been seri- ing all his old comrades except Mr Irish,
At last he met Edwin Wilbur of the 25th
ously ill at Bahnemann hospital, Worregiment, who told him where to find Mr
cester, is reported as recovering from the
Irish. Mr Holden is 73 years old, and
operation.
his comrade is 72. They called on FranMr and Mrs Fred L. Woodward, North cis Southwick and Peter Kittredge, both
Main, St., entertained Misses Florence of whom were members of the 21st reg
and Mabel Ripley, North Dana, during
the past week.
Miss Ruth Dixon returned to Cambridge Sunday, after visiting Mrs Emma
J. Thompson and Miss Estella Thompson, North Main St.
-.
Kernon Jewett and Russell Barton, of
Hartford, are spending their vacation
with Rev J. Howard Gaylord and family
at their summer cottage at Lake Wickaboag.

Shakespeare.
Shakespeare's purpose was to writs
pIecei for playhouses of his
day
to wUei, ne belonged, and by
which he was paid in good coin of taa
realm. Being a very great man, and
therefore able to "hold the mirror up
to nature" with a force and fidelity
never before possessed by a play
"right, he made at one and the same
""« » K°°d-.ized fortune and an evertasting fame.
aramaj!c

Wouldn't Do In America.
A woman from Germany waa visiting little Herman's mother one day.
Herman was trying to make a kite. He
asked the guest It she knew how to
make a tail for his kite. -Bhe told him
she did not know how the little Amerlean boya made tails for their kites,
but she knew how the little German
boys made them.
She knotted up
some strips of paper, and when h«
aaw It he said: "Oh. my, that will
never fly In America."

ARTISTIC MONUMENT S
AND CEMETERY MEMORIALS
In all kinds of
GRANITE AND MARBLE

1 A, RISLEY & COMPANY
Telephone

West Brookfitid.

1

The selectmen and school committee
were in joint meeting Saturday night and
elected Bowman 8. Beeman, Ware Road,
as a third member of the school committee to fill the vacancy caused by the
•death of Alfred C. White.
A cow owned by John H. Webb, Foster Hill farm was struck by an automobile on the state highway, Saturday
night.
The cow was slightly bruised.
The autoist did not stop.
A' head light
and wind shield were broken.
Word was received in West Brookfleld
Monday of the death of Stanley M.
Houghton, 60 years, Springfield.
His
wife, who survives, was Miss Minnie
Allen, a sister of Clarence W. Allen and
George W. Allen, West Brookfleld.
Dist. 5, Long Hill school association
met Wednesday for an all day picnic, the
second annual one of the association.
Dinner was served on the basket plan.
Baseball and other games occupied the
forenoon. Following dinner those pret><
ent enjoyed remarks from some of the
members.
Word was received, last week, of the
death of John B. Church, Denver, Col.,
son-in-law of Mrs Harriet White of West
Brookfleld.
His wife was Helen M.
White, who died in 1808.
Mr Church
leaves a daughter, Mrs Karl Hayes Of
Denver, and a granddaughter, Dorothy
Church Hayes.

Summer
Places
Wanted

Prerogative of Suffering.

Every tragedy In the home circle,
every hour of agony through which
you pass, every wrong that you must
endure In silence—for there is no. redress upon this side of the grave—is
not purposeless or accidental. It Is
a great privilege to which you are
called—the high prerogative of suffering. Some day We shall see the meaning of it all, and never regret • moment of it.—R. J. Campbell.

.
i
!
i

!
Each year more and more summer so-'
Journers from all over the country are
Heeking pleasant spots in New England
patronizing well-managed hotels and the
pleasantly located boarding places and',
farms where paying guests are received. '

HI* Time Had Come.
Again that ringing In Us ears! It
waa the warning he had dreaded. He
knew his time had come.
Yet, although he had started at the sound, ho
seemed half-dazed and wholly careless
of the consequences.
But still the
ringing In his ears!
"Drat it!" ha
finally said, and springing from bed
the careworn commuter shut off the
alarm clock and proceeded to dress for
the 7:10 train.—Puck.

ANNE
IVESMASCOT

F^OM the minute she
embarks on the boat
bound for Europe,
Anne becomes the center of
Serial— i series of remarkable and
-~f~~^—
unusual adventures. %£ No
Watch matter how dark the out~ T"~ look, she emerges with flyfor It I
ing colors, maintaining her *
• reputation as a mascot. «*
Her meeting with a young Frenchman, how
she saves him from prison, thwarting the villainous designs of enemies through a perilous
aeroplane flight, supplies a pretty love romance
and adds to the spice of the story, d? You'll
enjoy every installment of Anne Ives-Mascot.

Buy Next Week's Journal
o K,
You'll Miss the ist Installment
■■« '-*tfH3..M j*W -»*tti

Seemed to Him Wasteful.
A young Frenchman was being
shown about Calderatones park by an
English friend. "What a fine place
this would make tor shooting. Look
at the birds flying about," said the
Frenchman. The Englishman replied
to the effect that, with certain exceptions, It was the spirit of the country
to encourage bird life. The' son of
Gaul shook his head and observed
halt-sorrowfully. "It does seem a/pity
I that all this food should be flying
i around aid no use made of it."

Causes of Evolution.
In looklag for the "cauaes of evolution," one (Is looking tor nothing less
than the aiswer that the wisest minds
of all the ages have sought for In vain.
Evolution leems to be the program,
but wbat mikes it the program Is what
no man can answer. The question,
"What are the causes of evolution?"
is simply aiother way of putting the
ancient queitlon:
"What Is God?"-—
Exchange. ;

Only Creditable Fear*.
Belay Is Fatal.
The worst hurt of all, and the one
When a marraige is put oft, the
which leaves the most hideous scar,
Each season thousands of people turn
is to be wounded In character by cow- probability is that It will never octo the advertising columns of the Boston
Fear of being afraid or of cur, The Ana burst of courage which
Evening Transcript, where so many an- ardice.
nouncements of summer places are pub- doing wrong are the only fears that enables a man to face a marriage
service comesito him only once or
are creditable.
'_
lished.
twice in his lifetime.—Topeka Daily
Many families prefer to lease farm:?, <
Woman,
Lovely
Woman.
Capital.
houses or cottages in the country,
Hun-1
dredB of properties are sold every season '
Every time a new young man calls,
to parties from Eastern and Western the girl who wouldn't know a waffle
Net Even at Pat Man Chasing Hat.
cities wbo are attracted by advertisements
griddle from a nutmeg grater gets
It is said thk laughter will curt
in the Transcript,
I terribly domestic In the trend of her Indigestion; bun the trouble la when
' If you desire to reach the well-to-do conversation.—Florida Times-Union.
a man baa Indignation he doean't feel
people and attract them to your town inlike laughing.
sert a well-worded advertisement in the
Manifestation
of
Grace.
Boston Transcript.
Full information, rates, sample copies
Going with the stream Is nature, goFor Pailful Burnt.
and advice cheerfully given on requesd.
tog against the stream la grace, and
A paste of comnon baking soda and
grace la manifest when yon see a man water spread 00 i burn will atop the
struggling against Ma evil propesal- pain and InflammVtloo almost lmroe
tles.—Rev. J. Taylor Blnna.
314 Washington St, Bsoton

Boston Transcript Co,

Appreciative Spectator!
Lawyers are not the ouly class in
which a sense of the pecuniary value
of their attentions la well developed.
It is recorded of a famous actor that
In the course of a tour he rewarded
the politeness of a waiter at his hotel
with a pass for the theater to which all
the town waa crowding to aee the
stage favorite In a great play.. The
next day the actor aaked the man
how he had enjoyed the visit to the
theater. "Oh, it waa very nice, I enJoyed It very well, Indeed—but—er—
who Is to pay me for my time?' was
the disconcerting reply.

SOME FREAKS OF GHATITIIDE

FRIDAY, AUGUST 28, 1914.

Woman Found She Had Promised
Larger Reward Than She Could Bestow—Young Man's Railroad Pass.

MAILS DDE SO ARRIVE.
A. M. 6.40- East and West.
9.3U- -West.
P. M. 12.(6—Eait and West.
2.fX>—West
4.80—East.
7.06—East and West.
MAILS CLOSE.
A, M. 6.00— West.
6.45-East.
11.30—East and West.
P, M. t.0tt-West.
4.40—East.
6.00—East and West. ,
Mails for East Brookfleld are despatched at
6.46 A. M., 11.30 A. M. and 1 P. M. Malls from
East Brookfleld are received at 930 A. M. and
6.40 T. M.
.
Package malls are despatched twice dally as
follows:—11.60 A. M. East and North, 6 P. M.
West and South.
Mails for the Rural Delivery is closed at 8.16
A. M. and received at 130 P. M.
The office hours will be:—6 30 A. M. to S P. M.
Holidays, 6.30 to 9 60 A. M. and 5 to 6 P. M.
JOHN HOWE, Postmaster,
PAUL M. KEANE Y. Asst.

At a New York subway station recently a woman lost a $500 diamond
ring, which was duly restored to her
upon the advertised promise to pay
the finder a reward of $200. When the
ring was taken to the owner by the
finder she found that she had promised more than she could fulfill with
cash. So she had to pawn the ring to
make good.
This is not by any means a solitary
case of odd recompensing incidents. A
few months ago a Philadelphia woman
lost a pet dog. She advertised for
two weeks dally, offering a'sum out of
all proportion to the worth of the animal according to current dog rates.
Her pet was brought to her door one
morning and the reward claimed, before delivery. She waa unable to pay
and was In tears when the finder refused to accept her promise to pay
later as reason enough tor leaving the
dog.
A compromise waa reached at last
She signed a paper relinquishing all
rights to the dog for a period of six
months. The animal's temporary owner entered him In every dog show
within a radius of a thousand miles
and was reported to have made a tidy
sum in prizes.
The daughter of a Western railroad
president was boating on Lake Michigan laat season, when. In exchanging
seats there was an upset, and she was
In peril tor a time. A young fellow
jumped from a nearby launch and rescued her.
Her father effusively
thanked the rescuer and asked him
how much cash he might have the
privilege of bestowing upon such a
brave man.
The young fellow indignantly refused to consider the value of his service In dollars and cents. When pressed
to name aome other reward he finally
made It known that he'd alghed for a
pass on the president's railroad all hit
young life. He would take an annual
pass, but that waa all. When the president explained that It was not lawful
to issue him one, he just said: "All
right, good-by," and started oft. But
the president Induced him to coma
back, and found a way out of the difficulty by giving him a job on the railroad in order that he might lawfully
use a pass.
. Monument to a Woman.
There has Just been erected at
Bievres, France, a monument commemorative of the patriotic spirit and
services of Mile. Dodu, a telegraph operator, who, after receiving a modest
recompense following the war of 1870,
obtained some years later the military
medal and afterward the cross of the
Legion of Honor. Now 44 years having elapsed since the war, it Is denied
that ahe waa entitled to these honors.
One of the alleged services waa that to
save capture by the Germans ahe hid
the Morse telegraphic apparatua between the two mattresses of a bedridden neighbor, but it la denied that
she was ever taken before a council of
war and condemned by a German tribunal. It la even said that the whole
dramatic story was Invented by M.
Vlllemessant, a Journalist, on the border of Lake Enghein, to which place
the young telegraphist had been sent
after the war. But Mile. Juliette Dodu,
thanka to the journalist, had substantial recognition whije living and
now her name la In large relief on a
monument

Old Scotch Church of Kelwlnlng.
One hundred years ago the remarkable steeple of Kelwlnlng church, In
Scotland, collapsed and fell to the
ground, fortunately without Injurlrany person. For several centuri -3 the
Kelwlnlng church, or Bbbey, hrd b^en
regarded as one of the architectural
gems of Scotland and Its st?eple was
remarkable both for Its h'ljht and Us
artistic design.
The ch-'-ch datad
back to about the tntdd'e of ths
twei.th century. In 1360 the ed'ftca
Buffered considerable d?-rage at the
hands of zealdtis reformers, who, fired
by the sermons of John Kncx, r'undered and laid In ruins many of the
abbeys and monasteries throughout
Scotland.
These acts of vandalism
formed a p?rt of their campaign to
supplant
Reman
Catholicism
by
Protestantism, which they finally succeeded in bringing about through an
act of parliament passed in 1567.

Tuberculosis In Egypt.
Modern research has established the
fact that tuberculosis, both of lungs
and bones, was common In ancient
Egypt more than 3,000 years ago.
Not even In diseases, apparently, la
there any new thing under the eun.
There are grounds for believing that
the ancient Pharaohs suffered from
malaria, and had appendicitis now and
then, and their instruments prove that
most ailments of the eye known to
the oculists of today devastated the
banks of the Nile twenty centuries before the birth of Christ.
Where the modern world may claim
Hasty Sightseeing.
Europeans are wont to talk of Amer- novelty la in the successful treatment
icans who rush throtfgh" Europe with of disorders which our ancestors were
a guide book in one hand and a rail- obliged to endure.
road timetable In the other, but an
Englishman overheard on a New York
The "Slugograph."
bus the other day was In a class by
M. Frantx Relchel, the sporting jourhimself for speed. "I've been up to nalist who referees the chief fights in
the Metropolitan museum," he volun- France, and, who judged the recent
teered to a seatmafe.
"Bally tint Carpentler-Jeannette contest, has deplace, but big. Took me an hour to vised a new kind of chart for the use
tee everything In it"
of judges In boxing matches. It it in
the form of a "graph." The points are
mapped out on squared paper at the
Yottmlta Hat Highest Waterfall.
The highest waterfall in the world end of each round, and" the "curve"
connecting
them gives the verdict to
la the Cboloek eaacade, in the Yostthe man on whose aide of the etntMl
mitt, which Is 3,3*4 feet high.
Us« it mainly Mm.

Ideal Land for Coffee.
The coffee plant flourishes best in
well-watered region, in a tropical climate at an elevation of 1,600 to 5,000
feet, and In a rich soil. All these elements are found to perfection In Brazil, especially in the four states of So
Paulo, Rio de Janeiro, Espirlto Santo
and Mlnas Geraes, whose combined
areas cover about one-eighth of the
vast domain of the republic. This section produces about four-fifths of the
WQrld's supply of coffee.

Philip and William Lawlor, Springfield, are visiting their aunt, Miss Mary
Lawlor, Bell street.

DOYLt-WALLACE
A Very Pretty Wedding Ceremony

Base Bali Notes.

Lost Bank Book.

Carriages, Stanhopes, Concords

Rochdale with sixteen ball players
Pass Book No. 9385 of the North Brookcame over last Saturday fully determined , field Savings Bank is lost and the owner
both rubber ana «eei tire*. BuggltM,
and welPprepared to put one over on the has made application for the payment of
Democrat and Delivery Wagons, gar"
reys and Road Wagons, both new and
B & R. There was some uneasiness on same. This notice is published as resecond band.
the part of the local fans toward the lat- quired by Section 40, Chapter 590, of the
A.T BOTTOM PRIOE3
ter part of the game, but at the close of acts of 1908.
the ninth inning, Rochdale lacked one
Harness, Robes, Blankets, Whips and
ARTHUR C. BLISS, Treasurer.
Oil Cloths. Not too Costly. Not too
score of doing the trick, the final score
Aug. 14, 21, 28.
Cheap.
being 6 to 5.
The game was loosely
played on both sides. The B & R boys
bagged two runs in the first and' four in
All the different grades. All sires of
the third inning, after which they played
Nails, also,
careless ball, which, together witli several
lUmcraber that my prices are always
errors on the part of Simmons, the subthe lowest. I sell so as to sell again.
stitute catcher, allowed the visitors to get
Dr. nxnl.l'a Hone Remedies Always
in five runs. The B & R were to some
In Ntock.
disadvantage, two of their men, Daniels
TELEPHONE OAKHAM D*.
and Smith, being disabled and out of the
game. Also Cahill played under difficut
REGISTERED EMBALVER.
ties, having injured his hand during the
OAKHAM.
Personal Prompt Attention Da;
previous game with South Barre.
or Nhtht.
Innings
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 r li e
Telephone North Brookfleld No.
B&R
20400000 x-6 72
IU-11.
Rochdale A. C. 0 0 0 1 1 0 2 0 1-5 10 5
ENGRAVED CALLING CARDS
Long Distance Connection.

Representative" Herbert E. Cumminjrs
at St. Joseph's Church.
receiver! hjs new six-cylinder Hudson
One of the prettiest weddings of the
car this week.
Tuesday, accompanied
by Rev and Mrs Budd he made a trip to season was solemnized at St. Joseph's
church, North Brookfleld, on Tuesday
Mt. Tom.
morning, at 9 o'clock, the contracting
Miss Mildred Thompson has returned
parties being Joseph Ambrose Wallace
to New York in the employ of the Cyof Medway and Misa Mary Margaret
pher Incubator Company, of which her
Doyle, niece of Misses Mary A. and Tereuncle, William French, is New York
sa Doyle. Rev Thomas McDonrkll permanager.
fomed the ceremony and officiated at the
Rehearsals are being held for the big nuptial mass whicii followed.
double minstrels to be held at the Star
The groom is a graduate of Dartmouth
Theatre, Friday evening, Sept. 4, for the college in the class of 1905 and the bride
benefit of the B & R baseball association. of Smith college in the class of 1918. The
Besides the local talent there will be spec- best man was Prof James M. O'Neil of
ialties by William McName, Luke Logan, the university of Wisconsin. The brideand Chester C. Burnhanf.
Tickets at maids were Mis»es Gertrude Theobald of
Gleason's 35 cents.
Spencer and Mary Doyle, and the maid
Brookfleld, West Brookfleld and Oak- of honor, Miss Anna Doyle, a cousin of
ham Grangers are to be the guests of the bride. The bride wore ay* dress of
NORTH BROOKFIELD.
North Brookfleld Grange, Sept. 3, and white crepe de chine draped with Irish
point lace She wore a bridal veil and
-Mrs" -Elizabeth Forrest and daughters are to furnish the literary program for
Funerals Personally Directed
the evening. It iB rumored that a treat carried a bridal bouquet of white roses.
Next Saturday, Thomas Ashworth,
are in town.
IN SCRIPT OR
, and Rvery Requisite Furnis in store for North Brookfleld in the The bridemaids wore white crepe dresses with an unusually strong team of league
ished.
"Bnday O'Leary, a former resident,
with
pink
sashes
and
Dutch
caps
trimmed
aforesaid program.
Refreshments will
ENGLISH TEXT
'.fifty Assistant.
and college players, travelling under the
iB in town.
'
They carried bouquets
be served by the refreshment committee, with rosebuds.
name of Cherry Valley, will be the atMiss Mabel Chadbourne is visiting rel- Mr and Mrs Leon A. Doane and Past of pink roses. The flower girl was little
H. I. Lawrence, North Brook field*
traction. Mr Ashworth has been makatives in Natick.
State Master aid Mrs C. D. Richardson. Mary Margaret Doyle, cousin of the ing preparation for several weeks to trim
bride.
She
was
dressed
in
white
with
a
Mr Hubbard 8. Doane iB reported as
The,attention of parents is called to the pink sash and carried a basket of sweet the "Matchless" and the " B & R." He
seriously ill at his home. ■
fact that no child will he admitted to the peas. During the offertory of the mass, defeated the "Matchless," last Saturday,
Miss Elizabeth Mooney of Ragged Hill
primary grade in North
Brookfleld Miss Helen McCarthy of Worcester, sang and will bring the same lineup to North
has been visiting friends in town.
schools unless he has become five and "Ave Marja" and J. Edward Doyle Brookfleld this week, among whom are—
Miss Dorothy Lovell, of \ Andover, is one-half years of age previous to Sept. 8,
Rettig, of the Pittsfield Eastetn League,
There's a lot of
played a violir^obligato. Both Miss Mcvisiting Miss Dorothy Smith, Summer St. 1914. Parents should also attend to the
as pitcheri'Mitchell, the Worcester Acaddifference beCarthy and Mr Doyle are cousins of the
Miss Isabel Morse left to-day to join vaccination of children before sending bride. Mr Paul Keaney also Bang dur- emy Star; Petty, of Worcester Classical
tween Toric
high school; Sullivan, of Boston Univerher mother for a week end at Marble- them to school. Schools open Sept. 8, ing the service.
Lenses and
sity; Levign, of the Buffalo Federals and
1914.
head.
Flat Lenses
The gifts of the bride to her maids were
others. It is reported that Mr ABhworth
besides their
Mrs Florence Gibbs with her daughter,
The
Florence Wheelock entertained thir- dainty gold friendship bracelets.
and Mr McKenna will be the only play- slight extra cost They give
Dorothy is visiting her mother. Mrs Jane teen of her girl friends Wednesday, at gift of the groom to the best man was a
era belonging to the Cherry Valley team.
you extra vision and extra
S. Skerry.
her home on Elm street. Ice Cream and moonstone scarfpin and to the four ushers
John Daniels will be in shape to catch comfort They are betterWilliam Callahan, Brookline, is visit- cake were served by Mrs P. D. Wheelock (Attorney Joseph J. McCarthy, Charles for the B&R.
looking, too. Come and aee .
ing his aunt Mrs Gideon Felix North assisted by Mrs Anna Howland and Ruth I. O'Neil of Worcester, Prof. Frank L.
Everybody interested in baseball should us about Toric Lenses.
Marshall.
Those present were, Helen Childs of Dartmouth college and J. EdMain street.
make it a point to be on hand at the ap1
The
Miss Lola Murphy of Worcester was Brown, Nellie Boyle, Helen Webber, ward Doyle" sapphire scarfpins.
pointed hour.
the guest of her parents on Bigelow Gertrude Doyle, Helen Howland, Elean- wedding procession formed at the home
or Wheeler, Mabel Tucker, Mary, Au- of the bride and passed,up Main street
street, the past week.
A CARD
to St. Joseph's church. After the nuptial
Miss Mary G. McEvoy has returned gusta and Hilda Buck master.
ERNEST D. CORBIN
high
mass,
the
bridal
party
marched
back
Sincere
thanks
are extended to neighfrom Boston where she has been attendOPTOMETRIST
We were much pleased to greet Mr
to
the
bride's
home,
where
a
buffet
lunch
bors
and
the
many
friends
for
their
kinding Simmons Uollege summer school.
iliri B. Ludden, European manager of
Office at Dr Ludden's
was served on the lawn, with Rebboli, of ness and sympathy in our recent loss.
Mr A. H. Charlton, formerly exprets the Cyhers Incubator Company, this Worcester, as caterer.
MR AND MRS J. E. ADAMS AND FAMILY.
Delivered Free of Charge, anyMain Street, • North Brookfield
agent at North Brookfleld, died at his week, on his return from the annual ConMr and Mrs Wallace left North Brookwhere in the Village. * * *
home in Westboro, last week, of tubercu- ference of Managers at Buffalo, N. Y. field on the 1.34 train.
They went to
FOR SALE or TO RENT
He is looking well. He left London belosis.
So.nethlsg Like Snobbery. '
Boston, then by boat to New York and
COTTAGE HOUSE lor sale or to rent. Inquire
Mr and Mrs Joseph Holland of New fore war was declared, and says that bus- up the Hudson.
The Montreal Gazette notes that a
On their return they
»f CUAHLUS K. BATCHKLLElt.
2W83>
York have been spending a week's va- iness in England and on the Continent is will live in Fall River, where Mr Wallace college woman who has been Investigating
sociological
conditions
in
New
now
BO
disarranged
that
he
is
awaiting
cation at the home of Mr Holland's parTO RENT
is head of the English department in the
York "was surprised to find that the
developments before returning.
SECOND FLOOR. Tenement of six rooms
ents on Gilbert street.
high school.
Mrs Wallace was also a waitresses in a cheap restaurant ONwith
steam heat, bath and electric lights.
D. F. WINSLOW,
Mr and Mrs George A. Johnson anA part of the choir of St, Joseph's teacher in the same department and lias where she worked tor a while incogSchool St.
2W33*
nounce the engagement of their son, Mr church is being trained by Miss Elizabeth many friends in that city.
nito were honest and kindly and hapDonald M. Johnson to Mies Christine E. Howard to sing at the dedication of the
Among the out-of-town guests were py." The Gazette wonders at her "sur•
WANTED
Sholler, both of Boston.
new church in Petersham, Aug. 30. The Rev. J. H. McGinnis of New York, Mrs prise," and asks: "Does a person to be I WOULD like to get a place for a housekeep
er
who
has
been
with me for some time, and
To see the Latest Models of
Miss Phebe Walker, School street, had church has been built under Rev. James D. A. Bresnahan of Medway, Miss Inez decent and good have to be a sociolo- whom I can strongly recommend. Call or
AdoressMRSJ. M. JAMES. R. F. D., (Ayres
the misfortune to fall down stairs, this Howard, a North Brookfleld boy, who McCaffrey of Cambridge, Mary C. Smith,' gist of independent means?"
St.) North Brookfleld.
90
week, escaping with no broken bones, received his early education here.' He is Anne Mooney, Alice Dronin, Elizabeth
How Rats Cause Fires.
but with a bruised face.
the son of Mrs Katherine Howard, of J I Mooney of Somerville, Louise E. Laforte
FOR RENT
Tb» most common way In which THE HOUSE aud Kara on the H. H. Rowley
Mrs E. R. Sage spent the week and Jo- Main afreet. Those taking part are Mis?-1 of Holyoke, Florence Leigh ton of Lacoplace,
Forest
Street. Apply to WARD A.
rats cause fires, says Safety EngineerSMITH, Summer Street.
29
seph Wilcox of Sheffield and Raymond es Mary Doyle, Helen McCarthy, Mona nia, N. H., Florence Beitenman of Reading, Pa., James F. Foley, Mrs Nora C. ing, la by gnawing away the Insulating
McCarthy,
and
Eva
Noonan,
Paul
Allen of Dedham spent the week-end with
covering from wires used in electric
Or have them brought to your house*
Doyle,
Anna
I.
Doyle,
Gertrude
Doyle,
Keaney;
Thomas
Cuddy,
Henry
Doyle,
TO RENT.
Mrs Julia Ross, School street.
lighting, where the wires pass under
- by sending word to
*.•
•„•
of North Brookfleld and Frank Gendron, Mrs Edward Hiwanis, Ann Doyle, Mrs floors or Inside of partitions. The in- rTHE Upstairs Tenement in the Waters house.
.Mrs Everett Webber, Union street
19
Henry Shaughnessy, Jr., Mildred Brennan sulating materials are used for nests, 1 Apply to W. H FULLAM.
«f Warren.
would be very glad to accommodate a few
of Worcester, H. T. Powers, SailielC. which rats bull'' "' combustibles In
table boarders. She would also like to
A Ford automobile, driven by Charles Swallow, Angela Keenan, of Boston, Mr
"NO TRESPASS" NOTICES.
contact with »
es.
Representative for the Broolcflelde.
dispose of a child's while i on crib.
*
W. Ross, School street, overturned on and Mrs Stephen W. Welley of Water?
WE shall Hereafter keep constantly on baud
ready-printed
notices on elotn, suitable
Telephone 28-13,
the
road
between
Gilbertville
and
Ware
or posting in the open air.
The next convention of the Spencer
bury, Conn., Mr and Mrs J J. Theo-Why Roquefort la Strong.
JOUBXAL Office, North Brookfleld
Christian Endeavor Union will be held in yesterday afternoon, severely injuring bald and Kathleen Carey of Spencer,
NORTH
BROOKFIELD.
MAS*.
Roquefort cheese gets " its sharp
37
Warren in September. Then is hope for Charles D. Nichols of East Brookfleld Gertrude Wallace ot South Framingham, flavor from caprolc, caprylic and
FOR SALE.
who
is
now
suffering
from
concussion
ol
quite a representation from tiiia town.
Nellie Campion of
West Brookfleld, caprlc acids and their salts, which are ONE Runabout buggy, in good paint, for $10
the brain at the Ware hospital, and is Annie L. Larsen and Fannie T. Lennihan formed by a sort of hydrolysis of the
Ooe rubber trimmed harness, 97 00EDWIN T. CHAPIN
A number of fans attended the rubber said to be in a critical condition.
S3
**.O.Box683, No Brookfield.
The of Dorchester.
fat during the ripening period. This
game in Spencer Wednesday between the accident waa caused by the bursting of a
change Is caused by a microbe called
ARCHITECT
Matchless of that town and Milbury. The rear tire, which caused the rear of the
Penlclllium roqueforti.
Theae acids
MRS MARY W. BELCHER.
Matchless were defeated by a score of 4 car to hit the tracks of the Ware and
727-723 State Mutual Building, Worcattt
have a DeCnery taste.
TO SETTLE AN ESTATE
toO.
Brookfleld street railway company, and Our Oldest Inhabitant Suffers Shock From
Telephone
A very desirable house and barn situated on St.
Word was received in town this morn- the car turned turtle.
The other occuWhich She la not Expected to Rally.
Johti St.; corner lot house has seven rooms in
In the Day of the Wireless.
good repair, with gas. etc. Good garden, severing of the marriage in New Hampshire pants of the car were Bertram! Nichols,
Mrs Mary Wilder Belcher, now in her
"Confound. It, this Is the third, time al fruit trt-es. excellent pl,.ce for raising liens,
yesterday of Miss Elizabeth Sardam of brother of the injured man, and Edward ninety-ninth year suffered .a shock early you're told me the wireless was busy!" etc. For particulars Inquire of
•3*
P. J- DANIELS
this town and Jesse Woodbury of West J. Gaudette, both of East Brookfleld, this week, paralyzing toe muscles of her "Yes, sir." "Who is holding it?" "Mrs.
She's having her usual
Dennis.
and George D. Collins of Springfield. throat so that she can neither speak nor Gabble, sir.
Mrs J. M. Doane, Arch St., accompa- They escaped without serious injuries, swallow, and the doctor feels that she Monday morning visit with Mrs. Giggle, In Paris, sir."—Cleveland Plafn
nied by ber niece, Miss Ruth Fullam, left Mr Ross was held in 8500 bail on charge | cannot survive more than a few days, or
Dealer.
to-day for a week's visit at the iiome of of operating an automobile without a li. possibly not but a few hours,
she has
FOR SALE
her daughter, Mrs Frank Clark, of cense.
long been an invalid closely confined to
Marking Tool* With Add.
her room.
Brockton.
The American Machinist recomAlthough the article to provide a town
Registered Embalmer*
Mary Wilder Belcher was born in AshMrs Fred Brucker and her daughter,
At the upper and lower ends of Lake
clock wa9 passed over at the special town ley, Mass., Feb. 21, 1818, and married mends the following etching fluid for
Miss Irene, attended the A, O. H. conmarking
tools:
Mix
one
part
of
mumeeting without even a word for or Henry Alden Belcher of North Brookfield,
Laehaway, East Brookfield, Mass.
vention at Worcester this week, stopping
L»»dy ijiiium.
riatic acid, one of nitric and four part*
against, the matter is still a live issue and Sept. 2tt, 1839. During the last years of
at the Bancroft in company with more
of water. The tool Is coated with wax
For particulars inquire of WILLIAM
plam are being laid to keep the project his life lie was for a long period an inthan 900 delegates.
and the design Is then scratched In.
FULLAM, North Brookfleld, Mass.
before the public, until the time comes valid. After bis death some 30 years
C nimsnr*! by loot; Distance TeleOn Supday, Sept. 8, the Sunday school for another move. Almost every one is
phono at Boose and Stare.
since, she remained at the old home, op5wSl
- of Christ Memorial church will re-open in favor of having a clock where it can
Evidently He Wouldn't
posite the house where Mr John Krussell
Mrs.—"I read here where a South
at 9.45 a. m. Note the change from noon be used at all times and by all the people.
now lives, as long as she was able to care Sea Island wife isn't supposed to talk
FOR SALE
to an earlier hour. Friday evening ser- The only question of consequence is as to
for herself, and then was brought up to until ber husband speaks first" Mr. A GOOD .Democrat Wagon with canopy top.
vice at 7.30, will be resumed nezt week.
where it bad best be located.
If it were town, and was cared for by Miss Emily —"And I'll bet some of those fool husIS for sale by JOHN KKUMSBLL,
,
36«
N. rth Brookfleld'
Loyal Circle of King's Daughteis will not for the extra work and cost, we doubt
SI. Edson, at her home "oil North Main bands do it."—Boston Globe.
MRS HELEN MORSE SMITH
hold their opening fall meeting on Tues- not the town hall tower would be the
street, until the death of Miss Edson,
TENEMENTS TO RENT
day, when they will meet at 2 p. in. in choice; but at least *200 or (1300 more
DRESSMAKING
some 8 years ago, when she was removed
THREE or Fotir good tepnemta.
momtfl, centrally
ceDti___. )o
She Knew What She Meant.
in the parlors of the Flint Church to sew. would be needed to get the town hall
cated, of four, fiTe or ix
*- looms each irom
to the home of Miss Addfe Pierce, 011
Little Mary had Just returned from •fi to $li per in.mch Inquire o ARTMUR C.
The regular business meeting will be at tower in suitable condition to receive the
11 Prospect St
North BrookfiaU
Central street where siie has since been an afternoon party. "Oh, mamma," BLISS at North Hrooknflld Savings Bank
4 p. m.
apparatus, and even then the faces would cared for.
27
she exclaimed, "just think, I had Ice
It was really interesting to see Rev G. be smaller than those ofv the present
.Mrs Belcher has a wonderful memory cream three times in congestion!"
MORTGAGEES' SALE OF REAL ESTATE.
H. DeBevoise, 84, from New Hampshire, clock, which has done such good service of events in town during her long life,
By virtue of a power of sale contained in a cer- COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
The First
playing spirited games of croqnet with for more than a generation.
and delights to recall them for the bentain morttfaae given by Rosy Morrison and
To
Mend
Celluloid
Articles.
Probate Cooi% .
Churles Morrison as husband of Kosy Morrison Worcester as.
two expert local players, Mr Herbert T, Congregational Society has by unanimous efit of her callers. She retains her facTo the heirs at law. next of kin, and all othsjf
to Theodore Blouin. dated May 27th, Ifm. and
Wet
the
edges
with
glacial
acetic
Maynard and Mr Frank S. Burtlett, for vote expressed its willingness to permit ulties to a marked degree, and is always
recorded with the Worcester District Registry of persons interested in the estate of Katherine>
acid
and
press
them
close
together
for
Det-'dd, book ltiia, Paffu 275, for breach of the con- Carter,late of North Brookfleld, In said Coun«
the town to place a new clock in their
some three hours on Monday.
glad to welcome her friends.
a few minutes.
dittons thereof and for the purpose of foreclosing ty, deceased.
the same, wili be sold at public auction, on the
Whereas, a certain instrument purporting »?
Rev. Lewis T. Reed of Brooklyn, N. Y., tow-r, and to.use all that is needed of the
She 18 a member of the First Congrepremises, in the townof North Brookfleld,Masaa- be the last will and testament of said rteceastQ
clnisetw, on Monday, September 28th, 1914, at has been presented to said Court, for probatt,
is in town for a few days' visit with his present installation,, thus saving the ex- gational church of North Brookfield, and
eleven o'clock In tbu forenoon, all and singular by Patrick Carter, who prays that letters test**
Objection is
ptrents, Mr and Mrs Thomas H. Reed, pense above mentioned.
during her last years the members, witti
the premises conveyed by said mortgage deed, mentary may be issued to him, the executor
namelv .—
therein named, without giving a surety on hit
Elm street.
He supplied a pulpit in offered that on account of the trees the other friends, has done much for her
A certain parcel of land sttatued on the wester- official bond,
faces
could
not
be
so
well
seen
on
the
ly aide of St. John Street, in said North BrookYou are hereby cited to appear at a ProbMt
Northampton, last Sunday, and will be
comfort and maintenance.
Court,
to be held at Worcester, In said County
field,
bounded
and
described
as
follows:
Begin*
church as on the town hall. This is true
in Holyoke for the coming Sunday.
T F you wish to Buy or Sell ning at the southerly corner thereof, thence of Worcester,
on the first day of Septen*
to some extent, in the summer time when
The tennis tournament between players
northerly by said street about two rods to the ber, A. D. 1914, at nine o'clock in ths
of a driveway as now used; thence west- forenoon, to show cause, if any you have, v|»
Application has been made to the the trees of the' park are in foliage. from the Brookfield and North Brookfield
a farm or village property center
the
same
should
not be granted.
erly
by
and
through
the
middle
of
said
driveway
courts to reduce the "upset price" on the Some also prefer to have it on a town •I'enuis Clubs which was held on the.
And said petitioner is hereby directed to rive
to land of Rosaline Ribardy; thence southerly
Maple street court, Monday afternoon, tO Hire Or Let a tenement* by land of said Ribardy and land of Augustus public notice thereof, by publishing this otls>
W., B. 4 8. electric railway property building rather than on any church.
It waa won by the local players, Brook Held i
Contois to land of George Belmore; thence east- tion once in each week for three suceetfiT*
from 1150,0001 to •75,000*, and with this would seem that by a properly concerted winning but one match* In the singles drop me a postal and I will Call erly by said Belmore land to the place of begin- weeks, in the North Brookfield Journal, a n*wt>
■ng. Being the same premises conveyed to me paper published in North Brookfield. the " ~
concession it is hoped to get a satisfact- movement the whole matter can be satis- Charles
harka Moiilton
vi,.nit,„, 0f Brookfleld waa de-1
fy Olive Morrison by deed recorded in the Wor- 8ul>iication to be one day at least before i
cester Dist Reg, of Deeds. Said premises will ourtandby mailing, postpaid, or delivn.
ory bid and effect a sale at the next at- factorily arranged, and the money se- feated by William Duncan and Russell on you.
be sold subject to all liens, unpaid taxes and a copy of this citation to all known persons L.
Stoddard
won
from
Albert
Fisber
of
New
town assessments If any exist thereon. #200 will ter^sted iu the estate, seven days at least bttempt early in September.
All hands cured to finance the project. Until that
York, playing for Brookfield.
In the NEW YORK AND BOSTON CONNECTIONS
be required to be paid in cash by the purchaser at fore said Court.
will be glad to see the matter settled, al- time we wish the hands of the clock could doubles Charles and Guy Moulton of
the time and place of sale; ballance to be paid on
Witness, WILLIAM T. FORBRS, EsqnJw,
delivery of the deed within *U days thereafter,
Judge of said Court, this twelfth day of Augnjt
though, possibly, the unsatisfactory con- be set at 12, so that there would be lew Brookfield bait W. C. Duncan aud T G.
THEODORE KLOUIN. Mortgagee,
in the year one thousand nine hundred a»4
dition of the money market may deter
Thomas L.Brown. Attorney.
fourteen- __
_
conger of miale^ng stranger, who ^f^^lS^^'SSkSS^ Telipl.Mi--Ni.-tl BrnkfiiM-2
North Brookfield, August 27, 1914.
■ HAKRY H. AT WOOD, Register.
prospective investors.
D
Br A P. 8 4.11
Aug.14.21.asc.
J|F. E. Winchell.
.

Shingles and Roofing Material.

CHARLES S. LANE,

Furnishing Undertaker

William C. Crawford

Tome

SURE SEAL

FRUIT JARS!
Pints, 65 Gts. a Dozen.
Quarts, 75 Cts. a Dozen.

JELLY TUMBLERS.
Two for Five Cents.
25 Cents a Dozen.

AT FULLAM'S
Call at 46 Summer Street

SPIRELLA
CORSETS

MRS. B. C. GRAVES,

FOR SALE

1

FRED C. CLAPP

DESIRABLE HOUSE LOTS

REAL ESTATE

CHARLES E. BATGHELLER

Funeral Director

BROOKPIELD TIMES
TIMES

RROOKFIRLD

HOW FORCES OF THE KAISER
TOOK POSSESSION OF BRUSSELS

GERMANY OROERS
BOY8 MN TRAINING

'FATE OF FRANCE HANGS ON BATTLE" RAGING
FROM MMIBEU6E TO DONON, PARIS ADMITS;
GERMANS DRIVE ALLIES TO NEW DEFENSE

Retired Army Officers Will rnatruct Lad. Between Age.
of 16 and 19.
LONDON.—Th. official new.
bureau say.:
"Th. German paper, of August 22 and 24 publish order.
that boy. of from sixteen to
nlnate'i years of age .hall ba
puf".trough a cour.. of mu.k.try and mlltary training. Retired
officers are to be engaged a. Instructors"

Chicago.—The Tribune prints the backed their steeds Into tha closeljj
following special cable from Brussels packed ranks of the spectators, threat-]
ening them with uplifted swords and*
via London:
Yielding to the dictates of reason stilling the momentary revolt.
At one point of the march a lam*
and humanity, the civil government at
the last moment disbanded the civil hawker offered flowers for sale to that
"West of the Meuse th. English
guard, which the German, would not soldiers. As he held up his posies a|
army on our left was attacked by the
recognize. The soldiers and ordinary captain of hussars, by a movement ofi
Germans, but behaved admirably, holdpolice were then intrusted with the his steed, sent the poor wretch sprawling its ground with tradftional steading and bleeding in the dust Them
maintenance of order.
fastness.
After a day of wild panic and slum- from the crowd a French woman, her
"The French assumed the offensive ooooooooooooooooooooooooo*
berless nights the citizens remained heart scorning fear, cried out: "You*
with two army corps. An African briat their windows. Few sought their brute," BO that all might hear.
gade in the front line, carried away by
Bear In Belgium Uniform.
coaches.
their eagerness, were received by a
There was one groBB pleasantry, too. ,
murderous fire. They did not give
Cry "Here They Come."
an inch, hut, counterattacked by the
The morning broke brilliantly. The perpetrated by a gunner, who led)
Prussian Guard, they were obliged to
city was astir early and on all Hps along a bear, evidently he pet of his
retire, only, however, after inflicting
were the words: "They are here," or battery, which was dressed in the fulS
enormous losses. The Prussian Guard
regalia of Belgian general. The bear
"They are coming."
especially suffered heavily.
The "they" referred to were al- was evidently intended to "represent
"East of the Meuse our troops ad- Lord Kitchener In First Speech a. ready outside the boundaries of the the king. He touched his cocked hat
vanced across an extremely difficult
Minister of War Assert. Reinforcecity in great force. The artillery was at inervals to his keeper.
"*-.
:o:
country and made a vigorous attack
ment. Will Flow Until Army MeeU
This' particularly irritated the Belpacked off on the road to Waterloo.
when they emerged from the woods,
Extreme Need, of Nation.
Horse, foot, and sapper were packed gians, but they wisely abstained frona
but were obliged to fall back after the
deep on the Louvain and Tervervue- any overt manifestation or any unstiff flght south of the river Semois.
London.—Lord Kitchener in the ren roads.
pleasant feature of behavior.
Promise New French Offensive Soon. House of Lords In his first speech a. ' An enterprising motorist came in
The soldiers as they passed tore re"On order of Gen. Joffre, our troops Minister of War, drew an impressive wit>4he information and the crowds peatedly at the national colors, which)
and
the
British
troops
withdrew
to
and
sobering
picture
of
what
thfl_
iff the busy centers immediately be- every Belgian lady now wears on her
Austria formally declared war upon J»P»n.
the covering positions. Our troops are present conflict has in future for the
breast.
Lord Kitchener, makino hit flr« .peech at Mlnlatar of War In the
came calm.
intact;
our
cavalry
has
in
no
may
sufBritish
Empire.
Refuse Gold In Payment.
House of Lord, predicted a long-drawn-out European conflict.
Burgomaster Gives Up.
fered and our artillery has affirmed Its
Asserting
the
Government
i.
now
in a rtrrln, appeal, Lord Kiteh.ner told hi. hearer, he would
A more pleasant Incident was when,
At eleven o'clock It was reported
superiority. Our officers and soldiers calling into being a field army which
remain in office until the .nd of the war unlM. It la.t.d more than
are in the best of condition, morally in six month, may rise to 600,000 that an officer with a half a troop of a party of Uhlans clamored for admitthree year.. After three year.. If the war «ntlnued, Ihe, «Jd new
men, the Field Marshal warned hi. hussars bearing white flags had halt- tance at a villa on the Louvain road.
and physically.
leader, would have to be cho..n and a n«w army recruited t. taKe
They disposed of a dozen bottles or
"As a result of the orders which hearers the struggle may last three ed outside the Louvain gate.
th. place of the force, now In action,
j... jt
The burgomaster claimed for the wine and bread and meat The nonhave been issued, the aspect of the years or more* and will strain to the
A Japan... army I. being landed near T.ing-Tau, the port of
struggle will change for a few days. utmost the resources., of the empire. citizens their rights under the law. commissioned officer in command!
Klao^howTand the Japane.e and British fleet, are co-operating In
of war regulating an unfortified capi- asked what the charge was and off ere*
The French army will remain for a Lord Kitchener said:
.helling the city.
time on the defensive, but at the right
"Over seventy battalions have, tal When roughly asked if he WSB Bome gold pieces in payment TheRus.ian troop.,
)., following up their
tneir adv.nt.g. in Gallcia, captured
moment, to be decided upon by the with fine courage, already volunteered prepared to surrender the city, with money was refused.
% eev.ral passes .outh
iirth of Tarnopol, on tthe Sereth River. Tornopol li
Near the steps of St Gudule a party
commander in chief, it will resume a for service abroad. When they are the threat that otherwise it would be
eighty mile, to the east of Lemberg. A division of ^"l*™**
vigorous offensive.
trained and organized In larger for- bombarded, the burgomaster said he of officers of high rank seated in a,
ha. been routed in Oalicia, at a point close to the frontier. The Ru»"Our losses are heavy; it would mations they will be able to take would do so. He also decided to re- motor car, confiscated the stock or
•Ian* captured two batterie. of artillery and 200 prisoners.
the news venders. After greedilybe premature to enumerate them. It their places in the line.
move his scarf of office.
The fortifications of Cattaro, the Austrian seaport In Dalmatla, on
would be equally so to enumerate
"The hundred thousand men asked
The discussion was brief. When scanning the sheets they burst intothe Adriatic, have been destroy.d, and the Austrian commander Is
those of the Germans, who suffered for in the first place have already the burgomaster handed over his scarf loud laughter.
parleying for term, of .urrender. The bombardment was conducted
so heavily that they were obliged to been virtually secured.
It was handed back to him and he
March Forward for Hours.
bv a fleet of the Al lie..
,
abandon their counter-attacks and es- Entire Male Population With Colors was thus entrusted for the time being
Hour after hour, hour after hour,,
A ".patch from Courtral My. that Kaleer Wllh.lm'. nephew*blish themselves in fresh positions
"The empire with whioh we are with the civil control of the citizens. the kaiser's legions marched into
Count von Schwerin, ha. been taken prfeon.r. He was in command
In Lorraine.
at war has called to the colors al- The Germans gave him plainly to un- Brussels' streets and boulevardsof a detachment of Uhlan, who reached Harlebeke. French chaweurs,
"We delivered four attacks from most Its entire male population. The derstand that he would be held re- Some regiments made a line appearbeing Informed of the prewnt of the German., arrived on th, scene
our positions north of Nancy, inflict- principle we, on our part, shall ob- sponsible for any overt act on -the ance. It was notably so in the caseand killed one, wounded five, and made prisoner, of the other..
ing very heavy loss on the enemy.
serve Is this: 'That while the max- part of the populace against the Ger- of the Sixty-sixth, Fourth and TwentyThe flrvt official aet of the German conqueror, of Brussels wa.
Defenses Intact and Enemy Weakened imum
force
undergoes
constant mans.
sixth. Not one man of these regiM to Impo.. a war contribution of 140,000,000 upon the city.
"In regard to the general situation diminution, the reinforcements we
Triumphant March Begins.
ments showed any sign of excessiveAustrian troops In great number, ar. b.lng ooncentrated at Leowe have the full use of our railroads prepare will steadily and increasingFrom noon until two o'clock the fatigue after the grueling night or
poldische, near Ba.el. It is declared that forty-eight train, were reand retain command of the seas. ly flow out until we have an army in
Our operations have enabled the the field which in numbers will not crowds waited expectantly. Shortly marching, and no doubt the order to*
auired to convey troops.
Vienna report, that the Auatrlan Government ha. issued a final
Russians to come into action and be less In quality and ot be un- after two o'clock the booming of can- break step was designedly given tocall to arm. for all able-bodied men from the age. of twenty to fortypenetrate the heart of East Prussia. worthy of the power and responslblli- non and later the sound of military impress the onlookers with the powmusic conveyed to the people of Brus- ers of resistance of the German solIt is to be regretted that the offensive tyof the British Empire.'
tW
° Office advice, from St. Petersburg report that 600.000 Ruwlan.
operations planned failed to achieve
"I cannot at this stage say what sels the intimation that the triumph- diers.
The railway stations, the post office^
their purpose as a result of difficul- will be the limits of the force re- ant march of the enemy on the anare now upon German territory.
and the town hall were at once closed.,
ties impossible to foresee. It would quired, or what measures may event- cient city bad begun.
have shortened the war, but our de- ually become necessary to supply and
On they came, preceded by a scout- The national flag on the latter was*
fenses remain intact in the presence maintain it.
ing party of uhlans, horse, foot, and pulled down and the German emblem
Paris. A communique issued by the French west of Longwy.
of an already weakened enemy.
"The scale of the Held army which artillery and sappers, with a siege hoisted In Us place. , Practically al*
"The army of the Duke of Wuertemthe War Office announce, that the
"Every Frenchman will deplore the we are now calling into being Is train complete.
the shops were closed and the blinds*
berg,
marching
through
Belgium,
has
French have abandoned operation,
temporary absndonment of portions large and may rise in the course of
A special feature of the procession drawn on most of the windows.
crossed
the
River
Semois,
completely
entirely in Alsace, evacuating Muelof Alsace and Lorraine which we had the next six or seven months to a was 100 motor cars on which quick
hausen, which ha. been the centre crushing the advancing French army. occupied, and certain parts of the total of thirty divisions (about 600,- flrera were mounted. Every regiment
Tell, of Taking German Flag.
of fighting for several week, and Numerous guns, ensigns, prisoners national territory will suffer from 000 men), to be continually main- and battery was headed by a band,
Paris.—An officer of a French rifle■which has been captured and twice and several generals were captured., events of which they will be the tained in the field.
horse or foot Now came the drums regiment, gives to the Petit Troyen the>
retaken. The troop, withdrawn from The German troops advancing west of theatre.
"But if the war should be protract- and fifes; now the blare of brass and
"The ordeal is inevitable, but tem- ed, and if Us fortunes should be var- soldiers singing "Die Wacht am Rhein" following account of the capture of thethere will be uBed to re-enforce the the River Meuse towards Maubeuge
first German flag:
main Une of the Allies between defeated an English cavalry brigade. porary.
ied or adverse, exertions and sacri- and "Deutschland uber Alles."
"The engagement of the French,
"Thus detachments of German fices beyond any which have been
Maubeuge, Bouth of Namur, and Donon The River Semois, Longwy and the
troops with the Ninety-ninth brigade.
Death Head Hussars There.
In the central Vosges, a distance of greater part of the Belgo-French fron- cavalry belonging to an unattached demanded will be' required from the
tier are in German hands. A con- division operating on the extreme
Along Cbausee de Louvain, past St of Germans lasted from 6:30 a. m. to
about 100 mile..
whole nation and empire. And where
The War Office announcement IOI- centric advance of all the German right have penetrated to Roubaix they are required we are sure they Josse and the botanical gardens, to 9 at night
army toward Paris is probable.
"The artillery combat was terrible.
(six miles north of Lille) and the will not be denied to' the extreme the open space in front of the Gare du
Tourcoing district, which are defend- needs of the state by Parliament or Nord, the usual lounging place of the The French 75-millimeter guns made
"The commander in chief, requiring
tired twaddler, of the city, swept the havoc among the German horses andi
Washington.—The following wire- ed only by territorial reservists.
all available forces on the Meuse, has
the people."
then reduced the heavy German guna
Our valiant people will know how
ordered the progressive abandonment less despatch was received at the
legions.
Among the cavalry were the famous to silence. The gunners were decimof occupied territoryMuelhausen Telefunken station at Sayville, L. I., to find courage to support this trial,
with unfailing faith in final success,
Brunswick Death's Head Hussars and ated by the French fire and they aban-,.
has again been evacuated.
from Nauen, Germany:
their companions on many^ bloody doned their pieces, which fell into"A new battle is in progress be"Official announcement was made which is not to be doubted. In telltween Maubeuge (Department of the here that the German army command- ing to the country the whole truth,
fields, the Zeiten hussars. But where French hands.
'The German machine guns from a
Nord) and Donon (Department of ed by Grand Duke Albrecht of Wurt- the Government and military authoriwas the gloripus garb of the German
ties
give
it
the
strongest
proof
of
troops, the cherry-colored uniforms of church steeple continued to ravage the
Muerthe-et-Moselle). On it hangs the temberg has defeated a French army
their
absolute
confidence
in
victory,
the horsemen, and the'blue of the in- French, but the church finally was delate of France."
at Neufchateau and captured many
fantry t All is greenish, earth color molished.
guns, flags anJ prisoners, including which, depends only on our perseverance
and
tenacity."
KAISER
SAID
TO
HAVE
LESS
"At nightfall the French charged]
gray. All the helmets are covered with
London.—Premier Asquith announc- several' Generals.
THAN
200,000
TO
OPPOSE
gray. 'The guns are painted gray. the enemy's defense-work with irreed in the House of Commons that
"German armiis under Prince
NORTHERN ENEMY.
sistible energy and took them at theEven the pontoon bridges are gray.
the British casualties in the with- Rupprecht of Bavaria, Crown Prince 300-MILE BATTLE LINE BY
ADVANCING GERMAN ARMY
"To the quickstep beat of the drums point of the bayonet They estabdrawal of the British troops to the Frederick William and Grand Duke
London.—Germany
has
advanced
in
X*X*X*X*X#X»X#X*X«X«X#X#Xi
positions assigned to them in the re- Albrecht are vigorously pursuing the
the kaiser's men march to the great lished themselves there for the night.
one vast battle line from Lille to the i FINNS LOYAL TO RUSSIA;
"In this action the Fifth company
construction of the allied lines were French.
square, Charles Regier. Then at the
The army under Prince
Swiss border, a distance of 300 miles.
Rupprecht captured 150 guns at Lunewhistling sound of the word of com- of the First battalion captured a Germore than 2,000.
JEWS STAND BY CZAR 5
The
movements
in
Alsace
and
LorThe Premier confirmed the report ville, Blamont and Clrey. The army
mand—for the sonorous orders of the man flag, with eight guns, 90 horses.
that the British troops had fallen commanded by the' Crown Prince pur- raine, if not merged with the Belgiun ft
8t Peter.burg^Officlal. here § German officers seemed to have gone and 637 prisoners, including ten officampaign, have been so timed that
back and said that the withdrawal sued the French beyond Longwy.
the way of the brilliant uniforms—the cers."
1,000,000 Germans are advancing sim- £ are responsible for the state- *
from the position near Mons had been
"The Germans are west of the
* ment that the population of gj gray-clad ranks broke into the famous
accomplished successfully, according River Meuse and are advancing ultaneously through Belgium and Al- !j5 the Flnnleh province, are loyal 3J goose step, while the good people of
American. In French Army.
to a despatch received from Sir John against Maubeuge. They have de- sace-Lorraine into Prance. The losses H and that the Russian Jew. ar. M Liege and Brussels gazed at the passParis.—Hundreds of foreigners preFrench, commander in chief of the feated an English brigade of cavalry." are the greatest In modern history.
ing
wonder
with
mouth,
agape.
sented
themselves to the military auLondon does not confirm the report- H .landing by the Government, H
British expeditionary force.
The German Embassy at Washingthorities and offered their services as
Crowd. Want Revenge.
ed
successes
of
the
German
Crown
Sx>»X#X#X#X#X8X#XfcX#X#X#»*X
ton gave out a despatch of a similar
At the railroad station the great volunteers. Among them were 160
nature, but with some additional de- Prince. The admission, however, that
WHOLE GERMAN ARMY
London.—For the first time since procession defiled to the boulevards Amorlcans, 25 of whom were medicalthe Allies have been forced to retire
MAY MARCH ON PARIS tails, as follows:
fhe war began word came from variand tbence marched to encamp on the ly examined and accepted. The pro'The army of the German Crown is open to most serious construction,
Battles more sanguinary than the ous sources telling what the immense heights of the city called Kochelberg. portion accepted among tha other torConcentric Advance of Entire Force Prince has won a decisive victory world has ever known are now in Russian army is doing.
It was truly a sight to have gladdened signers was about thirty per cent
An official statement given out at
I. Predicted in Berlin Wireless That northwest ot/ Dledenhoen over five progress on the fields. More than a
the eyes of the kaiser, but on the side- The remainder of the Americans wilt
Say. French Under Joffre Are "No French army/ corps. The retreat of million and a half men are engaged. St. Petarb.urg asserted that Russia
walks men were muttering beneath be examined. Among the 26 Amerithe .outhern French wing on Verdun
ha.
now
600,000
troops
In
Germany.
More Capable of Action.
can citizens accepted were William
Along a hundred miles of territory,
has been cut off.
Despatches Indicate that the Rus- their breath:
Thaw, son of Benjamin Thaw of Pittsfrom
Mons
to
Luxemburg,
for
three
,
"The
French
troops
were
repulsed
"They'll
.not
pass
here
on
their
way
Washington. — A concentric addays 250,000 Germans have been in a sian, are already deeper Into Ger. back. The allies will do for them." burgh, and a cousin of Harry, whoacross
the
River
Meuse
in
complete
man
territory
than
the
Germani
vance of all the German armie.
death grapple with an equal number
Many of the younger men in the was engaged as an aviator.
are Into French territory.
toward Paris is probable, the SemoiB rout. The Crown Prince', army, giv- of the Allies.
great array seemed exhausted after
The
Central
News
correspondent
River, Longwy and the greater part ing chase, took many prisoners and
Along the Lorraine frontier, extend-,
Glories In Death of Son.
of the Belgian-French frontier being it is declared the French troopB are ing over into France, another great in Rome sends an official despatch the long forced march, but as a man
PariB.—Count Guerry de Beaurein German hands, according to a wire- no longer able to face the terrific German army, under the personal com- from St. Petersburg asserting that a staggered his comrades in ths ranks
gard, a veteran of the war of 1870,
leBs dispatch to the German Embassy fire of the German infantry."
mand of the Crown Prince, is hammer- Russian army, composed of twenty held him up. -'
It was a great spectacle and an im- thus announces the death of a son at
army corps, will carry out the invafrom its Foreign Ofilce, received via
ing
at
the
French.
PARIS ANNOUNCES FRENCH AND
pressive one, but there are minor inci- the front:
Sayvllle, Long Island. It say.:
Finally, a third great battle Is under sion of Prussia, under the direction
ENGLISH HAVE RETIRED ON
"One son already has met the death
dents that were of a less pleasant char"The German troops facing the
way In Alsace, where another German of Grand Duke Nicholas.
COVERING POSITION8.
of the brave beyond the frontier at
The Germans are reported to have acter.
French troops defeated them in batarmy Is endeavoring to wrest Muelthe head of a squadron of the SevenMi
less than five army corp to meet the
Officer. In Shackles.
tle from AugUBt 17 to date. NumerParis.—The French War Office Is- hausen from the French,
ous ensigns, more than 150 guns and
Two Belgian officer., manacled and hussars. Others will avenge him.
Reports are received of a score of invaders. The German army corps
sued
this
announcement
Another ot my sons, an artilleryman.
consists of 40,000 men and the Rus10,000 prisoners have been captured.
"The French and English, the plan smaller fights linking to the three sian about the same. This would fastened to the leather Stirrups of two Is with the general staff- My eldest
Luneville has been taken, and the
uhlane, made a spectacle that caused
great
great
battles
into
one
continuattack having failed owing to un
mean 800,000 Russians against 200,000 a low murmur of resentment from the son Is with the Twenty-flrst chasseurs.
army of General Joffre, broken up, is of
foreseen difficulties, have retired on ous struggle along the 300 miles of
no more capable of action. The Garvrermans.
citizens. Instantly German horsemen Long live France I"
frontier.
man Crown Prince's army has chased the covering positions.

French War Office Announces It Has
Withdrawn All Troops from Alsace
as "Matter of Hard Necessity" to
Meet Onslaught of Kaiser's
Legions Now in France

Calling 600,006 Men,
Britain Prepares for
Three Years' War

I DEVELOPMENTS OF THE WAR

RUSSIAN ARMY,
500,000 STRONG,
ON GERMAN SOIL

*

MOUNTAINEERS
Montenegrin.

REINFORCE.

Now Make
Corp..

a

8erb

London—According to the Milan
correspondent of the Chronicle the
main body of the Montenegrin troops
has been Incorporated as an army
corps in the Servian army. They
have entered Herzegovina.
The Albanian insurgents are moving forward rapidly. They occupy
Fiera, and are now marching south
oa Avlona tin the- Gulf of Avlona, in
the Adriatic.

PROTEST AGAINST CENSOR.
Ask. That Paper. Be Given Chance
to Describe Battles.

London—The Daily Telegraph in
its leading editorial protests against
the action of the English and Belgian
authorities In ousting newspaper men
from the field of action. The Cabinet
will take up the matter.
"If all goes as the authorities
Intend," says the Dally Telegraph,
"there will not be any unofficial
full and independent account of any
action fought in the war."

NO ABLE-BODIED

IN

BERLIN.

City In Handa of Old Men and Boys
of Fourteen.

London.—The Times correspondent
at Rotterdam telegraphs a statement
^hlch he says waB made to him by
\ party of Chinese medical men, who
arrived in Rotterdam from Berlin.
"When we left Berlin on Saturday
night," says the statement, "the city
was in the hands of old men and boys.
Not an able-bodied man was to be
seen. All the bridges were guarded
by boys of fourteen."

3

WOMAN AERIAL SPY.
French

Arrest Girl
Disguised
Airman.

a.

Dijon France.—French gendarme*
stopped' a young girl who, disguised
as a man, had left with a group ot
Pau aviators for the war. She was
wearing a military aviator's uniform
and had cut her hair short.
It was found that she was an English girl, twenty-six years old. She
will be sent back to her parents
by the military authorties by a spaniel boat. _.

HEIRESS OF GOULDS
HELPING PARISIANS
Paris.—The Duchess de Talleyrand,
formerly Miss Anna Gould/of New
fork, Is noperating a work sliop }n ihe
Rue de la Pomps for women whose
relatives and friends are fighting but
who are not yet qualified to receive
state help. The women will receive
three meals a day and wili be occupied
in making shirts and hospital necessities.

The duchesa has canceled the arrangements which she had made for a
visit of her children to New York, as
she feared any vessel on which they
might sail would be exposed to danger
of capture.
Count Bonl de Castellane, former
'husband of the duchess, has obtained
appointment in the bureau ot the headquarters staff.
The Duke de Talleyrand, the present buiband of the former Miss Gould,
placed hi. services with his automobile at the disposal ot the government

GEN. CARRANZA SIMPLE FUNERAL INCOME TAX ADDS
IN MEXICO CITY FOR POPEJIUS X.
(60700,000
/' •Greeted by Cheering Crowds Few Present and Ceremony Individuals Pay $32,450,000
Lining Decorated Streets
WILL

Occupied Fifteen Minutes

KEEP ALL PLEDGES SHORTEST

IN

400

and Corporations $18,500,000

YEARS NEW

YORK

PAYS

STOCKHOLDER'S
BILL AGAINST
N. H./ UPHELD

Supreme Court Rules They May
Maintain Bill to Recover
$102,000,000
MOST

ASKS AID IN BATTLE
ON WHITE PLAGUE
Truateea Appeal' to
Physician, to
Report All Ca.es of Infection.

Boston—An appeal to all physicians of the state has been sent out
by state trustees of hospitals for consumptives asking them to co-operate
In a campaign to prevent the Infection of young children with tuberculosis and to aid the trustees in their
work by reporting all such infections
as may come under their observation
to the state board of health.
The communication reads. In part
as follows:
"Into every household come people,
either as visitors, boarders or workers, who either continually or spasmodically have tubercle bacilli In their
sputum. Children, as a rule, associate with these people intimately,
which association may In a few weeks
thoroughly infect the child. If the
child 1B very young and the infection
Is a virulent or massive one, acute
tuberculosis in some form often re
suits and 'brings about the death ot
the child. The older children with
greater powers of resistance, check
this infection with their glandular
apparatus and may remain in good
health, or perhaps slightly ailing,
through life. It is these children,
however, who cannot stand the strain
of young adult life, and who furnish
our thousands ot new cases ot pulmonary tuberculosis each year.
"It Is your opportunity, first to protect these children from infection,
and, second, to see that they are
cared for when such Infection has
taken place. If you delay making a
diagnosis until actual disease Is evident, the csee has probably gone beyond the stage when cure Is possible,
A diagnosis of Infection' as contrast
ed with a diagnosis of 'disease' is
the key to this problem. We ask
you to help us by reporting these
cases, simply as a matter of record,
to the state board of health, which
board will furnish special cards for
the purpose."

HOUSE ABSENTEES
TO LOSE$25 A DAY
All Members of Congress Summoned to Washington
NO WORK, RECEIVE NO PAY

Boston-Kludge Braley of the SuPrimary Campaign and Speaking Erv
preme Judicial Court has decided that
Ralph S. Bartlett et al., trustees ungagements Scatter 180 Over The
X. I. Entomb.d in St. Peter'.
Frem All Internal Revenue Sources
der the will of Olea Bull Vaughn, and
Country—Leader. Say 27 N.w
After Viewed by Thousands.
, forms Will Be Put Into Effect
»308,«27,61t, Largest on Record.
other minority stockholders ot tha
Yorkers Will Return.
New York, New HaVen and Hartford
Rome.—Never in 400 years has the
Mexico City. — At last General
Washington.—Receipts from Intern- Railroad Company, might maintain
funeral
of
a
Pope
been
BO
simple
as
Washington.—For
the first time in
Venustlano Carranza, First Chief of
al revenue. Including the income and their bill in equity to recover from
twenty years the House was put to
» the
Constitutionalist
revolution that of Pius X. The ceremony occu- corporation taxes were larger in the former directors of the corporation
Only fiscal year 1914 than ever before la
the necessity of resorting to the most
agaln.t the murderers of Prssldent pied only fifteen minutes.
$102,000,000 expended in various enFrancisco Mad.ro which began 17 diplomats, cardinals, officials and a Its history, according to a prelimin- terprises in which the road engaged.
extreme measure under the law to
enforce the attendance of member,
.months ago, is in the capltol of the few Invited friends ware present.
ary report by the Commissioner ot
The judge enjoined the road from
The conclave of Cardinals te the Internal Revenue.
on its sessions. By a vote of 213 to 27
Republic.
transferring stock standing in the
elect
a
successor
to
Pope
Flu.
X.
the House passed a resolution revokThe entry of General Carranza with
From all source* other thaa Income
The body of Pope Plus was eaolosed and corporation tax the collectors names of Charles S. Mellen and Alextils troops was received with great
ing all leaves of absence heretofore
In three caskets and entombed in St "brought in {308,827,619, leas by $7>0,- ander Cochrane of Boston, and oth^enthusiasm.
granted,
calling upon all members to
ers.
When he passed the' National Thea- Peter's with full ceremonies. For 6SE than collections from similar
return to Washington at once and reJudge
Braley
held
that
the
Supreme
tre, the cavalcade was halted while seven days there will be solemn and aeurce. the previous fiscal year.
quiring the proper officers to deduct
Judicial Court of Massachusetts had
the Constitutionalist leader received elaborate masses.
the daily compensation of all those
From the corporation and Income tax, jurisdiction over the road as a doWith
the
siaglag
ot
psalm,
by
the
from the labor leaders the flag Mawho fall to respond to the summons.
however, they collected *7l,381,276, mestic corporation, and the stock ot
-td.ro lost In the last days of his cam- chapel choir the late Pope's body was surpassing the revenue frem the corAs members who continue to absent
carried from the chapel of the Sacra- poration tax in 1118 by mere than the corporation was subject to propaign.
themselves will lose a little more
, Ths city wa. bedecked in gala ment to the choir chapel and, after $31,000,000. The total internal rev- cess in this Commonwealth, whether
than $25 a day it is the general exattire, festoons of flags sweeping b.lng wrapped In a red coverlet, was enue amounted to $380,008,884 te the defendants as owners of such
pectation that within the next forty*
from every building and point of placed first In a coffin ef cypress June 30, 1914, or about $35,598,0*0 stock were residents or non-residents.
eight hours practically the entire
* vantage. The streets were so throng- wood. Into this coffin as well was mere than the previous fiscal year. The effect of the injunction would be
House membership will be in Washed with people that the progress of placed, according to custom, a purs, The principal Hem of decrease was to create an equitable lien on the
ington. The only excuse that will be
filled with gold, silver and copper in taxes oa distilled spirits, which fell stock.
the triumphant parade was slow.
accepted for absence for the rest ol
As to the allegations contained in
Although the enthusiasm knew no coin, representing the number of off by $4,781,186. Cigarettes brought,
the session is the illness of a member
years the Pelntlff lived, and a metal in about $2,666,116, and fermented the plaintiff's bill, Judge Braley said:
hounds there was little disorder.
or illness in his family.
"While they might have been more
Upon arriving at the National Pal- cylinder containing a brief history of liquors about $814,828 additional.
In the closing days of last week the
positive in tone, yet enough appears,
ace, General Carranza reviewed the the Pope.
From the corporation excise tax when taken In connection with the
business of the House was tied up
The cypress coffin was placed then the Government received about $10,army from the balcony and made a
by point, of no quorum, and tha
(brief speech to the dense crowd fill- in one of lead, which in turn was 671,077; from the corporation Income general frame of the bill, to warrant
House was in constant turmoil beplaoed in one of oak. The oak coffin tax about $31,456,603, and from the Use prlma facie Inference that appliing the Plaza de la Con.tltuclon.
cause of the absence of members.
The First Chief declared the is decorated with the cross and the individual income tax about $28,263,- cation to the Individual defendants
Speaker Clark rebuked the absentee,
agrarian and other reform, for which coat ot arm. of the Pope and ether 636. The exact amount of expense, alleged to have been guilty of gross
from the chair and Leader Underwood
mismanagement of corporate Interests,
the revolutionists had fought would pontifical emblems.
the Commissioner says, has not been who also are alleged to constitute,
gave notice that he would call up tha
The body rests In a niche to the determined, but to collect this vast
be put into effect as soon as possible
resolution that was passed.
and he prophesied the dawn of a new left ot the choir chapel, where It sum, he says, cost approximately with the other directors closely assoera of peace and prosperity tor Mex- will remain until the permanent tomb $6,766,000, compared with $6,484,600 ciated and affiliated with them in
The passage of the Underwood resok
financial matters, a majority of the
loo under a regime where every citi- Is prepared.
lution was marked by a bitter par,
for the previous fiscal year. The cost
zen would be able to earn bis living
The holy conclave of Cardinals of collection was about $16.17 per board of directors controlling' the ac- TRAMPING PASTORS MEET HOS. tlsan debate. The House was in aa
tion and policy of the corporation,
-without being enslaved to harlendados to elect a successor to Pope Pius X.
ugly mood and adopted the resoluthousand, or 1.62 per cent, compared
TILITY.
-or other exploiters.
will convene on schedule time. The to 1.68 per cent, the previous year. would result either In Inaction or in
tion aimed at absentees apparently
no effective effort being made to obsnnouncement was made by Cardinal
Among the
The average cost since establishment
Can Easily Understand Why Unfor. with great reluctance.
Chamberlain
Delia
Volpe.
It
is
genenthusiastic supporters were Repre"GOD WITH THE 8TR0NGEST."
of the bureau has been $26.14 per tain redress.
tunates Should become Soured on
erally believed that the Cardinals will
sentative Heflin of Alabama, who has
Society.
thousand, or 2.61 per cent.
ORGINATOR OF MEMORIAL DAY
just returned to Washington after a
That'. All General Huerta Would Say be able to decide on a new Pope
The normal Income tax amounted
In about four days. There hare been
vacation;
Representative!
DEAD
AT
91.
to $12,728,038. The return, from this
Brockton—The Rev. Edson R. Leach month's
About War In Europe.
occasions when the Cardinals spent
Stephens of Nebraska, who has been
tax were largest in amount from inof
this
city
has
returned
from
a
trip
London.—General Vletoriano Huer- weeks In casting fruitless ballots becomes exceeding $100,000, and not Mrs. Mary Cotton Redpath Succumbs through the New England states dis- away for two months, and Represents)
ta, erstwhile dictator of Mexico, was fore a choice was made.
at Her Maiden Home.
more than $260,000.
From this
guised as a tramp.
The trip was tive Borland of Missouri, who haa
asked what he thought of the EuroTwenty-three Cardinals met and
made in company with the Rev. spent several weeks campaigning in
pean war. He called for pen and arranged for the temporary govern- source the income was $3,836,948, and
Maiden—Mrs. Mary Cotton Red- Jonathan Cartmlll of Cherry Valley, a his State.
from incomes exceeding $500,000 it
paper, and wrote:
ment of tha Church until a new Pope
Representative Mann, the minority
was $3,437,860 Incomes over $20,000 path, who is credited with having brother-in-law of the Brockton clergy
"On the present war in Europe I is elected.
and not more than $60,000 paid in been the originator of Memorial day man, and was for the purpose
of leader, made a charge of bad faith
should not speak. All that can be
These Cardinals after taking the
against
Southern members. He as,
observances and who was an active studying the problems of the homesaid is what I have already said in oath to maintain secrecy "even to $2,934,754; those over $50,000 and not
serted that Southern men had beeq
the book of a lady, which Is as fol- the shedding ot blood" performed more than $75,000 paid $1,645,639; anti-slavery worker prior to the civ- less. Both are Christian socialists.
il war, Is dead at her home, 54 MaThe Rev. Mr. Leach said on his away for weeks and weeks, attending
lows:
the traditional ceremony ot breaking those over $76,000 and not over $100,return that he could easily see how to their primary campaigning, and
"'God 1B always with the strongest the fisherman's ring. The rite was 000 paid $1,323,022, and those over ple street, at th age of 91 years.
The old homestead in which she a man who 1B down and out could get now that this work was over they
—that is to say, the strongest is al- not literally performed, however, be- $260,000 and not more than $500,000
lived" for more than half a century soured on society and take steps to were willing to. penalize members
ways In the grace of God. It is for cause none of the Cardinals had the paid $2,334,682.
from the North and West
this that one Is the strongest."
strength to break the ring, even . Of ,. the total collected, spirits was one of the northern stations of get even. He said he met a college
"A primary nomination is equivaWhen asked to .peak regarding tho though-a hammer was employed. Ac- brought In $163,879,343; tobacco, the underground railway by which chum of his on.top street at Bar
Mexican situation, Gen. Huerta closed cording to the rules of the Sacred $76,789,426; fermented liquor, $66,- fugitive slaves were spirited over Harbor, and asked for assistance, and lent to an election in the South,"
his lips tightly and made the sign of College, the ring should be broken 268,890; oleo-margarine, $1,269,087, the border into Canada. She was a was turned down. A number of min- shouted Mr. Mann. "The irimarle.
the cross, as if putting the seal on. and then reset and presented to the and playing cards, $66,288, with small- friend of Henry Ward Beecher, Wen- isters with whom he was aeaualnted, are over in that section of'the counHe Bald In English: "Excuse me; new Pope. As this couldn't be done er amounts for miscellaneous items. dell Phillips and numerous other but who did not recognise him be- try, but are* not over in *tke North.'
New York State paid about $62,- anti-slavery leaders.
oothlng."
cause of his ragged clothes and stub- We have to flght tor nominations and
It was scratched instead.
She was born In Cotton Valley, ble beard, passed him by. The two then face a contest in the election." ,
Gen, Huerta has not visited the
The Pope's testament, It was learn- 000,009 in Internal revenue taxes, and
Mexican Legation, and be has had ed, provides tor the maintenance of Illinois about $61,000,000, Kentucky near Wolfboro, N. H., Nov. 3, 1S28. clergymen received hostile treatment
Of the 435 members of the House
few callers. If he has wealth, neither about forty children who were made was third with about $36,000,000, and In early womanhood she was mar- all along the line from Chlcopee, only 224 responded to their names on
the dress nor the scale of living ot orphans by the earthquake at Mes- (Pennsylvania fourth, with $33,000,000, ried to Ezra Taylor Kidder. of Bos- where the trip started, to Portland, the roll call on the Underwood resoCommissioner Osborn's report on ton and later to James Redpath, an Me. No one seemed to have any sym- lution. With the prospect of losing
tils party indicates It
sina and Calabria in 1908.
The death of the Pope has been the collection of the new Income tax English journalist and author.
pathy for the two "tramps."
money by remaining off the Job every
revenue
shows that the total collecannounced officially to the municipaliBoth men carried money with them member physically able to do so will
AMERICAN-MEXICAN CLASH.
tions
for
the
fiscal
year
ended
June
ty of Rome.
State Examiners Endorse "Ameri- to spend in case It was necessary return without delay, according to tha
The Pope's sister I Anna, who col- 30, 1914, amounted to $71,381,274.69,
can" Voting Machine.
to keep from starving. They tried leaders.
Itaee Fighting Between Deputies lapsed after his death, is much bet- distributed as follows:
Of the fprty-three members of' the
Boston—The state ballot law com- to hire a stateroom on the Portland
Corporation excise tax..$10,671,077.22
ter.
and Outlaw. In Arizona.
Boston boat but even though they House from New York twenty-seven
Corporation income tax. 32,456,662.67 mission acting as the state board of offered the money were
The
elimination
of
cardinals,
so
refused
were absent. The absentees were
Globe, Ariz.—Four American, and
Individual Income tax.. 28,253,584.80 voting machine examiners, has ap- passage and ordered away.
Brown, OTLeary,. Maher, Calder, Fitzproved the "American" voting matwelve Mexicans were killed In a that the most probable candidates for
the,papacy
might
be
listed,
has
been
gerald,
O'Brien, Metz, Riordan, Carew,
chine,
to
be
manufactured
in
Boston
aeries of clashes in and near Ray.
TO FLY AMERICAN FLAG.
Substitutes In Many School..
Chandler, Cantor, George, Ten Eyck,
by the American Voting Machine
Finn Brown, Deputy Sheriff, and two under consideration. It is hardly beBoston—It 1B likely that nearly 100 Parker, Wallin, Merritt, Mott, FairMexican horse thieves were killed In lieved possible that a foreign Pope Ship That Will Furnish Nucleus for company, for use In Massachusetts
a fight In Devil's Canon, near Ray. will be chosen. This removes 19
elections. The other voting machine substituting teachers will be called child, Clancy, Underbill, Smith and
Merchant Navy of Nearly 100.
cardinals
from
the
candidacy;
and
into service in "Boston schools when Hamilton,
A third Mexican was killed by DepuWashington.—The United State. that has received the endorsement the fall term opens Sept. 9, to take
Nineteen members from Pennsylty Sheriff Henderson, when the latter It is also considered unlikely that Steel Corporation, the Standard Oil of the board is the "Triumph."
the
pontiff
would
be
chosen
from
the
place, temporarily, of teachers vania may lose a part of their salar<
and Deputy Sheriff O'Neill were amCo. and the United Fruit Co. have
among
the
cardinals
more
than
70
who
fall
to
get
back
to
America
from
las
as a result of the House's action.
bushed by the thieves. Two more
East Braintree Tub Wins.
notified the government of their inAmericans, Earl and Frank Miller, years of age, thus eliminating 35 tention to put their fleets under the
Hull—The championship of the New European countries because of the
(brothers, and two Mexicans were kill- more. Finally there are five cardinal
BLUE POINTS HIT BY WAR.
new law extending home registry to England States Veteran Firemen's war.
Probably nearly M0 Boston school
£d when a posse came upon the out- deacons, who, according to tradition,
League was won by Union No. 1 of
foreign-built craft.
could
never
be
elected.
Thus
the
sws.
teachers went to Europe this summer
East
Braintree,
216
feet
at
the
anThis action will furnish a nucleus
Hundreds of Export Oyster GatherInfuriated at the news of the death choice would lie among 16, some of
of a new American merchant navy of nual muster of the league, held un- far their vacations. A few of them
ot members of the posse, American whom are believed to be obviously
ers Out of Work.
nearly 100 steamships with a total der the auspices of the Nantaaket have returned. Word has been refriends of Ray Invaded the Mexican oat of the question, leaving Cardinals
ceived from a few of those remainThe Beach Association at Nantaaket.
Sayville, Long Island.—The war has
Ferrata, Maffl
Gasparrl, tonnage of about 400,000.
section.
An American and seven Ferrari,
Veterans from Bostoni
Chelsea, ing.
Standard Oil fleet of tankers numknocked the pearls out of the blue
Mexicans were killed when a number Pompili, De Lai and possibly one or
bers 70, of which 25 are British, 35 Salem and many other cities worked
point oyster industry.
of the Mexican residents resisted the two others from whom to select.
Plant
To
Run
On
Part
Time.
German and the rs.t Italian and side by side In keen competition for
Blue points are no longer popular in
attack npon their homes.
prizes.
Lynn—The executive board of the this country, but they sold well
FASHION HAS CEASED IN LONDON Datch. The United Fruit Co. control. the championship and the
More
than
20
cities
throughout
New
General
Electric
Company
has
decided
29 vessel, and the United States Steel
abroad. Now that shipments canALONE IN JAURES KILLING.
to run its plants at Lynn on part not be made freely, all the stock on
People Awakened to Realities—Ex- Corporation five vessels flying the England were represented.
time
Instead
of
dosing
entirely
for
British flag.
hand and that expected to be ready
pensive Food Now Cheap.
Villain Denies He Had Aceomplles
Foreign vessels owned by other Boston Preparing For 150,000 Pupil*. a period. The dull times and the war during the fall and winter will go to
London.—This City has almost at
Boston—This city is making prepa- are said to be responsible for a fall- waste.
In Killing Socialist.
American corporations added to this
a blow lost her whole trade. No one
ration to accommodate 150,000 stu- ing off In the orders. The meter deHundreds of men have found emParis.—Raoul Villain, the assassin wants to buy furniture, Fragonard fleet would increase American tondents In the public day and evening partment will close from Friday to ployment in gathering and packing
ot the French Socialist leader, Jean paintings, Chinese vases or Paquln nage to 1,000,000, it is estimated.
schools during the coming year. En Monday and the instrument depart- the oysters In the shell for shipment,
Leon Jaures, denied at a preliminary gowns or to redecorate hie house.
bearing that he had accomplices In Fashion has for the time ceased to BEET SUGAR CROP 4,126,000 TONS rollment in the day schools is ex- ment from Thursday until Monday. but their jobs are now gone.
pected to reach 110,000 by Oct. 1. Six Some of the departments have been
the crime. He reiterated the asser- exist, for even the most frivolous
tion that Jaures had detrayed and man or woman has touched something Yield in United StaUs Will Ba Less new BChoolhoueeB in various parts of running on a short schedule for some
WAR HITS CINCINNATI HARD.
the city are rapidly. being pushed to time, but from general appearances
Than Last Year.
wronged the country,
serious at last. All foreign investcompletion,
and
work
is
about
to
beall
departments
will
take
their
turn
Washington.—With
the
price
ot
/Villain, slight of build and looking ments have ceased to mean dividends.
City Will Soon Suffer From an Imlike a student, with his blond hair People are finding out what they can sugar higher than in many years, in- gin on another building in the West under the new arrangement.
ported B.er Famine.
dications are that the country's sugar- End.
brushed back, told how he had sought do without.
beet
crop
this
year
will
ba
the
smallCincinnati.—This
city will soon sut
Path
of
the
Kakapo.
the Socialist leader after buying reOne quite unexpected result of the
Grangers Gather at Lexington.
Several birds make regular paths to fm n itn a foreign beer famine, as
volver., and said he would have shot public's economies and trade exigen- est since 1910. A forecast ot 4,826,000
Lexington—"Massachusetts'
Grangtons
was
announoed
by
the
Departthe
supply
of
European
brews is aland from their resorts. Those of the
blm on the streets or wherever he cies in this strange time is that
found him. , Extras announcing mo- people of modest purses are dining ment of Agriculture. Last year the ers' day" at Lexington Park.was at- Antarctic penguma are noted by all most exhausted and no more can ba
bilization had incited him to anger, on salmon and English peaches. The production was 5,659,009 tons; In tended by upward of 500 of the explorer, in their region. Very no- obtained because of the war. German
and he said he .poke to no one of more expensive foods are now cheap- 1912, 6,224,000 tons, and in 1911, grangers from the different granges ttoeakie are those in the haunts of the and Austrian beers are used almost
5,062,000 tons.
in the state, which took the form of kakapo, th. large, rock-dwelling, bur- exclusively here by those who drink
hi. intention.
er than the commoner sort
a bfg grange reunion. The affair was row-nesting owMiks. parrot of tha the imported article.
GEN. VILLA SATISFIED.
the first of the kind and was entirely mountains of New Zealand. They
ESTIMATES NORMAL CORN CROP.
8ENATE PAS8ES SILVER BILL.
STEPS TO CARE FOR NEEDY.
Informal In its nature, both old and beat down regular paths along the
Difference.
With
Carranza
Settled,
young
grange members gathering In spurs and ridges where they abound,
U. 8. Chamber of Commerce Forecasts Authorizes* Government to Purchase
Mexico
City
Hears.
Montreal
Council Suggest. Practical
2,700,000,000 Bushels.
the
park
to
renew
acquaintances.
so
that
a
person
might
be
excused
for
15,000,000 Ounces.
Mexico City.—Private telegrams reWinter Action.
Washington.—Production of 2,700,supposing they were meant for human
Washington.—The Smoot bill directMontreal.—Steps were taken at the
000,000 bushels of corn in the United ing the Secretary of the Treasury to ceived here indicate that all differJewels Worth $25,000 Stolen.
feat. It is along these avenue, that
States this year is the forecast of the purchase 15,000,000 ounces of silver ences between Oen, Villa and Oen.
Stockbrtdge—Jewels valued at $25,- the bird, go to and fro on their noc- meeting of City Council, to provide
committee on statistics and standards passed the Senate by a vote of 29 to Carranza have been ironed out sinoe 000 were stolen from Clovercroft, the turnal ramble., and as they march for those out of employment or who
of the Chamber of Commerce ot the 11. Senators Burton of Ohio, Norris Gen. Obregon conferred with Villa. summer home of Mrs. OBcar lasigi of they .nip off and perhaps eat every may otherwise heed assistance durUnited States.
Its report is based of Nebraska and Weeks of Massa- The latter is described as being per- 78 Beacon street Boston the other protruding spear of grass or weed, ing the coming winter. This was done
fectly satisfied now with the situation. night The safe in which the gems keeping the path perfectly clean. In the form of a resolution which was
on data secured as" of August 12. chusetts protested.
The outlook is for about a normal
As Introduced the bill required the The telegrams assert that Obregon were kept was rifled and the local Whan the path 1. buried in .now they adopted and sent to the Board of Concrop, since the average yield for the Secretary to purchase 26,000,000 and Villa are now on their way to- police believe that experienced cracks- still follow it en the surface and
trol, suggesting that "practical syspast ten years is placed at 2,690,000,- ounces of the metal.. The finance com- gether to Sonora to confer and to con- men are responsible for the Job.
tematic action be taken" so that tha
heat down a track.
000 bushela.
clude satisfactory arrangements.
Council should not be taken unmittee cat it to 15,000.000 ounces.
awares.
Last step In Triumph of Revolution
Against Madero's Murderers Taken
First Chief Say. Agrarian Re-

It I. Expeoted Selection Will Be Mad.
Early in September—Body of Plua

$10,670,000 Aleo Collected From Latter on Excise Tax—Total Receipts

THOSE "MOVIES" AGAIN
■ EING THE STORY OF HOW
TALE ANGERED A MAN.

Began Well, and
teresting, but
Him Resolve
First

Really Got Quite Inthe Ending Made
to Read the Last
In Future.

Tou pick up something to read in
the train and you come across a story
something like this:
"Are you a brave man?"
"Smith stared and looked at the
tpeaker, who was clearly a Frenchman. We say "clearly a Frenchman,"
because he shrugged his shoulders
ten or fifteen times a minute, and if
that Isn't clear enough for a short
•tory writer, nothing is.
Smith being stranded In Paris, the
Question interested him, as there
might be a franc or two in sight.
"Am I brave?" repeated Smith.
"Well, I'm moderately brave at five
francs, and for twenty I'm as brave as
a lion."
"Good," said the stranger. "Twenty
francs for you. And le boxe—can you
use your flsts?"
"Surest thing you know," said
Smith.
"I used to box with Jeffries."
"You must ask no questions. Just
go into a house I shall point out to
you.
Defend yourself If attacked."
By t»jB.t time you are becoming interestedI Here, you think, is 4 story
of the old-fashioned romantic kind.
Good. Nothing about eugenics, suffrage, psychology. All mystery, fighting, adventure—love, probably.
"Righto," says Smith, "give me the
20 francs and show me the house."
The mysterious stranger leads Smith
to a gloomy house, which, of course,
has "something sinister about it"
"Enter. Fight if you are attaeked.
Be brave."
"Smith enters the dark hallway.
Bounds of barbaric music are heard
from behind hangings of oriental
gplendor. (Getting exciting now. It's
about this point that you become interested so that you ride past your
station).
Pushing aside these hangings of
oriental splendor, Smith walks boldly
Into a big hall. A sultan of oriental
ferocity is on a throne, a sultana of
oriental beauty by his side. Dancing
girls of oriental freedom are before
him. Black slaves (probably "glgantio
Nubians") stand behind him. The sultana throws Smith a bulbul blossom.
"Off with the Giaour's head" roars the
sultan. Smith clinches with the gigantic Nubians. Some scrap! Whirroo!
Of course, "after a gallant fight,"
Smith Is borne under and the scimitar is about to disconnect his head
from the rest of his system, when the
mysterious Frenchman enters and
says:
-. "Some film, boys, some film."
It was all In the movies, yon see.
Tou throw the periodical out of the
window; possibly you curse. You get
out at Losthurst, take the village cab
and resolve never to look at a story
again until you have glanced at the
finish and make sure you won't be
faked. ,r* ,/> ' Woman Soon to Be Bald.
The future Eve will be bald. So
•ays Dr. Broig In the Bulletins Medical
Of Berlin.

"In the 80 years of my practice,"
says Dr. Broig, "I can say aa a result
of olose observation that the physique
of the new generation of women Is
slowly but surely undergoing a change.
The breast is sinking In, the shoulders
becoming more stooped, cold feet are
becoming a normal manifestation, the
hands are showing tendency toward a
violet or purplish color, the face Is
becoming smaller, deep wrinkles In
the forehead more frequent, and the
digestion getting worse. And that Is
not all; bloodleasness Is affecting the
face and skull. The elasticity of the
pores is decreasing, and the nose Is
developing more and more.
"This decrease of vitality is affecting the scalp. Women today are
losing hair as never before. Woman
are marching rapidly toward baldness."
Gold Mine Under His Feet.

George Sharp, a miner of Pedro
Creek, Alaska, lived over a fortune
over nine years before he knew that
the fortune existed.
Sharp, when he first came to the
Fairbanks district, located a claim on
the right limit of Pedro creek, opposite
No. I, and prospected for gold on the
claim at different times ever eince.
He spent most of bis time searching for the yellow stuff on his other
holdings, apparently neglectful of the
possibilities right under the floor of
his cabin. A few weeks ago Sharp
sank a shaft near his cabin, got some
prospects and then tunneled on bed
rock for ten feet or so.
He encountered coarse gold, some
falr-elsed nuggets being Included In
the dust obtained after sluicing a small
dump.
Applied to the Wrong Man.

ROMANCE EVERYWHERE

e
e
e
e
e

SUCCESSFUL SYSTEM OF MARKETING EGGS

By CORA PILSNER.

The little stenographer shuffled a
pile of filing cards with languid air
and looked dreamily at the bookkeper.
"What a lot of romance there is!" Bhe
said. "I mean what a lot of possibilities for romance! Now suppose a gust
of wind should come in and carry one
of these cards down to the street, and
a girl should pick it up and see the
name! Here's a card with the name
and address of Thomas Carlyle, a fascinating name, I think. I seem to have
heard it somewhere, but no matter.
What If this card should be biown out
through the window?
'Why, that little girl down there
would find it, and she'd say, 'It's surely
fate!' And she'd take It home to her
bedroom and dream over It! Yes, I
guess she'd carry it around in her
purse and snatch it out whenever she
was alone, fancying how he looks and
wondering what he'd say if she should
write him!
"Then, maybe, she'd actually develop the courage to do what her heart
dictated, and she would write him!
"And when he got the note 'way off
there in his little western town, he'd
sit down and picture to himeelf what
the girl who wrote it could be like!"
The little stenographer spoke dreamily and the bookkeeper smiled with
patient condescension as he listened.
"Then what did this Thomas Carlyle, ranchman, do?" said the bookkeeper, as the little stenographer
paused.
"Why," said the little stenographer,
"he went up to his little shack and
sat down and wrote her a delightfully
breesy western letter, telling how glorious It was out there! How his
ranch was paying, and how he needed
some one to share the enjoyment of It
all with him! He told how the fruit
was ripening and the flowers growing,
and how the bungalow was progressing up on the hill! Even as he wrote
be could feel her sympathy, and knew
that Bhe was counting on his letter!
"And then she would get it! And
Immediately ehe would begin to feel
that life was entirely worth while
again, because somebody needed her!"
She sighed gently with a degree of
sentimentality that Irritated the bookkeeper.
"Oh—no intermissions for tearful
music!" he commanded. "If you want
me to sit through it, hustle along the
next reel!"
"Well," obediently continued the
little stenographer, "they'd correspond
of course, and they'd learn all about
each other. He would find that she
was getting only $15 a week, and
hadn't any home. Immediately he'd
write that she had lived this way long
enough, and he was coming right up
after her!
"And when she'd write back she
would not tell him that she wasn't
ready or anything so silly, but she
would be frank and say that she'd
be waiting for him! And—" Again
the little stenographer paused, overcome by the affecting vision.
"Well, well!" the bookkeeper deliberately descended from his stool. He
strode over to where she sat He
put a paternal hand on the head that
was held restfully on her hand. And
he smoothed her hair, ae he spoke.
"Did she have It so bad!" he said
soothingly. "Well, and why didn't she
Just write to her Tommy Carlyle, and
begin things? Why doesn't she sit
her right down and prepare for ranch
life! Think of the romance you're
missing, my child, while you pine away
here, when here's Tommy's address
plain as Ink!" He lifted the card until
It was at a level with her eyes, but
she shook her head.
"No," she sighed. "It cannot be.
You see, I'm Just sorting out the cards
of the down-and-outs—those who can't
pay their bills even if we go to law.
This name Carlyle heads the list!
This romance I've been spinning
wouldn't do for me, because I know
all about the names. I'll have to get
mine some other way!' Sighing, she
shuffled the cards. — Chicago Dally
News.
Smokeless Chimneys.
A smokeless chimney may be produced by flooding the fire with air, but
this entails a heavy Increase In the
chimney loss with a consequent waste
of coal, according to Engineering
Magazine. This does not mean that It
pays to make smoke, although for a
given furnace and set of conditions it
may be so. In other words, there are
cases when the loases due to incomplete combustion as indicated by
smoke may be less than the losses due
to the admission of sufficient air to
"kill" the smoke. This Is the weak
point of many so-culled "smoke consumers." The science of the matter
lies in the production of perfect combustion, which la necessarily smokeless and which at the same time Involves a correct proportioning (neither
an excess nor a deficiency) of air to
the fuel. The production of such combustion Is not entirely controlled by
the simple matter of air admission,
but to as great an extent by the Intelligent design of the furnace Itself. This
Involves the maintenance of high temperature and the thorough mixing of
the air with the combustion gases and
with the carbon, and constitutes a
science in Itself.

Two lawyers representing much the
same Interests in the Claflin suit are
bitter enemies, and this threatening
to make needless bother for all concerned, Judge Morgan J. O'Brien was
requested to use his good offices to
effect peace.
Killing Two Birds.
"Sorry," said the judge, "but >I
"Here comes BJlnks, the bore,
guess you have made a mistake. Whoever heard of a man named O'Brien this time I'll get even with him."
"HowT"
Interfering to stop a fight f"—New
York Tribune.
_ | "Let you entertain him."
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Illustration Shows a Fiber-Board Box Fitted With Corrugated-Pasteboard Lining and Fillers, or Partitions, of the Same Material — Eaehj
Egg Has a Wrap of One-Faced Corrugated Pasteboard—The Lining la
Raised to Show the Eggs; It Shows Dark Against the Lid.

That eggs caa^tte marketed successfully by parcel post and that this
method frequently secures a better
price for the producer and a fresher
article for the consumer has now been
demonstrated to the satisfaction of
the experts in the United States department of agriculture. The department conducted tests that covered a
period of five months. At the end of
that period it came to the conclusion
that the parcel post was of particular
value to the man whose flock was too
small or who lives too far from express service to permit him to ship
his eggs in the regular commercial
case, which holds 30 dozen eggs.
In the course of these experiments
the department shipped 9,131 eggs In
466 lots. Of these 327, or slightly less
than 3.6 per cent, were broken, but
only 209, or slightly less than 2.3 per
cent, were absolutely wasted. The
others, though broken, could still be
used.
The percentage of breakage,
moreover, will be greatly reduced, it
Is said, when the employes of the post
office become more accustomed, to
handling such fragile matter.
That the eggs should be properly
packed is of course essential. This
Implies time, care and some expense,
and Is one reason why no attempt
should be made to market by parcel
post any but the finest quality of
eggs, for they alone will bring remunerative prices. Moreover, If the
customer who buys In small lots finds
that any considerable proportion of
bis purchases Is undesirable or even
unattractive in appearance, he will
not trouble to ask for deductions on
that account; he will simply discontinue his orders. The producer, therefore, must see to It that all the eggs
the postman delivers are what he represents them to be.
This can only be done by candling
them. Candling, "The process of testing eggs by passing light through
them so as to reveal the condition of
the contents," is omitted by many producers, who rely on care In collecting
to eliminate all bad eggs. It Is, however. Impossible to avoid an occasional accident, and candling Is therefore
advisable as an added precautiqn. A
simple outfit can be made out of a
small hand lamp and an ordinary
pasteboard box sufficiently large to be
placed over the lamp, after the ends
have been removed, without risk of
fire. In order to supply air to the enclosed lamp, notches should be cut in
the edge on which the box rests. A
round hole Is then cut In the box at
the level of the lamp flame and the
candling done by holding each egg
against this hole while the rest of the
room is in darkness. The light from
the lamp reveals the contents of the
egg, and those that show any defect
can be rejected.
If possible, only infertile eggs
should be sent to market. Fertile eggs
deteriorate rapidly In warm weather,
and are the cause of much loss. A
broody ben on the nest or accidental
exposure to a high temperature may
start Incubation and cause the egg to
spoil, and injure the shipper's reputation. It Is advisable, therefore, to retain the fertile eggs for home use, or
dispose of them in some other way
than through the parcel post This la
also true of soiled eggs. Eggs should
never be washed when intended for
high-class trade, since the process removes a natural mucilaginous coating
and opens the pores of the shell.
After this thorough elimination of
the unfit, the eggs that remain should
be carefully packed in a container of
corrugated pasteboard, metal, wood or
other suitable material. The post office regulations require this container
to be so wrapped that nothing can escape from the package, and each egg,
In addition to be wrapped separately
In excelsior,- cotton or some such material. Any soft paper serves the
purpose quite well. As for the container itself, there are many kinds on
the market, and the department of agriculture Investigators have not attempted to decide which Is the best.
Instead, they refer Inquirers to the
various state experiment stations,
which have available information on
this question.
In packing eggs. It Is well to sort
them as far as practical, according to
size and color, and to keep for home

use those which are Irregular In
shape, unusually long or thin-shelled.
Containers that have been badly
stained by broken eggs should be replaced by new ones and the package
wrapped as neatly as possible. In
short, every effort should be made to
deliver as attractive a package as possible Into the hands of customers. The
extra expense will be little and the returns in Increased trade great.
The larger the shipments that the
producer can arrange to make, the
cheaper can he afford to sell his
eggs. Within the first and second
zones of the parcel post service, a
package costs five cents for the first
pound and only one cent for each adadditional pound. Ordinarily eggs
weigh about one and one-half pounds
a dozen, which, with the additional
weight of the wrapping and container,
would make a package of a dozen eggs
weigh between two and three pounds.
The postage on this would be seven
cents. If another dozen eggs were Included In the package the postage
would not be more than nlaje cents, or
four and one-half, Instead of Beven
cents a dozen eggs.
To the value of the eggs and the
cost of postage must be added the cost
of the container and the wrapping.
For two dozen eggs this may be estimated at eight cents. With postage at
pine cents. It would, therefore, cost 17
cents to market two dozen eggs, or
eight and one-half cents a dosen. By
shipping In ten-dozen lots, It Is estimated that the marketing cost can
be reduced to 4.7 cents a dozen.
Where the container can be used
more than once, this cost can, of
course, be somewhat reduced. Largesized containers will stand from two
to four trips; smaller ones three to
five; so that it will pay the producer
to Induce his customer to return the
containers periodically.
Although It Is obviously advantageous both to the producer and consumer that the eggs be shipped In large
quantities and consequently economically. It must be remembered In taking orders that the supply of eggs undergoes the greatest fluctuations. In
times of scarcity it is not good policy
for the producer to send all his output
to one customer, neglecting his other
friends, nor In times of plenty can he
expect to dispose of his entire stock
to his regular customers.
Eggs are scarcest and highest In the
fall. Chickens should, therefore, be
hatched early enough to begin laying
at this season. Moreover little difficulty will be experienced then In disposing of the entire output, and It
will In consequence be unprofitable to
divert any of the supply to home purposes. This difficulty can be overcome by preserving eggs In the spring,
when they are plentiful and cheap. A
solution of water glass, which can be
obtained at drug stores for 75 cents a
gallon, should be used for this purpose, each quart being diluted with
ten quarts of water which has been
boiled and cooled. The eggs should
be packed In stone Jars or crocks anil
the solution poured over them, or
they may be carefully placed In the
solution each day. Eggs kept In this
way are perfectly good, but naturally
they do not command the prices of
those newly laid. The shells sometimes break In boiling, but this may
be avoided by puncturing the end with
a pin Just before they are dropped into
the water.
The only drawback to marketing
eggs by parcel post appears to be the
time and trouble Involved In packing
them. This Is compensated for by
the extra price that can always be obtained for products tbat are absolutely reliable. At bottom, therefore, the
shipper's success depends upon the
care with which he safeguards the reputation of his products. Satisfied customers will soon build up his business for blm. Any post office will furnish complete information in regard
to regulations and rates, and, as already stated, the several state experiment stations have Information in regard to the various types of shipping
boxes. The results of the United
States government's Investigation of
the matter have been published in
Farmers' Bulletin No. 594 of the department of agriculture, which will be
sent tree on request
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: TALE OF WHITE PAINT :
—

•

By CARL KILGORE.

J

"Now, for the love of Mike," said
Slatter in a resigned tone, "remember
it's white paint—and keep out of it!"
He glared at the three young Slatters and Included Mrs. Slatter in his
general glance. "You know," he added
In her direotlon a little defiantly, "that
you are Just as Impetuous and thoughtless as the children! Some of you will
be sure to fall against the woodwork
or try to absorb a bucket of stuff before the woodwork Is finished! I don't
see why the painters had to choose
Saturday, when the children are home
from school!"
"We'll be careful^John," promised
Mrs. Slatter. "Oh—wait till I get
some turpentine and take it off!"
Slatter, clad In his broad-shouldered,
fuzzy winter overcoat, had attempted
to pass through the den door to the
hall and the door Jamb affectionately
brushed his right arm, leaving a white
smudge. "Tee hee!" mistakenly said
Sally Slatter, aged nine.
"Sally!" barked her father. "For
that you get no dessert tonight! It Is
time you learned to exercise a little
respect toward your elders! Marcia,
I should think you would endeavor to
bring up your children In a manner
that—"
"It's all off, now, John," Interrupted
Mrs. Slatter. "I think If you will go
through the front door sideways—good
gracious, you've whisked the tails of
your coat against the parlor door!"
"Yeow!" yelled Johnny Slatter, Jr.,
and dived for the swing door into the
kitchen.
"Look at that!" cried Slatter, pointing majestically toward Johnny's exit
"If that door had been white instead
of oak and if it had Just been painted
Johnny would have struck it with both
hands Just the same! That's what I
mean by your carelessness! I expect
that when I get home tonight the
whole place will be marked up with
smears!"
"I hope not," said Mrs. Slatter, anxiously. "Good-by, dear—o-h!"
In turning to kiss her Slater had
rested his gloved hand on the front
door Jamb. The glove that Slatter
tore from his hand and hurled violently as he went down the front steps
hit one of the parlor windows and left
a smear.
With the exception of the baby's feat
of licking off one of the freshly done
spindles of the staircase and the catastrophe which befell Johnny, Jr., who
lost his balance and grabbed the door
to save himself, the painting was a
triumphant success. Mrs. Slatter welcomed her husband's early return
from the office with a tolerably clear
conscience. He was restralnedly calm
about the episode of the baby and the
kind painter had painted out the evidences of Johnny's misdeed and nobody had stepped Into a bucket of
paint, as he had prophesied.
"I will say that I am surprised,"
Slatter confided kindly. "You must
have tied up the children all day and
had extra good luck yourself. Well,
you see what a little forethought will
do!"
A little later there came a yell from
the bathroom, whither Slatter had
gone to shave before he and his wife
should start for the Card club. "Why
didn't you tell me they had painted
up here?" he demanded. "I hadn't any
Idea they had got upstairs yetl It
won't wash off my hands I"
Mrs. Slatter scoured most of the
paint from Slatter's hands and soothed
him as best she could. He was still
mutinous when they departed and his
fingers showed a grimy gray which refused to come off.
"Lovely looking mitts for playing
cards!" said Slatter with reproach.
"If you'd only use your head a little
and warn people!"
They got home late and Slatter was
tired. "It's good to get home!" he
groaned. "I'm dead to the world!"
With a long sigh of relief, he tossed
his overcoat over the stair railing,
where It clung affectionately to the
spindles. He himself sank down on
the Beat built in at the foot of the
stairs. Mrs. Slatter's shriek when Bhe
turned around and saw him expressed
some horror, but more malicious triumph. Slatter pulled his dress suit
painfully loose from the stair seat and
grabbed his coat, which also stuck.
"I'm going to tend to the furnace
and go to bed," he growled, and
stalked down Into the basement, mercifully spared the tragedy of seeing
the rear view of his evening clothes.
He was absent some time and when
he came up he was in his stocking
feet
"You needn't ask where my shoes
are," he snapped to Mrs. Slatter, who
paused In her gingerly progress up
the paint-wet stairs. "Because they're
in the furnace! And," Slatter ended
savagely as her lips opened in threatened speech, "they're1 in the furnace
because I stepped into a pail of white
paint the painter left on purpose right
In my way! Darn your old paint, anyhow!"

BERLIN A SMOKELESS TOWN
Police
Regulations
the
Principal
Cause for Clear Atmosphere In
German Capital.

Visitors who go to Berlin to make
industrial investigations, being usually
aware of the fact that the Kaiser's
capital ia one of the largest manufacturing cities in the world, are
amazed that the air is so free from
'smoke, and set about to find the cause.
They usually go about it In the wrong
-way, and come to the conclusion that
It is all a matter of coincidence.
There are many reasons why Berlin is smokeless, and these reasons
range all the way from police regulations to the economy of the inhabitants In the use of fuel. There Is actually no law against smoke, but
Clause 27, Part 2, Paragraph 10, says:
"The necessary measures for the
preservation of the public peace,
safety, and health, and the averting,
preventing, and removing whatever
may be detrimental to the general
public or to the Individual members
thereof belong -to the function and
duty of the police.
That Is quite sufficient and yet the
reasons why the police rarely have
to enforce this clause in regard to
smoke are to be found elsewhere. In
the first place most of the big factories were placed, for that very reason, on the eastern edge of the city,
and the prevailing wind blows from
the west, so that it 1B only one day
out of five or six that the smoke Is
blown across the city. Second there
is the fuel used. This is lignite or
"brown coal." As.a mineral it is not
so <old" as American coal, is much
lighter In weight and is almost entirely consumed on combustion. For
use it is usually compressed In the
form of brlquetteB, which burn steadily with almost no smoke.
One of the most important factors
in making Berlin smokeless, however,
is economical. Locomotive firemen
and the stokers in factories receive g
premiums for the coal they save.
They are ordered from day to day or
from week to week to keep up a certain standard of heat, using a fixed
quantity of coal; If they manage to
keep up the standard with less fuel
they are allowed a certain percentage
of the value of the fuel saved. This
is one reason why Berlin stokers are
so eagerly sought for by the transAtlantic liners to tend their furnaces.
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In making a garden of the home
grounds, the planting around the
house Itself should receive the first attention. A careful selection of vines
and shrubs will make an ordinary
house attractive, and a beautiful one
even more charming. Study your own
house and its architectural defects.
Luxuriant masses of vines will break
up the spaces of a wall that seems
blank and forbidding, and will conceal any crude carpentry that the
veranda may display. Large shrubs
banked against a house that stands
too high above the ground will give
It the effect of fitting more closely
Into Its surroundings, while the apparent breadth of a house that Is too
narrow can be Increased materially
by a deep planting of shrubbery at
the sides.
Even if a house Is of good proportions, the harsh lines of its foundation
must be concealed, and any Irregularities In Us outline, such as the angles formed by steps or extending
wings, filled In with shrubbery. Flowers are not good for this purpose;
they do not make masses tbat are
rich enough to frame a building. Moreover, they are on duty for less than
half the year.
Choose shrubbery of varying height
to avoid monotony. Pearl bush. Tar-"
tartan honeysuckle, American hawthorn, lilac and syringa are excellent tall shrubs that will succeed under most conditions. Rugosa roses,
Splrea, Van Houtet, the drooping
golden bell, Japanese barberry, and
the deutzias are useful in front of
other shrubs to make a good transition
to the grass.
Drape the veranda with vines, not
only for their beauty, but for the privacy they will give. Virginia creeper,
a variety of climbing roses, and
masses of feathery, white-flowered clematis that blooms In the fall, clematis
paniculate, will make the veranda delightful for six months every year.
Would Have More Gardens.
Mrs. Philip Martineau, who has
come to this country to show Americans how to make gardens, deplores
the fact that there are so few gardens in this country. She says that
Americans are so used to things on a
big scale tbat they do not realize what
can be done with a garden plot no
bigger than a handkerchief. London,
with all Its smoke, Bhe Bays, has more
gardens than New York.

Real Life.
Many persons know the luxury of
a skin bath—a plunge In the pool or
the wave, unhampered by clothing.
That Is the simple life—direct and immediate contact with things, life with
the false wrappings torn away—the
fine house, the fine equipage, the expensive habits, all cut off. How free
In Every Community.
one feels, how good the elements
Every town has Its men who take
taste, how close one gets to them, how
they fit one's body and soul!—John pleasure In running after other people's hats when they blow off.
Burroughs.
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senting the Greatest Display of Merchandise ever shown in New England.

William Mulcahy left Wednesday, for
a visit with Frank Kelley at Lee.
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****************************************************

We will pay you $1 for your old Flat Iron
of any make or in any condition, if you
will purchase one of our guaranteed

$3.50 GAS IRONS
Cost of operating warranted less than
one (1) cent per hour.
This offer is
for a Limited Time Only.'

Worcester County Gas Company
RICHARD HSALY GO.
jia Main Street, Worcester, Mass.

Mer-Inventory Prices
-ON-

Sp ring and Summer Suits, Dresses,
Coats, Skirts and Waists

Single Copies, 3 cents.

BROOKFIELD.

Mrs Elbert L. Clarke and children, left
Saturday, for a month's stay in New
York.
Mr and Mrs Henry Adams Chicopee,
were the guests, Sunday, of Mr and Mrs
Carlton O. Dean.
Miss Marion A. Warren, librarian at
Merrick public library, spent Sunday at
her home in Worcester.
Mr and Mrs Arthur Douty of Worcester, were guests Sunday, of Mr Douty's
parents on Central street.
Mr and Mrs Patrick Webster were in
Southboro, this week, visiting their son,
Dr George Webster and wife.
George L. Howe returned Wednesday,
after a month's visit with his daughter,
Mrs Albert Bomhouier in Wilder, Vt.
Letters are advertised at Brookfield
postoffice for Mrs Elmer Huntoon, Mr
Ojani Vidonick and Mrs L. B. Wbeeden.
Mr and Mrs Lucius E. Hstey and their
daughter Ruth, returned Monday night,
from York Beach, Me., where they had
a two weeks' outing.
Mies Nettie E. Bern is returned to her
home in Syracuse, N. Y., Tuesday at the
close of a two weeks' visit with Mr and
Mrs William C. Bemis.
Joseph G. Derrick returned to his home
In Schenectady, N. Y., Monday, after a
week's visit with Postmaster and Mrs
Edward F. Delaney, Sherman street.
The clerks and business men have' arranged for their annual outing at the
summer cottage of Walter Howe, at Lake
Qusboag on Wednesday afternoon, September, 16.
"
Rev. and Mrs H. Snmner Mitchell and
children, and Miss Maude Sibley of
Keene, N. H., have been guests, this
week of Mr and Mrs William Mitchell,
Over-the-Biver district.
Another attempt will be made to sell
the property of the W., B. & S. street
railway on Thursday afternoon, Sept. 10,
at the Brookfield office. L. 8. Woodis of
North Brookfield will be auctioneer.

Although the day of long pastorates
has gone by, the people of Brookfield
were very surprised on Monday to hear
that Robert G. Livermore, clerk of the
First Parish Church (Unitarian) had received a letter from Rev. William Lorison
Walsh, tendering his resignation as pastor of the church, with a request that it
might take effect Oct. 1st. He also announced that h* had accepted a call to
the Unitarian church in Billerica. The
letter was mailed from Ocean Point, Me.
where he has been with his family during
the past month.
Rev. Mr Walsh has been a strong man
and a very popular man in town during
the 21 years of his pastorate. Active and
energetic, not only in Ma pulpit and
church work, but in town and social affairs, he has done most efficient service for
the town: jfete #ill be universal regretathis leaving. For 16 years he has been a
trustee of the Merrick Public Library,
and for 12 years chairman of the board.
It is largely through h{s efforts that the
library has reached its present high
standing. He is well known and has
held high rank in the Masons, and as ft

Workmen in the employ of the New
England Telephone and Telegraph Co.
have been (shifting over the telephone
wires on Sherman, Central and Lincoln
street into cable lines. This will do away
with a number of poles on those streets,
and will give better service. A direct
•ervioe-will.be given in one cable from
the central exchange instead of having
several lines of wires, some of which are
strung by way of Slab City.
In the Merrick Public library, is an interesting book on "Moving Pictures, how
they are made and worked" by Frederick
A. Talbot. This is fully illustrated showing the methods used by the Pathe Company and others. Another timely book
is entitled "Outdoor Photography," by
J. A. Dimock, which giveB practical suggestions for the amateur with chapters
on "Light and Exposure, Development,
Printing, Composition, Landscapes, etc."

Lynde A. Stark, a resident of the Podunk district was adjudged Insane in the
district court on Wednesday morning,
Spring and Summer Suits
and committed to Worcester insane hosOne. Lot Of Wool Suits Were $20 to $25
,
$2.98 pital by Associate Justice L. Emerson
One Lot of Linen Suits Were $15 to $25
$2.98 Barnes of North Brookfield, and the
One Lot of Wool Suits Were $25 to $40 .".$7.50 papers were signed by Doctors James C.
Austin and Joseph Houle, both of Spencer.
Spring and Summer Dresses
One Lot of Wash Dresses, $5.00 and $6.00...;
¥1.00 Monday night, the selectmen appointOne Lot o*f Wash Dresses, Were $10 and $15;
$2.98 ed the following election officers for one The body of Mrs Sarah J. Gordon,
year—Precinct one: Henry Irwin, George
One Lot of White Summer Dresses, Were $15 to $20
..$5.00 McNamara, Edile H. Clarke, William C. widow of Rev Henry Gordon, who was
One Let of Silk Dresses, Were: $20 to $30
$7,50 Bemis, Robert Livermore and Henry M- pastor of the Methodist church 25 years
ago, was brought here from West New
Donabue; police officer, James W. Bowl,
ton, Saturday afternoon, for burial ii
Wash and Wool SJdrts
~~ er;
precinct 2, J. Herbert Conant, Frank
One Lot of White Skirts, Were $1.50 to $26.00
50 c. Holden, James Daley, James Wall, Fred- Brookfield cemetery. Mrs Gordon was
One Lot of Wool Skirts, Were $6.00 to $8.00
$1.98 erick H, Sineerbeau; police officer, Ceo. 88 years, 8 months and 24 days old, and
died of old age at her borne in West
One Lot of Wool Skirts, Were.$10.00 to $12.50
$3.98 Bolac. Bills amounting to 82000 were Newton. Prayers were said at the grave
approved.
by Rev Alpbeus R. Nichols. Undertaker
Spring and Summer Coats
The V. I. S. voted Tuesday afternoon Livermore had charge of arrangements.
One Lot of Linen, Pongee and Mohair Coats, Were $10 to $20 . .$2.98 to support the district nurse committee in The annual business meeting of the
One Lot of Cloth and Silk Coats, Were $20,00 to $25.00
$3.98 providing a district nurse here, this win- Ladies' Benevolent society of the CongreOne Lot •) Silk and Cloth Coats, Were $25.00 to $30.00
$5.98 ter. A committee consisting of Mrs Em- gational church was held Tuesday afterma S. Ludden, Mrs Henry Clarke and
noon. Mrs Edwin D. Gbodell was reSilk and Wash Waists
"
' - - Miss Ethel Johnson, was chosen to look elected secretary, for one year, and Mrs
into
conditions
of
the
sidewalks
in
town,
One Lot of Wash Waists, Were $2.00 to $3.00
.. •. 50 c.
Charles H. Sweet, treasurer. A presiand report at the next meeting of the
dent or vice-president were not elected at
One Lot of Chiffon and Silk Waists, Were $5 to $8.00
\. .$1.50 society.
• *,
One Lot of Crepe, Lace and Chiffon Waists, Were $8 to $12
$2.98 The first of the week, ,the farm in the this meeting, but a committee consisting
of Mrs Daphne Hoyt, Mrs Caroline OrmsPodunk district, known as the Albert by and Mrs Charles H. Sweet were apChildren's Dresses and Coats
Hobbs place, and owned by Leo Hem- pointed to consider candidates for these
Qne Lot of Children's Coats, 2 yrs. to 6 yrs.. Were $8 to $10... $1.00 merling, was conveyed to H. B; Joyce of
One Lot of Girls' Coats'* yrs'.. to H yrs., Were $10.00 to 12.50. .$2.98 Chicopee. The farm consists of a house offices, and report at meeting to be held
Thursday afternoon. Sept: 10.
One Lot of Children's Dresses and Rompers, Were $2.00 to $2.50, 50 c. and barn and 42 acres of land and is asThe search for the body of John L.
sessed for »1800. Mr Joyce will take
Smith, known as "Captain Jack", who
possession immediately and will run a
thought to have ^beeu drowned
poultry farm.. This sale was made
in Quacumquasit lake, August 20, has
through the Adams' farm agency.
been continued this week by his brothers,
Campers at Quaboag and Quacumqua- Archie and William Smith, of New York.
are ready for you to look at
sit lakes have arranged for their final As a last resort dynamite has been used
dance of the season at Point of Pines, on in hopes that the concussion would cause
Saturday night, Sept 5. Colored caberet the body to rise to the surface, but their
We shall be pleased to have any of the ladies of Worcester or vi- singers and musical entertainers of Wor- efforts have been unsuccesful. The methcinity interested in the advanced styles call at any time. - You will find cester, will furnish an entertainment, and od used in setting off the dynamite was
a corps of attentive and courteous saleswomen ready to show you with also music for dancing. Arrangements to place the sticks of explosive on boards,
pleasure, even though you have no immediate intention of purchasing are in charge of Edward B. Phetteplaee, which were placed in different parts of
Frank E. and Homer A. Webster, A. B. the lake and set off with fuses. People
Brunell, Frederick A. Bucklin, John S. at the lake are watching for the body, as
Hubbard, John A. White, James R. they say it is time now for it to rise of its
Fischer, Frank D. Hobbs, William R. own accord, although it will take longer
Traill, and Robert G. Livermore.
as the water is so cold and deep.

AUTUMN AND WINTER FASHIONS IN WOMEN'S AND
. YOUNG LAOIE'S STREET SUITS AND DRESSES
Worcester's Most Fashionable and Popular Women's Store

Richard Heaty Co.

About Our Brookfield Schools,

After a Successful Pastorate of Twenty-One Years He Monday, the appointment of Miss Stephanie Glass of North Brookfield, for the
Has Accepted a Call tO Billerica, MaSS.
j past three years teacher of lower Podunk

HORACE J. LAWRENCE.

/I Co-operative Movement on the part
of Worcester Merchants, concentrating all Fall Openings in Every Line of
Retail Business into one- week and Pre-

< 1

REV. WILLIAM LORISON WALSH RESIGNS.

The school committee announced on

EVERY FRIDAY AFTERNOON,
AT

Journal Block, North Brookfield, Mass

s

HOW TO BEAUTIFY THE HOME
Careful Selection of Vines and 8hrubs
Will Make Ordinary House
Attractive.

Brookfield Times

NO. 36.

temperance worker has done valiant service in the cause of no-license and reform
methods. He has been a most valuable
officer and worker in the Quaboag Historical Society. As a pastor he has been
faithful and constant in his ministrations,
and is beloved by all for this long service
of Christian fellowship. It is truly said
that no one can know the extent of good
he has done in MB quiet way. His term
of pastorate far exceeds that of any other
in the circle of churches of which Brook
field is the center, and b's removal will
be felt as a distinct loss.
The church has been closed during MB
vacation, but it is expected that Mr
Walsh will fill the pulpit during this
month of September.
Mrs Walsh has also made her influence
felt in the parish, and has ably seconded
her husband's efforts to bring together all
classes for that harmonious co-operation
that tells so strongly in the community.
In the Woman's Alliance she has been a
most active worker,
There will be a meeting of the Parish
next Tuesday evening, Sept. 8, at 7.30
to take action on Mr Walsh's resignation.

school, as teacher of grade 1 of Hbdgkins
school, at East Brookfield, to succeed
Mits Nina L. Gleason, who had held the
position for 21 years and resigned to accept a position in the kindergarten department at Marblehead, under Burr J.
Merriam,'formerly superintendent of the
echools in Brookfield and North Brookfield. To fill the vacancy caused by Miss
Glass' promotion, (Be committee has
transferred Miss Mae Walsh of Warren,
recently appointed teacher at upper Podunk to lower Podunk school, and appointed Mrs Milton Putnam of East
Brookfield, teacher at upper Podunk.
The latter school will be in session but
half a day as present indications are,
there will be but two pupils. At the annual town meeting in March, residents
of upper Podunk district, asked the voters
to re-open the school contending that it
will cost no more to have the school open
than to carry the pupils to lower Podunk
school. The town voted to open npper
Podunk school and also the Rice Corner
school.
All the schools in town will open Tuesday morning with but few changes on
the teaching staff. Miss Louise Cone of
Dedham, will succeed Mrs Isabelle McNamara Fletcher as teacher of g«)ide 1 in
Blanchard school. Miss Frances Delaney will be teacher of Rice Corner school,
which has been closed for three years;
and Miss Ethel W. Cottle, who graduated from Radcliffe in June, has beep
appointed second assistant at the high
school.
The board of health* has announced
that all children must be vaccinated before they are allowed to attend school.
The only exception to this ruling is where
the child has a certificate from the family physician, stating that it is not physically able to stand vaccination.
The full teaching staff is as follows:—
Principal, Arthur B. Bucknam of Stoneham; first assistant, Miss Mary G. McEvoy, North Brookfield; second assistant, Miss Ethel W. Cottle; grades 8 and
9, Mary A. Gleason of Shirley; Blanchard school, grades 6 and 7, Miss Fannie
. Conrad, Lisbon, N. H.; grades 4and
5, Miss Katherine A. Dunn, Worcester;
grades 2 and 3, Miss Teresa A. Mulvey;
grade 1, Miss Louise Cone of Dedham;
Hodgkins school, East Brookfield, grides
6, 7 and 8, Miss Mary A. Derrick; grades
4 and 5, Miss Mary A. Donovan, North
Brookfield; 2 and| 3, MisB Anna O'Day o'
West Brookfield; grades 1 and 2, Miss
Stephanie Glass of North Brookfield;
Upper Podunk, Mrs Milton Putnam;
Lower Podunk, Miss Mae Walsh of Warren; Over-the-River district school. Miss
Ethel M. Edwards, of Walthatn; Rice
Corner, Miss Frances E. Delaney; Potopoag, Miss Louise Mulcahy.

The new rural free delivery mail route
from the East Brookfield post-office was
put in operation Tuesday morning with
Charles W. English carrier, he having
been appointed temporarily by the post
office officials. The route begins at - the
railroad crossing in East Brookfield .and
goes to Quaboag Junction and from there
to the home of A. B. Brunell at Quaboag
lake. Returning the route is taken up at
the home of C. A. Newcomb and goes
through Brookfield, serving the residents
on South Maple, High, Green and North
Main streets to Limerick, and aa far as
Copper on Teneriffe Mountain.
the road leading to the Fortier farm, off
the North Brookfield road. From there
That copper veins have been discovered
it goes to Slab City and thence north of
on the Teneriffe stock farm m the PoLake Lashaway onto the main road at
dunk district is the opinion of many who
the home of Henry Woodis. It then
have examined specimens of the mineral
goes to the Charles Bemis place and to
brought to the surface last week, while
the post office, making a distance of 16 J^I
TJ™JL»
Ia .
.""7" "'."' drilling an artesian well at the farm. The
m\\L
miles. Residents of South Maple, High
Teneriffe farm is on the western slope of
and Green streets were under the impresTeneriffe Mt., about a mile from east vilsion that the new route was from the
lage, and overlooks Quaboag lake and the
Brookfield office and many ordered mail
valley of Five-Mile river. It contains
boxes. They did not realize until the
106 acres, owned by B. L. Towne, owner'
boxes had been dtlivered that they
of the Washington lunchrooms in Springwould have to have their mail come to
field and also a lunchroom in Pittsfield.
the East Brookfield office. The people
The farm was formerly known ae the
are but a few minutes from the Brooafield
Mullett farm and was purchased by Mr
office and have been in the habit of callTjwne, last March and is managed
ing two or three times a day for their
by E. W. Barney. Extensive repairs are
mail and it is expected that only a few
being made on the premises and it was
will be served by the new route
The
while drilling for an artesian well that is
carrier has to pass over these streets in
to furnish a water supply for the farm
order to reach the farming section north
buildings that this mineral, believed to
of the town and will deliver between 0
contain copper, was discovered. The well
and 10 a. m.
is being driven on a slope above the
farm buildings and a depth of 93 feet has
been attained. Thirty-five feet from the
Trees Many Centuries Old.
Probably the oldest trees In Eng- surface a vein 6 feet through was encountland are yews. There Is, for Instance, ered, and at a depth of 70 feet, another
one In the churchyard at Burrlngton vein of 12 feet was drilled through; SamCoombe, where the famous hymn, ples of the ore have been sent to metal"Rock of Ages," Is said to have been lurgists, and manager Barney is awaiting
written, which Is estimated to be at
least slxteer. hundred years old, and a report of their analysis. Joseph Benthere Is also a very ancient one In the pit, owner of the adjoining farm, who
churchyard at Stoke Pogea, where worked for 20 years in a silver mine at
Bolton, Canada, about 26 miles over the
Gray wrote his "Blear."
line from Vermont, has examined the
mineral and in his opinion it is copper
Value of Quotations.
ore. He stated tbat an opening had been
"Our oratorical friend quoted- a
great deal of poetry." "Yes. And I made in a vein that extends through the
don't blame him. The most discreet mountain. Mr Towne is conducting the
thing he can do Is to put as much re- farm to supply produce for his lunchsponsibility as possible for what he rooms. He expects to stock it with 35
head of cattle to supply milk for his
•ays on somebody else."
lunchrooms, where 460 quarts are consumed daily. In referring to the discovCouldn't Refuse Thst
ery of copper, Manager Barney said:—
"Mother," pleaded a polite little girl, There is no doubt that w« have struck
holding up with graceful deprecation good veins of copper and there is no
the hair ribbon that would fall off, doubt either that the veins run through
mountain. It is located principally
"will you please pin this bow on once the
in granite rock in layers, and I have -no
more with the greatest of pleasure?" doubt but what solid veins will be located.
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make a beginning with Enoch and Mr. CANADA'S HUGE GRAIN BINS
He did not answer ur lift his head
ousness. The odor of hot coffee, the
Oswald and you."
from
his
hands.
Merry rose and paced tor a few Port Arthur Paper la Peeved at the
sight of a daintily set table, the ra■■I pleaded with Enoch. I told him
diance of a coal fire, the glow of red- It was all wrong, terribly wrong, for minutes about the room, then turned
Mention of Kansas City Elevators.
to the window and gazed out at the
Bhaded lights, and the storm shut outhim as well aB for you; that when you
doors brought a tingling pleasure returned he must set things straight. deserted city. The sleet of midnight mm the Port Arthur (Canada) Branlng Chroniols
had changed to a raging storm. The
which seemed like mere animal gratiKansas City gains the attention of
I told him it 4*s not even collabora- wind drove the snow In sudden flurfication. He shivered for a moment as
the New York Evening Post and to
tion;
it
was
wholly
and
distinctly
your
he listened to the storm. He wonries, piling it in drifts across the given five Inches of space In that addered what had made It possible for play, yours alone—"
•_.<
j, mirable newspaper by reason of In"Collaboration?" repeated Merry square.
him to brave homelessness and hun"Mies Dorcas," he said, "come here.
creasing the capacity of a grain eleger and squalor. Looking back on it perplexedly, raising hto eyes.
The girl crossed the room. "Why," vator there. The Evening Post says 8
"He told me everything," cried the she cried, "It Is a fearful night!"
he realized he had borne It as a man
"When the-addltlons and alteration"
lives through pain under the power of girl hurriedly. She was trying to save
«Yes It's a fearful night for the to its huge grain elevator at Kafcaas
an anesthetic. The misery of his mind him the full confession of bis down- homeless. Do you know "here I Ctty now under way are completed the
had dulled the sordid wretchedness of fall. She did not wish to listen to It might have found shelter tonight If it Missouri Pacific-Iron Mountain rail"Everything! , repeated Merry In- had not been tor you? Perhaps
mere existence.
road win have one of the larges*
there's a hallway somewhere that I
To Merry that supper was a festival, credulously.
COPYRIGHT; m BY F.G.PPQWNE *»■«>•
»
*
♦—
"Yes, everything. Oh! If you had could have slipped Into, and for an plants of 1U kind In the world."
not wholly because It was the satisThe present capacity of the Kansas
line. A hundred men stood between fying of ravenous appetite, but because come back only two or three days ago hour or two the police would have left City product to one million bushels.
SYNOPSIS.
me undisturbed. I might have found
him and the beneficence of food. Oth- It was the.crisis if his life. Dorcas things would have been different"
He rose abruptly and crossed to the an empty bench on a ferryboat or— When It gains Its promised stature
Enoch Wentworth. newspaper man, and ers were closing In behind him. Here sensed that if her own hunger was
and becomes "one of the largest to.
the Bowery missions are open; only
Andrew Merry, actor after the gueaU at and there oneinan turned to speak to real, Merry would not feel that she window.
Miss Dorcas," he did not turn to before one can make up his mind to the world" It will hava ft capacity of,
a poker party depart, play a last hand another; the man Dorcas was watch- was feeding a famished outcast Jason
the stakes to be aboalute control of the
what was the worst seek a lodging there, they are filled to 1,133,000 bushels.
future of the loser. Wentworth «ln« and ing stood Immovable. He thrust -his beamed upon them In sheer enjoyment look at her,
At the mention of grain elevator*
they decide to keep the matter •fere'- hands deep in his overcoat pockets, when he brought In full dlBhes^and
suffocation."
Dorcas, Enochs sister, becomee 1M«the twin ports at the head of the lakes*
Dorcas shivered.
•sted In Merry. Knowing of his short- his eyes were fixed on the whitening carried away empty ones. Dorcas was
prick
up their ears and take notice.,
comings from her brother she tries to sidewalk beside him. Dorcas turned light-hearted and gay, as happy as
"If I had known during these, weeks
arouse the actor's ambition. He outlines
The name of .Lloyd-George at a Torr
to
the
opposite
window
and
nodded
that
anybody
-cared—or
believed
la
they
had
been
during
their
first
acthe plot of a play he- has had in mind
and the girl urges him to go to work with an eager gesture to the officer. quaintance at the shore. For a mome—perhapB I should not have gone garden party, or of President Wilson*
on It. When he completes the play and
at a bankers' convention catches atso far down the hill. I did not dare
reads It to Wentworth the latter de- His hand went up. He spoke to the ment while Merry drank his Coffee,
mands It as the forfeit of the bond won cabman in a low voice.
even to hope that you thought of me tention no quicker than the word "ele-.
the
memory
of
a
few
horrible
weeks
In the poker game. Wentworth Interests
vator" In the hearing of a Port Arthur"Drive found through University intruded on the present
Oswald In the play and preparations for
again."
.taglng It are begun. Dorcas la asked to place to Tenth—then up toward
"Andrew," vsaid the girl, "I care so Fort William man. Toronto pride*
"Miss Dorcas," he began abruptly.
play '■Cordelia." the leading part In tne
much that I cannot tell you. Some itself, on Its churches; Pittsburgh!
play. She expostulates with her brother Broadway. Pull up half-way down the "Why did you—"
for taking all the credit for the piece block."
She stretched out her hand appeal^
queer strain In my nature makes me specializes on millionaires; Chicago:
and Ignoring Merry. Dorcas recognlies
The man turned his horse and lngly.
happiest when I have some one to care has Its pork and Boston its pork andl
Merry among the dov»-and-ouU In
moved down the street
for. Olrto at the convent used to beans—as tor us, we rise to fame on.
bread line,
"Dont bring In whys—now. We are
come to me In all sorts of difficulties; the bins of our elevators, and he wh*
so comfortable. I don't ask for an exCHAPTER VIII—Continued.
the ones I loved best were the ones says "one of the largest" about any
planation—I don't want to give any.
CHAPTER IX.
who needed me most They called me old two-milllon-bushel outfit In MisCan't you see I'm In Happy Valley for
souri must withdraw the statement OP
Dorcas glanced at the handful of
a
little
whUe?
I
am
so
glad
to
have
■Little Mother.'"
A Man of Honor.
men cowering in a shadowed corner.
"'Little Mother," repeated Merry, name the place and weapons.
Dorcas breathed a sigh of relief you here again."
If the Evening Post had said "one>
A sudden fear seized her, the feminine
then he laughed huskily. If the girl
Merry smiled Into her eyes. 'Til
when her cab drew up beside the
terror of midnight streets.
had known men she would have seen of the largest la Missouri," or in the*
obey you, blees your gentle heart!"
bread
line.
She
had
thought
during
, "Ton don't imagine," she whispered,
absolute famine for love, for sympathy general but .expressive American
The girl rose and reached to a shelf
"that I shall have any trouble! It Is her brief drive,around the block of the behind her for a box of cigars. Merry
and human understanding in the eyea phrati had said "some elevator," wepossibility
that
the
man
might
leave
wouldn't have minded It so much, buti
possible I am making a mistake in the
lit one, lounged back In a cushioned
that were bent upon her.
his
place;
but
there
he
stood,
motionman. "Are there dangerous characters
"I take back what I said a few min- when It describes this stunted Misless, with head bent defiantly against chair, and puffed rings of- smoke
among them?"
utes ago. Miss Dorcas, about the stage souri receptacle as "one of the largest
towards the red fire. They sat in
"Not exactly dangerous," said the the stinging eddies of sleet She silence after Jason had carried away
being no place for you. Women line grain elevators to the w6rld" then tti
Is time to Wok. Why, two-mlillonofficer slowly. "If they're dangerous stepped from the carriage and passed the dishes. Their quiet was broken
you are needed there."
M's from hunger. It ain't once a year swiftly along the sidewalk beside the when the clock struck one. The man
"Thank you," she said with a happy bushel elevators are so common hereline
of
a
city's
poor.
She
hesitated
for
you frad a crook in the bread line. It's
smile, "Won't you come baek? Such abouts that the secretary of the board
started.
;too easy to spot them, waiting as they a few seconds when she reached the
'.'Miss Dorcas, you wanted me here,
an opportunity is waiting tor you. of trade does not point them out to
corner,
then
she
stretched
out
her
do for an hour or two in that light"
to tallt I cannot rob you of a eight's
Besides, I could never play 'Cordelia' distinguished visitors. Nothing couldl
hand
and
laid
it
on
the
wet
sleeve
of
"Thank you," said the girl. She
with anyone but you, and you must be ■how clearer than that what we think
sleep."
the
man
before
her.
He
turned
and
crouched behind a half-drawn curtain
"I am as wide awake as a cricket. I
my teacher."
' of two-milllon-bushel elevators.
stared
at
her
for
one
dazed
moment.
In the shadow of the carriage, watchWhen we have pointed to the 9,50CV
Merry did not answer Immediately.
slept all the afternoon."
ing eagerly the gathering of homeless, He did not speak. Instinctive cour"First of all," Merry asked gravely,
Dorcas had grown accustomed to the 000-bushel C. N. R. elevator and the
hungry men. They began to creep to- tesy reminded him that this was no "how did you ijnd me? Scores of men
long pauses in their conversation and T,800,000-bushel 0. P. H. elevator and>
ward the bakery from every direction, place for a woman In a midnight and women passed me day after day,
waited quietly,. When he looked up (he 6,600,000-bushel G. T. P. elevator;
most of them with a shambling step storm, and his desire to protect her people I have known for years. Not She Pointed to the Bold Headlines, their eyes met—his pleaded with her then to the 3,500,000-bushel Dominion
caused
the
hunger
to
be
forgotten.
He
thought you had of me when Enoch during one speechless moment for all Government elevator which to only
that told of ill-shod feet or shamed
one of them recognized me."
reluctance to beg for food. The skies stepped quietly from the sidewalk and
"They were not searching for you." told you—what happened?"
his shortcomings, for shirked respon- the first unit of what to to be a 30without
a
word
moved
beside
her
down
The girl paused for a minute before
had been lowering for hours, and juBt
"You were?"
million-bushel plant, by that Urns the
sibilities and failures.
the
street.
The
movement
caused
a
she
answered.
"I
thought
you
were—
before midnight the first storm of the
"Miss Dorcas," he said, "when a man air is so full of millions that the
Dorcas nodded.
winter came down. It began with keen, score of men to turn with quick curi"How did you find me?" he per- weak."
has lost hope, ambition, his faith In listener would be annoyed If we both"Weak!" The man repeated the human nature and everything that ered him with mention of a mere, twotiny needles of ice, but they stung and osity, but suddenly a cry ran down the sis ted
word
as
If
trying
to
comprehend
its
froze, for the wind drove them In line: "The door's open!" Everything
"Last night on my way home from
makes life worth while, If he has gone milllon-bushel affair. So we just lump
merciless, Biereing flurries. The loi- else yielded to the march toward food. the theater with Mr. Oswald our cab meaning.
. down Into the depths and still has the the balance together and describe the
Dorcas swiftly led the way to the stopped in a block, and it was opposite
"You should not have allowed deslpe come to take up life again. » grand total of ^million-bushel capactering men crowded together and
turned their faces sullenly from each carriage., When she opened the door where—that line of men stood. I was «noeh to stand as the author of your there any quality left that will help ity already standing at the head of
furious cloud of sleet Hunger was and beckoned Merry to enter he hesi- looking at them when I saw you pull play/"no matter what the clreumhim?"
, the lakes.
hitter enough without the storm. tated, the blood flushing.into his wan down-your hat When Mr. Oswald left BtanceTwireTHe Is not happy over it
"Yes," Dorcas moved as If by a sudUpon the basis upon which Kansas
Dorcas watched through misty eyes.
me here I drove back to Tenth street, today. His nature seems to have den Impulse and laid her fingers upon City got five Inches of spaoe to the
"What do you want, Miss Dorcas T" but the line had dispersed. I went changed. He is not easy to live with
She wondered at the still patience of
the man's arm; "he has honor., • So Evening Post we claim ft complimeneven. Oh, I wish it had never hap- long as one to a man of honor, there
the throng. Below her in a basement he asked quietly,
again tonight—just hoping."
tary writeup of at least three columns
"1 want to talk with you," answered
a warm red light burned, and through
"Who Is Mr. Oswald V asked Merry pened!"
Is no end of a chance."
and In the article we would state that
Merry waited In silence.
an open door the wind blew the fra- the girl. "Do get in, please—out of the abruptly.
"A man of honorl" As he repeated In one respect we are like Kansas
"Things must come right even U the words hto face paled suddenly. It
grance of boiling coffee across the storm"
"Don't you know? Haven't you been
City—when It la a question of big eleMerry handed her in, then followed reading the papers? Mr. Oswald to the this lie baa been told." She pointed at
street. She saw a man thrust a slim
was the same attribute which Enoch rators we also are from Missouri.
the paper which lay at her feet
white-faced boy into a shelter between and shut the door. "I cannot go home man who Is putting on your play."
had
accorded
to
him.
with you," he announced stubbornly.
the wall and himself.
"My play?" Andrew dropped hto "There Is one way. You can play the
Dorcas patched him Intently, her
Sweet Sorrow.
"Enoch Is away. He's in,Montreal, half-smoked cigar on the table.
convict so wonderfully that people eyes full of eager anticipation. She
"If I were starving I couldn't be pa"Who wrote: 'Parting to such sweet
must
realise
that
you
yourself
created
tient and courteous," she thought and there Is nobody at home except
"Your play," repeated Dorcas In a
could see him undergo some strange sorrow?*"
, \. ,.,_
Jason and me. I nave so much to say quiet tone. "They have been search- the part"
\:
„ mental struggle. When he looked at
•JSome duck who coughed up hi*
to you," she cried appealtngly. "We ing everywhere for you to play 'John
"I shaTT never nlay *»• c°n™t her hto face had changed. Instead of last IS cents for a julep."
can't talk driving through the streets Esterbrook.' Enoch to In Montreal Merry's voice was Blow and resolute.
apathy there were lines of grim deteron such a night as this."
"Oh!" cried Dorcas, "who can? mination about his mouth.
now, looking for you."
Refrigerator Girls.
Merry stared at her for a mlnuti
Why, I thought your heart waa set
"Miss Dorcas," he said slowly,
Merry laughed harshly.
"Hot here, Isn't it?"
with dogged obstinacy in his gaze,
The girl clasped her hands together. on the character."
"make 'Cordelia' the woman you are
"Well, the girls are all so- cool to
"Won't you come?" urged the girl "Mr. Merry, tell me, are' you % and
"It was—once."
yourself. I am weak and broken now, me I hadn't noticed the heat"
Impetuously. Her color deepened and Enoch no longer friends?"
11 cannot understand."
——————-—i
as 'John Esterbraoltf was; still a
an eager light shone In her eyes.
The
man
did
not
attempt
an
explaAndrew picked up his cigar and
chance came to him at the end. I
"There Is so much I want to say. We puffed It until the red spark revived. nation.
will do the beet I can—If you stand
shall be quite alone. You can trust Then he laughed again. "We are not
"Andrew Merry," she hesitated as u
me."
win.
Jason. Afterwards you may go away exactly friends. Has he told you any- searching tor words which would not byDorcas
Many people who have waa* klaneja *aU I
stooped for a Becond. Wltn
»o appr*oclite low much water can no for I
—if you wish—and I will promise
wrong her brother, "did Enoch do you a caressing touch she swept the lock
thing?"
tatn^but while It la (rood to drink water I
never to attempt to find you. I will
freelr. it muei be pore water. In many
from his forehead. "I promise to
"Yes, he told me—only It seemed any—any Injustice ?"
SoUona'theUineValkaline water starts
She waited for an answer during an stand by y.ou," she whispered. Good
try to forget you."
so strange, so hard to believe after
kidney trouble of rleeU.
Merry stretched out his hand and our talk that day at the point, that Infinitely long silence, so It seemed to night"
Doan'sKianer Pills arearnostreHablerem£,
.Syfor weak kidneys. Whenbackache or urtouched her arm, leaning forward un- Bomehow I cannot understand It"
her. Then the actor spoke abruptly.
til his face was close to hers. "Miss
"No.
As
I
look
back
on
It
now,
I
CHAPTER
X.
Merry watched her keenly. He was
Dorcas, don't say that Since I left throttling a temptation to tell every- went Into It with my eyeB open. I simyou that night on Juniper Point I have thing that had come between him and ply learned that there to no way to
Zllls Paget.
Doan'a Kidney Pills are •uo>M^nU; ™J*
all over the clrlllsed world and pobUoly
lived a lifetime of happiness and hor- the sunshine of existence. He felt gauge human nature."
"Do you mind If I am atrociously
recommended
by thousands.
ror and remorse. One thing alone has sure of the girl's sympathy; he knew
Again there waa a silence. Dorcas frank with you?"
Massachusetts Case.
saved me from going over the brink she would understand. He had begun was trying te understand, trying to be
It was Grunt Oswald who spoke.
i Archibald Murray,
of the precipice, simply one thing." to realise hto own dependent nature. loyal to her brother, even while her Enoch Wentworth and he sat far back
Hyaimte Park, HyHe lifted his eyes to hers. "The one First there had been hto mother, then heart, aching with unspoken sympathy, In the dafkened orchestra at the Gothannla, Maam.. says; T
bad terrible rheuthing," he repeated, "that I could not for years he had leaned upon Enoch's turned to Merry.
am, watching a rehearsal.
matto palna in my
"Why don't you want to play John
fling away was the memory that you strength and friendship. When be was
Wentworth nodded, but turned a
back and aides and
my feet became
trusted me, that you believed in me. left aloneJt was outer darkness. Every Esterbroek?'"she asked quietly.
startled glance upon the man beside
crippled. I waa
"I don't suppose I have a decent rea- him.
treated In a hospital,
and were waiting for me to make fiber of his being longed not so much
but didn't Improve.
"Simply- because I know how powergood."
he kidney
for redress as for understanding and son, except that when I—gave up the
tlons passed far too
play I lost all Interest In It 'John ful your play is, I want to suggest a
"I trust you now," cried the girl, her sympathy.
often and I had to
go around on
voice breaking Into a sob. "I am still
"Miss Dorcas, I will begin at the Esterbrook' to no more to me today touch that will make It stronger.".
crutches for two
waiting for you to make good. Won't day when I left you and—" Suddenly than 'Silas Bagg.'"
"What?"
ju^
years. Doan'a KMney
"Oh!"
cried
the
girl
aghast
"How
"Understand,
this
to
not
criticism.
PHU removed aU
you come home with, me?"
he realized he could, not tell the story
this misery, aiw
If you don't think well of it we'll never
The cab stopped In front of the of Enoch's disloyalty to. her. "Miss you have altered!"
-»
from that day to
"I have." Merry spoke In a hoarse mention It again."
thle I have been la
Oswald apWaverly Place home. Merry followed Dorcas, I need your help—terribly."
good health, rm eertalnr/ grateML
whisper.
He
returned
to
his
chair
by
proached
the
subject
diplomatically.
her reluctantly up the steps- She
"I am ready to help you In assy way
He Turned and Stared at Her..
(fa, Do-'. .t Aarr »-*»•• *?LV
paused for a moment .while she ad- I can," she answered quietly. She the Are and bent to warm his fingers He had begun to discover a strangely
lusted the key In the lock.
knew he waa nerving himself to a con- by the blase. There was another long uneven temper In Enoch. There were
("The smell of food would madden me.
"Would you mind seeing Jason?" fession, and she understood what an Silence. Dorcas was thfr first to break days when he stood upon the heights
{StaTMgWMI CO, BUFFALO. N-Y.
h would batter a door down."
of triumphant anticipation, then came
she asked hesitatingly. "He can help
She started suddenly, then for a you with dry clothes. He will be aa ordeal It was to the man. She crossed
"Even
If
It
were
against
your
Incliintervals
when
everything
and
erery
the room and laid a paper before him,
(moment she scarcely breathed. Down glad to see you as I am."
pointing to the bold headlines nations, would you do something to body were at odds.
Tenth street slouched a tall, stooping
"What jlid you think of changing?
"Ring for him," answered Merry stretched across the top of a page. The make some one very happy, »ome one
Iflgure. The man wore a shabby over- quietly. "Jason and I are old pals."
"It to not changing," Oswald spoke
who believes in you—who cares a
words
fairly
leaped
at
Merry.
coat which covered his body almost
great deal tor you and about your fu- thoughtfully. "What I have In mind
Half and hour later Merry walked
of Sorts
to the feet; Its collar was turned high into the library where Dorcas was
le elaboration. You have made -Cor- That's Why You-rer
ture?"
„
TREMENDOUS 8URPJWSE
labout his neck and an old slouch hat waiting for him. It seemed as if the
—Have No Appetl
Merry spoke gently. "Miss Dorcas, delia' a loyal, tender woman, but the
•hadowed his face. Dorcas could see mere resumption of clean, comfortable Enoch Wentworth the Coming Drama- I'm afraid you are mistaken.^ There to mother ought to be more of a foil to CARTER'S UTTLEj
tist.
little between but a bristling beard. clothing, even though hunger still
her She to cruel now, vain, selfish LIVER PILLS*
nobody In the world to care."
The keenest detective searching for marked him, had given the man fresh
She rose to her feet and, leaning on and deceitful, but—she to not bad wUlputyjJUirlsW^
He read on down through the col the mantel, glanced down at him with enough. When ltcan be done, I beAndrew Merry would not have glanced
In a few days.^
valor, new dignity.
umn Fellow journalists had banded eyes from which embarrassment had lieve In choosing an actress who has
twice at the figure; Dorcas' eyes folHe laughed nervously. "It to a reThey de
together
to give Enoch a royal Intro- suddenly fled.
lowed It with grave perplexity. She juvenation. Isn't It?" he asked aa he
something In common with the role their* dutyu
had been startled Into recognition the glanced at himself In the mirror. "Ja- duction. Merry's name was not menshe
to
to
play.
Character
comes
out
"Ons person—cares very much, l
Ctn-eCon-^
might before when the man pulled the son unearthed some duds I once left tioned, though there was frequent ref- do. I have set my heart on your suc- every time, even In acting. Dont yoo
^^ess,todige*toanasick Headache
erence to a famous star, who had the cess You have a great future—won't agree with me?"
jshabby hat down over his face. She
reading part In consideration. Oswald
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICK,
caught a glimpse of Merry's long, here."
"To a certain extent"
^
Jason was an excellent valet and a waB referred to as a newcomer In the yOtt work for It? Besides, I am selfish."
iwhlte, slender fingers and noted an
(TO BB CONTINUED.)
Genuine must bear Signature
hot bath, a shave, and fresh raiment ranks of New York managers. Hto Her eyes shone with eagerness,
Impatient peculiarly grace'ul gesture
had made a man of Merry. The lock lavish production of Wentworth'* want to play 'Cordelia.' Mr. Oswald
Nourishing
Drink.
"which was characteristic of him. Dorof fair hair which habitually fell over drama was described In figures ap- has offered me the part. I have studied
If you oversleep and .the good man
leas had seen It frequently, sometimes
his forehead made Mm look almost proaching prodigality. Merry read it It. I could play It tomorrow If you of-, the house does not have time to
Iwhen he waB on the stage, semetimes
boyish, although hto face WBB pallid through to the last sentence, then the would be my teacher."
•while he had talked with her.
Merry turned with a quick gesture eat his breakfast make him a genpaper fell to the floor and, he burled as if to push temptation away from erous- cup of coffee and add to It a LEARH TO DANCE ^o^^"SftSKaf°««!
' He paused before facing the glare and careworn.
['t6b.WB.wg.
"I have eaten nothing since morn- his face in bis hands.
lUSMirooUrn.S.T.
of Broadway and pulled the hat brim
hint. "Don't!" he cried. "Ah, Miss beaten egg and plenty of cream. Ha Kti&SS&foiS.
ing," Doroas said. "I told Jason to
While Dorcas watched, her heart
can drink this to one minute and will
carefully about his face; It might have
serve supper here, otf a little table be- ached for him. It was hard to hold In Dorcas, don't go Into stage life!"
been "for shelter from the stinging
"I shall go Into It sooner or later." scarcely miss his breakfast People,
side the fire, where It is cozy and check the soothing touch she would
blasts of sleet or for better concealShe spoke with ouiet determinaatlon. often have egg drinks at soda founcheerful."
have given to a woman or to a child. "I fssl sure I can play 'Cordelia;' be- tains, but seldom think of preparing
ment Then he seemed to gather himMerry dropped into a chair. He
ELPSI
"Oh!" she said In a piteous whisper, ejdei. It would bs so much sastor to them at home,
self together with energy born of des- wondered if the Intense enjoyment of
IE0
Batr. He stepped quickly forward and
the good things of life was pure sensu- "It was such a mistake."
Cook his place at the end of the bread
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Water Is Good Medicine
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Your Uver
Is Clogged Up
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SPICED HAM TO SERVE COLD
Especially Good for Luncheons, Tsaa,
'■
or Suppers During the Hot
Months of Summer.
A recipe used In a southern family
(or many yeaas to as follows: Select
a ham weighing from 7 to 9 pounds,
and soak In cold water from 12 to 34
hours. The butcher will probably be
the best Judge as to the length of time,
because some- hams are made much
saltier in the curing than others. He
will know by experience In .buying
from different enrers. When ready to
cook scrape the outside, scrub with a
clean brush and rinse. There must be
nothing left upon the meat, the odor
of which must be absorbed In cooking.
Put Into a ham boiler or large kettle, cover with, cold water and place
over the Are,
When It begins to boll add 12 cloves,
one bay leaf, 12 pepper corns, two
blades of mace, one carrot, one turnip and one quart of elder. Take off
the scum as It arises, and when the
pot bolls push It back where It will
only simmer. Otherwise the ham will
be hard Instead of being juicy and
tender. About 36 minutes to the pound
should be allowed. When cooked let
the ham remain in the water until
lukewarm, and In the meantime prepare a mixture of one cup of rolled
. bread crumbs, a teaspoonful of dry
mustard, two teaspoonfuls of brown
eu^ar, one beaten egg, and enough
cider to make a paste. Remove the
skin from the ham and spread with
the mixture.' HDot with cloves and
bake in the oven until a rich brown.
This Is delicious cold for luncheons,
teas odf suppers.
If served hot a sauce accompanies
It, made as follows:
Put In a small saucepan a level teaspoonful each of flour and butter.
When it Is melted add a cupful of the
etock the ham was boiled In. Cook
this for 10 minutes; then pour In a
cupful of elder. Stir well, bring to a
boll", strain, and serve.

Overworked
Nerves and
i Stomachs

ToncdUpWith

Sanfords
Ginger
It strikes the solar plexus, the center of nerve
and stomach difficulties.
A delicious combination of ginger, aromsllos
and French brandy for the relief of cramps,
pains, colds, chltte, weakness, nerrousnMs and
insomnia. Look for the Owl Trade Mark on
the wrapper, lest yon get a ohesp, worUiless or
dangerous substitute. Forty years the standard
of purity, flavor and strength. Sold by all
druggists and grocers.

Don't Gut Out

A SHOE BOIL, CAPPED
HOCK 01 BUBSITIS
FOR

ABSORBINE
will remove them and leave no blemishes.
Reduces any puff or swelling. Does not
blister or remove the hair, and horse can be
worked. J2 a bottle delivered. Book 6 K free.
ABSORBINE, JR.. the ssiuwoc liniment for m«nktad. For Sails. Bruliei. Old Sore Swelllnrt, Vancoie
Veins, Vsrtcotltles. Allays Psis. Price $1 and S2 t bottle
at drujjiiu ot dellrered. Will tell giote II yea write.
W.F.yOUNG,P.D.F.,)ttTsasMS1nSpriirgneld.Mass.

Hall'sYerbaBuenaTea
(Tbo Tm» Dlftoiwit)
Bsed by the California Padresfor over■ a.oentorr,
but inston the market. Aromatic! Bealthfnll Cool
Insl Economical! Speclallj fine for children. No
tanuioaeid. No nerrousness. A deUclous bereraKS
-but or iced. JDST TKY IT AND TOOXI.iLWATSBPTIT. AguMtwanUd. Sent postpaid In
twenty-See and Sfty oent packages. California
fale* Company, WataonvUle, California

A Wonderful Combination Bargain
A pair of scissors made of best ouallt j atjelj a cigar
couer, bottle opener, omton-book and key ring.
Highly nickel plated. (Jerry In pocket or bog.
Only IB cents for tilt"»In 1" set. I prepay postage.
Surprise Fountain Fen, looks like real thing, September MornJvater King, playa a great Joke on
yonr frlendB7lo cenla each, prepaid.
Send coin or stamps.
JHTI, sBgAL, S&^CJBgTl^HJiT.,
JlDVa.,
AGBNTS
VfANTaTO.
SOBS CiTlf-

SSiv*

rOFKafiUUPOS HAIR so It new will
return, JoroussaUS*sia»nst)te,essy metnod.remarkable reeafta guajsutteao, positlTely will
rltate or sear, bample Mlo. aestftis. TerrbWasJoiaa

RAILROAD MEN
ffTHK PAY
Boston & Maine Must Give Employes $200,000
CASE INVOLVES 30 ROADS
Similar Increase! Will Bs Given
Later to Trainmen Employed
By B. si A. arid Nsw
Haven Roads.

TRADE WITH ARGENTINA
Chamber of Commerce Paper Points
to PossibtC'-les.
Boston—The last '-sue of Current
Affairs, the official publication of ths
Boston Chamber of Conmerce, is devoted mainly to the possibilities opened by the war to the extension of
trade between Argentina and
the
United States. Several pages printed in Spanish make the Issue valuable for circulation to Argentina.
"Argentina, a nation of 8,000,000
population, whose foreign trade last
year aggregated $408,711,966 of. Imports, and $468,999,410. of exports,"
says Current Affairs, "finds
this
big commerce interrupted by the war
to Europe. At the same time the
United States finds its foreign commerce seriously congested by circumstances growing out of the same
cause.
Shipping lines upon which
both nations depended in times past
are now crippled, and foreign exchange- has practically been withdrawn.
Meanwhile, both Argentina and the
United States are producing goods
which they, have been wont to sell
In large quantities in the markets of
Europe. Both want to sell;
both
want to buy. What more natural,
therefore, than that Argentina and
the-United States should each begin
to took to the other's direction?"
asks the publication.
The-paper urges upon New England
manufacturers the Importance of golog after this trade.
J
Of Argentina's relative buying power among the South American republics. Current Affairs says: "One billion dollars' Worth of merchandise
was bought by the people of the 10
South American countries last year.
Of this tremendous total, Argentina
took $408,711,966. Its population Is
about 12 percent of the total population ot South America; its demonstrated buying.power is more than
40 percent that of the entire continent."

Boston.—The Boston and Maine
railroad will be forced to expend
over »200,0M> to back pay to the
trainmen In Its employ, as a resnlt
of k decision finally reached by arbitration proceedings.
This also means an addition of
about $800,000 to the company's payroll annually hereafter and will affect
several thousand men.
Similar Increases In pay will be given later to
the trainmen employed by the Boston and Albany and New Haven
roads.
The men will get Individually back
pay of $2 to $100.
This Includes
passenger and freight brakemen and
conductors.
The action is taken in response to'
demands of the Brotherhod of Railway Trainmen throughout the country, Including about thirty roads. The
committee which was organised to
hear the arguments of representatives of these railroads and another
of the trainmen, ruled that the trainmen wese entitled to an increase In
pay.
It left the arrangements for this
Increase, to be given by the different railroads, to sub-committees composed of representatives of each railroad and Its employees.
The Boston and Maine, which Is
now to dire financial straits, will
have to meet this additional expense
for the time being by economising,
and by rearranging the running trips APPROVE OF THE TERM RULE.
for Its men.
An official of the Boston and Maine explained that where Real Estate Men Feel That New Ruling will Hurt Their Business.
a man, for Instance, now does a hundred miles a day, he will hereafter
Boston;—Real estate and insurance
have to do 140.
The -trainmen will not hare to work men are keenly interested to the acany more hours, but they will be tion of the New England Insurance
kept busier.
Exchange in adopting unanimously the
Increased passenger rates that the "term rule," which has been under
company hopes for will be another discussion for the last few weeks.
way of meeting the additional exThe new arrangement provides that
pense.
With' the recently raised a charge of two and one-half times the
freight rates, and the hoped-for in- yearly premium shall be made for
crease in passenger rates, the rail- three-year policies and four times the
road officials express their belief annual premium for a five-year policy.
that the road will be to some way Under the former rule the rate was
two annual premiums {pr three years
able to meet the change.
The back pay is to take effect and three for five years.
'
This rule will apply merely
to
from Oct. 1 of last year.
The road
Is naturally making every Effort to building and dwelling houses. Insurconserve Its vital cash resources. It ance men feel that this slight Inis owed about $400,000 by the New crease in rates Is Justified because ot
_
Haven, but this money has been tied 'the risks.
Member of the Massachusetts Real
tip by attachments.
Estate
Exchange
and
other
real
esArrangements have been made
whereby the Boston and Maine is tate men feel that the passing of the
now receiving this $400,000 through new ruling Is unfortunate at the presthe taking from Its treasury of an ent time. Members of the exchange
appropriate amount of Maine Rail- said yesterday that it was sure to
ways Company's notes as security hurt the real estate business, temporarily at feast.
against the attachments.
It is expected Jbat within a few
weeks all the other roads to the
Two of Crew Drown.
East that have not already granted
Newburyport.—The
three-masted
the increases will follow suit. It is lumber schooner Pearl Nelson poundnow only a matter of arranging dfr ^ to plBceB ln tne breakers off Plum
tails pf a system pt increase that Island and two of her crew have been
can be sustained by the financial drowned. . The other three were
condition of the roads concerned.
washed ashore on planks and were'
picked up, half dead, 'by Island residents.
$230,000 to Aid Boston Orphans.
The vessel, which left Lubec, Me.,
Boston—The will of Ralph Huntington, who died on May 30, 1886, after sprang aleak when four miles off the
creating numerous trusts, provided Isles of Shoals. The crew were unthat all unexpended sums should be able to stop the Inrush ol water, as
used by tne trustees to-found an In- their pumps were insufficient They
stitution in Boston for the benefit of continued their efforts until the water
in the hold was so high that that furorphan children.
There is now available for that pur- ther work was impossible, when they
pose the sum of $230,000, and the lashed themselves to the masts.
trustees, Joseph H. White, Edward W.
Hutchlns and Henry Wheeler, have in- - 3000 Germans at Mass Meeting.
corporated the Huntington Institute
Boston.—More than 3000 BoBtonlans
for Orphan Children to take over that of German descent or German sympathies met at Faneull Hall Sunday,
money.
Some of the beneficiaries named In primarily to protest against the antithe will claim that the gift is void, German attitude of a great majority
and the trustees have filed, to the of newspapers, but ultimately to exSupreme Judicial Court a petition ask- press theitv enthusiasm over the feats
ing for Instructions. By the termina- of the armies of the Kaiser.
Robert Stum of the German Allition of certain trusts the Institute ot
Technology receives $60,000 under ance presided at the meeting. Among
the speakers were Professor J. A.
Mr Huntlngton's will.
Walz of Harvard, Matthew Cirmmtogs
of the Ancient Order of Hibernians,
Fish Prices Start Federal Inquiry.
J". Frelmah, a German Socialist; Karl
Gloucester—Following the Jump in G. Fredto, editor of the Swedish newsthe price of salt fish, an agent ot the paper, Svea, and Frank Seiberlich.
department of commerce and labor is
investigating conditions
here. He
Babies Healthier Than Ever.
called on Thomas Carroll, manager of
Boston.—"Babies are healthier and
the Gorton-Pew Fisheries, one of the
fewer are dying," according to the relargest In the world.
In a few days salt mackerel has ports of the Milk and Baby Hygiene
Association.
jumped from $17 to $19 a barrel. DealThe reports of the association show,
ers claim that owing to the war a
shortage of the mackerel Is certain, by comparing the death rates and the
as most of them are brought from attendance at the clinics tor 1914 with
waters near Norway and Ireland, and 1913, a considerable increase ln the
since the outbreak of war in Europe ■children treated and a correspondingly lower number of deaths. Babies
fishing in those waters has ceased.
under the care of the association this'
month number 1811, as against 1313 ln
A, O. H. Stats Officers.
1912 and 1669 last year.
Worcester—John F.' Donnelly of
Cambridge was unanimously elected
'Celebrated 108th Birthday.
State president at the biennial conWorcester—Mrs. Louisa Waterman
vention of the A. O. H. divisions of
Massachusetts, In session here. Patrick Carpenter, the oldest daughter of the
J. Dowd of1 Holyoke was elected vice revolution now living in Massachupresident Secretary
Richard
J. setts, celebrated the 108 anniversary
Dwyer ot' South Boston, and Treasurer of her birth, Aug. 26, at,the home of
Dennis J. Slattery of Weymouth were Mrs. Annie H. Vance, at 8" Boynton
both re-elected. The only office for strees, where Mrs. Carpenter in recent
which there was a contest was that years lived with her daughter, Miss
Isabella Carpenter,, until the latter's
of vice president.
Lowell was selected as the place for death at the age of 90 a year and a
half ago.
the convention in 1916.

Your Baby's Life
It is more to you than your own.
remedy than

Then why try any other

Fletcher's Castoria
Unless Your
Physician prescribes it?
Remember there Is nothing: injurious in CASTORIA i! It bears
the signature of
-

Sold only in one size bottle, never in bulk, or otherwise;

to protect the babies.
i

The Centaur Company,

PAPER ITSELF WAS EVIDENCE
In This Csse Examiner Required No
Pledge That Student Hsd Done
the Work Itself.
At a certain college custom ordains
that at examination time each of the
candidates shall write the following
pledge at the bottom ot his papers:
"I hereby declare, on my honor, that
I have neither given nor received assistance during the examination."
One student, after handing to one
of the papers, suddenly remembered
that in his haste he had omitted to
write the oath. On the fallowing day
he sought out one of the examiners
and .told him that he had forgotten
to put the required pledge on bis paper.
The examiner looked at him over
the top of his glasses and dryly remarked:
"Quite unnecessary. Tour paper ln
Itself Is sufficient evidence. I've Just
been correcting it I"

Marls Could.
She kept boarders for their living.
One day, at the dinner hour, she had
been longer than usual in waiting upon
the table. Finally, her husband said:
"Well, Maria, can't you sit downT"
And Maria answered: "I could the
last time I tried."—National Food
Magazine.

ITCHING ECZEMA ON KNEE

162 State St., New Bedford, Mass.—
"The way the eczema started on my
leg was by wearing a plaster parts
cast The plaster got between the cotton and my leg and caused an itchtoi
which broke out into a raw sore halt
way from my ankle to my knee. At
first it broke out to small pimples and
Itched so it seemed impossible for me
to keep my hands from it night and
day. I had to remove the cast on my
leg and use bandages.
"I had two treatments and was told
to get different ointments which did
me very little good. Then I got a cake
of Cuticura Soap with which to wash
.
In Time of Domestic Stress.
my leg, then rubbed the Cuticura
Knlcker—What does your wife do Ointment on. All Itching stopped and
when words fall her?
in four weeks it was all healed up and
Bocker—She issues emergency cur- has never bothered me since." (Signed)
rency.
J. W. Nichols, Feb. 6, 1914.
Cuticura Soap and Ointment sold
Imaginary troubles cause more throughout the world. Sample ot each
worry than real ones.
free,with 32-p. Skin Book. Address postcard "Cuticura, Dept. L, Boston."—Adv.
Let money talk and people will
It Is said that distance lends enlaugh at silly Jokes.
chantment to the view—but not to a
man's view of the almighty dollar.
SISTER'S TRICK
But It AU Came Out Right.
TOCIt OW* DrTOOfilST WllLTEtlTOO
Marina Bje Baanor for Bad, Weak, Watery
How a sister played a trick that Trr
Byes and Granalated Kjellds: No Smarting—
Bra Comfort. Write for Book of tbe Kje
brought rosy health to a coffee fiend hist
DT mail Free, Marine Sre Bemedr Co* Chloaa-o,

Is an interesting tale:
Every time a widower looks twice at
"I was a coffee fiend—a trembling,
nervous, physical wreck, yet clinging a woman tbe gossips have something
to
interest them.
to the poison that stole away my
strength. I mocked at Postum and
would have none of it
"One day my sister substituted a
cup. ot piping hot Postum for my morning cup ot coffee but did not tell me
what it was. I noticed the richness
of It and remarked that the 'coffee'
tasted fine but my sister did not telf
me I was drinking Postum tor fear I

fflCFINd

tog me Postum instead of coffee until
I grew stronger, more tireless, got a
better color to my sallow cheeks and
a clearness to my eyes, then she told
me of the health-giving, nervestrengthening life-saver she had given
me in place of my morning coffee.
"•From that time I became a disciple
of Postum and no words can do Justice in telling the good this cereal
drink did me. I will not try to tell It,
for only after having used it can one
be convinced of its merits."
Ten days' trial shows Postum's power to rebuild what coffee has destroyed.
Name given by Postum Co., Battle
Creek, Mich. ' Read "The Road to
Wellville," ln pkgs.
Postum comes to two forms:
Regular Postum—must be well boiled. ISc and 25e packages.
Instant Postum—Is a soluble powder. A teaspoonful dissolves Quickly
to a cup of hot water and, with cream
and sugar, makes a delicious beverage
Instantly. SOo and EOo tins.
%
The cost per cup of both kinds is
about the same.
"There's a Reason" for Fpstuixu.
' —sold by Orooara

:

i

SPECIAL TO WOMEN
The most economical,
germicidal of all antiseptics :

A soluble Antiseptic Powder la
be dissolved in water as nastfad.
As a medicinal antiseptic for douches
ln treating catarrh, Inflammation or
ulceratlon of nose, throat, and that
caused b>» feminine Ills it has no t
For ten years the Lydla B. PI
me
Medicine
Co. has recommended 1
to their private correspondence
women, which proves Its superiority.
Women who have been cored sax
It ii "worth Its weight to gold." At
druggists, 60c. large box, or by i
The Paxton Toilet Co., Boston. ;

A popular Summer
2 for 25 eta.
KIPWOOD: Sams style

EARL. & WILSON
MAKERS OP
TROY'S BEST PRODUCT
W. N. U., BOSTON, NO. SC-1914.

It needs
no painting
Put Amatite on your
farm buildings and
you seed never
worry, for you have
a good roof.
It is s comfort also to know
that you won't have to
paint these rooft, for frequent painting costs almost
as much ss a new roof.
I Amatite Is waterproofed with
1 Coal Tar Pitch, the best water* proofing material known, and
has a real mintral surf ma.
Write today for sample.

Kceley

35 YEARS SUCCESSFUL TREATMENT
OP LIQUOR AND 1TOUG ADDICTIONS

THE KEELEY INSTITUTE
WHITIPLAINS, N.Y.
LEXINGTON, MASS.
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

BUFFALO, M.V.
WMT HAVEN, CONN.
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West Brook field schools opened Monday morning.
Miss Laura Howe of Spencer, is visiting M is." Rosa Lucius.
Mrs Horace Kail, Petersham, is a guest
ot Mr and Mrs Louis Snow.
Miss Hasel La Perle, West field, is with
her uncle, George A. Hamilton.
Miss Cora L. Blair West Main street,
is at Point Allerton for an outing.
Miss Hazel Adams of Rprinsfield, is a
guest of Lewis A. Gilbert and family.
Miss Olive Combs of Chicopee Falls, is
visiting Mr and Mrs A. Herbert Howe.
William E. lirlcoln of Riverside farm
is entertaining Atwell Barlow of Ware.
Miss Lucy Mason of Webster, is visiting her grandmother, Mrs Susan Bodge.
Mr and Mrs Freeman Allen are entertaining Miss Alice Oomstock of Springfield.
Mrs Charles W. Ottenheimer, Allston,
is the guest of her aunt, Miss Sarah A.
Whaten.
X'rs R. D. Horton of Dorchester, has
been visiting Mr and Mrs Walter G.
Johnson.
Mrs Arthur G. Emerson of Reading,
has been visiting Rev. and Mrs John H.
Hoffman.
Mrs Edward F. Nelson of Leicester, is
visiting Mr and Mrs Levi W. Livermore,
on High street.
Miss Ruth Davis of Middlebnry Vt., is
with Mr and Mrs Robert R. Davis, New
Braintree road.
Mr and Mrs Patrick Walsh are entertaining their daughter, Mrs William Mahaney of Natick.
Miss Dorothy Rice, Worcester, was the
guest of David F. Henshaw and family,
old Warren road.
Mrs Arthur H. Buxton, Westboro, is
visiting her parents, Mr and Mrs Alonzo
Cutler, Ware road.
MiasM. R. Dowling of Boston, is a
guest of Mr and Mrs Lindsay T. Smith,
North Brookficld road,
Mr and Mrs Herbert K. Wat»on of
Worcester, are at Indian Leap farm, the
home of Charles K. Watson. >
Miss May Larkin, who has been visiting Miss Helen Shackley, has returned
to lier home in Winsted, Conn.

The new stone watering trough to be
placed where the old iron one stood, at
the corner of Main and Central streets,
arrived by team from Monson, Thursday
afternoon. The work of setting it up
has been delayed, because the hole for
the pipes was too small. It was intended
to connect the trough with both the town
system, and Smith reservoir, but the
former has been abandoned, as the water
commissioners say, that if the town system is used, it will be metered,"and the
town must pay for the water used.
It is estimated that 8700 must be raised
to buy a new heater for the Congregational church. The following were appointed
to solicit funds, Deacon Henry J. Weeden, Arthur H. Warfield, Fred L. Woodward, Rev. John H. Hoffman, Charles
H. Ball, Qharles B. Henshaw, Mrs Allen
Jones Mrs Edward M. Houghton, Mrs
Mary W. Smith, Mrs David F. Henshaw,
and Mrs Marshall C. Gilbert. A thorough canvass was made Monday and
reports were made at the meeting Tuesday night, and Rev Mr Hoffman reported the required amount had been raised
after one day's work. A vote of thanks
was given the committee. It was voted
to leave the matter of purchasing and
installing the heater in the hands of the
parish committee.
Famous Paris Shopping. Street.
That wonderful street of shops In
Paris, known aa the Rue de Rlvoll,
was begun In 1802 and was named In
honor of Napoleon's victory at Rivoli.
In 1797, during the Italian campaign.
It waa not finished, however, until
1865, during the reign of Napoleon III,
to whom Paris la Indebted for much of
Its grandeur.

Collector's Sale
OF REAL ESTATE
BKOUKFW.D. MASS., Sept. I, 1914.
The owners and occupants of the following
described parcels of real estate situated in the
town of Brookfield, in the county of Worcester. |
and Commonwealth of Massachusetts* and the
public are hereby notified that the taxes thereon
severally assessed for the years hereinafter specified, according to the list committed to me as
Collector of Taxes for said Brookfield by the
Assessors of Taxes, remain unpaid, and that the
smallest undivided part of said landfcufficient to
satisfy said taxes with the interest and all legal
costs and charges, or the whole of said land if
no person offers to take an undivided part thereof will be offered for sale by public auction, at
the office of the Collector of Taxes, in the Town
House in said Brookfield, on

MONDAY, SEPT. 28, 1914,

Mr and Mrs F. W. Havens,of SpringTwo O'clock P. M., for the payment of said
field, are camping at the Oaks, on the at
taxes, with interest, costs and charges thereon,
unless the same shall be previously discharged.
west side of Lake Wickaboag.
Miss Ella Dean of Springfield is visit- HARRIET A. PLIMPTON.
ing Mr and Mrs Charles S. Mundell, also (Now supposed to be owned by Sarah D. Hall)
A certain tract of land situated in that part of
Miss Mabel E. Smith of Cambridge.
said Brookfield called Podunk and bouuded as
follows:—Northerly on land of the heirs of W.
Harding Gaylord;Woreester, is a guest H. Goulding; easterly on land of Mary D. Nichols; southerly on land of George E. Remsen; and
of Rev. J. Howard Gaylord and family westerly on land of John F. Smith, containing
about 8 acres.
at their cottage at Lake Wickaboag.
Tax of 1912, $4.46.
Tax of 1013, $1.30.
Mr and Mrs William J. Gould are entertaining Mrs L. S. Jewett of Littleton, Heirs or Devisees ef Richard Flynn,
A certain triangular piece of land situated on
who was formerly of West Brookfield.
Mill street in the center village of said Brookfield
described* as follows:—Beginning at the
Miss Annie Walsh of Quincy, is a guest mid
northeasterly corner thereof on said Mill street
of Miss Florence Johnson at the home by land of Kate Eaton, thence southwardly by
land of said Eaton to land of the Boston and
of her parents, Charles W. Johnson and Albany Railroad Company;thence westwardly
by land of said Company; to said Mill street:
wife.
and thence northeasterly by said Mill street to
the place of beginning. Containing about 2
Miss Laura E. Shokee of New York", acres.
is being entertained by Mrs Ella F. Dillon, Tax of 1915.12.23.
Tax oMM3. *2.15
at her bungalow, the Larches, oh WigHeirs or Devisees ef William F. Union.
wam road,
A certain tract of meadow land situated on the
Mr and MrsvAllen Jones, Front Street, Quaboag
river in said Brookfield and bounded
went to Cambridge, Tuesday, for a week as follows:—Southwardly on said river and land
of
Samuel
Weld; eastwardly on land of Alice
at the home of Mr and Mrs Frederick 0. L- TwichellE.and
land of Theodore Eaton; northwardly on land of the Boston and Albany RailSanford.
road Company; ami westwardly on land of said
Railroad Company and land of the heirs of
Mrs Helen L. Phelps and son Harold George
Henry Allen. Containing about 52 acres.
D. and his sister Edith, North Brookfield Tax of iMx.fajW.
Tax of 1913, #6.46.
road, are in camp at Brooks' Pond in
ARTHUR F. BUTTERWORTH,
North Brookfield.
Collector of Taxes for the Town of
Brookfield for the years 1912 and
Misses Martha E. and Hattie Hooker
1918.
of Springfield, are to live in West Brook- 8 4,11,18
field, occupying the tenement in the
house of their sister, Mrs Albert W. Bliss.

ARTISTIC MONUMENTS

Jonh J. Teehan, Boston, a clerk in
Talbot's clothing store, is on his vacation
at the home of Mr and Mrs Alfred Labarge on Central street.
Mr and Mrs William J. Patterson of
Springfield, are visiting Mr Patterson's
parents on Ragged Hill. Mr Patterson
Is on his vacation from his duties as
clerk at the Springfield post-office.
West Brookfield Literary society retained its meetings, Thursday afternoon,
after the August recess. The society met
with Mrs Cora E. Foster, Mechanic St.
Favorite poems and others were considered. Current events were given by the
members.

AND CEMETERY MEMORIALS
In all kinJjof
GRANITE AND MARBLE

C A. RISLEY & COMPANY
Telephone

Vest Brookfield.

Summer
Places
Wanted

A special meeting of the Parish Auxiliary was held Monday afternoon, at the
home of Mrs George Fales. It was voted
to give any sum needed, up to f 100,
toward the heating system to be installed
Each year more and more summer soin the Congregaional church. The old journers from all over the country are
seck'ng pleasant spots in New England,
heating plant is declared unsafe.
patronizing well-managed hotels and the
TheSucUl and Charitable society met pleasantly located boarding places and
Tuesday afternoon at the home of Mrs farms where paying guests are received.
Harold Chesson. It was voted to give
Each season thousands of people turn
,75 towards the new heating system in to the advertising columns of the Boston
the Congregational church. The next Evening Transcript, where so many announcements of summer places are pubmeeting of the society will be with Mrs lished.
Allen Jones, and will be the annual busiMany families prefer to lease farms,
ness meeting.
houses or cottages in the country. Hundreds
of properties are sold every season
Grand Army hall was the scene of a
to parties from Eastern and Western
dancing party, Friday night, the hostess cities who are attracted by advertisements
being Miss Rachel Olmstead, West Main in the Transcript.
street. The hall was decorated with yelIf you desire to reach the well-to-do
low and white streamers and flowers. people and attract them to your town inGuests were present from Warren and sert a well-worded advertisement in the
West Brookfield. Miss Marjorie J. Cut- Boston Transcript.
Full information,, rates, sample copies
ler, pianist, furnished music fdr dancing.
The patronesses were, Mrs Edward M. and advice cheerfully given on requesd.
Houghton, Mrs Otto B. Olmatead, West
Brookfield, and Mrs E. Carroll Bliss, of
$14 Washington St. Bsoton
Warren.

Boston Transcript Co,

OLIVE TREE AN INSTITUTION
Aa Important In Syria as It the Cow
to People of the Countries
ef the West.

The trees In a Syrian garden are
an Important and practically necessary part of the nutrition of the people. Combined with grain In the
form 'of coarse bread, the tree-products make a balanced and wholesome
ration. For large elements of the
population, at least one meal a day*
Is commonly composed of bread and
walnuts. The walnut Is rich In both
protein and fat, so that this combination virtually duplicates in nutrition
our occidental sandwich of bread, butter and' meat The oil to which the
scriptural writers so lovingly referred
Is still Important In that land, and the
olive tree that produces it is almost
as useful to the Syrian aa the cow is
to the American. The cow gives butter and drink, and the olive tree gives
butter and food. When the workman
on the Mediterranean goes from home
for a day's labor, he often takes a
pocketful of olives and a piece of
bread for his lunch. Remover butter,
breakfast bacon, and fat meat from
our vocabulary, put olive oil In their
place, and we shall begin to think the
thoughts of Mediterranean cooks.
Once cooks and palates are educated,
the blood does not know the difference between the rich globules of fat
that come to it. It Is fat that the
human system wants, and it makes no
final difference whether it comes from
butter, bacon, lard, olive, coVoanut,
goose, or bear. Fat is fat, once it Is
In our blood. The source from which
we shall get this fundamental of nutrition depends in part upon our bringlng-up, but eventually our getting It
depends upon the ease of winning it
from our environment.—J. Russell
Smith, In the Atlantic.

SQUIRE IKE "IN BAB"

BUT G-ME WAY TO BEAT TIME
Hold Fast to the Feelings and the
Spirit of Youth and Beware of
Irritability.

A MAN OF FAITH
FRIENDS

When Billy Durham was at school
he waa the butt of his companions,
because he believed everything that
he waa told. Aa he grew older, however, instead of jeering at him the fellows used to go to him with their confidences. He had *hat captlvatlag
frankness and belief In human nature
that, when genuine, proved irresistible.
It was juat the same when Billy waa
discharged from the Insurance office.
Mr. Somers, the manager, had been ordered to lay oft some of the employes.
Be thought Billy was not cut out tor
the insurance business. "You'd better
lay off tor a while and look round to
see it you don't and something more
suited to you," he said.
,
He never expected to see BiUy again,
but, five week* later, Billy was found
at his desk one morning. "I didn't see
anything I like better, so I came back,"
he said. Billy stayed and was promoted to be assistant manager by old
Rayden, who had taken a fancy to the
ydung man.
«
' Old Rayden, being a millionaire, waa
not the man to pick up an insignificant
subordinate and take him into his
home. However, Billy had been to the
Madison avenue mansion once or twice
T "h important papers. He had seen
i Rayden there and had at once
fklien in love with ner. With his simplicity of mind, it did not occur to him
that there would be any difficulty
about marrying her, provided he could
make her love him.
That summer he brooded over bis
work, hoping against hope that the
occasion would arise for him to go to
Mr. Rayden's house-again. But he was
Who Discovered the Kangaroo?
not summoned, and presently he disMr. W. B. Alexander of the Western
covered through the papers that Elsie
Aubtrallan museum at Perth, W. A,
Rayden was spending July at Atlanhas /recently corrected a popular mistic City.
take in the history of natural history.
BUly took his vacation in July and
The discovery of the kangaroo family
went there. He met Miss Rayden on
Is generally credited to Sir Joseph
the board walk and, taking oft his hat,
Banks, and is supposed to have ocreminded her who he was. Elsie Raycurred during Captain Cook's first voyden was at once amused and Interage In 1770. This date, It appears, is
ested. She was tired of society life,
nearly one hundred and fifty years too
and she had begun to suspect that she
late. When the Dutch East India
was in love with Mr. Gerald Lomax,
company's ship, the Batavla, under
who had been reported In the newspacommand of Captain Peleart, was
pers several times as paying her atwrecked on the Abrolhos islands in
tention.
1629, the survivors encountered'among
The result of that conversation was
other strange things the Dama Wallathat Billy waa Invited to call at the
by, the first member of the kangaroo!
hotel. Miss Elsie had a plan In mind.
Psychology of Speed.
family known to Europeans.- Captain!
She wanted to discover whether GerPelsart described it as a species of cat: There are many sins of civilization, ald loved her, by the simple process of
but
speed
is
one
of
them
and
the
about the size of a hare, noted Its re'
trying to make him jealous.
markable hind legs, and described In latest born, laments the Ohio State ■ She timed Billy's second visit so that
Journal.
Except
in
a
courtroom,
considerable detail the abdominal
It should coincide with Gerald's regupouch for.the young and the use of it speed Is an obstacle. It is in the way lar Sunday trip to Atlantic City, and
of true success, for it is indifferent to
for an hour the two men sized each
Services on the Roof.
-| all the laws of life. A man who goes other up, while Miss Elsie chatted
Efforts to maintain religious wop so fast thafhe falls to see the quiet amiably and impartially with each in
ship through the summer months on and beautiful things along the way Is turn, and both together.
the plane of comfort and freedom from injuring his mind and breaking up : Billy was the first to leave and someoppressive heat have resulted In two. his nerves. If we had a family of sev- thing which might have been called a
churches here holding Sunday evening eral children and put them in an "scene" in less exalted circles hapservices on the^roof gardens of their automobile and raced them off at jpened afterward. The next time Billy
parish houses, 'in both cases the ex- 40 miles an hour, we would regard called Miss Elsie was more encourperiment was a success, and it was de- ourselves their mortal enemy, for they aging than ever. That waa the begintermined to continue the innovation will never grow up with their nerves ning of a week ot ecstaoy for the young
during the hot weather. We hew steady or their intellects lively.
The alienists say that in 200 years fellow. They went tor long country
other towns complaining that they
walks, they swam and drove, they pathave no church roof gardens; but senr* the human family will all be lunatics. ronised theaters and ail the amuseices In some places have been held It won't be that long, if the speed of ments. And presently the inevitable
with success and In comfort on church autos Is kept up to over twenty miles society Item found its way into the
lawns, and very Impressive and beau- an hour. Indeed, many of these wild New York papers.
tiful many of them must have been. and reckless drivers are getting that
"Rumor has It that Mr. William
Whether the roof or the lawn is the way now, and they are pulling every- Durham and Miss Elsie Rayden will
place, the -plan to surround worshipers body down with them. But save the {shortly announce their engagement"
with more comfort than the church children, and if the old lunatics must
Billy read the item and turned white
itself admits is an excellent one, de- have their way, take the children out with indignation. He went straight to
serving of emulation.—New Tori and keep them at home.
Miss Elsie's hotel and slapped the
Press.
'■'
newspaper down on the table before
Hidden Virtues.
Apropos of the discussion
on her.
Romance of Old Clothes.
"I don't know what cur put that in,"
Florence Hull Wlnterbura, author George W. Perkins and the Harvester he said, "but I want to make It true.
of the recently published "Principles trust. Representative Qulnn said:
"If George W. is to be believed, his. Will you, deer?"
of Correct Dress," believes that the
"My dear boy, yon dont underAmerican woman; who does not care trust is of a' goodness such as is stand," she said. "I am engaged to
scarcely seen on this poor earth of
for dress is not only nnfemlnlne but
marry
Mr. Gerald Lomax."
ours. The trust, like old Wash White,
"unpatriotic." A particular tenderness
Billy stared at her incredulously,
undoubtedly has hidden virtues.for old gowns Is shown in every sta"Old Washington White and young "But you have gone for walks and
tion of life, declares Mrs. Howe.
Calhoun Clay entered, you know, a drives with me," he exclaimed.
"From the daughter of the million"O, go away, BUly, and learn somedancing competition.
But age was
alre, who has a sentiment for the
against Wash, and his boots, a pair thing of the world," Miss Ulb.e anDoucet gown she wore when John first
of cowhides six or seven sizes too swered.
admired her,,down through the social large, were against him, too.
Billy went away to learn. Then she
The
scale to the old West Virgidtan moun- prize was awarded to the younger regretted her words. The fact was
taineer who musingly whispered, as man.
that she had received a letter.from her
she hung the mate to her one other
" 'Look-a-yere, Misto Empire,' Uncle father that morning demanding pointcalico frock on the clothes-line, 'I al- Wash growled, 'whaffor yo' give de edly to know "what she was doing
ters liked this un better'n any frock I prize toe him?"
fooling with one of his clerks at Athave'—that undercurrent of esteem
"TCase he done mo' beats *n yo" lantic City." He also demanded that
for garments, as Intimate partakers done.'
she go home.
- of one's life, obtains In the minds ot
Elsie went home, and a hard week
" 'Go Ion, man,' said Uncle Wash.
our woman."
T done a lot o' steps in dese yere big followed. There was Mr. Lomax, expostulating and Indignant, and her faboots what yo' never see.'"
Her Only Fear.
ther, furious at the publicity. Three
Sir Thomas Lipton tells this story
days later, when Billy got back to his
Criticism of a Weekly.
of a lady and her husband who were
The late Jacob A. Rlls, the eminent lodgings, he found a letter stating that
crossing the Atlantic for the first time. sociologist and author, was an ardent his services would no longer be reTheir steamer encountered terribly supporter of Colonel Roosevelt, and It quired in the insurance office.
rough weather, and they were both was In this connection that he once
Now ninety-nine men out ot a hunvery unwell. As they lay in their uttered a very cruel bon mot.
dred would have whistled and gone out
berths watching the luggage rolling
On Colonel Roosevelt's last visit to to loek tor a job. But Billy's absurd
about on the floor of the cabin and London it was rumored In American faith took him right round to the
listening to the bangs and bumps and literary circles that he was to be hon- house on Madison avenue. As Mr.
the shouted orders on deck, .they ored with an Invitation to one of Rayden had no expectation of eeelng
thought their last hour had come. Sud- Punch's famous weekly dinners—those htm again, he bad left no instructions
denly, from the wife's corner, came a d(nners at which Thackeray and Du with the butler concerning him. So
feeble voice Just audible above the Maurier and Burnand and other Billy, walking in, found himself In the
noise "John," she said, "John, do you notables sat down.
midst of-an animated family scene.
think the people at home know where
"I beg your pardon," said Billy to
But Mr. Rils contradicted this ruour life insurance policies are?"
Mr.
Rayden. "It's about that letter,
mor at a dinner in New York.
"It is not true," he said, "that Mr* you know. Why don't you want met
To Get Benefit From Vacation.
Punch is to entertain Colonel Roose- Isn't there some misunderstanding
Good health begins in the heart. velt Mr. Punch never entertains any- somewhere?"'
The ozone of the sea may make the body."
'Yes, there has been a misunderblood tingle with new life, but the
standing," growled Mr. Rayden, who,
surf never reaches the spirit except as
being i Deir-made man, had hot much
Little Gold Found In Arkansas.
a transient stimulant. - The peaceful
Arkansas' gold boom Is fast sub- tact. "I misunderstood your sense ot
mind, like a ship swinging to aa siding. Prospecting was most active honor when yon went to'Atlantic City
anchor dropped Into the deeper sea, la the district south ot Bluffton and and got my daughter talked about"
is immune from the greater dangers. Gravelly, two small towns on Fourche ! "But—I wanted to—J mean, I—0,
When you go away on your vacation river. Several hundred claims have I Elsie, wont yon think it overt" stamtake that feverish mind with you, and been staked In this district, although ; mered Billy.
the spirit that needs the divine sun- on only about a dozen has any derel- j Aad Elsie did.
'
shine.
(Copyright, Ms, by W. a
opment work been attempted.

HE

DRAWS

POINTS OF LAW TOO FINE.

By HAROLD CARTER.

The writer once saw an amusing
picture in a magazine. It represented
a woman, standing before a mirror,
rouge brush In hand, adding roses to
her cheeks, and It was entitled "Beating Time." That Is the great trouble
with most men and women who have
passed the halfway house In the Journey of life. They try to retain youth
by painting up the outside, putting repairs where the casual eye beholds
rather than reconstructing the bodily
Interior and bracing mental foundations. They borrow color from the
rouge brush, exhilaration from the
stimulants and vivacity from the tango, perhaps, while the stalking ghost
of lost youth that gives them dead
away is their irritability.
Toung people, genuinely young people, possess a sunniness of spirit that
endows them with exceedingly lovable
qualities, of which patience is one
most to be desired. Touth may have
occasional brainstorms of wrath or
hysterics, hut, on the whole, the young
are sweetly equable, entrancingly
hopeful and wonderfully patient. They
have a delightful way of refusing to
take things tragically. The young are
generally imposed upon, frequently deceived, seldom praised in proportion to
their efforts (and Occasionally their
deserts), but the Angel of Patience
stands ever at their right hand and
they do not make themselves nor others miserable by Irritable tempers,
A Biblical proverb tells us: "He
that Is slow to anger Is better than
the mighty, and he that ruleth his
spirit than he that taketh a city,"
both slmilles Indicating that control
of temper is indicative of increasing
rather than decreasing strength.
The "Irritability of old age," what Is
that but panic disclosing weakness?
Old people feel unequal to things.
Touth feels so strong, so capable, so
glad and assured, that it will tackle
the seemingly Impossible—and find It
possible. Youth Is the fool that rushes In, and wins, where angels (and the
aged) fear to tread.
Hence the only successful way to
beat time Is by holding fast to the altruistic outlook and the pleasant qualities of youth. Build up the health,
compose the nerves, clasp hands with
Patience, revive faith In men and angels and look upon life with eyes of
hope and love.—Baltimore Sun.

THINK

8hlnhopple
People
Naturally
Dl»
pleased at the Way They Were
Done Out of Treat They Were
Looking Forward To.

- "If Squire Ike Stratton don't quit
draw In' his pints o' law so exoeedln'
fine," said Bill Sanders, the homer
from Shlnhopple way, "hell run ag'ln
a snag when he puts hlsself in the
hands ot his friends fer to be elected
ag'ln, fer his friends '11 jest raise their
hands an' turn him down.
. "We was 'spectln' to have a time
'most ez good ez a circus soon ez Jim
Bailey had Hank Parsons took up fer
klllln' his tame b'ar, an' yanked him
fore the squire to answer. We was
all settin' at Joe Blnn's grocery store,
waltlh' fer the squire, Jim Bailey beln'
there ready fer to ast him fer a warrant fer Hank. The squire come in
pooty soon, an" Jim says to him that
he wanted the warrant. •""%
" "What's yer grounds fer perceedln' V
says Squire Ike, bittln' a hunk often
his plug.
"The grounds Is,' says Jim, 'that
Hank Parsons shot my tame b'ar dead,
an' says he'll be durned If he'll pay fei
it. Tbems the grounds fer perceedln'!'
says Jim.
' "Squire Ike he sot a spell, ohawin'
like a sheep, an' then he says to Jim;
"'Wbai"d yet git the b'ar?*
"'Ketched it when It was a cub.'
says Jim.
"-'Suckln' cub?* says the squire.
" 'Huh, huh,' says Jim. 'Suckln' cub.'
"'It's mammy to home when you
ketched it?' says the squire.
" 'No. she wa'n't,' says Jim.
" 'Did you lug It away from its horns
by force o' arms an' malice aforethought?' says the squire.
" 'If ye mean,' says Jim, 'did I lug it
home ez quick es I could scoot so ei
the ol' she b'ar wouldn't ketch up
with me an' take it back ag'ln, that's
about what I done, squire,' says Jim.
"Squire Ike he sot an' chawed
awhile, an' shlftlh' his cud to t' other
cheek, by an' by he says to Jim:
" 'An' ye want a warrant fer Hank
Parsons, do ye?' says he.
"'Jes' what I do, by hokey!' says
Jim.
"Squire Ike, he chawed awhile more,
an' then he says:
" 'Well, I kin give ye a warrant, Jim, ,
but ye better go a leetle slow,' says he,
'Hank Is liable to turn 'round an' ast
fer a warrant fer you, too, an' I'll hel
to give it to him.'
"'Warrant fer me!' says Jim, nc
more s'prlsed an' took back than we
all waa 'A warrant, what fer, I'd like
to know?' says he.
"'Kidnapln',' says the squire. 'You
kidnaped a b'ar on yer own show-in',
James, an' the law Is dead sot ag'ln
kidnapers,' says he, 'specially when
thuz malice aforethought with 'em.
An' your'n is a specially aggervatin'
case,' says be, 'fer you was access'ry
both afore an' arter the fact I kin
give ye a warrant fer Hank If ye want
it, Jim,' says the squire, 'but you bet
ter go a leetle slow,' says he.
"Him a drawln' his p'Ints o' law so
exceedln' fine shunted the case round
so alarmln' that Jim took Squire Ike's
advice an' went slow, so that Hank
Parsons wasn't yanked afore the
squire, an' Shinopple never see a. die.
app'lnteder outpourin' o' feller citizens
than went home from Joe Blnn's
grocery store that day. An' Squire
Ike Stratton '11 hear from It In thunder tones, by jceswax, when he puts
hlsself In the hands of his friends
ag'ln, mind what I tell ye, If he don't
quit drawln' his p'inta o' law so exceedln' fine!"
Binoculars Reveal Pirates.

When John Ball, steward of the
schooner Eagle Wing, at anchor In the
Delaware river, off Cooper's Point,
Philadelphia, stood on the wharf and
swept the river with his binoculars
to pick out his vessel he discovered
rivqr pirates at work stripping her;
He appealed .to the police tug and
that craft hurried to the side of the
cchooner. Half a dozen men who
were In a launch alongside the Eagle
Wing fled, but Henry Sels, who was
aboard the vessel, was arrested and
locked up.
Sels Is charged with disposing of
the schooner's property to the pirates.
He declared himself to be one of the
crew, and contended that the goods
were his own. The steward, however,
told the police-he had never seen the
man before and insisted upon his
arrest
'

Organ Notes From s Piano.

At a conversazione In the rooms of
the Society of French Civil Engineers
In Paris, visiting British engineers
were Introduced to a new invention of
two Frenchman, M. Maitre and M.
Martin, a piano in which the notes are
produced by the -wires being set in
vibration by an electro-magnet Instead
of being struck by hammers.' The
mechanism is operated In the usual
way by a keyboard, but, instead of
dying gradually away as they do with
ordinary piano notes, maintain their
volume as long as the key is pressed.
The effect produced is similar to that
of an organ, and makes of the piano an
entirely new and different instrument.
Lees Csused by Revolution.
Mexico's cotton orop, though exceptionally large, occupies the unique position ot being practically useless In
that country since the picking season
of last September, owing to the revolu-
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DEATH OF MRS. BELCHER

Worcester's Fashion Week

The Village Grocery

Miss Margaret Josephine Thuotte, who
has grown up in the family of Mr Sam
uel A. Clark from very early childhood, The Oldest Resident of North BrookMAILS DUE TO ARRIVE.
Merchants of City Plan Co-Operative
TELEPHONE 55-2
has now been legally adopted ' by Mr
A. M. 6:*6- East and West.
field Dies at 98.
Movement to Conduct all Fall
930- -West.
Clark, and her name changed to JoseOpenings in One Week
P. M. 12.45—East and West.
The strong vitality which has sustained
phine Thuotte Clark.
The Famous One-^"
9Xr>-Weet
Mrs Mary (Wilder) Belcher through * The mercantile bureau of the WorcesThe
Portland
Evening
Express
of
Aug.
4.60—East.
i
Horse Chaise had
nearly
a
century,
gaye
out
on
Wednester Chamber of Commerce is busy ar7.05—East and West.
21 says: "Word has been received of the
MAILS CLOSE.
beenequippedwith
safe arrival in Los Angeles, Cal., of Miss day, September 2d, and at 1.30 p. m., ranging for Worcester's first "Fashion
she quietly passed from.this life to that Week," Sept. 22 to Sept. 26, dnring
A. M. 6.00— Went.
Hazel Harding, who recently left Port6.45—East.
which all of the fall openings of all the
land, with her brother, L. Stanley Hard- beyond.
U .30—East and West.
As stated in the JOURNAL last week, merchants will be conducted.
ing, to pass the winter there,
P. M. 1.00—West.
Mrs Belcher was, born in Ashby, Feb.
The plan was first worked out last year
4.40—East.
Mr Lincoln Smith complains that there 22, 1816, and married Mr Henry Alden
6.00—East and West.
in St. Paul and Minneapolis,, the " twin
are
20
pheasants
in
his
cornfield,
helping
Stire Will In Closet All Day Monday
Mails for East Brookfield are despatched at
Belcher, Sept. 26, 1839. x Of late years her cities," and over 750,000 people visited
8.46 A. M.. 11 .30 A. M. and 1 P. M. Kails from themselves freely, and as be is forbidden
great weight (310 lbs.) and her helpless the two cities during the week.
East Brookfield are received at 9.30 A. M. and
by law to shoot them, he has written to physical condition, has required for her
6.40 P.M. ~
The Worcester organization has had
Package malls are despatched twice dally as the game warden to see if there is any
constant attention, which she has re- the assistance of the St. Paul aseociatiou
followsl—n.30 A. M. East and North, 6 P. M.
way to prevent their ruining hie crop.
West and South.
ceived from Miss Pierce, at whose home of-commerce in arranging this* event in.
Mails for the Rural Delivery is closed at 8.15
Rev Mr Budd will preach Sunday on Central street, she died. Under the Worcester, and predicts at least 300,000
A. M. and received at l.30 p. M.
CHARLES S. LANE,
The office hoars will be :-6 30 A. M. to 8 P. M. morning on The Cumulative Power of direction of the Christian Aid Committee visitors during the five days the Show is
Holidays, 6.30 to 9 JO A. M. and 5 to 6 P. M.
JOHN HOWE, Postmaster, Faith. The sacrament of the Lord's of the First Congregational church (Mrs en.
In the evening M. B. Bishop and Mrs H. E. Cummings).
PAUL M. KEANEY, Asst, Supper will follow.
Various contests have been instituted
Christian Endeavor at 6, i nd church many both in out of the church have
by the Chamber of Commerce with all
TO THESE PRICES.
service at 7,—theme of sermon, "Relig- contributed toward her care and support,
RE6ISTERED EMBALMER.
merchants entered to compete for prizes.
NORTH BROOKFIELD.
ion and labor."
since she became unable to care for her- Among these is the window dressing conPersonal Prompt Attention Day
Fifteen names have been added to the self. She leaves no relatives.
or Night.
test for which eleven sterling silver cups
Woman's Union meets on Thursday,
The funeral was attended from her late have been offered as prizes.
voting
list
thus
far
this
fall.
The
regisTelephone North Brookftei* No.
Sept. 10.
laa-n.
trars will meet again on Wednesday, home, Thursday afternoon, at 2.30
Mrs Frank Howe and children are at
Sept. 9, from 7.30 to 9 p. m., and for the o'clock, Rev Alfred W. Budd, officiating.
Long Distance Connection.
A
CARD
Sterling.
last time before election on Saturday, Burial was in Walnut Grove Cemetery.
Funerals Personally Directed
St. Joseph's .parochial school opens Sept. 12, from 12 noon to 10 p. m.. to The funeral was in charge of Mr Fred 0.
4 sod F.very Requisite FurnThe Christain Aid Committee of First
ished.
Tuesday, Sept. 8.
Clapp,
undertaker.
The
bearers
were
make any further additions to the voting
Congregational church, and the friends
r.«dy Assistant.
E. A. Harwood, Charles E. Batcheller, interested in Mrs Mary W. Belcher, wish
Fred H. Walker has joined the ranks list.
of the automobilists.
Grand double minstrels by the B & R A. C. Stoddard and Daniel Foster.
to thank those who have ministered to
Miss Nellie Murphy, Bigelow street, is Baseball Association at Star Theatre this
her wants and added to her comfort durvisiting in Dorchester.
(Friday 1 evening. There will be a double
ing the years of her invalidism, and the
Baseball Game Postponed.
week of her last illness.
Clifton Albee and family are at Lake circle, one of men and one of women,
Owing to the rain, the ball game bewith Mies Irene Brucker and John HigLashaway for two week's.
gins as interlocutors, and many fine solos tween the B & R and Cherry Valley was
To see the Latest Models of
Joseph McEvoyiof Attleboro, is visiting
NEW BRAINTREE.
and musical numbers by the best of home postponed until Saturday, September 5.
his mother, on Nursery Ave.
There)'*
a
lot
of
talentTommy Ashworth will be on band on
Mr J. W. Weeks of Ware is visiting at difference beMiss Nellie Smith has returned from
Miss Jennie's. Converse of Wellesley, that date witth a team of leaguers, as anthe Wiley farm.
her vacation spent on Cape Cod.
tween Toric
is visiting at the home of her brother, nounced last week, and the game promMrs Irving Webb and children have re- Lenses and
Euclid and Joseph Herard are camping Josiah Converse and family. Miss Jo- ises to be one of the best attractions ot the
CORSETS
turned from a visit to Burlington, Vt.
Flat Lenses
this week at Corner Cover cottage.
.
sephine D. Brooks, who has been visit- season.
Or have them brought to your homef,''
Henry Pollard and family of Wilming- besides their
All arrangements are now made for
Mr and Mrs Fred Hinckley of Barre ing her cousins, the Mifsea Converse, has
by sending word to
*•*
%•
Plains, spent Sunday at Maple Valley returned to her home in Wellesley. Miss the balance of the series between the B & ton, Del., are the guests of H. D. Pol- slight extra cost They give
you extra vision and extra
Brooks is French instructor in the Boys' R and the Matchless, on Labor day. The lard's family.
farm.
comfort They are bettermorning game ii on Grove St. grounds,
Next Sunday will be communion day high school, Boston.
Mr and Mrs Leonard Titus of Holyoke looking, too. Come and see
Representative for the Brookfields,
for the women's sodality of St. Joseph's
The new church erected hi Petersham and will be called at 9.45 a. m. The af- are guests at Summit farm for the week us about Toric Lenses.
by the parishioners of Rev 'James How- ternoon game is at O'Gara Park, Spencer, end and labor day.
church.
Telephone 28-13,
at 3.16 o'clock. Cahill, who has been
Constable Stephen Quill has been re- ard, (son of Mrs Katherine Howard) was
Mrs Frederic Hollis and children have
playing
shortstop
for
the
B
&
R
has
given
MASS.
NORTH
BROOKFIELD.
appointed truant officer by the school dedicated on Monday and among those
gone to their new home in Charlton after
\
• 27
who took part in the service were Paul up bis position in the factory and so will spending a few days with her mother.
committee.
not be in the games.
ERNEST D. CORBIN
Mrs John D. Lamson on Central street, Keaney, Helen and Annie McCarthy,
Miss Emma E. Palmer of Worcester,
Ross will pitch the game Saturday afHenry
Doyle,
Eva
Noonan,
Thomas
OPTOMETRIST
Mrs Robinson, Mrs Grimes and Mrs Mchas a five room tenement to rent on reasternoon
against
Cherry
Valley,
and
the
Cuddy, Frank Gendron and Mary Doyle.
onable terms.
Office at Dr Ludden's
morning game against the Matchless on Cabe of Pas ton, were in town on Monday
Tne Loyal Circle of King's Daughters Monday. Phelan will pitch the afternoon renewing old acquaintances.
. All poll taxes must be paid-before Oct.
Main Street,
North Brookfield
F you wish to Buy or Sell
1st, unless the pcrson.is also assessed for held their first fall meeting in the parlors game. For Spencer Cleary and Dion will
At the grange meeting on Wednesday
of
the
Congregational
church,
Tuesday.
a property tax.
be the battery jn the morning game, evening there was music by Miss Frances
a farm or village property,
A case was reported of a family with three while the pitcher for the afternoon game Tufts, a reading by Miss Maban, and a
FOR SALE or TO RENT
The regular monthly business meeting
IOTTA.GK HOUSE for sale or to rent. Il
children who were greatly in need of
to
Hire or Let a tenement,*
talk on dairying by Hon. Charfee A. I at CHABXKS B. BATCHELLER. »
is unknown.
'of the Epworth League will be held on
of clothing and shoes. Members of the
Gleason, describing it as it was 45 years
Tuesday evening, Sept. 8.
drop
me a postal and I will call
Circle and friends are a»ked to send conTO RENT
ago, giving the names of the contribuNeighbors' Night at the Grange.
Donald M. JohnBon and Miss Sholler tributions to Mrs .Vinnie Gilbert, who is
ON
SECOND
FLOOR.
Tenement
of
six
rooms
tors of milk to the cheese factory in 1869.
with steam heat, bath and electric lights. on you.
of Boston visited Mr and Mrs George W. chairman of the relief committee.
D. F. WINSLOWj
Last night was banner night at the
Johnson, over Sunday.
NEW YORK AND BOSTON CONNECTIONS
School St.
At a meeting of the Phoenix Linen Grange, when Brookfield, West BrookThe "Ladies' Aid Society of the M. E.
Some
Club
Suggestions.
mills on Tuesday, the following officers field and Oakham, as well as visitors
CHARLES E. BATCHELLER
WANTED
The members of a Manchester club
-church will meet at the church, Sept. 9,
were elected: President, W. Dean Smith; from various other granges were present. were using the "suggestion" book for I WOULD like toget a place for a housekeepTelephone—North
Brookfleld-2
at 4 p. m. Supper to follow.
er who has been with me for some time, and
vice president, Robert Simpson; secreta- The ball was full to overflowing and grumbles rather than for the purpose whom
I can strongly recommend. Call or
The next meeting of Concordia Tem- ry-treasurer, Hubert 0.' Keith-; manager, Lecturers Mrs Augusta Hnntington, * of
Adilress
MRS
J.
M.
JAMES,
R.
F.
D,
(Ayres
which its name Implied, and the com- St.) North Brookflel*; £t
T"
ple, P. S., will be at eight o'clock, on Robert Andrews.
Yesterday, ground Brookfield, Mrs Grace Canterbury, West mittee, says the Manchester Guardian,
EDWIN T. CHAPIJg
the evening of September 10.
was broken for a dye house and engine Brookfield, Mr Richard Malcolm, Oak- sarcastically put up a notice- giving
FOR RENT
Mrs. Jesse Woodbury has resigned her room. This will be built on the north ham, furnished the following program:
the dictionary meaning of the word mm HOUSE aud Darn on the H. H. Rowley
ABSSTTECT
t. Apblj
Apbly to WARD A.
position as assistant librarirn to take side of the mill, will be about 80 feet Song, Marguerite, Leon Godaire, Brookr "suggestion." Swiftly two of the X place, Forest Street.
SMITH,
Summer
Street.
IMIT"
727-728 State Mutual Building, Worcatsr
effect next week Saturday, Sept. 12.
field; reading. Miss O'Mulligan takes a grumblers got back at them. One sugby 100 feet, and one story in height.
Bicycle Ride, by Mrs Kate Gueley, Oak- gested ""that beans and their strings
Dr Windsor R. Smith has sold his farm
Telephone
The first meeting of the season, of the
"NO
TRESPASS"
NOTICE!
be
served
in
separate
dishes"
and
anin West Brookfield and is now trying to Young Woman's club, will be held at|the ham; recitation. The. Jolly Drummer and other "that smaller egg spoons be pro•■at
WE slull hereafter keep constantly on hand
the'
Cross-eyed
Cook,
by
Mrs
Firmey,
buy a house in North Brookfield.
ready-printed notices on cloth, soluble
vlded or larger eggs."
home of Miss Gretchen Poland, on Walor posting In the open air.
Brookfield;
cornet
solo,
Mother's
Heart,
Bill Boss, the B 4 R pitcher, twirled nut street, at eight o'clock, Tuesday
JOUBNAI. Office, North Brookjield
for the Fall River team of the Colonial evening, Sept. 8. It will be a Back- by George Fleming of Brookfield; readDown tM Line.
FOR SALE.
league, Wednesday, winning his game, 8 wards-Forwards Party, with reminis- ing, Honesty that Surprised the Miner,
Recently a day city editor entered
FRED C. CLAPP
by Miss Hazel Grimes, Oakbam; recita- the Nassau street entrance Of a cafe )NE Runabout buggy, in good paint, for 918
to 3.
cences of the summer by the members.
One
rubber
trimmed
harness, S7 00.
tion, The Rich Man and the Poor Man, which also has an entrance on Park 83
P.O.
Box
683,
No
Brooktield.
Died, in Auburndale, Aug. 28, Mrs There will be a meeting of the executive
by Mrs Finney; song, Mine, by Leon row. When he slipped up to the bar
Gordon, widow of the late Rev. William committee at 7.30 before the regular
Godaire; reading, God and the Farmer, and., looked toward the row he saw
FOR SALE
Gordon, and mother of Rev. William C. meeting.
by Richard Malcolm, Lecturer of Oak- about ten men he knew lined up who
TO SETTLE AN ESTATE
GordonGreat improvements have been made ham Grange; cornet solo, Trapeze Galop, greeted him kindly. Putting a $2 bill
Registered Embalmer.
A Tory desirable house and barn situated on St.
Miss Fanny Jenks arrived home from in the high school building during the George Fleming; a play, Scene in a Union on the mahongany he eaid gently to John
St.; comer lot bouse has seven rooms in
ber European trip, on Sunday night, summer vacation. The two rear rooms Station, given by - 22 members of West the bartender: "This is all I have with good repair, with gas, etc. <iood garden, severlady Assistant.
al fruit trees, excellent plitce for raising hens,
me. Send it as far west as possible, etc.
coming on the steamer Saint Paul to New on the third floor have been piped for Brookfield Grange.
For particulars Inquire of
old' man."—Editor and Publisher.
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P. J- DANIELS
steam heat, a new slate blackboaad has
York.
After the entertainment, sandwiches,
Mrs M. A. Doyle, on Summer St., an- been placed in the high school room cake and coffee were served by Mr and
Conneoted by L>ng Distance Tele,
In the eighth Mrs Leon A. Doane, Past State Master
nounces her fall millinery opening, for and a new floor laid.
Theory and Practise.
phone .at House and Store.
grade
room
new
desks
have
been
put
in.
The
difference
between
theory
and
and Mrs C. D. Richardson, Mrs Marion
Thursday, Friday and Saturday, Sept.
DESIRABLE HOUSE LOTS
practise
is
shown
when
the
whole
The high school room has been hand- A. Hill, Mrwmd Mrs Benj. M. Banks,
10,11 and 12.
» *
family goes off to attend a humane
FOR SALE
Miss Carrie Thomas a teacher in one of somely decorated on walls and ceilings, Mr and Mrs E. W. Burr, Mr and Mrs
congress and leaves the cat to starve
the city open-air schools of Washington, making it as handsome an interior as Lincoln Smith.
In
the
cellar.—Washington
Post.
' D. C-, is visiting Mr and Mrs James T. any in the state.
MRS HELEN;MORSE SMITH
At the upper and lower ends ol Lake
Arthur M. Tower, photographer, has
Saunders, Arch St.'
All the public schools will open next
removed
bis
household
goods
from
the
Lashaway,
East
Brookfield,
Mass.
DRESSMAKING
l
Miss Gertrude Winter, who has been Tuesday, Sept. 8. The only change in
Best Offer Takes
tenement on Spring street to his wife's
at Stafford Springs, Conn., during the the force of teachers will be in the princiFor
particulars
inquire
of
WILLIAM
North Brookfitla
11 Prospect St.
home in Podunk. He will be at his stusummer returned to her home on Arch pal of the high school, where Mr Clarence
FULLAM, North Brookfield, Mass.
27
Sibley succeeds Mr L. L. Currier. Quite dio daily from 9 to 5 and on Sunday by
street, this week.
This oar ii in very good spape. very Powerful,
appointment.
I
. SwSl
would make fine truck or family car. it is a 1»U.
Born, at Rye, N. H., a son, Roderick a little repair work has been done in the
The executive committee of the G. F. 0ve passenger car. and tost the owner tsoo,—tost
buildings
during
the
vacation,
and
at
the
now 18800. This is a good chance to secure a
Earle to Frederick and Lucy Thompson,
8., of Christ Memorial church, held a Unit class ear cheap. Will demonstrate any.
ENGRAVED CALLING CARDS
FOR 8Al-E
and grandson to William J. Thompson, Grove school house the grounds have
where. Sunday, Sept. 6th. Car can be seen at
been improved by filling in the hollows, meeting, Tuesday evening, at the home the home of MR COOKE. Stoddard Court. North A GOOD Democrat Wi iron with canopy top,
formerly of North Brookfield. I
is for sale by JOHN rRDSHEW,,
rN SCRIPT OR
••*
thus eliminating the mud puddles, and of the Branch secretary, Mrs Adams, BrooMeM.
North Brookfleld
36»
Died) in East Bridgewater, Aug. 13, also giving a good walk that will not be and planned the progam for the meetings
ENGLISH TEXT
Mrs. Nellie Grout, aged 80 yrs., mother under water at any time.
from now to the beginning of the Lenten
OMOLINE ENCINE FOR SALE.
TENEMENTS TO RENT
of Mr Edgar H. Grout, former principal
seaspn. The first meeting will be Sept. FGHT-HORSE-POWBR Fairbanks gasoline THREE or Four good tennemts, centrally lo- H. I. Lawrence, North Brookfield
The Woman's Guild will hold their
engine for sale cheap it taken at once.
cated, of four,live or six rooms each Ironi
of the North Brookfield high school.
15. PlNEOBOFT GKEENHOUSBS.
•6 to $11 per month. Inquire ol ARTHUR C.
first meeting, after the summer vacation,
East Brookfield.
SB BLISS at North Brookneld Savings Bank.
The
JOURNAL
would
acknowledge
receipt
36
Mrs Florence C. Sanderson of Lancas- in the guild rooms, Wednesday, Sept. 9,
FOR RENT
ter, N. fl., came to towh on Wednesday. at 3 p. m. It is desired and hoped there of an invitation from Supt. liurr J. MerNICE
sunt-y
furnished
or
unfurnished
teneriam
to
inspect
the
new
Marblhead
high
' She will spend the winter with her. sister will be a full attendance. It was voted
ment of three rooms; everything needed lor MORTGAGEES' SALE OF REAL ESTATE.
Mrs William M. Crawford, School St.
last spring, that each member earn a dol- school building to-day. At 8 o'clock in housekeeping. All conveniences on one floor. By virtue of a power of sale contained in a cerRent reasonable. Apply to
mortgage given by Rosy Morrison and
the
evening,
there
will
be
short
exercises
lar during vacatirfn. This is to be the
DANIEL FOSTER tain
Charles Morrison as husfcand of Kosy Morrison
both rubber ana steel tires. Buggies,
Miss Pauline L. Pierce has returned to
to Theodore Hlouin. dated May 27th, 1899, and
Democrat and Delivery Wagons, 8ux.
dollar meeting. Will all who can, con- of dedication. We congratulate Supt. Spring St.
her home in East Lynn. Mr and Mrs
recorded with the Worcester District Registry of
reys and Road Wagons, both new and
veniently, please brfng in the fruits of Merriaro and the city of Marblehead upDeeds,
book
1613,
Page
275,
for
breach
of
the
consecond band.
Leverett Pierce came up on Saturday, reFOR
RENT
thereof and for the purpose of foreclosing
their labor at this time.
It will add on the completion of this beautiful new FINE Upper Tenement of seven rooms in Bui ditions
the same, will be sold at public auction, on the
turning with their daughter on Monday.
lard bouse on cushlng St., steam heat, bath- premiseB, in the town of North Brookfield, Massa- A.T BOTTOM. PRICES
much te the interest of the meeting, if building.
chusetts,
on Monday, September 28th, 1911, at
room,
etc.
Apply
to
Herbert
K.
Cummini
Mrs Harriet Ranger Snow, who was the ladies will give'us the benefit of their
Harness, Bobes, Blankets, Whips and
eleven o'clock in the forenoon, all and singular
North Hrookncld.
I
oil Cloths. Mot too Costly, not too
the premises conveyed by said mortgage deed.
brought from her home in Worcester, to experience.
Cheap,
Marjorie's Good Wishes.
namet v:—
ajL : _
.
the home of ber father, John P. Ranger,
A certain parcel of laud sltatuod on the westerFOR RENT
Mariorie's father was away on a
The body of Mrs Flora Alvira {Gordon
ly side of St. John Street, in said North BrookQuaboag village, two weeks ago, is still was brought to town this week for burial Journey, and Marjorie deemed it her ONE COTTAGE of nine rooms to rent
field, bounded and described as follows: Begin- Shingles and Roofing Material,
Maple St., one tenement of six rooms to rent ning
at tiie southerly corner thereof) thence
very seriously ill.
,
Main St. Apply to
in Walnut Grove cemetery. She died at duty to send him a bulletin as to home on second floor on SouthGEO
northerly by said street about two rods to the
All the dlfleranl grades. All sizes ot
R. HAHANT,
of a driveway as now used; thence west*
Word has been received from John the Belle Mead farm colony and sanito affairs. After the expenditure of much 36
North Brooktield center
Halls, also.
erly by and through the middle of said driveway
Mattoou at Wood's Hole, that he is feel- rium in New Jersey, Aug. 30, aged 60 labor and Ink she produced the folto land of Rosaline Ribardyr tbenee southerly Ihaimbi, that aay prices an always
by
land
of
said
Ribardy
and
land
of
Augustus
lowing
paragraph:
"My.
Dear
Daddy
ing fine and expects to visit the New years. She was the daughter of John
NOTICE
the lowest. I sell so as to sell again.
Contois to land of George Belmora; thence eastperson* who have left watches for repairs erly by said Belmore land to the place of beginEngland Fair in Worcester, and then to Henry Jenks, who was sergeant-major in —Mother is well. I am very well. The »tAll
the' jeweliy store of the late WiUlam E. ning, Being the same premises conveyed to me Dr. Dstztlol'* Horsa H.u.dl.i Alwrny,
baby Is very well, and has a lot more Hnbbe
please call upou Geo. R. Hamant, by Olive Morrison by deed recorded in the Worcome home for awhile.
14tii New Hampshire Regt., and killed sense now. Hoping you are the same." Gilbertwill
In Stoek.
St., for same, without delay.
cester Dist. Beg. of Deeds. Said premises will
GKO. R. HAHANT, Adm.
Mr and Mrs* H. E. Cummings, Mrs at Cedar Creek, Va., in 1864. July 1,
be sold subject to all liens, unpaid taxes and
1 KLzruons OAKHAM M,
, Sept. 4,1*14.
North
Brookfield,]
town
assessments
if
any
exist
thereon.
|200
will
'
F. A. Smith, Mrs McFadden of Bloom- 1854, she married Frank,0. Gordon, of
M
be required to be paid in cash by the purchaser at
Jays surpasses Egypt. .
tire tune and place of sale; ballance to be paid on William
ington, I1L, Miss Stephanie Glass and New York. Ber son Henry accompaC. Crawford
Java possesses ruins of temples of
delivery? of the deed within six days thereafter,
Miss Frances Doane went to Mount Wa- nied the body here. Mrs Gordon was a a vanished religion that-In vast wealth
'
THEODORE BLOUIN, Mortgagee,
FOUND
OAKHAM.
Thomas
L.Brown,
Attorney.
AIOUNG
Blown
and
White
Pointer
Dog.
cfausett to-day in Mr Cummings' touring music teacher. Her mother was Almina of sculpture' surpass anything Egypt
North Brookfield, August 27,1914 .
. _
BASNET, North Brookneld
Br A 28, 8 4.11
car.
Crawford of Oakham.
Can show.
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 4, 1914.
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Next Door to Post Office

THE AtBEST
GOODS
Fair-Prices
All Fruit In Its Season

Goodyear Tires
It would have been
a Better Chaise.
Make your Car a
BETTER CAR
by using GOODYEAR TIRES.

Furnishing Undertaker

Stop! Look! Listen!

30 by 3
30 by 3 1-2
32 by 3 1-2
34 by 4
36 by 4 1-2
37 by 5

$10.24
$13.79
$14.66
$21.31
$30.63
$36.71

W. F. FULLAM

TOPIC

Call at 46 Summer Street

SPIRELLA

MRS. B. C. GRAVES,

REAL ESTATE

I

i2-

Funeral Director

AUTO

Carriages, Stanhopes, Concords

r
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BROOKFIELD TIMES

GREATEST DAY OF
WAR ENGAGES
6,000,0000 MEN

Russian * iforces
encountered
the
Austrian- left wing, the result was
somewhat uncertain, but the arrival
of important reinforcements enabled
the Russians to take a vigorous offensive and repulse the enemy. They
captured a large number of pieces of
artillery. '
The Russians, the dispatch adds,
executed
many
bayonet
charges
against the Austrlans, which had a
large share In deciding the issue of
the battle. Elsewhere the Germans,
endeavoring to effect a Junction with
the Austrlans, sought to meet the
Russian attack with a counter offensive, but were repulsed with losses.

value surrounding the forts will be
pulled down. Steps have been taken
to provide shelter for all homeless
persons.
Lieutenant Colonel Leonce Rousset,
the military critic, reassures those
who may be frightened by the possible investment of Paris.
_He points out that in 1170 the
capital was held for nearly five
months under conditions much different from those of today.
The Investment of Paris, he declares, if it should occur, Would be
nothing but "an immense bluff" and
would soon be Interrupted.

COUNT BERN8TORFF SAYS
KAISER WOULD WELCOME
END OF FIGHTING
ANY MOMENT.

SLAUGHTER AT CHARLEROI
IS GREATEST IN HISTORY

New York.—That the war may
tee an early end Is the somewhat astounding deduction that
seems Inevitable from a statement mads by Count Johann
von Bernatorff, German Ambassador to the United States.
"The war has been fought and
won," he said, and followed immediately with these highly significant words:
"Germany did
not begin the war; she did not
want the war. 8he la ready for
peace at any moment."
Statements of such Import are
not lightly made by diplomats of
the class of the Gorman Ambassador and It was taken by well
Informed observers as one of the
most Important bits of news of
the week.
The Ambassador was at the
Ritx-Carlton Hotel, and after a
careful reading of the latest
wireless despatches fror.i Berlin
received through the station at
Sayvllle, L. I., aald that the situation demanded full and immediate explanation. He then gava
his interpretation of what ho
termed the tremendous Import
of the news.

face of a wittering Are' from machine!
By FRANKLIN P. MERRICK.
guns mounted in the steeples, andi
International New* Service.
Paris.—Burned villages and heaps of driving the German defenders in conc.
bodies lying on Belgian soil around lusion across the river Sambre.
Many Houses In Flames.
Charierol show the ferocity with which
They found many houses smoldering!
the allied French and British troops
opposed the wave of German troops or In flames.. The Inhabitants, terrorGermans Claim Victory in East;
that rolled them over and drove them stricken, were In the cellars. Germam
officers and soldiers were found dead!
back to France.
Alliei' Line Holdi in the West
For ten hours the tide of battle In the streets, side by side wlthi
Paris.—An official statement Issued
ebbed and flowed at Cbarleroi. the Frenchmen who had fallen before or
town being taken and retaken five afterward.
London.—The Central News pub- by the War Office said:
One German officer waa shot while"The passage of the German right
AUSTRIANS ARE CRUSHED BY lishes a dispatch from Rome saying
times before the allies withdrew.
Part of the city was wrecked, ac- he was washing his face, and his head
RUSSIANS W GALICIA, THEIR
telegralns received there from Buchar- wing has obliged us to yield ground
cording to reports received by the war was bowed over a basin, while hist
est, Rumania, declare that the Aus- on the left.
LOSSES BEING COLOSSAL.
"On the Meuse at Satsaye, near
office. The villages of Marchiennes, face was covered with soap.
trian defeat in Galicla was colossal.
Dun, a hostile regiment of. Infantry,
Another had been lifting 1 rap of
Monceau, Chatelet and Landelies were
Trains are transporting teas of thoucoffee to his lips when a French bulsands of wounded, and numerous endeavoring to cross the river, was
The a™**6** battles in the
burned.
let brought death. He was found lyhistory of war marked the anniAustrian regiments have been de- almost annihilated."
Citizens Killed.
Jen. Lacrolx, former Commanoar in
versary of the Battle of Sedan.
Though the inhabitants of the peace- ing face downward across a table, the>
stroyed.
Chief
of
the
army,
takes
'a
hopeful
In the eastern theatre of war the
The Rumanian General Staff conful little villages had been warned broken cup beside him on the floor.
view of the situation, saying:
Gorman Losses Enormous.
I Russians battled with both Gersiders that the battle on the Austrothat the conflict was coming, scores
"The Germans continue their turnmane and Austrian*.
The AusAn Ides, of the enormous losses off
RuBsian frontier will be decisive. It
remained
In
their
homes
and
perished
ing movement 04 the Tight. We have
trian War Office placed the numbelieves that defeat of the Austrians
In the flames or were killed under the the Germans In the great battle In
replied by assuming the offensive at
ber of men engaged in this conwould be followed by a general in- Npvion Porcien, and at Guise. The
rain of shot and shell that swept the southwestern Belgium and of the bravflict at 3,000,000, making it the
surrection, and that, therefore, what- result is indecisive In the first direcstreets when they were driven from ery of the kaiser's soldiers Is given ilk
, greatest engagament ever fought
ever may be the sacrifice, the Austhe story of a returned traveler whothe shattered structures.
tion."
, In point of numbers involved.
trians will not fall back. They are
Fierce hand to hand fighting too* witnessed part of the fighting along;
The battle—only a little less
now making a strong effort and are
place In Charierol. The French were the Sambre river, southwest of CharieBRITISH TAKE PORT OF
! enormous in the volume of the
recalling even the troops engaged
APIA, GERMAN SAMOA
the first to occupy the town, but they rol.
forces hurled at each other—in
against France and Servia.
"I was near Fereux, In a region,
were driven out by a bombardment
. which the French and their Britfrom the German-.artillery. The Ger- covered with dense woode, while theAn Expeditionary Force From New
ish Allies sought to halt the GerKAISER'6 FORCES DRIVE ALLIES
Zealand Captures the Town.
mans then entered by the '*« bank fighting was taking place," said he. "S
man march to Paris continued in
MILES NEARER THE FRENCH
London.—The Official Bureau issued
of the river Sambre, but within a could hear the sound of cannon away
1
northeastern France.
CAPITAL.
the
following
announcement:
short
time more of the allies' troops to the east and knew that a big battleIn the two fields of operations,
"The
Colonial
Office
has
received
a
arrived
and the conflict was renewed. was raging. From my place In tha
i therefore, about 6,000,000 men
London.—Bent, but not broken, by telegram from the Governor of New
The
Germans
sought cover in the forest I suddenly saw the" advance*
' were engaged in battle.
the weight of the Kaiser's legions, Zealand stating that Apia, German
bouses in the lower part of thetown guard of a German army approachthe Anglo-French line of defense was
and to dislodge them the French ing along a roadway which skirted the>
Copenhagen—A dispatch from Ber- forced back a dozen miles down the Samoa, surrendered at 10 a. m., on
Saturday to an expeditionary force
we're forced to sweep that section with trees.
lin receiver here says:
Oise River toward Paris.
"There seemed to be an endless protheir artillery.
"Great battles are raging in East
Then heavy reinforcements came up sent from New Zealand."
cession of soldiers, all dressed In s>
Apia 1B about twenty miles west of
Wounded Fill Town.
Prussia. The Germans have surround- thore was a sudden rally and the on30,000 Prisoners Are Said to Havo
The lower part of the town waa soon uniform of gray. Rank after rank;
ed the Russians on three sides and ward rush of the main Army of the Tutuila and Pago Pago, the United
Been Taken by Kaiser's Army,
In flames and the Germans were passed by and I thought that the en*
have forced them Into the lakes and Meuse was cheeked about half way States naval station. The Islands
Whlls St. Petersburg Reports
were ceded to Germany and the
forced into the streets. Back and tart* would never come.
swamps on the JTauer region.
from La Fere to Compiegne.
That Advance on Berlin
"There was no hesitation. The men.
"There is great jubilation here over
through these surged the contesting
This latter city Is only about 45 miles United States by a Joint treaty with
Is Progressing.
the glorious result, which was due to from Paris. It had not been believed Great Britain, In 1899.
soldiers, fighting desperately for vic- swung forward with quick steps and)
I aaw officers galloping along the line*
The capture of Apia, which necesthe ability of our stall."
previous to this that the Germans had
New Tork.—From a mase of con- tory. The dead lay thick when Ute
sarily means the capture of the Island tradictory Rusisan, Germany and Aus- French were finally forced to with- urging them forward.
London.—The Copenhagen corres- penetrated so near the capital.
of Upolu, takes from Germany an im- trian versions of the situation, on the
French Open Fire.
pondent of Router's T<-!egram Com"Suddenly there was a fresh sound
pany reports the receipt there of a 'The Hague, Holland.—A message portant strategic insular possession.
Ruaso-Austro-German frontier, the onFor three days- wounded soldiers
.The allied armies meanwhile are ly fact uncontroverted is that there have been pouring into Maubeuge. of battle, this time in front of me an*
• Berlin dispatch to the effect that the from Berlin says the German War
German Genera: Staff hsfs published a office declares the German troops con- virtually Intact and ready to strike has been and is furious fighting The monastery and nunnery there are I knew^hat the French artillery had*
statement that 70,000 Russian prison- tinue to advance In northern France. a decisive blow at the weakened Ger- through Austrian Galicia, Russian fllled. The inhabitants have given opened upon the advance guard of
ers, among them 800 offlcei-u, were capThe British troops are now cut off mans. The French government de- Poland and East Prussia, from Lem- ip their homes to the war's victims. the Germans. I moved cautiously fortured at the battle of Gllenburg. The from their base, it is said, through sires to hold sufficient recruits in re- berg to the Baltic at Koenigsberg.
On Sunday the Germans drove the ward to a point where I could get •»'
Russian artillery is also reported to a flanking movement operated by the serve to make up a second army equal
Germans claim to have taken 30,- French troops through the town of view of the battle scene. It was *
to
the
first.
Preparations
are
being
Germans in northwest France, and the
have been destroyed.
000 Russian prisoners in Southern
view which seared Itself into my memmade for a long struggle and even if East Prussia; Koenigsberg is said to Charierol, back to the second de- ory
Germany claims a complete victory. French troops continue to retreat.
fensive position on the line defined by
Russia admits a check to her troops,
A German force, wheeling south be- the present army Is destroyed resis- be only partly occupied by the invest- the towns of Avesnes, Rocrol and Me- "The French guns were hurling * *
but says that it was not a serious one. tween the British troops and the sea, tance by no means will be ended.
ing Russian army; the Germans were
hurricane of steel and flame into \he>
"The Bituation generally remains so hard pressed on the Vistula that sieree.
Three million men were engaged prevents conjunction with reinforceGerman ranks, but the soldiers pushed)
Recaptured by French.
the
same.
After
a
lull,
the
battle
•Jong a battle line that rigsagged ments which have Just landed, and
the garrisons of the fortified Btrongforward with their battle shouts on
The
French
artillery
from
the
has
been
resumed
In
the
Vosges
and
north and south for 400 miles. Thou- the British trooPB in the field must
hoidB of Thorn and Graudense went heights now turned a furious cannon- their lips. Straight into that pit of
sands wounded. It Is impossible from now receive their supplies from the Lorraine.
out to help the Germans on the line.
destruction rushed the advancing;
According to La Llberte.'the Ger.
the sparse information at hand to give south which puts difficulties in the
Austria claims "decisive" success ading on Charierol, which had been troops. Men tell, on every hand. It
anything like accurate figures. Prob- path of the already troubled commis- mans have penetrated a short dis- for her flying wedge driven into Rus- bombarded previously by the Germans seemed that whole platoons melted"
ably, however, history has never re- sariat, according to the official state- tance further on the River Somme. sian Poland at Krasnlk and Lublin, from the other side. The German poThe British, In conjunction with Intended to split the Russian advance. sition was so weakened by the deadly away.
corded a bloodier day In any war than ment. The prediction 1B made that
"Over the bodies of the dead an*
the French left, have re4umed a vigParis will be'invested soon.
the anniversary of Sedan.
From Russia-came only assertions accuracy of the French gunnery that ft wounded pushed the rear ranks of
counter attack by'the allies was or;
The statement admits heavy Ger- orous offensive.
Three Russian army corps, says Gerof an irresistible advance on Berlin;.
the
Invading army, rushing with flxeff
Further west the French troops are
many's War Office, or rpproxlmately man losses in the Vosges, but exRussian Cossacks are pursuing a dered and at daylight on Monday the
plains it by saying that the French said to have checked the enemy's ad- fleeing Austrian army near Samosce entire line advanced, charged the Ger- bayonetf noon the smoking muzzle*
120,000 men, were decimated.
of the French artillery. It waa a tap
forces are strongly intrenched in the vance guard.
In northern Galicia, according to St. man position and recaptured Charierol.
At the other extremity of the line Petersburg cables. Thousands of AusThe conflict probably was unequaled perb picture of gallantry.
CZAR'S ARMY DESTROYS
heights.
Aeroplane le Smashed.
AUSTRIAN RIGHT WING
It is believed the Kaiser ihas staked on the Meuse the French are offer- trlans are said to have beenr taken In history In severity and casualties.
everything on Investing Paris imme- ing a strong and Successful resis- prisoners. The Russians also claim The Germans must have succeeded In
"Near Brquelinnee I «*w a German,
Russians Cut the Enemy to Pieces in diately by completely overwhelming tance, which extends along nearly to be advancing in East Prussia. bringing up reserves, for early on aeroplane brought down. The milithe opposition now massed between the whole' front.
Galicia, Taking 30,000 Prisoners.
Russia has so many men that she Tuesday they made a successful coun- tary aviator waa flying high In theThe French Ministry of War an Is ordering some of them home. The ter attack along the whole battle line air, taking a reconnolssance of the alParis, via London:—A Rome dls the German lines and Paris.
nounces that it has been decided to Czar has given a six weeks' leave of
™tch to "Le Temps" says the RUB
and retook Charierol, driving the lies' positions. The specially constructsian victory over the Austriana on the
Paris.—Paris Is all ready for a cail out the class of 1914, which will absence to 600,000 reservists of the French back to an Intrenched position, ed guns, designed to attack air craftgive
at
least
200,000
additional
Galician side was brilliant, the right siege. The fortifications encircling
1907 class. These reservists have which they held nntll-the morning of were turned upon the aeroplane, bu*
wing of the Austrian army having the cfty were occupied by fresh troops, and also to call out«the active recently been at the colors at differ- the second day.
the aviator continued his work. Sudreserve
and
the
eldest
classes
of
the
troops
that
came.
by
rail
from
the
been decisively turned and cut to
ent depots brushing up their military
denly I Baw the machine lurch, splinRetreat In Good Order.
pieces, leaving 30,000 prisoners in the south and west of France. The troop territorial reserve.
knowledge preparatory to a call to
The retreat was made In good or- ters flew, and then the shattered maGERMANS
DECLARE
trains
were
arriving
throughout
■
the
hands of the victors
the front. It was found possible, how- der, the main forces of the French re- chine began to drop. It had heent
ALLIES SURROUNDED
ever, to allow them to return home
On the Vistula front, where the nignt ana passing around the city to
smashed by a projectile."
maining Intact
points within the defences.
for a nominal term, but they are to
Both armies suffered terrific losses.
Washington.—The German EmbasThe French War Office Issued a
hold themselves in readiness to re- The battle has not yet finished.
full, frank statement In regard to the sy makes public the following wire- spond to the next call. Russia apGERMANS DRAG-GUNS
The German cstapult Is hammering
operations of the past week. It ad- less despatch received at the Embas- parently can thus in the heat of war
OVER THEIR OWN DEAD»
WAR NEWS TOLD
at the French and Baitish allies again,
mits several reverses and heavy sy from Berlin:
afford to let half a "million mobilized
"The French and English north
trying to batter Its relentless way to
IN TABLOID FORM
losses, but says that at no point haa
reservists go home.
London.—The correepondent of theParis. There is desperate fighting
the army been really demoralized. armies on the Sambre and Meuse
along the Belgian frontier at several Daily Mall describes a visit among theThe morale remains excellent and all rivers have been surrounded by GerBRITI8H PEOPLE HOPEFUL.
points, and French victories are re- French who were wounded in the batThe Germans took 70,000 Russian holes in the ranks have been stopped man troops on all sides as a result
tles of the Vosges -and have been,
prisoners in a battle at Allensteln, East by reinforcements from the army of the latest fighting.
London.—The German advance on ported at two places, Charierol and brought to Vichy, where the hotel*
"The French east army has been
Courtrai, though nothing official haa
Prussia, according to a message from centers
Paris Is temporarily checked..
have been transformed into hospitals.
On the French right, In the Vosges, partly driven to the south. This has
the Berlin War Office. Three RusThis message from Paris cheered been given out
A Wounded artilleryman contributed;!
sian army corps were annihilated.
according to the statement, the prevented communication between the the spirits of the British people,
Turcos Charge Battery.
News dispatches from Rumania and French have taken the offensive and French east and north .armies, while mourning over the loss of so many
At the beginning of the combat, the the following experience:
"I witnessed one horrible scene. TheSt. Petersburg say that the Russian the Germans are retreating. In the all the German armies are in con- thousand of its finest troops on the French made a sortie In a medieval
Germans were shooting from the deepArmy has inflicted a crushing defeat center, after alternating successes tact from Cambral, through Upper French battlefields.
manner, with the object of surprising
trenches among which our artillerr
on the Austrlans in Galicla. The looses and checks, a great battle is on. At Alsace. The German cavalry has adThe change In the fortunes of war the enemy. The latter were found In
sustained by the troops of Emperor the French left, where the Germans vanced to Ostend.
is attributed to the "rushing of hun- number far exceeding the French ex- was doing terrible work. But as fast,
"A meeting of all foreign colonies dreds of thousands of fresh French
as ft German dropped ft fresh roan.!
Francis Joseph are said to number are making their flanking movement
in Berlin was held, at which a resolu- soldiers to the second line of defence pectations, and the attempt to rout took his place until bodies of the Ger20,000.
.. , in the north, it is admitted that the
them failed.
tion
was
passed
thanking
the
German
mans were on a level with the surfaceA Berlin dispatch announces that French forces have been compelled
and the Russian advance In East
Then the Turcoe, In the face of -ft
Government for the kind treatment of Prussia, which Is forcing the Kaiser
of the earthworks.
the Turkish army has been mobilized. to give way and yield ground".
withering
fire,
eharged
a
German
bat"At this moment s German batteryThe steady retreat of the French foreigners and expressing admiration to withdraw troops from Belgium and tery at the point of the bayonet Five
The dispatch says that acting on the
was ordered to advance. The heavyadvice of Field Marshal Baron von dor Allies in northern France and the of the wonderful spirit and enthusi- hurry them to the Eastern border.
hundred
of
these
brave
French
solGoltz, the German reorganizer of Tur- government's refusal to send to the asm shown by the German-people."
In fact, it is said the allies have diers from North Africa left on- the wheels sank In the trench, but the,
driven furiously lashed their horse*
key's army, the Turkish Government front thousands of Willing and abletaken the offensive In northern charge. Only 100 returned.
BOMB8
DROPPED
INTO
PARIS
and Anally dragged the guns across?
will form a first line army of 200,000 bodied men seem to point to the folFrance and are pushing back the
Their
sortie
had
no
effect
against
BY
GERMAN
FLYER
lowing conclusions, according to supmen, all Mohammedans.
Germans along a SO mile line from the steady German advance, which the human bridge." .
A German aeroplane passed over porters of France's defensive policy:
Cambral to Guise.
By retreating to the present sec- One Falls Near Railroad Station, But
Paris, dropping a bomb, which did not
An official statement announces continued to creep step by step
WHAT PRISONERS
through the outskirts of Charierol.
Does No Damage.
ond line of defense the French
that fresh troops have been sent to
explode.
Before the railway station the QerOF WAR WILL EAT
-Paris.—Three bombs were dropped the British forces in France to more
Paris is still preparing for a siege. shorten their front and foil the GerOutgoing trains are filled with non- man attempt to flank them. The fur- from a German aeroplane flying over than doubly make up for the losses mans fought for two hours In an effort
to
capture
the
bridge.
Their
losses
The following scale of dally ration*
combatants, while troops from the ther the Germans are drawn into the Paris. They fell near the Gare de in battle. "Every gunner has been
south and' west sre arriving to rein- country the fiarder it will be to ob- l'Est and did no damage. The aero- replaced and the army 1B now ready were enormous, but the bridge was for prisoners of war has been aptain
supplies
and
the
greater
the
numcaptured.
plane
was
6,000
feet
over
the
city.
proved
by the military authorities:
force the garrisons already in the
for the next great battle," It Is .-nFrench Beaten Rapidly.
ber of troops needed to guard the
One pound of bread; three-quarter*ring of the city's fortifications.
nounced.
After the Teutonlo advance over- of a pound of biscuit, one pound Of
The German Army Headquarters In lengthening lines of communication.
. Losses to the British army in fighting between August 23 and August whelmed the bridge, the Germane preserved meat, three ounces of
Berlin reports the capture of 30,000
U.
S.
TELLS
ADMIRAL
CROWDS QUIT PARIS
26 were between 5,000 and 6,000 men, gained ground rapidly, taking In suc- cheese, five-eighths of an ounce of
Russians In East Prussia.
BATTLE SPARED SON
IN FEAR OF SIEGE
The French War Office announces
Field Marshal Sir John French, com- cession the' villages of Marchiennes, tea, one-quarter of a pound of Jam,
mander of the expeditionary force, Landells and Montignies and the coun- three ounces of sugar, one-half of an
that the advance of the German right
Washington Tranamlts Message
try as far as Walcourt.
wing ha» caused the French left to Thousands Leave City or Stand All
estimates.
'ounce of salt, one-twentieth of an
From
Churchill
to
German
Night Waiting for Ticket
, The Germans penetrated a short
Later the French artillery opened ounce of mustard, one-thirty-sixth of
yield ground again.
Minister
of
Marine.
Offices to Open.
distance on the Somme River, near fire on Charierol and the French In- an ounce of pepper, one-half of ft
Blowing up of houses outside the
WASHINGTON. — Winston
Paris.—Fear of a-«iege haB created
San Quentin. The British, In con- fantry advanced under this cover. The pound, of fresh vegetables.
Paris fosts to permit a clear range for
Churchill, First Lord of the Adpuch a vlBible uneasiness in Paris
junction with the French left, resum- tide of battle appealed, to favor the
the defending forts^ has begun.
Two ounces of tobacco will be furmiralty, requested the United
that
thousands
are
leaving
the
city.
ed a vigorous offensive.
Further trl-color, but not for long.
A German aeroplane flew over Paris
nished each week for smokers.
States to notify Grand Admiral
Lines
of
people
stretched
for
blockB
west
the
French
troops
checked
the
French
Infantrymen
declared
the
and dropped several bombs, wounding
Tirpitz, Minister of Marine In
, from the railway stations. All places
enemy's, advance guard.
roofs became so Jammed with dead
the Gorman Cabinet, that his
Gunners Made Stone Deaf,
L7. German's capital city In the on all trains leaving for the south
At an hour When it arpeared that that the victims of battle remained
eon "has been saved and is not
/rendered
were
sold
early,
and
the
approaches
London.—A medical correspondent
th* French left would be turned and standing where they were shot, and
the Samoan Islands, haa su
to the stations are crowded with
wounded."
that they were In grave danger of were used by the living as breast- pf the Times who has Just returned
to a British force from New Zealand.
The message was forwarded
people who are waiting tor the ticket
being routed, came the official an- works from behind which to flre on from Belgium says it Is morally cerFranco has sslled out the 1914 reat once to United.States Amoffices to open.
tain that all the artillerymen of the
nouncement that four French.army the enemy.
serves, the young men and boys.
The deciBion of the military authoribassador Gerard at Berlin, with
corps bad driven back fJh Guise the
Lord Kitchener announces that the
The last stand of the French was forts at Liege are now stone deaf.
instruction to transmit it to Adties
to
clear
the
zone
of
forts
around
Tenth German corps and Guard from along the line-between Thuln and Met- • "The nerves of hearing must fall unBritish losses were between 5,000 and
Paris does not affect the zone Immemiral Tirpitz.
St, Quentin, where, according to Gerder the strain of dwelling upwards of
6,000 In four days of, fighting.
,
diately
surrounding
the
old
fortifies-;
The Admiral's »on was In comjnali sources, the Germans had inflict- tet..
The Czar's forces have advanced In
At nightfall the fighting ended, both a fortnight in a world of mighty ex-tlons
of
the
city.
It
only
applies
to'
mand of the three Gorman crula.
ed
a
terrible
reverse
on
the
English
ploslons," he says. "For these men the
East Prussia to the German lines at
detached forts, such as those at
era sbnk at Heligoland by the
The Germans, as they fell sides tired "boyond endurance. Mbn- guns thunder now only to a silence
the Vistula bombarding TJjorn and
Mont-Valerien and Issy and others.
Britlah fleet,
which may never be broken."
Graudnnz. As they advanse the RusUnder this decision all the buildIs reported
sians are changing the railway lines
ings and smsll structures of no great

Russia Fights Austria
and Germany in Long
Line on Frontier

|
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11 LOST IN WRECK RIOT IN STREETS FOUR KILLED AT
OF ALASKA SHIP OF MEXICO CITY DEATH CROSSING

■

CRASH

IN

FOG MOBS

Admiral Sampson, Formerly In Fruit

News

ATTACK
of

Uprising

TREASURY SHARP CURVE; NO WARNING
on

Wednesday

Reaches Vera Cruz—Rural Guards
Restore Order—Washington Says
Was "Misunderstanding."

Seattle, Wash.—Eleven Hvea were
^est when the steel passenger steamship Admiral Sampson, of the Pacific
Alaska Navigation Company, was rammed and sunk by the Canadian Pacific passenger steamship Princess
Victoria off Point-No-Point 20 miles
.north of Seattle, at 6:30 o'clock a. m..
In a fog and thick smoke from the
forest fires. The Princess Viotoria
brought the survivors to Seattle.
The lost are:

Vera Cruz.—A clash between the
police, bf Mexico City and Constitutionalist soldiers was reported here.
Many were killed and a number of
the poHce executed, according to
private dispatches received. It Is
also said that many police escaped
to-the hills with the rifles with which
they were armed some time ago.
The exact number of killed and
wounded it la "impossible to ascertain
here in view of the meagreness of
dispatches.
It is stated, however,
that the police were attacked by
drunken and disorderly soldiers when
they attempted to maintain order in
the capital after the saloons were
opened by order of President Carranza.
A mob, reported to have been led
by several drunken petty Constitutionalist officers, attacked and attempted to loot the Treasury which
is In the National Palace, necessitating the calling out of soldiers to suppress the disorder, several being
killed and wounded.

DISTILLERS TO CURB OUTPUT.
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HgUPS

RED
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New York.—Four more names were
added to the death list of dangerous
crossings on the Long Island Railroad. They were Mr. and Mrs. John
R. Suydam, of No. 1 Willow street
and Mr. and Mrs. W, C. Wilson, of
No. 389 Gates avenue, Brooklyn. The
automobile In which they were returning home, from a day's*-outing
was struck by the fast express known
as the Amagansett Flyer, midway between Central Park and Farmingdale.
The machine was knocked into
splinters. Three of the party were
caught up on the front of tha locomotive and carried half a mile before
the train could be stopped. They
were then lifeless. Wilson was alive,
but terribly injured, when picked up
In a flump of bushes beside the track,
a quarter of a mile back, but died ft
tew hours later to the Nassau Hospital at Mlneola.
The spot Where the accident occurred is considered the worst of toe
many dangerous crossings on the
Long Island , Railroad.
The road
twists and turns for some distance,
finally approaching the
railroad
tracks through ft deep cut In the form
of a letter "8." Theonly warning
that automobillsts have of an approaching train Is a bell, the merest
tinkle in the noise of the automobile
Itself, and therefore easily missed.
The walls of the cut obstruct any
view of the train until it is directly
across the road.
It was into this death trap that
the quartette of motorists drove unwarned and unaware of the danger.
One of the brakemen rushed Into
Farmingdale and telephoned for an
ambulance and other members of the
crew tenderly lifted the mangled bodies and carried them Into one of the
care.
Wilson had been connected for
years with the woodware business of
William Kornahrena, No. 124 Warren
street, this city.
- Suydam was a member of the livery firm of Wllmarth ft Suydam on
Nassau street, Brooklyn.

X. S. MOORE, captain.
L. CABANAS, third cook.
"W. E. RICKERr-flrBt wireless operator.
MISS M. CAMPBELL, stewardess.
-C. MARQUJBTTE, seaman.
A. SATEH, watchman.
ALLEN J. NOON, chief engineer.
J. B. WILLIAMS, mess boy.
<G. W. BRYANT, painter,' bound for
Seward, Alaska.
MRS. .RUBY BANBURY, wife, of
George Banbury, clerk for Grand
Trunk Pacific Steamship Company,
Seattle.
■EZRA BYRNE, fatally burned by exMexico City.—As a measure for
plosion of oil tank; died just after
public order, all saloons were closed
reaching Seattle Hospital.
except two hours. Unmounted police
Captain Moore could have saved service la discontinued, and order is
nlmself, but said he would go down preserved by mounted patrols of
with the ship, and did BO. AS the Constitutionalists.
'Sampson dived to the bottom, bow
Mexico City.—Rural Guards were
foremost, he ran to the stern and waved his hand. He had handled bis crew attempting to arrest a Constitutionalist
soldier when comrades came to
■admirably, directing the rescue of pashis rescue and shots were exchanged.
sengers.
Many of the passengers of the Samp- The Rural Guards withdrew to the
son were asleep at the time of the Fifth Ward police station. The shootaccident and were rescued only partly ing was renewed and continued for
clad. The Princess Victoria took off half an hour, during which it is remost of them while the boats still were ported seven persons were killed.
The city Is now quiet save for scatlocked. The Princess Victoria did not
pull loose until the Sampson was about tering shots In the neighborhood of
the police station. The infantry and
to go down.
The Admiral Sampson, 2262 gross. cavalry are patrolling the streets.
tonnage, was built at Philadelphia In
Washington.—An uprising In Mex1898 for the United Fruit Company for
-use in the banana and tourist .trade to ico City against circulation' of bank
the West Indies. She was purchased notes and currency of the new Car"by the Pacific .Alaska Navigation Com- ranza Government has been put down
by troops. Confidential advices to the
pany several years ago.
State Department late in the day announced that there had been a "misPREDICTS PARIS IN VASSALAGE.
-GERMANY LIFTS EMBARGO.
understanding" between the populace
and the Government but that order
<Jr. Hall of Clark University Says Gerbad been restored. No time was men- Glvee Assurance That Dyeatuffs Will
many Outwitted England.
tioned, but the trouble is supposed
Havo Open Transportation.
Worcester, Mass.—That England's
Washington.—Information of vital
'Confidence has allowed Germany, to to have occurred Wednesday.
importance to Industries throughout
make formidable the Kiel Canal as a
strategic base. for German defense PACKERS KILLED COMPETITION. the United States employing millions
of men was received at the State
*nd nothing can stop the German army
from reaching Paris Is the opinion ex- Say Retail Butchers Before Investiga- Department.
It came from Ambassador Gerard
pressed by Dr. G. Stanley Hall, presition Proceeding*
in Germany and was to the effect
dent of Clark University and war corNew
Tork.—The
story-of.
how
the
that
Germany had lifted the restricrespondent during the 1870 FrancoPrussian conflict Dr. Hall has re- big packing houses ruined the busi- tions on shipments of dyeetuffs to
ness of the retail butchers' co-opera- the United States.
cently returned from abroad.
This means that many cotton,
Dr. Hall says also that Germany tive slaughter house in this city and
after capturing Paris will Impose such than bought in the business for be- woolen, leather and other factories
low
par,
was.
told
at
the
hearing
into
that use colors made in Germany will
a large indemnity on the city that
-the French capital will almost be In food prices being conducted by As- be able to get supplies without intersistant
District
Attorney
William
A.
ruption in business that was 'reared
* state of vassalage.
The educator thinks that the Eng- De Ford before , Chief Magistrate by Representative Metz of New York
lish navy is paralyzed before the stra- McAdoo in the ' Criminal Courts and other dealers In chemicals.
Germany la not only willing to pertegy of the Kiel Canal and useless at Building. Another story alleged that
present He sees as a result of this the Western packers "smashed" the mit such' shipments,. but has given
Argentine
beef
market.
,
assurances that the Rhine is open for
war ascendency of the Orient, which
While this was being brought out transportation. This means that the
will later mean a monstrous war of
colors may be shipped In the neutral
George
W.
Perkins,
Chairman
of
the
Asia versus Europe, which will result
in a diminution of thespower which Mayor's Committee, was sending spe- vessels of Holland.
Announcement of the news from
cial agents out to- Investigate the
the WeBt has over the East
stories that farmers were hoarding Ambassador Gerard was made In the
potatoes for a raise in price, and that House
by
Representative
Metz.
3 INSURANCE MEN KILLED.
the fish men of Long Island and New Earlier in the day Mr. Metz had a conJersey were combined to hold off sup- ference with Secretary Bryan and
Their Automobile Skidded and Then plies-and force up prices, Mr. Per- Count von Bernstorff, the German
Plunged Down a Bank.
kins has written to Gov. Fielder of ambassador.
The latter gave assurances that his
- Hartford, Conn.—James B. Orne, Al- New Jersey, giving him information
len Slssen and C. Harold Cool, three regarding the action of New Jersey government would co-operate to the
fishermen.
In
the
District
Attorney's
utmost
In aiding the United States to
New York Insurance men who recently
came here to the newly organised office cases against the bakers for obtain and ship German dyes which
Hartford Accident and Indemnity Com- short weighing are be'ng prepared are an essential in many mills
pany, were instantly killed late at and criminal prosecutions may follow. throughout the country.
It will be decided in a day or two
sight and their chauffeur, H. H. W. The Committee on Open Market is
working to get ready for the opening whether it will be desirable or necesHills, seriously Injured.
of
the
four
new
market
places.
sary
for Mr. Mets to go to Germany,
Their automobile skidded on the oil
Jacob Bloch, a butcher, of 716 Copavement in South Windsor, Conn,,
THOUSANDS MOURN POPE.
crashed through a fence and plunged lumbus avenue was the first witness
thirty-fire feet down an embankment before Magistrate McAdoo. He said
that because of oppression by the Impressive Ceremony at St. Patrick's
pinning the occupants beneath.
packers butchers formed the New
In Honor of Plus X.
York Butchers' Dressed Beef ComNew Tork.—When the chimes of
GOV. BLEASE 18 BEATEN.
pany.' If operated three years, and St. Patrick's Cathedral began to ring
in 1908 sold out to Armour. During
Senator Smith's
Renomlnatlon
In ihe years the retail trade here strug- the|r last requiem for Pope Pius X.
were 6,000 mourners already
South Carolina la Aasursd.
gled against the great packing houses,
ithin "the pews. For fifteen minutes
• Columbia, S. C—Ellison D. Smith Mr. Bloch said, the. latter put the
,e varying cadence floated out over
was renomlneted for the United States price of beet down so It could be
iftb/ayenue traffic.' Then it ceased.
Senate over Gov. Cole L, Blease in bought dressed cheaper than the
a perfect hush.within. As
the Democratic primary by a majority butchers here could kill and dress it
seemjsd, even the rumble of the
of between .18,000 and- 20,000, accord- In consequence the co-operative plan street stopped for the moment. The
ing to partially complete returns. .
did not work out, and eventually the great organJbroke Into the doleful
With a total vote of more than 123,- plant was acquire* by Armour. Mr. harmonies/of /*J>*\. Miserere. ■ The
400- reported, Senator Smith received Bloch said that in November when 6,000 and more persona stood up.
67,634 against 62,387 for Gov, Blease. the first shipments of Argentine beef From bentad/the altar appeared the
JL. O. Jennings polled 2,282 and W. P. came-in the, price was 3 cents less torch bearers and first priests in the
Pollock 1,262.
than home-dressed beef.
long procession of official mourners.

Members of Kentucky Association to
Cut Production SO Per Cent.
Louisville, Ky.—Confrontted by an
overproduction of about 40,000.000 gallons of whisky, distillers of Kentucky
have decided to make very little whis*
ky for the season of 1914-16. This decision was reached at a meeting of the
Kentucky Distillers' Association.
It is believed that the nation-wide
prohibition movement was one of the
factors in- causing the distillers to
reach their decision.

Goodyear Prices

Mr. and Mrs. John R. Suydam and
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Wilson
of
Brooklyn
the
Victims.

Trade, Lost Soon After Leaving
Seattle-aCould Have Eecaped,
But Went Down With Ship.

4

BROTHERS

DEAD AT

LIEQH.

President Glvee ISO to Fund—VicePresident Also Subscribes.

Machinist, Told by German Government—la Going to War.

Washington.—President Wilson sent
$60 to the American Red. Cross. VieePresldent Marshall contributed $25.
Baroness von Ketteler, daughter of
thejate Senator Alger and widow of
the late German Minister to China,
sent $100 to Red Cross headquarters
for relief *work.
The designation of thirty surgeons
and 120 Red Cross trained nurses is
completed.

Elisabeth. N. J.—Mar Kleindienst,
a machinist, received notice from the
German Government that bis four
brothers had been killed in the engagements before Liege. His youngest brother, Adofph, was mustered
into the service on Jul™ 21, He was
a member of the Tenth Cavalry that
-was mobilised at Leipsie.
Kleindienst plans to return there as
soon as possible to take up arms.
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Tires at
Before-War Prices

» .
Admiral Sampson Sinks Off Soldiers and Police Clash Auto Hit by Long Island Train
Seattle After Collision
When Saloons Open, 7 Killed
Near Farmingdale
VESSELS

i

There exists sow a new, compelling
reason for haying Goodyear tire*. It results from War condftiona.
leading tare*—built of extra-fine
in the same way as always—are
sealing today at June) price*.
Yoa wiD fmd today a very wide difference
t tire prices and Goodyeaxa,

, Dae to Quick Action
Baity in August—when war beg
world's robber markets seemed closed to
Bobber prices doubled almost over night
Men could see no way to pay for rubber
abroad, and no way to bring it in. We, like
others—in that panic—were forced to higher
price*. But wa have since gone back to prices
we charged before tha war, and this is how
wadidii:
"
Ci ■', ..:,. .
We had men in London and Singapore wheat
the war broke out. The larger part of the
world's rubber supply somes through there.
Wo cabled them to boy up the pick of the rubber. They bought—before the advance—1,500,000 pounds of the finest rubber there.

storage an almost rsoard supply af this extra
grade of rubber.
And we paid about June prisei.
' New Inferior Grade* Coat Double
About the only crude rubber available now
for many makers is inferior. In ordinary times,
tils best tire makers refuse it Mush of it had
been rejected. But that "off rubber" now sells
for much more than we paid for the best.
The results are these!
Tire prices in general are far in advance of
Qoodyeara, And many tire maker*, abort of
supplies, will be forced to use seoond-grads
rubber.

Be Careful Now
In Qoodyeara we pledge you the same grade
tire aa always. And that grade won for Goodyears the top place in Tiredom—the largest sale
la <the world.
And, for the time being, our prices are the
same as before the war. We shall try to keep
them there.
We accept no excessive orders, but dealers
will be kept supplied. And we charge them,
until further notice, only ante-bellum prices. -.
That means that Goodyears—the best
tires built—axe selling way below other tires.
85«v-.5.1*»*-«.««

GOOIXPYEAR
^*

a>^ AKBOM.OWO

No-Rim-Cut Tires
Whk AB-WeabW TVeaas at I

Nearly'all this is now on -the way to ua.
And it means practically all of the extra-grade
rubber obtainable abroad.
Today, we have our own men in Colombo,
Singapore and Para. Those are' the world's
chief sources of rubber. So we are pretty well
assured of a constant supply, and our pick of
fits beat that/a produced!
We were first on the ground. We were quietest in action. As a result, we shall soon have in

AIRSHIPS AND
SUBMARINES,
WASPSOF WAR
Both Are Getting Their First
Real Test in This Conflict in Europe.

submarine, which was a dream In 1865,
la owned by "the navy of the smallest
power. It Is true that single submarines are not expected to accomplish
much in a real struggle, so the larger
navies of the great powers have fleets
of submarine* The aeroplane and the
dirigible balloon are to be found in the
possession of all armies in Europe today, yet they, too, are only expected to
be of real service when they are possessed in large number*
The airships and the submarines are
the wasps of modern warfare, like
the little Insect, while they have a
powerful sting, they are very vulnerable, and may be easily crushed and
rendered powerless.
Aeroplane and Wireless.

MAY

FIGHT

ONE ANOTHER

Each Invention Now Is Prepared to
Pull the Other's Sting, But Their
Actual Value Is Yet to
Bo Demonstrated.

Every modern war has been fought
With new weapons, and for the last
century there have been countless Inventions tor the carrying on of wartare in s particularly destructive manner, with the philanthropic intent that
war waa fast becoming so horrible and
terrible that it must soon pass away
from the face of the earth; says the
Philadelphia Public Ledger.
But it happened that aa soon as a
particularly horrible contrivance was
Invented and introduced into armiesand navies Inventors Immediately
busied themselves by offsetting and
discounting its probable effect Consequently war not only has hot passed
■way, but we still have It with* us.
Thus It Is that each big war, after being heralded as the world's last conflagration, is found upon examination
to be false, and the end of war Is not
yet arrived.
Trying Out Inventions.
la the present war in Europe there
are being tried under the conditions of
actual hostilities many improvements
and inventions that previously have
been tried only under laboratory condition*. Their real worth will only be
discovered at the close of the conflict
No army or navy engaged In the
present conflict In Europe but what Is
possessed of nearly all of tha modern
improvements made since 1870. The

WASTE LAND MADE FERTILE
Remarkable Results Havs Followed
Experiments Only Recently
Undertaken Iti Egypt

As an indication of the ultimate outcome in the great delta of Egypt,
where 1,600,000 acres of wash salt
land awaits development toward the
end of 1918 about 800 acres of absolutely waste land at Biala were taken In
hand. The land was so heavily Impregnated with salt that for ages noth-

In the recent smaller wars, aeroplans have been used to a limited extent and this use has been so much
limited that their real efficiency is expected to be finally determined by the
present war.
It is much the same with the wireless telegraph. While it was used in
the Russo-Japanese war of ten years
ago, the apparatus was still rudimentary, and the installations too tew,
while the range of the apparatus was
too limited to show the-greatest efficiency. In the intervening decade, however, great advance has been made in
wireless. It is now possible and. Indeed, is a custom every day, to send
and receive messages from a distanoe
of more than 6,000 miles. This, then,
is a new and important factor In naval
operations, as waa seen by the censorship put over the great sending stations on this side of the Atlantic by
the United States authorities.
Wireless has also been successfully
attached to aeroplanes.
The submarine was In existence in
1904, but it was * very different sea
wasp to thftt which England, Franc*
and Germany are using today. Yet Its
real value is yet to be determined, and
it is expected that this demonstration
will come during the present conflict
Rapid Increase of Submarines.
At the, time of the Spanish-American
war there were only Sve submarines
In all the navies of the world.
The latest edition of Brassey* Naval
Annual for this year gives the number
of submarines in the various navies,
and shows what interest Is being
taken in the wasp of the sea. Great
Britain has 76 built and is building 20
more; Germany, who only began building a few years ago, alseady has 17,
ing had grown on It A scientific system of irrigation and drainage was laid
out under direction of Lord Kitchener, at a cost of $59 an acre, and It
was then handed over to the fellaheen
in five-acre plots for cultivation. Last
year the land was washed, and a crop
of rice was grown, giving a satisfactory yield. After the rice crop the
salt distribution was measured, and
the percentage was considerably reduced. To the great astonishment of
the fellaheen cultivators, a permanent
result had been achieved la eae year.

and is building 12 more; France has
70 and is building 23 additional onesj
Russia has 25, and la building II;
while the United States has 29, and la
building 21; Austria has 18, and has
four under construction, while Italy
owns 18, and is building; two. Yet tha
submarine Is still an unknown quaa.
tity in warfare.
>
Submarine In Wart
,
Many of the early submarines ar»
small and probably of little efficiency,
and France has numerous types shout
which little is known by the outside
world. The German submarines are
said to be built along the Holland
lines, while the Russian submarines
are said to follow one or more of tha
French types.
J
The submarine, from a romaatla
viewpoint should be a great factor in)
deciding a naval engagement but the
fact remains that up to tha present
time it haa done nothing to prove Its
value. It was believed that the moral
effect of the submarine would be almost as important as its physical effect upon an enemy'a warship, bull ,
this belief has not been Justified up to
the present moment
There were notions that there would!
be terriflo fights under the seas by)
submarine meeting submarine and de*
stroylng each other. But It has been]
found that when submerged the subi
marine is as blind aa the traditional
bat Its crew cannot see any object
under water, and is compelled to resort to the use of the periscope, which,
emerges unostentatiously above the)
water, In order to see it* own course, j
It is known that the periscope lsl
the eye of the submarine, and natural-,
ly attention haa been paid to the best
way of destroying this vital part oft
these boats.
Submarine Versus Airship*

|

The designers of the submarine didj
not count upon it being seen: It wag
believed that it would go upon its way.
dealing death without observation, ah
though its periscope does make a!
slight wake on the water, and when)
Sibmerged there are telltale bubble*)
ut it has been discovered that fronj
a certain height an observer may trace
the course of a submerged submarine
with: aa great accuracy as if it was)
running on the surface. The dirigible
balloon and the aeroplane now oat
ferret out the sneaking submarine, and
tbey both are supposed to he armed to
destroy the warship that moves like a
fish.
which under the ordinary system pre
vailing In the. country would hav«
taken thro or four years to accomplish. Cotton is now, therefore, belni
satisfactorily grown on a fair propor
tion of this area, and it Is expected
that It will bring from $TS to $100 as
acr*
Counting Up Pins*
"Are the running expense of an
automobile very highT"
"Not if the motorcycle oop fafta tat
get your number,"

Public Library

SOLDIERS OF FORTUNE
MASH PLAYS A LEADING ROLE IN FEEDING

TIMES.

LOVE'S LABYRINTH

• MUSIC'S GREAT CHARM :
ONE VETERAN RETIRED AND RECRUIT TOOK SERVICE.

Jani8

•

By N. C. GOODRICH.

By GEORGE ELMER COBB.

■

"Blind!"
Gringo Civilian Got a taste of Stir"Stone blind, RoITyn Moore has been
When Rodney Phall inherited the litring
Life
and
Found
It
to
His
Likfor
a
year.
It
came
about
through the
tle Westbrook factory that had been
premature explosion of a flashlight
ing, So the Account Was
the quiet, unassuming property of his
iwblle an operator was taking • view
Balanced.
deceased uncle for two decades, he
jof the studio in which he, Roslyn
posted up his one order in all of the
Silently the steamer slipped over Moore, had painted 'The Deluge."
four working rooms of the plant
the starlit waters,
Momotombo's ' "It must have broken his heart to
It was: "Sing."
plume of steam 6,000 feet above iknow, later, that his picture was fa"What does he mean, anyhow?"
us. The pier we were to take was hid- !mous, but hiB eyes forever closed to
growled well-meaning but surly Jeff
den in the blackness ahead. Every Its beauties."
Dodson, the foreman. "Is there a bet"No, he has been since the hour of
light aboard was doused, for we had
ter system In any shop along the rivno
wish
to
make
a
show
of
ourselves.
the
catastrophe
Just
what
you
Bee him
er?- 'Swear!' would suit me better
Then somebody opened the fire —gentle, patient, smiling."
when a machine breaks down."
"Ah! it is pathetic" was the Je>
doors under the boilers. A plume of
"Maybe his advice would be good
sparks flew from the smokestack and sponse. "See how he move* along."
for
you,
th9n,"
suggested
his
assistant
Chicken* on Free Range.
The two speakers were Parisian*,
lit the boat brightly and a hundred
"It doesn't do the youDjsters much
iln the Latin quarter. They were remen on deck swore, not^too softly.
mash for use during the Becond, third good to hear yo* rip it off when you're
(By J. W. KELLER. Copyright. 1914.)
Answer came In a flash from the garding and speaking of Roslyn Moore.
It's a puszllng question to many and fourth months of a chick's life, riled, Jeff."
black shore.ahead of us. Bang! came Their brief colloquy had told all the
Before another day, however, all
•what to teed and how to feed after the representing as it does the feeding systhe bark of a field gun. A rosy spark story there wa* to tell. Roslyn Moore
critical period—the first month of a tem of one of America's most success- hands in the plant understood the situboring Its way through the night pass- had remained amid the scenes of the
chick's life—Is safely passed. The ful plants, and should be fed at least ation clearly. The new proprietor ared ' over our heads and on into the student life he loved so well, although
rived—a rather serious-faced young
foundation is laid. What will we twice a day.
he could no longer view it* point* of
night and lake.
man,
but
with
a
kindly
light
in
his
For
a
scratch
grain
we
must
resort
build on ltt Parent stock, housing,
ilnterest nor scan the friendly faces of
"Turn
around,
captain!
Turn
quick,
eyes
and
a
gentle,
sympathetic
voice
first
to
the
three
great
staple
grains
of
range, sanitary arrangements—these
ibis fellow bohemlan*.
and go back!"
and a host of other conditions each the poultryman—corn, wheat and oats that attracted the eighty odd employes.
Just now, cane in hand, he wa* canThe
first
thing
Rodney
Phall
did
was
So
our
brave
Colomblano
general
—and
these
should
be
mixed
in
equal
play their own important part in the
^tlously groping his way down the paveIn command; a patriot for Nicaragua
answer, but the keystone of all Is prop- quantities (by weight) for chicks hav- to call all hands into the main rest
iment leading away from the entrance
ing free range. For those which are room and make them a speech.
and 300 pesos a month.
er feeding.
to hi* hotel.
He told them that he felt something
Pray, don't Imagine that he waa
The mash plays the leading role in confined, however, a small amount of
There wa* a little breathing *pot of
scared. He wouldn't endanger his men a park a square further on., It was
most present day feeding, and rightly a variety of other grains, such as mil- more than mere enrichment in being
out there on the water; the enemy ;here that Moore spent a portion of his
iao, for we can secure in this form feed let; canary seed, barley, etc., may be the favored owner ofjthe business—s
on firm land and beyond reach of day, usually surrounded by the poor
ithat Is most accurately balanced and added, and this should be fed about isense of great responsibility. The
machetes. No. He boldly stood grasp- 'children from "the near tenements.
| easily digested, offering a greater va- the middle of the morning, scattered 'same conservative business methods
Tempt the appetite,
on
the
ground
or
among
the
litter,
and
'.would
be
followed.
Old
and
deserving
ing the rail, and If his arm fairly iHls pockets were always stocked with
iriety, greater economy, quicker results
please
the
taste
and
again
in
the
later
afternoon.
These
employes
would
be
retained.
His
shook me as we were crowded against 'sous and sweetmeats, and he held high
land the highest percentage of dlgestinourish
the
body.
fine
grains
are
chiefly
valuable
as
In•great
wish,
however,
was
to
make
Of
each other it was no doubt because court with the romping, lovable group,
ibllity.. For the growing chick, having
Crisp, clean and fresh
he trembled with bold ardor..
been gradually weaned from Its baby ducing exercise and affording slow them a hapy family. He Intended to
to -whom he told stories and listened
Scents.
build a club house for them, where muAt least I couldn't see that he chang- to their Innocent prattle.
(chick food, the following will make an nourishment
It
ie
almost
unnecessary
to
state
that
sic,
lectures
and
entertainments
could
ed
color.
But
then,
I
never
saw
an
iexcellent mash:
In 'order to reach the park Moors
'/
pounds. a plentiful supply of good, fresh, cool be held to break the monotony of their
ace of clubs change color. Still, had to cross a broad esplanade. At
Bran ........-■••••••»•>■•••»•■••■••*••••*•"■".(. water must be before the chicks at all lives. There would be- a good library
there's a difference In blacks. The its Inner edge a young girl of eighteen
Middlings
S times, and in addition if they are not and a gymnasium. These faithful
general's shade was the shinier of the kept a cheap flower stand. Pity that
Cornmeal
•
10
Ground oata
in on free range greens and grit must be workmen had borne bravely the brunt
two In the light from our plume* of he could not see Ceclle, a* her face
Round, thin, tender—
Beef scrap
*V provided.
1
of the industrial battle. They should
sparks.
with a delightful Bavor
Bone meal
•-•• i
brightened at the flret glimpse of hlml
The above system of feeding, pro- share In the prosperity of the business.
Bhell meal
,?
"Go back, captain, to a thousand Rainy days were all gloom to her,
appropriate for lunchCharcoal
;
Vi'llilS vided other conditions are fairly nor- £ach year twenty-five per cent of the
meters!"
the
general
ordered
again,
missing his accustomed approach
To this mash one can also add witn
eon, tea and dinner.
but with no very great authority of Now the deep eyes brightened, the
lyalue a pinch of salt and a proper mal, will grow chicks which will have profits of the concern should be dis•
IO cents.
the
health,
vitality
and
capacity
that
tributed
equally
among
the
employes.
tone.
lovely cheek grew damask. She stood
• amount of a reliable regulator or tonic.
!
Of course there was rare apprecia"You go to thunder!" Captain Tooth all a-quiver as he halted, for some teleThe above will be found a valuable will mean much future profit.
tion evinced at the mention of this lit*
blurted with what seemed to me an pathlo sense seemed to tell him she
approach to bluntness. "Isn't there a was nearlng him. Her small, pretty
era! donation. Then Mr. Phail said:
"I have put up a sign reading, 'Sing.'
man aboard who'll take a crack
hand would steal *hyly Into hi* own.
ROOSTER IS ONLY NOISANCE FEW MISTAKES OF BEGINNER
I want to explain about that For ten
them chaps ashore?"
The commanding general walked
8ome
of
Chl«f
Reason*
for
Failure
years
my
life
has
been
spent
on
a
loneWithout Male Bird at Head of Flock
Made of the finest
Given After Careful Study—Overly ranch, taking care as custodian of a
aft. _A-gringo civilian said:
Eggs Are Better for Marketing—
ingredients. Baked
"Hold her as she goes, Cap. Ill
feeding I* Greatest.
piece of property in litigation belongIs Needless Expense;
ing to my uncle. The solitude, the eve
to perfection. The
try a »bot."
He dropped to the main deck, sightSuccess
or
failure
with
poultry
dening weariness after an uneventful
national strength
(By MARIE D. PEFFER, Milwaukee,
ed the little beauty of a breechloader
pends entirely upon the management, day, the uneventful existence fast
food, io cents.
■Wls.)
and jerked the lanyard. A shell strollThe rooster is doomed!
A male and In studying the cause of failures made of me an unsociable hermit
ed shoreward, struck and broke in
bird holding pround sway over flocks the poultry keeper must hold in view There was no sweetness in my life.
Buy biscuit baked by
many pieces. A locomotive on the pier
of bens kept for fresh egg purposes the fact that the fowls are creatures Then, one day, a wonderful bird took
vomited burning sparks and rumbled
has been declared a bill of expense in his charge, and that upon MB Judg- up its home just above my cabin door.
away from there. The natives who
NATIONAL BISCUIT
end a nuisance. The hens are cred- ment hinges the question of profit or It sang from morning until night It
were the crew of the gun dipped cofited with laying more eggs without loss. A carefuj study of the causes filled the air with rare, beautiful mu
COMPANY
fee sacks In a bucket of water and
,him. And without him at the head of failure of many who have ventured sic, and my soul with delight When
laid them on the gun.
| of the flock the eggs are better for into the poultry business leads us to it flew away to' sunnier climes with the
Always look for that Name.
conclude
that
the
following
are
the
"Get out of this with your dishrag!
approach of winter I missed It great
market purposes. Therefore he Is
What d'ye mean! Give me that shell,
ly. Then a new Idea came to me: 4
jof value only In breeding season, and chief reasons:
Endeavoring
to
keep
too
many
pronto!"
yelled that mad gringo, Jerkwould stag myself. My friends, you
,as soon as the breeding season Is
ing the sacks overboard and snatching
■ ended the male birds should be con- fowls where room for one only can do not know how hie companlonshij
be obtained; that is, saving in expenses of music cheered and refined me."
the shell.
i fined or beheaded.
Half a dosen other 'shells went
This was the text, and farther upon
Mason and Dlxon's Lin*.
Such Is the verdict of the poultry- by cheapening cost of houses and
For a long time there was a bitter ashore and smashed themselves to
the subject "the new boss" briefly
jmen of Wisconsin when they met at space.
Buying fowls from other farms descanted. He she-wed them how, efc dispute -between Pennsylvania and ruins, one going through the planking
their annual picnic at Devil's Lake reand thus bringing disease and lice into peclally in the work rooms where th« Maryland as to the boundary line be- of the motorboat of which the rebel*
cently.
assembling of the plant was done at tween them. The dispute was settled proposed to make amaa-o'-war to take
The presence of. the male bird In the flocks.
Overfeeding, the fowls being sup- long tables, the hours could be enlrj- ty two surveyors. Mason and Dlxon, Managua.
the flock causes the egg to become
Then that intrusive gringo hunted
fertile or batchable, as all fertile eggs plied ■with greatest abundance under ened by music, the vocal organs exer- who, In 1763-7, ran the line as it now is
the supposition, "the more feed the cised and rhythm, poetry and good between the two states. "Mason and up the commanding general and askcontain the germ of life.
Dlxon's Line"—the southern boundary ed:
This germ is easily affected by heat more eggs."
cheer engendered.
Cold drafts over the fowls at night,
"Why not land now and take the She Watched From the Little Booth
and frequently the heat of the sun
There was so much promise to the of Pennsylvania—afterward became
Hourly.
with
a
view
to
supplying
fresh
air,
place?"
famous
as
the
division
between
freei while the egg is in the nest, or on the
plan, the girls especially so eagerly reBut
he
ordered
the
expedition
to
rewhen
the
temperature
is
low.
:Proudly,
fluttertally
she woold lead
way to'market will start the germ to
sponded to the music suggestion, that dom and slavery.
Wasting time with sick fowls In- Rodney decided to go a step further.
turn to Managua. He wouldn't riek him across into the park and deliver
develop.
his brave men by a night attack.-They 'him Into the guardianship of the gleeThe heat not being continued at a stead of destroying all birds that can- He advertised In a near city newspaRelic* In Bay of Naples.
might run Into ambush under fire of iful coterie of little one* awaiting him.
perfor a cultured lady to undertake an
| high enough temptature to continue not be cured quickly.
No
place
In
the
world
seems
to
Disregarding the breeds by keeping orderly educational superintendency Of
"Thank*, mademoiselle, you help to
our gun.
developing the germ dies and decay
have
suffered
so
much
from
the
sink
The general retired from the ser- make my Ufe beautiful," always Moore
anything that is a fowl.
a group of sixty young factory girls.
'soon sets in.
log
of
the
land
as
the
bay
of
Naples,
Lack of exercise, the fowls being
One especially neat, terse and com- the paradise of the submarine arch- vice, and the 800 pesos, the next day. 'would say, but never an audible reWithout the male bird in the flock
I this germ Is absent from the egg. idle, discontented and consuming food prehensive reply from a Miss Mabel eologlst, who 1* even now making So a soldier of fortune wa* loat to sponse. Only a soft pressure of the
because
they
have
nothing
else
to
do.
the cause of the government. But ■guiding hand, and then—a flower.
I The egg Is non-fertile or as Is »omeDurant pleased him. A week later th«
Feeding corn and wheat exclusively young lady In question arrived upon fresh discoveries of buried suburbs the. account was'balanced that very I Finally, tor a week, Ceclle missed
I times said "sterile." The sterile egg
and
massive
block*
of
masonry
with
| having no germ of life cannot decay snd omitting foods which supply albu- tie scene with her aged mother. Rod- the stone rings for mooring the Roman day, for that gringo, beguiled by an {her friend. She grew pale and thin
pffer from the president and the taste and distressed. She watched from her
ney had a neatly furnished cottage
| but simply dries. During the process men for egg production.
Feeding three times a day, the re- near the works all ready for them. For galleys. But he has to dive to get at he had had of war, became a soldier aittle booth hourly. Moore was gone,
i of drying the egg is useable at all
them.
and with him her sole Interest In life,
of fortune.
> times and sterile eggs are frequently sult being indigestion and the intro- the first time In hlB life a woman's
the sunshine, heaven!
face attracted him in a new way. With
I used when a year or two old and duction of disease In the flock.
Caprlflgs
In
Winter.
There came to her the woman in
Lice—both mites and the large lice ,in a week he was ardent in his approLake* Drying Up.
found to be in splendid condition.
Upon the authority of a government
A report Just laid before the senate charge of the little hotel one day. She
that are found only on the bodies of bation of the system pursued by the
Egg buyers all over the country
official It has been recently announced at Cape Town say* definitely that placed a eoleau of gold piece* upon,
the fowls at all seasons of the year. » jqulet, refined young lady, who entered
iare complaining about the unusual
that the caprlflgs may be carried over South Africa 1* drying up not because the counter of the flower, (tand.
Failure to keep the houses and
loumber of "rotten" eggs this season,
with zest Into taking charge of the girl winter weather if kept in a protected
"See, Ceclle," *he said, softly, "the
of any lessening of the average rainyards
clean. Labor is withheld at the
land it Is to better the condition of the
place and packed In layers of sand.
workers, i
most important period.
fall, but on account of the eteady dis- maestro has gone to see a wonderful
i market egg that the "Swat the RoosRodney left all the details of man- This discovery assures the fig-grower
appearance of the local water sup- surgeon in London. He bade me bring
|ter" day has been advocated.
agement and training to Miss Durant Of a supply of caprlflgs regardless of
plies. "There is no doubt," It adds, you the money, and each day you are
Tennessee, Ohio, Missouri and ERADICATE LICE AND MITES He heard great reports of her suc- the severity of the weather.
"that many parts of the Union will to take your daintiest blosBoms to the
cess, he did not wonder when he met
.many other states have held a "Rooslittle ones. He left the word, too. It
eventually become uninhabitable."
iter Day." In Missouri it is estimated Strict Watch Should Be Kept and her dally that she had wound herself
Long ago Livingstone pointed out wa* this: A kiss through me of hope,
Grease the Cord*.
around the hearts of the girls. Then
ithat 250,000 male birds were marketProper Methods of Destruction
of courage, of gratitude," and the
To prevent window blind cords this probability, and within the last
one day his whole being thrilled as he
Be Employed at Once.
ed which will mean a saving to the
half-century quite a number of lake* woman pressed her lips to the brow
breaking,
dust
the
cords
and
then
rub
paused in his work to listen to a touch,
i Missouri farmer of 11,000,000, this seala central Africa have disappeared, of the pure, innocent glrL
Wherever poultry is kept the lice tag ballad she was singing In the work them over with a well-greased rag. while Lake Chad Is shrinking every
son.
And then one day—oh, love immorIn Wisconsin where 60,623,813 and mites are sure to be found unless room. It was In the rear work room on The snapping Is caused by friction,
tal! There came out from the enyear.
dozen eggs -are annually produced on strict watch Is kept and proper meth- the fourth floor of the plant, but every which impoverishes the cords, and
Europe is in no better case. A Ger- trance of the hotel the familiar form.
note was borne to his wistful hearing they are further weakened by the sun
our farms it is estimated that at lea* ods of destruction are employed.
He
man geologist recently made an ex- But there was no cane now.
and weather.
'fifty thousand will be saved for the
Lice are found largely about the strong and clear.
haustive Inventory of the European walked erect, hi* bearing that of some,
Suddenly a Jarring crash shut out
farmer by the marketing of the sterile head and neck of fowls and under
lakes and found that hundrede had dis- knight, gladsome, in rhapsody with life
All Right Without "Explanation."
wings and around vent. They seek the mellow harmony that so charmed
egg.
"Please read me the poem you're appeared or been reduced to insignifi- and all its message. A new glory
moisture in some form, hence are him. He turned to view a great up?
cant proportions. In the canton of Zu- shone from the noble face, sightless
about eyes, in nostrils and heaval of an Isolated stone building reading mother?" begged a little boy rich 160 lakes were catalogued in 1660; no longer. Straight up to the palpiPUCE FOR WEAK CHICKENS found
Bweetly.
"But
I'm
afraid
It's
too
old
where explosive varnishes were stored.
around vent
now there are barely 70.
*?» tating Ceclle he advanced,'both hands
Dust should be provided for the There was a blast of flame. The main for you, dear," his. mother answered.
extended. And there he stood, silent,
Especial Care Should Be Taken to Re- daily bath. If fowls become debili- building had caught. In an instant "I'm afraid you .wouldn't be able to
motionless, while he gazed past thoB*
The Dancing Floor.
tain None But 'Most Promising
tated they will have to be aided in dense clouds of smoke rolled upward* understand it." "Oh, yes, I would,"
From year to year various sub- beautiful eyes into the very soul of
Pullets of Flock.
was the calm answer, "so long as you
ridding themselves of this nuisance.
"Fire!"
stances - are suggested, tried .out, the lovely girl.
Dusting thoroughly under wings about
The direful shout, echoed anu e didn't try to o-rnlaln."
"CeclleI Ceclle!" he said softly at
found satisfactory and then superChicks that show a lack of vitality, neck and around vent with insect
peated, rent the air.' There was a
seded by others to produce smooth length—"to see you first, my dream,
those that do not make the progress powder is the best remedy. The .apNovel Ventilator.
rush from the building. A chill struck
Come—I am
The_ wax candle, my thought—reality I
that would indicate that they will ma- plication should be /repeated about the heart of the anxious Rodney SB he
Removable glasB shields, so inclined dancing floors.
chipped liberally over""the floor and yours, you are mine."
ture early into valuable fowls, should three times, at intervals of one week,
thought of the girls on the fourth ,floor. a* to keep out rain but admit air, then energetically rubbed in, has. had
Her
hand
went
tremulously
to her
be placed in quarters by themselves in order to kill those that baton. "Those narrow stairs!" he gasped, have been Invented to be attached to its day.
So has talcum powder, Up*. In mute signal she motioned
and given extra attention, If Indeed, it
window
frames
to
aid
ventilation.
and then, thirty voices strong, there
which has been used by the boxful that she was dumb.
be thought probable that they wUl recame to his ears the steady, rising
Keep Poultry Records.
"I knew it not until the day I went
to produce a good dancing surface.
pay the attention that should be given
Modern poultry farming calls for notes of a song accomtanytag the
True Optimist.*
Now corn meal is looked upon as the away," he said, the more fervently enthem.
footsteps, as clearly timed as though
He is an optimist, who, after falling best polisher of a dancing floor. It circling her dear hand. "And then I
The early hatches have shown which accurate bookkeeping and systematiza company of trained soldiers was on Into a lonely well, thanks heaven for is sprinkled over the floor, not too knew how I loved her who loved me—
will be the most profitable birds to ing of the work so that the most can
But your
the privacy of hie, new position.—Lit- liberally, and rubbed in by the dahc- blind, stricken, helpless.
raise, especial care being taken to be done In the shortest time. Keep the march, v
And so, in splendid Oi-der, the last tle Rock Gazette.
eyes—they speak, your souL it speaks!
keep none but the most promising pul- the various accounts so you can tell
ing feet,
one
of
the
girls
got
safely
ou»
of
the
*
Carita—how
happy
we
shall
be!
at
•
glance
whether
a
certain
division
lets. It is not wisdom to defer segreAnd so It was. There was a quiet
Pleasurable Madness.
gating the weaklings from, the strong of your work is being conducted at a building. The structure was destroyed,
Motor Keeps Water Aerated.
"Poplelgh is always entertaining wedding fa the little park that evenones of the flock, and one may well profit or a loss. A poultry farm that but soon to be rebullV
In *, tank car built in Saxony to
But not until Rodney Phall had won transport living.fish long ^stances some sort of Utopian dream."
tag, with Roslyn's old loyal companspare the additional room for an extra does not practice some accurate way
"I rather think the dream enter- ions in attendance.
yard for the care of the most unprom- of accounting is far from a modern a loving bride who had sung her gen- 0H electric motor is used to keep the
(Copyright, 1M*. by W. 0k Chapman)
farm and U being operated at a great]tie way"into his heart of hearts.
tains him."
_ - . —..
ising. This will be found to be econ- risk.
water aerated.• I (Copyrirht.'lilt, by W. G. ChapmimJ
omy.

Uneeda
Biscuit

Baronet Biscuit

GRAHAM
CRACKERS
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Many of the Brookfield subscribers to

RICHARD HEALY.CO.

telepho.ie exchange are said to be
Brookfield Times the
quite indignant at the service they are re-

Sudden Death of Henry Mitchell.

NO. 37.
Attempted Burning of the Brookfield
Town Farm Buildings.

Henry Mitchell was found dead in bed
Sunday morning at the home of his brothIt became known on Saturday that an
AT
er, Charles A. Mitchell, in the Rice unsuccessful attempt had been made
Journal Block, North Brookfield, Mass
Corner district. He had been in poor Tuesday night to burn the large house at
512 Main Street, Worcester, Mass.
health for the past two years and from the town farm. The overseers succeeded
HORACE J. LAWRENCE,
January 1 to August 1 was at Monson in keeping the occurrence well guarded
EDITOR ASD PROPHIETOB.
hospital for treatment. Since the latter until that time when it leaked but that'
date he had been visiting relatives in Warden Simon Lord reported to the over1.00 a Year in Advance.
Brookfield and it was his intention to re- seers Wednesday morning that someone
Single Copies. 3 Cents.
turn to the hospital on Monday.
Medi- tried to set fire to the house sometime
AddiCB! all communications to BBOOKFIEI.II
cal examiner Dr. Charles A. Deland of Tuesday night. The overseers made a
TIHKS, North Brookfield,Mass.
Warren was summoned and after an ex- quiet investigation and found that a small
Orders for subscription, adverttBins, or Job
work and payment lor the««ne, "ay be sent
amination stated that death came from blaze had been started on the west end of
direct to the main offlce. North BrookneM or
natural causes as the result of epilepsy. the ell, smoked up the outside of the
to George W. McKamara. Brookfield
Papers were passed Saturday conveying He was as well as usual when he retired
FOR
building and charred some of the boards
the property in the Over-the-River dis- Saturday night. Mr Mitchell was born
and a timber on the inside of the baseBROOKFIELD.
trict owned by Thomas Young to Charles in Brookfield Sept. 30, 1848, the son of
ment. Fire chief Edward F. Delaney
Adams of Worcester. The property con- Patrick and Margaret Mitchell and had
was notified and after an investigation in
' Henry F. Crosby and Delbert A. Eaton sists of a house and one-half acre of land
lived in town practically all his life. company with the overseers, reported to
were in Boston, Wednesday.
and is assessed for 8800. Mr Adams will For years he had conducted the farm now
Edward Moreau moved his household go into the poultry business. He recent- owned by Chris Farrell in the Over-the- the State police. Saturday afternoon,
Detectives Robert E. Molt of Millbury
IN
goods to Worcester on Wednesday.
ly retired, alter a long service as a build- River district. His wife died two years
and Edward J, McCarthy of Worcester,
Mr and Mrs Thomas F. Murphy and ing inspector connected with the state ago. Mr Mitchell is survived by two in company with Fire chief Delaney and
son George, spent the holiday with rela- police.
* brothers, Charles A. and William Mitch- chairman of the selectman Warren E.
tives in Pittsfield.
No attempt was made to sell the prop- ell of thiB town, and two sisters, Mrs Tarbell, went to the farm and made an
Thomas J. McNamara of Boston, was erty of the Warren, Brookfield and Spen- Daniel Shaw of this town and Mrs Sarah investigation The state officers refused
a guest, over Labor day, of hie mother, cer street railway company, Thursday, M. Charhbers of Spencer. The funeral to make a statement and the town officials
on a foreclosure sale as advertised. At was held Tuesday afternoon with services are awaiting their report. They interMrs Mary McNamara.
James L. Gilbeitof New York, spent 1 o'clock in the afternoon, the hour Bet at the home of Charles A. Mitchell at 2 viewed the warden, his wife and all the
the week-end at the home of Mr and Mrs for the sale, Henry Clark, superinten- o'clock, Rev. Alpheus NicholB officiating. inmates, and remained at the farm three
dent, read a notice from Receiver Thomas
The bearers were Walter B. Mellen, hours. The discovery of the attempt to
Edwin D. Qoodell, Pleasant St.
T. Robinson of Boston, stating that as the Arthur W. Mitchell, Edward T. Pike burn the building was made by Charles
Miss Gretchen Loungway of Natick,
supreme court of Suffolk county had not and Charles A. Gunn. Mr Mitchell was Wood, one of the inmates, who got up at
has been the guest, this week, of her taken final action on his petition of Aug.
Ilia
a member of Hayden Lodge, A. F. & A. 4.30a. m. and went to the barn.
We are now showing many of the New Fall and Winter Fashions in mother, Mrs Julia Loungway.
7, asking that the upset price be reduced M., and a delegation from the Lodge, attention was drawn to a burnt spot on
Mr
and
Mrs
John
Owens
of
Sherman
Street and Evening Dresses
from »150,000 to •75,000, the sale was consisting of Harold Chesson, Elmer the side of the ell and he immediately
street, were in Providence, R. 1, over adjourned to Thursday, Sept. 17, at 1 Churchill, Walter B. Mellen, LouisL. H. reported to Mr Lord. The latter invest•Separate Coata and Vests
the holiday, visiting their son Henry.
o'clock.
B. Gass, William C. Bemis, William igated and found that three holes had
Mr and Mrs Fred Works, and daughter
Lynde A. Stark, aged 66 years of Po- McLauren, Lucius E. Estey and Edwin been bored through the side of the baseTheon, retnrned Saturday, after a week's dunk, died at the Worcester state hospit- V. Lawrence attended the funeral and ment wall above the. stonework, which
stay with relatives in Hoboken, N. J.
al, Tuesday afternoon of double pneumo- performed the Masonic burial service at goes half way to the floor on the first
William TunBtall of Southbridge was nia. He had been committed to the in- the grave. They were many floral trib- story. The first hole started went into an
$15.00, $17.50, $22.50, $25.00 to $75.00 the guest Sunday of his parents, Mr and stitution from the district court, East utes from relatives and friends. Burial upright, the next hole went through very
Mrs John ft. Tunstall, West Main street. Brookfield, Wednesday, Sept. 2, and at was in Brookfield cemetery in charge ol near the upright and the third went
through to the basement. He found kerWilliam Pratt of Marlboro and Miss that time was in feeble health. Mr Stark Undertaker Robert G. Livermore.
osene had been poured into the holes, and
Agnes O'Neil of Hudson were.the guests was born inGuilford, Vt., and for many
apparently a match dropped in. The
Sunday of Charles Pratt, South Maple years had conducted a farm in the PoLittle Edward J. Nonnandin.
dnnk district. The funeral will be held
charred condition of the boards showed
street.
Mr and Mrs Lebbeus Parkhurst and tbiB afternoon with services at his former
Hormides Normandin, who is em- that the fire had started but for some un$12.50, $15.00, $20.00, $29.50, to $50.00
daughter, of New Haven, Ct., have been home, Podonk district, at 2 o'clock. ployed at the John Boulette farm, Over- known reason failed to make headway
guests of Mr and Mrs Julius Parkhurst, Burial wjll be in Evergreen cemetery, in the-River district, was called to East and died out.
EMrB&okifcra.
Mr Jlord was awakened about 9.30
Brookfield Sunday afternoon, off account
this week.
Emmons W. Twicbell was in Boston, of the death of his young son, Edward o'clock* Tuesday night by the barking of
Mr and Mrs Abbott H. Thompson of
Manchester, N. H., were the guests of last Friday as the guest of Connie Mack, J., aged 5 years, 5 months and 22 days. the dogs and after a while got up and
lad lived at the home of his uncle wentrto a window at the end of the ell
$15.00, $i9-75» $25-°°> $29.5°*to $5°-°° Mrs Clara 8. Thompson, River street, manager of the Philadelphia Athletic, The
baseball champions of the world. Mr and aunt, Mr and Mrs Jere Balcom on and looked out. The dogs were on a
Labor day.
Mail is advertised at the Brookfield Twichell arrived in the city early in the Main'street and was taken ill Friday aft- knoll west Of the house and appeared to
' be barking at some one. - He concluded
post-office for Florence Smith, R. F. D.; morning and was entertained by his long ernoon with bronchial pneumonia. The
that they were barking at a deer and"
33 Orleans street, forwarded from Brim- time friend, and had the pleasure of be- child was attended by Dr. W. F. Hay
Although he was
coming acquainted with the members of wood, who called Dr E. S. Ludden for went back to bed.
field, Maes.
the renowned *100,000 infield, Collins, consultation, but the end came suddenly, standing at a window directly over where
$5.00, $7.50, $9.75, $12.50.
Miss Georgia Holcomb, daughter of
the fire was set he did not smell any
Mclnnis, Barry and Baker, and also the oh Sunday afternoon.
Mr and Mrs Oscar Holcomb, is training
Saturday morning, Warden
Little Edward was a great favorite with smoke.
veteran pitchers, Bender and Plank.
for a nurse at the New Britian, Ct., genThe only disappointing feature of the everyone in East Brookfield and his death Lord reported to Charles Sweet that he
eral hospital.
day, came in the afternoon, when the brought forth many expressions of regret. had seen a man near the farm house and
Miss Mae O'Brien left Tuesday, for her Athletics were defeated 4 to 2 by the Red He is survived by his parents, Hormides feared another attempt would be made to
home in Providence, R. I., having been Sox at Fenway-Park.
and Eva (Roscoe) Normandin, and one set fire to the building. The warden was
guest for one week, at the home of Miss
returning from the pumping station
sister, aged eight years.
The last campers dance of the season
The funeral was held Tuesday fore- which is across the road from the farmCharlotte Daley,
was held Saturday night at the Point of noon with services at St. John's church
house, at 7.30 o'clock and saw a strange
The district nurse committee of the V.
Pines and was well attended. People
,at 9 o'clock, conducted by Rev. Leo T. man standing in the driveway. The dogs
I. S. will have a harvest sale in the town
were present from Spencer, WarrenT
Goddard. The church was filled with started after the prowler and he ran down
hall, the afternoon and evening of WedSouthbridge, Worcester and the Brookrelatives of the young child. The bear- the road, and the warden and one of the
nesday, Oct. 28.
fields. From 8 to 9 o'clock there was an ers were Henry and Alfred Boulette, oi
inmates started in pursuit. ^They folMiss Isabella Murphy returned on Sat- entertainment by the colored cabaret boys
urday night to her home at the parochial of Worcester. Dancing was enjoyed un- Brookfield, and Charles Woodis, Jr., lowed the tracks down the road to near
residence, after a six weeks' visit at her til midnight to music by Doyle's orches- and Ernest Balcom of East Brookfield. the farm of Charles Harwood where they
Burial was in St. Mary's and Holy Ro- turned into a cornfield and could not be
former home in Erie, Pa.
tra of North Brookfield. 'Che committee
followed. Mr Lord stated that the tracks^
Mr and Mrs Wilson Charlton of Mon- in charge of the arrangements were: Ed sary cemetery at Spencer.
The floral tributes were: Casket piece were made by a man wearing a new P>-ir.
treal, Can., have been the guests, this ward B. Phetteplace, Frank E. and
of pinks and roses, from the family; a of rubbers. He feared another af^^j.
week, of Mr Charlton's parents, the Rev Homer A. Webster, Frederick D. Buck;
plaque of pink roses from Mr and Mrs would be made to burn the build Mf^ md
Dr. and Mrs Emanuel Charlton.
lin, John A.-White, John Hubbard, A.
Off! ^t John
Jere Balcom; casket bouquets of asters, demanded protection.
Edward and William Morse of Spring- B. Brunei], J. B. Fischer, Frank. D. Mrs Amelia Racicot, Spencer; Mr and Crotty and John J. Mulvey ^^ached at
OVER 500 Worcester merchants are co-offield and Henry Morse of Pittsfield were Hobbs, William R. Traill and Robert G. Mrs John Boulette, Brookfield; Mr and the farm all night but 'j^ng unusual
the guests over Labor day of Mr and Mrs Livermore.
Mrs Philip Clancy, Mr and Mrs Philip J. occured. The myBte.j n*s not yet.been,
erzting to make this event the greatest New
Russell Allen, South Maple street.
Byron, Marlboro; Mr and Mrs John S. solved but the Overseers announce that
WINDOW DISPLAYS A FEATURE.
England has ever seen, with every line of busiCole and children, Walpole; Mr and Mrs there will be changes at the farm in a
Mr and Mrs J. W. Donnelly returned
Frank E. Hodden, Mr and Mrs Warren short time,
to their home in Worcester, Tuesday, afness represented.
Ihe window displays alone
Worcester Chamber of Commerce Offer.
ter a week's outing at the Charles A.
Eleven Solid Silver Cups for toe Beet Dec- E. Tarbell, Mr and Mrs Edward Leete,
Mr and Mrs Frank Eastman, Mr and
Rice cottage on the north shore of Lake
will be worth a day's journey to see.
Worcesorated Window! During- Fasnlon Week.
As a result, apparently, of the investiQuaboag.
One of the big features of Fashion Mrs Joseph Labrie, Mr and Mrs Howard gation the resignation of Mr and Mrs
ter merchants extend this as a
Rev. H. Sumner Mitchell returned to Week in Worcester, Sept. 22 to 26, will G. Hill, Mr and Mrs James Dumas and Simon Lord, who have been warden and
hie home in Keene, N. H., on Tuesday, be the special window display which the Mr and Mrs Dennis Hayes, East Brook matron, since April 1, has been received
after a visit at the home of his parents, 500 merchants who are co-operating in field.
and accepted, and they have left the farm.
Mr and Mrs William Mitchell, Over-the- the movement are planning to design.
Henry M. Green will take charge until
Interest
in
this
feature
has
been
stimuRiver district.
Monty contributions, linen and cotton the vacancies are filled.
Although the
William C. Foster, of the Foster-Moul lated by the action on the part of the for bandages, as well as material for overseers refuse to make a statement in
'. 'l*I»M If f 1111 t*f *'"******■*■******»*«*»***«■*«***''■*« ton Shoe company and his. sons Willmr Chamber of Commerce in offering a total pajamas, lounging and convalescent regard to the matter, it is the general
and Ralph of Rowley, were the week-end of eleven solid silver cups as prizes for robes, are coming into headquarters of opinion that as a result of facts that came
ac
guests of Mr and Mrs Edward B. Phette- the best looking windows. These caps the Public Interests League of the Mass- to the attention of the overseers while
are now on exhibition in a prominent achusetts Anti-Suffrage Association, 687 making an investigation into the origin
place at their cottage at Quacumquasit
wmaow on Main
main street
Biree. and
ana have
nave resulted
resuiiea j
, .ton ^^ in anBwer to ^g eM of the fire, they requested the resignation
window
The regular meeting of the Grange will
in many applications to enter the contest ^ out by tfae League. Volunteers have of the warden. Mr and Mrs Lord will gobe in banquet hall, Tuesday evening, the
reported, ready to cut out and sew the to their farm in North Brookfield.
15th. There will be a musical entertain- being received.
Fashion Week in Worcester now looms | J^,^ ^in machines have been
ment in charge of Mrs Annie E. Wright, up as the gaeatest event of its kind ever | ^
gnd u fagt g8 6nipment jg ^dy,
Miss Nora V. Hannigan and Mrs Lila
Fewer Study for Ministry.
held in this country. The city, the street:.,. wi|, te forwaroed to Mifj8 Mabel T.
Gadaire.
%tatiBtlcs show that In the early
and steam railroads, and various other Boardman ,orthe u>e of the Red Cr08e
Mrs George W. Johnson and grand- institutions have tendered their assistance g^,
Al- days of American colleges about onein ita European war work.
half the graduates adopted the mindaughter. Miss Mary Ellen Johnson, re- to make the week a complete success.
a remittance „, „24 baa been for.
tuiued,.Friday, from a two weeks' outing
In addition commercial organization^ ^^ ^ ^ ^ Cr08S ^^
^ istry as a profession. At the present
at Bar Harbor, Me. Miss Johnson, who from all parts of the country are flooding tribut|ons are ^lag solicited both at the time only about five per cent of the
was a member of the high school in the the Worcester organization for informa-, ^ gtreet sbop and g(. U)e heaaqettrterB college graduates become ministers.
sophomore class, will enter Miss Capen's tion concerning the event and asking for of ^ ^^ lnteregtg LeBRUe>
Ag im.
Altogether Out of Place.
school for young ladies in Northampton, suggestions in order, to conduct simil.ar 1^ g.() .g particuiarly required all
James Payn once told the Btory of
on Wednesday the 16th.
ones in their own cities.
^^ d(Jfilrin), to ^^ can g^u^ infor a visiting parson who was starting the
At a meeting of the rnemliers of the
mation at either of these places. Money prayer for rain when the clerk pulled
First Parish church, Tuesday night, the
Value of Quotations.
I is particularly needed to purchase articles his coat tails. "You musn't read that,
sir," he said. "But It's a prayer for a
resignation of Rev. William' L. Walsh
"Our oratorical friend quoted a for Red Cross boxes. "
good harvest, my man," expostulated
was accepted.
Arthur F. Hutterworth great deal of poetry." 'Tea. And I
the preacher. "Tbafs just It, sir," exwas moderator of the meeting. Itev. Mr don't blame him. The most discreet
Curious.
plained the clerk; "the visitors are
Walsh will leave the pastorate of the thing he can do Is to put as much reIt's curious, but the one who strike! our harvest, and we want none of.
chOreh Oct. I, to become pastor of the sponslblllty as posetele for what he
you Is the one that is broke.
your rain."
sayB on somebody elBe."
Unitarian church at Billeriea.
PUBLISHED

EVERY FRIDAY AFTERNOOM,

FIEST FASHIONS
Fall and Winter

Women's Garments
Girls' Clothes
and Rich Furs
Stylish Suits

New Suits

v New Coats

New Dresses

"

New Skirts

Richard Healy Go.

Fashion fVeek

September 22 to

Personal Invitation to YOU to Attend

We wilt pay you $1 for your old Flat iron
of any make or in any condition, if you
will purchase one of our guaranteed

$3.50 GAS IRONS

Cost of operating warranted less than
one (i) cent per hour. . This offer is
for a Limited Time Only.

Worcester County Gas Company

ceiving from the company, arid claim that
no attention is paid to their repeated
complaints.
Miss Marion A. Warren, librarian at
Merrick Public Library, was a bridesmaid
at the wedding of Miss Elsa Seraph Clark,
daughter of Mr and Mrs Frederick S.
Clark, and Eugene Haywood Powers, son
of Mr ami Mrs Alfred F. Powers, both of
Worcester, which took place in All Saints
Universalist church at Worcester, Wednesday night.
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yet if he thinks the price I named was
right He closed with my first offer,
signed the contract, then walked out."
"It's the biggest wad he ever drew."
"He'll prove himself worth every
ha'penny of it."
Wentworth rose and pulled bis hat
from under the seat.
"Don't you want to see the rehearsal
out?" asked Oswald suddenly.
"No, I'm going home. I may put
your suggestion into shape while it is
fresh in my mind."
Enoch paused in the theater to light
a cigar. A newspaper man, who wa.j
an old friend, approached, lull of eager
inquiry about the progress of the play.
Wentworth brushed him aside quickly
and strode out to the street A moment
later he felt a twinge of remorse. The
man's congratulations had been heartfelt. He could not shake off the memory of a startled astonishment that
came into his face at the brusque reception. He was a good fellow, there

lost any self-respect she had ever had.
The husband shot himself, she abanEnoch Wentworth, newspaper man, and doned the child and left for London.
Andrew Merry, actor, after the guests itt
a poker party have departed, play a last Then she went on the stage.
"There was nothing then actually
hand, the stakes absolute control of the
future of the loser. Wentworth wins and criminal in her career?" asked Went
It Is decided to keep the matter a secret.
Dorcas, Enoch's sister, becomes Interested worth. He was conscious of a certain
In Meiry. Knowing of his shortcomings absurd Irritation.
from her brother, she tries to arouse the
Oswald hesitated.
"Not actually
actor's ambition. He outlines the plot of
a play he has had in mind and she urges criminal, I suppose. The law has not
him to go to work on It. When he completes the play and reads it to Went- made so fine a point as to indict a
worth the latter demands It as the for- woman when she drives a man to suifeit of the bond won in the poker game.
Preparations for staging the play are be- cide."
gun, but Merry, who is to play the lead"What do you think of changing in
ing part, is mining. Dorcaajs asked to her
part?"
asked
Wentworth
Slay "Cordelia," the leading female part,
he quarrels[wlth her brother for taking brusquely.
all the credit for the piece and ignoring
"I was going to suggest you make
bis best friend.
Dorcas finds Merry
among, the down-and-outs In a bread fine 'Mrs. Esterbrook' coarser, moref^flamand takes him home with her. prompted
by her interest he agrees to take the lead boyant, more heartless. Do not give
In the play.
her a solitary trait of motherhood.
She is the very opposite of 'Cordelia,'
CHAPTER X—Continued.
with her love and tenderness for a
broken father."
"Of course, In cases of downright
"How do you account for a woman of
genius It Is different. There is Merry.
that sort having such a child?"
If we except tragedy, I believe he
"Really now, Wentworth, that's up
could portray any character from gayto you; both of them are your creaest comedy to Intense emotion. I pretion!"
dict for your sister's 'Cordelia' a suc"Yes, certainly,"
Enoch laughed
cess that will stir New York to enthusiasm, but she could never play any- grimly. "Still it Is an anomaly you
thing but a sweet, true-hearted woman. don't often see In real life."
"It is," assented Oswald. "Here's
No matter how hard she tried, she
would fail in the part of a false, un Miss Paget—watch her in the scene
I've
mentioned.
scrupulous adventuress. Do you see
The eyes of both men followed the
what I am driving at?"
woman as she moved slowly across the
"I think I do."
-When you read your play to me stage. She dropped into a chair and
and 'Jbhn Esterbrook'a' wife took waited for her cue. She did not look
shape before my eyes, Zllla Paget the traditional adventuress. She had
came to my memory. I asked you then a curiously pale, transparent skin, into
to reserve the part for her, because, which, during* excited moments, the
If I can judge human nature, she is blood flushed rosily. Masses of yellow
silky hair were brushed back in simthe woman's prototype,"
"Miss Paget must be a fiend Incar- ple waves from her forehead. She
nate if "Mrs. Esterbrook' is not bad used little make-up or artifice of any Merry Stood Leaning Against a Stucsort. Her eyes were Intensely bine.
enough for her."
co Pillar.
"I'm not as merciless as that! Let There was a lovely cleft dimple in her
me tell you what I Judge her by. Sea- chin. Although well along in the thir- had been pleasant companionship with
son after season she was cast'in Lon- ties she retained her girlish face and him in the old days. The old days
don companies for women of the lower figure.
seemed ages ago, further back than
Wentworth turned to Oswald with a
type or of bad morals. Sometimes
flush of irritation. "It doesn't seem fair the gatety of childhood.
■he was a cold-blooded, scheming adHe left Broadway, walking with
venturess, or a creature so cruel, so to make a degenerate of such a wom- quick, nervous strides until he found
an;
she
doesn't
look
it"
heartless and unwomanly that she
himself far over on the East Bide,
"That's where the mischief lies,"
seemed a defamation of the sex.
wandering aimlessly through wretched
answered
Oswald
quietly.
Hiss Paget was making a name for
streets, populated by the drift from
The rehearsal went on. Miss Paget
herself when an idiotic manager cast
nations. The sidewalks were thronged
took
her
cue.
Both
men
watched
her
her as a sweet, refined, home-loving
with children. Occasionally Enoch
woman. I never sat through such a critically. Wentworth drew a long swore beneath his breath as he esbreath when the scene with "Cordelia"
pitiful failure. She played it fox two
caped tumbling over them during his
nights, then she was thrown aside. in the second act was over. The wom- hurried, headlong progress.' When be
an
certainly
could
act!
She bad a long run of hard luck. Manturned a corner he found his way
"She'll do," said Enoch heartily.
agers forgot how remarkably she had
blockaded by a huge safe that was be"Only," he added after a moment's
hesitation, "how does Dorcas strike ing hoisted into a warehouse. He
glaneed at the street, It was ankle
you? Is she strong enough? It doesn't
deep in slush. Suddenly the odor of
seem to me as if she saw all the poshot bread was wafted to him from a
sibilities of 'Cordelia.'"
little restaurant cavern below the side"Wentworth, your sTster 18 going to
walk. He remembered he had eaten
surprise you. Take my word for it
no breakfast and It aroused, a sudden
She is nervous now, but—■"
"It's a devil of a risk. 'Cordelia's' sense of hunger. He ran quickly down
the steps. The small dining room was
such a big part and Dorcas has had
remarkably clean. He sat down with
no training."
"She does not need training—the a sense of satisfaction which seemed
conventional training you have In alien to such a place.
"Bring me coffee and a steak, a firstmind."
class steak done rare," he grdered.
"If she fails It puts me in a nasty
light with the public—producing a play "Cook it carefully."
He was alone in the small room. It
simply to exploit my sister." Enoch's
was quiet except for the shrill voices
tone was curt
"She won't fail." Oswald spoke with of children on the sidewalk. He had
quiet assurance. "Think over my sug- not known a moment of peace or solitude for months. All his life he bad
gestion about 'Mrs. Esterbrook's' part.
scoffed at nerves as a delusion. He
It is there where 'Cordelia' leaves ber
wondered If he had been wrong,
—the mother knows the daughter well
enough to realize it is good-by forever whether nerves might not be a stern
reality. If they were, he had them.
—that you want to'cut out every spark
of motherly feeling. Once or twice His mind went flashing over the events
of
the past fortnight, since the night
she almost pulls on the audience for
when, weary, harassed, and hopeless,
sympathy. When 'Cordelia' shows her
he returned from Montreal to be met
contempt for the mother and shatters
her every ambition, there could not be by Dorcas with the news that Merry
had returned and was ready to begin
a solitary throb of pity, remorse or
rehearsals. It still exasperated him
love—it is not In her."
Oswald dropped the subject Went- when he remembered bow stubbornly
worth began to twist his hands nerv- she had refused details of Andrew's
home-coming. All he learned was that
ously, a habit he had when disturbed,
The Englishman sat back in silence, the actor had seen. Oswald and was rewatching the rehearsal intently. Mer- hearsing from morning till night
A few days later, in the foyer of the
Are You Sure She Is So Bad V
ry stood leaning against a Stucco pillar. In this act he did hot appear, but Gotham, when he came face to face
played bad woman. The failure as a occasionally, against the sharp com- with Merry, the plan pf their future
good woman was laid up against her." mands of the stage manager, his voice Intercourse was determined instantly.
"I thought she had a tremendous rang out In brief, concise suggestions. Wentworth had been In a mood to
■access last winter."
'What a remarkable conception Mer- welcome reconciliation and friend"She had. She came in, after drift- ry has of every character," whispered ship; Andrew was cold, courteous, and
ling through the provinces in small Oswald. Enoch did not speak. "Gil- singularly unapproachable; 'Enoch's
parts, and chance threw in her way bert resents my orders—in a fashion,'' warmth was chilled and his pride
bne of the most dastardly female parts continued the Englishman. '1 told aroused. ~ He plnnged fiercely into
lever put on the stage: She made it him to act on any suggestion that Mer- work, scarcely snatching time to eat
Bo real that, blase old theater goer as ry offered. Gilbert would not say a or sleep. More than once Oswald had
I am, I longed to throttle her. One word if you went back and threw in an remonstrated; he could see that the
night 1 happened to meet her socially. Idea here and there; a stage manager man was working beyond the limit of
Zilla Paget assured me that In one expects that from the author. I should human capacity. Work was the only
case at least my theory was right She think you would do it occasionally."
thing that would whip retrospection
was everything she portrayed on the
"It isn't In my line." Wentworth from his mind. Drink had never been
stage, and beyond this, she was abso- spoke sullenly. "Every move Is put a temptation to Wentworth—it was
lutely drunken with vanity."
Into the manuscript as plain as a pike- nothing but a side issue to sociability
"Are you sure she is so bad?" staff."
—so be did not take to it now. He
Enoch spoke coldly. "She is one of
"Yes, but—" Oswald glanced at his realized he was losing old friends; he
the most beautiful women 1 ever saw companion curiously, then he dropped bad tossed one of them aside today.
in my life."
•
The intuition which Is bred by a
the subject. "It strikes me Merry has
"That makes her more dangerous. I changed. The night I spoke to him on guilty conscience began to play strange
have actually doubted whether I did the L he was like a boy with some pranks with him. He felt as .If Osright when I brought her to a new grand secret up his sleeve. Today he wald had guessed his secret and was
country and put her among decent takes nothing but a half-languid in- driving him into a corner by the sugpeople,"
terest in the whole thing. He is going gestion that he remodel the play. He
"Have , you anything against the to give a remarkable portrayal of saw Dorcas each day grow colder and
woman eicept—theories?"
'John Esterbrook,' but when he is not more suspicious. Merry at one glance
"Merely scraps of her history, which acting be seems to have no interest in had thrust htm outside the pale of acare authentic She came from the low- life. What do you lay It to?"
quaintanceship.
Within ten days
est stratum of factory life in 'Leeds ■ "Don't ask me," mumured Went- "The House of Esterbrook" would have
and married above her. The young worth. "He's a man of moods, I gave its first production.
husband was devoted to her. A baby up trying to understand him years
Enoch Shivered with apprehension
icame, a little boy who was blind. To ago."
as be thought of it. A queer thing had
"Even when it came to the question loomed up in his mind during the past
that tort of woman neither child nor
husbftnd is a tie. She broke loose, of salary he didn't show any interest. few days. A decade ago a club friend
I*. yewf cr two after her marriage, and He wouldn't set a figure. I don't know with a fad for palmistry had Insisted
SYNOPSIS.

on reading his band. The man prophesied a physical and moral downfall In
the course of 12 years. Wentworth
laughed at the idea, forgot It completely, then one night the memory of
it came to him like a shot He would
have given all he,,possessed to return
to the morning when Merry burst in
upon him full of gaiety and hope. He
could not go bant; it was like unsnarling a tangle of string when one
found no visible end where the task
could be commenced.
He was aroused by a * clatter of
dishes. The waiter set the breakfast
before him. As be ate he laid a morning paper on the table and began to
read; there had been no chance earlier
In the day to glance at it. The first
thing his eye fell upon was a column
about "The House of Esterbrook."
The public seemed to await the production with unusual anticipation.
Merry had the enthusiastic following
which is so often bestowed upon an
erratic, lovable genius. Wentworth's
fame as a journalist was of long standing, and Oswald, Englishman as he
was, had already won friends among
newspaper men. Wentworth read it
quickly, then he turned to the news of
the day. Nothing interested him—the
sparkle had gone out of life as the
bead dies on champagne. He drank a
second, then a third cup of strong coffee, which acted upon him as whisky
does on some men.
When he climbed the uneven steps
of the sidewalk the world had grown
sunnier; there was a future before
him, fame, riches, and the applause of
millions. He reached Third avenue,
ran up the stairs to the- elevated, and,
puffing slowly at a cigar, gazed on the
rush ot life below. He was deliberating how It was best to approach Merry
on the subject of changing that second
act Oswald was a keen critic, and
Enoch had seen the necessity of It himself; It was the one weak spot In the
play. From the moment when he
burned the labor of half a lifetime he
realised his own Incapacity for playwriting. He himself could do nothing
to the drama, but he felt a chill of
terror at the thought of speaking to
Merry on the subject
CHAPTER XI.
The Volks.

as he that one faced a barricade with
Merry in a doggedly obstinate mood.
Inwardly he was at white heat: the
blind groping hope for reconcillartiou
was at an end; still he knew If he
ever needed diplomacy It was now. If
he were to precipitate a storm. Merry was capable of flinging over his
engagement at the last moment
"Let me explain," began Wentworth
laboriously. A tap at the door Interrupted him. It was opened and Oswald stepped In. He seated himself
on the edge of a trunk.
"Have you mentioned to Mr. Merry
the suggestion I made about the second act?" he asked, turning to Wentworth.
"We were discussing It when you
came In."
"What do you think of it, Merry?"
"I really have net had time to give
It a thought." Andrew looked uninterested. "Besides, you know I do not
come into that act, and I have scarcely seen it rehearsed." He picked up a
towel and began to wipe the make-up
off his face.
"It Is simply this. 'Mrs.,Esterbrook'
is an utterly heartless woman. Dead
to conscience as. she is at the beginning, she comes out of her life's tragedy calloused beyond all redemption.
It strikes a false note to have her repent for even a second. She does not
know what mother-love or love of any
sort means. With her .last exit she
ought to leave an audience bating and
despising her. Now one feels a sodden touch of sympathy. She must be
irredeemably bad. Then, too, It Is not
only true to the woman's character,
but 'Cordelia' shines whiter against it"
Merry nodded. "You're right, I fancy.
Wentworth has only to change a few
lines to throw the whole thing plumb.
You can do it in half an hour, old
chap."
When Oswald turned to Wentworth
he caught a look "on the man's face
that puzzjed him, a flash of Impotent
rage, hate, and. apprehension; Enoch
realized he had revealed his soul for
a moment He picked lip his hat and
spoke brusquely. "You two finish talking it over, I have a thousand things to
tend to."
"Is Wentworth—Is he-touchy? Did
he feel that I was criticizing his play?"
asked Oswald anxiously when the door
closed with a hasty rap.
"I don't think It's that" Merry
spoke slowly, then he dashed to another subject. "I want to consult you
about changing one of the people in
the cast, little Katie Durham."
"Oh. the child In the first act?"
"She's a bright enough youngster.
She tells me she once got a hundred
dollars a week In vaudeville as a toe
dancer." Merry laughed. "A toe
dancer scarcely fills the bill for the
small 'Cordelia.'"
"She struck me in rehearsal this
morning as lacking tn something."
"She Is lacking in everything. She's
a stilted, .grown-up, little brat; there's
nothing childlike stout her. When she
clings to my neck shrieking, "Father,'
in that ear-splitting baby pipe of hers,
she jars every nerve in my body,"
"Let her go. Only, it is a problem
where to find a sweet natural stage
child."
"I can lay my hands on one Immediately," said Merry quietly. "It's a
youngster who has never been behind
the footlights in her life."
"CouW you do anything with her In
ten days?"
•
"I should like,to try. She's a gentle, refined, sweet-voiced little- girt;
besides, she lias dramatic blood in her
—that always tells. Dp you remember
George Volk?"
"George Volk!
Why, of " course,"
cried Oswald after a moment's hesitation. "What ever became of the man?
Did he die?"
"Nobody knows." Merry's voice had
a bitter tone In It "Better, for some
people if he had died. This little Julie
I want a chance for is his child."
"Where is Volk?"
"I can't tell you. If he's alive he
must be far down by this time. He
was a wretched sot when I saw hint
last"
"By Jove! what an Impetuous stage
layer he did make! I saw him In a big
production the first time I came to
America, then In London. He was the
handsomest man that ever stepped on
the stage."
"A handsome piece of beeft Ten
years ago he married one of the sweetest, most loyal women I ever knew.
She was on the stage, but she never
won much notice. Her work was so
quiet and delicate that she appealed
to the few. She was in s company
with me for two seasons. How Volk
made her Buffer! The beast!"
"Is she alive?"
"Yes. I hadn't heard of the Volks
for years. I was going home last night
when a woman touched me on the arm.
She was lame and looked HI. A little
girl clung to her. I did not know her.
'I'm Alice Volk,' she said. I put them
In a cab and took them up to Harlem,
to the best old woman In the world."
"Are they In wont?" asked Oswald.
"They were starving, In rags end
shoeless. The child pulled at my heart
strings. She Isn't quite seven and
small for her age, but the way she
cares for the poor, crippled little
mother—" Andrew laid a gray wig
upon his knee and began to brush it
vigorously. "I don't, want to throw
this Durham youngster out of a job,
though, simply' because I can't endure
her. She's common as dirt, but she
can't help it.
Have you seen the
mother?"
"Yes," said Oswald gravely.
"What feazes me is how we could
delude an audience into believing that
this
sharp-nosed, uncanny-looking,
sbrill-tongued tittle ape could develop
into Miss Wentworth's 'Cordelia.'
They're different breeds entirely."
_ (TO BB CONTINUED.)

A city's electric lights were beginning to blaze through the twilight
when Wentworth knocked at the door
of Merry's dressing room.
"Come!" cried the actor sharply. As Enoch entered he felt a throb of
longing for the old warm friendship.
Andrew's face paled for a moment as
he looked up at bis visitor. He nodded
but did not speak. Kelly, who acted
as Merry's valet during his prosperous
seasons, lifted a heap of garments
from a chair and set It before Enoch,
who took It In silence. Andrew sat
staring Into a mirror while he experimented with a make-up for the
broken-down convict in the third act
He dashed line after line Into bis face,
blending each lightly Into the grease
paint
Nobody spoke—even Kelly
seemed to have fallen under the spell
of quiet He knelt on the floor polishing shoes with stolid Industry. Enoch
wondered curiously what the keen old
Irishman was thinking. He had known
nothing between them but a most fraternal friendship. The silence became
oppressive. At last Wentworth spoke,
"Are you going to be alone soon.
Merry? I want.to have a talk with you
about business."
Andrew did not look up while he answered carelessly, "I'll be alone In a
few minutes. Kelly has an errand to
do at the tailor's. You may go now,"
he added, nodding to the valet; "there's
no hurry about the shoes."
When the old man shut the door behind him Andrew did not turn his
gaze from the mirror. The reflection
of Wentworth's face was close beside
his own. He could see that his visitor
■was ill at ease.
"Well?" he said Interrogatively.
"Can't you turn round and face me
while we talk?" asked the elder man
Impatiently.
Andrew wheeled about and his eyes
met Wentworth's calmly. "Certainly,
I can face you."
j The red surged Into Enoch's face,
then hard lines wrinkled about his
mouth. His mood had changed. He
spoke with brutal consclseness.
"Oswald and I have decided that
there ought to be a few changes made
In the" text of—the play."
""Of your play," corrected Merry.
"There Is one weak point tn It."
Enoch went on deliberately". " 'Mrs.
Esterbrook' draws on the sympathy
of the audience for a few moments
when 'Cordelia' leaves her. A woman
of that caliber could have no such feeling."
"No?"
"No." Wentworth repeated the word
almost furiously. He began to twist
his bands.
"I suppose that act ought to be rewritten."
"Not rewritten,. simply elaborated.
Strike out some lines, put In others."
"Why don't yon doit?"
"Why don't I do it?" Enoch Jumped
to his feet shaken by a sodden impulse
ofT-age. "That's a nice question to ask
me."
"It has never seemed to me there
was anything particularly nice in the
whole situation."
Andrew's tones
were on a calm level.
"We'll leave that out of the question
—altogether," growled Wentworth. "I
should never have Intruded upon you
but for this reason. "You can see the
exigencies of the case. You've get to
retouch the play."
"Twill not lay a pen to the play.",
Andrew..turned as if tho conversation
were at an end and began to pencil
careworn wrinkles on his cheeks.
Enoch tipped his chair back against
Lots of fellows have married for
the wall, -put his feet on the rungs, and
began to think. Nobody knew so well money without being able to collect.
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It
.believed to be capable of all require" 'By gosh,' a henpecked husband
breadth escapes reached Seraing. Thlir movement through a shoemaker, Wilments.
,
said, 'I hear some chaps kicking be- i
was hot accomplished without several liam Carey.
"The main asset of the Russian
cause their wives always have the last
till Uranus.)
"But this man, after he had offered
brushes with the enemy, during which
army la Ivan Ivanoff, the Russian solword. Now, for my part, to give my |
Contains 30% Pure Sulphurmany of their number were wounded. one sacrifice for sins forever, sat
dier. Unimaginative, uneducated, dotas^t|s»lwMans*a>»,l*sa^^
wife the last word never bothers me
down on the right hand of God; from
cile by the circumstances ot bis lot,
a bit.'
henceforth expecting till his enemies
he Is the best material for the manu- WERE BETRAYED IN LORRAINE be made his footstool" (Hebrews
"it don't!'
facture ot the soldier that has to die
" 'No. on tbe contrary, I always feel
Once In a great while'you hear a
10:12, 13). Re shall come to reign at
In heaps. Unimaginative, he Is tena- French Troops Greeted ss Saviors by
thankful when she gets to It'"
man say, "It's a shame to take the
last. In that day, the church will*
People,
Who
Then
Helped
the
cious and fearless; uneducated, be is
money," but he always takes It, just
share his glories as his own- bride.
Germans,
devoid of class ambitions and sensithe same.
Israel will he restored and be a chan>
Prudent.
tiveness; docile,,be may be herded to
"Slier If you will show yourself
Paris.—A dispatch from Bourses nel of blessing to all nations. Wars
death or led to victory with equal lock
and oppression will cease "and the
Important to Mothers
along the line of battle your soldiers
of Interest in the event in which he gives the recital of a French officer
Examine carefully every bottle of
streets of the city shall be full of
will be inspired to perform prodigies
Is but an animal pawn. We speak, of wounded in Lorraine. He sets forth
CASTORIA,
a safe and sure remedy for
—
boys and girls playing in the streets
of valor."
course, of the Russian moujik and not how the Germans were aided by the
Infants and children, and see that it
thereof." "The wolf also shall dwell
."Perhaps
so,-my
dear
general,
but
local
Inhabitants.
of the Poles and Jews that ore servBears the
tbejMSemys gunners might also be inThe officials of villages in Lorraine with the lamb, and the leopard shall
ing against their wills. It Is not likelie down with the kid; and the calf
sperfj to shoot as they have never Signature of
ly that the Russians will experiment greeted the French troops when they
and the young lion and the fatllng toIn Use Por Over 30 Years.
shot before."
with Polish troops In Gallcia or east came into town as saviors.
Children Cry for Fletcher's CastoriNo sooner bad they done this than gether; and a little child shall lead
Prussia.
them.
And
the
cow
and
the
bear
A Short Stay.
'
they would go to the edge of the vilDepends on Railway Service.
"A tramp told me a curious hard
A critic should have a good memory.
"These distinctions, however, do hot lage and hang out French flags, big shall feed; their young ones shall lie
down
together;
and
the
lion
shall
eat
luck
story
yesterday■"
At least be should never forget that
odd to the simplicity of the labors of white sheets, etc., to Indicate to the
straw
like
the
ox.
And
the
sucking
"What
was
it
about?"
he
has faults ot his own.
enemy
the
exact
position
of
the
the general staff,'nor do they make
child shall play on the hole of the asp,
"He said he went to Mexico to work
for the efficiency of the railway serv- French soldiers.
on a rubber plantation atrd ha hadn't C/vasa-v liranulaled Eyelids,
The mayor of one village tapped a and the weaned child shall put his
ice, upon which will depend any sucbeen there a week before he was \J%3W\S Eyes ""nam**! by expocess that Russia could hope for In op- French field telephone wire for the hand on the cockatrice' den. They
shall
not
hurt
nor
destroy*
In
all
my
sure to Sun, Oust and Ms.
benefit of the enemy.
bounced."
erating against her German enemies.
holy
mountain:
for
the
earth
shall
be
A local schoolmaster corxectedd the
"In material the Russians are well
Pm/stksfis g^lyrelievedby
full
of
the
knowledge
of
the
Lord,
as
M—■
V
(79
IjeRemesy. No Smarting,
Insurance Against Appendicitis.
equipped. Though material of war range of the German guns by moving
just Eve Comfort. At
the waters cover the seas" (Isaiah
Lloyds of London" have recently Is- Your •"
"goes a long way, yet It 1B not the last the hands of the church clock.
Druggist's
50c
per Bottle. Murine Eye
11:6-9). A blind girl said she loved
sued a form of Insurance against ap- SalveinTubes25c.ForBookollheEyefr«aA
weight in the balance of success or
the
Book
of
Revelation
the
best,
and
pendicitis.
The
claims
have
become
failure in war. In Manchuria the RusKaiser's Bust Saves Life.
Druggists or Nurlae Eye Kemedy Co., Cklcsge
A delicious combination of rinrer, aromatics
sians had the better material in the
Marseilles.—Among
the
French especially the last three chapters, and French brandy for the relief of cramus, so numerous that they have Sound It
Watltad
*sal»«tn-n wand district
msnaaenij sen
I
paiDs, colds, chills, wealcor*!, nervousness end
necessary to double their premiums.
way of artillery, cavalry and engineer- wounded who have arrived here hi a since the twentieth shows Satan
n antea salesman
u,iiiv„.iui,i_,i.
.MsSw
insomnia. Look for the Owl Trade Mark on
r- - WOth.
ing equipment. It was not the mate, soldier, who has been fighting in Lor- bound, the twenty-first shows the the wrapper, lest you get a cheap, worthless or
beheioniel WoKl i MaculQo Works.WupakuueLa.iA
Lamb
tnWried
and
the
twenty-second
dangerous substitute. Torty years the standard
Better a $10 wedding suit than
rial nor the men behind the material raine. He owes his life to a small bust
of purity, flavor and strength, bold by all
$10,000 breach of promise suit
that failed. It was the directing mind. of Emperor William, which he picked shows Christ reigning.
druggists aad grocers.
*- ,
W. N. U., BOSTON, NO. 37-1914."
And
hear
this
wondrous
word:
"To
Nothing will make the writer believe up In a village school and placed In
him
that
overcometb
will'I'grant
tothat the Russian officers, taken en his haversack. A German bullet struck
masse are good. Those who have grad- the bust and damaged the head. Thus slt with me In.ray throne, even as I
uated through the war schools are of- deflected, the bullet Inflicted only a also.oyercome, and am set down with
my fattier in his throne* (Rev, 3:21). Color more goods brighter and faster color* than anv other dye. One 10c package colors sit fibers. They dye in cold water better than in> nth#*r H«
ten brilliant theorists, but little more. non-fatal wound.
You can dye any garment without ripping »p>rt. WRITE FOR FREE booklet, calendar, blottera, etc. MUP-tgOl: DRUG tOMPANT, Quliicy,«U

FORJVOK
SOREEVES

Overwork drives almost as many
people to nervous prostration as overrest does.

PIMPLES DISFIGURED CHILD
Unionvilie. Me.—"My baby began to
be awrui lussy and little pimples broke
out on his, face and hands. They began to grow larger all the time and
a large scab formed. The child woe
very much disfigured and the itching
and burning were so had that he could
net sleep. The little pimples came to
a white head, then they festered and
became running sores. He would try
to scratch them and I used to keep hi*
hands tied up or he would tear himself
to pieces.
"I tried a treatment and afterward
got some salve bat they didn't do say
good. I then read In the paper of Cutlcura Soap and Ointment. I bought
a bar ot Cuticura Soap and a box of
Cuticura Ointment and the eczema
was soon entirely gone." (Signed)
Mrs. Bessie Leighton, Jan. 31, 1914. •
Cuticura Soap and Ointment sold
throughout the world. Sample of each
f ree.wlth 32-p. Skin Book. Address postcard "Cuticura, Dent; L, Bos ton."—Adv.
Popular Fallacies.
1. That mosquitoes only bite once.
J. That mosquitoes only live one
day.
3. That mosquito bites won't itch it
you don't scratch 'em.
4. That if you hold your breath you
eon catch a mosquito and slay it.
My experience is that mosquitoes
only bite once (in the same place);
that they only live one day (at •
time); that their bites won't itch if
you don't scratch 'em (but rub 'em
with sandpaper and the edge of a* buss.
saw instead); and- that If you hold
your breath you con catch a mosquito and slay it (provided you have
a shotgun in each hand and are a
good shot).

■MIJJlUlllUilfl^-rM

The Wretchedness
of Constipation

Decidedly Unsuitable.

Parson Johnson—Why don't yo' com*
to church, Sam?
'
Sam Shlnn—Nothln' suitable to
wear, parson.
Parson—The Lord won't notice ye
clothes, Sam.
Sam—No, but Deacon Butts might
recognise his shirt, and Bre'r Simpson
his umbrella.—Puck.
Responding to an Invitation. ,
"What is your alma mater, Mr. Nurich?"
"Well, If you Insist, I'll take a cigar."
•—Buffalo Express.
Poverty is no disgrace, but wealth
can't always say as much.
FOOD PACT8
What An'M. D. Learned.

A prominent Georgia physician went
through a food'experience which he
makes public; ~
"It was my own experience that
first led me to advocate Grape-Nuts
food and I also know, from having
prescribed it to convalescents and
other weak patients, that the food Is a
wonderful rebullder and restorer of
nerve and brain tissue, as well as muscle. It Improves the digestion and
sick patients gain very rapidly, just
as I did in strength and weight
'1 was in such a low state that f
had to give up my work entirely, and
went to the mountains of this state,
but two months there did not improve
me; in fact, I was not,quite as wet
as when I left home,
X
"My food did net sustain me and
It became plain that I must change.
Then I began to use Grape-Nuts fobd
and in two weeks I could walk a mile
without fatlgue> and in five weeks returned to my home and practice, taking up hard work again. Since that
time I have felt as well and strong
as I ever did In my life.
"As a physician who seeks to help
all sufferers, I consider It a duty to
make these facts, public." Name given
by Postum Co., Dattle Creek, Mich.
Trial 10 days of Grape-Nuts, when
regular food, does not seem to sustain
the -body, works wonder^ "There's a
Reason."
Look in pkgs. for the famous little
book, "The Road to Wellvllle,"
Ever read the above letter? A Uff
one appears frogs, time to tlase. They
are genuine, trah ••* fall at haasaa
laterest.

1

For the isaet

Glenn's I

»

Beautifies

Is best for your stomach,
bowels and nerves when
upset by hot weather.
Besides, it's always
healthful.

PUTNAM FADELESS DYES

added two more in the seventh for good,
measure.
Cahill furnished the feature play of the
Defeats Matchless In Both Games on
game when he jumped in the air and
MAILS DUE TO ARRIVE.
TELEPHONE SS-2
Labor Day.
knocked down the ball and caught it
. M. 6.45- East and West.
again
before
it
touched
the
gronnd.
9 JO- -West.
Next
Dpor
to Post Office
The usual Sabbath-like stillness of a
. Mi 12.15—East and West.
The score:—
holiday
morning
in
North
Brookfleld,
2.0n_West
f*>
was rudely disturbed early in the morn4.50— East.
ab r Hi tb po a
7.05—Bait and West.
ingt on Labor Day. A stranger in town
Smith
If
4 0 0 0 1
MAILS CLOSE.
would have marvelled at the, discordant Morrison 3b
.41111
. M. 8.00—West.
racket made by the horns and sirens, and Cahill ss
4 0 0 0 3
6.45— East.
Daniels
c
3 2 1 1 5
every
conceivable
kind
of
noise
producer
At Fair Prices
11 JO—East and West.
McCarthy
2b
4
2 111
brought into action by the invading hosts
. M. 1.00—West.
Phelanp
4 10 0 0
4.40— East.
of baseball fans from our rival town of Dragoon lb
2 0 1 1 16
6.00—East and West.
Spsncer. It seemad as if the good Brown 2b
4 0 0 0 0
Mails for East Brookfleld are despatched at
*
Mails
from
Newton
If
10 0 0 0
sports from Spencer had requisitioned
8.41A.M., 11 JO A. M. and 1 P, M. __-_
East Brookfleld are received at 9.80 A. M aud
Allen
If
10 0 0 0
everything and anything capable of being
6.40 P. M.
Ross If
10 0 0 0
Package malls are despatched twice daily as
used as a conveyance to carry, the ardent
follows!—11J0 A. M. East and North, 6 P. M.
32
6 4 4 27 19 5
supporters
of
the
"Matchless"
baseball
Totals,
West and South.
Mails for the Rural Delivery f» closed at 8.15
team to the scene of battle in their neighMATCHLESS.
A. M. and received at 1 JO P. M.
boring hill town. Every baseball sport
The offlM hours will be:—8 80 A. M. to 8 P. M.
ab r lb tb po a e
Holidays, 6 JO to 9.30 A. M. and 5 to 8 P. M.
in both towns had been looking forward Dineen 2b
Charles W. Gates of Franklin, N. H.,
JOHN HOWE, Postmaster,
to
the
battles
scheduled
for
Labor
Day.
Heenan rf
who has been state highway commission. PAUL M. KEANEY, Asst.
The Famous OneThe first game of a series of three had Manning 3b
I
' —— er for five years, was nominated for GovCleary
p
been played in Spencer on August 8th,
Horse Chaise had
ernor of the state, by the Republicans,
Dionne c
NORTH BROOKFIELD.
and the B & R team had come forth vicat their convention on Wednesday. He
beenequippedwith
Mrs Flora A. Gordon, formerly a resi- torious. The "Matchless" supporters Wedge lb
Gagnon If
ls'a farmer, 55 years old, and a cousin of dent of North Brookfleld, died Aug. 30,
had promised to turn the tables by tak- Donovan cf
William Boland and Michael J. How- Mrs Geo. W. Doane and Mrs A. C. Stodat Belle Mead, N. J., at the age of 60 ing both games on Labor Day, the morn- •Fahey
ard have returned to Holy Cross college. dard of this place.
years, of heart failure.
The services ing game in North Brookfleld and the '•Gaudette
The Woman's Union will have a food
Senior Class, N. B. H. S., will be were held at Belle Meade, being attended
34 3 5 6 27 11 5
Totals,
sale at the Chapel, Friday, Sept. 18, from directed the coming school year by Henry "by Frank Odell Gordon, wife and daugh- afternoon game at O'Gara park in Spen123456789
cer. TheB & R rooters were equally
Innings,
It would have been
3 to 5 p.-m.
Doyle as president; Evelyn Clapp, vice- ter, Mrs Grace Gordon Kent and hus00031020 0—6
confident that with their sterling pitcher, B& R
01110000 0-3
The Registrars will have their last meet- president; Marion Lidstone, sec'y-treas. band and friends, and the interment was
a Better Chaise.
Ross, in the box, victory was certain in Matchless
*Batted for Gagnon in 9th.
ing before election on Saturday afternoon It has been voted to have the faculty re- at North Brookfleld on Sept. 2nd, at WalMake your Car a
* 'Baited for Donovan in 9th.
ception on Friday night, Oct. 2. The nut Grove cemetery, in the family lot, the morning game at least.
and evening.
Labor Day dawned bright and fair, and
BETTER CAR
Ralph F. Lane returns to Lynn to-mpr- Junior class has these directors: Presi- Rev. Mr Budd officiating.
and all auspices were favorable when the
Cherry Valley 3, B & R 0.
Mrs Gordon was born in North Brook- gatae was called at 10 a. m. The largest
morow after a month's stay with his dent, Howard Doyle; vice-presidgnt,
by using GOODr
Ethel Chadbourne; secretary-treasurer, field, 60 years ago. She was the daughgrand-parents.
crowd within the memories of the youngYEAR TIRES.
Cherry Valley broke the winning streak
Frances
Doane.
ter
of
John
Henry
Jenks
and
grandW. C. T. tJ. will meet next Friday afer sports was assembled, enthusiam was
The B & R team will play the Boston daughter of Oliver A. and Elizabeth H. at its highest pitch and pandemonium of the B & R baseball team at 12 straight
ternoon at 3 o'clock, with Mrs F. P.
Woven Hose and Rubber Co. team on Jenks, Mr John Henry Jenks being a broke loose when the umpire called "play on Grove St. grounds, last Saturday aftStoddard, Elm street.
TO THESE PRICES."
ernoon, winning by a score of 3 to 0.
the Grove street grounds, at 3.15 to-mor- well known business man in this vicinity.
The household furniture of the late Mrs
ball.
Ross pitched fine ball and errors were reHe enlisted Aug. 28, 1862, and served
row
afternoon.
The
Woven
Hose
team
Morning
Game
$10.24
30
by
3
Mary Belcher will be sold at auction next
has been playing fast ball all the sea- until the end of the war against the conRoss did not have his usual control at sponsible for all three runs made by the
Friday, Sept. 18, at 2 o'clock.
$13.79
30
by
3
1-2
visitors.
Rettig
of
the
Pittefield
eastern
son, winning the championship of the federacy. He was mustered out a ser- the start of the game, and in the first two
Loyal Circle of King's Daughters will Cambridge Industrial League.
$14.66
Mike geant-major and while preparing to leave innings had men on bases with none out league team had the home boys at his 32 by 3 1-2
meet in the parlors of the First church Donovan, a local boy,,is playing first for his home was killed by a guerilla
but tightened up and worked out of these mercy.
$21.31
34
by
4
Tuesday, Sept. 15, at 2 o'clock.
Cahill,
who
has
been
playing
shortstop
base for them. Batteries, B & R, Ross sharp shooter on the battle field at Cedar holes.
$30.63
We regret to hear that Mrs Dana J. and Daniels; Woven Hose, Quinby and Creek, as a comrade and himself were
The only run of the game was made for the B & R was seen in right field for 36 by 4 1-2
Pratt iB at the city hospital, Worcester, Taylor. George D. Moree of Worcester, drawing water from a well.
$36.71
in the fourth inning. Cahill. who was the vis tors, McCarthy taking hiB place. 37 by 5
seriously ill with typhoid fever.
Mrs Gordon left North Brookfleld at an back at his old place at shortstop, ground- The feature of the game was contributed
will umpire.
by Jack Smith, who caught a long foul
The Food Sale which was to have been
Delta Sigma society of the high school early age and thereafter resided at New ed to Manning, who fell while trying to
held by the Woman's Relief Corps, Sept. has organized for the year with York, where she married Atty. Frank field the ball. Daniels bunted and was by S. Kenary, after a hard run. The
score by innings:— -18, is postponed until further notice.
these officers: President, Mildred Lane; Frank Odell Gordon. She was a widow safe as Wedge muffed Fahey's throw, Cal23456789rhe
Mr John B. Ludden, London manager vice-president, Ethel Chadbourne; secre- for the last 25 years of her life, being hill scoring on the play. McCarthy was Cherry Valley 020100000-342
000000000-036 Call at 46 Summer Street
of the Cypher Incubator Company, left' tary and treasurer, Edna Sardam; chair- survived by two children, Mr Frank safe on Wedge's muff of his grounder, B&R
man executive board, Eileen McCarthy; Odell Gordon of New York City, and Mrs but Daniels was nailed by a close play at
town yesterday to return to England.
To see tbe Latest Models of
Grace Gordon Kent, residing at Atlantic the plate. Ross flied to Dion and McDorothy Kriseia, the three months old chief editor, E\alyn Clapp; assistaqt,
FOR RENT
City,
N.
J.
,
<
Carthy,
who
had
lost
all
track
of
the
TENEMENT of 7 rooms, all on second floor
daughter of Mr and Mrs John Kriseia, Agnes Hurley; executive board, senior,
.—
■ ,». .
with wood, coal, and toilet, lltuated ■»
ball, was doubled at first.
~ ,.,-,„,,.
til <r„ nn
died on Wednesday, of infantile paralysis. Minnie Rutherford, junior, Frances
an V8 rnnm
room .-.,.,
cottage
on Vf UGrant
Street. Also
«.(an A*.
The
Bush
Family.
Jack
Smith
was
changed
from
left
field
-'ices.
low St. Town water in botn placeB.
Doane, sophmores, Jennie McNamara,
fl. HAiDEN.
Mrs M. A. Doyle, on Summer St., anS7tf
L.
to right as when Ross' fast ball was hit it 4 Grant St. North Brookfleld.
freshmen, Helen-Murphy.
They will
CORSETS
nounces her f .11 millinery opening, for
DEAR MB LAWRENCE:—
generally went in that direction. The
begin their meetings on Saturday, Oct. 3.
Thursday, Friday and Saturday, Sept.
Some 70 years ago the Bush family was wiBdom of the change was shown when
Or have them brought to your honwS.
Wednesday evening, Sept. 18, North somewhat numerous in your vicinity. I he made a great one handed catch on the
EDWIN T. CHAPIN
10, 11 and 12.
' *. *
by sending word to
***
**"
Brookfleld
Grange
is
to
visit
New
Brainwrite
this
to
mention
its
last
survivor,
so
Miss Stella Cuddy has retnrned in safeedge of the crowd and barely missed anARCHITECT
tree
Grange
and-furnish
a
part
of
the
profar
as
I
know,
Mrs-Sophie
Sutherland
ty from her European trip, landing in
MRS. B. C. GRAVES,
other because the crowd was in the way.
New York on Tuesday, and reaching gram. It is hoped'a large number of the Bush, widow of Charles Bush, now. in
727-728 State Mutual Building, Worcester
The score:—
Representative lor the Brookflelds,
members
will
try
to
go
as
a
good
time
is
her 95th year, for 76 years a resident of
home Wednesday.
B & R
Telephone
always certain for those who visit New Plainwell, Michigan. Says the editor of
Telephone 26-13,
ab . lb tb po
At a meeting of the Grange Auxiliary,
Braintree. Thursday evenidg, Sept. 17, the Kalamazoo Gazette, who went out 12 Smith rf
3 0 112
held Sept. 9, it was voted to bold a Fair
NORTH
BROOKFIELD.
MASS.
there will be an athletic oontest at the miles to see her not long ago, "I found Morrison 3b
4 0
in the town hall on the afternoon and
MRS HELEN MORSE SMITH
4
Grange in charge of Mrs Hattie Brigham. her a dear, charming lady, bright and Cahill ss
evening ol Tuesdayt^ Oct. 27.
2
The musical program will be in charge of vivacious. On her lap was a pad. She Daniels c
2
DRESSMAKING
Miss Mary Holland, Gilbert streat, who Miss Mabel O. Chadbourne. It is hoped was writing. In fact, she spent much of McCarthy cf 2b
3
p
has been teaching in Holden, has accept- there will be a large number present, as her time in writing, having correspon- Ross
3
Dragoon lb
North Brookfleld
11 Prospect St.
ed a position in Pasaaic, N. J., where she "the more the merrier."
dents in England, Scotland, South Africa Brown cf 2b
27
began work Tuesday morning.
Newton
cf
The market of W. J. Iago, on School and Australia. I could hardly believe
Mra Helen Luther, after a successful street, was broken into Monday, while the little lady I saw before me was the
TF you wish to Buy OT Sell'
j 27 1 4 5 27 7 5
Totals
season at Murray Bay, Canada, has re- the place was closed, a'.little change, a lot Mrs Sophie Bush whom I sought. She,
MATCHLESS.
ENGRAVED CALLING CARDS * a farm or village property,
turned to North Brookfleld for the winter, of canned goods, a smoked shoulder, etc., whom I had just met was (apparently)
ab r lb tb po
resuming her business as formerly.
to Hire or Let a tenement,
being taken. Officer Quill was detailed not over 60." Her letters, in phraseol- F. Collette ss
IN SCRIPT OR
The primary election for state and to look up the thieves and was successful ogy and handwriting are models for one Dineen 2b
drop me a postal and I will call
county officers will be held Tuesday even- in fastening the guilt upon two 8pencer at half her age. She-was bom in the Wedge lb
ENGLISH TEXT
ing, Sept. 22. The Btate convention will boys, Cornelius Hayes, 15, and Louis north of Scotland in 1820. In 1839 a Manning 3b
on
you.
Fahey p
H. J. Lawrence, North Brookfield
be in Worcester, Saturday, Oct. 4.
Lareau, 13. Detective Quill went to the voyage across the Atlantic took—not four Dionne c
NEW YORK AND BOSTON CONNECTIONS
Mr and Mrs T. C. Greene and daugh- school in Spencer and Lareau was led to days as now—but four weeks. The voy- L. Collette rf
ter, who have been for two months at confess, implicating Hayes. They will age being recommended for her health, Gagnon If
Donovan ct
tbe home of Mr Greene's parents on appear before a juvenile court in East she sailed with the Messrs Forbes^who •Cleary cf
Telephone-North Brookfleld-2
South Main St., have returned to their Brookfleld next week Friday, Spencer were then in Glasgow purchasing goods * *Heenan cf
officers informed Mr Quill that this was for America. With them was Charles
home in North Attleboro.
32 0 2 2 24 9 -4
Totals
Bush buying sundry gifts for friends in
Miss Florence G. Reed, daughter of Mr not their first offence in this line.
12 3456789
Innings
Oscar Hirbour had a narrow escape Massachusetts. Having a brother and a B&R
00010000*-!
and Mrs Thomas H. Reed, Elm street,
•Batted for Donovan.
has been elected as assistant librarian of from a most serious accident Monday af- brother-in-law in Michigan with the
••Batted for Cleary.
the Free Public Library. She will begin ternoon on Howland hill, East Brook- Messrs Forbes, she went on to them via
both raooer »no steel ores, Buggies,
fleld, while on his way to Spencer with the Erie Canal and Lake Erie. From
her work there to-morrow.
Afternoon Game
Democrat and DeUveryWagoiu, SurDetroit, she says "» small train of cars
reys and Eoad Wagons, both new and
The building known as the "Jenks his auto truck. A small touring car conThe
B&R
boys
made
a
clean
sweep
of
Registered
Embalmer.
second
hand.
was
run
to
Ann
Arbor,
decidedly
plain
Shop," owned by the Phenix Linen mills, taining a Connecticut family, westward
in accommodations." "Jackson, Mar- the season's series by defeating the
A.T
BOTTOM.
PRICES
has been sold to the H. II. Brown Com- bound and a heavier car, also west bound,
shall and Battle Creek were then mere Matchless in Spencer in the afternoon by
bay AMiatuR.
pany. They-will remove it to the rear of were in collision with him at a point
Harness, Bones, Blankets, Whips ana
a score of 6 to 3, before the largest crowd
hamlets. Our hotel was a log cabin, but
oil Cloths. Not too Costly. Sot too
their factory on School street and use it where the road is none too wide. Two
that ever attended a game in O'Gara
Cheap.
children who were in the smaller car the meals were fine."
for storage purposes.
park.
Oinneeted
by
Ling
DUtano*
TeleThe road was largely through dense
were thrown out, and one of them, a
Automobiles^ trucks, teams and cars
Shingles and Roofing Material.
phono.at House and Store.
Mr and .Mrs Charles R. Varney have re- little girl, was seriously injured-about the woods, and where there was mud, the
took about a thousand fans.from here to
turned from tlnir cottage on Quaboag face, but not so that she could not be wheels often sank to the bub. She had
All the different grades. All slaes ot
Heights, where they have entertained for taken home. All three auto* were taore braved the ocean and a thousand miles of the game, and there was a large attendHalls, also,
ance
from
the
Brook
fields,
Leicester
and
a week Mr and Mrs Frank E. Holden of or less damaged—Hirbour's being towed land into Indian country, only to find
BaxBember that my prices are always
j
the lowest. I sell so as to sell again.
East Brookfleld, and Mr and Mrs John home by Fullam's auto truck, and the that her brother passed away 12 days be- Rochdale. *
With
one
out
in
the
first,
Cleary
of
the
Daniel's Bosae Beassdles Always
S. Cole and children of Walpole.
Dr.
other two being taken to Spencer for re- fore she started.
Matchless got second when Dragoon ARTISTIC MONUMENTS
In 1841, she was married to my uncle,
la Stock.
President Wilson-has issued a procla- pairs. There is a great diversity in the
missed Phelan's throw to catch him. He
mation calling on the/people of the United accounts, so that it is a question as to Charles Bush, mentioned above. _ It is scored on Dion's hit to center field.
iTfLsraoxm OAKHAM DC
•AND CEMETERY MEMORIALS|_
States to observe Sunday, Oct. 4, as a day who was to blame for the triple mix-up. often said that now New England is not
MatchlesB added another in the third
In all kinds of
William O. Crawford
to be found there but in the West. She
.
,*.
——
when all God-fearing persons shall rewith two down, when Dineen hit to cenfound., a most excellent class of people
GRANITE
AND
MARBLE
pair to their places of worship, and unite
OAKHAM. ■
Congressman Calvin D. Paige of the
ter, and was forced to second base when
in prayer to Almigh'ty God for the coming Third Congressional District will mail to making the new settlements, such as have Phelau, the B & R pitcher, passed Heeof peace to the warring nations of Europe. all who are interested, copies of four made the vigorous cities of the WeBt and nan and took third when Manning was C A. RISLEY |& ..COMPANY
Ann Arbor the leading State University
hit.
He scored when McCarthy let
Telephone
West Brookfleld.
The minstrel show last Friday evening Bulletins issued by the Department of of the country.
After 75 years there,
Heenan
under the efficient management of the Agriculture that are of interest to house- most useful to American life, in every deary's drive through him.
B & R baseball association was as great wives, especially at this season of the way, this little Scotch»lady is still vigo- also tried tQ score on the play, but was
a success as their former effort in this year, when the canning of fruits, pre- rous at the home where it was my pleas- thrown out, McCarthy to Daniels.
There's a lot
The fourth was the big inning for tbe
linet and drew a full house to the Star. serves, jellies and vegetables is a matter ure to see her 49 years-ago, and now with
difference beOne of
North Brookfield boys. Daniels got a
All the players scored home runs and of importance in many homes.
tween Torte
a son at home, Charles, sons and daughpass
and
reached
third
when
Cleary
these
bulletins
is
devoted
to
Canned
there were no "put outs." The manaLenses and
ters in the cities of Chicago and Detroit,
threw
wild
to
first
on
McCarthy's
infield
Fruits,
Preserves
and
Jellies;
a
second
to
gers have reason to be well pleased with
Flat Lensos
who came home to add to the joy of bethe financial reaulta^fnd all who attended Canning Vegetables in the homer anotlier ginning her 95th. year, having outlived tap. McCarthy made second' on the
besides their
throw.
Phelan
then
laid
one
down
on
feel satisfied that'they got the full value to Canning Peaches on the larm, and the her husband by several years.
slight extra cost,
the third base line. Manning threw for
fturth to Canning Tomatoes at. home and
you extra vision
of the admission fee.
I began bysaying "some70 years ago."
home. The ball hit Daniels on the shoulin club work. To secure a set of these
RE6ISTEHED EMBALMER.
comfort.- They
During those years there were known
The Woman's Guild held an enthusder and rolled toward the stand, allowing
bulletins send a postal card or letter relooking, too. Come
I i Pewonal Prompt Attention Day
iastic, wide-awake meeting Wednesday quest to Congressman Calvin D. Paige, among you the brothers and sisters of him to score, and McCarthy also countor Nhrbt.
us about Toric Lenses.
afiernoon, in the Guild rooms, nearly Room 512, House Office Building, Wash- Charles Bush: Dea. Lyman Bush, who ed on the heave, while Phelan got second
Telephone North Brookfleld No.
with two sons and two daughters helped
every member present contributing their
ua-ii.
ington, D. O. It is not necessary to into make Iowa a great state; Mary, wife in the mixup.
dollar, acquired in some honest manner
Dragoon sacrificed McCarthy to third,
Long Distance Connection.
clude stamps. of
GeorgeF.
Gulliver;
in
New
Braintree,
during tbe summer. A goodly pile of
■ ■*,
Cleary to Wedge, and McCarthy scored
Funerals Personally Directed
Josiah Bush; Hannah, my mother, wife
bills developed, while several members
ERNEST D. CORBiN
NOTICE.
and Bvery Bequiiite Furnwhen Cleary made a wild pitch. Wedge
ished.
o'f
Moses
Thompson-.
There
were
also
not present will undoubtedly be heard
retired
the
next
two
batters
on
ground
OPTOMETRIST
Eleazer
Bush
and
daughter,
Sarah
Ann,
r,«ity
AealstMt.
The assessors .will be in session at their
froji later. Plans for work during the
wife of Luther DeLand; John Bush of balls.
Office
at Dr Ludden's
coining season were also discussed. A r joins under the library, on Thursday, Spencer; William Bush, druggist of WorThe Matchless boys tied the game up
* vote was taken that their annual sale be Sept. 17, from 2 to 5.30 p. m., to con- cester. I recall these of those years.
^Main
Street,
North BrookfkW
in their half, but the B & R took the
NATHAN THOMPSON.
held Tuesday, Dec. 8.
Other organisa- sider claims for abatement of taxes.
lead in tie fifth by scoring a run and
Laurel,
Md.,
Sept.
1914.
R. HATCH, Chairman.
tions please make a note to this effect.
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER I 1, 1814.

All Alike.
A Glasgow school teacher was reWEST BROOKFIELD. viewing the assembled ranks preparaInoffensive Little Fragment Created
tory to marching them to their classes
Something Like Consternation In
PECULIAR GAME OF "FOOTBALL" the other morning. As he walked up
Mrs Rialey slid Mrs Webb entertained
►BLUE DAHTER" A TERROR TO
Section of Omaha.
and down the lines he noticed on*
IN SOUTH AMERICA.
at the Golf Club last Saturday afiernoon. I
CHICKS AND PROTECTORS.
boy whose boots had not been blacked,
Col. and Mrs Albert Towar, Detroit,
Even if an official statement has
and who was standing slightly in front
M'tch., are visiting Mrs Towar'e mother,
been given out that a mouse was reof the others.' Wishing to shame him
Among the Odd Things Observed by
into methods of neatness, the teacher
Mrs Sarah 1'icrce.
Many Wrong* May Be Laid at the sponsible for ringing the bell in the
Theodore Roosevelt In HI* Travsteeple
of
North
Presbyterian
church,
exclaimed: "The boy with the dirty
Door of Thla Innocent Appearing
Paul H. Miner, Brockton, visited his
el* Thl* sport l* Noted a*
the policemen of the district, as well
boots, step back into line," And
Bird—Ha*
Given
Race of
parents, Mr and Mrs George H. Wright,
Worth Recording,
as most of the residents in the neighstraightway (says the Glasgow New*)
Hawka Bad Reputation.
over Labor day.
borhood, cannot quite figure how it
the whole line shuffled back a pace!
Mr and Mrs Uay V. Bascom ol FitchWell, these Pared* Indians enthuwas done. The bell was disconnected
When
the
"blue
darter"
darts
sevsiastically
play
football
with
their
burg, were guests of Mr and Mrs Julius
at the request of. Rev. John R. Mackey,
eral things happen. Most likely pan- pastor of the church, last January, and heads. The game Is not only native
Safer Way to Turn.
Thompson, Main St., over Sunday.
demonium will break loose right away, since then has not been ringing the to them, but I have never heard or
You've noticed that every time a
C. Harold Bisley, son of Mr and Mrs PLYMOUTH ROCK IS POPULAR
and the farm will become the stage, j nours aa marked by the clock in the read of its being played by any other party of Joyriders comes to grief it 1*
C. A. Risley, has commenced his work as
for one of this most famous oharac- gteeple.
tribe or people. They use a light hol- because the motor car "turned turtle.
principal of the high school at Mendon.
Greatest Recommendation on Farm l» tor's most melodramatic scenes. In all
Even the lieutenant in the police low rubber ball, of their own manu- Now, If some of these speeding car*
Excellent Growth Made by the
Robert Edson started for Montreal,
the country there is no other one station suffered froni the "creeps" and facture. It is circular and about eight would turn tortoise and slow down,
Young Chickens. ,
creature capable of starting so much visions of a phantom bellringer and Inches in diameter. The player* are so-called valuable lives might fet
Monday, to beeome an assistant in Chemcommotion as this innocent-looking a ghost In the belfry. When tele- divided Into two sides, and stationed saved.—Chicago Tribune.
___
istry, in McGill Uniyerty, during the
(By O. ERF.)
bird, sometimes called the "blue dab- phone calls began to come into the much as in association football, and
coming school year.
The American breeds of poultry ber," because, as the farm wife ex- station he dispatched four reserves the ball Is placed on the ground to
William Sheehan, a member of this have been made by the mixing of Asi- plains, he dabs down from nowhere
put In play, as in football. Then a
to the church.
season's A. A. local team, covered second atic and Mediterranean, or non-set- and takes the prettiest little white
When they arrived they found that player runs forward, throws himself
base for the B & R of North Brookfleld ting breeds of fowls. They have been chick of all the hen's brood. In books John Effener, the' sexton, had made flat on the ground and butts the ball
FOR SALE
formed to meet the demand for a this pirate of the air has the name of an investigation and could find noth- toward the opposite side. This first
against Cherry Valley, Saturday.
The Town and Village Improvemen general-purpose chicken, and they ful- Cooper's hawk, scientifically speaking, ing in the tower to explain the sudden butt, when the ball I* on the ground,
At the upper and lower ends of Lake
clanging of the bell. Four "shaky" never lifts It muoh and It roll* and
club held a special meeting in the Wheel- fill this demand better than any breed Acciplter Cooper.
The truth of that old farm story policemen and the sexton climbed the bounds toward the opponents. One or Lashaway, East Brookfleld, Mass.
er and Conway building, Saturday night, thus far considered. These breeds are
more variable in traits than breeds about the woman who turned over narrow ladder leading to the belfry two of the latter run toward it; one
and applcations for membership were
For particulars inquire of WILLIAM
with more years of uniform ancestry the churn on the cat, which Jumped and with police lanterns began an in- throws himself flat on his face and
presented.
to their credit. If strict selection is and scratched the dog, which fright- vestigation. While they were looking butts the ball back. Usually this butt FULLAM, North Brookfleld, Mass.
Mr and Mrs Alfred W. Disney and son not maintained the American varieties ened the calf and made It run into the bell clanged again.
lifts it, and it files back In a corv*
5w31
Paul, of Beverly, were guesfc of Mr and are Inclined to vary and revert to an- the hive of bees, which all but stung
Expecting every minute to see an well up In the sir, and an opposite
Mrs W. L. Kendrick, Central St., on cestral types. This would at first seem her husband to death Is that the apparition, the polio* kept at their player, rushing toward it, catches It
Labor-day, also Mr and Mrs Frank Dis- a disadvantage, but in the hands of a whole thing was started by this same examination and discovered that a on hi* head with such a swing of
FOR SALE
careful breeder this tendency to vary Innocent looking bird. He had darted. cog In the clock had been shifted by his brawny neck, and such precision
ney of Worcester.
may be turned into good account in The chickens did a perfectly natural a small bit of hide, making tt possi- and address, that'the hall bounds
TO SETTLE AN ESTATE
Edward K. Haskins, selectman, who Improving the breed.
thing in setting up a disturbance try- ble for the bell to ring. An examina- back through the air a* a football A very desirable house and barn situated on St.
underwent an operation at Worce»ter
The barred variety of the Plymouth ing to escape the dart. And next to tion showed that the hide was part of soars after a drop kick. If the ball John St. j comer lot house has seven rooms In
(rood repair, with gas, etc. (iood garden, severcity hospital, returned to his home on Hock is the original Plymouth Rock, the baby's cry, the Bound that travels
a mouse which evidently had been en- flies off tp one side or the other It is
fruit trees, excellent place for raising hens,
Mechanic street Friday afternoon, in and is, perhaps, all things considered, quickest to the good housewife's ear tangled In the delicate clock mechan- brought back, and again put into play. al
etc. For particulars inquire of
•34
P. J- DANIELS
the most popular breed in this coun- la her poultry's S. O. S.
Daniel Mason's automobile.
ism which controls the bell. The po- Often it will be sent to and fro a
Miss Florence Johnson will return to
Several other wrongs are laid at licemen still are wondering, however, dozen times, from head to head, until
TO RENT
the feet of Acciplter Cooper besides how the mouse did the hlckory-dlok- finally It rises with such a sweep that
her duties in Boston, as librarian for the
SECOND FLOOR.. Tenement of six rooms
the dead chicken and all the attend- ory-dock feat, for the works of the it passes far over the heads of the ONwith
Twentieth Century club, after a month's
steam heat, bath and electric lights.
D. F. VfIN8K)W,
ant evils. He has been the cause of clock are several feet off the floor and opposite players and descends behind
visit with her parents, Mr and Mrs Chas.
School St.
2W334
them. Then shrill, rolling cries of
all the other hawks getting a bad are held up by supports.
W. Johnson, West Main street.
name. Many a big, peaceful, redThe clock was stopped last January good-humored triumph arise from
FOR SALE.
Dr W. R. Smith will sell a fine lot of
tailed hawk has been shot because at the request of Rev. Milo Bates, rec- the victors, and the game instantly ONE Runabout buggy, to good paint, for f 18
cattle, horses, automobile, farming tools,
One rubber trimmed harness, 87 00.
of his smaller relative's reputation tor of the Church of, the Intercession. begins again with fresh zest.
--j
P. O. Box 683, No Brookfleld. .
and household furniture at auction, Wedfor chicken stealing.
Now, this big The parish' house of that churoh Is
There are, of course, no such rule*
nesday, Sept. 23d, at 10.30 a. m. This is
hawk Is not such a moral fellow that across the street, and when Mrs. Gates a* in a specialized ball game of civiliCASOLINE ENCINE FOR SALE.
he will not steal a chicken once in was III last winter the ringing of the sation, and I saw no disputes. There
the stock from Glen Echo and Indiam
Fairbanks gasoline
a while, but he's honest-hearted, pre- bell annoyed her, and it was stopped. may be eight or ten, or many more EIGHT-HORSE-POWEB
Leap farms.
engine for Bale cheap if taken at once.
PIHEOKOFT GREENHOUSES.
The ball is
ferring gophers, mice, sparrows and The bell was not attached to the clock players on each side.
Glen Echo farm, situated on the North
East Brookfleld.
33
insects. So great is his appetite for again because residents of the neigh- never touched with the hands or feet,
Brookfleld, road and owned by Dr. W.
different farm pests that a chicken borhood said It was a nuisance.— or with anything except the top of the
FOR SALE
R. Smith was sold Friday to Albert Hurnow and then Is only small wages for Omaha Bee.
head. It Is hard to decide whether to
Democrat Wagon, with canopy top,
tle of Pepperell. The homestead of 120
wonder most at the dexterity and A GOOD
his good services.
.
is for sale by JOHN KBUSSELL,
North Brookfleld
acres also includes house, barn, silo, henWoman'* Long Dog-Sled Trip.
strength with which It is hit or butted
But there is another hawk which
house and shop assessed for $3600, Mr
The cold and frozen Arctic had no with the head, as It comes down
shares with the "blue darter," not only
his evil reputation, but also goes so particular terrors for Mrs. J. L. Bond, through the air, or at the reckless
TENEMENTS TO RENT
Hurtle pjans to take possession soon.
far as to deserve it, being a confirmed wife of Captain Bond, who has re- speed and skill with which the players THREE or Four good tenements, centrally loDr, Smith will move to North Brookfleld.
cated, of lour,"five or six rooms each from
chicken and bird killer. This is the turned to San Francisco with her hus- throw themselves headlong on the SO to §11 per month. Inquire or ARTHUR C.
Pupils of Miss Evelyn M. Edson and
Barred Plymouth Rock Hen.
sharp shinned Acciplter Velox, which band and the Thirtieth regiment of ground to return the ball if it comes BLISS at;Nortlr Brookfleld Savings Bank.
Miss Susan W. Bill, teachers in the prim36
is about half the size of the other infantry from a two years' stay In low down. Why they do not grind
ary department .of the Congregational try at the present time. Its origin Is Acciplter.
off their noses I cannot imagine. Some
Alaska at Fort Qlbbon.
commonly
given
as
a
cross
between
FOR RENT
Sunday school, were entertained on the
Mrs. Bond entered enthusiastically of the players hardly ever failed to
The case of the hawks is just an,-,, furnished or unfurnished tenesum.)
lawn at the home o{ Miss Edson, Cottage the black Java and the American Do- other one which goes to show that it into the sports of the region of the catch and return the ball if it came In NICE
lment of three rooms; everything needed for
minique. Besides the Java other Asl- :
housekeeping. All conveniences on one floor.
street, Friday afternoon, from 4 to 6
atic blood has probably been used in j won't do to put all people of the midnight sun, snow, and perpetual their neighborhood, and with such a Bent re.eon.%1e. Apply to^^ F()gTEE
o'clock. Twenty children were present making the breed. The Plymouth same name In the same class. One Ice, becoming an expert skier and vigorous toss of the head that it often
"
and took part in storks and games. Re- Rock is more like the Asiatic than Mr. Hawk may be a chicken thief and something of a musher. The longest flew in a great curve for a really as- Spring St. '
freshments were served.
Uka the European chicken. It ap- another Mr.. Hawk may be a strenu- and most perilous trip which she took tonishing distance.—Theodore Rooseous worker for the public welfare, and was made with her own dog team in velt, In Scrlbner's Magazine.
FINE Upper Tenement of seven rooms in Bui Myron Allen Richardson, West Brook- proaches In size and fattening qualithat's jjnst the fact about; this bird company with Mrs. R. H. Pearson and
lard house on cushing St.. steam heat, bathfield, and Hattie Beatrice Morse of^Dor- ties the Cochin or Brahma, but baa family. In fairness to the hawks It two expert guide* from Fort Gibbon
room, etc
Apply to Herbert E. Camming
Seine
Broke;
Fish
Got
Away.
chester, were quietly united in mapSage lost the excesslvefeatherlng, slownes* should be remembered that most of to Fairbanks, then to Chena Hot
After having been for eight weeks
' by Rev. C. W. Loomia at his home in of growth, and general clumsiness of them are our efficient friends. The Spring and back to Fort Gibbon, a dis- on the Cape Shore fishing grounds off
those breeds. The greatest recomFOR RENT
North Leominster at high noon Thursmendation for the Plymouth Rock on two Accipitars mentioned are the.onl* tance of 650 miles. The thermometer Nova Scotia seeking mackerel the ONE COTTAGE of nine rooms to rent on
schooner
Veda
McKown
day, the double ring service being uesd. the farm is the excellent growth made outlaws of the family commonly stood between 40 and BO below zero fishing
Maple St., one tenement of six rooms
to rent
A
during the whole of the trip. Mrs. reached the fish pier with only 5,009 on second floor on BouthMain St. gR[y*°
Mr Loomis was a former pastor and an by the young chickens. In this quality known over the United States.
36
North
Brookfleld
Save
your
ammunition
for
the
large,
fresh
and
127.
barrels
of
salted
Bond
says
she
enjoyed
every
mile
of
intimate friend of the groom. Mr Rich- they have no superior. The Plymouth
ardson has been a life long resident of Rock pullets are good layers, but as "blue darter" and his smaller kins- the trip and refused to admit that mackerel in her hold.
Crew members complained of the
NOTICE
West Brookfleld and a progressive farm- yearling hens are prone to turn the man. That's the advice of those who there was anything hazardous In it.
All persons who have left watches for repairs
know the hawks. Observation and ex- They were well provided with food hard luck encountered during the trip,
er. The bride wore a traveling suit of feed into fat rather than eggs. Anat the jeweliy store of the late Wiutam E.
and after the schooner had tied up cir- Hobbs will please call upon Geo. R. Hamant,
amination have shown that all the and covers.
brown, and has passed the greater part other objection to the barred variety members of these two tribes are hopewithout delay.
culated that the breaking of a seine Gilbert St.,' for same,
GEO. R. HAMANT, Adm.
of her life in Boston and vicinity, and is is the difficulty in keeping the breed lessly guilty of the murder of domescost them about 12,000. The schooner North Brookfleld, Mass., Sept. 4.1914.
Files Disliked In Denmark.
an active worker in church and Sunday true to the standard type. The pure- tic fowls, game birds, songsters and
On the .billboards of Copenhagen, encountered a large school of mackerbred birds are required to have even
school.
appears the sign, "The moBt danger. el off Canso. The seine boat was
and distinct bars of the same shade other feathered friends.
True
it
is
that
both
the
Accvplters
"NO TRESPASS" NOTICES.
ous of all animals is not the lion, the quickly launched and within a short
Children's night was observed by the in male and female. These are diffiaball Hereafter keep constantly on hud
Grange, in G. A. R. hall, Wednesday cult points to mal- ♦atn, and resort IB do kill a sparrow now and then. In tiger or the reptile, but—the fly." This time had circled the school with the WE ready-printed
notices on cloth, luitaDW
night. The program consisted of Indian often made to -double mating or the this way they seem -to think they can is the means Herr Falck uses In seine. However, the seine broke as it or posting in tbe open air,
make up for the harm they do. Per- waging a campaign against flies.
was pursed, and all except the 5,000
JOIIHNAL Office, Worth Brookfleld
scenes by Frederick Blake, Bert Haskins, keeping of two breeding pens, one to
haps they could if they killed epar.
Herr Falck is -the bitterest enemy mafkerel which the schooner brought
.Frank and Edward Clark, Sherman Can- produce cockerels and the other pul- rows enough. But they don't. The
the fly has in Scandinavia, and his one escaped.
terbury, Carey,' Gilbert and William lets.
The fishermen estimated that there
sight of either of them should be the ambition is to see a flyless Denmark.
Fitzgerald, with story telling by FrederThe white and buff l"^* Bi-nal for 6Very farmer to snatch his To preach his new crusade he has or- were fully twenty thousand fish in the
Rocks
are
later
products
than
the
*
tQ
km
But
he
s&ould
ick Blake. A Butterfly drill by Hattie
ganized in Copenhagen the first com- school, and each of the 15,000 that
^ Qf ^ Mm^
Clark, Henrietta Webb, Alberta Cutler, barred variety. Much of what has- *
OF REAL ESTATE
plete fly exhibition in the world. It got away would hare been worth 15
been said will apply to these also. The
Olive Allen, Ruth Smith, Winnifred
contains every kind of weapon yet in- cents at the fish pier, that being the
BROOKFIELD, MASS.. Sept. 1, MM.
following differences might be noted:
price
quoted
for
large,
fresh
mackerel.
vented for trapping, poisoning or
Woodward, Edith Greene, Eleanor Mor- The white variety is free from thd
Duel Wat Called Off.
The owners and occupants.- of the following
described parcels of real estate situated in the
gan, Evelyn Robinson and .Helen Canter- color objection of the barred type.
A young bachelor who was staying smashing flies. Most of these contown of Brookfleld. in the county of Worcester,
Monocle as a Courage Insplrer.
bury, with music and singing by Miss but the objection to the fattening ' 8j a fashionable spa near Dresden was trivances come from the United
and Commonwealth of Massachusetts, and the
Jack
Heaton
Armstrong,
an
aristopublic are hereby notified that the taxes thereon
MarjorieJ. Cutler; recitations by Sher- tendency applies to hens of this va- challenged to a duel by the husband of States.
cratic young Englishman, has just re- severally assessed for the years hereinafter speciAn
old
superstition
that
Herr
Falck
fied, according to the list committed to me as
man Canterbury and Mildred Walker. rlety perhaps more forcibly than to a young woman with whom he bad
turned home from Albania with a Collector of Taxes for said Brookfleld by the
hopes
torid
the
people
of
Is
that
a
Refreshments were served. The commu- the barred. Buff Plymouth Rocks flirted. The bachelor, who Is an
story of the awe in which hlB monocle Assessors of Taxes, remain unpaid, and that the
Christmas
fly
brings
good
luck.
A
undivided part of said landtafnciarit to
te in charge of the evening was Mrs Car- will probably average smaller than pert amateur boxer, replied that the Christmas fly, according to Herr was held by the unsophisticated sol- smallest
satisfy said taxes with the Interest and all legal
rie Allen, Mrs Lindsey Smith and Mrs the other varieties of the breed. Al- challenge was accepted under the Falck, is the potential mother of 195,- diers of the Moret, while he was in costs and charges, or the whole of said land if
no person offers to take an undivided part therethough a solid-colored bird, they, like usual conditions—namely, choice of
'Webster L. Kendrick.
312,500,000 descendants In the course command of a field gun used against of will be offered for sale by public auction, at
all buff breeds, except the buff Co- weapons. His choice was for fourthe office of the Collector of Taxes, in the Town
the rebels.
of
the
summer
season.
House tnsaid Brookfleld, on
chins, will be found difficult to breed ounce boxing glove*. The husband
Armstrong, who is a brother of the
For Tired Nerves.
of one color, owing to the tendency to sent word that "the matter may now
private
secretary
of
Prince
William,
MONDAY, SEPT. 28, 1914,
Filipino* Play Baseball.
Plenty of steep and plenty of fresh possess black or white In the wings be considered as settled."
Baseball 1* now played In every part set out from Alesso with Chief Prenk at Two O'clock P. M., for the payment of said '
air will do all the necessary doctoring and tall.
with Interest, costs and charges thereon,
of the Philippine archipelago, and the for the relief of the prince, then be- taxes,
for the tired nerves. Old Mother Naunless the same shall be previously discharged.
To Mend Celluloid.
number of persons actually engaged sieged in his capital. Prenk had 2,000
ture Is very kind to her children unAny article made of celluloid may be in it la remarkably high. Practically men and one field gun. Armstrong HARRIET A. PLIMPTON.
less they fly In her face. For disobe- CEMENT FLOORS KEEP CLEAN
mended with collodion. Scratch the
(Now supposed to be owned by Sarah D. Hall.)
every school In the Islands has a commanded the gun.'
dience to her she metes out severe
broken
edges to be mended with a team and some more than one. ThirA certain tract of land situated in that part of
No matter how hot the fire, the solpunishment, but to her obedient Dropping* Easily Scraped Off and Foul
said
Hfbokneld called Podunk and bounded as
sharr>*nife
until
a
smooth
surface
is
Smells Avoided—Cheaper Than
daughters she 1B the best of nurses.
ty or more provinces have their pro- diers never deserted the gun, which follows:—Northerly orflandot the heirs of W.
secured.
Apply
the
collodion
and
H.
Oouldingi easterly on land of Mary D. Nichwas
aimed
and
fired
by
the
monocled
Anything Else.
And sleep and oxygen will freshen up
vincial leagues among the- schools,
ols ; southerly on land of George E. Bemsen: and
press tightly together for several minand rejuvenate the tired body.
and these are supplemented by lnter- Englishman. As they had never seen westerly on land of John F. Smith, containing
The cement floors in poultry houses utes. Let stand at least twenty-four provlnclal leagues. In Manila, where a monocle before they thought It es- about 8 acres.
of 1912, W.46.
are the best possible kind, for many hours. Liquid court plaster will an- the chief offices of the government sential to aiming, or a kind of range Tax
Tax of MID, 11.30.
reasons. They will last much longer, swer as well, since the main ingredi- are located, there Is an interurban finder. Armstrong did not dispel their
Heirs or Devisees of Richard Flynn.
MORTGAGEES' SALE OF REAL ESTATE. can be kept cleaner, and as they have ent is collodion.*
'
league running scheduled games Illusion.
By virtue o( a power of sale contained in a cerA certain triangular piece of land sltuatod'or.
throughout the season; an Industrial
tain mortgage given by Rosy Morrison and no space beneath to admit the air, are
Mill street tn the center village of said Brookfleld
Some Famous Italians.
New* on the Ocean.
diaries Morrison as husband ol Rosy Morrison much warmer. The droppings can be
and described as foliows;-Beglnning at the
league composed of teams from the
to Theodore Blouln. dat.nl May 27th. ls*>. and
northeasterly
corner thereof on said Mill street
Volta
and
Galvani
made
great
conThe first transatlantic liner to pubemployes of the various large indusrecorded with the Worcester District Registry of scraped with a mop and hot water
by land of Kate Eaton, thence southwardly by
., trlbutions to the science of electricity, trial companies of the city, and the lish a newspaper made up Ot wireless land
Deeds, book 1613, Page 275. for breach of the con- often enough to keep down all smells,
of said Eaton to land of the Boston and
ditions thereof and for the purpose of foreclosing and as they can be wiped almost en- 1 but Garibaldi was not a scientist His
Ballroad Company; thence westwardly
Manila Baseball league, a professional items was the American liner St. Paul. Albany
the same, will be sold at public auction, on the
by land of said Company to said M II street:
It was 14 years ago while Mr. Mar- and
premises, in the town of North Brooklicld. Massa- tlrely dry there Is less dampness ' energies all ran in the direction of bat- organization.
thence northeasterly by said Mill street to
chusetts, on Monday, September 28th. 1M4. at about. When cement Is so cheap and 'tie for the social and political emancon! was crossing the Atlantic on that the place of beginning. Containing about %
eleven o'clock In the forenoon, all and singular
__
vessel that he personally directed the acres.
the premises conveyed by said mortgage deed. so easily used any man can do the | clpatlon oT humanity, especially of his
Tax of 1912. 12.23.
Mis* Nothing.
Tax
of
lfna.fc.15
own
countrymen.
If
you
have
not
alIssuing
of
the
first
number
of
the
""AcertaTn parcel of land sitatued on the wester-! work himself, which makes it cheaper
Redd—The Sarnla (Ontario) CanaTransatlantic Times, the first wireless Heirs or Devisees of William F. Llnton.
ready done so you should read the life
ly side of 8t. John Street, in said North P,rook- ti,Bn Hnvthlne plan tn h« had
dian says that "Thomas Collins of the
field bounded and described as follows: Begin- than anytning else to oe nao.
newspaper published at sea. Such pubof Garibaldi—the most popular name
ning at tin' southerly corner, thereof, thence j
—
:—■
first concession of Biddulph township,
A certain tract of meadow land situated on the
lications now Include the Dally Bulle- Quuhoag river in said Btookneld and bounded
northerly by said street about two rods to the :
_. .
. Cocklll.ei.
In the history of modern Italy.—ChiQ
who 1B ninety-nine and one-half years
center of a driveway as uow used; thence west»et n"> "' l^ocKereis.
tin of the Cunard line. Das AUantische as follows:—Southwardly on said river and land
erly by and through the middle of said driveway j
^ lot of young cockerels, which are cago Examiner.
old, has Just commenced taking music
of Samuel E. Weld; eastwardly on land of Anee
Tageblatt of the Hamburg-American L. Twlfhell and land of Theodore Eaton; northlo land of Rosaline Riburdy; thence southerly
lessons.
by land of said Rlbardy and land of Augustus to be marketed eventually, should be
and the Ocean Times of the White wardly on land of the Boston Mid Albany Ra IIcintriu to laiui id George Delniore;.thence east- gotten rid of Just as soon as possible
rond Company; aud westwardly on land of said
Greene—I hope some one will call
Fortunate
People.
erly by said Boimore land to the place of beginStar line. On the Pacific on the steam- Railroad Company and land of the heirs of
It has been rightly said that "the Thomas' attention to the tango.
ning Being the same premises conveyed to me for broilers or roasters, according to
George Henry Allen. Containing about 53 acres.
ers
running
to
Alaska
the
Wireless
by Olive Morrison by deed recorded in the Wor- their size, and should be well fattened fortunate people—the trul" fort'" its
of 1912, *5.69.
cester pist. Reg. of Deeds. Said premises will
Herald is published. The stations at Tax
Tax Of 1913, t6,«.
—are not so much those who succeed
■
Soaked.
be sol* subject to all Hens, unpaid taxes and before being marketed.
Poldhu and Cape Cod furnish most of
ARTHUR F. BUTTERWORTH.
town assessments if any exist thereon. 1200 will
Freshman—Why don't they wear
In life as those who succeed In living."
Collector of Taxes for the Tpwn of
be required to be paid in cash by the purchaser at
the wireless news received on board
Bight living is a beautiful art, made watches with full dress?
Don't Forget Whitewash.
Brnokfield for the years 1912 and
the time and place of sale; ballance to be paid on
the transatlantic liners In regard to
delivery of the deed within six days thereafter, I
1918.
Dormlte—No on* could get them
Don't forget to use the whitewash up of courage and^kindness and hard
™
THEODORE BLOUIN, Mortgagee.
B».U.t8
t
what Is going on on shore.
I brush with some good lime about the work and true religion; and It is open both at one*.
Thomas L.Brown. Attorney.
North Brookfleld. Ausust 27. 1»M ^ g # ^
an «v»rvtMMiv—*hil«w»*«H
chicken house, stable and cellar.

PIRATE

OF THE AIR

QUITE A HARMLESS "GHOST"

ONLY THE HEAD USED

DESIRABLE HOUSE LOTS

Callector'sSale

M

"The Potter and the Clay" will be the
theme of Rev. Mr Budd's sermon Tiext
Sunday morning, which will be preceded
by a talk to the children. In the evening at 7 there will be a fine illustrated
lecture on Germany in the time of Martin Luther. Good music. All are welcomed
Miss Mellen, a niece of Mrs E. D.
Bateheller, was in town this week, having Just returned from a European trip.
She says she was treated with every possible courtesy on the continent, but had
the* hardest time leaving the country.
She sailed from Dieppe in, France, and
was obliged to wait at the dock from 6
p. m. to 3 a. m., for a steamer that was
promised to sail at 7, but had as pleasant a passage over as could have been expected under the circumstances.

[ Reprinted by Reauest ]
Death ol Mrs Gordon.

B & R WINS SERIES.

The Village Grocery

THE BEST GOODS
All Fruit in its Season

IF

Goodyear Tires
Stop! Look! Listen!

W. F. FULLAM

SPIRELLA

REAL ESTATE

CHARLES E. BATCHELLER

FRED C. CLAPP

Funeral Director

Carriages, Stanhopes, Concords

Tome

CHARLES S. LANE,

Furnishing Undertaker
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BROOKFIELD TIMES

BROOKVIELD TIMES
Although the military official pro- Complegne, resulting in the retreat
TEXT OF AGREEMENT TO
fess to believe that the Germans have of the Teutons.
Tiie German extreme right and cennow ( ^nitely abandoned the plan to
MAKE NO SEPARATE
ter
marched
steadily
toward
Paris
besiege Paris, the work of preparing
PEACE.
for possible attack continues. No one I down the valley of the Olse and their
except soldiers is permitted within i cavalry detachments even reached
LONDON.—Following Is the
the chain of forts, and the narrow j Clermont, 35 miles from Paris, and
text of the protocol signed by
gauge railroads connecting the various j the roar of their guns was heard in
the representatives of Russia,
defenses are filled with trains coming j Chantilly, but 20 miles from the meFrance and Great Britain:
and going, transferring men and sup-! tropolis.
•■
London, Sept. S, 1914.
I It is the conviction of all who have
D]jes
Ths undersigned, duly author,
The military expert of the -Times" studied-the matter that the Germans
ized thereto by their respective
I will leave before Paris only enough
French Fortress Falls and German's sums up the situation as follows:
governments, hereby, declare as
"The Allies have very promptly ito make a sortie Ineffective and then
follows:
Capture Prisoners, Hundreds of seized the correct moment for an of- i continue the effort to drive back the
The British, French, and Rusfenslve return and according to the i allies and seek to cut off their lines
Guns and Vast Stores of
sian Governments mutually enlatest news have opened a general ' of communication,
gage
not to conclude peace sepSupplies
attack to the German army on a front j So far as the bombardment of Paris
arately during the present war.
extending between Verdun and Paris, j'» concerned, it is believed that the
The-three governments agree
It is supposed that the whole force of' Germans will pursue the same plan
that, when the term,s of peace
the Allies are In line, with the excep- j that they adopted so successfully at
CZAR'S ARMY FORCES
come to be discussed, no one
tion of the troops which are holding I Liege and Namur—namely, to conof the Allies will demand condiCENTRE OF AUSTRIANS back the army of the Crown Prince of j centrate their great^slegs /™J>pon
tions
of peace without the preone or two of the Jaws and by breakBavaria in Lorraine."
vious agreement of each ef the
ing
them
down
open
a
clear
way
into
The numerical superiority which
other Allies.
has hitherto been so great an asset In the city, which can only be opposed
In faith whereof the unsigned
the German calculations no longer ex- by the garrison In a hand-to-hand
have signed this declaration and
ists, and in fact, the allied forces are | fl*"nt.
have affixed thereto their sesla.
German Indemnities
equal, even If not somewhat superior,! The Germans feel confident. It Is
!
Done at London In triplicate
to the German armies.
believed, through the r experiences so
Total $140,000,000
this
fifth day of Ssptember,
There is an unconfirmed report here i'". that their superior numbers-will
nineteen
hundred and fourteen.
that the German commanders request- >ake them quickly masters of Paris
(Signed) E. GREY,
ed an armistice to bury the dead, and ; by this method of attack,
London.—The Standard says:
(British Secretary for Foreign
that Gen. French, who is commanding I Emile Almond, President of the F
Indemnities exceeding a total of
Affairs.)
the Allies left wing, would not con- I nance Committee of the Senate and I
£28,000,000
($140,000,000)
alPAUL CAMBON,
sent fearing it was a ruse to gain I "° authority oh military affairs, an-,
ready have been demanded by
n unce d t0
n
3pa ers that
a
(French Ambassador to Great
time for bringing up reenforcements.! °
.
*« **
P
'«-' '
the Germane frem the towns
,
_
j circumference of 150 miles around the .
Britain.)
BENCKENDORFF,
and districts they have occuLondon.-Along a 160-mile line two j intrenched camp of Paris is defended j
la
pied.
(Ruaslan Ambassador to Great
million men are battling in France * W"I""™"'*,, JL*LS^LC:
in what may decide the fate of the ""y sheltered and capable of crossBritain.)
The demands are as follows:
Kaiser's campaign against Paris.
I «»I the fire so as to defend ell .p..
Brussels,
£8,000,000;
Liege,
The French War Office, in its an- P™aches. The batteries, he said, are,
£2,000,000;
Louvaln, £4,000;
nouncement, said that a general in-1 connected with ™» ' *>I»t-kr miles
Province of Brabant, £18,000,gagement was being fought on a line ot narrow-gauge railway track.,
000; Lille, £28,000; Amiens,
through Nanteuil-Le Haudouin, Meaux,
Paris _Amlen5> ^ capItal ^ ^
£40,000; Roubaix and TourcoSezanne, and Viti y-Le-FrancoIs and
ing, £40,000. A number of less
Department of the Somme, has been
extending to Verdun.
important towns also were
captured by the Germans and the
This, the most important battle
fined various small sums.
Somme Valley has been lost to the
since the war began, with the pos- Allies. Le Fere, one of the weaker Nlcolalsff and Mlkolaljow, 28-Miles
South of Lemberg, Fall—Only
sible exception of Charlcroi, began on
fortification north of Paris, has also
Three Towns Bar Czar's
Berlin (By Wireless Telegraphy, by the plains at the Marne, with favor- been taken. The British report that
Advance on Berlin.
way of Sayvllle, L. I.).—Official an- able results to the French,
they cut up several troops of GerOther aTmics are menacing the man cavalry and Infantry in the fornouncement was made at army headPetrograd (St. Petersburg).—The
quarters that the French fortress of flanks of the Germans. The evening est of Compiegne.
Three million
Maubeuge, on the Sambre River, had newspapers as a rule describe the Frenchmen, It is Bald, are now under fortress'of Mikolajoff (Mlkolaljow or
situation
as
excellent.
.,-•
NUcolleiff),
twenty milea south of
(alien.
arms to defend Paris and new inThe line described swings in a trenchments are being constructed Lemberg and commanding the AusThe Germans took many prisoners,
Including four generals. Four hundred semi-circle, of which the point near- under the direction 'of Gen. Gallienl, trian State Railroad's crossing of ths
est to Paris is Meaux, twenty miles
guns also were captured.
the military Governor of Paris. In Elver Dniester, was taken by the
Dr. Ludwig Frank of Mannheim, a away.
his proclamation the Governor says Russians after severe fighting. Forty
The battle line extends for 150
prominent Socialist member of the
that the members of the Government heavy guns and stores of all kinds
miles,
beginning
at
Nanteull-Le
HauReichstag, was killed Sept. 3 during
have left Paris in order to give a sufficient for a year were captured.
douln, about 30 miles from Paris, goa charge against the French at Lunenew impetus to the defence of the The preparations at Mikolajoff and
ing southeast to Meaux, turned alnation. Only two gates in Paris are Lemberg to hold out for a year inville.
most due to east to Vltry-Le Francois
open, Porte Maillot on the northwest dicate that the Austrians intended to
Paris. — The Germans' progress where it bends sharply to the north- and Porte de Bercy on the south- make a stout resistance.
east, stopping at Verdun.
The capture of this fortress cleared
west. They are both strongly guardseems to have been too rapid and too
The German strength in the reaway every Austrian stronghold in
precipitate in its eagerness to get at gion from Vitry le Francois to Ver ed and defended by barricades.
An Immense and complicated sys- Galtcia East of Praemysl, which is
the gates of Paris, for they arrived dun is declared to be enormous. In-:
tem of intrenchments Is being con- now invested by the Russians.
out of breath and to all appearances
cluded are believed to be the most
Mikolajoff Is one of the most modout of ammunition, which may explain
structed outside the city in preparaof the troops withdrawn from Alsaceern fortresses in Austria. Its dewhy they did not pursue their original Lorraine. In addition to the armies tion for the German attack.
fenses
Include steel cupolas and modThe exodus from Paris continues.
plan.
of the Crown Prince Frederick WillAll prisoners appear fagged and lam, the Duke Albrecht of Wurten- The desire to save the women and ern guns ot heavy calibre.
North of Lemberg the main Ausharassed, and the spirit of the army berk and the Crown Prince of Bavaria children from privations and perhaps
seems to be everything that is differ- are all reported as engaging in this the horrors of a long siege is grow- trian army, which has been beaten
back from its Invasion of Poland, Is
ing in intensity every hour.
ent from the conquerors who pushed operation.
All the terminals for the west and reported retreating all along the fine
back the army of defense from the
Reports say that the Kaiser himfrontier and reached the gates of the self has been directing this new south of France present extraordinary between the Rivers Bug and Vistula.
scenes. Every sort of baggage, every This retreat spells more than defeat
capital in ten days.
movement and that he joined the
kind of household effect, Is scattered —it is disaster, owing to the nature
Whether they hoped to gain time by army that is directed by his heir.
of- the country through which the
a tangent movement away from ParIt is conceded that the present in Immense heaps about the stations,
Is, or, as some military critics sup- move of the Germans is a general while their owners are camping round Austrians must make their escape.
At Rawa Ruska, an important railpose, aimed to effect a junction with attempt absolutely to crush the allied them waiting the departure of their
way junction thirty-two miles North
the army of the crown prince, which armies, but more especially the trains.
This Is due not only to the flight of Lemberg, the Russians forced ths
was to come from the direction of French centre and right, which inLongwy, the developments of the last cludes thirteen or fourteen army from the city itself, but to the fact Austrians to flee after heavy fighting.
The fortresses of "Przemysl and
that
Paris is the through station for
four days prove that it was a grave corps.
error.
On the other hand, the Allies are the refugees of the courtry round. Jaroslau, on the River Ban, and
In the meantime those who have Clraeow on the -Vistula River, are
The army, already- weakened by fighting with renewed confidence, as
forced marches, constant fighting en the result of having forced the Ger- to remain in the city are laying In the only obstacles the Austrians now
route, and now enfeebled by the en- mans to retire from the region of a supply of provisions, including flour, have to prevent the Russian advance.
Przemysl is a strongly fortified miligagements of the last four days, is Coulommiers, in -the Seln et-Marne canned milk, salt, - sugar, tea, coffee
not, in the opinions of experts, pre-, department, after two days of des- and fruit. It is foreseen that the tary camp, fifty-one miles west of
supply
of
vegetables
will
remain
plenLemberg, with forty-two^ forts and
pared for such a big enterprise as the perate battling.
tiful. There is an. especially large 40,000 men, who have been reinforced
siege of Paris.
The Germans troops In action are demand for sardines.
by the soldiers who escaped from
estimated to number at least 1,000,000
London.—The British Official Press
Lemberg and Poland,
while*; the strength of the AngloBureau issued the following announce, French forces fs about the same.
=
■sent:
WAR NEWS TOLD
"The general position continues satParis.—The veil of secrecy over the
isfactory.
The allies are gaining
IN TABLOID FORM
ground on their left all along the line western area ot the fighting—the
EVACUATED RHEIMS TAKEN BY
of the Ourcq and ths Petit Morin country north of Paris—never has
13 TROOPERS^ WIRELES8
Rivers. The British have driven the been-harder to penetrate than during
British and French official stateADVICES DECLARE.
the past twenty-four hours. There Is
enemy back ten miles.
ments agree that the German right
"Fighting has been In progress fur- no evidence at hand to show that the flank has been driven back, that .fightWashington.—A German account ot
ther to the right along the line which persistent advance of the Germans has ing In the centre ia without advantage
the manner in which the French
includes Montmirail and Sompuls, been appreciably cheeked; on the con- to either side, and that the German
fortress town of Rheims, In the sectrary, at least one point of the Gerneither side gaining advantage.
left wing's attack near Lunevllle has ond French line of defense, was oc- "Further to the right again, from man contact Is now within striking been repulsed.
cupied
by the Kaiser's forces was
Vitry - le - Francois to Sermaize^Jes - distance of the outer fortifications of
German losses are reported to be made public by the German 'Embassy.
Bains, the enemy has been pressed Paris.
enormous along the whole line. One
Late news dispatches from Dieppe wounded French officer declares that Ah official dispatch front Berlin to
back in the direction of Rheims.
"At Lunevllle at attempt by the Ger- describe the German right as at the 30,000 Germans have bsen taken pris- the embassy via the Sayvllle wireless
route says the town was taken • by
mans to advance has been repulsed. rear of the retreating French through oners.
,
thirteen officers and privates under
"Pressure against the enemy con- Crell, Senlis, and Crepy-en-Valois,
Ths occupation of Mikolajoff, a command of Capt. von Humbrchs,
tinues all along the allied fronts. The towns distant twenty-four, twenty and strong Austrian fortress In Galicia,
British force has been engaged all thirty-fiv* miles respectively from the twenty miles south of Lemberg, by who made a daring ride into Rheims,
day, but the enemy opposed It, after boundaries of Paris proper. The forti- Russian forces on Sept. 5, with the took possession of the place, and
stubborn resistance retired and 1B now fications ot the French capital extend capture of forty guns and a year's waited tor the arrival of reinforceroughly ten miles beyond the city supplies, was announced In Petrograd. ments.
crossing to the north of the Marne.
"The Fifth French army has ad- limits.
Ghent, Belgium, has surrendered to
The Allied armies now occupy a the Germans. The latter agree not CZAR'S ARMY DE8TROYS
vanced with equal success and reports
AUSTRIAN RIGHT WING
line of siege both to the east and to enter the city if it will provide food
many captures.
"The Sixth French army, on the west or Paris. The German plan, ac- and supplies worth $10,000,000 for the
Paris,
via
London.—A Rome disOurcq, has been heavily engaged, but cording to popular speculation, is not German army in France.
patch to "Le Temps" says the Rushere also, the enemy has been driven to besiege Paris, but to attempt to
Belgium and Russia have signed an
force a breach In the chain of fortress- agreement whereby the 1914 Belgian sian victory over the Austrians on the
back.
"The German army has suffered se- es with their newest Krupp guns, and reservists and recruits will attach Gallcian side was brilliant, the right
wing of the Austrian army having
verely along the whole line, the ad- gain entrance to the capital as they themselves to the Russian Army.
been decisively turned and cut to
vance having been resolutely pushed did at Liege and Namur.
The British Admiralty announces
pieces,
leaving 30,000 prisoners In ths
Gen. Gallienl maintained his conn- that it will not use mines In Its .naval
home.
hands of the victors.
"The British force has again sus- dence that Paris can hold out tor an I warfare.
On the Vistula front, where the
tained some casualties, but the num- Indefinite period and he has his troops
It was officially announced in Paris
Russian
forces
encountered
the
ber is small in relation to the nature at thee positions awaiting the Ger that the British and French forces Austrian left wing, the result was
drove back the Germans before Paris
of the fighting."
» man attack.
Fresh troops from the South are be on the line from Nanteull-Haudouln somewhat uncertain.
Fighting continues all alone the 150- lng rushed through the city to the to Verdun.
The Austrian armies between the
mile battle front and the final result points of contact. Soldiers marched
cannot be predicted, although every- through the streets all through thfi Vistula and Bug Rivers are retreating,
CZAR ANNEXES GALICIA
thing looks favorable for the Allied ar- night and the day. It Is asserted: witn enormous losses.
AS RUSSIAN PROVINCE
that,
every
possible
approach
to
the;
it
was
officially
reported
that
of
the
mies.
St.
Petersburg. — An official
capital
has
been
occupied.
300
bers
of
the*crew
of
the
BritEach side in successipn was reportmem
announcement was made that
Just as the citizens ot Paris were : ish cruiser Pathfinder, which was
ed charging desperately, with a goodGalicia has been made a. Rusly part of the general fighting of the straining their ears expecting to hear j sunk in the North Sea by a German
sian province and that Count
hand to hand variety. The Germans the guns of the German Invaders be-1 mine, only Capt, Leake and fifty men
Bobrinsky has been appointed
■were said to have been pushed by gin hammering at the outer defenses ' were saved.
Governor-General. ,
sheer weight of numbers, the British of the city, the allied forces along the , Prime Minister Asquith announced
Thanksgiving services were
In
his
Guildhall
speech
that
two
diOlse
made
a
desperate
rally,
checked
cavalry and infantry charging en
held In all the churches of Rusmasse along a battle front of nearly the Germans' advance and obliged visions—probably 40,000—of the best
sia for the return of the ancient
Indian troops were on their way to
twenty miles. The British were said them to retreat toward St. Quentin.
Slav towns of Lemberg, now
The Allies, under Gen. Joffre and the front. Australia Is also to send
to have encouraged the French to such
named Lvoff, and Halicz to
an extent that their commanding of- Gen. French, were ordered to hold reinforcements to the Allies.
back
the
"point
of
the
wedge"»of
the
France
has
removed
all
Governtheir former affiliation.
ficers had difficulty in restraining them
Kalser's
hosts
at
any
cost
and
a
|
mem
departments
from
Parla
to
Borand preventing them from attempting
flerce battle ensued In.the forests of' deaux.
the Imnnasib'o

^.LLiES STILL
DRIVE KAISER'S
LEGIONS RACK

Russians Capture Two
Austrian Strongholds

Berlin Reports Victories

BENEDICT XV.
ASSUMES CROWN

WAR COMET IS HERE I PRIZE OF WAR
Every Big Copfiict In History Has
Had One of Them.

England Is Moving to* Capture
Germany's World Trade.

Present Celestial Wanderer, Discovered by Paul T. Delevan, Will .
Soon Be Visible to ths
Naked Eye.

Vastness of Latter Country's Experts

(International News Service.)
Every great war in the world's history has had Its comet, and the present titanic conflict In Europe is no exception. Paul T. Delevan, an astronomer, has the honor of having his name
attached to the tree-lance of ths skies,
which will go down la -history and
science as the comet of the war of.
1914. Although when Delevan discovered his comet from the observatory
of La Plata In the Argentine republic
eight months ago there was no war
on the horizon, and no sign of great
trouble, the traveling body has been
steadily growing brighter, and It will
become visible to the naked eye very
shortly, reaching its greatest brilliancy
In the course ot the present war.
Superstitious people might find much
In the beginning of the great struggle
to convince them that war la a sin,
and that its makers are frowned on by
God. On August 19 Pope Plus X, head
of the Roman Catholic church, died,
the direct result of worriment over the
great slaughter. On August 21 there
was an eclipse of the sun, total over
a part of Russia and other European
territory where war is raging. The
coming of a great comet might by
the Ignorant be construed as an omen.
Whan Delevan first saw the comet,
on December 17, 1913, it was 370,000
miles from the sun, and was not very
clear even with the telescope. At
present it 1B about 220,000,000 miles
from the sun, and may be seen with
opera glasses in the northeast part of
the sky, late at night, and early in
ths morning. Scientists have said that
the Delevan comet will be visible with
telescopes for a period stretching over
about six years.
It will come nearest to the earth In
October, when It will be not more
than 147,000,000 miles from the orbit
of this globe.
Although the atmosphere in most
cities makes photography of the sky
extremely difficult, some excellent results have been obtained in several
cities of ths United States by those
who have attempted to take pictures of
the new wanderer of the heavens,
The tall ot Delevan's comet ia a
bushy one, and 1B about three degrees
In length. As was predicted by the
discoverer, the comet has become one
of the "bright" ones, visible to the
naked eye, as distinguished from the
"telescope" comets never seen by unassisted lay observers. The new comet
now Is not far from the constellation
of Capella, and from Castor and Pollux.
During the Franco-Prussian war,
which Is vividly recalled by the war
now raging, the comet Tempel II was
visible and attracted much attention
as a "war comet" Other's comet waa
the one -visible when Napoleon met
his downfall at Waterloo. In the
course of the Japanese-Russian war
Brook's comet came within sight of
the earth.

State Department Starting a
Pope Takes Tiara of Peter
New Campaign
Amid Acclamations

Demonstrstss ths Opportunity at
Hand for Manufacturers of

QUICK
SCENE

Great Britain.

London.—Germany's
vast
woria
trade is one ot the prizes of war which
England Is trying to capture. While
Great Britain's army la fighting ths>
Prussian military advance In Belgium
and the British fleet is opposing thekaiser's warships in the North sea,
and with Germany's commerce swept
from the oceans, those remaining behind In England are Initiating a movement of greatest Importance to capture the German and Austrian trad*
by invading the world markets to prooure for Great Britain a great increase,
ot the earth's commerce.
The vastness of Germany's exports,
demonstrates the opportunity which i»
at hand and shows that the United)
States too, may profit commercially
by the great war. It 1B obvious that
German commerce will be paralyzed
for many months, possibly for years,
during which time the far reaching requirements of the whole world, hitherto largely met by Germany and Austria, must still be met. If the world's
wants heretofore filled by Germany
and Austria are no longer BO filled
the worsTmust be done by others. England is already, after her share.
Ths British movement to capture
Germany's trade Is being taken up
with great vigor and the British government Is giving its full official support. Tha board of trade, which ia
England Is a government department.
Is doing everything possible, while.
the colonial office is gathering alt
available Information from the dominions, as to the character of all.
previous German imports. The chamber of commerce, at the same timeis arranging meetings between themanufacturers and erstwhile importera of German products.
Another spur to,the British ambition,
to capture German trade is the fact
that war is causing a loss to the English market from central Europe and
this deficit must be made up elsewhere. The most likely places are
those where Germany and Austria formerly predominated.
When England, shortly after the
start of the war, began to investigate
the situation, figures were produced
wbach astounded the public. It was
shown that Germany's total exports
were nearly *2,500,000,000 annually,
which waa rather disconcerting to
those who had been taught to believecomplacently that England was really
the greatest manufacturing country in
the world. It was also shown conclusively that England had been Importing large quantities of goods madsin Germany, even such products -a*
could be manufactured in the United
Kingdom.
One characteristic jolt was a discovery of which the general publlo
knew nothing, that Germany exported
twice as much cutlery as England,
which heretofore had been held th*
world over to predominate In that
line.
The government and the business
GAVE BACK LEMAN'S SWORD men are now entertaining the Ides
that Great Britain's lose of trade In
German Conqueror of Liege Forts central Europe due to the war can.
more than be compensated by invasCourteous to General Who Braveions elsewhere, by capturing world
ly Defended Them.
trade heretofore held by Germany.
Another thing that is being emphaLonlon.—The correspondent of Renter's Telegram, company at Amsterdam sized is England's opportunity in
sends a story, taken from the Aachner China, particularly Kiauchau, which
Post, telling of the courteous treat- has th« distinction of being Germany's
ment General Leman. commander of greatest colonial commercial center.
the Liege forts, received at the hands The German toy trade, on which it has
of General von Emmlch of the Ger- had almost a monopoly, Is another
field which England certainly will Inman forces.
"General Leman," the story runs, vade. It runs Into many millions. Eng"was found by the Germans nearly land alone imports millions of dollars'
suffocated under the ruins of a de- worth ot German toys.
stroyed fort. .The German officers
Zeppslins a Great Paster.
treated him with, the greatest friendliT. R. MacMacben, president ot the
ness, and took him before General von
Emmlch, to whom the Belgian handed Aeronautical society, said in New
York that the German dirigible balover his sword*
In recognition of General Leman's loons, especially the Zeppelins, would
in
all probability prove a deciding facbrave conduct In a hopeless situation.
General von Emmlch returned his tor in the war. He said that Germany
sword to him, and after a short rest has 24 Zeppelin airships, each capahe was taken, with other captive offi- ble ot lifting 40 tons, and with the
cers, to Alx-les-Chapelle and thence to regular fighting outfit each could go
in the air with four and a half tons
Cologne.
of ammunition. With the accuracy
with which aerial, torpedoes can be
Norwegian Ships Lie Idle.
Chrlstianla, Norway.—The effect of dropped on the eenmy's battleships,
the European war on Norway's mer- the torpedoes dropped from a Zeppechant marine buslnesa Is shown by lin would tear, clean through any deck.
the large Beet ot ships laid up in the
various Norwegian ports. About two
Bullet Wounds Not Painful.
hundred ships of large tonnage are at
Paris.—Numbers of French wounded
anchor in harbors along the coast from are being cared for in Paris hospitals.
Bergen to Chrlstianla. In Chrlstianla It is frequently remarked among ths
harbor more than fifty large ships have men that their bullet wounds wars
been laid up In the last two weeks, not painful, in a large number of
and along the Socks are tied up 35 cases men who had been bit were not
smaller passenger steamers whose aware 'ot the fact until after the enroutes between England and Germany gagement was over. One man declares
have been discontinued.
that be did not know he had been hurt
until the following morning. Me then
discovered a ball had gone through
•Husband Well," Writes Censor.
Paris.—The Matin gives an amusing his arm. The only outward indicaInstance of the severity of the censor- tions were two dark spots on the skin,
ship in France. A young Parisian such as might be made by a lead penwoman received at her house a letter, cil, one on each side of the arm.
on the envelope of which she recognized the handwriting of her husband,
Proud ef His Belgian Blood.
now at the front, She tore open the
Paris,—The Prince of Monaco sent
envelope. It was empty, but in the the following telegram to King Albert
corner of the envelope in an unfa- ot Belgium; "At a time when our
East is being darkly menaced by .brute
miliar hand was written:
"Madame; Your husband is quite force I wish to say, to you how proud
well, but he is too communicative."
I am that Belgian blood Is In my
The young Wife understood that her veins." King Albert replied* to this
husband's letter was Intercepted.
communication in cordial tons*,
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Hand.—Declares
Performed in Sistine Chapel of the
Vatican—Roman Aristocracy and
Members of Sacred College
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POOR LABOR MARKET
Dally Attendance at

Free

Employ

ment Office Is 2000.

Boston.—The condition of the laboi
market for August as viewed from
the State Free Employment Office It
below normal for this season of the
year. There was a decrease of 35
percent in ths demand for help a;
compared with August, 1913.
The
average daily attendance during the
month was about 2000, mostly un
skilled general workers.
The average dally demand for hell
was 52 as compared with 81 In 1913,
94 in 1912, 72 In 1911, 86 in 1910, 66
In 1909 and 38 in 1908. The average
daily number of positions reported
filled waa 41 as compared with 65 in
1913, 66 In 1912, 49 In 1911, 48 in
1910, 47 In 1909 and 28 In 1908.
In the skilled trades a considerable
number of machinists, engineers, fire
men, building tradesmen, and textile
help is idle. Printing and publishing
trades show a very 'slight Improvement There ls*an army of unskilled
general help Idle who are willing to
accept any 'reasonable otter.
Farm
help may be had in plenty any morning.
Mercantile help (female) such as
stenographers, bookkeepers, clerks
and general office help may be had
in goodly numbers.
Factory help is
also plentiful when conditions are
right.
Housemaids, kitchen-women,
hotel, restaurant and Institution help
may be easily obtained.

VALLEY OF THE RHINE
Dreamy Legends of Quaint Show
Places Therein.
Dusseldorf, Mainz, Cologne, Bonn, Ander-mach, Blngen, and Coblenz Visited by American TouristsBonn Laziest City.

London.—The Rhine valley is one)
of the most beautiful in all the world.
Its high banks are covered with flourishing vineyards with the top surmounted by old castles that have«
many stories and legends clinging to
them. The valley between Dusseldorfj
and Mainz is the part that is most
patronized by tourists, and steamer*
run between these two points, making)
many stops.
The trip is delightful either In summer or In winter. In summer it isi
Ideal to sit lazily on the deck andl
watch the hills and castles and town*
floating by, sayB Mary Ethel McAuley
in Pittsburgh Dispatch.
The warm
sun makes one sleepy and dreamy,
and when the Lorelei rock is reached

in Gorgeous Array.
,,
Boston.—A new campaign Is about
to start for the protection of the torRome.—The impressive ceremony
oats, on the Cape district. State Forof crowing Pope Benedict XV. wks ester Rane is much exercised over
performed in the Sistine chapel ot the situation there, because, he says,
the people don't seem to appreciate the
the Vatican.
Fifty-eight Cardinals, including Car- importance of Immediate action to
save the Pine trees. He recommends
dinals Gibbons, Farley and O'Connell,
that either the State or the land owngorgeously robed and mitred, and ers go into the forests all over the
scores of prelates, chamberlains In district from Middlebeu/o. to Barns tafull uniform and troops surrounded ble and cut out all the hard wood to
the gestatorial chair bearing the Pope protect the evergreen trees, especially
ths white pines, which are coming up
in cloth of gold studded with jewels
In great abundance, but will be shortthrough ths crowded corridors ot the lived unless the gypsy moths are supVatican.
pressed.
' A plan of action ia developed by the
After ths adoration of the sacrament in the Pauline chapel the cor- State Forestry Department which has
been tried in Dedham and elsewhere
tege proceeded to the Sistine chapel,
with good results. It has been found
where the Pope, assisted by the Car- possible to place the cutting out. of
Federal Tree Employment Bureau.
dinals, celebrated high mass. He was the hardwood on a commercial basis.
solemnly crowned with the tiara amid Land owners have argued that they
Boston.—A federal free employment
the acclamations of the crowds, the could not cut the wood for $2 a cord bureau, intended to assure work to
sounding of trumpets and ths ringing and that la about all they can get for immigrants landing at this port, will
of bells.
It when they sell it, and therefore it be established In Boston In the near
POPE BENEDICT XV.
Long before the doers of the would be a financial loss to them to future, acordlng to plans which have
Vatican were opened at 6:30_ o'clock clean out the woods.
With the mar- been settled definitely In Washington.
in the morning the great piazza was ket that there is for cord wood the
The bureau will try to see that
full to the colonnades with Waiting State forester has been aible to do the new arrivals get work at once and to
people. Troops divided the people cutting without a loss, and he has of- find for them the jobs best suited
into squares in order to maintain fered to go into the field and do the with their previous training.
The
order and quiet.
work or to superintend It If the land Boston bureau will co-operate with
Precisely at 8 o'clock Pepe Bene- owners will co-operate.
the
state
free
employment
bureau.
Three large
dict appeared in the Sistine chapel. •states are to 'be Invaded at once by
Two assistants will be sent from
Ths Pontiff, carried high in .the wood choppers, those of Mr. Wlnslow Washington to aid Commissioner
canopied sedla gestatoria and sur- In Middleborov A. D. Delano in Roch- Skafflngton In setting the new deReads Special Message Before Seven Filipinos and One Ameri- rounded by the Noble Guards In. new ester and Howard Marston in West partment in motion and it Is probable
uniforms with swords drawn, was Barnstabte, The Stats forester hopes that a new building will be asked for
can Drown After Week's Rain red
Joint Session of Congress
the last figure In the procession enthat the other land owners will take the headquarters of the bureau.
tering the church. Immediately prehold of the situation at ones, and he
Bacharach and Bridge at Bonn.
ceding him were the Cardinals mag- ', __
. Rev. D. W. Steels Dead.
•» Presenting if to them M rapidly as
PROPERTY
LOSS nlficently robed and attended each possible.
MEED $100,000,000 REVENUE HEAVY
Milton.—Ths
Revfl. Daniel W. yon can see, for Burs, the maiden seatfie says that unless the
one with his chaplain,- equerry and
work Is done now there will be such a Steele, first president" of Syracuse ed on the top ot the rock combing her
tfalabearer.- The Cardinals were predefoliation from the moths next University and for many years a trus- long golden hair.
ceded
by
the
pontifical
chaplain
bear•is Points to Loss In Customs Receipts Governor Harrison's Report Says No
spring that the deciduous trees will tee of Boston University, died last
But In winter time the trip is equalHouses Were Destroyed, and Rapid. ing the historical triple crown or be stripped and then tha pine trees week at his home, in Milton, in his
and Declares, "We Shall Pay ths
tiara, ornamented- with -precious
ly delightful: All the sides of the boat
89th
year.
His
death
was
the
result
Work
by
Insular
-Government
will
be
attacked,
one
atrip-ping
being
Bill, Though Ws Bid Not Destones and pearls and equipped with
of an illness of six months' duration. are Inclosed in glass and the heat
adequate to destroy them.
Prevented a Great Loss of Life.
three royal diadems., A gleaming
liberately Incur It."
He was born in Wlndham, N. T., from the engines makes it seem like
White pine Is ten times as valuable
cross preceded the cortege.
summer. Then ths steamers are deas the hard,wood, says Mr. Rane, and and found his early field of activity
Washington.—Seven
Filipinos
and
Washington.—President Wilson ask•Tires* Petrus."
there Is a fine growth ot it already. in that state, holding various pastor- eerted and one has room to move
one
American
were
drowned
in
a
flood
■sd a joint session of the'Senate and
around. In summer time the steamers
To the right of the Pope was the If the space is cleared the pines will ates until he assnmed direction of are so crowded that if you once are
Mouse for "an additional revenue ot which swept Manila after a rainfall
seed themselves and new growths will Syracuse University immediately after
JIOO.QOB.OOO to be raised through in- of more than a week, according to a tribune ot the Ambassadors and to his
fortunate enough to get a seat you
soon develop, and a fine and valuable its foundation.
ternal taxes" to meet ths emergency message from Governor General Har- left that of the Roman aristocracy.
must hang on to it for dear life, for
forest
can
be
established
that
Is
imLater
he
cams
1
to
Massachusetts,
rison.
Daring
the
48
hours
ending
Sight
chosen
men
surrounded
him
presented by the falling off of customs
there Is always some one standing by,
at
midnight
Tuesday
16.4
inches
of
mune
against
the
.moths.
Moths
where
he.
became
prominent
In
the
bearing
ths
famous
ostrich
feather
receipts das to the European war.
^
need soft leaves to eat when they are New England conference of the Meth- ready to grab It
rain tell.
fans
with
peacock
tips
that
added
a
Standing in the House of RepresenThe lower sections of Manila were luxurious- touch to the scene The young. If there are no such leaves odist Episcopal church. He held pasLast winter when wo made the trip
tatives, the President read a special flooded to a depth of from three to
there were only six passengers besides
audience burst into shouts ot ap- they starve to death, but If they have torates in Boston.
message In which the country cash five feet during high tide.
ourselves. It was one of the most
plause, which were continued until leaves to feed on until they have deaccount was presented and in which
The Filipinos were lost from over- the Pope rose and, by a gesture ot veloped* to a considerable size they Eleven Massachusetts Nurses GO- beautiful days * have ever spent. It
tie answered in advance the argu- turned canoes, and the American,
can
sat
the
pine
needles
also.
Conselng
to
the
War,
was
clear, a .rare thing in the Rhlns
ments of some of the Democrats in whose name is not given, was drowned blessing, resquested that the cheers quently the presence of such trees as
Boston.—Eleven
Massachusetts valley, and we could see all over the
cease. It was a stirring and impresCongress who have felt that it would in Laguna de Bay. The centre span
oaks, birches and elms which have nurses have volunteered for Red
he politically embarasslng to enact of ths Bridge of Spain is reported- sive moment. Bells rang, the papal leaves is almost certain death for the Cross service, in the war hospitals hills without the aid of glasses. The
troops knelt, trumpets sounded long
dinner was just as good as they serve
-a new tax law before election time,
as sagging Shout 16 Inches, in conse- drawn notes throughout the lofty pine trees in case of a moth invasion and battlefields in Europe.
in summer, but not quite so stylish. In
"We must accept the Inevitable," quence of the flood.
The nurses are: Annle-8. Carclay, summer the Rhine steamers have
arches and the great choir sang the as bad as that in the Caps district.
he said, "with calm judgment and
Governor Harrison's report says no anthem "Tu est Petrus^*
It is hoped that the land owners Boston; Louise A. Bennett, Worces- great compotes on their tables. They
-unruffled spirits, like men accustomed houses were destroyed in Manila and
will
appreciate
this,
says
Mr.
Rane,
ter; Anne A. Carney, Boston; Marga- are marvelous silver arrangements of
The actual ceremony of coronation
to deal with the unexpected, habit- rapid work by insular government and
so that they will co-operate with the ret Hickey, Springflelcl; Frances B.
uated to take care of themselves, mas- city authorities prevented loss of life. was begun by the r'ope blessing the State, the same as they did in Ded Latimer, Boston; Mary T. McCarthy, many stories. On the top are raisins,
altar and assuming symbolic vestnext nuts, next cake and last fruit
ters of their own affairs and their own Five thousand women and children
ham or along the North Shore. Both Waltham; Grace K. Perkins, Boston;
fortunes.
We shall pay the bill, were removed In rowboats to higher ments. One of the Cardinals entered Dedham and the North Shore are Ellen T. Riley, Boston; Katharine J, They are so heavy and high that no
from the crypt of St, Peter's bearing
one but a Cerman steward could mathough we did- not deliberately Incur ground. Loss of goods in warehouses
Down in TJlmer, Worcester; Mabelle F. Welsh, nipulate them successfully.
the pontifical pallium.
This was comparatively clean today.
it"
is estimated at $25,000,
placed about the shoulders -of the the southern section the land owners Cambridge!, and Donna Q. Burgar,
All the time the steamer keeps stopIn several districts of the city Pope and fastened with three jeweled have done practically nothing- up to Worcester.
There never was a louder round of
.,
ping to take on and discharge passenApplause lor the President than that bridges and streets were damaged, gold pins.
the present time, arid many of them
:
-in
>tl
>
)—'
gers. It one has only a few days to
which greeted him when he made his and the water flooded the furnace
Allots Funds for Firs • Victims.
Mass was said, the Gospel being have even opposed all efforts at modappearance at the left door of the room of the Street Railway and Power read in Latin and Greek, The Pope ern forestry work. They are urged to
Boston—Following a conference In spend on the Rhine it is hard to deSpeaker's lobby precisely at 12:30 Company.' From 1 A. M., September brook the wafer, communing with one act at once, BO that as much space as which Qov. Walsh, member of the cide where to stop, there are so many
2, no cars were operated until the
o'clock.
Half and giving the other half to the possible can be clgared this fall, and Salem relief committee and the State delightful places to visit—Dusseldorf,
The applause ceased only when Mr. night of September S, but the com- deacon and sub-deacon.
some of the districts need to be sup- Board of Charity participated, it has Cologne, Bonn, Andernach, Blngen,
0
pany
managed
to
furnish
power
for
Mainz and Coblenz. Most of the tour
Wilson evidenced a desire to proceed
At the end of the mass the arch- plied with sprayers to take care of been decided that the state would
house
and
street
lights
on
the
night
with his task.
the Infestations "next spring.
pay bills for food, clothing, etc, for ists start at Cologne, tor every one
priest
advanced
with
a
purse
containof September 2.
Salem fire sufferers. This will be who visits Germany must see the caThroughout his address the PresiHigh water is reported from prov- ing twenty-five pacll, equal in value to
TRUNK FULL OF EXPLOSIVES.
paid from ths 100,000 appropriated by thedral there, and It deserves all the
dent avoided direct reference to the inces north ot Manila, but no loss of about 60 cents, and gave the money to
the Legislature for relief work. The admiration that is bestowed upon It,
European war. He chose to treat it life.
the Pope, saying: "Accept this fee
for there it stands with its two great
Seeming Miracle Saved Many Who outstanding bills amount to $26,000.
as a "condition'-' which could not *be
tor a mass well said,"
Handled Effects of inventor.
towers soaring into the air, majestic
met by "hesitation or delay."
Following this the Cardinals kissed
53 DIE IN SHIP FIGHT.
solemn and perfect Its dark Interior
Boston.—In a trunk supposed to
"We ought not to borrow," he said.
No Evidence of Murder.
the Pope's foot and embraced him, A
•"We ought to resort to taxation,
Wlnthrop.^-Np evidence of murder Is dimly lighted b. wonderful stained
prelate then advanced bearing a dish contain only the personal effects ot
however we may regret the neces- Steamship Brings Story of Bloodshed on which was live charcoal. Taking Joseph T. Mitchell, who was killed was found in the death of Miss Ida glass windows whose diffused yellow,
sity ot putting -additional temporary
on German Vessel.
a position before the Pope, he laid a Aug. SO when experimenting with an J. Taylor, whose body waa picked up red and blue light serves only to add
burdens on our people."
New fork.—The steamship Sao handful of hemp over the coal, and, explosive powder that ho thought In the ocean at Winthrop Beach July to the mysterious darkness of its corThe calm tone of the message and Paulo arrived from Brazil with 108 as the smoke ascended, uttered the could be substituted for gasoline, the 16, according to the report of Asso- ners.
Near the cathedral is the little res"Holy Father, state police found, exposed to detona- ciate Justice Charles J. Brown of the
the resolution indicated on the part passengers, among them twenty- following reminder:
tion by heat or concussion, 2S varie- East Boston district court, filed with taurant made famous by Jessie Fbthof the President to discharge the obli- seven German reservists. She brought thus passes the glory of the world."
Clerk John P. Manning of the super- ergill's book, "The First Violin." It la
With the Sacred College gathered ties Of dangerous explosives.
gations of the United States of all a story of a riot aboard the German
Since Mitchell's death this trunk ior criminal court. Judge Brown pre- ths place where Eugene, the hero, is
kinds met with the hearty approba- steamer Blueoher, at anchor in the about him the Pope chanted Palestion ot Congress. Ae expected, the harbor of Pernambuco, In which three trina's "Corona Aurea Super Caput had been carted from Eox&ury to the- sided at the inquest.
supposed to have taken Mae, the Engmessage touched upon no contro of the crew-and about fifty steerage Eius," while the choir sang a song rtorth Station and thence had been
lish girl, for dinner, when they first
expressed
to'
Salem.
It
had
been
Wood Carvers In Convention.
-venial point of an international na passengers were killed. The Blue- of' triumph. When silence was remet in Cologne.
banged
by
expressmen
and
Jolted
Boston—The
first
international
contore.
cher, having started from Buenos stored the Senior Cardinal. Deacon
The. .first important town below CoWhile the Treasury, President Wll Ayres for Hampburg, heard that war crowned the Pope with the tiara, say- about, and only by a mlracle,*the po- vention of the A. F. of L. Internation- logne is Bonn, famous as the birthlice
believe,
the
contents
did
not
al
Wood
Carvers'
Association
in
six
ing
the
while
In
Latin:
"Receive
the
son said, could get along for a con- had been declared against England
place of Beethoven. The house in
triple crown and know that you are explode and result in one or more years; was held in this city last week. which he was born is still standing
siderable period, he pointed out the and put back to Pernambuco.
The .union has the Initiative and refWhile the ship was at anchor 800 the father of kings, the pastor of the deaths.
peril of the Government's ^withdrawAmong the 2S varieties of explo- erendum system for transaction of or- and has been converted into a mu.
ing from the national baarks approx- steerage passengers, mostly Spanish world, the vicar of Christ, ahd crownsives; State Offieer Walter L. Wed- dinary business. Fifteen delegates, seum. It contains many relics ot the
imately $75,000,000 ot the Treasury and Portuguese, riotously demanded ed Pope."
composer, and the room where he was
balance deposited there;
advised that the vessel proceed. In putting
At the conclusion of these words gsr, the department's expert on chem- representing each of the IS unions of born remains unaltered. The Univeragainst the Government borrowing down the mutiny the tragedies occur- thunderous applause joined with the icals ahd explosives, fonnd-ons that the large cities of the country, were sity of Bonn is one of the oldest and
money er selling bonds which would red and the bodies of the victims ringing of hells and blasts of trum- had six times the strength df black In attendance.
most aristocratic in Germany, tor here
" make a "most untimely and unjustifi- ware thrown overboard. The Bluecher pets, until the newly crowned Pope gunpowder, and all of them were of a
it is that the royal* princes are edu•
Marjoria's Good Wishes.
able demand upon the money market," is said to have several million dol- rose' and ordered silence and pro- highly dangerous-nature.
cated.
Marjoris's father was away- on a
and appealed to "the intelligent and lars in sjiecie consigned to a London nounced the benediction.
Mrs. Dolan's Case Dropped.
The parks of Bonn are wonderful
Journey, and Mlurjorte deemed it her
profoundly patriotic public" to bear bank. In all nine ships were tied
The'ceremony ended at 1 o'clock
Boston—ITJnlted
States
District
Atthe burden of a special tax to meet up at Pernambuco when the Sao and the Pope retired, borne away in
duty to send him a bulletin as to home They are situated right in the heart
torney
French
has
nol
pressed
ths
inof
the city and are filled with beaut*
Paulo sailed.
the unforeseen emergency.
the sedia gestatoria,
'
affairs. After the expenditure of mnch
dtctments against Mrs. Mary A. Doletn labor and Ink she produced the fol- ful flowers. The living here is very
of Brookline, president of Driseoll, lowing paragraph: "My Dear Daddy cheap. Our room at a moderate sized
MAY DESTROY NOXIOUS WEEDS.
WHITE MT3. BOUGHT BY. U. 8.
PARADE AS WAR PROTEST.
Inc., Importers of gowns, suits and —Mother Is well. I am very well. The hotel only cost us 37 cents apiece foi
1
Includes Mt Washington, Six Peaks Hay Fever Sufferers Urge Passage of 1100 Marchers In Mourning Follow millinery, on Boylston street, on the baby Is very well, and has a lot more a night It Was well furnished, spotcharge of smuggling.
The Indict- sense now. Hoping you are the same." lessly clean,'and contained running
and 84.335 Acres.
Coffin In Indiana City.
Compulsory Laws/
ments were returned more than a
water, both hot and cold.
Boston.—Government ownership of
Kokoroo, Ind.—Eleven hundred men
Bethlehem, N. H. — Tha annual
year
ago
after
the
arrest
of Mr. and
Mount Washington, including all of meeting: of the United States Hay and women, dressed iu deepest mournBonn has long been considered tha
' Fortunate People.
Mrs.
Terrence
L.
Shelvin
on
a
simthe great central peak and its flanks Fever Aasoeiation was held at Bethle- ing. Beaded by a corps of muffled
It has been rightly said that "the laziest city in the world. The story
ilar
charge.
Last
summer
two
govand spurs, along with six other peaks hem. The attendance was the largest drums and six men carrying a coffin,
fortunate people—the truly fortunate goes that three loafers went to sleep
of the Presidential range of the White on record.
draped in black, marched through Ko- ernment officials took a trip to Paris —are not so much those Who succeed one day Iu a field. After seven years
for
the?
purpose
of
securing
evidence
Mountains and 84,355 acres of land, is
The association urged the passage komo's business district as a protest
in Ufa as those who succeed in living." the first woke np and exclaimed,
now practically assured through a of bills in the .New Hampshire and against war. Tha parade followed an on which to convict. Since the arrest Right living Is a beautiful art, made "Pretty day." Seven years passed,
transaction between the owners and Massachusetts legislatures for -the anti-war demonstration held In the of Mrs. Dolan the government has up of courage and kindness and hard when the second yawned and said:
been urged at various times to allow
Government officials.
compulsory destroying of noxious city park.'/ Tho streets were filled
work and true religion; and it ia open "Tea." Seven more years passed when
The owners of the vast tract have weed growth aggravating to hay fever with crowds of people, Who stood si- a settlement to be made In behalf of to everybody.—Selected.
the third rolled over and murmured,
the
defendant
arranged to sell for $773,670.
sufferers. —
lent as the parade passed.
"Why can't you 1st a fellow sleep V*

PRESIDENT ASKS MANILA IN
FLOOD DELUGE
WARTAXATONCE
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FEW MISTAKEN IDEAS IN RAISING DUCKS

YOUTH IN THE PULPIT
CHURCH RECORDS FULL OF EXAMPLES OF PRECOCITY.

!

INCONSIDERATE MEN

I

i

By RAY MAQILL.

-

!

I

•

Fourteen-Year-Old
Charles
Forbes,
Who Began at the Age of Nine,
Has Had Much Success—Triumph* of Girl Revivalist.

Without the slightest sign of nervousness, and with all the religious
fervor and enthusiasm of one who has
spent many years in the pulpit, the
fourteen-year-old son of Rev. Charles
Forbes, who has been conducting a
mission at the Stratford tabernacle,
London, England, preached a striking
■ermon recently.
Toung Forbes began preaching at
nine, and he has Bince toured through
several American towns. Some of his
Bermons have been printed, and published, while many more have found
their way to the hearts of American
working men.
Curiously enough, It was at the
Stratford "tabernacle that Miss Helen
Coulthard, who, as "Nellie, the Child
Evangelist," has touched the emotions of thousands, preached last
. Easter. Miss Coulthard is now twenty years of age, and when she was
nine spoke in the open air at a
church army meeting. Since then her
"converstonB" have been many. She
is a sister of Miss Libby Coulthard,
the fourteen-year-old mill-girl of BolTempt the appetite,
ton, who has held large congregations
please the taste and
spellbound with the eloquence and
nourish the body.
simple directness of her preaching.
Crisp, clean and fresh
Libby, like her sister, Helen, began
S cents.
preaching when she was nine years of
age. "I love preaching," she says,
"and it is very funny how sermons,
come to me. When I am at work in
the mill a text comes Into my mind
and I think about it all day, and
\ Round, thin, tender—
then I go home and find it In the I with a delightful flavor
Bible."
appropriate for lunchReaders wHl probably also rememeon, tea and dinner. <
ber the sensation created some time
10 cents.
ago by Francis Storr, who, as a child
of thirteen, preached at a great revival meeting in Holloway hall, and
afterwards delivered sermons in various parts of England.
There have been quite a number of
boy preachers, notably Evan Roberts
Made of the finest
and Claude Hanbury Cooke, or "Jack"
ingredients. Baked
Cooke, as he was generally called,
who, born in 1886, preached his first
to perfection. The
sermon at a Manchester street corner
national strength
I 11 years later, and conducted many
food. 10 cents.
successful missions In the states.
Mention might also be made of Colin
Buy biscuit baked by
Livingstone, Fit* Wood and Willie
Barling, the Croydon boy preacher.
As a rule the infant prodigy of the
church does not fulfill the promise of
earlier years, although there have been
exceptions. For example, Mr. SpurAlways look for that Name.
geon preached hlSK first sermon at the
age of sixteen. George Fox, the evangelist, and founder of the Society of
Friends, was also-quite a little boy
when he started preaching at a tavern; while George Whitefield and HOPPER FEEDING THE SAFEST
John Wesley both commenced preaching at a very early age, giving a fore- Saves Time and Avoids Upsetting Ditaste of their quality by addressing
gestion of Fowls—Mash Mixtures
their school-fellows.
. Used by Breeders.

_.__
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First the telephone rang. /Then the
busier busied. Then a voice from
the Inner offloe called sharply tor the
little stenographer.
j "You can all wait until I'm good
land ready," announced the little stenographer, decidedly, to the world in
igeneraL
,
After this declaration of independence she hastily answered the phone,
ithen grabbed book and pencil and hur-

MAKING SOLDJERS OF INDIANS
Oregon Statesman Believes Aborigines Should Have Been Developed as Cavalrymen.

y

Senator Lane of Oregon suggests
that "this country should have made
cavalrymen of the.Indians, instead of'
trying to make a race of farmers out;
of them. The infusion of white blood
among the better Indiana is credited
with whatever farming success they
have had. Our mistake, the senator
says, was trying to steer the Indians
energy into a new channel instead of
applying his natural inclination to a
useful purpose. If we had given him
a horse, he adds, and allowed him to,

snsws; j.i--jtf «-i

of doors, carrying his family with
Jnstant on the way to let the owner
him, we should have the finest cavalry
lot the impatient voice know that shs
In the world, a body loyal to the counwas engaged.
try and particularly adapted to its
"I tell you," she remarked to the work and contented as a man always
bookkeeper when she returned, "I get is when engaged in something to his
so exasperated sometimes that I alliking.
most explode I These men make m*
The picture suggests too much the
awfully tired! Here I've been work- guerrilla idea to win entire approval,
ing all the years that they've been but Is worth thinking about. A body
having a good time getting educated. of Indian cavalry under the restricThen they come Into the office, and, tions of army regulations and a part
Pure-Bred Indian Runner Ducks, the Kind That Require but Little Water
after selecting the lightest window of the army organization would-be a>
and Stand Up Well on Their Legs.
and the most comfortable ehalr, they promising experiment. It suggests the.
be no roup among your ducklings, pro- think they're busy!
way In which the Russians have uti(By ANNA QALIGHKR.)
"Here I am—with my desk piled lized the Cossacks, and the latter are
We have raised ducks for a number viding other conditions are right.
high
with
real
work!
And
what
do
Neither
the
Pekin
nor
the
Indian
of years and find that they are easy
hardly a finer and more (effective
to raise when one knows how, but It Runner ducks require a stream or you suppose that young Mr. Babcock body than an Indian cavalry would
wanted?
He
calmly
asked
me
to
take
pond
to
swim
in.
A
great
many
peois safe to say that not more than one
doubtless become. What has been,
poultry raiser in every five thousand ple Insists that ducks of all kinds re- a few letters—personal thank you let- done In the way of farming settlement
thoroughly understands duck raising. quire a swimming pool. Right here is ters-to friends of his who entertain- among the Indian tribes cannot be uned him on his tripl And in each one
Few beginners Btay with the busi- where they "fall down."
done. But the time is not past when,
exoused
using a ««wi~~"~-jj
stenoexcused himself for
mm
^
,
^^ orgBtt,
In case there 1B no pond at hand-, a he
ness long enough to learn. They start
grapher on the ground that he was.o | the Idea ol *z Ind aut-J ^
«
in by guess, so to speak, and give up substitute Is forthwith provided. An
lzed and governed under army adpressed
for
time!
Pressed
tor
tlmel
in disgust, at the end of the first sea- excavation is made In the ground and
ministration, would be worth trying.
then fi)led with water; and often no "Why, he doesn't know how to fill In
son.
Our American thoughts don't turn to
hours!
Some people try to raise ducklings other water is provided.
war. But we mean to have the nu-,
"Do
you
know
what
Mr.
Brown
was
It
soon
becomes
a
foul
puddle,-and
on whole wheat, cracked corn, etc.
cleus of an army second to none In
Others Insist that ducka of all ages the result can be Imagined. Of course so urgent about? He's been calling the art of science of war. We hava
must have a swimming pool. This Is the ducklings soon begin dying off, and out here for ten minutes, while I was the finest military school at West
continue to do so until few, if any, are engaged, and I thought It couldn't be Point, where we turn out a supply
all wrong.
anything less than drawing up a con'Begin by providing good shelter for left
of officers educated in their calling,
Ducks are naturally very healthy. tract! But there he sat, looking over
the ducklings before they are hatched.
^WlSM aTcoTnt, and | and'a general organization to build a
The houses need not be very expen- If properly cared for they will be free' he was So lazy tottlnk for himself! larger force on If a threat of war at
sive, but they must have good roofs from disease and will grow very fast He wanted me to stand there beside any time calls for It. And we are eM
and floors. Colony houses are best They never have lice.
However, It is not advisable to keep Sm and go througnTe thing, with ing just now in *Jf^«^»»tff*
because it is not advisable to keep
nm^scause, as ne said, two head., of preparedness or to «™«Jto bo
ducks and other poultry together. Not
large numbers together.
are better than one! What he might prepared against ^e POMibiUty. to
If ducklings of different sizes are even with geese. In fact two varieties have said, if he'd been strictly truth-! any event, the effort to see if j
kept In the same yards, the smaller of ducks will not thrive when put toshould not utilise the raw material
gether. If Pekin and Indian Runner ful, is that my head Is better than that we have for the cavalry arm is
ones are sure to suffer.
his!
,
ducklings
are
fed
together,
the
latter
Never keep more than 35 young
worth ths consideration of the au"This morning Mr. Gray came strolducks In the same house. If the houses will be sure to get the worst of It, and
ling In an hour after things had begun, thorities.—Indianapolis News.
are very small 15 will be enough. But It is the same with the older birds.
All varieties of, ducks require about and he sat down and read a newspawhen building the duck houses It 1B
Gas In Agriculture.
a good plan to have them built large the same kind of food, but some re- per and smoked a cigar before he went
Apropos of the reported discovery
through his mall. Then he called me
enough to be used for sheltering the quire more than others.
in
this
country
that carbonic acid gas
The Pekin is a market duck, while in to take his letters, and* though I. (CO,) is a valuable stimulate*ot^lant
layers In the winter, if necessary.
purposely
let
him
know
how
much
Ordinary coops, such as those used the Indian Runner is usually raised for work I had piled up be gave me half growth, a recent communication to th.
by the average farmer for a "hen and egg production.
I dozen phone number." to call for British Roy. society by Mr FKM4
However, there are always some
chickens," have no place in the duckhim! And he sat there looking out 1. of some taterest
M*.XWJ*
raising business.
Such coops can "culls" and surplus drakes that one of the window while I got hi. number, found that the germination of seeds
neither be kept dry or clean. Need,- has to dispose of, and these when fat, on the telephone! Oh, It makes ma was prevented by an atmosphere conless to say they are not suitable f?r bring good prices in the market.
so angry- l"d like to express myself talnlng twenty to thirty per cent of
There are two ways of distinguishany other poultry.
In cool, damp
.from a public platform on the wrongs CO,. This treatment seemed to do
weather they are little short of death ing ducks from the drakes, namely, of busy stenographers!"
the 'seeds no permanent injury, for
traps.
.j.- the voice or "quack" and the feathers
The bookkeeper listened sympathet- upon removal from the gas they
Have a separate yard for each, lot in the tall.
"sprouted"
readily under favorable conThe voice of the duck Is loud and ically. "I must own," he said, "that ditions pf heat and moisture. The seed
of ducklings. If they are to have free
they're
an
inconsiderate
bunch!"
range after the first few weeks, the coarse, while that of the drake la
"Inconsiderate!" cried the little of white mustard, however, proved
yards need not be very large.
The rather smooth and less loud. Drakes stenographer. "They do it on pur- an exception to this rule, and followrapner.
inej uo »* "" »— ■»•» =——«■-— — —■
■ „,,„,,_j
ducklings cannot n>, therefore, it is not have a few curled feathers In their pose They've got it into their thick ing a CO, treatment could be caused
necessary to have high fences. Poul- tails when matured,
heads that they're business men, and to germinate only after removal or
' Duck eggB hatch in incubators. The
they can't be bothered with detail «,» testas. or after c°"Plet°.^X*
eggs have clear shells and are easily and the little things. They're such big following by re-wettlng. Mr. Kldd also
tested. We test all of our eggs, no men! Their time is awfully valuable found that a quantity of green mamatter whether placed in incubators and mustn't be wasted!
I terlal buried at a considerable depth
or under hens.
"Do you know what I'm going to do under ground and. allowed *° °ec«
Rather Old-Fashioned.
(By B. K. PARKINSON, Farm ManageBe very careful In doing the work, sometime? I'm going to accept a pro- may produce sufficient CO, in the sou
At a dinner the other night they
ment Expert. Copyright, JS14.)
as it Is difficult for a beginner to tell posal of marriage. That'll make me to prevent the germination of seeds
were speaking of the importance of
The two principal objects of hopper
whether an egg Is good or bad.
free to do as I please. Then I'm com- He suggested that this observation
being right up to date, when Judge feeding are to save time and avoid upAt a certain stage during incubation ing down to the office, the same as had considerable agricultural signlnClinton Grey of the New York court setting the digestion of fowls from
a perfectly good duck egg presents s usual When the buzzer buzzes I'll go cance, and might account for otherof appeals was reminded of the case careless feeding.
very, queer appearance to the novice.
ln, and I'll take the business letters, ( wise Inexplicable cases of delayed gerof John Henry.
On large commercial plants—in fact,
When held before a strong light, the but when a personal letter comes 111. ruination.
John Henry had been calling at the on any farm where poultry are kept in
shell appears to be half empty. Don't
Blmply say, 'I'm busy today.' Then,,
—
—
home of Myrtle for many monthB with- considerable numbers—time 1s money
get excited and throw the egg away. when they ask me to get some phone as |ee Demoralise 8outh Sea Nations,
out making much headway toward and must be saved, so by degrees the
If you do, the chances are that you numbers. 111 say, 'I see you aren't at, ov
Moving picture shows are demoralmatrimony, but eventually little CupiS hopper has come to be used univerwill destroy a' duckling.
all busy; would you mind getting lting the South Sea natives, breaking
chased him out of the bashful gloom.
sally. The usual materials are fed In
Ordinary
chicken
hens
can
be
used
those numbers yourself? I've a great up their old peaceful customs and in"Dearest," suddenly remarked John It, hut mixed in bulk and put into
focvhatching duck eggs. If the weath- deal of work to do!' Then I'll walk clUng them to crime, .ays a returned
Henry one night, going over quickly hoppers dry In sufficient quantities to
er
is
cool,
it
is
best
to
leave
the
hen
out to my deBk!
I English traveler from that part of the
and Bitting close by the side of the last several days. There are some who.
with the ducklings for several weeks.
beautiful girl. "I intend to Bee your object to hoppers, fearing they attract
"When Mr, Brown calls me away worid.
Ducklings
get
along
nicely
In
broodIn
the
midst
of
an
Important
letter
to
\ Although the average Islander is
father tonight and ask him for your rats, mice, sparrows, etc., and that,
ers, but they should only be kept there stand at his side while he leans back lazy> good-natured and peace-loving,
hand."
fowls eat less freely of dry mash and
at night, and at intervals during the in his swivel chair so that I may hefp ne i, not far removed from the days
"You make me sigh," wearily re- consequently do not lay as well The
day, when young.
him add up figures and Btralghten c{ eavagery. Of an excitable and emosponded the fair one. "Why will you first of these objections is overcome by
All brooders should be placed In a out accounts I'll say, 'Mr. Brown, I'm J tllmai nature, he is carried away by
insist on being BO old-fashioned?"
using metal hoppers with lids. These,
building or under cover, for obvious very busy today, and if you've noth-'
the dramatic Alms exhibited by pro"Old-fasbionedT' wonderingly re- may be purchased from any poultry
reasons'.
lng of Importance to say you'll have moters. An islander will pawn his
joined John Henry, "I don't get you, supply house. The second objection Is
The First Swimming Lesson.
Ducklings soon outgrow a brooder. to excuse me!'
I lsst possession, says the traveler, to
dearest."
true, but the Blight loss of eggs is offAfter the first few weeks they can get
"Oh, but won't they be surprised! geo a picture show.
' "Don't go and ask him," imperiously set by saying in the time spent In feed- try netting will answer for the old and
along
without
artificial
heat.
Keep
The only trouble Is that I've been a
A recent case occurred In the Sayoung.
The ducklings cannot get
answered dearest. "Go tell him."—■ ing.
over an 18-inch fence, but In buying the brooders clean and thoroughly ven- slave for so long that I'm afraid I' ^o^ islands, where three natives, onePhiladelphia Telegraph.
There are, of course, those who have
tilated.
won't
have
the
courage
to.
break
up'
m former policeman, stole revolvers
made a great success with poultry netting it is not advisable to select the
Don't overcrowd. Large numbers of traditions and precedents!'*
j and started out to imitate a hold-up
narrow variety, because a fence that
Chums In Life and In Death.
feeding cooked mashes, and in such
young fowl are killed by this over"Then," said the bookkeeper, mus- wene. They set. upon a European
Laurence Irving who, with his wife, cases it is inadvisable to change. But will turn the young ducks may not be
crowding and poor ventilation.
ingly, "you'll put on your bat and go j plantation manager, and shot both
perished in the Empress of Ireland where feeding 1B done by a hired man, high enough to confine the old ones,
Spring and early summer 1B the best home, and the man who proposed to, BWl(I fp, resisting. The murders were
disaster, had none of the conventional who is apt to be careless in keeping if needed for that purpose at some futime to hatch ducks.
The beginner you, so you could be free from this followed by battles with the natives,
characteristics of an actor. He cared feed troughs clean and well scalded or ture time. As a rule we use the 24who tries to raise ducks In the whiter dally grind, will say, T want dinner j wjtn tne te»n\t that two of the ban*
nothing for society and little or noth- allowing the mash to stand until sour, lnch close mesji netting with a sixearly tonight,' and you'll hurry to get j ,.ere fcuhja ^ action and the third
usually makes a failure of it '
ing for money. He was a man of wide upsetting the digestion of entire inch board at the bottom, to keep the
There Is no advantage In hatching It! Between times you'll be mending, WM captured and latar hanked,
culture, profound simplicity, and ready, Bocks and causing loss in the egg little ducklings from trying to get
through. This fence is high enough ducklings in winter except where the and darning and dusting, to make him
eager sympathy.
yield, the change to the hopper methmarket offers special Inducements in comfortable; and hell call you, and
British Night Attack Failed.
to turn the old birds also.
His performance in "Typhoon" es- od will prove beneficial.
,
If one must economize on lumber the way of fancy prices. Use judg- you'll come running to hear what he's
One hundred years ago, after a vigtablished his right to be considered
For those who think of changing
got
to
say.
And
you'll
go
on
training
ment
always.
when
building
the
houses,
they
can
orous bombardment, the British, In
one of the half dozen most compe- from the old to the new method perDuck eggs require about four weeks him to expect that sort of service, so three columns commanded by General
tent actors on the English stage. He haps a few of the dry mash mixtures be built low; about seven feet or just
when
he
goes
to
Us
office
hell
hs
high
enough
for
one
to
walk
through.
Drummond, made a night attack upon
to
hatch.
When
hatched
the
ducklings
was always ap extremely painstaking used by successful poultry breeders
This of course is not necessary, If should be removed from the nest or just like the rest of the men!"
the Americans entrenched at Fort
worker, and everything he did, he did may prove helpful. A well tried one
The little stenographer listened, fas- Erie. Two of the columns had already
in his own way. He was, indeed, a consists of coarse wheat bran, 200 they are small but in that case one incubator, and put Into a brooder or
real, lovable man, the entirely worthy pounds; corn meal, 100 pounds; ground side should be open or enclosed In .near the kitchen stove until all are cinated. "Why, that's so!" she ex- effected an entrance in the works, and
claimed. She paused and thought it had turned the guns upon the besuch a way as to allow the floors to hatched.
J
holder of a great name.
oats, 100 pounds;,gluten meal, 100
Give no food until at least 24 hours' over. "But I guess I'll try It any- sieged garrison, when the explosion
He and his wife, Mabel Hackney, pounds; middlings, 75 pounds; feeding be cleaned easily.
The houses cbould be close enough old. They will eat almost as soon as way," she announced, "because I'll of- a magazine blew into the air a
were associated in everything, from flour, 25 pounds; fine beef scraps, 30
the day of their marriage, and it is pounds, and fish scraps, 30 pounds. For to be comfortable, but not air-tight. batched if food Is offered, but It Is not dare to say T won't' for ha can't Are storming party, and caused an unDucks
need plenty of fresh air, espe- advisable to allow them to do so. •me!"
conquerable panic on the part of the
appropriate that they should have) Leghorns the following has been found
cially in the hot weather. Keep the However, we always give our duckassailants. The British were compelled
died together.
good: Cornmeal, 60 pounds; wheat
Learn
How
to
Rest,
houses
clean,
dry
and
well
ventilated.
to retire, having incurred a loss of]
lings tepid water to drink from the
Laurence Irving was one of the few middlings, 60 pounds; wheat bran, 30
Fortunate Is the man who knows 157 killed, 300 wounded and 186 prll
V
Englishmen who spoke Russian flu- pounds; alfalfa meal, 10 pounds; oil I Floors should be dry and well covered start.
how to rest. To know how to take oners. The loss on the American sld«
with Btraw or clean litter. Never use
meal, 10 pounds; beef scrap, 60 pounds, |
ently.
a vacation is not the least among the amounted to only 84 In killed a
Fowls Unfit foABrseders.
and table salt 10 pounds. The Maine j sawdust.
gifts of living. Herbert Spencer told wounded.
The floor covering Bhould be changed
Growth of Germany.
experiment station recommends wheat |
Don't
buy
your/
breeders
from
A century ago there was no German bran, 200 pounds; cornmeal, 100 | often. Ducks sit on the floor at night chicks that have been penned In a UB many years ago thai we lived too
and
the
bedding
soon
gets
badly
soiled.
fast. Carlyle's man who sings at his »
No Sewing.
empire—only a number of German pounds; middlings, 100 pounds; gluten ;
As a rule, I clean the floors every three-foot space until they are nearly work Is the exception. The man who
"My wife told me to bring home]
states whose aggregate wealth, and meal, 100 pounds; linseed meal, 100
mature. These may come on fast, and loves his labor works better, and, othother
day
in
summer,
and
if
there
issome needles."
income were probably less than those pounds; beef scrap, 100 pounds. A
If white or buff develop the very white
"Ah, you have a jewel of a wifs
of Franca Now united Germany is breeder of Plymouth Rocks has had any dampness the floors are allowed or pale buff color required by the er things equal, lives longer than the
man
who
worries
with
his
work.
Honto
dry
before
fresh
litter
is
put
on.
Mine positively refuses to dw any sev
estimated to possess an Income of good results from the following;
standard
of
perfection,
but
nine
times
We sometimes scatter line ashes
est work is a stimulating mental and ing."
nearly $10,000,000,000 and accumulat- Wheat bran, 200 pounds; wheat mid
in ten the male birds are* long and
"Candor compels me to admit
ed wealth of about $80,000,000,000. dlings, 100 pounds; cornmeal, 100 over, the floor to absorb th< moisture. narrow In shape—"spindling" we physical exercise. „Men die not of
Always remove the,a<h"H before the
overwork, "but of overworry. They
During the century Germany's popula- 100 pounds; gluten meal, 100 pounds,
j would call It in a plant—and not fit who live two days at a time shorten ■hose needles' are for the graft
bedding
Is
put
on
the
tl
i phone."
tion has grownVfaora 24,000,000 to and beef scrap, 100 pounds. Every oth
If these rules are follow, d then, will for breeders.
their lives.
more than 67,000,000, or ISO per cent.
er month 60 pounds of linseed meal

Uneeda
Biscuit

Baronet Biscuit
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water in the reservoir is very
Brookfield Times lowAlthongh
the water commissioners expect to
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NO. 38.
Death of Mr Crosby.

Henry Van Der Veer Crosby, a man
have the auxiliary system at the Mill
yard in operation in it-short time and re- who had be^n practically a life-long resident of Brookfleld, and for more than 50
Journal Block, North Brookfleld, Mass lieve the situation without it being again
years a prominent business man, town
necessary to pump from the river.
official and highly respected citizen, died
J.
LAWRENCE,
HORACE
John
L.
Hughes,
who
has
been
at
the
'FOREMOST IN FASHION"
at 5.30 a. m., Wednesday, at his borne
EDITOB AND PROPRIETOR.
home of his parents, during his summer
on the corner,of Central and Common
vacation, has returned to his duties as
1.00 a Y^ar in Advance. instructor
streets, aged 82 years, 6 months and 19
of chemistry at Connecticut
Single Copies,3 Cents.
days. Heart failure was the cause of
Agricultural college at Storrs.
Prof.
Addresf all communications to BBOOKFIEI.II Hughes enters upon his fourth year as death and he-had been in failing health
TIKES. North Brookfleld, Mass.
for the past year, and since Aug. 1 had
All Central New England Has Awaited the
Orders for subscription, advertising, or job instructor at the college.
been confined to his bed. Mr Crosby was
work and payment for the same, may be sent
Quaboag Valley Social club will have a born in Brookfield Feb. 27, 1832, the son
direcfto *e main office.' North Brookfleld or
to George W. McNamara. Brookfleld
concert and dance in the town hall, of William and Jane (Van Der Veer)
West Brookfield, Saturday night, Sept. Crosby and except for a short time in
19. Plant's singing orchestra of Spencer 1860 and 1861 had always lived in town.
BROOKFIELD.
will furnis i music for the dancing, which His early life was passed on the farm of
James Scarborough has moved to Fiek- will be from 8 o'clock to 11.45. There his parents, which .was one of the largest
will be special cars to Ware, Warren and in this section, comprising at one time a
dale,
great section of the land on which the
Mrs Charles Buchanan is visiting rela- Brookfleld after the dance.
tives in Norwich, Ct.
Mr and Mrs Charles H. Moulton have town of Brookfield has been built. His
Louis LeClair of Norwood, has been closed their summer cottage at Lake Qua- education consisted of what the public
the guest of Mr and Mrs James Crowley, cumquasit and left for their Waltham schools of his day afforded. As a boy he
home Saturday morning. As has been worked in the store of Frank Howe and
this week.
WE ARE READY ! The New Styles, the new fabrics, the correct colors are
their custom for a number of years Mr when in the twenties he left home and
Miss
Alice
Hyde
Tucker
left
Monday
to
We are style
went to Boston where he worked for a
shpwn at the Richard Healy Store months ahead of other stores.
resume her studies at Smith college, and Mrs Moulton made the trip by team
stopping in Worcester Saturday night time as bookkeeper, later going to Chicleaders because our models and our materials are exclusively our own.
To be
Northampton,
and Sunday, arriving home Monday eve- ago, and took a position as clerk in a
correctly dressed—to have individuality to your clothes—is the desire of the woman of
Michael Connolly of Worcester was the
grocery store. He remained away lees
guest Sunday of his brother, Patrick ning.
than two years.
While in Chicago he
Fashion and the Richard Healy Store can satisfy your every wish in the selection of
The Ladies Benevolent society of the married Miss Lucy Fales and in 1861 reConnelly, River street.
Congregational
church
at
a
meeting
in
the
perfect clothes.
turned to Brookfield. Shortly after his
Miss Marcie Barnes of Warren has
been the guest this week of Miss Eliza- vestry of the church Wednesday after- return he formed a partnership with Levi
noon
elected
these
officers:—President,
Davis and opened a general store in what
beth Gsdaire, Mill stieet.
' •
Mrs Caroline Ormsby; first vice-president, was known as the J. H. Rogers block on
Mies Josephine Farrar of AsBinippi has
Mrs Sherman Goodwin; second vice-pres., the corner of Main and Common streets,
*been the guest for two weeks of Mr and
Miss Ella Gibson; directresses, Mrs C. A. under the firm name of Davis & Crosby.
Mrs Walter DuBois, Pleasant street.
Gunn, Mrs Richard Finney, Mrs Arthur The partnership continued but a short
Mis^ Beatrice Bailey, who graduated W. Mitchell and Mrs Clara S. Thompson. time before Mr Crosby bought the infrom the B. H. S. in June has enrolled as
1000NEW SKIRTS, $5.00, $7.50, to $17.50
Town clerk Robert G. Livermore has terests' of Mr Davis and from that time
1500 NEW SUlfs, $15.00, $17.50, to $75.00
a student at the Worcester normal school.
designated these election officers for the up to his retirements years ago he car2000 NEW WAISTS, $1.98, $2.98 to $35.00
. Mrs Sherman Goodwin will manage
primary election Tuesday:—Henry W. ried on a successful business under the'
1000 NEW COATS, $7.50, $10.00, to $95H)0
harvest supper and entertainment in the Irwin, Edile H. Clarke, Fred F. Fran- name of H. V. Crosby Co.
500 GIRLS' COATS AND 1000 GIRLS'
church vestry, Wednesday evening, Sept quer, George W. McNamara and Hubert
In the early seventies he moved the
DRESSES
1000 NEW DRESSES, $10, $12.50 to $150
30.
E. Stoddard. James W. Bowler will he store from the Rogers block to the old
. Miss Katherine Scaulon of Fitchburg police officers. The voting will take place town hall building, and continued there
was the guest this week at the home of in banquet hall and the polls will be open up to the time the building was destroyed
Mr and Mrs Wlllam Mulcahy, Howard from 5 o'clock in the afternoon until 8.30 by fire in 1902. The contents of the store
■Street.
at night.
/'
were entirely destroyed at that time, but
The Bice Corner and Potapoag district
The stock, farming tools and some of in a short time he renovated a block
schools were closed Thursday to allow ihe the household goods at the Lake View on Central street owned by him and
teachers and pupils to attend Sturbridge farm, owned by Charles H. Eley in the opened for business and the store is still
Podunk district were sold at public auc- in operation under the name of H. F.
MrsM. M. Fairbanks arrived ■ at her tion at the farm Wednesday. Mr Eley Crosby Co., he having turned the business
home in the Over-the-Kiver district Sun- has lived at the farm the past 5 years, over to his son in 1909. Between 1870
''mint***************************************1****
day, after a two weeks stay in the Berk- coming from Springfield to the country in" and 1880 the post-office was located in
an effort to regain his health. As he has the Crosby store at the town house buildshires.
BROOKFIELD.
entirely recovered he and Mrs Eley have ing, and Mr Crosby was postmaster.
Mr
and
Mrs
Walter
J.
King
of
Leices»»»»»»»»»»♦»*«»♦»»»< '»♦»♦♦»♦»♦»»♦♦»»♦»»♦♦»»*»»»»»»»»>
returned to Springfield to live.
Mr Crosby was a man of quiet manner
The street railway sale is again post- ter were the guests Sunday of Mrs King's'
parents, Mr and Mrs Samuel J. Moulton,
Three of the classes of the high school and gentlemanly bearing and throughout
poned, this time to Jan. 14, 19}6.
Maple street
hftve elected their class officers for the his life enjoyed the confidence and respect
Qnaboag Valley Social Club will have a
His advice was always
year. Those chosen were: Senior, Presi- of all classes.
James
Fenton
of
Boston
and
Dennis
dance in town hall, Sept. 30.
sought in affairs regarding town business
McCarthy of Spencer were guests, Sun- dent, Miss MildredG. Mitchell; secretary,
Miss Katherine A. Dunn has resigned
day, of Mr and Mrs Patrick Fenton at Miss Ethel Bemis; treasurer, Miss Lillian and among the older people it is said that
her position as teacher of grades 3 and 4,
Weare; Junior class, President, Edward a large proportion of the people consulted
North Crossing.
to
accept
a
much
better
position
in
a
Any Day or Every Day
J, Hannigan; vice-president, Raymond him about their personal business as his
Mr
and
Mrs
Glover
S.
Fletcher
have
fourth grade in New Bedford. She has
J, Clancy; treasurer. Harry Hayes; sec- judgement could be trusted and hie honTO
been very popular among the younger set moved to Southbridge where Mr Fletcher
retary, Miss Ruth Estey; Sophomore, esty was never questioned. He had taken
has
a
position
in
the
office
of
the
Litchin Brookfleld.
President, Hiram Batty; vice-president, no active part in town affairs for the past
iield Shuttle Company..
The Ladies' Aid society of the MethoWilliam Petersen; treasurer, Mies Ethel 8 years but previous to that time had
THE Greatest Exhibit oi
Charles P. Gay, Arthur W. Wolcott
dist church was entertained at the home
Yard; secretary, John Renehan. The been tax collector for 40 continuous years
absolutely new merchanof Mrs Charles P. Gay, Maple-street, on and William C. Bemis left Monday for freshman class has not as yet elected class and at various times had filled the offices
dise of every description ever
of selectman, town clerk, treasurer and
Tuesday afternoon. The afternoon was Somerville, where they have a number of officials.
shown in New England.
assessor. In 1898 he was elected to the
passed in sewing for the annual Christ- contracts for carpentry work.
There are many good books of travel House of Representatives and served one
mas fair, that the society will have in the
Edward F. Delaney attended the outOver 500 Merchants unite
in the Merrick public library of whjch year. In politics he w*as a Republican.
town ball, afternoon and evening, Dec. ing of (be Knights of Robert Emmet
the two following are good eximpleB. Mr Crosby was a life long attendant at
in extending you a cordial in16. Tilt society was also entertained at and O'Connell associates at the Summit
"One of the ablest bookB that has been the First Parish church and had filled
vitation to attend.
a tea meeting at the home of Mrs Wil- house in Jefferson, Sunday.
written of late years is 'South America,
liam Prtersen last Wednesday ofternoon.
William L. Mulcahy left on Monday, observations and impressions,' by James every office in the Parish society. Mr
Crosby was twice married, his first wifeAfter having been shut down for a to resume hie studies for the priesthood Bryce. Mr Bryce has given .us in this
being Miss Lucy Fales, whom he marriedr.
week, business was resumed at the Fos- at Grande Seminary in Montreal, after book the impressions gained from a four
at Chicago in I860, and she died in Mayter-Moulton factory Monday, and the-fac- his summer vacation at the home of MB months stay in South Amesica, and des1908. On Oct. 14 of the same year he~ .
tory will be in operation 58 hours a week parents on Howard St.
cribes the scenery and people as well as married Mrs Antoinette BntterwOrth,..
from now on. Although business has
Rev. L. L. Beeinan, pastor of the giving an idea of the historic and ecowho died in June 1912. He is survived',
been dull for the past three months the Methodist church at West Warren, will nomic development of the various coun!:♦»»»»»*»♦»»»♦»#*»»«»i ♦»»»»♦*♦*»*♦*»»»««"»»»»»'«"*'» »»** outlook for the future is bright and an conduct the services at the Methodist tries." "Romantic America" by R. H. by one son, Henry F» Crosby; two sisters.
Miss Hattie C. Crosby of Brookfleld, and,;
excellent run is anticipated. The desire church Sunday morning in exchange Schautfler vividly pictures some of the
Mrs Theodora (Crosby) Davis of Springof the firm is to do from 66 to 75 doz- with Rev. Dr. Charlton.
beautiful and historic spots of our coun field; and five grand-children, Arthur acres.
*
ens of shoes a day and there are orders
try.
It
is
intensely
patriotic
and
creates
Miss M»ri Ellen Johnson left WednesCrosby, Jesse P., Henry F., Florence L..
TfcXOf >9«2.*2.2S.
4
enough on hand to keep the factory run- day for Nonbampton to enroll as a stu- in one the desire to see moreef this land
TRX of 1913,12.15
and Crosby Van Der Veer HfBe, children,
ning for a long time.
The
book
is
beautifully
illustrated
and
dent at Miss Capen's school for young
Htfrs or DevJues of William F. Llatei.
of Atty. Edward B. Hale of Jamaica
Word was received Tuesday by Mvs ladies. Miss Johnson was a member of the descriptions are filled with anecdotes Plain, formerly principal of the B. H. 8.
A certain tract of meadow land situated on the
Quaboeg river in said Brookfleld and bounded Horace Woods of the marriage in East the sophomore class of the B. H. 8.
of interest.
as follows:—Southwardly on said river and land
The funeral will be held Saturday afterBBOOKFIELD, MASS., Bent. », Wt
of Samuel E. Weld; eastwardly on land of Alice Haven, Ct., Saturday, of George A.
A big black horse, owned by Dave noon with services at his late home at 2
Albert
D.
Hookerwas,
as
usual,
one
of
L.
Twlchell
and
land
of
Theodore
Eaton;
northTh« ownen and oecusants of the following
Goldstein
of
Charlton
became
frightened
Petty.
67,'
of
Hyde
street,
Brookfleld,
and
wardly
on
land
of
the
Boston
and
Albany
Baild««rlbod D»iroli«f real estate lituated to the
the judges of the horse raci g at Star
o'clock, at which Rev. William L. Walsh
town of BrookfleM, In the countj of Worcester, read Company; and westwardly on land of said Mrs Cornelia A. (Palmer) Sperry, aged
bridge fair, Thursday and Friday. Dur- while feeding in the barnyard at the farm will officiate, Burial will be uj Brookand Commonwealth ot Mateaehmette, and the Bailroad Company and land of the heirs of
ll-jry
Allen.
"
Containing
about
52
fleorge
Henr;
ol, of Brandford, Ct. The ceremony was ing his absence John J. Dunpny of North of David N. Hunter, Main street, Tuespublic are hereby notified that the axes thereon
fc.M.
1K12.L-.
severally aamaed tor the years hereinafter epect Tax of 1812,
performed at the home of the bride's Brookfleld had charge of his bather shop. day afternoon and ran away, Mr Gold- fleld cemetery In charge ot Undertaker
ned, aecordln. to the ltat eonmritted to me m Tax oMSU, S6.45.
Collector of Taxes for said Brookfleld by the
stein is a cattle dealer and was at the Robert G. Liyermore.
son, Arthur Sperry, by Rev. Charles
BSHCR F. BUTTEKWOBTH.
Assessors of Taxes, remain unpaid, and that the
' «■ of Taxes tor the Town of
The circle of the Woman's Alliance of Hunter farm lool1 ing over the stock. He
Page of East Haven. Mr and Mrs Petty
smallest undivided part of said tandtsdfnclent to
kfleld for the years 1912 and
satisfy said taxes with the interest and all lesal
ins.
left immediately after the ceremony for a the First Parish church, in charge of Mrs had removed the bridle from his horse
costs and charges, or the whole of said land if
S4.11.-l
Carelessness Cause of Firs*.
no person offers to take an undivided part thereWedding tour to Ludlow and White River Horace W. May, will have a food sale in and left it feeding while he was in the
of will be offered for sale by public auction, at
More than 50 per cent of all Urea
Junction, Vermont and will be at- home the south hall of the town house, Friday barn. The horse became frightened at are caused by simple carelessness,
the office of the Collector of Taxes, In the Town
Ths Difference.
House insaid Bmokfleld, on
in Brookfleld Oct. 1. It is "the third Afternoon, Sept. 25, from 2.30 to 6 o'clock. one of the Hunter horses that had been ■which Is unnecessary and criminal.
A pessimist complains be bas
marriage for Use groom and the second
Edward Hunter, Misses Martha and released from a pasture and came -up Repairs to dilapidated buildings, the
1.600 oysters without coming on a
for the bride. Mr Petty is a veteran of Mary Hunter of New York city, and Mrs through the harnyard on the run to the removal of all Are breeding material,
at Two O'clock P, St., for the payment of said pearl; as optimist gives tbanks that
The Goldstein horse care in burning weeds and rubbish,
taxes, with interest, costs and charges thereon, he has eaten that many oysters with-" the divil war and came to town four years Roy Buck of Brooklyn, were guests of watering trough.
unless the same shall he previously discharged. ■
out getting ptomaines.—New York ago from Athol, and bought toe property Mr and Mrs David Hunter, this week. turned arid dashed towards the street. the placing of engines at a safe disou the corner of Hyde and Kimball Mr and Mrs Bock were on their wedding Mr Hunter was coming out of the house tance from buildings, the removal of
Mall.
HARRIET A. PLIMPTON.
as the horse started and made for the oily waste, proper ventilation—in
streets.
(Now supposed to oc cwned by Sarah D. Ball.)
trip.
A certain tract of land situated in that part of
driveway to head it off.
The horse brief, plain common sense, will minisaid Brookfleld called Podunk and bounded as
Ths Way of a Lover.
Herbert Clarke of Melrose was the turned as it approached Mr Hunter and mize the danger from this class of
follows:—Nortlierly on land of the heirs of W.
When
a
man
finds
a
woman
for
H Gouldlng; easterly on land of Mary D. Nich.
guest, the first of the week, at the Tiome dashed across the lawn and gained the fires.
ols: southerly on land of George B. Kemsen: and whom he thinks there's nothing good
Fluke Hog of the Sea.
of Mr and MrsMerton Wilson on Blanch- street by going through a narrow space
westerly on land of John F. Smith, containing enough he asks her to take-him.
The slab-sided, flat-bottomed' fluke
about R acres.
is not a game fish, but he is muscular, aril hill, Mr Clarke was the coachman between a fence and a large elm tree.
How to Tell a Politician.
Tax of 1912. W.«i.
Tax of WIS.Sl.aO.
and when he decides to bore down to at the Blanehard home a number of The wagon was wrecked as a result of the
A politician is a man who can conDally Thought.
years
ago.
the
bottom
his
flat
shape
aids
him
In
crash against the tree and part of the vince people that he is working for
Heirs or De.isees of Richard Fljnn.
Of all virtues and dignities of mind
A certain triangular piwe of land situated on goodness Is the greatest, being the giving a good account of himself. He
The outtng of the business men and. harness torn from the"horse, which con- them when in reality they are working
for him.
M*ll street in the center village of i-aid Brookfleld
is the hog ot the sea, although he preclerks that was scheduled for last Wed- tinued its dash along Main, Maple and
mid described u£ follows:— BegJnnina at the character of the Deltv.^Hacon.
fers tBst ^whleh is alive. After being
northeaster!7 corner tlie>eof on Bald MITT street
South Maple street* and was caught on the
nesday
was
postponed
until
Wednesday,
|.y land nf Kfttt Eaton, thence rtouthwardly hy
hooked the fish will lie stIH and not
]nnd of said Eaton to land of the Hcmtop ail.l
Others Victims of Hard Luck.
Silence Is Golden.
move until the angler notifies him by Sept. 23. The outing will beheld at the East Brookfleld flats by George Stone and
Albany Railroad .'oiirpany; tln-nee westwards
Most of us get what we deserve, but
Let a fooi hold his tongue and be hauling upward. Then the fluke gets summer cottage of Walter R. Howe on Andrew Carlson, who had pursued it on I
bv "tend ol said Company to aaid Mill R&eet.
urn, thence northeasterly by said Mill street bo may pass for a sage.—Publfus Syrus.
enly the suceessful will admit it.
bicycle <.
the north shore of Lake Quaboag.
busy.
the place of begiMulng. Containing about 2

1 RICHARD HEALY CO.

Richard Heaiy Presentation of Women's, Misses' and Girls'

Fall and Winter Fashions

As Portrayed by the Foremost European and New York Designers

We Always Sell Garments of Assured Styles

and Reliable Quality at the Lowest Prices

NEW FUR COATS-NEW FUR SCARFS-NEW FUR MUFFS
AT SPECIAL PRICES

RICHARD HEALY CO.,

512 Main Street, Worcester.

COME TO

WORCESTER

SEPTEMBER 22

Special Attraction* every day including the World
Famous
WORCESTER MUSIC FESTIVAL

Collector's Sale
OF REAL ESTATE

MONDAY, SEPT. 28, J9J4,

26
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GREAT ARMIES LINE UP FOR BATTLE ON BORDER
RUSSIAN CZAR PLANS TO ADVANCE ON BERLIN
AUSTRIA'S FORCES DEMORALIZED BY DEFEAT
GERMANS HOLD STRONG
POSITIONS ON THE AISNE
Crown Prince's Forces Driven Back,
but Able to Join the Other German
Armies-Invaders Retreat in Alsace.
French Re-occupy City and Fortress
of Rheims.
WAR'S LATE DEVELOPMENTS)

—

I

1-

FRANCE— The allied forces on the
left wing, according to .the official
communique is in close contact with
the Germans north of the Aisne and
northwest and north of Rhelma.
Lieut-Col. Rousset, a French military expert, says that in this position the Germans have found a
place for stubborn resistance. The
report that Verdun has been bombarded by the Crown Prince's army
is denied. It is claimed in Paris
that Verdun has neither been bombarded nor attacked by the Germans. The only fort that has been
bombarded is Troyon, twelve miles
eouth of Verdun, a defense which
belongs in the district of the Meuse.
The French right remains unchanged. It is officially announced
that the Allies have reoccupied
Rheims.
GERMANY.—According to a despatch
from Berlin the battle in France is
•till raging without decisive results.
The trains in Germany are reported
to be crowded with wounded soldiers who are being hurried to the
hospitals at Berlin and other large
cities. Gen. von Hindenberg, according to another despatch, has telegraphed the Emperor that the Vilna army of the Second, Third,
Fourth and Twentieth Army Corps
and two reserve divisions and five
cavalry divisions have defeated the
Russians in East Prussia with
heavy casualties. The number of
prisoners is great and the destruction of the army continues, while
the spoils of war are enormous.
RUSSIA.—The Minister of War declared that the Russian army is
going to capture Berlin, and that
this was the task which was assigned to it by the Allies in the
present war. He eeys that the Russians have been compelled to remove the Austrian* as a source of
danger, but that they hare not
planned any general invasion of
Hungary or any effort to take either
Budapest or Vienna. The Russians
are administering the conquered
territory in Austria, but they have
made no attempt to annex It, The
Russians report that they have put
out of commission 60 per cent, of
" the Austrian fighting force and that
they have taken 250,000 prisoners.
They estimate that another 10 per
cent, of Austria's fighting force has
been destroyed by the Servians.
BELGIUM.—Field Marshal von der
Goltz announces that Brussels Is to
be evacuated' by the Germans.
Premier de Brocquevilla says that
the Belgians have been successful
in their offensive operations and
that they have drawn into Belgium
German forces Intended for the

PARIS SENDS OUT
2,000 MEN TO BURY
THE GERMAN DEAD
PAIRS. — The great battlefields along the Marne present
scenes of horror and devastation In what a few days ago
were waving wheat fields that
are too terrible to contemplate.
The trenches are full of dead
Germans and the magazines of
their rifles still full of ammunition. Many are not even wounded. They appear to have been
killed by the concussion of the
French guns. The fact that the
Germane lie dead In their own
trenches shows the desperate
nature of the French charges.
Enormous losses have been
suffered
by
the
Prussians,
whose Imperial Guard was almost annihilated. In their hurried flight the Germans abandoned many wagons full of valuable stores. German horses He
dead In thousands along the
route of retreat.
Two thousand navvies havs
been sent from Paris to bury
the German dead and the work
already has occupied two days.
Many of the navvies were so
overcome that they were unable
to continue their work.
Many convoys of German
prisoners and depressed and
starving wounded are being sent
to various places In France.
Many prisoners, they say, wsre
shot in the back by their own
officers.

armies in France. He reports that
the Germans losj 2,000 men in recent fighting.
SERVIA.—The Servians have begun
their advance northward toward the
plains of Hungary; They have an
army of more than 160,000 to form
a junction with the Russians advancing through the Carpathians.
The Servian advance has so far
been unopposed. Despatches from
Nish report an engagement on the
northwestern frontier of Servla in
which the Austrians were repulsed
with loss of 10,000. M ■
TURKEY.—In official .circles at Constantinople it is reported that Turkey will not support Germany and
has decided to remain neutral. A
warning from Great Britain that if
Turkey participated in the war she
would forever be eliminated as an
independent nation is said to have
led to this decision. In return for
her neutrality it is said Turkey will
demand that the Powers recognize
her rights to abrogate the extraterritorial capitulations.

SERVIANS REPORTED
VICTORS IN HUNGARY

£
I WAR COSTS BRITAIN
|
$3,870,000 A

DAY

Army of 150,000 Said to Be Near a
Junction With Russians Sweeping Westward.

$166,500,000 to Date, and Will
Be $1,412,550,000 If It
Lasts a Year.

London.—According to a statement |;
issued here by the Servian Legation, i i
there are now in Hungary at least!;
150,000 Servian troops successfully i i
pushing an
offensive* " movement | J
against the forces of the Dual Mon-; i
archy.
I\
The Austrians are Intrenching at | i
all strategic points on all the roads 11
leading to Budapest. A large Servian
army is marching toward Frushka- $
gora, a position of great importance, %
the purpose being to render secure *
the Servian left flank.
Continuing, the legation declares
that hi Bosnia the Servians are besieging Vlshegrad and that their advance line is nearing Sarajevo,
which is strongly fortified and where
desperate fighting is expected.
The] prediction is made that a
junction soon will be effected with a
Russian army sweeping to the westward.

LON DON.—Calculations based
Upon official returns show that
the cost to the British Government and people of the first
forty-three days of the war,
counting from Aug. 1, when the
disbursements began, has been
about $166,500,000, or at the rate

of $3370,000 every day
Should the war expenses continue for one year at this rate
the total would
amount to
$1,412,660,000.

Crown Prince Cuts
His Way Out of the
Argonne Forests

London.—Trapped In the forests of
Argonne by the French forces the
magnificent army of Crown Prince
Frederick William, the flower of the
Bordeaux.—While official confirma- German troops, cut its way out and
escaped northeast over the River Aire
tion of the French victories of the
five days' battle continues to come, toward-the frontier, whence it came
as an invading force two weeks bethe French press strengthens Its tone
of optimism, although acknowledging fore.
It was stated by the British War
that much remains to be done before
the final goal is assured. The Temps Office that as a.result of the fierceness of the French assault in force
says:
the Crown Prince had been compelled
"This first phase of the war begun
to remove his headquarters from St.
six weeks ago thus finishes with brilliant success east and west, after a Menhould, on the main highway 23
period of painful alternation between miles southwest of Verdun, to Monthope and fear among those even who faucon, which is 12 miles northwest
firmly believed tn final victory. Jl of Verdun.
The official communication Issued
the present moment confirms our confidence It must not blind us. Ef- at 11 p. m., at Paris follows;
"On our left wing we have overforts are still to be made against the
German army, even supposing it to taken the rear guard and even the
main army of the enemy. Our troops
be incapable of a counter attack.
"Our pursuit will find new forces have reoccupied Amiens, which has
under cover of the fortifications been abandoned hy the German
Thus, forces. The enemy appears to be ofParis.—The Germans are collecting which protect the frontier.
fering resistance on the-line of the
their straggling forces from the when the logical consequences of our Rive Aisne.
victory
on
Jjhe
Marne
compels
us
to
northwest and preparing for a stand
"In the center the enemy appears
east of Amiens. They are on a semi- attack the enemy on his own terri- also to be preparing to resist our
circular line that takes in St. Quentin, tory, it is we who must face the bar- forces. On the hills northwest and
Guise and Vervins on their right and rier of
north of Rheims, between the Argonne
then swings rapidly southward toward ful fortresses."
and the Meuse the enemy continues
Rethel and the Aisne River lines to
to fall back.
the neighborhood of St. Menehould, BERLIN NECROLOGY
"Our right wing in the Woevre disTELL8 OF GRIM 8TORY
which was abandoned by the Crown
trict has succeeded In relieving the
Prince's army.
fort of Troyon, which had been vio-.
London.—The Berlin correspondent
Everything pointed to a renewal of
lently attacked on several occasions
serious fighting. The Germans are of the New Rotterdam Courant writes during the last few days.
making their stand in positions from that the most gloomy sights to be
"In Lorraine our pursuing forces
which only a week ago they drove the seen In these days are the death no- are holding their own against the
tices in the dignified Kreuz Zeitung.
allied armies.
Germans. The morale and sanitary
Supported by reinforcements from The families of officers thus make conditions of our army continues to
Belgium, the right wing of the retir- known the blows that have fallen be excellent."
_
ing German army rallied and gave on them.
Following the receipt of a number
In the last few days, says the corbattle to the AllieB alor- a line north
of reportB from General Joffre deof the River Aisne. 1-unher to the respondent, this aristocratic German tailing conditions at the front, Mineast, north of Rheims, the Germans newspaper has published fifty an- ister of War Millerand at Bordeaux
are also resisting, but the retreat east nouncements of the deaths of officers declared that he did not expect the
Powerful families Germans would be able to establish
of the Argonne forest is continuing. every evening.
The rapid pursuit of the Germans have been practically extinguished a real line of resistance In France.
has worked its effect upon the sol- but the seemingly endless misery Is
Their defeat in the battle of the
diers of the Allied army. The ad- borne with the greatest resignation Marne was so complete, he said, that
vance guard are ahead of their heavy by all. An old lady appeared at the it would be .very hard for the Gerguns' and the rapidity of their move- Official Information Bureau and learn- mans to prevent a complete disaster
ments have extended their lines. It ed that her three sons were all dead. to at least a part of their forces.
Is believed that the French and Yet in her feeling of patriotism she
The torrential rains have transBritish soldiers who have been rush- found strength to bear the blow.
formed the Tines of retreat at many
ing forward In. pursuit of the Gerpoints into veritable quagmires.
mans will need time to recover their
As a result many of the German
breath and replenish their ammuniheavy guns have had to be abantion before they can strike a decisive
doned..
blow. On the other hand the GerOnly guns which are drawn by tracmans are nearer to their supply
tion engines and automobiles have
depots, and the retirement of the right
been saved, as the others have sunk
flank brought it into touch with reso deep into the roadsides that horses
inforcements which had been hurry- The French official report shows that
^*^~
the two great armies are In con- cannot move them.
ing forward.
The armies of General von Hausen
tact
all
along-lhe
front.
In
preparaThe Germans are now using their
tion for another great battle. The and that of the Prince of Wurtemartillery all along the line to protect
German centre Is retreating and the berg, which made heroic efforts to
their rear. The consequences are that
Crown Prince's army has escaped pierce the French center, only to be
the losses of the Allies are again
defeated finally with heavy loss, movfrom the Forest of Argonne.
mounting. But it is stated that the
spirit of the French keeps high and It was announced In Londonsjthat the ed toward Rethel, where lines of inAllies 'have occupied Rheims and trenchments have been constructed.
that they continue tp attack heavily
Broadly speaking, the German line
the British right had captured
intrenched positions with an utter
to the northeast of Paris has been
twelve guns.
disregard for danger.
The position of the army of the The German General Staff announced driven back by the Allies about half
German Crown Prince, which has .that heavy but indecisive battles way to the Belgian frontier. They exhad been fought In France. The tend from a point north of Amiens
been the pivot of the change of front
French, it added, had been repulsed to the Argonne region, and are from
of the enemy, was made even
in an attempt to break through the sixty to eighty miles distant from
more precario'us by the success of the
Paris, and about an equal distance
German lines.
Allies.
The German Crown Prince's army London officials stated that England from the boundary line of Belgium.
Military observers foresee all kinds
would demand the dismantlement
was repulsed In an attempt to break
of Germany's navy as one of her of perplexing possibilities in the event
through between Verdun and Toul,
the Germans regain the positions
.. terms for making peace.
it is officially announced.
The battle was most severe and Both French and British newspapers they held before they started the rush
warned the people against overeon- of 1,600,000 men on Paris, particularly
most sanguinary on the River Aisne,
fidence, and declared that the Ger-f should they succeed" in taking back
where the opposing forces were in
mans must yet be met under cover any large proportion of their forces.
close contact.
The Germans Sad
"Incontestable" Is the adjective
of their own fortifications.
hastily dug trenches and thrown up
earthworks behind which they met The Servians are said to have 160,000 used by Gen. Joffre, commander-lnin Hungary, and a large army Is chief of the French forces, in describthe charges of the French and Briting the victory claimed by the Allies
besieging Vlshnegrad, In Bosnia.
ish with a terrific fire from heavy
field artillery, machine guns and in- Berlin reports that the German army along the western battlefront. The
under Gen. von Hindenberg, has de- latest official communication from
fantry volleys.
feated the Russian Army of Vllna, Paris indicates that the advance is
and that the Russian casualties continuing all along the line, with the
KAISER DEFEATED IN
Allies' left wing now across the River
were heavy.
EAST PRUSSIA ADVANCE
London
reported that the Allies Aisne.
The "rat, stage of the battle of the
crossed the Aisne River, despite
Petrograd.—It was officially' anMarne, which from the numbers of
stubborn German resistance.
nounced that General Rennenkampf
men
engaged, the extent of the line of
had defeated the Germans in a ten- An official Paris statement said thAllies were harassing the rear battle, and the enormous number of
hour battle in East,Prussia and driv.guards and main bodies of the re* casualties, may come to be described
en them back toward Koenlgaberg
as "The Battle of the Ages," appears
treating Germane at all points.
with heavy losses.
The battle took place near Goldapp, A French aviator, who viewed the to have been won by the French and
retreat of the Germans from high BritiBh armies, but thermain German
eighty
miles
east-southeast
of
above the Marne, aaid the flight army i* still intact, and the supreme
Koenlgsberg, and was fiercely conclash baa still to come.
resembled a rabbletested- .

Allies and Germans
Take Breath for
Another Encounter

WARNED AGAINST
'
BLIND CONFIDENCE

TO ASK HIGHER LABOR SCARCITY MAINE RETURNS PORTE DOFFS
EVACUATION
MUST WORK
ITS SHACKLES
OP VERA CRUZ
FOR THEIR PAY FREIGHT RATES ADVANCES FOOD ELECTDEMOCRATS

ARMIES AND THEIR LOSSES
IN MODERN GREAT BATTLES
Men Engaged.
Austerlitz, December 21, 1806. Lasted one day:
French
Austrians, and Russians
(Decisive victory for French.)
*
Wagram, July i, 1809. One day:
French
Austrians
v
(Austrians defeated.)
Borodino, September 7, 1812. One day:
French *
«,
Russians
(Both sides claimed victory.)

70,000
84,000

12,000
16,000

160,000
140,000

16,000
18,00*>
■

port* can go for them.—Occasion for Presence Removed.

Waterloo, June 18, 1815.. One day:
British and Germans...
French
(French utterly defeated.)

87,867
;•••'." "J'97

28,971
22,97"

"0,000
126,000

26,000
19,000

I".000
««.«>0

18,000

...... 82,000
73,000

17.560
15,301

260,000
...230,000

60.000
16,90ft

.

Gravelotte, August 18, 1870. Twelve hours:
Germans
•
French
(French defeated.),

Gettysburg, July 1-3, 1863.
Union army
Confederates
(Union victory.)

•
,

Three days:
1

Sha-Ho, October 10-18, 1904. Nine days:
Russians
■•■
Japanese
i
,•••••
(Japanese assaults repulsed.)
Mukden, February 24-March 10, 1906.
Russians
•
Japanese
".
(Russian retreat forced.)

Will Depart aa Soon a* Trans-

'
85,00*

Fifteen days:
!
•—•

*M-M*
400,000

14,000

125,000
60.000

«wwvwa«*s»*i>

PRAISE OF GERMANS TRAPPEDTHE FLEET
Returning Americans Deny the How British Lured the Germans
From Helgoland.
Reports Current Here.
Declare Bulletins From the Allies
Have Been Falsa and Believe
War Was Forced on
the Kaiser.

Passing Through Mine-Served 6e*v
They Enticed Kaiser's Vessels
From the Shelter of Land
Defenses.

New York.—Passengers of the Holland-American liner Rotterdam, which
arrived from Rotterdam, signed a
statement declaring false the reports
that Americans had been ill treated
In Germany.
The statement closed with the request that a copy be forwarded tp
President Wilson and Secretary Bryan,
and was signed by Rev. J. F. Ohl of\
Philadelphia, Rev. August Rohrlg, Halleton. Pa; Dr. J. J. Ruel, Cleveland^
O.; Dr. A W. SUlllans, Chicago, 111.;
Max Webster, New York; Rev. Henry
Tappert. Covington, Ky.; Rev. Dr.
T. Soentgrath, Columbus, O.; Rev. M.
Rieger, Duluth, Minn.; Rev. J. A.
Rossenbach, Darien, Conn., and several hundred others.
The statement follows:
"The undersigned American citizens, passengers on the steamship
Rotterdam, all of whom were in Germany during the present hostilities,
ask for publicity for the following
statements:
"That the reports regarding 111
treatment of Americans by Germans,
emanating from English and French
sources, are -absolutely falsa. '
"Travel through Germany, as far
as the extraordinary circumstances
permitted, was altogether safe, aa officials and all classes of the people
were without exception friendly and
helpful.
"No well "authenticated atrocities
were perpetrated by the German
troops.
"All of the German official bulletins regarding the progress of the war
were In every case subsequently confirmed, and thus the reports coming
from English, French and Belgian
sources disproved.
"In our Judgment the distorted reports which have reached America
were sent out with the deliberate purpose of deceiving Americans and thus
creating a sentiment in favor of the
power* now arrayed against Germany.
"We ask all Americans to suspend
tudgment until they have had opportunity to make an impartial Investigation of the causes which have led to
the present conflict, and especially to
itudy the diplomatic correspondence.
(t Is our conviction that Germany has
not been the aggressor, but that the
war has been forced upon her by
the envy and greed of those nations
that are Jealous of. her growing inlustrlal and commercial importance,
ind tor this reason are ready and anxious to destroy her as a people."

On the arrival here of the British*
•hips which took part In the Helgoland engagement I learned an Interesting story of how the fight had bean,
planned, cables a correspondent front
Harwich, England.
A tew? days ago three commodore*
met on land and conceived and decided upon the whole plan of trapping,
the enemy, wjgch was skulking under the protection of the German Gibraltar of Helgoland.
Almost Immediately afterward thethree flotillas, the First, Third and)
Ninth, received order* to prepare for
sea with enough oil and provisions on.
board for a much longer trip than,
wa* usually contemplated. On Thursday morning the hoax* moved outthe destination unknown.
From a man who wa* on one of the.
leading vessel* I learned the following details of the fight It wa* about
four o'clock Friday morning when thevessels crept stealthily through the.
mist-softened dawn, feeling their way
toward the great German fortress
and threading a path through theseas that must have been swarming;
with mines.
Still, they got unobserved well within the range of the much-vaunted)
■lege guns. Outside hidden by mist,
was the trap, and a bait was slowly
pushed temporarily forward till at
last It got the attention of the Gorman boats, which thought they war*
were perfectly secure- under the protection of their own land defenses.
"And then we led them on," sal*
my Informant. "What a game It waal
I suppose you have never known what
It I* to bo the bait; Just the bait tobe shot at Live bait, mind ye. Well,
It ain't the best Job In the world, but
it'* devilish exciting.
"Wa got so near they Jolly watt
had to take notice of u*. Than the
tun began. It was nice waiting for
the first shot; It get* a bit on your
nerves, but once we got the first shot
at us it did not seem to matter whether wo were blown up or down."

N0GI PREDICTED THIS WAR
Prophecy Mad* by Japanese Genera*
.
' During the Siege of Port
Arthur.

London.—General Nogl's prediction,
made at the siege of Port Arthur, !»
still fresh In the mind* of Englishmen in connection with the terrible
fighting near the old Waterloo field.
General Nogl said:
Britain Germany's Chief Foe.
"I believe that the world will wit
Copenhagen.—The Hamburger Nachrlchten, Bismarck's old organ, in a ness a great war which will have all
Europe
for Its battle ground and will
long and powerful editorial declares
that Great Britain Is now Germany's settle the Franco-Prussian question
and the Anglo-German rivalry. France
greatest enemy. It says:
"We have taken the field against and Germany will meet In this last deRussia and France, but at the bottom cisive conflict on the Belgian plains,
It is England we are fighting every- probably near Waterloo, the only spot
where. We must prove to Russia the whleh will permit of the evolution of
superiority of our culture and of our- the great armies which will face each
military-might: we must force France other.
"This will be the last great war In
»n her knees until she chokes. Between Russia and Germany there Is Europe for many year*, perhaps forever.
The German state* will emerge
no Insoluble problem. France, too,
fights chiefly for her honor's sake; from this war so exhausted and so terbut It is from England we must wring rified 4fcat they will have no other obthe uttermost price for this gigantic ject than to form some sort of coalistruggle, however dearly others nay tion that they may In the future obvihave to pay for the help they have ate the recurrence of any such catastrophe."
liven her."

Road* Contend That

U. 8, Forces, There Since April 21,

40,0001
40,00*

220,000
"0,000 -

I-elpslc, October 16-19, 1813. Four days:
Austrians, Russians and Prussians
240,000
("The Battle of the Nations," French defeated.)

Sedan, September 1, 1870. One day:
Germans
French
(French defeated.)

Petition Once Denied by Com- Inability of Farmers to Procure Progressives Lost 65 Per Cent, Abrogates Treaties With Powers
President Wilson So Orders
New Rules for Recess Com*
Restricting Turkish Sovereignty
merce Commission
of Vote of 1912
Help Cause, Says Packer
After Cabinet Meeting.
mittees.of Legislature
ON ALL EASTERN ROADS
PRESENCE MENACED PEACE
IDLE
MEN
IN
CITIES G. 0. P. MAKES BIG GAINS WAR MOVE FORESHADOWED
LIKELY TO BE DOCKED

|

Washington—Evacuation of »Vera
Cruz has been ordered by President
Wilson. The American soldiers and
marines under Gen. Funston, who
have held Mexico's principal seaport
since it was seized by tbe fleet April
21 last, will embark for home as soon
as transports can go after them, and
shortly afterward all of the war fleet,
except a few light draft vessels, will
be withdrawn.
The order for
evacuation wa*
formally announced at the White
House after a long cabinet meeting.
It 1* the concluding chapter of the
second armed conflict between the
United State* and Mexico, in which
* score of Americans lost their lives,
nearly a hundred were wounded and
upwards of 300 Mexicans were killed
or wounded.
The reasons tor the step were set
forth in the following statement from
the White House:
"The troops have
been ordered
■withdrawn from Vera Cruz. This ac■ tion is taken In view of the entire
removal of the circumstances which
were thought to Justify the occupation. Tbe further presence of the
troops is deemed unnecessary."
Through Paul Fuller, personal representative of President Wilson in
Mexico, Gen. Carranza set forth that
* the presence of American troops, instead of being a safeguard against fur
ther revolution and peace with the
TJnited States, constituted a constant
. menace to friendly relations.
The Mexican chief contended—and
he was upheld by Gens. Villa and
Obregon—that the Mexican people
-would not understand the continued
presence of American troops on Mexi■can soil, and would be bound to cheri*h resentment, no matter how welt
intentioned the American government
■was or how acquiescent the Mexico
■City administration itself might be.
Until now the Washington government had not decided upon any fixed
"time for the withdrawal of its forces,
«nd awaited negotiatiwjjWith the new
government on the svroject. At first
the President believed it desirable to
keep American forces at Vera Cruz
for salutary effect, hoping that a constitutional election would be conducted fairly and the troops brought
lack after a constitutionally elected
•executive was in power.
The constitutionalist chief argued,
lowever, that no election could be
free and without compulsion with a
part of Mexican territory controlled
»y American forces. He pointed out,
too, that the question of the American
troops might soon become a domestic
issue which might cause international
dissension. The President discussed
the subject with his cabinet, some of
whom, it is understood, did not favor
the move.
It was finally tbe consensus of opinion that the main purpose of the
American expedition to Vera Cruz—
to punish the affront to the flag at
Tampico—had been achieved through
the occupation itself and the forcing
of Huerta's abdication as provisional
president. The holding of the port of
Vera Cruz as an not ot reprisal
against Huerfa, it is admitted, wa*
one ot the factors that starved Huerta
into submission.
Another circumstance which Influenced the President's Judgment was
the approaching general convention
of military chiefs on 6ct. 1. On that
■date a provisional President will be
designated. It may be Carranza or
another.
Gen. Carranza wished to be able to
turn over the power to. a successor
with the country absolutely at peace
■with its northern neighbor. He argued that charges frequently had
neen made that the constitutionalists
came into power through "the assistance of the United States, a contention from which anti-American feeling
often was fomented in Mexico.
On the question of recognition It 1»
known that the President and his advisors have reached no decision. The
conference on Oct. 1 will designate a
.provisional President, who will undoubtedly be recognized, If all factions accept him. Tbe United'States,
as well as Argentina, Brazil and Chill
will consider* the popular acceptance
of the provisional President chosen at
that conference as the fulfillment of
the protocols signed at the Niagara
Falls mediation conference.
SEND »5J>00,000

TO OTTAWA.

New York—Inauguration of gold exports to Canada, in partial payment
of New York city's indebtedness to
London and Paris, and withdrawals
from the private market of some large
orders to sell listed securities, are
Interesting
financial developments.
Five million dollars have 'been taken
for shipment to Ottawa, there to be
placnd to ths credit of the Bonk of
England. As .much more probably
will go across the border in a few
days.
»

Showing

for

1014 I* Worse Than Estimated—
Mmbers Will Have Received StOO by
First of Year and Other *400

Aggravated by Effect of European War.

Depend* on Their Record.
. Barry's Scheme.

Boston—A new rule has been adopted by the Committee on Finance, Accounts and Warrants of the Executive
Council with regard to payment of recess committees of the Legislature,
Hitherto each member has been allowed }1000 and expenses on his voucher,
the same compensation as is allowed
for a session of the Legislature. This
has been payable at the rate ot 1160 a
month up to the time ot final settlement. Now things are different. After his investigation of recess committees of last year and ascertaining that
the members varied In their attendance from four days to forty at the
meetings of the committee, Lieutenant
Governor Barry devised a
scheme
which has been adopted by the Council. Each member of a recess committee was voted $100 only for bis services during July and each was required to file a record of the number
of meetings which he attended during
the month.
At the next meeting of the Council
the commltteemen will get another
ilOO for August on again recording the
number of meetings which each has
attended durlng_that month. At this
rate iby Jan. 1 they will have received
$600. Now It la learned that the question of payment of the other $400 to
make up the $1000 hitherto granted to
recess committees will depend upon
whether every man on the two recess
committees has attended all the meetings of his committee. If he hasn't he
Is likely to be "docked" or he may
have to content himself with $600, only.
The order of the legislature placed
the compensation and allowance for
expenses in the hands of the governor
and Council. On expense account the
Council has voted $600 only which
may cover travel or other expenses of
the committee. As understood, lndivdual vouchers do not go. Last year's
recess committee got all their Individual expenses out out because
they
could not satisfy the committee of the
Council that they were not "padded."
The new rule Is already stirring np
the recess committees. The Committee on Cities had planned to do a.lot
ot travelling and. to start with Springfield. It Is claimed on their part that
$500 will not be a drop In the bucket
for travel only. There may 'be an appeal to the governor if the rule continues in force. .
Hopes for 100 Years of Peace.

Boston—A wish for "the permanent
disarmament of the hostile nations and
the ushering in of the thousand years
of peace" as a result of the war wa*
expressed by Rev. Francis B. Clark,
president of the United
Society of
Christian Endeavor, in his report to
the Quarterly meeting of its executive
committee.
"Our thoughts during these later
weeks," he eaid, "have been largely
turned to our brethren across the seas,
since we have ' Christian Endeavor
comrades fighting in every army, British, German, French, Russian, Austrian
and Japanese. Letters received from
the front make It plain that our frlen. s
and brothers in all these armies feel
that they are fighting for righteouv
ness and Justice."
Robinson's Widow Files Plea.

Washington—Contending that they
face unprecedented conditions, aggravated by the European war, the
Eastern railroads have Informally notified the Interstate Commerce Commission of their intention to ask for
a reopening of the advance rate case,
in which a petition for a general Increase of'5 percent in freight rates
was denied.
When the petition will be filed and
the probable scope of its appeals has
not been indicated. , Commissioner
Clark told of the Informal notice that
had been given by the railroads after a meeting with President Willard
of the Baltimore and Ohio railroad.
Later Mr. Willard, who is chairman
of the committee ot Eastern railroad men, declined to discuss the
roads' plans. He was in conference
with a large committee of railroad
executives, including Vice Presidents
Dalley of the New York Central,
Randolph of the Baltimore and Ohio,
Dlckson of the Pennsylvania, Brownell of the Erie, General Solicitor Patterson of the Pennsylvania, and Assistant General Solicitor Butterfleld
of the New York Central.
Further hearing of the rate case
would be asked, it was said to show
that extraordinary conditions have
arisen since July, when the commission reached its decision. The road*
.contending that their showing for
'the fiscal year 1914 Is worse than
has been estimated and that that condition now has been aggravated by
the effect of the European war on
freight business in the United States.
Whether the roads west of Buffalo
and Plttsburg, which were granted
Increases In the advance rate decision would ask for further relief has
not been indicated. They were permitted to advance class rates and
many commodity rates 5 percent. No
advances whatever were granted east
of Buffalo and Pittsburg.
The railroads' first move after the
commission's decision was taken several days ago, when a committee of
executives called upon President Wilson and asked him to address an appeal to the country that the people
'take a more sympathetic attitude to
ward the companies.
BRINGS ONLY SEVEN OF CREW

Nome, Alaska—The United States
revenue cutter Bear has arrived here
with seven survivors of the crew of
the Stefansson exploring^eto Karluk, who were rescued^ffom/Wrangelisland by the gasoline schooner'King
and Wtage and tfansterred to the
Bear. The survivors fare: William
Laird McKinley/magnetlcian of Clyde
bank, Scotland r JoW Munroe, chief
engineer; Bert Williamson, second
engineer; Robert Templeman, steward; Ernest Chase, assistant steward;
Fred W. Maurer, fireman; Seaman
Hadley.
The Bear also brought an Eskimo
family, manJ/^wffe, two children.
George Steward Mallock, geologist,
of Hamilton, Ont.., and George Bretty, a fireman, died of scurvy on the
island and were buried there.
GUARANTEE

AGAINST

WAR.

Washington—In the midst of the
great European conflict, the United
States ha* signed treaties of.peace
with Great Britain, France, Spain and
China, countries whose combined population is more than twothirds that
of the earth. These pacts, similar to
nineteen already ratified by the Senate, are regarded by President Wilson
and Secretary Bryan as virtually a
guarantee against war, as they provide that all disputes be submitted
to a permanent commission for Investigation during a period of a year before any nation is free to engage in
hostilities.

There Are Thousand* of Idle Men
Sitting Around City Park* or In
Lodging Houses Because They
Won't Work on Farms.

The Election of Representative Mo
Gilllcuddy In the Second District

New York.—The constant Increase
In prices of food commodities may
be traced directly to that class which
occupies park benches and is maintained by charitable organizations,
according to Moses Sanders, president
of the New York Beef and Mutton
Company. He advanced this opinion
while a witness before Justice Benedict In the injulry into the said increases.
*
Mr. Sanders explained his contention by saying tanners of New York
State had practically quit raising
sheep and other food animals because
of the lack ot necessary labor.
"Prior to 1910," he deolared, "farmers ot this State produced something
like 260,000 sheep a year for the produce market. Last year this was cut
to 5,000. Despite offers of 130 a month
and food, tbe farmers cannot get labor. On the other hand, I have noticed all our large parks filled with
able-bodied men who are fed and
harbored by charitable institutions,"
He added the illuminating fact that
practically the entire meat business
of this section was controlled by five
or six wholesalers and packers.

Portland, Me.—Unofficial returns
for Governor from State election, give
Oakley C. Curtis, Democrat, Mayor
of this city, a lead of 3,300 over Gov.
William T. Haines, his Republican
opponent The standing was 58,497
for Haines, 61,832 for Curtis, and
17,860 for Halbert P. Gardner, the
Progressive candidate.
Complete unofficial returns for the
State Legislature show that the Republicans will have a majority of
three in the Senate and the Democrats a majority of five in the lower
branch and two on joint ballot. According to these returns, the Senate
will consist of 17 Republicans and 14
Democrats and the House of 67 Republicans, 78 Democrats, 5 Progressives, and 1 Democratic-Progressive.
In a vote heavier than that cast
at the last Presidential election, both
Haines and Curtis ran well ahead of
the Taft and Wilson figures, while
th* Progressive vote cast tor Halbert
P. Gardner, the head of the ticket,
showed a pronounced slump from that
cast for Roosevelt.
The four Congressmen, A. C. Hinds,
J. A. Peters and Frank E. Guernsey,
Republicans, and D. J. McGUllcuddy,
Democrat, were re-elected, according
td the'same returns as those received
in the Governorship contest
Fair weather favored the voters In
the first State election of the year.
The Progressives cast their ballot for
a complete party ticket for the first
time in this State and the size ot
their vote, observers of all parties
expected, would have an Important
bearing on the result. National politics had been brought to the front
by more speakers of national prominence than have taken part in an
"oft year" election here for a decade.
The Republicans marshalled a
great force of speakers, all of whom
argued at length on the tariff question and President Wilson's policies.
The Progressives agreed from the
beginning that their candidates had
no chance of winning and made their
aim the polling ot 20,000 voteB, which
they thought would be sufficient to defeat the Republicans.
Governor William t. Haines, Republican, was opposed for re-election by
Mayor Oakley C. Curtis, of Portland,
Democrat; Halbert P. Gardner, of Patten, Progressive; Frederick A. Sheppard, of Waterville, Prohibitionist,
and Percy F. Morse of Portland, Socialist.
A State Auditor, members of the
State Legislature and county officers
were also voted for. Prohibition, as
usual, was the most important State
issue.

AID

FOR

SOUTH'8 FARMERS.

Bill Extending Limit of Commercial
Paper Passed.

Washington.—As a measure of financial relief to the agricultural districts, particularly in the South, the
Senate passed the Owen bill extending the limit of "commercial paper
•upon which emergency currency to
the extent of from 30 to 75 per cent
of capital and surplus may be Issued.
To enable cotton growers to obtain
the emergency currency, the amendment offered, by Senator Smith, of
Georgia, permitting state banks to enter currency associations under the
same conditions as national banks,
was adopted by a vote of 32 to 19.
A' provision was Inserted in the
amendment requiring state banks to
submit to federal Inspection.
YOUTH CONFE8SES CRIME.
Young

Chlcagoan

Admits

Participa-

tion In Robbery of Homestead Bank.

Pittsburgh.—Fearing a long term
In the penitentiary for the part he
played in the holdup and robbery of
the First National Bank, xof Homestead, August 17, Joseph Kaufman, 20
years old, the^on of a wealthy grocer
of Chicago, has through Attorney
Booth, of the Lake City, and the
Burns Detective Agency here made
a fall confession of his part in the
crime and restored to the bank his
share of the loot, which amounted to
14,315.
The leader of the gang which so
daringly held up the Homestead institution in broad daylight and then
escaped, according to Kaufman, was
Frank C, Hohl, the bandit, who held
up the Uniqn National Bank In Altoona on March 23, and later, while
awaiting trial in the Blalr County
Jail at Hollldaysburg, escaped by
greasing his body with soap and
squeezing himself between the bars
of his window after he had fasted
for several days.

Boston—Dora" H. Robinson, wife ot
WILSON'S SECOND VETO.
lAwrence Robinson, who committed
suicide at the Charles street Jail on
He Object* to Bill Railing Limit on
July 22, while held for the murder ot
Postal Savings Deposit*.
Police Inspector Norton, has petitionWashington. — President
Wilson
ed to be appointed administratrix of
sent his second veto message to Conhis estate. The widow and Robingress when he refused to sign a bill
son's mother are the only next of kin
raising the limit of individual deposits
of the suicide. Both reside at Washin postal savings banks from S500 to
ington Court House, O.
11,000. The President vetoed it beThe property of Robinson In tils
cause the* bill contained a provision
state that may be the subject of adrepealing a section of the new bank
ministration consists of several hunlaw which provides that Federal
dred dollars taken from him after his
funds must be deposited only with
arrest, now held by the police and
members of the Federal reserve sysJewelry found In a room occupied here HOW TO RAISE WHOLE WAR TAX tem.
by Robinson. This Jewelry Hermann
Washlngton-^Dr. Harvey W. Wiley,
J. Homrlch of Huntlngton, W. Vs.,
WILSON APPROVE* SENTENCE.
claims as having been stolen from his former government pure food expert
snd
champion
addressed
a
letter
to
Repstore.
resentative Underwood, urging that Captain Griffiths to Be Dismissed
From Army and Imprisoned.
the war tax be levied upon rectified
79, Will Take Fourth Wife.
Washington.—President Wilson has
liquors, soft drinks containing alkaBoston—Joseph H. White of Rox> loids, bleached flour and so-called approved the sentence of dismissal
bury, 79 years of age, a veteran o) secret remedies. He suggested that from the army and three years' imthe Civil war, has signified, through the entire $100,000,000 might be prisonment in the penitentiary at
the filing of marriage Intentions, hii raised in this'way, "with a view to Fort Leavenworth, Kan., Imposed by
determination to become a benedict protecting the health and the pocket- a general court-martial at San Francisco upon Capt. Joseph H. Griffiths,
for the fourth time.
book ot the people."
ot the Infantry. Capt. Griffiths was
His bride-to-be, Mrs. Sarah Hoi
charged with embezzling about $8,000
brook of Cambridge, has twice em ' CURTIS GOVERNOR OF MAINE.
barked on the matrimonial sea, anc
In Government funds at Seattle,
despite her 70 years, looks forward
Portland—Mayor Oakley C. Curtis Wash.
to her third marriage with happj of Portland, a Democrat, has been
GERMAN DYE8TUFF8 COME.
anticipation.
elected Governor of Maine over Gov.
Willaim T. Haines ot Waterville, who
was a candidate for a second term, First Shipment Since the War Began
M. 8. P. C. A.'s Good Work.
Arrives In New York.
Boston—President Rowley of th« by a margin of 2700 votes.
New York.—The first shipment of
Massachusetts Society for the Preven
dyestuffs to reach here from Germany
tion of Cruelty to Animals announced CANAL GUNS PREPARE FOR DUTY. since the beginning of the war arat a meeting of the directors that
Panama—A complete firing test of rived Monday, it was 'earned as part
during Auzust the" agents examined all the guns In the canal fortifications of the cargo of the steamship Rotter3811 animals, of which 485 were has been completed. The test was in dam. The shipment consisted of 350
horses belonging to fish pedlers onr everv way successful and showed that packages consigned to American imhawkers, made B0 prosecutions with
the fortifications were prepared to porters. It probably will be used In
IB convictions, took 164 horses from maintain adequately the neutrality of relieving the reported shortage of dye
work and humanely destroyed 11!
ituffs in the hands of American cotton
the waterway.
horse*.
»eavers.

Was Conceded Early, as th*
Returns Showed a Plurality.

May Mean War, Diplomats Say—Bs>
liavs Move. Inspired by Germany—
Status of American Missionaries

Is

Affected.

Washington.—Turkey formally notified the United States and the other
nations of the world that she had
abrogated the series of conventions,
treaties and privileges, originating aw
early as the eleventh century, whereby foreigners in the Ottoman Empire
have been exempt from local Jurisdiction in civil and criminal cases. Foreign subjects no longer will enjoy
what Is known as extraterritorial-'
rights, through which they have been
tried by their own judges, diplomatio
representatives or consuls.
This practice, abolished by Japan
several years ago through the negotiation of new treaties, Turkey has removed by a stroke of the pen. Her
purpose, it is declared, is to assert
her independence and free herself
from the domination of the great Powers.
Affects Missionaries.

Upon the rights revoked has rested
the legali status of American missionaries in Turkey, permitting them to
maintain churches, hospitals and
schools in religious freedom. Administration officials declined to discuss
the effect of the action on American
missions.
"The removal of every kind of privileges enjoyed, by the Powers in excess of what, the general principles of
international law allows is the meaning of this step,," A. Rustem Bey,
Turkish Ambassador to the United
States, said: "This war is Turkey's
opportunity."
No Intimation was given by the Ambassador as to whether the actlpn
foreshadowed war on Great Britain,
without whose consent in the past no
such radical action would have been
attempted.
The Turkish Ambassador made
known the action of his Government
in a public announcement after it had
been communicated to Secretary Bryan by him as a formal note from the
Ottoman Empire.
As early as 1056 the sovereigns ot
Constantinople granted charters of extraterritorial privileges. The Venetians
were the first granted the right ot
trial by judges appointed In Venice
and permanently residing In Constantinople.
Immediately after the Young Turk*
gained control of the Government the
Powers were sounded as to the possible abrogation of the capitulations.
The reply was unfavorable.
Diplomats Stirred.

*i

In diplomatic circles the announcement of Turkey's attitude attracted
the widest attention. The Allies are
known to expect at any moment a
declaration of war by Turkey in beh%lf of Germany. There was a sugMRS. WILSON'S LAST WISH.
gestion also, that Germany had enHouse Passes Senate Bill Abolishing couraged the move.
"Alley Slums" In Capital.
The prediction -was made that Great
Washington.—Mrs. Woodrow Wil- Britain, France and Russia probably
son's dying wish that Congress abol- would not make any representations
ish the alley slums In the national on the subject to Turkey at this time.
capital was fulfilled when the House
passed the Senate bill which proJAMES G. BENNETT WEDS.
hibits the use of dwelling houses in
Washington alleys after four, years
from the date of the legislation. The Bride, Baroness de Reuter, Daughter
of Former Phlladelphlan.
bill now goes to. the President for his
signature.
Paris.—Baroness George de Reuter
A few hours before Mrs. Wilson and James Gordon Bennett, proprietor
died she told -the (President that she of the New York Herald, were marcould "go away" happier If she knew ried here. The civil ceremony was
the alley slums wold be wiped out performed, at the City Hall in the
Word was sent to the Capitol and the Sixteenth Arrondissement and was
House District Committee promptly followed by the religious service at
reported a bill carrying a large ap- the American Protestant Episcopal
priatlon to clear the slums. Church. Rev. Samuel N. Watson ofThe House did not pass the ficiated.
measure as reported because of conThe witnesses for the Baroness
stitutional objections. The Senate,
however, passed another bill carrying were Viscount Breteuil, who married
out an old act providing for abolition Mrs. Arthur Padelford, formerly Miss
Edythe Grant, of New Yoric, and
of the slums, but cutting the time limDuke de Camastra, of Italy. .The
it from eight to four yeare.
groom's witnesses were American
The House accepted this as a subAmbassador Herrick, and Dr. Albert
stitute, acceptable to the White
Robert. The bride wore a Btreet cosHouse, and it will become law.
tume.
Mr. ' Bennett, Ambassador
Herrick and the Duke de Camastra
ASKS BIG MEN FOR BIG WORK.
wore business dress, while Dr. RobNo Hired Help for Marketing Com- ert and Viscount Breteuil wore frock
coast and silk hats.
mission, Says Lubln.
Following the service at the church
Washington. — Urging the passage
of a bill which would authorize the the party had tea at the bride's resicreation of a National Marketing dence.
The Oaroness was formerly Miss
Commission as a semi-official body,
David Lubln, direction of the Interna- Maud Potter, daughter of John Potter,
of Philadelphia. Her former hustional . institute of Agriculture at Rome,
told the House Agricultural Commit- band was a brother of Baron Herbert
tee that the proposed commission be Reuter, managing director of Reushould be composed of men with in- ter's -Telegram Company of London.
dividual ability and capacity to com- He died November 22, 1909. Mr. Ben.
mand, even if they had to be paid nett was baptised by Rev. Watson
salaries of from $60,000 to 15,000,000 in tbe church where he was married.
a year.
PRISON TERM

FDR ADMIRAL.

Convicted of Graft, Japanese Officer
Gets Four and a Half Years.

ToWo.—Vice Admiral Kolchl FuJU,
who was accused of bribery in connection with the naval corruption caBe
of last year, has been sentenced to
imprisonment for four years and six
months.
Fujil, who was at one time Japanese naval attache at Berlin, was ordered before a Court-martial In February of this year. It was alleged that
:ie received illicit commissions.

FRUIT

FLEET

CHANGES

FLAG.

Twenty-five Vessels Take Ameriosn
Registry, Seven to Follow.
New York.—Formal announcement
was made by»the United Fruit Company that its fleet of 20 passengercarrying and five freight "vessels,
representing a total of 150,000 gross
tons, had been transferred from British to American registry. American
registry for seven more passenger
vessels, now being built at Belfast,
will be applied for as soon as they,
arrive at New York.
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WEST BROOKFIELD.
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Next Sunday will be rally day in the
Sunday sohools.
A. Herbert Howe, Plea9ant St. is visiting Beeman Howe, Roxbury, Vt.
Mrs Edmund R. Sibley is attending
the Sturbridge Fair, this week.
Thomas Manning, Arlington, is visiting Mr and Mrs Edmund Walsh.
Roswald Auger, Jamaiaca, X". Y., was
a week end visitor in West Brookfieid. »
The Woman's Mission Study class met
with Mrs Louisa Combs Friday afternoon.
Miss Mary Sibley, Oxford, is' visiting
her nephew Edmund R. Sibley, Myrick
street.
Miss Jennie C. Olmstead of Danbury,
Ct, is visiting Mr and Mre Otto B. Olmstead.
Mrs Allen C. Hinckley and daughter
Mabel, of Everett, are guests of Mrs
Henry Niles, at Lake Wickaboag house.
Mr and Mrs Ray P. Bascom are spending the week at the home of Mrs Basiom's parents, Mr and Mrs 0. P. Kendrick.
Mr and Mrs Daniel W. Mason and son
H. Burton, and Miss Ivy Huntoon went
on an auto trip in New New Hampshire,
last week.
The Christian Endeavor society of the
Congregational church, was entertained
at the home of Rev John H. Hoffman
and wife, Monday evening.
John H. Donovan and Leon F. Thompson attended the double header between
the Boston and Philadelphia Nationals;
at Boston, Thursday afternoon.
Mr and Mrs Cummings H. Tucker, of
r£ Y.; are guests of Mrs Nellie C. Coffin
and Miss Frances M. Snow at the home
of Mr and Mrs Amory J. Thompson.
West Brookfieid Grange went to Ware,
Friday night, to furnish the good of the
order. A number of the members went
on a straw ride with Edward A. Davis
for drivei.
John Hoffman took an auto party to
Sturbridge Fair, Thursday. Those in the
party were i Misses Charlotte and Margnerita Fales, Grace Isaac, Georgie Belle
Fales, Helen Shackley, and Mre Webster
L. Kendrick.
Brookfieid Medical club had its first
meeting for the season in Ye Olde Tavern, Tuesday. Dinner was served to 12
members. Dr. William J. Heffher of
Gilbertville entertained and presented a
paper on "Empyema."
The Literary Society met at the home
of Mrs Lewis J. Carter, Thursday afternoon. The life of Jacob Riis was the
subject of the meeting. Members gave
facts about his life and works. Current
events were discussed.
West Brookfieid Golf club met at the
links Saturday, for golf tennis and cards.
The hosts and hostesses were Richard
Olmstead, Leon Thompson, Arthur Brigham, Verner Wood of West Brookfieid,
and Miss Grace Isaac, Boston.
Elmer R. Potter, Central St., has'been
, appointed warden of Brookfieid town
farm, and Iwgan his duties Monday. He
was warden of West Brookfieid town
farm, last year, and has since been employed In the Grafton colony of the State
hospital.
Misses Edith L. and Florence E. Gilbert, daughters of Lewis A. Gilbert, on
Ragged Hill, went to ltbaca, N. Y., Saturday, to attend high school, preparatory to entering Cornell University.
They will live with their brother, Arthur
W. Gilbert, professor of agriculture at
Cornell.
A petition, signed by 37 West Brookfield and S Warren pupils in Warren
high school and the school authorities, is
to be presented to the W., B. &S. St.
R'y Co., requesting a special car to leave
Warren at 1.15 for West Brookfieid.
Under present conditions the pupils do
not reach home until after two o'clock.
Circle 5, of the Parish Auxiliary held a
food sale at the home of Mrs J. G ShackJey, Wednesday afternoon. The chairman of the committee, Mrs Addison
Beals, was assisted by Miss Helen Shackley, Mre A. J. Carter, Mrs William Traill,
Mrs Clifford Huyck, Mrs E.D. Thompson and Mre Arthur Warfield. The net
- proceeds of the sale was 118.
Members of the Congregational church,
attended the meeting of the Brookfieid
Union of Congregational churches, at
Globe Village, Tuesday. The voting delegates were Rev. John Hoffman, supt,
.Charles S. Bell, Miss Marjorie Cutler,
JSdwin Wilbur, Isaac Jones. Other delegates appointed were Mtss Helen Shackley, Albert Hauck and Charles Henshaw.
Rachel L. daughter ot Mr and Mrs
Otto B. Olinsted, is enrolled as a pupil
at Abbot academy, Andover; Mise Mildred (iilmore, Pleasant street, will continue her studies at 8t. Anne's academy,
Marlboro; Pearl Hazen, Cottage St., has
entered Cushing academy, at Ashburnham; Miss Marion Chesson, Cottage St.,
has returned to her studies at Perkins
Institute for the blind at Watertown;
Watson C. son of Mr and Mrs Louis A.
Gilbert, Foster hill, entered a Springfield
grammar school; Verner Wood, son
of Mr and Mre Clark Wood is a freshman at Central higk schhol, Springfield;
Miss Victoria Quaglia, Lake street, and
Emma B. Tyler, West Main street, have
entered business schools in Worcester;
and Miss Ma Bell. Long hill, will teach
at Whitinsville, this year. Miss Katherine0'Day, Ware St., has entered high
school in Worcester.

"Work on the foundation for the macadam road on West Main street was
started Monday morning underth* direction of Eugene F. Thacher, supervisor of
maintenance of state highway between
Palmer and Spencer. The work began at
the termination of the macadam opposite
the home of Bernard A. Conway, West
Main steeet, and will extend to the
section ending at the junction of Central
and Main streets.
The rock will be
drawn from a pasture ^longing to John
H. Webb and located on the Foster hill
road. Automobile traffic will be .over
Central, Front and Ware streets during
the construction of the road.
West Brookfieid students in Warren
high school are:— Martha Canterbury,
Mabel Foster, Dora Allen, Nathalie Gilbert, Freeda E. Huyck, Doris M. Cutler,
Blanche Adams, Mary King, Eva M.
Bridges, Corrine Nash, Jennie Mundell,
Stella Tyler, Frances E. Howe, Helen
Hauck, Grace and Marion Allen, Mildred
Cutler, Florence Richardson, Ruth Gilbert, Bertha Henshaw, Gladys M. Stone,
Anna Donovan, J. Frederick, Blake,
William Mulvey, William Long, George
Olmstead, Harold La Pearl, Hugh Allen,
Waldo Manning, Arthur Brigham, H.
Ray Chesson, John Mulvey, Ellsworth
Galvin, C. Ernest Bell, Forbes Henshaw,
and Edward King.
The Social and Charitable society met
at the home of Mrs Allen Jones, Front
St., Tuesday afternoon, for its annual
business meeting. Reports of the secretary and treasurer were read by Miss
Shackley and Mre Eli Converse reported
as chairman of the executive committee.
The following officers were elected: President Miss Charlotte T. Fales; vice president, Mrs Marshall Gilbert; secretary
and treasurer, Miss Helen Shackley; executive committee, Mrs Fred L. Woodward chairman, Mre Alfred Brigham,
Mre,Louis Bruce, Mrs William R. Traill,
and*Miss Altheda Allen; entertainment
committee, Mrs John Webb, chairman,
Mre Webster Kendrick and Mre Arthur
Carter. The following members volunteered to serve on the first supper committee, on October 7, Mre William Traill,
chairman, Mrs Maria Barnes, Mrs Addison Beals, Mre G. Frank Gilmore, Mrs
Alfred Brigham and Mrs Chas. H. Clark.
The next meeting will be at the home of
Miss Charlotte Fales.
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MAILS DUE TO AREIVB.
A. M. 8.16- East and West.
8^0--West.
,
P. M■ 12.45—East and West.
V
,
. 2*)—West
, j
4.50—East.
7.06—East and West.
MAILS CLOSE.
A. M. 8.00—West.
8.45—East.
- u.30— East and West.
P. M. 1.00—West.
v
'
4.40—East.
6.1)0— East and West.
Mails for East Brookfieid are despatched at
Malls from
8.4§A.M., 11.30A.M. and 1 P.M. *
East Brookfieid are received at 9.1 I A. M. and
SIDP.M

Package mails are despatched twice daily as
follows:—11 JO A. M. East and North, 6 P. M.
West and South.
Malls for the Rural Delivery is closed at 8.15
A.M. and received at 1.80P. M.
The office hours will be:—8 30 A. M. to 8 P. M.
Holidays, 6.80 to 9.80 A. M. and 5 to 8 P. M.
8teri
JOHN HOWE, Postmaster,
PAUL M. KEANET, Asst.'
-*-

A CORDIAL INVITATION
is extended to all to maKe this Store their Worcester headquarters during
Fashion WeeK

NORTH BROOKFIELD.

n

PROGRAM OF ATTRACTIONS
Tuesday, September 22nd
Store open for business 8:30 A. M. to 6 P. M.
f
Evening opening—7:30 to 9 P. M. (No goods sold in the evening.)

FALL FASHIONS
For Men. For Women, For Boys and Girls,

Shown on Living Models
(Second Floor)
10 to 11:30 in the Morning
,
2:30 to 5:30 in the Afternoon
8 to 9 in the Evening
SPECIAL NOTE—The exhibition on living models will include a
presentation of PAST Fashions from the Seventeenth Century down
to the present 1914 Fall Fashions.
All Gowna, Dresses, Suits, Costumes, Millinery, Waists Lingerie,
Negligees, Shoes, Hosiery, Gloves, Jewelry, Neckwear, Leather Goods
shown on the living models are from our regular stocks.
Music daring Bring model exhibitions by Hardy's Orchestra, of
Worcester, (Fire Musicians).
ORCHESTRA CONCERT IN THE RESTAURANT—12 to 2 P. M.
Basement
MUSIC BY HARDY'S ORCHESTRA

GRAND OPERA CONCERTS
(ADMISSION, FREE)

Concert Hall—Fifth Floor

AFTERNOON CONCERT—3 to 5 o'Olook
A delightful program by
MR. LAMANI LODORO, Tenor
Late of the Berlin Opera Co., also \
MISS RAE DAVIS, Violinist
' MISS CORINNE SIMONS, Pianist

City Help* It* Poor.
Prague supplies coal either tree or
•t reduced prices to the poor.

EVENING CONCERT—8 to 9 o'Clock
A delightful program by

NEW BKAINTREE.

MLLE AX.VIRA LAVERONI, Contralto
Of the Boston Opera Co.
AND OTHER ARTISTS

Donald France has returned from
two weeks' visit in Rockville, Conn.
Many of the silos are being filled, and
a good harvest of corn is reported.
,' Arthur Seavey has entered Massachu
setts agricultural college at Amherst.
Charles S. Lane was one of the marshals at the Sturbridge Fair, Thursday.
Mrs H. D. Pollard and Mrs C. W. Ross
have l>een visiting friends in Boston, this
week.
Miss Eunice France is teaching in a
graded school at West Mansfield this
year.
Mi- and Mrs C. S. Lane, Mrs Utley aud
Miss Needham visited friends in Paxton,
Monday.
Elmer Johnson is living with the family of Frank Bowen and attending Hardwick high school.
Mrs M. B. Bishop of North Brookfieid,
has been the guest of Miss L» E. Bowdoin, during the past week.
The recataloguing of the books in our
public library has been completed and
the books are ready for distribution.
Mr and Mre Norman Tucker of Worcester, Mr and Mrs Wilfred Hinckley of
Barre visited at Breezy Heights this
week.
Mr and Mre George W. Bush and Mr
and Mre H. H. Bush and Mre John Farr,
of Paxton were in town, Friday, calling
on friends.

(FOR WOMEN ONLY)
In the Morning—10 to 11:30 o'Clock—In the Afternoon- 3 to 5 o'Clock
Concert Hall—Fifth Floor
ORCHESTRA CONCERT IN THE RESTAURANT
12 to 2 in the Afternoon
MUSIC BY HARDY'S ORCHESTRA

MORNING

VICTR0LA CONCERT—Famous Artists on
the Victrola
Accompanied by Mr. Lester Gardner, Pianist
10 to 11:30 in the Morning
•
Concert Hall—Fifth Floor
AFTERNOON

GRAND OPERA CONCERT
3 to 4:30 in the Afternoon
Pleasing Program Featuring
MISS MARGARET K. ALEXANDER, Soprano
ALSO
MISS RAE DAVIS, Violinist
MISS CORINNE SIMON8, Pianist
ORCHESTRA CONCERT IN THE RESTAURANT
12 to 2 in the Afternoon
' ,
MUSIC BY HARDY'S ORCHESTRA
Basement

Saturday, September 26th
MORNING

VICTROLA CONCERT—Selections by Famous
Artists
Accompaniments by Mr. Lester Gardner
10 to 11:30
Concert Hall—Fifth Floor
ORCHESTRA CONCERT IN THE RESTAURANT
12 to 2 in the Afternoon
MUSIC BY HARDY'S ORCHESTRA
AFTERNOON

GRAND OPERA CONCERT
MR. LOUIS MAIN 1ER0, Tenor

(FOR WOMEN ONLY)
In the Morning—10 to 11:30
In the Afternoon—3 to 5
ORCHESTRA CONCERT IN THE RESTAURANT
.
~ 12 to 2 o'Clock ,

Star Tenor of the Boston Opera Company
ALSO
MISS RAE DAVIS, Violinist
MISS CORINNE SIMONS, Pianist
3 to 4:30 in the Afternoon, Concert Hall—Fifth Floor

! .

A Thrilling Program by

'

GRAND DISPLAY AND EXHIBITION
of New Fall and Winter Merchandise in All Departments During Fashion Week

[For the Journal]

NEW BRAINTREE.

Facts Worth Knowing.
GRANGE NOTES.
—

i

Members of North Brookfieid Grange
to the number of 42, visited New Braintree Grange, Wednesday evening, and
assisted in furnishing an excellent entertainment. The programme was as follows:—Piano solo, Miss Frances Tufts;
reading, Mrs Margaret Wiley; violin solo,
I/eon Hall; Farce, "Her Nephew-in-law
elect,"-was given by North Brookfieid
members; selection from the Kitchen
Orchestra of North Brookfieid; reading,
Mrs Eames; dialogue, Dad Says so Anyhow, selection, Kitchen Orchestra; readFrancis Whitney, the twelve year old ing, Miss Glass; vocal solo, Mrs MacMenson of B rnard Whitney, had the point! imen; after which a supper was served
of his right index finger, amputated by by New Braintree Grange. The evening
Dr Douglas, recently, because of,* di- was pleasantly spent, and the large delegation from North Brookfieid shows the
seased bone.
The schools have opened for the com- interest and fraternal relations existing
ingyear with the following teachers:—! between the Orders.
Center, Miss Katherine Mahan, Town; |
Miss Comiskey, Clinton, Ditch Meadow; I MRS HELEN MORSE SMITH
Miss Peabody, Reading, Fort Hill; and I
DRESSMAKING
Miss Clara C. Rose, Sturbridge, Drawing
teacher; Miss Myrtle Ash, Orange, Sing11 Prospect St.
North Brookfitla
ing teacher.

If when ironing a^ garment becomes
corched, cut an onion in two and rub
the scorched part with it, then soak it in
cold water. The marks will disappear in
a few minutes.
When carrying butter in the picnic
basket, wrap it in a clean, resh cabbage
leaf; this keeps it cool and fresh.
In stewing apples, add a pinch of salt.
This is a decided improvement to the
flavor.
If the teapot is not in regular use, and
to prevent ite becoming rusty, place a
lnmp of sugar in it. The sugar will absorb the moisture.
When boiling a ham, leave it in the
water in which it has been boiled until
it is cold. This makes it juicy and tender.
Tomato is sometimes used in rem oving
inkstains from white materials, such as
white frocks, handkerchiefs and the like.
It must be done, however, as soon as possible,after the accident has happened.

The following recipe for cleaning light
colored feathers has been used with great
27
success. Put in a large paper bag with
one feather at a time, unless a small one,
ENGRAVED CALLING CARDS one cup of yellow corn meal, half a cup
of flour, and two level tablespoonfuls of
IN SCRIPT OR
borax. Shake gently till the dust is removed from the feathers, then remove
ENGLISH TEXT
from the bag, and shake in the air till all
H. J. Lawrence, North Brookfieid of the meal and the flour is removed,
tine laces may be treated in the same
way.
ARTISTIC MONUMENTS
A very good cement for mouse holes is
JAND CEMETERY MEMORIALS-m the following; use one half dirt, one third
sifted ashes and enough red pepper to
In all kinds of
make it decidedly spicy. Mix in -enough
GRANITJE AND MARBLE
water to form a stiff dough and fill the
mousehole immediately.
J. D. W.

The Ladies' Aid Society held its annual fair and entertainment Friday afternoon and evening; a five o'clock tea was
served by Mre France, Mrs Allen and
Mrs Cheyne, in Colonial Sail. Fancy
articles were sold by Mre J. E. Barrand
Mre John Webb, and candy 1 y Misses
Eunice France and Clara Kittredge; also
flowers by Mise Helen Cheyne; lemonade by Misses Sadie McClanathan and
Florence Shedd; ice cream by Mrs Cheyne
and l&lrs McClanathan^ vocal motic
was rendered by Mrs Grace Webb MacMennimen; instrumental music by Henry Bowen, Leon Hall and Miss Geyei;
aprons were sold by Mre Tufts and Mies
Bush; a drill was given by the young C. A. RISLEY & COMPANY
people, also a farce entitled Precious
Test Brookliud.
Telephone
Pickles; Misses Alice Allen and Doris
Geyer gave ,several of the latest fancy
"NO TRESPASS" NOTICES.
dances. The ladies wish to thank ail
than Hereafter keep constantly oo bin*
who helped in any way to make the fair WE ready-printed
notices on cloth, suitable
a success. The fair netted the society or posting in the open air.
Jol'BNAi, Office, North Hrookfleld
about one hundred dollars.

Where Smoked Glass Has Value.
People In Tibet value bighlx the
spectacles of smoked or colored glass
that are sold to them by the Chinese,
because oi the blinding brightness ot
the -sun on the snow.

t m

Friday, September 25th

Wednesday, September 23rd
CORSET DEMONSTRATION on Living Models

^

■1 —■"■'S===s

Thursday, September 24th
CORSET DEMONSTRATION on Living Models

MORTGAGEE'S SALE OF REAL ESTATE.
By virtue of a power of sale contained
in a certain mortgage deed given by John
Cardin to Patrick H. Kellogg, dated the
20th day of March, A. D., 1882, recorded
in the Worcester District Registry of
Deeds, in Book 1117, Page 98, assigned
by said Patrick H. Kellogg to Arnold F.
Wallace by assignment date 22nd day of
July, A, D., 1884, and recorded in said
Registry, in Book 1178, Page 272, assigned
by said Arnold F. Wallace to E. Sophia
Kellogg by assignment dated 22nd day of
July, A. JO., 1884, and recorded in said
Registry, in Book 1178, Page 273, assigned
by said E. Sophia Kellogg to Loyal E.
Tarbell by assignment dated the first day
of June, A. D., 1887, and recorded in said
Registry, in Book 1249, Page 91, assigned
by Ida F. Tarbell, administratrix of the
estate of said Loyal E. Tarbell to Rose
Morrison, by assignment dated the 15th
day of July A. D. 1898, and recorded in
said registry in Book 1868, Page 503,
assigned by said Rose Morrison to John
8. C. Smith and Eleanor R. W. Smith
by assignment dated the 15th day of
March, A. D., 1899, and recorded in said
Registry in Book 1868, Page 503, assigned
by said John S. C. Smith to Elisabeth
Bartlett, *y assignment dated thej(28th
day of October, A. D., 1907, and recorded in said Registry, in Bmk 1886, Page
502, and assigned by Said Elizabeth Bartlett to Sarah L. Smith by assignment
dated the 28th day of October, A. D.,
1907, and recorded in said Registry in
Book .1866, Page 504, will be sold at Public Auction, on the premises on the
twenty-sixth day of October. A. D.,1914,
at ten o'clock in the forenoon, all and
singular, the premises conveyed by said
mortgage deed, to wit:—A certain parcel
of land with dwelling hou^ thereon situated on the Easterly side of Forest street
in North Brookfieid, bounded and described as follows, to wit,
Beginning at the Northwesterly corner
thereof, thereon Easterly by land formerly of Benjamin Dean four rods to a stake
and stone, thence Southerly by land
formerly of Alden Batcheller lour rods to
a stake and stone, thence Westerly by
said Batcheller land four rods to a stake
and rtorfe, thence northerly by said Forest street four rods to the first mentioned
corner, containing about 16 square rods
more or less being the same premises
conveyed to Bald John Cardin by wild
Patrick H. Kellogg by deed dated 20tb
day of March A. D., 1882, and duly recorded in-said Registry. Terms cash.
SARAH L. SMITH,
Assignee of said Mortgage,
*■ Sept. 18, 25, Oct. 2B

MORTGAGEES' SALE OF REAL ESTATE.
By virtue of a power of sale contained
in a certain mortgage deed given by John
B. Cardin to Rose Morrison, dated the
seventh day of February, A. D., 1898,
and recorded in the Worcester District
Registry of Deeds in Book 1572, Page 102,
assigned by said Rose Morrison to John
8. C. Smith and another by assignment
dated 15th day of March A. D., 1899,
and recorded in said Registry in Book
1866,JPage 502, assigned by said John 8.
0. Smith to Elizabeth Bartlett by assignment dated 28th day of October A. D.,
1907, and recorded in said Registry in
Book 1866, Page 502, and assigned by
Baid Elizabeth Bartlett to Sarah L. Smith
by assignment dated 28th day of October
A. D., 1907, and recorded in said Registry in Book 1866, Page 602, will be sold
at Public Auction on the premises on the
twenty-sixth day of October, A. D., 1914,
at ten of the clock in the forenoon all and
singular the premises conveyed by said
mortgage deed, to wit;—A certain parcel
of land situated on the Easterly side of
Forrest street, in North Brookfieid,
bounded and described as follows:
Beginning at the Northwesterly corner
thereof, thence Easterly by land of P. F.
X. Potvin, thence Southerly by land
formerly of John Ellery, thence' Westerly by other land of raid P. F. X. Potvin
to said street, thence Northerly by said
street to the place of beginning, containing about 12 rods more or less. Terms
cash.
SARAH L SMITH,
Assignee of said Mortgage.
Sept. 18, 25, Oct. iB

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
WOBOKSTliHU.

PBOBATFCOOKT

. To tbe heirs, at law, next of kin and all other
peieons inter, sted in thaestate of Josephine C.
Whiting, late of North Brookfieid in said County deceased.
Whereas, a certain Instrument purportin i to
be the last will and testament of said deceased
has been presented to said uour , for probate,
by John w. Cnmmta>g8 who pravs that letters
of administration with the will annexed may be
issued to him, or some other suitable pe>sun;
no executor being named in said will,
. . _
Yon are hereby citeu "HTnsjftt *—"•■■'■»"
Court, to be held at Worcester, In said County
of Worcester on theaixth day of October. A I).
1914, at nine o'clock In the forenom., to siiow
cause. If any yon have, why tbe same shottld
not be granted, .
■ ., . ,
,
And said petitioner Is he eby directed to alve
public notice thereof. b> publishing this citation once in each week, for three successive
weeks, in the North Hrooktteld Journal, a news,
paper publishfd in North Brooktleid, the last
pub icatlon to Be one day, at least, befuie said
Court, and by maillngrpilpald. or delivering
a copy of this citation to all known persons interested in the estate, seven days at least before
said Court.
.
,
_ .
Witness, William T. Forbes, Csquire. Judge
of said court, this twelfth day of September,
In the year one thousand nine hundred and
fourteen.
HA&aT „, ATWOOD, Register,
Sept. 18,85. Oct. a, B.

I

Mr John H. Lane, who has been seriously ill, is steadily improving.
Mrs Frances T. Blanchard, Elm street,
passed her 88th birthday on Thursday.
The Rev. L. L. Beeman of West Warren will occupy the Methodist pulpit Sunday.
Ezra Bateheller Woman's Relief Corps
will hold a sale of home made food Friday, Oct. 2.
The Woman's Union meet Thursday
Sept. 24, at 2 o'clock to sew. Business
meeting at 4.
The personal property of the late W.
H. Whiting will be sold at auction at 1
p. m., Saturday.
The Woman's Guild will hold its regular meeting, Wednesday, Sept. 23. at 3
p. ra. in the Guild rooms.
Misses Mary E. and Elizabeth Duggan
of Brockton are the guests of Mrs Timothy Murphy,*Bigelow street.
Officer John Mattoon has returned
from Woods Hole much improved in
health, having gained 31 pounds.
Miss Verna Voroe, Elm St., began her
studies, Thursday, as a student at the
New England Conservatory of Music.
The Grange Auxiliary wUl meet at the
home of Mrs Geo. R. Doane, all day, on
Tuesday, Sept. 22, for work only.
Fred H. Gates, messenger for the American Express Company, is on his vacation, aud Herbert DeLand is taking his
place for a week.
Rev. Mr Budd's morning theme next
Sunday will be, A Glorious Church.
In
the evening—The World's Hunger arid
Divine Satisfaction.
The Girls' Friendly society will hold a
meeting in the Guild rooms of Christ
Memorial church, Tuesday evening, the
22d, at 7.45 o'clock.
The reports from Mrs Harriet Ranger
Snow, whe has been dangerously ill at
the home of her parents in Quaboag Village, have been encouraging this week.
Mrs Helen Luther has rented the store,
No. 11 Summer street, formerly occupied
by Mr Hobbs, the jeweller, whore she wfll
open on or before Oct. 1, a first class
hair-dressing establishment.
Major Peter Harwood Chapter, D. A.
R., has received an invitation from Col.
Henshaw Chapter to attend a dedication
of revolutionary memorials on the park
in Leicester, Wednesday, Sept. 23, at 3
p. m.
here will be an adjourned annual
meeting of North Brookfieid Industrial
Company in the Selectmen's room on
Monday'Sept. 21, at 8 p.m. A full attendance Is desired.
GEORGE R. HAMANT, Clerk.

Mrs Frances Butterfleld, daughter of
^TO-GHQRCH-IIIIONTH."
Mr and Mrs Harry St. Clair, died on
Brookfieid
Conference to Have It.
Tuesday evening at the home of her
mother on Conroy street. She leaves a
Georgia Boy Tells of Mountain Life.
husband, and one sister, Mrs Harry
The Brookfieid Association of Congre
Walker. Her age was 40 years. The
funeral was Thursday morning from St. gational churches and ministers met for
its fall meeting at the Union CongregeJoseph's church.
,
•
*
cburch in Globe Village, Tuesday, Sept.,
The two boys arrested by officer Quill 15. Rev. W. A. White of Sturbridge,
for breaking into Iago's market on Labor was moderator of the day, and Rev. Roday had their hearing this week. Louis land D. Sawyer, clerk. The following
Larue
was oeuwuceu
sentenced to
i.arue wa=
*, the
.« Lyma
^Ju.»- officers were chosen for the ensuing year;
School, but sentence was suspended until Cotnrnittee ^ District Oversight, Rev
May 1, and Cornelius Hayes was placed Messrs
„
Brickett, B
B
w_ A.
A_ White,
wwte H.
H, L.
u Brickett,
W.
Each lad -W. Brotherston, J. H. Hoffman and Mr
on probation until May 1.
paid S7.50 in costs.
A. C. Stoddard, Mr A. S. Tucker, and
The North Brookfieid Men's League O. A. Turtle. Committee on Ministerial
hold
iioiu a supper and
auu entertainment
MIWIWHUUICU. at
»fc the
mv standing
stanQJIlg \to
uiree years)
yearn; Rev
iwv Ro
sgsr
(to serve three
Methodist church,Iuesday evening at landDTjawyer, Rev Harlan Page, A. H.
6.45 p. m. The ability of Dr Charhott ■fin^afa'son. Place of next meeting will
in laying stone wall is attested at Lake be West Brookfieid, and Mr N. C. BryQuaboag, but he writes that be promises ant wjn he moderator, with Dea. H. W.
"to do still better as Brotherhood Chef fiemis alternate, and Rey J. H. Hoffman,
M
stjwl
next Tuesday evening, in making the fish Rev Sherman Good""'* A.
* C.
'
Iwin, Mr
Stod
chowder, which will be the best ever ''
dard, the moderator and scribe will be
Mr
Miss Carrie Irene Smith and Harry W. the committee of arrangements.
Fisher, both of Worcester were united in Henry Hyde was chosen auditor.
The most important business of the
marriage at the parsonage of the First
Baptist church by Rev. Allen King Fos- day was the adoption of the plan for a
ter, Wednesday, at 2 o'clock. Mr and "Go-To-Church" Sunday, during the
Mrs Fisher will be at home at 30 Kendall month of October, the "Go-To-Church"
street, Worcester, after Nov. 1. Mrs Fish- Sunday worked so well in the spring, that
er will be remembered as the daughter the churches hope to make a record
of Alexander Smith, formerly .of this month of October. Rey A. L. Bean
town, who made their home at the Sainp- moved that the fall meetings of the association be held in October instead of
-son place on Elm street.
The b & R baseball team ended their September, This matter was laid over
season properly last Saturday, by defeat- until the spring meeting, it-calling for an
ing the Boston Woven Hose team of amendment "to the constitution. There
Cambridge by a score of 8 to 3: The were addresses by Revs. Zellers, Brickett,
game was loosely played on both sides. Goodwin and Budd from the association,
This makes the fifteenth victory in six- and from Rev Arthur J. Covel( of Bosteen games for the local players since the ton, Rev Dr Jenkins of New York and
,
team' was re-organized and Daniels and J. Oscar Hnmphries of Georgia.
Mr Humphries was before tbe associaRoss secured for a battery. Ross will
pitch for Spencer to-morrow against Mil- tion to represent Peidmont college of
bury, and a large number of fans will go Georgia. He was a lad who started in at
the college having had but eleven weeks
to that town to root for their favorite.
schooling in the mountains, but took his
plsce in a low grade and plugged ahead,
Mrs Fanny Rogers Baker.
and is now prepared for the bar. Tall,
angular, looking about as Abraham LinFanny M. (Rogers) Baker, 93 years,
coln must have looked at a similar age,
passed away Sunday morning at the home
speaking with the soft drawl of the southof her son, Frank R. Baker, Bigelow St
ern mountaineer, he made a simple but
Mrs Baker had enjoyed good health, alimpressive plea for the northerners to
though advanced in years until about
support the institution that means a
two weeks ago when she fell to the floor,
chance for the mountain boys of the
striking her head, and from that time
south. "Georgia," said the speaker,
until ber death she became weak but
has 59,000 square miles, as large as the
showed considerable will power to regain
New England states; the mountain
her strength. Mrs Baker was born in
region has 11,000 square miles, about the
Litchfield, Conn., Sept. 15, 1821 and
size of Massachusetts, and over four milmarried William 8. Baker, Nov; 15,
lion of people, and Jhe only institution
1804. Two sons survive, E. Everett
of higher education for over half of that
Baker of Collinsville. Conn., and Frank
populatioa and territory is Piedmont
R. Baker of this town. Last April she
college. To plant and Bustain such an.
came to North Brookfieid with her son,
institution is an economic impossibility:
who had recently bought the Richardson
tbe people must trust themselves to the
property in Bigelow Hollow. Rev Mr
thoughtfulness and generosity of the
Budd officiated at the funeral Monday at
north for some time to come." Dr J enk2.30 p. m. at her home.
Harmony
ins, president of the institution, backed
Quartet,sang Jesus Lover of my Soul aud
up the pjea of the young'man.
N
Nearer my God to Thee. *Burial fwas in
Avon, Conn., on Tuesday.
Undertaker
FOR RENT
Fred C. Clapp was in charge.
FINE Upper Tenement of seven rooms in Bullard house on cushing St.. steam heat, bathroom, etc
Apply tollerbert E. cummings,
Grange Gets Gay.
North Brookfieid.
»
An Athletic Contest was given at the
Grange last evening, in charge of Mrs
Hattie Brigham. The program was an
unusual one and afforded much amusement. 1st, a race across the hall with
hands on the ankles, won by Oscar Hanson; 2nd, standing broad jump, broad
grin measure, won by Marjorie Stuart;
3rd, shot-put, folded paper bags blown up,
tied and thrown, won by Geo. Willey,
^tu tug
. of<_....
4th,
war, .iu»>in»
chewing aa hvtrionio
hygienic atrinostring
up to a marshmallow tied in the center,
r
Mrs Esther Varney; 5th, relay race, two
lines of people pass 10clothespins one at
a time down the line, Marion Lidstone,
leader of the winning side; hurdle
nuraie race,
snapping tiddletywinks over a book. Mabel O. Chadbourne; high jump, the highest musical note, Mrs Effie Eames; tight
rope walking, walking on a string laid
on the floor, while looking through
the magnifying end of an opera glass,
Mrs Effie Eames. The musical program
was in charge of Miss Mabel 0. Chadbourne.

Mrs A. G. Stone invites the Daughters
of Rebekah to a picnic at her cottage at
Quaboag Heights, Friday, Sept. 25.
Members intending to attend please report at Lodge meeting Wednesday evening to arrange for transportation and refreshments.
Miss Carrie F. Knight has sold her
property on Grove sreet to Dr Windsow
Smith, late of West Brookfieid, who will
move here as soon as the house can be
.
.
tmt—
'
vacated by Miss Knight. Dr Smith is a
New Books in the Public Library.
veterinarian and this place is very
centrally located for his business.
- The lights are bright, Louise Kennedy
Mrs Alice (Edwards) BrookB, wife of
Mabie; The Duchess of Wrexe, by Hugh
Arthur G. Brooks, died at Boston city
Walpole; You never know your luck,
s
hospital, Thursday night, aged 50 years,
io .„ th« Gilbert Parker; Chance, Joseph Conrad;
1. month and 16 days.
She was the
gweet
daughter of Philip and Martha Edwards *
^ ., by
'b/George
6eorge Vafschaick;
Va'i Schaick
of Waite Corner.
The body will I Dark Hollow, by Anna Katherine Green;
brought here for burial on Saturday.
The Heather Moon, by C. N. & A. M.
N. B. H. S. track team is practising Williamson; The Women we marry, by
daily in preparation for the track meet at Arthur Stannard Pier; What men live
Barre Fair, Thursday, Sept. 24.
J. by, by Richard C Cabot; Autobiegraphy
Francis Boland, ex-captain of Holy Cross of a happy woman, Anonymous; The
track team is acting as coach. The Uncrowned King, Harold Bell Wright.
school will be closed for the day and the The last one was presented to the library
entire school will accompany the team by Mrs Carrie Johnson, also History and
to Barre.
Government of the United States, in 4
- The Young'Woman's club will hold a volumes, by Jacob Harris Patton and
piazza party, Tuesday evening, Sept. 22, John Lord, presented to the library by
at the ho«ie of Mra W. H.-Fullain, South Mr Everett C. Allen, and a very old volMain street, from 6 to 8 p. m., weather ume, entitled The Historical Cabinet,
permitting. Members are requested to presented by Mrs Kittie Stearns.
■
IS, ■
bring their own lunch. If the evening is
A CARD
cold or stormy the meeting will be held
at the .Chapel of the Congregational
We wish to thank the friends and
church.
neighbors for the acts of kindness and
The new preferred stock of the Pbenix sympathy shown us and for the flowers
sent in during the illness and death of
Linen Mills is being received in town by our mother.
the creditors of the Oxford Linen Mills
MR AND MRS FRANK R. BAKER.
• corporation. There will be $500,000 of
the preferred stock, and one million of
NICK sumy Jumished or unfurnished tene
the common stock. The first is non-asment of thiee rooms; everything needed toi
imands
7
per
cent
interest
housi-keeping.
sessanie auu uem.uuo . ^-. -~— ■—-—- g^-;;^,^ AU conveniences on oi(e floor
Ske. AP^VNIEL FOSTER
before any-dividends can be declared on,
36
the common. '
I Spring St.

FOR RENT
ONE COTTAGE of nine rooms to rent on
Maple St., one tenement of six rooms to rent
on second floor on South Main St. Apply to
GEO R. HAMANT,
x
North Brookfieid
FOR RENT
TENEMENT of 7 rooms, ail on second floor
with wood, coal, and toilet, situated or
Grant Street. Also an 8 room cottage on Wil
low St. Town water in both places
37tf
L. B. HA1DEN.
4 Grant St. North Brookfieid.
WANTED
T¥TASHING and Ironing. Will call and deliv.W" M*K! CROSB?, Ayres St., North
Brookfieid.
FOR SALE
_w0 Young High Grade Hotetein Cows
1 freshen^soon.
D. C.
New Braintree, MassLOST
ATCH Chain, on Monday, September J, in

W North Brookfieid, between the home of
George w. Lane and A. C. Bliss, watch chain,

souare charm with red setting. Valuable to
l«er. very itbena reward^ p ^^g
120 Salem St., Worcester.
»2*
TENEMENTS TO RENT
THREE or Four good tenement*, centrally located, of four,live or six rooms each from
M to $11 per month. Inquire ol ARTHUR C.
BLISS at North BrookUeld Savings Bank.
NOTICE
*
All persons who have left watches for repairs
at the jeweliy store of the late William E.
Hobbs win please call upou Geo. R. Hamant,
Gilbert St., for ^^"^J*^ Adm.
North Brookfieid, Mass., Sept. *. 1»14.

FOR SALE
TO SETTLE AN ESTATE
A very desirable house and bam situated on St
John St.; corner lot house has seven rooms in
rood repair, with gas, etc. Good garden, several fruit tr.es. excellent plane for raising hens,
etc. For particulars inquire of
•j4
p. 3- DANIELS

The Village Grocery
TELEPHONE S5-J

StatePrimary Election, Tuesday, Sept. 22, 1914.

FOR SENATOR, HERBERT E. CUMMINGS, OF NORTH BBOOXFIELD.
and managed a general store^in this town for over thirty
The primaries for the nomination of state and county offiyears, and is now the largest individual taxpayer in North
cers will be held on Tuesday, Sept. 22, at the town hall, the
Brookfieid. His wide experience in agricultural life and in
polls being open from 3 to 8 p. m.
business, well qualify him to intelligently represent the
It is very important that every voter come out and eKpress
varied interests of this senatorial district. He is a member
his choice at this time:
of the Masonic fraternity, an Odd Fellow, a past master of
There should be especial interest shown in turning out a
the Grange, a Worcester county Republican of the progreshandsome vote for Herbert E. Cummings of North Brooksive type, a successful business man, a careful legislator ol
field, whose fine record as a Representative last year proves
experience, and one who can be safely trusted. His record
him worthy of advancement to a seat in the Senate for the
' in the lower house was excellent, and he was faithful and
coming year.
punctual in attendance at all the hearings and executive
Mr Herbert E. Cummings was born in Leverett, Apr. 11,
sessions. It is more than a quarter of a century since North
1851, and educated in the schools of that town. At 14 he
Brookfieid sent a man to the state senate, and now it prewent to work on a farm, and has been most actively ensents a candidate worthy of united support. He has the
gaged in agricultural pursuits ever since. He has for many
endorsement of prominent Republicans throughout the
years done an extensive lumber business, employing a large
District.
.
force of men the whole year around. He has also owned

IF

The Famous OneHorse Chaise had
beenequippedwith

Goodyear Tires
It would have been
a Better Chaise.
Make your Car a
BETTER CAR
by using GOODYEAR TIRES.

Stop! Look! Listen!
TO THESE PRICES.

30 by 3
30 by 3 1-2
32 by 3 1-2
34 by 4
36 by 4 1-2
37 by 5

$10.24
$13.79
$14.66
$21.31
$30.63
$36.71

W. F. FULLAM
CHARLES S. LANE,

Furnishing Undertaker

Evolution.
Happy Days Are Passing.
If the theory of evolution "has been
The world Is rapidly pulling away
overthrown" the fact Is not generally
known.
80 far from being "over- from the old notion that putting a
thrown" the theory Is stronger today, man In office is giving bus a license,
say the leading scientists, than It ever to loaf at public expense.
was. Indeed, so these scientists inform us, the theory of evolution is now
accepted by the faculties of the great
learned institutions of the world and
Is taught as part of the general education.—Chicago Examiner.
TF

REAL ESTATE

you wish to Buy or Sell

a farm or village property,
Safer Way to Turn.
You've noticed that every time a
party of Joyriders comes to grief It Is drop me a postal and I will call
because the motor car "turned- turtle."
Now, If some of these speeding cars on you.
would turn tortoise and slow down,
so-called valuable lives might b« NEW YORK AND BOSTON CONNECTIONS
laved.—Chicago Tribune.

to Hire or Let a tenement,

CHARLES E. BATCHELLER

Really Not Her Fault.
Little Jane is impish, lovable and
very ingenious In the matter of excuses for her frequent wrongdoing.
Reproached, the other evening, for an
ill-spent day, she waxed gently defiant.
"Yes, I know I've been
naughty, hut, really, I couldn't help It.
I specially asked God to make me
good today, but he didn't choose to
do It"

■aa.il.

Long Distance Connection.
Funerals Personally Directed
»od Rrery Eeqnlslte Fnrntshed.
4^
I.*itr Assistant.

Call at 46 Summer Street

FRED C CLAPP

Funeral Director
Registered Embalnier.

OmneetsiJ by L>ng Distance Telephone at House and Store.

DESIRABLE HOUSE LOTS

THE BEST GOODS

FOR SALE

Representative for the Brookfields.

Peerless Oysters in giass jars - 25c

Telephone 26-13,
NORTH BROOKFIELD.
MAM

PRICES

C. Crawford
OAKHAH.

CORSETS

All Fruit in its Season

BOTTOM

1KUEFHOKB OiKBAK Di.

To see the Latest Models of

MRS. B. C. GRAVES,

AT

William

SPIRELLA

At Fair Prices

both rubber ana steel tires* Buggies,
Democrat and Delivery Wagons, Surreys au<l Boad Wagons, both new and
second hand.

Cut Down In His Prime.
Early Brown county history says the
first stake driven in laying out the
county was soaked In whisky and Shingles and Roofing Material,
placed In position by Brummett, who
All tbe diflerent grades. AU sues ot
was the first commissioner of tbe
Nails.alao,
county. Brummett was thrown from a
pony when one hundred and eleven rumam bar that my prices are always
tbe lowest I sell so as to sell again.
years old, and killed.—Cincinnati EnDr. DuM'i Bam Baaa*41sa Alwmya
quirer.
Us stock.

Next Door to Post Office

Or have them brought to your horn*!
by sending word to
•••
•*"

Carriages, Stanhopes, Concords

Harness, EoBes, Blankets, VThips and
oil Cloths. Not too Costly. Not too
Cheap.

REGISTERED EMBALHER.
Personal Prompt Attention Day
or NIfht.
Telephone North Brooklleid No.

Telephone—North Brookfield-2

At the upper and lower ends of Lake
Lashaway, East Brookfieid, Mass.
For particulars inquire of WILLIAM
FULLAM, North Brookfieid, Mass.
5wSl

TOPJC
There's a lot of
difference between Toric
Lenses and
Flat Lensos .
besides Iheir .
slight extra cost They give
you extra vision mad extra
comfort Thejr are betterlooking, too. Come and see
us about Toric Lenses.

ERNEST D. CORBIN
OPTOMETRIST
Office at Dr Ludden's
Main Street,

North Brookfieid

BRQOKFIELD

RROOKFTKLD TT»*F.S

TIMES

NO INJURIOUS EFFECT

W/ZeLmL of

DHOCAVDHWOFffl
*&- I5ADIL GORDON CURTIS
^mrfhor y "The Womar\_/rom MjiVerfons''
IIXUSTKATIOflS rf>- XLLSWGSmYOMm^
SYNOTSIS.
___i Waatsrorth. newspaper man, and
Sagnajsj Marry, actor, play a hand at
poker, the atakaa absolute control o( the
Inilnw of tha laaar. Wentworth wins and
Ihay o«ctd« to kHV the matter secret.
Kawvn'a slater, Doreaa. teewlng from her
sainUm of Kerry's abortcomlngs, tries to
anoH bSe usMUn. Andrew outlines the
plat af a miar In haa had In mind and she
au-af* htm to SO to work on It. When
the pht* la ceraipleted Marry reada It to
•Wemtworth, whoa* M* ambition la to
wttt* a aucoeeful play. He demands Mersy's ptey aa a forfeit of the bond won In
aha poker fame. Preparations for staging
aha piay are begun, but Merry, who la to
psay the leading part, is missing. Dorcas
fa asatd to play the leading female part
mod mas.ee a fine Impression at the reswnuasnaa. She quarrels with her brother
for taking aU tha credit for the piece.
Xtorcas finds Kerry among the down-andout* in a bread line. She Influences him
to taJke his part In the play. She proshaeea and suggests oortaln changes In the
•say to Wentworth, which the. latter trtea
is lne'aee Kerry to make, but tha actor

CHAPTER XI—Continued.

Insistent glimpses of sordid lite. Merry
saw her chin tremble once and her
eyes grow misty; then she spoke suddenly: "She must have lived through
awful experiences."
"Alice Volk has seen the very depths.
She suffered more than misery and
neglect; there was actual brutality. 1
knew her before Volk came Into her
life. She played with the first New
York company I was In. She was the
gayest little creature then you can Imagine—a whimsical, laughing, carefree, happy child."
t,
"Gay!" Dorcas spoke Incredulously.
"The gaiety lias gone."
"It has been wrung out of her."
"I never had a real woman friend except the sisters at the convent," said
Dorcas. "I think Alice Volk and 1
will be friends.. We can help each
other."
"Each other? I had not thought of
It In that way. Your friendship will
mean a great deaf to her. It Is like
reaching out a hand to some one who
is drowning."
"Alice Volk is different from any
one I ever met When little Julie ran
out to speak to you, I followed her.
The mother laid her hand on my arm,
drew me back into the room, then she
closed the door and kissed me. She
did not say a word. Any other woman
would hare kissed me whHe I was saying 'Good-by,'—before you and Mrs.
Blllerwell. She does unexpected things
that cannot help drawing one to her."
"Pour soul!" said Merry.
The conductor entered, shutting the
door behind htm with a crash. "Twenty-third street!" he called.
"Let us get off and hare dinner
somewhere," suggested the actor. "I
want to talk to you—for hours."

"You're right-" Oswald's voice was
■■phalli "I don't know wby I did
Be* aee It Pen-baps because toe child
sasa BtOs to do except to follow her
father abont"
"It's that Jollowiag the father about
wUeh I moan to make the strongest
point to the first act"
"ssBgage the oalld Immediately."
"Til have to do diplomatic work to
•stber"Itarr
"AMcs Volk would rather starve
tfcnn let her child go on the stage. She
lets been hoping we might find a small
•aft for herself which she could play
—crippled."
"FOOT sonl."
"I hinted that we might give the lita chance. She snatched the
away aa If she thought I meant
kidnap her. When a woman has
CHAPTES XII.
■ the seamy Bide of life as she haa
■ndarstand."
A Prlma Donna of the Past.
Oswald nodded gravely. "We must
Dorcas and Merry paused for a mosf p. way to get around her."
Merry sat writing a letter In the ment before a flight of steps which led
auger's office the next afternoon up to what had once been a fine
haa Oswald entered, accompanied by private residence. Its exclusive days
were past; It was beckoning with a
~t want you to tell Miss Wentworth garish blase of light to every passerthe Little Velk girl," said the by. Through the open door came
"I hare enlisted her strains from the overture to "William
If the mother felt that Tell."
"What a queer place," said the girl.
here would be Interested
"You can't realize Its queenress unfa thai child she might change her
til we are Inside. The crowd that
"Til do anything I can," said Dorcas gathers here Is as motley as any you
asaawtfjy. "I am glad you are making find In New York,"
Dorcas ran lightly up the steps. The!
• cfapism. It will Improve the first act
woaatortnlly to hare the child sweet cafe, shabby and weather-beaten outand real. Then," the girl laughed In doors, was bizarre Inside. At the far■ half-embarrassed way, "did you ever ther end a daub of painted canvas atlook at a picture of yourself when' you tempted to create the illusion of sunlit
were at the tadpole age and wonder If
at eonld bare possibly been you? That
has been my frame of mind since I
laid oyns on the) little 'Cordelia.' "
"1 don't blame you," Oswald smiled.
**I ean't Imagine why we made such a
blunder Merry puts it just the way
an da"
"Thank you, Mr. Merry." Dorcas
tamed to the actor with a grattfful
"I am ready to go with you any
i to see Mrs. Volk."
Dorcas had a new insight In Merry's
ezaaracter when she found how his
friends held him in esteem. There
was not a touch. In Mrs. BiUerwell's
creeling, of hero worship or deference
to the man who had won fame. It
TO merely a droll blend of loving devotion and motherly tyranny.
Merry jumped to his feet when Mrs.
Yds. entered, with Julie clinging shyly
to her gown. Dorcas felt Instantly a
ef sympathy and warm friendMarry had told her something
aaf tha pitiful story on the way uptown.
TOP said once. Miss Dorcas," he resatoded her, "that you were never so
happy ■• when you had some one to
toother. Alice Volk needs mothering.
jl dosbt it she haa a friend In the world
Mother Billerwell and myself.
BUterweU is pure gold, but Alice
i a woman like you."
Unit an hour later they waited on
the) platform of an L station for a
People Were Dining Vociferously,
aWaatowu train. They had scarcely
•pokes since leaving the Harlem fields. Against It rose a theatrical
Boers* Merry realized how deeply the apple tree. A hundred electric lights
girl's heart had been stirred. They blazed Inside crimson apples on its
entered the train and took a seat to- widespread branches. Under it, at a
gether ID silence. She sat gazing at the huddle of tables, people were dining
city below. Then she turned suddenly. vociferously. The place shrieked its
"Little Julie la to begin rehearsals antagonism to the civilized ceremony
morning," she said. "The of feeding. Humanity dug Its elbows
' made only one condition: they Into one another while It handled
are to be known under another nanTe. knives and forks, and screamed Its
She is In terror lest ber husband finds conversation. The rooms reeked with
a hundred odors of highly-seasoned
That's all right, but do you think food and tobacco smoke. It waa a be
the child can play the small 'Cor- wlldering blend of light and smells and
delia?" asked Merry anxiously.
noise. Dorcas followed Merry through
"You can do anything you wish with the labyrinth to a •small table in a
that child. She haa. a soul and sweet- distant corner, hedged about with
ness, sad she understands. There Is palms.
something in her—we call it magnet"I come here time and again," conism in older people—which will reach fessed Merry after they were seated.
"1
love the place; the crowd Is so inacross the footlights and grip every
man and woman In the audience. The teresting. People let themselves loose
child will help me wonderfully. Now in a coop like thig; they enjoy life
1 won't have to create a new 'Cordelia' frankly."
"I should think they' did." Dorcas
rwhcn I come on the stage. »aMy 'Cordelia' Is simply the little girl grown laughed gaily.
Across the room a party of college
older end wiser, with more love for
her father and a larger knowledge of lads were humming a ragtime song
in utter Inliarmony to the orchestra's
life."
music. Corks were popping amid the
"You understand perfectly."
"You and I ought to understand rattle of dishes and Bilver while laughter In a hundred tones, and the lan"Cordelia' If any one could."
Dorcas sat iB silence while they guages of all the old Latin races, were
lashed ever the lighted city with its blended In the strange babel.

"It'B a droll little world," said Merry
Dorcas pulled off her gloves and sat
smoothing them between her fingers.
"I remember," Andrew gazed about
him In a reminiscent mood, "on* season 1 was tied up with a summer production, and It was horribly lonesome
In New York. There was not a soul
in our company I wanted to fraternize
with. Enoch was West I used to
come here night after night and work
myself Into a light-hearted mood. 1
had a part I hated. I did not go on
until the second act ao sometimes I
stayed here until half-past seven. The
place waked me up. I got into a queer
humor while watching people. Before
it wore oft I used to dash to the theater, aa one acts when you are overpowered with sleep, and try to get to
bed before you go wide awake again.
Usually I don't have to hammer myself into .the disposition for work.
When I am cast for 'some- role that
makes one fairly snort with Impatience, it is horribly hard to feel like
It If I get a human character, I love
It"
"Like 'John Esterbrook?'"
"Yes, like 'John Esterbrook.' Miss
Dorcas," Merry went on eagerly, "I
went tramping yesterday—alone. I
found myself within sight of another
Btate before I pulled up. I was
heaven knows how many miles from
anywhere I thrashed things out with
myself. I'm going to make 'John Esterbrook' the biggest thing (hat has
struck New York In years."
Dorcas laughed. She felt foolishly
happy.
"I am go glad," she said.
"It's up to me to do the beat I ean;
I owe it to you," there was grim determination In Merry's voice; "to you
and Oswald, he's a prince ot a good
fellow; now Alice Volk and the child
come Into it"
"And yourself."
"Yes, myself. If I succeed, It means
retrieving more than you Imagine."
"And you will confess you wrote the
play?"
"Not—yet"
"Why?"
"Miss Dorcas," Merry's voice had a
tone of entreaty in it, "I want to ask
one thing ot you. I ask it because your
faith in me Is so great and uplifting
Drop the authorship of theplay. I cannot explain, I cannot fight the thoughts
you have ot me. You said once, 'I believe In you.' Do you remember?"
Dorcas looked at him with steadfast
eyes and nodded.
"Qo on believing. It's the kindest
thing you can do for me, andr—for
Enoch."
Their eyes made a compact though
no word was spoken.
They lingered over strange dishes
that came and went Food seemed
merely a circumstance, an excuse fof
being alone and together. They felt
curiously isolated, for the noise made
a retreat tor them as silence does. A
sudden lull fell on the babel of sound.
The orchestra, which had rested for a>
few minutes, began again—not one of
its long overtures, but a prelude to the
florid music in an Italian opera.
Through the murky atmosphere a
woman's voice shrilled out with rare
sweetness.
Dorcas rose to her feet for a* second, searching ton the singer; then she
seated herself with her back to the
table. The crash ot dishes, the rattle
of silver, and the popping of corks continued, but tongues were stilled except
for one voice. It was singing the
tremendous aria from "Ernani." The
girl drew a long breath as the last
note died away Into silence then she
turned eagerly to Merry.
"Who is sheV
"I'll tell you in a minute."
She turned again to look at the
singer, who stood crushed Into a na,'
row balcony which was crowded to
discomfort by a piano and four musicians. The woman was absurdly fat
and absurdly gowned. Years ago. In
the palmy days ot a concert tour, she
had swept upon the platform In a robe
of burnt orange velvet splashed gorgeously with silver lace and scintillating embroidery. It had seen years of
service, then grown tawdry, unfashionable, soiled, and grotesquely queer. It
reminded Dorcas of the stately door In
its last stage of shabblness. The
woman's straw-colored hair was gathered Into a ridiculous pompadour.
Across the dining room, through murky waves of tobacco smoke the girl
could see careworn wrinkles about the
woman's eyes. The vivid scarlet of
her cheeks was pitifully false, false as
the whiteness ot her vast, bare shoulders. Again she began to sing, something which came thrilling from the
wonderful throat with perfect coloratura. She threw back her head and
tilted her face till Dorcas saw only
the profile. For one moment the gross
lines disappeared; Instead came a
glimpse ot beauty and picturesqueness,
a dignity which belonged to the days
of youth and power, the royal day*
of a singer.
The room rang with an encore, then
came a shriek of command. "Dance!"
shouted the group of students In a corner.
"Oh!" cried Dorcas plteously. "obi
how can they do It?"
The musicians huddled themselves
and their Instruments closer together.
Indifferently as If It were part of every
night's program. The pianist struck
a few bars of some tinkling thing In
a musical comedy, then the singer began to away her huge body. There
was no space for her feet to more.
She sang to the accompaniment, but1
the physical effort made her wheeze.*
The orchestra dashed Into a tripping
chorus, and the enthusiasm of the
guests waxed high. Cheers were Intermingled with laughter and screams of
derision.
"Oh!" cried Dorcas, "oh! the shame
o'f it!"
The singer sank In a chair exhausted, then she rose and pushed her way
down from , the balcony.
Dorcas

watched her with a pitiful gase. Perspiration was washing white streaks
through the patches ot rouge on her
cheeks.
"Who Is the woman?" she asked.
Twenty-five years ago her name
was famous from one end of Italy to
the other. When she went to Oenoa
to All an engagement the whole town
turned out to meet her, the shops
closed, and It was a public holiday.
The people pelted ber with'flowers
and screamed themselves hoarae in a
welcome.. She was the star of tha
Bellini in Naples. She sang In Paris
and London. She came here, grew
sick and could not fill her engagements. A manager went back on her,
she lost what money she had, friends
deserted her, she came down to—
this."
"Oh, the poor soul!" Dorcas' voice
was a whisper.
"Her's was an unusual case," said
Merry. "She Is only fifty-three now,
so I've heard. It makes you realize
into what a short bit of our lives fame
is crowded—if fame comes to us. The
has-beens in our profession are an
army, a pitiful army. Unless one has

Her Face Grew Eager and Tremulous.
a home and some one In it to cherish
and love, the lonely days of old age
are—" Andrew laughed cheerlessly.
"Well, I never think of them."
He stretched out his hand to intercept a boy who wandered between the
tobies with a tray full of crimson
roses. He laid a bunch of them before
Dorcas. She burled her face in the
cool petals.
"Shall we go?" asked Merry.
As they pushed their way through
the maze of crowded tables they passed
a woman who sat dining alone. She
wore an orange velvet gown, and a
shabby lace scarf covered her naked
shoulders. Dorcas paused for a moment, laid her hand uoon the woman's
arm, and spoke a few words in Italian
The singer looked up and put a grimy,
ring-bedizened hand upon the girl's
fingers. -Merry stood watching them.
The woman looked very old and faded
under the white glare of the electricity, but her face grew eager and
tremulous .while she poured out ber
soul in her own language. Dorcas took
one rose from the cluster In her arms
add laid the rest of the -fragrant blossoms beside the singer's plate.
"You'll forgive me for parting with
your flowers?" she whispered as she
rejoined Merry.
"I'm glad you did It Once upon a
time stage bouquets were a worn-out
sensation tor that woman; today I
guess she Is showered.wlth roses about
once In a blue moon."
Dorcas paused near the door to nod
good-by to the singer, who sat gazing
after them with her chin burled In the
red roses. Suddenly Dorcas turned to
Merry. Her face had grown white,
and she put her arm within his. He
clasped it with a strong grip, but
neither of them spoke. At the same
moment they had caught sight of
Enoch Wentworth. He was seated in
an alcove at a small table hedged
about with palms. Zllla Paget sat
facing him. Enoch's hands clasped
one of hers which lay upon the table.
They were engrossed in each other.
Dorcas stopped abruptly when they
reached the foot of the steps. "Oh,!"
she whispered appeallngly, "Andrew,
save Enoch from that woman!"
CHAPTER XIII.
A Sealed Bargain.
Wentworth sat In a small room at
the theater, which he had appropriated
as his own. It led directly oft the box
office. He was glancing over a heap of
press clippings when the door opened
and Merry walked in.
"Good morning." There was. a surprised glance on Enoch's face while he
spoke.
Andrew nooded a response, then he
drew a package of manuscript from his
pocket Wentworth's eyes turned on
him curiously while he flattened It out
on the table before him. No unnecessary courtesies passed between them.
"I rewrote the scene as you sug
gested," said Andrew carelessly.
"That was good of you." In his surprise Wentworth showed an Impulsive
friendliness. He stretched out bis
hand for the manuscript.
There "was no cordiality In Merry's
face. He glanced quietly through the
written sheets.

Ton covnt this change in the play
a necessity?" he asked brusquely.
"I guess mat's what it might be
called." Wentworth's rolce was Impatient and a frown chased across his
lace. "Oswald's been asking for It this
morning. When a quiet fellow like
kJiu makes up bis mind to have a
thing, he's apt to be confoundedly Insistent."
"Tten you want It?"
"Certainly."
"I sat up until daylight to write this,
It's an improvement on the other act;
I can see that myself. Oswald will toll
you, I think, that it carries out his
ideas exactly. Before I hand it over I
want to make a dicker with you."
Wentworth stored at him blankly.
"A, dicker?" he -repeated, "to It
money?"
"Money!" Andrew's face grew harsh
with scorn.
"What Is it then?"
"1 was dining last night at Colgassi's. I—"
Wentworth's face grew suddenly
scarlet, then It whitened.
"I saw you there." Merry's voice
was relentless. "I don't know a blessed
thing about the Paget woman, for or
against her. I do know this, though:
every man who has lived among good
women knows she la not fit company
for—your sister for Instance."
"Who said she was?" snarled Wentworth.- "I had not thought of throwing her into my sister's society- Dorcas
would not have to tolerate even a passing acquaintance with her behind the
scenes If I bad my way."
"She Is not fit to be seen with a decent man." ■
"You give me the credit then of being—a decent man?" sneered Enoch.
"To a certain limit—I do."
"Well, what do you want?" Wentworth turned an ap-"ehenslve glance
upon him.
"I want you to promise, before I
turn over this manuscript that yon
will have nothing to do with Zllla
Paget except In a business way."
"Why, are you interested in her
yourself?"
"My God, Enoch!" Andrew stuffed
the roll of paper in his pocket and.
jumped to his feet
"Here, sit down. I want this affair
straightened out—now,"
Merry did not answer. He walked
across the office and stood beside a
table where a litter of photographs lay.
He picked one up carelessly and
glanced at it It was an exquisite portrait of Dorcas. Her eyes gazed Into
his with a straightforward look which
was characteristic of the girl.
"Will you tell me," there was stern
demand in Wentworth's voice, "will
you explain why you are so concerned
about my morals?"
"I don't, care a damn about your
morals," answered Merry contemptuously. "I was thinking about your sister. I am still fool enough to believe
that yon have some decency left I
will hand over this act, rewritten aa
you want It, when you promise to have
nothing to do^rlth Zllla Paget"
When Merry stopped speaking he
took a seat opposite Enoch and waited
for a reply.
A visiting card lay on the table.
Wentworth picked it up and tore It
Into halves. He sat tearing and retearing it In perfect silence. When It
was reduced to fragments, he gathered
them Into the hollow ot his hand and
dropped them In the waste basket;
then be looked across at Merry.
"That was Miss Paget's card," he
said harshly. "I'm through with her."
Merry took the manuscript from his
pocket, laid it on the table before
Enoch, and walked out
,
A few minutes later Enoch opened
the door which led into the box office.
A young man sat beside the window.
"Dlngley," he said, "I have locked
the outside door. Don't let a soul In
on me. I can't see Mr. Oswald evenTell him I am busy, writing."
Wentworth locked the door of the
office, sat down in his big chair, and
picked up the manuscript He read it
rapidly, slipped a blank sheet of paper
into a typewriter, and began to copy
it with slow deliberation. When It was
finished he read each typed page carefully. He tacked them together and
rose to his feet He began to search
the office rapidly with his eyes, then
he turned to a wash-bowl in the corner.
He crushed Into a loose bunch each of
the sheets which held Merry's writ-'
lng and touched the paper with a
match. It leaped Into a red blaze. He
watched It carefully, poking the sheets
over with a paper knife until each one
fell away Into a shivering black aah-i
When every spark had died he turned
on a faucet, and the light ashes were
swept down the waste pipe. He
rubbed a speck of grime from hip1
hands and opened the box office door,
Oswald sat on a high stool beside the
window,
(TO BE OONTIN0ED.)
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TEXT—"And he saith unto the man
which had the withered hand, stand forth.
Stretch forth thine hand." Mark
1:9, S.
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More women might be able to save
money if the drygoods stores would
cease having bargain sales.
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If marriages are made in heaven we
refuse to hazard a guess as to the
place where divorces are manufactured,
Correct
"Practice makes perfect" quoted
the sage.
"Well," replied the fool, "that's mom
than you can say for preaching."
Delays. '
- "Do you prefer an automobile to a
horse?"
"Yes," replied Mr. Chugging.
""Because It goes faster?"
"Not exactly that. But somehow 1
enjoy hanging around a repair shop
more than loafing and looking on In a
livery stable."
Much Bolder,
"Do you see that girl in the fadeaway costume?"
"I can't keep my eyes off her."
"I used to know her when she was a
shy little maid always saying, '1
dassen't' do this and 'I dassen't do
that"
"Welir
"I was Just wondering If there was
anything she wouldn't dare to do now."
Children at Meal Times.
Never allow children to eat when
they are hot and tired; let them cool
down a little first For this reason
an interval should always be allowed
between work or playtime and the
meal, and 'the nurse or governess
must be Instructed to bring the
youngsters home at least twenty minutes before the actual meal time and
In a leisurely manner. Hurrying on
the "late for dinner" cry upsets both
temper and digestion. If a child seems
tired when It arrives, sponge its face
and hands and let it He down for a
few minutes before the meal. If it
falls asleep don't wake It; rest is
more necessary than food at the moment and give a light meal later.
LEARNING THINGS
We Are All In the Apprentice Class.

When a simple change of diet brings
back health and happiness the story la
briefly told. A lady of Springfield, 111,
says:
"After being afflicted for years with
nervousness and heart trouble, I received a shock four years ago that left
me In such a condition that my life
was despaired of.
"I got no relief from doctors nor
from the numberless heart and nerve'
remedies I tried, because I didn't know
that coffee was daily putting me back
more than the doctors could put me
ahead.
'
"Finally at the suggestion of a friend
I left off coffee and began the use ot
Postum, and against my expectations t
gradually improved In health until tor
the past 6 or o months I have been
entirely tree from nervousness and
those terrible sinking, weakening
spells of heart trouble. _
Conclusive Evidence.
"My troubles all came from the us«'
Irvtn Cobb, writer, and father ot a ot coffee which I had drunk from
daughter whose cleverness is men- childhood and yet they disappeared
tioned by Arnold Bennett In his book when I quit coffee and took up the us*
on "Your United States," lives in ot Postum." Name given by Postum
YonkerB, which is near New York. Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Recently,- a family moved into the
Many people marvel at the effects of
house next door, and within a week leaving off coffee and drinking Postum,
little Hiss Cobb had drifted in to see but there Is nothing marvelous about
them. Casually, she proceeded to tell, it—only common sense, *"* the lady of the family much about
Coffee Is a destroyer—Postum is a
herself, her father, what she did, and rebullder. That's the-ceason.
a deal of domestic history,
Look Is pkgs. for the famous little
"My father says that you must be book, "The Road to Wellvllle."
nice people, too," said she, in concluPostum comes In two forms:
sion.
Regular Postum—must be well hott"That's nice." was the pleased reed. 15a and 256 packages.
sponse. "And what made him think
Instant Postum—Is a soluble ponv
that, since he has never Been us?"
der. A teaspoonful dissolves* quickly
"Oh, he says you have such nlc>
In a cup of hot water and, with cream,
garbage!" answered the young caller.
and sugar, makes a delicious beverage
—National Sunday Magazine
Instantly, 30c and BOo tins.
The cost per cup ot both kinds Is
But Few Do.
Blessed be the man at the top who about the same,
"There's a Reason" for Postum.
remembers those who steadied the lad—told by Grocers.
der for hiss.
;

This miracle
was performed by
Jesus on the Sabbath day, while
his
enemies
watehed blm to
see whether he
would heal on
that day,
that
they might accuse
him.
And still
Jesus is performing the miracle of
healing the soul,
even his enemies
being witnesses.
This command
la a demand to a
man who was sure he could not obey,
and who had not the strength to do it
It is a call for the adventure of faith,
even as Abraham was called to go out
and did so, not knowing whither he
went. It boldly asks me to do the impossible and discloses the source of
power to do it revealing the sympathetic, human Jesus as the one able to
save. A man with a withered hand.
Stand forth. Stretch It forth. Whole
as the other. And Jesus. What a gospel the story preaches! What a Savior It reveals! How It rebukes our unfaith!' Good news Is better than good
advice. This man needed good news;
he got It; he believed It; he received
it; he rejoiced in it; so may you.
Helplessness.
There was a man there which had a
withered hand. This Is a typical case,
an Illustration of what Jesus Christ
can do for this and other spiritual disorders and diseases set forth by all
his cases of healing. And no case ever
is too hard for the great physician.
There was only one tiling wrong with
this man, he was by no means the
worst In Capernaum. A withered hand
Is not so bad as leprosy. But the man
was helpless. Tradition says he was
a carpenter; what could he do with a
withered hand?
What Is your condition before God?
You may think it only as Insignificant
as a withered hand, but you are a sinner. The withering of the muscle, the
paralysis of nerve, is* no more disastrous to bodily effort than the blighting and enfeebling power of sin is destructive of all holy, acceptable service with God. Your poverty of life,
your feeble sensibilities with reference
to righteousness, your faint and feeble
desires for a godlike life—how eloquent of these Is that withered hand.
And If your right hand is withered you
know it, and other people know It too.
Your sin will find you out. Your sin
makes you helpless, your work is uselees, and your testimony is fruitless.
May the presence of Christ help you to
realize how vast and vital Is the helplessness of a withered, hand. "O
wretched man that I am! Who shall
deliver me from this body of death?"

Glimpse Into Uncle Sam's Big Printing Office

Strong Denial That Presence of Tuberculosis Sanatorlums Is Detriment
Of ASHINGTON.—Approximately 4,000 men working In shifts through tha
to Adjoining Property.
W 24 hours of the day and night, tons of paper going in and coming oat,
the ceaseless whir of presses, the rumble of machinery, the clacking of linetype machines—these are the things
Convincing proof that tuberculosis
sanatoriums or hospitals are not a menthat strike the visitor when he enters
the government's Immense publishing;
ace to the health nor'^i detriment to
COVT
house.
the property of those living near'sueh
PRINTING
The Infinite detail of the governInstitutions is given In a pamphlet IsOFFICE
ment printing office—for that ht taw
sued recently by the National Associaofficial title of the publishing estabtion for the Study and Prevention of
lishment—comes afterward. It Is oniy
Tuberculosis. In an extended study
after
the contusion of first Impressions
of the subject the association has not
has cleared away that the complexity
been able to find a single Instance
of the public printer's problems are
where a tuberculosis sanatorium has
apparent. Perfect system, a knowlhad an injurious effect on the health
edge of arrangement so that the miniof anyone living near It, nor where It
has had any lasting effect upon prop- mum of time may be lost In transportation, and Individual efficiency «
some of the requirements.
erty values.'
What publishing house, putting out hundreds of new editions In ait sorts
The pamphlet, entitled, "The Effect
ot elaborate bindings, and running a newspaper on the side, would not feel
of Tuberculosis Institutions on the
that It was straining Itself? That Is what the government's printery is doing.
Value and Desirability of Surrounding An insight Into the Immensity of the work is gleaned from the figures of.
Property," reriews all the studies the post office showing that approximately 95 per cent of the total weight, of
made on the subject, takes up court mall disposed of in Washington is mailed under a government frank.
decisions bearing on the question and
Perhaps the rush work of the printery la the most spectacular. Congress
contributes besides some original in- must hare Its Congressional Record erery morning as regularly as the suburvestigations of typical hospitals and the banite must hare his newspaper, and there must be no errors in the Eecorat
opinions of prominent men, life insur- When an error crops out In the Record a member of congress promptly arisen
ance companies and others. Nearly next day and has it changed. So, as far as Is possible, the government print
one hundred and fifty different institu- lng office must prevent them. While the mllU of congress grind, the governtions are studied. In all these Institu- ment printing office Is going ahead with a speed worthy of an eleven-edition
tions not one case could be found mall disposed of in Washington Is mailed under a government frank, and this
where the assertions of opponents te Immense amount of printed matter represents, of course, only a part ot tM
their location, that a tuberculosis san- public printery's output
atorium would spread disease and Injure property, could be substantiated.
In fact a number of Instances were
found where the presence of the sanatorium or hospital promoted outdoor THE handling of the diplomatic corps in a diplomatic way at society i
living, tending to lower the death
Is no small matter at any time, but when any unpleasantness breaks <
rate, and increased the market for between two countries the difficulties of the social strategists in Wa
produce and labor, thereby benefiting Increases ten-fold. It will take but a
the community.
brief calculation to understand what
would happen in -Washington If the
Training a Cook.
social season of the capital were In
An Irish servant Is, of all people in full swing now-with the European sitthe world, the most anxious to please, uation in Its present status. If peace
and she even desires to do exactly as la not declared within a few weeks
she Is told, eren when the commands there will be some curious situations
laid on her are unreasonable.
In developed in the Washington society
"The Lighter Side of Irish Life," Mr. world this winter: Hostesses will be
G. A. Birmingham gives an amusing put to It IB the matter of Inviting
guests and the White House also will
Instance of this trait
A young housekeeper once under- have some problems to solve.
It Is true that handling of representatives from warring countries a* sotook to train a cook. One day, it
happened that there were whiting for ciety affairs will not be a novel experience to Washlngtonlans. It Is sat sa>
long
ago that the ambassadors from Italy and Turkey were not on mrratstsi
dinner. She explained carefully the
proper way of cooking whiting, and, terms. Some time before that the representatives of China and Japan cassia
with a view to achieving elegance In not be placed side by side at a dinner. Prior to that It was the Rnaso-Jsnthe serving of the dish, added that anese war that gave the society folk of Washington more or less
Hard as It Is to manage society affairs here when two countries
these particular flan are usually sent
up to table with their tails In their drawing swords against each other, It will be as nothing compared a
what
must be done if practically all Europe continues to fight It has
months.
The fish appeared on the dinner facetiously suggested that John Barrett director general of the Pan-;
table, not seductively curled after the Union, should be appointed to manage society affairs here this winter I
pleasant habit of whiting, but lying cause of his success in promoting harmony among the representatives
Washington of the South and Central American countries for some years i
rigidly straight on the dish. Each of
them, however, had Its tail cut off
and neatly inserted into its mouth.
The inexperienced cook had most
35 YEARS SUCCESSFUL TKEATMEST
conscientiously obeyeX what must
OF LIQUOR AND DRUG ADDICTIONS
have struck her as a merely vexatious
order.—Youth's Companion.

« The big demand In Europe for army unless that keeps him loaded with toe
horses has developed in certain parts much fat or appears otherwise to af<
of this country a hunter type of horse feet him Injuriously. The condition
that has good size and conformation of the horse Is the best guide in feedand great endurance, with more sub- ing.
stance than a thoroughbred. Such
A mixture of 80 pounds oats to 20
horses readily bring from $150 to 1200. pounds wheat bran is very.suitable foi
The German government has re- stallions, and Is a common basis foi
cently bought a number of fine horses feeding them during the breeding sea
tor the army and has established a son. Some stallion owners add a lit
stock farm In Kentucky, where an ef- tie ground wheat, about one-tenth ol
fort will be made to breed an all-round the whole grain teed "by weight becavalry horse that will meet the Ger- lieving that it has special adaptation
man standard.
for sustaining breeding powers. Some
The farmer who fools around with feed even more wheat However, it la
trotting horses makes a -mistake. a safer practice to make oats the main
Breeding trotters is a distinct branch or sole reliance, with just enough
of the business and a man must spend bran to lighten the ration and add
years in learning it
variety and laxative qualities.
The feeding of the foal should beStick to drafters and heavy carriage
horses on the farm. They are always gin from the very first day, starting
with the dam. She should run on a
salable and bring good prices.
Dnthreshed oats cut just before the good blue grass pasture and be given
- grains are hard make the finest feed a ration consisting of corn, oats and
bran. A little clover bay once a day
imaginable for horses.
Numerous attempts have been made will help. By the time the foal la
to use heavy mules tor trucking pur- three or four weeks old It will begin
poses In large cities, but without suc- to eat. A very good way to feed the
cess. Their feet are not built to stand foal when running to pasture is tc
the rough usage they get from the build a creep In the corner ot the field
cobblestones.
near the barn or near the watering
- Trottlng-horse breeding Is like fancy place. Make it about two rods long
farming, a gentleman's game.
and two rods wide, using poles, ^he
The Morgan horse Is slowly coming first one being placed about three and
Into his own again. Aa a breed he has one-half or four feet from the ground.
more brains and bottom than any oth- The round pole will prevent the foal
er horse.
from bruising its withers when enterBad digestion, a rough coat and a ing or coming from the inclosure. Inpoorly nourished body are always the side, and tar enough away so the marc
result of Improperly balanced food.
cannot reach It, place a feed box and
The all-corn horse Is sure to .get out a hay box. They should be securely
of condition sooner or later. Ground fastened at least three feet from the
barley, wheat and oats, a quart at 'a ground, so, the foal cannot bruise its
WHITE PLAIN*, N.Y.
BUFFALO, N.Y,
time. Is to a horse what pudding Is to knees when stamping files.
PROVItUOE, R. |.
WEST HAVEN,
RASH BURNED AND ITCHED LEXINGTON, USA8S.
a boy.
The advent of auto trucks In big
127 Dixwell Are., New Haren, Conn.
Unkind Suggestion.
Supreme Te3t of Friendshin.
cities has not hurt tie demand for
"My youngest boy is always think—"HT face and neck began Itching
An invitation to breakfast wan, s»
heavy draft horses In the slightest deand broke out In a rash; I was'ad- ing of bright and clever things," said Macaulay's opinion, one of the sugree.
rlsed by a friend to use —
which Mr. Bliggins.
preme tests of friendship. "Yon i
There la a great want among south"I've often heard yon say so,"- re- a man to dinner," he wrote to I
I bought, but In the Spring It came
ern farmers for small, active chunks
plied
Miss
Cayenne
as
she
*
moved
on In an.exaggerated form. By this
Harriet Beecher Stowe, "because
weighing from 900 to 1,100 pounds, but Essential to Live Stock, Espetime my face seemed thoroughly poi- wearily on. "You ought to get him to must Invite him, because yoa are
. the southerner has style in his horse.
cially
to
Milk
Producing
or
tell
you
a
few
of
them
some
time."
soned;
even
pare
water
caused
it
to
qualnted
with bis grandfather, or
Twenty years ago It was not unusual
cause you wish to see him. Ton a
burn and itch. It was very painful,
Growing Young Animals.
for stallion owners to get from >B00
Important to Mothers
causing loss ot Sleep; It seemed worse
be sure if you are Invited to bn
to 11,000 as a fee, but today there are
Examine carefully every bottle ol that there 1B something
at night
not more than two horses In the UniProtein is a very Important element
CASTORIA, a sate and sure remedy for
"Finally my face grew decidedly Infants and children, and see that it about you,"
ted States that command $500.
ot food to every farmer who keeps any
worse and became greatly inflamed
A western ex-cattle man has gone kind of live stock and especially those
Dears the >T(<
S/0A . TS*
Ooesn't Miss It
and painful. I then Bent for a sample
Into the business of teaching cowboys that produce milk or grow young ani"Does your furnace smoke to a <
of Cutlcura Soap and Ointment. It Signature of 0£t/tffZ&£&U
how to break wild horses by kindness mals.
In
Use
For
Over
30
Years.
agreeable extent, Mrs. Jags?"
stopped the severe Itching and burnand common sense. He deserves a
It is an element of food that cannot
"No; bnt my husband does."
ing right away. So I purchased a cake Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
My. sins, my sins, my Savior!
■old medal.
be substituted since it Is necessary in
How
aad
on
Thee
they
fall!
of Cutlcura Soap and a box of CutlIf you want to raise big mules yon order to produce the muscle and
Been through Thy gentle patience,
Filial Solicitude.
cura Ointment and in two weeks' time
The only man who can afford to I
must breed to a large boned rangy nerves of the animal.
1 tenfold feel them all.
"When I waa your age," said Mr. like SO cents ts the man who has a)
I was entirety well" (Signed) Mrs.
mare.
Protein may be used to a certain exDust
In
Stax,
"1
did
not
stay
out
and
J.
O.
Jones,
Feb.
26,
1914.
Hope.
thirty
millions.
The average Jack Is almost as dan- tent as a substitute tor the carbohyCutlcura Soap and Ointment sold dance all night as you do."
gerous as a tiger and must be con- drates or heat and fat-forming eleChrist's gracious presence brought
"I know It"- replied Ills sociable son.
stantly watched. He has no senti- ments ot food, but the carbohydrates sure hope to that otherwise helpless throughout the. world. Sample of each
ment or sympathy In his makeup and oannot be used as substitutes for pro sufferer. So far as the record goes, free,with 33-p. Skin Book. Address post- "And I'm mighty sorry about it That's
Is a murderer when aroused.
Christ's gracious intervention was un- card "Cutlcura, Dept L, Boston."—Adv. why I'm trying to' get you to come
vein.
along and make up for some of the
Some horsemen say mud should be
It Is protein in the concentrates such solicited. But he was there to feel for,
chances you've missed."
Natural Explanation.
allowed to dry on a. horses's legs be- as cotton seed meal and linseed meal and help, and heal the despairing. v Do
la Growing Smaller Every Day.
"People always prefer blonds."
fore being removed. Don't believe It. tankage, that makes them such vain, you pot remember the man at the pool
CARTER'S LITTLE
The
"Bauer"
Is'
Austria's
Backbone.
"Now, you couldn't expect brunettes
Mud should be washed off aa soon as able teed stuffs.
of Betbesda? When Jesus saw him he
The most interesting of Austrian UVER PILLS are,
to
have
a
fair
show,
could
you?"
the horse comes into the stable and
So much basobeen written on the said, Wilt thou be made whole? He
types and the backbone ol the dual responsible — they d
his legs rubbed thoroughly.
necessity of protein and the value ol seeks out the sick, the sinful; the sore
monarchy is the "bauer." In social not only give relief j
Occasionally a young widow gets
— they permaA. little over-heating will do a great the concentrates as furnishers of this distressed. He knows about the sheep
rank he occupies somewhat the same nently cure Caa-j
deal of damage to the foal through the most valuable element of food, that that Is lost and he goes after it until even with an old bachelor by marrying
position
aa
the
old
English
yeoman,
sUastis". Mil?
mare's milk.
they have raised in price so much that he finds It. The sinner may be con- him.
farming bis own land, and In many lions uaSj
Water your horse aa often as pos- farmers will have to rely to a greater tent In his sins, but the* Savior seeks
oases enjoying a far more substantial them for
sible. Water In moderate quantities extent upon growing 'their own pro- the einnrr—blessed "be his name. That
No real hustler Is satisfied with the
fortune than the nobility. The "bauer"
will not hurt him, so long as he keeps tein.
Is my star ot hope In the dark night things that come to those who wait
has a strict social code ot bis own, IsdiiMtioa, Sick Btadadw, Sals* San.
moving.
This may be done by growing more of my life; that Is the comfort In my
mixing neither with the laborers on SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL II
Blanket your horse carefully when clover, alfalfa and, cow peas. Alfalfa hour of sorrow; that Is my Joy when
Genuine most bear Signature
one
hand nor the aristocracy on the
he stands, especially if he is at all hay and cow pea hay are about equal I know that sin is sapping and will deother, is apparently quite content with
hot Repeated slight chills stiffen and In value as furnishers of protein It stroy my soul. "But God commendeth
his lot and takes pride in his ability
Many occupations weaken the Ittdiieyv,
age a horse before his time.
well handled and when well taken his love toward us In that while we
causing avehluff backs, urinary disorders
to provide almost all the necessaries
and a dull, drowsy, discouraged 'eeling.
Bring your horse in cool and breath- care of are worth about the same, ton were, yet sinners Christ died for us."
of
life from the productions of his own
Work exposing one to chills, dampne**
ing easily. If he comes In hot, he will, for ton, as wheat bran.
Thank God for one In whom we may' or sudden change..; work in cramped
land, even, In many cases, growing the
positions; work amid
the fames of
sweat In the stable, and the sudden
hope.
He
is
here,
just
now,
facing
us,
A little calculation and comparison
flax from which la womenfolk weave
turpentine; constant riding on jolting
Stoppage of hard work is bad for his of prices and yields of alfalfa and cow- and for the very same purpose. He
**
TSit'E ■• •vehicles, is especially hard on the kidneys;
all the household clothing.—London
feet
will reduce Inflamed, swnsfcri
peas per acre will readily show the detects human Incompleteness; he
Taken In time kidney trouble Isn't hard
Chronicle.
to etopt neglected tt U dangerous. As
In hot weather or In drawing heavy economy of growing protein on the says, "In me fs thy hope."
Joints, Sprains, Bruises, Sssg
a kidney tonic, there fs no other medicine
Bunches; Heals Boils, Past
loads, watch your horse's breathing. farm rather than buying It In the conso well recommended, so widely used and
Memories of Old Luxemburg.
My
hope
la
built
on
nothing
less
Evil, Quittor. Fistula, oar
so
nntvsrssily
successful
aa
Doan'a
Kid- If he breathes hard, or short and centrates.
Luxemburg, whatever its claims to
ney pills.
Than Jesus' blood and righteousness;
any unhealthy anew
quick, It is time to stop.
This is not all; the soil Is improved On Christ, the Solid Hock. I stand.
the protection ot Great Britain, posquickly fltU-s.nSai. aaSanSs
A New Hampshire Cu«.
A really good yearling colt Is worth by the growing ot crops so far as the
All other ground Is sinking sand."
and ccrmktde. PlriMSI Is—ajSBSBn
sesses
one
strange
association
with
*ay»rwF|ot-jr«
not blister imdii tuslipiss aa
around $200 these days, and we cannot nitrogen content is concerned. There
Brnest F. CushEngland that dates back 12 centuries.
Healing.
xnan, Box No. i?«,
own las biir, sod v*a *as aasSl
understand why farmers do not raise is much more nitrogen left in the soil
It ts connected with the cult of St
Gorham,
>J.
H.,
7
ib.
sona 12.00 set fcsafc, asnHow simple Is the command to the
•ays:
**For
fin
more of them.
after a crop of clover, cowpeas ot
•rad. Book 7 K free.
Willlbrod, the variously-spelled Saxon
months X was conABSORBINE.
JR..
asSactOc
Uaisusi a>
"Tit.
Be sure that the mare and colts In alfalfa is harvested than there was be- man. Stand forth. Christ met the
fined to bed, helpsaint who helped to convert the Ger- Reduce, Painful. Swulien Vrist, Cotac.
SVsSfc SSBSaa
man on his lowest level, taking him
less ss a baby, My
pasture have shelter from the hot sun. fore the crop was grown.
mans to Christianity—very imperfect- Brulicfl. flop, psla and lonunoutioa. Prk-cS!:OSs«*a«tafc
back felt as though
just
as
he
was.
No
change,
no
imdealer, or delivered, wili tell jro« mow If raa caaaa.
Do not let your horse drive himIt was broken and
The crop harvested is as profitable
ly, as an Oxford don once dryly re- «Manufactured
opl» br
the flesh around my
self; but. handle1 the reins gently. tor work performed as most any of provement and no new feeling was
marked. Every Whit Tuesday the rY.F.lOU'KG. P.D.F.. trO Irstli It IsrteaSeM.eeans,
kidneys was terriasked—nothing,
except
to
act
at
once,
bly
swollen.
Hy
Never jerk the reins; to do that Is the the cereals. With most farmers It will
memory
of
our
English
saint
Is
honhands were ■ wo Hen.
Stand
sure mark ot a bad driver.
Boon be a matter of necessity to grow and because Christ bade It
ISO. The best docored at Luxemburg by a procession
aWlSsierwttbWFL^ffASam
tors said I couldn't
Try to deliver your load with aa more protein on the farm In order to forth. The man could do that and he.
and religious dance which rank among
live long.
On s
fHS VAJI MsffroillroBW'a'aJljia, eMsa |
did. It seemed like a simple thing,
little hacking as possible. Backing a make a success of the business.
relative'*) advice, 1
the
most
curious
survival?
of
medieval
used Doan's Kidney
and so it was, but also It was the step
heary load Is apt to strain the hind
pageantry. Luxemburg la also a place KIIX SB PBKI-LUODS H A1K no U
_. Pills and six boxes
which made healing possible. You
rr>U!ra.JovousaaUsfactionaeresauj mrxbi
have enjoyed splendid
legs.
Retain Color and Leaves,
which appeals to British naturalists, able
results —
Take the horse out ot the shafts
Clover and alfalfa, cured In tha cannot save yourself, but you can take
for one of the commonest birds in the rltate er set
at
Any
Store,
SOe
a
Bon
as.much as possible; and if you drive cock, retain their color and their the first step which brings you into
public park there Is the charming lita pair or four, unfasten the outside leaves. The first adds to the selling the presence of- Jesus. Of course Satle black. redEtart, which Is a rare
traces while the horses are standing; value, and the latter to the feeding tan says, Do not stand forth; .the
roarni
nn
HIIPN co. BUFFALO, M, Y. 1 winter visitor to England.—Daily
crowd
will
laugh
at
you,
and
then
Jethey will rest better that way.
worth ot the crop.
Chronicle.
W. N. U., BOSTON, NO. O-lfM.
sus will deceive you. Stand forth.
It Is impossible to state just how
Stretch
forth
thine
hand.
But
that
much feed the horse needs. It will
Seed Corrr~Pcofltable,
probably be eighteen to twenty-four
The acre can be made highly profit, is Impossible, yon say. But the only
pounds of the grain mixture per day. able if devoted to the growing of seed way to health was the obedience of Color more goods brighter and iaater colors than any other dye. One 10c package colors all fibers. They dye in cold water better than soyoesea-sW
Vou can dream garment ■rykhoia rlrorog apart. \VRITE FOR FftEE bc^rJeTcsjMidnjTblwtera. et^MONBQg PBUO COHPiNT^.lSriTBt
Ke -may have aa much as he will corn of the most productive variety tot faith.
•lean up promptly three times a day tha neighborhood.
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DECRIES MODERN WAYS
ENGLISH
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URGES

RE-

TURN TO OLD IDEAS.

PROTECT THE LATE HATCHES

See* Evil Day* Ahead for the Nation in the Decay of Family Life
—Wealthy Home* Included
In the Excoriation.

Chicks Are Special Prey of Rats,
Weasel* and Hawks Unless Proper
Precautions Are Taken.

The "Single Damper" in

Crawford

An emphatic protest against what
Late-hatched chicks often become
be regarded as the decay of family
the special prey of rats, weasels and
life In the country, followed by the
hawks unless proper precautions are
warning that it would conduce to tbe
taken to avoid losses from this
fall of England, as it led in great part
source. These enemies seem worse
to the fall of Greece and Rome In anin late summer than early in the seacient times, was made by Canon
son. In the case of rats, this is acRawnsley In the course of a sermon
counted for by the fact that as soon
preached at St. Paul's cathedral, Lon
as
hot weather arrives many of tbem
don, England.
desert their hot quarters around the
Beginning his remarks with a debarns and sheds and take to the old
scription of the home life of Christ
board and rail piles, as well as to the
as a child, he declared that the nurpatches of thick weeds and. grass.
sery of the salvation of the world
Here they lurk, ready to pounce upon
waB home and home life. It was a
unsuspecting chicks.
fact patent on all sidea that home and
As to preventive measures: first,
tbe discipline of home were on the
all harbors near the chicks' runs
wane, and with this were being lost
should be banished and the rodents
the best opportunities there were for
destroyed before they have had time
hoble education. There was some' to do any harm. Until this is done
thing about the atmosphere of a JewThe deep Ash Hod—instead of the
the best preventive measure Is the
ish home "which was learned by no dl-1
free 5s*e of wire netting about the
rect teaching, but which breathed its j
old
clumsy ash pan—with Coal Hod
coops, such as screening ventilation
benison upon the household and un- j
beside
it (patented) is easy to remove
holes,
providing
screen
doors.
Nor
consciously affected it. That was the
must it be forgotten that rodents can
duty owed to the parents and tbe soli—doesn't
spill ashes'.
burrow, hence when these enemies
darity of the family tie.
are
present
floors
in
the
coops
are
Among Christian people, he said,
Gas ovens if desired; end
Tempt the appetite,
necessary if lc ses would be avoided.
In tbe homes of the poor it was often
please the taste and
It
is
when
chicks
run
in
an
open
[single]
or elevated [double].
the woman who was called upon to
nourish the body.
field that hawkB and crows do the
drudge till she died to keep the family
Crisp, clean and fresh
most mischief. When there are trees
together. The idea of being responsi5 cents.
or shrubbery In the yards, with a
ble for such care of girlhood as would
few convenient shelters of boards or
prevent Its ruin was a thing unthinkboxes under which the chicks can
able in many a house. Tbe girl, as
speedily seek protection when a bird
soon as she had her evening meal,
of prey swoops down, the losBes will
went out with her friend and came
not be great. When a hawk or crow
North Brookfield
Round, thin, tender—
home when she would. Little children
gets the habit of visiting the poultry
with a delightful flavor
of three and four openly defied their
yard regularly, however, as some of
—appropriate for lunchparents, and he had seen such parents
these birds often do, the only remedy
eon, tea and dinner,
apparently showing off to a circle of
is to take the necessary time to exWalker & Pratt Mfg. Co., Maker., Boiton
admiring friends on a bank holiday
io cents.
terminate It by the gun route.
'the spirit that Is in him' when a creature of six kicked his father's shins
and cursed his mother to her face..
REGARDING DUCKS AND GEESE
In the homes of the wealthy the
same cancer of lack of parental auLatter Will Practically Take Care of
thority and want of discipline was
Themselves if Given Free Rang*
felt The parents were tolerated by
of the Farm,
Made
of
the
finest
the rising generation rather than held
ingredients.
Baked
In reverence.
A familiarity which
Never feed ducks without first proto perfection. The
tended to make a father's word of no
viding plenty of fresh, clean water, as
national
strength
•vail was fostered from early days.
the- birds always take a sip of water
food, io cents.
The nexus between son and home as
after each mouthful of food.
Boon as the young man went out into
Ducks will often choke themselves
the world was a purely cash nexus,
on dry food unless water is right at
Bay biscuit baked by
and tbe girl grew up to feel that borne
hand.
_
duties were intolerable. At the first
A chlckeir**ill pick up the grit It
NATIONAL BISCUIT needs,
SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES TO RENT
opportunity she would join her girl
but a duck will not, therefore
friend In a flat and arrange her Ufa
It must be provided for them in their
COMPANY
ALL DEPOSITS THAT ARE RECEIVED Oil OR REFOREST. 3 60 Oil IITEREST OCT. 1,1814.
without any reference to her father
food.
Always look for that Name.
or mother.
Young geese are ready for market
1
"Greece passed, away with all its
when the tips of their wings reach die
tail, or In about ten or twelve weeks.
brilliance partly because it bad no
home life," he continued. "Rome found
ttB belief In home life too weakto withMore African Unrest.
stand 'the change from city state to
From a letter In the East African
empire, ai'd the corroding influence of
a decadent orientalism.' Tht re is noth- Standard: "We have indeed reached
ing that would prevent cur going the the stage known as the last straw on
way of Greece and Ro-ic unless we the camel's back, and I, for one, am
will once more make the Ideal of home quite prepared, as one of the least
that Christ would have It IJ be, open component parts of that camel, to add
$677,189.80
the eyes of the fathers and mothers my iota to the endeavor to kick over
$442,505.-00 Deposits
Mortgages on Real Estate
of the land to their sense of oppor- tbe traces. Let us unite and, march81,982.76
4,971.0a'
tunity as the makers of the character ing shoulder to shoulder and eye to
Real Estate /
of the next generation, and recall the eye, set sail for that glorious and
4,500.00
Bank Building
children to the duties owed to tbe equally well-known goal—'Who pays
299,421.25
the piper calls tbe tune.'" No man of
borne."
Bonds and Public Funds
spirit could resist so stirring an ap7.775-29
Cash on hand and in Banks
peal.—Punch.
Hs Decided to Turn Out.
_— .
It took 1,200 pounds of dynamite to
$759,172.56
force a "road hog" descending the
r759>'7M6
English Prejudice Against Corn.
Bear Creek hill, in Santa Ana canyon
Halze has long been grown In Engto give the right of way to Henry land as a forage crop for cattle and
GEORGE R. HAMANT, PRESIDENT,
Shay, of the Bear Valley Transporta- horses—but this is not sugar conttion company, who was headed for end the average Britisher has not yet
ARTHUR
C. BLISS, TREASURER.
tbe top. At a narrow stretch in the overcome his prejudice against eating
grade the two machines stopped with- horse feed. Yet English cattle and
in a lew feet of each other. There was English horses have an enviable repuBOARD OF INVESTMENT.
no room to turn out except on some tation in parts of the world outside of Fine for Thanksgiving Day Dinner.
rocks.
GEORGE
R.
HAMANT,
SUMNER HOLMES,
England, and it may be that the Eng"I have a" heavy truckload, and can't lishman will take a leaf out of Ms
If allowed free range of tbe farm
GEORGE
R.DOANE,
HERBERT
T. MAYNAR1*.
make it," Shay told the driver of tbe horse book.- 4
geeee will practically take care of
touring car.
themselves and only require a hand"That's not my fault" retorted tbe
ful of grain once a day.
TRUSTEE8.
Folk-Lore.
other. "I won't turn out."
A swamp where other animals selSUMNER HOLMES,
The term folk-lore was first suggest- dom go furnishes excellent pasturage
GEORGE R. HAMANT,
"Well, all right Smash into my machine If you want to!" yelled Shay. ed by Mr. W. J. Thomas in 1846 to des- for geese in the late summer and early
GEORGE
R. DOANE,
WM. F. FULLAM,
"There's 1,200 pounds of dynamite ignate what was then for the first fall as they find in such places tender
SAMUEL
A. CLARK,
aboard."
time becoming a subject of wide popu- grass and roots and many fat. Juicy
ARTHUR C. BLISS,
The descending automobile backed lar Interest, considered as a depart- bugs and worms.
FRANK S. BARTLETT,
EZRA
D.
BATCHELLER,
np and turned out without further ment of tbe study of antiquities or
AMASA G. STONE,
peremony —Ban Bernardino (Csl.) Dis- archaeology, and embracing everyDR. HIRAM P. BARTLETT,
patch Los Angeles Times.
—
thing that related to ancient observ- THREE BREEDS OF CHICKENS
BURT A. BUSH,
MAURICE A. LONGLEY,
ance! and customs, to tbe notions, beH.
T. MAYNARD.
.
liefs, traditions, superstitions and Heavy Layer* Art Not Confined U
THOS. G. RICHARDS,
Quick Wit Balks Robbers.
Any On* Class I* Shown by
prejudices
of
the
common
people.
John Neale and William P. Shepard,
Australian Competition*.
cashier and assistant cashier of Ui*
e
__
gackett ft Wilhelms Lithograph com-.
The Rival*.
(By PROF. DRYDBN, Oregon AgriculIt was.at Nice. Two English girls,
pany, tarrying a bag containing *i>,tural College.)
Expletive Extraordinary.
-.
600 Were held tap by three young men. are standing at the foot of a hotel) That the heavy layer* are not conCommercial Bplss.
Profit* In Ostriches.
The editor of the Interior was o»o»
as they Watted for the elevator In the staircase roaring with laughter. "For- fined to any one breed has been shown
Spying 1* s* prevalent In the comVery large profit* are being made criticised for his use of expletives;
plant of tbe company at Grand street pity's sake, Mabel, don't!" said one of by laying competitions in Australia, mercial world as In the political wdrtd, from ostrich farming to South Africa. but he asserts his independence In the
and Morgan avenue, Williamsburg, N. the matrons who were with them. which have extended over a period of though the existence of these com- In the Oudtshoorn dletrlct many os- following choice sentence: "We are>
Y. Two of the men drew revolvers and "They'll take you for one of those •Ix years.
mercial spies Is not nearly so well trich farmers have become extremely going to insist upon our copyright,
tbe third assailed Neale and Sbepard horrid American girl*." An American , In three of the six year*, the white known. There are certain classes of wealthy. One farmer In Cradock and we warn whomsoever'it may conwith a blackjack. Neale hung on to girl happened to be standing at the leghorns laid the most; in two other j manufacturers, however, who habitu- states that from two pairs of breed- cern to let our expletive propertytbe bag as be fell, but dropped It just head of the stair* and quietly ob- years the silver wyandottes won, andj ally employ a regiment of spies—com- ing birds he raised In three and a alone. We will give a sample of it,
"V guess not, with those in one year the black langshans stood j petent men, whose business It is to go half years 240 birds, valued at £15
as tbe elevator came down. Charles served:
so as to scare everybody: 'Oh, you old
H. Booth, the elevator man, saw what awfully big feet!"
to other lands and spy out the new en' eaeh. Another state* that from one baldlchiuo! you stary-eyed gargoyle!
first
was happening, seized tbe bag, threw
These breeds represent the three1, terprlses and Invention* being made pair of good breeding birds his net you windy balcony! you crooked corIt back into the elevator, and before
Individual profit tor one year amounted to over bel! For a cent we would knock you.
different classes of fowls, namely egg j by the various traderB.
Dally Thought
the astonished highwaymen knew
breeds, general purpose breeds and I methods vary very greaUy, and are £800.
into the middle of next week with the,
Never lose an opportunity of seeing'
what was happening, he was shooting
meat breeds. In 1906-1907 contest,^ often *o *ubtle as to make It dlmoult,
butt-end of a vestibule!' "
aloft. Tbe boldup men got away, leav- anything beautiful; beauty is God's•. the pen of black langthan* laid an to tackle them.
ing Neale and Shepard badly bruised. handiwork, a wayside sacrament— average of 247 eggs per fowl, the
Encourage Children to Play.
Klngsley.
Relic of Lincoln,
Play gives joy. freedom, contentwhite leghorns 239, and the silver
The chain used by Abraham Lincoln
ment and occupaUon. A child'who
Sim and Mr*. 81m.
wyandottes 199 egg* per fowl.
Vocational Work In a Building.
Dally
Thought
"The difference between me and plays thoroughly, with perseverance to survey tbe. boundary line of ArAn experimental school of vocationA wide-spreading, hopeful dlepo- ]
him," *aid Mrs. Sim Heckle yesterday, and determination, will be thorough kansas was exhibited in the window
Big One* Are Pr»*>table.
al education Is planned to be opened
sition
Is
a
good
umbrella
in
this
vale
Children of a hardware «tore,in Houlton, Me.
Don't forget th&t although smaller "I* that Sim preaches economy and 1 , and' persevering In life.
to the Woolworth building, New York,
| are full of imagination, which finds
birds will sometime* lay more eggs practice It."—Topeka Capital.
by the Merchants' association, with of tears.
I
expression
in
their
gomes
and
play.
with left care, the larger ones bring
the co-operation of tbe board of eduUse a Little Emery.
] A child's world is very real. Blocks,
the most money when marketed, and
Uncle Eben.
cation and tbe employers of more
A Common Habit.
When a screwdriver bit refuses to
balls, water colors, scrap books,
"De man dat waBtee his time brag- st least huh" of each year's chickt:
than 100 of the boys and girls who
If he can get ten cents for nothing
take Arm hold of a screw slot, 8
work in the building. The school will gin'," said Uncle Eben, ,"is like an must be marketed because they WlU a man is generally willing to give up sands, specie or garden tools have a
little emery dust in the. slot will help
significance for him.
be in charge of the association's com- t ltiglne dat uses up all hi* fcteam on be roosters
•
a chance to earn a, dollar.
I de whistle."
mittee on vocational education.

is the greatest improvement ever made in
stoves. By one motion it regulates fire and
oven—push the knob to "Kindle", "Bake",
or "Check"—the range does the rest. Better
than two or more dampers: Have you seen it?
This Single Damper is patented —no
other range has it.

Uneeda
Biscuit

W1LURD B. WILSON, AGENT

Baronet Biscuit

GRAHAM
CRACKERS

North Brookfield Savings Bank
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'FOREMOST IN FASHION"
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I

AT

Journal Block, North Brookfield, Mass

I HORACE J. LAWRENCE,
EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR.

1.00 a Year in AdvYmoe.
Single Copies, 3 Cents.

All Central NeW England, Has Awaited the

Richard Heaiy Presentation of Women's, Misses' and Girls'

Fall and Winter Fashions

Mrs Ellen Godaire won 8 prizes for her

The prize string of white perch taken
from Lake Lashaway this season were
caught Saturday by Henry Ferguson,
district and Emerson H. Stoddard of William Brown and William Oray, all of
East Brookfield, were awarded a number Spencer.
JThe catch consisted-of 110
of fi rat prizes for their exhibits of vege white perch and weighed 41 pounds.
tables and fruits.
The largest perch weighed 1 1-2 poundsQuaboag Valley social club will have a
John L. Mulcahy's chestnut pacer,
concert and dance in the town hall, on
Wednesday evening, September 30. Mu- "The Token," won the 2.20class race at
sic will be furnished by Dyer's famous j the Sturbridge fair, Friday afternoon.
singing orchestra of Worcester.
The The horse was driven by Arattis Benson.
concert will be from 8 to 9, followed by The race went 5 heats and the best time ■
dancing until 1 o'clock. Special cars to made by "The Token" was 2.18 1-4, in
Spencer, North Brookfield and Warren the third heat, when it was fouled by the
driver of "Asa Hal," a Monson horse.
after the dance.
Letters are advertised at the Brookfield "The Token" was shipped to Brockton,
post-office for—Miss Mary Barrett, 84 Thursday, where it has been entered in
Franklin street; Mr and Mrs Edwin Boy- the 2.19 class at the fair. Felix O. Rose's
den and family; Mr H. N. Butler, Main horses made a fine showing. Thursday,
street; Miss Helen Cody, *. O. box 646, Kitty Mapes captured the^ oat race ana
care Mrs H. N. Smith; Mrs E. J. Good- Rose Morn won the 2.30 class trot or
rich ; Mrs L. Heidemere; Mr James Mur- pace. Friday, Rose Morn captured the
phy; Mr A. P. Slack, Brookfield Farms; 2.17 class trot or pace.

display of flowers at the Sturbridge Fair.
Brookfield Times The
Parker Bros, of the South Warren
PUBLISBSD

RICHARD HEALY CO.

NO. 39.

Address all communications to BROOKFIELD
TIMI.S, North Brookfield, Mass.
Orders for subscription, advertising, or Job
work und payment for the same, may be sent
direct to the main office. North Brookfield or
ttf George W. McNamara. Brookfield

BROOKFIELD.

James P. Doyle, Natick visited with
friends in town Sunday.
^
Miss Clara M. Clarendon attended the
music festival in Worcester this week.
The B. H. g. baseball team will play Miss K. L. Steele, care of Mrs Hamilton,
The new iron girder bridge over the B.
David Prouty high of Spencer on Mer- R. F. D.
& A. division railroad tracks at the River
rick park diamond at2 o'clock, Saturday
E ARE READY! The New Styles, the new fabrics, the correct qplors are
Rally-Day services will be held at the street crossing, east of the station, which
afternoon.
Congregational church, Sunday morning, replaces the old wooden bridge that was
shown at the Richard Healy Store months ahead of other stores.
We are style
Michael Connolly of Worcester spent Sept. 27, at the regular hour of worship. torn out a month ago after having been
leaders because our models and our materials are exclusively our own. To be
Sunday with his brother, Patrick Con- Responses will be given by the different in service 25 years, was swung into posinolly, River street.
correctly dressed—to have individuality to your clothes—is the desire of the woman of
departments of the church and the classes tion early Sunday morning. Tbe bridge
Henry Durkin of New Haven Conn., in Sunday school. There will be a short was in two sections and the work of placFashion and the Richard Healy Store can satisfy your every wish in the selection.^ of
is spending his vacation at -the Durkin address by the pastor, Rev Sherman ing it in position on the concrete abutehome on .Central street.
perfect clothes.
Goodwin. All member| and friends of ments was done by means of a giant
Joseph J. Durkin left Sunday for Bos any of the church organizations are movable crane and a gang of 40 workmen, who came on a special train' from
ton to take a position in the wholesale urged to be present.
Work on
clothing houst. of Simons, Hatch and
Mrs William L. Walsh read a paper on Springfield Sunday morning.
Whitten.
"Some Alliance Opportunities" at a raising the sections into place began at
A harvest supper will be given by the meeting in the social room at the church 5.30 o'clock and at 8.30 the bridge was in
ladies of the Congregational church in Tuesday afternoon, and Rev. Henry H. position. There was some delay at the
/
the vestry, on Wednesday eve.iing, Sep- Woude of Poughkeepsie, N. Y., formerly start, owing to the tackle on the lifting
More than 200
s
1000 NEW SKIRTS, $5.00, $7.50, to $17.50
tember 30, at 6.30 o'clock.
pastor of the church spoke on "Brook- crane being tanglnd.
1500 NEW SUITS, $15.00, $17.50, to $75.00
field reminiscences;" after the meeting1 tea people were on the scene bright and early
The
ladies
of
the
Methodist
church
will
2000 NEW WAISTS, $1.98, $2.98 to $35.00
tender a reception to Chaplain C. M. was served by the hostesses, Mrs William to witness the crane raise the sections in1000 NEW COATS, $7.50, $10.00, to $95.00
The west section of the
500 GIRLS' COATS AND 1000 GIRLS'
Oharlton, United States Navy, Saturday Mitchell and Mrs William Hayes, assisted to position.
bridge weighs 20 tons and the east secby Mrs L. H. R. Gass.
evening,
the
26th
at
the
parsonage.
DRESSES
1000 NEW DRESSES, $10, $12.50 to $150
tion 13 tons. Tbe length of the bridge is
Mr and Mrs Frank Rogers and daughOn Saturday night, the First Baptist
ters, left Wednesday for their home in church, of East Brookfield, held a meet- 66 feet over all, and it has a 55 foot span,
Hampton, Va., after a two months' rest ing in the vestry, and voted unanimous- wide enough for a four track system.
There will be a 24 foot macadam roadat their summer home on River St.
ly, to call Rev. F. Louis Brooks of Fall
w y across it. The bridge is being built
Mr and Mrs Abbott J. Richardson and River, to the pastorate of the church.
for the railroad by the New England Condaughter, Sarah May, of Brockton, were As Mr Brooks has suppled the pulpit at
struction Company of Springfield and
the week-end guests at the home of Mr .the church for the past four weeks as a
the iten work was done by the Daniel
an A Mrs Walter DuBois, Pleasant street candidate, it is expected that he will
Marr & Sons Co. of Boston.
It is exaccept
the
call,
and
begin
his
duties
on
jr. Sliss Mary D. Gilmore of West Brook
pected that the bridge will be open to
October
4.
He
he
has
been
pastorof
the
field and Charles P. Quintan of Warren
traffic by Oct. 5.
FTffTTffTf"TTfl W T^
were the guests Sunday at tiie home of Somerville Methodist Episcopal church
An automobile accident near the mill
Fall
River.
In
going
to
East
Brookfield,
Mr and Mrs George H, Hughes, Kimball
he succeeds Rev Dr James A. Johnston, bridge on. Main street, East Brookfield
street.
BROOKFIELD.
Mrs Joseph W. A. Pilon and Misses who has been supplying the pulpit since about 11.30 p. m. Sunday, resulted in the
Merilda and Jeanette Pilon of Quebec, the resignation of Rev Allan H. Bissell, damaging of a Pullman touring car, bearIn the Merrick Public Library is to lie
ing the Mass. license- number, 0299c,
Canada have been the guests for the past September 1, 1913.
found "Old Homes of New Americans"
At the Primaries on Tuesday there was driven by M. W. Barrett of Worcester,
week at the borne of Mr and Mrs Noe
by Francis E. Clark, a book dealing with Ritchie, Maple street
a very small turnout, only 30 votes being and a Reo touring car, driven by J. T.
the homes Overseas tf the many immicast on the Republican ticket and ,25 on Cahill of Cranston, R. I., carrying the
Chaplain
C.
M.
Charlton
of
the
United
grants coming ' from Austria-Hungary.
the Democratic ballot in Precinct 1,. For Rhode Island register 4390, and both cars '
As they form a large percentage of the States Navy, son of Rev. Dr. and Mrs Senator, Cummings had 19. Sessions 12, were taken to the Varney garage for reKmauuel
(J.
Charlton
will
conduct
the
people who come to this country every
and F-oyer (demo.) 19. Walter B. Mel- pairs. In the Pullman car at the time of
year, and they are well favored physical- services at the Methodist church in North len was chosen delegate to tbe Republican the accident were-;H. S. Brisbin, M. W.
ly and are endowed with many sturdy Brookfield, Sunday afternoon.
Barrett and P. H. Metzel, all of WorcesAny young person who enrolls in THE"GROW qualities, it is well for ua to know more Charles A. Mitchell, Rice Corner dis- state convention and Andrew J. Leach to ter, and in the Reo were J. H. Cahill,
the Democratic. The Republican town
OR GO" BUSINESS SCHOOL between Oc- of them than most of us do at present. trict has petitioned the Probate Court at committee is W. B. Mellen, H. E. Howe, John Munroe, C. W. Johnson, Edward
Mr Clark tells in a most interesting style Worcester, for appointment as adminisJ. F. Smith, W. E. Tarbell, W. F. Hay- Mann and Benjamin Coughlin, all of
tober!, 1914 and February r, 1915 will be re- tbe
manners and customs of the people. trator of the estate of his brother, Henward, E. B. Phetteplace, E. A. Churchill, Cranston, R. I. Although the occupants
ceived at a tuition rate of $8 per month for the On a widely different subject, is ' 'The ry Mitchell, who died September 6.
R G. Livermors, Edile H. Clark. High- of the car gave different versions as to
The Ladies' Aid society of the Metho- est vote 26. The Democratic town com- the cause of the accident, the story as
Efficient Kitchen" by Georgie Boynton
complete course.
Child. "Efficiency has meant in the dist church will hold a food sale in south mittee is Matthew Daley, A. N. Bellows, given out by the East Brookfield police
AND if, at the end of one month's fair trial, the past the power to produce results. It hail of the town house, Friday afternoon, A. J. Leach, J". M. Tunstall, M. J. Don- was that the Worcester car was going
now properly means much more.
It I October 2nd, at 3 o'clock, under the ahue, F. P. Sleeper, Leander Morse, 1. west and sideswiped the Cranston car,N
student can honestly say that our methods of in- means power to produce the best results management of Mrs Henry E. Cottle.
The formerW. Wall, Leon'A. Moreau.
HigheBt which was east bound.
automobile, although the left front wheel
struction are wrong, I will refund the tuition paid. at the lowest cost of time, labor and ma- Bev\ B. L. Davis, superintendent of vote 19.
was broken, the tire practically torn front
teriale." This in a nutshell is the gist' the Anti-saloon league of North Carolina,
The funeral of Henry V. Crosby, 82, the wheel, the axle sprung and the mudof this book as it applies to housekeeping, i gave an interesting and instructive leetwas held Saturday with services at the guard stove-in, continued on towards
Very practical suggestions are given ac- ure fur the cause of National Prohibition
home at 2 p. m., conducted by the Rev. Brookfield, going as far as the Woodard
companied by lists that have proven to in the Congregational church, WednesHenry H. Woude of Poughkeepsie, N. Y. garage on South Maple street, a distance
be of value. They are the results of day night.
formerly pastor of the First Parish church. of two miles, when it turned about and
years of experimenting and are not mereThe board of assessors will be in see- The Iwarers were Harry K. Davis, Springreturned to the scene of the accident.
ly theoretical.
1 sion at the assessors room in the town field ; Atty. Louis H. Butterworth of BosThe Reo car was disabled as a result of
houses Brookfield, Tuesday, Sept. 29 and ton; Atty. Arthur F. Butterworth and
the collision and the occupants on realSaturday, Qct. 3, from 2 to -4 p. m., for George U. Chapin. During the funeral
Near-Laurel*.
izing that the other car were not going to
A certain major in the Philippines, ; tbe purpose of adjusting valuations and services all the stores and offices were
stop, reported the affair to the police.
who seemed to be favored with the j abatements.
clos d and the curtains drawn and the
goodwill of the powers, managed In I George Morse was stricken with eere- Foster-Moulton shoe factory was shut On the return of the Worcester auto, the
some way always to get leave just [ bral apoplexy at the home of his daugh- down for the afternoon, out of respect to police examined both machines and appearances indicated that the left front
before trouble with the natives was
ter, Mrs Russell Allen, South Maple the memory of Mr Crosby, who for more wheel of tbe Worcester car struck the
due. His colonel suspected him ' of
than
50
years
had
been
a
prominent
busistreet,
on
Tuesday.
He
is
in
a
critical
having no stomach for fighting.
left rear wheel ol the other. The wheel
Worth KnowKsg,
Vanity of Life.
"Some day," remarked the colonel, condition and is attended by Dr. Mary ness man and town official. There were
The laurel was much In favor In
was knocked ofi1, the axle broi*"11 W**"1.6
It would be difficult to rival the epimany
floral
tributes
including
a
wreath
H.
Sherman.
olden day*, a* It meant "love tri- taph of Cardinal Onuphrio which, In "they'll want to give that fellow a
propeller shaft knocked out, making **"
from
the
business
men
and
clerks.
Burdecoration,
and
I'll
suggest
one.
It
At a special meeting of the selectmen
umph*."
The Greek bride wore a half a dozen words sums up the vanimpossible to operate the machine. The
wreath of myrtle. A bride of today ity of life—"Here lies a shadow—ashes will be a wreath of leaves of ab- Thursday night Francis H. Drake of East ial was in Brookfield cemetery, in charge Cranston car was towed to the Varney
___
j Brookfield was drawn as juryman ior the of Undertaker Robert G. Livermore,
may choose her own flower If she —nothing!" and that of Cardinal Ms- sence.
garage for repairs and the other car was
wishes, stamping It with her Individu- zarln's beautiful ulece,JUarle Mancini,
While on his way to the Sturbridge
New Market for Ivor,.
I****"1 ^"ion ot "*, Sul«" °"mitud
able to reach the garage under its own
ality. Some iglrls take the flower al- who, after draining the cup of worldly
Although in recent years the Ivory !«--**» Worcester, that will try Thomas fair grounds, Friday morning, the auto- power, although examination showed
lotted to the month, especially If the pleasure to the dregs, wrote, as she lay Imported Into London has decreased, * Bombard for murder,
mobile of Felix O. Rose, Lincoln St.,
that it was more damaged than at first
time happens to be Jane, with Its dying, her own epitaph, "Marie Manthe falling off has been caused by a
Mr Wadsworth of Boston, inspector struck Elvo Phaneuf, a 12 year old thought. The occupants of both cars
wealth of roses.
Widows usually cini, Dust and Ashes."
Southbridge
boy,
who
was
knocked
down
hew
market
having
been
created
by
|
|
_j
Board
of
Education,
visited
or
e Btate
wear violets, either white or purple,
stopped at the Lakewood hotel over night
the opening up of the Congo free state. , _,„ ^oofo iueBday, and Mr Orr, Depu- and his right thigh was fractured. The
or a combination of both.
New Definition.
The Ivory coming from that region Is | ty Commissioner of Education for the accident happened near Haynes corner, and left Monday morning by train for
their homes.
A class In history in school at Kir- now sold in Antwerp, so that when the
Always Easy to Get 8ple*.
i state, visited Brookfield and Hast Brook- Sturbridge, as the boy jumped' from a
It is an international law, but an win was studying Lincoln's Gettys- quantities sent to both markets are
moving
electric
car
directly
in
front
of
I held schools, Wednesday.
unwritten one, that a sovereign cannot burg address. The teacher asked the put together the total imports actually
The Julian Calendar.
the auto. Mr Rose was taken unawares,
j Donald S. Cook of Swampscott. has
lawfully require a subject to serve as Class what was meant by tbe word •how an Increase.
The great Julius Caesar, B. C. 45,
and had no time to stop his car. Detec■old what is known as the Durkin place
a spy, except in a singular case, and "dedicate." One of the small boys
was
the
first to reform the calendar
Mixed Nationality.,
> o.i Green street to Mrs JennieM. Derrick tives Robert M."""Molt. Milbury, and Ed. by ordering that every year whose
that of the last Importance. Never- volunteered to answer. "Dedicate,"
ward J. McCarthy of Worcester were on
on
Four-year-old Maggie's father is of Mainstreet. The property consists of 1
theless, no country will ever laek he explained, "means raising the
, .T™'"' "' "JZj^T """
T .,
. the electric car and witnessed the ace dent date number was exactly divisible by
spies, tor the work that 1* required money to pay off a church-debt"— from Germany; her mother from Scot- a„.notice, barn and. one-tourth
acre of
four should contain 366 days, and all
and asserted that Mr Rose was entirely other year* 366 days. It was Caesar
land. One day the conversation turned
of them 1* so adventurous and so well Kansas City Star.
land and is assessed for S1350.
on nationalities and my husband asked
blameless. Mr Rose took the boy home who changed the beginning of the
paid that thousands of men would
Wisdom of the Bee.
Maggie what she was. With her arm
At the Teachers'Club meeting in the and secured a physician, and he agreed,
jump at the opportunity to become a
"Cur plan is very different," said around her little brother Herman she high school room, Wednesday afternoon,' although in no way to blame for the acci- year from the first ■bf March to the
secret service agent
first of January. The Julian calendar
the bee. "We work in the summer
replled: "Mamma and we's Scotch, principal Arthur] B. Bucknam was elect-1 dent, to settle all doctor's fees and ex- continued In use until A. D. 1857.
Positively Unreasonable,
to lay up a store of food against the
e I president; Miss Teresa Alulvey, vice-1 penses, until the lad isentirely recovered.
French servant (to marketman)—=■ season when *a toresee we shall want but papa'* he's German."
Always Ring* True.
*~
president; Mrs Emma S. Ludden, seen___________
"What! Ten francs for a chicken! it; but those who do nothing but
app,nB
Behind joy and laughter there may
n«--i„„ "
■»•
tu-y; and treasurer, Miss Aima O'Day.
_.
.,
_
Are you mad? Why. that's equal to drink and dance and sing In the sumHappiness has a way of hcvr.rlng „_,-„,
/
They Need the Money,
be a temperament coarse, hard and
the price I've been charging my mis mer must expect to starve in the win- near those whose first wish is to mails ■ ut *"* H- Sherman was elected chairIt lg n0 d|agrace t0 die poor—but lt'l callous.
But behind sorrow there la
tress for the fowl!"—^illustration.
ter."—Old Fable.
others happy.
I m»n »' the executive committep.
trick
to
play
on
your
relatives
8 mean
always sorrow.—Oscar Wilde.

! S As Portrayed by the Foremost European and New York Designers
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We Always, Sell Garments of Assured Styles

and Reliable Quality at the Lowest Prices

NEW FUR COATS-NEW F UR.SCARFS-NEW FUR MUFFS
AT SPECIAL PRICES

RICHARD HEALY CO.,

,

5I2 Main Street, Worcester.

Save $5 per Month
Tuition

Is that Fair and Safe?

THE 'GROW OR GO' BUSINESS SCHOOL
Central Exchange Building
Worcester, Mass.
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KAISER'S ARMIES HALT ALUES
GERMANS SINK 3 BRITISH CRUISERS,
THE RUSSIANS OCCUPY JAROSLAU

DISSOLUTION
IS HARD TASK
Elliott Speaks on Boston &
Maine Separation.
FIRST

Russians Pursuing
Worst Disaster of War For
150,000 Austrians
Great Britain When Germans
Through Galicia
Sink Three Battleships army
Petrograd.—That the main Russian
has pressed on after enveloping

GERMANS PREPARE WHOLE
RIGHT BANK OF RHINE
FOR DEFENCE.
Rotterdam. — A
significant
message
reaches
here from
Utretcht to the effect that all
transportation of merchandise
to Mannheim, Badsn and beyond
has been stopped by German orders.
This traffic would of
necessity go along the Rhine
and the whels western frontier
of Germsny.
This statement read in conjunction with the report from
Amsterdam that the Germans
are seriously reinforcing the
fortifications at Cologne and
Dusseldorf, making every preparation for defending the towns,
suggests that whole right bank
of the Rhine is being prepared
for defence and that the Germans are anlxous that even the
Dutch shall not see their preparations.

the Przemysl Jaroslaw line along the
San and is moving against the chief
French Report That Kaiser's Troops Stormed the Heights of Austriah positions was the substance
of the war office statement. It anthe Meuse Without Results and Were Also Repulsed
nounced that the operations were of
necessity slow, but that there has not
Between Rheims and Souain—Berlin Announces
been encountered any opposition that
has required any change in the origProgress Against the Allies
inal plan of campaign.
It is considered certain that the
real resistance on a large scale will
be encountered along the lines of the
Cracow fortifications. There the Austrian reserves have been massed and
heavy reinforcements have come from
the German Landwehr corps, which
London.—England was hard hit
have been especially detailed for ser■when the Official Press Bureau announced that three British armored
vice in Austria.
The .Russian forces are moving
cruisers, the Aboukir, the Cressy and
slowly westward through Galicia
the Hogue, had been sunk in the
awaiting the arrival of at least a
North Sea by German submarines.
portion of the army of 900,000 that
About 700 ol the 2,265 men on the
three -ships were saved.
Berlin, via Amsterdam.—Attacks by is proceeding through Poland to the Kg Teuton Reinforcements
The cruisers, however, were not the Allied French and British forces front.
The Russians also claim to be purJong being revenged, for two of the on the German lines are diminishing
Render Invaders Aggressive
five submarines which attacked and in strength, according to an official suing 150,000 Austrians who are retreating
upon
Przemysl,
with
prossank them were sent to the bottom statement issued, but the German ofLondon.—The heavy reinforcements
by the British ships, according to fensive is growing stronger at all pects for capturing them. The only
reference to the German advance in rushed to the 200-mile battle line in
• dispatch from Ymuiden, Holland, points.
where survivors of the cruisers' crews
An official statement also an- Poland Is that it Is slow on account northeastern France by Kaiser Wllarrived on the steamer Plores with nounced the capture of the heights of the boggy roads.
helm turned the tide of war against
the story of the disaster.
of Craonne and the town of Betheny
the Allies at nearly every point exThe Plores landed 287 of the sur- (near Rheims).
cept on the extreme German right
vivors at Ymuiden. Only one dead
The statement praised the great
where General von Kluck was forced
and a few wounded were aboard.
bravery shown by the troops of the
The disaster to the British navy oc- Allies. It follows:
to fall back along the right bank of
A
curred not long after daybreak.
"The enemy shows signs of weakenthe Olse toward La Fere.
A dispatch from Harwich says it ing as a result of his continued atIn the forests of Craonne, north of
Is computed there, where thirty un- tempts to capture our positions. On
the Aisne, the Germans secured a
injured officers of the sunken cruis- the contrary, our troops, fighting
ers arrived, that 700 men were saved. from well fortified points, have se- Terrific Slaughter Marks Conflicts still stronger hold; near Verdun they
This would leave 1,565 men lost, cured a rest and are taking a strong
Between the Allies and
repulsed a sortie by the French; In
as the three cruisers had each a com- offensive. Their attacks are growing
Germans.
Lorraine they crossed the border into
plement of 765 men.
stronger at all points.
Prance, driving the enemy before
The officers who arrived at Har"Great valor has been shown by
Paris.—Even the most hardened them and reoccupylng Domenure,
wich had been rescued from the wa- the enemy's troops. They have chargter and wore Improvised clothing.
ed repeatedly in an attempt to si- men who are accustomed to scenes of south of Blamont, and near Rheims,
Eighty other survivors were landed lence our artillery, but have been conflict and who as soldiers have they captured the village of Betheny.
been on many, battlefields are apat ParkeBton Quay, three miles west as repeatedly repulsed."
palled by the terrific slaughter in the In the meantime, the Allies made a
Previous Statement.
of Harwich.
Continuing, the announcement conThe statement Immediately preced- present battle. It Is a batle of ma- little progress west of Argonne and
chinery, not men, they declare, for succeeded in holding Rheims. AH
cerning the Aboukir, the Hogue and ing this said:
the Cressy says that a considerable
"The strong hilly positions at Cra- no man or men could continue to this, naturally, according to more oi
number of the crews of these ves- conne have been captured. Advanc- inflict such slaughter. No man who less conflicting statements from the
sels were saved 'by the cruiser ing on Rheims our troops occupied has not been near Marne or the Alshe
Lowestoft and by a division of tor- the village of Bethany. We are at- can imagine the manner in which German and French War Offices.
Despite the evident possibility ol
pedo boat destroyers.
tacking the strong forts on the line the automatic fighting machines have
Trawlers and their boats also aid- south of Verdun, and the Germans turned the fields into great abattoirs. another forward movement by the
In a despatch to the London Daily
ed in the work of rescue.
have crossed the east border In the
Germans, the French military officials
The Aboukir was torpedoed first. direction of Lorraine, which Is de- Mall a correspondent declares that
the
soldiers are being sickened by tbe believe the Germans have exhausted
The Hogue and the Cressy drew in fended by eight French army corps.
close to her and were standing by A sortie from the northeast of; Ver- scenes of breath they are forced to themselves In their effort to resume
witness every day. The French shells the offensive and that they are now
to save her crew when they also dun has been repulsed.
"The French troops camping to the with their terrible force tear legs and making a supreme attempt to mask
were torpedoed.
A dispatch received here from the north of Toui (near Nancy) have arms from the enemies, while the the withdrawal of the major portion
Hook of Holland says the Dutch been surprised by our artillery. In fumes from the projection kill others of their lines to new positions already constructed In their rear.
steamer Titan has arrived there, the rest of the French war theatre without inflicting wounds.
In an interview a Red Cross nurse
bringing twenty British wounded and there have been no engagements.
In the East the Russian have had
who
has
travelled
through
France
"In the Belgian and eastern battlesome dead.picked up in the North
another success, the capture of the
since
the
war
began
declares
she
beSea after the sinkiag of the Aboukir, fields the situation is unchanged."
Important fortress of Jaroslau, north
The latest report from headquar- lieves that there will not be suffi- of Przemsyl, which, It seems a forethe Hogue and the Cressy.
The Titan reported that the dis- ters stated that the German armies cient beds for the injured among the gone conclusion, will give the Rusaster occurred at 7:30 o'clock A. M. in France everywhere have assumed Allies. At the same time she says sians possession of all the fortresses
6he picked up 114 survivors, most the offensive against the strpngly in- that the Germans have suffered even of Galicia exoept Cracow, which,
greater and that the whole of the
of whom were transferred to British trenched enemy.
Kaiser's empire must be sow likened naturally, will become the next obtorpedo boats.
The report continues:
ject of assault. Enclosed with the
to a great hospital as a result of the
The Cressy.Captain Robert W. John"The troops of the Allies have,
Austrians in area along the River
maimed
and
wounded
men
taken
back
eon; the Aboukir, Captain John E. made an attack on the fortified GerSan, near Przemsyl, are the remnants
Drummond, and the Hogue, Captain man position between the Olse and from the firing line.
of three German army corps, minus
Wilmot S. Nicholson, were sister the Meuse. The French were promost of their artillery, munitions and
ehips. They were cruisers of a com- tected on the west by the Paris lines AUSTRIAN8 FLEE AFTER DEFEAT equipment.
The remainder of the
NEAR BOSNIAN BORDER.
parativef.y obsolete type, and were and on the east by the Meuse and
other two beaten armies, about 150,built fourteen years ago.
the Moselle.
000 men, are endeavoring to come
Paris.—A dispatch to the Havas up and form along a front of eighty
Advices here say that the effect
"The Qerman troops retired slowly
of the torpedoes was so great that in conformity with the plan of the Agency from Nish, Servia, BayB:
miles extending between Cracow and
'After several days of battle near Juslo, the latter fifty-five miles due
the old type British cruisers were General Staff until favorable positorn almost to pieces. If it were not tions were reached; The French, Kroupani, ten miles from the Bosnian west from Przemsyl.
for the prompt arrival of the cruiser reinforced by troops from Paris and border, in which 250,000 Austrians
The German army of East Prussia
Lowestoft and the presence of traw- by armies from . egiments to the were engaged, the Austrians suffered said tp number more than 1,200,000
lers and destroyers in the neighbor- south of Paris and from Beifort, took a complete defeat and are flying in men, has gathered in its forces from
hood, few probably would have been the offensive, while guns from Paris panic from the banks of the River Russian Poland as tar south as a line
rescued.
were brought up and used In the Drina:"
drawn west of Lodz and is concenfighting.
trating Just around the fortress of
London.—That the German lines are
"The plan of the French was to atKovno In a supreme effort to smash
staggering under the continued ham- tack the flank of the German right
the army of General Rennenkampf,
mering of the Allies and that they wing. It was unsuccessful and the
WAR NEW8 TOLD
according to a cable from Petrograd.
are slowly crumbling at important in- French sustained severe losses.
IN TABLOID FORM
tegral points Is the consensus of the
"The German right wing has been
British military experts.
very greatly reinforced, as also has
It has been admitted from the out- the centre. The main force is be'MARCH WITH GOD,"
set that the battle of the Aisne was a tween Berry-au-Bac and the Forest of The British Admiralty announces the
FAREWELL ADVICE OF
loss of three British cruisers—the
contest of endurance. It has been In- Argonne. The Germans have now
KAISER TO CADETS
Aboukir, Hogue and Crsssy, which
sisted that the Germans have suffered taken the offensive. The fortress of
were sunk by German submarines
greater losses than the Allies, mainly Verdun is being, attacked from two
In a fight In the North Sea. Only
because of their massed formation, sides."
Berlin.—The Kaiser In an ad700 of 2,200 aboard have been saved.'
which present such magnificent tardress to the cadets ordered to
The Russian General Staff reports
gets for the opposition.
the field spoke as follows:
that the fortress of Jaroslaw, sevenThe failure of the German reinforce"Cadets! Already In your ear.
teen miles northwest of Przemysl,
ments of 100,000 men sent to aid Gen.
liar youth I send you out to my
has been taken by .Russian forces.
▼on Kluck to break down the Britishregiments to fight against eneThe Germans announce that they
French opposition emphasized, the exmy aa guides at the head of my
have captured important positions
perts say, Oi« fact that the Germans
brave troops.
You shall take
at Craonne.
were at the "end "of their string."
with you to the army all the
Later reports from Rheims Indicated
It is declared by all of the military
moral
qualities
which
have been
that the famous cathedral there had
Rome.—Italy already has more
experts here that the greatest credit
Implanted
Into
your
young
not been wholly destroyed by Gerto the Allies can be attributed to the than half a million men under arms.
hearts in the Corps of Cadets,
man artillery fire, but can bs reweight of their bayonet charges. The The best of these troops are in camps
"Be regardless in yrfur bravstored.
British and the French Algerian and barracks in the Lombardy and
The Servians and Montenegrins have
ery, keep your blood cold, your
troops have terrorised the enemy by Venetian provinces.
captured Sarajevo, the capital of}
head clear In hard timea and
The forty-fourth anniversary of the
the foree of these attacks. They carBosnia, defeating a strong Austrian
your heart high, and have faith
ry a bayonet blade longer than that entry of Italians into Rome was celeIn God! Then you will lead my
force.
of the Germans, and they have shown brated with a program organized by
troops to victory.
an eagerness to resort to cold steal the municipality. The usual proces- Berlin announces through Count von
Bernstorff that no movs for peace
sion
to
the
point
where
the
opening
"I need not recall the historic
that has simply terrified the German
has been made at Washington, and
was made in the walls of the city was
instances of the valor of your
outprsts.
*
that
no
offer
of
separate
terms
has
corps.
You have learned them
arranged.
They are salS to be feverishly acbeen made to Belgium, as reported.
The cortege stopped in front of the
all.
At any rate, should the
tive in their work on the fortifications
Lord grant us victory, I ask of
along the Sambre from Maubeuge to British Embassy and cheered with President Wilson regrets the publication of .unfounded stories about
you that you do not forget the
Namur, and even on their lines of de- the wildest enthusiasm. Then a Britpeace
plans
credited
to
him.
He
Is
son| of Leuthen.
Now marsh
fense aerosB the German frontier, and ish flag was unfurled and the crowd
awaiting favorable opportunity to
with God. Adieu, cadets."
this is taken to Indicate a- lack of shouted repeatedly: "Long live Engsuggest
peace
to
the
warring
naland,
the
friend
of
Italy!"
The
"confidence in the final issue of the
._,
tions.
. ,
demonstration Is continuing.
clash of the Aisne

AUSTRIANS CONTINUE TO LOSE HEAVILY

Allies' Attack
Weakening, Latest
German Report

"Machine War"
Appals Soldiers
on Battlefields

Italy Arms
More Than
500,000 Men

PUBLIC

UTTERANCE

Addresses Convention of American
Association of General Passenger
and Ticket Agents—Clark Defends Commerce Commission.

Boston—In his first public comment upon the recent agreement between the United States department
of justice and the New Haven railroad relative to the dissolution of
the system. President Howard Elliott
of the railroad, expresses the optimistic belief that with a little patience
on the part of the public authorities
the adjustment might be made without irreparable loss.
Speaking before the annual convention of the American Association
of General Passenger and Ticket
Agents at the Copley Plaza, he said:
"If the railroad problem can be
solved correctly and without serious
loss, it means a great deal, not only
to New England, Jmt to the whole
country, for the reason that New
England is a storehouse of money
arid credit, and anything that would
hurt the money and credit of New
England would react all over the
country."
President Elliott emphasized his
wish rather to deal with problems of
rehabilitation than with those which
he had inherited and discussed the
present situation aa one who was
clearing the ground tor future conatructlve work.
"Here in New England," he said,
"we have had, and we still have, a
very difficult situation. But we have
been working just about one year to
bring about a reasonable and friendly
adjustment with the federal government, so that the New England railroad transportation situation would
conform to the views of the department of Justice as to the law. That
negotiation has been most interesting, not only as a negotiation, but as
a sociological incident. Whether it
was right or wrong to do the things
that were done in trying to build up
the New England transportation machine is not now the question. They
were done under what was supposed
to be the law at that time. But the
taking apart of that piece of machinery without Berious dislocation and
without too great a sacrifice of values is a vary difficult task. I think,
though, that with a little patience on
the part of the public and the public
authorities, the taking apart in the
time allowed by the federal government can be accomplished without
Irreparable loss.
"It has been perhaps the largest
attempt to dissolve arrangements
that under the present interpretation of the Sherman .anti-trust law
are now considered illegal. It has
been a very interesting incident in
the history of American railroads.
"We made the friendly adjustment
with the attorney-general in the hopee
that
a rather
distracted, demoralised
UIKI »
'■"»•?» «.««««—-.
—
—-—-.u«..iM in New
Mow England
Tttazland could be
situation
pacified and satisfied and permit all
hands to go ahead with constructive
railroading rnd forward the interests
of New England as a whole, upon
whose success naturally and necessarily depends the success of the railroads. 1 believe that with an improvement in business and a little
help from ■ Mr. Commissioner Clark
and his asoclates, the problem can
be worked out without dislocation,
which no one wants, whether in the
public service or In the railroad service, or the patronB of the railroad .
"The margin between Income and
outgo was becoming smaller and
smaller, and Mr. Commissioner Daniels, in his minority report, voiced
the situation very well. Every one
of us every man working for a railroad 'owes today more than ever a
patriotic duty to his company, to the
country and to himself to make certain that the practices in the management of his railroad are the most
economical and most efficient, and
that there is no waste and extravagance."
Chairman E. E. Clark of the interstate commerce commission, who was
another guest of the association,
spoke in defence of the work of the
commission. He recalled his own experience as a practical railroad man
before being called to the federal
board, and commended the Work or
the association, saying that Its discussions, promoted uniformity in railroad matters, and that the agents
helped to make conditions more efficient, more practical and more comfortable for the travelling public.

MARKET FOR APPLE CROP.

PARADISE

Massachusetts Encouraged by Report*

■Oevoteea of the Brush Are Accorded
Accommodations Without Pries ,
at Inn at Capri.

of Increased Exports from Boston.

Boston.—Massachusetts apple grow
era. who feared that the European*
war would check theyexport'deman*
for apples and cause lower pries*
have been reassured.
George IV
Wilder, manager of a large forwardV
ling house and member of the Boston*
Chamber of Commerce, has Investigated the situation and reports ass
follows:
"I am able to report that the newocean freight from Boston to Liver1
pool and Manchester, Eng., will bethree shillings and three pence plus-.
5 per cent per barrel, or In Unite*'
States money etghty-flve cents per
barrel. This is a reduction in rateof about eighteen cents a barrel over
last year's price.
At present therehave been exported* from Boston to»
date 1565 barrels of apples, asagalnst 1400 a year ago." With shipping now approaching Eormal activity and the reduced rates Mr. Wilder
says that there is no reason why apple growers throughout New England'
and New York should not be able, to»
get as good prices for apples as informer years. He believes the market will be especially good on apples
of moderate grade and price rather
than the high-priced selected'fruit.
Prohibition

Campaign.

Boston—Three hundred and fifty
meetings will be held throughout
Massachusetts this week In the campaign to be waged by the Anti-Saloon
League of America for country wideprohibition.
Speakers from every
section of the United States wilS
ask for the support of the SheppardHobson resolution now before Congress for aa amendment to the Constitution for national
prohibltlon»
which would make impossible themanufacture or sale of intoxicants.
The campaign in this State to the>
beginning of a nation-wide contest ln>
which one week will be devoted toeach State where liquor traffic is established.
New Prison Warden. |
Charlestown—N. D. Alien, for 1»years deputy warden at the state*
prison, has been appointed warden,
of that institution by the prison commission to sudceed Gen. Benjamin Pj
Bridges, who retired July«31. The appointment carries with it a salary off
$4000 per annum, or $1500 more tham
Allen received as deputy. He. wilt
begin his duties at once.
The new warden is 63 years oldHe was born in Chelsea, Vt, but removed to the western part of Massachusetts in early manhood. He was)
deputy sheriff in Franklin county forr
lg years and his work there wast
such that Warden Bridges, who camef
from Deerfleld, invited him to take*
the position of deputy. '
Must Serve 3-Year Sentence.

Revere—Samuel A. Segee, formerr
chairman of the Revere Board of As4
sessorB, has started to serve hist
three-year sentence in the House off
Correction. His appeal to the full)
bench of the Supreme Court was}
overruled, and Judge Wait revoked^
,iin stay
.tnv of
nf sentence.
the
Segee, who was represented byf
Lieutenant Governor E. P. Barry, wast
indicted and later found guilty of falit
lfying the tax returns of the townJ
He was prosecuted by Assistant Dis4
trict Attorney T. D. Lavelle. The de-j
fendant bid his friends good-bye bej
tore he was led from the court room-i
Five Pass Mental Test.

BoBton—Out of the 125 men who>
took the mental examination for thej
United States naval academy underr
the act of Congress of June 14 of thisj
year, only five passed, and one of
these was Horace Sumner Corbett,
son of Mr. and Mrs. yalter E. Coi>
bett of Franklin, a signal boy aboard!
the U. S. S. Vermont.
Young Corbett is 18 years of ageand was graduated from the Franklin high school in June, 1913. He was*
at Vera Cruz when the Mexican port
was seized and was one of the first
to be sent ashore under fire.
Will Remain Open All Winter.

Boston.—The report that the CapeCod canal is to be closed this, winter
la denied by officials of the companyi
On the contrary, Commodore J. W,
Miller, general manger, declares that
the waterway may be opened to night
navigation this week.
Eight-mile lines of powerful elec*
trie lights have been Installed on
either bank from Buzzards to Barm
stable bay, thus making night navigation possible. The ditch has been
New Plans to Help Immigrants.
Boston.—An extensive programme open to light draught vessels in the
daytime since the last of July.
for immigration work has been planned at an industrial conference of
'Returns to Claim Forturie.
the secretaries of the Young Men's
Boston—After serving in Cuba. ,
Christian Association of Massachu- and the Philippines and throughout
setts aad Rhode Island.
H. M. Ger- the Boxer uprising in China as a sol*
ry of Cambridge was elected presi- dier of fortune, and after being "lost**
dent an* Cf. V. Quimby of Fall River, to his friends fer more than 15 years,
David F. Keating of South Boston haa
secretary.
returned to claim an estate valued at
Among the new features planned is
a story-telling hour tor children of several thousand dollars • left him a
year ago by his father, David F. Keatforeign parentage.
This will be
tried at Brockton on Sunday after- ing, Sr.
noons.
In Fall River the employBay State Militia Called Best.
ment bureau for non-English speakBoston.—"Massachusetts is the most
ing workers will be more systematized.
At Lawrence it Is planned favored of the United States in its
to teach a vocational vocabulary to militia organization and the. hearty
cotton workers, and in Cambridge support given It" said one of the
plans are being made to extend the general officers who was present at
mtershop contests at the noon hour, the outing of the National Guard Aswhen health talks will be given.
sociation.
■ '-"'. V

FOR THE ARTIST

Capri, beautiful in Itself as a wtntes
resort, offers an irresistible lnvltatstn
to artists, since it has an inn when
anyone, by painting a picture on the
-wall can get free board.
To the lovely island of Capri, with
its perennial summer, its blue grotto,
and its lemon groves, came, some fifty
years ago, a ruined artist. He opened
aa inn, and died rich. In his will,
leaving the inn to his heirs, he mad*
■these conditions:
"The charge per day, two bottles of
tred Capri wine included, 1* never to
<be more than six francs.
"If any artist is too poor to pay he
ehall paint a picture upon some wallspace, receiving all the accommodation accorded to those paying the highest price.
"If any German artist shall come
to the inn he shall be accommodated,
and shall receive the amount of bis
fare to Germany upon his promising
Nnever to return to Italy."
The inn is condncted today on these
-conditions. Its walls are covered with
paintings. Now and then a German
.gets his fare home.

CUSHING AND
IRISH HOME ROLE POSTAL SAVINGS WAR TAX BILL
LANGTRY WIN GOES ON STATUTES INCREASE HEAVILY IS NOW IN FORM

CAREFOR
Y0URHAIR

Cook Defeats Monette for Audi* Cheers Greet Announcement in Total for Entire Country in Ex- Provisions of Measure to Raise
Parliament of Royal Assent
torship.
cess of $48,000,000
$105,000,000
SMALLEST VOTE ON RECORD WELSH FREE CHURCH LAW REPORT 9,653 INSTITUTIONS
IS EFFECTIVE ON PASSAGE
Atwlll

Heads

General

Race
and

for

Burrlll

AttorneyGets

Treasurershlp—McCall
for Governor.

"We Are Fighting for Worthy Purpose," Says Speech, "and We Will
Not Lay Down Arms Until Purpose is Achieved."

•New York Makes Largest Gain—The
Dally Average RecsipU in New
York City

Were

During August

About

$50,000.

Liquors, Amusements and Gasoline to
Bear the Brunt—Spanish War Imposts Changed—Method of Collecting Telegram Imposts Changed.

London.—King George's signature
Washington.—There are 9,653 postBoston.—Massachusetts
voters
Washington.—The emergency revnominated their state and congres- was attached to the Irish Home Rule offices that are postal savings bank enue bill to raise $105,000,000, taxing
and
the
Welsh
Church
Disestablishdepositories.
sional tickets Tuesday at primaries
beer, wines, gasoline, bankers, brokNew York city, with $5,368,544 on ers, amusement proprietors and comwhich have apparently established a ment Suspensory bills, which thus gain
the
Statute
Book.
deposit at the close of August, leads mercial instruments, was introduced
new record for small attendance.
Later scenes of enthusiasm unusual all offices in postal savings deposits. in the House by Majority Leader
The Democrats and Progressives
in
the
staid
legislative
chambers
of
Deposits
for the whole country at the Underwood.
nominated their state tickets without contests tor any of the places. Westminster Palace were enacted and of August according to figures
As finally drafted, the bill levies a
when the two Houses of Parliament made public, amount too about $48,Gov. Walsh was honored again by
tax of $1.50 a barrel on beer; sweet
were .prorogued by the King until 000,000. The New York office, with an
wines, twenty cents a gallon; dry
the Democrats, and Joseph Walker,
.Oct. 27.
increase of $326,842 In August, also wines, twelve cents; gasoline, two
who Is yet to land from his trip to
' While King George was absent inSwitzerland, was named by the Pro- specting the , troops his speech was made the largest gain for the month. cents a gallon; bankers, $2 on each
The average dally receipts in New $1,000 of capital and surplus and ungressives,
read in the House of Lords by VisThe Republicans without a contest count . Haldane, the Lord High Chan- York during August were approximate- divided profits; brokers, $50 each;
ly
$50,000.
pawn
brokers,
$20;
commercial
The Bridal Trousseau.
named Samuel W. McCall of Win- cellor, and In the House of Commons
.Other offices showing large increas- brokers, $20; customs house brokers,
The old idea of providing brides chester as their gubernatorial canAnd Cuticura Ointment.;
by John H. Whitely, the Deputy es are as follows:
$10; proprietors of theatres, muwith a score or more of gowns, wraps didate.
Speaker. The King's speech follows:
Chicago, $184,000; Boston, $115,000; seums, concert halls In cities of 15,000
They cleanse the scalp, re■and hats has quite gone by.. Even the
The picking of the balance of the
Compelled to Go to War.
Detroit, $76,000; Newark, $54,000; Los population or over, $100 each; ctrous
fashionable trousseau of today con- Republican state ticket furnished the
move dandruff, arrest falling
"My Lords and Gentlemen: I ad- Angeles, $52,000; Portland, Ore., $51,- proprietors, $100 a year; proprietors
tains no more than a dozen gowns. If real excitement of the day. Even dress you in circumstances that call
hair and promote hair health.
as many. Styles change so fast thai before the polls opened it was appre- for action rather than tor speech. Af- 000; Cleveland, $45,000; Butte, $44,000; of bowling alleys and billiard rooms,
by fall the gowns for the June wed- ciated that with 15 candidates tor ter every endeavor had been made by Kansas City, $42,000; Milwaukee, $42,- $5 for each alley or table.
000;
St
Louis,
$36,000;
Pittsburgh,
Samples Free by Mall
Tobacco dealers and manufacturers
•ding, necessarily made some weeks be- the five places on the state ticket by Government to preserve the peace
$33,000; Minneapolis, $18,000; Buffalo, are taxed the same as in 1898, except
Oattmn Soap ud otauneet mM Oraestoat tfta
fore the ceremony, begin to look odd. confusion was likely to result The of the world I was'compelled, in the
nrld. Literal Mmple of eftBhmeaidtn*, with tfrSb
$27,000; Seattle, $27,W0; Philadelphia, that in the largest class tobacco
Some authority has declared that the returns at the close Justified ail fore- assertion of treaty obligations delib■•ok. Ad'dre* "CutfciuiV Dwt «B, ttorwm.
$26,000; St Paul, $25,600; Toledo, $24,- dealers not specifically provided for
3>est dressed woman in Paris buys no casts.
erately set at naught and for the pro- 000; Columbus, $22,000; Tacoma, $21,the tax is $4.80 each. A tax of $12 was
more than three new toilets each year,
He's Too Good.
Graf ton D. Cushlng, the speaker of tection of the public law of Europe 000; Denver, $20,000.
levied in 1898 on tobacco dealers
%ut the opinion may be ventured that the House, who was regarded as hav- and the vital interests of my empire,
Dolly—At last I have met my ideal!
Final figures are not available for having annual sales of 50,000 pounds
«ha is altering her last year's supply ing only an indifferent chance, won to go to war.
Brooklyn and San Francisco, but data or over. The bill levies a tax of five Kind hearted, modest patient selfmost of the time. The vast assort- the Lieutenant-Governorship nominadenyingl But alas, married I
"My navy and my army have with available would Indicate Increase of
cents on bonds and certificates of Inments of lingerie have also dwindled. tion, defeating Col. A. H. Goetting of unceasing vigilance, courage and skill $285,000, and $66,000 respectively.
Daisy—Don't worry I No woman wTHV
debtedness for each $1,000 involved;
Wobody provides such a multitudinous Springfield, who was picked as the sustained, in association with our galBra
long with such a freakl You'll
The accounts of the system have one cent on telephone messages costwedding outfit nowadays as used to be favorite and completely distancing lant and faithful allies, a just and been fully audited to Include June 80,
get a chance'at him.
ing
fifteen
cents
or
more,
and
one
•required.—Leslie's.
righteous cause. From every part of 1(14, and show $43,444,271 to the
Ellmer A. Stevens of SomerrWe.
cent on all telegraph messages; InIts Tendency.
A, P. Langtry, former secretary of my empire there has been a spon- credit of depositors on that date. The demnity bonds, fifty cents; certifiHer Memory All Right
"ttayme has a very open count*
state and now chairman of the State taneous and enthusiastic rally to our balances on deposit June 30 in the cates of profit, two cents; certificates
sirs. Geddes had a new maid, an* House extension commission, also common Sag.
/
several States, District of Columbia of damage, twenty-five cents each; nance, hasn't she?"
•she found it necessary to repeat her surprised the forecasters by defeat"Gentlemen of the House of Com- and island possessions are as follows:
"Yes, .and one that la very hard tat
life insurance policies, eights cents on
Instructions several times before Nora ing Frank L. Brier, who ran second mons: I thank you for the liberality
New York, $7,593,289; Ohio, $3,670,shut np."
•obeyed them. The mistress had told and William S. Klnney of Boston, with which you have met a great 982; Illinois, $8,696,870; Pennsylvania, each $100; fire, marine, casualty, fi(Mr repeatedly about the flnger-bowle, who was a poor third in the secre- emergency. My Lords and Gentlemen: $3,266,473; California, $3,074,345; Mas- delity and guaranty insurance poliDKtTOOIST WIU
TOetl
» RttnsOr for BedTj
rMnrl
We are fighting for a worthy purpose, sachusetts, $2,085,866; Washington, cies, one-half cent on each dollar;
and one day, when there were guests tary fight
»
goods withdrawn from custom-house,
A ■!• Comfort, write for Book of the Srw
and
we
shall
not
lay
down
our
arms
<hey were again forgotten,
$1,599,868;
Missouri,
$1,680,186;
Min• In the attorney-general contest
luDRa Harm. Mr. Bemedr Co, CUoua.
all to pay a stamp tax of fifty cents,
"Now Nora," said Mrs. Geddes, » Dlst.-Atty. n. C. Atwlll of Lynn won until that purpose has been fully nesota, $1,608,863; Michigan, $1,483,and goods entered at customhouses
•tremely exercised over the omission, with ease over his four rivals. Dist- achieved.
721; Oregon, $1,341,489; Colorado, $1,- from twenty-five cents to $1, accordYoung man, beware of the girl who
"I rely with confidence upon the 112,228; New Jersey, $1,075,021; Wis"this is the sixth time rve had to tell Atty. Stiles of Worcester coming seclooks like a peach. She may be a
ing to value.
loyal
and
united
efforts
of
all
my
subyou about the finger-bowls. Dldnt ond.
consin, $1,068,379; Indiana, $1,044,193;
A tax of two cents for each seat in lemon in disguise.
jects and I pray that Almighty God Montana, $765,761; Connecticut $683,the woman you last worked for hare
In the contest for the state treasa
parlor car and for each berth in a
may give us His blessing."
them on the table?"
838; Kansas, $666,532; Texas, $557,946;
Abuse some one and we always find)
urer nomination, Charles L. Burrlll
sleeping-car is levied. On passage
Lords Cheer Passage.
"No, mum," replied Nora, "her of Boston, last year's nominee, won
Nevada, $382,367; Kentucky, $360,161;
a appreciative audience.
tickets
from an American to a foreign
When the announcement was made Nebraska, $358,760; Rhode Island,
friends always washed their
over Frederick E. Pierce of Green- in the House of Lords that the royal
port a tax of from $1 to $5 is levied.
•jefore they cum."
field by a ratio of about five to four. assent had been given to the Irish $358,233; Iowa, $344,790; Idaho, $338,- A tax of ten cents is levied on brok446;
Oklahoma,
$303,273;
New
HampIn the towns the two ran nearly Home Rule bill and the Welsh Church
ers' contracts, deeds and other conIt Ought To.
even, but the cities turned the tide Disestablishment Suspensory bill and shire, $293,841; Arizona, $291,960; Dis- veyances; fifty cents when not extrict of Columbia, $268,978; Tennessee,
"What are you going to call the new strongly for BurriU.
t7H« add la a poison formed inside onr bodi»«
to a number of emergency measures 261,664; Louisiana, $212,621; Florida, ceeding $500 in amount and fifty
^damjit certain food., especially meat,
fcabyf"
The most disturbing victory was cheers were given for the passing of
aad or t&s burning up of nerre and munia
cents for each additional $500; mort$212,534;
Maine.
$207,789;
Virginia,
oalladuring
exertion.
"Reginald Claude," replied Mr. Bli» won by Alonzo B. Cook, who was a the Irish and the Welsh bills.
_TJrle acid Is barmleea aa long aa the kli
$196,159; Arkansas, $153,120; Missis- gages, twenty-five cents for each
•Tina.
Biter
It
promptly
from the blood, bat peoi
candidate for the auditorship. For
$1,500;
power
of
attorney
to
vote,
ten
On the announcement of the passjr*o.mnoand overeat.make nrio addaofL
"Isn't Reginald Claude a rather an three weeks a campaign has been ing of the Irish Home Rule ' bill in sippi, $152,836; Utah, 162,049; West cents; power of attorney to sell,
that tt orerloadi the blood, weaken* the UuVirginia,
121,141;
Alabama,
$114,890;
Berya,
and
attack*;tbe
nenrea, causing rnaufected name?"
waged against htm as an unfit man the House,of Commons, the Nationaltwenty-five cents; protest of a note,
BWtte palna It forme grarel, harden, the
arUrlee and brlngaon dropsy or Bright'*, HHHM
"Yea, I want him to grow up to be « by Chairman E. A. Thurston of the ists and Liberals broke into loud Wyoming, $110,652; Maryland, $96,426; bill of acceptance, etc., twenty-five
Georgia, 73,951; New Mexico, 72,831;
By restoring the kidney* to normal activity
fighter, and I fancy that Reginald Republican state committee. IT. S. cheers which were related again and
gn^KldnSyPllla Ulp to OrerooVSKS,
Vermont, $61,192; South Dakota, $60,- cents.
•Claude will start something every time Atty. French and various members again.
The war tax will become effective
715; Delaware, $50,049; North CaroA Massachusetts Case
lie goes to a new school."—London of the Norfolk bar also Joined in the
Will Crooks, the Labor leader, ask- lina, $»9,778; North Dakota, $37,745; Immediately upon passage of the bill,
Opinion.
'TWfttml^eJtar
Mr* Henry U.
protest and Indorsed Joseph Monette ed if it were in order to sing "God Port Rico, $27,284; South Carolina, except that the stamp tax provisions
Foster, 8* Manaof Lawrence for the position. Yet sSave the King." Without waiting for $20,923; Hawaii, $19,395. Total, $43, will not become operative until Nofletd St, Everett.
Maaa.,
says: "Mr
vember
1.
'
permission
he
started
the
first
verse
Mr.
Cook,
who
has
started
a
suit
of
Social Welfare.
444,271.
back ached and Z
The bill puts responsibility for
had pain* throuerh
First Barroom Politician—Say, Bill, 150,000 against Chairman Thurston himself and then broke down with
my
kidneys.
The
wot's this bloomin' mortuarlum they because of his statement, defeated emotion. The anthem was taken up BRYAN URGES TREATY ACTION. collecting of telegraph and telephone
trouble grot so bast
by the spectators in the gallery as
that I couldn't alt
taxes upon the companies through
Monette almost two to one.
fee tarkin' eo much about?
np at the sewing
Essex county voters gave Dlst.- well as by the members and the sing- Asks Senate Committee to Report sworn returns to the collectors of inSecond Politician—Well, ye see, it's
machine.
Morning:*'I could hardly
ternal revenue. In 1898 the public
like this. You don't pay nothln' to no- Atty. Attwill his real lead in the at- ing was heard In the palece yard.
Pact to Pay Nicaragua $3,000,000.
Sat out of bed, my
As the members filed out of the
back was so sore
body and the government pays it for torney-general contest. It was the
Washington.—Secretary Bryan has was required to affix a stamp to each
and stiff. X had
i
Worcester county backing which gave chamber Mr. Crooks cried out "God asked the Senate Committee of For- telegram.
ye.
dizzy spell*, too.
save
Ireland!"
One
box of Dean's
All
federal,
State,
county,
town
and
First Politician—Well, that sounds a James A. Stiles his standing in the
eign
Relations
to
report
the
NlcaraKftney Pills rebit of all right doan't it—London contest. John A. Curtin had Nor- i John Redmond, the Irish Nationalist guan treaty, which provides $3,000,000 municipal bonds, debentures or cermoved the backache and corrected
Punchi
folk county-and a fair lead in the leader, replied "God save England!" for the right of a canal from the At- tificates of indebtedness are exempt,
the
annoyance
from the kidney
general Greater Boston district.
lantic to the Pacific over the Nicara- as are stocks and bonds tasued by coaecretlona."
operative
building
and
loan
associaDESPERADOES'
TRAGIC
END.
Under the surface there were minor
guan route.
A Word From the Weary.
Gat Do«n'# at Any Store, 50c a Box
Senator Smith, of Michigan, who Is tions that loan only to their stock"Yon seem Inclined to favor criti- contests which aroused considerable
holders.
Commit
Suicide
When
Police
Surinterest.
bitterly
opposed
to
ratification
of
the
cism of the railroads."
In taxing life Insurance policies
FOSTER-MILE URN CO. BUFFALO. N. Y.
round Their Retreat.
Councillor Frothlngham, of HaverNicaraguan treaty, will try to"*pre"Yes," replied the weary statesman;
Johannesburg, South Africa.—The verit action at this session, believing eight cents for each $100 the bill pro"I'm tired of having them criticize my bill won another Republican nominavides
that
policies
issued
on
the
inmotives.- Let 'em criticize somebody's tion against a field of three in the gang of desperadoes, under the leader- that delay means defeat for Mr.
ship of a man named Jackson, who Bryan's proposition. He charges that dustrial or weekly payment plan the
5th district.
locomotives."
Daniel E. Denney of Worcester won indirectly were the cause of the killing the Nicaraguan Government Is domi- tax will be 40 per cent, of the first!
weekly premium, the company to pay
a Republican councillor nomination of General Jacobus Hendrick de La nated by New York bankers, with the
Queer Talk.
the tax. The tax will not apply to
in the 7th district, defeating E. ft. Rey, the noted Boer general, came to aid of United .States marines.
"So poor old Bill has gone under."
Nine times In ten 'when the liver Is
any "fraternal beneficiary society, or
Democrats a dramatic end. They took refuge in
"Yes, they say his business is going P. Guy, a brother of
order, or farmers' purely locad co- right the stomach and bowels are right.
a
cave
on
East
Rand,
which
the
police
9,000 ULSTERMEN VOLUNTEER.
Councillor Guy of Quincy.
an."
operative company or association, or CARTER'S LITTLE
Former Mayor Dunne of Waltham surrounded.
employes' relief associations operated LIVER FILLS
The
outlaws
offered
to
surrender
Of
the
Number
More
Than
Half
Are
won
the
Democratic
senatorial
nomi8ICK DOCTOR
on the lodge system or local co-opera- gentlybutfirmlycom<
nation in the 6th Middlesex district- their ^weapons to Jackson's wife. The
| Proper Food Put Him Right,
From City of Belfast
tion plan organized and conducted pel a lazy liver
defeating Warren L. Bishop of Way- woman entered the cave and Jackson
Belfast.—Nine thousand Ulster vol- solely by the members for their ex- do its duty.
shot her. The leader and his two unteers were enrolled in the ranks
Cures ConThe food experience of a physldaa land.
clusive benefit and not for profit."
stipation, InJulius Garst of Worcester, a former companions then committed suicide.
of recruits tor the army during the
in his own CM* when worn and weak
Purely co-operative or mutual Are digestion.
last two weeks. Belfast contributed insurance companies carried on by Nek
from sickness and when seeding nour- senator, defeated a field of three for
5,000 of this number.
FEDERAL AID IN GOLD POOL.
the Republican Worcester senatorial
ishment the worst way. Is valuable!
members solely for protection of their
«
There is great war enthusiasm own property and not tor profit will and Distress After Eating.
"An attack of grip, so severe it came nomination.
Senator William A, L. Bazeley, who
near making an end of me, left my
SMALL PIfcL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.
Washington.—After an all-day con- among the Ulster volunteers and it is be exempt.
•tomach in such condition I could not has been lighting the Schuster com- ference between the Federal Reserve expected that 3,000 more will enlist
Genuine moat bear Signature
during
the
coming
week.
retain any ordinary food. I knew Of bination in the Blackstone valley, de- Board and a committee of Bankers, it
LONE BANDIT ROBS BANK.
feated
Cornelias
Day.
course that I most have food nourishwas virtually agreed that the Board
Herbert E. Cummings, who was a will approve the bankers' proposal tor
ment or I could never recover.
JAPANESE IN KIAO-CHOW.
Locks Cashier In Vault and Motors
"I began to take four teaspoonfdli Progressive In the last Legislature, the raising of a $100,000,000 gold fund
Away With $1,300.
of Grape-Nuts and cream three times won the straight Republican senator- to be used In meeting American obli- Cavalry Captures Station and a Train,
Kansas City. Mo.—Armed with a
Mr1-. S.A.Allen's
a day and for 1 weeks this was almost ial nomination in the Worcester. gations to Europe. This fund will be
Tokio Says.
pistol,
but
unmasked,
a
bandit
my only food. It tasted so delicious Hampden district
in addition to the $80,000,000 raised
Hair Cclor Restorer
Toklo. — An official announcement entered the People's State Bank
that I enjoyed it immensely and my
by the New York bankers' syndicate was made that the Japanese troops
at Dodson, a suburb, locked Hugh
stomach handled it perfectly from the THREE BRITISH CRUISERS SUNK. to meet New York's city's obligations in co-operation with the Japanese
Moore, assistant cashier, in a- vault,
first mouthful. It was so nourishing
across the Atlantic.
fleet landed to the east of Tsing-tao, and escaped in a metor car with
I was quickly built back to normal Attacked by German Submarines and'
Probably $25,000,000 of the total and within the German leased terri- $1,300.
health and strength.
Sent to Bottom.
amount will be asked tor at once and tory of Khio-ehow.
A customer later entered the bank
•"Grape-Nuts is of great value as food
London—The silence of the British members of the Board are confident
The announcement says that. Jap- and released Moore, who shouted the
to sustain life during serious attacks authorities regarding naval opera- that such a sum will provide sufficient anese cavalry captured Kiao-chow combination of the lock through the
in which the stomach is so deranged tions in the North Sea has been sud- to meet all demands.
station and seized a railway train. vault door.
tt cannot digest and assimilate other denly broken by the announcement
20
YEARS
FOR
TRAIN
BANDIT.
foods.
REOPENS
ADVANCE RATE CASE.
of a disaster to the British navy,
DEFER PEACE STAMP ISSUE.
"I am convinced that were Grape- which, according to official InformaNuts more widely used by physicians, tion, has suffered the loss of three Pleads Guilty to Murder in Connec- Commerce Board Will Begin Hearings Postofflce Officials Decide Time Is
it would save many lives that are oth- armored cruisers, sunk by Germsti ' tlon With New Haven Hold-up.
on October 19.
Unpropltious.
New York.—Charles Steward Parerwise lost from lack of nourishment* submarines.
Washington.—The Interstate ComWashington.—Plans of the Postnell,
the
Brooklyn
young
man'
who
shot
Name given by Postum Co, Battle
merce Commission decided to reopen iiffice Department to issue postage
The victims of this brilliant stroke
Creek, Mich.
on the part of the German fleet art. three persons in an attempt to hold up the Eastern advance-rate case, and stamps bearing the American and
The most perfect food in the world. the Cressy, the Aboukir and the the passengers of a New York, New will begin hearings here on October British flags to commemorate the 100th
Haven & Hartford Railroad express 19.
Trial of Grape-Nuts and cream 10 days Hogue, sister ships.
anniversary of peace between the two
train, from Boston, just outside the
In its formal order the Commission countries has been indefinitely deferproves, d "There's a Reason."
The vessels had a displacement
Look In pkgs. for the little book, of "12,000 tons, were 440 feet long, 69.5 New York city limits, on the night of says that pending the rehearing and red. Postmaster General Burleson sc
July 25, was sentenced to not less further order of the Commission, the notified Representative Bartholdt, ot
"The Road to Well ville."
s;
feet wide and drew 26 feet of watei.
than 20 years in prison. Parnell plead- Commission's report, findings, and Missouri, who had represented t'a^t It
Kvrr reed tfe* above letter? A B*w
one oppenr* from time to time. They Each one had a complement of 755 ed guilty to murder in the secoud de- orders heretofore
entered therein would be injuuloious to issue such a
■ro genulao, true, aad fall of fe.tt.ON men Including officers and crew.
Renews I our \ outhful Appearanctgree.
shall remain in full force and effect. :eries during the European war.
later***.

ClflTCURrY
SOAP

Keep Down Uric Acid

DOAN'SV^JJV

Make the Liver
Do its Duty
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WEST BROOKFIELD.

West Brookfield golf club played Monson club, at the home links, Saturday,
and was defeated by them 15 to 9. The

Mr ami Mrs Walter E. Young are entei taming Mr and Mrs Peter Farrell of score: —
0
J. H. Nelson
L. C. Flynt
Springfield. •
0 W. E. Anderson
(i. A. Andrews
W. R. Traiil
Miss Genevieve Dean, Providence, is R. H. Cushman 0
0 G. W. Palfreyman
the guest of her sister, Mrs Eugene F. S. F. Cushman
R.
I. Olmstead
H. E, Kendall
Thacher, West Main-Street.
W. E. Anderson
C. I. Holden .
E. M. Honghton
"Miss Jessie h. Gilbert, Ragged hill, ia A. M. Walker
F. S- Brown
visiting her brother, Prof. Arthur W. G. H. Seymour
Frank Wells
R. E. ShanGilbert and family, Ithaca, N. Y.
W. H. McViear
R. P. Cushman
Mr and Mrs Myron A. Richardson re- E. R. Cook
J. A. Anderson
W. B. Hall
B.
P.
Anderson
turned, Friday, from their honeymoon
trip to New Haven, New York and New
9
15
Total,
Jersey.
other amuseTennis and cards
The Parish Auxiliary of the Congrega- ments. A dinner was served at noon by
tional church met at the home of Mrs John P. Cregan, West Brookfield, as
Philander Holmes, West street, Tuesday caterer, and during the afternoon refreshafternoon.
ments were served.
William A. Bassen, formerly of this
The auction sale of stock and tools of
town, but now of San Francisco, is the the Glen Echo and Indian Leap farms
guest of Napoleon Lucius and family was at Glen Echo farm on Wednesday.
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HOME
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Worcester County Institution For Savings

IN TERROR OF DEATH

MAILS DUE TO ABB.IVE.
A. M. 6.16- East and West.
B.80-- West.
P. Mi IS.46—East and West. ,

Incorporated 1828

By PEDRO DE ALARCON.

•

Corner Main and Foster Sts., Worcester, Mass.

"You know," said Manuel, "what a
sorrowful day tor Tarragona was the
28th of June, 1811.
But you can't Imagine the horrors
HARD TO MAKE OVER CITY
attending the taking of Jthe city.
Experiences of Centuries Old Towns
You did not see
Should Be Lesson to the
5,0 00 Spaniards
Builders of Today.
perish In ten
hours;
you did
The most hurried traveler along the
not see house*
tourist routes of Europe allows himand churches In
self time to note with a smile that
flames; you did
the "gates" which were once the versee unarmed old
itable entrance through the walls into
men and helpless
the city are now in the very heart of
women slaughthe city's bustling life.
tered
In
cold
Who does not know "Lud Gate" in
blood;
you
did
Lucius S. Woodis of North Brookfield London, now Ludgate Hill? Lud is
Lake street.
not see the modQuaboag Valley Social club conducted was auctioneer and Herman W. King, the name of a mythical king of Britesty of maidens,
a dance in town hall Saturday night, and East Longmeadow acted as bookkeeper. ain.
the dignity of maThe legend has it that this Lud laid
music was furnished by Plant's orches. The total receipts from the sale of Glen
trons, the sanothe foundation of London.
ShakesEcho farm livestock including 39 cows, 7
tra of Spencer.
tity of nun* outpeare preserves his memory In "Cymcalves,
two
oxen
and
two
horses
amounted
The position of cattle inspector for
PRESIDENT
raged.
beline:" "And on the gateB of Lud'a
to
«2»I0.33,
of
which
82819,33
came
from
"I saw It all! I saw the sick rise
West Brookfield will be made vacant by
town set your heads." This strong
TREASURER
the
sale
of
cattle.
The
top
notch
price
the removal of Dr. Windsor R. Smith to
gate In the western part of the city from the bed of Buffering, dragging
ASS'T TREASURER
for one cow was »163 paid by Charles D. is far enough removed from the west after them their sheets, like shrouds,
North Brookfield,
Sage, North Brookfield.
A yearling and is one of the busiest streets in to perish at the hands of foreign solMr and Mrs George"G. Glass and sons,
diers
on
the
threshold
over
which
the
heifer sold to F. D. Knowlton, Worcester, the world.
Paul and Harold Glass. South Barre, are
Blshopsgate—the bishop gate; Aid- day before had passed the Viaticum!
brought *85. The live stock from the
guests this week of Mr and Mrs George
Indian Leap farm owned by diaries K. gate—the old gate; Newgate—the new I saw lying in the street the. body of
H. Wrig it, Lake street.
The a woman they had slaughtered, and
Watson, including 8 cows and two work gate, all tell the same story.
%
Misses Helen and Phyllis Hauck, horses brought *384. A 1913 Ford tour- "gates" are found In the Innermost at her side her infant still nursing at
Knew HI* Colleague.
The real en- its dead mother'B breast
By virtue of a power of sale contained
Two Manhattan physicians were endaughters of Mr and Mrs Albert L. ing car was sold to Roy Banks, Belcher- recesses of the city.
"Dangerously wounded and unable Joying the breeze from the front seat in a certain mortgage deed given by John
trances to the city are many miles
Hauck, have become members of the town for *250.
Keith acted as caterer
to take further part In the conflict, I on the "hurricane deck" of a River- Cardin to Patrick B. Kellogg, dated the
away.
Congregational church choir.
for the crowd who soon cleaned him out
And what a higgledy-piggledy busi- fled to Clara's houBe.
side Drive buB one afternoon, when 20th day of March, A. D., 1882, recorded
Mrs W. E. Kendrick went to Worces- of food.
ness it ill Boxes of brick and stone.
"Full of anguish and terror, she part of their conversation was over- in the Worcester District Registry of
Deeds, in Book 1117, Page 98, assigned
ter to-day to attend the 40th anniversary
William Bassen, San Francisco, and In bewildering squares and parallel- ■tood at the window fearing for my heard. It ran like this: "I performed by said Patrick H. Kellogg to Arnold F.
of the State Normal school and take part Rose Isabel Lucius, West Brookfield were ograms and shapeless shapes of every life and risking her own to see me In an operation for appendicitis on the Wallace by assignment date 22nd day of
in the graduates re-union.
married in the parsonage of the Metho- fashion, stretch away into dim dis- case I should chance to pass through wife of a millionaire yesterday," said July, A. D., 1884, and recorded in said
tance, to straggle, to Jostle, or to de- the-street
the stouter of the pair. "Yes," said Registry, in Book 1178, Page 272, assigned
Dr. A. H. Miner and Mrs Miner of dist church, Warren, at 8 o'clock, Tuescay, as fate or fortune wills. There
'1 entered and fastened the door, the other. "What was she suffering by said Arnold F. Wallace to E. Sophia
Windsor, Vt., and Mrs James William- day night, by Rev. Arthur W. L. Nelson, Is not a city of any age in all Burope,
Kellogg by assignment dated 22nd day of
but my pursuers had already caught fromT"
son, Woodstock, Ct., are guests of Mr pastor of West Brookfield and Warren now touched by the progressive spirit,
July, A. V., 1884, and recorded in said
sight of jSlara—and she wa* *o beautiRegistry, in Book 1178, Page 273, assigned
and Mrs George H. Wright, Lake street. churches. The bride wore a travelling which has not been for the last 80
ful!
by said E. Sophia Kellogg to Loyal E.
Mildew
Stain*.
suit of blue.
Following the ceaemony years or will not be tor the next 30
"They saluted her with a roar of
Massachusetts AntrSaloon League will
Mildew »t*tn» are sometimes a Tarbell by assignment dated the first day
Mr and Mrs Bassen returned to West engaged in the titanic task of widen- savage Joy and a bunt of brutal laughof
June, A. D., 1887, and recorded in said
conduct a rally for national prohibition in
Brookfield, leaving for New York Wed- ing Its old streets and constructing ter. A moment more and the door source of great trouble, and are diffi- Registry, in Book 1240, Page 91| assiped
the Congregational church at 7.45 p. m.,
cult to remove unless you know Just by Ida F. Tarbell, administratrix ol the
would yield to the ax and the flame*.
new ones.
Friday. Rev. George A. Gordon, field nesday morning where they will call on
the right way. Rub a little soap over estate of said Loyal E. Tarbell to Rose
But at what cost must the men and We were lost!
the bride's brother, Paul E. Lucius, and
the mildew spots, and on top of thl* Morrison, by assignment dated the 15th
secretary of the state Anti-Saloon League
women
of
an
unwalled
and
ungated
"Clara's mother, carrying to her
from there go to San Francisco, where
will address the meeting.
city today make the place of their arm* her year-old babe, led u* to the a little chalk and lemon Juice. If the day of July A. D. 1898, and recorded in
they will make their home. Mrs Bassen
garment is then put out in the sun said registry in Book 1888, Page 603,
habitation habitable!
Peter Dargon, Chicopee, has bought
cistern or reservoir of the house,
is the only daughter of Mr and Mrs Nafor a couple of hours and afterward* assigned by eaid Rose Morrison to John
which
was
very
deep
iand
which
wa*
the real estate on the Warren road, aswasheg In the usual way the spot* 8. 0. Smith and Eleanor R. W. Smith
poleon Lucius, Lake street.
She is a
now
dry,
as
no
rain
bad
fallen
for
sevby assignment dated the 16th day of
sessed to Octave Fountain. The property
member of Forrest Chapter, 0. E., 8. of ADVANCE IN CITY LIGHTING. eral months, and there we concealed will disappear..
March, A. D., 1899, and recorded in said
is assessed for $2600. Mr Dargon plans
Warren and West Brookfield Grange.
Registry to Book 1866, Page 603, aligned
ourselves.
to remodel the house for a hotel, and will
Hanging
Arc
Lamps
so
Installed
That
by
said John S. 0. Smith to Elisabeth
The groom is in the employ of the govern"The child I have spoken of, whose
Limit of. Hopefulness.
They Add to Instead of Detractlay out a golf course on the land.
Bartlett, by assignment dated the .28th
ment, being clerk in the supply departname wa* Miguel, was Clara's brother.
And some people count their chick- day of October, A. D., 1907, and recording From Appearance.
Herbert Woodward, 9 years old, son of ment of the U. S. Marine Corps, stationed
"In the cistern we four might find
ed in said Registry, in Book 1866, Page
ens before the eggs are laid.
Mr and Mrs Charles Woodward, North at San Francisco. He was formerly of
602, and assigned by said Elizabeth BartMany of the old installations of safety. Seen from the yard the cistern
Main St., fell from a tree Friday after- this town but left here 16 years ago.
lett to Sarah L. Smith by assignment
hanging arc
lamps are even uglier seemed a simple well. The French
dated the 28th day of October, A. D.,
noon and received a compound fracture
than the incandescents. The old arcs would think we had made our escape
1907, and recorded in said Registry in
above and below the elbow of his right
are usually suspended above the street by the roof.
Newspaper Imagination.
TO SETTLE AN ESTATE
Book 1866, Page 604, will be sold at Pub"They
soon
declared
that
such
wa*
i arm. Small bones near the elbow were
on a tangle of wires and cables where
ery desirable house and barn sltnated on St. lic Auction, on the premises on the
n St.; corner lot houae has (even rooms1 to twenty-sixth day of October. A. D.,1914,
In these days of wild rumors and sensa- they glare and sputter the long night the ease, uttering horrible oaths while
* broken.
they rested themselves In the shady good repair, with gas. etc. Good garden, aever- at ten o'clock in the forenoon, all and
tional headlines, it is little wonder the through. But modern engineering an*
Edward Mulvey, son of Mr and Mrs
yard', to the center of which was the Sfrnrttrees. excellentpla«lor raiBlnghons, singular, the premises conveyed,by said
etc For particulars Inquire of »
public appreciates the Boston Evening modern love of the beautiful, as well
John Mulvey, Winter St., collided with
mortgage deed, to wit:—A certain parcel
cistern.
«a»
P. J- DANIELS
Transcript's policy of always adhering to as the utility of a lighting system,
of land with dwelling house thereon situ"Ye«,
we
were
saved!
Clara
bound
an auto driven by Minot Wood, Ware,
have changed all this. The new sysits high standard of news service to the
ated on the Easterly side of Forest street
t- last Friday night.
Young Mulvey was
tems of axo lighting are nothing like up my bleeding hand, her mother
FOR RENT
public. There are no big headlines based
all on second floor in North Brookfield, bounded and deslaciug up the sidewalk with another boy
the if A. The lamps are not hang above nursed Miguel, and I, although I wa* fSNEMBNToHroonu,
with wood, ooal, and toilet, situated on cribed as follows, to wit,
on unconfirmed rumors. Carefully edited the street but crown the tops of orna- shivering from the chill which had
Beginning at the Northwesterly corner
and reached the corner of Main and
Grant Street. Also an 8 room cottage on wuand analyzed news, invaluable to those mental standards placed alternately followed the fever caused by my lowSt. Towu water to both £laoe.^D][K
thereof, thereon Easterly by land formerChurch'streets just as the auto came
who want the real facts of the war, is up and down the street There are no wound, smiled with happiness.
ly of Benjamin Dean four rods to a stake
4 Grant 8t. North Brookfleld.
around the corner. In the collision, he
"At this moment w* noticed that the
and stone, thence Southerly by land
given each day. Many new readers have hanging wires in sight, no sharp
received several contusions about the
formerly of Alden Bateheller four rods to
soldiers,
wishing,
doubtless,
to
slake
WANTED
been added to the Transcript's circulation points of light to dazzle the eyes, no
back and arms and wrenched his back.
a stake and stone, thence Westerly by
their
thirst,
were
trying
to
draw
water
WASHING
and
Ironing.
Will
call
and
delivbecause they appreciate the character of flicker and sputter. Instead of sharp,
er. MBS CBOBBY, Ayres St.. .North Baid Bateheller land four rods to a stake
from the cistern to which we were
The Y. P. S. C. E. of the Congrega- its news and the way it is presented.
If penetrating rays of bluish light the
Brookfleld.
and stone, thence northerly by said For- tional church met in the Chapel at 7 you appreciate all the news that is real new luminous arc lamps give a flood concealed.
est street four rods to the first mentioned
"Picture
to
yourselve*
our
anguish
comer, containing about 16 Bquare rods
o'clock Sunday night.
Miss Dorothy news, not scare heads, supplemented by of soft, white light which is many
FOR BALE
._ Cows, more or less, being the same premises
at this Instant!
TWO Young High Grade Hototeln
Smith was elected corresponding secre- many features as interesting as those of times more efficient and more economfreshen soon.
D. tJ. w.STHEBJCIX.
"We drew aside tb make way for the
conveyed to said John Cardin by sam
ical than the light from the old lamps.
tary to fill the vacancy caused by the ab- any magazine, you should give the EvenNew Braintree, Mass.
Patrick H. Kellogg by deed dated 20th
The wire and oables are all under- bucket which descended until It
sence of Miss Edith L. Gilbert.
Arthur ing Transcript a trial. All requests for
day of March A. D., 1882, and duly reground, where they are safe and do touched the floor.
LOST
H. Brigham will act as president for the sample copies are filled on receipt bj the
"Srhe bucket was drawn up again.
not mar the natural beauty of the
TI7ATCH Chain, on Monday, September 7, in corded in said Registry. Terms cash.
remaining half of the year in place of Boston Transcript Company, BoBton, street. Shade trees do not have to be
" 'The well Is dry!' cried the sol- % North Brookfleld, between the home of
SARAH L. SMITH.
Qoftree W. Lane and A. C. Biles
Bltos, watch chain,
Miss Florence E. Gilbert, who with' her Mass.
Squire
with red setting. Valuable u>
diers.
Assignee of said Mortgageout down or trimmed until they die.
. B charm
cha
Very
liberal
rewari
ARLrR0BWS8
"
'There
must
be
water
upstair*
I
loser.
sister Edith is attending school in Ithaca,
Sept. 18, 25, Oct. 2B
88-2*
exclaimed one.
120 Salem St., Worcester,
N. Y.
Hints on Concrete Road Building.
NEW BRA1NTREE.
"
'They
are
going
away!'
we
all
said
Sprinkling the wearing surface of
Patrick J. Lancton, aged 58 years, 3
to ourselves.
i
NOTICE
Col. and Mrs A. S. Towar have been concrete roads 'during the construction
months and 2 days, died in the home of
All persona who have left watches for repairs
"What if they should be concealed
period must be practically continuous
at
the
teweliy
store
of the late William E.
Mr and Mrs Charles W. Chickering, guests of Mrs 8, W. Wetherell.
By virtue of a power of sale contained
on hot days unless there is some mois- to this well!' cried a voice In Catalan. Hnbbs will please call upon Geo. R. Hamant,
in a certain mortgage deed given by John
It was a renegade!—a Spaniard Gilbert St., for "^'^Sj&T, Adm.
North street, at 11.10 o'clock, Saturday
Mr and Mrs J. Arthur Barr of West ture-retaining medium present Recent
B. Cardin to Rose Morrison, dated the
night of tuberculosis. Mr Lancton was a Brookfield visited in town last week.
North Brookfleld, Mass., Sept. 4, MM.
observations of a number of pieces of who had betrayed us!
seventh day of February, A. D., 1898,
What nonsense!' responded the
96
native of West Brookfield. He was formand recorded in the Worcester District
The state road from the store to the road construction, on which contract- Frenchman; 'they couW not have goterly a shoe operative. He is survived by
Registry of Deeds in Book 1572, Page 102,
ors new to the work were engaged,
residence of C. A. Gleason is finished.
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS assigned by eaid Rose Morrison to John
indicate that the inspector is having ten down there So suddenly!'
a brother, Timothy Lancton, Brockton.
That
is
true,"
responded
the
reneS.
0. Smith and another by assignment
M» H. A. Pepper and Mrs W. J. Gray his hands full in getting the "wettingWOBOESTEB IS,
PBOBATB COO*
The funeral was Tuesday forenoon from
To the heirs at law, next of kin. creditors dated 15th day of March A. D., 1899,
.Sacred Heart church. Undertaker Dan- and son Otis spent last Tuesday at Leom- down" specifications' properly adhered gade.
They did not know that the cistern and,11 otherperso- l»«re.tedto Restateof and recorded in said Registry in Book
to. Where earth is available a generCbarui HlrbSurrTaT. of North Brookfleld
iel F. Kennedy of Brookfield had charge. ihster.
1866. Page 502, assigned by aaid John B.
could be entered by an underground
Int*»*tat8;
.- .. „ C. Smith to Elizabeth Bartlett by assignBorn, Saturday, Sept. 19, a son, Lin- ous layer thrown on makes an excelpassage,
whose
door
or
trap,
carefully
Delegates of the Sunday school of the
ment dated 28th day of October A. D..
wood Bryant, to Mr and Mrs Henry lent cover and holds water well. Some concealed in the floor of a dark cellar,
1907, and recorded in said Registry uf
Congregational church were elected at the
careful road builders in the West, reoWhitcomb.
Book 1866, Page 602, and assigned by
ognlzing the value of curing concrete somewhat distant from the *ouse, it coster without giving a snrety on her bond,
noon session of the school on Sunday to
Mrs Walter Allen has.left her summer under water, have made earth dams would be almost Impossible to discov- ^"i'are herebycSSl to appear at a Probate said Elizabeth Bartlett to Sarah L. Smith
. attend the Convention of the Three Rivers
Conrt to be held at Worcester i; said County by assignment dated 28th day gf October
home to spent the winter at Newton along the edges of concrete roads and er. We had, however, committed the of
Worcester, on the thirteenth day of Ootober, A. D., 1907, and recorded in Bald RegisDistrict of the Massachusetts Sunday
divided the road longitudinally Into a Impudence of locking the iron grating A D 19H. at nine o'oloek in the forenoon, to
Highlands.
schools at Warren on Friday. The delewhich cut off the communication be- show cause, it any you have, why the same try in Book 1866, Page 502, will be sold
series
of
pools.—Engineering
Record,
at Public Auction on the premises on the
Mr Geo. E. Titus of, Boston has been
gates include—Mrs Robert B. Davis, Miss
tween the clBtern and the passage, and ' AndVam S&K& is hereby directed to give Iwenty-Birth day of October, A. D., 1914,
notice thereof, by publishing thto oltaHelen P. Sbackley, Isaac N. Jones, and the guest of his brother, J. H. Titus, at
we could not open it without making a public
tlononce in each week, for three successive at ten of the clock in the forenoon all and
Boy Scouts Guarding Trees.
Rev. John H. Hoffman, also Charles H Summit farm.
weeks in the North Krooln.ld Journal a news- singular the premises conveyed by said
Philadelphia boy scouts are doing great deal of noise.
pobli-hed In Noith Brookfleld the last
Bell, superintendent of the school.
Miss
"At this moment the babe Miguel paper
Ralph and Leslie Shedd and Donald yeoman service in guarding the trees
publication to be oue «ay at least before aatd mortgage deed, to witj-^-A certain parcel
of land situated on ttie Easterly side of
Mary J. Holt was appointed to report the France have returned to Middleburylcol
of the city from the caterpillar pest began to cry.
Witness,
William T. PorbM, Esquire, Judge Forrest street, in North Brookfield,
"But at his first whimper his mother
convention.
lege, Vermont.
i
"--—
of said Court, this twenty- tniul Jay °r Sep- bounded and described as follows:
and other harm for which laws can be
silenced the sounds that threatened tember, in the year one thousand nine hundred
Beginning at the Northwesterly corner
The town schools closed on Thursday to enforced to prevent mischief to forest*
West Brookfield Golf club has received
to betray our hiding place, pressing and fourteen HARRY H. ATWOOD, Register thereof, thence Easterly by laud of P. *.
and trees. The same plan is also beallow
the
teachers
Jand
scholars,a|chanoe
notice to the effect, that alter October 1st,
the
infant's
tender
face
into
her
X.
Potvin, thence Southerly by land
ing carried on in Burlington, Vt. It
.the present occupants of the homestead, to attend the Barre fair,
formerly of John Ellery, thence WesterIs an excellent idea to enlist the serv- bosom.
COMMONWEALTH
OF
MASSACHUSETTS
ly by other iand of said P- F. X. Potvin
"'Did you hear that?' cried some
Misses Alice J. and Grace C. White, do
Charles W. Tyler of Williston, Vt., at- ices of the boys in these preservative
Wnii-mn as
PBJIBAT* COURT to said street, thence Northerly by said
not desire to have the club use their tended the Barre fair. on Thursday and methods and teach them by this one in the yard above.
To «hh.Mf at law. next of klu and all other street to the place of beginning, contain"
'I
heard
nothing,'
responded
one
of
perrons inter, sted In tbe estate of Josephine C.
grounds. The club is given 30 days no- has been in town, renewing old acquaint- means to love and care for the trees,
Terms
Whiting, late of North Brookfleld In said Oonn- ing about 12 rods rnore or less.
tice in which to remove its property from ances.
which the average olty bdy only en- the soldiers.
j '"Let us listen," said the renegade. WWhereas, 'a certain Instrument purportin. ito °a8h'
- SARAH L 8MITH,
the grounds.
The buildings on the IP Word has been received of the death of joys for shade or as' a convenient obbe the last will and testament of said deceased
"Three horrible minutes passed.
Assignee of Baid Mortgage.
has beena prei
presented to «»id cour , for probate,
grounds include a clubhouse and there is Mrs Minnie Harrington Davis in Fiteh- ject from which to obtain a stick.
~- w»o
who prarsttaf
pravs that letters
"Miguel struggled to get his voice, by John|W.<
Sept. 18, 26, Oct. SB
w7Cuinmlyg»
an excellent tennis court. The member- burg, where she had made her home since
the will annexed may.be
and the more closely his mother ofadmlalatratloliwia
No Cause for Interference.
lined te him or iVme oiber suitable pe-sun
ship of the club is in the Brookfields, the death of her husband, Charles H.
no executor being named in said will.
"NO TRESPASS" NOTICES.
However brave the policemen are, pressed his face into her bosom.
Vou are hereby olteu o appear at a Probate
Warren, Ware and Spencer.
"'It must have, been an echo!" ex- Court,
Davis, treasurer of the bank of Armenia, they are careful about not breaking
to be belli at Worce-ter, in wid County
of Worcester on the aixth day of ootober. A.D.
A patrol claimed the soldiers.
It will be necessary for the W^, B. 4 S. N. Y., who died 6 years ago. Mrs Davis the laws and ordinances.
lu .he forenoon, to sbow or posting In the open air.
"'Yes, that was it!' assented the Katntoeo'ctook
catuu), I? wyoojiave, why the same should
St. Ry Co. to change the location o( it»> passed away suddenly the 16th of this man was kicking his feet down on the
JOOSHAi. Ofllc* North Brookfleld
renegade.
tracks along the new.atreteh of state road , month, aged 63 years.
She called on lake front in Chicago, so a story run*,
"And £"pttttk,nw U to-^MU&Pflg'
■
"And
they
took
their
departure,
and
notice thereof, bj publishing tbia oltanow under construction. The company friends in this and adjoHfing towns, the when an excited citisen ran up to hint we could hear the noise of their steps Dublin
FOK fttMT
ftnnSine in each week, for three successive
and cried: "Say, hurry up!
A mas
WNks n the 5«* Brooitfleld Journal, answs. FINE Upper Tenement of seven rooms In Buiis raising its tracks to the level of the | last week in August. She was the daugh
and
the
clanking
of
their
saber*
(lowly
lard house on cushlnglStj-steam taeatjlbathpawbul&htaI
to North Brpokttad, the last
has Just Jumped oft the pier!"
room,
etc.
Apply
macadamized road, and will later move j tor of the late Nathaniel Harrington, a
KwSttontobeoiwday.Bt leaat, before said room, etc.
Apply »%erb«rtE.Conimloga,
"With bis clothes on?" asked the dying in the direction of the gate.
foort and bv inaUlng, postpaid, or delivering North Brookfleld.
them 20 feet south, beginning opposite lite-long resident of this town.
Mrs L>s"The
danger
wa*
passed!
i°eopj
of
tbLSSSon'
OT™
p™>«.inofficer.
"But, alas! Our deliverance had terested to Uu •»!*«•, seven days at least before
the house of Mrs Laurinda Fales, to east vis leaves a son, Robert, of Fitchburg; a
"Yes—Wily dressed. Hurry!"
FOB wENT
B
Wlt*ss?'winj»jaT. Forbes, tequire. Judge
of the home of Charles H. Allen. Work sister, Mrs Ellen Grant; and a niece, Mrs
rent on
"What do you wast me to do? There some too late.
rent
"Baby Miguel neither cried nor of «STmn"SS twelfth dayoJ •>J>»S",>^
is progressing on the macadam road, un- Martha RoundsGilbert of Los Angeles; alnt no ordinance against a man
tart!? y^twe UwaSid "toe hundred and
der the direction of Eugene F. Tbacher. a brother, George of. the South Terminal swlmmnV a* Mat •»«-*• property struggled now.
fourteen.
"ajjjgarf H. ATWOOD, BeglMsr.
North Brookfleld
"He was dead?"
Charles Chapman is to have 800 cartloads station, Boston. Also a nephew, Harry
B*pt.M,SJ,Oot.t,tt«
of dirt from the road.
' White of Fitehburg.

I

2J0»-West

1

4.0O—East.
7.06—East and West.
MAILS CLOSE.
A. M. 6.00—West.
6.46—East.
11.30—East and West.
P. M. lXW-WMt.
4.40—Bast.
6.00—East and West.
Mails for Bast Brookfleld are despatched at
6.4*A.M., 11.30A. M. and I P.M. Halls from
East Brookfleld are received at »M A. M. and
6.10 P.M.
Package mails are despatched twice daily as
follows£-n.B0 A. M. Eaat and North, 6 P. M.
West and South.
Malls for the Rural Delivery ia closed at 8.16
A. M. and received at 1 JO P. M.
The ofBoe hours will be:—8 30 A. M. to 8 P. M.
Holidays, 6 JO to 9.30 A. M. and 6 to 6 P. M.
JOHN HOWE, Postmaster,
PAUL M. KEANEY, Aunt.

Largest and oldest Savings Bank in Worcester
County.

126,249,104.01 has been paid _ depositors in 172
regular and 8 extra dividends.
Money put on interest the first day of January,
April, July and October.
Dividends payable January 15 and July 15.
Accounts may be opened by deposits of three dollars to one thousand.
Hours: 9 to 5; Saturdays, 9 to 1.

NORTH BROOKFIELD.

Deposits and Withdrawals by mail will receive prompfattention.

The Phenix Linen Mills are getting under way.
Christain

SAMUEL B. WOODWARD,
ALBERT Lfc STRATTON,
ERNEST RUSSELL,

M0RT6A8EES' SALE OF REAL ESTATE.

w^y.p^u^utoes^r.ts.-'a.

Convention

at

Miss Mary Minns has returned from
St. Vincent's'hospital.,
First meeting of the Appleton Club,
Wednesday, Oct. 7. Spain.
The W. C. T. U. will meet with Mrs
Skerry, Friday, Oct. 2, at 3 p. m.
Rev. E. L. Judge passed the 15th anniversary of MB ordination this week.

M0RT6A6EE'S SALE OF REAL ESTATE.

FOR SALE

Endeavor

Warren, to-day.

Mr and Mrs C. Dwight Briggs, of Elmira, N. T., are visiting hiB mother, Mrs
Sanford Briggs.
Howard Newman, Elm street, and Miss
Esther Johnson will be married Saturday, Sept. 26.
Bom, Thursday, Sept. 24, a daughter,
Deborah, to Mr and Mrs Arthur J. Wills
of South Main St.
The Cummings smile was broader than
ever 'vV'edtnesday morning, and with good
reason. 444 did it.
New slate boards have been put in at
the high school to replace the former
wooden blackboards.
The Appleton Club does not serve refreshments at its meetings, nor does the
Young Woman's Club play whist.
E. C. Mason, agent of the American
Express Company, is on his vacation,
and Fred H. Gates is tilling bis place.
The board of Management of the D. A.
R. Chapter will meet with Mrs M. JB.
Bishop, Saturday, bept. 26, at 3 p. m.
Regular meeting of the Chapter Oct. 3.
1

The Young Woman's Club will give an
evening with J. Whitcomb Riley, at the
Chapel of the Congregational church, on
Tuesday evening, Oct. 6.
Admission 10
cents.
•
Rev. Mr Budd will take for his Sunday
morning subject—"The Unknown God,"
preceded by a talk to the boys and girls.
In the evening his subject will be—"The
Perils of Solitude."
Louis Dridinski, aged 20, lost,four fingers in a calender machine at the B4S
factory yesterday. Dr. Ludden dressed
the wound and the sufferer was taken to
St. Vincent's hospital.
Mrs Helen Luther has rented the store,
No. 11 Summer street, formerly occupied
by Mr Hobbs, the jeweller, where she will
open on or before Oct. 1, a first class
hair-dressing establishment..
*
Frederic Earle Whittaker, Attorney-atlaw, Woonsocket, R. I., chief deputy,
No. 22, ol Ancient Order of United
Workmen of Massachusetts,—visited the
local lodge Monday evening, Sept. 14.
George Brown, who has been employed
in the laboratory o the B. & R Rubber
Company left this week to enter the Pratt
Institute of Technology in Brooklyn, N.
' Y. His successor is George L. Poland of
Walnut street.
Stephen B. Mahoney has entered Dartmouth college. Miss Gwendolyn Burnham has entered The Emerson School of
Oratory, Boston, and Miss Mona McCarthy has registered with the White Entertainment Bureau, Boston.
- The Ladies Aid of the M. E. church
will hold a rummage sale in their vestry
Wednesday, Oct. 15, at 3 o'clock.
Any
one having anything they would like to
contribute may leave it with Mrs
Maney, Mrs Goodrich or Mrs Keeler.
Rev Mr Swearingin of Delavan, O.,
addressed a small but appreciative audience at the Congregational church, last
evening on National Prohibition, and
4184 was pledged by those present toward
the fund in aid of the effort now being
made to carry the whole country for pro
hibitiqn.
'
The first meeting of the Appleton Club
lor the twenty-sixth season will be"" held
Wednesday evening, Oct. 7, at the home
of the president, Mr Horace J. Lawrence,
Elm street. Spain will be- the country
studied this year; and a very attractive
.program has been arranged, giving rath,
er more of a variety than in some past
jears.
At the Grange meeting Oct. 1, the First
Degree will be worked by the regular
officers, and the Second by the men's
degree team.
There will be a discussion—"Are Women's Clubs a menace to
.the home, led by Addie Stoddard. Paper
The hen as a business proposition by Jessie S, Topping. . Discussion, Best breeds
of Fowl for egg production and table use,
A. h. Newman and Erne Eames.
An
orchestra will furnish music under direction/of Silence E. Bush.

The Young Woman's Club had a very "Veterans of the Old Fifteenth Massachusetts Meet in Worcester.
enjoyable party on the broad piazza at
the home of Mrs F. Arthur Fullam Tuesday evening, with some 30 present.
The 4flth annual reunion of Company
The North Brookfield Brotherhood will F association of the old 15th MassachuTesume its meetings, Monday evening, setts Regiment was held at the Warren
Oct. 12, at the Chapel.
The plan pro- Hotel, Worcester, Thursday, Sept. 17, to
posed for this season is to have a supper commemorate the 52nd anniversary of
early, and the speaker to follow, rather the battle of Antietam, where Co. F,
than the reverse as has been the custom. which was recruited in the Brookfields,
An effort will be made to largely increase lost 13 killed and 20 wounded out of 49
the paid membership this season, so that muskets.
There were present, Warren A. Walka profitable and enjoyable program may
er, president; Josiah C. Converse secrebe presented.
Mrs George R. Doane left home yester- tary and treasurer; Artemus I. Ward,
day to attend the funeral in Detroit, of Merritt A. Towne, Henry H. Slayton,
her sister-in-law, Sarah S. Jackson, wife Col. Edmund J. Russell, Fred E. Bullard,
of Dr. H. H. Jackson.
Mrs Jackson Col. Henry E. Smith, David Reekie, Alwill be remembered by many who met bert H. Foster, John Brown, veteran of
her last summer during a long visit here. the Company and George A. Ward, honTen of the veterans
Dr. and Mrs Jackson celebrated their orary member.
golden wedding anniversary on Friday, present went out in 1861 with the origiSept. 4.
Mrs Doane was met by her nal company. These officers were elected : —President, Col. Henry E. Smith, of
brother at Albany, last night.
Worcester; vice president, David Reekie
Since 1911 it has been the custom in
of Leominstar; secretary-treasurer, Josimany places to observe the birthday of
ah O. Converse of North Brookfield;
our much loved modern western poet,
directors, Col. E. J. Russell of Leicester;
James Whitcomb Riley, which falls on
Warren A. Wal»er of Auburn, and Capt.
Oct. 6. It is to be observed this year by
David M. Earle of Worcester.
the Young Woman's club with a public
Chas. J. Pomeroy, "mine'host" of thr
entertainment to be given in the Chapel
on Tuesday evening, Oct. 6, at 8 o'clock. Warren, served an extra fine dinner and
He
The entertainment will consist of songs, was given a hearty vote of thanks.
instrumental music, recitations, readings shows his consideration of the value he
sets upon the services of these veterans
and tableaux.
to their country and their flag, by always
News was received this morning of the
having extensive decorations in the prideath at South Manchester, Conn., yesvate dining room, of flags and bunting.
terday, of Rev. Jacob A. BiddleJ the first
President Walker presided at the speakrector of Christ Memorial church. Rev.
ing. Col. Russell Baid be came to the
Mr Biddle was here for two years, "living
Warren with gladness because be knew
in the house of Mr Charles E. Bateheller,
tbey would be well housed and so far as
Summer St., It was through his efforts
his comrades would allow him, he would
that the parish acquired the present reclike to be their host. He referred to his
tory, but on account of continued poor
advancing years and the care he exercised
health he was obliged to give up his work
over his health, although, he said, he
here before it was occupied.
The funerkriew he would bring down the condemal will be held to-morrow.
nation of Henry Slayton, who has said
One of the pleasantest features of the he will not tolerate remarks on "growing
first day of the Barre fair was seen in the old." He read a most affectionate and
class of gentlemen's driving horses, in
cordial letter from Capt. David M. Earle
which the chestnut mare, Gail, owned at Washington, D. 0., whose duties as
and driven by Mr Brainerd H. Smith of
Messenger at the U. S. Senate Chamber,
North Brookfield, easily took the honors, prevented his attendance.
Col. Russell
being adjudged perfect in conformation read an impressive poem which he Baid
(which counted 50 points) manner (30 had been mailed him by unknown perpoints) and speed-(20 points).
Promi- sons.
nent horsemen declared her to be "about
It was noted that Charlie N. Holmes
the finest type of animal for the road that one of the best beloved comrades who
has been seen in Worcester county for a had been with them many years, coming
long time, and about the nicest-gaited
from Kittery, Me., has passed sway.
that has been at the Barre fair for many Edward F. Rice of Spencer is another
years." Gail and her driver drew out who has died in the year.
Comrade
great applause from the onlookers, both Slayton attempted a story and after good
on the'packed grandstand and in the natured bantering, was decided out of
field.
order.
Not disturbed in the> least, he
gave the story which he entitled "Out of
Result of The Primaries.
Order," and by common consent it was
Conceded he was correct.
Slayton'B wit
Governor McCall 101.
Lieut. Gov., and dry humor is a big feature of Com•Cashing 51, Goetting 49, Stevens 19. pany F>s reunions.
Col. Smith made
Secretary, Brier 32, Kinney 11, Langtry acknowledgement of the honor conferred
48.
Treasurer, Burrill 42, Pierce 57. upon him by his election as president for
Auditor, Cook 78, Monette 17.
Atty. the coming year. He referred to the awGen., Attwillie, CurtinC Hallowell 6, ful European war as a setback to civilizaHiggins 13, Stiles 62.
Congressman, tion.
Paige 98. Couneiilor, Denny 78, Guy 23,
Fred Bullard with ruddy cheeks and
Bemis 1.
active mentality was the centre af attenSenator, Herbert E. Cummings 137. tion, when after being urged he spoke 0!
William J. Sessions 14.
Representative, hiB experience at Antietam "I am going
Tarbell, 104. Mr Cummings also received to be frank enough," said Fred "to ack6 on the Progressive ballot.
nowledge that I do take a little pride in
Delegates to State Convention, Thomas what I did, and went through 52 years
G. Richards, Horace J. Lawrence.
ago today and later. There were 49 men
State Committee, H. T. Maynard 2, of Co. F went into Anteitam battle, in
A. 0. Stoddard 1, F. S. Bartlett 1.
Sept. 17, 1862 and in a half hour 13 were
For, Republican Town Committee— killed and 20 were wounded. I was se•Geo. R. Doane 64, *A. C. Stoddard 62, verely wounded in the breast and when
•S. A. Clark 59, *A. K. Pecot 59, »E. A. the enemy came upon the field, to take
Bateheller 54, *F. A. Stearns 52, *E. 0. as prisoners, those who were wounded
Smith 40, C. E. Allen 39, A. F. Thomp- but could walk, I was left as one too far
son 37, Daniel Foster 36.
gone, and near death.
The Johnniea
The largest vote cast by the Democrats gave me water however, and plenty of it,
was 31J for Barry, lieut. governor. Boyer, which alone sustained me, as I was unof Southbridge, for Senator, received 22. able to take food. Later, about two days,
when our forces held the field, I was removed in a box car with no covering to
the floor, with many others to the hospital at Philadelphia. This journey took
The B & R Baseball Association Jub48 hours, anil the wounded endured unilates. * told suffering. Here, I was told I had
After a most successful season of basebut a short time to live and my brother
ball the B & R team wound up the seacame on from Massachusetts.
At this
son with a supper and dance last evening.
time arrangements were made to take
At 8 o'clock the players, the manager,
my body back to my old home. I made
trustees, financial backers and all who
gome improvement and with my brother,
helped in the entertainments given by the
started north for Worcester, being assured
club, met at Grange hall, and at 9 re- by the surgeons, I might live three
paired to the dining room of the Prosmonths, or a year, or possibly two years
pect house where a fine chicken supper
longer. We reached home where I conwas served by mine host Revane, after
tinued to improve, though far from
which came speeches by Supt- Chisholm
strong. In 1863 while attending a •meetof the B & R factory, treasurer of the
ing to get recruits for the war, addressed
club; William Marshall Taylor and John
by a Universalist minister from WorcesMcKee; a solo by Miss Marion Prue, and
ter, who must have been the late Rev.
a duet by Misses Brucker and Maliar.
Thomas E. St. John, I got up and Baid,
Returning to the hall dancing was en-*I had seen the .elephant once and was
joyed until midnight. Fifty people were
willing to see it again, meaning the
present.
Southern foe, and would put my name
down.' I had resigned from Co. F some
FOR BALE.
A FINE pan- of (arm horses; young, sound time previously, because I had been asand acclimated. For farther particulars sured I never would get better.
Well, I
Inquire of CLIFTON ALBEE, Bates Farm, No.
went out in Company H, Fourth Mass.
Brookfleld. Mass,
39
Cavalry, was made orderly sergeant, and
FOR RENT
served 15 months; was one of the first if
ICE sunr.y furnished or unfurnished tene,. mentof three rooms {everything needed lor not the first enlisted men into Richmond
housekeeping. All conveniences on one floor. after the surrender, and was present at
Bent reasonable. Apply to
DANIEL FOSTER
the grand surrender of Lee to Grant at
Spring St.
86
Appomattox.
I am 85 years old. My
sight and hearing are affected, but conWANTED
A LOT « second hand gas fixtures for a sidering all things I am a pretty well
house. Must be In good condition and
Srioe low. Address FAKWELL. care of the man yet."
otjssAi,, North Brookfleld, stating about
This thrilling tale was the feature oi
what you have to offer,
80*
Re-union and made a great impression,
•APE FOR,SALE
SMALL safe, suitable for"wuse or store for it is very difficult to get modest Fred
MBS, M. I. MOBIN,
Bullard to speak ot his soldier days.
3B-S
Forest St., North Brookfleld."
One unfortunate episode was the fact
LARGE blacx and white hound with large that on Sept, 16. 1862, Comrade Bullard
. busby curled tall. Name on collar, J COS- had been made 2nd Lieutenant, but the
Notify P. 0O8T1QAS, No. BroosTl(GAS.
AsM.
m.
commission wa* lost and never reached

WINDS UP WITH DANCING.

him, and then he resigned from his company, as he never expected to be able to
serve again. Remarks followed from A.
D. Ward, Albert H. Foster, David Reekie, George W. Ward, Josiah C. Converse
and others, and the re-union of 1914 was
adjourned, after vote was made that Benjamin Stevens, E. A. Hebbard and James
Callalian and others be ordered to be
present at the next re-union.
——-«««

■—-

North Brookfield High School Wins
Second Place at Barre.
North Brookfield was well represented
at the Barre fair on Thursday and Friday. On Thursday the athletic sports
divided honors with the exhibition of
horses, and in the contests our high school
made a fine showing.
Barre won the
silver cup with a total of 31>£ points,
North Brookfleld came second with 26
points, Rutland 19>i, Spencer 19, Holden
11, Hardwick 7, Warren 3, and Stetson
Home 3. In the 100 yard dash NicholB
of Barre won in 10 1-5 seconds, Miller of
North Brookfield, coming second.
In
the pole vault Hagan of Barre made a
record of 9 feet, iH inches, Gendron
coming second, and Mahan fourth, both
of the latter from our school. Nichols of
Barre won first in 440 yards dash, time
53 1-5 sec, Miller of Norfh Brookfield
second; and in the 220 yard dash the
time waB 23 2-5 sec., with Nichols first,
Miller 2d. Putting 12 pound shot, McNamar* of Spencer first, (distance 34 ft.,
10# inches) Cardin of North Brookfleld
second; 880yd. run, won by Rutland,
Edith Storey and Earl Williams in "The Christian"
with Barre second; high jump, McNamaraS ft., SX inches; running broad An Unusual Attraction at the Star ized version. It is a superb production
Theatre.
jump, McNamara first (18 feet 6 inches)
of a wonderful story, and was made by
Henry Doyle 3d, and Gendron 4th, both
A most unusual attraction at the Star the celebrated Vitagraph Company, who
of North Brookfield.
theatre will be the Vitagraph Company's, provided its "best players and the most
Rutland was awarded the *6 gold piece
sumptuous production they could conproduction of Hall Cane's superb love
for cheering, but our school led by
ceive.
story
"The
Christian"
in
eight
parts
and
Edward Conroy and Miss Ethel Conroy
Miss Edith Storey assumes the difficult
500 scenes to-night and to-morrow night,
and Miss Ethel Chadbourne made a good
8ept. 25, 26. An All Star Cast of Vita- role of Glory Quayle, investing it with a
showing, and put lots of enthusiasm into
graph players is headed by* Miss Edith youthful abandon and a mature undertheir work. .
Storey and Mr Earle WitRama." More standing seemingly impossible to register
Four records were smashed during the
than 3000 people are seen in the picture, on the screen. Her work is marvellous
day. In the 100 yards dssh Nichols of
which at once can be considered as the as evinced by the widespread commendaBarre higfTled a field to the mark in 10
best acting pictures ever made, as well as tion which her work has invariably re1-6 seconds. The old record was held by
the most elaborate and careful presenta- ceived. She is "The Bernhardt of the '
William Boland, North Brookfield high,
tion of sny photoplay now before the Screen," and no finer selection could
and was ten 1-2 seconds.
Her
public. Tickets now on sale.
All eeats have been made for the great part.
Another new record was set up in the
25 cents. Performance Friday at 8 p. m. principal co-worker is Mr Earle Williams,
440 yards dash, this also being by Nichols
who portrays John Storm in a masterful
Saturday at 6.45 and 8.45 p. m.
of Bane, who did 53 1-6 seconds and
"The Christian" as a novel was a great manner, giving the character a human
who was never in any danger of being
Others
success. Later it was dramatized and it touch which is most appealing.
beaten.
The former record was 55
brought fame and wealth to Miss Viola in this wonderful cast are Charles Kent,
seconds.
Allen. Its present form ie at its bast, in- James Lackaye, James Morrison, Harry
Welch of Rutland high won the 880
asmuch as the talky dialogue of the novel S. Northup, Donald Hall, Edward Kimyards run in 2 08, the former record beand drama have been eliminated and the ball, J. W. Sambrooke, Miss Jane Fearning 2.10 4-5, made by John Moran of
many scenes which were omitted in the ley, Miss Alberta Gallatin and Mies CarBarre high, and the fourth came when stage version, are utilized in the pictur- lotta de Felice.
McNamara of David Prouty high of
Spencer cleared the bar in the high
TENEMENTS TO RENT
jump at 5 feet and 3 1-4 inches.
The
THREE or Four good tenements, centrally located, of four, live or six rooms each from
record was previously held by Dunphy
$6 to an per month. Inquire of ARTHUR 0.
of North Brookfleld high at 5 feet and 3
BUSS at North Brooktleld Savings Bank.
36
inches.
As to Field*.
Many a man who is fooling away
hi* time In the literary field might be
useful In a potato field.

FRED C. CLAPP

Funeral Director
Registered Embalmer.
I.atlj Assistant.

Connected by Long Distance Telephone at House and Store.

IF

The Famous OneHorse Chaise had
beenequippedwith

Goodyear Tires
It would have been
a Better Chaise.
Make your Car a
BETTER CAR
by using GOODYEAR TIRES.

Stop! Look! listen!
TO THESE PRICES.

30 by 3
30 by 3 1-2
32 by 3 1-2
MRS HELEN MORSE SMITH 34 by 4
36 by 4 1-2
(DRESSMAKING
37 by 5
If Prospect St.
North Brookfield

ENGLISH TEXT

H. I. Lawrence, North Brookfleld
ARTISTIC MONUMENTS
JAND CEMETERY MEMORIALS
In all kinds of

Furnishing Undertaker

1 KLSFBOltl OiKHiM D4.

TELEPHONE 55-2

Next Door to Post Office

THE BEST GOODS
At Fa$f Prices

All Fruit in its Season
PWIIM

Oyster, it class jars -25c

la Stock.

William C. Crawford <

RE6ISTERE0 EMBALMER.
Personal Prompt Attention Day
or Nlgbt.

OAKHAM.

Telephone North BrooktlelS No.
lll.ll.

C A. RISLEY & .COMPANY

The Village Grocery

Carriages, Stanhopes, Concords

CHARLES S. LANE,

Long Distance Connection.

N

CHARLES E. BATCHELLER
Telephone-North Brookfleld-2

Benaenafcer tbat my pnoes sre always
the lowest I sell so a* to sen again.
Dr. DsuUei'a Hens BeaaeeUss Always

Funerals Poraonailr Directed
and Krery Requisite Famished.
F.»<ty Aselstmnt.

West Bfookfiels.

NEW YORK AND BOSTON CONNECTIONS

All the different grades. An sues ot
Nails, also,

GRANITfE AND MARBLE

Telephone

you wish to Buy or Sell
a farm or village property,
to Hire or Let a tenement,
drop me a postal and I will call
on you.

$16.24
rnboer ana steei tires.
$13.79 both
Democrat and Delivery Wagona, I
reya and Road Wagons, both new and
$14.66 second hand,
$21.31 AT BOTTOM. 'PRICES
$30.63 Harness, Robes, Blankets, Whips sad
Oil Cloths. Mot too Costly. Hot too
.
$36.71 Cheap.
W. F. FULLAM Shingles and Roofing Material.

ENGRAVED CALLING CARDS
IN SCRIPT OR

REAL ESTATE
TF

Call at 46 Summer Street
To see the Latest Models of

SPIRELLA

TOR.IC
There's a lot of
difference between Toric
Lenses and
Flat Lenses
besides their ,
slight extra cost The* give
you extra vision and extra
comfort They are betterlooking, too. Come and see
us about Toric Lenses.

CORSETS
Or have them brought to your hone!
by sendins word to
*.*
•••

MRS. B. C. GRAVES,
Repreaennti r« for the Brookfields.

Telephone 2B-I3,
NORTH BROOKFIELD.
IT

MAM

ERNEST D. CORBIN

OFTOSETW5T

Office at Dr Lodden'i
Main Street,
North Brookfield

■

j

BROOKFIKLD TIMES

BROOKPIELD TIMES

meLAPSL of

which laid hold of her before she made the penitentiary, tor stealing—less the Gotham—almost We could have
her first entrance. When she heard than you did."
had Brunton, but she's just going out
her cue she felt dumb, crippled, almost
Wentworth laughed scornfully. He Then there'B Mr. Merry. I believe,"
blinded for one moment. The smile on tossed bis cigar into the heart of the she added decisively, "I would rather
Zilla Paget's face, as she stepped fire and turned upon Dorcas in sud- have Mr. Merry than anybody."
from the wings, stung her into action. den rage. "Stealing la not a nice
Dorcas bent to rearrange a knife
There was scorn In It, and cruelty word."
and fork.
smoothed over by a sweet, beguiling
"It Is nice enough for what has hap"How do you know Mr. Merry la
perfidy, which aroused in the girl a pened."
In?"
sudden hate that she had never felt
"Do you know," asked Wentworth
"He Is," cried Julie. "He called me
In her life before. The hatred made with grave deliberation, "what did hap- into his dressing-room when I passed
her forget everything except her part. pen? Has Merry ever taken you Into and gave me these." She unclasped
The recollection of a bit of gossip his confidence about this transaction?" her hand to show three caramels
had flashed to her memory: Zilla
"Merry has never said one word squeezed into a sticky lump.
IIIXUSTRATICCTS^
Paget had prophesied that her "Cor- against you—to me."
"Would your mother like to have
delia"
would
be
a
dead
failure.
BeCOPYRIGHT, I9M- BY F. C. DROWNF SLCO.
♦
*
♦"
•Then reserve your Judgment until him here?"
fore the end of that second act the In- he does. If -you were to ask him, and
Julie did not wait for her mother to
grew blurred as faces in the audience tense loathing and ecorn which Merry If he played fair, he would tell you answer.
SYNOPSIS.
Mrs. O. F. MoHarwoe, 1«T W. »tb
had
put
Into
her
lines
became
real.
that
It
was
a
straight
honest
bargain,
"Of course. Mother and I love him."
had been. .She turned to glance at
Bt, Jacksonville, Florida, writes! T
"Well, you may be our messenger.
Wentworth. Journalist, and An- Merry,
Once a look of consuming The woman understood. She shrank a bargain bought and paid and
bad catarrh and throat trouble.
■saraw Merry, actor, play a hand at poker. hatred flitted across, his face, and his with a terror which was scarcely simu- signed for. Merry, with all his fail- Tell him he is invited to dine with
(Three bottles of Peruna cured me.
She stakes absolute control of the future
lated during the girl's denunciation of ings. Is no wejeher."
three ladles. Dinner will be served in las a minister's wife I come In con«f the loser. Wentworth wins. They de- lips grew pallid as gray ashes.
tact with all classes of people, and
4ade to kt-ep the matter secret. Dorcas.
"Bought and paid and signed for?" ten minutes."
Dorcas pulled away from his clasp- a mother who had lost all claim upon
Snowing from her brother, Enoch, of
a child for love or respect Seven repeated the girl in slow bewilderMerry returned with Julie clasping ■hall always speak a good word for
y'« shortcomings, tries to arouse his ing hand and ran to her dreeslng-room.
Peruna.
I have given trial bottles
times
the
curtain
rose
and
fell
upon
ment. "How could you buy and pay his hand.
Andrew outlines the plot of a She was choking with sobs. She felt
*» a few friends, 'wishing you abun■lay he has had In' mind and she urges
the two women. Once a volley of for something conceived by another
"This is unexpected! When" the dant success. I remain, yours truly."
MM to go to work on It When the play her fingers tingle where Andrew bad
sa cacnnteted Merry reads It to Wentworth touched them, and there was a look of hisses was hurled at Zllla Paget and man'B brain and written by another young lady tapped at my door, I was
•Sasn. life ambition Is to write a succeaashe smiled in happy triumph. Oswald man's hand."
debating whether it was worth while
aM ptay. He demands Merry's play as a terror in her eyes.
"That Is my business, wholly," an- going out to eat In the storm."
flMfeit of the bond won In the poker
Keeps
Alice Volk eat waiting for her in the and Merry stood in the wings watchasuate. Preparations for staging the play
ing
the
act
The
intensity
which
swered
Enoch
coldly.
"It
Is
an
affair
It/was a gay little party. Dorcas
far* begun, but Merry, who Is to take the dressing-room. Little Julie Jumped to
SeafinK part, is missing. Dorcas proves her feet when Dorcas entered. The Dorcas threw into her part stirred no woman would understand." He ordered the waiter to set the dishes
You can have a beautiful pink
■ success in the leading female part at
both men strongly, as It did the audi- paused to light another cigar; then he on the hot radiator, then she sent him
and white complexion if you use
—Iiuaijals. She quarrels with her brother girl did not speak, but clasped the
ence. They had anticipated womanly turned to Dorcas with such authority away. Julie took her place delightedsaw taking credit for a play she knows to child to her bosom.
Bvlong to Merry. Dorcas finds Merry
|
"Alice," she whispered, "help me to sweetness and tenderness, but they as he had never used to her before. iy.
«H5»ng the down-and-outs In a bread line
"You're a clever waitress," said
aaad persuades him to take his part In dress as soon as you can. And Julie, had not gauged her emotion to the "I want to say one thing before you
«W play. The producer suggests certain ask Dugald to get a carriage. I want depths.
leave this room. It Is about the ques- Merry.
•stances In the play, which Wentworth
Contains 3(TXPu» Sulphur
"I never dreamed she could do any- tion of the authorship of this play. It
"I used to plan to be a waitress
tries to Induce THerry to make. The actor to go home."
TJse it daily In bath sad toilet;
. but finally consents on condition
The woman kissed the girl's neck as thing like this," said Oswald slowly. Is not to be brought up again at any when I was grown up," said the child,
Wentworth cease his attentions to
Prevents and removes skan troubles.
Do you under- while she gathered plates neatly on
Merry did not speak. He had caught time between us.
Sftla Paget, the heavy woman In the play, she unbuttoned her gown. "It has
who baa a bad reputation.
a tray. "That was before I went on
Healing and
been an awful strain. I know all Zllla Paget's subtle smile. He knew stand?"
"I understand," Dorcas answered the stage.' Playing the little 'Cordelia'
about it—but Miss Dorcas, your future there was more than acting In the
Purifying
CHAPTER XIII—Continued.
scene.
quietly. "I understand ft Is perfectly is nicer than being a waitress."
is made."
While Dorcas sat gazing Into the useless to appeal to a conscience
"It means getting rich faster," said
The child returned In a minute. "Mr.
"Hera la the second act," said Went- Wentworth has a carriage ordered. red caves of the coal fire she went over which Is dead."
Merry gravely.
bruaquely. "I Imagine It will Dugald says will you go with him,?"
Enoch shrugged his shoulders. "If
each situation in the play, step by
"Of course," agreed Julie. "Still, It
you. The changes are exactly
that
is
the
way
you
choose
to
put
It
step.
Once
she
burled
her
face
In
"No," cried Dorcas; "tell Dugald 111
must be delightful work to be a wait' DESCRIPTION WAS ALL RIGHT
Too suggested."
be ready in ten minutes. I am going the folds of her shawl; her cheeks well and good. It seems to me a pity ress. Before we found you. Mother
"Oh, splendid!" Oswald's yolce was home alone."
were throbbing hotly. She felt Merry's that you cannot drop this altogether and I used to go mornings to a little Not Just What Jones Was Looking
"I'm ever so glad you felt like
for, But Brown Surely Had
Merry stood waiting at the stage en- kiss burn upon her lips. There had and—forget The future looks bright restaurant to get hot cakes, and I
Ton will eay yourself It is an lm- trance when she went out. He had been no real kisses at rehearsal. The for both of us. We could easily go loved to watch the waitresses. Some
Told the Truth.
heard Julie deliver the message. "Good trust and love and gratitude with back to our old happy life if you of them were pretty. They had love1 hope so." Enoch spoke listlessly. night. Miss Dorcas," he said. "Sleep which the broken old convict turned to would."
As
Brown
landed on the platform ha
ly hair and cunning little muslin
Dingloy, while I think of It, well. Remember, everything is all his child seemed real for a moment;
ran full butt Into Jenes.
Dorcas moved toward the door. "I aprons."
I > message back to Miss Paget. right. I owe It to you, I owe you more she felt It when the actor touched cannot forget I promise you one thine,
"Where bound, Jones, and why suoh
Merry laughed. "You were wise to
HI can see her now, in her dress- than you understand, ypj» made good her lips. Then she had fallen sob- Enoch, I will never speak of It again." decide on 'Cordelia,'"
speed?" queried Brown.
room tor a few minutes." He
"Just eft te Seaahell-on-the-Mud, and
"Thank you," said the man brusbing into his arms. She heard the
"I know that I would be quite
ed to Oswald. "I must explain to
audience sob with her. When she quely.
happy to be 'Cordelia' with you, even am, sxtoua to get some fruit before I
the chance we're making. Better
turned to glance aside through halfif I didn't get any money for it Of •tart"
the part copied at once; it must
CHAPTER XV.
blinded eyes, she met the derisive
course, though, it's lovely to get my " "Trait? Just the thing! Now she's
put Into quick rehearsal."
smile of Zllla Paget, who stood in the
salary envelope once a week, and to lost off; jump la that carriage, I left
Master Robin Tully.
wings. There was jealousy In her
have nice rooms at Mrs. Billerwell's, a flue pear in the corner."
CHAPTER XIV.
Jones got to and started searching
When the curtain dropped on the and all we want to eat and clothe*
scorn. Her part was over for the
night; she was dead to people In last act at a Saturday matinee, Dorcas and shoes. I am growing rich—I have around.
The Opening Night
"My Mend said he left a fine pear
paused
on
the
way
to
her
dressingfront They had forgotten her, In spite
a bankbook!"
Dorcas stood motionless In the
h» tha earner," explained Jones, as an
"Really V
of the applause she had won a half room and glanced out at the stage
, with Merry beside her, leaning
door. Rain was lashing the street in
hour before. It hurt her vanity.
"I have four hundred dollars In the old lady sniffed angrily at tha war ha
I a table. The curtain had fallen
searched round her.
The bank."
Dorcas came out of her reverie with furious, wild-blown torrents.
<an the third act of "The Heuse of Es"Buess he meant that corner, my
a start The door behind her closed, few people who braved the storm bent
"Four hundred dollars 1"
The girl's body throbbed
and Enoch walked in. His face was their heads against it and plodded on
"When I have two thousand I am man," she snapped.
D head to foot, and she felt as if
Jones looked and saw a young couglowing with eager, Impetuous tri- with determination. Nearby, a street going to buy a little house out In the
emotions of a lifetime had been
umph, his cheeks were flushed, and organ was wheezing the "Miserere" in country. Mother and I picked it out ple blushing furiously.
wded into that single hour. There
his eyes shone. He stooped suddenly pitiful appeal to a heedless crowd at one day when Miss Dorcas took us
i a babel of noise behind the
Eye to Business.
to kiss his sister. She did not speak. the theater door.
driving. We will keep chickens and a
ees; in front the applause sounded
Dorcas returned to her dressing- pony and a cow, and have cherry trees
It seemed years since she had seen
A. young aiburban doctor whoso
I a tempest At Intervals the handroom. It was a delightfully cozy re- and radishes and pansies in the gar- practice was net very great sat in his
him In such a mood.
/
died away as from weariness,
"Dorry," he cried, "why did you rush treat—Mr. Oswald had seen to that den."
study reading away a lazy afternoon
•smty to begin again with tremendous
home? Everybody was waiting to con- Alice Volk sat repairing a gown.
"I will come and board with you," b early summer. His manservant
"Where's Julie V Dorcas demanded. said Merry, "if I don't have to milk the appeared at the door.
gratulate you. You lifted people off
"Come," said Merry; "we must go
"She's asleep In our dressing-room." cow."
their feet; I swear, you took me off
"Doctor, them boys is stealln' your
•at again."
mine! The critics went wild over
The girl seated herself in front of
"Oh, Mother," cried the child Im- green peaches again. Shall I chase
"Again V whispered the girt.
you and wanted ' to interview you. the mirror and began to remove her petuously, "I never thought of keep- them away?"
"Tes," Merry emiled; "this time the
Tomorrow you'll be the talk of the make-up. At Intervals she glanced ing boarders before!—only we cant
The doctor looked thoughtful for a
■wo of us alone."
town."
over a bunch of letters which lay on charge Mr. Merry much."
moment then leveled his eyes at the
"The two of usT"
Everything that had blurred life the dressing table.
servant
"May I come too?" asked Dorcas.
"The two of us—alone." There was
seemed to vanish. It was wonderful
"I used to wonder how It would feel
"No," he said. Lipplncott's.
"Oh, that would be lovely!" Julie
• low, tender thrill In Merry's voice.
that In a few hours the dreams of a to be famous. Of course I am not laid down a chicken bone she held be4. Ha took her hand and led her out
lifetime should have come true. The famous yet" said Dorcas quickly: "I tween her fingers to clap her greasy
Resting.
•pan the empty stage. The curtain
girl laughed. Her heart had suddenly am merely one of the people you hear little hands joyfully. Merry was tellPatience—Did you see Peggy down'
"ass. lifting slowly. From where she
grown light
of in passing. Still, I cannot grow ac- ing a ridiculous adventure which had at the beach ?
•stood she saw Enoch standing in the
"Enoch, I cannot make myself be- customed to the queer experience of once befallen him on a snowbound
Patrice—Oh, yes.
fringe. His face was flushed with exlieve It"
,i
seeing my name blazoned on every train when he was interrupted by a
"What was she doing? Flirting, as
•rSement. The audience looked to the
He stood beside her with, a proud housetop when I ride on the L. or timid knock at the door.
usual?"
Sfarl like a blur of colot and human A Look of Consuming Hatred Flitted smile upon his lips. "Dorry, you're a finding my picture in papers and magJulie rose to open it She turned
"No, she said she went down there,
Across His Face.
The people swayed forward
queer proposition. Any other girl azines. People stop on the street to to look back at her mother with a lor a rest" ■
',
, and the applause became upwould have had her head turned by stare at me; occasionally they whis- bewildered glance. A small, odd fir
tonight;
the
papers
will
tell
you
so
in
aottriona. A voice cried, "Speech!
the triumph tonight. Why, child, in per my name to some one who is with ure stood motionless in the doorway—
the
morning.
Good
night.
God
bless
Between two evils It is better to
/Speech!" It began to come insistent- you!"
three hours you climbed straight onto them. A girl I went to school with a little boy with serious, brown eyas.
marry for money than for a chance to
Hr itom the back of the house. The
"Good night" The girl shivered for a pedestal that many women work half wrote the other day and asked for
get
even.
WT was taken up by men and women
a moment It was intensely cold, and a lifetime to reach. Even then they sixteen autographed portraits to give
Ksnrcrywhere in the audience. Dorcas she drew a fur!coat close to her chin. often miss It."
as favors at a party. She was a rich
tamed to Merry, Oswald was beckonEnoch bent and lifted her face till child, and at school she snubbed me
The cabman drove quickly, for the
taag to him from the wings, but the streets were emptied of vehicles. her eyes looked into his. "There were unmercifully."
■actor shook his head.
"It'B the way of the world," the
Along Broadway the theaters were minutes," he said fondly, "when I
"I could not make a speech tonight dark.
actually questioned whether It was other woman answered. "A little of it
«:50,t3, II,
1st my life depended on It," he whisJason stood waiting to open the door the little sister herself or not"
came Into my'own life."
i».7S,S4, *4.
[Hired, and the curtain descended when the girl ran up the steps. His
Dorcas had never seen her brother
"It's a queer way," Dorcas continUowhr.
sOWSHQES
dusky old face was one grin of delight so strangely excited. She wondered ued, "and somehow already I feel
$2*5,1
A new cry came from the clamorous He had just returned from the theater for a moment if he had been drinking, blase. The love and trust I have from
ttoo«»
House. Some one was shouting for the and was growing impatient for the but she saw it was the intoxication of Julie and you is something worth
tastier. Dorcas laid her hand upon triumph of a homecoming.
sudden success, not of wine. He paced while."
Merry's arm.
"Missy," he cried, "yo< cert'ly done about the library, talking, laughing,
Mrs. Volk rose to hang up a gown
"They want you," she cried.
us proud. .My eoul! I couldn't er building a thousand plans for the she had been repairing. As she passed
He smiled and shook his head.
b'lieved de baby I toted yeabs en future. The girl watched him cu- Dorcas she bent and kissed her cheek.
She beard Oswald urge Enoch to yeahs oga ud ebber a' lived to act ex riously. It was a strange transition The girl looked up with a grateful
to in front of the curtain. The noise fine ez yo' done. I used to play I was from the sullen silence of months. smile.
'
|ta front grew .louder. The girl flew yo' black mule. I reckon yi' don' The Enoch of light-hearted boyhood
"Suppose," Dorcas suggested, "we
•cross the stage and put hen hand 'member, honey, ridin' mule on ol" days had returned.
have a little spread right here. I can
arson her brother's shoulder.
Uncle Jason's back, do yo'? En dar
"You have a great future, Dorry." order a hot dinner sent In. It's a
"Enoch," she pleaded in a whisper, yo' was, honey, a-workin' me up till I He stopped abruptly and' his voice wretched night—What do you say?"
•""lake Merry with you and explain."
'clar to goodness I mos' cried my ol' grew grave. "There is one thing I
"If I were to speak for Julie, you
W«8tworth left her without a word. eyes out When Marse Enoch come want to say. Don't," he hesitated and know how she would enjoy It"
'Oawafe and the stage manager beck- out en made dat speech folkses hol- began to pace the room again, as if
"'Phone to the Beauclerc for a
'aasil to him from the wings! She took lered en got to der feet clappin' en chooklng his words carefully, "dont menu. It will be fun."
•a few flying steps as If to hold him bangin' sticks on de floor, I 'clar to de make a hero of Merry. He did well
Half an hour later the dressingaart, then stopped. Merry had called Lawd dar wa'n't a prouder ol' darky In tonight. I have seen him set the whole room looked like a small banqueting
Isssr. She paused, staring into his eyes New York den Uncle Jason."
town talking as he did in 'Bsterbrook,' hall, for the property man had put
'with terror.
Dorcas began to laugh and cry at then topple back and go down, away everything he controlled at their dis"Enoch must not go out there once.
down."
posal.
\
tsJooe," she protested in a low voice.
"I doo" wonder yo's all done up.
"Listen," said Dorcas to the waiter,
Dorcas rose from her chair and
"He must not do it Ton should be Missy. I's got de fines' supper ready tossed the long braids of hair over her who stood ready to take their order;
wttb him. It is the last chance he has to' yo' yo' ebber see."
shoulders. Her eyes and cheeks were "bring us consomme, boiled salmon,
lie make restitution. He will never,
Dorcas was too unnerved to eat She blazing. Wentworth's face grew in- celery, cucumbers, and sliced tomataever do such a thing as this!"
swallowed a cup of coffee and nibbled exorable. "Enoch," she cried, "how toes, potatoes, string beans,' roast
"Listen," she heard Merry's whis- at I the good things Jason had prepared. dare you say such a thing—to me?" chicken, lettuce, almond meringue pie,
per clearly through the din., "Dear, it Then she went upstairs and began to
coffee, and—is that all?" she asked of
"What do you mean?"
i not matter. What does anything undress. She brushed her hair, plait"You know what I mean!" He saw Julie who stood peering over her
r? The play is a success. You ed It In two long braids, and slipped her chin tremble. In spite of her shoulder.
»
believe in me. I did it—for you. What into a gray kimono, which folded it- anger she was on the verge of tears.
"Ice cream and cake," suggested the His straight, yellow hair was cropped
4o I care about the people out there? self about her in sheeny*waves. The "When people were calling for the au- child.
In a fringe about bis eyes, then It
They are nothing to us."
coffee had driven sleep away. She thor, how did you daro to go out and
"Of course," cried Dorcas; "it's so
"Oh!" cried Dorcas, "oh, I will go, tossed a shawl about her shoulders and take the applause? Have you no con- long ago since I was a little girl I waved upward. He wore a black suit
with
long, tight trousers. A round
and tell them myself. They must ran down through the eilent house to science, no honor left?"
had forgotten that ice cream and cake
jacket over a white shirt reached to
know!"
the library. Wentworth j often read
is
much
more
important
than
soup."
"Merry got as much applause as one
his waist In his hand be held a hat
She darted toward the edge of the there until long after midnight, and a man could stand/' He looked at her
Julie turned to gaze at the table: like a small saucer.
utrop curtain, then she stopped. A coal Are was burning brightly.
"Isn't U a pity, Miss Dorcas, there are
with dogged defiance.
"Hullo, David Copperfleld, where
silence had fallen, not only upon the
She pushed an armchair close to the
"That makes you none the less—a only three of us, when there are four did you come from?" cried Merry.
[house hut behind the scenes. Stage hearth and dropped into it wearily. thief."
sides to a table."
A popular Summer collar
"That Isn't my name." The child
hands who had been dragging proper- She realised'that she was very tired.
Dorcas laughed. "Ill let you pick
Enoch did not answer. He pulled a
2 for 25 eta.
tie* about stood motionless. A shiver She had not thought of nerves or body cigar from his vest pocket lit It and out a guest for us, Julie. Who shall had a soft English accent "I have
KIPWOODi Same style "Spotted"
heard of 'David Oopperfleld,' but I'm
crept over the girl. She felt Merry lay during the long weeks of rehearsal, began to smoke. He did not flinch it be?" ,
EARL & WILSON
not 'David,' sir, my name is Robin
jAis hand on hers with a steadying with the incessant study, the multi- before his sister's gaze.
MAKERS'OF
"Well, let me think." The child Tully."
itlasp that seemed to quiet her. She tude of detail, And the strange irreguTROY'S
BEST PRODUCT
"I should have been .the happiest paused; "There's Dick—Dick would do
"Come In, Master Robtn Tally," said
•toald bear Enoch speaking. He had larity of life.
girl in the world tonight almost fool- anything for us. He's only a oall boy, Merry, "and have dinner with us."
je strong, vibrant voice. Every one beShe began to live over again the last ishly happy." There was a pitiful but he's'nice. Then there's RobertVanted to Bay Old Coins Oatalogn.
££
--tfai
pind the scenes was. listening and un- few hours and drew a long breath as quaver In her voice. "I feel now as if son. He loaned us the chairs and > The child stared | at them
doesi paid
pala 10
U eta. WOLUa snsun. H«|S>
but did not move.
psntanding except herself. His voice she remembered the strangling terror I were disgraced. Man have gone to
Robertson's tha nicest man in
no n coM't'iMuiku*
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STORIES OF GERMAN ATROCITIES NOT
>
PROVED, SAYS AMERICAN WRITER
The Chicago Tribune prints a long
copyrighted dispatch from James
D'Donnell Bennett, staff correspondent,
dated at Aix-la-Chapelle, Germany,
which in speciflo detail disputes and
denies the charges of cruelties and
atrocities lodged against the Germans
to Belgium. Mr. Bennett, in company
with John T. McCutcheon of the Chicago Tribune, Irvln S. Cobb of the Saturday Evening Post, Roger Lewis of
the Associated Press and Harry Hansen of the Chicago Daily News, traveled 100 miles through 20 towns and
their observations lead him to the firm
conviction that the reports of barbarities alleged to have been perpetrated by German' troops are falsehoods.
The following dispatch to the Associated Press, evidently forwarded by
Roger Lewis, is in substantial agreement with Mr. Bennett's story in the
Chicago Tribune:
By the Associated Press.

New York.—An Associated Press
staff correspondent of American birth
and antecedents, who was sent from
the New York office and was caught
in Brussels at the time of the German invasion, held as a prisoner for
several days, and who finally escaped
to Holland, has sent by mall the following story of his experiences:
"The night before the Germans entered Brussels, when the Belgian civil
guards and refugees began pouring
into the city from the direction of
Louvain, they brought stories of unspeakable German atrocities, maltreatment of old men and children, and the
violation of women.
"The Belgian capital reeled with apprehension. Within an hour the gayety, the" vivacity, and brilliancy of the
city went out like a broken arc light
The radiance of the cafes was exchanged for darkness; whispering
groups of residents broke up hurriedly and locked themselves into this
homes, where they put up the shutters and drew In their tri-colored Belgian flags.
Fears of Brussels Quieted.

"The historic Belgian city went
through a state of morbid consternation, remarkably like that from which
It suffered on June 18, 1815, when it
trembled with the fear of a French victory at Waterloo.
i.:
"In less than 24 hours the Belgian
citizens were chatting comfortably
with the German invaders and the allegations of German brutality and demoniacal torture dissolved into one of
the myths which have accompanied all
wars. ...
"Neither in Brussels nor in its environs was a single offensive act «°
far as I know; committed by a German
soldier. In a city of over half a million people, Invaded by a hostile army
of perhaps a Quarter of a million soldiers, no act sufficiently flagrant, to
demand punishment or to awaken protest caine to my attention.
None Knows of Outrages.

"The frightful reports that had preceded the German army into Brussels
included the disemboweling of old men
and the Impaling of children on lances
just outside Louvain. Investigation
not only failed to substantiate these
rumors, but could not even discover
any one in the Immediate vicinity who
credited them.
/
"An eye witness of unimpeachable
veracity told me that the worst behavior he had observed during the first
German entry into Louvain (August
19) was that of a German soldier who
leaned from his horse and kissed "a
pretty Flemish girl who brought him
a glass of beer.
"I marched for days with the German columns, often only one day behind the fighting, with the housSs that
had been burned £tlll smoldering, the
ground freshly broken by shell and
trampled by horses and men, and the
memory of the German advance vivid
In the minds of the inhabitants.
No Proofs of Murder.
"I Interviewed an average of twenty
persons in each of a dosen towns and
found only one Instance of a noncombatant who had been killed without
a justifiable provocation. In this case
the evidence did not clearly prove that
the man had been wantonly murdered.
"He lived in one of the typical small
Belgian countryside houses which combine the comforts of home with the
lure of a small public bar. This bouse
was at the north of Merbes-le-Chateau,
a town through which a large part of
the German army passed on the road
to Maubeuge.
"A son of the murdered man, whose
name was Arthur Nicodem, showed me
blood clots on the floor marking the
place where Nicodem fell, his throat
cut by a eaw-edged German saber.
English Fired From House,
"It was said by some inhabitants
that the murdered man showed a pair
of binoculars; but a more probable
explanation Is that English outposts
had concealed themselves In the house,
from which they poured a rain of Are

KAISER ADDRESSES
TROOPS AT VIRTON
Rotterdam.—The Cologne Gazette
' reports that the German emperor delivered a speech to his troops after
the battle of Vlrton, near Longwy,
when he visited his son, Prince Oscar,
who ia commandant of the grenadiers.
' The kaiser appeared In the' evening
with his suite in five automobiles. He
kissed his son and then walked along

upon the first German invaders. The
inference that the shooting was done
by Belgian civilians may have inflamed the Germans to reprisals.
"In that neighborhood four houses
had been' burned and one was still
ablaze as I passed on Wednesday,
Aug. 26.
"This town of Merbes-le-Chateau,
which had been the scene of an unimportant skirmish between the Germans and English on the previous
Sunday, was riddled with rifle shots.
The small number of windows intact
showed that the Germans had made a
deliberate assault upon the residents
of the town. But the Inhabitants
themselves admitted that all of the
shooting had been done by a comparatively small number of GermanB,
and that the firing had not been begun until English soldiers who had
concealed themselves in the houses
had fired first upon the Germans.
News of Incident Goes. Far.
"I have, emphasized the one fatality
of the noncombatant because the
news of It traveled up and down the
Sambre and across to Hantes-Wiberie
and Soire-sur-Sambre, multiplying as
It went and developing ghastly and Inhuman details until it seemed an unanswerable reproach to the whole
German empire.
"With this one possible exception, I
did not encounter in Nivelles, in
Binche, Bulssiere, or Soire-sur-Sambre, or any of the other towns I
visited, a single Incident of mistreatment or any sort by German officers
or soldiers.
"Bruisslere—particularly the lower
part of the city—had been virtually
destroyed by a cross fire from French
and German artillery. Tops of breweries had been hurled bodily to the
ground, and walls had either disappeared or become grotesquely dislodged.
Burgomaster Denies Reports.

was susceptible of investigation I have
found either that the outrage was a
figment «f the Belgian mind or that
it was more than half excused by circumstances.
"The prevalence of the Belgian practice of sniping from the houses was
perhaps indicated by the warning of
the German officer who acted as guard
for five American correspondents, including myself, who were being taken
as prisoners from Beaumont to Aachen
In an army train. We were advised to
lie down on the floor of the car as the
Belgian snipers would shoot at us from
the houses. But there was no firing.
"This, of course, is not a brief for
the German army; it is an account of
German conduct as it appeared to an
impartial observer who had the rather
extraordinary opportunity of traveling
for days with the German columns,
over a distance of more than a hundred miles through a dozen important
cities and towns.
"Sometimes I was near enough to
the front to see the white artillery
smoke spurt Into clouds along the
horizon and hear the double detonations which came from artillery at
short range. At other times I trailed
behind through the desolate waste
which a victorious army leaves behind It
Pay All and Tip Well.

WILL BE EXPENDED WISELY
Statement Showing How the Proceeds
of Sale of Red Cross Seals
Are to Be Spent

For the benefit of the numerous organizations who helped to sell nearly forty-five million Bed Cross seals
last year and for the general public,
the American Red Cross and the National Association for the Study and
Prevention of Tuberculosis have
framed a definition of anti-tuberculosis work showing how the proceeds
from these holiday stickers are to be
used. The definition limits the expenditure of money only for the year
ending April 30, 1915.
The definition was framed at a recent meeting of the National Association for the Study and Prevention of
Tuberculosis and states that the term
"anti-tuberculosis work" as it relates
to the expenditure of Red Cross seal
money shall Include the following activities:
1. The construction of hospitals or
sanatoria for the care of the tuberculous. ")
t
2. The maintenance > of the tuberculous.
3. The provision of day or night
camps for the tuberculous; the provision and maintenance of dispensaries,
visiting nurses, open air schools, fresh
air clases, or preventorla for the care
Or treatment of tuberculous cases or
for the prevention of the spread of tuberculosis.
4. The maintenance of educational
or legislative activities which have for
their object the prevention of infection
with tuberculosis.

Empty Titles.
The emperor of Austria, it has been
noted, lays claim to the title /marquis
of Antwerp. If all European sovereigns could make good their minor
territorial titles there would, indeed,
be a reconstruction of the map. The
king of Italy, for Instance, is officially
styled king of Sardinia, France, Spain
and England, ot Italy and Jerusalem,
of Greece and Alexandria, of Hamburg
and Sicily, Master of the Deep, King of
the Earth. The king of Spain also
claims to be king of Jerusalem, king
of Galicia (a title shared with the emperor of Austria), and, In addition,
Better Name.
king of Gibraltar, ot the West Indies
The dog was a curioue creature with and of India.
a short body and long dangling ears.
The newsboy owner was proud, howPopular Gift
ever, as be held it in leash.
"So you are married, Sam?"
"What klndo purp is it?" asked an
"Oh, yes, sah."
acquaintance.
"Did you get any wedding gifts,
"Dachsunt," replied the newsle.
Sam?"
"Dash hound?"
"Oh, yes, sah."
"That's whit I said."
"Any duplicates, Sam?"
"Dash nothing," the other contempt"Oh, yes, sah. I got eight razors,
uously retorted, "It looks more like a
sah."
hyphen."—Youngstown Telegram.

"On the contrary, I witnessed numerous cases of the most careful courtesy on the part of German Boldlers.
In Brussels they not only paid their
cafe bills,' but tipped generously.
Along the road, when a German officer
or soldier entered a Belgian house tor
food or shelter, it was not with a demand but a request. In spite of the
confusion and errors which arose from
a strange tongue there was almost no
friction of any sort
"The German soldiers were punctiliously considerate and polite te women and children, apologizing for the
discomfort they were causing. Upon
leaving a house where they have been
given shelter, I have seen them shake
hands with the concierge, peasant
woman, or in some cases with tha
gentlewoman of a Belgian villa, aa
pleasantly as if they were bidding
adieu to their hostess at a week-end
house party.
"So many instances of this sort are
His Contribution. .
at hand that a recital of them would - "Hive you contributed anything to
be tedious.
the suffrage cause?"
"Naturally Inclined to be gruff with
"Yes; two slaters and one wife."
their soldiers, the German officers always gave the French priBoners a
More than one hundred.thousand
pleasant word, and treated them with pedestrians and twenty thousand vehievery consideration. Not a single ex- cles pass over the London bridge
ception to this civility toward prison- daily.
ers has come to my attention,
"A French lieutenant and two English officers traveled with ua in the
prison train from Beaumont to
Aachen, a halting Journey which took
over thirty-six hours. The train was
crowded with German wounded and
French and English prisoners, and
there was nothing to eat or drink,
except a few fragments of rye bread,
hard as a stone, and a little liquid
compound of chicory, which in Belgium masquerades under the .name of
coffee. Since there was not enough
even of this disheartening tare to go
around, German officers went without
food BO that the prisoners might be fed.
Aid Owners of Cafe.
"In a little cafe in Beaumont, concierge and madame had fled before
the approach of the soldiers and abandoned their business.. Two officers
found them in hiding, brought them
back, and in a day they had taken in
more money than In. any previous
week in their career.
"These Incidents could be indefinitely prolonged, but they would only offer additional support to a point that
I v think I have already established—
the universal kindliness of German
soldiers as I have observed them.
"I have seen perhaps half a dozen
cases of drunkenness in observing
nearly 1,000,000 soldiers, and these
few were only good-naturedly maudlin. In Beaumont while! was detained
for 24 hours in the small cafe previously mentioned, with an armed
guard at the door, although specifically told that I was not an ordinary
prisoner, a swaggering petty officer of
some sort, lunged toward me and
showed me the sharp convincing edge
of his sword, Insisting that I run my
hand across it

"Into this town 130 French killed
and more than a hundred wounded
were brought in a single day. August Blairiaux, burgomaster, said that
he knew of no cases of German cruelties, except distant rumors which he
had learned to discredit. It ought to
be said to the credit of the Belgians
that they have not allowed their bitterness toward the Germans to carry
them into unfair recrimination.
"Robert J. Thompson, American
consul at Aachen, visited Liege during
and after the capture of the forts. It
Is the opinion of Mr. Thompson that
no outrage was committed* by Germans during the several days' fighting
there.
"There are, of course, reported outrages beyond Investigation, either on
account of their vagueness or because
it is Impossible to weigh the provocation. It is known, for Instance, that
112 natives were killed In Renouchamp,
not far from Ardennes; German soldiers say that they were killed because they fired upon them from the
roofs and windows of the houses.
Differ on touvaln Incident
"The history of the absolute destruction of the historic city of Louvain with its cathedral and its university is by this time well known. The
German version of this is that the inhabitants, under the direction of the
burgomaster, established themselves
in the church, where they also Installed a machine gun. They proceeded to greet the Germans with a deadly
fire.
"The Belgians say, on the other
hand, that part of the German army,
mistaking one of their own retiring divisions for the enemy, opened fire
upon them, whereupon, deluded into
thinking this an assault by Belgian
civilians, the Germans razed the city.
"I have not been able to acquire any
direct evidence in regard to thes£ last
two instances, but the explanation generally credited by disinterested persons is that the Belgians, who had laid
down tbelr arms, according to the burgomaster's proclamation on the entrance of the enemy, took them up
again when it looked as if the Germans were retreating from the town,
and opened fire from their windows
upon a retiring German train.
Jarotzsky Tells Outrages.
"The most authoritative German denial of German offense comes from
Ma], Gen. Thaddeus von Jarotzsky,
military governor of Brussels, who informed me that In numerous cases he
had been received with a pretense of
friendliness by Belgian civilians, who
later fired upon the German soldiers
from windows and from between the*
root tiles. This was done, he said,
after a declaration of surrender by the
burgomaster and a proclamation warning the citizens against any show of
^resistance.
"In such violations of the rules of
war, the general said, he punished the
offender by burning the houses from
whieh the shots were fired.
"I can only say that In every case
of reported outrage or reprisal which

"German discipline and German
training seem to have put into the
German soldier an exemplary behavior
which is nothing less than remarkable.
Before I fell asleep on the floor of the
Beaumont cafe, with two German soldiers' guns slanting almost over me,
I heard the petty officer who tfas In
charge of us, giving instructions to
the guards, which Included the statement that any one of us who stirred
outside the door should be shot Then
he counseled them, almost In a fatherly way to drink only moderately, staU
tog that if they became drunk he
would recommend a sentence of IB
years in the penitentiary.
"If the conduct of the German soldier errs at all It Is on the side of a
too complete subordination. It is impossible for any one who has seen
much of the German system to believe in the tales of deliberate depredations and unsoldlerly conduct."

the lines greeting the men, who were
quartered in the village. Standing in
the middle of the square, the kaiser
said:
"I greet you as your chief. I thank
you. I have often seen your regiment
on parade and now it gives me particular pleasure to greet you on conquered land.
{
"Your regiment fought as I expected
and as your fathers fought in 1871.
The battle of Virton will be eternally
inscribed In letters of gold In the history of the war.

"Our comrades in the eastern army
also fought gallantly, also the army ot
the crown prince. The fourth army,
under the duke of Wurtemberg, advanced victoriously. Our enemies are
withdrawing in flight.
"The eastern army has driven three
Russian corps over the frontier. Two
Russian corps capitulated on the open
field. Sixty thousand men and two
generals were taken prisoners.
"For all these victories we have to
thank but one—that Is our God, who
is ever over us."

Inventor of the Airbrake.
Who really invented'the airbrake?
Certainly the automatic airbrake, the
one that has proved practicable and of
permanent value in modern railroading, was the product of the late George
Westinglfouae's Ingenuity. His patent
for the automatic brake was taken out
in 1872, superseding the^non-automatic
or "straight" Westinghouse airbrake
patented In 1869, and later the Westinghouse vacuum brake Was invented.
But, as in the case of most other Inventions, there are several claimants
for originality in this field. Thus,
Mme. M. Drouanet, daughter of M.
Debruges of Paris, claims the distinction of priority for her father. The
New York Times has a letter from
State Senator William P. Flero of
White Plains containing a patent office
declaration by his grandfather, Henry
Miller, of a "new and useful improvement In the application of steam and
compressed air to the purpose of operating railroad brakes," recorded January 2, 1855. Mr. Miller was doubtless a pioneer In the progress of airbrake invention.

TABLE OF STAIN REMOVERS
tlst That Is Worth Keeping la tn»
Scrapbook, or, Better SHU,
In the Memory.

Here are some simple remedies 6sr
removing spots ot various sorts:
Paint—If the paint is fresh turpentine, alcohol or naphtha will proa-i
ably take out the stain. If the etmoaj
Is old and dry, try chloroform. Pali
the portion of ■fabric to be
over several thicknesses of
cloth before trying to clean it.
Grease.—Use French chalk ssrl
grease spots. Apply it thickly saw
let It stand for several days. If than
Is not effective, sponge the matui lall
first on one side, then on the c*her-j
Then press over a piece of fMekl
linen.
Candfe Wax.—Put a sheet a* t*»tting paper under the spot and aavi
other over it Heat with flaixroa steal
the wax will be removed by the MafN
ting paper.
Ink.—There are various good ssflfci
eradicators on the market, and It te
well to have a bottle of one ot these
on hand. Another method Is to dtp
the inkstalned article into milk. Tna
milk BhouM not be allowed to dry oaw
but If it does not remove the la*
within a short time it should ta>
washed out and a fresh applieattost
of milk made.
Coffee.—Pour boiling water tnitssgh
the coffee stains as quickly
the coffee is spilled as possible.
Is a never-falling remedy If the i
are fresh. Otherwise it may be i
sary to repeat It several times.
Rain Spots.—When cloth ttat
not been sponged is spotted tress,
rain, spread a damp cloth over
wrong Bide ot the material and
it dry.
Tea Stains.—Clear warm a
should be used to remove tea i
Ice Cream.—Anything on which I
cream has been spilled should
sponged with chloroform. Use •
eral thicknesses of clean white
ting paper under the spotted artsrSa.
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Regular Rates.
"Pa, what are literary emoluments?"
"About five dollars a story, son,
and five dollars for a poem."
Of course, there Isn't any sense in
getting mad when the home team
loses, but who cares anything about
sense at such a time?
■
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Physicians Recommend Castoria

CASTOBIA has met with pronounced flavor on the part of physicians, pTiaimar'
ceutical societies and medical authorities. It is used by physicians with
results most gratifying. The extended use of Castoria is unquestionably tha
result of three facts: Fint—The indisputable evidenoe that it is harmless:
Second—That it not only allays stomach pains and quiets the nerves, but assimilates the food: Third—It is an agreeable and perfect substitute for Castor 03.
It is absolutely safe. It does not contain any Opium, Morphine, or other nareotia
and does not stupefy- It is unlike Soothing Syrups, Bateman's Drops, Godfrey'*
Cordial, etc. This is a good deal for a Medical Journal to say. Our duty, however, is to expose danger and record the means of advancing health. The day
for poisoning innocent children through greed or ignorance ought to end. To
our knowledge, Castoria is a remedy which produces composure and health, fey
regulating the Bystem—not by stupefying it—and our readers are entitled t».
the information.—Sail's Journal of Health.

Warned to Avoid Drinking.

Letters from Prominent Physicians
addressed to Chas. H. Fletcher.
Dr. B. Halstead Scott, of Chicago, Ills., says: "I have prescribed ;
Castoria often for Infants during my practice, and find It very satisfactory."
Dr. William Belmont, of Cleveland, Ohio, says: "Your Castoria staaabi
first in its class. In my thirty years of practice I can Bay I never have
found anything that so filled the place."
Dr. J.'H. Taft, of Brooklyn, N. T., says: "I have used your Castoria an*
found It an excellent remedy In my household and private practice for
many years. The formula is excellent"
Dr. R. J. Hamlen, of Detroit, Mich., says: "I prescribe your Castarts
extensively, as I have never found anything to equal it for childreala
troubles. I am, aware that there are Imitations in the field, bat I always;
see that my patients get Fletcher's."
Dr. Win. J MoOrann, of Omaha, Neb., says: "As the father of thlrtee*
children I certainly know something about your great medicine, and arsis
from my own family experience I have In my years of practice found Castoria a popular and efficient remedy In almost every home."
Dr. JT. R. Clausen, of Philadelphia, Fa., says: "The name that your Qs»
torla has made for Itself In the tens of thousands of homes blessed by Usepresence of children, scarcely needs to be supplemented by the uudta—
ment of the medical profession, but I, for one, most heartily endorse It snit
believe It an excellent remedy."
Dr. R. M. Ward, of Kansas City, Mo., (ays: "Physicians generally da asK
prescribe proprietary preparations, but In the case of Castoria my experience, like that of many other physicians, has taught me to make am ss>
ception. I prescribe your Castoria in my practice because I have fouad B
to be a thoroughly reliable remedy for children's complaints. Any pkysf.
clan who has raised a family, as I have, will join me In heartiest reessemendatlon ot Castoria."
,

GENUINE CASTORIA ALWAYS
Beam the Signature of

The Kind You Have Always Bought
Exact Copy of Wrapper.

In Use For Ovor 30 Years.
THI CINTAU* COM'ANY,

NBT.W

YORK CtTY,

PUTNAM FADELESS DYES

Cokar mm* eoods brighter and fast* color, than any other dye. One 10c package colors .11 fibers. They dye in cold water better than SJ
xoa^a^an7sari«M wSoMrtp^nsiSS. IfelUTE ¥§R. FREE bSSletrcalendar, blotters, etc MONROE DRUG COMPANY. .

Public Library

IIELD TIMES.

BLUFF ON FIELD OF HONOR
One of the Many Good Stories Henry
Labouchere Could Tell of the
Day* of Hit Youth.

The Chief Advantage of

A duel is always absurd, even when
It is tragic; but It Is rare Indeed for
one of the combatants to be troubled
by Its absurdity. Such, however, was
the case wltb the famous English
radical, Henry Labouchere, who once
fought a duel during his early diplomatic career, while he was attached
to the embassy In Stockholm.
"There was a want of logic about
the entire proceeding that went to my
heart" he confessed, later. "To be
killed Is bad enough, but to be killed
paradoxically la worse. 1 never felt
more dismal In my life."
Paradoxical the combat certainly
was, since Labouchere had been the
challenger, his ground of offense being that bis antagonist, an Austrian
officer, had presumed to criticize the
British minister for having given social countenance to a fellow Briton
who, disapproving of duels, had re-,
cently declined a challenge from conscientious scruples. The young diplomat, asserting with spirit that his
chief had behaved properly, and that
Englishmen; were not so silly as to
fight duels, had left the rest to his
seconds—and found himself pledged
to fight the next morning, with pistols, at seven o'clock. He had hoped
for an apology, and admits he was dismayed; but he did not allow his feelings to be divined, and duly made his
Tempt the appetite,
appearance upon the field of honor.
please the taste and
"The Austrian stood apart; I stood
apart. The surgeon already eyed me
nourish the body.
as a 'subject.' The seconds consultCrisp, clean and fresh
ed; then the Frenchman stepped out
5 cents.
12 paces. He had very, short legs, and
they seemed to me shorter than ever.
After this came the loading of the
pistols. Sometimes, I thought, seconds do not put In the bullets; that
Round, thin, tender—
comforted me, but only for a moment,
with a delightful flavor
for the bullets were rammed down
—appropriate for lunchwith' cheerful, energy. By this time
eon, tea and dinner.
we had been placed facing each other.
10 cents.
A pistol was given to each of as. *I
am to give the signal,' said the Prussian. T shall count one, two, three,
and then at the word fire, yon will
both Are. Gentlemen, are you ready?*
We both nodded. 'One, two, three.
Are!' and both our pistols went off.
No harm Had been done." '
Made of the finest
Labouchere* thought It was all over,
ingredients. Baited
when his opponent, stepping up, reto perfection. The
marked that he supposed he ought
national .strength
to allow him a second shot, but should
food, xo cents.
"nothing come of It, he would not conaent to a third. Reluctantly on the
part of both participants, a second
Bay biscuit baked by
■hot was fired; and they both missed
—If Indeed either had aimed—again.
Then Labouchere boldly demanded a
third shot.
"The seconds consulted together;
Always look for that Name. I
for a moment I feared, they were going to grant my request, and I was
greatly relieved when they Informed
me they considered that two shots
were amply sufficient I was delighted, but I pretended to be most unWitty, But Rather Unkind
happy, and kept up the farce of beA friend of mine, says a corresponding an aggrieved person."
ent of the London Chronicle, took a
Tfie whole affair was certainly | lady to the Gentlemen and Placers'
farcical; but the fun depended upon {match at the Oval. She enjoyed herthe leading actors being both very j self greatly, and begged him to take
bad marksmen.—Youth's Companion. her to the Eton and Harrow match at
Lord's next day. This, for certain
reasons, he was unwilling to do, so
A Day Will Come.
A day will come when the only bat- excused himself on the ground that
tle field will be the market open to as he was neither an Eton nor Harrow
commerce and the mind open to new be did not propose to go to the match.
Ideas.
A day will come when bul- The lady, much nettled, retorted quicklets and bombshells will be replaced ly: "Then why are you here, because
by votes, by the universal suffrage of yon are neither a player nor a gentle*
nations, by the venerable arbitration man?"
of a great sovereign senate, which willGreen Corn In England.
be to Europe what the parliament is
About 1890 an Englishman In Essex
.to England, what the Diet Is to Germany, what the Legislative assembly with greater wisdom than the rest of
Is to France. A day* will come when a the people of England began' raising
cannon will be exhibited in publlo green maize for the London market,
museums. Just as an Instrument of and some growers In the Isle of Jertorture Is now, and people will be as- sey followed, so that today green com
tonished how-such a thing could have may be bought from a few firms in
been. A day will come when these Covent garden and In the Brixtoa
two Immense groups, the United neighborhood, where reside many tfaeStates of America and the unlted | atrical people who acquired the green
states of Europe, shall be seen placed corn habit while touring this country,
In presence of each other, extending green maize is sold and understood.
,the hand of fellowship across the^
ocean.—Victor Hugo.
Coffee clean's Growth.
Healthy coffee trees produce in the
Authors Loruj-Llved.
onj-Lh
Mr. Thomas Hardy recently entered axilla of each-leaf from twelve to sixhi* seventy-fifth year, reminding us of teen buds, which In flowering have an
the. amazing longevity of authors exquisite perfume. These flowers beAmong those who have died since 1900, come dark and wither and fall off in
Sir Theodore Martin and Samuel ltwo or three days, leaving groups of
SmileB were over ninety; over eighty seeds on the small stems. These in
were Sir Edwin Arnold, Edward Ev- turn grow into the coffee berries,
erett Hale, Professor Masson, Justin which closely resemble dark red cherMcCarthy, George Meredith, Herbert ries. Each berry contains two seeds,
Sgencer, Goldwln Smith, Mark Ruther- growing face to face, and these are the
ford and Leo Tolstoy; while among coffee beans of commerce.
those who passed their three-score
Thought Gorilla a Myth.
It Is a strange fact of natural hisyears and ten may be mentioned Alfred Austen, Mark Twain, Sir Lewis tory that the gorilla was unknown to
Morris, Joaquin Miller and Ouida. science until the middle of the last
Happily, we have still with us, though eentury, when there was a migration
In their eighties, Mr. Baring-Gould, of the animals from the interior of
Stopford Brooke and Frederic Harri- Africa towards the coast, probably la
son; Lord Morley Is In bis seventy- quest of food. The first scientific insixth, William de Morgan in his sev- vestigation of the great ape was made
enty-fifth; while Henry James is sev- by an American missionary, Rev.
enty-one and the poet laureate sixty. Lelghton Wilson. He was met with
Bine.
leers that "there ain't no auch animal,"
until, towards the close of 1846, he obtained a skull and sent It to the BosHie Excuse.
ton Museum of Natural History.
"Can I git off today, boss?"
"What for?"
"A weddin'."
Lesson From a Flower.
"Do you have to go?"
I saw a delicate flower had grown
"I'd like to, sir—rm the brideup two feet high between the horses'
groom."—Cornell Widow.
path and the wheel-track. One Inch
more to right or. left had sealed Its
In Its Mature.
fate, or an inch higher, and wet it
"This picture of a banging is a grue- lived to flourish as. much as if It had
some thing, but the artist certainly a thousand acres of untrodden space
has done It splendidly, has he not?"
around It, and never knew the danger
"Yea, but then a hanging matter it Incurred. It did not borrow trouought to be the subject of capital exe- ble, and invite ah evil fate by apprecution."
r- *<-if It.—Thoreau.

Uneeda
Biscuit

Baronet Biscuit

GRAHAM
CRACKERS

NATIONAL BISCUIT
COMPANY

Ir&wford
(By R. PEARL.)
One of the most valuable by-products of any live stock industry Is the
manure. Its proper care and use is
one of the distinguishing features of a
successful stock farm. The high nitrogen content of poultry droppings
make them' In certain respects the
most valuable of farm manures.
Poultry manure contains more nitrogen than any other farm manure,
because in birds the excretion of the
kidneys Is voided In solid form (uric
acid) with the undigested portions
of the food. This form of nitrogen
Is easily available to plants. Unfortunately, however. It is not stable.
Putrifactlve processes easily, change
It to ammonia compounds, and unless
special care is taken of the droppings
one-third to one-half of the nitrogen
passes off as ammonia gas.
The mechanical condition of poultry
manure Is poor. If Is apt to be sticky
when fresh and lumpy when, dry.
Used alone it
a one-sided nitrogen-
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RICHARD HEALY CO.

SAVE POULTRY BY-PRODUCTS
High Nitrogen Content of Droppings
Make Them One of Most Valuable of Farm Manure*.

Janl8

over other boilers is that they heat the houses they
are rated to heat;—you don't have to get the
"next larger size." A fact worth noting.
These Boilers give more heat per pound of coal than others and
cost less in repairs. They are simplicity itself in operation, are
guaranteed for zero weather efficiency and save fuel and labor.
There are no packed joints, sheet iron parts
or brick linings in these Boilers, and the
"Heat Ribs" cast on the interiors are found in no others.
They are a gilt edge investment for those who want heat
and plenty of it at therminimum of expense and care.

North Brookfield

"FOREMOST IN FASHION"

I

THIRTY-SECOND ANNIVERSARY SALE
OF

I Suits, Coats, Dresses, Fine Furs
To Celebrate our 32 Years of Success and

style supremacy, we offer for next 2 weeks /

Discount* IO Per Cent. Richard Healy Co.

WALKER <& PRATT MFG. CO.. MaKeri, 31-35 Union Street, Boston

Manure Shed at Maine Station—Note
the Walk, Trap-Doors In Roof, Plank
End and Removable Gable,

qus fertilizer. As usually managed,
one-half or more of Its nitrogen is
lost, so that as ordinarily used it does
not carry so great an excess of nitrogen. Because of Its excess of nitrogen it will be much more economically
used In connection with manures carrying phosphoric add and potash. As
both acid phosphate and katnit prevent the loss of nitrogen, it is imssible
to use them In connection with saw*
dust, good dry loam or peat so as to
make a well-balanced fertilizer.
The droppings should be well sheltered until time to apply them to the
land, that Is, shortly before plowing.
Any form of shelter may be used.
For a temporary-plant, or for a small
farm, a small wooden building or a
bin In a larger building will suffice;
but for a large, permanent poultry
plant a cement manure shed or tank
Is advisable. The Maine station poultry manure shed is so excellent a
building that it will be described here.
The shed Is large enough to accommodate the droppings from 1,000 birds
for a period of one year, and the
droppings collected from the range
where 3,000 chicks are annually
reared.
The inside measurement* of this
shed are 12 by 7 feet. It is 5 feet
high at the eaves and 8 feet 2 Inches
to the peak of the roof. The droppings are thrown in through trap
doors lit the roof, and taken out from
one end, which Is removable. The
other three walls, the floor and the
foundation are cement The gables
are board, and the gable at the plank
(removable) end of the shed Is also
removable to give more room when
shoveling the manure -into carts. It
is held In place by hooka.
The plates and rafters are of 2 by
4 Inch timbers. Inch boards are used
for roof boards, gables, etc. The roof
is covered with roofing paper. The

A—Cross Section of Manure Shed,
Showing Plan of Construction. B—.
Horizontal Section of Front Showing Plank* In Grooves In the Cement Wall*.

two trap doors are also covered with
this roofing. These doors are 2 feet
4 inches by 2 feet 10 inches, and fit
over a frame In the roof, to which
they are hinged at the top. A wide
raised walk, gradually Inclined so the
end of It is only 1 foot 8 Inches from
the eaves, is very convenient from
which to reach the doors with the
baskets of droppings.

North Brookfield Savings Bank
NORTH BROOKFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS.
INCORPORATED IN I8S4.

! RICHARD HEALY CO.,

%

SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES TO RENT
ALL DEPOSITS THAT ARE RECEIVED ON OR DEFORE OCT. 3 08 ON INTEREST OCT. 1,1914.

STATEMENT
AT CLOSE OF BUSINESS, SEPT. 16, 1914
LIABILITIES.

ASSETS.
Mortgages on Real Estate
Real Estate
Bank Building
Bonds and Public Funds
Cash on hand and in Banks

$442,505.00
4.971'©2
4,500.00
299,421.25
7,775.29

Deposits
Surplus

-

-

$677,189.80
81,982.76

#759»i72.j6

#7S9»i 7M6

GEORGE R. HAMANT, PRESIDENT,
ARTHUR C. BLISS, TREASURER.

'

BOARD OF INVESTMENT.

GEORGE R. HAMANH,
GEORGE R. DOANE,

SUMNER HOLMES,
HERBERT T. MAYNARlx

TRUSTEE3.
GEORGE R. HAMANT,
WM. F. FULLAM,
ARTHUR C. BLISS,
EZRA D. BATCHELLER,
DR. HIRAM P. BARTLETT,
MAURICE A. LONGLEY,
THOS. G. RICHARDS,

Spared Listener* and Hlmeelf.
For humor, combined with brevity.
It would not be easy to rival the
French cleric, who, on the festival of
St. James, was called upon to pronounce a panegyric on the saint. "My
brethren," he said, "twelve months
ago I preached a eulogy on the eminent apostle whose festival you celebrate today. As I doubt not, you were
•11 very attentive to me, and aa J have
not learned anything new of him, I
have nothing to add to what I said at
the time."

SUMNER HOLMES,
GEORGE R. DOANE,
SAMUEL A. CLARK,
FRANK S. BARTLETT,
AMASA G. STONE,
BURT A. BUSH,
H. T. MAYNARD.

Easy Way Out of It.
"We know a stenographer," says the
Peorla Journal, "who refuses to write
letters on pale blue stationery because
It doesn't agree with her completion."
In that case, If she is a valuable *tenographer, it would be a simple matter
for the firm to go to the drurr itore
and buy her a complexion to match
the paper.-^Toledo Blade, f
Foolish Question.
A man charged *at the Liverpool
(Bug.) poUce court with fighting
stated that the prosecutor hit him flrst
on the jaw. "Did you hit him first?"
asked the stipendiary. "No, Blr," waa
the reply. "If I had hit him first he
would have been In the hospital, not
me."

Smile Right.
When In doubt—smile. It Is a safe
play at almost any stage of life's game.
But be sure Its the, right kind of a
amlle—not the fawning smile, not the
smile of fear which 1B better described
as a grin, but the smile which says
that the world Is a pretty goodsort of
a place if you don't take It too seriously—the smile that says: "Come on
In, the Joke's a good one."—Pictorial
Review.
„ ■
She Wont Believe It
We don't suppose that it will ever
be possible to convince a woman that
a neat little round hole In the slttlns
room rug, where a small amount ot
ignited tobacco happened to fall, mere-,
ly serves to make the place look homelike-Ohio State Journal

Starting on the Wrong, Road.
The darkest hour in any man's career Is that wherein he flrst fancies
there is an easier way of gaining a dolMarket for the Cockerels.
The young cockerels should be lar than by squarely earning it.—Hornearly grown, and It Is Bearing early ace Greeley.
His Motto.
marketing time- It is for the interAfter the Ball.
"And what Is your favorite motto I"
est of all poultry raisers .to get the
Simple Remedy.
"Didn't you find him wonderfully
asked the reporter who waa interviewbest prices, and poultry never brings
In emergency or fainting give* sips ing the candidate for congress. " 'Put light on his feet for such a heavily
es good a price in late fall as In Sep- of water, hot or cold. The body must
yourself in his place,'" replied the built man?" "Oh, yeB; he was light
tember.
be k' " warm.—Ed. Dingley, M. D.
1 enough os his own fnet"—Life.
candidate.

BROOKFIELD.
Body of John L. Smith Found,

The body of John L. Smith, familiarly
known throughout this district as "Capt.
Jack," who was last seen alive in amotor
boat on Lake Quacumquasit on Thursday night, Aug. 20, and for the recovery
of which a search was continued up to
two weeks ago, was washed up by the
When Hany B. Lamb went to open waves onto the southeast shore of the
Address all communications to BROOKFIELD
his Btorel Friday morning he discovered lake near the boat landing in front of the
TIMES, North Brookneld,Maes.
Orders for subscription, advertising, or job that an attempt had been made to break Robert G. Liverraore cottage, Sunday
work ami payment for the same, may be sent in during the night.
The woodwork morning. The body was discovered by
direct to the main office. North Brookfield or
around the lock had been chiseled out, Frank E. Webster, who is staying at his
to George W. McNamara. Brookfield
but evidently the robbers had been cottage on the west shore of the lake and
frightened away before completing the Arthur Kingsbury of Stafford Springs.
BPOOKFIELD.
job. Detectives Robert M. Molt of Mil Ct. The two men were in a motor-boat
William J!. Durkin was in Palmer on bury and Edward J. McCarthy of Wor- and had been going around the lake for
cester', members of the district police more than an hour close to the shore,
Wednesdiy.
were at the Lamb store Friday afternoon searching for the body. It lay in the
GeorgeSL, Howe, Kimball St., is visit- and after examining the door stated that
shallow water within two feet of the
ing relatives in Worcester and Grafton.
the cuts had been made by a jimmy simi sandy beach, face down. The arms were
Mr and Mra John L. Mulcahy attended ilar to the one used in gaining entrance extended in front of the head, and this
Brockton fair, Tuesday and Wednesday, to the Charlton depot post-office the same fact, together with the manner in which
N. P. If jcljpls of San Jtutn is visiting night. They believed the attempt was the legs were bent, made it appear as
his parents, Rev and Mrs Alpheus Ni- made by the same gang that had com- though Mr Smith was drowned as he was
mitted the breaks in East Brookfield and attempting to swim to shore. After dischols.
covering the body Mr Webster returned
The selectmen at a regular monthly Charlton Thursday night.
meeting Monday night approved bills
Alexander Anderson, a farm hand em- to his cottage and notified the town ofamounting to $2300.
ployed at the Blanchard estate farm, re- ficials and Undertaker Robert G. LiverMr and; Mr* William Bemis, Mechanic ceived a badly bruised nose, cuts about more by telephone. Selectman Warren
street, l%ye been visiting relatives in the right side of his face and injury to E. Tarbell went to the lake immediately
bis right leg as the result of a fall from a and saw to it that the body was not disBrocktorfthis week.
staging on a silo at the farm Friday morn- turbed. Although the place is more than
Charlej F. Buchanan has moved from ing. The work of filling the silo had four miles from the centre of the town a
the 8anford house on Main street to the been completrd and Mr Anderson was great number of men and boys went
Mulcahyhouse on Merrick Ave.
engaged in removing the staging. When there as soon as it became known that
$7.50 to 250.00
$17.50 to $65.00
Fur Scarfs,
Tailored Suits,
Fall, millinery opening, on Friday and about 25 feet from the ground the stag- the body had risen to the surface. The
Saturday, October 2nd and 3rd. L. L, ing collapsed and he was thrown to the shore on which the body was found is
29.50 to 150.00
$25.00 to 95.00
Auto Fur Coats
Fancy Suits
Jjjround. He landed on a pile of corn- across the Brookfield line in the town of
Langlois, Central street, Brookfield.
stalks and this undoubtedly saved him Sturbridge. Mr Livermore tried to get
$35.00
to
500.00
Abbott J, Richardson of Brockton vis- from more serious injury.
Fur Coats
$10.00 to 45.00
Street Coats,
He was Dr. Cary W. Bradford of Southbridge,
ited the last of the week at £he home of stunned for a time and was placed in a medical examiner for that district on the
1
$12.50 to 49.50
Dresses
$12.50 to 49.50
Auto Coats,
Mr and Mrs Walter PuBois, Pleasant St. carriage and taken to the office of Dr. telephone to notify him of the discovery
The injuries were but as he was out of town it was neces' The injfentory of fhe estate of Lynde Mary H. Sherman.
$25.00 to 95.00
Gowns
$25.00 to 95.00
Fancy Wraps,
A. Staikjas filed in the Probate court treated and examination showed no bones sary to summon the associate medical examiner, Dr. Johnson R. Woodward of
$9.75 to $195.00
Worcest^f, shows personal property of broken.
Fur Muffs,
Oxford. He gave permission to remove
$248.93, and res) estate $1200.
Papers were passed Tuesday, through the body and at 2.30 o'clock Undertaker
The hoard of assessors will he in session the office of Atty. Arthur F. Butterworth, Livermore with the assistance of by
at their room in the town house Saturday whereby John B. Kennedy, New Haven, standers carried it to a shed near the Livaftprnonn|'pct. 3, for the purpose of ad- became owner of a farm in Over-the- ermore cottage where it was viewed at 4
River district, formerly owned by Mrs o'clock by Dr. Woodward, who projusting valuations and abatements.
Cora E. Boynton. Tbe property consists
Friendship Lodge. N. E O. P., will of a houne, barn and 38 acres of land nounced death due to drowning. There
Mr
\t************************************************** *****************.*****i***
receive a visit from the Grand Lodge offi- and is assessed for $1000. Mr Kennedy were no indications of foul play.
cers. Monday evening. October 5. After will take possession within a week, and Smith had on a white shirt, blue trousers
hnsiness meeting, there will be dancing he plans on making extensive altera- and white low cut tennis shoes. In the
BROOKFIELD.
trousers pocket was the Captain's watch
and collation.
tions on the farm buildings with the ex- with the hands stopped at 8.20.
Brookfield High Defeats Spencer.
The inventory of the estate of Mrs pectation of making it his permanent
The search for Mr Sfnith began Aug.
Persis F. flnngh. as filed in the Probate -home. The house is situated on a slope
21, when his motor boat was found
B. H. S. defeated David Prouty H. S.
court at Worcester, amnnhts to $7341.96. 100 yards from Quaboag lake, and com'
grounded on the beach at Russell's Cove
of Spencer, 19 to 9, on Merrick park on
There is $4941.96 personal property and mands an excellent view of Quaboag
Saturday afternoon, the first game of a
valley, and the land includes a 500 foot at the south end of the lake by Mr Web$2400 real estate. /
fall series. Both teams played far below
shore front on lake Quaboag. The sale ster. The appearance of the boat showed
John Houlihan of Went Brookfield rethat it had been driven far up the beach
their regular form, but notwithstanding
was made through the real estate agency
the fact that the game was loosely played signed his position at the'Ideal Coated of Hawley and Locke, 389 Main St., under power. A large hole in the shallow sandy bottom indicated plainly that
it was interesting to witness. The bat- Paper factorv, Tuesday, to accept a poin
V
Any young person who enrolls in THE "GROW ting of Butterworth and Batty and the tion as draughtsman for a tobacco eon Springfield.
the motor was in operation after the boat
Tbe school committee announced Mon- had grounded. A sack coat identified as
OR GO" BUSINESS SCHOOL between Oc- base running of J. Clancy for the local cern at Milford, Ct.
day the election of Miss Grace Moore of one belonging to Capt. Jack was found
boys and the playing of the McNamara,
tober i, 1914 and February i, 1915 will be re- brother, Cooney and Allen for Spencer, Oeorgf F. Lsiofo of Worcester, a mral Grafton as teacher of grades 4 and 5 o! later that morning on the Maters of the
mail carrier at the Sterling junction postthe Blanchard school to succeed Miss lake.
* >
ceived at a tuition rate of $8 per month for the were the features. The score:—
office, was sentenced yesterday at Boston
Katherine A. Dunn, who has taught the
BROOKFIELD HIGH.
Mr Smith had been seen by Frank E.
complete course.
to Greenfield jail for one jj*f and a day
school for the past three years and re- Webster on tbe lake about 8 o'clock,' the
ab r lb tb po a
Butterworth ss
6 3 4 4 2 0 0 for larceny from the mails.
signed recently to accept a position in the evening before the motor boat was found.
0
6 11110
1 1 1
AND if, at the end of one month's fair trial, the Petersen 3b
Let. everv memher of the Woman's Al New Bedford public schools.
Miss Mr Webster was Ashing and Capt. Jack
1
2 3 13
J. Clancy lb
student can honestly say that our methods of in- DuBois p
1 I 1 6 I liance avail hersflf of the opnortnnity to Dunn's resignation will take effect Oct. passed close by him a number of times
hear Mrs Prescntf. Keves, president of the 9, but Mies Moore will not be able to in a motor-boat. Shortly after a thunHannigan c
1 1 8 1
struction are wrong, I will refund the tuition paid. Batty
3 3 0 0
rf
New England Associate Alliance, at the. take charge of the school at that date as der storm raged over that region and Mr
Delaney 1*
1 1
r»enlar meeting, Tuesday, Oct. 6, in the she is at present teaching in the Charlton Webster returned to his cottage. A terR. Clancy cf
3 3
Alliance rooms.
public schools and her resignation does rific wind accompanied the shower, and
May 2b
1 1
Mr and Mrs Henrv M. Donahue, John not take effect there until later in the it is thought that in gome unexplained
43 10 17 18 27 13 6
Totals
J Walker and William Walker attended month. In all probability it will be nec- manner Mr Smith fell from the boat and
DAVID PROUTY HIGH,
the wedding of John J. McAnanama and essary for the school committee to have a may have struggled for hours before sinkab r lb tb po
The storm raged for two hours,.,
MfssMary Katherine O'Connor in the substitute teach the school until Miss ing.
4 3 2 2 3
T. McNamara 2b
Moore can begin her duties. Miss Moore and his cries for help if he had made aay,
Sacred
Heart
church,
Springfield,
WedFoulley rf
2 2
has had 6 years experience as teacher of would not have been heard. A coninusnesday morning.
Cooney 3b
3 3
grades 4 and 5 in the towns of Douglas feature of the affair is that Mr Smith
0 0
C. McNamara c ss
The regular monthly meeting of the V. and Charlton.
She is a graduate of waslastseen,alive by Mr Webster, theHeffernan lb
0 0
I. S. will beheld in banquet hall, Tues- Grafton high school.
Melocke ss
0 0
motorboat was found by him and the
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ Coumoyer
c
0 0
day afternoon. Oct. 6, at 3.30. o'clock.
body Sunday was discovered by the same
0 0
Arsenanlt If
The President invites all members to reman. The body was brought to the Liv1 2
Moran If
A Motor Accident.
main
for
a
social
hoar
at
the
conclusion
Allen cf
113 1
ermore undertaking rooms, Sunday night
of
the
business
meeting.
2 2 0 1
Vernon p
To the Manor Born.
The Earth's Shadow.
A motorcycle, owned by Joseph A, La- and prepared for burial.
A lady accosted a litUe girl who was
The earth has a shadow, but very
Mr add Mrs Ralph Rice, Miss Mollie Plante, Worcester, crashed into a tourTotals
35
9
12,13
24
11
8
Mr Smith was born in Sheffield, Yorkentering one of the fashionable New few ever see it, except In eclipses of
Burns and Edward Kale, all of New ing car bearing the New York license shire County, England, Dec. 4. 1886y the
Innings
123456789
York flats where she knew the rules the moon, or else few recognize it
York
city,
spent
the
week-end
as
guests
0760400 2 *—19
No. 26,155, at Crosby's corner, Sunday son of Joseph L. and Elizabeth (Wilkinwere exceedingly strict, and after when they see it Nevertheless, many Brookfield
Spencer
1040220 00—9 of Mr and Mrs Charles A. Rice and Mr afternoon. The motorcycle, west bound,
some little conversation, said: "How of us have noticed It on fine, cloudless
son) Smith. He was 47 years, 9 mon,th*
Umpire, Henry T. Durkin. Time of and Mrs P. Eugem\Gndaire at the Rice
was driven by young LaPlante and Miss and 23 days old. He had lived in Brookla It you live In these flats? I thought evenings in summer shortly before game, 2 h. 20 min.
cotttrge at Quaboag lake.
they would not take children. How did sunset, a rosy pink arc on the horizon
Lillian Fournier, 23 years, Worcester, field a great part of the past twenty'
you get in?" "Why," replied the child, opposite the sun, with a bluish gray
Fred F. Franquer has received word
John Sagesse and Miss Madeline Var- was riding behind him. She was thrown years since his parents bought what is
"I was born In."
segment under It As the sun sinks from the New England Insurance Ex- one, both of East Brookfield were mar- over the operator's head from the force known at the Langlois farm, and his sisthe arc rises until It attains the zenith change, that on and after Sept. 29, 1914, ried Sunday afternoon by Rev* Leo T. of the impact and her head striking the
ter, Mrs Bedell and her husband have
Surely.
and even passes It This is the rates on all term policies will be more. Goddard, at the parochial residence. hard macadam road rendered her un
managed the Point of Pines. He was a
"Did you ever notice," said Mrs. N. shadow ot the earth.
On all three year policies, the terms will They left immediately for East Brookfield conscious and she was taken to the home great favorite with the summer colony at
Peck, "that about half of the pictures
The Gentleman.
2 1-2 times the annual rates instead of where a wedding dinner was given at the of Dr. Mary H. Sherman, where it was both lakes.
He was an expert swimmer
In the photographers' 'windows are of
As a finished product, the gentleman
found that no bones were broken. The and had been around boats practically all
bridal couples? 1 wo".der why they seems to do everything very easily; twice the annual as formerly, and on all groom's home.
young man sustained a sprained foot. his life.
always rush off to a-photographer's so but that ease like the case of the habit, five year term policies, the rates are inThe first meeting of the teachers of the
soon?" "I fancy the husband is re- can only come by effort. He Is socially creased from three to four times the Brookfield, East Brookfield and district The front of the motorcycle was wrecked
V hen away from Brookfield he made
sponsible for It," said Mr. Peek. "He secure; but whatever his station, he annual rates. Mr Franquer informs ns schools was held in banquet hall Friday and the left rear mud guard crumpled in his home in Flushing, L. I. Mr Smith
and a piece taken out of the tire. Witrealizes that it is about his last chance was not born BO, for no man ever Is that this is the second advance made on
is survived by his wile Mrs Sarah (Mahon)
afternion.
>'iss Marion A. Warren,
to ever look nieesant."
socially secure by birth, even if he certain lines in Brookfield recently. An librarian of the Merrick public Jibrary, nesses of the accident said that the mo- Smith of Flushing, N. Y., his parents
The Actor's Mistake.
torcycle approachedthe corner at such a
was born to be a king. The test of a advance went into effect three months
Mr and Mrs Joseph Smith, of Podunk
addressed the teachers on "Correlation of
Toole, the English actor, used to get gentleman is the pleasure others take
high rate of speed that the driver was unago, which raised rates on all shinull-■ I the library with school work.
district; a sister, Mrs Elbert C. Bedell;
off a good thing occasionally. At din- in his society, and not in his wit or his
able to control it in time to prArentstrikbuildings,
40
cents
per
thousand.
ner at a country hotel he was sitting virtue of his learning, but in their orThe regular meeting of the Grange will ing the auto which Was travelling east at and four brothers, Herbert of Flushing,
Chance for the Optimist.
next to a gentleman who had helped dinary Bociai relations with him. And
be in banquet hall, Tuesday night, Oct. low speed. The motorcycle was taken to i „ I., Launcelot E. of Richmond, L. I.,
Reed—"What
do
you
suppose
will
and
himself to an extravagantly large piece this pleasure be cannot give merely
; • „
. , ubarn andJ Mr
«* LaPlante
. ™
and Thomas of East Orange
6. It will lie Columbus night with ad- Lucius
E. TEstey's
i New Archie
"range,
Jerse
of bread. Toole took it up and began by being on good terms with himself. happen on the Judgment day, when
dresses on "His life" by Mrs Annie and Miss Fournier left for Worcester by |'
the
earth
plunges
into
eternal
darkto cut a slice from It "Sir," said the
The body was shipped on the 10.57 exness and desolation," Grant—"Oh, I Uyde and "His work" by Dr. Mary trolley at 3.20.
As to Fields.
Indignant gentleman, "that is
my
press from East Brookfield, Wednesday
bread." "I beg a thousand pardons, * Many a man w,ho is fooling away suppose some optimist will rise and II. Sherman, The m%sical entertainPeace
Sunday
will
be
observed
at
the morning by undertaker, Robert G. Liversir," replied the actor, "I mistook It lor his time In the literary field might b« proclaim, Now is a good time to buy ment will be in charge of Miss Ellen
Methodist church.
stocks.'"—Judge.
more for burial in Flushing, L. 1.
Oadaire.
useful In a potato field.
the loaf."

110 PER CENT. DISCOUNT ON ALL CASH PURCHASES

WILLARD B. WILSON, AGENT

Professor Linwood B. Tracy of New
York, instructor of modern dancing;
PUBLISHED
Worcester will instruct a weekly class in
EVERY FRIDAY AFTERNOON,
Brookfield, beginning Thursday, Oct. 8,
Jin banquet ball, from 8 until 10 p. m,
Journal Block, North Brookfield, Mass I Prof. Tracy is Bpecial instructor of mod
HORACE J. LAWRENCE, I <*» dances at hotel Brncroft Worcester.
This will be an excellent opportunity to
EDITOR AND FHOPBIKTOB.
the latest dances properly, and everyone
1.00 a Year in Advance. is,cordially invited to join the class. The
rates are reasonable.
Single Copies, 3 Cents.
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512 Main Street, Worcester,
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5ave $5 per Month
Tuition

Is that Fair and Safe?

THE 'GROW OR GO' BUSINESS SCHOOL
Central Exchange Building
Worcester, Mass.
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KAISER'S RIGHT LEAVES TRENCHES
ALLIES PURSUE THEIR ENEMIES
BRITISH SHIPS SUNK BYGERMANS
BATTLE OF TK2 A1SNE
REACHES CLOSING PHASES
Both Sides Say They Made Gains on the Meuse; in the
Center, Artillery Is Doing the Hervy Work
3 WEEKS' LOSSES ESTIMATED TO TOTAL 280,000

WORKING FAST TO
BUILD NEW ZEPPELINS
The factory at Friedrichshafen is working day and night
to replace the Zeppelin airships
which the Germans have lost
during the war. Two Zeppelins
of the armored type of great
•peed are under construction at
the factory and are being guarded by a regiment and by a gunboat on Lake Constance.

London.—A despatch from Paris to
the Exchange Telegraph Company,
the publication of which has been
permitted by the official bureau, which
does not, however, confirm the report,
Eays:
"It is stated here that the German
right has been entirely broken and
is now being pursued by the Allies.
"All the automobiles in northern
France has been requisitioned for the
purpose of pursuit.
"Armored motor cars with mitrailleuses are al°o being used to pursue
the retreating enemy.
"The official communication demonstrates unmistakably that the Germans have been surrounded In the
Somme Department, the French front
extending further east.
"It is officially stated that Peronne
has been recaptured."
The statement issued by the Official Press Bureau says:
, "There is practically no change In
the situation. The Allies have had
some heavy fighting, but they are
well holding their own.
After having sustained practically
continuous attacks for nearly three
weeks, the extreme right wing of the
German army in France retired
toward the Belgian border; according to an unofficial, but generally
credited, report from Paris.
A report from Berlin, however,
while admitting that the German
right is being severely attacked, declares the Allies have not gained any
ground.
The German General Staff BayB that
the German armies continue to make
decided gains along the line of the
Meuse. It is stated that while the
Bavarian army is meeting with resistance of tin; most stubborn nature, it
continues to press forward and has
masked a number of the forts along
the MeUBe line, i
So far as the situation in the center
Is concerned, it is stated, there is
no change to report. The fighting
there is entirely artillery, both armies
occupying strongly intrenched positions.
The London Times correpondent in
Paris telegraphs that "the French
left wing continues to make progress,
encouraging the belief that a denouement is near. Nowhere has the gigantic line of the Anglo-French front
been pierced. It is considered likely
that the Germans wlH make another
supreme effort, however, before final
retreat"
Private information received at
Rotterdam from Berlin says that before the retreat of the Germans in
France to the western frontier their
commissariat broke down completely
for a fortnight and a majority of the
troops lived on bread and water. So
great were the sufferings that many
of the troops went to the hospital

GERMANY'S FLEET GETTl'NG
NEW KRUPP GUNS IN
THE

KIEL CANAL.

COPENHAGEN. — Travellers
arriving here from the Kiel
Canal say that the Germans are
busy placing new ordinance,
/ith which the Krupp works
have been experimenting for
the last two years, on their armored
cruisers
and
Dreadnoughts.
The canal is described as being crowded with warships, Including the largest battleships.
The arsenals are busy day and
night, and long trains arrive
continuously with Immense guns
for the ships.
The Germans are reported as
declaring that the whole fleet
soon will be ready to fight.
The Official News Bureau announced that the German cruiser Emden had sunk four more
British steamships and a collier.

suffering from nervous breakdown
and many became insane.
A report published at Rotterdam
states ihat a reputable man who arrived at Ostend from Brussels states
that thousands of exhausted Germans
are pouring into Brussels from the
south.
A despatch from Amsterdam quotes
refugees arriving at Ghent as saying
that a strong column of British and
French troops is marching east in
northern France toward the Belgian
frontier.
The refugees say that the Germans
evidently are aware of the move and
are hurrying troops to meet it.
The Kaiser is reported to be massing 150,000 men, Including 25,000 naval
reserves, in Belgium and there is general fear in Great Britain of an at■tack by sea and air in case Antwerp
is taken. The bombardment of Antwerp by the Germans has begun. It
is believed that the Germans are endeavoring to capture that city and to
make it and Ostend naval bases for
attacks upon the British fleet and
expeditions against the English coast.
The Germans bombarded Lierre,
nine miles east of Antwerp, and, according to report from Ostend, destroyed the town.
THROUGH FRENCH LINES
IN A WEEK, SAY GERMANS

Berlin, (via wireless to Sayvllle, L.
1.)— Reports received here directly
from the front say the high German
military officials in charge of the campaign in France predict that the Germans will break through the allied
lines within the next week. The resistance is said to be slowly slackening at several points.
That many of the wounded who
might be saved are being sacrificed
through the scarcity of doctors at the
front was the statement made by the
surgeon In charge of a hospital train
from Aix-la-Chapelle. He alleged that
the chief reason for this has been
the utter disregard of the Red Cross
by the French. Of the German doctors sent to the front, this surgeon
alleged, many have been killed or
wounded while trying to aid the suffering along the battle line.
The train was simply crowded to
its utmost capacity. Although many
of the wounded were very serious
cases, they remained uncomplaining.
They declared, however, that the conditions at the front were terrible.

Belgians Order
All Residents
Out of Alost
As

Germans

Approach,

Every

Man,

Woman and Child Abandons Place—
Leave Houses Open and Larders
Filled.

Ghent, Belgium.—What In some of
its aspects is the most remarkable
incident in the whole course of the
Belgian campaign occurred by order
of the Belgian military authorities.
Alost has been evacuated by the entire civilian population of 33,200. Not
a Belgian remained in the place.
This is In answer to Termonde.
That town was wiped out with a completeness never known in history. To
save Alost, three times in size, from
a similar fate the Government has
taken the wise though sensational
step of ordering its complete abandonment to the last man, woman and
child.
In the morning there were 40,000
ciivlians quietly pursuing their avocations. When the place was entered
by the German forces In the afternoon it was as quiet as a sepulchre.
When the German advance guard
came It found the doors of all the
houses open, food In all the larders
ready to be eaten, wine to be
drunk and beds to be slept in—all
that an army could desire.

BERLIN DENIES
ALLIES ADVANCE
London.—A wireless dispatch to the
Marconi Company from Berlin gives
the following official statement, Issued in the German capital.
"There is no change in the situation at any of the theatres of war,
and reports concerning a victorious
advance of the enemy are untrue.

RUSSIA.—A report from Petrograd
says that the Russians have gained
a victory over the Germans at
Kaliscz and also that the German
offensive movement In Russian Po.land, which was directed against
Warsaw, has been halted.
The
Russians claim that their battle
line has been strengthened from
East Prussia to Galicia. In Gallcia
the Russians have advanced to
Debica, about seventy miles from
Cracow. The Austrians retreating
from Przemysl are moving in the
direction of Sanok, and report s^ys
that In their retreat they are abandoning artillery and stores. The
Russians have crossed the Carpathian Mountains, have captured
Uzsok with a number of guns and
prisoners and from this point they
have descended into the plains of
Hungary.
GERMANY.—The financial statements
of the banks of Berlin indicate that
Germany has enough money to carry 'on the war for a year. This
statement is optimistic. The general public subscription to the war
loan is a contribution of 4,500,000,000 marks ($1,125,000,ODD).
BELGIUM.—The Belgians report successes in engagements at Grembergen and Schooten. Severe fighting
is reported at Termonde and Hofstade. The Belgians stopped the
bombardment of Malines, but not
not until part of the city was destroyed. The Germans bombarded
Alost, much damage resulted and
the hospitals was burned. The Germans, according to one report, have
BBtun the bombardment of Antwerp.
JAPAN.—According to reports from
Pekin, the Japanese are moving
west in China, with the evident intention of seizing the stations along
the Shantung railroad

$5,000,000 a Day Is War's
Cost to Germans; Have
Enough to Last One Year
People Have Subscribed to Nearly All
of $1,250,000,000 Asked For by Government, Which Can Borrow Rest
as Needed.

Berlin, (via London).—The response
of the German public to the efforts
of the Government to raise a war fund
of 5,000,000,000 marks (11,250.000,000)
has, it is asserted here, removed all
anxiety which the nation may have
had regarding its ability to meet financial obligations due to the war.
Originally, the Reichstag allowed
a war credit of 5,000,000,000 marks In
addition to the war treasu" , and- of
this amount 4,500,000,000 marks has
been subscribed by the public without
straining seriously the financial resources of the empire.
According to military authorities
the war is costing Germany about 20,000,000 marks ($5,000,000) a <?ty, inclusive of the money spent on behalf
of those who have beer deprived of
their bread-winners.
The means- of the Goveii
t at
the beginning of the war, ni.
hunting the permanent war treasure, but
including the reserve funds of the
Reichsbank amounted to about 600,000,000 marks ($125,000,000), which
In the mean time, however, iias been
considerably increased through the
issue of notes. It is thought, therefore, that the money available for the
purposes of the campaign can be increased, if necessary, by several billion marks.
The amount which the Government
could borrow from the Reldhsbarik is
unknown at the present time, but It is
estimated at about 5,000,000,000 marks,
making a total of about 8,000,000,000
marks ($2,000,000,000). At the rate
of 20,000,000 marks ($5,000,0001 a day,
this sum would permit Gernjany to
carry on the war for over a year, it
GREAT
BRITAIN
AND
JAPAN is claimed here that these estimates
TO BLOCK PHILIPPINE
concerning Germany's financial reCOAL IMPORTS.
, sources are low rather than high.
Washington. — Both Great Britain
and Japan are threatening not to permit the import of coal into the Philippines unless a bond Is given that it
will not be re-exported and as a re1
sult fears are expressed that there
Artillery and Equipment Left by
will be a coal famine in Manila.
There have been suspicions that
Broken Army—Germans Also Suffer
German vessels were loading coal
a Disastrous Defeat, It Is Claimed
here and delivering it to war vessels
by the Russians,
at sea, and these suspicions still exist.
The steamship Elmsh'orn, which had
Rome.—An official dispatch from
taken on 6,000 tons of coal and started
■Petrograd says that Przemysl, in Galito leave the port, returned to Manila
cia, is now entirely invested by the
after sighting a British cruiser outRusians, and that the main Austrian
side.
Japan has instructed local Japanese army is retiring behind the Carpamerchants not sell coal except under thians.
A telegram from Petrograd states
a bonn of twice the value of the coal
that the right wing of the AustrianB
and It also Insists upon consular inhas been driven back beyond the Carspection,
pathians into Hungary, where they
are being pursued by the Russians.
London.—While the censorship ' is The'Austrian debacle is complete, and
more strict than at any time since they have lost all their artillery.
the opening of hostilities, it is exThe Austrian left wing has replained that there are certain evi- treated to Cracow.
dences, especially on the extreme
The Russians claim to have inflicted
left, that the Germans are weakening. a disastrous defeat on the Germans.
in this connection a report telegraphed from Ostend that Mous bad
been set on fire, created a sensation
here. It is at Mons that Gen. von
Boehm established his headquarters
when he started south from Brussels
With the main army that was operating in Belgium. It was also Von
Kluck's base ofj supplies.
Von Boebm's army was assigned An unofficial despatch from Paris to
to prevent Von Kluck being outflankLondon said that the German right
ed by the French army, operating
wing had been completely broken
from the northwest, where it had
and was in full retreat, pursued by
been gathered to support a new Britthe Allies.
ish force. It means that the British- London reported that Germany'* fleet
French .armies are in strong forces
Is being equipped with new and
and have raided the German compowerful guna In the Kiel Canal,
munications far north of the point,
and soon would be ready to enter
where up to the present any fighting
the war.
has been reported.
The British official newi bureau anThe prolongation of the tension on
nounces that the German cruiser
the two long lines of fire and death
Emden, during the past few days
fronting each other on the Aisne has
has captured and sunk In the Inbecome Insupportable to the Germans,
dian Ocean the British steamers
since reports indicate that they have
Tumerlc, King Lud, Riberia, and
changed their tactics and attacked
Foyle, and- captured the collier
with the bayonet. General Joffre has
Bursk.
succeeded in pushing his lines inside The successes of the three Russian
the range of the deadly heavy German
armies have enabled the Russian
guns forced the enemy to hand-to-hand
staff to almost straighten the long
fighting.
advance, especially through Galicia

Austrians Pursued by
Russians Into Hungary

104,589 FULL CASUALTY
LIST

OF

GERMANS

BERLIN, (via London).—The
total German casualties in dead,
wounded and missing as officially reported to date are 104,589,
The casualty list is made up
a*
follows:
Dead,
15,674;
wounded, 65,908; missing, 23,007.
The list numerically sets out
the killed and wounded and
missing In each, regiment, and
occupies nearly four columns
of the Berliner Tageblatt. One
regiment lost 400 men in a single engagement

and Russian Poland.
Berlin declared officially that the Germans had made gains In the centra
of the French battle line.
The Paris official report said that the
Germans for two days had made
constant attacks on the left of the
Allies, who held firm and then gained slightly.
Germany announced a total casualty
list of 104,689, which Included 16,674 dead, 65,908 wounded and 23,007 missing.
It was officially announced In Tokio
that the Japanese had defeated the
Germans in a battle on the outskirts
of Talngtau.
A German airship dropped four bombs
on Paris. One fell near the American Embassy, killing a man and
wounding his daughter.
Paris reported that the French left
wing fled before the Germane, but
later, reinforced, took the offensive.
The official French report said the

ABOLITION OF
LABOR BOARD

STATE BOARD TO HELP
BOSTON FOREIGN TRADE

GOOD SPICED PICKLE

Will Organize

CUCUMBER MAKES ONE OF THE
BEST CONDIMENTS.

Does Not Represent Workers,
Charges Head of A. F. of L

Boston—Acting upon the sugges>
tion of Gov. Walsh, the state board1
of labor and industries, at its meeting, took steps to organize a division
of industrial development for th»
benefit of Massachusetts labor ami
industries.
The Immediate purpose
of this division will be to act as t
clearing house to make available tl
Massachusetts industries all informa
tion and assistance that can any
where be secured for the work of
developing foreign trade.
The act
tidn arises from the desire of the
Governor and board to offer Massachusetts complete problems created
by the war.
The board plans to proceed with
♦he greatest possible dispatch to
make a study of the work being carried on by the national government
and national commissions and organ,
izations working upon the present
Industrial situation.
The work 'of
many private institutions that are
undertaking the development of foreign trade will also be studied.
There will be brought together from
this investigation a great collection
of material on the subject of foreign
trade and especially of the immediate practical aids and opportunities
for foreign trade development that
can be secured through co-operation
with these various national and local
agencies.
This information will
be placed under a filing system at
the office of the state board of labor
and industries and indexed and an
Information service will be offered
Massachusetts industries upon all
questions relating to foreign trade.
The board will also begin immediately,the publication of a series of
bulletins covering principal fields In,
foreign trade work.
The board will afthe same timet
secure the wffiest possible touchwithi
sources of information as to specific
opportunities for extending foreign
and domestic trade and will placet
the Industries o» the state in direct!
communication with these opportunities.

ALDEN SCORES SEN. DOYLE
Alleges Latter Tried to Repeal Child
Labor Bill—A. F. of L. In
creased 10.00 Since Last
Convention.

Boston.—Abolition of the present
State Board of Labor and Industries,
on the ground that it does not, and
cannot, in its prescribed method of
organization, represent the workingman, was urged by President Edward
8, Alden of the Massachusetts State
Branch, A. F. of L., at its convention
in the new Musicians' Building on
St. Botolph street.
President Alden also scored Senator .Andrew P. Doyle of New Bedford
because he said Mr. Doyle had attempted to repeal the child labor b'll.
"For years labor through the
State Branch agitated and worked
for the passage «f a law that would
make a department of labor In this
State so that a better enforcement
Of the labor laws might be obtained."
he said.
"We finally secured legislation establishing the Board of
Labor and Industries, a commission
of five, only one being a representative of labor.
"The commission delegates the enforcement of the law to a commissioner, with his deputies and Inspectors. We besought this commission
to name a 'bona fide trades unionist as
the commissioner.
That comm/ission refused.
This year Governor
Walsh removed the old commission.
John Golden, president of the United
Textile Workers, replaced Mr. Acton
as labor's representative on the
board.
"The State branch and the Boston
Central Labor Union tried their best
this year to get the new commission
to name a labor man as the commissioner, Commissioner Robert Turner having resigned.
I believe we
should have a labor man in charge of
the enforcement of the labor laws,
and that view is upheld by alt labor
men.
"It seems to me that the workers
of all crafts should commence a
campaign for Senator Doyle's ultimate removal from political life. If
labor is not going to rebuke those
who betray it, how is it going to
maintain its prestige and defeat
those not members of organized labor,
who refuse to vote for our legislation?
"One of the most regrettable episodes of the year was the spectacle
of the senator who has for years
posed as a union man introducing
and pushing a bill to repeal the child
labor bill. The State branch, however, stood behind this bill in spite
of the treachery of the senator.
I
regret that New Bedford has as yet
made no effort to ' replace Senator
Doyle with someone else."
In the course of his remarks he
reviewed the year's work of the
A. F. of L, and said that Its numbers had Increased 10,000 since the
last convention.
The resolution opposing Prohibition was indorsed and the convention went on record to this effect
with but very few votes against it.
The resolution favoring the formation of a Labor Party received but
one vote.
One of the most important resolutions adopted was presented by Dennis D. Driscoll of Boston, Deputy
Commissioner of Penal Institutions,
calling for the Legislative Committee
to recommend in its annual report
the names of all members of the
General Court who have been favorable to organize labor bills, and who
should be supported for re-election,
and also print the names of those
not favorable and who should be opposed for reelection by organized j„
bor.
Wont

Affect

Bay

State.

Boston.—The action of the New
Hampshire Public Service Commie
ston in refusing to allow the Boator
and Maine and Grand Trunk railroads
to increase their mileage rates from
2 cents to 21-4 cents a mile will not
affect the Boston and' Maine's application to have the new tariffs adopted in Massachusetts.
Chairman Frederick J. Macleod
of the Massachusetts Commission
says that the Boston and Maine
would be allowed to operate under
different mileage rates in the two
States, should the Massachusetts
board grant the increase, which is
the same as was sought in New
Hamphlre.
Carver Votes Cost State $16.66 Each.

Carver.—The high cost of voting
touched war level at the Carver primaries.
Three Ballots were cast
The expenses for election officers,
lead pencils and other accessories—
ballots being supplied by a paternal
Commonwealth—reached $50.
This
makes the average cost per vote just
$16.66 2-3.
At last State election Carver cast
101 ballots, of which forty-six fell
to Charles Sumner Bird, the Progressive banner carrier.
But Carver refused to get excited about the primaries.

Division of Industrial

Development.

MasaJConn.

Boundary

BUI

Various Flavors May Be Given the Relish, According to Taste—Onions,
If One Likes Them, Are Most
Suitable.

This is an old recipe, need in our
tamlly tor twenty years.
Select small cucumbers of uniform
•ise, wash them and pack in a stone
jar or firkin. For 260 pickles use onehalt cupful of salt, pour on enough
tootling water to cover, and let stand
Cor three days, placing a plate over
them to keep them under the water,
«nd a weight on the plate.
On the
third day drain off the water, which
will be covered with scum, wash and
wipe the cucumbers dry, rejecting
«ny that are soft Now, If you like
• spicy, peppery pickle, with just a
suspicion of onion flavor, follow the
<Urectione as given, but leave out anything you do not care for. Pare two
onions and stick them full of whole
cloves, place them in the bottom of
your Jar with six peppers, slit through
the center, and pack the cucumbers
over them. Have heating vinegar containing a bag of whole spices, either
mixed spices or such as you choose, j
such as stick cinnamon, allspice, mustard seed and a little celery seed, add
• piece of alum as large as halt a nutmeg; and pour the vinegar over the cucumbers. Use good elder vinegar and
4o not boil, but simply scald It.
These pickles are good in a week
or a year from the time they are made.
Try them. It sweet pickles are wantad, add sugar in the proportion of one
and one-half cuptuls to a quart of
vinegar, or make them as sweet as
-desired. Tastes differ, so It Is hard
to state exact quantities to be used.—\
Exchange.
*
The Naughty One.
The telephone In a physician's office
tang madly, the other day, relates
■Current Opinion, and the following
conversation took place:
"We want the doctor, quick!"
"Who's sick at your house?"
"Everybody except me. I'd been
-naughty, so they wouldn't give me
•my of the nice mushrooms papa
picked In the woods."

Passed.

Same Thing.

Wayward Son—Do you mean to
say that unless I mend my ways you
will not leave me a cent?
Father—Yes, for unless you do 111
not have a cent to leave.—Boston
Evening.
Important to Wlothersi

Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for
Infanta and children, and see that it
Bears the
Signature of
In Use For Over 30 Tears.
Children Cry for Fietch er"g Caitoria

Girl Leads In Gun Fight.
Attleboro.—A spirited running battle with guns was fought by 16-yearold Either Watson, daughter of John.
Watson of South Attleboro, together
with her father and brother Thomas.
In pursuit of four men caught rob
bing the Watson orchard.
Thei
chase was led by the girl, 'armed?
with a revolver, and continued for
nearly half a mile, several neighbors Joining in.
More than 30shots were exchanged; land the robbers, . after emptying their guns,
crossed the Blackstone river and!
made their escape.

'

Brought Home to Him.

Gen, W. L. Alexander was discussing, at a dinner, the European war.
"This war," he said, "will affect even
us. We must economize to weather
It And our economy must be general, too.
"We mustn't be like Gayboy, whom
a friend asked over a bottle of champagne on a roof garden: ■»
" "Well, apropos of the war, old man,
did you give your wife that lecture on
economy?'
" 'Yes, I did,' Gayboy answered, 'and
she went right out and "bought me a
Bafety razor.'"

PIMPLES ON NECK AND CHEST
14 Holmes St, Rockland, Me.—
"About a year and a half ago I would
occasionally have a small pimple come
out on my face and I would scratch it
all the time. In doing so I began to
have more until about a year later my
face was a sight. Then they came on
my neck and later on my chest and
back. They were large,*ed_and sore
and in a very short time became festered.
"I put on two,or three thlnge but
they did not seem to help me much.
One night before going to bed I
washed my face in as hot water as I
could bear and Cutlcura Soap, then applied the Cutlcura Ointment The next
morning I felt better. In a month my
recovery was complete."
(Signed)
Paul H. Locke, Apr. 4,1914.
Cutlcura Soap and Ointment sold
throughout the world. Sample of each
tree,with 32-p. Skin Book. Address post
card "Cutlcura, Dept L, Boston."—Adv,
Invents a New Chicken.

George White has produced by seNever Use It.
lective breeding, the shortest-legged
"Sewer gas Is a serious matter."
chicken in existence after ten years
"Certainly not a thing to make light of effort, during which he crossed and
of."
recrossed breeds. The result is a
big white fowl that continually seems
TOUR OWK DRtJOOIST WaLTEUTOT
frr Marine Bye Remedr for Red., Weak, Water? to be Bitting, the lmpresion being due
$TW ami Granulated Breli&fJ No Smarting—
Joat Bra Comfort. Write for Book of the Hjre solely to the shortness of its legs. When
hj mail Free. Marine Hje Homed* Co.. Chicago. it walks It waddles like a duck.
The advantage, says White, is that
Cain did not invent war. He was the newly "Invented" type of chicken
merely the first murderer.
is not a roamer and not a scratcher.
Procrastination increases the de- It cannot go very far and has not
enough of a reach to scratch. The relights of anticipation.
sult Is that it lives a quiet, peaceful existence, never roosts on a neighbor's fence, and is a busy layer.—
Eaton (O.) Dispatch to the New York
World.
Queering

THE NEW FALL STYLE
2 for 25 Cts.

Lynn.—William H. Nlles, president
of the Essex County Bar Association,
died last week at hie home here, at
the age of 75 years.
He had been
ill for several weeks from hardening
of the arteries.. He had been prominent in legal affairs in the state for
44 years and was known as the dean
of the Essex county bar.
He was born in Oxford, N. H„
Dec. 22, 1889, the son of Samuel
Wales and Eunice (Newell) Nlles.

KARL OB, WILSON
MAKERS OF TBOY-S BEST PRODUCT.

Preferred Death to Husband Parent*
Chose.

Worcester.—A note found In the
room where Mrs. Mary Rushen attempted suicide by inhaling gas.
said that she preferred death to life
with a husband whom she did not
love, and whom her parents had chosen for her.
She said that she was
capable of selecting her own husband,
y

His Act.

tightly Clad.
"Anything on for today, Grayce?"
"Only what you see."
"Ahem! That isn't much."

RESULTS OF NEW W. ROCKEFELLER RERUN BY
BRITAIN DOES
NOTOBJECT YORK PRIMARIES QUITS NEW HAVEN
JANUARY 1
Approves Flag Transfers of Glynn, Whitman and Davenport His Resignation and That of Is the Latest Prediction in RusThree Others Accepted
Are Nominated
sian Capital.
American Owned Vessels .
AFFECTSBELLIGERENTSHIPS VERY SMALL VOTE WAS CAST MELLEN
Consuls Instructed to Make No Protest on Change of Registry of Craft
Controlled In U. S. — Selxure
of Neutral Vessels Reported.

Vote In State and City .Was tight,
Democrats 34, Republicans 40
Per Cent.—Calder Ran Far

Washington.—The British Embassy
has announced that Instructions had
been sent to all British Consuls to
register no objection to the transfer
of American owned vessels from the
British to the American flag. This
action was taken In view of the various reports as to the Embassy's attitude on transference of registry.
Other cases involving transfers
from a belligerent flag to that of
the United States will be decided
on the merits of the sales. "
These instructions were received by
the British Consul at Rio de Janeiro,
it was stated, Just after the sailing
of the American owned, but British
registered steamer, the Robert Dollar,
over the transfer of which to the
American flag there were some differences, resulting finally in the vessel leaving Rio de Janeiro under the
British flag.
The seizure of certain vessels of
neutral flags, including that of the
United States, by British cruisers
operating in the south Atlantic and
around the West Indies has been reported to Washington. It is understood that one of the vessels of the
New York and Porto Rico Steamship
Company was seized in the Bahamas
charged with carrying supplies to German cruisers.
If this charge is proved before the
prize court to be established at Nassau, the American ship will be ruled
a' prize, as, according to the provisions of the London declaration, such
action by*a neutral ship is unneutral
and renders the vessel liable to seizure.
It is expected that the State Department will try to get Buch delay In
the proceedings as will enable representatives of ship owners in this and
other similar cases to defend the
vessel .before the British prize courts.
Information has reached here that
the German government has adopted
a policy of sinking all vessels under
hostile flags which may be encountered by German ships of war. A number of such cases have already been
reported and are- of interest to the
United States government because the
cargoes involved were owned by Americans on board. The department
is receiving lists of such goods thus
destroyed and will eventually make
representations to the government
under which the destroying ships
operate.

New York.—The primary election,
the first in which the people of New
York ever nominated their candidates
directly, resulted in the nomination
for Governor of Martin H. Glynn by
the Democrats, Charles S. Whitman
by the Republicans, and Frederick^
M. Davenport by the Progressives.
James W. Gerard was nominated
for United States Senator by the
Democrats, James W. Wadsworth, Jr.,
by the Republicans, and Bainhridge
Colby by the Progressives.
Whitman carried New York City
by a plurality of 32,400. His next
competitor in the city was Hedges,
but he beat Hedges by four to one.
Hinman by eight to one. Hinman's
vote in the city was much smaller
than had been anticipated.
But Whitman had been expected to
carry New York, though the crushing
nature of Hinman's defeat there was
a surprise. The Hinman men had
been counting on the up-State vote
to overcome Whitman's majority in
the city, but the up-State, too, went
for Whitman.
New York City contributed a majority of 74,760 to Gov. Glynn, and the
rest of the State backed him up by a
majority of 37,000, making his total
majority 111,760.
Hennessy was
snowed under in the city and badly
defeated in the State.
William Sulzer did not succeed in
capturing the Progressive Party. In
the city, indeed, he gave Davenport
a close run, and was defeated by
only 336 votes, but the country districts came to the rescue and gave
the candidate of the Utica conference
a majority.
The big Whitman victory In the
city was apparently not a Barnes victory for -his candidate for the United
States Senate, Wadsworth, was snowed under by Congressman Calder,
the anti-Barnes candidate. Calder's
plurality was greater than Whitman's.
But Wadsworth got his votes up the
State and won.
i
Ambassador Gerard was nominated
for the Senate by , the Democrats,
heating Franklin D. Roosevelt. Roosevelt did better than Hennessy.
Even more surprising was the fact
that In the city Wadsworth was not
merely defeated, but actually ran not
very much better than Dr. David J.
Hill, whose candidacy was chiefly a
compliment tendered him by his home
county of Monroe, and who does not
figure seriously in the returns.
All Jthe returns received indicated
a complete victory for Charles
F. Murphy in
the matter of
controlling the organization of the
Democratic Party in the State. In
every district where a Murphy candidate for State Committeeman was
opposed the Muphry man won. The
only anti-Murphy man elected ,was
Montgomery Hare, who was unopposed.
Roosevelt also did better than Hennessy up the State. In the city and
up-State together he ran about 40,000
ahead of Hennessy.
The vote cast was light. Only a
minority in each party exercised the
right to participate In the first direct
primary election ever held in this
State. In this city a larger percentage of Republicans took advantage
of their new privilege than did Democrats. Of the enrolled Democrats only
about 34 per cent, voted, while 40
per cent, of the Republicans went to
the polls.
As for the Progressives, 31 per cent.
of them voted in New York City.
Their vote did not rise much above
10,000
though
their
enrollment
amounted to 45,645.
Election officials everywhere reported that it was impossible to count
the ballots with the celerity observable in the regular State elections.
There were as many as seventy-five"
names on some of the ballots In districts where numerous members of the
county committee were to be elected
on account of the size of the party
vote in those districts in the last general State election.
Now that the Democratic primaries
are over and Martaln H. Glynn has
been chosen as the Democratic candidate for Governor It can be stated
that the new Democratic State committee selected at the primaries will
name William F..MoCombs as chairman to succeed William Church Osborn.
Gov. Glynn will follow up the election of Mr. McCombs as chairman by
an announcement that Democratic
leader will be an up-Stater.

FATHER AND BON

KILLED.

Thown From Auto When It Skids on
Conneetleut Car Tracks.

Walllngford, Conn.—F. G. Morse
and his son, H. J. Morse of Chicago,
who were returning to their home
from their Summer place In Newfane,
Vt., in an automobile, were killed
here by being thrown from the
vehicle after it had skidded oh the
street car tracks and had been upset
against a heap of loose sand. The
younger man was Instantly killed. The
elder Morse died in a few minutes.
^identification of the bodies was
made T>y the Coroner and medical
examiner, who found business cards
and letters in the clothing. There
were also' directions to notify relatives in New York, New Jersey, and
Chicago in case of accident, and
word was sent to New Jersey and
reply received that the bodies would
be immediately claimed.
The machine was entirely wrecked.
The bodies were removed to an undertaking establishment, and Coroner
Mix came from New Haven to hold
an inquest.
AUTO OVERTURNS; THREE DEAD
Four Others May Die From Accident
Near El Paso, Texas.

Befitting the Occasion.
"Where shall I put this picture of
El Paso, Tex.—Three people were
the prizefighters?"
killed instantly and four others may
"Make It an upper cut."
die as a result of an automobile accident 20 miles north of this city.
The car was driven by I. Perches
Enriquez, purchasing agent for General Francisco Villa in Juarez.
,The victims include Mrs. Enriquez,
Mrs. Amada Esperon and a servant
All were killed instantly.
Enriquez, his wife's brother, sister
of Mrs.1, Enriquez, and a baby of
Enriquez were all seriously injured.
Another child of Enriquez was thrown
from the machine without sustaining
injuries.
An attempt was made to turn the
car out of the road to pass a wagon
loaded with hay.
BEtGIAN TOWN BURNED.
Bilsen

In Taunton.

Taunton.—Under the auspices of
the Taunton Chamber of Commerce,
a new organization, known as the
Tauriton Poultry Association, has
been formed, with a view to promoting the interests of poultry ralsere
and developing a better market for
poultry.

A New York poet was favoring a
friend with a few of his latest verses.
They were descriptive of a beautiful
girl. The poet read:
"Her hair was massed lr. flowing
curls,
The color of a whisper."
This made the listener sit up.
"What's that," he said. "Read that
again."
"I thought you would say something
about that," the poet answered. "I
don't want to appear egotistical, but
that little phrase gives some scope
for the exercise of the mind."
"In what way?"
"Don't you see," continued the poet,
"how beautifully that describes the
shade of her hair? Every poet speaks
of golden hair, or raven lockB. To be
a success one must be original It
was nearly golden, and I convey the
Impression by means of that one
word."
*
The friend looked puzzled.
"You have heard," said the poet, patiently, "that silence is golden?"
"Yes."
"Well, If silence is golden, what
Would a whisper be? It would be
nearly golden, wouldn't it?" .

The Booking Agent—I can give you
a split wek at the Morpheus theater.
The Monologue Artist—I can't work
at that show shop. My whole act depends on a line where I ask the orchestra leader If he's a married man,
and they've got a lady orchestra,—
Puck.

Dean of Essex County Bar.

Poultry Association

Poet Must Be Given Credit for Working Out an Idea as to Coloring
of Hair.

■c

Washington.—The House has passed a Senate bill to ratify establishment of boundary lines between Connecticut and Massachusetts. TheVehas been long .routine over the formality, the states having already
agreed.
The Senate passed the bill
last January.
Maps showing thenew lines have been filed with thelibrary of Congress. The Massachusetts Legislature approved the boundary March 19, 1908.
Only one or
two Massachusets representatives
were present when the bill came upand it passed without discussion, except over a grammatical correction;
by minority leader Mann.

Took 50 Cents From Pay For Pulling,
Tooth.
Maiden.—Subtracting
50
cents)
from his pay envelope to have •>
tooth pulled was the cause of a
breach in the 27 years of married!
life of Mr. and Mrs. John Gearon, according to testimony in Maiden police court.
Gearon has not live*
with bis wife since July 25, because,
of a row that started over this incident.
Mrs. Gearon had her husband
in court on a charge of non-support
Judge .Bruce continued the case and
suggested that the couple try to>
• each an agreement.

QUITE AN ORIGINAL THOUGHT

u:

Destroyed by Germans, After
Train Is Wrecked.

Amsterdam.—The Maastricht correspondent of The Nieuws Van Den
Dag has sent the following dispatch :
"Belgian soldiers blew up the railway at Bilsen, Limhourg, near Hasselt. Shortly afterward a German
nMlitary train was derailed and destroyed. In revenge the Germans
burned the village. One hundred and
fifty refugees reached here."

Ahead of Wadsworth.

HOUSE

GETS

RIVERS

REPORT.

Committee Favors Senator Limit of
$20,000,000 to Appropriations.

GETS

IMMUNITY RUSSIANS
Austrian

Brooker and Elton Also Resign From
Directorate—Mellen, Before Grand
Jury, Earns Immunity—Government has Subpoenaed All Books.

ENTER HUNGARY

Force

Driven'

Carpathians With
Pursuing

Across)

Czar's Forces

Them

Through

The Passes.

New York.—Four directors of the
New York, New Haven and Hartford
Railroad Company, William Rockefeller' and George F. Baker, of New
Yorkj Charles F. Brooker, of Ansonla,
Conn., and James S. Elton, of Waterbury, Conn., resigned at a special
meeting of the board of directors,,
held here. The board voted to accept the resignations, It was announced after the meeting. One new
director, J. Horace Harding, of New
York, was elected.
The board voted to recommend to
the stockholders at the annual meeting, October 28, that the number of
directors be reduced to seventeen, as
compared with twenty-seven a year
ago.
Mr. Rockefeller, because of his
health, has desired for some time to
retire from the board, it was announced, his resignation as a director
being in line with his policy to curtall his 'activities, and thus conserve
his health. Mr. Baker's resignation
likewise was a continuation of his
recent policy to retire from as many
boards as possible.
Mr. Brooker recently resigned as
Republican National Committeeman
from Connecticut, and announced at
the time that he was to retire from
other activities, as he, too, desired
lessened business cares. Mr. Elton's
resignation followed a statement recently to the effect that he wished,
to reduce the number of boards of
directors on which he served.
Charles S. Mellen, ex-president of
the New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad Company, was the first
witness before the special Federal
Grand Jury empaneled at President
Wilson's suggestion to Investigate the
alleged criminal aspects of the New
Haven Railroad management.
Mr. Mellen's counsel, John W. H.
Crim, said that Mellen's appearance
before the Grand Jury would make
it impossible for the Jurors to find
an indictment against him in connection with the present investigation.
"Mr. Mellen was virtually granted
Immunity, however, before this," Mr.
Crim said. "His testimony before the
Interstate Commerce Commission at
Washington earned his immunity to
indictment."
The Government has subpoenaed all
the books and papers bearing on the
various matters under Investigation
which are in the possession of the
New Haven system.
The Government has retained as
special counsel in the present investigation James W. Osborne, former
Assistant District Attorney here, and
who conducted the highway Investigation for Governor Glynn recently;
R. L. Battsi of Texas, former law
partner of Attorney General Gregory,
and Frank N. Swacker.

Petrograd—The
significant
aaJ
nouncement is made at the war office!
that the Russian armies which are)
operating In Galicia now control all!
of the six passes which penetrate that
Carpathian mountains. In addition.
Russian troops are in force in the)
towns of Sztarna and Uzsok, having!
gone south from Lemberg and follows
ed the rivers Oplrt and Nagy-Ag. This*
movement has for its object the heading off of Hungarian reinforcement*
which may be proceeding north in thei
hope of gaining Galicia through thai
Carpathian passes and attempting ai
flank attack on the main Russianarmies.
The Russians are in force at Tar-<
now, 50 miles from Cracow on the!
main line of the railway. Although!
they are unable to move with the,
great speed shown in the early days!
of the Galician operations, because oft
the swollen rivers and marshy condi-i
tion of the territory through which!
the army is advancing, the Russian!
forces are declared in today's wan
office report to be making steady progH
ress.
Russians are moving steadily for-1
ward in four separate movements.The bombardment of Przemysl contin-i
ues, with one of the main forts al-i
ready reported as occupied by the:
Russians. It is stated here that thei
Russians have again taken a number1
of guns and that the Cossacks arei
cutting to pieces the rear guard of
the retreating Austrians.
While necessarily all plans areclosely guarded, the declaration ls|
freely made here that the Russians!
will have entered Berlin by the flrsti
of January next The entire Russian,
active army is being moved, That!
part not required for the present oper-i
atlons is being placed in strategic lo-j
cations where it can he used to fllll
the gaps In the active ranks as needed. |
The following official communicationj
has been received from the staff of
Grand Duke Nicholas, commander-ln-j
chief of the Russian forces in thej
field:
"An engagement near Sopotskin, oni
the" Niemen river in Russian Poland,!
and Druseniki came to an end with!
the retreat of the Germans.
"The enemy has approached Osso-t
wetz from the north and hah begun!
the bombardment of the fortress.
"In Galicia we have occupied Dem-t
bica on the railroad, 65 miles east of
Cracow and between Rzeszow and)
Tarnow.
"A numerous column of the enemy)
Is retreating from Przemysl in thei
direction of Sanok, 38 miles southeast of Jaroslav. In their flight theyt
abandoned artillery and automobile!
transports.
"At Coloujok we defeated a detachment of the enemy and captured his!
BAttOON AIDS SUFFRAGE FIGHT.
artillery and many prisoners.
Continuing the pursuit, we entered Hun20,000 Pamphlets Rained on Philagary."
<
,'
delphia and Nearby Towns.
Philadelphia. — Twenty thousand
pieces of suffrage literature were scattered over Philadelphia and surrounding towns from the balloon Greater
Philadelphia, which ascended from
here and came down late in the afternoon near Vineland, N. J.
The
pamphlets were addressed to working
girls,
farmers'
wives,
ministers'
wives and housekeepers.
,
A great throng of suffragists witnessed! the christening of the balloon
by Mayor Blankenburg before the ascent. As the basket containing the
pilot and three passengers passed
over towns and villages bundles of
the suffrage pamphlets were thrown
down.
NEW
Sir

LORD

MAYOR

IN

LONDON.

Charles Johnston Succeeds
Thomas V. Bowater.

Sir

London. — Sir Charles Johnston
was elected Lord Mayor of London, succeeding Sir Thomas V.
Bowater.
It is expected that the annual
pageant on November 9 and the great
banquet in the Guildhall accompanying the Installation of the Lord
Mayor will be omitted on account of
the war.
The Lord Mayor is elected tor a
term of one year, beginning on November 9.
Sir Charles Johnston has been
Alderman of Aldersgate since 1907
and was Sheriff of the city of
London in 1910-11. He was knighted
in 1911.
SEARS

FORTUNE $25,000,000.

Chicagoan Said to Have Originated
Mail Order Business.

Chicago.—Richard W. Sears, foundWashington.—The House committee
on rivers and harbors voted favorably er of Sears-Roebuck & Co., of Chicago,
to report the general river and har|or who died at his summer home near
appropriation bill as amended by the Waukeaha, Wis„ left a fortune estiSenate, whereby the $53,000,000 appro- mated at $25,000,000.
Mr. Sears, according to business aspriation has been reduced to $30,000,sociates, was the originator of the
000.
A strong fight Is promised qn the mail order enterprise. He began his
bill in the House with the chanoes business career in 1884, while working
favoring the success of the measure as a railroad telegraph operator, making a purchase of a dozen watches.
in its present form.

Urge Army to Attack.
',
Paris.—French and British on the*
left wing have repulsed for days tho
attacks of the Germans, who have*
been endeavoring to take the allied)
positions by assault.
Word from the front describes thei
encounters.
On one occasion theFrench and British held positions within a quarter of a mile from the German front, where they were in danger from the heavy German artillery
and were sheltered from the machine!
guns unless they came into the open.
The reason for the recent determined,
attacks by the Germans along the
Somme is credited In French military
circles to the desire of the newly appointed German generals, who have
taken the places of those removed by
the German Emperor, to carry out
some daring exploit
One of the most furious German assaults turned upon the trenches occupied by British regiments, which, with
admirable coolness, awaited the onslaughts of line after line of Germans,
meeting them with sustained rifle and'
machine gun Are and sometimes at
the point of the bayonet which did'
great execution.
Germans Say Allies Will Weaken Centre to Strike Flanks.

London.—The Rotterdam correspondent of the Dally News, under date of,
Sept. 25, says:
"An official announcement in the
German papers says that in order to
allay the great nervousness which is
being shown by the people of the allied nations, it is possible that the
French and 'English armies may maker
desperate efforts to drive in one or
other of the German flanks, even
though that may lead to a dangerous!
weakening of the allies' centre.
"According to the Frankfurter Zeltung. the violation of Belgian territory
does not really matter, as the real
.reason for England's action in going
to war was that France promised to .
pay with gold for her assistance" in a,
conflict which had been contemplated;
for some ttmev"
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West

is visiting in town.
James A. Anderson, Central

street,

jn New York state on a business trip.

Brookfield Grange managed

Maria M. Hastings, Central street,
tended the musical festival in

at-

Worcester

last week.
Arthur

H.

Stone,

Hartford,

Conn.,

passed Sunday, with his parents Mr and
M

•

phus Stone.

Miss Frances J.

Burlington of

Cam-

bridge has been fhe guest of her father

Smith

has

bought a

the one sold by auction.
George Bailey, South
entertaining his sister,

Main street,

is

Mrs Almira F.

Snow of South Framingham.
Woodward,

North Main

street, entertained the Grange
inG. A. R. hall,

Auxiliary

Wednesday afternoon

and evening.
Miss Frances Austin, of Milford, was a
L. Olmstead on West Main St.

iting

her sister-in-law,

Mrs

Arvilla

E.

Makepeace, on Central street.
Mrs

Roy

Balfour of

Swampscott,

is

visiting her parents, Mr and Mrs George
E. Mundell, South Main street.
Mrs William G. George and
of New York are visiting

Webb, Arthur H.

daughter

Mr

and

Mrs

Joseph W. Clark, on Warren road.

feeling that this nightly question ful-

and Mrs Eugene F, Thacher.

Lake street,

Vegetables and fruits

were shown by Francis A. Flagg, Roland
W. Cowles, George Brigham, Oscar
Henry Plouff,

daughter, Mrs George G. Glass,

his

and at-

tended the fair.

and

Raymond

Richardson.

Francis

Flagg

exhibited

a

35

pound

squash.

Winifred G. Woodward Bhowed

swan shipped to Carlton D.

Richardson

Tuesday was on exhibition.

Other exhi-

bitions

of

livestock

Plymouth rocks,

were

partridges,

white plymouth rocks,
Rhode

Island

Reds,

rabbits, ducks,

and pigeons shown on

the platform.

John

H.

Webb,

Foster

Cutler,

Ware

road, shared a long table for tfMr large
display of vegetables and fruit.

Mr Cut-

ler showed 22 varietfee of

apples,

kinds of

varieties

grapes

pears

and

besides

three

many

five
of

vegetables.

Mr

office is closed until
vacation,

day evening about missionary work
China, Japan

and Turkey,

in

showing 75

elty on his table was a hollow
containing

a

doll

13

bited

representing

Peter

Albert h. Hauck, a farmer living on
the Brookfield road, had a cow "killed by

John H.

Webb,

-~.

>

Rev. John H. Hoffman gave a

lecture

Friday evening on "Sailing Seven Seas."
The lecture was illustrated by
slides belonging

to

the

beautiful

pastor.

heating plant.
The Literary society met

at the home

of Mrs Philander Holmes,

West street,

Thursday afternoon.

Mrs Charles O'M.

Edson gave an essay on public buildings
and parks.

Current

events were given

by the members.
Suits, growing out of

an

automobile

amounting to •3500 with George R. Coster,

Warren,

defendant,

and

plaintiffs

Fannie P. Johnson, George A.

Johnson,

and Esther Johnson, all of West

Brook-

field, have been settled out of court by
an agreement of counsel.

'William Blackmer, aged 72 years,

died

suddenly at her home, Tuesday afternoon
of heart

failure.

Mrs

Blackmer

took

dinner in the home of Mr and Mrs Julius
Thompson.

Complaining of illness she

started for home stopping at the home of
Mrs Maria H. Barnes, where she asked
Miss Catherine Conniffe, a sister of Mrs

in

Cutler

and

Ruth

F.

Greens

Webb and

Arthur
and

Cutler,

ice

frankfurts,

cream;

Mrs

The school children

Peter

attended

between three and four, free of charge.

mer was born

in Southport,

Me.

Her

husband, who died April 4, 1902,
Methodist pastor for 38 years.
neral

was from

the Methodist

was a

The fuchurch

ear, as many persons do, It is no proof
of anything wrong with the heart. It
Is much more likely to be a local demiddle ear or stiffness and retraction
of the drum. This is on the authority

every people, the old Babylonian story
being among the oldest. It was from
the Babylonian that the Hebrew scribe
got his story—a story that has long
since ceased
value.

to

have

any

sclentifia

town meeting was held in

town hall Wednesday night with Carlton

same

mechanical

sary to meet deficiencies: for support of
poor, (500; highways and bridges,

*500;

insurance »225; browntail moth suppression 50.

Authority was given to transfer

•200 from the contingent fund for the improvement or repairs of the fountain on
the common.

Under Art.

4 the town

voted to borrow *825 for reinforced concrete bridge to be built over the Quaboag
river on the Ware road, the indebtedness
to be met In two equal annual payments,
interest on the notes to be payable semiannually.
50

The meeting was attended by

shirt

were

Then he ottered

Thirteen No Hoodoo to Him.

rades in the Dover (Eng.) police force
on his retirement, denied that misfortune attached to the number 13.
He
said he was one of a family of 13; he
started work at thirteen; was 13 years

twice thirteen years old; and bis family numbered 13.
How Indians Sleep Warm.
The Indian, according, to a writer
about camp life, resorts to two methods to keep warm while asleep.

If it

Is not unduly cold, he lights a rather
large tire and warms the earth, then
rakes away the coals, lies down and
pulls his blanket over him. In colder
LVJ

wraps himself in the blanket, but uses
it exclusively as a covering.
Would Be Second Choice.
Little Helen had received a package
through the mall from her Aunt Edith
patterns

lor two dresses,

one pink and one blue.

shoes."
"Sorted my shoes?"

-»

"Yes, you've got so awfully many.
I thought some should be given away.
Mother says

we

"Really?

shoes,

but

I

was

rupted."
Atkins looked relieved.

inter-

One was in-

It, It was such a temptation."
"Are you ready to come ashore?"
Was he laughing at her, or what?
"I don't know as I dare.

I expect

to be killed," but she gave him her
She did not Jump, however, for

he took more than her hand.
was to take

He took

and held her

"Please tell me what my punish-

ment is to be," she asked humbly;
"I'd like to know now."
He looked deep Into her eyes. "It
is to repeat something ram going to
say," was the answer; "then I will let
Did they see the envoys? Hardly.
They seemed quite content to remain
in the shade of the willows, particularly w«en the Chesley party went up
the road. Then there was a toilet to
be made—an apology for one—made
beside a convenient tunnel, at the sacrifice of the company's entire stock of
handkerchiefs. Still they difl not hurry, somehow, they found plenty to
talk about, and it was nearly dusk before taking a short cut across fields

off—nobody

knows whsjre?

hold!" Then, remembering her duty
as hostess, she^aid In a milder tone
to the other culprit:

power of sequestrating him, to use ll.
—Exchange.
Beauty of Nature.
Nature la beautiful, always beauti-

"Go right up to

the spare room. Jack.

I'll bring you

some of pa's clothes right away."
When the great touring car came
puffing and spitting back to town and
past the Madden cottage, nobody, I
think, but Mrs. Madden gave it a
thought.

She was Jn the kitchen giv-

ing directions for the sponging and
pressing of the unfortunate trousers,
and it was Black Mary, with the freedom of speech of an old servant, who
took upon
forter.

herself

the

role of

com-

"Please, honey, what 'er y' keer fer
peace? Ain't we got peace a-plenty
right out dere on de peajzzar? Ain't
dem chillun dun nuffln but scrap fer
two year and mo'? Look lak nttl'
miss put up a mighty big fight dls
time, 'cording to de close, but I reckon he done catch her now fo' suah."
She chuckled, partly at remembrance
of an unexpected bank bill tied securely in the corner of her handkerchief.
"Peace, Lawdy, dey's des lak two turtle doves."—Boston Post.

tonight and tomorrow Katie can scrub
the closet floor and put all your things

"I

was

time

to

going
the

to do

lady

mother's

agent

cup-

She

came

Oh, daddy,
and

she

gloves.

wore
She

horrid

said

black

she

was

go;

but I thought perhaps you'd like

to.
You see, I wanted you to go to
Mrs. StlcknBy's candy shop and—"
Little
fully.

Johnny

brightened
■_

wonder-

"Oh, I think I can walk as far aa
"Then yon will got"
"Certainly, mother!"
"And you know where Mrs. BuckBey's shop Is?

who wasn't dreadfully poor wouldn't
ever wear such ugly gloves.
They
made me feel sorrier for her than anything else.

toilet soap or face powder from her.
I hadn't a single bit of my allowance
left and I didn't have enough money
to buy a cake of soap even, but I made
her a cup of tea and told her to lie
down on the couch and rest

I cov-

sent us and she thought it was awfully
pretty. Then I thought of something
splendid,

daddy.

I

asked her to let

me take her bag of goods so I could go
oat and sell some things for her."
"Great Scott!

she?"
*
"Why, yes, after I coaxed her a little.

At first she was surprised at the

she could.

'Merits of the wares' and

'sterling
quality'—those
were
the
things she said over and over again
and

I

knew

I *ould

say

newer and different I told her so and
she said she thought maybe I could.
"What do you think, daddy?

I went

out and in one hour and a half I sold
$3.75 worth of her goods.
of fun.

I'm afraid ft Is
but you don't

TO SETTLE AN ESTATE
A very desirable house and barn situated on St.
John St.; corner lot bouse has seven rooms in
good repair, with gas, etc. (rood garden, several fruit tr.es. excellent place for raising hens,
etc. For particulars inquire of
•M
V. 3- DANIELS

FOR RENT
TENEMENT of 7 rooms, all on second floor
with wood, coal, and toilet, situated on
Grant Street. Also an 8 room cottage on Willow St. Town water in both places.
37tf
L. B. HA1DEN,
4 Grant St. North Brookfield.

WANTED
WASHING and Ironing,
er.
MRS CBOSBT
Brookfield.

seemed to like to buy.
fectly

Will call and dellvAyres St., North
3w38»

FOR SALE
TWO Young High Grade Holsteln Cows,
freshen soon.
D. C. WETHERELL,
New Braintree, Mass.
38

LOST
WATCH Chain, on Monday, September 7, In
North Brookfield, between the home of
George W. Lane and A. C. Bliss, watch chain,
square charm with red setting. Valuable to
loser. Very liberal reward^ ^ ^^
129 Salem St., Worcester.

It was lots

delighted

when

She was perI

came

home

and brought the money to her.

She

cried a little when she left and kissed
me good-by and I told her to come

NOTICE
All persons who havedeft watches for repairs
at the jewelry store ol the late William E.
Hobbs will please call upon Geo. R. Hamant,
Gilbert St., for same, without delay.
GEO. R. HAMANT, Adra.
North Brookfield, Mass., Sept. 4,1914.

around some other time when she was
tired

and I'd sell

some more

things

for her. Daddy, don't you think when
I graduate from grammar school I
could be a lady agent Instead of going
to high school? I'd just love to help
you by earning money that way.

The

lady agent said she guessed I had a
special gift for the business. Can't I
do it, daddy?"
Atkins laughed

a little huskily as

he drew his daughter closer.
"We'll have to hold the matter in
abeyance." he said, gravely.
"I don't know what that means, daddy. But that reminds me. I want you
to explain about the initiative, referendum and recall.

I've got to tell the

class tomorrow morning."
"Phew!" whistled Atkins.
"Is that
all I have to do?"
He stroked Dorothy's dark curls.

There

Is

at-

"I think I'd better

Men at Church.
something wrong

when

men must be coaxed and bribed to go
to church like so many children, remarks the Pittsburgh Gasette Times.
Within the last few years this country
bas witnessed a recrudescence of masculine Interest In the work of the
church.
Laymen are no longer conter on the plea that be is paid to bear
It The mtfn In the pew Is coming to
realise that he Is an active stockholder In the church, with responsibilities
to discharge as well as privileges to

tion or to the men themselves.

m

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
WOBCESTEE SS,
PSOBAIB UOITB
To the beta at law, neat of kin, oreditors
and all other persons interested in the estate of
Charles Hlrbour, late of North Brookfield, in
said County, deceased, Intestate i
Whereas, a petition has been presented to
said Court to grant a letter of administration
on the estate of said deceased to Louisa Hlrbour of North Brookfield, In the County of Worcester, without giving a surety on her bond.
You are hereby cited to appear at a Frobate
Conrt to be held at Worcester, In said County
of Worcester, on the thirteenth day of October,
A D. 1914, at ■ nine o'clock in the forenoon, to
show cause, If any you have, why the same
should not be granted.
,
,
J ^
And said petitioner is hereby directed to give
public notice thereof, by publishing this citation once In each week, for thiee successive
weeks in the North Brooklleld Jomnul a newspapei publi-hed iu Noilb Brooklleld, the last
publication to be one day at least before said
Witness, William T. Forbes. Esquire, Judge
of said Court, this twenty-thlid day of September, In the year one thousand nine hundred
and fourteen.
HARRY H. ATWOOD, Register

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
WoaCKSIEBSS.
FROBATE COUBT
To the heirs, at law, next or kin and all other
persona inter, sted In the estate of Josephine C.
Whiting, late of North Brookfield In said County deceased.
Whereas, a certain Instrument purporting to
be the last-will and testament of said deceased
has beeo presented to said .our , for probate,
by John »'. (Jammings who prays that letters
of administration with the will annexed may be
Issued to him, or some other suitable poison,
no executor being named In said Will,
You are hereby cited >o appear at a Frobate
Court, to be held at Worcester, In said County
of Worcester, on theslxth day of Ootober. A. D.
1114. at nine o'olook In the forenoon, to show
cause, If any you Bare, why the same should
not be granted.
, _
.. ., • •
_.
And said petitioner Is ne> eby dlreoted toitre
public notice thereof, b> publishing this ohstlononce la each weei. for three successive
weeks, la the North BrooMjld Journal, a news,
paper published la Sort* Brookfield, the last
publication to t» one day, at least, before said
tJi\.rt,a»dliymrtl»».I»s»Bald. or o*li™rtag
a eppy of tuts citation & air known persons1 Interested In the estate, seven days at least before
■aid Court.
Witness.'William T. Forbes. «squtre. Jndge
! said Court, this twelfth day of September,
1 the year one thou.and nine hundred and

s.

T™'
HABBY H. ATWOOD, Register.
Sept. is, a.oot.a, B.

By virtue of a power of sale contained
in a certain mortgage deed giyn by John
B. Cardin to Rose Morrison, dated the
seventh day of February, A. D., 1898,
and recorded in the Worcester District
Registry of Deeds in Book 1572, Page 102,
assigned by eaid Rose Morrison to John
S. C. Smith and another by" assignment
dated 15th day of March A. D., 1899,
and recorded in said Registry in Book
1866, Page 502, assigned by aaid John 8.
G. Smith to Elizabeth Bartlett by assignment dated 28th day of October A. D-,
1907, and recorded <n said Registry ltk.
Book 1868, Page 502, and assigned by
said Elizabeth Bartlett to Sarah L. Smith
by assignment dated 28th day of October
A. D., 1907, and recorded in said Regis,
try in Book 1866, Page 502, will be sold
at Public Auction on the premises on the
twenty-sixth day of October, A. D,, 1914,
at ten of the clock in the forenoon all and
singular the premises conveyed by said
mortgage deed, to wit;—A certain parcel
of land situated on the Easterly side of
Forrest street,
in
North Brookfield,
bounded and described as follows:
Beginning at the Northwesterly corner
thereof, thence Easterly by land of P. F.
X.
Potvin, thence Southerly by land
formerly of John Ellery, thence Westerly by other land of said P. F. X. Potvin
to said street, thence Northerly by said
street to the place of beginning,'containing about 12 rods more or less.
Terms
°Mh'

SARAH L SMITH,
Assignee of said Mortgage,
sept. 18, as, Oct. 2B
)

"NO TRESPASS" NOTICES.
WE shall hereafter keep constantly on bei'd
ready-printed notices on doth, suitable
or posting In the opes air.
JOCBKAL Onlos: Itorth Mtookfleld

FOR RENT
FINE Upper Tenement of seven rOojaa in Bullird house on CoshlnaSt.. steam heat, bathroom, ess.
Apply toTiarbatt E. Cummlngs,
North Brookfield.

and Miss

Thomas Minns of Harvard Dental col-

for

universal peace

speechless!'1

,

Until they got a team quite good enough to call it B & R.
And it was a good one too, some said, and others 'Ilowed as how

meeting on Tuesday in

"If they were good fer anything, 'twas time they showed it now,"

the parlors of the Congregational church.
Dinner will be served

And this same gang of rooters filled the bleachers near and far

at noon to mem-

bers, and their families or friends.

And helped to yell to victory, the good old B & R.

The

regular business meeting will be called to

Some teams there were who would not play with us on equal terms,
It looked as though they thought we had some horrid kind of germs,

order at 4 p. in.
The democratic town
1915 will be J. Henry

committee

Downey,

But with our coaxing manner and our way so debonair,

for

We played them, trimmed them, trimmed them bad, and got them in the air.

Samuel

D. Colburn, Mortimer J. Howard, Timo-

And just about then came Spencer, with its claims so broad and jaunty,

thy Howard, Esq. and Oscar C. Hirbour.
Barnes, Joseph

Short,

That they were champions, the only ones, in all of Worcester county,

L

They talked it hard, they talked it loose, until tiiey made it jar.

John

NEW YORK AND BOSTON CONNECTIONS

Statement of Ownership

Loyal Circle of King's Daughters will
hold an all day

.

They shifted here and swapped 'round there, and filled themselves with tar

And Management of the North Brookfield JOUBNAL, published in conformance
with the Act of Aug. 24,1912.
Name of Editor, Managing Editor,
Business Manager, Publisher and Owner,
—Horace J. Lawrence, North Brookfiefd,
Mass.
Known bondholders, mortgagees, and
other security holders, holding one per
cent, or more of total amount of bonds,
mortgages, or other securities,—None.
Signed, HORACE J. LAWKKNCK
Sworn to and subscribed before me this
18th day of September, 1914.
PAUL

The quiet, orderly, dignified bunch that played for the B & R.

again to call attention of poll tax

M.

KBANIY,

CHARLES E. BATCHELLER
Telephone-North Brookfield-2

Call at 46 Summer Street
To see the Latest Models of

SPIRELLA
CORSETS

Asst. P. M.

FOR SALE

But back they came on Labor day, and said they wanted more,

to the fact that for all poll taxes not paid
on or before Oct. 10, a, summons will
will entail

an

And twice again we licked them clean,—once with a shut-out score.

be

Old settlers in our famous town, who'd yelled for sixty years,

additional

will

Brookfield

Brotherhood

have

Said-it was a lifetime sight to see old Spencer bite the dust,

with rust.

North
secured

A. C. Stoddard is one of the marshals
at the Palmer fair to-day and to-morrow.

They talk of the things we did with a team that was tottering on the brink.

And yell for the boys who did the trick for the good old BAR.
A

George

Wilson, for a long time with

the Oxiord Linen Mills, has removed to
-

Next Sunday will be rally day
Sunday

Chicopee.
Mr Herbert T. Maynard has installed a
private cider mill at his home on Sum
mer street.

School

of

the

News came yesterday afternoon of the
death of Dr. William H. Downey, at his

hour, and a concert at 6 p. m.,

home in Taunton.

arranged

and carried out by Supt. A. C. Stoddard,

been very well through the summer, ;but
had

Cummings,

Mrs

D.

Elvie Downie and

F.
Mrs

Lila Lidstone.

so far recovered as to resume his

practice,

and the news of his sudden

Wrenn,

who has

friends.

returned from a second trip to

England,

School street, started for Taunton, on the

Lareau of Spencer.

to his parish in South Hadley.
trip was

shortened

by

i}is

father,

1.38 train Thursday,

James

Downey,

William H. Downey was born in North

father, and on this trip the European war

Brookfield, April 14, 1871,

iness college, Boston.

interfered with his plans and shortened

his education in our schools, graduating

Blanchard

and

Miss

ing the week at I/eicestCT.

live

in

town,

having taken

F. Arthur Fullam's auto truck took
for

the

a

cattle

show, with a round trip fare of 11.00.
Mrs Charles

M. Rich

received notice

this morning of the death of her sister,
Mrs Emory Woods, at West Brookfield.
John A. White & Co. are putting in a
new 40-horse

boiler, as

the

entertainment

man's Club at

an addition to

their power plant at the overall factory.

will

Daniel Foster has opened a

shop on
do house

painting, inside or out, whitening, etc.
Mr Brunelle notifies the

JOURNAL

that

he will present the story of David Copperfield at the Star theatre on Tuesday even-

He

leaves

6, for
Wo-

(Mr

and

Mrs

James

Downey),

brothers, John, in New York, James and
Walter in Boston; and three sisters, Liz-

be given to a the North Brookfield public scnools.

ustaated songs

and

instrumental

by the young ladies.

Time 8 p. m.jjtick-

will

meet

in

the

D. A.

Congregational

Chapel, Oct. 3, at 3 o'clock.
esses.

Next Sunday will be a full one at the
Congregational church.

Major Peter Harwood Chapter,
R.,

At the Congregational Church.

music1

ets 10 cts.

Mrs Emma
as host-

Those having cameos are requested

to wear them.

Any members of other

D. A. R. Chapters, who are in town tem-

with

prayers

Wilson

will be offered for the coming of

peace to the warring nations of Europe,
Cross

and its

nationality

and with strict neutrality.,
Rev. Mr Budd will take for the theme
MB

sermon—"Doing

Heartily."

Everything

•

ing, Oct. 13.

which will not permit any ehild to enter
It will be rally day for the Sunday
Mrs Helen Luther wishes to announce the public schools until he or she'has
School, and au effort will be made to get
the opening of her Hair Shop on Sum- reached the age of five and one half years,
out every member and everyone interestmer St., Monday, Oct. 5, from 4 to 9. is sending quite a number to the paroched in the school.
All are welcome.
ial schools.
In one instance where a
At 6 o'clock there will be a harvest conA meeting of the Girls' Friendly Socie- child who fell three weeks short of the cert by the Sunday School.
age was refused admission, she was sent
The Y. P. S. C. E. meeting
Each one is requested to bring a thimble to the school on the hill, and two older omitted.

ty, will be held Tuesday evening at 7.45.

and sewing materials.

'

children were t*ken out

}

hall to-night,

with

Henry

Doyle, Mildred Lane and Minnie Ruther■ ford in charge of arrangements.
John Dunphy, second son of Mr John
take a course prepartory to entering St.
John's Medical College at Annapolis, Md.
A partridge flew into the branch train
a few days ago and was made a captive.
' Yesterday a handsome buck was killed at
Wright'B crossing, by the 6.45 a. m. train

Delay in the arrival

will be

of the motor

for

the organ will prevent its installation until another week.

A friend of the Congregational church,
who desires

not to have

name

men-

'
DeLane and

Walker leave Monday after-

noon for their winter home in" Florida.

Tome g

a banquet

to

the

out-of-town

H. A. Russell, Manager.

guests.

ERNEST D. G0RB1N

There were numerous presents of silver,
From the Grange came .1

damask table cloth and

napkins,

hand-painted dish.
Mrs O.

M.

and

handsome

An original poem by

Knapp of

Gardner

was

,.

Collector's Sale
OF REAL ESTATE

Rev. John W. Hird,
NORTH BBOOKHILD.

then pastor of the Union Congregational

Miss.. Oct. J. MM.

The owners and occupants ot the following
described parcels of real estate situated In the
town of North Brooklleld, in the county of Wor1889.
cester, and Commonwealth ol Massachusetts,
and the public are hereby notified that the taxes
thereon severally assessed lor the years hereinafter specitiod, according to the Hat committed
to me as Collector of Taxes for said North Brookfield by the Assessors of Taxes, remain unpaid,
and that the smallest undivided part of said land
.. Charles M, Dailey attended Brockton suuictont to satisfy said taxes with the Interest
and all legal costs and charges, or the whole of
fair, Thursday.
said land if no person offers to take an undividHenry Crevier has gone to St. Vincent's ed part thereof will be offered for sale by public
auction, at the Selectmen's room in the town
hospital, Worcester.
house in said North Brookfield. on Saturday
Oct. 24. 1»M. at 10 o'clock A. M., for the payment
Mr D. C. Wetherell sold two valuable of said taxes, with Interest, costs and charges
thereon, unless the same shall be previously discharged.
cows to Dea. J. T. Shedd, last week.
church,

officiated

at the

ceremony

Miss Mary F.

A plug
The Grange program last evening was
will also be put in near the centre of the one of special interest.
Three musical
audience room to allow of the use of selections furnished by the Kitchen Or-

IF

in

Pollard is stopping at

JOHN B. CARDIN.

A certain parcel of land with dwelling house
thereon situated on the Easterly side of Forest
Mr and Mrs H. D. Pollard attended the street in North Brookfield, bounded and described
as follows, to wit.
Harvest Club at Southbridge Thursday.
Beginning at the Northwesterly corner thereof,
thereon Easterly by land formerly of Benjamin
Miss L. E
Bowdoin has been enter- Bean four rods to a stake and stone, thence
taining Miss Maggie Wright of Boston, Southerly by land formerly of Alden Batcheller
four rmis to a stake and stone, thenc Westerly by
said Batcheller land four rods to a stake and
during the past week.
stone, thence northerly by said Forest street
Mr Wilfred France has entered the em- four rods to the first mentioned comer, containing about 16 square rods more or less.
ploy of the Home and Lane Construction
A certain parcel of land situated on the Easterly side of Forrest street, in North Brooklleld.
Co., now at Jefferson.
bounded and described as follows:
Beginning at the Northwesterly corner thereof,
The tax rate for this year is $17 per
thence Easterly by land of P, F. X. Potvin,
$1000.
The following persons will pay a thence Southerly by land formerly of John Ellery,
thence
Westerly by other land of said P. F. X.
tax of »75 or over—Frank Barnes 96.18;
Potvin to said street, thence Northerly by said
James E. Barr & Son 120.20; F. C. Bar- street to the place of beginning, containing about
12 rods more or less.
low 132.99; John Bowen 119.56; Luther
fax for 1913, $41.90.
JOHN J. DUNPHY,
Crawford 113.10; J. W. Cusky97.29; Mrs
Collector of Taxes for the Town of
Marion E. Frost 98.01; Chas. A. Gleason
North Brookfield, for the year 1913.
Oct. 2, 9,16.
204.90; Arthur Goodfield 165.97; Joseph

Menimen 102.00; Owen McCarthy,
or deviees 89.76;

Fred

87.89;

The Famous OneHorse Chaise had
beenequippedwith

Goodyear Tires
It would have been
a Better Chaise.
Make your Car a
BETTERCAR
by using GOODYEAR TIRES.

Stop! Look! Listen!
TO THESE PRICES.

30 by 3
30 by 3 1-2
32 by 3 1-2
34 by 4
36 by 4 1-2
37 by 5

are given.

84.96; Patrick Slein

home,

The American Express- Company has
made arrangements for the free forward- Stoddard; The Hen ae a Business Propoing of funds to the American Red Cross sition; by Miss Jessie S. Topping, Best
breeds of fowls for egg production and

Society by its agents in the shape of mon-

table use,

The company is not to under-

Alvin

Effle F. Eames.

but will issue,

L.

Frank

Porter 89.98;

D.'Pollard 156.11; C.
Murray Scoville

D.

189.51;

Sage
Geo.

78.59;

H.

191.13;

Funeral Director

J. T.

Shedd

TELEPHONE SS-2

Registered Embftlmer.

ley. 88.11; D. C. Wetherell 86.16; Alex
VVispalis 101.71; J. T. Webb 95.93; Irving T. Webb 135.96; Felix Zaleeky 81.91;
Geo. H. Thompson, Dover 90.10.

Newman and .Mrs
A Silver Anniversary.

money orders pa able to ing, the members repaired to the home of
4Jbward W. Newman and Esther M.
Mr and Mrs Wilbur P. Hill, where they
On Sunday afternoon, September 27,
Johnson were married last Saturday af- the treasurer of the Bed Cross Society.
It does this in order to facilitate the trans- were very cordially received^ it being the Dr. and Mrs Roy Allen Bush entertained
ternoon at 5, by Rev. Mr Budd.
The
occasion of their 25th wedding anniver- members of their family at their home,
best man was Stanley Tucker and the fer ot the funds, in order that the society
Bonniebush, on Maplewood Road, Wormay receive the money at the earliest sary.
bridesmaid Miss Jessie Pen-in.
possible moment.
Public or private doThere will be a special meeting of the cester, in honor of the 25th wedding anThe North Brookfield Industrial Comnations may be forwarded in this manner Grange af Grange hall next Thursday niversary of their parents, Mr and Mrs
pany has re-elected W. F Fullam, presiwithout any charge.
evening, Oct. 8 at 7.30 to confer the First Henry Harrison Bush of Paxton.
dent; Sumner Holmes, vice president;
Mr and Mrs Bush were married in New
and Second degrees upon candidates.
It seems to be the universal verdict
George R. Hamant, clerk and treasurer;
The Grange Auxiliary will meet in York, Sept. 26, 1889, by Rev. RofiUt GolEdward A. Batcheller, Albert H. foster, that the pictured story of The Christian,
lyer, at the home of Mrs Bush's only
C. E. Batcheller and George R. Doane, shown at the Star Theatre, Friday and Grange hall, Wednesday afternoon, Oct.
With the exA large attendance is de- brother, Mr Ora Howard.
Saturday evenings, under direction of 7, for work.
directors.
ception of the last three yeare they have
sired as there is business of importance.
Mr
Brunell
of
Worcester,
was
the
finest
Mr and Mrs Charles 8. Lane and Mr
lived in New Braintree, the birthplace
Herbert Bond attended the funeral at that has been offered since the theatre
and life long home of Mr Bush.
came herej and people are now hoping
Death of Amedee Ledoux.
Palmer on Sunday, of Mr Henry G.
Several gifts have been received by the
that
Mr
Brunell
will
feel
like
bringing
Loomis, a prominent citizen, and the
couple in honor of the occasion; most
David
Copperfield
here
at
an
early
date,
gentleman of whom Mr Lane learned the
Amedee Ledonx, a well known resiprominent of which are an electric readas he has proposed. The music for the
. undertaking business.
dent, who has been in town for the past ing lamp, a silver pudding dish, a sum of
Christian played at all three perform30
years,
and
for
the
past
18
years
in
the
On Monday, Oct. 5, will occur in Wormoney and a dinner set of gold banded
ances by Miss Florence Thompson, was
barber business, died at his borne on
cester, the marriage of Mr Charles W.Egalso good. There was a good crowd at
North
Common
street,Sept.
30,
of
brongleston, the popular clerk at the E. W#
The decorations of the home were exeach performance and we trust Mr Bruchitis, after a very brief illness.
He was tensive, and entirely from the gardens at
Reed pharmacy, and Miss Alice Hoar, o
nellI will us
be ffliworsmi
encouraged by
his first success
7 '-» ™
1 .>iu l.---it. LJ„ oe
uj uigur»Buuvt»
that city. Mr Eggeston will take with him
.
., t ,
, .
,
, born in St. Jnde, P. Q., Jnljf 14| 1865. Bonniebush. The hostess was assisted in
±.
,.,,." .,
._ _.._„,„ I to bring other high c ass reels to our local
He leaves a'widow and two children- serving the refreshments by Misses Doroon his wedding trip the best wishes of a p,
^Jj^

Next Door to Post Office

L».ly Asat-titnt.

Coaaflctad by Long Distance Tele-

After the Grange meet-

The Village Grocery

F. Snow

J58.74; J. H. Titus 101.03; James P- VU

phono .at House And Store.

THE BEST GOODS
At Fair Prices

without charge;

<94na.

Funeral at St. Joseph's church, Saturday

host of friends.
The Woman's

Union will
to sew.

meet next
At 4 p.

morning at 9 o'clock.
Difficultly Of Astronomy.
"Is it hr>S to .. am the use of a tele-

m., there will be a thank-offering meet-

ONE COTTAGE ot nine rooms to rent on
Maple St., on* tenement ot six rooms to rent
on second floov on *"* ^'H **&£

scope?"

ing of the foreign missionary department,

very,"

with the topic—"The Uplift of Woman-

"The hardest 'king aboat astronomy
In guessing what something la attar

hood."

Tea will be served and all art

cordially invited.

aaked
replied

the
the

student

candid

ilt"

thy and Doris

HigKins,

Rena

Brooks' Pond.

"Mot

professor.

On Saturday, the anniversary was quiMr Ledoux. was also em- etly celebrated to Paxton by kind friends

ployed for many years aa laster for the

aiml' neighbors.

E. & A. H. Batcheller Co..

remembrances and loving greetings and

and the H.

H. Brown Company, retiring
work about nine years ago.

from

this

Many' callers

A LARGE blaCK and white hound with large
bushy curled tail. Name on collar, J COr
Notify r. COSTIGAN, No. BrookTIOAN.
39
Held.
TENEMENTS TO RENT
rlRKE or Pour good tenements, centrally lo
cated, of four, five or six rooms each from
fron
Inquire of ARTHUR C.
$6 to Sll per month. Znqi
Norfh
BLISS at Norf
h Brooklleld
Brookflel Savings Bank.

brought

light refreshments were served by Mrs
Nellie Fab and Miss Reria Robinson.
• '

Peerless Oysters in glass jars - 25o
36

)

MRS HELEN MORSE SMITH
IDRESSMAKING
Jl Prospect St.

North Brookfitki

«7

'

..

CHARLES S. LANE,

ENGRAVED CALLING CARDS

Furnishing Undertaker

IN SCRIPT OR

RESISiaa cVBALHER.

ENGUSHTEXT

H. [. Lawrence, North BrookfieM

Personal Prompt Attention Day
or Night.

T.l.phon. North BroekfleM No.
Loss;

had and Gertrude-Slayton.

All Fruit in its Season

LOST

Dupruia

just completed a new summer cottage at

1

to I

Mr Ledoux

.

$10.24
$13.79
$14.66
$21.31
$30.63
$36.71

W. F. FULLAM

FRED C. CLAPP

John McNamara 167.08; Joseph

Ostiguy 92.36;

Women's Clubs a menace to the

heirs

Mrs Catherine Mahan

electricity for running a moving picture chestra under the direction of Mrs Silence
machine, and another to furnish a light E. Bush were much appreciated.
There
for the speaker when such entertainments were several interesting discussions; Are

OPTOMETRIST

Office at Dr Luoden's
Main Street,
North Brookfield

Geo. A. Litchfield 338.26; Mrs Grace Mc,-

purpose of blowing the organ.

take to receive donations,

A re-

MASS.

S7

ception was held from 2 to 5 and 8 to 10.

Hibbard 81.65; F- H. Hair 162.57;

of an electric motor in the church for the

Rev. Mr Gammeil has also returned to ey orders.
Daytona.

The Grange and PytMan

28-13,

There's a lot of
difference between Toric
Lenses and
FAMILY WASHINGS
Flat Lenses
FIFTY CENTS EACH
besides their
slight extra cost They give
Washings will be Called For you extra vision and extra
comfort They are betterand Delivered Free.
looking, too. Come and see
us about Toric Lenses.
Send 1 Postal or Telephone 54-2.

G.Hall 91.25; John and Fred Iago 95.20;

Grange Notes.

Miss Adelaide Stoddard and Mrs Georgia

Mr and Mrs Nelson H.
Mrs I. C.

accompany

tioned, has made possible the installation

J. Dunphy has gone to Baltimore, Md. to

down.

to

her.

1.

"•*

NORTH BROOKFIELD.

great work of alleviating Tarry-a-while farm for the present

suffering without regard to

of

The new ruling of the school committe

In accordance

President

and a collection will be taken for the Red

porarily, are always cordially welcomed
at the meetings of the Chapter.

the request of

Oct.

"•*

Representative for the Brookflelds.

NEW BRAINTREE.

song recital by Mr Archie Graves of Hadley, followed by readings, recitations, ill-

town.

read by the author.

three

zie in New York, and Kate, a teacher in

will

own

from the Pythian Sisters a

a

be

It

Duncan and Mrs Mary Woodis
Summer street, and is ready to

college.

fee charged.

the Chapel.

The first 20 minutes

Amherst

and received

widow and step-son, a father and mother

by the Young

more than worth the small

rooms on Summer street.

load to Palmer to-day,

He was most cordially from

Reserve Tuesday evening, Oct.

We understand that Miss Carrie Knight
' is to still

his stay abroad.

welcomed by his old friends here.

on Thursday,

cester, West Brookfield and from their

cut glass, etc.

to commence a course in"the Burdett bus-

Mrs Frances T.

their marriage,

Friends were present from Gardner, Wor-

Refreshments were served, and at6o' clock

but did not reach

His first there until after his son's death.

the death of his

Hill, Spring

street, celebrated the 25th anniversary of

Sisterhood were well represented.

death came as a great shock to his home

was in town this week, on his way home

Lawrence of Elm street have been spend-

-

Dr. Downey had not

Mrs Herbert 2.

in the old Bliss shop on Elm street by Mr

Frank E. Chadbourne left on Sunday

Mr and Mrs Wilbur P.

Congregational

Rev. Humphrey J.

A new blacksmith shop has been opened

Silver Anniversary.

Death of Dr. Downey.

for the

church, with special services at the noon

Winelow Miss

FAN.

Ail men are cor-

dially welcome to come and hear him.

ing.

North Brookfield Laundry Co.

You've got to take your hat off now, no matter who you are,

Appleton Club at the home of Mr Lawrence, Elm street, next Wednesday even-

filled

t

his Experiences as a Chaplain in the Con
necticut State Prison.

rpHE HUMPHREY house on Spring St. Steam
A heat, hot and cold water, oath, set range
and every convenience.
Bent exceptionally
moderate.
E. B. COLEBROOK,
40*
Phone 33-5, East Brookfield

And now that winter is coming on, end leaves some time to think,

Rev. T. C. Craig of the Warren Congre

by sending word to

MRS. B. C. GRAVES,
Telephone

TO RENT

And get three times trimmed by the same old team that once was

The executive committee of the
be

Each successive team to win or lose, each teamto laugh or tears,

favorites

Or hare them brought to your honM£

ABET of seven volumes on mechanical engineering, published by the American
Technical Society of .Chicago, latest edition,
brand new. Oall on BIBS BELLE NIOKEUOW,
corner of Walnut and Grant Sts.. North Brooklleld.
2W40N

And people said we licked them clean, and did it to a brown,

payers

A wet wash laundry is to'be started in\ gational church to speak at their first
town by Mr Russell. See advertisement. meeting, Monday, Oct. 12, on some of

Thursday, at 2 p. m.

North Brookfield

Out of their rosty, shaky joints and gingered up, by jinks,

Club at Southbridge

FOR RENT

as

They started in a little rough but quickly shook the kinks

Miss Marjorie Stuart is running a dan- expense.
When Dunphy says so, he
cing class in Grange hall.
means just what he says, and he has no

is at Castle

M0RT6A6EES' SALE OF REAL ESTATE.

Harvest

issued, which

The faculty recption by the senior class

Sept. 18, 26, Oct. 2B

88- 2*

Nearly everybody I called on

wing, of the wind— Lydla M. Child.

upstairs

FOR SALE

something

mind carrying it, do iron, Johnny r

parcel

A FINE pair of farm horses; young, sound
and acclimated.
For further particulars
inquire of CLIFTON ALBEE, Bates Farm, No.
Brookfield, Mass.
39

idea, but I told her I could talk about
the merits of her wares just as well as

not likely to be productive of lasting
benefit either to the religions Institu-

a

FOR SALE.

She didn't do it, did

post office next deer.
rather a big parcel,

have

C. Crawford
OAKHAM.

ered her with the silk quilt grandma

which I want yon to hand in at the

I

William

till she was ready to drop and nobody
had bought any of the lovely perfume,

ae gracefully as If fairies of the air
caught water drops and made them
into artificial flowers to garland the

' "Well,

In Stock.

"She said she had walked all day

enjoy.
Sensational methods of attracting men, that tend to turn a
church Into a sort of sociable club, are

ful.
Every Httle make of snow is a
perfect crystal, and they fail together

Remedies Aiw«n

1 KVKTBOSK OAKHSJI Ot.

lady

tent to leave the burden to the minis-

that!" be said.

Daniel's Hers*

agent but I Just knew that any one

tie errand for me."

"In that case, of course, you needn't

Dr.

cotton
a

All slses 01

Bimator that my prices are alway.
the lowest. I sell so as to sell again.

she was awfully trembly

have a startling quantity of Initiative."

head.

All the nifleront grades.
Kails, also,

and she had thin, yellowish white hair

"Johnny, I want you to go on a IHV
"Oh, mother, must I really? My legs
ache."
His mother patted the boy's

Shingles and Roofing Materia

at first I felt cross, but when I saw
how tired she was I felt sorry for her.

recall your mother. We need a larger
referendum, for some of us certainly

Stung Againl

Harness, Robes, Blankots, Whips and
Oil Cloths. Not too Costly. Hot toe
Cheap.

lady agent came,

when I was In the midst of things and

"The

morality is of little avail when it suits
the purpose of those who have the

the

A.T BOTTOM PRICED

but you can sleep In the guest room

then' the little click of a camera, then
more laughter.
"Oh, I couldn't help

fast

Russell L. Splaine has left town to
tend Tufts dental school.

MORTGAGEE'S SALE OF REAL ESTATE.
By virtue of a power of aale contained
in a certain mortgage deed given by John
Cardin to Patrick H. Kellogg, dated the
20th day of. March, A. I)., 1882, recorded
in the Worcester District Registry of
Deeds, in Book 1117, Page 98, assigned
by said Patrick H. Kellogg to Arnold F.
Wallace by assignment date 22nd day of
July, A. D., 1884, and recorded in said •
Registry, in Book 1178, Page 272, assigned
by said Arnold F. Wallace to E. Sophia
Kellogg by assignment dated 22nd day of
July, A. I)., 1884, and recorded in said
Registry, in Book 1178, Page 273, assigned
by said E. Sophia Kellogg to Loyal E.
Tarbell by assignment dated the first day
of June, A. D., 1887, and recorded in said
Registry, in Book 1249, Page 91, assigned
by Ida F. Tarbell, administratrix of the
estate of said Loyal E. Tarbell to Rose
Morrison, by assignment dated the 15th
day of July A. D. 1898, and recorded in
said registry in Book 1866, Page 503,
assigned by said Rose Morrison to John
S. C. Smith and Eleanor R. W. Srjjth
by assignment dated the 15th day of
March, A. D., 1899, and recorded in said
Registry m Book 1866, Page 503, assigned
by said John S. C. Smith to Elizabeth
Bartlett, by assignment dated the 28th
day of October, A. D., 1907, and recorded in said Registry, in Book 1866, Page
502, and assigned by said Elizabeth Hartlett to Sarah L. Smith by assignment
dated the 28th day of October, A. D.,
1907, and recorded in said Registry in
Book 1866, Page 504, will be soldi at Public Auction, on the premises on the
twenty-sixth day of October. A. D.,1914,
at ten o'clock in the forenoon, all and
singular, the premises conveyed by said
s
mortgage deed, to wit:—A certain parcel
gf land with dwelling house thereon situated on the Easterly side of Forest street
in North Brookfield, bounded and described as follows, to wit,
Beginning at the Northwesterly corner
thereof, thereon Easterly by land formerly of Benjamin Dean four rods to a stake
and
stone, thence Southerly by land
formerly of Alden Batcheller lour rods to
a stake and stone, thence Westerly by
said Batcheller land four rods to a stake
and stone, thence northerly by said Forest street four rods to the first mentioned
corner, containing about 16 square rods
more or less, being the same premises
conveyed to said John Cardin by said
Patrick H. Kellogg by deed dated 20th
day of March A. D., 1882, and dulr recorded in said Registry. Terms cash.
SARAH L. SMITH.
Assignee of said Mortgage.

Sage

Tax collector John J. Dunphy wishes

Dr. Smith has a new Fcrd automobile.

offered in all the churches next 8unday.

botb mbDer ana steel tires, Boggle*
Democrat and Delivery Wagons. Sur
revs and Road Wagons, both new am.
second hand.

C.

on Thursday.

David Copperfield is coming Oct. IS.

Prayers

"We can look them

board, too, but I had to give up my

all there

'..

"Don't give

see yourself."
Suddenly she reached
for something
hitherto
concealed;

tended for her and the other for her
little sister, Dorothy.
While examin-

take the pink one."

ing me," he said.

D.

Mr

him to please let up an' give it a
chance to grow up with the country.
That made Mm so mad he was too
full fer utterance, he was struck

If you don't give at least some credit to the good old B4R.

Peck, and Mr and Mrs H. 4). Pollard at-

Emerson

lege was in town the first of the week.

Carriages, Stanhopes, Concords

Cummings,

But you can't talk long of baseball lore and not get quite some jar,

Mr and

Mrs H. E.

And so we took them on for a game, and played in their home town.

Did you give any away?"

golf

Mr and

you wish to Buy or Sell
a farm or village property,
to Hire or Let a tenement,
drop me a postal and I will call
on you.
TF

Sheehan and William Vorce.

"No. I was going to call in the janitor and ask If he knew anybody that
needed

Mrs A. C. Stoddard,

tended the

tryln' It for 30 year the government
kept a-goln', tea' like It never heard
tell of him—never so much as askln'

You can tell about their victories at home or yet afar.

Mr and Mrs E. A. Harwood,

NORTH BROOKFIELD.

SAMUEL B. WOODWARD, PRESIDENT
ALBERT L. STRAJTON, TREASURER
ERNEST RUSSELL, ASS'T TREASURER

'

shouldn't let things

"I notice that the Old man's quit
cusBln' the government?" "Yes; after

You can talk of all the ball teams that ever were, will be or are,

bany station-

your

away."
"You are quite a manager, Dot."

Madden, your dress is a sight to be-

Police Serg. John Figg, In acknowledging a presentation from his com-

containing

hard and sorted

his relieved "There I "and, looking up
there was a shriek of laughter. "Oh,
oh, what a sight you are; If you could

How did I know but that you were
drowned, with the boat gone? Grade

and that it is safer to have Intelligence than morality.
A person who
has the former may get oft scot-free,
but to him of weak intelligence his

transfer

winded, and. In spite of his precau-

with you

the

amounts from the contingent fund neces-

to

"John Foster, you're the most con-

gine—and

and morality were two distinct things,

moderator.

2 it was voted

"My dear girl, he has never yet
been born.
He's Impossible,
How-

"You might at least have sent me,
word, somehow.
How could I go,

efficiency as it would be to allow grit
for

them

Deposits and Withdrawals by mail will receive prompt attention.

& Al-

The Progressive committee includes

accumulate."

to accumulate in the bearings of an en-

these

Richardson as

ed, and—"

It takes from seven to eight hours of from disgracing himself as a host; the
sleep for adults to permit the system ' other, still too anxious and disappointto scour out\the clogging poisons. To ed to see the funny side, relieved himskimp on necessary sleep is as bad for self in the following way:

Under

D.

asked

the back porch and his pipe to keep

Foolish to Skimp on Sleep.

Morality and Intelligence.
It almost looks as If Intelligence

Art.

he

they appeared before two very anxious
parents, one of whom had to take to

little dear may have her choice, but I'll
A special

brainy?"

you go, and not before."

of a leading physician of Chicago.

ing the dresses, she exclaimed:

Thursday afternoon.

And

fortable to live with. Just Intelligent
and brave and generous, clean heart-

hand.

Miss Conniffe found

Mrs Black-

a

pleasantly.
"No, brainy men are often uncom-

covered with mud.

iome.

Dr. Frederick W. Cowles was summoned

stifle

brushed

tions, both trousers and

boulder, covers it lightly with earth,
and curls himself around It. He never

and pronounced her dead.

to

Mrs Philander Holmes; raffia work, Miss

weather, besides this, he heats a

would come.

yawn.
"IndeedI

pretended

because

was

8he then crossed the street to her

-went to tell her the doctor

and

away

The apron booth

Ware.

Mrs Black-

ful.
"I took ail your clothes down and

fortably

I didn't have time to put them

Barnes, to telephone for Dr. Blodgett of

>mer dead a few minutes later when she

ergetic," he settled himself more com-

easy.

products from

in his first employment; juried the
Dover police on April 13, when he was

'Sarah H. (Thompson), widow of Rev.

his tone was more anxious than grate-

did not look quite so fine as when he
left the city.
He was hot, somewhat

Many others exhi-

reason.

crash at West Brookfield, June 28, 1913,

At the spirited "en-

"Yes, they're all out on your bedroom floor, where you can see them

The

money raised will be used to add to the

lows In the boat.

Atkins did

not believe In curbing a child's desire
for helpfulness, but In spite of himself

the hard, slow push ashore began.
When It was finished John Foster

and

sal deluge.
It appears that the tradition occurs in the writings of nearly

programs.

"And he must be energetic."
Jack was lounging among tie pil-

yours, daddy."
"Very kind, I'm sure."

over."

boag Grange announces that the October
21,

I

the Marsh Marigold, their boat, and

ancient Hebrew tradition of a univer-

be Oct.

of hope

Robert Cart-

Master of the Qua-

instead of the date given in the printed

ray

I begun with

anything away, dear, without consult-

The Universal Deluge.
Scholarship has long ago rejected the

meeting for the society will

a

to turn out the closets.

trary fellow that ever lived."
With this he laid strong hands on

the 8.05 car on the W. B. & S. street railway Saturday evening.

be

charge of Nellie D. Thacher; fancy work,

Marjorie

mother* always

pie

a small

varieties of apples

fine specimens of

their places.

pumpkin

fect such as a chronic catarrh of the

Btereopticon slides of those countries.

to

I'll just send him along."

Hearing Heart Beats.
If you hear your heart beat in ona

Rev. John H. Hoffman talked on Sun-

seems

apples and nine kinds of beans.

A nov-

keeping. Dot?"
"Well, you know,

the corners, as she says, so I decided

ever, I'll keep my eyes open and if I
should happen to see such perfection

visiting at the home of Arthur Ingraham
and family, at Westbrook, Conn.

complexioned.

Webb's display included seven kinds of

Brady.
Dr. C. E. Bill's

Oct. 6, while he is away on a

light

early to keep house."
"Did you find the flat needed much

some men are vain. He must be ugly."
He swept her a low bow, saying:
"There

orangeade

vacation in Boston and Springfield.

Let's see—

$26,249,104.01 has been paid depositors in 172
regular and 8' extra dividends.
Money put on interest the first day of January,
April, July and October.
Dividends payable January 15 and July 15.
Accounts may be opened by deposits of three dollars to one thousand,
Hoiirs: 9 to 5; Saturdays, 9 to 1,

This was Katie's

day out, so I came home from school

takes the maid's day out to look into

left."

A large'white

and

mother's absence from home.

Boston

REAL ESTATE

Government Kept Going.

The B & R Break Forth in Rhyme.

at the

William G. Collins succeeds Henry McCarthy as assistant at the

A. II. 6.00—West.
8.45—East.
II40—East and West.
P. M. 1.00—West.
4.40— East.
8.00—East and West.
Hails for East Brookfield are despatched at
6.4s A.M.. 11.30 A. M. and 1 P. H. Halls from
East Brookfield are received at 940 A. M. and
5.40 P. M.
package malls are despatched twice daily as
follows:—113) A.M. East and North, 6 P. M.
West and South.
Halls for the Rural Delivery is closed at 8.15
A. X. and received at 140 P. M.
The office hours will be:—6 30 A. M. to 8 P. M.
Holidays, 6.30 to 940 A.M. and 5 to 6 P. M,
JOHN HOWE, Postmaster,
PAUL X. KBANET, Asst.

Largest and oldest Savings Bank in Worcester
County.

after Dorothy very carefully during her

"Hand-

potatoes grown from four given her in

in the more ; throwing baseballs into a pail and
returned to barrel to win candy and cigars; Myles

> her duties on Monday, after a two weeks'

strong

the school distribution.

clerk

West Brookfield post office,

"I needn't have asked.

Corner Main and Foster Sts., Worcester, .Mass.

filled his promise to his wife to look

"Oh, fine, daddy.

ples now came to the front.

Handsome, of course?"
"No," most emphatically.

Milton

fighter

Grace's dim-

ward, Morton Sampson, William Mulvey,
Gladys Pratt and

for Montreal, where he will enter McGill cakes, doughnuts etc., Mrs Delmar WatUniversity and study for his master's kins, Miss Mary Campion and Mrs Harry
degree.
D. Allen; mysteries, Mrs Levi W. LiverMiss Georgie Belle Fale,

"Light, by all means."

big,

Helen Donelson; home made candy, Mis
Robert A. Edson left on Wednesday,

girls do worship the prise
typel
Go on, light or dark?"

Boothby, Ralph Morgan, Winifred Wood-

six kinds of grapes.

went

Near the

entrance to the ball was the school chil-

West Main street, are entertaining Miss er displayed

George H. Wright,

*

There was marked emphasis of the
word "big."
Jack's smile was sarcastic
"How

Mr and Mrs Charles E. Chapman, of made from the pumpkin.

to Barre last week where he visited

By JOE BERNHARO.

M. Tyler, Mr and Mra Arthur W. Cutler,

Pumpkin eater's wife, and

Edith D. Herrick of Norwich, Conn.

J •

"Well, dear, how did you get along
today?" asked Atkins, complacently,

Hill farm and Arthur W.

Mrs Harry J. Stone, Springfieid, is vis-

By CHARLES POEHLMAN,

HAILS DUE TO ARRIVE.
A. M. 6.45- East and West.
gjB—Wast.
P. H. IMS—East and West.
ajOo—Weet
,
4.50—East.
7.05—East and West. •
MAILS CLOSE.

Incorporated 1828

•
•
• •
•••••«•••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••a
"Describe him?
Well, In the first
he must be big and strong."

buff wyandottes,

week end guest of Mr and Mrs Chauncey

;

place.

Percy Cregan,

1916 model Ford car to take the place of

Mrs Fred L.

H.

Carter,

•
e

Warfield, Francis H. Tucker, Mrs Dwight

dren's exhibition.

Ralph H. BufBngton.
Dr. Windsor R.

chairman, John

Robert M.

••

a

is county fair Tuesday afternoon and evening in town hall. The general fair committee consisted of
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worth," she said abruptly. "Something derstand why he should have aluncommon must have happened to lowed a woman such as you are to
make you honor me with a visit Who have become a wife and a mother—
my mother!"
is your young friend?"
The curtain fell. Dorcas had reached
Dorcas laid her band upon Robin's
shoulder and turned him gently so her dressing-room wben she had to
turn and fly back to the stage. The
he could face his mother.
"This is your little boy," she said In applause had grown to a tumult. Zllla
Paget stood by her side when the cura low voice.
Zllla Paget Bprarii to her feet with tain rose. She was smiling a stage
a cry of rage. In a second she stood smile upon the audience, but the
at Dorcas' side. She turned the child's glance she turned upon Dorcas was
face up to her own and stared at it. one of malignant hatred.
The sightless eyes seemed to plead
and search for something they did not
CHAPTER XVI.
find. Robin lifted his hands and
COPYRIGHJ, \9» BY F.C.PROWNF St CO.
groped till he caught his mother's finWentworth Shows His Hand.
gers. She flung them aside angrily.
Oswald shut up a ledger and carried
Dorcas lifted him into a chair be"Don't touch me!" she cried harsh- It to his safe. He and Wentworth had
SYNOPSIS.
side the table. Mrs. Volk set a plate ly. "Take him out of my sight!"
finished a study of their month's
In
front
of
him.
She
had
cut
the
Dorcas grew white to the lips. Robin finances. The figures were satisfacEnoch Wentworth. Journalist. a»d Anirew Merry, actor, play a hand at poker, chicken and potato into small pieces. was clutching at her in terror. She tory beyond their anticipation.
the stakes absolute control of the future
of the loser. Wentworth wine. They de- "Can you feed yourself, dear?" she put her arm about him, sheltering him
Enoch leaned back In his chair and
rfele to keep the matter secret. Dorcas, asked hesitatingly.
as a mother would have done.
lit a cigar. "If we can stay in New
knowing from her brother, Enoch, of
"Why, yes." There was a tone of
Miss Paget turned her eyes fiercely York till spring—and it begins to look
Harrys shortcomings, tries to arouse his
aoabltion. Andrew outlines the plot of a grown-up dignity to Robin's voice. "I upon the girl. "Who hatched this in- as If wo might—you and I are on the
•lay he has had In mind and she urges have fed myself ever since I was a
fernal plot?" she cried. "Who brought high road to become millionaires."
Una to go to work on It. When the play
at completed Merry reads It to Went- little boy."
this little brat to America?"
Oswald did not answer. He picked
worth whose life ambition Is to write a
There
were
tears
in
the
girl's
eyes
The actress lost control of herself. up a paper-knife and tested Its pli■mn infill play. He demands Merry s
few* as a forfeit of the bond won In the while she watched him eat He was She dashed up and down the narrow ancy by bending It almost double.
poker game. Preparations for staging the still such a little boy! He had dainty,
dressing-room like a caged tiger.
"Wentworth," he asked, "do you
ploy are begun, but Merry, who Is to take
"What is the matter?" asked Dor- happen to think of any one who could
the leading part.'.'.to missing. Dorcas well-bred ways. Once he apologized
vrores a success In the leading female as he accepted a second helping of cas coldly.
take. Zllla Paget's partT"
sort at rehearsals. She quarrels with her
"It's hell and the devfl—and all his
omther for taking credit for a play she meat
Enoch laid his cigar on a tray and
taon to belong to Merry. Dorcas finds
"I could not eat on the ship today," angels. That's what's the matter. sat bolt upright "Were you In front
Harry among the down-and-outs In a
he
explained.
"Things
were
nasty.
What right had you to stick a finger last night?" he asked curtly.
■road line and persuades him to take his
•art In the play. The producer suggests Besides, I could not think of anything In my affairs? What do you suppose
"No." Oswald spoke gravely.
certain changes In the play, which Went- but meeting mother.
Do
you
think
I want of that blind brat? I bate the
worth tries to Induce Merry to make. The
"Miss Paget and Dorcas had nine
actor refuses, but Anally consents on con- she will be In soon?"
sight of him. He is the image! of his curtain calls at the end of the second
trition that Wentworth cease his attenMerry
pulled
out
his
watch.
"Julie,
father,
and
good
God!
how
I
did
hate
tion to Zllla Paget. the heavy womanln
too play, who has a bad reputation. The It is half-past six. Run upstairs again him! I suppose you and your saintly
(lay proves a great success. Dorcas ac- and see If Miss Paget has come In.
Mr. Oswald are bent on ruining my
sssjoo her brother of theft.
Remember, not a word about the sur- career."
prise for her."
Dorcas opened the door and pushed
CHAPTER XV—Continued.
The child returned in a few minutes. the sobbing child gently into the lob"She
has
just
come
In."
by. Merry stood outside, where he
Dorcas Jumped to her feet "Ob!"
"Oh," cried Julie, "there's Ice cream. had overheard the woman's shrill
■be whispered, "the poor little boy 1*
You have not had any ice cream."
abuse. He took Robin by the hand
Mind.!"
'
"I am not hungry- I want to go to and led him downstairs. Dorcas reThe child stood moving his darkmy mother. You see I have been entered the dressing-room. Miss Paget
•aed eyes about as If to place her
TOico, then he came straight toward thinking about my mother for years was tossing through a heap of letters
which lay on her table as if in search
her, groping with both his hands. He and years."
"Do you remember her?" asked of something. She picked up a sheet
had tucked the small. Sat hat beof paper and stood reading it A savneath one arm. Dorcas lifted him to Merry.
Robin hesitated. "Aunt Fannie says age smile convulsed her handsome
her lap and laid his cheek against
I can't because I was a little baby face.
her own.
when she went away. I think—I »»
"I know now who did it," she cried.
"Mother," be whispered as he drop"That was the revenge he meant, the
Bad the hat and clasped his arms tight- member her."
"Come with me," said Merry.
bally
old rotter! I'll get even with
ly about her neck.
"Don't you believe that I had better him!"
"Dear little boy," she said Boftly, "1
"You don't want your little boy,
asa aot your mother. I wish I were." take him?" said Dorcas. "Miss Paget
then?" asked Dorcas.
He loosened bis arms and passed may have begun to dress."
Merry nodded.
She turned on the girl In blank
aia soft fingers over her face. Dorcas
"Am I spick and span?" asked Robin amazement
•Wowed his cheek on her breast and
anxiously.
"Aunt
Fannie
said
mother
"Want that blooming, batty, Imbewhispered tender, foolish things to
is beautiful and elegant and famous. cile Rob TuUy's^child? Not on your
htm between her kisses.
I
want
her
to
see
that
I
am
nice
life! He goes fiaclr, "to the asylum
Merry took one of the child's hands
where he came from. I can get the
hetween his own. "What is your enough to be her little boy."
Dorcas
dropped
on
her
knees
belaw on them for giving him up without
■•other's name?" he asked gently.
"At home her name is Mrs. Tully. side blm. She untied the small bow his mother's consent'
"His mother!" cried Dorcas. "You
1 hare a letter for her. George, who at hlB collar and made it into a fresh
kroagbt me here, told me to show it knot "Why, you will be her pride do not act the part of 'Mrs. Hsterbrook'!"
to somebody, and they would take me and joy,"
There was a look of tense anxiety <n
There was an ugly tone in Zllla
to her."
the
child's
face.
"Do
you
think
so
Paget's laugh. "I have heard that
He put his hand in the Inside pocket
really? I. am more trouble than little before. Mr. Oswald was once so com- Wentworth's Voice Was Fierce With
•f bis tight coat and drew out a
Irritation.
i envelope. Merry read It aloud: boys who—can see. I can't dress my- plimentary as to tell me something
Zllla Paget, Gotham Theater." self all over, and I can't part my hair of the sort Now, perhaps you will
act The gallery began to hiss. PeoDorcas turned to look at Merry with straight I can't always find things. be polite enough to clear out And beple downstairs joined In. Can you
■aspoken pity in her eyes. "Tour Sometimes," Robin's voice dropped to fore you go, let me give you a bit of
think of any actress who la tree, or
mouther is upstairs. We will take you a whisper, "sometimes I'm scared advice, my lady: keep your nose out
when I'm alone; I get afraid on the of my business It you have any re- engaged for that matter, capable of
to her in a few minutes."
streets
If
they
are
noisy."
j
touching
her In the part?"
*
gard for your own happiness!"
Julie crept close to Merry. She
Dorcas laid her face against the
"It was not acting last night Were
Dorcas turned to the door. The
stood by his side, gazing curiously at
soft cheek and whispered something woman laughed as she closed it behind you back of the scenes f*
the blind child.
4
Enoch brought down his list with a
"1 did .not know Miss Paget bad a in the child's ear. Robin's face shone her. She paused for a minute in the
with Joy. "I am glad you think so. empty hall trying to think of whit thud on the table. "I was not, and
Btlie boy," she said.
"Neither did I. Run upstairs, dear, There 1B Just one thing," his voice could be said to the child downstairs. I'm sorry enough that I wasn't I
If the woman had struck him in the would have settled things differently.
•ad ask if she is In her dressingface, it would have been easier to re- I have had the whole story rehearsed
room, but not one word to her or to
to me by several people. Do you
cover from such a blow.
.*
any one about this boy."
Dick came dashing up the stairs. know that Miss Paget's child Is In
Robin laid his cheek against Dormy home?"
"First call," he shouted hoarsely.
cas* face.
Oswald bent his knife to the point
She ran down to her own room.
"I wish rou were my mother," he
Mrs. Volk sat in a low chair with of resistance. It snapped In two
murmured.
Robin in her arms, cuddling him pieces. He tossed the fragments in a
Too. may have me as your friend."
against her breast and crooning to waste basket "You mean the little
The girl kissed him softly, in response
him as if he were a baby. She looked blind boy?"
co which his chin trembled.
"Yee."
Wentworth's voice was
up at Dorcas with pitiful eyes.
"Does your mother know you are
"Let me take him, Alice. I have fierce with irritation. "I have not seen
tanning?" askedsjerry,
him—I
have
no wish to see him. Dorplenty of time to dress after Julie
"No, I'm to be a surprise. George
goes out She needs you to button cas told me this morning what she bad
■aid I'm a sort of Christmas present."
saddled herself with. She and I
her frock and fix her hair."
Merry's eyes turned anxiously to
He
Robin did not apeak when Alice laid thrashed the question out"
Dorcas. He shook his head, and there
him In her arms.
His slender body laughed unpleasantly. "It did precious
was a perplexed frown upon his face.
was limp and quiet Dorcas had never little good."
JuBe came in. "Miss Paget is not
"Would you have turned the child
known any little boy Intimately, and
to her room. Emillne says she is out
she did not know exactly bow to com- Into the street?"
taking dinner with a gentleman."
Enoch shrugged his shoulders Imfort him. It occurred to her that If
Robin jumped to the floor and be)
she were in Robin's place she would patiently.
gan to grope about for his hat. Merry
"I don't want to go over the quesnot want anybody to speak of what
lifted it and put It in his hand. "You
tion
again.
It
puts
me
in
an
awkward
had
happened.
She
bent
down
and
must stay here till your mother comes
touched his face with her lips. When position with Miss Paget to have the
«-"
the door closed and Mrs. Volk went child in my house. So far as. I see I
"Of course, for you are just In time
out with Julie, he asked In a whisper, cannot turn blm out unless my sister
•or dinner," said Dorcas. "We have
"I don't belong then—to the—lady goes with him."
lots of good things left—chicken and
"What do you suggest?"
—upstairs, do I?"
tomatoes and ice cream."
"Good God! there is only one thing
"No, dear," there was" a thrill of
"His shoes ought to be changed,"
assurance In Dorcas' voice, "no, you to do—send the child to the asylum
aaggested Mrs. Volk; "they're awfully
where
he came from. The mother Is
could not possibly have belonged to
wet."
her. Somebody made a mistake—an In the right when she wants him sent
"Nothing is wet but my goloshes,"
back to England. He was In a good
awful mistake."
answered Robin. He bent to take
"Then—do you know—who I do be- enough bode there."
them oft. "When we left the train,
"Who took him out of It?"
long to?"
George brought me here under an um"I don't understand the situation.
"Robin," asked Dorcas gently, "do
/ "trella."
Cry of
Sprang
Hef Feet With
you still wish that I were your moth- Miss Paget knows, I fancy, but she
"Who was George?" asked Merry.
Rage.
has not given me the man's name.
er?"
"George took care of me on the
His arms clasped convulsively about She says It was a piece of nasty re•ay over on the big ship. I slept In had a regretful tone In it, "I wish you
her neck, and the slim body shook venge."
a little bed over his. I hope I will had been my mother, I like you."
"She told you this?"
The girl held him out at arm's with sobs.
■ever see George again."
"Yes, I have had a nice morning.
"I would like—to belong to some"Wasn't he kind to you?" asked length for a moment "I am wishing
It was gone over step by step at home,
body."
the same thing. ,1 like you!"
Dorcas.
"Well," said the girl decisively, "1 then again with <Mlss Paget She
He took her band and they climbed
"Not—very kind." The child paused
wants the child."
a moment. "I don't believe George the stair which led to the upstairs want you—forever—as my own little
"To care for?"
understands little boys—blind boys, I dressing-room. Dorcas felt an un- boy. Shall we shake hands on it?"
"No." Wentworth turned his eyes
The small fingers were thrust into
spoken terror. She looked back from
means."
studiously
in another direction. "She
the head of the stairs. Merry stood her own with a clinging grip.
"Was George a relative?"
That night at the close of the sec- Intends to send him back to England
"No. He came to the borne to take watching them. 8he beckoned him,
Immediately. Why shouldn't she? The
a» to America. That was what Father and he followed with a few springing ond act the audience sat breathless woman has to be footloose in her
steps. They paused for a moment out- for a few moments. "Cordelia," with
Shannon said."
side the door of Miss Paget's room. her face glowing beneath the rouge, work. A blind youngster would tie
"What homer'
her down neck and heels. They un"The home for little blind boys. When Dorcas tapped, Robin was cling- turned In response to "Mrs. Ester- derstand that sort In an asylum.
There were hundreds of little bliqd ing to her hand with a grip which al- brook's" last plea.
"Stay with you because you are my There Isn't a doubt that he would be
most hurt.
hoys there."
Zllla Paget stared at them with still mother? How dare you take the word happier there."
"Haven't you any relatives?" asked
"That Is your honest conviction?"
curiosity. She sat in front of the mir- 'mother' upon your lips? Do you
Merry.
"I'm sure of one thing. That brat
know what that word stands for? I
"Why.'yes, I have my mother. A ror while the colored maid Emillne wonder if fy would be possible to make is not to be harbored in my house.
mother is quite a close relative. Isn't brushed her hair. It hung to her waist you understand. It means love-self- Suppose the mother made it out a case
in long, shining waves. Her forehead
she?"
denying, strong, tender devotion; It of kidnaping?"
"She certainly is," agreed the actor wrinkled for a moment as if In per- means faithful wifehood. Have you
"I had not thought of It, In that
plexity.
She
could
not
see
Robin's
hastily. "I, mean,, haven't you any
face. He was hiding behind Dorcas ever given that? The woman who Is light."
other relative in England?"
"Well, think of It now," Enoch burst
a good wife and mother forgives and
"There is Aunt Fannie. She is not with his head wrapped in her gown. forgets and loves. Behind it all stands out furiously. "I am as fond of Dora real aunt, though. She used to know A sneering smile hovered about her love, simply love, unselfish love.
I cas as any brother could be, but she
mother, and sometimes she came to mouth.
"This Is a rare pleasure. Miss Went- believe In God, but today I cannot un- is the sort of girl who can't be moved
I \r, me at the home."
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when she takes a stand on anything.
Miss Paget Is a clever, aandsome
woman. I cannot be wholly at odds
with her, seeing her every day of my
life as I do."
"That was in my mind when 1 spoke
of letting her go,"
Enoch was on the verge of checking
him with an Impatient exclamation,
but the Englishman Interrupted. "Yon
have had your say, now I am going
to have mine. You remember one day
during the early rehearsals I told you
«11 I knew of Zllla Paget's story. I
was beginning, then, to have qualms
of conscience about bringing her over
and setting her among decent people.
She is worse than I imagined. In the
most degraded woman you find brute
feeling—brute motherhood I mean.
She lacks that"
"Who gave you the version of this
story?"
"Merry told me last night"
"You have not seen Dorcas?"
"I have not met Miss Wentworth
since yesterday morning."
"It was a case of stlrred-up emotion with the whole bunch of them.
Tbey will take things normally In a
day or two. Yon had better have a
talk with Miss Paget She Is anxious
to see you."
"I think," Oswald spoke coldly, "It
would be better for Miss Paget if she
did not come to me. I might tell her
In plain English my opinion of her.
Hadn't we better let her go?"
"If we didn't have to take into consideration the question of a woman
fit to play her part, there's her contract It is iron-bound tor the whole
season. There's nothing especially
heroic about Miss Paget Get her
mad," Enoch laughed grimly, "and
she'll give you trouble to burn."
"I'll look out for that myself. I'm
responsible for her being here. Cleanminded citizens should not have to
herd in with a —moral leper."
"That's scarcely a fit name for a
lady."
Grant Oswald's voice was emphatic.
"I never did class Miss Page wltli—
ladies."
' "I might as well tell you before yoo
go in for anything of the sort that I
will fight you legally. It would be the
worst sort of business proposition to
drop Miss Paget in the middle of a
successful run. It Is not fair to her.
If an actress does the work you ask
of ber, she has the right to make any..
sort of—domestic arrangement she
pleases."
Wentworth's tone was conclusive.
He lit his cigar again and stood silently beside bis desk, blowing the
smoke across the room In distinct
rings. "You said you had several
business matters to talk over. Is this
everything for today V He lifted his
hat from the rack as If anxious to end
the Interview.
Oswald spoke stiffly. "I hate to think
of a quarrel with you, Wentworth. Ill
confess I have not a great deal of
fighting blood In me. We don't seem
to get along as well as we did at first;
I don't know whether it Is your fault
or mine." He paused as If watting for
Enoch to speak. Then he continued.
"There was one other thing. I have
been meaning to speak of It for some
time. Probably others have mentioned It to you. The newspaper men
are asking me one question all the
time—they want to know If you are at
work on another play?"
Enoch gave him a savage look. It
was a look which puzzled Oswald all
day long. "I will think of that when
I get good and ready. The 'House of
Esterbrook' Is good for one season
more—probably for two." T,hen he
flung out of the office and slammed
the door behind him.
Oswald sat in silence for a few minutes. His face was full of anxious
perplexity. He rose, put on his hat
and overcoat, and went out In the
lobby he met Zilla Paget She turned
eagerly as It to speak to him. He
lifted his hat with grave courtesy and
•walked past her. She followed to the
door and watched him while he
crossed the street
Her face flamed scarlet and Bhe bit
her lips, then she laughed contemptuously and hurried through the dark
theater to the stage. The place was
deserted. She went straight to the
letter-rack. In the shelf marked P
she found several letters for herself.
She was turning away when her eyes
fell upon an envelope in the lower corner of the raok. She picked it out and
stood for a moment staring at It blankly, then she gasped. The letter was
not for her. It was addressed In
coarse, shaky writing, "Mrs. Alice V.
Bourne, Gotham Theater, New York."
It bore the Madison Square postmark.
The woman's eyes were furtively
searching the gloomy theater In all directions. She did not hear a sound;
nobody was in sight She slipped the
letter into her muff and ran upstairs.
(TO BE CONTTNOllD.)

Silhouette and Painting,
The art of* painting begins inevitably with drawing—with expression
by means of the point—the result:
line. This every teacher and academy
realizes and has to realize. More;
every great school of painting has
evolved from It But this use of the
point, or drawing, soon reaches Its
limitations, and the brush demands
mass, or perhaps it Is more correct to
say that mass demands the brush. The
floating of masses on to canvas or
paper, with its edge's holding the outline of the form, is silhouette. Silhouette, in other words. Is the basis of all
mass impressions; without a sense of
silhouette we can litter no large and
sublime moods. Yet, strange to say,
the small part given to silhouette In
the teaching of the art of .painting In
academies—Indeed, more often the utter lack of It—has always struck me
as extraordinary.—Haldane Mactall,
in T. P.'s Weekly,' Londoa,
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(By B. O. SELLERS, Director Bunds)
School Course, Moody Bible Institute,
Chicago.)

LESSON FOR OCTOBER 4
CHRIST ANOINTED

FOR

LESSON TEXT—Mark 14:1-11.
GOLDEN TEXT—She hath dona what
Ifark 14:8.

she could.

"Memorial of Her."

II. Mary Commended, w. 6-9. The
story Is beautiful In the record we
have of our Lord's words. Mary's
compensation for the criticism called
for by her conduct was the commendation of her Lord. We do not censure
the disciples who did not understand
but we are thankful for the words of
the Master which their criticism called
forth. Jesus realized the true meaning of the act and he named It when
he said, "She hath done what she
could, she hath anointed my body
aforehand for burying." Notioe that
Jesus received the true meaning of her
act as for hlmBelf, still it was for the
world, for he said, "this that she hath
done shall be' spoken of for a memorial of her." This was not merely
a reward for Mary, it was that her act
should be an inspiration to incite his
followers to like activities and tti
tudes throughoht all the age*. This
is all that is asked of any disciple (II
Cor. 8:12). Love forgets self, surroundings, cost or criticism. Love
pours out Itself to the uttermost and
Its fragrance fills not alone the house
but the-whole of creation.
III. Judas Conspires, w.1Q,11. This
tender story ends with the terrible account of Judas. He had no sympathy
for Mary, primarily because he was
not in sympathetic relations with
Jesus.
Jesus had revealed, sailed forth, the
deepest love Of Mary's heart. In the
case of Judas he revealed a heart of
treachery.
Accepting the adoring
anointing of Mary and also perpetuating it, he,at the same time calls
forth a revelation of that compelling
motive of selfishness In the heart of
Judas that led to his own self-destruction. Contrast these two pictures. We
recall the crushed heart of Mary at the
death of Lazarus which, brought Mary
Into the closest fellowship with Jesus,
to her shadow and sorrow she learned
to pour out her love In sacrificial
tnolntlng.

B, REV. WILLIAM EVANS. D. D.
Director of Bible Court*
Moody Bible laitiuiie, Chicaso

THE WHEAT CROP ALONE WILL
BE WORTH UPWARDS OF
ONE HUNDRED
MILLION DOLLARS.

TEXT—"One Ood and Father of all.
who is above all, and through all, and in
you all." Ephesians 4:6.

BURIAL.

Event crowds fast upon event duix
lng this the world's most tragic week.
Two days before the passover occurred, the chief priests and other
leaders entered a conspiracy how to.
rid themselves of this troublesome
Nasarene. This plot mentioned in the
first two verses of the lesson probably occurred four days later than the
anointing. Note the separating paragraph mark; also look up carefully a
good harmony of the Gospels. Following the Olivet discourse Jesus said to
his disciples, "In two days the passover." At that very time Judas wae
scheming with the rulers for his arrest. John, In his Gospel, tells us that
the feast was six days before, and that
it was In connection with this that
Judas had left the company to go to
the priests.
Judas Iscariot was angry at our
Lord and this Incident led immediately to the betrayal. Nowhere else In
all history is there a blacker picture
of the human heart or the length of
Iniquity to which It will go. Every
thing at this hour Is electric and
strange. Events rapidly converge towards the cross. For that, grace has
been planning and sin Is plotting.
Amazed the Disciples.
I. Mary Criticized, w. 3-5. Jesus
had his inner circle of friends and his
favorite places of abode and none was
evidently more precious than that
home of Mary, Martha and Lazarus
la this supreme hour Jesus came to
this home to bring It a confirmation of
faith and some further spiritual gift
From that time of Peter's confession,
several months previous, the Lord has
constantly reaffirmed his statement
then made, that he must go to Jerusalem, die, and be raised the third day.
This teaching amazed the disciples
and filled them with fear, Jesus did
not, however, awaken faith and then
quench It with fear, or allow It to languish and die, John 4:*6, 64. Now as
the darkest hour approaches there appeared this one touch of appreciative
sympathy. Bethany was of but little
dignity but there lived there a man
who had been raised from Hie dead—
Lazarus. There also resided one who
brought comfort to the heart of Jesus
—Mary. She had listened to him, she
understood him, believed and loved.
With a woman's keen intuition she
seems to have realized that he was
really going to his death. What that
meant to the hopes and aspirations
she seems to have divined, and realized, more than all others, his viewpoint How to tell him was her desire.
Out of that love she purchased a box of
ointment representing In value about
fifty dollars, an Immense sum and
the full extent of her treasure. Ordinary action will not suffice. The hour
and occasion demanded the extraordinary. To it she yielded herself, laT
Ishly pouring upon him the wealth and
fragrance of that sacred ointment Intended for kings. She had sat at his
feet, Luke 10:39, and was ready for
this the proper hour for anointing,
John 12:7. It was her all, but love
does not have the calculating cunning
and prudence of Judas.

the Church
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The Walk of

Five Little Motherless Piggies. Brought Up on the Bottle.
(By R. B. RUSHING.)

September and October Is the fall
farrowing season. The little pigs coming Into existence now are very insignificant animals, but will be expected to help out in paying expenses
next spring; consequently proper
management Is necessary, otherwise
they will fall short just at the time
you are expecting them to count.
The first few days the sow and her
litter should be closely confined in
warm, sunny quarters until each little pig gains Its strength and Is able
to battle for its existence among the
other more sturdy brothers and sisters.
Many little pigs are delicate for a
few days, but If they are given a little special care just at the proper time
they will commence to grow with the
strongest, and the result is a nice,
even, growthy, litter, which 1B always
more satisfactory and more profitable.
If the litter consists of eight or ten
and they grow very rapidly there is a
very increasing demand on the sow to
nourish the hungry youngsters, and
unless she 1B very liberally fed she

will fall off in flesh very rapidly.
The sow must be fed liberally on
milk-making and nourishing feeds
such as shorts, corn, peas, etc., fed
In an appetizing manner.
Any feed that overheats the blood
of the sow, such as too liberal feeding
of rye or barley, will also have th«
same effect on the youngsters that
are being nourished by her.
Feeds that, make the sow constipated or cause her to scour will also at
feet her youngsters in a similar way
You do not want a 4ot of little fat
chunks, but you want vigorous,
growthy and muscular pigs that ar«
building up a frame on which to laj
fat when the time comes for fatten
ing.
I teach my little pigs not to de
pend entirely upon their mother, just
as young as possible. I partition ofi
a little pen, leaving a hole througb
which they can pass and small enough
to keep the sow out, and supply them
with a little skimmed milk and i
small amount of shorts, giving them
at each feed just what they will clean
up, yet feeding liberally and keeping
the trough clean.

PROVIDE COMFORTS v
CARING FOR HOGS
FOR THE POULTRY
AT VACCINATION
Good Serum Properly Used Has Few Suggestions Which Cannot
Fail to Be of Much AssistSaved Millions of Dollars*
ance to Any Farmer.
Worth of Swine.
my H. P. HOSKrNS, University Farm.
St. Paul, Minn.)
Bad results sometimes follow Improper or careless methods. 6f handling and feeding, both prior to and
Immediately after vaccination,
in
spite of the fact that clean, potent
serum and fresh, uncontaminated
virus were used. Among the things
that can be done to contribute to good
results are the following:
feed the hogs moderately for 24
hours before vaccinating. Do not fast
them, as this will cause them to be
wild, and bard to handle.
The hogs should be kept In a clean
dry place before vaccination. This
Is better both for the bogs and for the
persons who are to handle them.
If possible, group the hogs according to size.
This will lessen the
chances for error in estimating the
doses of serum to be injected.
Provide a box or table on which to
place the.bottles of serum and virus,
disinfectants, syringes, etc., where
they will be convenient but not likely
• to be upset.
It Is even more Important that the
hogs be kept clean and dry after vaccination, to reduce to a minimum the
chances for Infecting the needle
wounds.
Get the hogs Into on inclosure
where they can be caught without
chasing then* This should be done
before the arrival of the veterinarian.
Special attention should be paid to
the feeding of the hogs after vaccination. Corn should be excluded from
the diet entirely for at least a week.
Give reduced rations of slightly laxative feeds.
Watch the hogs carefully for at
least three weeks after vaccination,
especially If the double treatment has
Been used. If all goes well for three
*>weeks, there Is little to be feared
later on.
If any hogs show signs of sickness
following the double treatment, they
should be isolated from the rest of
the herd. Sometimes another dose of
serum will save them.
If an abscess forms at the point of
Injection, It should be opened profcptly, and given a chance to drain.
Very few abscesseB should occur,
however, if the foregoing rules are
followed.
Good serum properly used Is very
reliable and has saved hogs worth
millions of dollars, but large quantities
of impotent' or contaminated serum
and even imitations of serum have
been used In many states with bad
results.
There Is no known cure or preventive treatment by ordinary medicines
that can be recommended for hog
cholera. Disinfectants properly used
In sufficient strength may have Borne
value in preventing cholera simply by
destroying virus on feeding floors,
troughs eta.

Economy of floor space, simplicity
of construction and convenience la
handling the fowls which means a
saving of labor are the essentials tc
be. observed in the arrangement oi
the interior of the hen house.
Roosts located in the warmest part
of the house, generally as far as pos
slble from the front, are the most sat
isfactory. If they are placed on •
level there will be no tendency of th«
birds to crowd on the highest. Valu
able fowls are often Injured or killed
by falling when crowded from th«
roosts. Roosts should be simple. It
construction, easy to handle and firm
Poles may be used to advantage, pro
vided they are two Inches In diameter
Two-Inch by four-Inch material placed
on edge with the upper corners round
ed make sensible and satistactor]
roosts. Generally these may be sei
In notches along the back of thi
house, making them easy. to removi
for cleaning. They should be placed
not less than fifteen Inches from th«
wall and one foot apart. Often th<
roosts are fastened to cross plecei
In the form of a frame, these plecei
being hinged at the back.
By raising these the cleaning oi
the dropping boards Is often mads
easier. When hens are apt to perct
during the day they can often be en
couraged to use the scratching flooi
by raising the roosts. Tbe height ol
the roosts from the floor depend!
largely upon the breed of fowl and
upon the height of the house. Foi
heavy breeds, two to three feet li
as high as the bird can safely perch
while for lighter breeds four or ever
five feet is practiced. Bight to fifteer.
Inches of roosting space should b<
allowed for each bird.
The use of the droppings platform
Is strongly advocated because It In
creases the size of the scratching
floor and also because the manure li
easily saved In this way. The plat
form, however, must be cleaned regu
larly. If the poultryman Is not willlni
to take this extra care it would bi
better to have the floor beneath thi
roosts surrounded by a partition t<
prevent the birds scratching. amoni
the droppings. The platform should
be placed low enough to make clean
lng easy. Flooring Is the most satis
factory material to use for the plat
form.
Darkened nests are the most desir
able, for they not only furnish seclu
sion, which a hen desires, but alsc
tend to lessen the amount of egg eat
lng, a habit more frequent N»ith thi
use of open nests, Portable nests als<
facilitate cleaning.
A common method of installini
nests Is to place them under the edg'i
of the dropping boards. This is ■
very convenient way, and little mate
rial is required to construct the nests
The hen enters from the rear an<
tbe door may be, let down from thi
front to remove the eggs.

The Epistle to
the EpheBians falls
into
two
divisions: The High
Calling and Glory
of the Church
(ch. 1-3), and The
Practical Walk of
the Church
in
View of this High
Calling (ch. 4-6).
We are now considering the second d I v 1 s I o,n
which may
be
summed up in
three ways: First,
the walk of the
church,
which
should be characterized
by unity (4:1-16); seccond,
the
walk
o'
the
individual 1 Christian, which should be a
walk of purity (4:17-5:21); third, the
walk of the family, which should be
characterized by loving submission
and service (5:22-6:9). The difference
between the two main divisions of this
epistle may be stated thus: in tbe
first, the church is presented as an organism which God alone sees; in the
second, the church Is set forth as an
organisation such as God would have
the world see.
Looking now for a moment at the
church as characterized by unity, ws
notice three trios of unities. First
there are those specific virtues which
secure aad maintain the peace and
unity of the church: they are lowliness, meekness, long-suffering and forbearance, and love.
The lowly flan Is one who is not
always clamoring for'hls rights but
is willing at times and where occasion
requires to yield those rights for the
welfare of others; he is, In other
words, the man of humble and lowly
spirit. Where this spirit is found In
any church, unity prevails; its ab
sence means friction.
The meek man Is the man who
thinks as little of his personal claims
as the humble man does of his personal merits; he gladly gives place to
others and is willing to take the lowest room. How many seeds of strife
and roots of bitterness would be de
stroyed if ithis mind were in us all
Self-importance and love of office, and
a craving for applause and leading
places, mars the unity .and peace ol
the church.
The long-suffering man Is he who is
not harsh or censorious or impatlenl
in his dealings with those who are
weaker than himself and who have not
yet reached his attainment. He It)
forbearing with the weaknesses and
faults of otherB and does not cease tc
love or Interest himself In his neigh
bor, even though he has faults and
weaknesses.
There is next presented to us those
fundamental unities on which the
unity of the church Is based, namely
one body, one splrltr one hope; one
Lord, one faith, one baptism; one God
over all, through all, In all.
The church Is one body. This la
the teaching of Scripture. At the time
of his conversion every believer was
baptized by the holy spirit into the
body of Jesus Christ. One spirit, the
holy spirit, permeates all its members
Indeed, only spirit-quickened men be
long to the real church which Is the
body of Jesus Christ. There Is one
hope of our calling, that Is, friendshipwith Christ who" Is the one object and
Inspiration of our hope; one object,
to realize, IlkeheBS to Christ; one
prize to win, the crown of life. Are
we not going to the same heaven, and
looking for the same Lord? The one
ness of aim of believers makes unity
and fellowship a glorious reality. Then
the church Is in reality one, and
church unity Is really a fact. There
may be many denominations, yet one
body; many stars, and one Btar differing from another in glory, yet pne
radiant sky; many regiments, each
its own uniform and colors, but one
great army; many folds, but one flock;
many creeds, but one faith; many accents, but one common language;
many ways of doing things, but one
motive.
Here then is a true unseen unity
which binds together all believers In
the Lord Jesus Christ, and shall we
say that an outer unity of organiza
tion is impossible? Who will dare
say that? We would be sorry to see
the handwriting of the church affixed
to such a conclusion.
Shall we deem Impossible an enter
prise which secular societies are accomplishing every day? Tell it not in
Oath, publish it not in Ascalon, that
a unity which the order of freemasonry and the brotherhood of locomotive
engineers have succeeded In attaining by voluntary effort and under no
stronger force than sympathy and a
sense of common need—that such a
unity has been declared impossible to
the church of Jesus Christ! Tile vision
may come. If It tarry, let us wait for
It bub meanwhile let us rest assured
of one thing, that the real church ol
JeBUB Christ is one body, Is permeated
by one spirit, and has one hope of ber
calling.

The yield of wheat In Western Canada for 1914 is now safely estimated at
135 million bushelB. This is not as
large as in 1913 but for various reasons will net the farmer considerably
more money. Had it not been for
drought that struck some portions of
Southern Alberta and Southwestern
Saskatchewan, shortly after seeding,
there would have been a phenomenal
crop and with present prices there
would have been a year of unprecedented prosperity. In" a large
district of the country the crops are

clal rates given to the settlers on the
railways for both himself and his effects.
The natural resources of the coun-.
try are so vast that they cannot be
told in mere figures. Man can only
tell of what tiny portions have done.
He can only say "I am more prosperous than I ever expected to be." And
yet if a farmer expects to succeed on
land that he has been forced to pay
$50 to $100 an acre for, he ought to
feel assured of attaining prosperity
when he finds the richest prairie soli
at his disposal absolutely free. If he
has a little capital, let him Invest it
all in live stock and farm implements
—he will find himself ten years ahead
of the game. Some day such a chance
will not be found anywhere on the
face of the globe. But now the same
opportunities await you as awaited the
pioneer and not one hundredth part
of the difficulties he encountered and
overcame. Success in Canada is made
up of two things, natural resources
and human labor. Canada has the one
and you have the other.

The Popular
Mexican Dish
As Delicious as it is made in Old
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the native recipe, and if s good. Jfcot the
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PATENTS
The Above Is a View of a Manitoba Farmer's Buildings. He Goes Largely
Into Mixed Farming.

fully up to the average. The portions referred to had ample rainfall
and blessed with conditions that put
them Into a more enviable condition
than the districts first referred to.
Fortunately In most places where lack
of precipitation prevented harvesting
• good crop this year, this Is the
first of a number of years that It
has happened, and the farmers are
In a position to withstand a partial
failure. Throughout all of Manitoba,
Central Saskatchewan and the largest
portion of Alberta conditions are
good. The raising of cattle, sheep and
hogs Is now playing an Important
part in the success of the Western Canada Farmer.
From these,
and the product' of the dairy and
the creaming, he Is placing himself
In an excellent financial position. It
Is expected that during 1916 the acreage sown to grains of all kinds wlU be
largely In excess of all previous years.
In the districts that had not the crop
that others had, there Is no disheartedness, but embracing the opportunity
to get their land ready In good time,
and pursuing more definite methods

Tou want a coxy home, a free life,
and sufficient income. You want education for your children, and some
pleasure for your wife. You want independence. Your burden has been
heavy, and your farm hasn't paid. You
work hard and are discouraged.
You require a change. There U a
goal within sight, where your children will have advantages. You can
get a home In Western Canada and
freedom, where your ambitions can be
fulfilled. If the Prairie Provinces are
full of Successful Farmers, why should
you prove the exception?
Haven't
you got brains, experience, courage?
Then prove what these are capable
of when put on trial. It Is encouraging to know that there Is one country
In the world where poverty Is no barrier to wealth!
Besides the grains spoken of, all
kinds of grasses do well In Western
Canada. At one of the fairs held a
short time ago the writer saw no
less than eighty varieties of wild grass.
Of the cultivated^grasses, Alfalfa gives
a splendid yield, and although not yet
generally grown, It will soon become

Patest I . r.WaVwSSS
ud books xrev>
D.c. AdvtosasjSMsks]
Bales reasonable. Highest references, ~

Wanted to Buy Old Coins 'jSi

.rue, paid 1U cts. mtrum. BMSU..S. [An into.
101 Tiloiel St. (•«* Wowtwatd*, PiW|BMSOJ, —oaa,■■*>
The Eggs Weren't Invatlda.

"Eggs for Invalids," read a »li
a certain shop.
"What Is there unusual about
eggs?" asked a curious observer.
"Why, them eggs is ai
novelty," said the dealer, briskly,
lng in awed tones: "Them
fresh."
1

The Obedient "Help."
Hubby—What do we hajve Dor 4e»
sert?
Wlfey—Cottage pudding, I think. I
told her to have Wane mange.
i
London has a flreboat which
a ton and a half of water each
ute.

One Way to Lengthen Vk

Late la life, when the organ* beghtto
weaken, the hard-working kUasys ofloo
tire out first.
Falling eyesight, stiff, why Jo***,
rheumatic pains, lame beak sad ft*sow
ing urination are often doe ealy to mssk
kidneys.
^^
Prevention is the best ears sad a« sj)
die age any sign of kidney
have prompt attention.
Doan'e Kidney Plus have _
more comfortable for thousands of sM
folks. It Is the best reoominoadi "
kidney remedy.
A Massachusetts Ci
,,_
-^
*™"^
s 7.

»' »

One of the Mortgage Lifters of West ern .Canada. , Any Farmer Having a
Lot of Hogs Can Always Have Ready Money.
-

of conserving the moisture , the fanners are now busily engaged In preparing larger areas for wheat, oats, barley
and flax, and in this way very much
will be added to the large acreage
placed In crop In 1913. There are none
that take any comfort out of the war.
In Europe because It will mean Increased prices for everything they can
raise, but they propose taking advantage of the opportunity that Is afforded. Western Canada Is the recognized
grain field of the world, and will be
so for all time. Looking Into the future, thousands of Americans are now
contemplating joining the band of
Western Canada grain growers and
they are wise In doing so, for they can
secure the best of land In good localities, convenient to market; at from $15
to $20 per acre If purchased from railway or land companies, or they can
still get homesteads within reasonable
distance of railways by making entry
for- them. The American settler Is always welcome, and he will find In almost any district In which he cares
to locate, scares of American settlers,
wfeo are doing well, and few, if any,
ever prove a failure. There are speCherchez La Femme.

A western detective said in the
smoking room of a San Francisco ho•el:
"To locate the dishonest clerk, I isolated the one who was chasing round
in taxlcabs to roof gardens with young
ladles."
He shook his head and added:
"A slip of a girl can make the steadiest man fall."
Paper was made from rags In Arabia
more than ten centuries ago, the art
being brought to Europe in the thirteenth century.
Sweden is on the verge of national
prohibition of alcoholic beverages and
tobacco.

universal. At a recent contest of fields
Bown not later than June, 1912, there
were prizes awarded In all districts In
Saskatchewan.' The quality was excellent. In Alberta it will soon become the popular feed. In Manitoba
the growing of alfalfa Is quite successful, and many farmers are-iow preparing land for It
Sir Arthur Cohan Doyle, on his return from'a trip to Western Canada,
furnishes the. following contribution:
"I'll dream again of fields of grain
that stretch' from sky to sky,
And the little prairie hamlets, where
the cars go roaring by;
Wooden hamlets as I saw them—noble
cities still to he •',
To girdle stately Canada with gem*
from sea to sea;
Mother of] a mighty manhood. Land of
glamour and of hope,
From the eastward sea-swept Islands
to the sunny Western slope."
It Is the Inspiration that led Sir
Conan Doyle to pen the above that
has led the many Americans that are
now in Western Canada to make their
home there.—Advertisement.
His Easy Part.

"Does your motor car give you
much trouble?"
"None In the least It is used exclusively by my wife and daughters. A
puncture means nothing more to me
than a repair bill."
This Language Again.
"How did that blackhander come to
be taken redhanded?"
"Because he was a green hand."
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TAKING THEIR TIME

idEl)WH

By CLARENCE LYON8.

■

The woman with tbe purple straw
hat spread her skirt a little more
widely, so that nobody could take the
seat next to her in the street car, and
then resumed conversation.
"Some women are so queer," she NEED FOR CAREFUL PLANNING
said to her friend with the orange
feathers, which stood up at least a Adornment of Either Large or Small
FEED CHICKENS FOR MARKET foot above her hat. "I could use
Areas Should Be Made Matter
stronger language than that, but I am
of Careful Consideration.
Proper Rations Always Improve Table of a charitable nature and always
willing to give people a chance. HowQualities of Fowls and Thereby
The first essential In the adornment
ever, that woman at the milliner's was of a home area is the formation ot a
Increase Profits.
the limit!
suitable plan. In making this plan
(By U M. BENNIISGTON.)
"I always go to Miss Cretonne for the principal things to be considered
It 1B surely a good stroke of busi- my hats because she has style and is are the size of the area, the amount
ness to sell feed at the price of fat cheaper than anyone else. She hasn't which the owner feels able to expend
poultry, and that Is what you wil. do a shop, you know, but does hats at for the purpose, the climatic condiwith every additional bit 01 food swal- home. So I dropped in on my way tions, the soil, the exposure, the pelowed by the chickens jus' now, if you to the Ladies' Aid meeting and ex- cularities of the site, and the style ot
are feeding them properly.
pected to be through in a jiffy. Some- treatment, whether formal or natural.
Proper feeding always Improves the body was in Miss Cretonne's office, so
Small places, consisting of an1 acre
table qualities of the fowls, making she left me down outside in the hall or less, situated amongst others ef Hke
the meat more tender and juicy and and said she'd be ready for me in a dimensions, can only be appropriately
of finer flavor.
...
short time.
improved in a formal Btyle. On the
* There is always a greater demand,
"The minute I heard the voice of the other hand, large suburban places or
and consequently a better price for a creature who was In there, I knew country Beats should. In order to mainnice fat fowl than fir a lean one, es- what to expect. It was sort of drawly tain unity and harmony with their surpecially in dressed poultry. You thus and undecided, and it had an edge on roundings, be treated In the,natural
make a gain in the price per pound as it that meant, 'I know you're waiting style.
well as In the number of pounds, by out there, but I got here first and
Jt 1B impossible to develop * forest,
fattening your poultry before you pul I'm going to take precisely as long as a park, or even a groye on an area
it on the market.
I like!'
less than an acre in extent; and it is
The fowls to be fattened Bhould b/E
"Well, she made Miss Cretonne equally Impossible to maintain fountaken away from the rest of the flock bring in, one by one, every hat she tains, terraces, sheared trees, hedges,
■asd put in a warm, comfortable room had in her sewing-room, and Bhe didn't and carpet bedding over an area of
like any of them. One was too little several acres.
and another was too big. Finally she
Before a tree or shrub is placed In
decided that she didn't want a black its permanent location an outline map
straw, anyhow. She said If Miss Cre- of the area to be treated should be
tonne was really up to date she'd have made. This map should locate all exstraws in the new Bulgarian colors, isting structures, indicate the direcand, anyway, what she was interested tion in which most pleasing outlooks
in was getting her old ecru straw re- are to be had, and also the contour of
trlmmed. No, she didn't want ribbon, the ground to be beautified. The aim
and as for flowers, they were impos- should be to hide by means of trees
and shrubbery all objectionable buildsible.
"Would Miss Cretonne please step ings or portions of the place, and also
across the roonKand hold up the hat to shut from view all unsightly obwith that bunch of flowers pinned on? jects maintained by neighbors.
To harmoniously arrange trees,
Couldn't she see it just killed the hat?
Why, her cousin had just got back shrubs, and herbaceous plants, and at
from New York, and she said nobody the same time adjust them to the conthere would be caught dead with flow- tour of the place, to the architecture
ers on her hat. No, she wouldn't have of the buildings, and to the conventhe new Numidi feathers. She was ience of the walks and drives, is the
sure they got those feathers off the aim of the landscape gardener. Every
heron or the robins at the nesting sea- successful attempt to adorn a city lot,
son, and, anyhow, if they were only a suburban place, or a park has a
ostrich, as Miss Cretonne said, it was valuable influence upon the communpainful to the birds when they were ity in which It Is situated. It furSingle-Comb Blue Orpington Cock.
plucked. Hats were an awful trial, nishes an object lesson which others
she said. Wouldn't it be lovely if it will attempt to follow, and in this way
that Is both small and dark. In these were the style not to wear any bats It serves the useful purpose of stimconditions they will spend most of at all?
ulating in others a love for tbe beautheir time on the roost and grow fat
"Here I coughed to remind the wo- tiful in nature.
rapidly. By moving about and exer- man that I was on earth. That caused
cising they would work off most ef her to tell Miss Cretonne that It was
NEWSPAPER HAS RIGHT IDEA
the fat
perfectly dread^il how much pneuLighten the pea at feeding time and monia there was around this season
Omaha Bee Points Out Necessity,for
be sure that they have plenty of fresh
-and that her brother's wife out in
Preserving Civic Improvements' ,
water to drink after feeding.
Feed
Idaho nearly died with pneumonia last
When Once Made.
corn, barley, oats and buckwheat
mixed together or separately, with month.
I
:&
"You think you don't want feathers,
Why not put the stress on "keeping"
skim-milk.
1
then?"
Miss
Cretonne
broke
in
nervinstea**»of
"making;
Omaha
a
city
Mix a little charcoal, sulphur and
beautiful? We have a beautiful, a
red pepper, or some good poultry con- ously.
"Perish the thought! She never very beautiful city, as, of course, our
dition powder with the meal. This
is an advantage, as it keeps the fowls could bear feathers since she went "city beautiful" advocates realize.
to a funeral and sat behind a hat with Omaha 1B made beautiful in the first
healthy and in good appetite.
The milk should be boiled first and sixteen ostrich plumes on it. Maybe plate by its natural topography, its
poured hot over the meal, stirring un- it was only fifteen, but they looked broad, well laid-out, paved and richly
til the food Is stiff and crumbly. Some like twenty. What did Miss Cretonne shaded streets; Its attractive homes
poultry feeders round this feed into think of a plum color straw to wear and their artistic surroundings and Its
the shape of pills and cram these in- with a green suit? Something a little lovely parks.
The combined efforts of public auto the crop, but this is repulsive and bit different, wasn't it? Tbe woman
I think not necessary.
The fowls across the street from her had a plum thorities and private citizens to proshould be fed five times a day at reg- hat last year and she always had been mote the beauty and attractiveness of
the city are indeed commendable, but
craiy about It.
ular intervals.
"Here I coughed again to convey for the sake of doing ourselves full
I If this treatment is kept up for
three weeks it should add two or three delicately my conviction that if she Justice and avoiding false Impressions
pounds to the weight of the chicken wasn't crazy she was at least feeble- abroad, would it not be better to emIn fine. Juicy Sesb and bring the top minded. Then she rather thought the phasize the idea of keeping this the
price on the market. The fattening might like a black hat, after all, and beautiful city that it is?—Omaha Bee.
must stop as soon as the fowls cease wished Miss Cretonne to get some
Properly Placed Monuments.
to pat on flesh, for they will lose it shapes from the wholesale bouse. No,
she hadn't any idea what shape she
The submission of ready-made monagain otherwise.
wanted—just something pretty and ■ments causes embarrassment not
stylish and- cheap and awfully good only to the art commission, but to the
REMEMBER looking. She would dearly love some donors who have contributed the
GOOD POINTS
Bulgarian embroidery on it, but it was funds, usually a large number of interWhen Culling Flocks Discard All so loud. She was afraid it would get ested persons who have been induced
Those Birds Noticed to Be Hangto give money with the expectation of
common.
ing Around Roosting Room.
"Mercy, wasn't it a warm day! seeing the monument erected. Pre
Really, she must send ber fur coat Isumably they have had nothing to do
Here are some points to remember, down to storage. And whatever Miss with business details of the matter,
when culling your flocks for unprofit- Cretonne did she should never, never , and they have but a faint conception
able specimens: Cull out all such, buy a fur of the man who had sold !of what a properly placed monument
which when entirely through molting that coat. Look how it had worn!
means in a city, and consequently, in
for several weeks, are noticed to be
"I coughed again and tapped my case of rejection, are unable to underbanging around the roosting room In feet on the floor. At this she settled I stand why the city refuses to accept
the morning and all day long, cull out down more comfortably and sighed. j the monument. While the commission
ail such with a weak constitution and She was certain spring hats were go- I may be in entire sympathy with their
generally sickly appearance. A fowl ing to be the end of her. She did desire to honor a distinguished person,
in the fall that shows that it has been wish that Miss Cretonne would decide lor to commemorate an Important
doing something the previous year is on some way to trim the ecru hat. event, nevertheless a city charter may
one to select to keep In your flock. A Goodness, bow her head ached!
I impose on the commission the duty
fowl with pale colored legs and worn
"It was fifty-five minutes by my lot accepting for the city only monutoenails was a good layer last year, watch before she came out of that : ments of meritorious character, to be
and the chances are that she will be office and she certainly looked ber erected on suitable sites.
a profitable hen for at least another part—selfish, unaccommodating, inconyear. Keep her not only as a layer siderate, fat thing! I was so mad I v
New York's Babies.
but as a breeder. Cull out all early just flew into the office!
Over two-tnlrds of the babies born
molters and send to tbe market. The
"I suppose you got through In Urns In New York city during 1910 had forlatest and quickest molters are some for the ladies' aid, anyhow," said the
eign-born mothers. Putting aside the
of the best laying bens In your flock woman' with the orange feathers.
questions of the physical and moral
and will surely be profitable another "You're always so quick!"
fitness of babies of foreign-born mothyear. /Keep them, and see to It that
"Sometimes," admitted the woman, ers at birth, we are Justified in asking
they are fed well and kept in a warm with the purple hat. "I was late this
whether the majority of these children
place when molting late.
time. I didn't care If three other are born under conditions which are
customers who had come in after me conducive to the rearing of healthy
Cool Ground Is Preferred.
were waiting out there T just took and efficient members of a democratic
A good many poultry keepers be- my time and had a real nice visit with society. Is it a/ny wonder that the- leadlieve that chickens that are not large Miss Cretonne. I gtfess my money's ers In tbe infant welfare campalgj
enough to roost are better off la-coops as good as any one's!"
; speak of Ignorance as their greatf st
without floors where they sit on the
! obstacle? A majority of the births to
1
cool ground at night, provided the
Out of Training.
foreign mothers are taking place durground is kept clean by mpving tbe
A small resident of a college town ing a period when they are becoming
coops every day and well drained to heard much talk about being In and adjusted to a new environment. Ths
prevent dampness.
oat of training. One Sunday, after a , facts which have been presented are
restless church session, he remarked ! a warning to the community to take
to his mother: "Mamma, please ex- i tare that a, favorable opportunity be
Market Surplus Hens.
It ts a good plan to market any sur- cuse me for not sitting still during 'afforded tolhe immigrant and his ehilplus old hens before they begin tc the sermon. You see, I haven't been ■ dreti
Otherwise, It were better to
shed their feathers because they will to church all summer and I'm not In check immigration.—Independent.
training for itf
fatten better now

ir

I

The "Single Damper" in

fjrawtSrd
^*S TVs* n £*¥**«
is the greatest improvement ever made in
stoves. By one motion it regulates fire and
oven—push the knob to "Kindle", "Bake",
or "Check"—the range does the rest Better
than two or more dampers. Have you seen it?
This Single Damper is patented —no
other range has it.
The deep Ash Hod—instead of the
old clumsy ash pan—with Coal Hod
beside it (patented) is easy tqrremove
—doesn't spill ashes.

Fiiblic Library

TIMES.
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LAST WEEK OF OUR

THIRTY-SECOND ANNIVERSARY SALE
OF

We are celebrating the thirty-second week of our
btSiness success and style "supremacy with

10 PER CENT. DISCOUNT ON ALL CASH PURCHASES
NORTH BROOKFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS.
INCORPORATED IN 1854.
- SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES TO RENT

Of Suits, Coats, Dresses, Girls Clothes, and Fine Furs
SUITS, #17.50, $19.75 t0 $95-00
COATS, $i<o.oo, $12.50 to $75.00
SKIRTS, $5.00, $7)50 to $17.50

FUR of FASHION AT LOW PRICES

;; RICHARD HEALY CO.,

512 Main Street, Worcester.

DRESSES,, $7.50,
WAISTS, -

$10.00 to $125.00

- 98c, $1.98 to $35.00

ALL DEPOSITS THAT ARE RECEIVED ON 08 BEFORE OCT. 3 60 ON INTEREST OCT. 1,1914.

STATEMENT
AT CLOSE OF,

BUSINESS, SEPT.

I6,\I9I4

LIABILITIES.

ASSETS.
$442,505.00 Deposits
Mortgages on Real Estate
4,971.02 Surplus
Real Estate
4,500.00
Bank Building
■
299,421.25
Bonds and Public Funds
7>775-29
Cash on hand and in Banks

-

-

-

-

$677,189.80
81,982.76

/
?759»'72-S6

$7S9>*7*-S6

GEORGE R. HAMANT, PRESIDENT,
ARTHUR C. BLISS, TREASURER.

BOARD OF INVESTMENT.
GEORGE R. HAMANT,.
GEORGE R. DOANE,

SUMNER^HOLMES,
HERBERT T. MAYNARb.

TRUSTEES.
GEORGE R. HAMANT,
WM. F. FULLAM,
ARTHUR C. BLISS,
EZRA D. BATCHELLER,
DR. HIRAM P. BARTLETT,
MAURICE A. LONGLEY,
THOS. G. RICHARDS,
:

Remarkable Promenade.
At a New York hotel a man who
had suddenly become wealthy from an
oil well venture had left his family,
which had accompanied him to the
city, In their rooms so long that they
had become uneasy about him.
At
last he returned to the rooms, and to
the anxious Inquiry of his wife.
■;Where in the world have you been so
long?" he responded, calmly: "I'vs
just been in the cuspidore, walking pro
and con."
Virtue Follows Adversity.
Prosperity doih-best di.-.-over vice;
but adversity doth beat discover virtue.—Bacon.
Moral Men.
It Is in mer as in soils where sometimes there is a vein el gold which the
owner knows not of—Swift.,
Kejulsrlty.
Miss Paul—"Did they allow her to
bury her past?" Miss Pry—"Not until they held an inquest."—Judge.

SUMNER HOLMES,
GEORGE R. DOANE,
SAMUEL A. CLARK,
FRANK S. BARTLETT,
AM ASA G. STONE,
BURT A. BUSH,
H. T. MAYNARD.

In Solon's Tims.
During the time of Solon, the famous lawmaker, he secured the passage of a statute compelling every
able-bodied adult man in the nation
to give proof once a year that he was
earning a decent living and was selfsupporting. Somebody has written to
us suggesting that this would not be
a bad example for Uncle Sam to follow, since the class of those who have
learned to live "gracefully in idleness"
is constantly on the increase.—Christian Record.

Artificial Pepper.
The common nettle is now being
used in the preparation of artificial
pepper. In its preparation the nettles
are harvested juBt before flowering,
and dried. After drying they are
ground, and then boiled for a couple ot
hours with 20 per cent of their weight
of alcohol, three per cent of vinegar,
ten per cent of water, five per cent of
oil and two psr cent of salt. When
the greater part of the liquor has evaporated, the remaining mass is dried
and pulverized.

Remarkable, Indeed.
The Superior Stx.
"Strange things, dreams are," said J.
One reason why man i3 superior tu Fuller Gloom. "Every time I eat horsewoman is because a man always radish I have a nightmare."—Kansas
knows where he got his headache.— City Star.
Cincinnati Enquirer.
Small Source of National Wealth.

Worldly Wisdom.
"In choosing a wife one should never
Judge by appearances." "That's right.
Often the prettiest girls have the least
money."

Brazil owes her wealth in coffee, to
a monk who' planted two seeds in a
monastery garden in Rio de Janeiro
In 1764, whence the plants spread
throughout the country.

+*****+********•**•**•****+**•****+*****+*******••* *++*6**+++*++inFm*++****i
BROOKFIELD.

Valuable Horses Killed.

no perceptible reduction in the speed of
the train until after the horses were struck.
It was considered remarkable by trainmen that the express was not derailed.
The train was bowling along at 55 miles
an hour and it is explained that by striking the horses at that speed the danger of
derailment was minimized. Trainmen
say that if the brakes bad been set and
the wheels locked when the engine struck
the horses it is almost certain that some
of the coaches would have left the rails.
The train was delayed 20 (minutes.

The Ladies' Aid society of the Methodist church, conducted a food sale in
south hall of the town house, Friday afternoon, in charge of Mrs Henry Cottle
and Miss Clarabelle Bailey.
The proceeds of the sale were *10.

Address all communications to BROOKFIELD
John R. Fisher of Brockton chairman
TIM Kb, Nonli Brookfield,MasB.
Orders for subscription, advertising, or lob of the general committee on credentials,
work and payment for the stjtme, map be sent N. E. O. P. gave an interesting address
direct fri the main office. North Brookfield or
at a meeting of Friendship lodge, N. E.
to Georffe W. McNamara. Brookfield

Walker ft Pratt Mfg. Co., Maker., Boiton

North Brookfield Savings Bank

•

l.OO a Year in Advance.

Suits, Coats, Dresses, Fine Furs
. North Brookfield

s

HORACE J. LAWRENCE;
EDITOR ANI> PROPRIETOR.

"FOREMOST IN FASHION"

Gas ovens if desired; end
[single] or elevated [double].

WILURD B. WILSON, AGENT

Journal Block, North Brookfield, Maes

Rally Sunday will be observed at the
Methodist church Snnday morning by a
Sunday school concert. Monday evening
the district quarterly conference will be
held.

BROOKFIELD.
Saturday, the property known as the
Sawtell place on Mill street, owned by
Mrs Isadora Mathewson of Avalon, Cal.,
was conveyed to A. Winnie Walker of
Kimball street. The property consists of
a house and 1-4 acre of land, assessed for
$700. The house is occupied at present
by John Charron and family. Mr Walker will take possession within a week and
the Charrons will move into the house at
present occupied by Mr Walker. The
two families will move on the same day.

BROOKFIELD.

NO. 41.
BROOKFIELD.
Death of Mrs Peckham.
Mrs Mary S. (Lunt) PecKham, aged 47
wife of Frank H. Peckham, died aTher
borne on Hayden Ave., at 5 o'clock, Saturday morning, of meningitis. Although
be had been sick for the past three weeks,
her death came as a shock to her friends
as it was generally believed that she was
on the road to recovery. Mrs Peckham
was born In Newburyport, July 7 1867
the daughter of Edward and Sarah (Stone)
Lunt. She was married twice, her first
husband bomg Albert Binley, who died

O. P. in banquet hall, Monnay night.
eW Uryp0rtin1903
- In December,
There will be an meeting open in banquet ','o^ u
190*, she married Frank Peckham in
hall, Monday evening, Oct. 13.
Wburyport, where they lived until
The senior class, P. H. S. will conduct 1910, when they went to Georgetown to
a home made food and candy sale in the live, coming to Brookfield in 1912 and
south hall of the town house, on Friday Mr Peckiiam opened a laundry. Mrs
afternoon, Oct. 16, at tour o'clock. The Peckham is survived by her husband,
proceeds go towards the fund being raised Frank H. Peckham; two sons, Lawrence
to pay the expenses of the class on a trip E and Harold W. Binley; a daughter,
to Waahington in the spring.
Lillian A. Binley, all of Brookfield; a sister, Mrs Sarah Coates of Enfield, and a
James McDonald injured the left side
of his body as the result of a fall from an brother, Ezra Lunt of Newburyport.
apple tree in the orchard at the Meehan Mrs Peckham was a woman of quiet
home on Kimball street, Monday after- manner and pleasing personality and the
noon. He was picking apples in the top sympathy of the community is extended
branches when he Btepped on a dead to the husband and children in their belimb and fell. He struck branches in reavement. Funeral services were held
falling and this saved him from more Monday afternoon at 2 o'clock and were
conducted by Rev. Sherman Goodwin.
serious injury.
The body was shipped Tuesday morning■ The business men have agreed to close
on the 8.03 train for Newburyport, wheretheir stores every Wednesday afternoon burial was in Oak Hill cemetery.
Unfor one year. It has been the custom to dertaker Robert G. Livermore was in
have the Btorcs closed Wednesday after- charge.
noons tfuring the summer months, but
the business men and clerks are so
Death of George A. Morse.
desirous of having a regular weekly halfholiday that they decided to keep it up
George Albert Morse, aged 68 years, 4
for the entire year.
months and 14 days, a Brookfield resi-

William E. Pratt of Marlboro, was the
guest oi his father on South Maple street,
Sunday.
Mr and Mrs Charles Holmes, Spencer,
visited William Wolcott and family, on
Sunday.
Frederick Bliss of Marlboro, visited at
tbe home of his mother on Pleasant St.
Sunday.
Miss Melora Levasseur, Whitinsville,
spent the week-end with her parents on
Mill street.
Miss Viola Crimmins of New York was
guest this week, of Miss Mary Ellen Derrick, Alain street.
\
Charles Bemis has bought a (Kne in
West Springfield, where he will go to
live in a short while.
Mr and Mrs W. S. Hale of Chicago,
have been guests of Mr and Mrs Claude
II. Lafiin, this week.
Miss Augusta Leamy, Springfield, is
.visiting at the home of her parents, Mr
and Mrs John K. Leamy, Harden Ave.
Mr and Mrs William Bemis returned
Wilfred J.'Boutin of Main street, East dent for the past 40 years, died at 11
Sunday after a week's visit with relatives
in Brockton. They attended Brockton Brookfield, became owner Monday, of o'clock on Monday morning at the home
tile property on Gleason Ave.,. that was of hie daughter, Mrs Russell G. Allen.
fair.
owned by George R. Hamant of North Death was from cerebral hemorrhage.
Mr and Mrs Everett S. Nutter returned
Brookfield. The property consists of a Mr Morse bdd- been in failing health since
Wednesday from a 10days vacation spent
house, barn and one half an acre of laml the death of his wife 14 months ago, and
at Togus, Me., Farmington, N. II., and
and is assessed for 81450/ The sale was two weeks before his death suffered a
Broc ton.
made through the E. R. Colebrook real shock. Mr Morse was born in Union,
Miss Margreta Hastings, principal of
estate agency of East Brookfield.
Cpnn., May 12, 1846Nson of Mr and Mrs
■fehlHey high school, spent the week-end
William McCarthy broke three small Lucius Monet. He'married Miss Susanat the home of her parents, Over^thebones in his left wrist and was badly ScraBton, May 28, 1868, and in 1874 the
River district.
family came to Brookfield. Mrs Morse
There will be a whist party in banquet bruised about the face and arms, as the died August 10, 1913.
result
of
a
fall
from
an
apple
tree
at
the
hall, Thursday night, Oct. 15, for the
In hU yojinger days Mr Morse was an.
benefit of St. Mary's church. Refresh home of Roger Mulcahy on River street, edge trimmer and worked in the old
Monday
afternoon.
Mr
McCarthy
was
ments will be served.
picking apples from branches about 20 George H. Burt shoe factory up to the
Rev, and Mrs William L. Walsh were
feet from the ground, when he stepped time it went out of business, then he
given a complimentary dinner by the
worked in C. H. Moulton factory, where
pastors of Brookfleld, Wednesday noon, on a dead limb and fell. He was stunned he remained until 1894. For many years
for a time. Dr Mary Sherman treated
at the Methodist parsonage.
he lived on a farm in Over-the-River distbe injuries and reduced the fracture.
CetterB at the Brookfield post-office are
trict, but has lived with his daughter
Mr and Mrs Henry W. Irwin observed since June.
advertised for Joseph Faringe, Jannos
Hawle, Miss A. C. Lee, Mrs Forest Rob- their 25th wedding anniversary Saturday
Mr Morse was a man < f quiet unasand in the evening a party of friends suming manner, closely attached to his
ertson and William Spooner.
Fred F. F. Franquer attended a ban- from the Brookfields, Warren, Spencer home. He enjoyed the respect of a large
quet of the Producer's club of the Mu- and Worcester tendered them a reception circle of friends. He is survived by five
tual Benefit Life Insurance company at in the nature of a surprise at the Irwin sons: Harry L., Edward L., and William
State Mutual restaurant, in Worcester, on High street. The couple were not L„ of Springfield, Henry L.'of Brookaware that their friends had planned any field, and Herbert L., of Crompton,
Saturday.
unusual observance of (he day. From. 8 Cat.; two daughters, Susan, wife of GilHomer O. Webster, head coach of \
o'clock until 11 a general good time was bert A. Leete of Springfield; and Ella
Wellesley high school foot ball team,
enjoyed. Mr and Mrs Irwin were the G., wife of Russell Allen of Brookfield;
spent tbe week-end at the home of his
recipients of many gifts of silver in honor two brothers, James Morse of Hartford,
parents on the west shore of Lake Quaof the occasion Mr and Mrs Irwin were Conn., and Charles Morse of Union,
cumquasit.
married Oct. 3, 1889, at the home of Mrs Conn., and a sister, MTB John Algee of
Dr. Charles Paquin, state veterinary,
Irwin's.aunt, Mrs Alfred Rice on How- Hartford, Conn,.
was instown last week, and inspected aniard street, by Rev. L. W. Mase, who was
The funeral was at the home of bis
mals in Over-the-River and Podunk dispastor of the UnitaTian church at that daughter, Wednesday afternoon at 2
tricts. He was accompanied by cattle time.
o'clock, Rev. Sherman Goodwin officiinspector David A. Hunter.
The district nurse committee of the V. ating. The bearers were four sons of Mr
The marriage intentions of IVilliam C. I. S. will manage a harvest sale and sup- Morse: Harry L., Edward L., William
Wilson, 22, of East Brookfield, and Miss per, followed by an entertainment and L., and Henry L. There were many
Harriet W. Lynn, 20, of North Brook- dance in the town hall, Wednesday, Oct. floral tributes. Burial was in Bro^Ffleld
field were filed Monday night with town 28, for the benefit of the district nurse cemetery Undertaker Robert G. Liverclerk, Robert G. Livermore.
fund. The sale opens at 3 o'clock in the imore was in charge.
The members of First Parish church afternoon; supper will be served in banwill give an informal reception in the quet hall from 6 to 8 o'clock; the enterDeath of Mrs Frederick
D. HiU,
church social room, on Tuesday evening, tainment from 8 to 9, followed by danc-

A pair of horses .owned by Lindsey
Smith of West Brookfield, and valued at
•1000, became frightened by a motor
track on the Fodunk road, Sunday afternoon, cleared themselves of the carriage,
ran a mile and 'a half west on to the
tracks of tbe B. & A. railroad, and were
killed by the west-bound express, about
150 yards west of the railroad station. . In the civil session of the district court
Lyman H. Howe's travel festival comes
One ot the horses was a valuable trotter at East Brookfield Monday morning, testand the other « brood mare. As the imony was giveu before Judge Henry E. to the town hall, Wednesday night, Nov.
horses dashed up the track one was Cottle in the case of Dragoon and Moore 18, under the direction of the Woman's
caught in a switch and thrown across the real estate agency of Springfield, plaintiffs, Alliance: In his new program he promtrack, where it lay until struck by the against James Mahan of East Brookfield, ises one of the most delightful journeys
train. The other was standing directly defendant, in an action of contract, the he has ever presented. It will take local
in the path of the on-rushing express. plaintiffs seeking to recover 8600, alieged travellers to Venice. It will also cover a
Both were instantly killed. The trotter due them from the defendant, as com- descent into the crater of Vesuvius.
was thrown on one side of the track and mission on account of having negotiated Then there is a ride on a runaway train.
the mare was dragged more than half a the sale of the Lakewood hotel, East The popularity of Mr Howe's festival is
mile before the train stopped. It appears Brookfield, formerly owned by the defen- due to the fact that the public has bethat Mrs Lindsey Smith and Miss Doro- dant, and sold by him two months ago to come more and more discriminating in
thy Smith, both of West Brookfield, with Dennis J. Neylon of Springfield. Hon. the photographic quality of filmB.
Joeeph Locke of Hartf rd, Ct.. as driver, David* F, O'Connell, ex-mayor of WorThe teachers' club meeting in the social
had been riding dnring the day and had cester appeared as counsel for the plainstopped for the afternoon at the cottage tiff and Atty. Timothy Howard of North room at the high school Wednesday eveof H. Beecher Ward of Worcester on the Brookfield for the defendant. Mr Mahan ning, was in the form of a farewell party Oct. 13, from 8 to 10 o'clock to Rev. and ing until 12 o'clock. Music by Donahue's
Mrs Juliet Lawren<\,
north shore of Lake Qnaboag. The pole tcst|fied that he was ready at the time of for Mies Katherine A. Dunn, who finished Mrs William L. Walsh. The public is orchestra. The various booths will be in widow of Frederick 0_ H,
charge of the following:—Aprons, Mrs o'clock0Monda-ynignti at the nome of
of the wagon had been broken and befoie the sale to pay the commission and ha<i up her duties as teacher of grades 4 and cordially invited.
At the Congregational church Friday Delbert A. Eaton; vegetables, Mrs David her daughter
starting for home was repaired temporar- been ready at any time since, but did not 6, of the Blanchard school today. Miss
Mra wilMam Qrangel.(
ily. They had gone about th,ree-fourthB know to whom to pay it as his agent in Dunn has accepted a position in the New night, Oct. 16, at 7^45 o'clock, Prof. N. Huhter and Mrs Emma S. Ludden; aged 07 jears, 9 months and 23 days.
of a mile when near the home of J. Wal- the sale was Edward M. Wight of East Bedford schools. She was presented with Philip Elwood, instructor in Civic im- candy, Miss Ethel Johnson and Mrs Otis The, cause of death was internal carcino-ter Smith a motor truck passed. The Brookfield. It is expected Judge Cottle a mammoth bouquet of blush carnations provement at Amberst agricultural college R. Travis; variety, Mrs Ernest A. Col- tna and Mrs Hill had been ill since Juror.
on behalf of the club, the presentation will give an illustrated lecture on "Cot- burn and Mrs Edward R. BurgesBj homehorses were frightened, became unman- will give a decision to-day.
The lecture has been made food, Mrs William J. Walker. The Mrs Hill was born in Bridgetown, Nova
being made by the president, Arthur B. tage Gardens."
ageable and bolted. The carriage struck
arranged
by
the
V.
I. S. and is tree to supper will be in charge of Mrs Henry Scotia, Dec. 12, 1846, daughter of Joseph
Ilucknaro.
Whist
was
enjoyed
by"
the
a small tree, the damaged pole broke ai dLindoff Bacsett was called to Ware
and Maria (Troupe) Morse, and since
everyone
and
the
society
hope for a large J. Clarke'.
the horses were free. All three occupants Thursday night by the sudden death of members and there was a short entertain1889, had been a resident of Brookfield.
attendance.
wer thrown out. Mrs Smith sustained his father Francis L. Bassett, a leading ment. Refreshments were served.
Horace W. May, who for the greater She was married the same year to FredJohn L. Malcahy's chestnut pacer, part of the past seven years has been the
a wrenched back and the other two weie | jeweller, aged 63. Lindoff had but just
erick D. Hill by Rev. J. 8. Barrows, the
The teachers of the Blanchard school "The Token," won second money in the Brookfleld and East Brookfield 'represenuninjured. The horses, after clearingthe! got home from a visit to his father, when
pastor, then, of the Methodist church.
Wreckage of the carriage, ran along the the news was telephoned him. Funeral have compiled the attendance records for 2.18 class pace at the Brockton fair last tative of the Worcester Telegram has Mr Hill died five years ago. Mrs Hill is
Podunk road, over the red bridge, west Saturday at 2 p.m. from the home in the month 11 September and the average week. "The Token" captured the first been advanced, to the position of county survived by one daughter, Mrs Cora M.
Miss Mulvey's two heats of the race but was forced to agent and began his new duties on Monof tbe power station and onto the state Ware.
s is remarkably high.
(Hill), wire of William GrangeV of this
school, grades 2 and 3, heads the list with take second place in the last three. The day. In the new position, Mr May has
highway, continued along it a quarter of
place, and one brother, Isaac Morse of
best
time
made
was
2.1.1
1-2.
The
horse
26
pupilB
perfect
in
attendance,
and
a
a mile and turned into Mill street. They
supervision
overall
the
Telegram
reporters
A CARD
Lynn. A private funeral was held at the
percentage of 99.83. There was only one is entered in the 2.19 class at the Dan- in the county, and this promotion comes
ran the length of Mill street, across
home of her daughter, at 3.30 o'clock,
We
wish
to
extend
to
our
friends,
our
bury,
Ct.,
fair
this
week.
absent
mark
and
that
was
caused
by
illDepot square and dashed madly* down
as a reward of faithful and efficient serv- Wednesday afternoon, Rev. Sherman*
appreciation and thanks for their ness ; in grades 6 and 7, taught by Miss
the steep roadway east of the station and sincere
ice. , In his advancement from the ranks, Goodwin officiating. Burial was in the
The property on Main street known
heartfelt sympathy and many kindnesses
just missed striking people who were shown us during the recent illness and Fannie M. Conrad, there were 29 pupils the Marcy place, and owned by J. Victor Mr May receives congratulations from
Brookfield cemetery. Undertaker Robperfect in attendance and the pereeiiUge Guerin, this week became the property of many friends, who wish him success in
walking up from the station. In the bereavement of our beloved one.
ert G. Livermore was in charge.
was 99.12; grades 4'and 5, taught by Miss Mrs Cora Boynton, Over-the-River dis- tbe new field. In taking this position,
FBANK E. PECKIIAM,
rear of the flag bouse they climbed over
HAKOI.D W."BINLEY,
Katherine Dunn, ranks third with 1« trict. The property consists of a house, Mr May succeeds a Brookfleld man, Evs pile of gravel onto tbe^tracks and ffr
The Reading Club which met last year
LlLUAM H, BiNLEY, •
pupils perfect in attendance and a per- tar I and 1-4 acre of land and is assessed erett S./Irwin, son of Mr and Mrs E. in the Merrick Public Library will have
150 yards raced aft the West bound track,
LAWRENCE E. BINLEY.
centage of 96.38, last is grade' I, taught for $900. The house is at present occu- Richard Irwin, Main street, who resigned its first meeting of this fall, on Wednesbefore one of them Tell. The flagman at
by Mies Louise Cone, with 13 pupils that pied by; William Granger and family. to accept an important position with the! day afternoon, Oct. 14 at 2 o'clock. The
the temporary crossing did all he could
FOR SALE.
to stop an express then due by placing a BERKSHIRE PJOS 6 to » weeks old. good One' have been neither al sent or, tardy, and a Mrs Boynton recently sold her 40 acre Lynn Telegram. William L. Roach sue-' Club is for all the ladies of the town and
Also a lew sJioaLs for bret'dibg.
peroentagn of 95.65. The average for.the farm in Over-the-River distriet to John ceeds Mr May in this village and the east it is hoped that as many as can wil
torpedo on the rail kml siajnaled the en». L. TWICHELL,
Brookfleld, Mass. four schools is 98.23.
gineer with a red lantern, but there Was 4M1T.
B. Kennedy, of New Haven, Conn.
i village.
' attend this year.
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FOES BATTLE WITH GREATER VIGOR
NEW GERMAN ARMY RUSHED TO FRONT
HEAVY BOMBARDMENT OF ANTWERP
Allies' Move on Brussels
Blocked by Gen. Von Kluck

Russians Report
Big Advance on
the Whole Line

RIDE TO DEATH TO
AVOID SURRENDER
With Retreat Cut Off, Russian
Battery Deliberately Drowns
in Mazuren Lakes.

Czar's Forces Describe Rout of Germans in North—Victory Over

German Troops from Belgium Reinforce Extreme Right and
Threaten to Qut Anglo-French Communication
With Dunkirk and Ostend; Russians
Repulsed in Hungary

CITY OF ANTWERP SHELLED BY ENEMY
-:o:-

Kaiser Retires Moltke
As Chief of Staff

London — An attempt by the Allies
to rush their extreme left around Gen.
Ton Kluck's. right and enter Belgium
north of Mons, thus menacing Brussels and diverting the Germans' attention from the siege of Antwerp Appoints Gen. Voigts-Rhetz to Succeed
failed. Fresh troops, mostly cavalry,
Him as Head of Army's
' -were rushed to von Kluck's aid from
General Staff.
Belgium, and the Anglo-French found
their path barred by a powerful army
Amsterdam.—The German Emperor
along a line north of Lille stretching has dismissed the Chief of the General
from below Tourcoing to Armentieres.
Staff, Field Marshal von Moltke,
The Germans not only checked the nephew of the famous von Moltke,
Allies' advance, but even threatened and has appointed Major Gen. von
to cut their line of communication Voights-Rhetz to that post.
-with Dunkirk and Ostend, about 30 j The new Chief of the General Staff
'miles to the north. An Antwerp re- j JB almoat unknown in Germany, sb
, port, however, says the attack on the \\hat his appointment does nothing to
city has slackened, because of troops | create a fee]jng 0f confidence among
having been withdrawn to reinforce . thg people wn0 are becoming more
von Kluck.
| an<j more uneasy o\)4ng to the absence
Although of great strategic import-1 0f definite good news and continuous
ce the maneuvres around Lille were whispers of bad news which
not accompanied by any engagements wafted from France and Russia.
of note, neither side apparently feeling strong enough to risk an attack. ALLIES SUFFER SEVERE CHECK.
The heaviest fighting raged around
Paris.—Attempts by the Allies in
Boye, north of the Oise, and no decision was claimed by either Paris France to turn the extreme German
or Berlin. Near Lassigny the Ger- right and thus open a path to the
rear of the seemingly impregnable line
mans were repulsed.
The French continue to report of Teutonic fortifications along the
slight gains on the heights of the Aisne, suffered a severe check when
Meuse and the Anglo-French forces Gen. von Kluck turned fiercely upon
advanced a little on the Aisne, north his attackers near Arras and drove
them back with great slaughter.
of Soissons.
Then the German right took the
The London "Times" correspondent
at Ostend, says: "A very important offensive along the whole line in the
movement of German troops i»r south- Somme section and down to Noyon on
ern Belgium was report. A columri, the Oise, driving the Anglo-French
20,000 strong, horse, foot and artillery, forces from their trenches at several
with a commissariat convoy and wire- points and piercing their lines.
According to reports from both the
less , apparatus marched • through
Templeuve, north of Tournal, in the French and German War Offices, the
direction of the French frontier to result of the battle In the Roye disthe west. They were all young men." trict north of Noyon was in doubt,
with the chances slightly in favor of
the Germans who were being reinforcLANDSTURM FOR 1886 OUT.
ed by every man that could be spared
from other points along the battle line
London.—A Copenhagen dispatch that stretches from the Oise, 200 miles,
■ays that the German Landsturm for to the upper Meuse.
The Allies, too, were hurrying up
18S6 has been called out, together with
all subjects who have attained the fresh troops and the struggle was beage of forty-five since the war broke ing waged with as much desperation
as if the final decision of the Battle of
out
The dispatch quotes the Berlin So- the Aisne hung upon the result.
On the French right the Germans
cialist paper Vorwaerts as saying that
"want, despite all assistance, has claimed gains near the Argonne forest,
reached an alarming extent" and that while the Paris report, issued late
masses of unemployed in Germany are at night, declared 'all attacks on the
French forts along the Meuse had
growing monthly.
been repulsed.
The establishment of a line of com"WE'LL WIN," SAYS KAISER.
munication on the railway line running from Metz through Nancy or
Victory for Germans Certain, He Verdun and then almost due west to
Paris would relieve the Germans of
Tells King of Saxony.
Rotterdam—It is reported here that the necessity df protecting their presthe Kaiser has telegraphed the King ent circuitous line by way of Belgium
of Saxony that the spirit of the troops to Cologne and Alx-la-Chapelle.

I-

is excellent and that a German victory
BATTLING WITH
is certain.
RENEWED NTENSITY
The message, sent after Emperor
had visaed the third army on October
Paris. — The vigorous offensive
2, concludes, "The Almighty will stand
movement of the German right Sank,
by us."
under General Alexander von Kluck,
has compelled the Allies to send re<UIII
lllllllllllllltllllltlMliilllnillllli; inforcements to their left wing.
It Is reported that a part of the
I SIX MONTHS' WAR
S
TO COST 18 BILLION8 ; British forces, probably the Indian
troops, has been sent to strengthen
S Allies, if Victorious, Will Dethe French line extending from Roye
to Douai.
S
mand $5,000,000,000 From
Fighting along the mighty battle
Germany, Expert Says.
front has taken on a new intensity,
with both sides striving to hold the
PARIS.—Yves Guypt, the polloffensive at various points, notably
; tical economist, declared at a
on the northwestern end, where
I meeting of the Political EconoFrench counter attacks were repulsed
I my Society that a »lx months'
by the Germans and the advanced
E war would involve a total loss to
lines of the French were compelled
; the world of 88,000,000,000 francs
to fall back about five miles.
| ($17,600,000,000).
Counting the original French force,
i
Paul Leroy-Beaulleu, another j
the Allies now baVe three armies opm writer on political economy, es- ; posing the reinforced right wing of
£ timated the amount of the loans £ the invaders.
They are the armies
i that would be made necessary ; of General d'Amade, in the north;
S on account of the war at the E the army of General Casfeelnau and
: conclusion of peace at 35,000,- £ the British force.
i 000,000 to 40,000,000,000 francs :
General Joffre Is marshalling his
| ($7,000,000,000 to $8,000,000,000). : forces for a dashing raid into BelHe estimated the indemnity £ gium, primarily to end the siege of AntS which Germany will be required £ werp,- and at the same time shatter
£ to pay in case the Allies win E the German hold on Flanders. Des£ completely, as is now-expected, £ pite .the unexpected reyerse In the
S at from 20,000,000,000 to 25,000,- £ region of Roye, which dulled the ela£ 000,000 france ($4,000,000,000 to S tion which followed at Soissons, Gen£ $5,000,000,000), which, he con- £ eral Joffre Holds to his plan of a
£ aiders, Germany will be able to £ drive into Belgium.
£ pay without increasing the pub- £
Meanwhile, without repose and with
S lie debt to a greater figure than £ no sign of a truce, the tremendous
S that on which France's tobacco £ battle of millions of men is going on,
Z and alcohol monopolies would £ each side trying by every possible
E pay the interest.
means in its power to gain the advanr,,i,,, inn,M,I i,ii i M in in i |i mi *>«"■'• m >«r tage.

PETROGRAD.—This incident
of the fighting about the Mazuren lakes is told here. A Russian
battery commanded by Lieut.
Smirnoff was flanked on the
right by German infantry and
on the left by machine guns.
Behind it was a lake which cut
off the retreat of the Russians.
Lieut. Smirnoff decided that
he would not surrender and galloped at full speed with his battery Into the lake. Every man
and beast was drowned. When
Lieut. Smirnoff's father learned
of the Incident he expressed his
Joy at his son's choice of death
before surrender.
«e*»

Russians, Berlin Official
Report Says.

The Hague.—There no longer seems
doubt that Russian troops, in pursuit I
of the Germans, have crossed the;
frontier into East Prussia. The offloial statement in Petrograd announc-;
ed that German fortified positions on
the border are under heavy artillery |
(ire and that there has been particularly desperate fighting in the vicinity
of Bakalargowb.
The German forces appear to be
retiring westward in large numbers,
although reinforcements are said to
have been sent to the first line from
the fortress of Koenigsberg.
The
Germans are trying to make a stand
between Lyck and Verzhbolovo. The
Russians have taken thousands of
prisoners and many guns.
Reports that the German retreat in
East Prussia is becoming more and
more hurried come from several
points.
A Rome correspondent telegraphs
that information has reached the,re
that Cossacks have cut off and damaged several railroads in East Prussia
which were being used in the German
retreat from Suwalkl and Kovno, in
Russian Poland. This retreat, he adds,
is hampered and delayed by lack of
transportation facilities and is rapidly
degenerating into a rout.
The official German statement said:
"In the eastern theatre of- war we
continue our offensive unchecked.
The general battle has not materialized, although there is constant
skirmishing, much of it in force. Advices from Vienna say that Przemysl
defies all efforts of the Russians to
take it and that the Russian forward movement in Gallcla has been
checked,"
Vienna reports that the combined
German and Austrian armies have
forced the enemy from Opatow and
Klimontow toward the Vistula River.
In the Carpathian Mountains the Russians have been completely beaten at
Uzsoker Pass.
It is officially stated by Berlin that
the Russians were completely defeated near Suwalkl and Augustowo, on
the East Prussian frontier, on Oct.
1 and 2. The Germans made 3,000
prisoners and captured eighteen cannon and many machine guns.
CZAR

OF

RUSSIA ON
LINE.

FIGHTING

Petrograd.—Emperor Nicholas has
arrived at army headquarters at the
front, according to a dispatch received
here.
General Soukhomlinoff, Minister of
War; the court minister and the palace commandant accompanied the Em
peror.
Empress Alexandra and his daughters bade the monarch farewell at the
railway station, where there were
scenes of great enthusiasm, the
crowds shouting "On to Berlin!" and
"On to Vienna!"

The Belgian authorities at Antwerp informed noncombatantt about city's
bombardment and those who wish to
leave may do so.
Tokio gives assurance that the landing
of a force in the Marshall group In
the South Seas is merely expeditionary to protect commerce, and
will not be permanent.
Premier Borden announced that 22,000
more Canadian troops will be raised
Immediately for service on the Continent. This will bring the Canadian contingent up to 55,000 men,
33,000 having already been despatched from Quebec in transports.
Berlin announced that the battle in
France was "proceeding successfully." It asserted that Portugal was
about to enter the war at the demand of England.
The Kaiser has dismissed Lleut.-Gei
von Moltke as Chief of Staff an
appointed In his place Gen. Volgt
Rhetz.
Russian forces engaged the right win
of a German line drawn up i
strength from Thorn to a posltlo
near Lodz.
This, it is thought
marks the beginning of a gigantl
struggle on the Polish and Silesiar
frontier.
President Poincare of France, with
Premier Vivianj and Minister of
War Millcrand, left Bordeaux for
the front to view and congratulate
the troops.
The French War Office reported that
the battle In France has produced
no decisive results, but that German
trenches at.Soissons have been cap-

British Aid Belgian,
Army at'Antwerp
Hurl Back Germans in New Attempt
to Cross the River Nethe—Report
From Berlin Insist Three Forts
at Antwerp Have Been Taken.

TO HAVE SUPPORT
OF LABOR MEN
Woman Suffrage and Public
Ownership Among Them.
SAFETY

ORGANIZATION

Accident Board Says Employes Lost
$2,965,225 and
Employers
$3,000,000.—Of This

50%

May

Be Saved.
Boston.—The Massachusetts state
branch A. F. ot U announce the
bills that will be supported by organised labor at the incoming session of
the Legislature, following Joint meetings of the executive and legislative
committees.
"Women suffrage," "public ownership and operation of street railways,"
"home rule for cities and towns," "an
eight-hour day for women In manufacturing
and
mechanical establishments," "the Initiative and referendum," and "a measure to forbid private companies writing insurance under the workmen's compensation act"
are among the most Important bills
mentioned in the lengthy program.
In all about 35 Mils will be presented by the state branch, among them
being a measure stipulating that no
child between the ages of 14 and 16
years shall work over five hours a
day, and that attendance at school for
the balance of the day shall be compulsory.
Others ask for a six-day
week for workers in hotels and restaurants; three shifts of eight hours
each for paper mill operatives; the reduction of the waiting period In accident cases; to Increase the maximum
compensation to |14; that labor shall
be represented on all commissions
having a membership of three or
more; free state university; more
stringent laws to prevent the misuse
of the i»nron labels; the placing of all
employment agencies under the supervision of the state board of labor and
industries; a physical valuation of all
publlo utilities, so that a fair and
workable method will be deidsed to enable the public, to acquire and operate gas and electric light'plants.
Still other bills ask for an adequate
mechanics' lien law, to protect the
wages of workmen, a law to better
protect the sale and handling of milk;
legislation removing the administration of the law providing for aid of
mothers with dependent children from
the poor authorities; licenses for barbers; a reorganisation ot the board
of prison commissioners to consist of
one commissioner and two deputies;
pensions for Boston drawtenders under the Boston pension act; to relieve
state employes from- contributing to
campaign funds; for Inspection of
ropes and other paraphernalia used in
construction; repair or painting of
buildings; for Increased wages for
state firemen and oilers and pay for
holidays tor laborers employed by
the state; to prohibit the sale of openmarket qf prison-made articles; forbidding the placing of children under
state charge with families living outside the state, and provision for women at the inebriate home in .Walpole.

London.—Antwerp can hold out Indefinitely, according to an official
statement by Jie Belgian General
Staff. The statement denied the German reports that the Are of several
of the forts had been silenced. "Every
single fort in the defenses of Antwerp Is in action. At nd point have
the Germans made gain," Is the
answer of the staff to these assertions.
Nevertheless, the' German War Office discussing the Antwerp situation,
says that forts Lterre, Waelhem,
Koningshoyckt and the Intermediate
redoubts, with thirty guns, have all
been taken. This makes a breach in
the outer ring of fortifications and
makes possible an attack on the inner
ring of forts and the city itself, the
War Office say.
The Dutch Government Is strengthening its forces along the frontier districts so that' they can disarm and
intern the Belgian troops who are
expected to flee from the vicinity of
Antwerp, according to the German
statement.
Tile Belgians declare that, aided by
strong bodies of British troops, they
have given each of the forts on the
outer line of defences its quota of new
defenders. The situation at the forts
and In the city remains practically
unchanged. The Germans are still
keeping up their bombardment and
the Belgian guns are replying.
The Daily Mall receives from Its
correspondent confirmation of Reports
that a British force has reached the
city and Is actively co-operating In Its
BfiTATE OFFICIALS. JOIN CAMPAIGN
defence. The correspondent of the
f*
PAIGN ON HOARDING.
Morning Post In Antwerp sends the
following:
Oov. Walsh Will Support Bank Com"The Belgian field artillery is comissioner.
operating effectually with our heavy
artillery. Our infantry Is Intrenched
Bofton—Both Gov. Walsh and State
on the near bank of the Nethe, opposite the main German forces. Two Treasurer Mansfield have come acGerman attempts to cross the river tively to the eupport of the national
in
the
campaign
have, been smothered-by our artillery." administration
The Germans have lost heavily In against banks that are attempting to
hoard
the
government
deposits.
yieir preliminary operations. The
The Governor, In a letter to Bank
Antwerp correspondent of the Daily
Telegraph estimates their losses In Commissioner Augustus L. Thorndike,
killed as not less than 8,000, while called attention to the claim of the
they have paid a staggering toll In government that Massachusetts savings banks and. trust companies are
r/ounded.
usuing the present situation to obtain
excessive rates of Interest on loans.
ITALIANS WANT TO FIGHT.
The Governor urges the bank comRome.—Italian newspapers declared that the prospective changes in the missioner to exert all the power and
Influence
of his office to relieve busiCabinet made It certain that Italy
would declare war against Austria. ness enterprises In this state from unThe editorials demanding that this necessary embarrassment or difficulty
country completely throw off the due to such a condition of affairs, in
bonds of the Triple Alliance are grow- the event that the complaints prove
to be well founded.
ing In strength dally.
More Two-Cent

1

JAP8 CAPTURE
SOUTH SEA ISLE
Mikado's Bluejackets Seize German Seat of Government in
Marshall Archipelago.
TOKIO. — The navy department, explaining the capture by
Japanese bluejackets of the
German island of Jaluit, says
the move was made for "military purposes" and not for the
permanent occupation of 'the
place.
Jaluit la the seat of
government In the Marshall
archipelago in the South Pacific
ocean.
The official statement says:
"The Japanese squadron delegated to destroy the German
fleet In the south seas has landed bluejackets on Jaluit Island.
"it Is believed the German
base was destroyed, and the fortifications, arms and ammunition seized. A British steamer
in port was released. There was
no resistance to the Japanese."

Rates.

Boston & Albany mileage books,
costing at the rate of two cents a
mile and Interchangeable with the
N. T. N. H. & H. R. R. went on sale
October J for travel only between
points within Massachusetts.
_
For interstate travel BOO and 1000mile books will be issued at the rate
Wi cents a mile and will be good
inly on the Boston & Albany road.
The N. Y., N. H. ft H, R. R. will
also issue mileage books at the rate
of z cents a mile, reading "good only
within the State of Massachusetts,"
for Interstate passenger traffic and
books at the rate of 2% cents a mile
for interstate travel.

INJURIES CAUSE OF
HEAVY LOSSES
Industrial

Accident
Board
Booklet.'

Issue*

Boston—"Through the organisation!
of efficient safety committees, the employers of Massachusetts may save*
eventually an average ot nearly 1401
on each Injury reported to the industrial aooident board."
This statement Is made In a booklet Just Issued by the Industrial accident board which has supervision
over all cases arising under the work-i
men's compensation act. The book- ,
let Is entitled "an Invitation to the.
employers of Massachusetts to organize for safety and an offer of assistance by the Industrial accident, >
board." In an Introduction the board
says:
"The board has recognized the*
necessity for organizing safety sinew
its inception, and has gradually accumulated literature and specimens of
effective safeguards which are. on flies
and exhibition in its Museum of Safety for the Information and assistance,
of those who are interested in saving the great waste which occurs
through lack of appreciation of thai
possibilities of the safety movement"Safety saves and pays—the employer and the employe—and each,
may, by effective organization and cooperation, change preventable Injury"
losses to profits, with all the other
benefits that such a change Implies."
The board states that its statistics
show that during the first year's administration of the workmen's com-!
pensatloh act, 89,694 non-fatal and;
474 fatal Injuries were reported. Thej
average sum paid In compensation; '
benefits per case reported was 118.70J
The actual premium cost was sllghtlyj
In excess of $40 for each case.
By!
reason of the injuries, the employers!
concerned lost the services of expert,
fenced workmen for a total of 1,156,-1
787 working days and the actual wageloss to the employes was $2,965,225.,
"The estimated value of the economics
loss to the employer -by reason of thesubstitution of less efficient employes,
totals about $3,000,000. At least 50percent of this loss may be saved toJ
employers and employes."
The board's plan Is for the Installation In large and small plants of a
safety organization or committee under the direction of the manager or
superintendent, the'' organization tot
consist of a safety Inspector; a permanent safety committee Including In.
Its makeup a master mechanic, am
electrical engineer and a shop or department superintendent or foreman
and a workmen's committee representing the various departments of
the plant.
TWO CENT RATE ONLY IN TWO
STATES.
Massachusetts

and New
Have It.

Hampshire
,

Boston—Because
the
Interstate
Commerce Commission has allowed:
the 'petition of the railroads to increase their mileage book -rates te
2<<t cents a mile, and at the same
time the Public Service Commissions
of Massachusetts and New Hampshire
have refused to permit the railroads
to thus Increase the rate in these twe
States, the Boston and Maine Railroad has decided on the following policy:
Beginning October 1 Boston &
Maine mileage books, costing at the
rate of two cents a mile, will be put
on sale at all stations in Massachusetts and New Hampshire. Thesebooks will be acceptable for transportation only between points within thai
State of Massachusetts and within that
State of New Hampshire/
Also, regular mileage books, goodl
for all Interstate travel, will be put)
on sale, at a cost ot 2V4 cents a mileThese books will be necessary whenever a person wishes to travel froml
one State into another.
Must Obey Court Order.
Boston—Preliminary to
possible,
contempt proceedings. Judge Hammond of the Supreme Judicial Court
ordered
Joseph
Bedard, William.
Yates, William Trautman and JosephShaheen to pay to the clerk of thecourt the sum of about $16,000, for
which they failed to account satisfactorily as trustees of the fund raised
for the benefit ofrthe Lawrence strikers during the winter of 1912.
Last
March the full court ordered the respondents to,return the money.
Pardoned

After 15

Years.

Boston—The Executive Council vot-i
ed after a hearing, to grant a pardon
under parole conditions to NataUne
Glulano, sentenced 15 years ago to>
State Prison for life for murder In thai
second degree.
Glulano was convicted of killing a.
fellow countryman in the city of
Springfield, In a quarrel over an unpaid loan. He was sentenced In thei
Hampden County Superior Court ApriS
6, 1899.
Largest

Entering

Class.

Cambridge — Harvard
University
opened Its 279th year with one of the
largest entering classes on record.
The class of 1918 will number about
700 and the students in the college:
and the graduate schools aggregate!
Walsh's Vote Was 76,883.
Boston.—A complete tabulation of 5000. The new freshmen dormitories)
the vote cast at the recent state pri- will be used for the first time thlemary ias been issued by the election year.
division of the office of the secretary
Mass. Federal District Attorney.
i of state.
■ 4
.
Washington—George W. Anderson
The official returns show f\at Samuel W. ,McCall received 69,251 votes has'been chosen federal district attorancl that qf registered Republicans ney for Massachusetts, according to
six wrote In the nanu of Joseph announcement by Attorney General
Walker, the Progressive candidate, Gregory to a delegation of Massachusetts congressmen. Most of the conand four the name of Oov. Walsh.
Oov. Walsh's Vote was 76,883, and gressmen entered protests, but Tbacher and GUmore expressed approbatian,
Ur. Walker's 623*.
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STRICTLY NEUTRAL

NEW HAVEN SUES
BILLARD GROUP

BELGIAN GIRL HEROINE OF THE WAR

For Myself and
Family
Peruna has
Done
Wonders.
Mrs. Emma

$39,000,000 Action Against
Directors in B. A M. Deal

Stolt, No. 697
Atlantic St,
Appleton, WIs,
writes: "Peruna has done ma
a great deal of '
good since I'
began taking It,
and I am always glad to
speak a good
word for IL
"Three years ago I was In •
wretched condition with backache,
bearing down pains, and at times waa
so sore and lame that I could not
move about. I had Inflammation and
Irritation, and although I used different remedies they did me no good.
"A neighbor who hat been using
Peruna advised me to try it, and I am
glad that I did."

FRAUD. IN THE COMPLAINT
Say "Secret Trust" Guided Big Plots
.—Msllen, Lensley, Whlpple, Morehouse and Robbins Also Sued—*
Bank
Stock
Attached.

Hartford, Conn.—In conformity with
a vote of the New Haven Railroad directors last July, the railroad began
a suit for the recovery of $3,900,000
against John L. Billard of Meridsa, a
former director; Edward D. Robbins,
of New Haven, former general counsel; Samuel C. Morehouse, of New
Haven; Charles P. Llnsley, o^ Merlden; Henry Whlpple of New Haven;
and Samuel HemmlngWay, the New
Haven banker who used to be oa the
board of directors.
for coughs, colds, hoarseness;
pleasant to take and sure to help
Extraordinary secrecy shrouded the
when needed.
preliminaries of the suit, which has
not yet been formally filed, but which
will be returnable to the New Haven
county superior court.
The complaint alleges improper and
Of Horehound and Tar
fraudulent management and collusion
A tonic, expectorant and laxative.
on the part of the defendants to the
Contains no opium nor anything
loss of the railroad and its stockholdinjurious. Sold by all druggists.
ers, the famous Boston and Maine deal
being the basis of the allegations.
Deputy Sheriff Charles A. Latham,
of Hartford, went to New Haven to
DIDN'T APPRECIATE THE JOKE
serve the defendants and to attack
their bank accounts and realty. He
Girl Made Victim of Hoax by MisEurope Wants U. S. Food and Act Ageed to Without "Criminal served Billard and Llnsley in Merlden,
chievous Friends Went Home
getting considerably less than f 1,000,This Belgian girl, only fifteen years old, ventured right into the Bring
In a Fury.
Penalty Clause."
American Made Products
000 under attachment. He attached 40 line during the fighting at Namur to care for the wounded soldiers.
shares of Bradley and Hubbard ManuOne day several ot my girl friends
facturing Co. stock held by Linsley
called to see me. We started to make
one piece of real estate. Deposits
BLANKETS BY THE MILLION VOTE CAST WAS 35 TO 24 and
some candy when I discovered that
in Billard's name In the Merlden Nawe didn't have any chocolate in the
tional Bank and the First National
house and said that I couldn't possibly
Bank were attached, together with
Representatives of the Nations at Motion by Rsed to Recommit Is Voted seven pieces of real estate.
make It without "a speck of chocoDown—Missouri Man Gives Notice
War Have Placed a Rush'Order
late,"
Billard acted under a "secret trust"
Mary, one of the girls, said: "Why,
Hs Will Fight for Penalties—
In the stock juggling, according to the Germans Took Aiost but Every Irvin Cobb Tells How He Befor 110,00 barrels of Flour
what kind of chocolate Is thatr-.
'
Bitter Close to
Debate.
complaint in the Bult, and "as trustee
came "Guest" of the Kaiser.
With a Firm in St. Louis.
Inhabitant Had Fled.
couldn't you use any other kind?" 4
for the road, received $3,825,147 in
One of the girls gave me a punch
Washington.—The Administration cash as nearly as the same can be
Washington.—Great Britain notified
and I said: "Oh, no, I couldn't use any
the United States that she would not anti-trust program was completed in •stimated. Including dividends."
Fearing the Terrible Fate of Tor- Equipped With Spavined Horse a*
other kind. It's Just a new kind. You
Interfere with the shipments of food- the Senate when the conference report
Two Bicycles, He and McCutcheon
monde, 32,000 Citizens Abandoned
telephone the grocery and order some,
INCREA8ES BEER TAX.
stuffs from the United States In neu- on the Clayton Anti-Trust bill was
Walked
Into
German
Army.
Their Homes and Departed.
Mary, and well start the candy. Now
tral bottoms to Holland, according to agreed to by a vote of 35 to 24. The
be sure and order 'Aspecka.'"
.an announcement made by the State Senate voted down a motion by Sena- Gasoline and Automobile Imports
By
HUGH
MARTIN,
London.—Irvin
S.
Cobb,
a
magazine
tor Reed of Missouri to recommit the
Stricken Out.
,
So we filed to the kitchen and left
Department.
writer,
and
John
T.
McCutcheon,
carBeer tax Increased from $1.50 to War Correspondent of the London
Alary to telephone. We sat in the
Regarding these despatches Secre- bill to conference.
toonist,
who
were
arrested
during
the
$1.76
per
barrel.
Daily
News.
Senator Reed's motion contemplated
kitchen holding our Bides with suptary Bryan gave out the following:
Tax of S cants a gallon placed on
Ghent.—What in some of its aspects advance of the German troops through pressed laughter while she called up>
"It Is understood that the British the reinstatement of criminal penalBelgium,
are
still
the
"guests"
of
the
rectified
spirits.
ties
for
violations
of
sections
specifyIs
the
most
remarkable
Incident
in
one store after another trying to get
Government Intends to revise its. proTax on gasoline stricken out.
the whole course of the Belgian cam- German government at Alx-la-Cha- "Aspecka chocolate," She finally gave
clamation with regard to contraband ing methods ot competition declared
Proposed tax on automobile horse- paign occurred by order of the Bel- pelle, according to L. L. Winslow, sec- up In despair and then we told her.
and, meanwhile, In neutral ships, unlawful.
retary to Ambassador Gerard, who ar- Needless to say, she went home In a
Three democratic Senators voted power voted down.
gian military authorities.
goods such as foodstuffs consigned to
Bank stock tax reduced from $2 to
Alost has been evacuated by the en- rived here from Berlin in charge of fury, as mad as a wet hen. She bareHolland, in respect of which the against the report—Lane, Martlne and
$1
per
$1,000.
tire civilian population of 33,200. Not 290 English refugees, mostly women ly spoke to us for weeks after that.—
Netherlands Government has placed Reed. Six Democrats voted for the
an embargo on exportation, will not Reed motion to recommit—Lane, Mara Belgian remained in the place at 3 and children.
Chicago Tribune.
Washington.—The
Democratic
cautine,
Reed,
Thomas,
Vardaman
and
The adventures of Cobb and Mclie treated as contraband."
o'clock on the afternoon of September
cus of the Senate made the following 28.
William*.
Cutcheon were related to Winslow by
Easy to Sea.
Senator Root was the only Republi- changes in the War Tax bill, complet•
This Is In answer to the crime ot Cobb.
"I wish I could have seen your great
BLANKET MAKERS
can who voted against the motion. ed by the Finance Committee:
This is Cobb's description:
Termonde. That town was wiped out
said a lady to a gentleman who
WORKED TO LIMIT Senator Polndexter, Progressive, vot- Increased the tax on beer from with a completeness never known in "McCutcheon and I promenaded oat teat,"
had met with a hazardous adventure
ed against both the Reed motion and $1.60 a barrel to $1.75 a barrel; add- history and in the process hundreds of to Brussels on a sunshiny day to in- in Africa. "There^they are, vmadam,"
ed a tax of 6 cents a gallon on defenseless people perished.
Philadelphia Factories Try to Fill the motion to agree.
spect a few parcels of Belgian real said he, pointing to his pedal extremiBig Foreign Demand—New Plant
Senator Walsh replied at length to whiskey, which 1B to be paid by the
To save Alost, three times Its size, estate, comprising the battlefield ot ties.
Started.
Senator Reed's attack on the measure rectifiers; struck out the tax of 1 from a similar fate the government Waterloo. Soon we heard firing, BO
Philadelphia.—Local manufacturers and the latter rejoined with even cent a gallon on gasoline and 50
One of the newer napkin rings Is a.
has taken the sensational step of or- we hurried toward it by a very forced
of horse and bed blankets are unable more vigorous criticism.
Senator cents a horse power on passenger dering its complete abandonment to march.
The cannonade seemed to spring affair with which a boiled egg,
to meet the extraordinary demand to Walsh declared the Administration automobiles; reduced the tax on
elude
us
playfully,
and
after
walking
may be held for removing the shell.
supply the soldiers on European Trade Commission bill had committed banks from $2 to $1 for each $1,000 the last man, woman and child.
Sunday morning there were thou- 12 miles we invested in a horse and
battlefields. The mammoth plant of Congress to a policy of prevention of of capital stock and surplus.
wagon.
The
wagon
was
all
right,
but
It takes a woman to settle a
It is estimated by the experts of sands of civilians quietly pursuing the horse had retired from business
the J. and J. Dobson Company, In minor restraints of trade by the comwho Is made of dust.
Manayunk, has Increased Its force and| mission. Instead of criminal prosecu- the Finance Committee that the pro- their avocations under the shadow of several years ago.
posed beer tax will return an addi- the coming terror In Alost and the
is working overtime to meet the stu- tion for such offenses.
"After the horse had fallen down
It often pays to let the other fellow
pendous demand. The second largest
As finally agreed to, the bill forbids tional revenue of $14,000,000, and surrounding villages. When the place nonchalantly thrice, I had a talk with
was entered by the German forces
talk while you act.
manufacturers of blankets In this city, price discrimination, limits Interlock- whiskey $5,000,000.
him.
He
said
that
McCutcheon,
who
The changes made in the bill ware Monday afternoon It was as quiet as a
the William Ayers Son Company, has ing directorates and prohibits holding
had the reins, didn't know enough
extended its plant to Include the manu- companies where the effect is to "de- brought about by a combination of sepulcher.
LIGHT BOOZE.
When the German advance guard about driving to drive a nail, and infacture of bed blankets.- It Is report- stroy or substantially lessen competi- Senators opposed to taxes on gasoline
Do You Drink It7
sisted
that
he
would
go
no
further
came
it
found
the
doors
of
all
the
and
automobiles,
who
wanted
to
reed that this plant, as well as the Dob- tion."
houses open, food In all the larders until we got another coachman. We
. sons,- Is running at full capacity, with
The bill exempts labor and farmers' duce the tax on banks.
A minister's wife had quite a tusready to be eaten, wine to be drunk, compromised with the noble animal
a. strong possibility of doubting shifts. unions from the operation of the Shersle with coffee and her experience la
As a further Indication that the man Anti-Trust law and revises the law LIKELY TO LOAN COTTON FUND. and beds to be slept in—all that an by purchasing two bicycles, which Interesting. She says:
army could desire—all but something had been left in Flanders by the
blanket trade has received unusual regulating Injunctions In labor dis"During the two years of my trainSpanish invaders a few years before.
Federal Reserve Board May Approve to kill.
stimulus, work was started on a large putes.
ing as a nurse, while on night duty,
$150,000,000 Assistance.
It is not possible yet to obtain fully Through the kindness of a Belgian I became addicted to coffee drinking.
factory at Second and Somerset
Senator Martlne read telegrams
Washington.—The Federal Reserve coherent accounts of what led to the officer, we also invested In two passes,
streets, Kensington. It is understood from labor organisations urging him
Between midnight and four' in the
that this plant will rank In capacity to support the bill, but he declared Board took kteps to give Its approval present evacuation, but I will attempt which he told us were good for any
performance in the Belgian theater morning, when the patients were
well up to those of the Oobsons and that while he was the friend of labor to the plan' proposed by bankers of a general outline.
asleep,
there was little to do except
S
Ayers, The erection is said to be due he regarded the bill as inimical to the Middle West to relieve conditions
Sunday afternoon the Germans sent of war.
"The artillery firing we had been make the rounds, and It was quite
to the Inability of Philadelphia manu- labor. The section exempting labor in the cotton market through a $150,- a body of spies, some fifty In number,
facturers to meet the demand from Unions' from Injunctions and the law, 000,000 loan fund. Festus J. Wade, of disguised as refugees from villages pursuing all this time suddenly natural that I should want a hot cup
European sources for bed and horse Mr. Martlne pronouced to be "the St. Louis- and other bankers who farther afield. They came and melted turned and pursued us, and a few of coffee about that time. I could
moments later we found ourselves keep awake better.
blankets.
cheapest kind of sop to labor." The helped folm the plan, were asked to away. Then more "peasants" ap"After three of four years of cofleading our slightly spavined bicycles
bill as passed also carried the pro- come to Washington for a conference peared, bringing their household goods
as soon as convenient,' and It Is pos- on little carts drawn by dogs, which Into the German army's pleasant fee drinking, I became a nervous wreck
vision
which
legalizes
picketing.
STEEL SHELTER FOR
Several regiments were as- and thought that I simply could not
sible that the plan will receive the are universally employed in Belgium. midst.
without my coffee. All this time
ALLIES IN WINTER 61 NEW SHIPS UNDER U. S. FLAG. approval of the board before the close Belgian lancers and cyclists were In signed to conduct us to the comman- live
I was subject to frequent bilious atof the present week.
strong force in the center of the town der-in-chief, who, with splendid cour- tacks, Bometlmes BO severe as to
Pittsburgh -Hears of an Order for 100,- Twenty More Applications Pending
and the streets were fall of people, tesy, assured us of Germany's hospi- keep me in bed for several days.
BRITISH THIEVES PATRIOTIC.
000 Sheets for Use in Cold
. Under Registry Law.
many of them preparing voluntarily tality, provided.we did not happen to
"After being married, Husband
Weather;
for the trek which afterward became be shot as spies in the meantime,
Washington.—'Sixty-one vessels with
Their
Self-restraint
During
Period
of
"The latter supposition appealed begged me to leave off coffee for he
Pittsburgh.—An order for 100,000 a total tonnage of 230,931, a considercompulsory and universal.
Anxiety Praised by Counsel.
more forcibly to him when he In- feared that it had already hurt me
tons of steel sheets, estimated to be able fleet, have abandoned foreign
Suddenly the "peasants" swung spected the passes given us by the almost beyond repair, so I resolved to
London.—Even thieves are showing
worth from 14,000,000 to 16,000,000; Is registry and are now flying the Stars
round
their
little
carts,
flung
away
Belgian officer, for he remarked that make an effort to release myself from
in prospect, according to advices re- and Stripes as a result of the new patriotism in the present crisis, Robert Wallace, King's Counsel, address- the coverings from their contents, our particular variety of pass could the hurtful habit.
ceived hare.
"war emergency" law relaxing regisand
poured
a
hall
of
lead
Into
soldiers
"I began taking Postumr and for a
be carried only by a Belgian spy. BeThe sheets are required for housing try regulations, according to figures ing the Grand Jury at London sessions
1
and civilians alike. As war goes on
sides, he pointed out that our bicycles few days felt the languid, tired feelfield troops now engaged in the issued by the Department of Com- complimented them. He said:
the
German
side
it
must
be
counted
a
lng
front the lack of the coffee drug,!
"Praise Is due criminals for the selfEuropean war during the approaching merce.
were of a type handed down from
but I liked the taste of Postum, and|
restraint they are exercising during daring and brilliant raid, for the re- father to son among Belgian spies.
winter. It Is said the British GovernAbout a score of applications for
this period of stress. There has been sult was carnage with little loss to
ment will be the buyer.
"While endeavoring to dispel these that answered for the breakfast bev>
American registry are also pending.
The sectional sheet metal houses Bureau ot navigation officials feel a diminution of nearly 40 per cent. In the Invaders.
illusions somebody stole the afore- erags all right.
On the Ghent road I saw a woman
"Finally I began to feel clearer*
Instead of tents for troops exposed to elated over the results so" far, as the crime In the County of London, a fait
said bicycles. I was so grateful for
conspicuous
by
her
sobs
among
the
the elements during the severe new registry law has been In effect which gives satisfaction to all who
this kind act that I didn't care what headed and had steadier nerves. Afttens
of
thousands
in
the
lamentable
have the interests of the country at
er a year's use ot Postum I now feelj
weather have been - adopted as the only a little more than a month.
the Germans did to us.
procession. She had lost her two
heart."
most serviceable.
"As McCutcheon, however, kept on like a new woman—have not had any!
-i
children, one shot in the neck, the making the eagle scream for UB SO bilious attacks since I ieft off coffee."1
PLAN "SUMMER WHITE HOUSE."
other In the forehead. Several women loudly, we ultimately became the kaisREADY WITH MANY HORSES.
Name given by Postum Co., Battle!
MAY OUST FOREIGN CHEESE.
also were killed In this brilliant piece er's guests here In Alx-la-Chapelle Creek, Mich. Read "The Road ta|
Committee Heads Chosen for $300,000 Thousands of Nags Available for John of work.
i
War Offers Opportunity to Americans,
without being shot once. I still pre- Wellville,' In pkgs.
Colorado Project.
That night imperative orders were serve my American • neutrality, and
Bull in Lancaster.
Says Federal Bulletin.
Postum comes in two forms:'
Denver.—Plans for building a "sumLancaster, Pa.—Local horse dealers given for every person In Alost and the suit 6f clothes in which I left
Washington.—American makers of mer White House" inftbe mountains
Regular Postum—must be well
cheese, as a result of the war in adjacent to Denver are taking definite have received letters from buyers the villages round to leave the follow- Brussels, but I've bought a new shirt" boiled. 15c and 25c packages.
representing
the
British
Government,
ing
morning
for
Ghent.
The
pitiable
Kucope, have a chance to establish
Instant Postum—Is a soluble powshape. Harry C. James, vice presi- stating that they are in the market crowd hardlv escaped the bombard
a reputation for their products that
der. A teaspoonful dissolves quickly
dent of the Denver National Bank, Has for all the horses that • can be fur- ment. At ten o'clock shells began to
Reims Cathedral Not Ruined?
will outlive the present disturbance,
In a> cup of hot water, and, with cream .
been appointed chairman of the Presi- nished for-'hse In the cavalry and
The London Daily Chronicle reports and sugar, makes a delieious bev«e* <
drop in the* town.
according to the Department of
dent's Home Executive Committee, artillery.
that the front towers and windows of age Instantly. 30c and 60e tins.
Agriculture.
Local dealer!. are awaiting a second
A half-sheet typewritten French dic- Reims cathedral are uninjured and
It was pointed out that Imports of and Joseph A. Thatcher has been
The cost per cup of. both kinds is
European cheeses will greatly de- chosen treasurer. They will have letter, which will give the prices the tionary of the most necessary words that reconstruction ot the cathedral about the same.
charge
ot
the
funds
to
be
raised
for
will
not
be
difficult.
The
Times
British
are
willing
to
pay.
Several
crease on account'of the war, and can
la carried by alt soldiers of the Brit"There's a Reason" for Postum.
makes the same statement
thousand horses can be procured.
be made just as good In United States. the $300,000 castle.
ish, expeditionary force.
—sold by Grooara>
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WARRING NATIONS ANTI-TRUST BILL
ARE BUYING OF US PASSES SENATE

FOUND EMPTY CITY

A BATTLE

m

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 0, 1014.

WEST BROOKFIELD.

WEST BROOKFIELD.

LATFSUMMER WORK IN POULTRY YARD

I

Worcester County Institution For Savings

West Brookfield Golf club has been
James H. Turner, Marlboro, visited busy the past week, re-moving its beIncorporated 1828
his brother Robert J.-Turner, Sunday.
longings from the club house, which they
Mrs Fred L. Woodward entertained were obliged to vacate by Oct. 1. A
the Grange auxiliary in G. A. R. hall last committee, consisting of John G. 'Shackley, Otto. B. Olmstead and Richard OlmThursday night
Largest and oldest Savings Bank in Worcester
Mr and Mrs Charles B. Henshaw are stead, has Ixsen appointed to see about
moving the club building or selling it.
entertaining Miss Ellen Keyes of PomDr. C. E. Bill, Edward Houghton and
County.
s
fret, Conn. Ray Chesson were appointed to see to the
Mrs Emma Fobes and grandson of storing of the inside belongings of the
$06,249,104.01 has'been paid depositors in 172
North Brookfield, visited Mrs Mary house. Mrs Bill will give storage room
regular
and 8 extra dividends.
Winn, this week.
for the club chairs and settees. The exMrs B. A. Herrick, Norwich, Ct., is a ecutive committee is looking for land for
Money put on interest the first day of January,
guest of Mr and Mrs Charles E. Chap- new links.
April, July and October.
man, West Msin street.
Miss Emily S. Woods, aged 77 years,
Dividends payable January 15 and July 15.
Mrs John Daley has been spending a months and 24 days died at her home on
week in Concord with her daughter, Miss Central street, last Thnrsday night of
Accounts may be opened by deposits of three Ao\L. Ray Daley.
.
heart failure. Miss Woods was a native
lars to one thousand.
Mr and Mrs Walter P. Dodge, Spring- of New Braintree, one of four children
field, spent Sunday at the home of Mr of James H. and Charlotte (Gilbert)
Hours: 9 to 5; Saturdays, 9 to 1.
Woods. Mrs Woods had lived in West
and Mrs Allen Jones.
Special prayers were offered in Sacred Brookfield for 40 years. She was a memDeposits and Withdrawals by mail will reHeart church on Sunday, in response to ber;ofithe;Congregational church for 37
ceive prompt attention.
years,
She|is
survived
byla
sister
Etta,
the proclamation of a day of prayer.
wife of Charles M. Rich of North BrookMrs Anna O. Knowlton, Long Hill,
field arid a nephew Carl F. Woods, WinExperience proves every day that and feeding too much and marketing
SAMUEL B. WOODWARD, PRESIDENT
left Sunday for Winthrap, where she will
chester, with the firm of Arthur D. Little, alfalfa chopped very fine or ground too little.remain during the fall and winter.
What
profits
It
a
man
if
he
raises
a
ALBER?*L. STRATTON, TREASURER
Inc., Boston. The funeral was from the and mixed with other feed is very
fine lot of chicks and then allows the
The Girls' Friendly Society met Mon- home, Sunday afternoon, Rev. John H. beneficial for laying hens.
ERNEST RUSSELL, ASS'T TREASURER
day afternoon with Mrs Marshall Gilbert Hoffman, pastor of the Congregational
Sell off aU the cockerels now, but middleman to get the biggest end ot
the profits?
Central St., who is Branch secretary.
first
stuff
them
for
at
least
two
weeks
church officiating. The funeral was in
At the present high prices of corn
Robert Converse returned to West charge of Robert G. Livermore. The before taking them to market
and wheat the poultry, raiser who has
If
you
have
never
used
a
curtain
In
Brookfield this week, after recovering bearers were Albert".H. Bliss, Edwin Wilthe poultry house, try it this winter. to buy all of his feed must study how
from an operation at St. Vincent's hos- bur, Henry Weedan and Allen Jones.
MORTGAGEE'S SALE OF REAL ESTATE.
Get everything ready before cold to cut close corners or he will lose
pital, Worcester.
out.
The completion of the section of ma- weather comes on.
If you keep guineas, turkeys aijd
Rev. John H. Hoffman preached a cadamized road on West Main street is
The natural feed of fowls is insects
By virtue of a power of sale contained
special peace sermon on "The priceless being delayed until the tracks of the W. and worms and dry grain.' Wet mash chicks, build separate houses and
froth ruDDer ana steel urea. Boggle*.
in a certain mortKuge deed (riven by John
yards for them. If you confine all
Democrat
ana
Delivery
Wwoni;>»
Cardin
to Patrick H. Kellogg, dated the
legacy from heaven to earth," last Sun- B. & S. street railway are moved souther- has had Its day.
reys and Road Wagons, hot* new anc
20th day of March, A. D., 1882, recorded
It Is poor business to ever send a three varieties in one yard during tht
second band.
day morning.
ly from their present location between the
winter, it will prove disastrous.
in the Worcester District Registry of
John T. Houlihan <>lans to remove his points opposite the home of MrsLaurinda lean fowl to market.
We do not believe in a tight poultry A.T BOTTOM. PRIOEr DeedB, in Book 1117, Page 98, assigned
Spade up every foot of the poultry
by said Patrick H. Kellogg to Arnold F.
family to New Milford, Conn., where he T, Fales to front of the Lewis A. Gilbert yard before the ground freezes. Aft- house. Leave the front entirely open.
Harness. Bobes, Blankets, Whips and
Wallace by assignment date 22nd day o]
is employed by the Tcbacco Production house, occupied by John Ross. The 800 er the hens have raked It over, smooth Even If there is no curtain, fowls will
Oil ClothB. Not too Costly. Sot tor
July, A. D„ 1884, and recorded in said
Cheap. .
feet of road extending opposite the home it down with a rake roller leaving no seldom suffer except in abnormally
Co. as draftsman.
Registry, in Book 1178, Page 272, assigned
by said Arnold F. Wallace to E. Sophia
Edmund Murphy will occupy the Pow- of Charles E. Chapman is receiving finish- depressions in much puddles can cold weather.
More fowls die from bad air than Shingles and Roofing Materia
Kellogg by —
assignment dated 22nd day of
ing
touches.
The,
work
has
diverted
to
form.
er houBe on Ware street, soon to be vacafrom
cold
weather.
July, A. D..
D., 1884, and recorded in said
Do not send poultry into winter
AU the dlflerent grades* All tlsea 01
ted by Edward Walsh, section foreman the foot of Pond hill and tie approach to
Registry, in Book 1178, Page 273, assigned
The broiler business is all right for
Nails, also,
.
,
the bridge at the outlet of Lake Wicka- quarters without first thoroughly dison the B. & A. road in Brimfield.
by said E. Sophia Kellogg to Loyal E.
those who make a close study of it,
boag is being filled into the grade es- infecting them. Whitewash and spray but the careless man or woman will Bimimiur that my prices an always
Tarbell by assignment dated the first day
Mrs D. A. Jennison and Norman
the
lowest
I
sell
so
as
to
sell
again.
of
June, A. D., 1887, and recorded in said
tablished by the state highway com- with carbolic acid or kerosene.
Brockway, and Mr and Mrs Stanley
It is our plan to take out every do better to stick to eggs,
Registry, in Book 1249, Page 91, assigned
mission. The tracks of the Ware and
Ducks may be plucked two or three D». DtuaUl's Horn Bern}*.** »VIw»»s by IdaF. Tarbell, administratrix of the
Smith have returned from their summer
roost
and
loose
part
of
the
poultry
Brookfield street railway company are
In stock.
estate ot said Loyal E. Tarbell to Rose
house In the fall and replace it with times during the first season without
sojourn at Lake Sunapee, N. H.
being raised at this location. The town
Interfering with their growth
Morrison, by assignment dated the 16th .
lautraoaa
OAKHAH 1)4.
new
material.
Walter E. Anderson had a deed re- is to replace the wood structure over the
Some
people
have
yet
to
learn
that
day of July A. D. 1898, and recorded in
Whenever a poultry house is cleaned
corded this week, conveying to him a river by a reinforced concrete bridge and
said registry in Book 1866, Page 503,
ducklings and goslings must have wa- William
C.
Crawford
and nest boxes and fixtures are reassigned by said Rose Morrison to John
parcel of land on Ware street adjoining in view of this the state proposed gradmoved, they should all be burned en- ter at hand when fed, because they
OAKHAM.
S C Smith and Eleanor R. W. Smith
the property of Charles F. Sampson
tirely or held over a flame of straw to always drink as they eat, taking a
ing the approach.
by assignment dated the 15th day of
few mouthfuls of feed and then a sip
destroy every Insect that crawls.
IVIarch, A. D., 1899, and recorded in said
Rev. John Hoffman reported the proLaconic Advice.
FOR SALE.
Registry in Book 1866, Page 603, assigned
Too many poultry raisers study care of water.
ceeds from his illustrated lecture, given
When Attleua once discovered a
A FINE pair of farm norsea: yonng, sound by said John 8. C. Smith to Elizabeth
and acclimated. For further particular, Bartlett, by assignment dated the.\28th
Friday night, to be »24, This was given treasure of gold while digging under
innuire of CLIFTON ALBBB, Bates Farm, No.
toward the fund for'the newly installed a house he sent news of his discovery FOOD REQUIREMENTS OF HEN TO MARKET WITH OLD HENS Brookfield, Mass,
" day of October, A. D., 1907, and recorded in said Registry, in Book 1866, Page
to
the
emperor,
Nerva,
from
whom
he
heater.
502 and assigned by said Elizabeth BartThe S. and C. society met at the Con. received the laconic reply: "Use it" Plentiful 8upply of Pure, Fresh Water Nonproducers Have No Place In Uplett to Sarah L. Smith by assignment
FOR SALE
And when in his diffidence he protestto-Date Poultry Plant That la
dated the 28th day of October, A. U.,
la of Utmost Importance—Ash
, gregational church Wednesday night for ed that it was too large a sum for his
Run
for
Profit.
TO
SETTLE
AN
ESTATE
1907, and recorded in said Registry in
Is Also Needed.
the first snpper of the season. The en- own personal use, the emperor reA very desirable house and barn situated on St. Book 1866, Page '504, will be sold at Pubtertainment was in charge of Mrs Lewis sponded: "Then abuse It."
John St.: corner lot house baa seven rooms in lie Auction, op the premises on the
(By
J.
O.
HAtiPIN,
Wieconsln
Agricul(By 1. S. JEFFREY.)
ionrtrenair with eas, etc. Good garden, aerer- twenty-sixth day of October. A. D.,1914,
Bruce, who presented a musical and litertural College.)
exoslftat place for"raising hen.,
The hen needs food to sustain life;
Next in importance to "Death or aX^es.
at ten o'clock in the forenoon, all and
ary program.
For particulars Inquire or
to build up, develop and repair waste Captivity to the Rooster," the summer- etc.
Siberian Squirrels,
•84
V- J- DANIBLB singular, the premises conveyed by said
Rev. Raymond D. Adams, rector of
tissues;
and
to
supply
heat
and
energy
mortgage deed, to wit:—A certain parcel
More than four million five hundred
time slogan of the poultryman should
Christ Memorial church, North Brook- thousand gray squirrels were killed for the proper functioning of the body. be: "To Market With the Old Hens."
of land with dwelling house thereon situFOR RENT
field, will hold a preaching service and last year In Siberia for their fur. The What is fed above these needs goes to For certainly the nonproducers have
ENEMBNT of 7 rooms, all on second floor ated on the Easterly side of ForeBt street
with wood, coal, and toilet, situated on in North Brookfield, bounded and desHoly Communion at G. A. R. hall, at tails alone weighed more than twenty- the production of meat or eggs. The no place in the scheme of things in an
Grant
Street. Also an 8 room cottage on Wil- cribed as follows, to wit,
one tons. The animal figuring next in composition of the hen's body will up-to-date poultry plant that is run low St. Town water In both Pta"*^^
8.30 o'clock, Sunday morning. •
Beginning at the Northwesterly corner
vary
with
her
condition,
but
may
be
the
fur
trade
of
Asiatic
Russia,
in
for profit and not for pleasure alone.
thereof, thereon Easterly by land formerThe annual meeting of the Episcopal
i Grant St. North Brookfield.
said to contain about 65 per cent wapoint
of
numbers,
was
the
white
hare,
ly
of Benjamin Dean four rods to a stake
Hens
over
two
years
old
begin
to
dechurch guild was at the home of Miss
ter, 22 per cent protein, 17 per cent cline In producing power. They rarely
and stone, thence Southerly by land _
which contributed 1,500,000 skins.
WANTED
Marguerite Fates, Thursday night. The
_
iii ■
formerly of Alden Batcheller lour rods to
fat, and four per cent ash. An egg lay as many eggs as in/ their pullet
WASHING and Ironing. Will call and deliv- a Btake and stone, thence Westerly by
members and others interested attended.
Catching Up.
contains about 66 per cent water, 12 and yearling stages. Providing that
er MRSI CROSBY, Ayre. St., North
3w38»
eaid
Batcheller land four rods to a stake |
Our
efficient
way
of
catching
up
with
per cent protein, ten per cent fat and they have been marked with a toe Brookfield.
The Y. P. S. C. E. of the Congregaand stone, thence northerly by said Forour correspondence is to pick out an 12 percent ash. Of the ash, practical- punch in the days of their youth, detional church held a rally Sunday night.
est street four rods to the first mentioned
evening when nothing special is hapFOR SALE
corner, containing about 16 square rods
Mrs Louis Covell of Warren was speaker. pening and throw away all the 1m- ly all but about one per oent is from tection of the aged "matrons" will be riwo Young High Grade JMMgm
D. C. WETHERJSIX, more or less, being the same premises
a comparatively easy matter.
_ freshen soon.
The leader of the meeting was Jessie portant letters Chat ought to have been the shell.
New
Braintree,
Maes.
conveyed to said John Cardin by said
A glance at these figures shows one
Before the old hens, the surplus
Winn, and there was special music by answered some time within the last
Patrick H. Kellogg by deed dated 20th
the importance of a plentiful supply young stock and* the male birds are
the choir.
ten or twelve months.—Ohio State
day of March A. D., 1882, and duly reLOST
t
u
of pure, fresh water. Water is not sent away to market, they should be
C
Te
food, but without water food Is of no kept In a small pen at least two weeks W^h B^VTel3,°bS««| corded in said ^|^-AH ™8^
The next meeting of the Grange will be Journal.
use
to
the
fowl.
Animals
as
well
as
to increase their weight.
Assignee of said Mortgage.
Oct. 14, instead of last Wednesday. The
plants must have their food in solution
A suitable ration for this period con- loser. ve.y liberal reward^^ p B0BBINg,
Sept. 18, 25, Oct. 2B
subject for discussion will be "Hens."
sists
of
three
parts
cornmeal,
one
part
before
they
can
use
it.
When
the
38-2*
David Hensliaw will tell "How to make
120 Salem St., Worcester.
food is digested It Is taken up by the middlings or low-grade flour and one
them lay;" George Wright has "RaisMORTGAGES' SALE OF REAL ESTATE.
part
bran,
with
enough
skim
milk
addblood,
which
circulates
through
the
OF
REAL
ESTATE
NOTICE
ing* them for market." There will be
body, nourishing and replenishing it ed to make a crumbly mash. The All persons who have lef t watolies for repa ire
reading by Hugh Alien.
By virtue of a power of sale contained
BROOKFIELD, MASS., Oct. 7,191*.
•< tlie ieweliy store of the late William E.
Next to water, protein is the food ele- owner should never forget to provide HobtawUl
pleas, call upon Geo. H. Hamant, in a certain mortgage dt£d given by John
The owners and occupants of the following ment found In the^Jargest ajnount, both
The annual inspection of Alanson 'Inscribed
fattening fowls with plenty of pure Gilbert St., for ^ »>'^HAsBTilT, Adm. B. Cardin to Rose Morrison, dated the
parcels of real eatate situated In the
fc
Hamilton post, G. A. R., was in G. A.R. town of Brookfield, in the county of Worcester, In the hen and in the egg. This ele- water during the warm days. Feed
seventh day of February, A. D., 1898,
North Brookfield, Mass., Sept.«, 1»H. and Commonwealth of Massachusetts, and the
hall, Monday night. H. E. W. Clark, public are hereby notified that the taxes thereon ment builds up the body and repairs all the birds will eat twice a day and
and recorded in the Worcester District
severally
assessed
for
the
years
hereinafter
specRegistry of Deeds in Book 1572, Page 102,
Palmer, was insptcting officer. J. W. ified, according to the list committed to me as the waste tissues. Protein, although allow access to a supply of cracked
assigned by said Rose Morrison to John
Lawton Post, Ware, Ezra Batcheller Post, Collector of Taxes for said Brookfield by the the principal nutrient used for a tissue corn.
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS S. C. Smith and another by assignment
Assessors of Taxes, remain unpaid, and that the builder, can also be used to take the
North Brookfield, F. A. Stearns Post, smallest undivided part of said land sufficient to
WOBCK.TEB H,
*•»"" UO»a dated 15th day of March A. D., 1899,
satisfy said taxes with the interest and all legal place of carbohydrates and fat If these GOOD HOUSING OF CHICKENS To the heirs at law, next of kin. B
•Spencer and Dexter Post, Brookfield were costs
creditors an* recorded in said Registry m Book
and charges, or the whole of said land If no
.■S »n oiherDeraons Interested In the estate of 1866. Page 502, assigned by said John S.
person offers to take an undivided part thereof are not sufficiently supplied in the rapresent. Refreshments were served.
H&bSu?laTe of North Brookfield, In
will be offered for sale by public auction, at the tion. It is not economy, however, to To Induce Early Laying Pullets Should Chlrtes
C Smith to Elizabeth Bartlett by assigniScronYj7&o*aKd, intestate:
of the Collector of Taxes, In the Town have this take place, as the protein is
Whereas, a petition has been Prfasated to ment dated 28th day of October A. D.,
The reservoir built by the town about ofice
Be Put In Permanent Quarters
House in said Brookfield, on
said Court to grant a lower of administration 1907, and recorded in said Registry in
more expensive than the carbohydrates
60 years ago at the corner of West Main
Before. Matualty.
«n?h.Mtateof said deceased to Louisa Hirbonr of NoSh Brookfield, In the County of Wor- Book 1866, Page 502,, and assigned by
and Milk streets, for fire purposes has MONDAY, NOV. 2, 1914, or fat
said Elizabeth Bartlett to Sarah L. Smith
cester
without giving a surety on her bond.
Ce
Carbohydrates, which are principal(By A. C. SMITH.)
You'a« hereof cltod to appear at a Probate by assignment dated 28th day of October
been abandoned. It is in a line with the at Two O'clock P. M.rfor the payment of said
Conrt
to
be
held
at
Worcester
in
said
County
Remember
that
most
cases
of
colds
taxes,
with
interest,
costs
and
charges
thereon,
ly
starches,
sugars,
organic
acids
and
location for the tracks of the Btreet rail- unlees the same shall 1*; previously discharged.
if Worcester, on the tuirteentii day of October, A. D.. 1907, and recorded in said Regispentosans, are used to produce heat and roup are Incurred In the fall be- A D°IMVat nine o'clock in the forenoon, to' try in Book 1866, Page 502, will be sold
way, opposite the home of Mrs Fales.
cause the birds are not housed aa .bow cause. It any you-bave, why the same at Public Auction on the premises on the
and
energy.
They
are
the
fuel
and
are
Heirs
or
Devisees
of
William
J.
Vizard.
The basin was pumped dry by the fire
A certain parcel of land with a factory build- very necessary In the ration and form early, as they should be. Fowls are ""In'dTd 5fl3SS?i. hereby directed to give twenty-sixth day of October, A. D., 1914,
department Tuesday night and was then ing thereon, situated on Mechanic street in the
nubile notice thereof, by pub!t.b!i.g this cita- at ten of the clock in the forenoon all and
east
village of said Brookfield, bounded and- de- the largest part of it. Fats have, to a timid in new quarters and are prone tion once in each week, for lh.ee succe*»lve
filled with dirt.
scribed as follows:—Northeast on said Mechanic great extent, the same function as car- to crowd and huddle together on the weeks in the North Brookfield Journal a news- singular the premises conveyed by said
southeast and southwest by aline 24 feet
Dawpnblfched In No.th Brookfield, the last mortgage deed, to wU;—A certain parcel
Mis Arvilla E. Makepeace found a bul- street;
distant from and parallel with the underpinning bohydrates. Fats act as a storehouse roosts and drop boards. In this way Sabtloationtobeone .lay at least before said of land situated on the Easterly side of
let on her kitchen floor in her home on of the main building thereon; and northwest by for surplus supplies on which the fowl,, they become overheated at night only
Forrest street, in North Brookfield,
a line 24 feet distant from and parallel with the
William T. ™<™jJW?£<Jx$g
Central street, Friday night, on return- underpinning of said main building. Contain- can draw when necessary. Ash or min- to be chilled when they separate In ^Witness,
of mid Court, this twenty-third day of sep- bounded and described as follows:
the
morning.
It
Is
an
excellent
plan,
Beginning at the Northwesterly corner
ing
about
1-4
acre.
teinhS.
in
the
year
one
thousand
nine
hundred
eral
matter
is
also'needed
for
the
bones
ing from making a call. The stray bul
Tax of 19*3. $48.37.
of the fowls and for the shell of the therefore, to house a few at first and ",d """"""THABRY H.ATWOOD,Register thereof, thence Easterly by land of P. J-.
let broke through the upper Sash in a
X.
Potvin, thence Southerly by land
as soon as they feel at home add a
eggs.
','
■
kitchen window, pierced the curtain and Gallce Abraham ami Canteuce Abraham.
formerly of John Ellery, thence Westerfew more until the pen has received
A certain parcel of land with the building.
by other lahd of said P. F. X. Potvin.
struck aside wall. It was found under thereoD situated on Main street in the east village
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS ly
Its capacity.
said Brookfield and bounded as follows:—
* a table and it is thought was shot from a ot
PHOBAIS COUBT to said street, thence Northerly by said
Southerly on said Main street; easterly on land POINTS OF PROFITABLE FOWL
It is an accepted fact that any
street
to the place of beginning, containw£? heir! at law, next of kin and .11 other
gun by some hunter in the vicinity of of A Leroy Nichols 1 northerly on land of Louis
Covllle; and westerly on Oleason Avenue. Con- Sign of Good Health and In Laying change In location affects the laying „. son. latJS'.tod in the e.tate of Josepbln.>C. ing about 12 rods more or less. Terms
stock, therefore In order to lnduos ffhttlng, IM* of Worth Brookfield in said Coun- C h
taining about 1-4 acre.
Qualioag river.
Condition la Plump, Red Comb
Tax of 1913. *».6S.
SARAH L SMITH,
early laying the pullets should be put tyw^M>ui>acertain Iratrament parportun to " "
Mr and Mrs John H. Webb, Mr and
and Bright Wattles.
Assignee of said Mortgage.
Bowei.
In permanent winter quarters' two or be^hl to« wlSfind testament of «^"«»"<l
Mrs Burnham P. Smith, Main street, Nettle
h».
heen
oresented
to
eald
„our
,
for
probato,
Sept.
is,
a>,
Oct.
2B
A certain parcel of land with the buildings
three weeks before they are expected h! JotoW^SnTln/pi who prav. mat letters
and Mr and Mrs Joseph W. Clark, War- thereon, situated on Rice hill In that part of said
If the comb, of the hen 1s plump and
o?im«tatairk>n w"* the will annexed may be
to mature.
Brookfield called Podunk, and bounded as folWnStoblmVS?Home other_suitable neon,
ren road, with Mr and Mrs Dwight M. lows—Easterly on road leading over said Bice red, and the face and wattles of a
"NO TRESPASS" NOTICES.
» executor being named In said will.
southerly on land of Fred J.Benson; and bright color, it is a good sign that sha
Tyler, Ragged Hill, started Thursday for hill;
Weak Onea Crowded Out.
westerly and northerly on land of Julius C,
is in health and laying condition.
a sight-seeing automobile trip to New Phelpfl. Containing about 1 acre,
Never allow chicks of all ages to
York. At Springfield the auto carrying Tax of »013, W>M.
If confined at such a time ahe will run together. The stronger and largr posting In the opsa air.
JODBKAL Omca Bortb Brookfield
show great restlessness, wonderful ac- er anas will set most of the food and
Mr and Mrs Clark and Mr and Mrs Tyler Hairs ir DIIISIIS of Rictard Fljan. ,
A certain triangular piece of land lituated on tivity and be toll of business when at
was overturned and the ladies were re- Hill
will fight and crowd the weaker ones
steMt In the center village of said Brookfield
f
FOR MIIT
'
moved to the hospital for treatment, the and described as follow.;—Beginning at the liberty. She will be on the alert at till, if they do live, thay will sever R™llS to eaohvriek. for three suoceselre
northeasterly corner thereof on said Mi
FWK Upper Tmeawat of MV«J™pn« {»_■]£:
amount to anything.
lard boui. on W»hlai8t»Meam ajaVbamby land of Kate Eaton, thence southwardly by every sound or motion.
men escaping injury.
room.eto.
Apply toTlwAsri B. Oamailr
land of laid Eaton to land of the Boston and
On the other hand, If the comb ap"»'
Albany Bailroad Company: thence waBwardly
North Brookfield.
Good for All Poultry.
by land of said Company to said Mill street; pears shriveled, or the edges of the
a
coor
of
thU)
Citation
to
all
anoi
and thence northeaiterlr by said Mill street to comb and wattles are of a purplish
EvtnU Of Suddenness.
Sweet milk, sour milk and butter- toT«?f*d ID the Mtata, sewn day.
FOR KENT
the place of beginning. Containing about 2
Thar* an three things that coma acres.
red, sha will be listless, sleepy and milk era all good for growing chicks
/
Tax of UI2, «2.23.
suddenly to mortal*; they are Ufa,
and fowls, as vail as turkeys, duck*
sluggish
in
her
movements.
Tax of 1»13, (23s.
death, and lova. One moment wo are,
geese, but should be given in class in the year ins tBoutaad nine hnndrwJ aaa
In such a ease she Is out of condi- andge
,
ARTHUR F- BUTTERWOBTH.
fourtoen.
p^mY H. ATWOOD, Beglstor.
North Brookfield
the next wa are not; one moment our
Collector of Tax*, for the Town of
M
dishes sad not allowed to
tion
and
la
either
sick
or
likely
to
be
BrookatM for the rear. 1912 and 1913.
Sept. 18,25. Oct. 3, B.
hearts are cold, the next they are on
before
vary
long.
Oct.». I*. ».
lire.—J. E. Wallace.
. 4

'Corner Main and Foster Sts., Worcester, Mass.

Carriages, Stanhopes, Concords

Collector'sSale

■^.tvSfeKasa.

MAULS DUE TO ARRIVE,
A.M. 6.45-East and West.
93>--West.
P. Mi 12.46—East and West.
2jt»-W«t
4,50—Kast.
7.05—East and West:
^
KAILS CLOSE.
A. M. 6.00-West. '
6.45—East.
—s
11.30—East and West.
P. M. 1.00—West.
4.40-East.
6.00—East and West.
Malls for East Brookfield are despatched at
6.« A. H..U&) A. M. and 1 P. M. MaUs from
East Brookfield are received at 9.30 A. M. and
5.40 F. M.
Package malls are despatched twice dally aa
follows:—11.30 A. M. East and North, 6 P. M.
West and South.
Malls for the Rural Delivery IB closed at 8.15
A. M. and received at 1.80 P. M.
The office hours will be:—6 30 A. M. to 8 P. M.
Holidays, 6.30 to 9.30 A. M. and 5 to 6 P. M.
JOHN HOWE, Postmaster
PAUL M. KEANEY.ABSt,

NOfkTH BROOKFIELD.
Pomona Grange at Brimfield, Oct. 21.
Senior Prom is being arranged for Nov.
6.
/
;. '-David Copperfield" is postponed to
Oct. 20.
Mr Jesse James, Ayres street, is r%moving this week to Vermont.
Mr and Mrs H. H, Kinsey of Boston
are renewing old acquaintances here this
week.
The North Brookfield high school track
team will compete at the Ware fair tomorrow.
Mr Hubbard Doane is reported as a
little more comfortable to-day, and able
to walk out.
'
Maynard Foster has been appointed
assistant cross-bearer at Trinity church,
Toledo, Ohio.
"Woodbine Lodge, I. O. O. F., is planning to work the initiatory degree, Tuesday evening, Oct. 20.
Mrs Emma Adams Spencer of Chicago
was the guest of Mrs Mary Woodis, Walnut street, on Wednesday.
Russell Splaine is attending the Tufts
Medical School not the Dental School as
we were informed last week.

The regular meeting of the Young
Woman's Club will beheld at the home
of Miss' Lawrence, on Tuesday, Oct. 13.
Members please bring sewing.
•
Sunday Oct. 11, is American Board
Day at the|Congregational church. Bev.
C. A. Clark, a missionary on fuslough
from Japan will be present morning and
evening. At the evening service he will
give an account of hfs life in Japan illustrated by 75 fine views.
Offerings
throughout the day towards the American board work.
Leicester Academy will play the N. B.
H. 8., at football, on the Common, at 3
p. m., Monday. The lineup is:—
Doyle, 1 e
Morrison, r e
Clower, 11
Gendron, g b
Smith, 1 g
Cardiri, 1 h b
Conroy, c
McCarthy, r h b
Quigley, r g
Jandreau
Tucker, r t
Mr and Mrs H. E. Cummings took Mrs
Bishop, Mrs Cutler and Eev. Mr Budd to
S turbridge Monday afternoon, and called
on Mrs Hannah Nye. who was more than
glad to see her old friends, for she is con
fined to her bed with a broken hip caused
by a fall on the icy walk several years
ago, and seldom sees anyone outside of
her family. Mrs Nye will be 88 years
old Tuesday, Oct. 20.
On Monday evening the North Biookfleld Brotherhood will hold its first meeting of the season at 6.30 p. m. in the
chapel. A committee of the Brotherhood,* headed by Messrs Geo. W. Lane
and Herbert W. Bemis, will give asupper.
At 8 o'clock the Eev. T. C. Craig will
give an address based on his experiences
as Chaplain in the Connecticut State
Prison. AM. MEN of the community are
heartily invited to be present. Supper
tickets, 15 cents.
The last meeting of the D. A. R. Chapter was an exceedingly interesting one
with a good number present. The pro
gram includeda fine paper by Mrs Eames
followed by music.
In response to a request many of the members wore their
cameos, the history of which gave much
pleasure. Mrs T. C. Bates as a guest
very kindly brought many beautiful
specimens and gave a very interesting
talk about their cutting. Refreshments
were served by the hostesses. *

Mrs Emily (Gilbert) Stowe.
Mrs Emily Carrigan (Gilbert) Stowe,
aged 64 years, died at the home of Mrs
Mabel A. Griffin, Prospect street, on
Monday, of cancer.J
Mrs Stowe was born April 14, 1860.
Her first husband was Albert Gilbert,
West Brookfield. Her second marriage
was to Martin E. Stowe, who died in
19061. She leaves one sister, Mrs James
Curtis, of Waterbury and several nephews
and nieces.
The funeral was attended on Wednesday, from the home of Mrs Mabel A.
Griffin, on Prospect street, Rev. A. W.
Budd of the Congregational church, of
which Mrs Stowe was a member, officiating. The bearers were Mr C. E. Hodgeneyof Spencer, W. H. Forbush of Worcester, Charles and Roswell Andrews of
Spencer. There were many floral offeri ngs. Burial was in the Stowe lot in
Walnut Grove cemetery. The funeral
was in charge of Undertaker Chas. 8.
Lane.
James F. Conroy.
James F. Conroy, aged 45, died at his
home on Forest street, Monday, of cerebral hemorrhage. He was a native of
North Brookfield, well liked by all who
knew liim. He married Minnie Cotter,
who survives him, with two daughters,
Julia and Mary. The funeral, with a
high mass of requiem, was at St. Joseph's
church on Wednesday. Among the floral tributes were those from the freshman
class of the high school, the overall factory, the seventh grade pupils and many
personal friends.
The Appleton Club.
The Appleton Club had a very pleasant
meeting Wednesday eveniug, at the home
of Mr and Miss Lawrence, Elm street.
The Physicical characteristics of Spain
were briefly sketched by the President;
Miss Theresa Doyle gave a paper on Gibraltar, and Dr. Edmands the story of the
Moorish Invasions. Miss Nellie Smith
and Mrs Luther gave readings from
Spanish authors, and there was the usual
social intermission, so much enjoyed by
all members. Four new members were
admitted—Mr and Mrs Sibley, Miss Alberta Adolphson and Miss Helen M. Eaton. The next meeting will be held Wednesday evening, Oct. 21, at the home of
Miss Isabel Morse, Gilbert street. The
program calls for papers on The Alhambra by Mrs Alice Foster; Early Spanish
Legends, Mrs Isabella' Dexter; The Cid,
Mr James Saunders. The entertainment
will be the rendering of Spanish Love
Songs under direction of Mrs James T.
Saunders.

Miss Anderson of Cambridge, daughter
The regular meeting of the Woman's
Guild will be held in the guild rooms on of the noted Scotch orator, addressed a
representative gathering of the W. C. T.
Wednesday, Oct. 14, at 3 p. m.
U. and Y. P. Branch on Monday evenMr L. O. Beckwith, School St., picked ing at the .parlors. Mnch enthusiasm
several pretty fair clusters of raspberries, was generated as a result of the splendid
in the open air, on Tuesday.
^ ' address and it is confidently expected
Daniel Foster, in our advertising col- that the Yonng People's Branch are
umns, announces that he is ready to re- going realize many beneficial results
ceive orders in the line of house painting, from the gatherings. We undertand Miss
Anderson is to be invited to address a
iuside or outside.
public gathering sometime within the near
"Bon't forget that Monday, Oct 12, is
fuure, and she will deserve a large audiColumbus Da^, which being a legal holiNEW BRAINTREE.
day, will find many of the stores and
business places closed..
The Valuations for 1914 have been
THE R1LEY EVENING.
printed and are ready for the tax payers.
Mrs C. A. Bush, who has been quite
seriously ill for two weeks, is apparently
Mrs E. L. Havens has returned from a
The Young Woman's Club of the Conmore comfortable to-day, according to gr egational church gave a pretty and en- visit in Worcester and vicinity.
the doctor's report.
tertaining entertainment in celebration
Madeline Havens has returned to West
Mr Charles W. Eggleston and Mis| of the birthday of the much-loved Hossier Boyleston, after a week's visit with her
Alice May Hoar were quietly married is poet, James Whitcomb Riley. The pro- parents.
Worcester on Monday, and took a bridal gram was in charge of Mrs Fred Wiley,
H. D. Pollard, J. H. Titus, D. C.
Mrs G. Fred Crooks and Mrs H. H. Pratt Wetherell, C. H. Barr and Lewis Muntrip to Albany and down the Hudson.
and was as follows: —
dell attended the three county fair at
Last evening the Grange at a special
Sketch of poet's life,
Northamptop, Wednesday.
meeting worked the first and second deMiss Frances Lawrence
grees on six candidates, who will receive
At the annual meeting of the Farmer's
the third and fourth degrees next week. R ecitation, In a Friendly Sort of Way,
club held on Monday evening the followMiss Elvie Downie
ing officers were chosen: President, E. L.
Mrs Augusta Woods was summoned to Reading, A Old Played Out Tbne,
Havens; vice presidents, Rev. William
East Brookfield to-day for the trial of
Mrs H. H. Pratt
France, D. C. Wetherell,J*E. A. Morse;
the lad who stole some S4>from her a few Song, Will They Miss Me At Home,
program committee, Rev. and Mrs Wm.
weeks since. We understand the lad
Miss Mabel Chadbonrne
France, Mr and Mrs W. J. Gray; supper
has confessed. .
Recitation, The Fishin' Party,
committee, Mr and Mrs C. S. Lane, Mr
Chapman Crooks
Miss Kate Downey, School street, one
and Mrs J. E. Barr. F. W. Potter.
of our most faithful and successful teach- Music, Don't Cry, Little Girl, Don't Cry,
sung
by
Mrs
Grade
Baker
Crooks
and
ers, is to be granted a full year's leave of
Children's Night was observed at the
absence, by the school committee, in Mrs Minnie Crooks; and illustrated by Grange Wednesday evening. The school
Dorothy Bond, Margaret Doane and Miss children gave a very pleasing program
which to recuperate her strength.
Frances Doane
consisting of a farce, dialogues and songs.
Thursday, Oct. 22, the Woman's Union Reading, Tlje Bear Story,"
Prizes were awarded to the school chilwilLgive a 20 cent harvest supper at the
Miss Frances Doane dren, who had competed for prizes offered
Congregational Church, at 6.; SO p. m. Song, O Heart of Mine,
by the Grange last spring on corn and
Candy, aprons and aluminum ware will
Mrs Grace Baker Crooks potatoes; Ferris Titus, 1st prize on potabe on sale from3o'clock in the kfter- Tableaux,
toes, two dollars; 1st prize on corn, Mirinoon.
/
Patriotic Boy,
Harold Bond am Morse, two dollars; Napoleon Wine,
Herbert DeLand, who takes Dwight
Raggedy Man, .
John Lane, Jr. $1.00, potatoes; Edward Wine, 60 cts.,
Reed's place as- teamster foi the H. H.
'iiizabeth Ann,
Miss Nina Finch potatoes; Roy Po'lard. S1.00, corn; WalBrown Coriipany, is moving from the Reading, (to music) That Old Sweetheart ter Pollard, 60 cts., corn; Gertrude JohnStone block%>n Elm St., to the tenement of Mise, Miss Helen Eaton, illustrated by son, 25 cts., potatoes; Thelma Johnson,
of Wilder E. Deane, just below on the tableaux by Margaret Doane,1 Chapman 25 cts., potatoes; Clarence Havens, 25
same street.
Crooks, Mrs Bond, Mrs G. Fred Crooks, cts., corn and 25 cts., peanuts; Harold
Mrs H. P. Hambury left for New York Harold Bond and Dorothy Bond.
Hair, 25 cts., tomatoes.
vesterday, enroute to Nashville, Tenn., Recitation, Little Orphan Annie, Miss
where she will attend the National Con- Stephanie Glass; illustrated by Miss Stella
Harry Smith Coming.
vention of the United Garment Workers Cummings; and other tableaux.
The
Riley
program
was
preceded
by
a
of America, as a delegate from local
Harry Worcester Smith comes to New
most delightful musical by Mr Archie Braintree town hall, Wednesday night,
branch No. 124.
Graves, of Hatfield, a cousin of Messrs Oct. 14, at 8 o'clock to give an illustrated
Mr Burt A. Bush, accompanied by Os- Fred and Frank Wiley.
i
lecture on his trip through Ireland, It
car Hirbour, William Doyle,, William
will be for the benefit of the CongregaLetendre, and C. Leon Bush went by
A CARD
tional chureh. Admission 25 cents, chilauto to Keene, N. H.„on Wednesday returning last night. A pleasant 125 mile
We wish to extend our sincere and dren 15 cents.
trip, and such congenial company.
most grateful thanks to friends and neighThe coming of' David Copperfield to bors and all who so kindly sympathized
Beautiful Names.
the Star Theatre has been postponed un- with us in our late bereavement; also our
"We must have a beautiful name foi
appreciation
for
the
many
beautiful
floral
the baby," said the fond mother,
til Tuesday, Oct. 20. There will be a
"Something that sounds like poetry
matinee at 4, all seats 10 cents, evening tributes.
Mas JAMES OOBTISS,
and is .not at all commonplace."
at 8, all seats 15 cents. This seven reel
"Well," replied the fond father, "I'm
Mas JULIA HYDE,
photo-play comes under management of
doing my best to help yon make a seMB C. E. HODGENY AND FAMILY,
Mr A. B. Brunei], who brought "The
lection. Hem's a Hat of the names of
Christian" here. ,
all the apartment houses in town."—
Waahlnaton
Star.
Mrs Grace Muzzy Pratt, widow of the
late Dana J. Prattt, died at the hospital
NOTICS
in Worcester, Sunday evening of peritonResidence M Proepeet St.. cor. Prospect
I TBS UNDERSIGNED wish to announce that
itis, aged 43. She was very well known
I have opened the Blacksmith shop, known as
the Btfjashop, on Oct. >. and will do all kinds of
and beloved here; for a long time she'
Canruur. Woodwork and Blackamlth work.
was soloist in Old Sooth church in WorAlso HoneshoeUut a SpecialtyInside Work . Specialty. Paper Harujinf
Having many yean experience in all branches.
cester, where the funeral was held on
and Whitening. Orders Promptly AttenI will also net en Bobber Tires, having the beat
machine there Is made.
Wednesday. The Burial was in Walnut
ded to. .
AU Work Guaranteed.
P. O. Box 1*3.
Satlsfactl oa tuannteed 41-4
<3rove cemetery.
P. A. LAREAU.

DANIEL FOSTER,

House Painting, all Branches

REAL ESTATE

Another Chance for Hubby. '
Advertisement In a paper-—not In
the Billvllle district: "This la to noThe Braves win in first
tify my husband, who got mad and
TF you wish to Buy or Sell
ran away without sayln' so much, aa
a word, that If he returns home and
a farm or village property,
signs a paper to quit his meanness of World's series, 7 to 1.
and act sensible, like he ought to' have
to Hire or Let a tenement,
been raised to, which he wasn't, about
drop me a postal and I will call
all that I can think of now will be
forgiven, provided, as said before, that
on you.
he is a changed man an' will quit raisStatement of Ownership
in' Cain an' a-doin' ot nothin'.—AtlanNEW YORK AND BOSTON CONNECTIONS
ta Constitution.
And Management of the North Brookfield JOURNAL, published in conformance
CHARLES E. BATCHELLER
with the Act of Aug. 24,1912.
Testa for Drunkenness,
Name of Editor, Managing Editor, Telephone- North Brookfleld-2
In a recent court of inquiry In an Business Manager, Publisher and Owner,
Indiana town a former bartender was —Horace J. Lawrence, North Brookflefd,.
called to the stand as an expert In the Mass.
Known bondholders, mortgagees, and
matter of what constitutes drunkenCall at 46 Summer Street
ness. "Of course, when a man can't other security holders, holding one per
cent, or more of total amount of bonds,
To lee the Latest Models of
track right, he's drunk," said the for- mortgages, or other securities,—None.
mer bartender, "but outside ot that I'm
Signed, HORACE J. LAWRENCE
always sure he's 'tight' if he cries and
Sworn to and subscribed before me this
tails what a good wife and family he 18th day of September, 1914.
has; tells me in confidence he Is makPAUL M. KKANEY, Asst. P. M.
CORSETS
ing $5,000 a year, or preaches a sermon to all his fellow-bar-flies on the
Or have them brought to your homti;
FOR SALE
evils of drink."
by sending word to
***
*•*
ABET of seven volumes on mechanical engineering, published by the American
Possible of Application.
Technical Society of Chicago, latest edition,
MRS. B. C. GRAVES,
An old woodsman was walking brand new. Call on MBS BBLLB NICKEBSON,
corner of Walnut and Grant Sts., North IIrookthrough a forest when he saw a large held.
2W40N
Representative for the Brookfieldr,
bear approaching him. Realizing his
Telephone 26-13,
predicament, he exclaimed: "Oh Lord,
TO RENT
MASS.
be with me I" Still the bear came on, rfE HTJMPHREY'bouse on Spring St. Steam NORTH BROOKFIELD,
hot and cold water, bath, set range
37
when the man again prayed: "Oh andbeat,
every convenience. Rent exceptionally
Lord, be on my side." Seeing the moderate.
E. B. COLEBBOOK,
bear continue to approach, the woods- 40>
Phone 33-5, East Brookfield.
man, whipping out his knife, exclaimed: "Oh Lord, If you won't be
on my side, Just declare neutrality, an'
There's a lot
I'll show you the goll-darndest bear
difference be*
light you ever saw In your life."

SPIRELLA

North Brookfield Laundry Co.

Wise Precaution.
A certain politician desired a diplomatic appointment, says the Washington Star. A friend, in surprise, said
to him: "But you don't even speak
the language of the country!" "Well,"
replied the determined applicant, "a
man Isn't nearly so likely to make
Indiscreet remarks. If he haa to get
a lexicon and look up the meaning
of "every word he utters."
Magic for Rust Spots,
To remove rust spots on bathtubs
and basins and dlscoloratlons in toilet
basins and sinks apply muriatic acid
with a mop. As soon as the discoloration Is removed the acid should be
thoroughly rinsed off with clear water.
The acid works like magic; It Is almost Instantaneous in its effect and
the labor of scrubbing is saved.
, Rather a Neat Rebuke.
. "We will now take up our annual
collection for the benefit of the heathen," announced the Rev. Dr. Fourthly at the close of hla sermon, "and I
hope those young men making so much
noise all through this service will be
especially liberal In their contribution. They are in duty bound to help
their brother heathens."
Everyday Virtues.
An intrepid courage Is at best but
s holiday kind of virtue, to be seldom
exercised, and never but in case ot
necessity, wrote John JDryden. Affability, mildness, tenderness and a word
which I would fain bring back to its
original signification ot virtue, I mean
good nature, are of dally use; they are
the bread of mankind, and staff of life.
.Judging Rallgloua Sincerity.
"Brother Philander," said I to bur
head deacon the other day, "how do
you Judge a man's religious sincerity?"
"Well," replied the old fellow with a
smile, "it they belong to our church I
consult my ledger. If they belong tosome other church I go to the treasurer of that church." Philander is our
church treasurer.—Kansas City Star.
Vast American Industries.
,
Private capital invested in timber
lands, mills, logging railroads, and other forms of equipment In this country
reach an enormous aggregate, and the
lumber industry, which employs 739,000 persons and has an annual output
valued at one and one-sixth billion dollars. Is the third largest
Might aa Well Save Time.
No wife should tell her husband of
her mistakes, domestic or otherwise;
he will see quite enough of them for
himself.—Marie Connor Lelghton.

FAMILY WASHINGS__
FIFTY CENTS EACH
Washings will be Called (For
and Delivered Free.
Send i Postal or Telephone S4--2.

MORTGAGEE'S SALE OF REAL ESTATE.
By virtue of a power of sale contained
in a certain mortgage deed given by
Amanda M, Gould to Annie Frances Forrest dated the eighteenth day of June, A.
D. 1914, and recorded in the Worcester
District Registry of Deeds for the County
of Worcester, libra 2056 folio 488, will be
sold at public auction, on the premises,
on the second day of November A. D.,
1914, at one o'clock, in the afternoon, for
a breach of the conditions of said mortgage, all and singular the premises conveyed by said mortgage deed, namely:—
All of two parcels of land described in the
deed of said mortgagee to said mortgagor
of even date with said mortgage and
otherwise described as follows:
A certain parcel of land with buildings
thereon, situated on the southerly side of
Elm street and easterly side of Arch street
in North Brookfield bounded northerly
by said Elm street, J. M. Newman's land,
Cole and Yeaton's land, Cyril L, Perrault's land, land formerly of E. R. Hill,
M. Sampson's land arid H. D. Stoddard's
land; easterly by Mary Woodis' land;
southerly by S. McCurdy's land, Oscar
Nelson's land and H. E. Finch's land
and westerly by said Finch's land, A. C.
Bliss' land, E. J. Perrin's land and said
Areh street, containing about 36 acres
more or lees. Also 12 cows, one bone,
wagons, vehicles, farming tools, dairyi g
utensils and all other farming tools sold
by said mortgagee to said mortgagor on
said 18th day of June A. D. 1914.
Terms Cash,
ANNIE FRANCFS FORREST,
3w41B '
Mortgagee.

tween Toric
Lenses and
Flat Lenses
besides their ,
slight extra cost They give
you extra vision and .extra
comfort. They are betterlooking, too. Come and see
us about Toric Lenses.

H. A. Russell, Manager.
ERNEST D. CORBIN
OPTOMETRIST

Collector'sSale
OF REAL ESTATE
Mourn BROOKFIELD, MASS., Oct. 1,1914.
The owners and occupants of the following
described parcels of real eatate situated in the
town of North Brookfield, in the county of Worcester, and Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
and the public are hereby notified that the taxes
thereon severally assessed for tlie years hereinafter specified, according to the list committed
to me as Collector of Taxes for said North Brookfield by the Assessors of Taxes, remain unpaid,
and that the smallest undivided part of said land
sufficient to satisfy said taxes with the interest
and all legal costs and charges, or the whole of
said land If no person offers to take an undivided part thereof will be offered for sale by public
auction, at the Selectmen's room in the town
house in said North Brookfield. on Saturday,
Oct. 24. 1914, at 10 o'clock A. M., for the payment
of said taxes, with interest, costs and charges
thereon, unless the same shall be previously discharged.

JOHN B. CARDIN.
A certain parcel of land with dwelling house
thereon situated on the Easterly side of Forest
street in North Brookfield, bounded and described
as follows, to wit,
Beginning at the Northwesterly corner thereof,
thereon Easterly by land formerly of Benjamin
Dean four rods to a stake and stone, thence
Southerly by land formerly of Alden Batcheller
four rods to a stake and stone, thenc Westerly by
said Batcheller land four rods to a stake and
stone, thence northerly by said Forest street
four rods to the first mentioned corner, contain*
ing about 16 Square rods more or less.
A certain parcel of land situated on the Easterly side of Forrest street. In ftorth Brookfield,
bounded and described as follows:
Beginning at the Northwesterly corner thereof,
thence Easterly by land of P. F. X. Potvin,
thence Southerly by land formerly of John Ellery,
thence Westerly by other land of said P, F. X,
Potvin to said street, thence Northerly by said
street to the place of beginning, containing about
12 rods more or less.
Tax for 1918, |41.90.
JOHN J. DUNPHY,
Collector of Taxes for the Town of
North Brookfield, for the year 1913.
Oct. 2, 9.16.

FRED C. CLAPP

Funeral Director

Office at Dr Ludden's
Main Street,

North Brookfield

IF

The Famous OneHorse Chaise had
beenequippedwith

Goodyear Tires
It would have been
a Better Chaise.
Make your Car a
BETTER CAR
by using GOODYEAR TIRES.

Stop! Look! Listen!
TO THESE PRICES.

30 by J30 by 3 1-2
32 by 3 1-2
34 by 4
36 by 4 1-2
37 by 5

$10.24
$13.79
$14.66
$21.31
$30.63
$36.71

W. F. FULLAM

The Village Grocery
TELEPHONE 55-2

Registered Embalmer.

Natural Color Production.
When a man with a yellow streak
gets blue he turns green with envy
of some one he thinks more fortunate.

Tome

Next Door to Post Office

Lady Assistant.

Connected by Long Distance Telephone .at House and Store.

THE BEST GOODS
At Fair Prices

L.G8T
A LARGE blacc and white hound with lai
bushy curled tail. Name on collar, J COSTIUA.N. Notlty F. CUSTIGAN, No. Brook"39
Held.
TENEMENTS TO RENT
THREE or Four good tenements, centrally located, ot tour, five or six rooms each from
IS to fit per month. Inquire of ARTHUR C.
BUSS at North BrookBeld Saving! Bank.

All Fruit-in its Season
Peerless Oysters ii glass jars - 25c
MRS HELEN MORSE SMITH
■DRESSMAKING
1J Prospect St.

North Brookfield

CHARLES S. LANE,

ENGRAVED CALLING CARDS

Furnishing Undertaker

IN SCRIPT OR

REGISTERED EHBALMER.

H. I. Lawrence, North BroofcfkM

ENGLISH TEXT
Personal Prompt Attention Da?
r» or Baffct.
Tllll"!

"- BreeMleU Ne,

ARTISTIC MONUMENTS
■AND CEMETERY MEMORIALS!

•erala Peranilly Mrw
and ftrar RaqsatfM Fun
Mr

In all kind, oi
GRANITE AND MARBLE

C A, RISLEY & COMPANY
Telephone

wsst Bfoskllstf.

BROOKFIELD

e#s)#4eee#ee#^N>#eeeeee#e#e# SMALL WARS MEAN BIG POEMS

BROOKFIELD TIMES

W/ieLAPSLof

EisocnvmwoFffl
$r ISABEL GORDON CURTIS

ISuthor °f "The Woman Jrom Wolverrjdrvs"
ILLUSTRATIONS^ ILLSWOKTIi YOTMrCOPYRIGHT, I9H- BV F.C.PRQWNg UCOSYNOPSIS.
Enoch Wentworth. Journalist, and Andrew Merry, actor, play a hand at poker,
the stakes absolute control of the future
of the loser. Wentworth wins. They decide to keep the matter secret. Dorcas,
knowing from her brother, Enoch, of
Merry's shortcomings, tries to arouse his
ambition. Andrew outlines the plot of a
play he has h»i er. mind and she urges
him to go to work on It. When the play
Is completed Merry reads it to Wentworth. whose life ambition Is to write a
successful play. He demands Merry's
play as a forfeit of the bond wop In the
poker game. Preparations for staging the
play are begun, but Merry, who Is to take
the leading part, is missing. Dorcas
proves a success In the leading female
part at rehearsals. She quarrels with her
brother for taking credit for a play she
knows to belong to Merry. Dorcas finds
Merry among the down-and-outs in a
bread line and persuades him to take his
part In the play.' The producer suggests
certain changes in the play, which Wentworth tries to Induce Merry to make. The
actor refuses, but finally consents on condition that Wentworth cease his attentions to Zllla Paget, the heavy woman In
the play, who has a bad reputation. The
•lay proves a great success. Dorcas accuses her brother of theft. The blind
child of Zllla Paget appears and is heartlessly repudiated by the mother.

'

♦

*

♦

Dorcas shivered. "Emlline, what
has thiB to do with Miss Paget?"
The girl's eyes grew round with terror.
"She had er necklace ob de swellest
tuqquoises gib her a month ago by a
gemman. She's always glttln' presents fr'm gemmen. Dey was ez pale
blue ez de sky when she got dem. She
wears dem all de time, day and night.
You see dem on her when she was
actin' ?"
Dorcas nodded.
"She nebber takes dem off. One
day I tol' her dey wa'n't near ez blue
ez dey used to be. She took dem to
a jeweler man en hed dem cleaned. Hit
didn't do dem a mite ob good. Dls
mornin'," Emlline paused as In terror
of repeating It, "dis mornin'. Mis'
Wentworth, ez sho' ez Gawd made me,
dem tuqquolses was turned green!"
Dorcas sat staring at her.
"I screamed when I sot my eyes on
dem." The girl's teeth chattered. "She
asked what was de matter, en I tol'

CHAPTER XVII.

The Green Turquoises.
"Then," continued Dorcas, "Guleeah
lifted the lady to the horse's back and
leaped up before her. She put her
arms about bis waist and clung to
him tightly. 'Rise, horse, rise,' he,
cried. The horse and all the hundreds of horses behind him spread out
their wings and rose in the sir. They
went flying swiftly across the Bea."
"Miss Dorcas," interrupted Robin lncre'duously, "1 didn't know that horses
could fly. /1 thought they trotted on
the streets like this." The boy slipped
down from his chair ond kicked with
his heels upon the floor.
"GuleeBh's horse had wings—all
fairy horses have wings," Dorcas
laughed.
"Did you ever see a fairy horse?"
"I'm afraid I never did."
"Then how do you know that It's
true?"
"Fairy stories tell us so."
"Oh." The child's brown eyes turned
to her eagerly. They were interrupted by a knock at the library door.
Jason entered.
"I reckon yo'se awful busy dls arternoon, Missy?"
"Not If there Is anything I can do
for you, Jason."
"Emlline's downstairs. You know
who Emlline Is?" He paused and
(lanced at Robin.
Dorcas nodded.
"If 't wan't be lnconvenlencin' she'd
like to see yo'."
' "Why does she want to see me,
Jason?"
"I can't tell, Missy. She's des kep'
a-pleadln' en a-pleadln' fo' yo' to see
her, so I tol' her, I'd ask yo'."
"I'll see her. And, Robin, suppose
you go with Jason for a little while.
He1 keeps a doughnut jar in the pantry. Make Jason tell you a'story. Flying horses are nothing to the wonderful things be has seen."
Emlline entered timidly and stood
- vaitlng until Dorcas pointed to a
chair. She Was a neat-looking yellow
girl, but there was a worried look on
^er good-natured face.
"Anything wrong, Emlline?" asked
porcas.
"Wrong! Eberyt'lng's wrong, Mis'
Wentworth, I'se lef Miss Paget fo'
good en alL Lawd, what a whack she
hit me wbag I tol' her somet'ings I
thought!"
"She a uck you?" Dorcas stared
at the giri in astonishment.
" 'Deed, Mis' Wentworth, she struck
be hard, straight 'cross my mouf wid
>er ban'. I could take de law to her,
J reckon, en git damages, but I ain't
a-goin' to. I'se scared to death ob
bavin' any'.'ing to do wld her." The
girl's face seemed to whiten, and she
Clasped her hands in an agony of terror. "I wouldn't wuk fo' her nohow—
I'd ruther go on de streets. Mis' Wentjrorth, her tuqquolses am a-turnin'
green!"
"What do you mean?"
Emlline spoke In a frightened whis»er.
"Her tuqquolses am a-turnin" green,
I 'clar" fo' Gawd, dey is!"
Dorcas laughed. The octoroon's
statement was so irrelevant it was al
snost funny.
"Lawdy, Mis' Wentworth, don* go to
laughln'. I reckon yo' don't know what
an awful t'ing dat Is to happen. I
nebber heard tell ob hit but once. Hit
don' bappen exceptln' when a woman's
ez wicked ez de or serplnt herself!"
"Emlline, what on earth are you
talking about?"
"My granny once worked fo' a wicked lady—was back in slave days. I
'member bearln' her tell bout it when
1 was a little gal. Her Misses was
.an army lady, rich en beautiful ez
" could be, but she done hated her husband en der was anodder man she
was sho' got arter. Her husband, jde
fine oI" army man, be died sudden one
night-. She had er necklace on, ,de
bluest tuqquolses yo' ebber see, en de
next .day dey.-turned green. Den dey
found out she'd poisoned him. Dey
would have hung her, but she drowned
Swrself. De tuqquoises was on her
t*ck when dey pulled her out ob de
i fcber—dey was green as grass."

The Girl's

Eyes Grew Round
Terror.

With

her de story ob de or Colonel's Misses.
Dat's when she whaled me 'cross de
mouf."
"But," queried Dorcas with a puzzled frown, "what does It all mean?"
"Lawdy, dem tuqquolses would have
stayed sky-blue on -"o". Mis' Wentworth, er on any lady dat wa'n't doin'
all dem kind ob wicked t'lngs."
"Rubbish!"
"I swar to de Lawd hit's true," cried
Emlline appeallngly. "I've heard my
granny tell hit many a time."
Dorcas laughed. Although the story
was absurd, her skin had grown chilly
while Emlline talked.
"I'll tell yo'." The girl's voice grew
Intense. "Don' yo' 'member she had'
dem tuqquolses on las' night when yo'
come In wid de little blind boy? Lawd,
I could er choked her dead wld my
own ban's! She was de ol' debil bisself, en der's a Judgment a-comln' on
her. When yo' was gone, de t'lngs
she done say was curdlin' to de
blood!"
"Miss Paget Is not a good woman I
know, but
"
"Good!" Interrupted Emlline. "She
didn't murder nobody den en I reckon she ain't since, but dar was murder
In her heart! En den, dis mornin'—
'fore sbe woun' out 'bout de tuqquolses
—somet'ing queer happened, somet'lng
terrible queer!"
"What?"
"She come upstairs wld er bunch ob
letters In her hand, right arter lunch
time. She laid dem down; but befo'
she done took off her t'lngs she took
anodder one out er her muff. 'Fo' she
took her hat off she opened It en
read it. She dropped de envelope on
de floor. I saw It. Hit wa'n't addressed to her, bit was somebody
etae's letter.' The negro girl paused
Irresolutely for a moment
"Well?" queried Dorcas.
"Hit was fo' 'Mrs. Alice V. Bourne,
Gotham Theater.'"
" 'Alice V. Bourne'!" Dorcas jumped
to her feet
"YesBum." Emlline's tongue ran on
excitedly. "Miss Paget, she was took
wld de queerest fit yo' ebber see arter
she done read it She lay back en
screeched en laughed. She got clear
hystericky.* Den, all of er sudden, she
started to fire questions at me 'bout
little Julie Bourne en Mrs. Bourne, en
where dey lived en where dey come
fr'm, I didn't know nuffln' but where
dey lived. I went up once to Harlem
wid Mrs. Bourne to help her bring
some stuff, ob Miss Julie's to er."
"Where' did she get the letter?"
asked Dorcas.
"Yo' kin search me," answered Emlline briskly. "Dat 'oman 'ould steal
er murder er any ol* t'tng."
There was a long silence. Emlline
rose to go.

-Mir Wentworth,* she asKea nestintiugly, "ef yo' hear ob er good place,
would yo' send fo' me? Jason, he
knows where to fln' me anytime." She
paused Irresolutely. "You doh' want
a nurse fo' de little blind boy, I reckon.
I'se er born nurse. I like It!"
"I don't know yet, Emlline, what
plans I can make, or what will be done
with Rohii; but I'll try to And some
work for you."
CHAPTER XVIII.
The Irony of Fate.

I

Wentworth locked himself In the library one Saturday morning. Oswald,
with quiet Insistence, had continued
the demand that he break away, go
borne, and begin work on another play.
"Business can be carried along without you," was bis dally assurance.
" 'The House of Eaterbrook' Is good
for another season, perhaps for more
than one, and we ought to look ahead.
I am asked every day if you are writing another play. You ought to strike
while the iron Is hot The luck we
are having should be an inspiration to
you."
The Waverly Place house was perfectly still. Enoch seated himself before the desk, cleared off the blotter,
laid out a heap of copy paper, filled
the ink-well, and adjusted a new pen.
He leaned his head upon his hand
for a few minutes, and his listless
eyes fell upon a calendar. He discovered that it bore the dates of
March instead of April. He tore off
the record of weeks which had passed
and dropped it into the waste basket.
The pen rested listlessly between his
fingers. When he tried to. write with
it the ink had dried. He did not dip
it In the bottle again. A trail of sleepless days and nights lay behind him
—he felt as If his brain had drowsed
at Its post
He picked up a rubber band, twisted
It about his fingers, than pulled it
thin till It suddenly snapped in two.
He shook himself as It a strenuous
effort to wake up. For days he had
been evolving what seemed like a
virile plot for a play. He tramped the
streets to do his thinking and planned
the scenario from beginning to end.
The night before he had locked himself in his office at the Gotham and
In a "frenzy of haste shaped out each
scene on his typewriter.
The manuscript lay at hla elbow.
He read it through. Suddenly he realized that the stuff fell Bhort, of
what he could not decide. It lacked
reality. He compared It with Merry's
drama. The story in that rose up out
of the paper, each character a living,
breathing man or woman. - This story
was dead, absolutely dead. He lifted
the sheets and deliberately tow them
across, gritting his teeth while the
paper zipped, as a man does when he
is in pain.
He picked up a letter which lay beside him on the desk. It was addressed In Merry's irregular writing.
There was nothing Inside the envelops
but a check for an amount in five
figures. Wentworth glanced at It then
tore it across. He had sent the check
to the actor without a word; it represented the entire royalties on the
"House of Esterbrook." The mail
brought It back to him as it had gone.
A small clock ticked out the time on
top of the desk. He remembered it
was a Christmas gift from Merry. The
ceaseless round of Its second-hand fascinated him.
"It would be great if one could work
as that ridiculous needle does," he
thought "It is such a lifelike thing.
It goes on with a regularity that
feazes a man, never pausing day or
night, never dropping out or balking
as we humans do when the brain goes
numb. I wonder," Enoch) loafed back
in his chair, "I wonder if 'It is too late
to.come back. It does not seem possible that a man could undergo a physical change in a few months while he
is still hale and hearty. They say such
a thing does come, though—quick as
scat, when your arteries harden, or
Bomething of that sort happens. I'm
forty-two. A man isn't old at fortytwo, and yet—I feel old today. I suppose," he stared steadily at the face
of the little clock as if it were a human countenance, "I Suppose this Is
part of the scheme they call retribution."
He uttered the last word in an undertone as if some one were within
hearing. There had been moments—
especially in the dead of night—when
he had longed to lay bare his soul to
a father confessor. The conscience
which bad slept for months awoke
and was raging at him like a demon.
He Bat silent, going over his life step
by step from the day when he was
confronted by temptation and fell.
Dorcas had branded him as a thief.
Still she had kept her word and never
again questioned the authorship of theplay. Her accusation left a welt in
his soul like a stroke from the thin
end of a whip. It was a welt which
had not healed. He knew she had
spoken the truth. He dropped his
head upon his arms. It was years
since he had said a prayer. He had
forgotten the form that prayer takes.
"God," he murmured, "It there Is
any way for me to come back—and
begin again—show me that way."
He did not raise his head; in an
apathy he was listening curiously to
a commotion in the lower part of the
house. From a wrangle of voices in
the hall rose the clear' tones of a
womasf. He jumped to. his feet with
consternation in his eyes and flung
tbe door open. While he stood motionless listening his forehead wrinkled in perplexity. A cabman was carrying a trunk upstairs, it was so largs
that it blocked the stairway. A few
steps below Jason tried in vain to
pass.
)
"Yo' ain't got no right to tote dat
trunk up dar without Marse Went-

worth's say so." cried the Old negro.
"I'm gwine tell him 'bout hit."
When a woman's voice from the lower hall answered, Enoch's face went
pallid white.
"You dippy old black fool, I know
my business. Cabby, take up that
trunk as I tell you to."
Wentworth' could hear Jason expostulate again. "Marse Enoch don' know
you're comln'. Missy Dorcas am out
en she ain't gib ma no orders 'bout
company."
'
"Missy Dorcas!" repeated the woman with a contemptuous laugh. "Get
this out of your noddle straight away:
I'm not company Miss Dorcas is expecting. And here's a bit of advice,—
lose your doddering old Jaw, then announce me to your master."
Enoch, with a few quick steps,
reached the top of the stair and leaned
over the - balusters. The cabman
glanced at his stern face, then dropped the trunk from his shoulder and
steadied It on the edge of a step.
"Stay right where you are," ordered
Wentworth abruptly.
He turned to the woman, who stood
on the stair. She lifted her face and
greeted him with a derisive laugh.
"Will you be good enough, Miss
Paget to tell me what this intrusion
means T'
The Englishwoman laughed again.
It was a peculiar laugh, a sweet, shrill
ripple, without a ghost of merriment
In it It had a thrill as of something
demoniac. She did not answer his
question, but turned to the cabman.
"Take that trunk up and set It on
the landing. I can't pass while you
block the stair. Then go down and
wait until I call you."
The man obeyed. The actress
paused on the top step and looked
down at Jason. "As for you," she
looked at him with a sneering smile,
"mind your own business now. I have
announced myself to your master."
Wentworth stood with his hand
upon the railing of the stair. ,His face
was stern and there were hard lines
about his mouth. He held tbe door
of the library open.
"Come in here," he said. There was
no cordiality In his welcome.
The actress brushed past him with
a short, unpleasant laugh. Her manner was full of self-confidence. Wentworth realized that he bad never seen
her look more beautiful; still his
pulses did not quicken by a beat She
wore a gown of strangely lurid blue
which few women would have dared
to affect The harmony between the
dead gold of her hair and a willowy
blue plume that swept down from her
hat was almost startling. Her attitude was aggressive and a certain
sense of power lay behind her theatrical entrance. Enoch's face settled
into a frown, although his eyes were
full of scowling perplexity. He rapped
the door shut and turned the key in
the lock.
"Now," he demanded sharply, "be
good enough to tell me what this
means."
"Aren't you going to ask me to sit
down?" The woman spoke with an
enticing smile.
"No. I have no intention of asking
you to stay so long."
Zllla Paget laughed and sank languidly Into a chair beside the fireplace.
"I would BUggest that you sit down,"
she said suavely.
Enoch shook his head.
"You may get tired before I am
through talking. It will take some
time to discuss thiB affair."
,
"What affair?" Wentworth turned
on her with quiet Bcorn. "Don't be

Tell Me What This Means," He Demanded 8harply.

foolish enough to try blackmail. Anything like," he paused for a moment
as If trying to find a suitable word,
"like sentiment for instance—or call
it what you wish—died a natural
death one afternoon when I tried to
explain things to you. The minute a
woman lets herself go and shows the
devil in her makeup' at white heat,
sentiment can die—die a very sudden
death. Besides, I have nothing on my
conscience. I treated you as generously aa any man would have dona
under the circumstances."
'Miss Paget (brew back her bead and
laughed. "Sit down," she advised.
"This is a different affair entirely.
Do not flatter yourself; there Is not
a ghost of sentiment In this." ";
. Enoch walked to the mantel, leaned
his elbow upon it, and stared down
at her. "I'll give you exactly ten minutes to explain what yon want If it
is about your child, I am Quite, as anx-

TIMES

ious to get him out of my house sal
you are."
"My child! I will relieve your mind
on that point Immediately. It is not
my child I want If your sister wants
to play foster-mother, she Is quit*
welcome to him. When I think of it,"
she began slowly to draw off her
gloves, "Miss Wentworth has really
done me a great favor."
"Oblige me, then," Enoch's voice was
full of cold Indifference, "by getting
down to business as quickly as possible. You must be gone before my
sister' comes in."
"Indeed," Tbe actress looked up Into
bis face with an insolent smile. "Whyshould we hurry? I want to ask you
a few questions. I understand you are
writing a new play." She turned to
glance at the litter of manuscript on
his desk. "Is there a part in it (or
me?"
^
"I have not begun to place parts
yet"
"Ah!" She; watched him with calm
scrutiny. "How is it coming along?
Will it be as big a go as "The House'
has been?"
"la it any of your business?"
"Probably not; still, I am interested.
I hare been wondering," she spoke
slowly, as If thinking aloud, "if it can
possibly come up to the expectations
of the public. A second play Is often
such a—rotter." '
"What in thunder are you driving
at?" aaked Enoch fiercely.
She sprang to her feet and faced
him. There was a malevolent sneer
In her face.
"My opinion is that anything you
could do would be a rotter."
"Why?"
Zllla Paget drew one hand from her
muff and pulled out a few sheets of
crumpled paper. She laid them on
the table, smoothing them carefully
with the blank Bide up. Suddenly she
turned them over andNplaced both her
hands firmly on the paper.
Enoch took a few steps forward and
peered down through his glasses. His
gait grew unsteady and his fingers
gripped at the edge of the table. A
purplish flush swept over his cheeks,
then he became ghastly pale. His very
lips grew white. There were gray
hollows about, his eyes like the shadows which creep into a face after
death. His mouth moved, but he did
not utter a word, because his tongue
touched dry lips.
"I knew you would understand,"
murmured the woman.
Wentworth's hands sprang at her
wrists like the grip of a wild beast
snatching at its prey.
"Don't" entreated the actress. "You
hurt terribly. You do not know how
strong you are. Besides—you are foolish, horribly foolish. If you should
tear this, it is nothing but Exhibit A.
There are hundreds of sheets where
it came from. And let me tell you—
they are where you won't find them."
Wentworth unclasped her wrists,
but his eyes were blazing with murderous fury. He turned with a quick
gesture to the wall behind him.
Against a rug of Oriental matting
hung a collection of savage weapons.
The woman watched him with cool
unconcern. He seemed to^be searching rapidly with his eyes for something. He laid his hand upon a long
thin dagger. Here and there its blade
had rusted to blackness, but its edge
was deadly keen. He Jabbed the point
of it into his blotting pad. It curled
over lithely, as a Ferrara does. Then
he glanced at the woman beside the
table. His eyes were glittering with
the bloodthirsty passions of the primitive man.
Zilla Paget lifted a lorgnette which
hung at her wrist by a Jeweled chain.
She clicked It open, raised it to her
eyes—and laughed.
"I wonder," she murmured, "If you
realize how ridiculous you look. You
are too white-livered to do such a
thing as that Besides," she glanced
about the sunlit room, "where could
you hide the body?"
Enoch tossed the blade upon his
desk and began to walk up and down
the floor. He'rolled his handkerchief
into a hard ball and dabbed with It
continually at his moist forehead. The
woman sat perfectly still. She turned
to fold the sheets of paper, then she
laid one hand upon thtfm and lay back
gracefully in her chair.
/
Wentworth turned on her with a
sudden question. "How much do you
want for—Exhibit A and the rest of
the evidence?"
She shrugged her shoulders. "I hare
no Intention of selling it."
"Then what's your price?" Enoch's
question snapped like a pistol shot
She looked up at him with a derisive smile.
"My price is ridiculously small,
much less than It is worth. I am
merely coming here—to live."
"You" are coming here—to live?
Here—in the house—with my sister?"
"Here—in the hbnse—with your sister," she repeated mockingly. "Exactly. I have taken a fancy to this part
of the city. It is rather attractive for
New York. I think I shall enjoy the
society of your—sister. You will not
And me a troublesome guest I can
fit In happily to your home circle.
Part of my luggage Is there in the
hall, you know. The rest is down*
stairs."
(TO BE CONTrtTOED.)

Seemed Probable.
Henry Cabot Lodge of Massachusetts and a fellow senator sat .at
lunch in the senate restaurant one
day, and. Lodge confided in his associate that he hoped to die In office.
The other senator noted that Lodge
was eating green apple pie, with lota
of cream on It and French sardines—
Lodge's favorite noonday repast
"Well," he observed, "If you keep-on
eating combinations like that maybe
you'll soon get your wish."

TO MAKE WITH CHOCOLATE]

TwoViews
of God

Most Approved Recipes for the Preparation of Cookies or
Layer Cake.
——
£ .

For cookies mix one small cup of
butter, two cups of sugar, four eggB(!
one cup grated chocolate, three cups
of flour, one teaspoon vanilla. Roll
very thin and bake In quick oven. If!
the chocolate Is melted, It will mix
better with the batter.
For a layer cake, try the old-fashioned Devil's Food, which somehow
always pleases children. The recipe*
Is three-fourths of a cup of chocolate,
one cup of brown sugar and one-halS
cup of sweet milk. Set this back on
tbe stove to dissolve. In the mixing
bowl, stir one cup of brown sugar,
one-half cup of butter, three yolks and
one white of egg, 2% cups of flour,
one teaspoon of soda, one teaspoon of
vanilla and one-half cup of sweet
milk. Add the dissolved mixture from
the stove, and pour Into three small
jelly tins. When cold, frost with
white Icing.

By REV. J. H. RALSTON
Secretary ol Ccstespoadence
Moody Bible Imulule, Chicago

TEXT—"I have heard of thee by the
hearing of the ear: but now mine eye
•e»th thee. Wherfore I abhor myself,
and repent In dust and aahea." Job 42:5, 6,

Preventing Taint,
To aid in keeping meat, fish and
poultry fresh in hot weather, the use
of vinegar and onion is relied on by
some housekeepers. It is applied by
washing over the surface with weak
vinegar and water and then laying
thin slices of onion over It The slices
of onion are removed just before the
cooking time, and the meat rinsed
In clear, cold water. No trace of the
onion smell win be apparent—P. F.
M„ N.B.
Fruited Gelatin.
Three-fourths box gelatine, two oranges, 12 walnuts, two lemons, onehalf pint cold water, three bananas,
one pint of water, two cupfuls sugar.
Soak gelatin In cold water and add
boiling sugar and lemon juice. Strain
and set away until it begins to thicken. Tbe gelatin may be soaked in
brandy If preferred. Figs, dates and
candied cherries also may be addded.

Never Fails
to sive beautiful color to
GRAY HAIR
More than a half century ol success. H your
dealer hasn't It, send 11.00 and a largebottle
will be sent you by parcel post.
llUa.S. A AUJN.M Barclay St.. NowYoril

Renews Your Youthful Appearance

Constipation
Vanishes Forever
Prompt Relief—Permanent Clire
CARTER'S LITTLE
TLIVERPILLSnever.
fail. Purely vegetable— act surely
but gently on
the liver.
Stop after
dinner dis- ,
tress—cure'.
indigestion,
improve the complexion, brighten the eyes.
SHALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.

Genuine must bear Signature

SORE

Much has been written and said ot
the enormous profits to be made from
the keeping of a few sheep on the.
com belt farm. Some have figured that
It costs from two to three dollars per
year to keep a sheep and that the
fleece would just about, pay that.
Others, pessimists, say that the losses
from keeping sheep are so heavy that
there is no profit because of the ravages of disease, vermin and internal parasites. Between these two will
be found the middle way, that seems
to catch the bulk of the sheep raisers.
As a working basis, let us take pasture. Pasture is at once the best and
the most economical sheep feed
known. An acre of grass, according
to the country standard, will support
one cow, or Its equal in weight of
other grazing animal. In other words,
en acre of good pasture land will main;
tain 1,000 pounds of cow, sheep or
horseflesh.
The average corn belt
ewe will weigh, say 125 pounds. This
means that an acre of land will furnish nourishment for eight ewes during the entire pasture period of six
months. If the land rents at eight
dollars per acre, as it does In this part
of Illinois, we have the cost of maintaining one ewe as a dollar a summer.
"We may count clover bay as a standard winter feed, and give plenty of
nice clean clover hay; no other feed
is needed. Our yield of clover hay in
the corn belt for two cuttings is about
three tons per acre. On good farms the
yield is more, but we may take this
as representative. Three tons of hay
per acre means 6,000 pounds of clover,
counting that each sheep will eat three
pounds of hay daily, which Is a big allowance; eight sheep fed 180 days,
three pounds per day, will eat considerably less than what one acre will
yield. In fact; an acre of land worth
eight dollars per acre will furnish

Altruism.

'

vnu.

enough hay to feed at least ten head
of sheep. Cost per head, 80 cents.
If we allow one-half pound of oats
daily during the months of February,
March and April," before the ewes are
on pasture, while suckling lambs, the
cost will be 46 cents at the price of
oats at present. In conclusion It may
be safely said that the cost of maintaining a herding ewe in the corn bell
farms would be about two dollars and
twenty-five cents, exclusive of the labor Involved, which the good farmer is
glad to give In exchange for the manure he secures.
If the flock gives a ten-pound clip,
which any well-managed flock should
do, it is readily apparent that the
fleece win about pay for the sheep'B
keep.
In good Shropshire flocks the ewes
raise an average of from one and onequarter to one and one-half lambs per
ewe. Place' It conservatively at one
lamb per ewe, worth at weaning time
from six to eight dollars, which may be
said to be the profit for one ewe. Of
course, there are losses In the ewe
Sock that will cut down tbe profits;.
ewes die and must be (replaced by
younger ewes. Some age and lambs
must be supplied in their place; but
even then the good shepherd can count
on a profit of from four to five dollars
for every ewe kept.
Since it requires two acres of land
for eight sheep tbe income per acre
from the sheep would be about twenty
dollars net. A very fair Income compared with, that even to be 'made from
the cultivation of corn.
Sheep raising has the additional advantage of Involving less labor than
does the cultivation ot soil. Then, too,
the land used for the sheep becomes
daily more productive, while that given
over to corn growing becomes poorer
and poorer each year.

RAISING HEMP TO
ERADICATE WEEDS
FOR ALFALFA CROP

Teacher—Johnny, you have been
writing your own excuses.
Johnny—1 know, mum; it takes all
pa's time to think of his own.
DRUGGIST

'

RED
EYES

LSffia™

Torn own

"Brought Up o* the Bottle."

TELI.

Ton

Trr Murlne Bye Remedy for Kod, Weak, Watery
Kyes and Granulated Hyenas! Ho Smarting—
lust Eye 'Comfort. Write for Book of the Bye
by mail Free. Marine Bye Remedy Co.. Chicago.

A married man very seldom pays
any attention to rumors of war; he is
used to the real thing.
A few audiences are as unresponsive as are many congregations.
Did you ever know a rich young
woman to marry a poor old man?

The Human Automobile
The human body, like an automobile,
changes fuel (food) Into power. When the
fuel la too rich, or the mixers and valves
are out ol order, waste products clog the
machinery and reduce the power.
The kidneys, like exhaust valves, should
carry oft the waste (urio acid), but weak
kidneys can't. Uric acid In excess causes
headache, weak eyes, rheumatic pains,
gravel, dropsy and fatal Bright's disease.
Doan's Kidney Pills help the kidneys
fight off urio acid. It Is the best-recommended special kidney remedy.

A Vermont Case
p*eft*w ^av
**"■ N* K- N,t"
J'etti a Story." J^aon, 20 Merchant St..
^^Barre. Vt., • s&ya;
"An attack vt *Tip
weakened my kidneys and X steadily
became w o r ■.«.
iHouaework tired me
and I had such
sharp pains across
my back that X
could hardly endure
thera, I paid over
one hundred dollars
for doctors! treatment hot got no relief. When I heard
of Doan's Kidney
Fills. I used them and they cured me,"
Get DOM'I at A ny Store, SO e a Box
»»MW

DOAN'S WAV
FOSTER-M1LBURN CO, BUFFALO. M. Y.

Too Much Water Causes the Results Given of Interesting Experiments Made by WisconPlant to Turn Yellow—Likes
sin Experts.
Drained Soil.
There are several reasons why alfalfa turns yellow: Too much water Is
one cause; if the plant becomes entirely covered with water or if the underground water comes too near the surface It will soon dik Alfalfa wants a
well drained soil is it does not like
wet feet. Alfalfa sown on an uninoculated soil, but rich in nitrogen, grows
Veil for some time, or until the available nitrogen is taken up. It then be* gins to lose its green color and turn*
yellow owing to the lack of nitrogen.
Where a field is inoculated with nitrogen-gathering bacteria the nitrogen is
supplied to the alfalfa plants from the
air. There Is also a fungus which attacks alfalfa and causes the alfalfa leaf
to turn yellowish brown. The remedy
for this disease Is to cut the alfalfa
as soon as the leaves start to show a
yellowish brown color.

That Canada thistles and quack grass
can be eradicated by growing hemp Is
the opinion of A. U Stone of the College of Agriculture, University of Wisconsin,
Experiments have been tried on the
prison farm at Waupun and on other
farms In that vicinity and the conclusion drawn from these tests is that
Canada thistles can be completely destroyed by one crop ot hemp and that
a field badly infested with quack grass
must be cropped with hemp for two
successive years to thoroughly destroy
the weeds.
Since hemp Will grow only on very
fertUe soil, heavy coats of fertilizer
are necessary to insure a good stand.
It is also important that the land be
plowed the preceding fall and kept free
from weeds until it freezes up, In order to give the hemp a better chance
In the spring.

. Bad Practice With Hens.
Becaues a hen has a brood of small
chicks is no reason why she should
he tortured by being shut up in a
small hot coop for days and wjjeks.
It Is not only hard on the hen, but
tends to encourage vermin, and deprives the small snicks of many an
insect, which they need and the farm
does not need, and wide happy foraging trips which make them strong and
idtseaee resisting. •

Barley Better Than Oats.
One of the chief reasons why barlef
Is, so much better as a nurse crop than
oats is that It requires 40 tons less
water to produce one ton of dry mat
ter than oats. Another reason Is that
It does not shade- the ground as much
as oats. The fact Is that oats are
one of the most Intolerant of crops
and one of tbe poorest to sow with
alfalfa or the grasses as a nurse crop.

Keep Cows In Condition,
Don't let the cows slip back when
Ithe pasture gets short. Provide grain.
Too lust can't afford to' have your
•took go Into the winter or fall lit poor
asondltlon.

Profit Overlooked.
When apples are shipped from the
orchard In bulk the packer makes a
very nice, profit In sorting and packing in dean bow ■ ur barrels—a thing'
ths grower should do himself.

*«

The first may
be called a far
oft view of God,
but strictly speaking it is not a
view at all, and
the second may be
called
a _ near
view of Ood.
God As a Rumor.
With many the
knowledge of God
is little more than
what is known
from rumor, "I
have
heard
of
thee by the hearing of the ear."
There Is a suggestion abroad that
there is such a being as Ood, and then
men make interpretations ot God. The
heathen, with his conception, makes a
god of wood, or stone, or clay; the nature worshiper sees God In the clouds,
or the forest, or streams of water; the
godless philosopher, while not denying
the existence of God, professes almost
absolute Ignorance of Him; while the
Christian apprehends God as Spirit
and as perfectly revealed In Jesus
Christ, and worships Him accordingly. With many who claim to be Christians God is little more than a rumor,
and there seems to be little desire for
more perfected knowledge of Him.
Many are groping In the darkness,
feeling after God, if haply they may
find him, while they might, if they
would, get a view of God that is possible to all and realized by millions.
Job had an experience and that view
of God vanished. The philosophy of
his changed view of God is not given
us, but the Bible teaches us that he
was a man in high social position,
wealthy, with a large family and with
wide fame, but It was during this period, in all probability, that God was
to him little more than a rumor. But
all these were swept away and Job
sat on the ash-heap, covered with
sores, the object of scathing arguments on the part of oriental logicians, the butt of ridicule, and the
victim of an ill-tempered wife. It Is
well known that men and women
through the centuries have had prosperity swept from them in order that
they might be brought Into right relation to God—financial loss, the breaking down of health, tbe bitter opposition of enemies and the treason of
friends, have driven men to seek satisfaction ultimately In God.
Job's Eyes Opened,
Only a cavalier will charge Job
with falsehood when he says that he
saw God. This was not, of course,
with his natural eyes, but with the eye
ot the soul. So have men in all ages
seen God, some, no doubt, being granted what they believed to be tbe physical appearance of God. Moses saw
God and endured, Jesus himself said;
"He that hath seen me hath seen the
father. " Job does not say what It
wat in God that he saw, but we may
well believe that it was the holiness
of God, which was seen by the prophet Isaiah when be had his vision in
the temple. Nor does Job say what
view he had of himself while God
was only a rumor, but the probability
Is what he saw of himself, is what
the world saw him to be, a man ot
distinction, wealthy, and glorying In
his large family. But now a change
comes. He evidently sees himself as
God sees him. He probably had as
comprehensive a view of God as it
was possible for a man In bis days to
have, but he could not see him In the
face of Jesus Christ.
The need of this day is a right view
of God, the true starting point of all
individual and social redemption, and
this view of God is not difficult to obtain as the personality of Jesus Christ
is the most prominent personality of
history, and it is m him that God Is
seen, for Jesus Christ is the expressed
image of his person. This image of
God is much better than the image of
God in the person of the first Adam.
Many, however, quite resolutely decline to look at this image.
Job's View of Himself,
While there is no account of Job
expressing tbe change in his views of
God, there is a most graphic account
of the view that he had of himself—
"I abhor myself and repent In dust
and ashes." His experience at thai
point agrees with the experience ot
Isaiah when he saw the Lord In the
temple and said; "I am a man of unclean lips and dwell among a people
of unclean lips." This was one ot
the steps In Isaiah's preparation for
the mission upon which God was to
send him, and while Job "was not being prepared tor such a special mission, be was being prepared for a
testimony which has come down to the
present moment to the glory of God.
The road to right relationship to Cod
Is. by the way of right views of Belt,
and that can only be obtained by right
views of God. When these right views
of self are given there will be honest
confession, this confession being in itself humiliating, but the sure road to
relief.

Greatest Battle Hymns Have Not
Been'Inspired by Titanic Struggles Like the Present One.

The greatest poems have been written about little warB. The Iliad was
written around a siege carried on by
a handful of barbarian chieftains
against a city of the second class. The
battle of Chevy Chase was a border
skirmish following upon a cattle-stealing expedition. And Kipling's imperial
muse is at her best when she sings
of petty ware, with colored tribesmen.
Britain's far-flung battle line was far
flung against Dervishers and Afridls;
it was seldom brought into collision
with field intrenchments and siege artillery. Little war, or else big wars
In anticipation of retrospect, these are
the rich soil for the poet.
A great war In the actual, the fate
of an empire truly at stake, may make
poets out of the common crowd, but
subdues the poet to the level of the
common crowd. There Is a solemn tone
about Kipling's latest verse which has
Its effect Only It is not exhortation
we wanted, but exultation; not an appeal, but a clarion call. When an entire nation is aflame the poet Is apt to
.find tils mission rather perfunctory. »

Mustn't Be Quoted.

, YOU OMt iATB ItO»SY BY
"Dolphin looks so important you
WXABIHe W. L. DOUGLAS SHOES.
would think he was crammed full of
*or 81 years W. !«. Bounuui baamaranteedaij
Talus by harms hla name and u» ntall prlc*
state secrets."
stamped on thesole before theshoesleavethe/«o"So he does. If Dolphin makes a torr.^laproteotathawaarnacMiuthishstlces
ft* interior ahoae of other makaa. W. 1- OouglM
prediction about the weather he ex- ■boat are alwarau-oxtb what Ton par tor ttiem. If
w fiJw earefallj W*. h. Koirtaa ihojl ate
pects you to treat it as strictly confi- ™Teoald
in»d«. and the nbjh trade leath™ and, you would tbej
Sadeiltand why they look, belter, St better, bold then
dential."
Ibaue and wear longer than oilier makes ffiruH Priefc,^
Before going Into politics equip yourself with a mud guard.

iftheW. I- DonKleaihoee are not for Bale In yon* X
Tlc.lnlty, order direct from tartory. Stioes tent e«rywhere. Poetaee tree In the U. S. Write for 111".
SrenedOtnIoaihowlDB how toorderbymail.
W. L. DOU(flJS,aoSparlSt,Brocaton,llata,
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Strong Man's Weakness.

Speaking of great feats of strength
Franklin H. Lane, secretary of the interior, recalled an Incident that happened In a western state.
One afternoon an elderly woman
visited the penitentiary, and on pausing before a certain cell was told that
the Inmate had been Imprisoned for
stealing a piano.
"I am very sorry to see you here,"
remarked the woman turning to the
convict. "Is It true that you stole a
piano?"
"Yes, ma'am," was the frank admission of the convict. Then he added:
"1 did It in a moment of weakness."
"In a moment of weakness!" gasped
the elderly visitor. "Mercy me! I
presume that had you had your usual
strength you would have walked away
with the whole house!"

W. L. DOUGLAS

Fashion Note.

"One blessing, at least, will come
to us from this dreadful war. We
shan't be Inundated with shocking
French fashions."
The speaker was a leading clubwoman. She resumed:
"At a club dinner the other evening
a man fashion writer—man fashion
writers are the best—said to me:
"'A truce to these foreign modes!
They are caricatures."
" 'Caricatures?' said I. 'Caricatures?
Tes, perhaps. But wouldn't It be more
accurate to call them take-offs?' "■

-

California
Asparagus

w

If you've never tasted Libby'a California
Asparagus, there is a treat in store
for you. Grown on the islands of
the Sacramento River, the finest
Asparagus region in the world. Pot
up fresh from the garden as soon as
cut. Tender and flavory. White or green
—peeled or nnpeeled. Insist on Libby'a. If
your grocer cannot supply you, send us bis name.
Try thil rerajper—
Asparagus with Eggs—Salt and pepper well one can of
Libby'a Asparagus. Beat four eggs lurt enough to break up
the yolks, add a tableapoonful of melted butter, pepper and aalt.
and pour upon the Asparagus. Bake eight minutes in a quick
oven, and serve Immediately.

Libby, McNeill & Libby, Chicago

ECZEMA LIKE RJIS0N ON FACE
68 Wilson St, New Haven, Conn.—
"When my baby was about three
months old he started to cry and fret.
He had red spots on his face which
I was told was eczema. It broke out
like poison, started on his face and
went down his whole body and
back of bis ears. He suffered dreadfully with it, I did not get any rest
for several weeks. He scratched his
face so it was a running eruption. He
was fretful and restless.
"I applied lots of remedies but all
failed. Then I got some Cutlcura
Soap and Ointment at the druggist's
and tried them. My baby improved so I
kept on. Now he Is healed and I can
see no sign of the trouble." (Signed)
Mrs. Agnes L. Hay, Apr. 8, 1914.
Cutlcura Soap and Ointment sold
throughout the world. Sample of each
free/with 32-p. Skin Book. Address postcard "Cutlcura, DepL L, Boston."—AdT.
How Europeans Get Our Gold.

Do you know just how Europe recently got that $125,000,000 in American gold, Well, here is the way It
was done:
Europeans hold great
amounts In American securities, which
Is to say they have bought bonds issued in this country. When the war
crisis came they saw the need of aotual money In place of these bonds.
They cabled to their American brokers to sell at the market price. They
took whatever they could get, but
there was always something offered,
so the sales were heavy.
The purchasers of these bonds gave
their checks.
These the brokers
cashed at their banks and got currency. This currency of the United
States is made good by. the deposit
of gold in the treasuries. For every
gold certificate in existence there is
the actual metal In the treasury. So
the brokers, getting the currency from
the banks, went to the sub-treasury In
New York and asked for the actual
gold. They received it and sent the
gold to their customers abroad.

Birthplace of Froissart and Watteau.
Both Valenciennes and Malines, two
of the latest towns to come into
prominence In the western theater of
war, have now little association with
the production of lace beyond giving
their names to the famous varieties.
At Valenciennes, indeed, the manufacture has been discontinued, but the
place has an alternate fame as the
birthplace of Froissart, the historian
(nearly six centuries ago) and of Watteau, the artist (230 years ago.)
It Helps a Lot

Eve, for the first time In their married life, was telling Adam just what
she thought of him.
"This is the original rib roast"
chuckled Adam.
And that was the beginning of the
saving grace of humor.—Judge.

THE NEW FALL STYLE
2 for 25 Cts.
EARL (ft WILSON
*AKWtS OF TBOY'S BEST PRODUCT.

Some men never make much noise
In the world until after they join the
Iglf A Q AT*A. GLAKCK." *eil»tne
door stammers' union.
ff ff aTM Sf^ oomplot* history ot, each
■J * * ■ ■ power, oanae of conflict, Sgbtlf»u-'--

TRAUMA, Tur■*■ kish-blend cigarettes are the purest form in which
tobacco can be smoked,
and their flavor is
"Distinctively Individual"

Blne Mountain Herb Tea. A rellanto an4«Belent nomebold remedy for comtloatlon, uvei, Udner and bladder trouble.ee! enUflcally prepared from
■elected medicinal berka, roota and nerbo. A, large)
box, with fall directions sent prepaid for Wo (sllrerX
rta«~M.«i^.H.rt,.T«us.,r.6.i>.,iit»,i*i.,.i»,cu.
CPm A T One package Ink powder, one of
OrZsWa/mAa eleno Compound, making one pint
of Ink, and one pint of cleaning tluld. Send lto far
samples and wholesale prices. Satisfaction guaranteed. 8. u»u.w»j, PsUBt.,n«k*«si*rt,rs. Isssls rTsslee.

Reliable
Ladies Wattled SSSSFBBS^JS1.
DO canvawlng, jnstnewlng for a. Bf»id stamp. Central aSeokwear, Oil Otiden Sue*-, BiiOgepor*, Conn.

Wanted to Buy Old Coins S^W,
prices paid 10 cts. WIIXUH. inBalllll. PsM«* SUe,
Its Trsaisattt.. fr.sr Ws-lwera's -rat Here), Ua Sssa

— dice for Rheumatism. Nerroce,
Heart, Kidney and Long trooblee. Send tordeserlptlyeclrculara, HOW 11iCO.. 400 Beat Uld, OHIOACiO
Prolonged Probation.

"I do believe that by
ham is gone your love
ended."
"Is that sof If you
better give me a larger
gendorter Blaetter.

Copper as Hard aa Steel.
There is no process known at present for making copper as hard as
steel Such a process Is supposed to
have been known in ancient times.
If anyone can discover such a process
he will have a valuable secret

the time the
will also be
believe'that,
ham!"—Meg-

Paw Knows Everything.

Willie—Paw, why is the way of the
transgressor hard?
Paw—Because so many people have
tramped on it, my son.
Ton think that other people are
"funny." But that is Just what they
are thinking about you.

Relieved.
She—I hear small checks are to be
favored for dresses this season.
He—Thank heaven I

SPECIAL TO WOMEN

Aaranta—WTlteqnick, Orer 60guaranteed specialties
It's too bad that we can't live long In
our new catalog. Bvery household needs them, The most economical, cleansing and
tree sampl».»»i-ris-l.si»«l-tv. a. Km.»»<—.■-».
without getting old.
,. germlcldal of ail antiseptics la

Save the Babies.

.

INFANT MOSTALrrS* is sornethlno; frightful. We can hardly realize that
of all the children born in oivili&ed countries, twenty-two per cent.,
or nearly one-quarter, die before they reach one year; thlrtv-uovon
percent., or more than one-third, before they are five, and one-half before
they are fifteen I
,
.
,
,.
We do not hesitate to say that a timely use of Castoria would save •
majority of these precious lives. Neither do wa hesitate to say that many
of these infantile deaths are occasioned by the use of narcotic preparations.
Drops, tinctures and soothing syrupe sold for children's complaints contain
more or less opium or morphine. They are, in considerable quantities,
deadly poisons. In any quantity, they stupefy,'retard circulation and lead
. to congestions, sickness, death. Castoria operates exactly the reverse, but
you must see that it bears the signature of Chas. II. Fletcher. Castoria
causes the blood to circulate properly, opens the
pores of the akin and allays fever.
Genuine Castoria always bears the signature of»

A soluble Antiseptic Powder to
be dissolved in water at needed.
As a medicinal antiseptic for douches
In treating catarrh. Inflammation at
ulceratlon of nose, throat, aad that
caused by feminine ills it has no equal.
For ten years the Lydla E. Plnkham
Medicine Co.has recommended Paztlna
in their private correspondence with
women, which proves its superiority.
Women who have been cured say
it Is "worth its weight in gold." At
druggists. 60a. large box, or by mail.
The Paxton Toilet Co, Boston, {lass.
W. N. W., BOSTON, NO. 41-1914.

PUTNAM FADELESS DYES

Color more mode briahter and fatter colon than anr other dye. One 10c pacluure colora all flbera. Intrr d>* h c^ Water bef^ rlw aw otlit* dj»
IWap^anTgarnienf wnhoul^Mspa^^Vn^E gtlR FREE book!*?calendar, blotters, etc MONSQC PgUO COMPANY. O.lucr.JlT,
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MIMFH j
The members of the Commuters'
Crochet club were seated in their
facing seats on
the 7:55 and the
lure of the luncheon dolly
was
strong upon them.
Mabel had started
out with the intention of making
only one which
should serve as an
isolated table-mat
for a distant cousin, but so great
was the fascination of the work
that she had kept
on, and was now
putting the picot
edge on the fifth.
Sadie alone was
not engrossed in
"work, but sat very still in her corner
by the window, absorbed in a brightcolored circular. Other circulars like
it were strewn over her lap and
peeped from her handbag.
' "What's that you're reading?" asked
Mary, looking up from her work. V
"It's a pamphlet on Bermuda," sard
Sadie.
"Are they all about Bermuda?"
asked Anne.
"Oh, no," said Sadie. "There's one
on Newfoundland and one on Nova
Scotia and one on the Thousand Islands and one on' the Adirondacks and
another on a trip through the Canadian
Rockies and a tour through Yellowstone Park and—"
"My, what a lot of places to choose
from," said Mabel. "I think It takeB
a great deal of energy to get a trip like
one of those all planned out and know
just when your trains leave or your
boat starts and get aft your connections worked out and know what
clothes you are going to take."
Sadie began to trace with a hot little
finger an Intricate route on an orange
map. It evidently led over hill and
dale and Included a glimpse at most of
the wonders of the earth.
"Leaving New York at 4:33 on Friday, I would reach Hillsburg at 7:43
on Saturday morning; making a quick
connection, I would get to FlalnsvM*
Junction at 1:18, and from there—"
"Mercy, how complicated," said Mabel.
"Yes, that would be," assented Sadie.
"I think perhaps I would prefer the
sea trip to Bermuda. They say that
you can have a wonderful time there if
you go to one of the houses In the
country where fliey take visitors and
then hire a bicycle and see the island
for yourself.
"However, I've always wanted to see
Nova Scotia, and that gives you a fine
voyage, too. If I do go by sea, would
you take Just a suit case, or would you
take a steamer trunk along? I think
one dark suit and a big coat and two
dark waists and one dressy waist
and—"
'How long is your vacation?" asked
Mabel, in her practical way.
"Two weeks," said Sadie.
"How much money are you going to
spend on your trip?"
"Not more than twenty-five dollars,
anyway," said Sadie.
"Well, I don't believe you can go to
Bermuda or Nova Scotia or Newfoundland or—"
4
"Of course, I can't," said Sadie. "I
am only planning my vacation. I always plan it every year, and then I
go spend two weeks with my grandmother who lives on a farm in Mlllls,
Mass.. But at least I have the fun of
making believe I'm going somewhere
else."
With this vacation confession, the
train stopped, and the girls rolled up
their work and left the train. Sadie
marched on ahead and, as the ferryboat swung out of its dock, she looked
longingly down the harbor and pretended she had decided on Nova Scotia.
Green Light to Test Sugar.

Cube sugar and ivory piano keys
are inspected under the ghaBtly
greenish rays of mercury vaper
lamps with greater speed and accuracy than can be attained in ordinary
daylight, says the Electrical World.
Any impurity In sugar manifests itself by changing the white to a shade
of yellow.
To detect Impurities,
plates of the crystallized sugar one
Inch thick are examined by a man
looking through them toward a mercury vapor lamp of the kind which
is a familiar adjunct of the galleries
of postcard photographers.
When
thus viewed the yellow impurities
stand out clearly In the bluish-green
light.
The color of Ivory varies from the
outside to the center of the tusk to
such an extent that manufacturers
sort the pieces into 16 different
■hades. Formerly this sorting could
be done only in bright daylight but
with the light of the mercury vap^r
lamp grading can be done without
limitation at any hour of the 24.
Infallible.

The easy mark who Bent a half dollar to the fellow who advertised "a
sure way to prevent swimmer's
cramps," received this answer:
"Don't swim."
Had Been Dabbling.

He—You understand what a margin
in stocks Is, don't you?
She—Oh, yes. That's the money yon
put up and lose.

FINDING THINGS

:

By GEORGIA HORN.

The one who was initialing a towel
agreed emphatically when something
was said concerning the general helplessness of men.
"I firmly believe," she remarked,
"that if I were to go away and abandon my home, not only friend husband
but all the family would starve to
death, perish of heat or cold or come
to some horrible end, just because nobody In my household ever knows
where anything Is! If I weren't there
to tell 'em, they aouldn't locate even
the telephone to send for help!
"As for me, I am the finest living
example of the human encyclopedia!
Long service has trained my brain
Into noting automatically the exact location of any and all objects. After
a woman has grown used to being
asked in the middle of July where is
the left earmuff worn last December,
she develops remarkably along those
lines.
"Somehow the family always gets
more feeble minded in the summer,"
just when-1 want to recuperate and
have a good time. They drive me to
the edge of insanity when I get them
all together at the summer cottage.
It begins early in the morning by my
husband's demanding his cap. You
would think we were in the arctic regions and he expected a froBt bite if
he ventured out into the perfect July
day without It. I tell him he dropped
it into the wastebasket when he came
home the evening previous. And then
my sister wails and wants to know
who on earth has taken her tennis
racket and burled It!
" 'On top of the piano, Adeline,' I
tell her. 'And Ethel'—that Is my
daughter—'if you are looking tor your
embroidery, you dropped it In the
pansy bed when the girls called you

AVOID ALL WASTE OF GROUND
Italian Gardeners Utilize Space Which
Americans Would Consider of
Little Account

Just outside the railway station at
Springfield, Mass, Is a row of tenement houses occupied by Italian families. Between them and the tracks Is
a garden, divided Into long, narrow
strips, each strip being tilled by one of
the families. In the early morning
and evening laborers from the factories may be seen busily at/ work in
these small patches, some of which
are not more than ten feet wide. In
the daytime the women and children
are busy in them.
These Italians
raise enough vegetables for their own
tables and have a supply left for sale.
It Is intensive gardening. Not an inch
of ground is wasted.
Connecticut, Rhode Island and Massachusetts have thousands of such
patches and thousands of abandoned
farms have been taken up and made
highly profitable by these expert gardeners from Italy. They do It by
wasting nothing. The refuse from
their homes Is returned to tt.- earth,
as nature Intended that it should be.
Chickens and pigs are made to fertilise unbroken ground, and the pigs
root up underbrush and loosen stones.
The simplest of Implements are used,
but the Italian gardeners know that
constant attention Is the secret oi success.
Never a weed Is allowed to
spring up; the soil is not allowed to
go* without hoeing and raking. The
fence is a support for tomato, bean,
pea and other climbing plants.
On an area smaller than that of the
ordinary city backyard an Italian will
grow vegetables enough to supply his
table the year around. .

A Real Cooking Wonder!

r&wTo

AOL.

have, more improvements than all others combined. The "Single Damper" (patented) does
with one motion what, in other ranges, requires
moving two dampers, and does it better.
The deep Ash Hod in the base—with Coal
(patented) is better than
Hod beside it
the old clumsy Ash
Pan., Easy to remove
and carry — doesn't
spill the ashes.
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RICHARD HEALY CO.
"FOREMOST IN FASHION"
.
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Suits, Coats, Dresses, Fine Furs
btSiness success and style supremacy with

!M0 PER CENT. DISCOUNT ON ALL CO PURCHASES
Trua Enjoymenta.
If we listen to the best guides, we
shall turn with equal decision from the
subtler allurements that beset success. We shall enjoy excellence, but
not the vulgarity of excelling; find
delight in our work rather than in
the applause it may bring; a satisfaction in the quiet things—in the
beauty of a spring morning, In the
humble service of our neighbor, in our
communion with the spiritual in us
and beyond us—far surpassing that
of any external and noisily-ewtolled
performances.—J. Brierley.

Effective Way In Which Each Citizen
May Take Part In Bettering
the Community.

The man with a vision plants a
fruit tree, and there Is pictured upon
the canvas of his mind the full grown,
developed tree, laden with the fruit of
lta kind, painted and flavored with
the richest colors and most delicious
extracts, but he -knows that before
that picture can become a reality
his hand must give that tree a fertile
soil, the best cultivation, a scientific
trimming and spraying for years. But
nature thus assisted, does her part
and the tree, as the years go by, develops and in time produces Its perfect fruit and rewards the labar of
the tender.
But the tender took the greatest delight In his work, knowing that the
time would come when his labor
would bear its reward. His work waa
a work worth while, and the community In which he lived was made bettar for his work, for he who does
nothing more than plant a tree by
the wayside and tends it to maturity
has done more for mankind than ha
who sits and dreams and talks great
things of accomplishment, but does
not a thing to bring them about; or
even he who ever works at hla task
with stolid Indifference to lta great
Importance or unmindful of lta pleasures.—From "The Business of Farming," by W, C. Smith.

"For the Life of Me—"

and I picked it up and put It on the
table in your room.'
"Then I settle down on the porch
to read and the cook appears. She
says she has always put the rolling
pin on the shelf in its proper place,
but it Is missing, and for the life of
her she hasn't the vaguest idea where
It Is, and what shall we do about the
cherry pie? Before I know it my aub>
conscious brain is prompting my
tongue to murmur that she will find
the rolling pin on the floor under the
Icebox.
"While Mary is scrambling for the
rolling pin my husband bangs in
through the screen door looking
around in a vague sort of way in the
frightened manner men have when
they have lost something.
"'My cap!'he exclaims fretfully. 'I
took it off a minute while I was spadLamp-post Gardens.
»
ing up that bed and for the lite of
Dame rumor says Minneapolis la me—'
out-classing all other cities In utlllz-1 " 'I think I saw it hanging on one
ing flowers to ornament the business | of the rosebush stakes,' I tell him, and
streets. Last year window boxes and : off he goes tickled to pieces at findhanging gardens were introduced in ing his cherished pet. Then Ethel
the shopping thoroughfares, and there : tears through the house like a young
were more than 16,000 feet beautified ' cyclone, disrupting and scattering evIn that way. This year, by private j erything she passes, and talking ten
subscriptions, a fund has been raised miles to the second to the effect that
to put 500 miniature gardens on as if Bhe can lay hands on the Individual
many lamp-posts and to keep them > who has abstracted her new book—
bright with blooms.
"Flowers on
" 'Ethel,' say I, 'your book is on top
lamp-posts would astound New York-j of the laundry hamper In the stairway.
ers," says the New York Evening j I am sure I don't know how it got
Mail, "and would certainly set the kids there unless you put it there.' Vowto climbing. How long would the ing that she has not been within a
lamp-post gardens last on the east mile of the hamper for a year, Ethel
flies out. Then appears sister. She
side?"
looks sad. She Bays that since she
Why City Planning Paya.
read that letter from Tom that came
It promotes trade by supplying di- in yesterday morning'B mail she has
rect and easy ways for the extension not been able to find it, and while, Of
and development of commerce; fos- course, there was nothing specially
ters city growth by making it easier secret In it—still—Bhe would hate awand cheaper to conduct all classes of fully— Was It possible any one was
business. Increases and Insures all mean minded enough to pick It up—'
property values by preventing the
" 'Your letter,' I recite mechanically
many evils of haphazard building; to my distracted sister, 'is carefully
makes every dtisen a more efficient tucked away In my salad recipe book.'
worker by saving time and money in
"Then I find my husband doggedly
transit of goods and people; and, pawing over all the clean clothes Just
above all, it aaaurea to that city which ironed and spread out carefully on my
adopts It, a future citizenship sound bed. He looks up in a pained and
In body, mind and morals.
reproachful Way. 'I have lost my cap,'
he confides. '1 can't Imagine where—'
Prizes for Bibliophiles.
" 'Lorenzo,' I say. grabbing his arm
A first edition of "Alice's Adventures Just as he is about te roll into a ball
In Wonderland," by Lewlt Carroll (C. my fresh lingerie dress, 'you probably
L Dodgaon), fetched $1,000 at Sothe- will find your cap in the rowboat—you
by's In London. It waa bought by Mr. know you went fishing just before
0. D. Smith of Now York, who also luncheon."
j
paid »600 for Keata' "Foams," and $390
"And that's the way it goes," sighed
tor the same author"* "Lamia," with the woman initialing a towel. "SomeHarrison Alnsworth's signature on the times it's a perfect wonder to me that
By leaf, $840 for Byron's "Poems on I don't have to chart the path to the
Various Occasions'^!privately printed, dining room table and blaze a trail to
and a great part of the edition de- the lair of the bathtub for that family
stroyed by the author), and $550 for of mine! If I keep on, I shall have to,
Defoe's "Robinson Cruaoe."
some day!"—Chicago.Daily News. •
i

The Mule.
A wise man, In his own estimation,
announces that a mule kicks because
it doesn't know any better. This will
greatly surprise many students of
contemporaneous mule life. If ever
there was an animal with low cunning
expressed in its eye and its twitching
nostril, that animal Is the mule. Its
ability to place a kick where It will
give the greatest offense to lta victim,
la something marvelous.
Diamond of the Breastplate.
Cultivate a spirit of love. Love is
the diamond amongst the jewels of
the believer's breastplate. The other
graces shine like the precious stones
of nature, with their own peculiar
luster, and various hues; now in white
all the colors are united, so in love is
centered every other grace and virtue; love Is the fulfilling of the law.
—Rowland Hill,
Suspended Animation.
There are many different forms of
suspended animation, Borne resulting
from accident, like drowning or freezing, and some due to a regularly recurring process of nature, like the
hibernation, or winter sleep, of many
animals. Some animals during hibernation are smothered in close-packed
mud at the bottom of ponds.
Dally Thought.
1 cannot praise a fugitive and cloistered virtue, unexercised and unbreathed, that never sallies out and
sees her adversary, but slinks out of
the race, where that immortal garland
is to be run for, not without dust and
heat.—Milton.
Penalty of Falling.
No man or woman who has fallen
can be restored to the'position formerly held. Such muBt rise to a yet
higher place, whence they can behold
their former standing far beneath
their feet—George MacDonald. '

"Cute."
The word "cute," which is a shortened form of acute, is not classical
English, and it is not to be wondered
at that you failed to find it In the dictionaries you consulted. It 1B a colloquial Americanism and might almost
be classed as slang. It has two meanings. In the first place it means clever,
especially in looking out for one's own
advantage in petty ways, shrewd,
smart, as "a cute trick.' It also means
small and pretty, attractive, as "a
oute baby," "a cute little watch."

Took Much Precaution.
An anonymous letter of warning: ,
which 31 people had apparently joined
In writing, was read in the London divorce court during the hearing of » '
case In which two naval officers were)
concerned. Each .syllable of the letter, it was stated, was in a different
handwriting.

The'Champion Lie.
There are about' five hundred and
thirty-four thousand, two hundred and
seventy-six prize lies In training. But
here is the champion lie: Once upon a
time a man came home with a bun at
Women and the Koran.
The primrose path was no blithe 3:30 a. m., and his wife met him at the
and gladsome way for the Moham- door with a kiss and heiped him take
medan woman. Originally the penalty off his shoes.
for female unchastity was imprisonSubstitute for Meat
ment for life. This was changed later
Experiments show that cottonseed)
to stoning for married women and 100
lashes and exile for one year for un- meal makes a, palatable, nourishing
married free women. For slave wom- and economical food for human" beings
en one-half of the penalty was im- when mixed with corn meal or wheat
flour. A pound of digestible protein ia
posed.
15 times as expensive in meat as it
Fried Chicken.
A Tennessee preacher Bays that a is in cottonseed meal.
man who would eat a fried chicken
that had been stolen is as guilty as
Did You Every Drink Perry?
the thief who stole it. There must
Did you ever drink, perry? It ia to
be some difference in culpability., A pears what cider is to apples, and alman can certainly resist the temp- though It is little known in America,
tation to steal a chicken, but it would it is widely used in England and spebe some Job to pass up the bird after cial varieties of pears, which make
it had been nicely fried and served especially good perry, are grown for
with a hoecake on the aide.—Houston that purpose.
Post.
Rubber Constantly In Demand.
, Semi-official estimates made in InMost Injurious of Trades.
Quicksilver miners follow the moat dia of the world's production of rubunhealthful trade in the world. The ber for several years to come indifumes of the mercury produce con- cate a constant increase, passing 200,stant salivation, and the system, be- 000 tons in 1910, but never equaling
comes permeated with the. metal; the the demand.
teeth of the unfortunate men drop
out, they lose their appetite, become
Not Sufficient Data.
emaciated and as a rule seldom live
Schoolteacher—"Now, if your mother
longer than two years.
gave you a large apple and a small
one, and told you to divide with your
Dexterous Dentist.
brother, which apple" would you give
"It was a dreadful moment," said him?" Johnny—"D'you mean my bl*
the dentist "I was bathing quietly, brother or my little brother?"
when the great cavernous Jaws or the
shark opened before me." "What did
Mother of Popes.
you do?" asked one of the ladles. "I
Bologna seems entitled to the claim
took my forceps out of the pocket of
of the mother of popes. Its institution*
my bathing-suit and pulled his teeth
have furnished the world with seven,
before he had a. chance to seize me.
supreme pontiffs, and It waB the birthIt was the quickest and neatest bit of
place of five more.
work I ever did."
National Floral Emblems.

The following are the national env
blems of some of the more important
countries of Europe: Scotland, thistle;
Ireland, shamrock;
Wales, leek;
Prance, fleur-de-lis; Germany, cornflower; Prussia, linden; Saxony, mignonette; Spain, pomegranate flower;
Italy, lily.

Whom to Send For.
"A couple of men are going up to
try the new aeroplane," said the offiCause of the Trouble.
cer of the gu&rd. "Shall we send for ■ Adam blamed it on an Apple. But
the colonel T" "No," replied the or- nowaday* it is a Peach that usually
derly. "Send for the surgeon."
starts all the'trouble.—Cincinnati Enquirer.
«■*■»■
Lion Can Be Heard Farthest
The roar of a lion can be heard
Sympathy Misplaced.
farther than the sound of any living
Don't let yourself be carried away
creature. Next come the cries* of the too quickly with sympathy for the
hyena, the screech Owl, the panther under dog. You may And out that he
and the Jackal in succession.
was fool enough to start the fight—
Somerville Journal.
Dally Thought
A moment's insight is sometimes
Sheep of Record Size.
worth a life's experience-Oliver WenSome of the largest fleeces ever prodell Hnlmiw
I duced come from the state of WashNowadays.
ington. Sheep grow to large size on
A woman's crowning glory—«•»•> the ranges In the Snake river country.
body's hair.—Life.

In a Hurry.
•f» road to de bad place may be*
paved wid good Intentions," said Rastus Johnsing, "but ah ain't see nobody rested for breaking de speed
laws goto' dere."
Helpfulness.
In every relation of life the idea ot
helpfulness comes into play, not only
with regard to our fellow men, hut
also with regard to the vast animal
kingdom which surrounds' us.
i That's a Different Thing.
Don't think because a woman declares she has the best husband in
the world that she has any Idea of
meeting him in beaten.—Exchange.
Hard Teat.
It's hard tor a political party to
build a platfonr that won't warp in
campaign heat—Toledo Blade.
Remorse Endures.
Though Allah and earth pardon sin.
remaineth forever remorse.—Kipling-

Of Suits, Coats, Dresses, Girls Clothes, and Fine Furs
SUITS, $17.50, $19.75 to *95-°°

DRESSES,

$7.50,

$10.00 to

WAISTS, -

SKIRTS, $5.00, $7.50 to $17.50

FUR of FASHION AT LOW PRICES

**************************

- 98c, $1.98

to

$125.06

COATS, $10.00, $12.50 to $75.00

IE RICHARD HEALY CO.,

$35.00

512 Main Street, Worcester.
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BROOKFIELD.
Holiday Guests.
Mr and Roy Goodell of Worcester were
guests of Mr and Mrs Edwin Goodell.
Miss Inez Pollard of Winchendon was
the week-end guest of her parents, Mr
and Mrs William Pollard, Blanchard
Hill.
Mies Lucile Kennedy of Boston was
the guest of Miss Alice Bowler for the
holidays.
Miss Alice N. May, a aeacher in the
Hampden schools, spent the week-end
with Mr and Mrs Horace W. May.
Miss Gertrude Gaylord, a former assistant at the high school, was the guest of
Dr Mary H. and Mrs Lucy Sherman on
Saturday.
Miss Louise Cone, a teacher of grade 1,
Blanchard school, spent the short vacation at her home in Dedham.
Mr and Mrs Carl Whittemore of Noith
Brookfield, spent Sunday with Mr and
Mrs William Bemis, Mrs Whittemore's
parents.
Mies Marion A. Warren, librarian at
Merrick public library, was at her home
in Worcester, Monday.
Mrs James Murphy and Miss Marie
Collins of Pittefield, spent Sunday and
- Monday at the home of Mr and Mrs T.
F. Murphy.
Miss June Wood of Springfield spent
the day with Misses Elsie and Ruth
Bemis, High street.
Patrolman Edward Moore of the Boston pc lice force, was the guest of Mr and
Mre Edgar Nf Green, Prouty street.
Miss Sadie Fitts of Leicester spent Sunday with Miss Felt A. Fletcher.
James Mulvey of Randolph was at his
home in Jhe Over-tbe-River district.,
' Mr^and Mrs Frederiak Morrlll and son
John.of N stick were guests of Mr and
Mrs Benjamin 0. Gay, High street.
Miss Mary Ellen Johnson, a student at
Miss Capen's boarding school for young
ladies at Northampton, spent Sunday
with her mother, Mrs George H. John■'' son on River street.
James Briscoe of Westboro was at the
home of Mr and Mrs Jerome Hamilton.
FOR BALK.
BERKSHIRE PIGS 6 to f weeks old, good °ue>
Alao a tew ghosts for breeding.
d. h. TWICHBLL.
4M1T.
Brookfield. Mass.

The forest fire signal was sounded on
the town hall bell Monday afternoon, but
when volunteers responded to the call
EVERY FRIDAY AFTERNOON,
they discovered that the blaze was only a
AT
_
bon-fite of dead leaves at Twichell's corJournal Block, North Brookfield, Mass
ner that had been built by workmen on
the W. B. & S. street railway. A motorHORACE J. LAWRENCE,
cyclist going east saw the blaze from a
EDITOR AND FBOPBIETOB.
distance and informed a crowd of men
1.00 a Year in Advance. and boys on Central street. One of the
Single Copies, 3 Cents.
young men, without waiting to investigate, rang in the alarm.
PUBLIBBED

BROOKFIELD.
The Grange will have a hallowe'en
party in banquet hail, Tuesday evening,
Oct. 20.
Elislia M. Hubbard's dapple grey percheron stallion took first prize at Ware
fair, Friday.
Rev. Oliver W. Means will conduct the
services at the Congregational church
Supday morning.
Postmaster Edward F. Delaney attended the convention of the New England
Postmaster's Association, at Boston this
week.

.. We are celebrating the thirty-second week of our

Walker ft Pratt Hff. Co., Makers, Boston

TREE PLANTING AS A DUTY

NO. 42.

Adfti-fFf. all communication* to BROOKFIELD
TiMrcfc, North BVookfleUT, Mass.
Miss Katherine Dunn, for the past four
Orders for subscription, advertising, or job years teacher of grades 4 and 5 at Blanchwork ami payment for the same, may be sent
direct to the main office. North Brookfield or ard school, finished her duties here on
to George \V. McNntnara, Bruoklieid
Friday, and left Saturday for New Bed-
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V
. Crawford Ovens bake best;—no
"scorching spots"or "coldcorners"

WILLARD B. WILSON, AGENT

xxxnr

John L. Mulcahy's chestnut pacer,
"The Token," won the 2.19 class pace
race at Danbury, Ct., fair, last Friday,
in three straight heats.
Charles F. Mullett attended the 47th
reunion of his regiment the 51st Massachusetts held in Grand Army Memorial
hall, Worcester, on Tuesday.

ford to take a position as teacher in the
public schools there.
The school committee have engaged Miss Grace Moore of
Grafton to take Miss Dunn's place, but
as she is at presentteaching in the Charlton schools and her resignation does not
take effect there until the 16th, the committee engaged Miss Anna Doyle of North
Brookfield as substitute teacher.
Miss
Moore will take charge Monday.
Two young men who said they were
Harvard students on a hike from Cam
bridge to Springfield, passed through
town about 5.15 o'clock Sunday afternoon. One of them gave his name as
George R. Reeves, but the other refused
to divulge his identity. According to the
young men they were making the hike
on a bet and had left Harvard square,
Cambridge, at 1 o'clock, Saturday afternoon and in order to be winners they had
to walk the entire distance and reach the
Kimball hotel, Springfield, before midnight, Monday on a wager of 950. They
staved in Northboro Saturday night.

As William Steele of Pleasant street, a
Miss Jennie E. Donnelly of Boston and
Misses Margaret and Mary Conroy of night-run conductor on the W. B. & S.
North Brookfield were the gueste Wed- street railway, was preparing to go to bed
early Monday morning, his attention was
nesday of Miss Annie E. Delaney.
drawn to loud talking outside the house
Fire burned over 5 acres of the Bichand going to a window he saw two figures
ard Flynn meadow, off Mill street, last
moving around in his potato field across
Friday afternoon. It is believed to have
the street. It was a moonlight night
been caused by sparks from a passing
and Mr Steele, dressing as quickly as
locomotive on the B. & A. road.
possible, started out, but the men evi•Mr arid Mrs Edward R. Burgess, and dently heard him leave the house, for as
daughter, Miss Ruby of Springfield left he reached the field they were going over
Sunday for an automobile trip to Ver- the wall into the Mulcahy field. Mr
mont and expect to spend a week with Steele pursued them but discovered nothrelatives at East Putney, Westminster ing further aud he believes no potatoes
and Townshend, Vt.
were taken.
Prof. Philip Elwood, instructor in civic
improvement at Amherst Agricultural college will give sn illustrated lecture on
"Cottage Gardens," at the Congregational church to-night at 7.45. , The lecture
is free to all and is under the auspices of
the V. I. S.
Many people from here are planning to
attend the motion picture performance of
"David Cqpperfleld," at the-Star theatre
in North Brookfield, next Tuesday evening, Oct. 20. under the management of
A. B. Brunell. There will be a matinee
performance in the afternoon.
Mr and Mrs Edward J. Conrad of Lisbon, N. H., and Miss Estella Conrad of
Keene, N. ,H., were the guests last week
of Miss Fannie M. Conrad, principal of
the Blanchard school. Mr and Mrs Conrad left, on Saturday for their home and
Miss Estella remained over until Tuesday.
The Brookfield reading club held its
first meeting of the year at the Merrick
public library at 2 o'clock, Wednesday
afternoon. The books read during the
meeting were Romantic America by
Schaufflei, and Letters of a Womanteader by Steward. The club is for all
ladies of the town and the meetings will
be at the library every Wednesday afternoon.

Papers were paesed recently conveying
what is known as the Frank E. Prouty
farm in the Over-the-River district, that
was owned by Elisha M. Hubbard to
John LaBelle of Indian Orchard. Mr
Hubbard had conducted the farm for a
year. The sale included all the land, 219
acres, the house and all farm buildings,
the live stock, with the exception of a
gray stallion, and the farm tools and implements. The total assessment of the
property included in the sale is $5900.
Mr LaBelle has taken possession and Mr
Hubbard has moved his family into the
William Browning place, in the Over-the
River district.

BROOKFIELD.
Court News.
Harold Newell, 15, grandson of Mr and
Mrs Merrick Newcomb of the Potapoag
district was arraigned before Judge Henry
E. Cottle in the juvenile session of the
district court last Friday morning, charged
with being a delinquent child. It waa
alleged that Newell broke into the home
of William H. HoiiBe in the Potapoag
district on Friday .afternoon, Sept. 18,
while the family were at Sturbridge fair
and stole a watch, $3 from a small bank
and a number of boxes of rifle and shot
gun cartridges. The case was conducted
by Joseph P. Mclntire of Worcester,
agent for the state hoard of charities.
Judge Cottle placed young Newell on
probation for six months during which
time he will be in charge of Agent Mclntire. Young Newell was arrested by
Dauid Hunter and J. Victor Guerin on
Thursday evening in an orchard in the
South Warren district, and was detained
in the lock-up at the town house over
night. The officers stated that the goods
stolen had been returned to Mr House.
Raymond McComb, 13, a state boy
living in North Brookfield, was also*
charged with being a delinquent child, it
being alleged that he stole 83.90 from
Mrs Augusta Woods of Arch street, North.
Brookfield, August 6. The ease was conducted by Agent Mclntyre. Judge Cottlefound the lad guilty and ordered him tobe sent to the Lyman school at Westboro,
where he was taken by officer Stephen
Quill.
Friday afternoon Judge Cottle rendered
a decision in the civil case of the Dragon
and Moore real estate agency of Springfield, plaintiff, against James Mahan of
East Brookfield, defendant, testimony in
which was heard before the cuurt Oct. 5
The Judge found for the plaintiff in the
sum of 8000 and interest at 6 per cent
from Aug. 10. In the suit, the plaintiff"
sought to recover the sum of SHOO, alleged to be due from the defendant as
commission for having negotiated the
sale of the Lakewood hotel, East Brookfield, formerly owned by the defendant,
and sold to Dennis J. Neylon of Springfield.

In the case of Arthur Ledoux of North
Rrookfield, plaintiff, against Martin
Shooshinehan of East Brookfield, defendant, testimony being heard before the
court, Tuesday morning the 6th, Judge
Cottle found for the defendant in the
sum of 835. In the suit, the plaintiff
sought to recover $50, alleged to be due
from the defendant on account of milk
and provisions sold by him and for labor.
A Farewell Reception.
Members of the First Parish church
tendered a farewell reception to Rev. and
Mrs William Lorison Walsh in the auditorium oi the church from 8 until 10
o'clock, Tuesday evening. The reception
was of an informal nature and was attended not only by members of the
church but by the townspeople in generalRev. Mr Walsh was pastor of the
church for 21 years, and ended his work
here on October 4th, to become pastor of
the Unitarian church at Billerica.
In the receiving line with Rev and Mrs
Walsh were Mr and Mrs Arthur Butterworth, Mj>and Mrs Edward B. Phetteplace, Dr. Lawrence T. and Miss Louise.
V. Newhall, representing the psVah
committee, and Miss Martha M. F..„„,)].
Mre Walter B. Mellen and Mrs, Drfbert
Eaton, for the Woman's A)ljarjce.of the
church. The auditorium arJa tDe social
room were prettily ''.ecorated with autumn leaves. Refreshments were served
in the social rrjom jn charge of the executive committee of the Alliance, that
comprises Mrs Robert G. Livermore, Mrs
L . H. R. Gass, Mrs Claude H. Laflin
Mrs Henry W, Irwin and Miss Sadie Eaton. The waitresses were members oi the ■
Sunday school class taught by Mrs Lrfttmore: Misses Kathryn Eaton, Catherine
May, Ruth Vizard, Ruth Estey, Dorothy
Woodward and Helen Sawyer.

Among ihe books recently made ready
for circulation at Merrick public library,
is "What men live by," by Richard C.
Cabot of Harvard University. It is a
book filled with the author's practical
optimism and clear-sighted conclusions
in connection with an ordinary person's
dsily life. Dr Cabot's philosophy of life,
he lias divided into four parts: work,
play, love and worship, and each of these
essentials he has analyzed clearly. Although he is an idealist, he is a practical
one and his knowledge of human nature,
which must be marvellous enables him
to point out the vital spot of a question,
TUESDAY, OCT. 20, 1914.
withont blundering. Dr. Cabot's style
Afternoon at 4. All Seats 10 Cts.
Evening at 8, 15 Cts. Although nearly all the merchants on j j„ ]ucid, simple and friendly and makes
Central street agreed a few weeks ago to the book an inspiring talk, full of sensUnder Management of Mr. A. B. Brunell.
close their stores every Wednesday after- ible suggestions.
noon for a year, a number of them double
The district nurse committee of the V.
crossed their fellow merchants on WedBROOKFIELD.
BROOKFIELD.
nesday of this week and remained open. I. S. announced Saturday that they had
re-engaged Miss Annie M. Delaney of
A black horse valued at 8300, owned This caused much indignation among
Everett S. Irwin, son of Mr and Mrs
Worcester as district nurse for this town
those
who
had
closed
and
it
is
expected
by
David
N.
Hunter,
was
killed
SaturE. Richard Irwin, who until Monday
and the east village for the winter months.
was a member of the editorial staff of day afterno.n, when a loaded tip-cart, to that in tne future all the stores will be Miss Delaney was district nurse here from
the Worcester Telegram, WBB one of the which it was harneeeed with another open.
Nov. 1913 to July 1914, but her services
party that took the cross country flight horse, slid down the embankment south
The ladies of the Congregational were dispensed at the latter date as the
in the balloon "Boston," last Friday of the new bridge over the B. & A. tracks churrch will hold a food sale in the south society did not feel, on account of there
afternoou. The other members of the in front of the grain elevator. The team hall of the town house, Saturday after- j being so few patients, that they could
party were the pilot J, J. Valkenburgh was in the employ o| the New England noon, Oct. 24, at 3 o'clock. The sale I afrord to retain her services during the
president of the Aero ciub of New Eng' Construction Company of Springfield, will be in charge of MrsChariesT.Gunn, | summer months. Miss Delaney will reA hearing was given at the selectmen's
land, and J. Walter Flagg, vice president and was being driven by Henry Allen. assiated by Mrs Arthur W. Mitchell, Mrs j 8ume her duties on Nov. 1. During the
of the club. The balloon ascended from The tip-can was loaded with gravel and Edwin V. Lawrence and Mrs Richard | eummes she wasin charge of a baby camp room in the town house at 1 p. m. last
Crompton park, Worcester, about 2 the driver had hold of the bridles and was Finney. If any one desires some special in Southbridge. The district nurse com- Friday, on the petition of New England
o'clock in the afternoon and after remain backing In order to dump the load down article of food, orders may be left with mittee will conduct a haruest sale and Tel. and Tel. Co., asking for a pole location on Lincoln street, opposite the Mering in the air for about two hours, dur- the embankment, which was being graded Mrs Richard Finney.
supper, followed by an entertainment rick library. The company was repreing which it covered a distance of 36 miles when the cart went too far over the edge
The eircle of the Woman's Alliance of and dance in the town hall, Wednesday, sented by Percy D. Rogers of Worcester,
The
and landed as light as a feather on the and slid the 12 feet to the bottom.
the- First Parish church, captained by Oct. 28, the proceeds from which will go supervisor of maintenance. No abutters
fa'in of Captain William T. Blair in cart turned sharply at the bottom and the
Mrs William L. Walsh, are completing towards the district nurse fund.
were present and no protests against the
Shirley. The balloon attained a height horse was thrown to the ground. The
arrangements for the presentation of Lygranting of the petition were made. Mr
of 4000 feet, but at that altitude did not collar was twisted in such a manner that
man H. Howe's travel festival, which
Mrs Frank Byron of Green street, was Rogers agreed that if petition was granted
move an inch and during most of the the horse choked to death before it could
will be given under their direction in called to Hardwick Monday on account the pole would be located on a site which
trip it sailed along at from 2200 to 3200 be assisted. The other horse was cut but
town
hall,
Wednesday
night,
Nov.
18.
not seriously injured. Mr Allen was not
f . of the serious condition, that resulted in would meet the approval of the selectfeet above the earth.
The films are all high class and an enjoy- death on Wednesday, of her brother, men. The petition was granted and the
hurt.
able evening'B entertainment is promised. Charles Winn, who sustained a broken selectmen also gave the company permisHad Seen Better Days.
A section of the seat" will be reserved and neck as the result of a fall from an apple sion to string wires on poles of Central
Wearie William (crawling Into a
One
Thing
Grouch
Can
Do.
the public is cautioned to be on the look- tree Sunday afternoon.
drain pipe for a night's rest)—"This
Mass. electric company on River street,
"A
grouch,"
observes
the
Jamestown
ain't quite so warm as a barn." Mouldy
out for the announcement of the date on
after Mr Rogers had told them that the
Mike (crawling Into another)—"No, Optimist, "adds to the happiness of which the reserved seat tickets will be
Frank Morse of Brockton visited ac- two companies had made an agreement
othere only by keeping away from
but there's more room."
placed on sale.
**— quaintances in town this week.
as to the joint use of the poles.
them."—Kansas City Star.

At the Star Theatre, North Brookfield,
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^\ufhor of "The Woman/romWolvenfor^."

ILLUSTRATIONS^- ELLSWORTH YOUNGCOPYRIGHT;
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BY F.C.PTOWNE-

tea

SYNOPSIS.
Enoch Wentworth, Journalist, and Andrew Merry, actor, play a hand at poker,
the stakes absolute control of the future
of the loser. Wentworth wine. They decide to keep the matter secret Dorcas,
knowing from her brother, Enoch, of
Merry's shortcomings, tries to arouse his
ambition. Andrew outlines the plot of a
Elay he has had In mind and she urges
lm to go to work on It. When the play
Is completed Merry reads It to Wentworth whose life ambition Is to write a
successful play. He demands Merry s
play as a forfeit of the bond won in the
poker game. Preparations for staging the
play are begun, but Merry, who la to take
lie leading part. Is missing. Dorcas
proves a success in the leading female
part at rehearsals. She quarrels with her
brother for taking credit for a play she
knows to belong to Merry. Dorcas finds
Merry among the down-and-outs in a
bread line and persuades him to take his
part in the play. The producer suggests
certain changes In the play, which Wentworth tries to Induce Merry to make. The
actor refuses, but finally, consents on condition that Wentworth cease his attentions to Zllla Paget, the heavy womanln
the play, who has a bad reputation. The
play proves a great success. Dorcas accuses her brother of theft. The blind
child of Zllla Paget appears and Is heartlessly repudiated by the mother. Zllla
Patet finds evidence that Wentworth Is
not the author of the play and forces her•elf in as a member of the Wentworth
household.
CHAPTER XVIII—Continued.

A wave of scarlet swept over
Enoch's face.
"To think of Merry squaring up
through—you. It's the moat infernal
scheme ever concocted."
"That's a bally bad guesB of yours.
Merry does not come into this at all."
"Where did you get these?" Enoch
■poke fiercely and pointed to the
•beets of paper that lay under her
hand.
"It's rather an unusual story. Sit
down and I'll tell it to you. If you are
searching for a plot for that new play
of yours, you might find this worth
while."
Wentworth threw himself into the
chair in front of his desk and wiped
beads of perspiration from his forehead.
"Did you ever hear of George Volkf"
asked Misa Paget.
Enoch's forehead corrugated into s
puzzled frown.
"I met him in London seven years
ago," she continued, "and I was such
a bally fool I married him. In those
days he was a herols looking figure. If
you saw him as he is today you might
■ay I had showed poor taste."
Wentworth sat staring at her with
■alien curiosity.
"I have found out that he Is in New
York and that ten yean ago he had
been married here. Also that his wife

"Yes, Curse Itl" Repeated Zllla With
an Amused Laugh.
and child are alive. Interesting situation, isn't it? Bigamy releases a
{woman, though I had not felt terribly
fettered. I have George Volk to thank
(or bringing that brat across. It was
one of his masterly little schemes of
revenge. Then, In a curious way, I
learned that Volk's wife is the woman
you call Alice Bourne. He laid a
scheme to get money out of her yesterday. I got a detective and planned
to face him when he reached his
■wife."

"What the devil haa Volk and your
matrimonial affairs to do with that?"
Wentworth pointed to the sheets of
paper beside her on the table.
"Don't be in such a blooming hurry.
I tell you the situation is dramatic.
3 went to the house where Alice Volk
lives in Harlem—oh, I was diBguised,
I tell you; ywi would never have
known me. The detective got in first
and opened the area door. I slipped
In and waited. He was to give me a
atgna! when Volk arrived. A servant
4ume clumping down the cellar stairs
alter coal. 1 hid in a closet where
tkey store traBh and—waste paper."
Enoch's eyes narrowed and a yellow
kjsllor crept over his face. "Curse it!"
(Be spoke in a hoarse whisper.
"Ye*, curse It!' repeated Zllla Paget
ttlh sji amused laui-U- "My word! it

♦

*

♦'

was a blooming queer accident! I
closed the door, the latch caught and
I couldn't get out. There I was.
locked In that beastly hole. I struck
a match. It was lucky I had a matchbox along. Then 1 found an electric
light. The first thing my eyes lit on
among that waste was a sheet of paper. I picked it up. I had seen the
writing before."
"Whose was it?" stammored Wentworth.
"Whose was it? Dont put up that
bluff on me," cried the actress soornfully. "It was Merry's, of course. You
recognized it in a second. It was the
last speech I made in the second act
—as It used to be—before you, the
author, changed It."
"Well," cried Enoch fiercely. The
woman paused and turned to him with
an amused smile.
"I had forgotten about George Volk.
He never showed up. He does not
count anyway. I found the whole play
in that closet."
"Then what did you do?" Enoch's
face was full of hatred and defiance.
His eyes flamed with the tumult of an
animal at bay.
"There was only one thing to do."
Zilla Paget lay back In the chair and
smoothed the chinchilla of her muff
caressingly. "Of course I brought it
away with me, every scrap of It. You
would not have let such a valuable
asset into the hands of a dustman,
would you? There are only two pages
missing. Do you care to see it?"
"Damn you, no! I have no wish to
see it," snarled Wentworth.
"Any fool can tell at a glance it is
a first draft Merry must have written
like mad. There Is hardly a change
in it. Except for my own role, every
line stands almost as it was written."
Enoch suddenly leaned forward in
his chair. "You think you've got the
strangle hold on me?"
MISB Paget laughed triumphantly.
"The strangle hold! You Americans
have such jolly strong words! That's
great—the strangle hold."
She rose and folded the pages of
manuscript, put them in her bag, then
she drew off her coat and hung it on
the chair behind her. She lifted a
gold case from the pocket, picked out
a cigarette, and scratching a match
lit it, blowing a delicate ring of smoke
across the room. It flitted Into Wentworth's face.
"I always knew," she bent over to
drop a Seek of ashes on a tray beside her, "or rather I have guessed for
a long time, that you did not write
The House of Esterbrook.'"
"What gave you that impression V
"For one thing, everybody tells how
you and Merry were friends once—
Castor and Pollux sort of guys, don't
you know. You hate each other now.
An owl could see that with its eyes
shut."
."If you ever left the stage you could
make big money in the detective business." Enoch laughed harshly.
"Perhaps," she acceded. "Then I
have rehearsed too many plays not to
know the author when I bump Into
him. I knew months ago that Merry
wrote The House,' but I could not
prove it/" You haven't got it in you
to do that sort of work."
"Thank you." Enoch laughed unsteadily.
"Here's the whole situation. If Miss
Wentworth and you do not fancy having me here as a—guest; no better
word than that occurs to me now,
Grant Oswald might be interested; at
least he might insist on paying the
royalties to the—author. Or, I could
get a fancy price for the story from a
New York paper. I am told they pay
tremendously on this side for a ripping sensation. This would make one,
don't you say so yourself?"
"My God!" Enoch stared at her
with desperate eyes.'
Miss Paget rose, unpinned her hat
and tossed it upon the table. She
stood surveying Wentworth with a
gleam of amusement in her eyes. Then
she crossed the room and leaned out
at the window. "Hi, there, Cabby,"
she called, "wake up. Bring in the
rest of that luggage."

although a quiver in her chin belled
the bravery.
"Jason, don't ask me again to take
you with me," Bhe pleaded. "If you do
I shall weaken. I do not know where
I am going myself. I have nowhere
to take you. I shall miss you terribly,
you understand that. But you must
stay here and look after Enoch and
the houBe and everything. You are
needed here as you never were in your
life before."
"Fo' de Lawd sake, take me wid yo\
Missy. Ill sleep anywhar. A corner
in a cellar '11 do fo' me."
"Uncle Jason, do you remember the
story you have told about mother
leaving you to care for Enoch and
me? Sometimes I think of that day.
You wheeled mother out on the plazsa
where the locust trees were In bloom,
and I almost believe that you did not
tell me, but that I remember it myself."
"Yes, honey." The tears rolled down
the negro's wrinkled face. "She called
to Lucy to bring yo' out. To' won't
nufiln but er little pink face en two
doubled-up fists dat wan't ex big es a
cotton blossom."
The old man paused to wipe his
eyes with a red bandanna handkerchief.
"And she said?" continued Dorcas.
The girl was trying to smile.
"She Bald, 'Promise me, Jason, es
long ez yo' lives, to care fo' my baby,
my sweet little gal baby, shell never
remember she saw her mother. Take
care ob her, Jason, ez if de Lawd Msself had gib her in yo' charge.' I
promised, honey," the husky voice
died away in a sob; "I called de Lawd
to witness right thar dat I'd look out
fo' yo' all my life, ez well ez an or
darky could do."
"You have done It, Uncle Jason."
Dorcas took the sooty hand between
her palms.
"If mother could know
how faithfully you have filled your
promise—and somehow I feel, Uncle
Jason, that she does know—she would
say that you have the whitest soul God
ever put into a black body."
"Oh Lawdy, Missy, can't I come wid
yo'? I don' need no money. Yo'
needn't pay fo' me anywhar—"
"Jason, you blessed old saint, it isn't
money I am considering. I have plenty
of money. Mother left Enoch in your
care as much as she did me. You
have told me that"
The negro bowed his head solemnly.
"Won't you stay with him?"
Jason pointed to the inner door of
the vestibule. "Honey, what's a-goln'
to happen? Do yo' reckon dat Marse
Enoch's a-goln' to marry dat—pusson?"
"Jason, I don't know. Only yoo
must stay here."
"I will."
The old servant spoke
with slow lmpreaslvenesa. " 'Fore de
Lawd, I will. Missy."
She ran down the steps. Jason followed to close the carriage door when
Bhe entered. As they moved away,
Dorcsa leaned out to glance at the
home which had been her* since
school days ended.
"Drive me to the Gotham Theater,"
said Dorcas; "then I wish you to take
this little boy to Harlem."
CHAPTER XX.

An Everyday Miracle.
That night, when the curtain fell
upon the third act, Dorcas turned eagerly to Merry. "You are my friend?"
she whispered.
"Miss Dorcas," the actor's voice was
profoundly grave, but his eyes smiled,
"I would bestride the whirlwind or set
my foot upon a cyclone for you."
The girl lifted her eyes with a swift
glance. She remembered the line—it
was one the actor used to speak in
"The King at Large."
"I believe you would." Her voice
was low and impetuous. "I need a
friend, a strong, patient, wise friend,
as I never did in my life before."
"Miss Dorcas, you make me wish
this moment that I were a Samson and
a Solomon. I am not strong or very
wise, but I am patient, and there is
no task upon God's earth that I would
not try to do for you. You believe me,
don't you?"
The crimson blood flushed Into her
face.
"Yes." Her voice was scarcely audible. The curtain began to ascend for
an encore. "Come to Mrs. Billerwell's
tomorrow night I am going there to
stay with Alice over Sunday. I need
your help."
He regarded her curiously for a moment.
"I will come," he answered gravely.
Then he took her band and led her
down to the footlights.
On Sunday evening Dorcas Bat staring down into a crowded street of
Harlem. Under the vivid glare of
electricity the city looked sordidly
ugly. It was a strange contrast to her
CHAPTER XIX.
own home. The house at Waverly
Place had retained much of its stately
A Break In the Waverly Place Home. old-time dignity and its outlook upon
'There is another bit of baggage." the three-shaded square was quiet and
Dorcas spoke to the cabman, who pleasant Upon Harlem's sidewalk
stood beside a carriage in front of the throngs of children romped and
Waverly Place house.
He lifted lit- shrieked in the midst of a city's din.
tle Robin and set him on a Beat with A balmy wind had been blowing all
a grip beside him. Dorcas paused with day long and had driven a wintry chill
her hand on the carriage door.
from the air. Knots of women sat
"Wait," she ordered, as the man talking on doorsteps or they leaned
turned to go in the house; "here out to gossip from adjacent windows.
comes Jason with a valise.
A gilt clock on the mantel struck
The cabman lifted it from the hands seven. Dorcas rose, opened the door,
of the old negro and swung it up on and stood listening. On the lower
floor she heard a door slam. She was
the front seat
L
"Jason," said the girl, beckoning to trying to separate insistent noises of
him as she ran up the steps of the the street from everyday household
house. The servant followed her. They bustle. She heard Mrs. Billerwell give
stood under the dull gleam of a lamp an order to a servant, then Julie
in the vestibule. She laid her fingers laughed merrily, and a light footstep
on the nob of the inside door and held sounded on the stair.. On the other
it as one does when in fear of an in- Bide of the wall a servant was pretruder. "Jason," she repeated, "I paring a room for her. She heard the
want to talk with you for a minute."
girl slam a window and begin to move
"Yes, Missy." There was a tremor furniture
about,
while
castors
squeaked rebelliousty. Then she fell
in the old negro's voice.
Dorcas stood gazing at him steadily. to sweeping, and Dorcas counted ab-

aid Enoch. I cannot account for thla
He promised me faithfully to drop her
—for keeps."
"Months ago. He haa kept hi* promise until now. I know he ha*. The
strange part of it Is, the woman herself hates him. She say* rile things
about him."
"To youT'
"No, not to me!" cried Merry
quickly. "She never speaks to me.
We have reached the freezing point la
our acquaintance."
Dorcas rose and walked to the window with her hands clasped tightly
together. There were grave questions
to be decided and burdens to be lifted
—strange,
unaccustomed
burdens.
She began to speak in a strange, toneless voice.
"I don't know what I'm going to do.
Ever since I was a little girl there was
Enoch. I never had anybody else belonging to me, only I never missed
them, for I had him."
She stretched out her hands as a
child might have done and raised her
face to the man beside her as if in
appeal for help and guidance. He took
her Angers between hi* own with a
swift grasp, caught her in hi* arm*,
and kissed her.
i "Dorcas, tell me, tell me the truth.
Do you love me?"
Their eyes met, and the girl understood. A bewildering happiness which
transfigured life throbbed through her
heart and body. Merry's face was
luminous, his eyes shone, he seemed
transfigured, in one abrupt moment,
from a listless visionary to a man—
alive with manly vitality.
Dorcas heard the moments ticked
out by the little gilt clock on the mantel. Time did not count The world
had changed. She realised what happiness meant, a happiness which
closed a door upon every intolerant
thing in the world. She remembered
how in the play she had simulated,
night after night, the Joy of a woman
as she met her lover. She had spent
days in working up that semblance of
radiant gladness. She had played the
scene many times to an outburst of
applause, now she smiled, it seemed so
pale and Ineffectual to her today.
Andrew. put hi* finger* under her
chin, raised her face, and looked Into
her eyes.
"Dearest," he asked, "ara you sure
—sure that you love me?"
"Yes," she whispered.
"Listen, don't answer for a minute.
I want you to understand. I would
not be satisfied unless I have everything. I want you to trust me, to believe In me, and to love me a* a woman like you could love a man. One
night, month* ago, I had It in my
heart to ask you this. That night I
felt like a man who, lonely and cold,
tramps through the streets of a city
looking into flrelit, happy homes. That
night I wanted your love, your faith—
yourself. You know the night I mean,
when you pulled me out of hell and
set my feet on the high road. Then
you might have given me pity, perhaps—"
Dorcas interrupted him. She put
«Fo' de Lawd'* Sake, Take Me Wid
up
her hand and pushed aside the lock
Yo', Ml**y."
of hair which had strayed over hi*
face which seemed to warm each fea- forehead.
"I do not think, then. It would hava
ture beneath the surface.
Dorcas stood before him trembling been pity—alone," she confessed.
He took her In his arm* again. "A
and irresolute. "It is so hard—loving
my brother a* I do—to sit in judgment man ought to have pride and manliness
enough," he said passionately, "to
on him or to discus* him, even with
you. You love Ejnoch, or rather—you want his wife to love him without one
touch of plty.J And yet, I hava wanted
did once?" she asked quickly.
you so long. I have not a host of
Merry nodded.
"Since things went wrong between friends, like some men. I am lonely.
you," Dorcas hesitated for a moment, Life has been so empty for me. I want
"since that time he has changed; you a home, where a wife, is waiting to
cannot realize how he ha* changed. welcome me—and little children, dear."
Still, we were together and alone, and He lifted her hand and kissed It "You
I kept thinking that the old happy would think me a foolish fellow if 1
confessed the dreams I hava had. I
day* would come back."
She stopped short and Merry's have dreamed of you opening the door
brows wrinkled into line* of perplex- of our home, of you coming to meet
ity. "What has happened? What can me with a smile and outstretched
arms. I have dreamed of feeling your
I do to help you?"
kiss upon my lips, of holding you
"Yesterday," she began hurriedly,
close to my heart as I do now. I have
"when I went home after the matinee,
been dreaming foolish dreams like
Jason stood waiting in the vestibule
these," he laughed tremulsosly, "sines
for me. He did not say a word, but
that night in November, and I have
I knew that something had happened.
scarcely dared to hope that you even
I pushed him aside and ran upstair*.
I could- think of nothing but that believed in me."
Dorcas smiled Into his eyes. "I have
Enoch had been taken ill. A* I passed
always believed In you. I never lost
the hall rack I noticed the queer umfaith in you or in your genius for
brella Miss Paget carries. It has a
tiger's head for a handle—you remem- one moment And," ebe paused a* If
making confession, "I have loved you
ber it? Even in my anxiety I thought
for a long time, ever since that night
how strange it should be there. When
the same night, when you came back
I reached the library she sat beside
and I was so happy."
the fire, reading a magazine."
"That night" said Andrew, "was the
"Where was Enoch?"
miracle moment of my life."
"In his little study, with the door
"Was it so wonderful aa that?" she
locked. He came out when she began
whispered.
to talk to me."
"When I think, dearest of what you
"What did she want?"
have stood for to me, it Is a miracle."
"Andrew," the tears sprang to the
"It is an everyday miracle!"
girl'* eye*, "that woman has come to
"There are no everyday miracles,"
live in our home."
said Merry. Then he kissed her
"To—live—in—your—homel" Merry's voice had an incredulous tone in again.
She turned away from him to stare
it "Enoch ha* not—married Zllla
out at the window again. On the sidePaget?"
walks the rush of city life went on
"I do not know. I cannot under- tumultuously. Half an hour before
stand. I think that Enoch hate* her." she had thought the street sordid and
"Then why is she there?"
ugly. It had changed. The street
"I do not know."
lights, now clear and white, were
"He didn't explain?"
circled about by lovely halo*. uThe
"No. He looked like a thunder- voice* of the children were sweeter
cloud. She talked. She aald she had and gentler. Next door the servant.
come to live in our house. Her clothe* who was still at work, sang a lilting
were unpacked. She has taken the Irish ballad. Through it ran a conspare room. Her thing*, a lorgnette, stant iteration of "My own sweet lad."
and a scarf and gloves were scattered
"Dorcas," Merry spoke hesitatingly,
about the library."
"you said you trusted me?"
"Enoch must be—insane!"
"I do." The girl raised her head
"Oh!" cried Dorcas. Sudden horror with a quick gesture.
flashed into her face. "Oh! you don't
"I cannot explain now," he began.
think—that?"
"I cannot ask you to be my wife until
"No. I'm a beast to have frightened something which looks like an utter
you. It is not that Enoch is as sane tangle has been straightened out Can
a* you are."
you go on trusting, even If I cannot
"Then what haa changed htm?" Her explain?"
eye* searched his face with a piteous
"Yes," Dorcas laughed. "I can go
scrutiny. "You know. Won't you tell on trusting you indefinitely."
me?"
"Dont," he cried, "don't say—indefi"I think it 1*—" The man hesitated nitely. I want you now, darilng, and—
for a word which would not hurt "Yes, forever."
ha ha* changed. He is not the same
no iu OOKTIWUIJOJ

sently each quick scuff of the broom.
Once the maid dropped it and the
stick fell on the floor with a startling
rap. Occasionally her dragging tootsteps clattered across a bit of bare
floor or she paused to thump the pillows vigorously. Dorcas was roused
from her reverie by the imperative
call of the telephone. She listened
while Mrs. Billerwell answered it
Then the doorbell rang and she heard
Merry's voice. She began to grope
about the dim room in search of
matches to light the gas. She was still
in darkness when he tapped at the
door.
Andrew seated himself in a shadowy
corner beside the window. A glimmer
of light from a street lamp fell upon
the girl's face. In her eyes was an
appealing loneliness which he had
never seen before.
"Miss Dorcas," he began with grave
gentleness, "what can I do for you?
You know me fairly welL There is
nothing heroic about me. I doubt if
I could tight a duel. It makes me
shiver even to touch a pistol—but 1
am ready to stand up to be shot at If
It will make things easier for you."
"I beUeve you would." eald Dorcas
with an unsteady laugh.
"I swear I would,'! he assured her
with simple gravity! The girl felt
deeply moved.
"There will not be any shooting, and
I don't know exactly what you can do
for me. I don't even know what to
ask you to do. I thought of turning
to Mr. Oswald at first I didn't I felt
I could come to you more easily."
Thank you for saying that." An
eager happiness flushed Into the man's

rr requires good to-"
bacco to make good
cigarettes, and good tobacco comes high. Only the
inexpensive, sensible wrapping enables us to offer
20 Fatima Cigarettes for IS
cents.
" Bistinctively Individual"
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AYoungMan's
Difficulties

TEXT—"And Gallic- cared for none of
those things." Acts 18:17.
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PATENTSKHFiSI
NOT EVEN AN ACQUAINTANCE
American Girl Surely Had Reason for
Complaint Against Impertinence
of Aceostsr.

You remember how in the piping
days of peace, when something simply
had to be done to make talk, there
waa a hue and cry about American
girls in Berlin and the dreadful things
they did under pretence of studying
music. Here is a story of one of them
which the New York Evening Post
Saturday Magazine's special war correspondent has sent over with the explanation that it was all he could get
past the censor at this time. A Berlin paper reports that a quiet street
In
Charlottenburg was suddenly
alarmed by Bhrill cries of "Police! Police!" A great crowd promptly collected about the person responsible for
the disturbance, an excited young
woman, obviously American.
"Arrest this man, officer," she said
as soon as a policeman appeared. T
am Miss Ellington from Cincinnati. U.
S. A., and he had. the Impertinence to
■peak to me."
The policeman, guided by the young
woman's accusing finger, picked out
the culprit
"The man 1* a stranger to you?" ha
asked.
"An entire stranger," replied Ml**
Ellington. "I have only been taking
violin lesBons from him for six
months."
Most Improper.
"His* Fllbbit, the doctors say that
If a self-conscious person will hold
something it will help him to overcome that feeling."
"Perhaps the doctors are right, Mr.
Flubbins, but I cannot permit you to
overcome your self-consciousness by
holding me, so please dont attempt
It again."
Not That.
"Y' say your wife is rusticating?"
"Hardly that I could rusticate on
$15 a week easy, but it costs her $76."
The average woman likes to talk
about her neighbor* almost as well a*
the average man like* to talk about
himself.

Breakfasts
of "Other Days"
ran something like this i
Ham, bacon or sausage]
died potatoes; doughnut, and
coffee — prepsisd by overworked mothers.

Today's and
Tomorrow's
Breakfasts
run about bin thin

Post
Toasties
!—with cream or fruit, i_ •
poached egg ot two; crisp
toast i snd a cup of Postum —
a royal starter for any day.
Quick, essjr to serve, sppetizing, and —
•Mother" hats easier I

— •old by Grocers.

In
dealing
with young men
one
frequently
meets this excuse, "The fellows I go with
don't care for this
sort of thing."
I. Would it not
be better for them
If they did? And
how do you know
but that your example might lead
them to some serious thinking?
Quite likely they
are in the same
condition that you are—conscious that
they ought to be Christians, but holding back for fear of what others will
say. What those fellowB need is a
good, healthy Jar; something which
will show them what cowards they
This is one of the Immensely powerful siege guns made by the Kruppi are, and the nobility and manliness
land used by the Germans to reduce the fortifications of the allies.
of following one's convictions.
The Bible says that men are like
sheep. One peculiarity of sheep Is
their lack of Independence; they are
great Imitators; if one goes over the
wall, the whole flock goes tumbling
after him. You may lay hold of their
head or their heels, but they will go
How Marseilles Greeted Dusky Miss Jennie Oufau Tells of Her and you will go, too, unless you let
go.
Thrilling Experience.
Troops From India.
Young men are much the same.
They go in droves; they think and
Turbaned Warrior* of the Orient Was Placed Against Wall to Be Shot act as their leader does; if he buys
a certain style of hat or neck wear,
After Living In Cellar During
March Like Prince* in a Trithe others do the same; if one goes
Saulxures Battle.
umphal Parade.
to college, many others follow.
Now, bearing In mind this peculiarNew York.—On the steamship
By MALCOLM MACCASKILL,
ity
of human nature, why should
Special War Correspondent of the In- Tomaso di Savola there arrived Miss you not take advantage of it, and
Jennie Dufau, grand opera star, daughternational News Service.
try to lead your associates in the
Marseilles.—This is to tell you, iln ter of Alfred Dufau, a linen merchant right direction, instead of following
the censor's good time, which will be of Saulxures, Alsace, on the way to them In the wrong direction? Why
when they are on the firing line, how Chicago after one of the most thrilling
should you not be the Moses who leads
Marseilles waited on the Indians, and experiences told by a refugee from the
them out of Egypt into the Promised
war zone*.
how, in the end, they came.
Miss Dufau, who makes her home In Land?- "Who knoweth whether thou
When I left England I was assured
art not come to the kingdom for suchthey had then landed, and that I Chicago, described her experiences at a time as this?"
should reach here only after the last Saulxures, telling how she and her slaA student in Yale college once went
man of them had been hurried to the ter and father were accused of being
to New Britain, Conn., to take the
front, but a week after I arrived here spies and how ehe went out on the
place of principal In the high school
we were still waiting and looking battlefield and gave succor to the
for a short time. He was told by his
more eagerly every day to Bee "le» wounded in a battle whose dead, she
associate teacher that it was the cushad heard, numbered 100,000.
Hindous" begin to pass.
August 6 the German artillery occu- tom to open the school with.Scripture
We saw everything else. We saw
reading and prayer. Though he waa
"Tommies" and "Turcos" fraternizing pied the heights on one side of the val- not a Christian, he felt that he must
with broad'and broader grin; we saw ley overlooking the town Miss Dufau comply with the custom and he did
"simple soldats" by the dozen score was visiting. August 12 the Germans so. After a few days he said to his
at the cafe tables along the Cpurs occupied the town itself.
At that time there were only two associates, "I feel that I am playing
Bellune and down the Cannebiere;
the part of a hypocrite and I hardly
we saw the Senegalese marching French regiments near Saulxures— know what to do. My class at Yale
through the streets by the thou- the One Hundred and Ninth regiment holds Its clasB prayer meeting tosands; we saw British naval of- of foot and the Twelfth cavalry. The morrow night, and I have half a mind
ficers, magnificent in their physique, French, however, opened Are on the to go down and tell them what a prewearing the trim dark blue coat and Germans, and Miss Dufau, with her fa- dicament 1 am in, and ask them to
brass buttoned white caps; we saw ther and sister, at once retreated to
pray for me." His assistant urged him
officers of the French navy; we saw the cellar In an effort to escape flying to go, and offered to open the school
dragoons with casque and criniere, and shells.
"The French re-enforcements," she for him the next morning. He went,
dragoons in field uniform without
told his story in a manly way, was
either; we saw hussars in sky blue said, "were exceedingly slow in arrivconverted, and as a result a revival
and hussars In the darker blue tunic ing, but they finally came and occupied
sprung up in which 80 students in
of service; we saw officers of the line, the heights on the French side of the
Yale college were led to Christ.
and of the artillery with a red band valley. Then began a tremendous arII. Whether your companions folrunning down their trousers; we saw tillery duel that lasted for days. All
low
your example or not, you cannot
al grades of French military medical this time we were living in the cellar,
afford
to follow theirs. The issue is
men with the velvet In their caps that where we were caring for ten wounded
too great. You cannot afford to stifle
marks their state; we saw French sail- French officers.
"I often went out over the battlefield your convictions, and jeopardize your
ors with red "toori;" we saw Italian
volontaires Betting off for Montelimar, when the fire slackened and did what BOUI because they do. Every man
must give an account of himself unto
playing the "Marseillaise" and the I could for the wounded.
"I received many mementoes from Christ, and their neglect of duty will
Italian national air.
At last one morning the Indians dying French soldiers and recorded not justify yours. What you need is
their dying words. I saw dead sol- to declare your independence, and not
came.
It was not yet day when the first diers holding crucifixes In their hands be kept from the nobler life and larger
line came around. Reveille had not and even In their teeth—for some of liberty of the Gospel by a lot of "felyet been sounded, but on two of the them had an arm ebot off and appar- lows."
Strike out for yourself. Let them
vessels, huddled together under awn- ently had drawn their crucifixes from
ings stretched to shelter the troops their pockets, placed the crosses be- see that there is one person In that
from the heat, were veritable forests tween their lips and then reverently crowd who has the courage of his
convictions, and who is not afraid of
removed their caps.
of forms moving.
"We improvised stretchers from what others- may say. Do not wanThey came to the ships' sides and
looked toward land. In the brown gunny sacks stretched between poles der into the wilderness of sin any
host we made out, above the turbans and carried away as many ot the longer simply because others do.
III. Whether the others follow you
wounded as we could to shelter.
and the dark faces, a British Sag.
"My brothers, Paul and Daniel, were or not, they will certainly have more
The orderly transports passed In,
respect
for you. A young soldier who
taking their appointed places at the drafted into the German army. Ot
quays, where General Watklns re- course they had sworn an oath not to had just enlisted found that be was
ceived them and bade them welcome. fire a shot at a Frenchman and their the only Christian in his tent. It waa
Then debarkation began.
There greatest hope was that they would be not an easy thing to kneel and pray
were grizzled veterans, sturdy, square captured and permitted to put on the before the others, but he did It. At
shouldered and tall and smooth-faced French uniform. You know the French once they began to laugh and make
disagreeable remarks, and at times
youths with the demeanor of princes. soldiers in battle often say:
"'They are firing in the air, they they threw shoes at him. The young
As they walked they appeared to be
man was troubled and knew not
In a triumphal procession. Here on must be Alsatians.'
"Between August 12 and 24 the artil- what to do. Finally he went to the
this turban a bunch of marguerites
chaplain
of the regiment and asked
nodded, there a pink carnation lery duel raged, and Anally the opposbloomed, on this rifle fluttered a ing armies came to a hand-to-hand his advice. The chaplain told htm
tricolor, and in that was stuck a fight with the bayonet. First it was that under the circumstances he
the Germans who occupied the town, thought it would be justifiable for him
'bunch of flowers.
All along the line, as the smiling then the French. The Germans Anal- to say his prayers in silence after he
warriors came, they awoke salvos and ly came to our house and accused my had retired. Meeting him a few days
eheers, and women In the balconies sister, my father and myself of being after the chaplain inquired how he
blew kisses and waved their handker- spies because they found a telephone was geting on. "Well, chaplain, I folthere. The soldiers lined us up against lowed your advice for a night Or two,
chiefs at them.
I called them smiling warriors, but the wall to shoot us, but we fell on but I felt so mean that I could not do
that Is not the word! Their faces our knees and begged them to spare it any longer, and BO I went back to
were expanded in delight; their dark the life of our father. They gave no the old way of kneeling by my bedskin gleamed and their white teeth heed till a German colonel came along side, and do you know, chaplain, some
and after questioning us ordered that of the boys have been converted, and
flashed.
now we have a prayer meeting in the
The first line of the crowd could we be set free.
"Soon after this the Germans were tent every night."
touch them as they passed, and dozIV. Before you decide this question
ens of people stretched forward to driven out, and then began a terrific
give "les Hindous" a good "poignee de battle, in which it was said not less take one good look at "the fellows,"
and
another at Calvary. Ask yourself
than 100,000 were kiHecli The Oer'main."
The Hindus, undaunted, gave a bet- mans, seemed to be, advancing, and which has done the most for you,
ter "poignee de main" than they got. after some trouble we managed to anofwhich is most* worthy of your love
In the excitement they forgot their procure an ox-cart and get to Switzer- and I6yalty. There is only' one who
has died for you, only one who can
strength. Some of the giants shook land.
'bands, not wlBely, but too well, and . "l never will forget the scenes of forgive your sins, only ope who can
every here and there a citizen of Mar- that battlefield, with Its wounded and satisfy every craving of your heart
seilles was seen looking at his limp dying under heap* of soldier* already That one is Jesus Christ, the only
leader in this world whom it Is perdead.'*
Jtand wonderingly.
fectly safe to follow.
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TOOK SPEECH IN THE DARK
•tsnegrapher Says It Was Not Dlfflcult to Follow Remarks
of "Uncle Joe."

"Sometimes a man gets a reputation
that is undeserved," said Sam Gray* a
member of the stenographic corps of
the house of representatives, at the
Willard, according to the Washington
Post. "It happened to me a few years
ago when I was traveling with former
Speaker Cannon in a political campaign. 'Uncle Joe' made a lot of
speeches In that particular campaign,
and I was there to make a stenographic
report and transcript of them. In
one western city the speaker was talking to a tremendous crowd.of people,
when suddenly, without warning, the
electric lights went out, leaving the
house in total darkness.
"For fifteen minutes, perhaps, the
speaker talked on in the darkness. It
was up to me, of course, to make a report ot his speech, and I did. Naturally,
I had to feel my way, and I made my
notes unusually large, so I would have
no trouble In reading them. When the
lights were restored I was right there
with the speaker, and made an Maccurate transcript of his speech. Some
of the newspaper boys heard of the
story and published it as a marvelous
feat
"The fact is. It was not at all difficult
to follow the former speaker. He is
not a rapid talker, and I had no trouble in taking his remarks."

Dangers to the Eye.
Mr. Louis Bell, the electrical Illuminating expert, and Dr. F. H. Verhoeff, an eye specialist have published
in Science their opinion that the alleged dangers to the eye from ultraviolet radiation of sunlight and various artificial lights amount to nothing
at all. They admit that there have
been many "sensational attacks" upon
modern llluminants as dangerous by
reason of injurious effects of ultraviolet or actinic rays, but these have
"entirely neglected any quantitative
relation between the radiation and its
supposed pathological effects." Very
little of these rays can penetrate the
cornea, and the crystalline lens cuts
off completely those that straggle
through toward the retina. Protective
glasses are useful only, they conclude,
In cutting off dazzling lights and undue heat.

What a Cold Can Do
Manr » fatal ease of MdMr «fiesse *tar»
from a, simple cold or chili. Covgeiaion elo«i
and weakens iho kidneys. Uric polsom coilwct,
damage the kidneys and cause backache, rhenluauo pain, headaches and urinary disorders
When doctoring'* oold, think of the kidneys.
Drink water freely to help ilnsb out the poison.
Take Doaua Kidney Wlls t*» relieve congestion of the .kidneys, give op a heaTT meat diet
and take plenty of rest. Natore will assist In
the cure, fJoan's Kidney Pills are nsed with
BQcceaa and are publicly noommnoaea ail over
ihe civilized world.

A Massachusetts Case

FACE A SIGHT WITH PIMPLES

Sheffield, Mass.—"My face began to
break out with little red pimples, then
they turned to sores and Itched and
burned nearly all the time. They came
to a head and when I scratched turned
to large sore places. My face was a
terrible sight Sometimes 1 could not
go to sleep. Then I used Cutlcura
Soap and hot water to bathe my face
and applied Cutlcura Ointment when I
went to bed. It caused relief very
eoon and In a short time my face was
entirely clear." (Signed) Miss Lottie
Huggins, Jan. 31, 1914.
Cutlcura Soap and Ointment sold
throughout the world. Sample ot each
Go to Jerusalem to Die.
That Jewish immigrants have so free.with 32-p. Skin Book. Address postwell adapted themselves to local con- card "Cutlcura, Dept L, Boston."—Adv.
ditions in Jerusalem as to "practically
Bound to Be.
monopolize a greater part of such
"Pa, what 1B an extremist?"
trade as exists" is stated in a consular
"Any woman who dresses In style,
report on Jerusalem. It Is impossible
to give an exact estimate of the popu- son."—Blrmingram Age-Herald.
lation of Jerusalem, and although it is
believed that it figures at 110,000,
A man isn't necessarily square when
95,000 might perhaps be a more cor- he's cornered.
rect estimate. It is, roughly speaking, composed of 13,000 Christians,
12,000 Mohammedans and 70,000 Jews,
many of whom are immigrants from
Russia.
It is remarked that in spite of the
emigration of many Jews to escape
military service there has still been
a marked Increase In this section of
the population on account of the continuous Influx of aged Jews, who come
with the intention of ending their days
in Palestine.
Watermen and Uniforms.
Watermen—who were also firemen—
,enjoy the distinction of being the first
public servants who ever wore a uniform. "Long before our army and
navy adopted any distinguishing garb,"
writes Mr. Guy NIckalls, "Thames war
termen were known by their uniform
and badge, a plaited coat, knee
breeches and stockings and hat, according to fashion, but always a plate
on the arm, either of the Waterman's
hall to denote that they had the freedom of the river and were licensed, or
the badge of their employer. Any person rowing or working any boat,
wherry or other vessel, who had not
served seven years as apprentice, incurred a penalty of £10."—London
Chronicle.
A Distinction.

The heathen in his blindness bowed
down to wood and stone.
"For shame!" cried the children of
light, and shuddered ostentatiously.
Whereupon the heathen fell thoughtful. "Are wood and stone so much
worse than a bit of bunting dyed In
divers colors?" he queried.
"Don't get sarcastic, now!" warned
the children of light. "We're not talking about patriotism, we're talking
about religion!"
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Promotes Digestion,Cheerfulnessand Rest Contains neither
Opium,Morphine nor Mineral

rorjB own DRUGGIST WTLI, TEIX TOO

Try Mnrine Mrs Remedy for Bed, Weak, Watery
Byes and Granulated Bjelldsj No Smartinc—
toil aye Comfort. Write for Book of the Bye
fay mail Free. Marine Bye Beniedy Co.- Otucago.

Feed a woman on flattery and she
won't miss your bread and cheese and
kisses.

DOAN'SfeV

FOSTER-MILBURN CO., BUFFALO, N. Y.

Your Liver
Is Clogged Up
That's Why You're Tired—Out of Sorts
—Have No Appetite.

CARTER'S LITTLE,,
LIVER PILLS
will put you right
in a few days..
They do^
their duty^j
CureCon-J
stipation, ■
Biliousness, Indigestion and Sick Headache
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICK,

Genuine must bear Signature

CASTORIA
For Infants and Children.-

The Kind You Have
Always Bought
Bears the
Signature
of

1

NOT NARCOTIC
AW/* w OM orSAMVu/trara
jttx.S*m%* *
OcAMSMJtUM JV«f •
•U S„d .
flbsflnf Safe*

A perfect Remedy for Constipation . Sour Stomach.Diarrhoea
Worms (Convulsions .Feverishness and LOSS OF SLEEP
Fac Simile Signature of
THE CENTAUR COMPANY,

NEW YORK.

Atfa rp.oufhi old

3jJ Dosrs -J5CENTS
Guaranteed under the Foodanjj

The Right Thing.
He—In what month were you born?
She—Oh, you needn't be afraid. The
diamond is appropriate.

James H. Deforest,
610 E. Sixth St.,
South Boston, Mass.,
■ays; "A fall Injured
my back and after
that my back pained
me constantly.
I
waa laid
up for
weeka and when X
stooped or straightened sharp twlngea
seized me. I had to
paas the kidney secretions every lit tie
while.
I doctored,
but nothing did me
any good until I
took Doan's Kidney
Pllla. They gave me
such prompt relief,
that I kept off taking them until I was cared. I am now In
good health."
Get Doen's at Any Store. SOe a Box

Exact Copy of Wrapper.

In
Use
For Over
Thirty Years

CASTORIA
TNI OBNTAUH COMPANY. MBW VOMK OITV.

35 YEARS SUCCESSFUL TREATMENT
OP LIQUOR AND DRUG ADDICTIONS

THE KEELEY INSTITUTE
WHITE PLAINS, N.Y.
LEXINGTON, MASS.
PROVIMNOK, R.

BUFFALO, N. Y.
WEST HAVEN, CONN.

Many a man who says he studies to
In Love.
Adam had his faults, but he was nev- please extends most of his efforts on
m certain he loves me," said ths
er sued for breach of promise.
himself.
suburban girl.
"How's that?"
"It Is a four mile walk to town. Ha
misses the last car about twice a
week, but he still keeps coming."
A man who drinks (from the cup of
sorrow has no siphon on the side.

^fJSORBINF.

5= STOP*

IMEHESS

from a Bone Spavin, Ring Bone,
Splint, Curb, Side Bone, or similai
trouble and gets hone going sound.
Does not blister or remove tha
hair and hone can be worked. Psge
17 in pamphlet with each bottle tells
how.
$2.00 a bottle delivered.
Horse Book 9 K free.
ABSORBINE, JR., antiseptic liniment for
mankind. Reduces Painful Swellings, Enlarged Glands, Goitre, Wens, Bruises, Varicose Veins, Varicosities, heals Old Sores. Allays
Pain. Will tell you more if you write. $1 and
$2 'a bottle at dealers or delivered. Book
"Evidence" free. Manufactured only by
W.F.Y0UNG, P. 0. F.. 310 Temnle tl.. S>rlngIsW.Msss,

rhrnnir IWcnmcia "Offerers enred bj new Mereheoo
tynTODJC Uyspepaa Meltnm. »'r« Booklet on '■Wlv
rue old way or treating dyspopals or indisesUon Is
Wrong". a»r«.rCtMlM|C*., Hi UrUSl., BrvtMtam, Ham.

ffdM^KSafw

GRANULATED
ITCHING LIDS

W. N. U., BOSTON. NO. 42-1914.

PUTNAM FADELESS DYES

Color more goods brighter and faster colon than any other dye. One 10c package colora ail fibers. They dye in cold water better than any other dye*
Voa can dye any garment without ripping apart. WRITE FOR FREE booklet, calendar, blotters, etc MONROE DRUG COMPANY, Q-ilacy. 111.
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BROOKFIELD.

BROOKFIELD.

Gov. David I. Walsh stopped at Ye
Mias Hazel A. Hall, Springfield, is vis- Olde Tavern for dinner last Friday, after
which, he gave a short address to the
iting in town.
Miss Doris Cota is visiting her grand- town citizens gathered on the porch. He
gave a cordial greeting to Daniel T. If^ramother, Mrs Harriet Gota.
Miss Mary Holt. North street, is visit- dy, a boyhood friend of the governor.
Following the address, the governor and
ing in Claremont, N. H.
his party proceeded to Ware Fair.
The Congregational church will observe
Mrs Elislia Webb, Worcester, visited
Harvest Sunday next Sunday.
at the home of Mr and Mrs John H.
Miss Marguerita Fales, Main street, is Webb during their absence on a trip to
entertaining Miss Harriet B. Garritt.
New York. The Webbs returned SunMrs James E. Hills, Brooklyn, N. Y., day night, not learning of the serious acis registered at Lake Wickaboag house.
cident to Mr and Mrs Joseph Clark and
Miss Agnes B. Torrey, Gloucester, is a Mr and Mrs Dwight Tyler unlil their reguest of Rev. and Mrs John H. Hoffman. turn. When the two cars started from
Miss Nellie M. H. Silk was a guest of West Brookfield last Thursday norning,
Mrs Webster L. Kendrick, Central street, Mr Webb went ahead expecting the otier
car to overtake him.
Mrs Clark and
on Saturday.
Mr and Mrs George S. Carver of Bos- Mrs Tyler arc slowly improving from at
Ludlow hospital, from the results of the
ton, are visiting Mr and Mrs Francis
accident. Mr Clark and Mr Tyler are
A. Taylor.
both apparently all right.
Mrs Etta Felter, Pittsfield, is the guest
of Mr and Mrs George A. Hocum on
BROOKFIELD.
Quaboag road.
Mr and Mrs CharlesB. Henshaw, CenAlthough the pleasant weather of the
tral street, are entertaining Mrs Henry past few weeks has been greatly enjoyed
Buxton, Westboro.
by the people of this section, the drought
West Brookfield branch of the W. C. is beginning to be seriously felt, especially
T. U. met with Mrs Louisa .1..Combs this
th the farmers, who, in many places
(Friday) afternoon.
are forced to drive their live-stock long
Brooks are lower
Miss Charlotte T. Fales is visiting her distances for water.
cousin, Miss Caroline A. Blodgctt, W'in- than for many years; wells that have
never beenlknown to run dry are down
throp.
Miss Annie Anderson, Allston, spent so low.that people get hardlyienough for
the holiday with her mother, Mrs Aug- householdftmrposes. The people served
by the town water system are not conusta Anderson.
cerned, as, although the reservoir is pracFrank E. Winn, Greenfield, spent the
tically empty, the new auxiliary system
week-end with his mother, Mrs Miry O.
in the mill yard, supplied by wells near
^ Winn, Central street.
the Quaboag Jriver is in operation and
Miss Alice Barnes, a teacher in Spring- working perfectly. The supply is ample
field, Vt. spent the holiday with her for ordinary consumption and in case of
mother, Mrs Maria H. Barnes.
fire the big pump at the Ideal Coated
George H. Anderson resigned his posi- paper factory could be started in a few
tion this week in the Gilbert market. minutes and water direct from the QuaHe is succeeded by Bernard J. King.
boag river could be pumped into the sysThe Ladies' Aid Society of the Metho- tem. This would only be done in an
dist church conducted a chicken pie sup- emergency, as the water in the mainsJ|at
the presedt time, which is pumped from
per in G. A. R. hall, Thursday night.
Chailee E. Disney and Mrs F. N.Dis- the filtered wells is considered the best
ney of Worcester were guests of Mr and ever in Brookfield water system, and the
water takers sincerely hope that it will
Mrs W. L. Kendrick, Colnmbus day.
never be necessary to pump the. polluted
Mr and Mrs Charles Hayward, Mil
water of Quaboag river into the mains.
bury, with Miss Mildred Tarbell, Springfield, are guests of Mrs Angeline R. ButCure for Whooping Cough.
ler, Central street.
A gill of amber, half a gill of old
Mr and Mrs St nley Smith are enter- Jamaica rum. Mix them together and
taining Mr and Mrs Eugene B. Fiske, rub the child's back and breast with
Saugus, in the home of Mrs Louise M. It. Then put a piece of new flannel
over breast and back. Do this night
Jennison.
and morning and whenever the cough
Mr and Mrs C. Dwight Briggs, New Is very troublesome. You will find
York, spent Sunday with Mrs Briggs that whooping cough will not last long
parents, Mr and Mrs Elliott L. Greene, after this treatment.
Long hill.
Mrs Herbert A. Thompson, Springfield,
Kerosene for the Hands.
Kerosene will clean your hands betspent the week-end with Mrs Thompson's
ter
than
anything else after blacking
parents, Mr and Mrs Samuel Wass,
a range or stove. Pour a little in the
North street.
water, wash your hands in It, then
Miss Mildred Pease of Hadley, teach- wash them in tepid water, and finally
er of grades 4 and 5 and Miss Higgins of with plenty of soap and a stiff nail
grades 6 and 7 were at their homes for brush in hot water. Finish up by rubover Sunday.
bing the hands with lemon juice, roseWest Brookfield Grange will be visited water or glycerine.
by North Brookfield Grange on the 28th.
The visiting grange giving the program
for the Good of the Order.
John H. Nelson, Richard D. Olmstead,
H. Ray Chesson, John H. Donovan, and
Leon 9. Thompson and Charles Wine
attended the World Series in Boston, this
week.
George L. Richards, Central street, who
recently bought land on Cottage street,
overlooking the lake, is laying the foundation for a five-room house. The land
formerly belonged to Daniel Mason.
West Brookfield Literary society met
with Mrs Charles O'M. Edson, Thursday
afternoon. The subject for discussion
was "With the Magazines." There were
current events by the members.
The golf club is considering hiring a
part of the grounds on the farm of John
H. Webb, Foster hill farm. Otto Olmstead and Charles H. Clark were appointed by the club to confer with Mr Webb.
Word was received on Sunday of the
death of Timothy Lancton, a brother of
Patrick Lancton who died in West Brookfield three weeks ago. The body was
brought here for burial in Sacred Heart
cemetery.

BEST TO ALLOW THE POULTRY FREE RANGE

Incorporated 1828

"'Corner Main and Foster Sts., Worcester, Mass.
Largest and oldest Savings Bank in Worcester
County.
$26,249,104.01 has been paid depositors in 172
regular and 8 extra dividends.
Money put on interest the first day of January,
April, July and October.
Dividends payable January 15 and July 15.
Accounts may be opened by deposits of three dollars to one thousand.
Hours: 9 to 5; Saturdays, 9 to 1.
■

With the common knowledge of the
earning of the farm flocks has come
a desire to keep more fowls and make
their keeping a Bpecial department of
the farm operations.
On most farms It will prove better
and more economical to allow the
poultry free range during favorable
weather and fence off the lawn and
garden.
The gains made by the chickens
during the summer are rapid, and
poultrymen are fast beginning to realize that if they have large, healthy
birds they must have abundant range
during the period when they are growing and developing.
Poultry raised on the farm and
hatched and brooded by natural means
Bnd the exercise necessary for their
healthy development and such varieties of food aa are most conducive to
their welfare.
It will pay any farmer to make his
poultry a special branch of his farming and give it the same daily care
and attention that he would his dairy,
cattle, horses or swine.
Poultry, like sheep that are kept
merely aa scavengers, cannot make
the profits that they would if they received proper food and treatment.
It is the too-fat hen, more often than
not that shows blood spots In her
egg's. Difficulty in laying ruptures a
small blood vessel and some of the
blood appears in the next egg.
Charcoal aids digestion and corrects
many of the ills to which fowls are

Collector'sSale
OF REAL ESTATE
BEOOKPIEI.D, MA88r, Oct. 7,1914.
The owners and occupants of the following
described parcels of real estate situated in the
town of Brookfield, in the county of Worcester,
and Commonwealth of Massachusetts, and the
public are hereby notified that the taxes thereon
st-verally assessed for the years hereinafter specified, according to the list committed to me as
Collector of Taxes for said Brookfield by the
Assessors of Taxes, remain unpaid, and that the
smallest undivided part of said land sufficient to
satisfy said taxes with the interest and all legal
costs and charges, or the whole of said land if no
person offers to take an undivided part thereof
will be offered for sale by public auction, at the
office of the Collector of Taxes, in the Town
House in said Brookfield. on

MONDAY, NOV. 2, 19 J4,
at Two O'clock P. M\, for the payment of said
taxes, with Interest, costs and charges thereon,
unlees the same shall bo previously discharged.

Heirs or Devisees of William J. Vizard.
A certain parcel of land with a factory building thereon, situated on Mechanic street in the
east village of said Brookfield, bounded and described as follows:—Northeast on said Mechanic
street; southeast and southwest by aline 24 feet
distant from and parallel with tho underpinning
of the mam building thereon i and northwest by
a line 24 feet distant from and parallel with the
underpinning of said main building. Contain
Log about 1-4 acre,
Tax of 1913, 148.37,

Calice Abraham and Canteuce Abraham.
A certain parcel of land with the buildings
thereon situated on Main stmet in the east village
of said Brookfield and bounded as follows:—
Southerly on said Main street; easterly on land
of A Leroy Nichols; northerly on land of Louis
Coville; and westerly on Gleason Avenue. Containing about 1-4 acre.
Tax of ltfU. $36.55.

Nettie Bowei.

A certain parcel of land with the buildings
thereon, situated on Rice hill in that part of said
Brookfield called Podunk, and bounded as follows:—Easterly on road leading over said Rice
hill; southerly on land of Fred J. Benson; and
westerly and northerly on land of Julius C.
Phelps. Containing about 1 acre.
Pond Hill road from a point opposite Tax of telS. $538.

the roadway leading to the pumping
station of the West Brookfield water
works is to lie widened five feet according to the Massachusetts highway commission. The road on the hill also will
be rained and the gravel to fill in is being
dog away from the bank which has
partially obscured the view of approaching vehicles at a carve onto the main
road to Warren. The tracks of the W.
B. 4 8. street railway will have to be
raised to conform with the proposed
grade.

Heirs or Deiisees of Richard Fljnn.
A certain triangular piece of land situated on
Mill steeet in the center Tillage of Mid Brookfield
and deicribed u follow,;—Beginning at the
northeasterly corner thereof on laid Mill street
by land of Kate Baton, thence southwardly br
land of «aid Eaton to land of the Boston and
Albany Railroad Company; thence weitwarrily
by land of Mid Company to laid Hill street;
and thence northeasterly by said Mill street to
toe place of beginning. Containing about 2

"Si of Wt BJ8.

Tax of IMS, »2.15.
ARTHUR F. BUTTBB.WORTH.lo
Collector of Taxes for the Town of
Brookfield for the yean 1912 and 1>13.
Oct. 9, M, n.

.'.■-■-
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Deposits and Withdrawals by mail will receive prompt attention.

.

Summer Roosting House.

One at Hard aa the Other.
"The training of children ia a con'
fessedly difficult task," says an editorial writer. No mbre difficult than
the training of parents. Many children find the task of conquering the
prejudices and old-fashioned ideas of
father and mother almost hopeless.—
Toledo Blade.

Mrs Dwight Tyler, who was injured in
"the auto accident in Ludlow, when the
auto driven by Joseph W. Clark turned
turtle, was brought to her home in West
Brookfield this week. Mrs Clark is still at
hospital.
The town committees of the 4th district met at Ye Olde Tavern, Tuesday
night, in response to a call issued by
William F. Duncan, Warren, chairman
of the democratic district committee. A
permanent organization was effected.
The next meeting of the Men's Eeague
will be at the Congregational church, on
Oct. 19. The speaker will be Ezra Gilford, Newton, and his subject will be
The Mohammedan Problem. The lecture will be illustrated.

Worcester County Institution For Savings

heir. See that your poultry is supplied with this essential poultry food
during the summer months.
Provide the poultry with plenty of
fresh, green food during the molting
period.

SAMUEL B. WOODWARD, PRESIDENT
ALBERT L. STRATTON, TREASURER
ERNEST RUSSELL, ASS'T TREASURER

t

Remember the water supply these
hot days.
It is better to feed sour milk all the
time than to make frequent changes
from sweet milk to sour.
Every poultry house should face
either south or southeast. At leaet
one-third of the south side should be
glass, cloth or screened.
A cornfield provides animal food,
shade and good scratching ground for
chickens. Turn them into the cornfield. They get a lot of free picking
and do not damage the crop.
Advertising is the keynote to the
poultryman's succeBS. Tell the other
people what you have to sell.
Grade up the flock every year. Do
this by culling carefully everything
that ia not desirable.
Never, under any circumstances,
keep more birds than you can take
care of well.
Cull the flock closely. Keep the
best and prepare the rest for market.
Constant thought and judgment are
necessary in poultry raising.
Uniform nest boxes add to the attractiveness of the house.
The poultry house and yard should
be well drained.
Always practice absolute cleanliness In feeding.

RAISE TURKEYS FOR MARKET GOOD METHOD OF FATTENING
White Hoilanda Are Not aa Large as Practice of Feeding Birds In Small
Yard* or Pens la Preferred
"*
Bronze, but Are Hardier and
for Market Chickens.
Easier to Manage.

MORTGAGEE'S SALE OF REAL ESTATE.

Carriages, Stanhopes, Concord*
Doth rubber ana steel tires, Buggies
Democrat and Delivery Wagon«3nr
reys ana Boad Wagons, both new antf
second band. ,

A.T BOTTOM PRIOEr
Harness, Robes, R1»nk^".;,wlliP' *°?
Oil Cloths. Hot too Costly.
Cheap.

Shingles and Roofing Materia
Ail the diflerent grades. All liBes 01
Nails, also,
Kunnmr that my prices are alwayt
the lowest I sell so as to sell again.
Dr. Daml.l'a Horse Bemedles Alw»»»
In stock.
1 KLKPHOSK OAKHAM D4.

William C. Crawford
OAKHAM.
FOR SALE.
A FINE pair of (arm homes i young, sound
and acclimated. For further particulars
inquire of CLIFTON ALBEE, Bates Farm, No.
39
Brookfield, Mass,

FOR SALE
TO 8ETTLE AN E8TATE

A very desirable none* and barn situated ongt.
John St.; comer lot house has seven rooms In
eood repair, with gas. etc. Good garden, several fruit trees, excellent place for raising bens,
etc. For particulars inquire of.
(By C. E, BROWN, Minnesota Experi- .M
P. J- DANIELS

By virtue of a power of sale contained
in a certain mortgage deed given by John
Oardin to Patrick H. Kellogg, dated the
20th day of March, A. D., 1882, recorded
in the Worcester District Registry of
Deeds, in Book 1117, Page 98, assigned
by said Patrick H. Kellogg to Arnold F.
Wallace by assignment date 22nd day of
July, A. D., 1884, and recorded in said
Registry, in Book 1178, Page 272, assigned
by said Arnold F. Wallace to E. Sophia
Kellogg by assignment dated 22nd day of
July, A. V., 1884, and recorded in said
Registry, in Book 1178, Page 273, assigned
by said E. Sophia Kellogg to Loyal E.
Tarbell by assignment dated the first day
of June, A. D., 1887, and recorded in said
Registry, in Book 1249, Page 91, assigned
by Ida F. Tarbell, administratrix of the
estate of saM Loyal E. Tarbell to Rose
Morrison, by assignment dated the loth
day of July A. D. 1898, and recorded in
said registry in Book 1866, Page 503,
assigned by said Rose Morrison to John
S. C. Smith and Eleanor R. W. Smith
by assignment dated the 15th day of
March, A. D., 1899, and recorded in said
Registry in Book 1866, Page 503, assigned
by said John S. 0. Smith to Elizabeth
Bartlett, by assignment dated the!(28tli
dayof October, A. D., 1907, and recorded in said Registry, in Book 1866, Page
502, and assigned by said Elizabeth Bartlett to Sarah h- Smith by assignment
dated the 28th day of October, A. D.,
1907, and recorded in said Registry, in
Book 1866, Page 504, will be sold at Public Auction, on the premises on ttie
twenty-sixth day of October. A. D..1914,
at ten o'clock in the forenoon, all and
singular, the premises conveyed by said
mortgage deed, to wit:—A certain parcel
of land with dwelling house thereon situated on the Easterly side of Forest street
in North Brookfield, bounded and described as follows, to wit,
Beginning at the Northwesterly corner
thereof, thereon Easterly by land formerly of Benjamin Dean four rods to a stake
and stone, thence Southerly by land
formerly of Alden Batcheller four rods to
a stake and stone, thence Westerly by
said Batcheller land four rods to a stake
and stone, thence northerly by said Forest street four rods to the first mentioned
corner, containing about 16 square rods
more or less, being the same premises
conveyed to said John Cardm by said
Patrick H. Kellogg by deed dated 20th
dayof March A. D., 1882, and duly recorded in said Regist^ "^

For several years I have bred White
ment Station.)
Holland turkeys and like them very
The loose-pen method of fattening
FOR RENT
much They are not quite so large aa market chickens might be properly deof 7 rooms, all cm second floor
the bronie, but I And them hardier scribed as the practice of feeding the (TENEMENT
1 with wood, coal, and toilet, situated on
and easier to raise. Their white plu- birds In small yards or pens. In lots Grant Street. Also an 8 room cottage on wumage makes them easy to see when at of from twenty-five to fifty. We pre- low St. Town wawrln both £lacc.kA^DBN
range, and their feathers sell lor fer this method for broilers or cock- 4 Grant St. North Brookfield.
more than dark ones. My turkeys erels of the lighter breeds, such as
WANTED
forage all over an eighty-acre farm, Leghorns, as they are very active and
and
Ironing. J..r^
— aU8Jnd gjjjf
Bndlroninjjj.
but never go very far from home, are likely to be restless In the crate. WASHING
er. MRS CROSBY, Ayres St., North
'' 3w38»
writes L. P. GlUon of Milwaukee Our plan Is to have a small coop or Brookfield.
county, Wls., In Orange Judd Farmer. shelter for roosting, with a small yard
This Is one of the characteristic quali- attached, the whole structure being
FOR SALE
Young High Grade HoU* Cow,
ties of the White Holland. Generally portable.
rrwo
freshen soon.
D. C. WETHKK.El.ij,
I keep one torn and eight or ten hene
Each morning at feeding time the New Braintree, Mass.
«
coop Is moved a distance equal to Its
over winter.
LOST
For hatching I prefer chicken hens length, to give a clean floor for the
Chain, on Monday, —
to turkeys. Usually two or three are chicks. Where the coop is placed in WATCH
North Brookfield, between the home of
set at a time, and then all the poults an orchard or grove It serves a double George W. Lane and A. C. Bliss, watch chain.
Assignee of said Mortgage.
Valuable to
are given to the turkey hen because purpose, for, besides accommodating Bauare charm with red setting,
loser. V..y liberal reward^ p B0BBIN8,
Sept. 18, 25, Oct. 2B
the turkey makes a better mother the chickens, It enriches the soil. 'A
•**•
than the chicken hen. During the first coop large enough for thirty broilers 120 Salem St., Worcester. |
week the poults receive nothing but should be three feet wide, six feet long,
M0RT6A6EES' SALE OF REAL ESTATE.
NOTICE
rolled oats and sour milk curd, al- two feet high at the back and three All persons who have
left watches f°r .repairs
though I sometimes supplement this feet high at the front, with three at the ieweliy store of the late William K.
By virtue o'f a power of sale contained
with an occasional feed of custard or roosts running lengthwise. The yard Hobos will please call upon Geo. R. Hamant, in a certain mortgage deed given by John
B.
Cardin to Rose Morrison, dated the
Gilbert
St.,
for
"T^^HAJHNT.
Adm.
should
be
made
of
three
hurdles,
two
hard-boiled eggs chopped very fine
seventh day of February, A. D., 1898,
and slightly peppered. Always I con- 12 feet long and 18 inches high, one North Brookfield, Mass., Sept. 4,1914.
and
recorded in the Worcester District
fine the mother In a sheltered place six feet wide, and a large hurdle to
Registry of Deeds in Book 1572, Page 102,
for the first ten days and allow the cover the top to keep the chicks from
by said Rose Morrison to John
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS assigned
poults to run In the grass after the flying over.
S. O. Smith and another by alignment
WOBCBBTE8 SB,
PBOBATE OO0B dated 15th day of March A. D., 1899,
dew is off. The location of the coop
To the heirs at law, next of kin, creditors and recorded in said Registry in Book
CAYUGA AN AMERICAN DUCK and
I change dally.
all other persons interested in the estate of
Charles HirbSur, late of North Brookfield, in 1866. Page 502, assigned by said John 8.
When the poults are three weeks
C Smith to Elizabeth Bartlett by assignsaid County, deceased, intestate:
_\
old I begin to feed four times dally, Breed Is Not Generally Acceptable to Whereasf a petition has been presented to ment dated 28th day of October A. D.,
Poultrymen of This Country - saw Court to grant a levwr of administration 1907,-and recorded in said Registry in
and when a month old three times.
on the estate
of said deceased lo Louisa II iron Account of Feathers.
Cracked corn and wheat are given
bour ol? North Brookfield, in the County of Wor- Book 1866, Page 502, and assigned by
cester, without giving a surety on her bond
said Elizabeth Bartlett to Sarah L. Smith
at this time, but the main diet conYou are hereby cited to appear at a Probate
The only breed of ducks that can lay Conrt to be held at Worcester, in said County by assignment dated 28th day of October
sists of bran and curds. After the
A D., 1907, and recorded in said Regisof
Worcester,
on
the
tuirtecnth
day
of
October,
poults have shot the red they are claim to being strictly American Is A D ion, at nine o'clock in tho forenoon, to try
in Book 1866, Page 502, will be sold
practically out of danger and can be the Cayuga, but, strange to say, It Is show cause, it any you have, why the same at Public Auction on the premises on the
fed cracked corn and wheat twice a breed that is not generally accept- 8hAn'dd.nainlStl5Itfon.!Jrl'.sberehy directed *give twenty-sixth day of October, A. D., 1914,
daily. They may also be allowed to able by the American poultryman.
at ten of the clock in the forenoon all and
It Is the smallest of all the market weeks in the North lirookneld Journal a news- singular the premises conveyed by said
forage with the mother at will. From
this time forward they gain most of ducks but it matures early and fur- mper publi-hed iu North BrookHeld, the last mortgage deed, to wit;—A certain parcel
their-living. Each day, however, I nishes fine meat. The objection is that jjnnlication to be one day at least before said of land situated on the Easterly side of
Forrest street, in North Brookfield,
feed them twice to encourage them to it is a black feathered bird and In con- "^Witness, William T. Forbes, Esquire, Judge bounded and described as follows:
said Court, this twenty-thi.d day of Bepcome to the house at night. One feed sequence a dressed carcass is very un- of
teml>er. In the year one thonsand nine hundred
Beginning at the Northwesterly corner
Is given in the morning, the other In attractive principally on account of and fourteen
'HARRY H. ATWOOD, Register thereof, thence Easterly by land of P. F.
the evening. They roam the fields the presence of black pin feathers.
X Potvin, thence Southerly by land
formerly of John Ellery, thence WesterThis same objection has been a
during the day.
Next to feeding two of the most handicap to the Rouen duck In this COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS ly by other land of said P. F. X. Potvin
to
said street, thence Northerly by said
PROBATE COURT
important points in turkey raising are country. The Aylesbury is a white^the'heiirs?at law, next of kin aWa-foBber street to the place of beginning, containto keep the poults free from vermin feathered duck but is not popular with n«.
sons Interested In the estate of Josephine C. ing about 12 rods more or teee.
Terms
of North Brookfield in safd Counand dampness. I prevent the former us for the reason that It has nothing Whiting.late
..biting.
CMh
ty
deceased,
to
offer
that
the
Pekin
does
not
supty
"
SARAH L SMITH,
by using a goott lice killer onoe or
wiSfrM'a certain instrument pnroortln* to
Assignee of said Mortgage.
l^tbS wTt. willand
wiiland testament of saloTdeceMed
said" at
twice a week and keeping the heads ply to a greater degree.
has been presented to said oonn,
,,onr>, for ]pro™",
Sept.
IS,
25,
Got.
2B
and under sides of the wings #ell
by JohnW.CummliiM
*. Cummings who prays thai
thai letters
Put Poultry House In Order.
if adenVllttittos. wlffthewill anmntsa rsayhe
greased with lard. I always house my
te. Mi.« some otheFioltable pesos,
The summer is rapidly passing, s issued
brood* in waterproof coops. When old
"HO TRESPASS" NOTICES.
.Mawrbelng owned In said will.
.•^2Tl.2£7cit*d to appear at a Probate
enough to kill the poults are fed gentle reminder to poultry keepers
heavily upon corn for ten days or two that another winter will soon be with S?WoVcesWl oethssUthdav of October. AD.
or posting In the open air.
weeks, but tor the la»t twenty-four us. U is never too early to start, and
JOUBNAI, Ones. North Brookfield
hours befor. killing they receive noth- every advantage should be taken ol
ing except water. Usually I sell them favorable conditions to put the poultry
rOR RENT
when alx or seven months old, or when house in order, so that when wintei
PiNB Upper Tenement of seven rooms In Bolthey are twelve to sixteen pounds for does come It will not find us unpre _^t. ta th. North Brookfield Jou.—.,
lard bouse on cushlngat.. steam heat, bath1*7 tB4 -,
rooiiieto.
Apply toVrbert E. Cnmraiajpi,
toms and eight to ten pounds for hens. pared.
m
pXlcmtimtSb. OM 4»T.«' f"".
North Brookfield.
'
They generally bring eighteen to
One
ef
Beet
Fesds.
twenty-two cents a found locally.
FOR RRMT
Fraah green bone ground so that
T. Forbes. Isonlre. J«df» ONE COTTAOB of nine rooms to rent on
It does not have an opportunity to "wiSSJT'wmisJD
Remedy for Dee.
llaplsBt.7o»e»saes*grt
of^Cou«rtb6 tw.lf* d«ol Ssptjni^
.poll; that ia, ground as the hens will ta the yew one thousand BUM hundred •»«
Persian Insect powder Is
eat it. Is one of the very heat feeds
Cr"'
HABRTH.ATWOOO.Rsglstsr, M
North Brookfield
remedy (or lice. It should be
S.pftiSr^.Oot.S.B,
nay season In the year.
over the fowls and neet.

tttwS

.i
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BOLD BURGLARS

North Brookfield Brotherhood.

REAL ESTATE

Parcel-Post Cold Storage.

Test of Endurance.
Ice-boxes in poBt-offices for the temGeorge W. Lane, Herbert W. Bemis
All of us are weak In the period of
Take Loose Change From Store of H. and L. S. Woodis provided an excellent porary storage of eggs, poultry and other
F you wish to Buy or Sell
growth, and are of small worth before
E. Cummings.
supper for the Brotherhood at the first perishable parcel-post matter are a de- the hour of trial. Adversity is the Ina farm or village property,
velopment
deubtless
not
dreamed
of
in
spector of our constitutions; she simmeeting Monday evening. The new plan
ALSO VALUABLE PAPERS. NO CLEW.
of having an early supper with the the early theories of this branch of the ply tries pur muscle and powers of en- to Hire or Let a tenement,
When George L. Dickinson came to
speaking afterward proved very satisfac- postal service. What next? Will there durance, and should be a periodical
open the grocery store of Herbert E.
eventually be refrigerator mail cars and visitor. But, until she comeB, no man drop me a postal and I will call
tory, and will be continued.
Cummings Tuesday morning, he found
The matter of the silent town clock cold storage warehouses at the larger Is known.
on you.
that some unauthorized person had been
was brought up, and a desire expressed offices?
there before him and that the front door
Statement of Ownership
The surprising evolution of the parcel
that the Brotherhood mightdo something
NEW YORK AND BOSTON CONNECTIONS
had been forced open. Further investitoward repairing the present works, (if post has already ramified its usefulness in And Management of the North Brookgation showed that the door of the safe
CHARLES E. BATCHELLER,
that were found practicable) or of start- unforeseen directions. Instead of serving field JOURNAL, published in conformance
in the rear of the store had been blown
with the Act of Aug. 24, 1912.
ing the movment to secure a new one. merely as a carrier of small packages it
Telephone—North
Brookfleld-2
Name
of
Editor,
Managing
Editor,
off, and the contents of the safe taken.
President Lawrence appointed the follow- has taken over most of the activities of Business Manager. Publisher and Owner,
Mr Cummings, on investigation, found
an
express
company.
As,
respects
ice—Horace
J.
Lawrence,
North
Brookfiefd,
ing committee to look up the matter, and
that about $43, mostly in small change,
report at a future meeting: George R. boxes in post-offices, that is a logical Mass.
Known bondholders, mortgagees, and
had been taken in the till which had been
Doane, Maurice A. Longley, Arthur C. enough condition in a service designed to other security holders, holding one per
carried off. But there were certain privBliss, Herbert W. Bemis and L. 8. bring the farm into direct communication cent, or more of total amount of bonds,
ate papers, of no value, except to the
To see the Latest Models of
with the city home. Cold storage of mortgages, or other securities,—None.
owner, which Mr Cumnfings regrets the Woodis.
Signed, HORACE J. LAWRENCE
As a membership committee, these eggs, butter, fish, poultry, etc., will reSworn to and subscribed before me this
loss of more than the money.
gentlemen were appointed-George W. duce yet further the loss on perishable 18th day of September, 1914.
Mr Quill who iB night watchman at the
Lane, Maurice A. Longley, Herbert W. products and should advantage the conPAUL M. KEANEY, Asst. P. M.
rubber factory, says that two men, who
sumer
CORSETS
Bemis and George S. Dickinson.
undoubtedly were concerned in the break
i#i
'
■
NORTH BROOKFIELD.
To have charge of the next monthly
Or have them brought to your hom*3!
FOR SALE
Battle Field Statistics..
stood for a few minutes right under his
supper Eugene W. Reed, W. T. SherHET of seven volumes on mechanical enby sending word to
**•
••*
The result of careful obser/vatlona
window at the factory office, about 1
gineering, published by the American
Next Sunday, at the Congregational o'clock, a. m., and moved across the wood and Dr. A. H. Prouty were ap- made at battle-field hospitals by one Technical Society of Chicago, latest edition,
MRS.
B.
C.
GRAVES,
brand
new
Call
on
Mas
BELLE
NICKEBSOK,
Church, the first sermon in a series on street when he warned them off. Soon pointed.
of the leading surgical authorities of corner of Walnut and Grant Sts., North Brook2w4(IN
All men are welcome to membership, the French gives the relative frequen- field.
the Life of Paul—giving Paul as the man. after he heard an automobile go down
- Representative for the Brookflekis,
and an effort will be made to increase the cy of wounds not instantaneously
In the evening,—"The Gospel of Paul."
the street.
Telephone 26-13,
t
TO RENT
number of workers to fifty. Although mortal as: Slight, 60 per cent; seriThe new organ motor was used at the
The Chinese laundryman on Summer
. MASS.
ous, IB per cent; very serious, 25 per THE HUMPHREY house on Spring 8t. Steam NORTH BROOKFIELD,
the
Brotherhood
will
not
attempt
another
heat, hot and cold water, bath, set range
Congregational Church for the first time street, says he was awakened at 1.15 a.
27
cent. The experience of recent wars and every convenience. Rent exceptionally
lecture
course
this
winter,
they
propose
on Sunday, and all were pleased with the m., by the report of the explosion, took
_ to ,
shows the head and the right arm as moderate.
E. It.
COLEHBOOK,
improvement. A concrete bed has been his gun from under his pillow and went to have fortnightly meetings, with
the most ferquent lodging places of ,I0,
Phone 33-5, East Brookfield.
speaker
or
entertainer
from
abroad
at
the
built for the motor in the cellar as a per- out to the back of his shop, in the dark,
projectiles.
first meeting of the month, whenever^
manent foundation.
looking for the disturbers, then out
possible, and the other meeting will be in
There's a lot of
Miss Pauline Coggeshall is visiting in around the buildimg, but seeing no one,
Too Great a Shock. *
the nature of a social for men with dewent back to bed, and laid awake for an
difference betown.
Callei-—"Very, very sad case—what
bates or other local entertainment.
tween Toric
was the cause of such a mental
Mr and Mrs Myron Merrill are going to hour clutching his pistol? ready for any
■ iS, '
FAMILY
WASHINGS_
Lenses and
emergencies, bnt heard nothing more.
wreck?" Keeper^-"He wrote a hunCanada for the winter.
Miss Katherine A. Downey.
Flat Lenses
dred good scenarios for the movingMr and Mrs Charlrs C. Beebe and Mr
FIFTY
CENTS
EACH
Hubbard S. Doane.
besides their
Just two weeks after the death of their picture companies and they finally acand Mrs Brainerd H. Smith are in Ken
ey give
cepted one. The shock was so great
slight extr;
n, Mr and Mrs James Downey, School
tucky.
In the death of Hubbard Shedd Doane
that he ha'd a mental collapse."—New Washings will be Called |For you ( '
d extra
street,
mourn
the
loss
of
their
daughter,
Mr George S. Dickinson is nursing a on Thursday afternoon, the town loses an
Torlr Sun
bettercomfi
1 ■■» ■
and Delivered Free.
broken arm, caused by a fall from a step honorable citizen, and the church a most Katherine A. Downey, who lived at home
>me and <
lookii _.
Dally Thought.
with
them.
The
cause
of
death
was
faithful member and officer.
ladder last Saturday.
us about Toric Lenses.
A man's true wealth hereafter Is the
Mr Doane was born in North Brook- chronic nephritis.
Send a Postal or Telephone 54-2.
Mr and Mrs John J. Murphy, Dorchesgood he has done In the world to bis
It
appears
that
Miss
Downey
has
been
fellowmen; when he dies, people will
ter, are guests of Mr and Mrs Timothy field, Feb. 4,1839, thethird son of Roland
F. and Amanda Shedd Doane. He was a sufferer for the past four years, but ask, what property has he left behind
Murphy, Bigelow street.
courageously
kept
faithfully
at
her
work
'him? But the angels will ask, what H. A. Russell, Manager.
born in North Brookfield, and at the age
A. L. Gay of this town and Miss Marie
of two years came to the home place Val- until a few day* before her brother's good deeds has he sent before him?—
ERNEST D. CORE1N
Harrell of Webster, were married Saturley View farm, where he has always lived death. While attending the funeral she The Koran^
day night, at the parsonage in Oxford.
OPTOMETRIST
and where he died at the age of 75 years had a severe attack, and on her return
Annual 8lau(ihter of Elephant*.
failed rapidlv until the end came on
Thursday, Oct. 22, the Woman's Un- and 8 months.
Africa Is the chief source of the
Office
at Dr LtirJden's
ion meet to sew at ,2 p. m., with business
Mr Doane was one of a family of ten, Thursday morning.
world's supply of Ivory, and It is estiMiss Downey was born in North Brook- mated that 70,000 elephants are anmeeting at 4 o'clock, and harvest supper including Elvira, (MraStoddard), (Mercy
Main Street,
North Brookfield
OF REAL ESTATE .
at 6.30.
and Freeman, who died young), Hub- field, March 22, 1868, and graduated nually slaughtered for their tusks. But
from the North Brookfield high school in not inoi" than 20 per cent'of thia
The G. F. S« of Christ Memorial bard S , Fdwin, Eunice, (Mrs Lawson), 1888. For the past twenty-five years she
NoKrii BROOKFIELD, MASS., Oct. 1,1914.
Ivory Is represented In the total Imchurch, will hold their sewing meeting at Lydia A. (Mrs Gilbert), Ellen R. (Mrs
The owners and occupants of the following
has
taught
in
our
public
schools,
first
for
ports
to
Europe.
described parcels of real estate situated In the
7.45 o'clock on Monday night, the 19th, Harwood) and Jonas M. Doane. The a few years in the out districts and Quatown of North Brookfield, in the county of Worlast three re the sole survivors.
cester, and Commonwealth of Massachusetts,
instead of Tuesday night.
MRS
HELEN
F.
LUTHER,
and the public are hereby notified that the taxes
He was a successful farmer, and for boag village, then coming to Grades VII
severally assessed for the years hereinMr and Mrs John Hedlund left town years superintendent of a saw mill on and VIII in the high school building, SCALP SPECIALIST thereon
after specified, according to the list committed
to me as Collector of Taxes for said North Brookthis week for Stamford, Conn., to pass
North Brookfield. Mass.
Doane pond, which he first owned, then where she has made a moBt enviable recfield by the Assessors of Taxes, remain unpaid,
F
the winter. Mr Hedlund is chauffer for
Heir Dressing««»l M«ses«e and that the smallest undivided part of said land
sold to the E. & A. H. Batcheller Com- ord as a teacher.
sufficient to satisfy said taxes with the interest
Shampooing
•
Msnicuring
The
funeral
will
be
attended
from
St.
Mr B. H. Smith.
and
all legal costs and charges, or the whole of
pany, still continuing in its management.
OPEN MONDAY AND FRIDAY EVENINGS said land if no person offers to take an undividNov. 28, 1867, he married Miss Sarah Joseph's church, on Saturday morning
By the new time-table which goes into
ed part thereof will be offered for sale by public
Summer St. Telephone 107-3
auction, at the Selectmen's room in the town
effect on Sunday, we understand the first J. Smith of Rutland, who died March 4, at 9 o'clock.
house hi said North Brookfield, on Saturday,
She leaves one sister, Elizabeth, of New
FOR SALE
Oct. 24. 1W4, at 10 o clock A. M„ for the payment
train down in the morning connecting 1913.
York City; a brother, John J.. in New A8MA1X, OIDBE PEE88 For particulars, of said taxes, with interest, costs and charges
with the train going west will be disconSeven children were born to them of
thereon, unless the same shall be previously disinquire at Bates' Farm.
«
York
City,
and
two
brothers,
James
E,
charged.
whom four—Josie, Martin, Nellie and
tinued.
and
Walter
F.,
of
Boston.
FOR SALE
JOHN B. CARDIN.
The Women's Christian Temperance Henry died in infancy, Annie, the wife of
i ■■>» i
Apply to A. C. STODA certain parcel of land with dwelling house
QIX Weeks' old
eld.
S"rt2
thereon situated on the Easterly side of Forest
DAKI) North Broukflel'
Union are starting a new industry in Carlton D. Richardson; Jennie and Leon
NEW BRAINTREE.
street in North Brookfield, bounded and described
town. They propose to make any sell all A. There are also five grandchildren,
as follows, to wit,
,
.
,
PICS FOR SALE
Beginning at the Northwesterly corner thereof,
kinds of infants clothing. Salesroom to Milton Richardson, Marion, Lois, George
Mr Irving T. Webb had the misfortune A UTTER of six pigs, seven weeks old. Q
thereon Easterly by land formerly of Benjamin
on B B. MCCARTHY, North Brookfield.
Dean four rods to a stake and stone, thence
be Mrs Childs on School Btreet. Opening Hubbard and Edith Doane
to loose his well known driving horse,
Southerly by land formerly of Alden Batcheller
Mr Doane enlisted in Co. F., 42d Regt.
day and sale about the first week in Nov.
four rods to a stoke and stone, thenc Westerly by
"Captain Kidd," last week.
M. V. M., Aug. 29, 1882 for nine months'
said Batcheller land four rods to a stake and
ember.
WANTED
Mr and Mrs Warren E. Woods of
stone, thence northerly by said Forest street
service in the war of the rebellion. He
four rods to the first mentioned corner, containA
GOOD
Second-hand
sitting
room
stove.
Loyal Circle King's Daughters will was a member ol Ezra Batcheller Post Leicester, spent, the week-end with friends
Address BOX 474, Horth Brookfield.
42»
ing about 16 square rods more or less.
meet on Tuesday at 2 p. m. in the par- 61, G. A. R., of Woodbine Lodge, I. O. in town last week.
A certain parcel ol land situated on the Easter\
STOVE FOR SALE
ly side ol Forrest street, in North Brookfield,
lors of the First church to sew. The reg- O. F. and of the North Brookfield Grange,
Mr and Mrs Warren Pepper of Bridge- ONE OAK heating stove, In good condition. bounded and described as follows:
TO THESE PRICES.
Beginning at the Northwesterly corner thereof,
See at MASON'S, Cor. Gilbert and Cushlng
ular business meeting will be at 4 p. m. P. of H. He joined the First Congrega- port, Conn., have been guests of Mr and Streets,
or eall at the American Express office. thonee Easterly by land of P. F. X. Pptvln,
thence Southerly by land formerly of John EllerJ,
Loyal Circle will hold its annual fair in tional church on profession of faith, Nov. Mrs H. A. Pepper.
42
- ■
thence Westerly by other land of said P. F. X.
town hall, December 15th, when the 7, 1858, and was chosen a deacon on Jan.
Potvin to said street, thence Northerly by said
Mr and Mrs Horace Titus of Wollaston
STOVE FOR SALE
BtrBot to the place of beginning, containing about
usual array of good things will be on sale. 27, 1901, which office he held at the time were guests at Summit farm last week
LAROE Parlor Oak stove, used only four 12 rods more or less.
Tax for 1913, |41.90.
A monthB. Too largei for my rooms.
re —
Will sell
The Appleton Club will meet next Wed- of his death. He was a quiet, unassumHarry Worcester Smith of Lordvale: cheap.
JOHN J. DUNPHY,
SBARLT5 Grant Street,
Call on MRS SEARLE,
Collector of Taxes for the Town of
nesday at the home of Miss Isabelle Morse ing man, but one whose word and deed Grafton and Barre, gave his lecture, "A corner of Walnut.
North
Brookfield,
for the year 1913.
on Gilbert street; The program will in- was always to be depended upon, and he sporting tour through Ireland," to a well
Oct. 2, 9. W.
WANTED
clude papers on The Alhambra, by Mrs will be missed by many who have known filled house at the town hall on Wednesdo second girl's work in family of six a
Albert H. Foster; Early Spanish Le- him in his long life. He was a member day evening. His lecture was interspered TOyoung,
strong, willing girl who can live at
gends; by Mrs Isabelle iDexter, and The oi the Doane and Shedd family associa- with witty remarks that kept the audi- home. To begin with, presence maybe required
in
the
mornlr.gs only. Experience If not
Cid by Mrs James T. Saunders. The en- tions, which hold annual reunions.
ence in a constant state of laughter. A necessary but neatness, industry and willingMr Doane bad beeu ill for several years very enjoyable and interesting evening ness to do what is asked are essential. Apply
tertainment will be Spanish' Love Songs
FRED G. CLAPP
between 4.30 and 5.30 or after 8 p. m. to
but
was
able
to
be
about,
up
to
within
a
MISS MARIOS F. E. COOKE,
by Mrs James T. Saunders.
was passed and a good sum was netted
The Brookfield School.
few daye. ot his death
for the church. The lantern used for the North Brookfield, Oct. IS, 1914
42
The funeral will be attended from the lecture was furnished by A. O. Stoddard
George H. H1U.
home on Sunday, Oct. 18, at 2 p. m., jof North Brookfield.
TELEPHONE SS-2
Rev. Mr Budd officiating. Undertaker
George H. Hill died at the town farm Ohas. S. Lane will be in charge.
Don't Use Too Small Envelopes.
Registered Embalmer.
Residence
89
Spring
St.,
cor,
Prospect
yesterday, aged 74, of paralysis.
He
was-a native of North Brookfield, living
A. M. Dockery, third assistant postThe annual inspection of Ezra BatchLady Assistant.
on what is now known as the Charles eller Post, G. A. R., was held last even- master general, has sent out a notice to
Rice place.
past-masters
in
which
he
aske
that
the
Inside Work a Specialty. Paper Hanging
ing with visitors from Spencer, Brook
and Whitening. Orders Promptly AttenIn 1877 he married Hannah E. White field and West BMookfield. An excellent | public with the difficulty of handling
Conneoted by Long Distance Teleded to.
of Brookfield, who died Dec. 18, 1882. oyster supper was enjoyed by the thirty! Christinas. New Year and Easter cards
phone .at House and Store.
P. O. Box 1»2.
Satisfaction guaranteed
He leaves a daughter, Augusta, a teacher or more present.
enclosed in small envelopes. He says:—
in the Brockton public schools, and these
"It will be proper for you to invite at'David Copperfield" comes to Star
nephews and nieces-Otis Hill of Orange,
tention of patronB of your office who
Theatre, next Tuesday, Oct. 20, under
Frank, Wilbur,'Walter, Arthur Hill and the management of Mr A. B. Brunell of P—nt for mailing envelopes of such^e
LCBT
Louise H. Kent. The funeral wj" be at
Brookfield! Matinee at 4 p. m., all seats ■■ to make the handl:nK ftS.**|*
A TRIAL
A LARGE blacx and white hound with large
2 o'clock, Saturday afternoon, from the
annoying and expensive, to the objections
bushy
curled
tall.
Name on collar, J COP
10 cents. Evening performance at 8 p
CAN OF
COSTIOAN, No. Brook- Peerless Oysters in glass jars - 25c
TIOAN.
Notify P< '"
home farm. Undertaker Chas. S. Lane
thereto and to suggest that envelopes free
Held.
m. and all seats IS cents.
will have charge,
from such objections be used.
You will want to be at the 20-cent barKOatifi
'In this connection you should aleo
TENEMENTS TO RENT
vest supper which the Woman's Union emphasize the fact that postal regulations
Grange Notes.
THREE or Four good tenements, centrally lo- MRS HELEN MORSE SMITH
cated, of four, hve or six rooms each from
are to serve at the chapel of the Congre- require that sufficient space shall be left
$6 to $11 per munth. Inquire of ARTHUR C.
IDRESSMAKING
gational church, next Thursday evening, on the address side of mail matter for a
BLISS at North Brookdeld Savings Bank.
At the Grange meeting last evening,
A
durable,
tough
and
elastic
finish
Oct. 22d, at 8.30. In the afternoon at 3 legible address, postmarking, etc., and
11 Prospect St.
North BrookfieU
the third degree was worked by the lafor Floors, Woodwork, Furniture,
o'clock, there will be a sale of cake, that these provisions are not met when
Eta It will not mar white or
dies' degree staff and Bhe fourth degree
V
aprons and aluminum ware.
chip.
Is
not
affected
by
hot
or
envelopes like those submitted are used."
by the regular officers.
Refreshments
cold water. Dries hard over
Postmaster John Howe has received
Another section states: "Space should
were served by Mrs Colby Johnson, Miss
night Put up in the following
ENGRAVED CALLING CARDS
CHARLES S. LANE,
Elsie Johnson, Milo D. Childs and Alyin notice from the office of the Supt. of the be left on the address side of all mail
shades:
,
Railway Mail Service, that beginning matter sufficient for a legible address and
L. Newman.
DARK OAK. LIGHT OAK. GOLDEN
IN SCRIPT OR
Pomona Grange will meet at Brimfield, Monday, Oct. 19, the first mail for the for all directions permissible thereon, for
OAK. MAHOGANY. CHERRY.
WALNUT. TRANSPARENT.
Oct. 21. There will be a discussion on east and tn> west will close at 7 a. m., postage stamps, for postmarking, rating
ENGLISH TEXT
MALACHITE GREEN.
the question: "Who owns the country owing to the fact that the 6.15 a. m. and any Words necessary for the forwardRE6ISTERED EMBALMER.
VELVET BLACK
H.
I.
Lawrence,
North BrookfieM
fields, forests and streams, the hunter or train from this station has been discon- ing or return. Watermarks or printings
rjMpntcoAT
in light tints which do not render the
Personal Prompt Attention Day
the man who holds the deed?" Dispu- tinued.
reading of the address difficult are peror
Night.
Tkss Ceaspoa sad Tan Osaat C—
tants, P. Holmes, A. B. Partridge, E.
mitted."
ARTISTIC MONUMENTS
Nocuous DlMOVsry.
T.uph... N.rth BrMkttsfS Ne>.
Allen Harwood. Judge H. E. Cottle will
IM-ll.
Another thing that Interferes somsIAND CEMETERY MEMORIALS!
tell of the fish and game laws of Massa- what with a man's wnbltlon to get
MOTIOK
■Loaf Dlstaaoa Oaaaaetkn.
Xan>.
chusetts. O. D. Richardson will apeak even more than asvsi-'ssn miles par I THE UNDKBSION«D 1
that
to
funerals Personally Diracud
Aneaaa
wn as
JlhSBOP,.
IIhave opened the
on Practical Methods ot Game Protec- gallon Is the woman folks* sdsntlne
0 and Kraiy Requisite Furnids ol
th* Bliss shop,
"
on Oct. I, • Kill do
GRANITJB AND MARBLE
Ton.
ished.
tion. Mis Amelia K. Faxon of Spencer discovery that gasoline, poured freely Carriage Woodwork and I
- l«h
Also Horses!
c laity
saaar Baa. ■*.»».%
'Notr
fiady
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Mails for the Rural Delivery is closed at 8.15
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The Famous OneHorse Chaise had
beenequippedwith

Goodyear Tires
It would have been
a Better Chaise.
Make your Car a
BETTER CAR
by using GOODYEAR TIRES.

Stop! Look! Listen!

30 by 3
30 by 3 1-2
32 by 3 1-2
34 by 4
36 by 4 1-2
37 by 5

M0.24
$13.79
$14.66
$21.31
$30.63
$36.71
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BROOKFTELD TIMES

BATTLE TO HOLD COAST FROM FOE
BELGIAN COURT FLEES TO FRANCE
GERMANS PUSH BACK RUSSIANS

BRITISH DRAGOON SPEAKS BITTERLY
OF AN INTERROPTED BREAKFAST

Llberte gives some striking examples.
On one occasion the Germans in conParis.—The stream of wounded from siderable force tried to enter a town)
the battlefields of the Marne and the occupied by British troops. One ScotOurcq Is being directed past Paris to tish detachment was entrusted with*
hospitals in the rear, for the obvious the task of checking the advancing.
reason that until it is quite certain Germans till the English troops sue- that Parts will not have to defend her- ceeded In retiring In good order.
They took up a position In the first
self against attack it would be unwise
to fill the ample hospital accommoda- house In the town. The Germans directed a violent fire upon the houses,
tion of the capital.
PRUSSIAN LOSS ALONE
In the American hospital only 66 of which qoon threatened to bury the deIS PLACED AT 211,000
those 600 beds are occupied. I came fenders .under their ruins. The Qeracross a soldier of the Sixth dragoons, man attack slackened, and the Scots
Bavarians, Saxons and Wurttemsuffering from a bullet wound In the realized that the enemy was preparberglans Not Included In
hip that he got at Complegne. The ing to take up a still better position.
This Casualty List.
night before the battle bis squadron During the lull a Scottish sergeant
was on outpost duty. Some firing had who occupied a grocery, discovered 0*
LONDON. — The forty-four
London.—The Ministry of War In
been heard, and he rode ahead of the the shelves several packets of chocoFlight of Government to Havre and Great Activity Petrograd announces that Russia has lists of losses In the Prussian
squadron to see what was happening? late, and turning to his men told!
army, which have been publishconquered and occupied 39,000 Bquare
believing that French cavalry were them, "I'll give a bar of chocolate to
Along Coast on Part of Allies and German
ed, contain a total of 211,000 killmiles of Austrian territory, while
engaged with the Germans close at | every man who kills a German." When,
ed, wounded and missing, acsuccessfully pushing vast offensive
hand. He cantered along a moonlit | the attack was resumed the sergeant
Forces Indicate Crisis of Campaign
cording to a Reuter dispatch
operations
against
the
German
road until suddenly In the shadow of T gravely proceeded to distribute th*
provinces of East Prussia, Posen and
from Amsterdam.
some trees he found himself In the promised rewards.
The lists do not Include losses
Silesia.
Show Great Bravery.
midst of a group of German horseamong the Bavarians, Saxons
BOERS ARE IN REVOLT AGAINST GREAT BRITAIN The center of Interest now is In and
men. He had his carbine across the
The day after the same regiment
Wurttemberglans.
southwestern Poland, In the province
neck of his horse and fired point blank was occupying a trench, swept by vioof Radom, where the Germans, havinto the breast of a German trooper lent rifle and artillery fire, when two*
ing formed a junction with Austrian I
at
Selzaete,
a
short
distance
from
with whose horse his own came into privates noticed that a Frenchman atLondon—The importance of Belgiforces, are obstinately opposing the
collision. The German was as quick tached to the battalion as Interpreter
um as a battle ground grows every day. Ghent, and the commander announced advance of the Russians toward Breswith his weapon, and 'both men fell to occupied the most exposed spot in the
Germana are apparently determined that 6,000 soldiers would be quartered lau and Cracow. The battle Is in the
the ground, the German dead, the trench.
to leave not a foot of ground unoccu- on the village.
One private' said: "Th*initial stage, with slight advantages
A despatch from Ostend says that
British with a bullet through his hip. Frenchman is badly placed, let's widenpied, if they can, and patrols of
gabied by the Russians.
An Instant later the squadron came his trench" and during a minute, paycyclists and Uhlans are advancing m a German aviator dropped two bombs
The course of the River VlBtula
on Ostend. Neither of the missiles exclattering up and cut the German de- ing no attention to the hail or bulevery direction.
outlines the battle front. On the
tachment, about thirty strong, to lets and shrapnel, the privates deepReinforced by many of the men re- ploded.
west side. Gen. von Hindenburg comleased by the fall of Antwerp the
ened the trench, and with the Sams'
All eyes are turned to the east- manding an estimated force of 600,000 Gen. Hans von Beseler, the Captor pieces.
of Antwerp, Has Warned the People
KaiBer's forces advanced rapidly, ward because, under conditions of the Germans and Austrians, is obstinatecalm resumed their places.
Has Strong Prejudice.
■while the Allies strove desperately utmost secrecy, the Teutonic Allies ly contesting the progress of probThat the Germans will Punish SumThe correspondent adds that the*
The British dragoon has seen things
to shake off Gen. von Kluck's right and the Russians are preparing to ably 1,000,000 Russians commanded
marily Any Who Attempt Further
which have given him a strong preju- bravery of the English is truly admirin the Hazebrouck district and extend engage in what may prove one of the by the Grand Duke Nicholas. Toward
Although they had suffered,
Acts of Aggression.
dice against the enemy. In a Belgian able.
their left to the North Sea.
most decisive combats of the war.
the southwest, east of the River
village he saw the yet warm corpse of heavily, the English never flinched a»
The Anglo-French forces resumed
London.—Five thousand Brltlsh'ma peasant woman who had been struck instant when informed that one of
Evidence is accumulating to show Dunajec in Galicia, the Russians are
the offensive along a 20-mile line that this gigantic conflict will be de- attacking German and Austrian out- rines who aided i8 the defence of
down by a uhlan's lance. The uhlans their best units had Just been annihifrom Bethune to Hazebrouck, accord- termined in Russian Poland, and thg
They remained silent for a
Antwerp have returned, and from were riding out of the village as the lated.
posts.
ing to the French War Office.
Northward of this principal theatre many of them It was learned that British rode in, and the man who few seconds and then answered with,
only question disturbing British exBetween Arras and Albert to the perts is as to which side has chosen of operations Gen. Rennenkampf, the commander of one of the for"Neverkilled the woman did so because she wonderful determination:
south, the Allies report gains, but the battle ground.
with accessions of fresh troops and tresses was a German spy.
could not or would not give him some mind. One day we will have the best.
Lille has been reoccupied by the GerIt
is
now
known
that
treachery
of it"
That the German armies are mas- artillery, is following up his Buccess
bread.
mans, who drove out the French terEvery newspaper Is anxious to payOnce.on patrol duty he came across
ters of all of Russian Poland west of at Augustowa and along the River aided German artillery in ruining the
tribute to British bravery and prowritorials.
defence
of
Antwerp.
The
commandNiemen.
Russian
troops
have
penea
stationary
motor
car.
In
it
were
the
Vistula
River
is
the
declaration
Near Berry-au-Bac, on the Alsne,
ess. After their trying retreat from.
trated into East Prussia In some ant in one fort was a German spy,
the Germans were driven back. The made in an official statement issued at places, but for the most part the and was shot by his men. German three French officers and a lady, all Belgium the French are delighted that,
dead,
all
sitting
in
the
position
in
the
Berlin
War
Office.
The
statement
French also claim gains in the Meuse
admits that the Germans lost a little Russians are content to hold the Ger- spies blew up the magazine of Fort which they were when they died, A the British should participate In the*
region from Verdun to Aprement.
mote congenial task of pursuing ths»
mans on the defensive along the Wavre-St. Catherine at a critical moAdvices from Berlin say that the ground in Russian territory near the whole East Prussia frontier. It Is ment in the fighting, cut off the wa- volley had been poured into the car. Germans. "We are happy," says th*
centre of the German military opera- East Prussian frontier, but declares confirmed that the Russians are de- ter supply of the city, sent news to The lady's hand hung carelessly over Journal des Debats, "that, after havtions is now in Poland and that the this is of no consequence, as they veloping a strong offensive in the the German commanders of every the side of the car, and the fingers ing at one time occupied the thank•whole of Poland west of the Vistula had never planned to occupy the Mazjir Lakes region in East Prussia. plan and movement and effectually showed marks of rings which had been less position at Mons and Cambrel*
roughly stripped off.
is in German possession, the Rus- Province of Suwalki.
Official reports from Germany de- neutralized the resolution and valor
Our cavalrymen were, he added, a our allies have the satisfaction of beA dispatch from Petrograd says clare the story of the advance of the
sians occupying only Warsaw.
of Belgians and British.
good
deal pestered by the enemy's ing with the advancing wing of our
that
the
Russian
advance
column
deThere Is a Btranee' lack of news
Russian forces across the Niemen
forces on the side where most troThe Germans lost 40,000 men in
from Petrograd about the movements livered another defeat upon the Ger- River in the Government of Suwalki the capture of Antwerp, according aeroplanes during the retreat from phies have been won."
of the great Rusisan armies. The man and Austrian armies marching is a He, and say in the battle near to Paul Erlo, special correspondent Mons. Whenever a German aeroplane
Still They Came On.
appeared over a bivouac the order was
press bureau has permitted the pub- on Sandomierz. An entire division, Augustowo the Germans completely of the Journal, who writes:
given to change camp, and weary men
A Coldstream guardsman, writing of
lication of German wireless des- with its equipment, was captured, ac- defeated two Russian army corps,
"The heroic Belgian defense of
patches that the Austro-German ad- cording to the Russian report.
took 3,500 unwounded prisoners and Forts Waelhem, Wavre and Lierre, and horses had to move further on. the fighting near the forest of ComTance, after numerous successful
Announcement of the withdrawal of twenty guns and a number of ma- forming the outer ring, cost the Ger- One man told In a voice from which plegne, compares the sight of th*»
the bitterness had not yet passed of a Germans issuing from the trees to s>.
engagements, has reached the River the Germans from the vicinity of chine guns.
mans very dear. General von Beseler breakfast lost in this way. The meal cup-final crowd at the Crystal palace.
San; that the fortress of Przemsyl Verdun, as officially Indicated, has
threw compact masses of troops into almost assumed the proportions of a
"Ton couldn't miss them. Our bullias been relieved, and that 40,000 been well received by the French. It
the intervals, where the Belgians feast. Two geese and three hens he
lets plowed Into them, but still they
Russians were killed or wounded In is taken to show the further disenpoured a withering infantry fire on and his mates had prepared for them- came for us. I was well intrench**
the great battle near this place. gagement of the enemy's forces
the assailants.
selves, and Just when they were ready and my rifle got so hot I could hardly*
Moreover, the Austrians, sayB the operating around the great French
"South of the third line of defense to take them from the Are the enemy
hold It I was wondering If iBhouht
report, have reoccupied Jaroslav and fort on tie Meuse, and what is reGerman bodies are now piled In heaps. appeared In force, and the breakfast
have enough bullets when a pal
Leajek, and the Russians have been garded in Paris as the retiring of the
This happened at the beginning of had not only to be abandoned, but to
shouted, Tip, guards, and at 'em.' Thedefeated In South Poland, where the enemy toward the frontier.
the assault. South of Fort Bornheim be abandoned to the Germans.
next second he was rolled over wltls,
Germans are steadily advancing.
the Belgians interred 3,200 German
a nasty knock on the shoulder. H»
Turcoa Best Patients.
The Belgian Government was moved corpses.
Of all the patients the best, say the Jumped up and hissed, 1M ms get at
to Havre, France, from Ostend. King
"When Von Beseler managed to
them.' His language was a bit strongAlbert remained In Belgium In com- cross the Nethe and install 16%-lnch doctors, are the Turcos. Tfhere Is no
er than that
guns on the north banks shells fell limit to the pain they can endure.
mand of the army.
"When we really did get the order
Yesterday afternoon the parade of
German troops captured Lille In m Antwerp like hailstones. Most of
to get at them we made no mistake*.
France, driving out the French the remaining population then retired two standards captured from the enI can tell you. They cringed at theto cellars, with food, placing mat- emy was accepted by Parisians as a
forces.
bayoneC'but those on our left wlnr
A Frencb official report said the Allies tresses and sacks filled with earth, good augury for the success of their tried to get around us, and after rapagainst
the
doors
and
window
gratarms.
were taking the offensive on their
Martial Law Proclaimed Throughout
Petrograd.—An official communicaThe number of French priests serv- ing as hard as we could for quitsleft and that the French were gain- ings."
Union by Buxton—Situation Grave tion issued announces that the Rusing
with the colors Is a good deal three hundred yards, we cut up nearlr
As
soon
as
Antwerp
was
occupied
ing at the centre.
every man who did not run away."
Troops Under the Command of sian armored cruiser Pallada was torlarger
than has been imagined, and It
the
Germans
began
to
fortify
it.'
If
Referring to the cavalry he writesj:
pedoed in the Baltic Sea by a Ger- Martial law has been proclaimed given a little time they will, with is stated authoritatively today that as
Colonel Maritz Mutiny.
throughout
the
Union
of
South
"You have heard of the charge of
man submarine and sank with all her
help of their heavy artillery, make it many as 19,000 priests are enrolled asAfrica
as
a
result
of
a
rebellion
In
London.—The army under command crew.
combatants. The departure of the the Light Brigade. It was nothing t»
practically impregnable.
the northern part of the Cape ProvThe text of the communication,
of Colonel Solomon G. Maritz, a
.,
Most of the large stock of provi- cardinal archbishop of Mallnes from our charge.
ince,
which
adjoins
German
Southveteran of the Boer War who Is ac- which was made public by the Marine
Slash and Slssh.
sions stored at Antwerp was removed the Gare St. Lazare gave rise last
west Africa. Lieut. Col. Maritz, a
cused of plotting with the Germans, Department, follows:
before the entrance of the Germans night to a picturesque scene. The
"I saw two of our fellows who wers>
Boer officer, with a number of his
"On Oct. 10 German submarines
lias rebelled in the northwest of the
and the remainder was destroyed. archbishop was fully robed, and stood unhorsed stand back to back and
officers and men, has gone over to
were sighted in the Baltic Sea. The
Cape Provinces.
The Belgian army took all the can- on the platform surrqunded by a large slash away with their swords, bringthe German forces.
Martial law has been proclaimed same day, early in the morning, the
non except a few guns which were crowd of priests and others who have ing down nine or ten of the panlo-throughout the union and drastic submarines attacked the cruiser Ad- The Japanese and Germans have rendered useless.
sympathised keenly with the Belgians stricken devils. Then they got holdl
steps have been taken to prevent miral Makaroff, which had stopped to
agreed on a brief armistice to bury
A reporter, escorted by the com- in their struggle. As the train left the of the stirrup straps of a horse withsearch a suspected bark flying the
a spread of the revolt.
the dead at Klao-Chau. The Gov- mandant, went through the streets, station he stood In the carriage bow- out a rider and got out of the melee.
The announcement that a section commercial flag of the Netherlands.
ernor of the territory is endeavoring but saw no Blgn of Belgian life ex- ing to those on tie platform—an as- This kind of thing was going on all
of the Dutch element in South Africa
to arrange for, the departure of all cept a few straying dogs. German cetic figure of the Richelieu type, a
"A submarine of the enemy launchday.
giad turned against the British Gov- ed several torpedoes, which luckily
non-combatants remaining In Tsing- Boldiers were walking about asking man of dominant personality, with a
"In the afternoon I thought ws>
ernment came suddenly and is the missed the mark and caused no damtheir way. The town Is little dam- charm of pose and expression that should an get bowled over, as they
tau.
,flrst warning note that the empire age whatsoever to the cruiser.
made one realize how keenly his work came for us In their big numbers.
Belgian fugitives are forced to Hve aged.
may have to face internal difficulties
Is appreciated by bis countrymen In Where they came from goodness
in the open, without food, Holland
"On Oct. 11, at 2 o'clock in the
when at war with Germany.
2,000
BELGIANS
BEATEN
BY
RUSE.
knows; but as we could not stop then*
afternoon, the submarines of the
being unable to provide for the 500,Belgium.
It momentarily has diverted atten- enemy again attacked our cruisers
The
ruse
at
Duffeld,
which
enabled
with bullets they had another taste
000 who have sought safety there.
Loss of Horses Appalling.
tion from the battle in the north of Bayan and Pallada, which were pathe
Germans
to
overpower
or
destroy
of the bayonet My captain, a line felEngland Is caring for thousands of
The wastage of horses during the low, was near to me and as he fetched)
iTrance.
most
of
a
force
of
2,000
Belgians,
haprefugees who have gone there.
trolling the Baltic.
present
war
has
admittedly
been
apOfficial dispatches from Lord Bux"Although the cruisers opened in The Russian cruiser Pallada was tor- pened In this way. Late at night the palling. At the St. Lazare terminus them down he shouted: 'Give thenx
4on, Governor General, to the Imperial
socks, my lads.'
How many w*r»
pedoed and sunk In the Baltic Sea Belgians saw what they took to be .
Government and the measures taken time a very strong fire, one of the
British soldiers approaching along the L-today I met ageneralwlth some 200 killed and wounded I don't know.jHi*,
submarines succeeded in launching
with all of her crew of 568 by a
by General Louis Botha and his colnorth
bank
of
the
Nethe.
To
a
chal-ssfrm
of
the
Ninth
French
dragoons.
the field was covered with them."
German submarine.
leagues to stamp out the uprising torpedoes against the Pallada, wherelenge the oncomerB shouted, "We are They had no horses left and had
■bowed that the outbreak is real and upon an explosion resulted and the The Germans advancing on Ostend friends." The pseudo British rapidly come to pick up some at present waitGives Boys Chance to Enlist.
cruiser with all her crew sank."
captured Ghent
ing In,Paris. They were then taking
dangerous.
Bordeaux.—A decree Issued by the
So far during the present war, up Austrian forces advancing from the overpowered sentries ~ and swarmed an eastward-bound train as far aa
The proclamation of martial law diinto
the
Belgian
trenches,
where
most
French
government
permits th*
to and including the sinking of the
west entered the fortress of Przem- of the Boldiers were asleep. When Chateau Thierry. Their purpose was
rectly charges the widespread secret
Pallada, which carried 668 officers
mother or guardian of a youth under
propaganda of the Germans with beysl and caused the Russians to aban- the attack was over only 800 were to harass the retreat of the Germans,
and men, the submarine on both sides
who at this point in the firing line twenty years to set as a substitute
don their siege. The retreat was left out of a force of 2,000.
ing responsible for the seduction of
has accounted for a total of four
are said to be utterly exhausted. for the absent father In authorising:
explained In Petrograd as a stratethis commando, which was one of
armored cruisers (three British, one
Whole sections of them are being cap- th* young man to volunteer for th*
(the four armies sent in the field when
gical move.
Russian), two small cruisers (one on
tured helpless after three sleepless war. In the case of the death of th*
.the union Government undertook to
A
German
aviator
dropped
six
more
NEW GIANT GUN8
each side). Most of the honors have
nights. Even the sentries are asleep, mother or the guardian, the Iocs*
relieve the home Government of the
bombs on Paris, but they did no
and every man capable of doing so magistrate may authorise the enlisttask of dealing with the German been with the Germans.
particular damage nor injured anyTested by Kaiser
has crept Into a barn or other shelter ment This decree Is designed to mak*
colonies in the continent of Africa.
one.
It possible for s large number ofJ
to get some rest
Five Austrian Generals have been reTO ATTACK BRITAIN
The heroism displayed by the Brit- would-be volunteers to enlist Physlieved of their commands.
BELGIAN GOVERNMENT MOVES
ish troops is the subject of admiring ically they are fit, but they are unFour steamships with 7,000 Belgian
COPENHAGEN. —It
It
reGERMANY PROMISES
comments In the French papers. The der the legal age to Join the army.
TO FRANCE.
refugees, mostly from Antwerp, ar-

KAISER'S AVALANCHE ROLLS
ONWARD THROUGH BELGIUM

By GEORGE DUFRESNE.
International News Service.

Russians Win
Advantage in
Vistula Battle

Kaiser Fortifies
Antwerp; His
Losses, 40,000

Germans Sink
Germans Stir
Russian Cruiser;
up Rebellion in
568 Are Lost
South Africa

1

A NEUTRAL SCHELDT

Bordeaux.—It was decided to transfer the Belgian government to France
in order that it may have full liberty
of action. The foregoing was announced officially in Bordeaux.
Several Belgian ministers, accompanied by a group -of. -officials, left
Ostend for Havre, where the French
government has prepared temporary
offices for them. ~
j"~ ,*
'
King Albert remains at the head
of the Belgian army.
The Belgian town of Ghent was
occupied by the Germans, according
fn an Amsterdam despatch to Reuters

Telesrsm Company

BERLIN (via The Hague and
London).—The government of
the Netherlands has again been
officially notified by the German
government that the status of
the River Scheldt, the waterway
which leads to Antwerp, will be
regarded by Germany as heretofore.
There will be no question of
forcing the Scheldt or using it
for purposes not sanctioned In
treaties with the Netherlands.

Uhlan, arrived 3ooeriadOOflC<a^^

rived from Folkestone, EnglandFurther details of the fall of Antwerp
is given in the German report Enormous quantities of provisions of all
kinds were captured. The garrison
of the northern forts aifd 13,000
British fled to Holland, where they
were disarmed. The English blew
up ten of the Antwerp forts before
they left.
Three British aeroplanes flew
100
miles into German territory and
dropped a bomb from a height of
500 feet, destroying a Zeppelin airship at Duesseldorf, was the official
London report.

ported that the Germans have
closed the Kiel Canal to neutral ships for the purpose of
testing the new 42 centimetre
guns (16!/2 Inches), which guns
have been placed on dreadnoughts to determine the availability of such armament for
a eamnaign against England.
Firing is now being done with
the big guns, 'according to the
report, and the new departure
Is said to be the. surprise that
the Kaiser has prepared^ fpr
Great Britain..

1,160,000 MEN LOST
IN EUROPEAN WAR
Berlin.—Attaches of the war office
estimated that the losses of all the
armies engaged In the European wax
have reached the enormous total of
1,160,000 killed, wounded and missing.
The German losses np to September 1
numbered 117.000.. Since then 28,000
more have been listed and it Is estimated that further losses up to the
present time have Increased the Oar-

man total casualty list to 225,009.
The British, French and Belgian
losses are estimated at 325,000. Russia, the war officials declares, has suffered more heavily than any other
nation. They fix that country's tosses
at 400,000 men. /
Austria's losses are estimated at
125,000, while the German officials believe that Servla' and Montenegro
have lost 85,000 men.
The body ot the averse* adult
M pounds of blood-

(STUDY OF BABY0L08Y

BET LAST CENT ON ROULETTE
American Refugees In Ostend In Dire
Distress Financed by Lucky

^EW POINTS CONCERNING THE
MONARCH OF THE HOUSE.

Turn of Wheel.

BROOKFIELD TIMES

EVIDENCE FOR
MILEAGE RAISE

FIGHTING LINE ON RUSSIAN 60RDER

WAR'S VICTIMS

OVER 3,000,000

A San Francisco real estate firm has
Europe Burdened with Belgium's
received a letter from a client telling; Boson & Maine Officials So
how he replenished his purse by riskHomeless Refugees
fWrlter Wisely Remarks That It Is ing his last coin at roulette, when
Tell Commission.
his appeals home for money were
Well, Considering Their Potentialfruitless on account of conditions folities, That They Com* Only
ANTWERP ADDS 500,000 MORE
lowing the breaking out of hostilities
NEW BUILDINGS IN HUB
>
In Small Sizes.
In Europe. He was In Ostend when
'Babyology Is a very fascinating the actual fighting began, and had
Destitution snd Intense Suffering on
■tudy, so absorbing. In fact, that it been traveling in Europe for •ome Hundreds of Skilled Workmen Will
Every Hand In Europe—Belgians
Be Employed, Besides SeverIs better for a beginner to study months. For obvious reasons hi*
Driven From Their Homes by
•ome one else's baby. Then the sub- name Is withheld. The letter say*.
al Thousand Clerk* of the
ject can be dropped—In a soft place, In part:
"Jta., Fire and the Sword.
Sixteen Occupants.
"We had made Ostend our objeo«f course—at any time. Undertaking
to study her own baby, the student tlve point considering It the mo*t
Loadon.-Three million refugees
■nay have so much knowledge thrust favorable point for awaiting developBoston.—Evidence of diminishing
without homes or money, in many
ments. The morning after our arrival
(upon her that her brain reels and her
receipts and of difficult condition*
cases lacking sufficient <=l°tnl""£
there a complete paralysis of the
even food, make one result of little
tack aches, yet she cannot play hooky
financial situation established Itself. partly due to disturbance of business
without incurring the penalties of the
more than two months of warfare
nothing available had any circulating by the war has been submitted to,,
truant law.
in Europe.
..
value; checks, letters of credit, the the public service commissioner by
The fall of Antwerp added luuy
A male baby may grow up to be * American Express company or travel- the Boston & Maine railroad In support
500,000 men, women and children »
philosopher and a gentleman, but in ers' checks, or even Belgian pap*f of Its request for an increase on milethe already long list of homeless sufbis earlier years he la a» unreason- money, all shared the *ame fate. That age books, raising the rate from 2
ferers who must depend on the bounty
ing and Ill-tempered as a hornet H* evening our limited capital consisted cents to 21-* cents a mile. Joining
of others for their keep. France, Bajf.
■will howl without provocation and of eight francs In my pocket Ol In the petition were the Boston *
land, Germany, Austria, »»»'»»»*
kick his own mother In th* face while course, I had depended upon my let- Albany, the New York, New Haven
Belgium have all felt the effect of the
& Hartford and the Central Vermont
she is trying to pull a pin out of his
ters of credit
sufferings of this great «W.«»
leg.
.
L,
"We went In silence walking down railroads, but by general consent the
land and France especially ******
A girl baby always has a cbancs to the ocean shore. Both myeelf end case of the Boston A Maine was
(
neutral nation of Holland have been
become a sweet lovable, useful wom- wife wondered where wo would go taken first.'
the chief sufferers, for to them save
Among those who appeared wore
an; but If sb* U the only baby, has next, and what would become of us,
come til homeless hordes of Belgian,
foolishly fond parent*, and It unpro- when we came upon a brilliantly Edgar J. Rich, general solicitor for
tected from grandmotherly Influences, lighted kursaal. It occurred to us we the road; William J. Hobbs, treasurer
fleeing from their h<*»M <* «**»
out by the fire and sword that has
the chance is only one In a million.
might correct our fortune by staking. and Charles M. Hurt general passenswept through the country.
A man hates to play second nddle to It all upon the roulette wheel. At ger: agent Other officials present
It is estimated that there are 1,000,
anything, and most of all does he rebel the most it couldn't render our lot were Benjamin Campbell, vice-presi000 refugees in France more than
•U taking a back seat In his own any worse than It was. To our hor- dent of the road; Woodman Hudson,
half that number In England, at
ttome; but when baby come* he soon ror, however, the Inscription, five counsel for the Boston & Albany;
f'ast 600.000 in Holland. Refugees
learns to accept an uncushloned pew francs entree,' confronted our eyes. A. B. Smith, general passenger agent
from the border towns of Germany
in the extreme rear and to be grateful That would leave us but three francs of the New Haven; Frank A. Farand the East ^^«*™J?t
for that.
in our pockets. Once again the situa- num, counsel for the New Haven,
While bankers will advise a cus- tion was saved by my wife. From Joseph Lane, general traffic manager Nation Now Likely to Fight as Penetrating Eye of Camera In- pled by Russia hav. fled to th. in"erior in what numbers cannot be
tomer who can afford It to put some of the bottom of her hand satchel she of the Worcester Chamber of Comvades Secret Precincts - estimated. On the other hand, Rusfcl* money In "Babies, Ltd," they will produced a five-franc piece, which she merce.
~~ Ally ot Russian Empire
sians from (Poland and the bord*.
The first witness called was Mr.
warn him that a baby is not an adver- had laid away during the fat years,
towns attacked by the German, hav.
tisement but a speculation—you can looking forward to contingencies. Bo Hobbs. He testified that the Income
never tell how it will turn out
PAGES FORM A SEMICIRCLE been forced to flee to the Interior,
in we marched, and, after having got of the company Is not high enough
Thousands of refugees from Gallcis
Luckily babies come In small sizes on to the arithmetic of the gambling to meet the expenses. He said that
and the part, of Hungary oecaptod
ionly. If they were manufactured In table, we selected No. 28 to decide our the net corporate Income for the
by the Russians have fled to the Inwlx-foot lengths, with a proportionate
fate.
. year ending June 30, 1913, was **»,• Cousin of King George and Cxar Is Pictures Taken for Use In Conjunc- terior and Vienna and otherJw.
increase in their potentialities for cor"The wheel whirled round and 696. That was the amount available
tion with Lectur* on Amerioan
Austrian and Hungarian cities ar.
Expected to Make Herself Popular
nering affections, vocalising, and oth- round, and It became black before our at the end of that year for dividends.
Government—Camera Call An- __
taxed to their utmost to oare to.
erwise upsetting the even tenor of a eyes, but In our ear* it sounded like At the end of the next year, howWith Rumanians by Favoring War
them. How many of these "fagee.
swered by the 8olons.
fcousehold, the legal limit would have poetry, snd when It stopped I hadnt ever, the year ending June SO, 1»1«,
—Ruler on Throne 48 Years.
there are It 1* almost impossible te
«o be fixed at one baby per township. hands enough to gather the money. there waB a corporate loss Instead,
Washington.—Moving picture men say and 3,800,000 is probably a ©o*
And that would be carrying the doc- My number had won, and they paid me amounting to $2,044,742. That meant
London.—A dispatch from Buchartrine, "Fewer babies and better ones, 35 for 1.
Remembering It was that the company lacked that amount est announces that King Charles of made a descent on the Senate Cham- servatlve estimate of the great numtoo far; for sad will be the day when easier to make money than to keep In being aible to meet Its obligations Rumania died suddenly at his country ber, Just before noon and had a dress bers who hav* felt the full fore* ot
the Mothers' club cannot borrow a it, we proved ourselves wosthy of the for the year. During July and Au- seat at Slnaia, in the Carpathian
the warfare.
rehearsal ot the opening of the SenBesides those that have fled from
five model to illustrate Miss Permella honor by withdrawing from the ring, gust of the present year it is $46,- Mountains.
ate.
It
was
not
necessary
to
imperthel*
homes there are thousands^ to
iHolbrau'e lecture, "What Is a BabyT and sought our exit feeling once again 022 short in the amount needed to
The death of King Charles has
For Those Who Have Never Been we were able to take care of our- pay charges.
caused a sensation throughout Europe. sonate any of the dignitaries who fig- different parts of Belgium and part,
One."—Terrel LOT* Holllday, In Llp- selves for a day or two."
In reply to questions from the comNo previous dispatches had given ure daily in the opening exercises of of France, possibly starving and
mission, Mr. Rich said that the recent any idea that, although the King was the Senate, for the Vice-President, hopelessly facing the coming winter.
jjlncott's.
How to care for these great armie.
revision of the local class rates is ex- known to be in poor health, his conthe chaplain^ several Senators, the of homeless during the winter is th.
WHAT HE REALLY DID SAY pected to yield an additional revenue dition was serious.
Keeping Up With Lizzie.
"It is the upkeep that makes marof about $600,000 and a proposed reOpinion points to Rumania's alli- reading clerk and the pages all con- problem that Is facing mny»>«";
ments. Those Belgians who fled theil
Remark MlQht Almost Be Construed vision of the commodity rates is ex- ance with Russia against Austria and siderately posed for the scene.
riage costly."
"Unless you have fashionable neighss a Slur on a Most Noble
pected to yield an Increase of $300,- Germany. Mass meetings, incendiary
Vice-President Marshall Issued to country and sought refuge In Franc,
bors in which case it is the keep up."
Profession.
000 a year on traffic between points speeches, open criticism by diplomats the sergeant-at-arms an order which are said to be absolutely destitute, 1*
many ca.es weak from hunger and
an point to the virtually unanimous
on the Boston & Maine.
Not Taking Her From Him.'
One morning Gifford met his old
This large influx has
The utmost increase from freight demand of the people that Rumania permitted the taking of moving pic- sufferings.
She—I'm afraid poor papa will miss friend. Hall. After they had greeted rates, If business becomes good again. seize the opportunity to gain Transyl- tures of that body for the first time brought France fsce to face with »
me when we are married.
England apparently
they did under pretense of Btudylng Is $1,000,000 a year, but, because of vania, Bukowina and Bessarabia.
In Its history. The operators of the big problem.
He—Why, Is your father going each other, Gifford said:
a 'big drop now In gross business, the
Charles I. of Rumania was 75 years moving picture machine had four has so far absorbed those refuge*.
who have reached her shore., and
away?
.
"Say, Will, I heard today that your returns are very uncertain. ^He said ot age and as first King of Rumania
son, Thomas, was an undertaker. I that It is hoped to realise an addi- had occupied th* throne forty-eight large lights which they arranged in will probably be able to c»ro J«
the Senate Chamber, and at a given
thought you told me he was a physi- tion of $500,000 on mileage books.
more.
years.
signal the Vice-President marched in many
It Is estimated that during tn»
Atty. Farnham submitted corresIn 1869 he married Princess Elisacian."
"Oh. no," replied Hall, positively, 1 ponding figures tor the New Haven beth of Wied, now 71 years old, fa- from his room, followed by the chap- past week 35,000 refugees poured Into
lain and attended by the sergeant-at- Budapest from parts of Hungary oo
raHroad showing that the net cor- mous as Carmen Sylvia the poetess
never told you that"
HBBPBOor
cupled by the Russians. There ars
"I don't like to contradict you, old porate Income of his company for and for splendid deedB of philan- arms.
7TH AVENUE*38TH ST. HOTEL
The Vice-President ascended to his still long lines of men, women an*
300 KM FIB* IMMIMI
" " W " "™
friend," insisted Gifford, "but, really, the year 1913 was $8,928,000 and for thropy. One child, a son, was born
desk,
rapped
for
order
in
the
usual
children pouring in from the region
1914 only $288,000, a loss of over $8,- to them, but he died at the age of
I'm positive you did say so."
"No, you probably misunderstood 600 000. The gross Income for the 6. Charles invited his brother. Prince way directed the Senate chaplain to of the Camathians and looking to
tUSL S. B Sla. 4 Slockt ■■■"■■
■■»■■■»
offer
prayer,
and
that
officer
went
Budapest for relief.
me," explained Hall, "I told you he last three months Is $900,000 behind William of Hohenzollern, to become
CENTER OF EVERYTHING
the income of the corresponding Crown Prince, but after twelve through the ceremony of raising his
160 ROOMS
BATHS 200 -followed the medical profession."—Exhands clasped and apparently repeatmonths
Prince
William
made
way
for
PEACE TREATIES TOTAL ZT, \
months a year ago.
A room with bath
•
■
S1.50 change.
Chairman MacLeod asked that his younger brother, Prince Ferdi- ing an invocation.
Other rooms with bath
$2.00, $2.50
The pages were ranged around* in a Bryan to Sign Up Another and Get
Rooms for two persons
$2.60, $3.00
specific information be given the com- nand.
The New Language.
CUISINE
(• la Carte)
MUSIC
One With Russia Ratified.
With the accession of King Fer- semicircle in front of the Senator's
Here is our esteemed contemporary mission regarding the rates of the
IENO FOR COLORED MAPOF NEW YORK
Washington.—A peace commission
EDGAR T. SMITH, Managing Director. World Speech again celebrating that various kinds of tickets, and suggest- dinand to the Rumanian throne, his desks, facing the Vice-President, folaccomplished international language, ed that there should be a rate basis wife, Queen Marie, who is believed to lowing the daily formula, and Sena- treaty, the twenty-seventh to he neRo, which Is "easy easy for the Jap- for single tickets before the ques- be the controlling Influence in the tors Lea, Chamberlain and a few oth- gotiated by the UnRed States Governanese, Chinese or Hindus as for the tion of new rates on mileage books new royal household, will figure large- er members sat at their desks and ment, was signed by Secretary Bryan
ly In European affairs. At one time offered resolutions, which were re-, and Gonzalo Cordova, Minister from
Latin or Teutonic peoples." No Is considered.
her son Carol, or Karl, was reported ceived by the reading clerk.
Ecuador. Nineteen of these have been
doubt, and as easy for us as
The moving picture men later took ratified by the United States Senate.
Japanese, Chinese, Etruscan and BOOMERS BRING HUB $12,000,000. engaged to the Czar's eldest daughter,
and
her
eldest
daughter,
the
Urging further action by the Senate
the
Senate
press
gallery
in
action.
Basque. But listen to a bit of ro diaNumerous Industrial Plant* To Build beautiful Princess Elizabeth, to the Other scenes of the various Govern- on pending treaties before adjournlogue:
young Prince of Wales. The sym- ment offices will be taken, and the ment of Congress, Secretary Bryan
a* Result of Campaign.
"Gl tada, aci flawt (Good morning,
pathies of the new King and Queen pictures will be used to Illustrate a conferred with members of the Comhow are you?)
Boston.—Nearly $12,000,000 Is to be are with the Allies, and this may lecture on the Government at Wash- mittee on Foreign Relations and suc"Btto ec, abl Ha (Thank you, I am
Invested in Boston by large manu- determine Rumania's future attitude ington which a newspaper correspond- ceeded in getting favorable action on
well.)
the recently negotiated peace commisent is preparing to deliver.
"Asl we resk abo? (Do you un- facturing concerns as the result of in the war.
the work BO far accomplished by the
The condition of the country when
There was much comment here on sion convention with Russia. Considderstand me?)
Boston
Industrial
Development
board,
Prince
Charles
entered
Rumania
was
thiB radical departure from Senate eration of similar treaties with San
We do not; but apl mugcal hab
awoz mebu? How many legs has a according to Mayor Curley. This discouraging in every respect. That customs and traditions. Time was, Domingo, Panama and China will also
amount, he declares, was assured be- which he leaves to his successor, not many sears ago, when photo- be urged, having already been aplobster?—New York Sun.
fore the war. Lately, the Boston his nephew. Prince Ferdinand, has graphers were barred absolutely from proved by the committee and held up
retail grocers' association has as- an army of 500,000 well drilled sol- the two houses of Congress and the in the Senate.
There are 1,442 pensioners of the sured Chairman John N. Cole of the diers, a foreign commerce developed few pictures of the two legislative
Mexican war of 1846-8 still on the board that they are to build on Com- to a degree that exceeds that of all chambers available were those which
THE NEW FALL STYLE
FOOTBALL TUMBLE KILLS.
rolls.
mercial and Snow Hill streets In the other Balkan states combined, showed empty seats.
2 for 25 Cts.
agriculture
developed
along
modern
the North End the largest concrete
Later the rule was relaxed and It Play.r, Taokl.d Low, Strike. Head
KARL, a» WII.»OM ^^
How some people delight In pouring storehouse In the world. The site lines, oil production on a vast scale, Is now common to take photographs
and Die. In Half Hour.
BAKEB8 OF TROY'S BEST PRODUCT.
and a national credit that needs no of the houses In session. Several picice water on your enthusiasm!
Bmmltsburg, Md.—Falling on his
la that of the old gas house.
To make room for the new con- special guarantees.
tures of President Wilson in the act head when tackled and thrown In a
crete building on the gas house Bite,
of delivering his message to Congress football game, William English, Jr.,
the work of demolishing the present
FILIPINOS GREET HARRISON.
have been made by photographers, of Troy, N. Y., received injuries which
structures will be begun at once.
but it is the first time that the moving caused his death a half-hour later, at
The new building will combine 16 20,000 Celebrate Arrival of Governor picture men have been able to obtain Mount St. Mary's College.
nine-story structures under one roof.
English, a senior, was playing on a
pictures by the voluntary posing of
General at Manila.
They will 'be completed in about a
picked class team against the Juniors.
Manila.—More than 20,000 Filipinos the principal figures of either house
year. It Is estimated, at a cost of
Receiving
the ball, he dashed down
thronged the palace celebrating the of Congress.
fl,8flf0,000.
Secretary Bryan has posed for mov- the field again and was tackled
anniversary
of
Governor
Francis
BurSpecial shipping and transportalow, the back of his head striking the
ton Harrison's arrival. Governor Har- ing pictures and on one occasion halttion facilities and the largest InderlBon, after repeating President Wil- ed a diplomatic reception at the State ground. He got up, walked a few
pendent electrlo light plant In New
Department to make it possible for yards and fell over unconscioss. Thirson's message to the people, said:
England will enable the occupants
"With patience.i dignity and wisdom moving pictures to be taken of the ty minutes later he died from concusto save thousands of dollars a month
you have justified the words and deeds Secretary in the act of receiving the sion of the brain.
Tropical Hawaii, the home of £•*»?»*,Ptaeap£•££>
and will greatly facilitate the re- of the President toward you."
diplomats.
oeiving and shipping of merchandise.
SUES JUDGE FOR CONVICTION.
distant to^pplrjo-^^S!&£B£
The new structure wlU be called
AUSTRIAN PICKETS FREEZE.
RUSSIA MAY BUY IN DETROIT.
the Educator building, and it will be.
Prisoner Asks *25,000 Damages for
Hawaiian Pineapple in airit. J>-*/««t|SsB
It Is said, th* terminal of the Union Agent Arranging to Place Orders Troops in Mountains Suffer Severely
80 Days Spent In Jail.
after fully ripening in the field, buy uM»r' Because of Cold.
and Electric railways. The New
Chicago.—«uit for $26,000 damages
Yellow and mellow when harvested.and
"
Valued at $40,000 Monthly.
Rome.—A dispatch from Cstlnje, was filed against United States Judge
York biscuit concern that Is to be
Detroit.—The Detroit Board of
placed right into the tin the day it I*
one of the largest firms In the place, Commerce has received a letter from Montenegro, says the troops are Buf- Kenesaw M. Landls, as the result of
picked. You can buy it iliced or crushed. ^
fering
severely, especially at night, 30 days spent in Jail by Frank Blackand the name of which for the pres- a Russian agent In Warsaw, Poland,
Snow already lldge on a contempt charge preferred
ent Is withheld, will employ about stating that Russia Is in great heed of owing to the cold.
At Your Crocen
by the Federal Judge.
2000 hands.
cotton goods, bandage cloth, surgical covers the peaks of the mountains.
Several detachments of the AustriThe United States Steel Corpora. Instruments, drugs and other hospital
If the suit is pressed to trial It will
ans, the dispatch adds, have been be the first time in local history that
tion,
another
give
occupant,
will
F'"
p
j
j
the
authorizing
Of
the
Bup
lle
i
an(
Libby, M9Neill ft Libby
work to hundreds of skilled env makln
nts by cable for compelled to retire, unable to resist a United States judge has been sued
making Qt
of arrangme
arrangments
Chicago
ployes, and the Boston grocers ana a contract for shipment of such ar- the terrible weather. Some of their for ds mages as a result of one of
New England manufacturers and ticles up to $40,000 in value every sentinels were frozen death In a his decisions.
sain.
merchants who will make up the 11 month until further nn»l»«
firms will add thousands more.

RUMANIAN KING SENATE IN POSES
DIESSUDDENLY FOR THE/MOVIES'
HAD KEPT COUNTRY NEUTRAL
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j A POSTPONED ROMANCE :
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—
By BLANCHE CROW.
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I

"What made you ask me to marry
you'" inquired the bride, as one asks
what the weather
is likely to be.
"Why,"
the
bride's
husband
paused. "I guess
it was because
you were looking
around
and
picked me out."
"No,"
replied
the bride meditatively, "it couldn't
have been Just
that,
because
Miss Mary McGee's been picking out husbands for
twenty years and sh« just quit that
unprofitable occupation and had begun to be happy, when she found
him!"
„„
"Who's this Miss Mary McGee?
"She's just Miss Mary McGee!" the
bride laughed. "I don't know how I
could explain more, if that doesn't
tell you! "he's the woman down the
block who just lives with the children and they all call her Miss Mary
McGee. So every one else does!
She's been with the children until
she's just like one—but she didn't begin until she'd given up the hope of
getting married, you know."
"How interesting!" commented tha
man.
"Yes, but she's had a genuine romance! You see it got out, naturally,"
said the bride, taking a deep breath
to mark the beginning of the story,
"through the children, that Miss Mo>
Gee wasn't invited to Jane Benton's
wedding, because she was needed by
some one or other to take care of the
children. And no one though she'd
think anything of It! But the children
talked it over before her, and her
feelings were hurt.
"Miss McGee's tall and angular, and
sort of eccentric looking, but she's
got an awfully sweet nature, and
every one was sorry that her feelings
were hurt. However, she wouldn't let
any one console her, or explain.
"Then one day old Lawyer Manning passed the house and, hearing
muBic, he went up. She was so surprised at his visit that she let him
in, and what do you suppose she was
doing? She had saved a lot of newspaper articles on how to dance the
tango and she was learning it from
them, playing until she had a tune in
mind and then singing for the dancing!"
"And so Manning is the happy individual?" anticipated the husband.
"Now, you just wait till I finish!"
flashed the bride. "Mr. Manning was
interested in the tango and Miss Mary
McGee promised to teach him all
about it! So he went almost every
day.
"And then the minister, who every
one says was fond of Miss Mary McGee years ago, called. Of course his
visit occurred when Mr. Manning was
there, and it sort of woke him up.
I guess he'd been thinking Miss Mary
McGee would always be there, and
there was no hurry about asking her!
Anyway, he began to call frequently,
and Miss Mary McGee always let them
come in and they remained hours and
hours, each trying to outstay the
other, and thus get the opportunity to
propose, I guess! But they always
had to go away together, for neither
would give In!
"And actually Miss Mary McGee got
BO pretty, with the activity and excitement—"
"But which one got her?"
- "Why, that's the romance of it!"
triumphed the bride; "They'd been
calling for about a month, steadily,
almost every afternoon, and then one
day the minister brought along his
brother, who was visiting him, because he couldn't leave his visitor at
home, and he wouldn't let Mr. Manning get the advantage of a call
alone!
"And the minister's brother had the
wit to invite her out. And he proposed right away, and now they're
married!"
"Right Honorable Lubber*."
During the war with France and
Spain in 1799 King George III of Kngland, with the idea of popularizing the
service, entered his third son, Prince
William Henry, as a midshipman in
the navy.
^
So far as the quarterdeck wan concerned this move was most successful
and ships of war were promptly filled
with sprigs of the nobility. It was
long a popular story in naval circles
that, soon after this prince became a
"middy" a lieutenant on one of the
line-of-battle ships who, although a
sterling officer, was of plebeian birth,
hailed the mizzen topsail yard In foghorn tones as follows:
"My lords and gentlemen, and all
you right honorable lubbers, bear ■
hand and roll up that sail and lay
down."
As their superior officer he could
and did call them "lubbers," but he
had to prefix that word with "right
honorable."
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HATCH CHICKS BY HUNDRED
Incubator I* Almost Necessity Where
Large Flocks Are Wanted—Get
a Good Machine.
(By ELIZABETH PUTNAM.)
If you expect to hatch chicks by the
hundred, an incubator is almost a
necessity. The hens required for this
would be worth more to you for laying
than the interest on the machine and
the oil. Then the advantage of having
a large flock of the same size is a time
saver in caring for them and an incentive to buyers when it is time to
make sales.
Consult your neighbors on this point
and secure as many catalogues as possible from the various firms. Valuable
pointers will be picked up from both
sources. It is poor economy to get a
cheap incubator, unless you can be assured that it does good work. Eggs
failing to hatch or chicks which are
not up to the average in vitality are
always serious losses. The best facilities for hatching are none too good.
Do not hurry the eggs into the machine until you have had it working
for ycu at "least one day under perfect
control. If it has been used before,
wash out the egg chamber, trays, etc.,
with a five per cent solution of crecline as a safeguard against bowel
trouble. Use only the beet of oil, trim
the wick daily, and follow as closely
as possible the directions which accompany your machine.
Never trust to eggs bought at a
neighboring store. They will probably
be a heterogeneous collection, and of
uncertain age. If chilled, the value for
hatching is greatly lessened. There is
some one in almost every neighborhood with a well graded flock of the
breed you prefer. Hunt that person
out and get her to furnish the number
required, even if you have to pay her
a cent or two a dozen extra for being
able to vouch for their good quality,
and for wrapping each in a piece of
paper when packing. This latter precaution not only protects from chill,
but from Jar in transit.

CATCHING FOWLS MADE EASY
Excellent Device May Be Constructed
Out of Barrel Hoop and Netting
From Old Hammock.
Who has not seen the farmer, his
wife, the hired man and one or more
children engaged in the exciting chase
for the chicken which is to be served
for the family dinner? All around the
yard, over the fence, under the barn,
through the garden, until somebody
luckily falls upon it. An easier way
is to make a long-handled net, using
a sound, well-made barrel hoop. An
old hammock makes a fine net for
this purpose. The net should be about

Handy In Chicken Yard.
two feet deep. Lay it down, moutl
up, put a few grains of corn on top,
pretend you are looking the other way,
and when a chicken steps on the nel
to pick out the corn, lift up suddenly,
tip it slightly to one side, and you
have the fowl safe. If you are pan
tlcularly expert the net may b«
dropped down over the bird.

MILK IS GOOD FOR POULTRY
Chicken* Intended for "Frie*" Gain
Rapidly When Given Lacteal Food
With Some Grain.
Milk cannot take the place of meat
as it is not sufficiently concentrated,
hence the hens could not drink enough
of it to supply their wants„ If a gill
of linseed meal Is added to a pint of
milk, and the milk then used for mixing ground grain, it will largely assist
in providing a complete food. Milk
should be given in vessels which will
prevent filth from getting into it, and
vessels cleaned daily.
Wheat is a standard food for poultry, and farmers have contented themselves that grain is sufficient, but it
has been demonstrated that when
fresh milk has been given to chicks
Intended to be sold as "fries" the gain,
when milk is added to the grain ration, is nearly twice as much as when
grain alone is used. If milk can be
conveniently given to laying hens,
larger profits will be derived by thus
utilizing the waste products than by
feeding It to the pigs, ae skim milk
and buttermilk contain nearly all the
elements of food, the eggs are more
easily produced by hens fed upon such
food than when they are not otherwise provided, and every farmer
should allow the hen* a share of the
skim milk and buttermilik.
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NOT APPRECIATED

S

By JULIA COHEN.

"No," said the young man with the
down on his upper lip as he frowned
tremulously, "I haven't fully decided as yet just what I shall make of
myself."
The young woman, who had on two
fraternity pins and had only recently stopped wearing her hair in a braid,
clasped her hands. "I should think it
would take a perfect! awful amount
of thought!" she breathed. "It would
be so dreadful to make a mistake,
wouldn't it?"
"Can't afford to do that." said the
young man, with a condescending
shake of his head.
"Too much depends on it, you know!"
"Oh, yes," she agreed. "You have
to think of the world as well as yourself, too, don't you? Your influence
on It and all that!
It would be so
terrible to waste yourself on something that would not call out your real
powers!"
"That's the way I feel about it,"
confided the young man. "But I'm
having the hardest time to convince
father of the wisdom of my views.
Of course, father's all right, and he's
been great to me, but I don't think
the fact that he's made some money
should give him the right to decide
upon my course in life. Any one
could make money 30 years ago. Conditions are different now!"
"Oh, yes," agreed the young woman fervently. "Conditions are so different at the present time."
"He doesn't seem to realize that,"
went on the young man. "He reels
off that ancient stuff about six o'cloCK
in the morning and 12 hours a day at
the grindstone and $10 suits as the
way to success, but f just let him
talk and say nothing!"
"You in a $10 suit!" cried the young
woman with soft laughter. "Why,
Teddy, you're the best dressed one In
the crowd—all the girls say so! The
idea!"
"Clothes don't mean anything to
father," said the young man with a
sigh. "He says it's what's inside 'em
that counts. Doesn't realize that a
man has to make a good impression
and all that. Why, I have a frightful time on my allowance, getting decent neckties I'm not ashamed of. Father wants me to go into his office
at some ratty $6 a week job and
work up, as he calls it. I tried to
explain to him that -with my education and advantages there was no
necessity of my going through that
ABC stage, but he's so hidebound
you can't do anything with him! As
rgh I were not capable of handling
assistant manager's job! All the
fellow does is sit at a desk and shuffle papers and growl 'Humph!' over
his eyeglasses at you!"
"I should think you were!" said the
young woman, indignantly. "I'll warrant the assistant manager never saw
the inside of a college!"
"He didn't," asserted the young
man. "He came from the country, as
nearly as I can make out. Father is
foolishly dependent upon him. I've
about decided to strike out for myself!"
"Have you?" cried the young woman. "How perfectly lovely! I know
you'll make a tremendous success!
What are you going to do?"
"Well," said the young man, "I'm
Just looking around. I thought of
law after going through Griswold's offices. Swell looking place, you know,
with two stenographers and oriental
rugs and all that. It looks easy. Man
came in and talked ten minutes to
Griswold's partner and the partner
just twirled a pencil and listened, and
then snapped: 'You can't do it. Impossible. Sorry. You'll have to pay
it!' And I'll bet he sent a bill for
$500.
"if I could get. through the law
course in a year I'd do it, but they
string it out so! Of course, commercial life has something to say for itself, too. I'd like to own a big dry
goods store. I could manage it from
abroad with good men under me, for
I shouldn't want to fuss with dry
goods details, but there don't seem to
be any vacant store, and, anyhow, dad
won't stake me to it. He said he'd
start me out in the suburbs If I wanted to—fancy me in a two by twice
store measuring ribbon myself acrosB
the counter!"
"Gracious!!' said the young woman.
"Aren't people just—queer, though?"
"Then there are always bonds,"
said the young.man. "But everything
seems to take up BO much time."
"It is just terribly hard," sympathized the young woman. "What problems you men have, don't you?"
'Oh, we must face them, that's all!"
Bald the young man heroically.
"Haven't you any idea at all what
you'll decide on?" queried the young
woman anxiously. "I should think
business men would be JUBt crazy to
get you to help them!"
"Well," said the young man reluctantly, "I've about decided, just while
I'm tooking around, of course, to take
the Job iu father's office. You see, he's
shut down on my allowance!"

Separate Roosting Places.
Leaving Of, Too Much.
If your poultry 1B allowed free
range, then have they separate roostMollie—Why, Chollie, you have a
ing quarters and see that all go to cold, haven't you?
roost there Instead of out of door*
Chollie—Oh, yes; I forgot and left
on the fences and In out building*, off my wrist watch yesterday.
for the hawk* and skunks to carry
away.
HI* Preparation.

Easy to Find Out.
"Why give up your work because
you marry?" asks Helen Starr, addressing girls. If Helen will visit the
home of some woman who has succeeded in mobilizing about nine children she will ascertain why marriage
Beat Material for Floor*.
frequently interferea with the girl who
Cement will dry well at this time
has a $5-a-week Job at a ribbon coun- of the year, and nothing 1B better for
ter
floors.

"Have you had any experience in
he movies?"
"Oh, yes, sir; 1, waa for ten year*
..lib. a furntture'Vao."

Banish The Old Ash Pan!'

'rawford
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New Business For Brookfield.
WEST BROOKFIELD.
Death of Mrs Morrill.
Clancy Wins Silver Loving Cup.
Mrs Mary Walker entertained the fol
We
undeistand
a
new
manufacturing
lowing people ae guests at her home, on, Mrs Maria S. (UphairO, widow of
Waido E. Miner is visiting in Rutland,
For being considered the most valuable
business is to be established in Brookfield Vt.
PUBLISHED
Sunday: Miss Emma Harrington.of Fall Nathaniel H. Morrill, a life-long resident
player on the high school base ball team
EVERY FRIDAY AFTERNOON, j RivCTi Mr and Mrs Henry Trombley and of Brookfield, died at 2.10 a. m. Sunday
and will be in operation as soon as necesduring the past season, Capt. John F.
Mrs Cora Foster has returned from her
„ AT, -n
,ci> M-J Miss Eunice Trombly of Springfield, Mr at her home on Pleasant street, aged 84 Clancy of the senior class was presented sary alterations are made on the Estey visit in Unionviile.
Journal Block, Korth Brookfield, Mass aml Mr8 Jamea P Connor8 and Leonard
years, 8 months and 12 days. Death was on Tuesday, with the silver loving cup block on Pleasant street, where the new
Mrs Ellen M. Spooner is visiting in
Connors, Charles E. Morse and Mrs John caused by dropsy and old age and Mre that was given to the school' last spring business is to be located and machinery
Stafford Springs, Ot.
HORACE J. LAWRENCE,
Doherty of Worcester.
Morrill had been sick since last April. by A. B. Brunell. The cup is known is installed. The manufacture of counByron E. Cady of Springfield, visited
ters and heels for boots and shoes will be
EDITOR AND PBOPBIETOB.
The Woman's Alliance of the First She was born in the Over-the-River dis- as the "Brunell cup," and in accordance
conducted by Charles II. Clareiiaon, who Mrs Mahala C. Cady, Sunday.
1.00 a Year in Advance. Parish church met at the home of Mrs trict, Feb. 6, 1830, the daughter of Hiram witli the donor's desire, it was given to has been a traveling salesman. for the Mr ami Mrs Charles O'M. Edson have
Claude H. Laflin, Tuesday afternoon at 3 and Cliloe (Winter) Dpham. The family the player whose services were of the
Single Copies, 3 Cents,
Hudson Belting Co. of Worcester, for the been entertaining Mrs Walter A. Prouty,
o'clock. Previous to the business meet- then lived in a house near what was greatest value to the team during the
past three years. Mr Clarendon will be Worcester.
Address all communications to BBOOKFIELII : jng Mrs David Pellett of Lincoln street kn6wn as the Emory Bartlett place. season. The committee named by Mr
in the Roger Mulcahy store, which is at
Edward Carter of Pittsfield, spent SunTIMES. North Brookfield,Mass.
gave a talk on Mexico, and exhibited a When she was a child they moved to the Brunuell to declare the winner was compresent a store room for the Win. J. day with his parents, Robert M. Carter
Orders for subscription, advertising, or ^ob [ collection 0f mrioa from that country. center, and lived for years in a house prised of principal Arthur B. Bucknam,
Walker
grocery
company.
According
to
work and payment lor the same,
and wife.
direct to the main office. North limokflcld or A social hour was enjoyed and tea served. about on the same site on which the home Thomas F Murphy and George W. Mcto George W. McNamara. Brookfield
of Dr. Newhall now stands. Mrs Morrill Namara. Mr Bucknam made the pre- Mr Clarendon, there is a bright future
William E. Aldrich, Main street, has
Workmen of the Central Massachu- had lived in the home in which she died sentation at the conclusion of the morn- for the shoe industry of New England.
returned from a visit with his sister in
setts Electric company, under the direc- since 1860. She married Nathaniel H. ing session Tuesday, Jwlien lie assembled Twelve machines are to be installed and
BROOKFIELD.
about 12 people will be employed at once. Kecne, N. H.
tion of foreman James McGeechie of MorrHI in 1855, and he died June 23,
all the students in the main room, called Mr Clarendon expects that within six
Miss Mary L. Waterman, Los Angeles,
Palmer,
on
Monday,
changed
the
loca1896. Mrs Morrill was the oldest mem- Capt. Clancy to the platform, and with
Leslie Wright spent the week-end in
months lie can give steady empli yment Cal., is the guest of Mr and Mrs Alfred
tion of three of the company's poles on ber of the Congregational church both in
an appropiate address passed the cup to to double the number. The machinery R. Hrigliam.
Norfolk
th we8t 8ide of the rcm,j flt yie southern
Mrs Louis LeCla.r of Norwood baa
^ £ ^^■
^ TJ & age and the number of years as a mem- the winner. Clancy has played every will be operated by a three horse power
Mr and Mrs John A. Daley are enterbeeu visiting her sister, Mrs Kate Stone. | ^ ^^
^ ^ w£re ehiftcd go ber. She joined the church 73 years ago. position on the team during the past electric motor on power furnished by the taining their daughter, Miss L. Ray
During
late
years
Mrs
Morrill
seldom
left
season
His
regolar
position
is
behind
.'
Frederick Bliss of Marlboro was the | that the roac| co„ld be widened,
her home but was always pleased to have the bat, but the team was so well forti- Central Mass. Electric Company and the Daley, Concord.
week-end guest of liis mother on Pleasant
motor will be installed on the ground
Charles
K.
Proutv,
Church
street,
has
her
friends
call
on
her.
She
is
survived
fied with backstop material, that he filled
Lyman H. Howe's travel festival which
floor the first of next week. It is expect- a rose bush in li is yard in blossom and
j TT„„ comes to tie town hall on Wednesday by one son, ftenry L, Morrill of Pitts- in at other positions where his service
William E. Rose has gone ti^|C°»
He lias been In town the was of more value. Be was one of the ed that business can begin after the mid- bearing several buds.
18, wil, undoubtedly he burgh, Pa.
West, Florida, to work as an automobile, •* mr,;; interesting and enjoyable motion greater part of the time since April, The leading batters of the QuaLoag Valley dle of November. Mr Clarendon looks
Mrs B. Frank Blodgett, Worcester,
forward to a successful business here and was a recent visitor of Mrs George Howrepairer.
.
I picturo performance ever given in this funeral was held Tuesday afternoon with league.
already has orders for six months ahead.
A supper will be served to the social ^
I ft ^ ^
un(]er ^ services at the tasmaat 2 o'clock, at which
ard on Pleasant street.
rooms of the Unitarian church, Nov. 11. ^^.^ Qf t||e Wnman,8 Alliance o( the Rev. Sherman Goodwin, pastor of the
Miss Ida C. Bell, a teacher in Whitins- .
District
Nurse
Harvest
Sale.
Prepare
for
Summer
Visitors.
Particulars later.
First Parish church, captained by Mrs Congregational church, oltiuiated. The
ville schools, spent tTie week end with
bearers were Frederick H. Bowen, GilMiss Marion A. Warren, librarian of William L. Walsh.
The district nurse committee of the V. her parents on Long Hill.
bert X. Leete, Charles M. Thayer and
• Merrick public library spent Sunday at
The war in Europe is almost certain to I. 9.'will manage a harvest sale and supMiss Elsie L. Ellis, Providence, visited
The ladies of the Congregational church Elbeit L. Bemis. Burial was in Brook- increase travel in this country next sum- per, followed by an entertainment and
her home in Worcester.
her parents, Mr and Mrs Chesselden L. ,
will
have
a
homemade
food
sale
in
the
field
cemetery,
in
charge
of
Undertaker
mer
anoMt
will
be
to
the
advantage
of
dance in the town hall next Wednesday Ellis, South Main street, on Sunday.
Mr and Mrs Rice of Leicester spent
those who cater to the wants of the sum- afternoon and evening, the 28th, for the
Sunday at the home of Mr and Mrs Will- south hall of the town house Saturday Robert G. Livermore.
Mr and Mrs Henry J. Weeden, West
afternoon,
Oct.
24,
at
3
o'clock
in
charge
mer
visitor
to
prepare
for
it.
Even
benefit of the district nurse fund. The street, are entertaining Mr and Mrs
iam D. Thompson, River street.
of Mrs Charles T. Gunn, assisted by Mrs
though this titanic struggle is terminated sale opens at 3 p. m. and the booths will
Change in Crossing Plans,
Mr and Mrs William J. Woods of Wor- Arthur W. Mitchell, Mrs Edwin V. Lawbefore the travel season begins, which be in charge of the following: variety, Charles E. Weeden, Jamestown, R. I.
cester visited Sunday at the home of Mrs rence and Mrs Richard Finney. If anyMrs Willia.n J. Patterson, Jr., Springnow seems unlikely, conditions in Europe Mrs Edward Burgessand Mrs E. A. ColThe
selectmen,
Warren
E.
Tarbell,
Mary Harrington, Prouty street.
one desires some special article of food, Walter B. Mellen and Arthur W. Mitch- will hardly be propitious for travel abroad burn; mystery, Misses Felt Fletcher and field, arrived Sunday for a vacation at
Prof. Linwood Tracy's dancing class orders may be left with Mrs Richard Finell, with the county commissioners, GeO. and for the entertainment of American ■Clarabelle Bailey; apron, Mrs Delbert A. the home oi Mr and Mrs William Patterwill be in the town hall next Friday eve- ney, Main street.
W. Cook of Barre, Warren Goodale of tourists.
Eaton; vegetables, Mrs David Hunter, son, Ragged Hill.
ning, the 30th, from 8 to 10 o'clock.
Miss Mary P. Foster librarian at the
This means that the vast army of Mrs William Pollard and Mrs Emma S.
Mr and Mrs Frederick E. Brookins Clinton and A. C, Moore of Southbridge
Jonas Bemis of Charlton, Progressive and son, of Revere, yisitedatthe home of had a conference Wednesday noon with Americans which every year has sailed for Ludden; candy, Mrs Otis Travers and Merriam public library has returned
candidate for Congressman from the 3rd j Mf BndMrs Edgar N.Green, the first of Geo. H. Fernald and Geo. H. Fernald, a vacation abroad must seek recreation Miss Ethel John on; home-made food, from a .visit with her sister Miss Myrtie,
district, was in town Wednesday.
j tne wee)j. Mr Brookins formerly lived Jr., of Boston, division engineers of the and rest in thia-country. Not only should Mrs William Walker. Supper will be at East Northiield.
Earl W. Livermore, fireman in the U.
Mr and Mrs Thomas J. Burkhill o* i„ town, and worked as a motorman on B. & A. railroad at the new bridge east it lead to an appreciable increase in the served in banquet hall from 6 to 8 o'clock
North Brookfield were the guests Sunday | tne w., B. & S, street railway, when the of the station. The selectmen and coun number of visitors at hotels and summer in charge of Mrs Henry Clark, assisted g. 8. Chester, Btationed at Chariestown,
of Mrs Gertrude M. Gerald, Lincoln St. t roa!j was started. At present, he is a ty commissioners expressed dissatisfaction* boaTdinfTnouses, but it should also re- by Mrs James Bowler, Mrs William has been visiting his parents, Mr and
There will be no service at the Unitari- member of the Metropolitan park police, over having the bridge completed accord sult in keeping in circulation here the Bemis, Mrs Mary McNamara Mrs George Mrs Levi W. Livermore.
millions of dollars which these Americans Hughes, Mrs John Mulcahy and Mrs
The Town and Village Improvement
an church n7xt Sunday morning, but During the summer he was manager of ing to the plans and recommended
changes. As a result of the conference, have taken abroad to spend and so will Richard Finney. At 8 o'clock there will club will hold a special meeting at their
there will be on the Sunday following, the Metropolitan police baseball team
tile railroad officials agreed to draw up a make for the economic welfare of the be an entertainment in the main hall in room Saturday night, at 8 o'clock to
trie Massachusetts police league
Nov. 1.
™
-m
new plan that will embody certain country.
charge of Dr. Mary Sherman, followed ballot on applications for membership.
A cow, valued at 875, owned by Joseph
Rev. Fr. O'Flaherty, S. J., of Holy
changes in the northern abutment and I The number of Americans who go by dancing until midnight to music- by
W.
Clarke
of
West
Brookfield,
was
found
Robert Patterson, clerk in the Fred L.
Cross college. Worcester, celebrated the
roadway. The plan will be completed as abroad every year for pleasure has been Donahue's orchestra. The supper and
8.30 o'clock mass at St. Mary's church, dead on the edge of the Howe brook in soon as possible and presented to the variously estimated, hi 1912, the figures entertainment tickets will be 25 cents, and Woodward store is on a two weeks' vacathe meadow at the rear of the Maurice
tion. He will spend the time hunting.
Sunday morning.
county commissioners for approval. One show that 146,915 persons arrived at New the dancing tickets 2*5 cents.
Brown farm, Saturday afternoon. The
Luman Benson of East Brookfield, is the
Before leaving Brookfield, Master War- appearance of the cow, indicated that of the changes will be the extension of York in the first cabin and 198,041 in the
substitute clerk.
ren Walsh was the happy recipient of she had become stuck in the mud while the nortii side abutment so that it will be second cabin, or a total of 344,956. It is
Mrs A. Herbert Howe, Pleasant street,
parting gifts from Father Murphy and drinking, and after struggling about un- on a line with the bridge proper. At reasonable to assume that the bulk of
book-keeper in the Fred L. Woodward
piesent it turns at a sharp angle and.cuts these returning Americans was made up
Miss Isabel Murphy.
til exhausted, had fallen over into the
store, is visiting in Roxbury, Vt., joinof pleasure seekers. It is estimated that
Mrs Walter P. Hillman of San Fran- brook and drowned. The body was into the roadway, making a sharp and
ing her husband, who is the guest of Beethe amount of money which this country
dangerous
turn,
as
at
this
point
tnere
is
a
Cisco and Miss Mildred Hillman of Ed- found by Robert Brown and Charles B.
OF REAL ESTATE
man S. Howe.
may thus retain next summer may be
gartown have been guests, this week, of Rice. It is thought the cow had been drop of 30 feet on to the tracks. By ex- reckoned as between $100,000,000 and
Harvest Sunday was observed at the
tending the abutment as agreed, this der'
" B&OOKFIE1.D, MASS., Oct. 7, lsli.
Judge and Mrs Henry E. Cottle.
dead two days.
fect will be remedied. The embankment $200,000,000.
Tlie owners and occupants of tlie following Congregational church witli special music
Frank Tunstall, son of Mr and Mrs
Witli tlie number of Americans, described parcels of real estate situated In the by the choir. The subject of the sermon
New telephone booths and equipmen on the northwest side will be filled in 12
town of Brookfield. in the county of Worcester,
John Tunstall, is at Front Royal, Va., have been installed this week at all the
feet, which will widen the roadway so equipped with this spending power, kept and Commonwealth of Massachusetts, and the was "The revolution of the year." The
demonstrating a tractor motor, for the turnouts and junction points on the W.
public are hereby notified that the taxes thereon
in
this
country
next
year
there
is
the
that the sharp turn will be'almost eliminseverally assessed for the years hereinafter spec- altar and platform were decorated with
Knox automobile conjpany, Springfield. B. & S. street railway. Previous to this
according to the list committed to me as the fruits of the hasvest.
ated.
The southern approach to the prospect of rich harvest for those running ified,
Collector of Taxes for said Brookfield by the
Rev. Oliver W. Means, retired, form- the company's telephones were in boxes bridge was satisfactory to the town and hotels and summer boarding houses, par- 4ssessors of Taxes, remain unpaid, and that the
Mr and Mrs Dwight Tyler, who were
undivided part of said land sufficient to
erly pastor of the Emanuel church, [ attached to the poles, making it very die- county officials and will be completed ac- ticularly in New England. But unless smallest
satisfy said taxes with the interest and all legal injured in the auto accident at Ludlow,
present
accommodations
are
enlarged
becosts and charges, or the whole of said land If no were brought home Wednesday afterSpringfield, preached the sermon at the agreeable for the conductors, when forced cording to present plans. The macadam
person offers to take an undivided part, thereot
Congregational church last Sunday morn- to use the telephones in stormy weather. road, extending from the bridge to the fore next summer there is a chance that will be offered for sale by public auction, at the noon, in Arthur Sampson's automobile.
office of the Collector of Taxes, in the Town
■mg
j The new booths are being supplied by the home of Martin J. Donahue is finished many cannot be taken care of.
Mrs Clark is recovering at the home of
House in said Brookfield, on
It has been estimated that more than a
Mr and Mrs J. B. Fischer and son, Al- trolley company and the telephone com- except for smoothing down the rough
Mr Clark's sister in Wilbraham.
bert closed their summer cottage on the pany furnishes tlie equipment and bears places with a steam roller. Pedestrians million and a quarter people spend their
Carlton D. Richardson, past master of
vacations
annually
in
New
England.
On
are
allowed
to
cross
the
bridge,
but
it
lias
east shore of J-ake Quaboag on Monday the cost of installation.
Mass. State Orange addressed the Quatlie
railroad
in-ts
there
were
last
year
at
Two
O'clock
P,
M.,
for
the
paymont
of
said
and left by automobile for their home in I Friends of Mr and Mrs Lucius E. Es- not been opened for teami and automowith interest, costs and charges thereon, boag Pomona Grange at Brimfield, Wed4,400 hotels and boarding houses with a taxes,
unlees the same shall be previously discharged.
New York City.
tey entertained them at a dinner party at biles yet.
nesday, on "The practical methods of
total
caprcity
of
222,100
persons.
If
all
The senior class of the high school the Arcadia Inn, Saturday evening, in
stocking game preserves."
Philander
Heirs or Devisees of William J. Vizard.
those
who
went
abroad
last
year
should
netted 812.12 at their food sale last Fri-, honor of their 25th wedding anniversary,
Death of Mrs Goodell.
certain parcel of land with a factory build- Holmes spoke on "Who owns the counseek a New England vacation at thesame ingA thereon,
situated on Mechanic street In the
day afternoon. This sdm goes toward the \ Mr and Mrs Estey were married Oct. 17,
east village ol said Brookfield. bounded and de- try fields, forests and streams, tlie hunter
Word was received In town Wednes- time there would thus be just about scribed as follows:—Northeast on said Mechanic or the man who holds the deed?"
fund being raised to pay the expenses of 1889, by Rev. L. W^Mason, at that time
enough room to accommodate them with- street; southeast and southwest hyaline ?i feet
the class trip to Washington in thespring. pastor of the F.rst Parish church. The day night of tlie death in Ludlow that
distant from and parallel with the underpinning
Dr. J. C. Austin entertained the Brookceremony was>persormed in the house in morning of Mrs Ellen A. (Robbins), wife out allowing for tlie normal business.
of the main building thereon; and northwest by
a line 24 feet distant from ana parallel with the field medical club, at tlie annual meeting
The board of registrars will be in session which t|iey still live.
Those present at of Anson P. Goodell, aged 70 years.
underpinning of said main building
Contain- on Wednesday, at Ye Olde Tavern. Tlie
at the selectmen's room at the town tne uinner were;_Mr and Mrs Estey, Mr Deatli was due to pneumonia. They had
ing about 14 acre.
following officers were elected; President,
To Withstand Earthquakes.
Tax of I'M, *i8.3?.
house Saturday, from noon until 10p. in. i an(J Mrg Artllur *> Butterworth, Mr and lived in Brookfield I,r more than 30 years
Earthquake construction has now
Dr. Lawrence T. Newhall, Brookfield;
This will be the last opportunit to regis-1 Mr8 Walter B. Mellen, Mr and Mrs Ed- and left only two weeks ago to make reached a very practical stage in the Calice Abraham and Canteuce Abraham.
vice-pres., Dr. Alex. H. McNeish, Leicester before the state election which comes ward B pilettep!ace, Dr. Lawrence T. their home in Ludlow. Mrs Goodell is seismic districts of Italy, where all
A certain parcel of land with the buildings
thereon situated on Main street In the east village ter; secretary and treasurer, Dr. Mary H.
Nov. 3.
Newhall, Miss Louise V. Newhall and Mr survived by her husband and one son, new buildings are being erected under of said Brookfield and bounded as follows;—
on said Main street; easterly on land Sherman, Brookfield; executive commitMrs Alfred L. Bliss, Pleasant street, 'and Mrs Warren E. Tarbell, East Brook- Lewis A. Goodell, and one daughter, strict supervision with respect to their Southorly
of ALeroy Nichols; northerly on land of Louis tee, Dr. Frederick Oowles, West BrookMabel Gfbodoll, all of Ludlow. The fu- ability to resist earthquake shocks Coville: and westerly on Gleason Avenue. Con- field; Dr. Maurice W. Pierson, Ware;
was taken to Worcester on the 11,19 field.
taining about I-4 acre.
,
train Tuesday morning to receive medi-1 vVilliam C. Wilson of East Brookfield neral was this afternoon, with services at Professor Omori, the Japanese authorTax of 1918. *S0.o5.
Dr. Olney W. Pflelps, Warren.
The
cal treatment at Memorial hospital. Shejand Mis8 Harriet W. Lynn of North theMHthodistchurch here at 1.30o'clock. ity, has estimated that 99.8 per cent of
club was addressed by Dr. Lemuel F.
was accompanied on the trip by Dr. Mary, Br00kfieia ^ere married by Rev. Dr. Burial was in Brookfield cemetery, in the deaths in the great Messina earth- Nettle Bowen.
quake of 1908 would have been preA certain parcel of land with the buildings Woodward, Worcester, whose subject
H. Sherman.
James A Johnston at his home on Main charge of Undertaker Robert G. Liver- vented if the buildings had been prop- thereon, situated on Rice hill in that part of said was Reminiscences from 1871 to 1914.
Brookfield
called Podunk. and bounded as folMrs Martha (Kane) Sealer, of Edmon- street, East Brookfield at 10 o'clock Mon- more.
lows:—Easterly on road leading over said Bice
erly constructed.
Edward Fitzgerald, Ware, and Miss
hill; southerly on land of Fred J. Benson; and
ton, Alberta, Canada, iormerly of Spen- day morning. The single ring service
westerly and northerly on land of Julius c. Lodia Normandin, West Brookfield, were
Pheips. Containing about 1 acre.
cer, visited at the home of Mr and Mrs was used and the couple were attended
Book Review.
Easy to Read Clock.
married at 9 o'clock, Wednesday mornOn a new clock dial for quick read- Tax of 1913, *5.S8,
James Bowler. Miss Sealer came east to by Frank At Westling, as best min and
For those interested iu things musical
ing, in Sacred Heart church. Miss Delia
attnnd The Wor|d Scales in Boston, ae a Miss Annie Gray as bridesmaid, both of the following things will prove to be of ing the figures for the minutes are Heirs or Devisees of Richard Flynn.
Stone was bridesmaid and Henry Kelley,
North Brookfield.
The bride wore a assistance: Guerber's "Stories of the placed in a circle outside the hour A certain triangular piece of land situated on
reporter for an Edmonton newspaper.
The wedding
Mill steeet in the center village of said Brookfield Ware, was best man.
figures and are larger.
travelling
suit
of
blue
serge
with
wiiite
and
described
as
follows;—Beginning
at
the
Howard A. Leete of Brockton, was the
operas" will be enjoyed and found useful
by Miss Madeline
northeasterly
thereof ..on ......
said Mill street . march was played
liormeasHTi) corner
ruinet n«nioi>>
...
picture
hat
and
the
bridesmaid
wore
a
whether read by opera goers or those of
guest of his father, Gilbert Leete, the
by land of Kate Eaton, thence southwardly by Quinlan of Warrett, who was also soloist
New Treatment for Obealty.
land of said Eatonto land of the Boston ami , "«
"
first of the week. Mr Leete was gradu- tailored suit of brown with hat to match. us fortunate enough to own victrolas. A
Altany
iihinvVnroad
Railroad
Company;
company;
thence
weatwardly
westwanlly
during
the
ceremony.
The
bride
wore
a
A German physician's new electrical
bl e With W it6
ated from our high/school in June, and After the ceremony there was a reception companion to this book is "Standard oratreatment for obesity compels patients
at
the
home
of
the
groom's
parents,
Mr
is employed in the administration departtorios" by Upton. "Little journeys to to perform muscular work automatical- the place of beginning. Containing about 1 ornaniented with white plumes.
She
ment of th George F. Keith company at and Mrs Charles A. Wilson on the Brook- the homes of great musicians" by Hub- ly and independently of their will by acres.
carried a white prayerbook. The bridesTax
of
19'2,
S2.28.
field road, and the young couple left on bard bring out the human side of these
maid's costume was dark blue with a
Tax of 1»13, fe.M.'
Brockton.
stimulating their muscles.
ARTHUR T. BUTTBRWORTH. , ■ black velvet hat. She received an opal
tlie 11.48 express for a wedding trip to
Mrs Louise Galloway Bassett spent the New York. On their return they will great composers, in its brief but compreColleitor of Taxes for the Town of
ring from the bride and the best man reBrookfield for the years 1912 and 19W.
week at her home on Weet Main street. live on Main street, East Brookfield. hensive sketches. "How to listen to
ceived a pearl stick-pin. The couple reHelp the Little Ones, Too.
Oct. 9, IS, S8.
ceived many beautiful gifts. They left
She has just completed a six weeks' tour Tlie groom is an assistant foreman in the Krehbiel, and "fh£ musical amateur"
To keep ourselves and our children
for a wedding trip to be spent in Worof bet "Little Mother" company at Louis- employ of tlie State highway commission. by SchaufBer are both full of good sug- fresh and sound-hearted, we must exFOR
SALE.
cester, Boston, Providence and New Bedgestion for the amateur music lover, a ercise vigorous, open-eyed choice, and
ville, Kentucky. She will leave on SunBERKSHIRE
PI08
6
to
8
weeks
old,
good
ones
ford.
On their return they will live in
Mr and Mrs George Benis of Andover, practical aid to intelligent listening and aecugtrym them cheerfully and eagerly
day for Syracuse, N. Y., where the comAlso a few shoats for breedlhg. ^^^
Ware where the groom is foreman in the
L
L
pany is billed for a week's engagement were guests, Sunday, of Mr and Mrs enjoymeut. These books are all to be to do the same.—Annie WInsor Allen 1M1T.
°- B™k4?ld Mass. Gilbert woolen mills.
(otind in Merrick Public library.
I la Atlantic Monthly.
beginning Monday.
Oscar Bemis.
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do it. An ash pan is hard to remove and it
usually spills the ashes in carrying
The deep Ash Hod of our latest ranges
catches all of the ashes, is easy to remove
and carry and does not spill the ashes. Coal
Hod beside it. Both hods free with each range.
Then there is a wonderful "Single
Damper" [patented]; gives perfect control of fire and oven. Better than two
dampers. Have you seen it?
Gas ovens if desired, end
[single] or elevated [double].-

WILLARD B. WILSON, AGENT
North Brookfield

Walker & Pratt Mfg. Co., Makers, Boston

BUILSING "CASTLES IN AIR"
Proceeding That Seems Poolish, If Not
Reprehensible, to Some, May
Readily Be Explained.
_
Those who build castles in the air
are occasionally spoken of by more
matter-of-fact persona with brutal and
noisy derision, but oftener with a kind
of tender pity which they find, not unjustifiably, far more exasperating. It
Implies so complete a misunderstanding of the builders' frame of mind.
They are supposed to live in a vale of
disappointments, but if they be outand-out workmen with a love of their
art they do, in fact, nothing of the
kind. Long before one castle has
actually fallen, sometimes even before
*o much as a telltale crack has appeared In the walls, they are planning
the foundations of another on a larger
and more gorgeous scale. When the
crash ultimately comes it is unheard,
for the din of cranes and hammers already are hard at work again. We
have it on Sam Weller's authority that
to take to building houses is "a medical term for being incurable." /And
very fortunately that is, a fortiori,
still more true of castles. It is not,
however, this implication of a life
made up of disilluslonments that ie the
most difficult to bear. Rather It is the
suggestion that those who indulge in
day dreams are BO besotted as to believe that they will all of them come
true. This 1B at once a slur on their
intelligence and on their ability to play
their own game properly; It shows
that the sympathetic and stupid creatures who make It could never acquire
the rudiments of the game if they
were to try for a thousand years. As
long as the player 1B trammeled by
doubts and wonderlagB whether anything so beautiful could ever really befall him, he must almost of necessity
curb his fancy and turn sadly back
from some glorioua Jlight; but, once
he has as much as half admitted to
himself that he Is moving in the realms
of fantasy, he can aoar away to
heights unknown.
Putting altogether on one side the delight that they give in the making, it
may well be a question whether any
material profit is to be derived from
castles in the air.
Many Use* of Blotting Paper.
Blotting paper has many other use*
besides the absorption of ink. If
grease is spilled on a rug or carpet
cover the spot with a pieoe of blotting
paper and place a warm iron, not hot,
over the spot. Grease on the wall may
be removed by covering with blotting
paper and pressing with a warm Irou.
Pine lace and collars may be quickly
dried by being placed between two
sheets of blotting paper and covering
with a weight. If you are Bhort on
rubber rings when canning, blotting
paper rings will serve juat as well as
rubber. There are many more uses
for blotting paper which will suggest
themselves to .the alert housewife.
Local Color.
Successful Author — Yea; I have
been been wishing for an opportunity
to visit that section of the country for
a number of years.
Sympathetic Friend — And why,
might I ask?
Successful Author — Oh, I once
wrote a popular novel with the scenes
laid around there, and I want to see
how the local color matches up.—
Florida Times-Union.

Activities of Wo.nen.
There is one wage-earning woman to
three wage-earning men in New York
state.
When a woman loses her husband
by death in Korea-she 1B forbidden
from marrying again.
Mrs. Estclle L. Lindsay is running
for the legislature in California on the
Socialist ticket.
In British Columbia women teachers
only are allowed to take the household
economics lectures.
The British Red Cross society has
over 65,000 nurses enrolled, of which
over two-thirds are women.
Canadian husbands desiring to go to
war must first get the wife's consent
before being enlisted.
The dowager empress of Russia has
given a complete field ambulance unit
for the French troops.
The women of Nagasaki, Japan,
work side by side with the men coaling
steamers that come into that port.
Women are being put to work in collieries in Germany, assuring that country plenty of coal.
The women of Servia as well as
those of Montenegro bear arms the
same as men during the time of war.
His First Thought.
A well-known athlete says that on
entering a Turkish bath one night he
found a stranger struggling in the
swimming pool. There was nobody
near, and the man was evidently unable to swim, having jumped in probably without ascertaining whether the
water would be above his head. The
athlete swam to the assistance of the
struggling man. Grasping him by
the hair, he towed him to the side of
the tank and assisted him to hang
on until he recovered his breath.
What were the first words uttered
by the rescued one? Did he stammer
out thanks to his human preseiver?
No. The human mind is a curious affair. As the half drowned man struggled back to conscisousness memories
of an old jest seemed to flit through
his brain, for he said:
"Lucky for me I wasn't baldheaded!"
I* Tobacco a Drug?
An interesting case of splitting
hairs has arisen in Ireland In the
administration of the national Insurance act as to whether tobacco is a
drug, a necessity or a luxury, all three
views being taken by different authorities, says London Tit-Bits. It appears
that the superintending medical officer of the Dublin district recommended that a consumptive patient coming
under the provisions of the act be
given tobacco for smoking to comfort
him in his last days, offering to «pay
for the weed himself, but the insurance committee decided that the tobacco wae necessary to the patient's
treatment and sent In the bill to the
Insurance commissioners. Two weeks
later the local authorities received a
lengthy, communication demanding an
explanation of their action in charging
the government with a shilling's worth
of tobacco. Tbelr reply was that tobacco was recognized as a drug in the
British codex under the title of nlcotiana tabacium Ind that it had been
prescribed by a registered practitioner.
Thereupon the commissioners consulted learned K. C.'s and they are still
wrestling with the subject. Meanwhile the patient is dead, the tobacco
has been smoked and the expense of
the disputation haa already reached a
hundred times the cost of the original
tin of shag.

WHEN WAR IS SILENT
HAS NO SOPHI8TRY WITH WHICH
TO CONFRONT WOMAN.

Great a* Must Be Acknowledged Are
HI* Power* of Deception They
Fail In the Presence of the
Mother of the Slain.
War sat on. a high place near the
city named Earth, where all who
passed along the highway called Life
could see him as they went on their
journeys. Among those who took their 4
eyes from the ground was King. When
be saw War he stopped.
"Who are you that sits beside the
highway of Life?" asked King.
War answered:
"I am Power, and Dominion, and
Pride, I am the maker and unmaker
of dynasties. I set up and purl down
the rulers of Earth, the great city in
which you dwell. By me wealth and
strength are apportioned, dishonor la
redeemed, right is made plain, and
justice is done."
So King went his way, thinking,
"War Is good."
Soon there came Young Man, and
he too asked who War wag.
War said:
"I am Adventure and Daring, Boldness and Hardihood. I bestow renown
and distinction on men. Those who
follow me grow brave of spirit and ■
hard of body. They learn the happiness that comes from ardent toll, the
joy that is born of struggle. The people of Earth look with greatest favor
on those who enroll themselves in my
record book and reward them with the
first consideration."
Young Man whistled as he followed
the highway called Life, and cried,
aloud, "War is noble!"
Next Old Man, weak of sight and
hard of hearing, peered at War and'
Baid: "Who are you, up there?"
To Old Man War replied:
"I am Memory and the Thought* of
Yesterday. I it was who filled your
heart with friends and clothed your
mind with the good memorial* of a,
glorious past. I took from you your
arm, but in its place I gave you something far better, the service of a devoted friend. By me you were made
poor in pocket, to beg your bread aa
you walked the highway called Life,
but In exchange I gave you the great
days of your manhood to comfort and
sustain you."
Old Man's face was lighted by his
thoughts of the brave days when he
knew War. and as he set one foot before the other he chuckled, and struck
hla thigh with hie hand, and mumbled
in his beard: "I mind now that War
is the great thing."
But then there came on the highway called Life Woman, who had
borne son* that War had destroyed,
and daughter* who had wept upon he»
skirts for their husbands that War
had torn from them; Woman, who
had dried the ears of orphan* War
had made and stanched the blood of
wounds that War had given; Woman,
who had mourned War's dead, and*
atarved that War might eat.
And Woman saw War and asked
him nothing, but fled shrieking away
from him on the highway called Life;
and as Woman fled from him War waa
silent, for he had no words to speak.—
New York Times.
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GERMANS LAUNCH NEW ATTACK
ALLIES HOLD AT EVERY POINT
ENGLAND MAYBE RAIDED SOON
-:o:-

GERMANS HAMMER ALLIES
ALONG A 325-MILE FRONT;
HALT ADVANCE ON COAST
Kaiser's Reinforced Armies Make Supreme Effort to Break Lines of the
Combined French, British and Belgian Forces as Climax of Western
Campaign.
LOSSES MOUNTING HIGH
IN BATTLE IN THE OPEN
Berlin (via Amsterdam).—The following statement was issued by the
War Office in Berlin:
"After several weeks of desperate
resistance our troops have captured
tome of the forts surrounding Verdun.
This opens the way for an attack on
the main fortiftcations, and preparations for this are now being made."
TIGHTING OF DESPERATE CHARACTER.

had only to install batteries of artillery.
Officers of the Allies say they have
noticed that only about 40 per cent,
of the shells from these suns explode.
They say also that the prodigality of
the fire from them has apparently depleted the German supply of ammunition, as the intensity of the Are has
lately diminished.
Sweden has ordered all lights on
her coasts extinguished so that they
Cannot be of use to the navies of the
belligerent Powers.
The situation in Belgium on account
of the shortage of food is growing
more serious and efforts are being
made by American officials to hurry
relief, especially to Brussels, where
the need is greatest.

DUG IN LIKE MOLES, ARMIES i
IN FRANCE FIGHT
UNSEEN.
•

ST.

MIHIEL,

ing day

and

France.—Fight-

night from deep

Amsterdam.—Information from an
trenches whose wonderfully efauthoritative source shows that the
fective entanglements of barbprecautions being taken in London
ed
wire, steel
sharp-pointed
against an airship attack are thorrods and sharp-pointed stakes
oughly juatifled, though a bit premaare almost touching, the thouture.
While occasional minor raids may M sands of men comprising the
be made on London sooner if Ger-: Jj German left and the French opmany gets a foothold on the Channel., * posing wing seldom see each
the Grand Aerial Armada will not be j H other.
launched against England until Febru-1 M
Probably never before has
ary, for Germany will not be ready j ^ triers been staged a battle so
till then.
§ theatrically set as is the pre*
"We are building 200 aeroplanes 15! ent. The line of battle runs
especially for the attack on London.. >j wave shape for milss through
These are of a new and extra large , ^ dense forests, over and around
type, capable of carrying 1,000 pounds, * high hills and across deep valin addition to the weight of the pilot 5? leys, traversed with fast runand bomb thrower," said a German M ning streams of water.
H
The French stubbornly contest
aviator.
"These new aeroplanes will not be * every attempt on the part of
5?
the
Germans to advance. Lines
in commission before February. I am
training the flyers now at special avia- [Bj of trenches are extended a foot
tion camps. I have been often in M at a time. The thousands on
London. I was flying In England last jjjj each side dig themselves In like
-■:':■ field moles.
spring."
They cover-their every moveAsked if there was any truth in the W
statement that Germany had fifty M ment. Even the guns are hidden
K
and
their location cannot be asZeppelins six weeks ago, he replied
$ certalned by the opposing forces,
frankly:
"That is* nonsense. But we are * as their smokeless powder leaves
working on new Zeppelins night and U no trace. And In the open counday, and by February we shall havejjSj try the trenches are so conforty-six."
u »*ructed " t0 be invl«lble to an
aviator unless he flies very low.
Confirmation, of a sort, of the
! M When he does fly low he seldom
planned aerial attack on London
1—£!jf
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But there are

comes from Count Zeppelin himself, \*f_
' .7
London.—Fighting of the most des"- alwavs volunteers
onL_u.
both .,.,-sides M
who returned to his home m Stutt-, M a £
and |
perate character is in progress gart,
Wurtemberg,
after
a
hree
days
,
^
Jo.«.»
X
0
|
.northwestern France. The Belgian
stay in Berl.n.
Herr Krupp «m U
considers- |
army, supported by the Allies, is holdBohlen, the armor king, was in town | ' • •
|
deman<Js
ing on stubbornly to the line of the
during the same time and stopped at j g
River Yser, despite determined Gerthe Bame hotel, the Kaiserhof. which x*x«sx*x*x*x^x*x^»:^»isx#x*
man attacks, and has thus far sucis the nearest one to the Ministry of
ceeded in bringing to a halt the adWar.
vance of the invaders along the coast.
An American woman, one of the
Along the remainder of the 360-mile
refugee guests, had recognized the
battle front, stretching from the
venerable count in the lobby, and,
■North Sea to Switzerland, where the
rushing up to him, exclaimed: "Tell
defenders and the Invaders have been
me, when are the Zeppelins going to
■deeply entrenched for thirty-seven
London.—All England is Jubilant
days, the greatest activity noted was
London?"
over the naval victory In the North
Count
Zeppelin
bowed
politely,
re■long the Meuse River, principally in Mikado's Vessel, the Takachiho, DeSea, when the British cruiser Unthe vicinity of Camp dea Romans, and stroyed in Bay of Kaiser's China plying:
daunted, assisted by four torpedoboat
"Wait
and
see.
Only
give
us
time,
at St. Mlhiel, south of Verdun.
Stronghold, Now Under Attack
destroyers, attacked and sank four
Both sides are bringing up reinforcemadam."
German destroyers.
The news of
by Japanese and British Fleet.
unents to the western front, where one
the Undaunted's victory was received
of the supreme struggles o>f the war
Tokio.—The Japanese cruiser TaTthroughout all of Great Britain with
is on. The Germans are not bringing kachiho was sunk in Kiaochu Bay,
great rejoicing, especially at Harwich,
mew troops from the east, but are it was officially announced here. Only
FINAL WAR
the port from which the cruiser sailed
throwing every available man in Bel- one officer and nine of the crew axe
only a few hours before she met and
BULLETIN8
gium into the firing line. They seem known to have been saved.
defeated the German warcraft.
to have the railroads working well, alThe Takachiho was 300 feet long
It is understood here that the enthough they must have been seriously and of forty-six feet beam, with a
damaged during the battles of August displacement of 3,700 tonB. Her main The French official report said the gagement with the German craft ocGermans made six assaults on the curred near the mouth of the Scheldt.
and September. Troops are being battery consisted of eight 6-inch guns
Allied lines from Belgium to the No details have as yet been received
transported over them, and Dutch and her speed was about eighteen
heights of the Meuse, all of which as to the German losses, but It is
sources report that train after train knots. She carried a crew of 284
had been repulsed. The Belgians known they are heavy.
of wounded is being taken back to men.
held the Yser River, in Belgium.
An official announcement from; BerGermany.
Berlin announced that the Allies had lin, transmitted to the Reuter TeleIn the fighting in this open country,
been defeated west of Lille, and gram Company from AmSteraaui. sayB
•■where the men have not the protecreported heavy fighting in Belgium, that the German torpedo boat deWAR'S LATEST PHASES
tion of elaborate intrenchments, such 5
without giving any result.
stroyers SUB, S117, S118 and S119
,as they have on the Aisne, the losses
The Russian troops have advanced met the British cruiser Undaunted
must be heavy, especially where efto 8klerniewlee, forty miles south- and four destroyers close to the
forts have been made to carry posi- BELGIUM.—British warships are offiwest of Warsaw, Indicating that the Dutch coast, and according to British
cially reported to have giveii effections by assault.
Germans have met a further repulse official news, the German destroyers
tive aid to the Belgian army against
Torrential rains have been falling
In that region, Petrograd said. Vien- were sunk and thirty-one of the crew
the Germans between Nieuport and
recently near the scene of the coast
na reported successes to Galicia.
landed in England.
Dixmude.
The German cavalry
fighting, making the flat country a
This announcement is signed by
In
South Africa the rebellion of
fruitlessly cannonaded the Belgian
sea of mud, and this, with the network
Behnicke, department chief of the
Colonel
Maritz
has
been
virtually
front from Nieuport to Bladsloo.
of canals, makes the movement of
broken up. Another lot of officers naval headquarters staff.
East of Dixmude the Belgian army
•German guns extremely difficult.
The steamship Modesta, which
and men have been captured, while
not only drove back the German atThe German invaders in their effort
others have surrendered voluntarily picked up forty-eight survivors of the
tack, but pushed ahead as far as
to shorten their lines and rest their
British cruiser Hawke, sunk in the
to the African authorities.
Roulers.
right wing further south westward upon
the English Channel are meeting with FRANCE.—The official communique It was announced in Berlin that a North Sea last Thursday by a German
German warship had sunk the Brit- submarine, arrived in Chrlstianla,
issued reports the advance made by
a vigorous offensive by the Allies. A
ish submarine E-S in the North Sea. says a dispach from the Copenhagen
the Allies along several points of
good part of the fighting is being done
It was also reported that a German correspondent of Reuter's Telegram
the battle line. It reports the slight
to the obscurity of fogs.
submarine had sunk the British Company. The Modesta picked up the
progress between Arras and Roye,
French marines put forth a fine
survivors from a small boat five hours
steamer Glitera.
and also ground gained in the reeffort against the Germans.
gion of St. Mihiel, on the right Thousands of Japanese to hundreds after the disaster, and later transA thick fog covered the entire reof Germans were reported killed as ferred them to an English trawler
bank of the Meuse.
The comgion and the marines, accustomed to
Tslngtau. Japan seized Important oft the Scottish coast.
munique reports engagements taksuch weather conditions, crept toward
German islands in the Pacific.
ing place on the front from Le
the German trenches. "No shooting,"
Basse to Ablain-St. Nazaire, and a Germany, according to information re■was the order, "use the bayonet."
ceived
from Berlin, Is preparing to
ten days' engagement to the north
The marines got within thirty feet
HOW SOLDIERS ACT ATER
deal Great Britain a decisive blow.
u
and south of Arras. In the region
of the trenches before they were seen.
RETURNING FROM THE
The
scheme
is
to
disembark
several
of
Chaulnes
the
French
repulsed
It was too late for the defenders, who
FIRING LINE.
army
corps
somewhere
in
the
south
German
attacks
and
won
some
■were bayoneted in the trenches and
of England while the grand fleet Is
ground.
beyond the trenches as they ran. Four
PARIS.—How the
different
occupied with fighting the German | ;
hundred German prisoners were taken. RUSSIA.—A vanguard of Germans, acsoldiers act after returning from
fleet in the North Sea.
cording to reports from Rome, was
One of the places where the French
lured to the east bank of the Vis- The French War Office announces j the firing line Is told by one
had been most harassed is near the
He states that
that the British fleet has assisted I correspondent.
tula and cut to pieces by the Ruselbow of the western line. The importhe Belgian Army in repulsing Ger- : the French, although fatigued
sians. The Russians are rushing
tant position there had been taken and
5
by
long
duty
In
the trenches,
man attacks between Nieuport and
600,000 troops to prevent the Gerretaken frequently during the last
I are gay and usually collect
Dixmude.
man
dash,
toward
Warsaw.
A
desthree weeks. Every time the Germans
{ brush at once and prepare a
patch from Rome says that Przem- The Austrian heavy artillery Is said to
bad been obliged to abandon the posibe In action, and the Russian loss- • meal. The British troopers first
yBl still holds out and that the Aus
tion, they returned in greater force
es at Przemysl are estimated at 40,- : think of their razor, and after a
trians are endeavoring to advance
and pushed back the French by weight
■ clean shave take a swim. Then
000.
their line by sapping.
of numbers.
5 to the soccer field for a game.
' The French took the position for GERMANY.—It Is announced in Ber- The German General Staff announcea ! Tha Belgians are more or less
that the attacks of the Allies to the
lin that the attacks of the French to
the twelfth time and held it for ten
west and northwest of Lille hay* I gay, but are exceedingly bitter
the west and northwest of Lille wer-e
hours. Then came a shock of the
jj against the Invaders.
been repulsed with heavy losses.
repulsed with severe losses to the
human battering ram, and the French
:
The East Indians, whose eriee
French. The fighting southwest of Berlin report' *hat the German-Ausgradually gave way. The Germans
trian advance In Russian Poland • and weird battle songs on the
Warsaw may be regarded,(it is anbegan fortifying the place, but while
has been greatly hampered by bad • field of strife strike terror to the
nounced, as the commencement of a
they were engaged in this task, the
: hearts of the invaders, are usuweather conditions.
decisive engagement. The Germans
earth heaved and a deafening explo5 ally extremely taciturn when
are advancing under miserable con- Four German torpedo boat destroyers
sion occurred. The ten hours the
were sunk, In a battle off the Dutch - Idle. They get off to themselves
ditions, the roads being almost imFrench had held the point had been
coast, by four British destroyers • in small groups and quietly dispassable for guns and transports on
sufficient to mine every rod of the
and the cruiser Undaunted. The 5 cuss events In thslr native
account of the heavy rains.
ground. It is estimated that three
British trawler Ajax was blown up : tongues.
HOLLAND.—The feeling among the
German battalions were annihilated.
The
Moroccan
troops are
by a mine, and nine men perished.
Dutch people is that Holland will be
The strength of the German posiHowever, the
The few survivors of tha British : prone to sleep.
the next to enter Into the war. It Is
tions north of Roye, which facilitated
cruiser Hawke, sunk by a German S bridles of ther horses are tied
believed that the Kaiser will drag
their movements toward Lille, is ex: to their arms, and they are
submsrine, arrived at Aberdeen.
Holland Into the war owing to the
plained by the fact that they were oc! ready at a second's notice to
The
Rumanian
authorities
have
stoprefusal
of
the
Dutch
to
permit
the
cupying an unfinished canal, extendped a German train composed of 150 § leap Into the saddle and gallop
Germans to break the neutrality of
ing as far as Roisel. The Germans
trucks iadsn with ,war material, • oft to the firing line.
the country through the use of the
'found in the deep, broad cutting magwhich was bound for Turkey.
River Scheldt
iiniiiiiiuiuMti»i""llul"""
'
nificent IhtrendamenU in which ther

Japanese Cruiser Is
Blown Up by Germans;
274 of Crew Drown

P

Kaiser Will Raid
London When New
Zeppelins Are Ready

British Celebrate
Big Naval Victory

DIARY TELLS OF GERMAN ADVANCE
ON AND CAPTORE OF ANTWERP
London.—In the form of a diary, the
Btory of the siege of Antwerp and the
German plan of attack are given in
the following dispatch received by the
Central News from its Ostend correspondent:
"Saturday, Sept. 26.—The Belgians
retired from their positions east, south
and west of Mallnes to the line of outer forts.
"Sept. 27.—The Germans bombarded
and occupied Mallnes.
"Sept. 28.—Bombardment of Forts
De Waelhem, De Wavre-St. Catherine
and other forts on the southern line
by 11-inch howitzers.
"Sept. 29.—Magazine of Fort De
Waelhem blown up by shell fire. Fort
De Wavre-St. Catherine put out of
action. Forts at Lierre bombarded.
Forts Are Destroyed.
"Sept. 30—Forts De Waelhem and
Wavre-St. Catherine are completely destroyed. Waterworks behind Fort De
Waelhem blown up. The Belgian infantry continued to hold their Intrenchments in the face of a veritable
hell of shell Are. The water Bupply
In Antwerp Is greatly curtailed.
"Oct. 1.—The Lierre forts destroyed.
The German infantry attacks were repulsed with heavy losses.
"Oct. 2.—There was a heavy bombardment of the Belgian trenches. The
Belgians retired at night In good order and lined the River Nethe. The
Germans began to occupy the outer
ring of forts. A German aeroplane
flew over the city and dropped pamphlets urging the inhabitants to surren*i
der and save themselves suffering.
British Troops Arrive.
"Oct. 3.—Arrival of fresh British
troops, who relieved fatigued Belgians
on the southeastern section. Here the
Germans concentrated their attack,
which is now almost exclusively an artillery attack.
"OcL 4.—Quiet until evening, when
the Germans began a furious bombardment of Lirre and the river bank
trenches.
"Oct. 6.—The Germans cross the river and occupy Lierre and Duffel. The
main Belgian army began retirement
westward.
"Oct. 6.—Departure of King Albert,
the government, and the foreign ministers. Heavy bombardment of the aided position. The allied troops retired
during the night on the second line
of torts.

city is Imminent. The Germans emplace batteries for their purpose and;
at midnight a heavy • bombardment
begins. I
"Oct. 8.—Exodus of the population.
The bombardment of the town Is continued with violence. The petrol tank*
are ablaze. Berchem, a southern suburb, is in flames, as also are many
houses in the city.
The defending;
troops on the southwest section are*
offering violent' resistance. It is decided to evacuate the city, and the>
British and Belgian forces leave during the night.
"Oct. 9.—The fall and occupation of
Antwerp.
Took Two Weeks.
"It will thus be seen that the Germans took a fortnight to drive their
wedge Into the southeastern section of
the defenses," the correspondent continues, "and this speaks volumes for
the stubbornness of the defense. British marines were hurried across last
Sunday and conveyed to Antwerp with
all speed. They came without overcoats or kits, but cheerfully endured*
the cold and rain as well as the pulverizing fire.
"After Monday It was merely a ques- '
tlon of enduring the terrible fire as,
long as possible. A large proportion!
of the Belgian troops went weBtwardJ
on Monday and Tuesday to InBure an.
eventual line of retreat. A large additional force of British marines arrived Tuesday morning.
Mount Their Big Guns.

"Eventually the Germans mounted;
their 42-centlmeter guns. They were>
enabled to fire with great accuracy,,
thanks to their observation balloons,
although owing to the cold and heavy
rain their operations were sometimes
suspended.
The British gunnersbrought one balloon down with a round
of lyddite, after shrapnel had proved.
Ineffective.
"Ability to hit back weight for
weight was the one crying need at
Antwerp, whose fate points to one Irresistible conclusion—that the day of
forts is over. The supposed impregnable forts proved broken reeds
against the giant howitzers.
"One of Brialmont's great work*
sank almost bodily from sight In consequence of the cavities made al*
around Its foundations by the terrific
explosions. The others are shattered!
beyond recognition.
"I understand that the British naval:
City la Occupied.
"Oct. 7.—Governor General de Guise force saved all its wounded and guns.
The
Belgian army Is still intact."
announces that a bombardment of the

DEFEND UNTIL FIRE
BECOMES MASSACRE
By F. BANI8TER.
International Newa Service.
Ostend.—i was right up on the firing
line near Lokeren when the Belgians
were ordered to retreat from the
trenches and was carried along In the
frantic rush for shelter beyond the
range of German sheila. Infantrymen,
laded, heavily weighted by accouterments, Btumbled across the flelds.sweat
pouring from their faces, and sank, exhausted, to Ue for a few momenta and
then scramble to their feet and stagger forward again as shells continued
bursting around them.
They fought bravely and well. The
trenches were not vacated anywhere
till the rain of German BhellB meant
iheer massacre If the defendera remained.
In the retreat of the field army
which had been defending Antwerp,
along the one road still kept open to
the west, were many soldiers who had
been fighting continually 14 days,
snatching hurried sleep on the bare
earth or pavement.
Hundreds collapsed on the march and had to be
left behind at various points, to follow on after treatment and rest. The
Germans have not yet reached Ostend.
Horse meat has been substituted for
beef at most of the hotels and restaurants. Otherwise there is no lack of
food at normal prices.
Every day, spies are arrested in and
near Ostend. One man was seized
after chalking In a corner of the village railway station some figures the
Interpreters supposed Indicated the
strength of the allies In the neighborhood. He was dressed as a simple
peasant and ehowed evidence of being a man of superior education, which,
with the Incriminating memoranda and
the chalk marks at the station, sealed
his doom.
A German officer was arrested in the
main street of Oetend yesterday wearing a Belgian officer's uniform. He
was nearly torn to pieces by the huge
crowd before he got to the police station.
The only route out of Antwerp after the bombardment began Wednesday was the River Scheldt. The people would not stay In the cellars of
the houses, as advised by the authorities, when they'found the shells from
the great German guns often fell right

TRAPPED IN SWAMP,
GERMANJJATTERY LOST
Rome.—An Incident of the battle
oetween the French and Germans
near Esternay and Sezanna Is thus described in a Paris dispatch.
"A German battery, which had been
caught In a swamp, and which for this
reason had been cut off from the main
force, managed finally to free itself
from the mud. Instead Of surrendering it continued single-handed t*a
fight against tha advancing French.

through the houses and exploded int
the cellars.
Trains and barges, perilously overloaded, till Friday bore the people toHolland. It is clear that a vast majority of the population of Antwerp didf.
not believe till the very last minute
that the city would be bombarded.
One shell shattered like a house of
cards the Hospital of St. Camilla, burying all the nurses and wounded In the*
pile of ruins.

GERMAN LOSS AT
ANTWERP IS HEAW
Paris.—The Germans lost 40,000'
men in the capture of Antwerp, according to Paul Erio, special correspondent of the Journal, who writes:
"The heroic Belgian defense of fortsWaelhem, Wavre and Lierre, forming:
the outer ring, cost the Germans verydear. General von Beseler threw compact maBses of troops into the Inter
walls, where the Belgians poured a,
withering infantry fire on the assailants.
"South of the third line of defense*
German bodies are now piled in heaps.
This happened at the beginning of theassault. South of Fort Bornhelm theBelgians
Interred
3,200
German
corpses.
"When Von Beseler managed tocross the Nethe and Install 16%-inch.
guns on the north banks, shells fell
In Antwerp like hailstones. Most or
the remaining population then retired,
to cellars with food, placing mattreBses and Backs filled with earth.
against the doors and window gratings.
"As soon as Antwerp was occupies
the Germans began to fortify It. If
given a little time they will, with tha
help of their heavy artillery, make It
practically Impregnable."
Kaiser's Cattle Captured.
London.—A dispatch to the Star
from Petrograd says that among the
remarkable war trophies arriving at
Smolensk Is the entire stock of Emperor William's famous pedigreed cattle and' horses, captured by the Russians from the emperor's estate at
Rominlen. East Prussia. They were
taken to Moscow and presented to the
Russian Agricultural institute for dis.
trlbution among agricultural breeding
associations.
The German artillerymen beat their
assailants off with a hellish fire, which
the Frendh artillery tried In vain to
silence. Until late In the evening the
battery continued Its deadly work until its ammunition became exhausted
and the men were either dead or
wounded.
"When I arrived the brave crew had
already been buried, and the guns
Btill rested on trees which the men
had placed under the wheels in order
that the pieces might not disappear
In tha mud."

"BREAK EVEN"
SAY FARMERS
Get Living; But No Profit in
Milk Production.
FIFTY

ATTEND

HEARING

Mot Any of Them Knew the coat of
IVNIk—Tendency to Enlarge Admitted by All—Milk From
Distant Points.

Boston—Half a hundred farmers,
the majority of whom are raising
milk within thirty or forty miles of
Boston, atended a hearing at
the
State House to tell of their experience
In the milk-producing business. All
■who testified before the commission
left the general Impression that they
■were making a living, but no profit,
■and had to work hard. They admitted that they intend to Increase their
<nerds, however, expecting that they
■will do better if they raise more milk.
Not one of them knew definitely the
■cost of producing milk. There were
numerous items, the cost of which
they had* never figured, and tew of
them had, until recently, kept any
record of cost. Most of them have
started to keep account, and promised
to send more detailed Information to
the commission.
The hearing was one In a series ot
■public hearings given in all the New
England States through the initiative
of the Boston Chamber of Commerce,
to secure accurate Information on the
cost of production, transportation and
-distribution of milk. Of the commissioners selected to hear the evidence
those present included George H. Ellis,
Henry D. Forbes of the National Shaw«nut Bank, John C. Runkle of the
Barre Manufacturing Company and
Richard Hettinger, a market gardener.
John O. Orcutt, who represented the
■Chamber of Commerce, presented
large map of New England showing
graphically where the milk
comes
from. * Fifteen years ago it came from
within 125 miles of Boston, but now
the contractors have spread out as
far as the Quebeo line, but no "whole"
milk comes from Quebec. Butter and
•cheese are sent from there, however,
demonstrating the extenslvenese ot
the interest In the Boston market.
Lyon Weyburn, who has conducted
the hearings In the other New England States, In behalf ot the commission, took charge. Milk has been
found to be worth twenty-eight centa
■a quart. In comparison with beef, he
•aid, and the commission has come
to Boston to find out how near the
farmers come to getting that amount
There are 188,000 farmers in New
England. If they could earn S100 a
year or more, on an average, that
■would mean almost $20,000,000.
Arthur W. Eames of Wtlmlngton,
who has sixteen cows, gets forty cents
for a can of milk, at his door, tout he
■could not tell how much the milk
coat. Not until last August had he
been keeping an account of cost, and
did not know now what profit he was
making. Edward Jennings of Newton
Lower Falls, producing corn and milk,
lad not kept figures on the cost. He
lias about fifty cowe, and sells milk
In Newton; and while he could not
tell how he stood financially, he felt
that he Is on the road to progress,
*nd is trying to enlarge his herd. He
sets 6 1-2 centa a quart for his milk.
Co-operation among' the farmers, he
thought, would help to, solve the problem.
E B. Hutchins of Stoughton, who has
thirty acres, Is keeping fifteen cows
and Is raising nothing but milk, expects to enlarge his herd. He does
not keep record of the yield of each
cow, but knows what'the yield Is for
the whole herd. If a cow does not
give eight quarts.a day, however, ho
considers that he is losing money on
her and sells her. About two or three
years ago, when he kept forty cows,
ne netted aibout $2000 a year. Figuring farm labor at $2 a day, he found
that it cost sixty-two cents to produce
ten quarts of milk, and he sells It for
nine and ten cents'a quart In Brockton.
■What It costs to distribute he did not
know, but he served 125 customers with
100 quarts, one delivery team travelling about ten miles. It was suggested that distribution costs about two
cents a quart, which would net him
■$.008 per quart.
William B. McMullen has forty
acres in Auburn and keeps twenty
cowe. He had fifty before, but found
them unprofitable. He is making no
profit on the milk, though two-thirds
of it is sold at eleven cents a quart.
It costs him, he said, seven and onehalf cents to produce a quart.
He
feeds about thirteen pounds of grain a
day to each cow, costing about twenty
cents. Depreciation he figured out at
ten cents per cow, per day. A cow has
to average ten quarts a day to be satisfactory, and a man 1B expected to
milk ten or twelve cows a day.
Howard Snelllng of Lincoln, keeptag twenty cows, gets forty cents a
can and Is "breaking even." He keepB
registered Holsteln eonvs, he said, but
cannot sell the milk in Boston hecause under the present law he would
become a criminal If he
did. He
*-ould have to "doctor" his milk by adding cream to It If he should sell in
Boston.
R. B. Baiter of Walrham at fifty-five
cents a can. selling his milk to a hospltel in Boston, makes about what he
■wauld have to "ay a good farm forejn-n—DThnps $1500 a year. He keeqp
thlnv co«-^ nnd superintends the work
p'-noHf, spending all his time on the

WANT TRADE IN
SOUTH AMERICA
Manufacturers Confer with United
States Commercial Attaches.'

Boston—Expansion of New England trade In South America was
discussed at the chamber of commerce when manufacturers and others conferred with United States
commercial attaches relative to cred-,
Its and financial conditions. Considerable first-hand Information of Importance on export problems lesulted from the conference arranged by
the chamber.
The attaches, who had visited
Boston to acquaint themselves with
the outlook locally as part of a tour
fo New England are A. I. Harrington,
accredited to lima; Dr. Albert Hale,
accredited to Buenos Ayes; V. L.
Havens, accredited to Santiago,
Chill.
"Badly translated circulars and Inferior printed matter will never attract South American trade," said
Mr. Harrington. "The matter should
be expressed In the metric system,
otherwise it will prove a poor Introduction to goods of American make.
Your agent should be on the spot
and be Indefatigable.
"Credits ought not to frighten producers," said Mr. Havens, "because
American banks, including the National Shawmut of Boston, are about
to locate branches In the South American capitals and they should be
of assistance to the New England
manufacturer. Credits are now prin
cipally established In London, great
ly to Great Britain's advantage In a
trade way."
RAILROADS SEEK ABOLISHMENT
OF STRIP TICKETS.
Suburban Zone Only Is Not Much Affected by Petitions.

Boston—Representatives
of
the
Boston ft Maine, the Boston ft Albany and the New Haven railroads
appeared at a hearing before the
Public Service Commission to urge
a readjustment of commutation and
monthly tickets used on the various
roads.
William A. Barrows appeared for
the Boston & Albany railroad, Edgar
J. Rich for the Boston ft Maine railroad and Charles S. Pierce appeared
as assistant counsel for the New Haven. Charles N. Burt, general passenger agent of the Boston & Maine
railroad, and T. A McCormick, assistant general passenger agent of
that road, were also present.
It was brought out that the Federal court decision upon which Mr.
Rich proposes to base his argument
on the unconstltutlonallty of Massachusetts legislation and the right of
the board to fix rates was handed
down by the United States court for
Michigan In 1889," and that the railroad has never since that date availed Itself of the right under that decision to ignore the acts of the Legislature of Massachusetts.
Chairman Macleod of the Publlo
Service Commission stated that his
commission would have to have better law than was submitted In that
decision before it would agree that
Its prerogatives were taken away as
to the fixing ot railroad fares within
the boundaries of the Commonwealth.
WOMAN INVENTOR DEAD.
Miss Margaret E. Knight Dies at Age
of 70.

South Framlngham—Miss Margaret
E, Knight, one of the most famous
of women- Inventors, died In the
Framlngham Hospital last week at
the age of 70 yeara.
She was born in Manchester, N. H.,
and went to work in the big woolen
mills there when she was 12' years
old.
Her remarkable mechanical
genius soon manifested Itself In the
perfecting of numerous Improvements
for mill machinery then In use.
Her first Invention was, an improvement of the shuttles of the
looms on which she worked. Its,
financial success enabled her to devote her life largely to research and
discovery In various lines.
The patent office at Washington accorded her a unique distinction, for
she was the first woman to have her
portrait exhibited there.
Miss Knight is credited with eightyseven lahor-saving Inventions, Included among which are machines for
making and folding square bottom
paper bags.
Many patents were
granted her for Improvements on
rubber, cotton and shoe machinery.
She was thoroughly familiar with
mechanical and electrical engineering
and she enjoyed examining the most
complicated mechanisms ot modern
Industry.
N. E. Postmasters' Banquet
Boston—The extension of the pos«
tal service to include government
ownership and management of express, telephone and telegraph companies, was predicted by several
prominent speakers at the banquet
and business meeting of the New
England Postmasters' Association
last week at the American House.
Postmaster Murray, Lieutenant-Governor Barry, ex-Governor Plalsted of
Maine and others spoke.
Officers frfr the association were
elected as follows: George L. Mlnot,
Gardner, president; Fred L Plaisted
Augusta, first vice-president; Ralph
J. Crowley, second vice-president;
dsra O. Wlnsor, assistant superintendent delivery division, Boston, secretary-treasurer; William F. Murray,
Boston, A. J. Richardson, Littleton,
N. H., and Edward J. Hlgglns, Lynn,
executive committee).
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to Europe's Titanic Conflict'
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Convention—Suggests Govern- J

Depression—

Further Hearings.

Washington—Urging that business
depression and the war In Europe had
caused a shrinkage of more than
$76,000,000 In their annual net revenues, representatives of thirty-eight
Eastern railroads, operating over 59,000 miles of transportation lines, appeared before the Interstate Commerce Commission asking that they
be granted at least a five percent increase in freight rates.
Daniel E. Wlllard, president of the
Baltimore and Ohio railroad, and also
head of the conference of presidents
of the lines Involved, was the principal witness. He was supported by a
mass of statistics presented by VicePresident Shriver of the same line, acting for all the roads.
In opposition to the plea of the oarrlers, Clifford Thorne appeared for the
public service corporations of several
Middle Western and Intermountain
States, and also for shippers' organizations in the region affected.
Mr.
Thorne declared his purpose and the
desire of the shippers that was the
public's side of the question should
be fully brought out. He did not expect to call many witnesses.
Louis Brandeis, counsel for the commission, vigorously assailed Mr. Willard's position in cross-examination,
particularly calling attention to the
fact that the Baltimore and Ohio railroad had adhered this year to Its policy of declaring 6 percent dividends,
despite an annual deficit of more than
$3,000,000 In its net revenues. The
affairs of this system were the only
ones given detailed attention today,
as officers of the other lines were not
present. Mr. Brandeis Implied In his
questions, however, that a similar
policy had been followed by all the
lines.
"I am not prepared to say, however,"
the witness added,
"what I may
recommend in future in view of present conditions."
Mr. Brandeis took exception to the
statement of the Baltimore and Ohio
surplus, i He insisted that $22,000,000
of the $32,000,000 was represented In
,the line's Investment In securities ef
the Cincinnati, Hamilton and Dayton
railroad, now In the hands of a receiver. Mr. Wlllard admitted this,
but declared the purchase of that road
was not at issue in the present hearing.
"Whatever our necessities," he said,
"they are not due to the Cincinnati,
Hamilton and Dayton.
"Yet you have $35,000,000 In notes
to pay next year," said Mr. Brandeis,
"and you have advanced $22,000,000
to the Cincinnati, Hamilton and Dayton."
.
Reverting to the possibility that
Interest rates would be greatly advanced when these notes fell due,
Mr. Brandeis asked:
"If It be true that you may have
to pay 7 or 8 per cent, Isn't that a
risk that should be taken by the
stockholders through a reduction of
dividends rather than be met by an
advance in rates? You defend here
today a reduction of practically every expense except dividends."
"Nothing we do In the way of decreasing expenses of maintenance
and equipment Is permitted' to encroach on safety of operation," Mr.
Wlllard replied.
"The commission also forecast Improvement In business conditions,"
Bald Mr. Wlllard, "whereas there actually has been retrogression."
Expenditures on maintenance of
way and equipment Mr. Wlllard
said, had been greatly reduced because of the financial outlook. He
added that thousands of cars In bad
order were being held by his line
without repairs because they could
not now afford it
"Do you know of any companies—
railroads or other corporations—that
have been able to market their securities at a better rate than the:
Baltimore and Ohio?" Inquired Mr.]
Thorne.
"Personally, I do not" replied Mrj
Wlllard. "We sold our securities at
a fairly reasonable rate."
"Can you mention any Increase In
labor cost since 1912?" pursued Mr.,
Thorne.
"Yes," said Mr, Wlllard. "We have
advanced our laborers engaged on
maintenance work In the aggregate
between $500,000 and $700,000 a
year."
In response to questions, Mr. Wlllard said he did not share the commission's view that coal rates ought
not to be increased.
"We need additional revenue,"
said he, "and the best and fairest
way would be to advance all rates,
Including those on coal."
Questioning Vice-President Shriver, Mr. Brandeis drew out a statement that the ratio of operating expenses per mile had decreased in
1914 from the 1913 figure. In the
same connect^pn Mr. Thorne began a
cross-examination tending to show;
that the cost of railway supplies,
with the exception of coal, was lower this year than In preceding years.
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CARRANZA OUT; RUSHED TO FILL
WAR ORDERS
VILLARREAL TO
RULE MEXICO Manufacturers in U. S. Forced
to Enlarge Plants
Provisional President of Mexico
Resigns to Aguas Calientes
WORK
Convention
CLAIM

VICTORY FOR VILLA

NIGHT

AND

DAY

European Governments Contract for
Many Classes of Goods While Former Importers, Now Look to Market Here for Their Necessaries.

Villa Agency In Washington Announces That Provisional President's
Rsslgnation Was Accepted by
Aguascalientes Convention.

Washington1.—The resignation ol
Gen. Venustlano Carransa as First
Chief of the Constitutionalists and
provisional President of Mexico was
laid before the Aguascalientes peace
conference and promptly accepted by
that body.
According .to the Villa agency statement Antonio Villareal was nominated for the provisional Presidency. It
is said no serious opposition had developed against It at the time the
message to Washington was sent.
Villareal was mentioned most favorably in the despatches to the State
Department as a probable choice for
the Presidency. He now holds the
post of military Governor of Nuevo
Deon and was chosen permanent chairman of the meeting at Aguascalientes.
Villa's adherents have announced that
Villareal Is acceptable to them for the
provisional Presidency.
This statement was made by the
Villa agency regarding the nomination of Villareal:
The nomination of Villareal and
his certain election to the provisional Presidency is a complete victory for Villa and his supporters.
Villareal Is a man of exceptional
ability and his election to the Presidency will have the effect of setting
aside the personal differences between leaders in Mexican affairs,
which have kept the republic In a
ferment since the overthrow of Dial
and is believed to, mark the beginning of an era of peace and prosperity in the harassed southern republic.
Arizona's Governor Yields.
Coincident with the announcement
that Carranza had resigned came advices from Gov. Hunt of Arizona that
he would not meddle In the patrolling
ot the Arizona-Mexican border.

LEO M. FRANK LOSES APPEAL.
Georgia Supreme Court Denies Plea—
Death Sentence Stands.

Atlanta, Ga.—Leo M. Frank, under
sentence of death for the murder
here In April, 1913, of Mary Paagan,
an employe of the pencil factory of
which Frank was superindendent, was
denied a new trial by the Georgia Supreme Court. The court held Frank's
showing of newly discovered evidence
was insufficient.
This was Frank's fifth attempt to
obtain a retrial or annulment ot the
verdict which was returned August
25 last year. He still has pending before the State Supreme Court an appeal from the lower court's denial of
a motion to set aside the verdict on
the ground he was not in the courtroom whin it was returned.
VILLA

CONFISCATES

ESTATES.

Property Worth $1,000,000 Belonging
to Germans Seized.
El Paso, Tex.—Advices received
here by Carranza officials state that
Gen. Villa has confiscated property
belonging to German citizens tn the
State of Durango totaling in value
$1,000,080. Villa is also reported to
have ordered the confiscation of all
large estates that lie within his
territory, regardless of whether they
are owned by foreigners or natives,
of Mexico.

Chicago.—Seven hundred men assembled at the ninth annual convention of the American Meat Packers'
Association.
Shortage of a meat supply faces the
world as a result of the Eurepean war,,
George L. McCarthy, of New York,
secretary of the association, asserted.
An attempt will be made to create
stock raising areas in the Eastern
mountain region from Maine to Georgia, in the cotton belt and on the anger plantations of the South, said the
report of the association ot the Federal Committee, appointed a year ago.
The equillzation of the production
of meat in the United States to restore lower prices can come only
through a scientific survey of the production and consumption ot animals,
according to the report.
James Craig, Jr., president of the
association, predicted the time when
virtually every Industry in the country would be under Government supervision.
"The most notable development of
the last year," he said, "in respect to
the supervision and control of oar
business by department officials probably are, first, the new life that has
been put into the Federal food and
drag law by the energy and enterprise
of Doctor Alsberg, of the Bureau of
Chemistry, and second, the avowed Intention of the Bureau of Animal Industry to co-operate with him in the
enforcement of this law."
,
The speaker said the enforcement
of this law must be commended for
the elimination of unnecessary hardships on the packers. Conflict of
State laws, however, he said, was a
handicap.
James E. Poole, editor of the Live
Stock World, said that in the first
nine months of the current year, as
compared with the corresponding period of 1913, the markets at all the
mid-West centres have shown a shinkage of 736,000 cattle and many hogs.
He suggested either the organisation
of a loan concern by the packers,
stockyards' companies and meat retailers with a capital of from $60,000,000 to $100,000,000 or securing
Government aid. He suggested that
the Government use its postal savings deposits to finance the breeding
Industry, loaning the money on which
it pays Its depositors 2 per cent to
cattle breeders at 8 per cent
,,

New York.—Foreign purchases ol
American products have grown so
rapidly in the last two weeks that
many manufacturers are now working their plants overtime.
Others are wondering how they can
take care ot the tremendous added
volume of business. In some parts
of the country manufacturing plants
are being enlarged.
Specific Instances of the general
trade boom are found In all sections
of the country.
Twelve large motor trucks, each
capable of carrying from three to five
tons burden, were placed on board
the steamship Rochambeau of the
French line for shipment to Havre.
The trucks are part ot an order
for 100 given to the South Bethlehem
Steel Company and distributed by It
among different motor car manufacturers.
Aa order for 200,000 blue blankets
for the French Government was placed In Philadelphia with John ft James
Dobson, Inc., who started their Imperial Mill to produce the goods. It
Is understood orders for many hundred thousands more blankets, both
blue and gray, will be placed if satisfactory arrangements can be made.
The price will be about $3 a blanket.
The Roxford Knitting Company of
Philadelphia Is rushing' a contract for
100,000 cotton garments to be shipped
to the French Hospital Corps.
One of the large manufacturers of
woolen knit goods in Philadelphia said
a European Government has contracted there, In Chicago and Detroit
for sweaters amounting to $3,000,000.
English buyers In particular are in
the market for hosiery, especially of
the kind formerly bought In Germany.
Contracts %>r the purchase of three
hundred motor trucks of the heavy
service type were reported to have
been made in Chicago by representative of the French and English
Governments. The trucks are for
army service, and the Russian Government Is sending agents to Chicago
to negotiate for the purchase of 60S
one-ton trucks for use in the Russian
army.
Large quantities ot drugs, surgical
Instruments aad medicines also hare
been purchased In that city.
Millions of pounds of corned beef
and tinned beef have been bought
from Chicago packers In the last
week by purchasing agents of the
English and French Governments.
Canning departments of the plants
are working day and night shifts.
Cincinnati business is booming as
a result of the European war, fresh
evidences of Industrial activity being cited by many business men. The
Otto Armleder Company of that place
is rushing to fill a contract for 200
horse-drawn army ambulances for the
English Government.

Boston. — The Dancing Teachers*
Club of Boston has decided that the
tango Is not for Bostonians.
"The Parisian steps do not suit Bos-,
ton temperament at all," Bald Miss1
Fannie Faulhaber, who has Just returned from the Continent. "After the,
Importation
of
almost countless
French Inventions which are really
wonderful to the true lover ef the
aesthetic In dancing, one step remains
the most popular here."
The teachers decided that the lulu
fado, the hesitation waltz, the fox trot,
(the one step and the maxlxe are to be
the dances taught by the association this winter,
_
;

TO DECREASE INFANT MORTALITY

JAPAN FRIEND OF U. S.

Dr. Hurty Calls for More Legislation
for Babies and Less for Hogs.

Indianapolis, Ind.—"We need more
legislation to help the babies and less
for the hogs," said Dr. J. N. Hurty,
secretary of the Indiana State Board
of Health, in addressing the convention of the State Nurses's Association.
Dr. Hurty asserted that 20 per,
cent of the babies born In America
die before.they are a year old, and
that 0 per cent, more do not live
live years.

ARMY AND NAVY GAME OFF
Naval Cadets Said to Have Balked at
Dividing With New York.

Philadelphia. — Positive announcement made in Washington that the
Army and Nav yfootball game would
be played here on November 28, and
probably on Franklin Field, was flatly
contradicted and the declaration made
that there would be no contest between the two academies this year.
Secretaries Daniels and Garrison were
said to have reached a definite agreement, but the Naval Cadets at Annapols were later declared to have flatly
refused to agree to the deal mads.
The deal provided for alternate
games In this city and New York, the
agreement to be in force for five years.
The Middies, however, are said to
have flatly refused to consider the
two games In New York, and if thia
be true there will be no game.
BOSTON FREEZES OUT TANGO.
Not Suited to Hub Treatment, Dancing
Teachera Decide.

"Wouldn't Take Philippines as
Gift," Says H. P. Judsen.

a

Chicago.—-President Harry Pratt
Judson, home from a seven months'
tour of the Orient, declared that all
Japan is eager for the friendship and
good will of the United States.
"Japan doesn't want the Philippines
and wouldn't take them as a gift,"
said President Judson. "The islands
would be merely a burden" on the
country. All this talk of Japan coveting the islands is pure moonshine."

BEAR QUEERLY BUILT

TRAGEDY OF A FREEZER

BXPERT TELLS ABOUT STRUCTURE OF THE ANIMAL.

Nature Evidently Had Distinct Idea
In Mind When It Produced
Bruin In Such a Radical
Form.
"I was long curious to know," said
a Pike county, Pennsylvania, bear
expert, "why It was that the bear baa
that peculiarly clumsy and apparently
painful gait, but I never found any
one who could give me a satisfactory
explanation of it, so I went out and
killed a bear to find out for myself.
The reason was a very simple one.
"I found, in the first place, that the
bear has no clavicles in the shoulder
to keep the shoulder bones steadily
apart, as is usual in animals, and consequently when the bear moves bis
forelegs the shoulder blades work or
slide loosely on the sides.
"Then, again, the bear has the ankle
Joints of his hind legs plumb on the
ground, or rather as parts of the hmd
feet. That peculiar structure gives the
first Joint of the hind legs a bend in
the opposite direction from that which
It has In the legs of other animals.
"This loose and queer rigging of the
Jointstyf the legs and shoulders of the
bear gives him that odd wabble or
shuffle withi which he makes his way
along, although clumsy and retarding
as that gait appears, it can produce a
speed and agility on occasion that Is
surprising. The broad base which the
foot of the bear forms, moreover, gives
the animal a steady and secure footing, no matter what the appearance
may be to the contrary.
"The unique position of the hind
ankle joints as to the formation of the
hind feet is what enables the bear to
rise to his feet with such facility, and
to maintain a secure position standing
erect, while he uses his forepaws in
grasping or striking with his wellknown readiness and effectiveness.
"The absence of clavicles in the
shoulders is what gives the bear the
great nuggth$ or compressing power
in his forelegs, which Is of the greatest service to him In climbing and In
dealing with his foes. In fact, If he
had the shoulder formation characteristic of othir animals he could not
climb a tceeflat all, for he could not accomplish It by his claws as the cat and
squirrel and raccoon and other animals
of arboreal habit do, nor would the
bear dog need to stand In fear of that
terrible embrace of his."

■

Infantry Decides the Battle.
While there have been many discussions as to the relative value of
the different branches df an army
there is little doubt, according to a
writer in the Scientific American,
that It is the infantry that winB battles.
While it is probable the success of
a battle will depend to a large extent
on the support of the field artillery, It
Is certain that the principal and most
Important arm Is the Infantry, which
In practically every case must decide
the final Issue. The cavalry may be
the first to be drawn into a battle,
and the artillery may destroy the enemy's artillery, but a battle Is never
won until the Infantry has driven back
the enemy's lines.
The usual mode of advancing for i
the infantry is to deploy them in a
line with a long interval between each
soldier. This, naturally, Is for the ,
purpose of offering a smaller target
for the enemy, but makes it more difficult, however, for the leaders to
keep as good control over the men, I
and for that reason one of the objectB
of field artillery Is to make the enemy's troops deploy early.
The infantry soldier is armed in all j
the countries with a rifle and bayonet, i
The rifle is the weapon upon which re-1
liance is placed, the bayonet being
used only as a last means, when In a j
hand-to-hand encounter with, the en
emy.
No Loafing Allowed.
A well-known theatrical manager,
more famous, if possible for the
"breaks" he made than for his many
successes, attending the rehearsal of
one of his plays, noticed that a man
In the audience who had to play the
trombone was holding the Instrument
In front of him and doing nothing.
Mr. Stetson at once called him to
account,
"Say," said he, "what do you mean
by not working along with the other
fellows?"
"Why. Mr. Stetson," said the musician, "I can't play; I have 19 bars
rest."
"Not on your life!" replied the angry manager. 'I don't.pay anyone for
resting. Either you play when the
other fellows do, or you clear out
See?"
No Game for Her.
Mollie—I think billiards Is an awfully foolish game.
Chollle—But you forget that the
balls kiss and the players sometimes
hug the cushion.
"But just imagine a person wasting
time on a game where only billiard
balls kiss and all, that the players some- j
times hug Is a cushion!"

IA

Two Souls With But, Etc.
Two egotists met and made much
over each other.
As they turned away, each murmured softly to himself:
"Poor deluded soul! - It's mil I can
do to tolerate that fellow, but what
can I do? It's absolutely pathetic the
way he clings to me!"

By EMMIE STOCKER.
"It takes a water ice longer to
freeze than Ice cream, anyhow," encouraged Mrs. Pashley.
Delia, the queen of the kitchen,
groaned and stopped turning the handle of the freezer. "Longer, is it?" she
inquired acidly. "Weil, I've turned
this long enough to make water Ice
for all the people in the state."
"I'm sure," said Mrs. Pashley with
the nervousness of a woman who is
having friends In to dinner, "that It's
going to freeze all right, Delia! Why,
it's just perfectly lovely juice left
from the preserved Btrawberries. And
so rich!"
"I tell you," persisted Delia, "It
ain't a-going to freeze! It's too rich,
that's what's the trouble!"
"Nonsense!" said Mrs. Pashley. "I'll
set the table for you," she ended placatlngly.
"Thank you," said Delia mournfully.
"If 1 ever freeze this I'm afraid I
won't have time for that or anything
else!"
"Let me turn awhile," said Mrs.
Pashley. "You can be' doing something else!"
"Is the Ice cream done?' asked Jimmy Pashley, appearing in the kitchen
door.
"Go away, Jimmy!" ordered his
mother. "Of course it isn't done! It

"It's Going to Freeie All Right."
takes time to freeze a water ice!
If I were using cream, now—"
"Gee!" said Jimmy. "I thought It
was ice cream! And I could lick the
dasher! Kin I have some—"
"Go away!" repeated his mother. "I
think it is getting harder now, Delia!"
"When kin I have some?" persisted
Jimmy.
"At dinner time," said his mother.
Delia had opened the freezer. Inside was a soupy mass, Ice cold but
most evidently with no Intention of
becoming solid.
"I told you so!" said Delia gloomily.
"Jimmy!" cried his mother. "Go
right down to the corner candy store
and ask them to send a brick of tuttl
fruttl for seven o'clock!"
"Kin I have some?' asked Jimmy,
and then fled before his mother's
look.
He returned presently.
"They ain't got any tuttl fruttl," he
announced. "They have ras'bury an'
peach an' pineapple an car'mel an'—"
"Have them send anything!" cried
his mother, who was peeling tomatoes
and making a bad job of It "And
hurry!"
"I told them," Jimmy announced
again later, "to put In a lot of things
—car'mel an' pineapple Ice an'
ras'bury an'—"
"Oh!" groaned his mother weakly.
"How awful—"
"Whee-e-e!" squealed Delia, who
had again looked into the abandoned
freezer. "If It ain't freezing all by itself!"
"What!" cried Mrs. Pashley with
sudden hope. "I did so count on that
strawberry ice for tonight. Begin turning It, then, Delia—and Jimmy, you
go tell them we don't want their
mixed brick of cream!"
"Oh, ma!" walled Jimmy.
"Hurry!" cried Mrs. Pashley.
Returning 15 minutes later, Jimmy
found himself seized by a hysterical
mother. "Jimmy!" she cried. "Go
right back and tell them to send the
Ice cream after all! This miserable
stuff melts all up again when we turn
the dasher!"
Jimmy rushed off once more. "Let
it stand." said Mrs. Pashley. "If It
should chance to freeze by Itself, Delia, you may have it if you have any
company of your own!"
"It's too late to mix a brick!" Jimmy cried, rushing in. "They'll send
you plain choc'lut!"
"I hate chocolate!" moaned Mrs.
Pashley. "Oh, why did I try a frozen
dessert?"
At the salad course Delia whispered In Mrs. Pashley's ear that the
ice cream had not yet come. Mrs.
Pashley gave an imitation of a hostess with nothing on her mind to
worry about. As she removed the
plates Delia whispered that It had
come. Mrs. Pashley clutched her
heart.
The ice cream appeared at last
and Mrs. Pashley served it
"Thank you," said guest number 1,
"but I never touch Ice cream!"
"I'm so sorry," said guest number
two when pressed, "but chocolate disagrees with me!"
"Gee!" gasped Jimmy. "Kin I have
three helpings, maT"—Chicago Daily
Haw*
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WORK OF SKILL AND DARING

/

Japanese Whalemen Constantly Risk
Lives In the Pursuit of Most
Dangerous Quarry.
Many of the Japanese whalemen are
most expert and daring men. After a
whale has been cornered, harpooned
and Is slowly giving out from exhaustion the nimble expert of the whaling
crew must prove his mettle.
The skilled Jap, after jumping upon
the animal's back and cutting two
gashes in the head, one on each aide,
through which a rope must, be run,
and tied, cannot always perform his
work in one trial. Often the animal
makes a deep dive. But the little Jap
must hold fast to his quarry and dive
also, trusting to the fates that his own
air supply in his lungs will last as
long as that of the whale's.
The Jap Is safer from being drowned
thar from being crushed by the infuriated animal's tall. If the little Jap
lets go it usually means his death—
so he hangs on to the diving quarry.
Frequently these whalemen lose their
lives from drowning, but the members
of their crew look upon this misfortune with something of a fatalistic
regard.
But the main business In hand Is
the capture of the whale. As the fight
progresses and the maddened, frightened mammal grows weaker and,
finally, is dying, the boat crews row
closer to the body and pray for the
ease of his departing spirit. Members
of the crew will call out the words,
"Joraku! Joraku! Joraku!" and on
the third day after the mammal has
been hauled ashore a service is held
and prayers offered for the animal's
future contentment of spirit.
As soon as the animal has been
towed to the shore line he is cut up,
the Japs are making huge excavations
and penetrating Inside the animal's
body as though entering a mine shaft
or gallery, and eventually making
their exit, all covered with blood. It
is a gruesome sight, but 1B looked
upon purely as a matter of course
among the Jap whalemen.
Distractions of War.
Among the distractions of war it's
plain that there's got to be a bit of
brushing up in the knowledge of geography and history on the part of
the parent if he would maintain bis
high seat of omniscience in the sight
of his inquiring offspring.
"Papa, what are the Balkans?" inquired a little chap who had been poring over his papers,
"High hills, my son, high bills."
"They're mountains, aren't they?"
"Why—ah—yes.
I believe they
are," answered papa, who has a somewhat vague notion of that distant rampart.
"The paper says Austria is going to
take them," pursued the persistent
Willie. "What are they going to do
with them?"
Here papa has to cast about in his
mind for a moment.
"Oh, well," he equivocates, "I guess
that's just figurative language. 1 don't
suppose they'll really try to move
them, you know."
"But, papa, the paper says—"
"Tut! tut! Never mind what it
says—and say, don't you think It's
about time you were going to bed?"
Battle of Lake Champlaln.
One hundred years ago the Americans defeated the British in the battle
of Lake Champlaln, the last big naval
engagement of the war of 1812. In
the scale of military importance to the
outcome of the war, this defeat and
capture of the British squadron
by Commodore Macdonough more
than offset the British raid on
Washington. With Macdonough's success command of the lake passed to
the Americans, and the Invasion of
New York state by Sir George Provost's army was necessarily abandoned. That was the most formidable
army the British brought into the field
In the whole courBe of the war. General Macomb with a mixed force of
regulars and Vermont militia had held
the British In check on land while
Commodore Macdonough was defeating tbelr fleet on the lake. Prevost
dared not continue the campaign after
his flank was exposed to the American
fleet, and quietly returned to Canada.
The result Of the battle of Lake Champlain was to expedite the program of
the peace negotiations at Ghent.
Knew Too Much.
"They Bay that it pays to be an allaround linguist," said a man who had
just put his feet on American soil
after a lively and trifle too interesting European experience; "but I'm not
so sure abjout that. When I was a
youth I acquired a pretty fair smattering of four languages, and when they
had me on the anxious' seat In Germany, instead of sticking to good old
English, I foolishly began blatting a
mixture of German, French and Italian, and It took a halt dozen Influential Americans to keep them from doing things tp me as a spy,"
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•HOWTO MANAGE HUSBANDS:

Incorporated 1828
By JOSEPH BERNHARD.

Corner Main and Foster Sts., Worcester, Mass.

"When I write my book on 'How to
Manage Husbands,'" serenely began
the girl who likes to talk. Then the
storm broke and she paused.'
"You haven't a husband!" cried the
bride.
"That's why I'm entirely competent
to handle the subject!" retorted the
girl who likes to talk.
"Why, you can't manage a canary,
let alone a man!" scoffed her sister.
"I said 'husband,' not a mere 'man,'"
sweetly explained the girl who likes
to talk. "Any kind of man can be a
man, but it takes a particular kind
to be a husband. That's why so many
women make mistakes—they don't appreciate the difference. They are exactly as foolish as the men who think
any kind of fluffy-ruffles girl has in
her the makings of an ideal cook and
housekeeper ready to pop forth like
the cap In a Christmas cracker!
"Why, it's no more natural for one
of these snaky, fascinating, almondeyed sirens that men go crazy over
to keep house than It Is for every man
to like to dig ditches Just because
that's a man's work! However, that
isn't the point.
"Naturally, any woman with sense
will keep her iron hand concealed
within her glove, but no matter how
much she coos away in public about
what 'Jack says' and how 'Jack wants
thie' or 'Jack wants that,' she knows
perfectly well that In reality she Is
ruling Jack with precision and dispatch, and if she has had time enough
he is jumping through hoops and lying
down and rolling over in jiaste at the
crack of the whip.
' *
"I don't believe In the crushed married women you read about! Any
woman has it in her power to make
things so awfully uncomfortable for a
man at home .that if she lets him
bully her she deserves It as a reward
for her own stupidity. Of course
there are eccentric men who under
circumstances like these will shrug
their shoulders and go to the club or
the theater and forget It, and then
friend wife loses the trick, but the
average man is lost outside his own
home and you couldn't pry him away
If you tried.
"He Is helpless In the hands of the
feminine enemy. He couldn't find his
clean shirts to save his neck, and
long, long ago he lost track of the
lair from which emerge his clean
handkerchiefs and socks.
He- has
trustfully received them from the
hands of his wife for so many moons
that he'd have to hire a detective
agency If he had to search for them
himself. As for towels, all he has to
do Is stretch forth his hand and open
the cupboard door in the bathrooms
but he never does it He cranes his
neck over the stairs and shouts down
reproachfully to his wife that there
apparently is not a towel in the house,
and he pathetically wishes. If it Is not
too much trouble, that she would
ascend the stairs and find one. He
hates to bother her, of course, but be
really must have a towel.,
"Then he stands more or less patiently while she opens the cupboard
door and bumps him In the nose with
it and gets a towel and stuffs It Into
Ms hand. Perhaps, however, she tarlies to wipe the back of her husband's
neck and ears for him, like one woman
I know.
"Why, I heard about a man who got
married because he had millions of
loving relatives and It drove him
crazy buying presents for them at holiday time, and he knew that if he had
a wife she would have to buy the presents. Husbands shift all sorts of
things upon their wives' shoulders besides shopping. They make them do
all the dinner calls and the letter
writing and the charity work and the
battling with house bills, and the Invitation list, and it a woman Is wise
she will submit to It. The secret is
to make your husband so dependent
on you that he'd be lost without you,
and then he'll be so scared at the Idea
of losing you that he'll let you do any
old thing you want to!"
"I don't see anything very bright
about that," said the sister of the girl
who likes to talk. "In plain words,
make a slave of yourself in order to
boss your husband. Who comes out
ahead?"
"I am sure," said the bride, "I don't
have to manage Jim. He 1B perfectly
lovely to me and lets me have my own
way In every—"
"Oh, my book Isn't going to be written for cynics and little blind geese
like you two," explained the girl who
likes to talk. "It's for the women who
realize that they've either got to manage their husbands or die In the attempt. And mostly," added the girl,
with a sigh, "they do!"
"What?" asked the bride.
"Die," explained the girl who likes
to talk, "still trying to learn!"

The Male of the Species.
1
Patience—I see some farmers in
Germany use roosters for hatching
eggs and raising the chicks. They
take better care of the chicks than
hens do, even fighting hawks to protect them, and running with them
much longer.
Patrice—Perhaps the hens have tb«
Vote over there.

Resonance of Wood.
Since Mittelburger, the German musician, while sleeping under a roof of
cedar shingles in Philadelphia, was
entranced with the resonance produced by rain drops falling on the
shingles, until the present time, wood
has held an indisputable place in the
manufacture of musical Instruments,
the Hardwood Record states. Mlttelburger's first work under his theory
Automobile Trick.
that wood was more musical than metBill—What's Gill doing now?
al was wben he built a pipe organ—
Jill—Studying forestry, I guest.
the first In America—with the pipes
"What makes yon think tor*
of southern white cedar, the same
"Well, I saw him in his automobile, wood wblch had charmed his ear while
today, and he was trying to climb a he listened to the rain on the roof.
tree!"

.
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Largest and oldest Savings Bank in Worcester
County.
126,249,104.01 has been paid depositors in 172
regular and 8 extra dividends.
Money put on interest the first day of January,
April, July and October.
Dividends payable January 15 and July 15.
Accounts may be opened by deposits of three dollars to one thousand.
1
Hours: 9 to 5; Saturdays, 9 to 1.

Deposits and Withdrawals by mail will receive prompt attention.
SAMUEL B. WOODWARD, PRESIDENT
ALBERT L. STRATTON, TREASURER
ERNEST RUSSELL, ASS'T TREASURER
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CALLS FOR WORK OF EXPERT
City Once Properly Laid Out, Residents May Be Trusted to Develop
and Beautify It.

IS PART OF HUMAN NATURE
Love of Outdoor Life Has Been
Planted Deep In the Breasts of
Men and Women.
/
Whether it is an evidence of our
barbaric instincts or not, the fact remains that the love .of outdoor life lies
deep in the breast of every man, woman and child. Camping is the popular vacation pastime. Young and old
enjoy It. It Is no longer necessary to
go out Into the woods and sleep in a
"lean-to" or open shed, upon a lot of
wiry boughs, for in these days, at any
sporting goods depot, one can find an
outfit, from mattress to tent, which
will give him, in camp, almost the
comforts of home, says a writer In
Leslie's Weekly. A couch and a shelter are both desirable wherever one
may be, not only from the standpoint
of comfort, but of health.
The demand for camping places is
being met everywhere—at the seashore.
Presumably the vogue for
camp life was first stimulated by the
old-fashioned camp meetings, a few
of which still remain as centers of
religious exaltation, in the groveB,
"God's first temples."
1
80 great has the demand for camp
resorts become that states like Wisconsin and Michigan, which are filled
with lakes where baas, pickerel, pike
and muskellunge abound, offer camp
sites at a nominal rental. Individuals
or families can have a tract in the forest reservation of Wisconsin, for the
erection of tents or temporary structures, at a yearly fee of $2 per person,
or $5 for a family, or an individual or
club may lease five acres or more for
a period of from one to twenty years,
with privilege of renewals, at annual
rental of from $10 to $50.
To those Vho love the life outdoors
nothing commends Itself from the
standpoint of health more than a few
weeks' outing along the seashore or in
the woods. Where a family cannot
leave home for a week or two, a pleasant picnic In the woods, a few miles
from home, will make the week's end
a joy to be looked for with Increasing
appreciation. There is something In
the atmosphere of camp life that
brings out the best things in our nature. A few days in the sunshine,
with an occasional shower thrown in,
will do all of us good.

A movement of the firBt Importance
and of great proportions is taking
place among American cities, which,
while it has not attracted any very
marked degree of attention on the
part of the general public, is yet one
which will have lasting consequences
of the most beneficial character,
writes author of "American City
Planning," "Modern City Planning
and Maintenance."
ThlB movement, the replannlng of
cities, has only begun to take Bhape
In thlB country In the last few years,
but already great progress has been
made, and plans of the most elaborate
and magnificent character have been
proposed.
The subject Is one of such Importance In the social, asthetlc and practical betterment of cities that it is of
vital Interest not only to the city administrator, the engineer and the architect, but also to every citizen who
has the advancement of his city's welfare at heart
The work of the expert is to supervise the whole undertaking, to conceive the design and develop the plan;
to direct the work of the engineering
staff and that of the office as well. He
is the directing head of the whole undertaking, and working in harmony
with the commission, ahould have a
free hand to develop the best possible
plan. In cases where more than one
solution of the problem of the city'a
replannlng- is practicable, he should
submit tentative plans for the further consideration of the commission
and the public. ■
•*■
When the work of the expert has
been completed a public exhibition
should be held of the drawings and
the plans and they should be subjected to thfl crlticlBm of the public at
large and discussed in public meetEfforts to Abate Noise.
ings and in the press.
Indianapolis Is one of the cities
The commission should then decide
upon the plan to be adopted and the which, along with Chicago, have startwork then should be actually under- ed a campaign for the abatement of
needless noises. The point Insisted
taken.
upon there—as it has also been In
New York—Is the bad effect of noise
SAVE MONEY FOR TAXPAYERS upon the schools. The report of | a
wide investigation just concluded says
English Cities Draw Revenue From that good work under present condiExploitation of Municipal Propertions is possible only if the windows
ty or Some Points of Interest.
are closed—that is, at the price of
health. The committee further deNorwich, Eng., has converted the clares that 85 per cent of the noises
Norman keep of her castle into one In the neighborhood of school buildof the finest museums in the country, ings are capable of being abated. It
and makes It minister in a small way suggests the creation of "zones of
to her rates; while the famous and quiet," the repaying of certain streets
beautiful Valley Bridge at Scarborough with noise absorbing material, the loyieldB a yearly profit of ab"iit $10.00n cation of school buildings with referto the corporation for various town ence to Immunity from disturbance.
purposes. For a whole century PlyBecause of such campaigns as this
mouth has- been owner of her Thea- the New York Evening Post is led to
ter Royal, ever since its foundation- remark that "as soon as we care as
stone was laid by Mayor Lockyer In much about doing away with unneces1811, and Its lease reduces the rates sary noise as we care about the things
by considerably over $6,000 a year.
for the sake of having which we enThe ratepayers of Blrkenhead owe dure the noise, our cities will be revmuch relief to the famous ferry across olutionised."
the Mersey to Liverpool. It owns a
fleet of many steamers, which, as carNeed of Small Parka,
riers of goods and passengers, conThe city of London has about 400
tribute, it is said, something like $60,000*a year to the municipal exchequer; parks and open spaces, or an acre to
the contribution to the rates during 752 people within the city, not countthe last half-century .falling little short ing parks such as Griffith park, Los
of half a million pounds. Liverpool Angeles, which, while now within tbe
makes from $16,000 to $30,000 by the municipal boundaries, is yet distinctly
annual exhibition of pictures In the an outside park. We have dire need
Walker Art gallery.
Already it is of more inside parks of small area
claimed that more than $6,000,000 has where those in the Immediate neighgone to the city funds from- this source borhood may find rest and racereatlon
alone. In addition to the profits made among their neighbors, parks not overin other directions, such a* electric- run with strangers, as is Central
ity works and the manufacture of con- square. These neighborhood parks
crete slabs for paving purposes, to should be sufficiently numerous that
fact, Liverpool Is credited with mak- any resident of the city could reach
ing well over $500,000 a year by its one by a brisk walk of five to ten
minutes. We need breathing spots,
various enterprise*.
and need them Vary much.—Los Angeles Times. .

A Day of Blood snd Fire.
The large attendance at the funeral of
RESOLUTIONS.
His Heaven.
Miss Katherine A. Downey at 8t. Joseph's
"When I design a heaven," said
MAILS DUB TO ARRIVE.
church last Saturday morning evidenced' The Runners have given the people of
At a regular meeting of Court North Noah Count of Chtggerblte reflectivethe esteem in which the faithful teacher Massachusetts a lesson and now the gun Brookfield, No. 57, Foresters of America, ly, "one of the many people who will
A. H. 0.45- East and West.
fl.80--Wes$.
wM held by all classes of the community. nere themselves are likely to get theirs.
held Oct. 13,1914, the following resolu- not be there will be the guy who runs y F you wish to Buy or Sell
F. M, 12.15—East and Welt.
In 1912 the Great and General Court tions were adopted on the death of James around telling you how he loves his
There
were
many
floral
tributes,
among
a farm or village property,
2.00—West
work."—Kansas City Times.
them one from the pupils, in the eighth of Massachusetts passed an act changing F. Conroy
4.50—East.
the
date
of
the
beginning
of
the
open
to Hire or Let a tenement,
grade.
WHEBEAB, It has pleased Almighty God
7.06—East and West.
Philosophy and Religion.
MAILS CLOSE.
Rev. Myles T. Gaffney, son of Mre I ^ason on upland game to October 12th- to remove from amongst us our esteemed
drop
me a postal and I will call
A. M. 8.00—West.
Philosophy,
says
a
writer,
Is
a
bully
Myles Gaffney, Monnt Pleasant street, three days earlier than formerly. This and beloved Brother James F. Conroy, that talks very loud, when the danger
6.45—East.
was done at the solicitation of large num- and
on
you.
has
been
appointed
as
pastor
at
Me11.80—East and West.
Is at a distance; but the moment she
WHEREAS, humbly bowing in meek
P. M. 1.00—West.
chanicsville, Iowa. He is a graduate of bers of gunners that the season might
is hard pressed by the enemy, she
NEW YORK AND BOSTON CONNECTIONS
open
on
Columbus
Day
which
had
been
4.40—East.
submission
to
the
all-wise
decree
of
the
N. B. H. S. 1904, and of Holy Cross in
not to be found at her post, but leaves
6.00— East and West.
,
The change was strong- Almighty, we mourn with the family of
n,de ,
the brunt of the battle to be borne by
. _ ° ?!'".
CHARLES E. BATCHELLER
Mail? for East Hrookfleld are despatched at 1808. He was ordained,, priest in Buffalo !ly opposed
by sportsmen, game protec- our deceased brother in the irreparable her humbler but steadier comrade, re6.45A.M., 11.30A. M. and 1 P.M. Malls from in 1912, being at that time appointed a
Telephone—North
Brooklleld-2
East Brooktleid are received at 9.30 A. M. and
I
tionists
and
bird
protectors,
but
all
oppoloss of one who has not only been a lov- union.
curate at Iowa City, la.
6.40 P. M.
! sition was futile.
ing husband, but endeared himself to us
Package mails are despatched twice dally as
A
record
crowd
attended
the
two
presfollows:—11.80 A. M. Eaat and North, 6 P. M.
Thought It Stopped to Think.
Practically all the hunters were out by his many noble and manly qualities,
West and South.
entations of David Copperfield at the1^ye^Tn tolumbusDay' For about and
One day while playing the music
Malls for the Rural Delivery Is closed at 8.15 Star Theatre, Tuesday, and all seemed
box my little cousin was sitting next Call at 46 Summer Street
A. M. and received at 1.80 P. M.
45 dayB the weather had been fine nearly
WHEHEAB, In the death of our beloved
to it, when she noticed that the music
The office hours will be:—6 30 A. M. to 8 P. M. well pleased. Certainly Mr Brunell should all the time and the woods were as dry
brother this Court has lost one, who in was stopping. She asked me what
Holidays, 630 to 9.30 A. M. and 6 to 6 P. M.
To see the Latest Models of
be satisfied with the patronage accorded
JOHN HOWE, Postmaster,
by our people. In the evening at least a as tinder. Weather sharps say there has every case proved himself one who al- caused it to stop. I told her It was
PAUL M. KEANEY, Asst.
dozen automobiles were parked outside not been such a dry fall for 90 years. ways had the interests of the members at running down. She studied for a mothe theatre, and late coiners were obliged The number of hunters that have taken heart and one always ready to lend a ment, then she said: "Why, does It
NORTH BROOKFIELD.
to take front seats, or to stand in the rear out licenses in Massachusetts is not less helping hand to further the interests of have to think of another tune before It
CORSETS
than 60,000 and may be a great many the Court.
can play again?"—Chicago Tribune.
,
of the hall.
Or have them brought to your horn*!,
more as the Game Commission has given
RESOLVED,
That
we,
the
members
of
Senior "Prom" at the town hall Nov. 6.
Next Sunday at the Congregational
by sending word to
*•*
*•*
out about 70,000 hunters' licenses to the Court North Brookfield, No. 57, ForestWhere Gas Is Cheap.
The Foresters are arranging for a fair church there will be a talk to the boys town clerks this year. From the com- ers of America, in regular meeting assemGas manufactured by the municipaland
girls
before
the
sermon
at
the
mornMRS. B. C. GRAVES,
to be held in November.
plaints that have been constantly coming
ity of Mldnes, England, sells, in quaning service. The sermon will be the sec in since, it seems that most of them were bled, do hereby tender our cordial and tities of less than three million cubic
Miss Mona McCarthy is to Btudy music
Representative for the Brookflelds.
fraternal
sympathies
to
tbe
surviving
ond in the aeries on Paul—"Paul, the out on Columbua Day and many more
feet per annum at 24 cents net per
at a private school in Auburndale.
Telephone 26-13,
Jew, or Freedom through Christ." In who had not taken the trouble to get family of our deceased Brother, their loss thousand. To consumers of over three
is our loss, and beg leave to commend
Mr Brunell is to present David Copper- the evening, "Grace sufficient." TheC.
NORTH BROOKFIELD.
MASS.
million
cubic
feet
20
cents
net,
and
licenses. Also some 70,000 farmers and
field at Warren next week Monday.
27
E. service will be on Good Citizenship, in their sons have the right to Bhoot on their them for the only consolation that man for motive power, 16 cents ne\
can tender for the well spent life of
Mr William Mason has gone for a few charge of the missionary committee.
own. premises without a license.
In Brother James F. Conroy, and above all
Passing of the Epitaph.
dayB1 visit with his daughter in Needham.
North Brookfield Grange goes to West many towns the banging of guns soundA monument dealer says but few
to Him who doeth all things well.
Born, at North Brookfield, Oct. 20, a Brookfield next Wednesday evening, to ed much like the celebration of the
people now have epitaphs on the mon"If by one word 1 help another,
daughter to Mr and Mrs Frank Mahoney, furnish the Good of the Order, and pay a Fourth of July. Not only were pheasuments of their loved ones. It is getA struggling and despairing brother,
Winter street.
ting so in many cases that you can't There's a lot of
fraternal visit. It is hoped a large num- ants and game birds killed, but song
Or ease one bed of pain;
guess a fellow's final destination by difference beIf I but aid some sad one weeping.
The Grange Auxiliary will meet in ber may go. If a sufficient number will birds, ducks and poultry.
Or comfort one lone vigil keeping,
the way the marble ticket routes him. tween Toric
Grange hall, Tuesday, Oct. 27. Business go, Mr Fullam's auto truck will be the
Sixty full regiments, licensed to kill
I have not lived in vain."
Lenses and"
—Houston Post.
conveyance, starting from Grange hall, and turned loose on Massachusetts in one
of importance.
Flat Lenses
RESOLVED, As a just tribute of our
about
seven
o'clock.
ThoBe
planning
to
day,
besides
the
farmers,
boys
and
the
The hunters are busy again, the welbesides their ,
Garden Soil That Lasts.
high esteem for his memory that the
come rain having made it reasonably safe go may leave their names with Mrs Lid- unlicensed horde. A man who raises" charter of our Court be draped in mournSo valuable is good date garden Boll slight extra cost They give
stone.
pheasants found automobiles patrolling
for them to re-enter the woods.
ing for a period of thirty days, that a that the Arab will refuse «)5,000 an you extra vision and extra
Mrs Albion H. Doane was called to the road in front of his place 'with men
acre for It. Through ages of cultiva- comfort They are betterJames H. Ivoiy has been honored by
copy
of these resolutions be spread upon
Boston this week for the second time, by on ihe running board ready to shoot
tion it gives no indication of wearing
election as county secretary of the the illness of her son, Roland, a student every bird that came over the fence. the minutes of the Court, that an en- out, hence* the exceptional value looking, too. Come and see
us about Toric Lenses.
grossed copy be forwarded to the be- placed upon It.
Ancient Order of Hibernians.
in Harvard college. He was taken to The gunners carelessly or purposely set
The degree team of Div. 18, A. O. H., the hospital where an operation for ap- fires in many towns, and in some cases reaved family and a copy be printed in
will go to Gilbertville Sunday afternoon pendicitis waa performed on Tuesday went on ahead of the fires and killed the the North Brookfield JOURNAL.
Real Diplomacy.
JOHN F. COUGHLIN,
"to initiate a class of candidates.
morning, and he is now reported doing game that the fires drove out. Fences
Diplomacy la the art of getting someWM.
J.
DOYLB,
where
when
you appear to be going
were
cut,
thousands
of
acres
of
woodas
well
as
could
be
hoped
for.
Mrs
The regular meeting of tbe Woman.s
ERNEST D. CORBIN
JOHN O'BRIEN,
nowhere.—Smart Set.
Guild will be held in the guild rooms on Doane was accompanied by Mr George land were burned over; thousands of
OPTOMETRIST
Committee
on
Resolutons.
R. Doane, as the father was unable to cords of cut wood and Bonie buildings
Wednesday, October 28, at 3 p. m.
Dally Thought.
travel that day by reason of his own were destroyed. A rough estimate o
Office
at Dr Lodden's
Open Boll of Cotton, sent postpaid for
The making of friends who are real
SUNNY FURNISHED ROOM
illness.
the damage caused is 820,000 to 830,000.
. 25 cents. Beautiful and curious. TOM
friends, is the bf st token we have of a Main Street,
To
Let,
with
kitchen
privileges
if
desired.
To
North Brookfield
The next day the Governor issued a a woman, for the winter, For further inforThe funeral of Dea. Hubbard Shedd
M. MASKS, Jacksboro, Texas.
man's success lr life.—Edward Everett
proclamation closing the hunting season. mation inquire at the office of the JOURNAL.
Hale.
The Young Woman's Club will have a Doane was largely attended last Sunday It was time ! A few more snch days
43*
Puzzler.
[Hallowe'en party at the Chapel next afternoon, at his home, a large delegation would have left (he country looking like
being present from the Odd Fellows and
One of the strangest things In this
MRS
HELEN
F.
LUTHER.
[Tuesday evening for members only.
Belgium.
Now,
since
rain
has
fallen,
G. A. R. Rev. Mr Budd spoke in the
world is why a woman who can trim
Mr Herbert E. Cummings is making a highest praise of his upright Christian the open season is on again. A move- SCALP SPECIALIST a pencil with a pair of scissors is not
ment
already
is
on
foot
to
do
away
with
f strong fight for the senatorial berth from life and of his patriotic service in the war
considered competent to vote alongNorth Brookfield, Mass.'
side of a man who can't bake a batter
this district, and his chances of victory of the rebellion. The singing was by the the opening of the season on Columbus Hair Dressing:
Facial Massage
The Famous Onecake on a hot griddle.—Dallas News.
seem excellent.
Manicuring
quartette, and the bearers were all rela- Day. All real sportsmen will favor this. Shampooing
Another movement is gaining headway OPEN MONDAY AND FRIDAY EVENINGS
Horse Chaise had
The mortgagee's sale of the so-called tives—E. Allan Harwood, A. C. StodSummer St. Telephone 107-3
Better Ten Thousand Sneers.
"Haston place" on Elm street, has been dard, Leon A. Doane, George R. Doane, to auk the Legislature to declare a close
beenequippedwith
Better to stand 10,000 sneers than
It
called off, settlement having been made Carltori D. Richardson and Jonas M. season for five years on all game.
FOR SALE
one abiding pang such as time could
looks as if the gunners have rather overDoane.
with the mortgagor.
A SMALL CIDER PRESS For particulars, not abolish of bitter self reproach.—
reached themselves.
inquire at Bates' Farm.
42
The new time table on the Branch
An exchange remarks that "If the price
De Qulncy.
,
EDWARD HOWE FOKBUSH.
. of cosmetics continues to go up, it may seems to work well, the only-change
FOR SALE
Quite Simple.
| soon be as expensive to powder the face being in the cutting off of the first round
pigs. Apply to A. C. STOD"A savings bank," said the child.
Mr William O. Wilson of East Brook- I DARD North Brookfield.
3wl2
trip, which train has connected with the
[ as to face the powder.''
It would have been
In answer to the teacher, "is a place
field and Miss Harriet Lynn of this town,
first
train
for
the
west,
from
East
BrookMr William E. Wr'ght celebrates his
a Better Chaise.
where
you can deposit money today
PICS FOR SALE
were married by Rev. Dr. J. A. Johnson,
field,
also
bringing
back
on
the
return
85th birthday to-day. He has been reLITTER of six pigs, seven weens
weeks om.
old Call and draw It out tomorrow by giving
at his home on Main street, East Brook- A on
Make your Car a
E. E. McCARTHV, North Brookfield.
markably well this summer, doing-all his trip, passengers from Boston and the
a week's notice."
42-1
field,
at
10
o'clock
Monday
morning.
east. We hear talk of a petition tor the
\ own work, except plowing.
BETTER
CAR
restoration of this train by Borne who are There waa a reception at the home of the
FOR RENT
f
WANTED
Miss Marion Hixon, recently assistant
by
using
GOODgroom's
parents,
Brookfield
road.
The
discommoded by the change. The trains
Ehjht-room cottage on Willow St. Town
sitting room stove. ANwater.
A GOOD Second-hand
in onr high school, was called to WorcesL. B. HARDEN, Grant St. North
42"
Address BOX 474, North Brookfield.
now leave North Brookfield at 6.45, 7.52, groom is assistant foreman in the employ
YEAR TIRES.
Brookfield.
ter this week by the death of her only
10.45 a. m., 12.02, 1.38, 4.21, 5.17 and of the State highway commission. The
STOVE FOR SALE
sister, Mrs Grace Sawyer.
6.40 p. m. Returning they reach North young couple will live in East Brookfield rvNE OAK beating stove, in good oondition.
TO RENT
\, See at MASON'8, Cor. Gilbert and Cashing
HUMPHREY house on Spring St. Steam
Eev. A. W. Budd will deliver an ad- Brookfield at 7.17, 9.27, 11.12, a. m.,
TO THESE PRICES.
Streets, or call at the American Express office. rIE
heat,
hot
and
cold water, bath, set range
A CARD
42
I dress at the recognition service to Eev. 12.48. 2.04, 4.47, 5.42 and 7.06 p. m.
and every convenience.
Rent exceptionally
30
by
3
$10.24
moderate.
T. C. Craig at the Warren CongregationE. B. Coi.EnaoOK,
We wish to extend our sincere thanka
STOVE FOR SALE
40.
Phone
88-D,
East
Brookfield.
30
by
3
1-2
$13.79
| la church, next Thursday evening.
The Appleton Club.
to all the friends and neighbors for their
LARGE Parlor Oak stove, used only four
Will
Miss Anna T.Doyle, Smith '14, has
A months. Too largeiforinyrc
for iny rooms.
W^ll sell
32 by 3 1-2
$14.66
kindness and sympathy in our bereave- cheap,
SEA RLE. Giant Street,
The
second
meeting
of
the
Appleton
Call on MRS BEARLE,
been engaged as substitute teacher of the
ment, and for the beautiful floral tributes. corner of Walnut.
34
by
4
$21.31
Club
for
the
twenty-sixth
season
was
held
eighth grade to fill the vacancy caused by
MB AND MRS C. D. RICHARDSON,
Wednesday evening at the home of Miss
36 by 4 1-2
$30.63
the death of Miss Katherine Downey.
WANTED
MISS JENNIE E. DOANE,
iBabelle Morse, Gilbert street, with a good
both rubber ana steel tires, Buggies,
TO do second girl's work in family of six a
MB AND MRS LEON A. DOANE.
37
by
5
$36.71
The body of Charles Morrison, who attendance. Mrs Alice S. Foster read a
Democrat
and
Delivery
Wagons,
Suryounir, strong, willing girl who can live at
reys and Road Wagons, both new and
•♦•
.
home. To begin with, presence maybe r quired
died in Providence, wan-brought to North paper on The Alhambra, and Mrs Isabelle
second hand.
In the mornUKs only. Experience is not
Brookfield this week for burial. He waa Dexter told of Early Spanish Legends.
necessary but neatness, industry and willingCrew Manager Wanted.
ness to do what is asked are essential. Apply ±T BOTTOM.- FRIOEr
tbe father of Charles Morrison, the hotel The Cid was the subject of Mr James T.
between 4.30 and 5 :w or after 8 p.m.
to
MISS MARION I1. E. COOKB,
keeper.
At once, we must have energetic, reliSaunders' paper. The entertainment was
Barness, Robes, Blankets, Whips anu
The Bioukfleld School.
Oil Cloths. Not too Costly. Sot tor
North Brookfield, Oct. IS, 1314
42
Mr E. C. MaBon, agent of the Ameri- in charge of Mrs James Saunders, and able party to act as "Crew-manager" for
MRS HELEN MORSE SMITH
Cheap.
can Express Company, has moved hie consisted of a short paper on Spanish us in North Brookfield and vicinity.
DRESSMAKING
| ? home this week from the May house on Love Songs by Mrs Saunders, a piano Only capital required "Push." Fine opDANIEL FOSTER, Shingles and Roofing Materia
Gilbert street to the Lauison house on solo by Edwin Hambury, and three vo- portunity for one who can furnish a small
II Prospect St.
North Brookfield
All the different grades. All slues Of
Residence 38 Spring St., cor. Prospect
cal selections by Miss Mona McCarthy, bond. Communicate, or have interview
Central street.
Nails, also,
27
at
once
with
MR
FENNO,
Mgr.
616
State
accompanied
by
Mrs
Saunders
on
the
The Woman's Union was very successlUmcmber that my prices are always
Mutual Bldg., Worcester.
*
ful in its harvest supper last evening, and piano.
the lowest I sell so as to sell again.
ENGRAVED CALLING CARDS
The
next
meeting
will
be
with
Dr.
and
in the sale that preceded it. The tables
Inside Work a Specialty. Paper Banging
Dr.
Daniel** Horse Remedies Aiwa: s
and Whitening. Ordure Promptly Attenwere well filled, and as usual, everyone Mrs A. H. Prouty, Main street, on the
IN SCRIPT OR
In Stock.
evening of Nov. 4, with papers by Miss
ded to.
Was satisfied. ■
p, O. Box 192.
Satisfaction guaranteed
Wright, Miss Lawrence and Mrs Mary
1ELBPHONE
OAKHAX
D4.
Mr Oliver J. Churchill wsa in town
ENGLISlf TEXT
FRED C. CLAPP
Harris. There will also be recitation and
this week, with his daughter, Mre A. J.
William
Q.
Crawford
singing of Spanish ballads, under direcH.
T,
Lawrence,
North Brookfield
Goddard. Mr Churchill has just passed
tion of the executive committee.
OAKHAM.
his 87th birthday, but seemed in unusual-

REAL ESTATE

SPIRELLA

TORJC

IF

Goodyear Tires
Stop! Look! Listen!

Carriages, Stanhopes, Concords

W. F. FULLAM

House Painting, all Branches

ly good health and vigor.
There will be a social meeting of the
North Brookfield Brotherhood at the
; Chapel Monday evening, at 8 o'clock,
: with a nbvel program. All men invited.
Xight refreshments.
The registrars will hold their last meeting lor the registration of new voters, at
the selectmen's room, from 12 in. to 10
p. m., to-morrow. This will be the last
i chance before the state election.
Some thirty members of Div. 18, A. O.
|H., attended the funeral of their brother,
JTimothy Lancton, in Ware, on the 11th
linst,, going in Fullam's auto truck. The
(burial was in West Brookfield.
At a meeting of the school committee,
|held October 15, resolutions were adoptI upon the death of Kate A. Downey,
| teacher of Grade VIII, and it was voted
i send a copy of the resolutions to the
(family of the deceased and to spread a
opy upon the records of the school ct mlittee. It was likewise voted to send a
Joral tribute to the home of the deceased
nd to fly the flag on tbe Grove St.
building at half mast on the morning of
he funeral.

Funeral Director

Free

Registered £mbalmer.

A TRIAL
CAN OF

Sunbonnets Coming.
The music committee of the Congregational church are to give a dramatic
I.any AMUtmm,
performance at tbe chapel, next Thursday evening. Oct. 29, at 8 o'clock, when
ttiey will present "Snnbonneta," with the
C.mneei.nU by Long Distance Telefollowing select cast of characters:—
"■'phone.at House and Store.
Mrs Butterfield,
Mrs D. L, Melvin
Charlina,
Miss Josephine T. Clark
Mrs Dubois,
Mrs Harry Fullam
Mildred, her daughter,
Frances Doane
Miss Tryphena Sanford, Miss Jennie Hill
Mrs Pheelan,
Mrs H. E. Cummings
Mrs Martin,
Mrs M. B. Bishop
Mrs Tibbetts,
Mrs H. W. Bemis
FAMILY WASHINGS
Mrs Fendleton,
Miss Wright
Mrs Spinney,
Miss Hanson
FIFTY CENTS EACH
Mrs Crannon,
Mrs Prouty
There will will also be a piano dris^ by |
Miss Berths Johnson and Mrs Budd, and *W;ashings will be Called For
a reading by Mrs Helen Luther. Tickets
and Delivered Free.
on sale at E. W. Reed's, Monday morning, st 15 cents.

North Brookfield Laundry Co.

Scud i Postal or Telephone 54—2.

WANTED
WASHING and Ironing. Will call and dellyer. " MRS CROSS?, Ayres St., North
2w«5» |

So'St H. A. Russell, Manage %

P

NOTICE

t<(JGhh;i>

Stainfloor Finish
A durable, tongh and elastic finish
for Floors, Woodwork, Furniture,
Etc. It will not mar white or
chip. Is not affected by hot or
cold water. Driea hard over
night Put up In the following
shades:
»
D ASK OAK. UGHT OAK. GOLDEN
OAK, MAtfOGANY, CHXKKT.
WALNUT, TRANSPARENT.
laAlACHITKGREKrl.
VELVET BLACK
PNTHtRmAT

'gggiaESaiS
Hani
TowK_
^Nstf

—

1

.■ass- P»».lst.l«U »

FotWoer
,
W. F FULXAM, North Brookfield, Mass.

I THE UNDERSIGNED wish to announce that
I have opened the Blacksmith shop, known as
the Bliss shop, on Oct. 1. and will do all kinds of
Carriage Woodwork and Blacksmith work.
Also Horseshoeing a Specialty*
Having many years experience In all branches.
1 will also put on Rubber Tires, having the best
machine there is made.
All Work Guaranteed.
41.4
F. A. LAREAU.

ARTISTIC MONUMENTS
AND CEMETERY MEMORIALS
In all kinds of
GRANITfE AND MARBLE

C. A. RISLEY & COMPANY
Telephone

Test Bfoofcfield.

"NO TRESPASS" NOTICES.

CHARLES S. LANE,

WE snail Hereafter keep constantly on band
ready-printed notices on cloth, suitable
or posting in tbe open air.
JouaNAL OSes, North Brookfield
TENEMENTS TO RUT

REGISTERED EMBALHER.
Personal Prompt Attention Day
or 3lirht.

Telspneas North Brookfi.lJ Ne.
isa-n.
■Long

Distance Connection.

Funerals Personally Directed
J and fCvery Requisite Furnished.
Ijscly Assistant.

rpHREE or Poor good tenements, centrally !o1 cated. of four, flye or six rooms each from
»0 to 111 per month. Inquire of ABTHUB 0.
BLISS at North Brookfield Sayings Bank.

N

FOR RENT

seren rooms
,
FINE Upper Tenement off seyen
in Bui
St., steam heat, bath,
lard bouse
house on ensiling
cnshlnggt..steam
bath.
room,
>m, ate.
oto.
Apply to Bsi
Herbert E. Cummings.
Norn Brookfield.

FOR RENT
fB COTTAGE of nine rooms to rent on
_ Maple St., one tenement of six rooms to rent
on second floor on South Main 8t. Apply to
SCO. E, HAMAfTT,
36
North Brookfield

BROOKPIELD TIMES
BROOKFTELD TIMES

Penma Cored Tbls Has 01
Catarrh.

the blue eotto* gown which belonged
te "Cordelia" in-^ho last act; her Angers clenched each other, while she
turned an Imploring gaze to the quiet
Mr. J. B.
face of the surgeon.
Reese, Habnab,
"I do not know—yet," he whispered,
M a ryland,
answering the question in her eyes;
writes: "Two I
"It is too soon to tell. He lived
years ago I bethrough it, and it Is one of thoBe opercame a sufations when the patient does not alferer with catarrh, which
ways live."
continued to
Somebody led her away. In a dazed
grow worse
fashion she knew that Alice Volk
and made me
bathed her face and braided her hair
miserable. I
into two- long strands and changed her
could scarcely
stage gown for a soft kimono. Then
smell at all,
Merry took her hand and she followed
tnd my taste
COPYRIGHT; w>r BY r.o. BROWNE UCO♦
*
♦
him to the library. She lay down upon
had almost left
me. My head ached constantly,
a couch feeling-as lfWsry nerve in
sufferer from insomnia seeks relief In
at times had high fever and bleedCHAPTER XXI.
her body had an ear and It was listenan opiate. It did not bring ease, howing at the nose. I was a perfect
ing. The house was perfectly still.
ever,
either
of
body
or
mind.
He
went
wreclc
. . ,
From the Top Gallery.
Once in her mind she used that
about
in
a
dull,
half-sickened
stupor,
"I tried several doctors, but derived
On the same night that Zilla Paget
phrase, "Still as death." Afterwards
no relief. I read In one of your littook up her residence In the Went_- hating himself and the world. One
she fell Into a shivering fit; the tear*
tle booklets, called Ills of Life,' of
•worth home Grant Oswald sat beside night, in a lonely room of the hotel
came, and she sobbed so fiercely that
Peruna being a remedy for catarrh,
his desk, dictating letters to his sec- where he had taken refuge, he sat in
the agony seemed to tear at he*
and procured a bottle at once. After
retary. He listened while the tinkle the darkness for hours thinking; then
the use of one bottle I felt some betthroat
like a flash he saw himself. It seemed
Of the overture ceased.
ter, so I tried tho second and tha
From a shadowy corner near thja
t«
jfcm
that
for
a
second
a
shutter—
"Has Mr. Wentworth come In yetr'
third, and now I am a wsU man."
fireside Merry rose and crept across
somewhere,
perhaps
In
some
remote
he asked when an usher entered with
the room. He dropped on his knees
lobe
of
his
brain—had
flashed
open
a telegram.
beside her and soothed her without Is
"No, sir; we're watehlag for him. and he saw not only his present conThs
word, as one broods over an unhappy
dition, but his future. It was not a
Nobody has seen him."
child. The warm grip in which he
Old
Home
"Ask him to come here as soon as pleasant phantom.
held her hand between his own gave
Prescription
A half-empty bottle of whiskey stood
CHAPTER XXIII.
he arrives."
her courage and hope. She rose to
None of the employes of the Gotham at his elbow. He stared at It for a
that Is pleasant to take and sura
her feet and he led ber to the window
The Parting of the Ways.
recognized a man beside the stair of minute with a scowl, as If it were an
to help, is
where she sat down and looked out
"All I have left to say, Wentworth,
the upper gallery, where a steep Iron actual enemy. A feeling of nausea
Into the dark, quiet square. Out of her
railing jutted out upon the side crept over him. He lifted It, carried it Is this—we have come to a crossroad
memory rose the thought of an early
street. The rain fell softly and he was to the washbowl, and poured the and you must choose between two
morning—It was only a year ago—
Of Horehound and Tar
muffled to the chin hi a drab overcoat. liquor down the drain-pipe. Then he paths: either cut that woman out of
when she had seen Andrew Merry for
Stops eomthi and rallevM eoldj. Contains
A felt hat was drawn over his eyes. laid the empty bottle on a tray and your life or don't expect to take your
the first time, stretched listlessly on
no opium nor anything injuriou*.
He emerged suddenly from the shadow set It outside the door. He filled his place among decent citizens."
All Drozsists,
the park bench, with a gray, thin fog
to lay his hand upon the arm of a pipe with tobacco, pulled a chair to
There was a look of discomfort and
occasionally blotting him from her
hoy who went springing up the grated the window, sat down, and stared at anxiety in Grant Oswald's pale, highsight. It was here, too, she had sat
•talr.
the lights of the city. He fell into bred -face while he spoke, although
watching children scuffle through
"Here, do yon want to sell your one of his introspective moods. He his voice was emphatic.
Enoch did
wind-blown leaves, while she heard
ticket for a dollar?" be asked.
began to trace backward every step not answer. He moved restlessly In
her brother read the manuscript ot
"Sure," cried the boy emphatically. he had taken since the day he exacted his chair once or twice, lifted a pro"The HOUBO of Esterbrook." $Ierry
"Say, milter, why don't ye buy one the forfeit of Merry's bond. He felt gram that lay on his desk, and ran
sat silent at ber side until the nurse
"WALNUTTA HAIR STAIN"
fer yersslf? They're fifty cents, if like a vessel which had slipped its his eyes through its pages. Oswald
Rutom Ormr, SboatodorJBUK4J4
entered the room.
J
Hair or Mouitauba ■■■MMSHMl^n
yet git ia line at the window."
moorings and had been unmercifully paused as If waiting for a reply.
"Miss Wentworth," she said, "Dr.
atTM any »»»*» trom «•*«aiWj
"I don't want to stand in line."
buffeted by one tempest after another.
"I can't understand your infatuation,
Mowbray wants you. Your brother has
Contain! no pc>Hoy»»iidUnotlUeW
The boy thrust the slip of paste- Each one had done Its work so ruth- Wentworth," he went on; "the woman
been conscious for a few minutes. He
board Into Wentworth's hand, seized lessly that he was a human derelict degenerates every day of her life.
cannot speak, but he wants something.
the money, and fled to take his place left swamped and scuttled. The phrase God knows," a bitter tone crept Into
I
at the end of the line which straggled "a human derelict" stuck obstinately his voice, "I feel culpable for even Dropped an Armful of Book* on His Will you come?"
They followed the woman swiftly. waunrrra oo, sees cia* *«, at. u«ia. at*
Desk.
round the corner from Broadway.
In his brain; It described him vividly. bringing her acroes the ocean. Then
Enoch's eyes sought hers with piteous anriTkkl Mnaiai"! »• CST FSX» SAHTLS.
Enoch waited until a throng began Already he had" had more than his I ought to have let her go when I that many an actor wonld give half a
pleading which was almost agony. She
to press Its way up the steps. He deserts. The vengeance of Zilla Paget spoke of It a month or two ago. She lifetime to win. He had—" i
Once In about seven thousand year*
bent to kiss him. His gase traveled
pulled his hat down close about his was the last Btraw. The woman's was bound to do mischief, only I never
The Englishman and Merry both to Merry and the agony seemed to a man manages to hit the mark wheat
forehead and the rim fell to his eyes. image flashed before his eyes; he dreamed that you would fall Into her looked up quickly. Wentworth had
he shoots off his mouth.
change to peace.
When he reached out his hand to the heard her satanic laugh and BBW a clutches. I warned you."
dropped an armful of books noisily on
"You saved his life, Enoch." sne
attendant at the door, the man did not fleeting viBlon of his picturesque goldEnoch sat In sullen stillness, with his desk. He opened the door which
IOCB OWN DRUGGIST WtlTBlMfl
fry Mnrlna Hro Borneor for Red. Weak. WWB
look at him; he was trying to stem en-haired lovliness as he had slammed his eyes fixed on a calendar which led to the Inner office, passed through, whispered.
Andrew laid his fingers gently upon i/o. and Granulated ■foliat; Ho SmarUnjH
a tide of human beings and make cer- the door and left his home.
tnat Hre Comfort. Writ* for Book of the BTrd
hung above the desk.
then slammed it sharply behind him,
the nerveless hand which rested out- ir mall rroa. Uorlno By. Remedy Co- Oalcasetain that each one had paid his way.
Wentworth gritted his teeth savage"I wish," Oswald's tone was almost
side the sheet The eyes of the two
Wentworth moved Inside the door ly, then he looked at his watch. It wistful, "that you would at least talk
CHAPTER XXIV.
men met: In those of one was a mute
Her Reason.
and glanced at the gray coupon, then was close to midnight. He went it over. I think I can deal with the
prayer for forgiveness, in the other's
Tom—Why were you weeping 1st
he passed to an end seat in the third downstairs, paid his bill, ordered a woman If anyone can. I have always
The Yellow Envelope.
shone gratitude and the old affection the picture show?
row. He laid his hat upon the floor, carriage, and drove to the Waverly treated her with a certain stand-offishMore than one "summer show" bad grown steadfast.
Jess—It was a moving plcturev-<
pulled off his damp coat, and waited Place house. As he stood fitting the ness that she resents. She has tried,
begun to blazon an alluring sign over
Enoch's lips moved. He was trying Judge.
for the curtain to rise.
key noiselessly Into the lock his heart more than once, to cross the line I the door of a Broadway theater be•to speak. Dorcas laid her ear close,
The curtain rose. People who sat beat tumultuously for a second or drew. She didn't succeed, and It galls
fore "The. House of Esterbrook" closed to his mouth.
St. Petersburg.
close under the roof listened with a two. He opened the door stealthily her. I never put into words w^at I
its season. The fame of the play had
"He wants his keys," she said:
The city ot St Petersburg (recent!*
tense stillness, which was never dis- and passed through the vestibule. The think of her. She understands, how- gone abroad through the country, and
renamed Petrograd by the czar) wag
turbed by the rustle that occasionally house was still and a lamp burned ever, that'I recognize her value dra- night after night, long after the resi- quickly.
The nurse left the bedside and re- founded by Peter the Great in the
ran through the orchestra. The story dimly In the hall, as Jason always left matically, while personally—to me— dents part of New York showed a
turned
with
a
bunch
of
small
key*
year 1703. He called It tho "window
of the play had grown old, threadbare it until his master returned. He hung she is offensive. If she has you in labyrinth of boarded fronts, every seat
strung upon a steel ring. Dorcas laid through which ho could look out upon
land uninteresting to Wentworth, but his hat on the rack, Btole upstairs to her power, won't you tell me? It
In the Gotham was sold before the them in her brother's hand. It was Europe."
It moved these men and women to the his own room, switched on the elec- would never go beyond these walls.
went up.
pitifully inert! She lifted them and
pulck. During the first act the girl tricity, and glanced about He locked She knows that I know her story. Low curtain
The house was packed to the roof ran them through her Angers, one W
No Trouble.
beside him turned to her sweetheart
as she has sunk, she realizes that it on the night the play closed. It was
one, as a Catholic tells her beads In a
"And you actually went to ask old
and spoke In a tremulous whisper:
is not what the world would call a the middle of June and the city had rosary. Her gase was fixed upon his
Pghe's a cruel devil!"
creditable story. I can handle her grown uncomfortably hot Wentworth eager eyes. When she touched a shin- Bolllnger for his daughter's hand?"
"Yes, I did."
• Her eyes were tent with hatred and
easily."
had spent a restless day. It seemed ing brass key a gleam of relief shona
"How'd you get along?"
Earn upon Zilla Paget, who stood
A gleam of relief and hope drifted to him as If the air was filled with anin
the
man's
beseeching
eyes,
She
"Bine. Not the least bit of trouble
)king down at Merry. His guilt had
for a moment across Wentworth's
ticipation.
rose to her feet
He talked war talk all the time I waa
en discovered. He Bat beside a table
face. Then he laughed nervously and
Before the curtain fell on the last
"I will go at once, Enoch, and And there, and never gave me a chanca ta
■with his face hidden In his outthe sullen frown returned to his eyes. act he strolled through the darkened
it I shall know what you want, what, say a word."
litretcbed arms, while the wife hurled
He rose and began to pace the office house and opened a narrow door beever it is, and will bring it to you."
upon him a torrent of bitter contumefloor with nervous footsteps.
hind the lower boxes. A few shadThe doctor followed Merry and DorNothing More to Be Said.
ly. Once his body shook with a half"Won't you trust me?" pleaded Os- owed steps led to the stage. A man
cas to the door. "Don't come back unA traveling man tells of his so,
wald. "I have a real regard, Went- stood Inside with his fingers moving
aUfled sob. Little Julie clasped his
less I send for you. The exertion has Journ at a "hotel" in a western town.
worth, for you as well as for your over the buttons, which flooded the
land, but her terrified eyes were
When, on the evening of his arrival,
genius. I would do It for your sis- stage with light or shadow. Went- been too much for him."
turned upon her mother. Wentworth
"This Is the key to a small drawer he entered the dining room and waa
ter, If for no other reason. There la worth pushed past him and walked
had seen the woman in a towering
In Enoch's desk,"_explalned the girl. shown to a table by a waiter, the tattime enough yet to pull away, but,"
passion; now she threw herself into
swiftly behind the drops until he
he Bpoke abruptly, "It won't be long. reached a corner which was compara- "I can probably guess what he wants. ter asked, when he had brought tha
She fury of her role as she had done
I ought to show It to him. If his customary glass of water:
The woman has dragged more than
|n real life, pacing the floor like a
tively deserted. He stood Inside a mind is set on something he may Bleep
"Will you have some pork and
one man to the gutter or to—suicide."
caged tiger. She paused at Merry's
wing, watching the company take their quietly when he knows I have found
Wentworth laughed disagreeably.
faS&DS '"
aide half exhausted.
curtain calls. Last of all came Merry, It."
"No, I don't care for them," said
"Well, It won't be suicide," he an- alone. The insistent applause impor"Think of the child," he pleaded
"I will call you If he does not sleep,
the traveler: "I never eat pork and
swered harshly.
miserably.
tuned a speech. Wentworth smiled said the doctor.
"Don't be too sure. When a man
beans."
"The child—to perdition with the
grimly. Andrew's one terror was a
Merry walked to the window and
"Then Bir," said the waiter, a* ha
who has always had a fair amount of
ichlld!"
speech. He Baw the actor glance stared vaguely into the darkness. A moved away, "dinner Is over, sir."
self-respect
begins
to
lose
It,
he
usuEnoch stared at the rest of the play
about him appealingly, then his eyes little clock on the mantel struck three.
ally faces two alternatives; that Is,
-Jirough moody eyes. When the cursignaled to the man who controlled Once he looked over his shoulder at
unless he has a solid anchor In his
FOUND OUT.
tain fell on the second act Zilla Paget
the curtain. It began to descend with Dorcas. He could hear the crackle ot
A Trained Nurse Discovered Its Effect,
home."
appeared on the stage alone to meet
quiet deliberation. Merry paused for stiff paper as she unfolded a few long,
Enoch lit a cigar and began to
Siproarious applause mingled with
a moment then be came back.
narrow sheets which were tied In •
No one Is In better position to know
smoke.
eers and hissing. Wentworth gripped
"Ladles and gentlemen," he began, thin bundle.
"Evidently it Is useless to talk.
the value of food and drink than a
Ihe arm of his chair as he watched
"I bad hoped—"
"I have found Enoch's will and a
What
passes
my
understanding
Is
how
Iher cweep the house with a triumphant
While Wentworth stood listening he number of business papers. Here are trained nurse.
any man can turn out a woman like
Speaking of -coffee, a nurse In Pa.
eaze. A brand of hate which has the
wondered why the descent of the cur- his bankbooks and the contract with
your sister to give .shelter to Zilla
*ed of murder la it tore at his heart.
tain did not stop. He turned and whis- Oswald for the play. There are bonds writes: "I used to drink strong cofPaget I hate to say it, Wentworth, pered a command to the stagehand
fee myself, and suffered greatly from
iHe rose, tossed his coat across his
you will set me down as a cad, but I who stood beside him. The man's face and things of that sort—things I do headaches and Indigestion.
arm, groped beneath the chair for his
Looking Everywhere
not
understand.
I
Imagine,"
the
girl's
prefer to have a separate Office. I am was deathly white, he looked parahat, then he slammed down the seat
"While on a Tisft to my brothers I
You."
voice broke Into a sob, "It must be
willing to take the little back room, lyzed with terror. In a second Enoch
and went out On the Btair he met
had a good chanca to try Postum, for
the
will
he
wants."
the door and undressed swiftly. Ten or you can. One suits me as well as realized that something In the mathey drank it altogether In place ot
ten usher.
"Probably, it is, dear," said Andrew coffee.
After using Postum two weeks
"Mr. Wentworth" cried the boy. minutes later he was sleeping the the other."
chinery had lost its grip. The house gently. She laid the papers on tha
"Certainly." Wentworth leaped to
I've been looking everywhere for you. death-like sleep which follows comhad grown still, while Merry stood desk and lifted a yellow envelope. I found I was much benefited and
his feet alertly. "I'll change at once. smiling and talking in bis nonchalant
Mr. Oswald wants to see' you In his plete exhaustion of brain and body.
There was no writing upon it; it was finally my headaches disappeared and
office about some bookings."
He did not wake till noon. Jason I'd hate to thrust my society upon fashion. A young man with a gleam- unsealed. She took out a slip of pa- also the Indigestion.
Er.och descended without answering answered his ring. The old negro en- anyone who does not care for It"
"Naturally I have since used Postum
ing expanse of shirt front rose from per and stood motionless while aha
"It Is not your society I mean wholhim. He paused once to push his tered with hesitating steps.
a lower box and set his foot upon the read it Then her Angers moved la a among my patients, and have noticed
arms into his coat, but he did not
"Good morning," said his master. ly. I object to Miss Paget dropping railing, preparing to climb over to the
a masked benefit where eoffea haa
inter the office; instead, he turned and "Jason, do you know how a guest lives in here as she did today. Don't hurry, stage. A woman stood beside him groping way to turn on a blase ot been left off .-.ad Possum used.
electricity under the green globe
walked down Broadway. The rain in a hotel when he wants to be alone, I did not mean that—"
"I observe a curious faet about
clasping her hands and staring at
had ceased, the sky wag clear, and absolutely alone? He eats In his own
"I don't care what you meant I can Merry with horror-stricken eyes. Her above the desk.
"The room is so dark." she mur- Postum when used by mothers. It
(he stars were shining. He tramped room, his mail is brought to him, he make the change at once." Enoch's face grew as white as the lace robe
greatly helps the flow of milk In cased .
mured.
on heedlessly. He realized suddenly goes and comes without a word being voice was cburlUh. He began to drag
she wore. Then she shrieked, a long,
She dropped tha paper upon tha where coffee la tooBned to dry It
that he was far down town In the spoken to him by anyone in the house. volumes from the bookcase beside him
shivering cry of terror. Enoch sprang blotter in front of her and leaned upon TO. and where tea causes nervousness.
business heart of the city. Overhead You understand?"
and heap them upon the top of his
"I And trouble In getting seiranta
toward the footlights with one swift the desk with he face between her
hung the sign of an old-fashioned hodesk. "You made yourself tolerably
"Yasslr."
to make Postum properly. But when
leap, holding his arm over his head hands.
tel. He opened the swinging doors
"I wish to have that sort of service plain, don't spoil It with politeness."
It
Is prepared according to directions
as if to ward off the heavy curtain,
"Andrew," cried Dorcaa with i
He pulled the papers from pigeonand walked to the desk.
in my home until—your mistress reon package and served hot with:
which was still descending. He seized stilled moan, "corns here!"
"I want a room," he said peremptor- turns. If It is necessary, engage an- holes In his desk and tossed them
Merry with a desperate grip and
He crossed the room and stood cream. It Is certainly a delicious bar.
other servant to look after your du- about in loose piles, dropping some tossed the actor far baok on the stage,
ily.
"What price?" asked the clerk.
ties. I want you to wait on me ex- in the waste basket and bundling oth- then he fell with the ponderous cur- looking down over the girl's shoulder. erage."
Name given by Postum Co, Batua
"See," she whispered, "see what I
"I don't give a damn about price. actly as I hive explained. You oan ers together with rubber bands.
tain across his Inert body. His closed have found! Tell me what is it?" Her Creek, Mich. Head "The Road t*
Oswald's pen was traveling slowly
I want a room where it is quiet, where do it, Jason?"
eyes were facing the glare of the foot- lingers pointed to the bond. She Wellvllle," In pkgs.
there is a good bed, and where I can
"I'll be mighty glad to do it Marse across a sheet of paper when some
stretched out her hand as if searchPostum comes In two forma:
one tapped softly at the door. Merry lights.
sleep as If—as if I were dead."
Enoch."
Dorcas and Merry, in a swift motor, ing for protection and help. The man
Regular Postum-rmnst be .weB,
Wentworth returned to the theater entered, Enoch did not turn his head. reached the Waverly Place home beclasped
it
between
bis
own,
then
she
boiled. 15o and 20o packages.
and took up MB duties as if nothing The ,actor seated himself beside Os- fore the ambulance, and a famous surCHAPTER XXII.
raised
her
eyes
to
his.
Instant
Postum—Is a soluble powder,
had happened. His associates greeted wald's desk.
"Was it this, Andrew, this that lay A teaspoonful dissolves quickly in a
"I could not show up this morning geon came close at their heels. When
him
with
their
usual
courtesy;
still
Facing the Situation.
when you 'phoned," he explained. "I the operation was over they laid behind everything—that made you cup of hot water and, with cream and
Enoch had never Seen a drinking he felt as If a drop curtain had fallen
sugar, made a dellolous beverage Inti&ve been arranging for a funeral. Wentworth upon his own bed. The give up you»\ play and—"
man. The sight of drunkenness had between him.and the world «to» his It's one of those funerals which have surgeon stood looking down on the
Merry's lips parted, but he did not stsntly. SOo'and BOo tins.
frequently aroused it ihim a species daily labor lay. Women and a few no great string of carriages."
unconscious face. Blood was welling speak. Dorcas glanced at the date
The cost per cup of bo* kinds la
of stomachic revolt; therefore mere men shrank away from him even while
slowly gom the wound on his fore- She withdrew her hands from his ant
about the same.
. "Who's dead?"
physical repulsion had done much to tbey seemed trying to be polite, someput
her
fingers
across
her
eyes
as
l
head
and
made
a
wide
stain
upon
the
There's a Reason* for Postum.
"George Volk."
keep him from one form of debaucn- times kind.
e-sold by Orocere.
Oswald laid down hla pen and stared snowy bandage. The man turned to trying desperately te remember sonw
Zilla Paget made no secret of her
iry. During the days of utter desolook at Dorcas: her make-up lay in thins.
at
Merry.
"George
Volkl
When
did
change
of
residence.
She
flaunted
the
ere
BXS
coarturussj
hitlon that followed his sister's desmudges upon her faee and aha wore
ha drift back to Amerlcar*
|mur« be turned to whiskey as the news of it abroad and Wentworth's

ELAPSE of
&y ISABEL GORDON CURTIS

^\ufhor °j "The Woman/romWolverfons"

ILLUSTFATlOISS^r ILL3VORTII YOUNG-

lapse from the conventionalities of Ate
made a nine-days gossip in theatrical
circles. It even agitated moralities
which had been esteemed lenient. The
reaBon back of the Intensity of feeling
was not, in every case, shocked virtue, but Dorcas was loved, while the
Englishwoman was held in universal
contempt and hatred.
It was several days after his return
to business before Enoch met his sister. He heard In a casual way that
she had rented an apartment and had
taken Alice Volk with the two children to live with her. Their first encounter was an ordeal to each one.
Tbey came face to face in the foyer.
Enoch said "Good morning" and held
out his hand. The girl, held it for a
second, looking up Into his face with
eager wlstfulness. The ghost of a
smile broke over Enoch's haggard
face, then he glanced backward as the
glass door behind him slammed, and
Zilla Paget came rustling in.
He turned brusquely and entered
his office. The Jaded look In his eyes
had changed to shuddering hate. Dorcas passed out to join the throng on
Broadway. She felt chilled and lonely.
She did not realise that the sun was
shining.

-Nobody seems to know anything
about him. It's a mercy though; It
sets Alice free."
"Ia there anything I can do?"
"No. I've looked after everything.
But I want your advice on one point.
What do you think of not telling her
—till he Is buried?"
"It's the best plan. 1 supposed he
had fallen pretty low."
"Low!" Merry shrugged his shoulders. "I did not know such dives existed as the place where I found him.
He had been lying there soaked to the
point of Insensibility for two weeks.
He was too horrible a sight for the
eyes of any woman."
"What an end!" exclaimed Oswald.
"The man once stood on a pinnacle
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By REV. WILLIAM EVANS. D. D.
, Director of Bible Count, Moody Bible Imbmio
Chicago

TEXT—And whatsoever ye do in word
or deed, do in the name of the Lord Jesus,
giving thanks to God and the Father by
him.-Col. 8:17.

View of the ruins of Senile after the bombardment of that ancient town
;in the north of France by the Germans. The fine cathedral, begun in tha
twelfth century, was destroyed.

LA! A TERROR JEAN BERBER, HERO
Black From Senegal Had Killed Story ot a Young Frenchman's
Wonderful Self-Sacrifice.
Eighteen Germans.
Then, Laid Out With Nine Dreadful
Wounda, He Puffed His Cigarette,

Happy and Content
Chicago.—I'm not allowed to give
*ny Information to the German soldiers, writes William G. Shepherd from
Paris to the. Chicago Evening Post,
but If you have any friends in the
German army, you'd better tip them
off that If they see among the enemy
a medium-sized black man with a
big smile who answers to the name
Ooh! La! they'd better shoot first .or
beat It
My friend Ooh! Lai In spite of his
smile and his ivory teeth is one of
ithe most terrible men I've ever
known.
Senegal Is his home, and
Ooh! Lai is as black as the ace ot
clubs.
Ooh! La! came up from Senegal
three weeks ago with thousands of his
black brothers to help the allies
i against the Germans.
No one paid
Ooh! La! any particular attention for
a long time. He fought at dozens of
iplaces, but his black brothers all
ifought about the same, so Ooh! La!
.didn't stand out anything extra.
It
takes a special superlative murderousI mess to make a fighter conspicuous In
a crowd like Ooh! La's!
At last there came the battle with
the Germans on the Ourcq, near
Meaux, where, with ten to one against
them, the men from Africa fought with
ibullets, knives, bayonets and fists,
singing like devils, treating German
ibullets and shells as if they were only
{mosquitoes.
The result was that the Germans
went away from there and that about
'ten o'clock that evening the American ambulance corps in Paris got word
'that there was need for them at
iMeaux. The American doctors reached
the deserted town about midnight and
were led by an aged peasant straggler
to the church.
Tt was an Inferno of pain. Three
ihundred and fifty black men were
• stretched about on the stone floors.
The church was like a giant can
tot bait with human beings for the
writhing worms. One doctor noticed
a thing whose torn clothes were black
land stiff with dried blood. He threw
his light on it. The thing turned the
iwhltes of Its great eyes, showed huge
i white teeth in a huger smile and
I said:
"Will monsieur kindly give me a
•cigarette?"
It was Ooh I La! The doctors took
him first He had nine wounds, all
bad and painful.
"Get a stretcher" ordered a doctor.
"Don't trouble," said Ooh! La! "Carry me out in your arms. Time is
,yrecious for the other men."
Two ambulance men picked him up.
Outside the door, Ooh! Lai said: "Now
you fellows put me down and give me
4a cigarette."
They were not going to obey until
Ooh! Lai swore In Mohammedan,
ithowing that he meant what he Bald.
They they followed orders. They put
<a cigarette between Ooh! La's! lips
He drew a massive
;and lighted It
"pull" to the very bottom of his lungs,
iclosed his eyes In blissfulness and
then blew out a torrent ot smoke.
"All right 1" he said.
"Now I'm
ready."
Three hours later.Ooh! La! waa In
bed at the American hospital. In Paris,
sound asleep. He was a favorite of
'the nurses at once, until the truth
came out about him. This was that
during the battle he had killed 18 Germans by bullet or bayonet
Every
one ot Oob! La's! friends had kept
iscoree, and they all agreed that Ooh!
iLa! with his 18 Germans led them all.

Shot Twice While Aiding the Wounded, the Brave Lad Continued His
Work of Mercy.

Angers, France (Marne et Loire).—
Lying In the military hospital here recovering from severe wounds Is the
hero of one of the most wonderful stories of self-sacrifice of the war. He Is
Jean Berger, eighteen years old, a private In the Second regiment of infantry.
Berger, who Is of Alsatian origin,
says nothing ot himself, but his comrades tell this story of his achievement:
During one ot the engagements of
the battle'of the Marne a day of furious fighting was succeeded by a
relatively calm night, Berger, who had
gone unscathed through several days
of hard fighting, was crossing the battlefield covered with French, British
and German dead, when he found bia
own colonel wounded.
He started to carry the officer to the
rear. As he did so a wounded British
officer, said to be of the Grenadier
corps, called to Berger that he was
thirsty. Berger carried his officer to
safety and returned with a flask of
wine to the place where the Englishman was lying.
Bullets were whizzing about him by
this time. He was raising the Englishman's head to enable him to drink
when a bullet took away three fingers
of his hand.' Although suffering intense pain the French soldier retained
his hold of the flask and placed tt to
the Englishman's lips.
A second bullet entered Berger's
back and came out above the groin.
He fell groaning to the ground and the
two men lay side by side. They beard
a German soldier calling feebly for
help.
Berger and the Englishman managed to crawl to the side of the
wounded German and forced wine and
water down his throat. The effort exhausted them and they fainted. When
they recovered consciousness the German was dead. The night was far advanced. They lay on the sodden field
until dawn was heralded by shrieking
shells telling that the battle had been
resumed.
A force ot uhlans rode by.. Berger
hailed them and an officer dismounted
and came to the spot, pointing a revolver at the men. .Asked what was
wanted, Berger said he wanted a
drink.
The uhlan officer noticed the dead
body of a fellow countryman with tha
empty flask beside him telling its own
story of noble self-denial. He was profoundly moved, and knelt by the side
of the prostrate men, gave them a
drink, saluted, and returned to hla
command.
The wounded men lay In the swamp
while the battle raged around them.
They saw the Germans retreating in
the afternoon. The continued exposure was telling on the English officer
and he began to show signs of delirium.
Berger, in spite of his own sufferings, partly dragged, partly carried
the officer toward the line of the allies
and they were rescued by a detachment of Red Cross nurses. As tbey
were placed In stretchers the Englishman grasped the hands of the Frenchman and said:
"If I live I win do my best to get
you the V. c. If ever a man deserved
it you do."

Stoicism of the Tureos. ""
Paris.—The French army doctors
have been amazed at the stoicism of
the Tureos,'who are fighting with the
,
*
French. These wild, battle-loving warServla la Now Serbia.
riors seldom give way to emotion, no
London.—In Inaugurating the spell- matter how badly they have been hurt.
ing of Servla as Serbia, the Times ex- When one has been compelled to unplains that the change is In deference dergo the loss of an arm or a leg he
to Servian sentiment,which objects to usually demands the severed limb aa
|ba i aa suggesting Sarrua, a slave, 1 • trophy of bia prowess.

1. The true
Christian will
realize the true
relation
that
should exist between work and
pleasure.
If life Is not to
be one round of
work, It most certainly Is not to be
all one round of
pleasure.
Work,
not amusement, is
B^V r^^
the chief end of
■B««»t i^a^.
man. Let us not
"*aa»aW. j^jjpaj miSB t,ttis point—
work, not amusement. Is the business of life. God has
laid upon every man the necessity of
work, and for this reason has distributed "to every man his work." Is it
not just In this connection that we
may be Justified in finding fault with
the professional sport, the man who
gives up his whole life to pleasure?
When the main thing In college and
university life IB athletics are we not
Justified In protesting that life's main
purpose Is being lost sight of? Play
and amusement Is but a side Issue In
life; when It becomes the whole
thing, then It Is harmful and sinful, no
matter whether the amusement In
question be In the forbidden category
or not; then even Innocent amusement
becomes morally bad. Amusement Is
to work what whetting the scythe Is to
harvesting; he who never stops to
create an edge toils hard and cuts but
little, while he who whets the scythe
all day cuts none. If the mother enjoys amusements more than she does
her children, the wife more than her
domestic duties, the husband more
than his home, the man more than his
labor, and ^ie student more than his
books, then* amusements are harmful
and wrong.
2. The true Christian will see to It
that his amusements are really recre.atlve, and not dlssipative.
„
A man may lie so long In a hath
that he comes out of It all exhausted,
or he can take a plunge or shower and
come out all the better prepared for
the duties of life. So is It with amusements; It may be just the opposite.
The amusements of the Christian
Bhould build up lost tissue, rest the
tired body and rejuvenate the Jaded
mind, they must build up the whole
man — physically, mentally, morally
and spiritually.
1. The Christian's pleasures will
recreate physically. The body of the
Christian is the temple of the holy
ghost. It Is Incumbent upon him
therefore that he keep his body In as
good, clean, pure, and healthy a condition as possible. The body needs
relaxation; It needs rest from the
strain and tension of life; It needs
new blood, new nerve tissues; It needs
by means of recreation, to be better
fitted for the real tasks that He within Its sphere of labor.
The test the Christian must apply to
his pleasures Is this: do they recreate
and restore the waste tissues of the
body? Excess In athletics is not recreation. Young men have died from
over-strain In running; girls have
been ruined for life by excessive rope
Jumping. Many pleasures dissipate
the powers of the body Instead of recreating them. Apply such a test to
certain forms of popular amusements
prevalent today: the theater,' the
dance, the card party. Do they recreate, or do they dissipate? Do they
violate the laws of physical health by
their late hours, their Impure atmOBphere, their mode of dress and conduct, or are they perfectly consistent
with the observance of the laws of
good health and hygiene? If these
amusements violate the laws .of
health, then, until such times as thiey
can be brought within the realm*of
recreative pleasures, the Christian
must place them on the forbidden list
2. The pleasures of the Christian
should recreate mentally. The physical must not be developed at the expense of the mental. Giantism must
by no means supplant intellectuallsm.
Mind is greater than body, as Gladstone and Bismarck are greater than
John L. Sullivan or James J. Jeffries.
The Christian must ask himself, therefore, "What effect do my pleasures
and amusements have upon my mind,
my thought, my thinking? Do they
build up, ennoble, purify, sanctify: or
do they debase, befoul, besmirch, debauch? Is my thinking higher, nobler,
more God-like because of the pleasures In which I engage?"
,
All things are not to be judged by
the eye; the mind discerns also.
Shakespeare speaks of the man "who
hath a body filled with a vacant mind,
gets him to rest crammed with distressful bread." The Christian is to
judge his amusements by this standard. Apply this principle to literature. What books do we read? It
the Christian's master should inquire:
"What readest thou?" what would be
our reply? Beware lest our minds become diseased by the reading of light
and trashy literature.

TOU CAB SATS MONEY BY
WEABING W. L. DOUGLAS SHOES.

Tor 31 year« W. I*. Bomrla* bM guaranteed th«
value by havlnr hie name and the retail price
etamped on the sole before the ahoee leave the flwtory. Thlai>rot«cUtheweaTeTiMa^n»thlgh^prloM
tor inferior shoes of othermafcea, W. ].. Douglai
BtioPi ar« always worth what TOO pay for them. If
yon could BM how carefiujy W. L. Dounlns shoes are
made, and the high gradti leathern used, yon wonld then
understand why they look better, fit better, hold their
shape hnd wear longer than other makes for the price.
If the W. I~ Donuls* shoes are not for sale in your
Tlcinity,order direct from factory. Shoes sent everywhere. 1'ostaBe free In the 0, 8. Write f«»r lllu*.
, treated <;.ii>il»(C showing how to;order by mall.
W. L. DOUULA8. 2IQ Spark 8L, Brockton, Mesa,

TF you feel that
P* you are smoking
too many cigars,
try Fatima cigarettes. They cost
less, last longer, and are
more wholesome.

NOVEL IDEA IN WILL MAKING

COOKED CHEESE

French Farmer Had Little Money to
DAINTY TITBITS THAT ARE NOT
Leave, but at Least He Could
INDIGESTIBLE.
Show Hla Good Will.

Two New York business men were
one day discussing the purchase by
one of them of a certain mercantile
concern with which, the buyer explained, had come the "good will."
"I hope this 'good will,'" said the
friend, "is greater than that of the old
French farmer."
"I never heard the story."
"Here it is: The farmer was dying,
and he sent for the notary to make out
the will. Propped up in bed, he dictated:
" 'To Jean Marcel, our superb coiffeur, 10,000 francs.
" 'i bequeath 15,000 francs to the
fearless Alphonse Bayard, that he may
continue his valuable aeronautical experiments.
" 'To Pierre Deschamps, chemist,
10,000 francs as a mark of affection.
" 'To my physician, Monsieur Leclair, 15,000 francs.
" 'To our eloquent pastor, 25,000
francs, to continue the restoration
of—'
" 'But, my dear sir,' interrupted the
notary, 'I don't believe you have all
that money to leave.'
" '1 know very well I haven't,' said
the farmer, calmly, 'but 1 want to show
them my good will.' "—Youth's Com
panlon.
Money for Christmas.
Selling guaranteed wear-proof hosiery to friends & neighbors. Big Xmas
business.
Wear-Proof Mills, 3200
Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.—Adv.
Evil in Nervous Excitement.
Professor von Pfungen of Vienna is
conducting some interesting experiments which bear upon tbe relation of
the state of the nervous system to the
electric resistance of the skin, and he
claims that nervous excitement of any
kind lowers the protecting power of
the skin to quite a marked extent

Toasted and Served on Saltlne Crack.
ere With a Dash of Worcestershire Is an English Favorite—
Variations of the Rabbit.

Cheese ts credited with containing!
as much nutriment In one pound as la
contained In two pounds of beef. It
bothers the digestion of some, but tho
melting or cooking of it does away
with this trouble, and there are many]
who believe that the merits of cheeser
are all on the side of ease of digestion,
and that is one reason why it has al-^
ways remained the last dish of tbei
dinner.
In the old dayB when heavy feedingand many bottles of port were dinner
fashions, the dish of cheese was of immense importance. It was not a morsel then as it is now to give zest to
the meal. Huge cheeses were brought
whole to the banquet board and wero
carved and served with a great flourish. Big Stilton cheeses were scooped
out and filled with champagne for special occasions, and many mixture*
were made of the softer creams with
butter and wine, forming a paste to
spread on crackers.
Toasted cheese is a great English
delicacy, but for some reason it is not
much in favor In this country except
in the "rabbit" The old London tavern on Fleet street, the Cheshire
cheese, got its name from the excellence of its toasted cheese. A handy
way to cook cheese in the manner
called toasted is to chop or grate ai
quantity of It—the mild American,
cream is best—and then spread It neatly on saltlne crackers. Place them
side by side on a flat pan and put them
In under the broiler long enough to
melt "the cheese. With a drop of Worcestershire these are very dainty and)
appetizing.
Waived.

"Tommy, how often must I tell you
Send For Copy
)
Bodell & Co., the New England to wash your handB?"
"You needn't at all, mother."—
bankers of Boston, Providence and
Springfield, issue for investors a Quar- Judge.
terly Bulletin blue book containing
Some women can't lose the married
valuable information In regard to pub
lie utility companies, a copy of which look, even after they become widows.
will be sent free on request.—Adv.
After children grow up their parents often prove a disappointment.
War Observer.
that
"What's the matter; scared
boy that's chasing you?"
"No."
"Then what are you running away
Tea and coffee drinkers often notice
from him for?"
backache, headache, rheumatic pain, diz/'Em not running away. I'm Just
ziness, drowsy, tired feelings, disturbed
urination
and other ilfni of kidney weakretreating for strategical purposes."
ness. The constant use of narcotic oralcobolio drinks is very apt to Irritate the
Detroit Free Press.

The Cause Laid Bare

Korea.

THE NEW FALL STYLE
2 for 25 Cts.
EARL en. WILSON
MAKERS OP TBOY'8 BEST PRODUCT.

Korea has practically become a part
of the Japanese empire. At any rate
the Japanese control In that country
is complete, and the chances are that
that control will never be withdrawn
—not, at least, until Russia dominates
the whole Asian mainland, if that
time ever comes. The population of
Korea Is 12,000,000, and the area 82,000 square miles; nearly twice that of
the state of New York.
Discharged an Obligation.

An old lady was greatly frightened
when tbe train thundered into tbe tunnel.
"Do you think," she asked the ticket collector, "the tunnel is perfectly
safe?"
"Don't be afraid, madam," replied
FIBEPBOOF
the waggish collector. "Our company
7TH300
AVENUES,
38THST.
HOTEL
nv
got
you in this hole, and we're'bound
FEEI FUa MOaOtM
* •"■■
to Bee you through."

NAVARRE

kidneys, ana weak kidneys need prompt
help to avert all danger of dropsy, gravel
or fatal Bright'* disease. Avoid the use
of stimulants, drink more water, get more
rest, fresh air and exercise. To tone and
strengthen the tired kidneys, use Doan's
Kidney Pills, the most successful and
highly recommended kidney remedy.

A Massachusetts Case

Mrs. John U. Cole,
8 Waushaken St.,
Framingham, Mass.,
says: "1 suffered terribly from headache* and bearingdown pains through
my iolne. My back
was weak, my kidneys were disordered
and I felt worn-out
and discouraged. I
got thin and haggard and my appetite left me. Doctors failed and Z was]
in despair. A friend
told me about
Doan's Kidney Pills and before I had
finished the first box I felt better. I kept
on Improving and before long Doan's
Kidney Pllis restored me to good health.
I am now without a sign of kidney trouble,"
Cat Doan's at Any Stara, Sfe a Box

DOAN'SV.IIV

FOSTEIUM1LBUKN CO, BUFFALO. N. Y.

,.».cE»£t,T.r,M -jew YORK

KM. a, I. Stl. 4 Duett ■■a.ww
l will*.
CENTER OF EVERYTHING
F50 ROOMS
BATHS 200
A room with bath
...
$1.50
Other rooms with bath
$2.00, $2,60
Rooms tor two persona
$2.50, $3.00
CUISINE
(a la Carte)
MUSIC
SEND FOR COLORED MAP OF NEW YORK
EDGAR T. SMITH, Managing Director.

A man's bouse Is bis castle—until
be puts It in bis wife's name.

No Need to Hurry.

"You're not 'urryin' to work this
mornin'T"
"I'm not that."
"S'pose a duke like you don't mind
losing arf an our."
"Look 'ere, Bill, our timekeeper's
daughter was married yesterday, and I
tell you If 'e's there to time this morn'
'e's no father's 'eart"—London TitBits.

M 1*5. S;
A. Allen's
.WOR LD'S'
Hair Color Restorer

Wben a girl looks miserable even a
Important to Mothers
wise man can't tell whether It Is beExamine carefully every bottle ot
cause of a broken heart or an acbtng CASTORIA,
a safe and sure remedy for
corn. .
infanta and children, and sea that It

CHILD HAD SKIN. TROUBLE
81 Unit St., Providence, R. I.—"My
child's face looked awful. ,It was all
scurvy, rough and red and you could
peel it off. The skin would break and
Itch and she would cry with it, it was
so painful. She suffered like that for
about two months and it would Itch
so toat she would scratch and rub tt
off. I put the Cutlcura Ointment on
her face, left it for a half hour and
then" washed it with Cutlcura Soap.
That night she rested fine and the
next day was looking much better. I
kept it up and within three or four
weeks they completely healed her.
"Every time I combed my hair It
would come out In handfuls. I rubbed
the Cutlcura Ointment into the scalp
night and morning for three weeks
and used the Cutlcura Soap in shampooing. Now I can comb my hair all
the time and I will not have a single
hair on the comb." (Signed) Mrs.
Emma Arthur Collins, Jan. 28,1914.
Cutlcura Soap and Ointment sold
throughout the world. Sample of each
free.with 32-p. Skin Book. Address postcard "Cutlcura, Dept. L, Boston."—Adv.
The mule that gets in the first kick
usually wins the scrap.

Bears the /n&

yf^jt . 5^*

Signature of C&x/tflfflci&JiM
In Use For Over 30 Years.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Caetoria
A Modern Miracle. *
Husband (phoning)—How about the
cook, dear?
Wife—She's still here.
Tou can't judge a woman's disposition by ber telephone voice.

The Wretchedness
of Constipation

Can quickly be overcome by

CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS.

Purely vegetable
—act surely am'
gently on the
liver. Cure
Biliousness,
Headache,
Dizziness, and Indigestion. They do their duty.
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE. SMALL PRICE.

Genuine must bear Signature

Renews Your Youthful Appearance

The Triplex Bag

FOUR BAGS in ONE
Moat Practical and Serviceable

HAND BAG FOR WOMEN

Made in Black, Brown, Rad and Green w*th
G.tt Trimmings. Black■ with
—ttH flu
__ i Metal j
dies. Buttons and Lining to matcb. __
Special advertiiing price 11.60, Money refunded if not aedeaoribed
end represented.
__
Louis Hab*nnan, Sheepahead Bay. IT* T.
A CARD BRINGS Interesting literature. Tells
how to •et&blian profitable mail order or local
business. Be your own boss. Write John J.
Bernard. 140 Spencer Ave., Chelae*. Mass.

Rr A nETDC of tals paper desiring

fcMlafa.nO to buy anything ad*er=
Used In its columns ahoold Insist upon baaing rthat
tbej ask for. refoalns all aubstUatee or ItaltaUons.

CAD HJ| in Sonny Tnnneasee: fine soil, erops,
IjSjmgaiwa acbools, climate; M) acrne Imprx.Ted,
H^OO: near R.B. Alex. Adama,Owner,Oavkdaie.TeniL,

EYE
ACHES

Pettit's F.ve Salve

W. N. U., BOSTON, NO. 43-1914.

PUTNAM FADELESS DYES

Color mimJrocxU brisker ana faster colors tbaoany otlier dye. toe 10c paekas»color»aB fiber*. ThwdjjJn cold.water better thin an? other *>•.
Voueandyeany garment without rippingapaSnvlOTE FOR FREE booklet, calendar, blotters, etc. MOWBOE DgtlC COMPANV, Q.l.cy. tlE

HOME
TOW]
_flELAS

BREEDING CHICKENS FOR EGGS AND TABLE

Combination Coal and Gas

(r&wford

CHANGE WROUGHT BY GARDEN
Experiment by Mine Official Demonstrate* How Much Good There I*
In Beautiful Surroundings.

Grace Tabor, one of the department
editors of the House and Garden, says
that there is an intimate connection
.between a man and his garden. She
was describing the early gardens of
this country, those of the Spanish settlers in Florida, the Puritans in New
England, the Dutch In New Amsterdam and the cavaliers and Quakers
in Maryland and Pennsylvania. But
no matter what the nationality or the
style involved, a true garden reflects
the character of its maker. She spoke
"truly, as any visitor to the formal
terraces of Mount Vernon or to the
democratic ledges of Monticello will
agree. But if » garden reflects Us
maker's temperament, it is no less
true that often a garden influences It
In one of the American trade pub'Hcatlons there recently appeared a
story told by tie general manager of
■a. coal mining corporation at Weyanoke W. Va — a settlement In the district sorely afflicted with industrial
conflicts. "He saw that the average
man worked short hours and rarely
put In full time every month. This
idleness was not voluntary, but came
about In the regular course of the
work. Idleness added to the discontent, so he hit on the idea of introducing into the mountain region the
small garden system so profitably
practiced by the laborers of England.
He tried to induce his men to utilize
their spare time In cultivating gardens, and offered prizes for various
kinds of vegetables and flower plots.
At first the miners viewed the proposal with suspicion. One or two won
the prizes. The next year the change
was remarkable. Out of 225 men employed at the camp all the heads of
families had started gardens.
And
splendid specimens they were, full of
luscious small fruits and crisp, fresh
vegetables. The women brightened
their lives by sowing flower seeds.
No matter how garish the color—It
was color, and color brightened their
hard lives.—Indianapolis News.

!jS*r

Hanging Garden In

Minneapolis.

Beautifying of Cities.
9
We have built our cities and In
them we must live. A country population we have turned and are still
turning Into a city population. Our
soil tillers we have industrialized, taking them from surroundings where
health and prosperity were largely a
matter of individual gumption Into
surroundings where the assumption
may be warranted perhaps, but where
It certainly does not work. The cities are the battle ground of modern
civilization. We must learn the strategy of this new social warfare of
peace. One name tor one part of It la
city-planning.
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Brookfield Times

The Crawford Ga» Ovens are safe; explosions are impossible.
Ovens there is an extra set of burners at the top for broiling.

In the End

VVILLARD B. WILSON, AGENT
North Brookfield

RICHARD HEALY CO.

Our Girls' Clothes Are on Top

Style, Workmanship and Materials Are Essential

500 GIRLS' COATS AT $2.98, $5.00, $7.50, $9.75

AT A BIG SAVING PRICE
AT $2.98

AT $5.00

AT $7.50

Single Comb Buff
(By A. V. MEERSCH.J

will thrive in any situation and ell
mate.
Those breeds all lay white eggs.
Layers of colored eggs are sitters.
But if brown and tinted eggs are preferred Black and Buff Orpingtons,
Plymouth Rocks and White and other
colored Wyandottes are all good lasers, particularly in the winter when
the eggs realize the highest prices.
If only mongrel hens are kept, as is
the case on most farms, the number of
eggs can be largely increased in the
next generation by using Minorca, Andalusian or Leghorn cocks.
When chickens for the table are desired there 1B nothing better than a
first cross between an old English
game or Indian game and a Wyandotte, Brahma, or Plymouth Rock, or
with the usual mongrel farm hens
Houdan cocks will be sure to produce
some meaty chickens.
In any event in arranging for the
stock birds of the farm it is most im

AT $9.75

WALKER oa PRATT MFG. CO.. MaReri, 31 Union Street, Bottota

American Medal of Honor.

Americans of average information
know about the Victoria cross, the
Iron MOSS, the Cross of the Legion of
Honor: These are rewards of heroism
which would mark a man above his
fellows even in this foreign land.
But how many Americans know
what a medal of honor is?
How many Americans know that
the modest American soldiers who
wear the medal of honor wear a decoration that is among the rarest and
most difficult to win among military
honors?
The Cross of the Legion of Honor,
established by Napoleon in 1802, and
while founded- to signalize deeds of
special daring in war, was after given
freely for civil distinction. Nearly
forty thousand German Boldlers were
decorated with the Iron cross in the
seven months of the Franco-Prussian
war, while in the more than half century since the creation of our honor
roll only 3,088 have been granted, Including Civil war grants, and of these
nearly nine hundred were given under
a mistaken reading of the law.
The holder of the medal of honor
must have distinguished himself conspicuously by gallantry and intrepidity, at the risk of his life, beyond the
call of duty. This standard, which
bars out action, however brave, in the
course of duty, and includes only acts
of daring which a man might refuse
or avoid without rebuke, is said to
be unequaled.

SENSITIVE AS TO AGE
HUMAN

NATURE

8EEM8 TO

RE-

SENT PERSONAL QUESTION.

Walt Mason, In the 8tory of the Prehistoric Citizen, Sets Forth the
Caae With a Good Deal
of Truth.

Term in the penitentiary and that none)
of my blood relatives had died insane.
There were all aortB of Impertinent
questions tp be answered, but they
merely amused me until the teller
asked me how old I was.
"That filled me with virtuous Indignation.
" 'It's none of the government's
business,' 1 said, 'how old I am. I'm
old enough to deposit my own money,
and that ought to be enough.'
"'You can't deposit your wooden
money in this bank,' Bald the teller,;
'unless you give your correct age and]
your wife's correct age, and the cor-l
rect age of your man servant and
your maid servant, and of the stranger
within your gatee.""

The other day an Emporia citizen
whose whiskers have been whitened
by the snows of many winters was
urged to dress himself in a circus suit
and play golf. A number of the town's
patriarchs are indulging In the game
Women and Perfume.
this season and they naturally hold to
For many a day the well-bred
the old theory "the more the merrier." woman has scorned the perfume botBut the prehistoric citizen refused to tle. PerhapB It is the high price of
fall into the snare of the fowler, writes fine perfumes, due to the long continWalt Mason in the Kansas City Star. ued troubles in Bulgaria, the home of
"I realize," he said, "that I am merely attar of roses, that has at last made
a venerable ruin, and I am not going perfumes seem desirable as an evito pretend to be anything else. The dence of luxury. A distinctive and
vine and the flg tree are good enough personal perfume is as essential a
for me. Of course you will say that part of the well-dressed woman today
a man's Just as old as he feels, and as are her made-to-order stays.
you will argue that golf makes an old
She either chooses her favorite odor
man feel young, but It doesn't. It and has it carried out in her sachet,
merely brings his age to the surface her bath crystals, powders, perfumes
and makes him look like something and soaps, or she hies herself to a
left over from the paleozoic age. An perfume specialist and puts herself in
old man seated under his flg tree read- that gifted and costly Individual's
ing Baxter's 'Sainte' Rest' and getting hands to be fitted out with a subtle'his house in order for the great scent perfectly attuned to her type
change is an edifying and Improving of personality.
spectacle, but an old man gallivanting
Advertising In Belgium.
Poster advertising on boardings in around In the sun trying to create the
He Knew Pop.
England are often bad enough, and the Impression that he's a three-year-old
"Pop!"
boards stuck up in fields by our rail- Is an offense to the eyes.
"Yes, my son."
"How we like to pretend In the matwar lines are an abomination. But
"This paper says that slavery in the)
the apotheosis of the blatant In adver- ter of age! The women have been United States w»s begun in Jamem
tisement is surely to be found in Bel- Joked a great deal about their reluc- town, Va., In 1619."
gium. Practically the end of every tance Jo acknowledge their years, but
"That's right, my boy."
house within view of the line at sta- the men are Just as bad, if not worse.
"Well, is that when men began to
An
innocent
bystander
or
a
solitary
tions between, say, Antwerp and Naget married?"
horseman
might
suppose
that
there
is
mur, and even on as far as Luxemburg, is plastered over with lettering something disgraceful about advanced
Should Be More Careful.
In the vilest colors. Personally, I would years, people hate to own up to them
Naggsby—What impresses you most •
never- touch the thing advertised In so greatly. I try to take a philosoph- In this European war?
this abominable way, but one can im- ical view of such things, but I always
Waggsby—The
carelessness
of
agine one's self going into a cafe and feel resentful when anybody asks me Prance and England In building their
the subconscious memory sending to my age. People can spring all sorts capitals so close to where Emperor
the lips the name of some insistent of leading personal questions and I Wllhelm seems to want his battle-line
Schiedam or fiqueur. Belgium Is cer- don't mind them. I answer them placed
-—■
tainly the Tnost industrial country in freely. I acknowledge that I have
Europe and the most advertising. One stolen chickens and watermelons
Vacant Lot Gardening.
has the feeling that the entire nation without the least embarrassment, but
Vacant lot gardens In the large cities
if a man asks me how old I am I feel of America represent a form of practiis run as a commercial concern.
like hitting him on his red necktie. I cal philanthropy that is attracting fahave tried to analyze myself and dis- vorable attention throughout the counMost Economical Woman,
Most men are not blessed with such cover some explanation, but In vain, try. In Philadelphia, according to tha
"When the government announced last annual report of the Philadelphia 1
a treasure of a wife as Is Langley, rethat it was going to establish a postal Vacant Lots Cultivation association,!
marks Harper's Magazine.
Rose Comb Columbian Wyandotte Cock.
"My wife is the most economical savings bank In Emporia I said to my- the land Is lent free of charge by the!
j woman in the world," confided Lang- self: 'Now, here's a good busineas. I owners. The association spends about I
looked to for the profit. In other* the portant to use only pure bred cock ley to a friend one night, with pro- have always been afraid of banks con- five dollars a garden for plowing, fer-I
growing of table poultry will be more birds and not cross bars or mongrels
tttizer and seed. Each garden is aa-1
The age of all birds is an important found pride. "Why, do you know, she's ducted by people I meet on the street
lucrative. Or there may be a good
even found a use for the smell of my every day. A man can't feel much con- signed to a family, which pays one!
matter.
It
is
advisable
not
to
keep
market for both. Should there be a
fidence in citizens he knows so well. dollar the first season, two dollars the'
ready sale for both eggs and table cocks or hens after they are three motor car."
"Great heavens!' Do you mean It?" But the government bank will be con- second season, and so on, until the'
fowls it ia worth while to keep two years old. Over that age there are
ducted bj strangers, and I always did fifth season, when about the full cost
separate sets of fowls in different few hens that will lay enough eggs exclaimed his friend.
"Surest thing you know. She hangs have confidence In strangers. So I'll is collected. Last year 4*8 families
parts of the farm. Portable poultry to be profitable and their room can
salt down my rose nobles and pieces were assigned — _a*dens, averaging
houses make this easy besides helping be taken up with advantage by pullets. cheesecloth over the gasoline exhaust
about one-sixth of an acre. The fern-;
to lessen the feed bill, the ease with The best arrangement Is to breed from and packs away her furs in it to keep of eight In the government bank.'
Hies spread the fertilizer and nhuuV
the moths out during the summer."
"When
-that
institution
was
opened
atwo-year-old
male
bird,
mated
with
which the houses can be moved on
cultivate and harvest the crops, supfor
business
I
waa
the
first
one
at
large,
well-grown,
March-hatched
pulfresh ground, particularly In the grain
the receiving teller's window. I had plying their own tables and selling
fields after harvest, effecting a decided lets
India's Plague of Insects.
quite a package of counterfeit money the surpluB.
saving.
India's public health problem is
Spells of Dizziness.
For egg production a better average
vitally complicated by the fact that with me, and supposed there wouldn't
Bottomless.
Too close Inbreeding will not ex- biting Insects are a prominent factor be any formality other than banding
of eggs will be obtained if the bulk of
Nervous TouriBt—Are you sure the"
me a passbook. But the paying teller
the stock are non-sitters. Among pure actly make Insane chicks, but It will In the dissemination of disease.
opened his official copy of the longer driver Is a strictly sober man? He '
bred fowls, Andalusians, White Leg- make chicks that take spells of dizcatechism and began asking questions does not look like an abstainer.
t
horns and Black Mlnorcas are difficult ziness,
Landlord of Scotch
Inn—WeeLj
The Difference.
and Jotting down the answers. I had
to surpass as layers of a quantity of
Those who always speak well of to tell where and why I was bora, and there's not an abstainer about the
Cull
Dumpish
Hens.
eggs. Andalusians lay very large eggs
women do not know them enough. my grandmother's maiden name and place, ma'am, hut he's the next beali
and White Leghorns, though not pro- ' At any and all times, dumpish hens
thing to« It; ye oanna fill that yon"
ducing as big an egg as the other two should be culled out of the flock, tor Those who always speak 111 of them other statistics; I bad to convince the
questioner that I had never served a ftf.
do not know them at all.
breeds are practlculariy hardy and they are never good layers.

Death of Henry E. Rice.

NO. 44.
BROOKFIELD.

Golden Wedding.
Henry Elnathan Rice, considered the
oldest
citizen
of
Brookfield,
and
practiMr and Mrs George L. Twichell quietly
EVERY FRIDAY AFTERNOON,
cally a life long resident, died at his home observed their 50th anniveisary at their
AT
Jonrnal Block, North Brookfield, Mass in the Rice Corner district early Satur- home on South Maple street last Tuesday morning, aged 84 years, 7 months day. They were the recipients of mesand 24 days. Death was caused by pneu- sages of congrtulations and best wishes
HORACE J. LAWRENCE,
monia, after a three day's illness, but Mr from friends and relatives far and near.
EDITOB AND PHOPBIETOB.
Rice had been in failing health for the There was no unusual celebration in
i:00 a Year in Advance. past three months. He was born Feb. nonor 0f ti,e ,iay an(] the respected couple
Single Copies, 3 Cents.
28, 1830, the son of Peterand Mary (Olds) j were
j0jnexi only
i,y immediate relatives
were joined
on]y by
Address all communications to BBOOKFIELD Rice. His birthplace was what was called in the quiet observance of the occasion.
Girl, are early influenced by good Clothe.* and we SPECIALIZE only
TIMES, North Brookfield, Mass.
the old Peter Rice homestead, now known
Mr and Mrs Twichell were married in
Orders for subscription, advertising, or lob as the Ambark Ali farm, near the north the parlors of the Wilbraham academy
in the best kind of Clothing which pleases the girls and satisfies the parent.
work and payment for the same, may tie seat
He was a at Wilbraham on Thursday, Oct. 23,
direct to the main office. North llrookfield or end of Lake Quacumquasit.
to George W. McNamara. Brookfield
direct descendant of the Rice family that 1804. The wedding ceremony was persettled in the south part of Brookfield, in formed by the Rev. Nelson Stteetson, at
to satisfaction and every Richard Healy garment is brimming over with
BROOKFIELD.
the section known as Rice Corner, from that time pastor of the Onion street
which family it derived its name, more Methodist church in Springfield. Rev.
these qualities.
Misses Ethel and Dorothy Cottle, spent than 200 years ago. Mr Rice married in Mr Streetson was the uncle of the bride,
Townsend, on Dec. 4, 1859, Miss Lucretia who was then Miss Alice L. Sessions,
Saturday in Worcester.
Edwin Locke of Boston, was at his Carter Smith, who is now 76 years old. daughter of Robert O. and Emily (StebAt the time of his deatli they had lived bins) Sessions of Hampden. Mr Twichhome on Willard hill, Sunday.
for more than 32 years in the house in ell was the son of Emmons and Adeline
Charles PuBois of Paimer, was the
which he died. With the exception of (Wight) Twichell, and at the time of hia
guest of Thomas Durkin, Sunday.
two years, when he was in Ohio working wedding his mother was matron of Wil,LS' COATS, 2 TO 6 YEARS—In Boucle and Corduroy in all colors,
Dr and Mrs George Webster, were the at the shoe business, he had always lived braham academy. After the wedding Mr
guests of Mr and Mrs Patrick Webster, in Brookfield. Mr Rice enjoyed very and Mrs Twichell,came to Brookfield and
prettily designed' with satin belts and fancy buttons.
Perfectly tailored and excellent materials.
Sunday,
good health for a man of.his advanced have lived here since. Mr Twichell is 74
GIRLS' COATS 2 TO 16 YEARS—In Chinchilla Corduroy, Zibeline and
Patrick J. Crowleyof Springfield, was years and, up to two months ago, was years and his wife 70. Both have enFancy Maids, in'all the latest models. The low belt and cape effects with
a week end guest of Mr and Mrs James able to attend to many duties about his joyed remarkably good health and the
farm and came to the centre of the town appearance of either does not indicate
Crowley.
velvet collar and buttons.
GIRLS' COATS, 8 TO 20 YEARS—In all the select materials of the seaMrs ElBie Morrill of Natick, spent the frequently. Mr Rice always regretted their age. Since living here Mr Twichell
week-end at the home of Mr and Mrs that injuries received in an encounter has engaged in various enterprises and at
son and the smartest styles; showing the cape and flounce models.
with a bullj prevented him from enlisting present looks after the management of
B. 0, Gay.
GIRLS' COATS, 8 TO 20 YEARS-In Zibeline, Cheviot, Corduroy,
Mrs Archie Buchanan returned Mon- during the Civil war, although he con- his farm and conducts a real estate
Broadcloth and Fancy Coatings, all in the newest colors and distinctive
day after a few days' visit with relatives siders that he had remarkable good foi- agency. Mrs Twichell has always taken
styles. Some are fur trimmed.
tune in surviving the attack, for as the an active interest in the affairs of the
in Norwich? Conn.
result of the injuries received at the time Ladies Aid society of the Methodist
GIRLS' DRESSES 08c, 2 TO 14 YEARS-Gingham, Chambray
Rev. Bertrand D. Doisin of Middle- he was in bed for more than a year.
church.
At noon on the golden wedand Galatea Dresses, in pretty colorings with fancy white collars and
boro will preach at the Unitarian church
When a young man he engaged in ding day dinner was ser%'ed at the home
cuffs. The new long waist and tunic model and other attractive
next Sunday, at 10.45.
Sizes 2 to 14 years
stock raising and became well known as with these relatives seated at the tabledesigns. An exceptional offer.
Many people from town attended the a breeder of valuable trotting horses. In Mr and Mrs Twichell, Mr and Mrs Chassilver wedding anniversary of Mr and Ohio he made boots and shoes for a time L. Vizard and Mr and Mrs LeRoy L. VizMrs Charles L. Vizard at the Charlton and later continued this occupation on ard of Charlton; Mr and Mrs Geo. R.
his farm in Rice Corner. Those were the Twichell of Somerville; Henry S. TwichInh Saturday night.
dayB when the stock used in ".making ell of Tannersville, N. Y., and Miss ElThe hunters that shot fine specimens
boots was distributed from the factory to eanor Adams of Worcester. The family of cock pheasants during the past week, each shoe maker at his little shop, usual- • i i includes:—children, Mrs Chas. _
c rc e
were T. Earle McNamara, Russell, G.
ly located on his farm. It was the cus Vizard of Charlton; Geo. R. Twichell of
Allen and Henry F. Crosby.
torn at that time for the farm help to be Somerville and Henry 8, Twichell of TanThe ladies of the Congregational church engaged making boots and shoes during nersville, ■_■. >*.; grand-children, LeRoy
BROOKFIELD.
will have a chioken pie supper in the vee- the winter., Mr Rice was always a lover S. and Robert S. VizardofCbarlton, and
Giving Ono'i Beat.
tryroi the church next Wednesday even- of cattle and during the past ,60 years had MIBS Ruth S. Vizard of Brookfield and
Mrs Anson P. Goodell.
"The essential relations of men and
The Post-office Department asks us to
ing, Nov. 4, from 6 o'clock until 8.
never missed attending Sturbridge fair. Caroline K. Twichell of Tannersville, N.
women to society are not altered by make public the following : "The war in
The body of Mrs Ellen A. (Robbing),
Letters are advertised in Brookfield It was customary for him to be in attend- Y., and there is one great grand-child,
their entering Into marriage relations Europe is proving a big boom for postal aged 70, wife of Anson P. Goodell, who
post office for Mr N. E. Bennett, Mrs ance each day of the fair and in 60 years Hammond S., son of Mr and Mrs LeRoy
with one another.
Whatever was
savings in this country. From the very died on Wednesday, Oct. 21, at the home
Nellie Matthews, Miss Mae Murray and he only missed one day, the last day of S. Vizard of Charlton. At 8 p. m., the
owed before marriage, of gift, of self
beginning of the trouble abroad postal of her son, Lewis A. Goodell in Ludlow,
this year's fair, when he was attending members of the Ladies Aid society of the
development, is still collectible and
Mrs Sarah Sawyer.
the funeral of a relative in Fiskdale. Mr Methodist church called and after conIn the same coin. It admits no theory savings receipts increased by leaps and was brought here for burial last Friday,
Miss Maryhelle McFeeters of Barre, Rice, as the oldest citizen of Brookfield, gratulations were extended they presented
of substitutes. If children are your bounds, and withdrawals fell off, a great and taken to the Methodist church, where
services
were
held
at
1,30
p.
m.,
with,
___,„
,„
»
=
«
formerly
a
teacher
in
the
Grammar
surprise
to
many
who
expected
just
the
turnle
a
u
beat, your supreme contribution, let
was keenly disappointed last winter when the couple a bouquet of 50 chrysantheua have them; in any case, let us opposite, and who failed to reckon on Rev. Dr. Charlton officiating. During 18c_0ol, spent the week end at the home the selectmen, through an oversight, pre- mums in honor of the day.
the
service
tne
quartet,
comprising
Wil-'
have the best of you."—Mary Austin. the absolute confidence of the American
of Mr and Mrs Henry Clarke.
sented the gold-headed cane, the gift of
citizen regardless of the flag that met his liam B. Hastings, Mrs Harry R. Lamb,
An Automobile Accident
The food sale, conducted by the LadieB' the Boston Post, to another aged citizen.
eyes, in the ability /and purpose of this Miss Clarabelle Bailey and Mrs John Benovolent society of the Congregational After the presentation had been made it
government to carry out its obligations, Hall sang "Nearer My God to Thee," church, in the sonth hall of the town was found that Mr Rice was four months
A Stanley steamer touring car, owned
even to the humblest citizen. Thousands "Rock of Ages" and Nearer Home. house last Friday afternoon, netted) $15. older than the man to whom the cane had and driven by Mrs Myra Bushnell, proof people largely of foreign birth, who Mrs Carlton O. Dean was organist. The
L. Mulcahy is to convert the west been given, but Mr Rice made no protest prietor of theSeminole hotel, East BrookOF REAL ESTATE used to sen_ savings abroad, are now pa- bearers were Judge Henry E. Cottle, Otis endJohn
of
the
Metropole block, with an add- and refused to present a claim, and the field, crashed into the rear end of a
trons of the postal sayings system and R. Travis, Herman Wright and William
ition into a motion picture theatre and mistake was never rectified. Mr Rice is carry-all, owned by Isaac Lessard, in
BaoOK»il!Ln, MASS., Oct. 7, MM.
enormous sums of actual cash have been B. Hastings. Burial was in Brookfield
survived by his wife, a son, Arthur H. wich Mrs George A. Putney, Mrs Lucy
The owners and occupants of the following
cemetery, Robert G. Livermore. under- expects to have it in operation by Dec. 1. Rice, a daughter, Mrs Lura A. Noyes, all Pierce and Hiram Gallup all of East
described parcels of real estate situated in the released for commercial uses among our
t«wn of Brookfield. in the county of Worcester, own people at a time when the need of taker in charge.
Those present from out It will be named the ' 'Metropole"' theatre. of this town, and a sister, Mrs Azenah Brookfield were riding, on the state highand Commonwealth of Massachusetts, anil the
Town
clerk Robert
OI town were:
were. „uoou
luwu^ici.
_„_>»* G.
~. Livermore
—...
~-~ has
of
Anson x.,
P., _i_
Miss _*»_-»
Mabel _.,
E
public are hereby notified that the taxes thereon every available dollar is pressing.
Cooper of Fiskdale. Mr Rice had been way, in the hollow at the foot of May's
severally assessed for the years hereinafter specThe growth of postal savings in the and Mr and Mrs Lewis A. Goodell of issued 117 hunters licenses to date. Two a member of the First Parish church for hill, Sunday afternoon.
Both vehicles
ified, according to the list committed to me as
Collector of Taxes for said Brookfield b) the United States has been steady and Lndlow; Mr and Mrs Everett A. Robbins young ladies, Misses Lucille Webster and
were west bound.
The carriage was
50 years.
Assessors of Taxes, remain unpaid, and that the
of
Springfield;
Frank
Robbins,
Lonsdale,
\
Louise
V.
Mulcahy
have
procured
licenses.
snfalleTumlWded part of said land si.fflclentIto healthy. On July 1, when affairs were
The funeral was held Tuesday after- tipped over and the three occupants were
satisfy said taxes with the interest and all legal
R. I.;RoyE. Goodell, Worcester; Mrs
—
"* regular
•
.____ meeting
•:— «#
The
monthly
of ththe noon, with services at the Rice Corner thrown out. Mr Gallup received a bad
ccitt and charges, or the whoto «'«•« land if no running smoothly here and abroad and
person offers to take an undivided part thircof the transmission of money across the At- Josephine Meeder, Pawtucket; Mr and teachers of the Brookfield, East Brookhome at 2 o'clock, at which Rev. Mr cut across the forehead and a cut at the
will be offered for sslo by public auction, at the
office of the Collector of Taxes, in the Town lantic was safe and expeditious, there was William A. Robbins, Mr and Mrs Frank field and district schools waB held in ban- Walsh officiated. The bearers were Wil back of his head, and was in a very weak
House in said Brookfield, on
approximately 43 millions of postal sav- K. Knight, Mrs Addie C. Harris, Mr and quet hair at 3 o'clock last Friday after- liam H. A. Hanson, Victor J. Fortier condition. Mrs Putney sufl'ered severely,
ings standing to the credit of about Mrs Frank Olney and Mrs Fannie F. noon. Superintendent H. H. Pratt ad- Norman C. Bice and George T. Pike, all from the nervous-shock, and Mrs Piercedressed the teachers on "Arithmetic."
388,000 depositors. Since then over 10 Derbyshire, all of Charlton.
neighbors of Mr Rice. Burial was in suffered a wrenched back and her left
at Two O'clock P. M„ for the payment of said millions of deposits have been added and
Warren E. Tarbell of East Broofcfield, Brookfield cemetery, in charge of Under aide was injured. No one was seriously
Book Review.
taxes, with interest, costs and charges there™, the number of depositors has increased
injured The auto was tipped on one side
Republican candidate is unopposed for the taker Robert G. Livermore.
unlees the same shall be previously discharged.
enormously, and this is the more striking
and Mrs Bushnell and her brother Geo.
At the Merriek public library is a copy office of Representative from the 4th
when it is considered that the net gain
Heirs or Devisees of William J. Vizard.
A. Jackson of Worcester, were thrown,
Worcester district, as Leander Mors ,
A certain parcel of land with a factory .build- in the last three months is larger than of "They who knock at our gates," by
Precepts for Life.
the former receiving a cut on the arm,
ing thereon, situated on Mechanic street in the
Mary Antin; a bocfk that will be eagerly who was entitled to the Democratic on
To get, we must give; to accumucSft village of said Brookfield. bounded and da. the gain for the entire fiscal year of 1914.
welcomed by those who have read her account of receiving two votes at the late, we must scatter; to make our- but the gentleman wasuninjured. When
__bed ai follows —Northeast on said Mechanic
_^S_h^anaS_»^.nS« New York City alone made a gi
prhnarins in September did not accept selves happy, we must make others the carriage tipped over, the king bolt
"Promised
Land."
As
the
author
herdistant from ami parallel with the underpinning September
„_:..„,
of1 more.t..„
than a» —J1H_
million.
of
ami northwest
by
self says, it is a complete gospel of im- the nomination.
happy; and in order to become spir- broke and the horse, with the front
of the
tne mam
main building
suuuuis thereon;
_««**". •—■'
•■- •" ,_ ._.
The unexpected increase in this busia line 24 feet distant from uml parallel with the
itually vigorous, we must seek the wheels and shafts hitched to it ran away,
Also "Pan-Germanism" by
underpinning of said main building
Contain- ness has not only added greatly to the migration.
On Monday night, the selectmen grantHut about 1-1 acre,
spiritual good of others.—C. H. Spur- being caught by boys on May's hill.
Roland Usher, is a book that will interest
ed the New Eng. Tel. & Tel. company
general administrative duties of the sysTax of 1013. W».87.
The steamer waB going in the same digeon.
tem, but has brought up many new and those who are endeavoring te follow' the.j ^^^ w strillg wire8 on ,*,,.* of
rection and according to the statement ot
company on
Calico Abraham and Canteuce Abraham. n interesting problems which have been gigantic struggle that is now raging It £
Mrs Bushnell, who was driving, she
Treating Scarlet Fever.
' i buildings ,
is a critical stnd, of the German schemes ™^™^
,,__, Nix0QP of the
the're™nrts1tuated on _lu___*_tIwe»OV_»«e' raade easier by promptness of depository
No matter how mild the case of feared that a racing car, coming down
district was appointed a scarlet fever, the patient must be put
b t k in f fni6hin a(iditionai
uritT for the conquest of the word, and throws ££»
the hill, would crash head on into her.
Southerly on saw Main street; twunia ";'.'"_
^ amounting
officer
of A Leroy Nirliols; northerly on land of Louis to meet the abnormal deposits.
A num- a clear light on the political and economto bed and kept there for four weeks. She turned sharply to the right, and apCoville; and westerly on Gleason Avenue, conic phases of this vast movement. Mr V'
^
For
it
must
not
be
forgotten
that
his
ber of the largest banks in the country,
taining about 1-4 acre.,,
plied her foot to the brake. Mrs Putney
kidneys are affected, just as if his
Tax of 1913. »36.5S.
are now among the eager applicants for Usher is an historian of unquestionable , *" *
repute and hie book will appeal not only j The registrars have completed the re- was the moat serious case. Milk must was in the front seat of the carriage dripostal savings deposits.
Nettle Bowen.
to thu political student but to the general vision of the voting list and there is a be the baBis of the diet, no meat In ving and was thrown out across the car
At our local office there has been a
A certain parcel of land with the buildings
Another volume of more than total of 472 registered voters in the two any form, not even broth, being al- tracks. Mrs Pierce and Mr Gallup were
thereon, situated on Rice hill in that part of said steady increase in the postal savings re- reader.
pinned under the carriage, and it was
Brookfield called Podlink, and bounded as folordinaryinterest
is a life of G. Stanley precincts, against 483, last year, 21 new lowed.
lows—Easterly on road leading over said Rice ceipts during the past four months, and
some time fefore they were released. The
Hall written by the librarian of Clark names were added this fall and 12 crossed:
hill; southerly on land of Fred i. Benson; and
westerly and northerly on land of Julius c. many accounts have been opened by de- University.
three people were taken to their homes
off.
In
Brookfield
the
voting,
as
usual,
Phelos. Containing about 1 acre,
Mushroom's Great Force.
positors who had not previously been
in East Brookfield.
■ . ■«■
I wjU be in town f_.ll, and in East BrookTax of 1913, «6J8.
The extraordinary driving force Impatrons. The postmaster or any assistEdward E Gifford, trainer of Felix jyd at Red Men's hall. At both places prisoned in succulent young mushants
will
be
pleased
to
giye
full
informaHeirs or Devisees of Richard Fljnn.
O. Rose's racing horses, sustained a /be polls open at 6.30 a. m. and may be rooms may be gathered from the fact
Prof. Herbert R. Cross, who will be
~A certain triangular piece of land situated on tion to any one at any time.
compound fracture of the left arm two closed at 4 p.m.
that through a shop floor laid down in remembered aa having visited at the home
Mill steect in the center village of said Brookrk.ld
and described as follows ;-Beginning; at the
Members
of
Hayden
Lodge,
A.
F.
_
inches
above
the
elbow,
as
a
result
of
a;
Sunedin,
New
Zealand,
several
mushof Mr and Mrs Charles P. Gay on South
northeasterly corner thereof on said Mill street
by land of Kate Eaton, thence southwardly by
Vindicated at Last.
fall down a flight of stairs at the Rose! ^, jf. assembled in banquet hall at 8 rooms, from two to three Inches In Maple street, a few months ago, was the
1
lefnd of said Eaton to land of the Boston and
T_e
old-fashioned
fellow
who
Indiameter,
have
forced
themselves
up
stable on Pleasant St., Saturday night. „>dock last Friday evening and presented
delegate chosen to represent the UniverAlbany Railroad Company; thence westwardlj
bvland of said Company to said Mill street. sisted that castor oil was far better Mr Gifford was in the loft putting hay ReV. William Lorison Walsh, former pas- into the light of day. The asphalt sity of Michigan at the 150th anniversary
andthonee!northeasterly by said MIU street to than the German drugs with the fancy
looked
very
much
as
if
a
pick
had
down to the horses on the floor below, tor of the First Parish church, and «
the plade of beginning. Containing about 2
celebration of Brown University at Provtitles Is now coming Into his own.
member of the lodge, with a leather been at work, so damaged was it by idence, from which institution he gradu"St of 1912, J2.23.
The dissenters will have to agree with and was close to the stairway opening
the
mushrooms.
Tax of 1913, I2.M.
when he slipped and fell to the floor 1K- bound easy chair. The presentation was
ated with the class of 1900. Prof. Cross
ARTHUR F. Bl"rTERWORTH.'',c him or go without, that's all
low. He went to the office ot Dr. Mary made on behalf of the lodge by Atty. A.
has spent several years abroad studying
Collector of Taxes for the Town of
Mrookfteld for the years 1»_ and .1913.
Really Time III Spent.
shermtn for temporary treatment, and F. Bptterworth. The gift came as a surand was in Europe when war was deEach
man's
mind
Is
an
unknown
I
Egyptian
Chicken
Incubators.
Oct. 9, 18, 23,
Sunday morning he was taken in Mr pr_Blo Rev. Mr Walsh, who was not
clared. He, like other tourists, had diffiThe lncubatot for the hatching of
land
to
himself,"
so
that
we
need
not
—-- —
home in time to
Rose's automobile, to Worcester city hos- aware of the purpose of the gathering
chickens
seems
to
us
"a
new
process,
FOR SALE.
pital, where the fracture was redmtd. which he had been invited to attend ^T^r^Z^toZ U»P His wofas head of the FineArts
yet the Egyptians have long reared
BERKSHIRE
_._i__.-?_ll**iJ PIGS
_!*_'- ti
n to
__ s
■ weeks
■'",-' old, good ones
... .i. __. /. - l.-_.i1lh_
chickens in this way, their mode be- Mr Gifford returned home Monday and An informal social hour followed the pres- discovered countries.-Samuel Butter. (department at the University of Mich.gan.
Also a few thoats for ^If*™!^™—;
entation.
is getting along nicely.
.
°- %™ kfleR Mass. J ing to use heated ovens
PUBLISHED

You need a coal range in Winter for kitchen warmth
and for continuous hoi water supply, but in Summer when
you want a cool kitchen and less hot water a Gas range is
the thing. You get both in the Crawford Combination
Range and you get the best of each.

To the farmer who takes an interest in his fowls and is desirous of
making a profit from them, the question of the birds to use for stock purposes is an Important one. This seldom receives sufficient attention.
It is the exception to see in the
farmyard many fowls of any definite
breed. - Seldom is there any attempt
to bring any fresh blood into the yard
and so the stock in many instances
becomes closely Inbred, leading to
deterioration in size and constitution..
If fresh birds are Introduced the usual
practice is to exchange one or two
cockerels with a neighbor, no heed
however, being taken as to the^stamp
of fowl or their suitability to produce
MUST LOOK TO THE FUTURE the class of chickens that will pay the
best. In deciding upon the most profNew Law In Massachusetts Make* the itable breeds It must first be considProper Planning of All Towns
ered whether eggs or chickens for the
Compulsory.
table will sell more readily.
In some districts eggs have to be
The last legislature of Massachusetts, by two brief acts, made city
planning compulsory for every town
of more than 10,000 population and for
every city. A large measure of home
rule is provided by the law, since the
local governing bodies—city councils,
commissions or town meetings—will
determine the number of members in
each board, the rate of payment for
services and expenses and other administrative details. State-wide unity
will be given to the work by the supervision of the Massachusetts homestead commission.
Under the law the first task given
the local boards is to make a comprehensive study of the resources, possibilities and needs of the community.
This provision means that in the
course of a comparatively brief time
each city and town affected by the lawwill make an adequate social survey.
City planning under the Massachusetts law is a very human thing. First
emphasis Is laid upon the ordering of
the municipal activities, both public
and private, so that the health and
welfare of the Individual will be conserved. All city planning, of course,
has this human end for its ultimate
aim. The Massachusetts law makes
this human end not only ultimate but
immediate.

The work of the committee on hanging gardens of the Minenapolis Civic
and Commerce association has been
In evidence throughout tluri summer.
As a result of the activity of this committee more than 1,500 feet of windo^
boxes were installed by downtowp
business houses, and 105 of the ornamental lamp poses were decorated
with vines and flowers, says Town Development.
The association attended to the watering of the lamp-post boxes, and the
renewal of faded and dead plants.
Frequent comment upon this custom
has come from summer visitors, and a
large number of inquiries have been
received from cities throughout the
country wit* a view to the adoption
of a similar plan In those cities. And,
by the way, by the end of the present year Minneapolis will have had
120 conventions.

BROOKFIELD TIMES.

GJRLS' DRESSES, 98c

NO CHARGE FOR ALTERATIONS ON GARMENTS

512 Main Street, Worcester.

RICHARD HEALY CO.,

POSTAL SAVINGS SYSTEM.

Collector'sSale
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Fur-Cloths and Furs in Wraps

SOUPS EASY TO MAKE
PALATABLE

AND

ECONOMICAL

ADDITIONS TO THE MENU.

Enable Housewife to Utilize Leftovei
Material* Which Could Not Be
Otherwise Employed—Three

of the Best Recipes.
Prices of foodstuffs are keeping
wonderfully normal, but it behooves
the housekeeper In these uncertain
times to learn to make the very best
use of the supplies which she obtains,
so that she can supply nutritious
meals at the lowest possible cost
Soups provide a great deal of nutrition, and in making them cooked
bones, whether of meat or Ash, make
a really good basis for the stock,
while the water in which vegetables
have been cooked is also excellent for
soups.
Into the stock pot can go all meat
trimmings, bones, carcasses and giblets of poultry and game, all rinds
and trimmings of tongue, ham and
bacon, all liquids in.which meat or
vegetables have been cooked and all
strippings of vegetables.
All these should be properly trimmed, rinsed and put into the stock
pot. Simmer, but do not boil the
soup. Ten minutes' rapid boiling will
cloud a kettleful of soup. Do not add
the vegetables until the last hour of
cooking. The delicate flavoring of
both meats and vegetables is easily
driven off In the steam If they are
boiled rapidly or cooked too long.
An easily prepared and cheap soup
is made as follows: Place some bones,
cooked or uncooked, in a pot with
an onion, two carrots and two sliced
turnips, two stalks of parsley, a little
pepper and salt, and pour In sufficient
water to just cover them all. Bring
this all just to a boil, then draw the
pan to the side of the Are, and let
the contents simmer for two to three
hours. Now cook and blend one-half
an ounce of dripping and three-fourths
ounce of flour. Strain the liquor on to
this, stirring well. Then pat all back
on to the Are and simmer for fifteen
minutes, and serve.
To make an inexpensive vegetable
soup slice down halt a carrot, half a
turnip and one onion and fry them
In one-half an ounce of clarified dripping for five minutes; then lift them
out, make the fat hot again and fry
In it one-half an ounce of Aour until
a brown color. Take the pan from
the Are, add one and one-half pints of
stock, Btirring over the fire until it
boils and is smooth, then put in the
vegetables, a bunch of herbs and a little salt, and let all simmer until the
vegetables are tender. Lift out the
bunch of herbB and serve the soup.
This is a good onion soup: Peel
and cut np rather small three good-,
sized onions and cook them in two
Dunces of dripping In a covered pan
for one hour until tender, then moisten with one and a half pints of hot
water in which a cauliflower or beans
have been cooked or even plain water. Add some slices of bread cut
diagonally and season with pepper
and salt. Cover the pan again and
let the contents simmer for at least
an hour. Crush the onions through
a sieve and just before serving gradually add a tablespoonful of grated
cheese, stirring rapidly into the soup
to blend.

HINTS FOR PRESERVE CLOSET
Pickled Peaches Should by All Means
Be Among the Condiment* Stored
—Brandled Cherries.

Pickled peaches are a dinner condiment of unparalleled excellence.
Many people prefer pickled fruit to
the sweeter jellies and preserves and
the good housekeeper always puts up
pickled dainties as well as preserves,
jellies and jams for her well-stocked
winter fruit closet.
Here is a tried and true recipe for
pickled peaches: To seven pounds of
selected peaches allow half as many
pounds of granulated sugar, one quart
of vinegar, two ounces each of Btick
cinnamon and cloves. Dissolve the
sugar in the hot vinegar, add the
spices and boil for six minutes; add
the peaches and boil slowly until the
peaches have become soft enough to
be pierced easily by a fork. Turn
out the fruit and boll the sirup down
to one-half. Now put in the peaches
again and let the whole juBt come t»
a boil. Pour Into a deep crock and
cover when cold.
A Virginian housekeeper recommends this recipe for brandled cherries: Cover large, oxheart cherries
which have been stoned with some
excellent brandy and let stand for 48
hours. Add to the mixture sugar In
a proportion of pound for pound. Do
not cook, but seal In glass jars and
set away in a cool, dry place. These
cherries are delicious for garnishing
whipped cream and frozen desserts.
They may also be served In homemixed cocktails. .
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What Is
Sin?
Br REV. PARLEY E. ZARTMANN. D. D.

CHINCH BUG INVASION

iNItTOfflONAL

swrSdt
LESSON

.

ORIGIN OF THE WYANDOTTES

(By E. O. SELLERS. Acting Director Sun-)
day School Course, Moody Bible Inatl-|
tuts, Chicago.)
^^^^___„

As Fancier** Fowl* They Have Long
Maintained Much Popularity—
Seen on Many Farm*.

Sccnury of Ftteaiion Dnpmnwnl

Mood, Nsa Ma* Ola*

LESSON FOR NOVEMBER 1

Much Ha* Been Learned of History
,nd Hab|U of Destructive Pest,
Which I* Invaluable Aid In
Destroying Them.

TEXT
The crown is fallen from our
head; woe unto u* that we have sinned.—
Lam. 5:16.

\

RESULTS IN BREEDING DUCKS
Good Plan to Run Ayleabury Drak*
With Indian Runn*r* for Production of Table Bird*.

In making up the breeding pen care
should be taken that the females are
matured 'and that the drake, though
fully grown, Is a little on the small
*Ue for his breed.
It to the ducks which Impart size to
the progeny and the male bird the
shape and style, so that large-framed
ducks Bhould be mated with medlumBized drakes.
There is a good first cross—PekinAylesbury, which produces large
healthy ducklings, but which do not
mature BO rapidly as the pure Aylesbury stock; still, considering that the,
Aylesbury ducks must have a fairly
sheltered position if they are to do as
wall as early breeders, the above cross
might be chosen with advantage when
breeding Is to be carried on in bleak
and unsheltered situations.
It is a good plan to run an Aylesbury drake with Indian Runners for
the production of passable table birds,
ami then to remove the drake and
replace him with one of their own
breed for the production of pure
breeds for egg production.
The proper sheltering of breeding
ducks is of the greatest Importance,
as the birds cannot render a good account of themselves unless housed In
structures that are damp-proof, well
• ventilated, kept clean and well bedded
■with dry litter.

Skim milk I* Invaluable for chicken*.

• • •

Castor oil is good for crop bound
bird*.
•

•■

.

' The Bhells of the gooBe egg* average 12.8 per cent of all.
e
• •
The average of 34 sample* of hens'
eggs gave 11.8 per cent for ■hell.
it**

To etop feather picking, feed raw
meat occasion ally, and cut green bone.
-, e • •
Game hen* make the best mothers,
protecting their young ejrom ail intruders.
I
i

•

•

■

For broilers and roasters, Plymouth
Rocks, Brahma* and Wyandottes are
among the beat.

• *. *

Strongly fumigated neat* may
keep vermin away, but are liable to
taint the eggs in the nest.

s * *

(By W. BBITTON). .

The adult pear midge, which 1* so.
destructive to young pears^ in many
sections, is a small two-winged fly
which lay* Its eggs in the cluster at
blossoming time. Larvae are sometimes found at the base of the calyx
at the time the petals fall, and they
soon work their way into the young
fruit. The infested pears can nearly
always be detected on account of
their more globular, and later lopsided shape, while the normal-shaped
fruits are free from maggotB. The
infested pears usually crack open
after a rain before the pears drop.
When fully grown the maggots are
about one-eighth of an Inch In length.
They grow Into the ground and form

THE NEW FALL STYLE
2 for 25 Cts.
KARL, (ft WIX4»OIf
MAXEBS OP TROY'S BUST PBODUCT.

NAVARRE
FIBEPBOOF

77H300
AVENUE&38THST.
HOTEL
FEEIFM*) tSOnOWH
■■W**—*-

"ft.™ NEW YORK
Young Pear Showing Maggot* Inalda

minute oval cell* In "which they
pupate, and from which the adults
emerge the following spring. There 1*
one brood each.
No remedy treatment is positively
known other than gathering and destroying the infested pears before the
maggots leave them. This is comparatively simple becaused the infested
pears are so easily distinguished from
the healthy fruit ,

Guinea fowl e*gs should be unusually strong, a* their sheila form 14.4
per cent of their weight.

"The French are receiving In their
homes refugees from Belgium and
northern France. The German* are
doing the same as regards the refugees from oriental Prussia."
The speaker wa* a returned tourist.
He went on:
"Many French and German households have neither room enough nor
means enough to take In a whole family. They must confine themselves to
one child. Well, they Invariably bid
then for a little girl. They never want
a boy.
,,
"I have seen in my travels several
hundred of these offers to take in
children—and every blessed offer wa*
for girlsv What is tbe"cause of this?
The cause must evidently be that
girls are better behaved, more amiable
and nicer all around than boys.
"The war, besides teaching me geography, has taught me that female
children stand miles higher in popular
esteem than male children. What's
the trouble with UB males? We'd better look to ourselves."

Quick Quilting.
A home worker tells of,her quick
method In quilting. She says: "Try
this and you will never go back to
the old way: Prepare a quilt or com,
torter for tacking. Be sure it is taut
in the frame. Thread a large darner
with the cord you choose to use. Tie
the first knot, but do not cut it. U
about two inches proceed as if to
make another knot, only this time do
the weaver's knot with the needle. Do
this clear to the end of the comforter,
then cut between each space, and
yoar work is done. Thl* is perfectly
original with me."

KM.*. B Sli.« Block! ■■■»•■
■•#■*■»
CENTER OF EVERYTHING
960 ROOMS
BATHS 200
A room with bath
$1.50
Other room* with bath
$2.00, $2.50
Rooms tor two persons
$2.50, $3.00
CUISINE
(a la Carte)
MUSIC
8ENDPOR COLOHeOMAPOFNBWYORK
EDGAR T. SMITH, Managing Director.

Not Particular.
A prisoner In one of the Irish police
courts the other day was asked his occupation. He mentioned several callings that he followed from time to
time.
.
"And among other things," inquired
the prosecuting lawyer,, "do you pick
Wanted to Buy Old Coins SootS?! pockets?" j
"No," he retorted; "I don't pick
them; I just take them as they come."

SECURE GOOD ALFALFA CROP

PATENTS &rg£ggg
n.M rrmtn-"- Blsbeit lefeiencte, Btanrrtm.
B__

•,»!» iOentnl Store well locatea. doing a

For
Sale &si *»»»■.. in^*,js"ig$iL
Come eud we. Haaena Farm *»«I, Oatort. Bain*

A widower never Invests in a guitar
for the purpose of serenading a spinster. He begins right where he left
off at the end of his first courtship.

Creditors and poor relations always
> V _. n_ _ Bo more Bern tlmee-tro 00 »
Bert s Your Came* «»,, ea.7. <*?o.£"»n>t5? show up at the wrong time.

II

Use Commercial Fertlllxer* In Expertmental Way Until Local Condition* Are Determined.

There are doubtless many conditions under which commercial fertilizers judiciously applied, may profitably be used to stimulate a more
vigorous growth of alfalfa both in new
and old seedings but the idea that is
more or less prevalent that commercial fertilizers may be used to immediately make any soil productive Is a
fallacy. Commercial fertilizers should
be applied in an experimental way
until the farmer has learned what may
best be used under local conditions.
On many soils lime does not seem to
be needed for alfalfa, but on others
It is absolutely essential to the successful growing of this crop. It is well
to apply lime on a portion of the field
when seeding alfalfa for the first time,
especially If difficulty has been experienced in growing clover, or If there
Chinch Bug* Clustered at Base of is any other Indication of an acid
Corn Stalk* Just After Wheat Har- soil.
Much care should be exerclBed In
ve*t.
the purchase of seed to avoid the Inunderground and out of sight. If very troduction of noxious weed seeds on
numerous they may congregate about the farm. If dodder 1* introduced It
the bases of the plants above ground. Bhould be thoroughly eradicated beWhen the wheat planta are killed at fore It goes to seed, even at the exharvest, the young migrate at once pense of destroying the stand of alIn search of other sustenance and,
,
when thus collected together in great falfa
Do not seed a large acreage of alnumbers, they may blacken the entire falfa at the first attempt. A small
surface of large plants, such as corn acreage should be seeded under a*
nearly grown. So Insidious Is their favorable conditions as possible an*
work In wheat that their presence is this increased after some experience
often unrecognized until after the har- has been gained In growing this crop.
vest, when the vast hordes of Insect*
marching into cornfields attract the
farmer'* notice for the first time.
Timothy meadows may be well-nigh
killed without the owner suspecting
when they are dying. A very careful
examination of the roots of timothy
1B needed to detect the presence of
Apples will keep better wrapped In
the Insects, even where they are very
plentiful. The second brood of bugs paper and stored in a cool cellar.
rarely gain attention, because they are
Put a little sand over carrots, beets
developing underground on the roots
prevent drying out.
of corn, foxtail, millet and other or other roots to»:•;♦
plants.
Sheep require plenty of salt.
It
Either the cleanest kind of culture
should be available for them at all
should prevail over the farm In early
autumn, all grassy and weedy borders times.
• • •
around fields and along fence rows
It does not pay to forget to oil the
windmill. It It Is squeaking look
after It.

RDULTPYNOTEg

•

Mai* Children a Poor 8econd With
Thosd Who Would Become
Foster Parents.

Small Two-Winged Fly Lay* It* Egg*
in Clu»ter at Blossoming Time—
No Cure Known.

Warm, dry weather Is favorable to
chinch bug increase, and the weather
' (By O. ERF.)
conditions of the past few seasons
The Wyandottes were originated, seems to have been especially suitable
like the Plymouth Rocks, from a mix- to an Increase of these destructive
ture of Asiatic and European chickens. pests. The present year has seen an
Dark Brahmas and Buff Cochins are extension of the Infested territory and
said to have been crossed with Se- the damage In the aggregate has
bright Bantams and Silver and Golden- amounted to a large sum. The flght
spangled Hamburg*.
The intention against these insects has been a hard
one. During the past few years much
has been learned of the history and
habits of the chinch bug which is an
Invaluable aid in destroying them. Mr.
H. A. Qossard, writing of the work
in Ohio of the endeavor to save the
crops from the attacks of the chinch
bug, says:
.
...
Each female is capable of laying
600 or more eggs. The period of egglaying for the individual lasts from
ten days to three weeks, and for the
brood from five to six weeks. The
eggs hatch in from twelve to twentytwo dayB, and the young require forty
day* or more to become adults after
Issuing from the eggB. It thus requires two months, or a few days less,
to pass from the newly-laid egg to the
adult condition.
The eggs are laid on the root* of
the plants on which the bug* are feeding, at or just below the surface of
the ground; or they may be laid on
Whit* Wyandotte*.
the surface about the bases of the
was to produce larger breed* with the plants, or In the leaf-sheath* of
beautiful color and markings of the grasses; In short. In almost any place
Bebright and Hamburg fowls.
Thus where the surroundings are cool and
the Silver and Gold-laced Wyan- damp.
The newly hatched larve feed on
dottes were formed. As fanciers'
fowls they have since maintained the root* of their host plants, largely
much popularity and have been scattered In considerable numbers to our
far'ms. But it remains for a later variety, the White Wyandotte, to gain
the greatest popularity for the breed.
The Buff Wyandotte is also coming into recognition. As to color, the Laced,
White and Buff Wyandottes occupy
similar positions to the corresponding
colors In the Plymouth Rock breed.
The Wyandotte Is smaller than the
Plymouth Rock, but an equally rapid
grower. It is generally claimed that
the White Wyandotte will stand pushing tor rapid growth the beet of any
breed. As layers the Wyandottes seem
to rank about with the Plymouth
Rocks, but being somewhat more active and having less tendency to overfatness, they should be credited with a
slight advantage.

i ARREST AND TRIAL OF JESUS.

LESSON TEXT-Matt. 26:57-68. Include*
also. vv. 47-66.
_ ,
GOLDEN TEXT—As a lamb Is led toj
Sin is not a pop- the slaughter, and a* a sheep before its)
ular word In the shearers Is dumb, so be opened not hl*l
modern vocabu- mouth.—lea. 85:7 R. V.
lary, nor a popuThe golden tevt selected for thlsi
lar theme in many
pulpits, for there lesson Is apt to convey to us a wrong|
are so many sin- idea of the closing days of our Lord'*)
ners in the mod- life. Jeau* did not die as a sheep lui
ern congregation the shambles. His was not the death:
who object to tbe of one slaughtered in weakness. Hel
preacher dealing was "led," that la true; he was1
with things so "slaughtered" but not unill his. hour
near home. But had arrived and he permitted It to be;
let us consider so. His death wa» a victory, not at
four of the defini- defeat.
In Gethsemane Jesus made his Anal
tions which the
Bible gives of sin; dedication of himself to his victorious
in the light of work of redemption.
I. The'Betraying Judas, w. 47-i
these may we see ourselves and seek
him who knows the way out—"A God 50. In this hour of consecration Judas.
enters, guiding the mob Into the saon a cross, that is all my theology."
cred precincts of our Lord's retreat.
Unrighteousness.
1. All unrighteousness is sin, I John It has been suggested that perhaps
5:7. This is the most comprehensive this act of betrayal wa* In order to
term, and in the Bible is placed In op- precipitate the Messianic claims of
and compel him to assume an
AN OYSTER STEW RECIPE position to "truth." (Rom. 2:8.) God Jesus
Is true, and anything which departs earthly triumph. If so, was not thei
motive of Judas a selfish one, that he
Expert Recommend* This a* an Un- one hair's breadth from that standard
is unrighteousness, or sin. Therefore, might profit thereby? The baseness
usually Appetizing Way of Servin this definition we have to do with of his unholy compact Is soon to be
ing the Bivalve*.
sin as a state of the soul, the original revealed to Judaa and to the world.
The kiss of Judaa delivered Jesus Into
Fannie Merrltt Farmer, cookery edi- purpose of which was to be a visible
the hands of lawless men according
tor of the Woman's Home Companion, reflection of the mind of God. Man to the determinate counsel and foreTHE wonderful new fur-cloths'are so the sides and back. It is lined with
presents a number of "Recipes for waB to glorify God in his body, soul knowledge of God, Acts 2:23. This
like tbe skins which they imitate plain satin and fastened with handOctober" in that publication^; Among and spirit, but, alas, what a failure
that they appear In all outside gar- some Jet buttons.
furnishes us the background, the atWorn with the coat Is a muff of
them Is her recipe for Boston, oyster there has been; and this failure Is sin. mosphere, in which to consider thl*,
ments made up with genuine furs used
Man has failed to hit the aim or object
as a trimming. They do not suffer in panne velvet bordered with the furstew, which follows:
•
•the first of hi* several trials.
cloth. A velvet chrysanthemum is
"Put one quart of oysters In a col- of his being. HI* body is sinful, his
the least by coraaurlson with these.
i
Wickedness of Judas.
ander and pour over three-fourtha mind I* diseased, his soul Is warped
The owner of a coat made of ex- mounted on one border. A smart velcupful of cold water. Carefully pick by sin. "All have sinned and come | II. The Blundering Peter, w. 61-68.
.pensive fur sometimes finds a drop of vet turban, with the crown extended
over oysters, remove tough muscles short of the glory of God." Even our i(l) Peter and the sword, w. 61-65.
bitterness mixed with her pleasure in into winga and the shape outlined
from half of them, and slightly chop "righteousness Is as filthy rags." In .Peter had knowledge and <*eal, but
it. The thought of the number of with box-plaited satin ribbon, comremaining half with removed tough this sense sin Is "any lack of conform- used hi* zeal not according to knowl■mall animals that must be sacrificed pletes a costume that will compel adedge. Jesus had warned him, only to
or more often still, the thought that miration in any gathering of fashionmuscles. Add chopped oysters to wa- ity to the will of God."
irecelve the assurance that he was
Transgression.
the finest of furs are not very durable, ably dressed women.
ter drained through colander, heat to
2. Sin la the transgression of the I mistaken. The words of Jesus here
are disturbing to one's peace of mind.
the boiling point, and let simmer
Gay and Novel Is This.
three minutes.
Strain through a law. (I John 3:4.) From the state of recorded are a calm assurance of the
Now that the new fur-cloths have
Red and white Pekin striped pussy
proved such a triumph with women of
double thickness of cheesecloth, add the soul we pass to the overt act. In fact that these events are not being
fashion they may have wraps more willow silk—the popular silk for
reserved solf part of oyster, and cook the days of the dispensation of con- controlled by man but by God. The
until oysters are plump. Remove science and jefore the giving of the i wickedness of Juda* is being worked
durable than natural furs, longer lived blouses with the younger contingentwas
used
to
build
a
gay
little
replica
oysters with a skimmer and put in a law, sin waB against the character of lout In the plan of redemption. If
and quite as beautiful, without regrets.
Another good feature of the fur- of an imported model. The striped
tureen with one-fourth cupful of but- God. It was unrighteousness, or un- fighting were the program, what would
cloth wrap lies in the fact that it may blouse opens over a vest of white
ter, one-half tablesponful of Bait, and godliness, and not, strictly, speaking, I Peter'* puny sword amount to? For
one-eighth teaspoonful of pepper. Add transgression; and yet, there was sin, ithe asking Jesu* could command 12
be altered in shape to conform to the pique, which curves around in waistaltered lines of tbe styles as new sea- coat effect and loins a belt of the silk.
oyster liquor, strained a second time, because death came, which is the i legions of angels, yet even such a
sons arrive. The altering of fur gar- An organdie flare collar rises at the
and one quart of scalded milk. Al- wages of sin, the result of Adam's sin, i force could not be used In human rements Is an expensive undertaking on back and big red buttons fasten the
ways remember to scald milk In a disobedience to.a positive command. demption. One man, the God-man,
account of the difficulty of matching white waistcoat.
double boiler, which overcomes the But when the law ha* come, when the ^must die, Rom. 6:16. Notice the Masand sewing skins. No difficulties of
danger of scorching. Serve with oys- commandment has been given, then ter's acceptance of the Scriptures., v.
■in passes from the unrighteousness to 164. If by the *word he were to esSilver and Green.
this kind are met with in handling furter crackers."
Sliver lace and emerald green velpositive transgression. God has put icape, how could these be fulfilled?
cloths.
down a line, and by deliberate-choice Matthew add* (v. 65) that all of this
A very handsome coat of broadtail vet have been combined in several of
Sponge Cake, Orange Filling.
{"come to pass" that the words of the
far-cloth is shown in the picture given the models of the autumn that have
Mix well together three egg yolks, man steps over the line—transgresses
prophet* be fulfilled. (2) Peter and
here. It is cut on straight lines, flar- attracted wide attention. One evening
three-fourths of a cupful of sugar, —and becomes a sinner by commission
•the maid, vv. 66-68. That Peter should
ing toward the bottom, and finished gown is made with much silver lace on
the grated rind of one lemon, one cup- —or "violation of the will of God."
You say you do not sin, you are do- follow "afar" or at all, I* evidence of
with a collar and cuffs of real chin- an emerald green foundation and furful of sifted flour and one teaspoonIhls affection for Jesus and of bis dechilla fur. It Is a short coat with flounce ther trimming of rbinestones to add to
ful of baking powder. When well beat- ing the best you can. Yes, hut you
termination to see the end. There
set on, shaped to Bare and ripple at the silvery, light effect.
en together add a little salt and the have a very low Idea of sin. Bring
iwa* perhaps an element of pride also
your
crooked
life,
which
seems
so
good
whites of the three eggs beaten stiff.
In hi* going, for the others had "forBake for 15 minutes In Washington to you, side by side with the straight
pie tins. For the filling beat togeth- line of God's sinless life and his holy Isook him and fled." They seem to
er the juice of one orange, with a little law, and you must cry out, "God be 'have realized that his enemies would
of the grated rind, one egg, one cup- merciful to me the sinner." You may now surely destroy Jesus and further
ful of sugar and two tablespoonfuls of look good to yourself, you may appear [that h» wa* determined not to accept
warmed butter, and cook in a double good to your neighbors, but In God's [any deliverance.
Epicurean Croquettes.
boiler until it thickens. Spread be- sight you belong to the wicked. Think ] III, The Biased, Brutal Judge*, vv.
Soak a finnan haddie one bour, us- tween the layers of cake.
of your many sins against God—lack 59-68. This is one of earth's most
The
ing milk and water In equal parts to
of perfect love, some Idol In your (irregular and illegal trials.
cover, then put in oven and let stand
heart, neglect of his Sabbath, hateful priests and the council had one single
More Uses for Salt.
for 30 minutes; drain and separate
or angry feelings, lack of forgiveness jdeterminatlon, which was to And
A pinch of salt thrown on eggs will
into flakes. There should be one and
or apology, misrepresentation, false- IJesus guilty. They did not seek to
make them beat lightly in about half
three-fourths cupfuls. Cook one tablehood, deceit. Blander, repeated refusal jdiscover the truth, but rather to carthe time usually required. When
spoonful of chopped shallot, two tableto obey some clear command of God— |ry out the sentence of death previbroiling steak over a coal Are sprinkle
spoonfuls each of chopped green and
say, do you not need to cry out, "Un- ously determined upon.
a
little
salt
on
the
burning
coals
and
red peppers in three tablespoonfuls of
clean, unclean?"
'
Fal*e Testimony.
the
flame
will
not
blaze
up
and
scorch
butter five minutes, add one-third of a
Omission.
A careful reading of what Christ
cupful of flour and one cupful of milk. the steak. If you are broiling meat
3, To him that knoweth to do good really did say and what these witStir in Annan haddie, add one-half tea- In a gas oven and it catches fire, and doeth it not, it is sin. (James 4: 17.) nesses swore that he said, reveals the
spoonful of salt, one-fourth teaspoon- quickly turn the gas off and throw a Many a man defends himself because falseness of their testimony, v. 61,
ful of paprika and a few grains of pep- handful of salt on the blazing meat. he is not an outbreaking sinner, he see also John 2:9. "I am able to deYou do not 'need to use any water.
per. Cool, shape, crumb and fry.
The salt will put out the fire and you does not commit any flagrant crime, stroy the temple of God, and to rebuild
can then scrape off the salt from the he is outwardly decent and moral. But it in three days'' were not his words.
what about God's estimate of you? What he did say was, "Destroy,,this
Pickled Fish.
meat.
"Man looketh on the outward appear- temple and I will raise it up." Ha
Cut the Ash up Into convenient
ance, but God looketh on the heart." spoke these words of himself about
pieces, rub them well with salt, and
Beanpot Roast.
Does that man have the love of God
let them He for a few hours. Then
One and one-half pounds of clear In his heart? Does he love the Word those who should destroy him—hi*
put in a pan with water to cover them stew meat, cut into two-inch bits. Put
body—and claimed the power to raise
and bring to a boll. When boiling into beanpot and cover. Set in oven and prayer? Does he serve his fel- jthat bedy again within three days.
lows
unselfishly?
If
not,
and
he
knows
move the kettle back where they will
two hours and bake slowly. Do not all these things, he is a sinner. Re- • At this point the high priest did
boil slowly fro*Q_three to Ave minutes,
anothei Illegal thing in administering
THE velvet hat, having been made in downward at the edges. Its charm 1* but not longer, or the bits will fall to add anything but one-half teaspoonful fuse to use medicine when you are the legal oath, "I adjure thee" (v. 63).
every shape with which we are fa- increased because the lines of the pieces. Lift the pieces out carefully salt. It will be rich, with lots of nice sick, and you will die, and that with- |Not alone wa* the time and place of
miliar, now appears in novel shapes brim are soft, the frame over which and pack them In a crock, putting a gravy, If cooked slowly. Nice served out the use of the knife or poison. thl* trial Illegal, but so was thla act
that we have not seen before. So far the velvet is laid being of some flex- thin layer of sliced onions between with potatoes and hot slaw. Some- When we sit alone with our con- on the part of the high prieBt. But, nothing has appeared to supplant it, al- ible material without any rigid out- each layer of Ash, and while still hot times when nearly done take out of sciences we find sins of omission to be that all might once more know tha
the oven and put into a good-sized
though there is a whisper in the air lines.
pour cold spiced vinegar over to cov- shallow dish, put a thick layer of a large Item In the account against us. truth, Jesus replied "Thou hast said"
Unfalth.
that those who like to be "different"
So novel a shape needs little trim- er them.
and adds, "Henceforth ye shall see
mashed potatoes on evenly all over.
4. Whatsoever is not of faith Is sin.
may soon choose hatter's plush, bright- ming, and the extreme of simplicity
the eon of man sitting at the right
Set
back
In
oven
to
brown
slowly.
finished felts, or hats of bright finish has been adopted in this hat. A curifRom.
14:23.)
Here
we
enter
the
doSour Milk Johnny Cake.
hand of power and coming on the)
ous ornament of silver flitter spangles
combined with suede leather.
main of questions of conscience, the clouds of heaven" (r. 64). This add*'
Two tablespoonfuls of butter and
Boston Brown Hash,
But If one admires velvet and Is is mounted at the front. Soft ostrich one cupful of flour mixed with one
things which may be right for others,
Chop any remains of steaks, roasts but which would be sin In us; for tlon augmented the high priest's anlooking for novelty, two out of the plumes are suggested by the shape, cupful of cornmeal; add halt a cupful
ger and gave him argument for the
three shape* pictured above are cer- and if short and full ought to prove of sugar, half a teaspoonful of baking or stews very fine. Grease a deep there Is a difference between things definite accusation of blasphemy, and
tainly odd and picturesque enough to especially well on so rich a back- powder and half a teaspoonful of salt, pie dish. Put a layer of mashed po- wrong In themselves and things wrong
tatoes ■ (old ones, left over, will an- under certain circumstances. This upon thla charge he makes his appeal
till the requirement, Tbe third is a ground.
one cupful of sour milk, and two wellto the council. They readily voted ai
standard shape so good that nothing
The third hat la classed among that beaten eggs. Turn the mixture Into swer) In the bottom of the dish, then question of conscience was raised in verdict of guilty (v. 66). Once dea
layer
of
meat,
then
a
layer
of
stale
Paul's
day
about
the
eating
of
meat
will ever make it unpopular.
legion of shapes called "sailor" with- a well-buttered pan and bake In a hot
clared guilty Jesua Is heaped with the
The daring and dashing helmet la a out any very good reason. The crown oven. Sour cream may be substituted bread crumbs; sprinkle with salt and which had been offered to Idols and basest of indignities (vv. 67, 68).
pepper, a few bits of butter; moisten afterwards offered for sale In the marreflection of war times and an extreme is eoft with puffed top and narrow for sour milk.
Judas with his baseness and treachwith a half cupful of beef gravy, then kets of the city. Paul says that every
of the military mode. Minus the chin collar of velvet laid in folds. The
put another layer of potatoes. Dip a man Is to give an account of himself ery: Peter and hie blundering devo■trap, there is no reason why it should brim is plain, lifting a little at the left,
Marguerite*.
knife Into milk and smooth the top. unto God, and sets forth the principle tion; the disciples and their blind feaf
not prove a successful model. It Is where it widens. It 1B very graceful.
Whites of three eggs, one quart of Bake In a moderate oven until brown.
that if anything seems to you to be as they fled away; and at the end of
military enough without this extreme
This hat is trimmed with a very peanuts (In shell), one teaspoonful va- Serve hot
sinful and wrong, then for you to do It all, this revelation of the supreme)
and inconvenient accessory. The stand- handsome spray of silver flowers and nilla, one and one-half or two cupfuls
such a thing Is sin in you. In this depravity of the rulers: what an aping cockade of Spanish coque feathers,
foliage laid across the base of the powdered sugar; beat whlteB of eggs
category must be placed questionable palling combination, see Isa. 6:7.
Southern Stew.
and the bright silver braid, look quite crown at the left front. It is almost very stiff, chop peanuts rather fine;
With all of this dark background)
Peel' and boll half dozen onion* 15 amusements, etc., and Paul Bays; "Let
warlike without the strap. It is a Impossible to describe the novelties in mix all together and drop on saltine
minutes, drain and Blic'e thin. Now BOt your good be evil spoken of . . . there 1*, however, an evidence of the;
shape for youthful wearers who are ex- trimming of silver and other metallic crackers, brown lightly In oven.
have two pounds of veal sliced nice happy is he that condemneth not him. grace of God. Jesu* voluntarily and)
cused for Tunning into daring ex- effects, they are so new and unlike
with—determination, submission and]
and thin. Lay veal In stewpan, season self In that thing which he alloweth
tremes.
About Kid Gloves.
other things. But never was anything
with little salt and pepper. Cover the \nd he that doubteth is condemned patience, endured these indignities ton
A beautiful new shape 1* pictured
Always
tKrwderthe
inside
of
new
more beautiful and striking used with
if he eat, because he eateth not of us and with calmness and strength)
with a soft top crown, a wide collar for
gloves before wearing them, as It veal with the onions, then lay small jaith; for whatsoever Is not of faltl pursued his onward way to Calvary
black and dark-colored velvets.
piece* of butter rolled in flour. Finish
a side crown and a square brim turned
makes
them
easier
to
slip
on.
It
also
This last hat Is a lovely and conind on through the grave to hi* vioi
* sin."
up on three *ldes. Thl* U a handmade
prevents the dye of colored ones from with powdered nutmeg and grated rind
'ory over sin and death.
J
»hape, moderately large, with the up- aervative piece of millinery.
it lemon; let simmer s!owly.
staining
the
hand*.
JULIA BOTTOMLEY.
turned portions of the brim curving

The Newest Shapes in Velvet Hats

Extension of Infested Territory
Noted This Season.

NO LREAT DEMAND FOB BOYS

INJURY BY THE PEAR MIDGE

35 YEVRS SUCCESSFUL TREATMENT
OF LIQUOR AND DRUG ADDICTIONS

THE KEELEY INSTITUTE
WHITE PLAINS, N.V.
LEXINGTON, MASS.
PROVIO.IIOKt R. I.

BUFFALO, N.Y.
WEST HAVEN, CONN.

Stuffed Tomato** In Paper Cats*.

Cut top from even-sized red tomatoes. Scoop out the center, drain off
superfluous juice from pulp, then add
salt, pepper, a little minced green
pepper, a few drops of onion juice, a
pinch of sugar and if desired a drop
of tabasco sauce. Fill center of tomato, put on the top, then set tomato
In a paper case and wrap in waxed
paper. The little paper cases or cups
can be bought where they sell paper
novelties or picnic supplies.
Stained Marble.
A little turpentine added to some
lukewarm water will successfully remove all stains from marble washstands. If the marble is much stained
and soiled boll equal parts of soap and
powdered whiting—about four ounces
of each—with one ounce of soda In a
little water. When thoroughly blended lay the mixture on while hot; let
It remain a day or so. Wash off with
clean water and dry with a leather.
Worth Knowing.
If the tablecloth ie quite clean, excepting one or two spots, slip a folded
towel between the tablecloth and the
padding and on the towel place an
empty bowl, having the stain directly
over the bowl. Pour boiling water
through the stain until it fades away.
Place another towel over the wet place
and Iron until dry.
AGENTS WANTlSD-AGENTa MlM
line at once: .bMlute nacesjlty. SLSLSS?
dolln Co, S.S. cr. Wlnelow Bllr... Omklw,«»»ATTENTION AGENTS!
WE HAVE JUST
ihf «n^claltv you want. Partlc. free. Notmr*
BUtoP!ScSl5 IZ Dept D. Mertd^O-n.

W. N. U„ BOSTON, NO. 44-1914.

PUTNAM FADELESS DYES
Color more aoodj brighter and faster colors than
You can dye any garment without ripping apart.

Where England Leads.
A Short Run.
England is ahead of the United
Blibson—I understand the manageStates in the development of the aument only had s. short run with their
tomatic telephone Bervtce, and conUnder Existing Condition* the Woundnew play.
tracts for automatic exchanges of the,
ed Are Given a Fair Chance
Gibson—Yes, the audience only fol- total value of nearly live hundred
to Recover to Health.
lowed them to the city limits.
thousand dollars have been placed. ^
-»
A general Impression Is that with
Important w» Wothera
*
powerful weapons of great precision SCALP ITCHED AND BURNED
Examine
carefully
every
bottle
of
greater lo»* of life and greater pain
CASTOSIA,
a
safe
and
*ure
remedy
for
are caused. That view is almost cerBox 127, Caribou, Me.—"About »ix
Infants and children, and see that it
tainly Inaccurate. The modern bul- years ago the ecsema broke out on my
Bears the
let, say* the Scotsman, unless it Is of scalp and kept getting worse for about
the soft-nosed type. Is on the whole a year. At first It seemed like a rash Signature of 1^.
merciful, and either kills outright or and It got BO bad I could not comb In TJ«e For Over 30 Tear*.
give* its victim a fair chance of re- my hair *o It would not show. My Children Cry for iletoher'g Carton*,
covery. It does not, a* a rule, muti- hair wae very dry and when combed
It would leave the scalp red. It Itched
late.
If people don't take the trouble'to
The ambulance corps was practical- and burned and caused an eruption to natter you they have no Immediate)
ly unknown 60 years ago, and not form. I had the eczema six years.
use for you.
only is aid brought more rapidly to
"1 tried everything that I thought
the wounded, but it is far more ef- would be good but after all I saw in
fective than in the pre-Uster days. the paper an advertisement tor CutiRapidity of conveyance has increased cura Soap and Ointment and »ent tor
beyond all comparison. In the pres- a sample. I knew the first time I
ent war It Is true to say that In many used It It was good. I got some more Is Growing Smaller Every Day.
cases men have been lying in a Brit- from my druggist and in two week*
ish hospital within 24 hours of my trouble was gone. I don't believe CARTER'S LITTLE
receiving their wounds.
If the that there 1* any remedy equal to LIVER PILLS are,
risk of being hit is greater, the Cuticura Soap and Ointment." (Signed) responsible — 1
not only give rel
chances of recovery from injury have Henry Cochran, Feb. >, 1914.
— they permabeen immensely increased.
Cuticura Soap and Ointment sold nentlycureC«
throughout the world. Sample of each itipatioo. Mil-,,
Canada U*lmj Cotton-Seed Oil.
free,with 32-p. Skin Book. AddresB post, lions use,
Because of the war Canada is al- card "Cuticura, Dept L, Boston."—Adv. them for
ready In need of drugs and chemicals.
UafafHtfaa; Skk Hnaarat7 Sallow Skin.
Scarcity of olive oil has led to the use
No Excuse.
SMALL PILL, SMAU, DOSE, SMALL PRICB.
of American cotton-seed oil a* a »ubRepresentative Bacon of Georgia
Genuine moat bear Signature
•tltute.
was condemning in a Macon club the
German general staff for Its antiquated close formation In attack, a
formation which costs the German
army thousands of lives.
"Close formation," he said, "was
excellent In Napoleon's day, but with
**
TBADE MAWI MG.U.S.PAT OFF.
our modern machine guns, shooting
Removes Bursal Enlargements,
Not Drugs—
• • •
Thickened, Swollen Tissues,
myriads of bullets a minute, it is a
Food Does It useless.
Curbs, Filled Tendons, SorePrune the grape vines as soon as the
It Is a cruel waste of life."
ne** from any Bruise or Strain;
leaves fall. They will then be ready
"But," Bald a German-American,
Stopt Sparin Lameneai. AIUy« pain.
to cover with earth.
"we've got so many men, you know,
—wholesome, appetizing
Does not Blister, remove the hair or
. » •
congressman—we've got so many, we
lay up the horse. |2.00 a bottle,
food that puts life and
Cockerel* should be canonized when
can afford to—er—to lose—"
delivered. Book IK free.
,
«
vigor into one, but doesn't
about three month* old. It pays to op"My friend," Mr. Bacon interrupted,
ABSORBINE, JR., the antiseptic liniment
for
mankind.
For
Synovi
t
is.
Strains,
erate only on the layer breeds.
"would
you
excuse
your
cook
for
servclog the system.
• * •
ing you, watery soup because there Gouty or Rheumatic deposits. Swollen.
Painful Varicose Vein*. Will tell you
Never handle a duck or goose by the
had been a rainy season?"
Such a food is
more if you write. II and $2 per bottle at
A Fine Hiding Place for Chinch Bug* wings or legs. Always grasp It by the
dealers or delivered. Manufactured only by
neck when obliged to pick It up.
W.F.Y0UNB, P. D. F..it*T«**ttlC*erlagl«la-liu*.
and All Sort* of Crop D**troyer».
The Greatest Chasm.
• • •
The greatest chasm between the
being kept closely mowed to prevent ■ A young three-pound rooster ought
producer and the consumer 1* the
the development of »ultable hiberna- to feel pretty proud of himself when
mudhole.
ting quarters, or else these should be he can bring 60 cents on the market.
I would not discourage foreign misLEW* -=- *»"
• » •
allowed to grow vigorously so a* to
sionary work, but I am rather envious
The entire nutrition of
Brln«» rrilaf In meet ehronlo
entice, In late fall, as many of the
Pick np and burn all twigs and
of
the
permanent
highway*
that
have
CM*.. We want to pro™ It to
wheat and barley, inInsect* beneath the *helter as possible. branches that have dropped from the
been constructed In some of the counlour abaolula unUafactlon. If
cluding the vital mineral
In early winter, after the insects are trees, since thejrmay contain injurious
yon »»»• Bheumattnm, la
tries to which we are sending Chrisacoto or ohronlo atagoa, no
nicely settled, or else in early spring, Insects,
tian missionaries.—Homer T. Wade,
matter WB« your couilltlon,
salts—phosphate of pot• • •
before they have wakened Into aowrite today tor our valoabl*
secretary
Texas
Good
Roads
associaFree Book on Bhenmatlam
ash, etc.—
Uvlty, burn over all such retreats. If
Prepare to lay the grape* and berry
aud effect of Phoephorua
tion.
on the Human System.
It la Impossible or Undesirable to burn bushes down and cover them with dirt.
Long
baked,
easily
AGENTS WANTED
other woodland retreats, the leaves They are more likely to winter well if
War"Vlurtlng Gambler*.
For Sale br
digested, ready to eat; an
and trash on the ground may be col- this la done.
UWOX SOFPLY CO.
A
social
worker
In
Hmgland
was
•
•
•
lected and burned If the prospective
Ll.I.
ideal food with cream or
questioned as to unemployment In his
damage by the Insects exceeds the
Where only a few cabbages are to
milk,
and
fine
in
many
district.
"Not
much
unemployment,
value of the humus that would be de- be stored It Is a good plan to wrap
bnt a good deal of half time. Still
combinations.
the heads in newspapers and put them
stroyed by burning.
things aren't so bad as they might be,
on shelves in a cool cellar.
for now there's little racing, a lot of
CAN READ VOUB UIF1 FROM TH«
Leaf' Mold Ie Valuable.
money geta home which would never
CRADLE TO GRAVE
Pumpkins and squash should be
Save all the leave* that have been
The World's Greatest Bcientfaa Astrologer. CM
get
there
ordinarily.
The
bookies'
belD you In trouble, a«J»i»») where others lull, ho* tq
raked off the lawn and pile them up in stored In a cool, dry place. If stored In
runners are feeling the war more than will and marrr the flfWred one, umfce others think of
some out-of-the-way place to decay. a hot place, they will lose weight
ron briog back lu*t husband or wife, how tOKUtweoa
In business. Will interpret »oar dreams. ti'Uyoo
anybody."
Leaf mold in a valuable asset to green- quickly. Keep them from frost
who to warrr. «!▼© **">'■ thwart* ?o>ir birth dat*
andhi-wiUreadTOTirlire. 8end25centa lonni*) f*wl•
*
•
•
house or window-gardening.
tag. Addraw -W. *\ttn* Uw*»4, o*v----«, '■» * twin-,**-.
SometlmeB
a
man
wake*
up
and
disTbe greatest profits come from egg
covers that he has a boss wife—and
Fit
8
—sold by Grocer*.
production, where the poultry keeper
Bad Milking Practice.
ACHES
FOE
they live happily ever after.
has
worked up a private^ trade and deThumb-and-flnger stripping »polle
liver* two or three time* weekly.
"ie »bape of the cow'* teat*.

MODERN WAR IS MERCIFUL

The Army of
Constipation

Tone Up!

Grape-Nuts

ABSORB1NE

RHEUMATISM

MM

PROF. COWARD

•

•

*■

"There's a Reason'*
for

Grape-Nuts

ESffia *

.....

WEST BROOKFIELD.
Mrs David MacLachlan, Bristol, Conn.,
is visiting her sister, Mrs Mary O. Winn.
Mrs Harriet A. Flagg entertained her
on Arthur Flagg of Worcester, Sunday.
Mrs Alfred J. Fletcher, Worcester, visited her parents, Mr and Mrs Albert W.
Bliss over Sunday.

I ifftifsrttseietiisT
ft t i"i iti
U W 1*' ▼V"«r*5"t*™
™ tftttlf^t
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Death of Robert J. Turner.
Robert J. Turner, aged 4IS years, 3 raos.
and 15 days died suddenly at his home on
West St., Tuesday night.
The cause of
death was tuberculosis. Mr Turner was
born in Springfield, son of John and
Sarah (Carnee) Turner. He was one of
six children. He was married in Brookfield, Jan. 20, 1913, to Miss Florence E.
Davis, daughter of Warren Davis, West
Brookfieid, who with an infant daughter,

j! To Wage Earners
WHAT HAS THE UNDERWOOD FREE
TRADE TARIFF DONE TO YOU ?

The C. E. society of the Congregation- money."
Her husband went out to take a look
al church had for its subject Sunday night
"The Christian and the ballot."
Fol- at the batteries. They were both
"burned out."—Louisville Times.
lowing the discussion Mrs Helen P.
Shackley delegate to the biennial convention of the Massachusetts C. E. Union in
Fitchburg, reported the proceedings ot
A Billion.
A billion is one thousand millions—
the convention.
Beginning with
the
The body of Alaiira T. (Banister) 1,000,000,800.
right hand cipher you say:
Units,
Bowman, widow of Isaac C. Bowman,
tens, hundreds, thousands, tens of
arrived on the afternoon train from
thousands, hundreds of thousands, milSpringfield. Mrs Bowman, who was a lions, tens of millions, hundreds of
native of West Brookfieid, was 86 years millions, billions, etc.—and you have
old. Burial was in Pine Grove cemetery, It
Rev. Mr Berry of Springfiield officiating.

New York'* Obelisk.
The obelisk in Central park, N.
Y„ was set up there In 1881. It Was
the gift of W. H. Vanderbllt to the
city. The massive granite pillar iy
originally erected in Egypt about 1600
B. C. by Thotme* HI, and la, therefore, at the present time some 3,500
jean old. The characters upon the
■idee of the obelisk are the so-called
hieroglyphics—the picture-writing in
which the Egyptians recorded their
thoughts and their annals.

Mills Running Short Time?
or Shut Down Completely.
Less Money in Your Pay Envelopes.
Necessities of Life as High, if not
Higher, than under Republican Administration ? And n o t a s much
Money in Your Pocket to Buy them
with.

Byles-Herrick.

Idle Hour, the country home of Chas.
Mr and Mrs Frank H. Lamb, Chicago, E. Chapman, West Main street, was the
are guests of Mrs Lamb's mother, Mrs scene of a very pretty ceremony when his
Susan Dane.
niece, Miss Edith D. Herrick, daughter
Mr and Mrs Daniel W. Mason have of Mrs Burrill A. Herrick. Norwich, Ct.,
been entertaining Mr and Mrs Austin and Everett Barstow Byles, of the same
Jones, Manchester, N. H.
place, were married Wednesday at 6 p.
The proceeds of the food sale conducted m. by Rev. R. M. D. Adams, rector of
at the home of Mrs Laurinda T. Fales by Christ Memorial church of North BrookThe full Episcopal service was
the parish auxiliary of the Congregation- field.
used with double rings.
In the bridal
al church were 915.
North Brookfieid Grange provided the procession were Vivian Eleanor ChapGood of the Order at the regular meeting man, the bride's cousin, as flower girl,
of West ^Brookfieid Grange in G. A. R. followed by Miss Ruth Herrick Chapman
of New York, who led the way for the
hall Wednesday night.
bride who was accompanied by her uncle,
Earl W. Livermore; on board the
Chas. E. Chapman, who gave her away.
United States Steamship Chester in
They were met by the groom and his atCharlestown navy yard, lias received protendant, Charles Coddington Smith, Normotion to the rating of first class fireman.
wich, Ct., who stood beneath an arch of
Rev. Timothy C. Craig, Warren, ocyellow chrysanthemums, ferns, palm
cupied the pulpit of the Congregattonal
and carnations in the bay window of the
church last Sunday morning in exchange
drawing room.
Two doves hung from
witn Rev. John H. Hoffman.
either side of the arch. The other rooms
Mrs Wallace L. Tucker is reported to were decorated in yellow and white with
have killed two pheasants on Ragged Hill cut flowers and ferns. Green of Spencer
last week; Mr Tucker, Charles Wood was floral decorator.
and Charles W. Chickering each got ope
The bride wore a gown of white crepe
in the same district.
de chine with Venetian lace tnnic and a
West Brookrield Grange members have veil, fashioned into a cap and caught
begun rehearsals for their play to be given with orange blossoms.
Her only ornain November. The committee in charge ment was a cameo brooch belonging to
is John Brady, Delmar Watkins, Mary her grandmother and she carried a bouClark and Miss Marjorie Cutler.
quet of roses and fillies of the valley.
Train 18 on the B. & A. division will The maid of honor wore an oriental lace
not stop at West Brookrield according to tunic over light blue satin and a velvet
station agent Edward M. Seeton.
The girdle and carried chrysanthemums. The
train has stopped Saturday nights, only. flower girl wi re white lace and carried a
Miss Florence A. Johnton, librarian in basket of roses. The gift of the bride to
her bridesmaid was a cameo pendant and
the town room of the twentieth century
the best man received a Knight Templar
club, Boston, spent Sunday with her
parents, Mr and Mrs Charles W. John- emblem from the groom.
After the ceremony there was a recepson.
tion at the house after which the party
Mrs Joseph W. Clark, who wasserioustook autos for Arcadia Inn where dinner
ly injured in an automobile accident in
was served. Moore's orchestra of WorLudlow Oct. 18, was brought to her home
cester furnished music.
The bride's
at Pond Hill, Monday night.
She is
travelling Buit was green chiffon broadslowly convalescing.
cloth with black brocaded plush trimThursday afternoon there was a baby mings and a green velvet hat with plumes
, show conducted in G. A. R. hall by Miss of paradise and a rose.
Edna M. Allen and Mrs Peter A. Brady.
Mr and Mrs Byles will be at home after
An entertainment was given forthechild- their wedding trip at Edgewood, R. I.
ren. No prizes were offered.
Tee groom is in the employ of the S. MWest Brookrield Literary society met Howe Co. of Boston.
,
Thursday afternoon with Mrs Henry H.
Niles. Mrs Frank P. Warren of Warren
The OW Sad Story.
read an essay on "Kate Douglas Wiggin"
When a plausible, albeit shabby,
and current events were reported.
stranger approached the thrifty houseThe Class of 1915, West Brookfieid
wife and offered to install an electric
Grammar school haB elected the followbell for almost nothing she felt that
ing officers:—President, Roy M. Hinds; it was her duty to give him the job.
vice-president, Shirley Adams; secretary, He looked as if he needed it.
Helen Dodge; treasurer, Ethel Smith.
Preparations for the work were
The class colors are red and white.
hardly under way when the "electriA reinforced concrete bridge is being cian" approached his employer with
placed over the outlet to Lake Wickaboag. an apologetic air.
"I've been out of work for so long."
Ware road.
The cost will be 8825.
he explained, "that I'll have to ask you
Traffic passes over the bridge of the for an advance to buy some of the maWare, Brookfieid street railway while the terial."
work is being done.
The approach to
He needed 35 centB, he Bald.'but she
the bridge has been widened.
had no change and gave him half a
TbeY. P. S. C. E. of the Congrega- dollar. He hastened away for the mational church held a Hallowe'en party in terial, and he never came back.
The thrifty housewife told her husthe Chapel of the church Thursday night.
band about it when he came home,
The committee in charge was Miss Jessie
adding:
E. Winn, chairman, Miss Helen P.
"I can't see how I lost anything. He
Shackley, Mrs William Mr. Richardson ,eft a pair of batteries here, or I
and C. Vemer Wood.
shouldn't have trusted him with the

Ecuador a Fertile Country.
Ecuador Is rich in agricultural lands,
but In very, few cases are they worked
to their full capacity; in fact, much of
the most fertile land is not under cultivation at all. As is the case in other
South American countries, the land is
held in such large tracts that proper
supervision snd cultivation is not practicable.

Make each
last—Pone.

Upward.
day a critlo en

toe

( POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT )

TO FARMERS

Hon. Calvin D. Paige

WHAT HAS THE UNDERWOOD FREE
TRADE TARIFF DONE TO YOU?

of Southbridge

Mr and Mrs Charles S. Haywood, Millbury, visited Mrs Angeline R. Butler, on
survives.
Sunday.
Mr Turner was a member of Court
Wallace L. Gladding is having a two Warren F. of A. and Quaboag tribe 1.
weeks' vacation from the Olmstead Qua- 0. R. M., West Brookfieid. For 13 years
boag corset factory.
he was in the employ of Jacob Putnam,
Miss Gertrude Rand of Springfield, formerly a liveryman
For the past four
has been visiting Mr and Mrs George A. years he was teamster for the Olmstead
Johnson.
Quaboag Corset Co., leaving in June beMr and Mrs Frank E. Brown enter- cause of ill-health.
Besides his wife and child, he leaves a
tained Mr and Mrs Louis A. Balcom,
mother, three sisters, Mrs Bridget A.
East Weyinouth, over Sunday.
Mrs Lewis W. Craig, Westport, X. Y., Whalen, Mary, wife of Selectman Joseph
is a guest of Mr and Mrs Charles A. Malloy, and Sadie, wife of William H.
Fox, Springfield, and a brother, James H.
Rawson.
Turner, Marlboro.
The funeral was
Mrsllenry.1. Weeden, West street, is
from Sacred Heart church on Friday
visiting Mrs Arthur J. 'Dougherty, of
mroning.
Holyoke.
Mrs Joseph Flagg is tiie guest of her
nephew, Harvey H. Baker, clerk in the
Orange post office.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER SO 1014.
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Can YQU Point to a Single Industry that has been Established
Since a Year ago by any Encouragement given it in the Underwood Free
Trade Tariff Law.

American Farmers Sacrificed.

Republican Candidate

Foreign Farmers Favored.
Practical Free Trade in Everything
that American Farmers Produce.

FOR CONGRESS.

WHAT WILL YOU SAY ON
(Signed)
ORRA L. STONE, Chairman Paige
Campaign Committee, 22 Pearl Street,
Clinton, Mass.
SAMUEL D. PERRY, Secretary and
Treasurer, Paige Campaign Committee, 5
Elm Street, Southbridge, Mass.
N »|«MHIH£?H*#*<fr3,*5Ml*«3HW

Tuesday, Nov. 3rd.
A Vote for Hon. Calvin D. Paige,
of Southbridge, Candidate for Congress, Means a Vote for the Policy
of Protection which has Made New
England Prosperous in Past Years.
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MAILS DUB TO ARRIVE.
A. M. 6.46-East anil West.
9.30--Vfest.
P. Mi 12.45—East and West.
iM»—Wait
4.BO—East.
7.05—East and West.
MAILS CLOSE.
A, M. 6.45—West.
6.46—East.
11 JO—East and West.
P. M. 1.00—West.
4.40—East.
6.00—East and West.
Malls for East Brookfleld are despatched at
6.46 A. M., 11.30 A- M. and 1 P. M. Mails from
East Brookfieid are received at 9.30 A. M. and
5.40 P. M.
1
Package mails are despatched twice dally as
follows:—11.30 A. M. East and North, 6 P. M.
West and south.
Mails for the Rural Delivery is closed at 8.15
A. M. and received at 1.80 P. M.
The office hours will be :-6 30 A. M. to 8 P. M.
Holidays, 6.30 to 9.30 A. M. and 6 to 6 P. M.
JOHN HOWE, Postmaster,
PAUL M. KEANEY, Asst.

NORTH BROOKFIELD.
Miss Nellie Moore, of Bristol, Conn.,
is visiting friends in town.
The W. C. T. U. meet with Mrs Frank
Stoddard, Elm street, next Friday, Nov.
6.
Don't fail to cast your vote early next
Tuesday. The polls will open at 6 a. m
Do this duty flrflt.
Mrs E. G. Cutler entertained her cousin Mrs Albert Keade, of Chelmsford, for

Death of Leonora Partridge.
Miss Leonora Partridge of Leicester, a
niece of Mrs John D. Lamson and Mrs
Edward A. Batcheller, died at the home
of Mrs Lamson Tuesday night of tuberculosis, aged 19 years, 6 mos., 5 days.
Miss Partridge was brought here a week
ago/Sunday from home in Leicester, accompanied by the district nurse.
She
leaves a father, three brothers, Silas,
Earl and Ellis, Jr., and a sister, Florence.
The funeral arrangement was in charge
of Undertaker Fred C. Clapp, who took
the body to Leicester, where the funeral
will be held this (Friday; afternoon at
2.30 from the Methodist church.

Free Public Library.
Miss Cora Frances Stoddard has pre
sented to the library her "Handbook of
Modern facts about alcohol."
The following new books have been
added this month:—The Twenty-fourth
of June, by Grace S. Richmond; The
little Red Chimney, by Mary Finley
Leonard; The House, by Henry Bordeaux; The Street of seven Stars, by
Mary Roberta Rinehart; The Woman in
the alcove, by Jeannette Lee; Delia
Blanchflower, by Mrs Humphrey Ward;
A Knight on Wheels, by Ian Hay; The
Clean Heart, by A. S. M. Hutchinson;
The Eyes of the World, by Harold Bell
Wright; The Spartan, by Caroline Dale
Suedeker.

a few days recently.
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WHEN ONE IS SEASICK

Worcester County Institution For Savings

THING8 THAT WILL MAKE THE
MISERY SHORT-LIVED.

Incorporated 1828

Corner Main and Foster Sts., Worcester, Mass.
Cause and Cure of the Complaint Are
Unsolved Problems—What Halpe
One May Be Useless to
Another.

OWE MUCH TO WOMEN'S CLUB
Organizations Have Been the Leading
Factor In the Betterment of American Towns and Cities.
It is to the women's clubs very largely that'the movement tor the city beautiful owes Its vitality. In the Interest
which the members of these organizations evince In the young and in the
beautiful, they have taken hold ot an
Issue which would most properly come
within the field of the action of the
horticultural societies. Only very few
of these latter have realized their opportunity. Local horticultural societies must do something more than
hold stated meetings whereat formal
addresses are presented, usually on a
topic worn threadbare by long service and at which but a small percentage of the membership is present.
How many such societies, started in
enthusiasm, peter out after a few
years without any apparent reason?
The
members themselves wonder
what is the matter with their society.
The matter Is that they are doing
nothing, really; creating nothing; making no progress. In order to be alive
the society must be aggressive;
it
must carry its tenets and principles
beyond the confines of the meeting
room and attack problems of public
weal. The school garden movement
was started some eighty years ago,
but its most rapid development has
been within the last decade. Work in
this country is not by any means sufficiently widespread. With a round
100,000 school gardens in Europe, Is it
any wonder that
garden art has
reached a wider distribution across
the ocean than it has with us?

SEE BEAUTY AS THEIR IDEAL
American Cities Will Yet Be the Finest
in the World When Architects
Have Finished.
That American cities are ugly, I
willingly admit, writes Guglielmo Ferrero, in tne Atlantic. It would need
much courage, no doubt, to brand this
affirmation as false, but it would also
be unjust to deny that America is making mighty efforts to beautify them.
All the schools of architecture in Europe, especially that in Paris, are full
of Americans hard at work. The sums
which cities, states, banks, insurance
companies,
universities,
railroads,
have spent to beautify, their magnificent edifices is fabulous. All these
buildings are not masterpieces by a
wide margin, but there are many which
are very beautiful. America has architects of indisputable worth. In Europe,
men like to repeat that Americans
buy at extravagant prices objects of
ancient art, or things that pass for
such,, without distinguishing those
which are beautiful and ancient from
those which are inferior and counterfelt. But those who have seen something of the houses of rich Americans
know that, although there are snobs
and dupes in America, as everywhere
else, there are also people who know
tite meaning of art, who know how to
buy beautiful things and who search
the world over tor them. You will And
la the streets of New York every variety of architecture, lust as you find
In its libraries all the literatures of
the world, and in its theaters all the
music, and in its houses all the decorative art*.

Bad fer Hubby.
When ■ woman rattles the dishes
more than usual while preparing supper, it's a sure situ that her husband
will hear something drop when he
comes home.

Writing of an attack of seasickness,
Mark Twain once said that first he
feared he was going to die and then
he feared he wasn't. But Mark Twain
was a pretty good sailor usually, and
was acoUBtomed to regard shipmates
who suffered from the "ocean blues,"
with unrepreesed glee. "If there is one
thing in the world that will make a
man peculiarly and insufferably selfconceited," he wrote, "It is to have his
stomach behave itself the first day at
sea, when nearly all his comrades are
seasick. ... I knew what was the
matter with them. They were seasick.
And I was glad of it. We all like to
see people seasick when we are not
ourselves. Playing whist by the cabin
lamps when it is storming outside Is
pleasant, walking the quarter deck in
the moonlight is pleasant, smoking in
the foretop is pleasant, when one la
not afraid to go up there; but these
are ail feeble and commonplace compared with the joy of seeing people
suffering the miseries of seasickness."
Two problems with regard to seasickness have never been solved; what
causes It and what cures it. The ship's
surgeon of a giant liner says, according to the Shamrock and the Irish
Emerald:
"Its peculiarity is that it is not
amenable to any one line of treatment
or to any drug. What helps one may
be of no use whatever to another.
Many of the so-called remedies are
worse than the original complaint.
"Why not be stoical about it? The
fact remains that, after a epell of seasickness, unless too severe, one feels
much the better for It"
.
Bismuth and soda, tincture of iodine,
chloral, veranol, stay in bed, don't stay
In bed, flannel bandages, chewing
cloves to keep the stomach warm,
whisky aud soda, blue glasses—the list
of alleged remedies has no ending.
Alas! they are for the most part but
snares and delusions. But some measures may be taken that will make your
misery short-lived.
Keep quiet the
night before you sail. Pick the largest
boat possible, but oue that has little
vibration. Get your cabin fairly well
amidships. Apply for a deck chair
early and have it put amidships.
Avoid the habit of lying in your
chair and watching to see how far forward the horizon line is going to run
along the rail of the next pitch. Keep
out on deck as much as possible. If
you get to feel poignantly miserable
and conclude that you would feel better If you could only have it over with
—usually a wise conclusion—get up
suddenly and poke your head into the
smoking room or take a look over the
rail, or walk^away out on the stern.
Any one of these Is an excellent precipitant. Take some regular exercise
every day. So long as you feel well,
be careful of your food. Bui the moment you become sick, eat anything
you want. Heavens knows you won't
want enough to hurt you!

Largest and oldest Savings Bank in Worcester
County.
$26,249,104.01 has been paid depositors in 17a
regular and 8 extra dividends.
• .
Money put on interest the first day of January,
April, July and October.
Dividends payable January 15 and July 15.
Accounts may be opened by deposits of three dollars to one thousand.
Hours: 9 to 5; Saturdays, 9 to u

Deposits and Withdrawals by mail will receive prompt attention.
SAMUEL B. WOODWARD, PRESIDENT
ALBERT L. STRATTON, TREASURER
ERNEST RUSSELL, ASS'T TREASURER

REAL HUMAN HAIR
GOODS MADE TO ORDER
SWITCHES,

BRAIDS,

Made from Combings.
let us please you.
:

TOUPEES,

ETC.

We have pleased others,
.
:
.
:

New Method, SHAMPOOING and SCALP Treatment,
SWITCHES Made From Combings,

SO Cents,

$1.50.

Park Hair Store,
MISS J. E. MURPHY
3 Charlton St., Corner Main. ('Phone Cedar 2403 W) WORCESTER

HUB-MARK
RUBBERS
SCHOOL DAYS NEVER END
Thousands of people are yearly learning to know the
aifference between honest goods and the other kind. Long
ago In life'* school many learned the true economical value
of Hub-Mark Rubbers and they have never forgotten the
lesson. That's why the business man, the professional man,
the policeman, the motor-man and the postman say
•Bub-Mark" to the storeman when they buy rubbers.
Mothers with a true sense of economy and a
sense of health protection Insist on Hub-Mark
robbers for their boys end girls. Tbey cost no moryn
than other standard, fin* quality robbers.
^V.
Hub-Mark rubber footwear Is made by a ^
factory which Is tbe largest and best equipped in the
world, and one wbich has been satisfying the public
foot wants for sixty years.
Order by name. Say "Hub-Mark." It*« a wise
foot note to your shopping list.
Then rubbers are manufactured by the Boston Rubber Shoe Company, Maiden, Mass.

The Duke's Question.
The delicate operation of separating
the French Siamese twins, which has
just been successfully performed, re
calls Lord Houghton's story of a duke
of St. Albans who went to Inspect the
original Siamese twins. The tale is
retold In the London Express. The
duke looked at the two hoys, and
then turned to their showman. "Ar
they brothers?" he asked. The show
man's reply has not been preserved.
One Thing Grouch Can De.
"A grouch," observes the Jamestown
Optimist, "adds to the happiness ol
others only by keeping away from
them."—Kansas Cltv Star.

THE HUB-MARK IS YOUR VALUE-MARK
FOR SALE BY
JOHN T. GRADY, Nbrth Brookfieid

VOTE FOR

HERBERT E. GUMMINGS For Senator
ELECTION. Tuesday. November 3.

A Breach of Promise Case'
The W. C. T. U. will have a sale of infants' clothing, at Mrs Childs' on School
For some time, it is alleged, one of our
street, Friday, Nov. 13.
prominent citizens- has paid more or less
A sewing meeting of the G. F. S. will attention to a yoong and beautiful wid^
be held in the Guild rooms on Tuesday ow of this town forgetting or at least not
evening, Nov. 3, at 7.45 o'clock.
heeding the advice of the immortal Mr
Mr James Buckley of the U. S. S_ Weller to his son Samuel to "beware of
North Dakota, arrived here yesterday on the vidders."
He now claims that he was not serious
a short visit with his mother on Bell
in his intentions and that he was not atstreet.
Mr Raymond Evans, of Putnam. Ct., tached to her, but however that may
has entered the employ of THE JOURNAL, have been the widow became attached to
and with Mrs Evans has taken rooms at him, and as he seems to have lost interest
in the matter she has attached his prop>
Mrs Slayton's on Elm street.
erty, which is a form of attachment that
The North Brookfieid Grange has sehe does not enjoy.
cured Harry Worcester Smith of Grafton
The resnlt is, that he finds himself the
to give his illustrated lecture on A Trip
defendant in a first class breach of promto Ireland, on the 17th of November.
ise case and his questionable attitude
Further particulars later.
towards the widow will be given an
Ezra Batcheller Woman's Relief Corps
airing.
v
will meet in Grand Army hall, Saturday
The parties in the case are so prominent
evening, Oct. 31. at 7 p. m. to rehearse that it is feared no court room will hold
for Inspection. Let us have a full and the crowd desirous of attending the trial,
prompt attendance.
so it will be held fn North Brookfleld
Ezra Batcheller Woman's Relief Corps town hall, on Tuesday evening, Nov 10,
will hold a food sale of baked beans; under the auspices of the Congregational
brown anp white bread, doughnuts, and church choir, for whose benefit the pro
pies, Saturday, Oct. 31, at 4.15 p. m. at ceeds will be devoted.
the coal office of A. H. Foster.
It will be a Mock Court Trial, and
The Choir of the Congregational church several of our leading people will partici
were very successful in their presentation pate. Col. A. V. Newton, the well
of Sunbonnets last evening. They had a known lawyer-lecture of Worcester, will
full house, gave a very accptable "show" attend to the details, and conduct the
and netted about *20 for their exchequer. entertainment, as he has had remarkable
success in this line.
Next Thursday night, Nov. 5, will be
competitive night at the North Brookfieid
Grange. Jerry R. Kane of Spencer, Mrs McCorrnack, the Great Irish Tenor.
Effle T. Swindell of Oakham and Harry
The first concert of the Steinert Series
D. Pollard of New Braintree will be the
judges and award the prize to the winner will be given in Mechanics Hall, Worcester, next Wednesday evening, November
The Appleton Club meets at the home 4th, when Mr John McCorrnack, the popof Dr. and Mrs Albert H. Prouty next nlar Irish Tenor, will appear in a delightWednesday evening, Nov. 4.; Papers by ful program assisted t y Mr Donald MeMiss Wright, Miss Lawrence, and Mrs Beath, violinist, and Mr Edward SchneiHarris, with readings by Mrs Helen U. der, the well-known accompanist.
Batcheller.
McCorrnack is probably the greatest
The postmaster at North Brookfieid tenor on the concert stage.
The opporstates there has been a marked increase tunity to hear him Will be greatly apprein the number of deposits at this office ciated and the prices for tickets for the
and especially by the foreign speaking entire series of concerts are 83.00 and
people since the beginning of the European $4.00 each, and such artists as the followwar. Note the article on Postal Savings ing will be presented: John McCorrnack,
in another column.
tenor, Alice Nfelson, soprano, Evelyn
Mrs Geo. W. Paulsen and her little Scotney, soprano, Julia Culp, soprano,
daughter Helen returned to Qnincy this Jeska Swartz, contralto, Rudolph Ganz,
noon, after a few days' visit with her pianist, Howard W hite, basso, Umberto
mother Mrs Emma Carley, at the home Sorrentino, Italian tenor, and Albert
of Mrs D. C. Winslow. Mrs Carley will Spalding, violinist.
return to her home in New York, on
Course tickets and single tickets for the
Saturday.
first concert are now on sale by the M.
Next Sunday morning at the Congregational church, the Sacrament of the
Lord's Supper will be administered, with
reception of members. At 6, Y. P.S. O.
E., consecration meeting in charge of
President Stephanie Glass. At 7 lecture
in auditorium on '' Russia as it- is today," illustrated with 75 colored pictures.

this morning, calling the Department to
the farm of Mr George A. Jenks in Bigelow hollow.
At 11.15 p. m., last night, there was an
unusually brilliant flash of lightning accompanied by a trememdous crash of
thunder, which was heard all over the
town, and this was followed by a brief
downfall of rain. Mrs Jenks was awakened by the flash and went through the
lower part of the house, but discovering
no sign of trouble, went to sleep again.
At 12 o'clock Clemence Sandmann, as he
was returning from a game of dominoes
at William Giffin's, saw flames bursting
from the roof on the northeast corner of
the Jenks house, and hurriedly gave the
alarm to awaken the sleeping inmates.
Mr Jenks made every effort to call the
central office on his telephone, but was
unable to get any response, and Iver
Lundberg, the hired man, jumped on a
horse, and raced for the village a half
mile away. Not understanding the automatic alarm at the engine house, he
rushed directly to the gate-of the B & R
Rubber factory, and succeeded in attracting the attention of the watchman, who
had the alarm sounded on the whistle at
12.15 a.m.
The fire spread so rapidly that neither
Mr or Mrs Jenks were able to save anything of value and all the contents of the
house are a total loss. The house is also
a total wreck only the front walls remain

North Brookfieid high school footbal
team will play Palmer high at Palmer tomorrow. It is rumored that each one of
the boys has his life insured.

Fun! Fun! Fun!

Mr Jenks roughly estimates his loss at
over «5000. Virtually nothing was saved.
The house was insured for 83000 through
the Frank A. Smith agency, which also
placed 11500 on the furniture and contents. One look at the place this morn
ing would seem to convince anyone that
the insurance adjusters would have very
little to do in arriving at the loss.

MOCK
COURT TRIAL
under the auspices of the

Congregational Church Choir

TOWN

Brass Dies Last Long.
With proper care brass dies for
printing upon wood have been known
to make more than 2,000,000 impressions before wearing out.

WANTED
WASHING and Ironing. -Will call and deliver. MBS CROSBY, Ayres St., North
Brookfleld.
2**3*

TUESDAY
EVENING,

V[nv
1VUV.

|A
1U

One of our most respected citizens
will be charged with

BREACH OF PROMISE
Regular Court Rules.
Startling
Developments.
Ludicrous Situations. Local Hits. An Evening
of Refined Fun.

PRICES, 25 and 35 Cents
Tickets on sale at Eugene Reed's Drug
Store, November 6th.
Doors Open at 7:30 Court Called at 8:15

Boosts Garden City Idea.

T F you wish to Buy or Sell
a farm or village property,
to Hire Or Let a tenement,
drop me a postal and I will call
on you.
NEW YORK AND BOSTON CONNECTIONS

CHARLES E. BATCHELLER
Telephone—North Brooklield-2

Call at 46 Summer Street
To see the Latest Models of

SP1RELLA
CORSETS
Or have them brought to your horn*]*
by sending word to
*••
•••

MRS. B. C. GRAVES,
Representative for the Brookf ields.
Telephone 26-13,
NORTH BROOKFIEUD,
27

TORjO

ERNEST D. GORBIN, Optometrist

Appearance of

Model

English

Town.

Burnville is one of England's model
towns. It was developed along scientific lines by the Garden Cities and
Town Planning association of London.
The association went to great pains to
make the place perfect in every respect, in order to show the benefits
of well planned cities and towns. It
is claimed to be the most healthful
and cheerful place In England. There
are 925 houses in the model town.
Not more than nine houses are built
on an acre. Klngsley road, which is
reproduced here, gives an idea of the
place.
A Prescription.
Love one woman, all children, and
some men.—Tudor Jenks.

Carriages, Stanhopes, Concords

FOR RENT
AN Eight-room cottage on Willow St. Town
watfr. L. B. HAYDEN, Grant St. North
Brookfleld.
«

IF

Streets.

The cleanliness, the neatness, the
beauty of streets and sidewalks are
influences in behalf of good order and
exalted citizenship that are more powerful than prisons or parks. What a
city really is, is told by the character
of her streets—not her high or broad
streets, so much as the streets out
where the population lives. What a
city government amounts to In establishing the character of a city 1B more
reflected in the gutters and crossings
than the proud parade on the public
occasions. A foul or dirty street, a
bad and dangerous sidewalk, a gutter of standing, muddy water destroy
civic pride and undermine a true citizenship.—Columbus (O.) State Jour-

botu rubber ana steel tires, Buggies,
Democrat and Delivery Wagons, Bar
revs and Road Wagons, both new and
second hand.

SUNNY FURNISHED ROOM
To Let, with kitchen privileges H desired. To
a woman, for the winter. For further information inquire at the office of the JOURNAL.
44*

AT BOTTOM PRICE*-

FOR RENT
FINE Upper Tenement of seven rooms in Bollard house on cushinK St.. steam heat, bathroom, etc.
Apply toHer.uert E. CurominBS,
North Brookfleld.
*>

Shingles and Roofing Materia

Harness, RobeB, Blankets, Whips and
Oil Cloths. Not too Costly. Not too
Cheap.

AH the different grades. All Bizes ol
Nails, also,

Bemember that my prices are always
FOR RENT
the lowest. I sell BO as to sell again.
ONE COTTAGE of nine looms to rent on
Maple St.. one tenement of stz romns to rent Dr. l>«nl«l's Bom Remedies Alw.J.
on second floor on South Main St. Apply to
GEO. R. HAMANT,
la stock.
i
North Brookfieid
TELEPHONE OAKHAM D4.

THREE or Foor good tenement*, centrally located, of four, flve or *ix rooms each ironi
86 to $11 per month. Inquire ol ARTHUR C.
BLISS at North Brookfleld Savings Bank

The Famous OneHorse Chaise had
beenequippedwith

Goodyear Tires
It would have been
a Better Chaise.
Make your Car a
BETTER CAR
by using GOODYEAR TIRES.

Stop! Look! Listen!
TO THESE PRICES.

W. F. FULLAM
MRS HELEN MORSE SMITH
DRESSMAKING
1J Prospect St

IN SCRIPT OR
ENGLISH TEXT

H. I. Lawrence, North Brookfieid
ARTISTIC MONUMENTS
AND CEMETERY MEMORIALS
In all kind, of

William C. Crawford
OAKHAM.

C A. RISLEY & COMPANY

FIFTY CENTS EACH
Washings will be Called
' and Delivered Free.

For

Self I Postal ir Telephone 54-2.

H. A. Russell, Manager.

NOTICK
THE UWDERSKJNKD wish to announce that
~ I have opened the Btocksmith shoo, known as
the Bliss shop, oo Qe». 1. and will do all kinds of
(*nia»-Woodwo*«artBI«flksmtth work.
Also Horseshoeing a Speotoltir.
Havini many years experience In all branches.
I will also put on Rubber Tires, having the bast
machine then Is made.
All Work Guaranteed.
41.4
P. A. LAREAU.

Vest Brookfieid.

MRS HELEN F. LUTHER,

WE shall hereafter keep constantly on hand
ready-printed notloes on cloth, suitable
or posting in the open air.
JOURNAL Offloe, North Brookfleld
TO RENT
fTlHE HUMPHREY house on Spring 8t. Steam
1 heat, hot and cold water, bath, set range
and every convenience. Eent exceptionally
moderate.
_ S. B. COLEBROOK,
40i
Phone 3S-B, East Brookfleld.

North Brookfieid

ENGRAVED CALLING CARDS

Telephone

FAMILY WASHINGS

$10.24
$13.79
$14.66
$21.31
$30.63
$36.71

30 by 3
30 by 3 1-2
32 by 3 1-2
34 by 4
36 by 4 1-2
37 by 5

GRANITE AND MARBLE

"NO TRESPASS" NOTICES.

North Brookfieid Laundry Co.

MASS.

There's a lot of
The garden city movement in this
difference becountry Is growing rapidly, and let us
hope substantially, says the Constructween Toric
tion News. About New York city this
Lenses and
idea has been carried out admirably,
Flat Lenses
and the suggestion now comes from
besides their
New England that an attempt will be
slight extra cost They give
made to obtain 1,000 acres ot land for
you extra vision and extra
a garden city near Boston. One of the
speakers at the convention of the Na- comfort They are betterlooking, too. Come and see
tional Forward to the Land League In
Boston stated the other day that there us about Toric Lenses.
were 5,000,000 acres of waste Land In
Massachusetts, much of which was
well adapted to development of this
character. Aside from the semi-philanthropic idea Involved, it means a
great deal of money to some enterprisOffice at Dr. Ludden'a
ing man who is big and strong enough
Main Street,
North Brookfieid
to carry through this idea in the right
way.

TENEMENTS TO RENT
Connected by Long Distance Telephone^ House and Store.

HALL

North Brookfieid

RESOLUTIONS.

Frozen Without Ice.
Ice cream Is frozen without ice in
a new English freezer that Is a miniature refrigerating plant, using compressed carbonic acid gas.

REAL ESTATE

—in—

The Grange presented the three-act
play—The Donation Party—at town hall
on Thursday evening to a large attendance.
After the play a hallowe'en supper was served, followed by dancing with
music by Doyle's orchestra.

District Manager C. J. Abbott of the telephone company was in town to-day, and
Hard Task Indeed.
It Is odd and sometimes melanafter a careful investigation of this morning's trouble, postively states that his choly to see a man trying to "make up
company and its representatives were not his mind" when he has no material on
to blame for the delay in giving telephone hand to work with.
connection at the time of the fire. OperAMATEURS !
ators, he says, are not expected to go
VALUABLE Information for all persons Inter
near the switchboard during a severe
ested in Amateur Theaticals lor two cent
BYRON, 257 Pleasant St., Worcester, Mass.
electrical disturbance, and he thinks the stamp.
44
night operator responded more promptly
than should have been expected, on this
WANTED.
occasion, and directly on the blowing ot BY an experienced young woman, general
housework in private family.
the whistle he was overwhelmed with
MISS MINNIE BENWAT,
1 u-44«
North Common Street.
calls from subscribers, asking the location of the fire. He says the company is
FOR SALE
making every effort at this time to give
Weeks' oldnigs. Aii r to A. C. STODthis exchange the best possible service, -JIX
3w42
J DARD, North Brookfleld
and asks the forbearance and co-operaWANTED
tion of the public towards this end.
A GOOD Second-hand sitting room stove.
Address BOX 474, North Brookfleld.
42*

Funeral Director

:— at the great —:

Deacon E. L. Havens and family were
visited by a few of their many friends on
Monday evening, it being the 20th anniversary of their marriage.
Refreshments were served and a pleasant time
was enjoyed by all.

the central office until just after the alarm
sounded.

Let no Innocent Man Escape

Frank A. Morse attended the meeting
of the Xew England Beagle Club at Hubbardston this week.

At a special meeting of Div. 18, A. O.
H., held Saturday evening, October 10,
1914, the following resolutions were unanimously adopted on the death of Brother
Timothy Langton.
WHFKEAS, It has pleased the Heavenly
Father to remove from our midst Brother
Timothy Langton, therefore be it
RESOLVRD, That we meekly bow in submission to the severe dispensation of the
Most High.
RESOLVED, That We, the members of
Division 18, aB a just tribute to the memory of the departed, say that in regretting
his removal from our midst, we mourn
for one who was in every way a trustworthy member and worthy of our respect
and regard.
RESOLVED, That we, tender our sincere
sympathy to the relatives of our deceased
ing.
brother, and that a copy of these resoluThe firemen, on their arrival, were tions be spread upon the records of this
obliged to lay 2500 feet of hose from the Divisson, and also a copy published in the
nearest hydrant, at the Stoddard place, North Brookfieid JOURNAL.
JAMES IVORY,
down the hill; and all their efforts were
EDWIN C. MURPHY,
necessarily turned to the saving of the
ROBERT J. MCCARTHY.
big barns in the rear, as the wind carried
Committee.
the sparks in that direction.
Fortunately the shower following the stroke wet
Speed of Run of Stream.
the roofB and they were saved intact.
A stream runs most rapidly oneThe hand chemicals did go:>d service. flfth of the depth below the surface
The house was built in 1850, by Will- and its average speed Is that of the
iam P. Lamson, and Mr Jenks hasowned current two-fifths of the depth above
and occupied it for the past 28 years.
It the bottom.
was well built, a most convenient and attractive home. The electric lights were
One Evil Spared.
extinguished at the time of the fire, and
There is no disgrace In being poor,
not only Mr Jenks but several of the we are told. And we're jolly glad of
neighbors say that they were'unable to It, for there are enough other disadget into telephonic communication with vantages about It without that one.

FRED G. CLAPP

Congregational Sunday school will have
a special Temperance Service, Nov. 8, at
12.15 o'clock p. m. A cordial invitation
is extended to everyone to be present.
i

NEW BRAINTREE.

Mr and Mrs C. A. Felton and Mr and
FINE FARM HOUSE OP OEOROE A. Mrs S. L. Dickinson have returned from
JENKS TOTALLY DESTROYED.
an auto trip to Williston, Vt.,-where they
visited Mr C- W, Tyler and Miss Winnie
An alarm of fire was sounded at 12.20 B. Learned.

WANTED
TO do second girl's work In family of six a
young, strong,willing girl who can live at
home. To begin with, presence maybe n-quired
in the mornings only. Experience is not
necessary but neatness. Industry and willingness to do what is asked are essential. Apply
between 4.30 and 5.30 or after 8 p. m. to
MISS MARION F. E. COOKE,
The Brookfleld School.
Steinet&Sons Company, 308 Main St.,
North Brookfleld; Oct. 15,1914
42
whojwill be glad to njail to any one on application an illustrated prospectus of the
concerts. The program of the first concert will be as follows:—Aria, Una, furtive lagrima "L'elisir d'amore," Donizetti, Mr John McCorrnack; air from
concerto, Goldmark, Mr Donald McBeath; (a) "Ave Maria," Schubert, (b)
"I Hear a Thrush at Eve" (serenade),
Charles W Cadman, (c) "The Moon
Drone Low," (American Indian Song,)
Registered Embalmer.
CharlesW. Cadman, (d) "Mattinata,"
Leoncavallo, Mr John McCorrnack; (a)
I,a.dT Auliuu,
serenade, Victor Herbert, (b) "E'scarpo-

Mrs H. P. Hambury has returned from
an exceddingly pleasant trip to Nashville,
Tenn., where she attended the meetings
of the United Garment Workers, and
was most royally entertained.
She
brought home with her a fine specimen
of the cotton plant, with its product in
the various stages, which she plucked in lette," Thel Barnes, Mr Donald McBeath;
Irish Songs (a) "The Last Glimpse of
a cotton field near Chattanooga, Tenn.
Erin" (Coulin) by request, Arr. V. O'BriDelta Sigma of the high school will
en' (b) "The Next Market Day," Arr.
meet this (Friday) evening, with Miss
Hughes, (c) "Irlsi. Emigrant," Barker,
Eileen McCarthy, Bates street, and all
Mr John McCorrnack; "Ballade et Polanthe members are expected to appear in
ise," Vieuxtemps, Mr Donald McBeath;
ghostly costume. The program will be
recit. and air "Ah! Moon of My Delight"
as follows;—Club song by the members;
(from "In a Persian Garden",) Lehmann,
grindB, Evelyn Olapp, Ethel Chadbourne,
by request, Mr John McCorrnack.
Nellie Howard and Ada Hart; school
notes, Miss Florence Noonan; editorial,
Margaret Cohen; piano solo,
Bertha
The Pythian Sisters will have a sale
Johnson; reading of "Breccia," Jennie and entertainment in Castle hall, Thurs- !
McNamara.
day evening, Nov. 12. Admission 10 eta.'
Forty grangers went to West Brookfieid
Wednesday night, and gave a good program at the regular meeting of the local
Grange:—Piano solos by Miss Florence
Thompson; vocal solos by John J. Lane,
and Mabel Chadbourne; violin solo, Fred
Wiley, with accompaniment by Mr John
"3. Lane; the farce, "A Precious Pickle"
by members. The West Brookfieid people served a fine supper.

Disastrous Midnight Fire.

CHARLES S. LANE,

Furnishing Undertaker
REGISTERED EMBALMER.

\

Personal Baompt Attention Day
TO Night,
Telephone North BrookilelC N».
isa-ii.
Jlxng

Distance Connection.

Funerals Personally Directed
■ and Kvery Requisite Furnished.
I.»dy A..ls««»t.

SCALP SPECIALIST
North Brookfieid, Mass.
HwDiwmi
F«a»l Mswsaa
Shunpooinc
Muicufllic
OPEN MONDAY AND FRIDAY EVENINGS
Summer St. Telephone 107-3

DANIEL FOSTER,
Residence SS Spring St., ear. Prospect

House Painting, all Branches
Imlde Work • Specisltj. P»pef Hanjrlnt
and Whitening. Orders Promptly Attendedto.
P. 0. Box l»2.
(42) Satisfaction guaranteed

BROOKFIELD
BROOKFTKLD TIMES

MILLIONS DUE
BAY STATE
Commonweatth Upheld on Foreign Corporation Levy.
11

TEST

CASES

BROUGHT

NEW HAVEN IS DIVORCED
FROM BOSTON & MAINE
Railroad Holding Company Directors
All Hand In Resignation.

Boston—Separation of the Boston
and Maine from New Haven control
became practically complete when all
the directors of the Boston Railroad
Holding
Company, resigned, their
places being filled by the five trustee*
who will direct the future course of
the company.
Judge Marcus P. Knowlton of
Springfield, who is the head of the
board of" trustees, was elected president of the holding
company, ana
thereby becomes the real director of
Boston and Maine affairs. A controlling interest of Boston and Maine
stock is now in the hands of the
trustees.
The five trustees met at the South
Station and took office as soon as the
holding company's directors had resigned. Except for the fact that the
Boston Railroad Holding Company
cannot be dissolved without the consent of the State Legislature, the formality of their selection as directors
would have been unnecessary.
Nominally, as trustees they take
possession of the holding company's
stock, but as the corporation must
exist until the Legislature provides
for Its dissolution, a question might
be raised If the old board of directors
of the company retained office, for it
might be assumed that they had the
right to vote the stock. To, prevent
such a situation, the old board decided
that its resignation was in order.

SEVEN MILLION Get Ready to Pay Your War CARMAN JURORS
FAILTOMREE
Taxes,
Some
in
Effect
Now
FACE STARVATION
—

:o:

■

Adhesive Stamp Levies, Which Will Hit the Majority of "Terribly Disappointed" Says
Famine Threatens Devastated
Mrs. Bailey's Alleged Slayer
People, Will Not Be Assessed Until
Belgium.
December 1
NEEDS IMMEDIATE HELP

ANOTHER

TRIAL

UNLIKLEY

SPECIAL TAXES NOT TO BE IN FORCE TILL NOV. 1

Pro»*cutor Hear* Nine Agreed to
Washington.—The war revenue bill quarter but not more than one-half
Acquit—May Be Mistrial—Twelv*
t
which was passed by Congress and pint, 1-2 cent.
More than one-half pint' but not
Near Blow In Hot Debate
signed by the President has gone into
Covered By Attorney General
more than one pint, 1 cent.
effect as to most of its features.
In Jury Room.
to Join Canadian*.
—Decision By Chief Justice
More than one pint and not more
The exceptions are special taxes in
Rugg.
Bee. 3 on bankers, brokers and proprie- than one quart, 2 cents.
Mineola, Long Island.—After strugAH stilled wines in other containtors of theatres and circuses and the
gling for thirteen hours and fifteen,
Brussels, via London—Nearly 7,000,- tax on tobacco dealers and manufac- ers, 8 cents a gallon.
minuteB to decide whether Mrs. FlorBoston—Millions of dollars in the
Domestic and imported champagne
000 people in Belgium face famine un- turers, which will go into effect by
ence Carman was guilty of the murshape of back taxes and future taxes
less they receive help from the outside special provision on November 1. and and other sparkling wines and all
der of Mrs. Louise Bailey at Freeport
■will be brought Into the treasury of
artificially
carbonated
wines,
bottle
stamp taxes in Schedules A and Br.
last June ten jurors stood stanchly
at once.
the State through the recent decision
The stamp taes are the ines that of one-half pint or less, 5 cents.
for acquittal and two as firmly for
The American minister to Belgium,
of the Supreme Court, upholding the
Bottle more than one pint and
will affect the average man on the
conviction. The jury reported its disBrand Whitlock, says that less than street. They will not go into effect un- not more than one quart, 20 cents.
■Commonwealth in the matter of soagreement and was dicharged.
two weeks' supply of food remains in til December 1. There are a few
called foreign corporation tax cases.
Same product in all other containAccording to one of the jurors,
the cities, while conditions in the other exceptions, but they are unim- ers, 20 cents a quart.
The law provided a tax on foreign
there was an argument in the jury
country districts are even worse.
All liquors, cordials or similar
corporations doing business in the
portant.
room that almost resulted In blows.
Though Gei many has seized the food Adhesive
State and that all foreign corporations
Stamp Taxes
Effective compounds, domestic and Imported,
He said that a threat was made to
in some cities for her soldiers, she
must register with the commissioner
bottle containing not more than
December 1.
throw one of the men who sought
»till disclaims responsibility for feedof corporations. The tax was in the
The adhesive stamp taxes are the one-half pint, 1% cents.
to convict Mrs. Carman out of the
nature of a license fee paid for the
ing the Belgians.
More than one-half pint and not
ones which in most cases will fall
window.
Mr. Whitlock has had only peasant s directly on the average citizen. Here more than one pint, 3 cents,
privilege of doing business in MassaFive ballots were taken. The first,
black bread for two weeks, and the r.hey are:
More than one pint and not more
chusetts and was onetenth of 1 per
at 11 o'clock, one hour and sixteen
supply of that is short. One hundred
cent, on the capital stock, hut in no
than one quart, 6 cents.
Bonds, debentures, certificates of
minutes after retiring, stood nine for
soup kitchens are feeding over 100,000 Indebtedness by any association,
pn large containers, 24 cents a galcase to be more than $2000.
acquittal and three for conviction.
of the needy in Brussels. Families company or corporation, new issues,
It was claimed that this worked a
lon.
The three were William G. Hovey,
formerly rich are discharging their $100 par Value, each live cents.
Grape, brandy or wine spirits used
hardship, because big corporations, to
of Woodmere, juror No. 4; Joseph
servants because they are bankrupt.
in the fortification of pure sweet
•whom $2000 was a small sum, paid
Sales or agreements to sell stock,
H. Aston, of Port Washington, Juror
Noblemen may be seen slipping into $100 par value, each two cents.
wines under publication of the act
no more than ccores of small corpoNo 10, and Marx Gottsch, of New
rations. At the recommendation of
of 1890, 55 cents a gallon.
the soup kitchens. /
Agreement of sale of products or
The factories are closed.
Many merchandise on exchanges, each Special Taxes Effective November 1. Hyde Park, juror No. 6. Gottsch
Governor Walsh the law was changed
switched to acquittal on the next vote,
stores remain open, but have no busi- $100, one cent.
to a more equitaible basis, but the
SAVE A MILLION A YEAR.
Bankers on each $1,000 of capital,
ness. The street cars are being operchange was nullified by the action of
Promissory notes, except bank surplus ' and undivided profits em- taken at midnight. There was no
several corporations who held the Mansfield Claim. Thi* Can be Don* ated, but the railway train service notes for circulation and renewals, ployed in the business shall pay $1. change to the situation from then
on
law was unconstitutional, and either
has been suspended. The supplies of each $100, two cents.
by Replacing Sinking Bond*
-T
„This tax applies- to any person, Arm
On leaving the courtroom one or
Bundles shipped by freight and or company and every incorporated
paid their taxes under protest or recoffee, tea, flour, rye and salt are pracby Serial Bond*.
the jurors told newspaper reportersfused to pay them at all.
tically exhausted.
express, one cent.
or other bank "having a place of busiTelegraph and telephone compan- ness where credits are opened by the that nine of the Jurors discussed evl-'
London—The American commission
The Commonwealth brought two
Boston — Approximately $1,000,000
ies, one cent on each message over deposit or collection of money or cur- dence in the Garden City Hotel, foltest cases which were taken to the would be saved the State each year tor i he relief of sufferers from the war
lowing Mrs. Carman's appearance on
United States Supreme Court.
Al- by replacing sinking bonds by serial in Belgium will be unable to ship its
fifteen cents.
rency subject to be paid or remitted
Senders of telephone or telegraph upon draft, check or order, or where the stand, and decided then and there
though the court decided in favor of bonds, In the opinion of State Treasur- first cargo, consisting of 2500 tons of
the Commonwealth, the decision in er Mansfield, who testified at a bond foodstuffs, until Wednesday, because messages on each over 15 cents, one money is advanced or loaned on to acquit her.
Lewis J. Smith, District Attorney,
these cases was narrowed by the facts hearing conducted by the State Board of the delay in the board of trade
cent.
stocks, bonds, bullion, etc.," but savCertificates of profits of corpora- ings banks with no capital stock, in- was informed of this juror's stateIn granting the necessary license to
of the particular cases.
of Efficiency and Economy.
ment.
He said he would Investigate
tions, etc., and transfers thereof, cluding postal savings banks whose
Attorney General Boynton found the
Mr. Mansfield said that the State export food from England.
it at once and that what he learned
face value each $100, two cents.
The commission will have to replace
matter pending when he assumed of- has $125,000,000 of sinking fund
business Is confined to receiving deDamage certificates, etc., twenty- posits and loaning or Investing the might decide whether Mrs. Carman
fice. He turned It over to Assistant bonds outstanding. He held that if all food now being procured in Engshould undergo a second trial, and
five cents.
Attorney General Hoar, who promptly these bonds were called In and serial land lor shipment to Belgium by an
same for the benefit of the depositors, also might affect the question of adOther certificates required by law,
brought nine more test cases, lnvolv- bonds issued in their stead the State equal amount brought from some othare exempted from the tax.
mitting her to ball.
ten cents.
tng forty-one points of law, covering would save the amount stated until er country. The British government
When Mrs. Jennie Duryee, mother
BrokerB
**Jj
Broker's note or memorandum of
every possible point at issue. The the indebtedness was liquidated.
has declined to promise any definite
Pawnbrokers
JJ
of the slain woman, was asked what
sale, ten cants.
decision of the Supreme Court, writ"The chief difficulty," said Mr. funds for the UBO of the commission
Commercial
brokers
20
she thought of the verdict when seen
Deeds or realty transfers valued
ten by Chief Justice Rugs, upholds the Mansfield, "is to determine a work- beyond a lump contribution, the exact
Custom house brokers
10
In her Hempstead home, she did not.
between $100 and $500, fifty cents.
contentions of the Commonwealth in able method for retiring the sinking amount of which is not known. The
20
Commission
merchants
reproach the men who had failed toDeeds do., each additional $500,
•even of the nine suits, involving fund bonds and of Issuing serial commission, therefore, expects that
Proprietors of theatres, museums convict Mrs. Carman.
fifty cents.
most of the important facts.
the
greater
amount
of
the
supplies
for
bonds In their stead. The holders of
"The outcome is a moral conviction,
Entry of goods at custom houses, and concert halls where an admission
It is estimated that half a million long-term bonds may protest that Belgium must come from neutral counIs charged, to be taxed as follows:
she said. "I am satisfied with it: I did
$100 value, twenty-five cents.
dollars of back taxes will be promptly they contemplated a long-term invest- tries.
Where
the
seating
capacity
Is
not
not want to see this woman electroDitto, not exceeding $500 value,
paid Into the State treasury. In con- ment. I think that serial bonds may
more than 250, $25.
cuted or sent to prison. I think her
fifty cents.
sequence of the decision, to say nothWashington—Reports to the Belgian
Seating
capacity
not
more
than
.be issued lor the term that the slnkhusband is to blame for her jealousy.
Ditto, not exceeding $500 value $1.
ing of millions of dollars that will be W fund bonds have to run. With tne legation of the miserable conditions
He Is more to blame than she Is. I
600, $60.
"_
Entry
for
withdrawal
of
goods
onn
collected in the years to come.
Seating capacity more than 800,
possibility of saving
the State among the inhabitants of the captured
sympathize deeply with her.
from customs bonded warehouse,
should
country, whose fields and storehouses
"Still I don't see how Mrs. Carman
$1,000,000 » year I think we
fifty cents.
WANTS NEW
ENGLAND TO USE surmount any obstacle."
have been ravaged and laid waste by
Seating capacity of more than
could be acquitted on the evidenceInsurance of property, new or refour
armies,
have
prompted
the
BelCOTTON FOR PACKING.
Alfred D. Chandler of Brookline,
800, $100.
presented to the jury. I believed
newed policies, each $1, one-half of
Proprietors of circuses, $100.
an expert on municipal and State gian minister, Mr. Havenith, to redouCelia Coleman's story, I analyzed
a cent.
Mayor of Richmond Appeal* to Mayor finances, was given full credit for the ble his efforts to secure funds for the
Proprietors
or
agents
of
all
other
Delia's testimony and I feel that she.
Policies of insurance or bond oi
public
exhibitions
or
shows
heretoCurley of Boston,
relief of his destitute people.
recommendations of Mr. Mansfield.
nature of indemnity for loss, each
spoke the truth.
The minister received a letter from
fore enumerated, $10.
"The per capita debt of Massa"Of course, I know I cannot do$1, one cent.
Lecture lyceums (Chautauquas),
Boston—Mayor Curley has been aj» chusetts," Mr. Chandler said, "Is $23 * friend at the front, who, though 65
Pasenger tickets by sea to foreign
anything to bring my daughter back,
agricultural or Industrial fairs or
pealed to by Mayor George Ainslee and that of the next highest State, years qf age, has enlisted in the army
ports costing less than $10, one dolbut even at that, I would not want
exhibitions under tbfe auspices of reof Richmond to induce New England New York, is but $9. In ton years, and placed his automobile, driving it
Mrs. Carman or Mrs. Carman's mother
lar.
. ,
ligious or charitable associations are
manufacturers to use* cotton wher- seven additional States have liquidat- himself, at the service of the military.
Ditto, not exceeding $60, three dolto suffer any more than she already
exempt
from
this
tax.
ever possible In packing their pro- ed their debts, while that of Massa- After conducting the German officers
lars.
has."
Bowling
alleys
and
billiard
rooms,
ducts. Mayor Curley has not yet chusetts has increased $1,000,000 a who took part In the pourparlers for
Ditto, exceeding $60, five dollars.
$5 for each alley or table.
decided whether he will undertake year. The metropolitan area pays the surrender of Antwerp back to the
Perfumery, cosmetics, etc.. vaseline, hair dyes, tooth washes, grad- Tobacco Tax** Effective November 1
this proposition.
more than one-half the State debt. German lines, he returned to Ostend.
Tobacco dealers, fifty thousand
The letter from Mayor Ainslee was, Worcester, with a population of 150.- He described the condition of the
ed In values of five cents up to 16
SIXTY-THIRD CONGRESS.
pounds annually, $6.
"I want to make a suggestion to you 000, pays $431,000 a year as extrane- country through which he passed.
cents, each five cents of value, oneOne
hundred
thousand
pounds
an"What can 1 say of Termonde,"
and to leave It to your discretion how ous debt and Brookline, with $32,000
eighth of a cent.
Passed the Federal Reserve
nually, $12:
Ditto, valued frbm 15 to 25 cents,
to bring it to the attention of the people, pays $491,000. Serial fund the letter said: "in all that city there
act, revising the banking and
Over one hundred
thousand
are only 30 houses standing; of Aerpeople of New England If you think bonds would help reduce the debt.
five eights of a cent.
currency law* of the United
pounds annually, $24.
Ditto, each additional 25 cent* rechot, where nothing remains, and I
It worth while. The suggestion is
States.
Other tobacco dealers doing busihavent seen the others, Louvain,
this, that your manufacturers use
tail, five-eights of a cent.
B. 4 M. Fined $2875.
Repealed the exemption
ness of $200 a year, a shop, $4.80.
Chewing gum, etc., valued less
That which is
cotton product wherever possible in
Boston—Fines aggregating $2875 DleBt, Malines, etc.
clause of the Panama Canal
Tobacco manufacturer*, fifty thouthan a unit, four-tenths of a cent
packing their own products. I know were imposed upon the Boston & most piteous Is to encounter upon the
act, thereby requiring tolls from
sand pounds a year, $6.
Ditto, each additional $1, fourof one firm in Louisville, Ky„ which Maine railroad by Judge Morton of the highways one of the endless columns
American coastwise ships «s
One hundred thousand pounds a
tenths of a cent.
lias increased Its use of cotton bags United States District Court for viola- of refugees, poor old women carried in
well a* other*.
Voting powers or proxies, ten
year, $12.
4625 a day. Formerly they were us- tion of the safety appliance act, the wheelbarrows, bicycles with cushions
Passed the Clayton Anti-Trust
Two hundred thousand pounds a
ing $180,000 worth of cotton goods act limiting the hours of labor of rail- on which had been placed one and
act, supplementing the Sherman
Power to convey real estate, proyear, $18.
• year In the packing of their pro- road employees and the act requiring sometimes two little babies, carts
Anti-Trust law, making guilt
Four hundred thousand pounds a
tests, twenty-five cents.
ducts. Now they are using at the rest and food every 28 hours for cattle containing household goods, cattle, a
personal.
Palace or parlor car seat or berth,
year, $24.
irate of $367,5Q0 worth. There are in transit.
. miserable, hopeless procession of inPassed the bill creating the
One million pounds a year, *oo.
one cent.
many things not now packed In cotA fine of $100 was also imposed habitants fleeing from villages that
Federal Trade Commission.
Five
million
pounds
a
year,
$300.
The conference committee changed
ton that can be so packed which upon the Central Vermont railroad were being bombarded or burned."
provided $35,000,000 for a
Ten million pounds a year, $600.
The American Red Cross, through the telegraph and telephone tax to rewould raise our own consumption of for violation of the act requiring rest
Government railroad In Alaska.
Twenty million pounds a year,
the crop by 50 per cent. New Eng- and food every 28 hours for cattle to the state department today, trans- quire the company to collect it from
Provided for the American ■
$1,200.
mitted by telegraph $65,000 from its the "person paying for the message,
land can wield Immense power in transit.
^^^^__
registry of forelgn-bullt »hlp*.
Over twenty million pounds a
European war relief fund as follows; In lieu of the word "sender."
this movement and it is plainly to its
Filled 7,000 more page* In the
The Government will collect the year, $2,48«.
American ambassador, Paris, for
Mas*. Police Association Elect..
Interest to do so."
Cigar manufacturers, one hunCongressional R*cord than any
Lawrence-The Massachusetts Po- the American ambulance, $25,000; sleeping car ticket tax from the comother session In Congress.
dred thousand cigars a year, $3.
American ambassador at London, for panies.
J»EW *300,0OO HIGHWAY OPENED. lice Association h». elected John J.
Wa» in session almost conTwo hundred thousand cigars *
" The tax imposed under the new law
Sullivan of Lawrence
Pedant. the American hospital at Taignton, shall not be levied after Dec. 31, 1916.
tinuously for 328 days, breakyear, $1£
$10,000;
American
consul
at
Munich,
T
"Mohawk Trail" Give* Route Through James Cash of T«^ ^*^
One million cigars a year, $50.
ing the record of the first sesTaxes on Drinkables.
James McKeaney of Cambridge, secre- for'the American hospital, $10,000;
Five million cigars a year, $160.
sion of th* Fiftieth Congre**
Berkshlres.
The principal feature of the law is
tary, and Arthur H. Chase of Brockton, American ambassador, Berlin, for the
Twenty million cigars a year,
by 25 day*.
treasurer.
The next annual conven- two hospitals in Germany where the the tax on beer, which will be $1.60 a
Received
more than 5,000
North Adams—"The Mohawk Trail,"
American Red Cross personnel are barrel, or 50 cents more than is Im- $600.
tion will be held In Haverhill.
Forty million cigars a year, $1,nomniatlon* from the President.
Massachusetts' new $300,000 highway
on duty, $10,000; American minister posed under the present law. The tax
Ratified 26 arbitration treatle*
through the Berkshire Hills, has been
at Vienna, for the hospitals where Is a stamp revenue, and is to be im- 200.
Pick Hub for Convention.
Over forty millions cigars a year,
with foreign nation*.
formally opened.
San Francisco—At a business ses- the American Red Cross are on duty, posed on "all,beer, lager beer, ale,
Appropriated $1,116,908,777.26
$2,496.
The dedication exercises were held sion here of the American Associa- $10,000.
porter and other similar fermented
Cigarette
manufacturers,
one
for the fl*c*l year 1915.
on Hoosac Mountain, the highest point
liquor, brewed, manufactured, sold or
tion of Traveling Passenger Agent*
Adopted a re«olutlon Justifyon the new trail. President Harry A. which is touring California, Boston 296,869 Prisoner* Now In Germany. stored to warehouse, or removed for million cigarettes a year, $12.
Two million cigarettes a year, $24.
ing the President In lending
Garfield of Williams College and Con- was chosen unanimously as the conconsumption or sale within the United
London.—A
Reuter
dispatch
from
Five million cigarettes a year, $60,
troop* to Mexico.
gressman Allen T. Treadway were
States, by whatever name such liquors
Amsterdam says, according to Berlin
vention city for 1916.
Ten million cigarettes a year,
Appropriated $500,000 to bring
among the speakers.
shall be called."
newspapers
received
there,
the
num$120.
American* out of th* war xone
The road forms the connecting link
The new law also taxes all stilled
Paragon of Wive*.
ber
of
war
prisoners
In
Germany
up
Fifty
million
cigarettes
a
year,
In
Mexloo and $2,760,000 to
wines, domestic and imported, when
of the State highway from Boston to
"Does your wife write you continu$600.
bring them out of the war xon*
Troy, N. Y., and the West, and opens ally for coin?" "No; she's, an excel- to Oct. 21 aggregated 296,869, Includ- sold or offered for sale or consumpOf these it Is Bald tion, as follows:
One hundred million cigarettes a
in Europe.
to automobiUsts a section of the most lent bridge player. Bless her little ing 5401 officers.
year, $1,200.
Broke up the lobby.
Per bottle of quarter pint or less,beautiful parts of the Berkshlres, heart, she sent me $10 this month Ol there are 2472 French officers and
146,897 men; 2164 Russian officers and
Over one hundred million cigawhich were, heretofore, inaccessible
1-4 cent.
0<KH>OrJOPO<OOC«X>OCH30CC
the rent money."
rettes
a
year,
$2,496.
104,524 men; 547 Belgian officers and
Bottle containing more than oneon account of heavy grades.
Si ,3', 8 men, and 218 British officers
8EIZE AUSTRIAN CANNON.
Waiting for the Right Day.
UTAH MAN CANNOT LOSE HI8 JOB
and 8669 men.
FLYING COMPETITION OFF.
Somebody passed a counterfeit dolMany New Bands of Mercy.
Defeat Austrian* Decisively East of
Boston—At the monthly meeting of iar on old Uncle Mose, which nearly 200,000 Americans Seek to Join Manufacturer* Fall to Take Advan- Retains Attorney to Release Him
Kalonovlk.
From Po*tma*ter*hlp.
directors of the Massachusetts Society broke his heart. Weeks later he reCanadians.
tage of Government's Offer.
Londori— A news agency despatch
Colton, Utah.—Lyman H. Marble,
for the Prevention of Cruelty to Ani- lated his troubles to his employer.
San Diego, Cal.—The competition
London.—Maj.-Oen. Hughes, Canafrom NIsh, Servla. says that a detachmals, President Rowley announced "Ah done gib up lookln' fer de man dian minister for defence,»declared for $75,000 worth of aeroplanes to merchant and postmaster here, has ment of the enemy attacked the Monthat during September the agents ex- whut gimme It," he said. "Ah reckon that It would be impossible to keoii be added to the flying corps of the retained an attorney In an endeavor tenegrins occupying a position east
amined 3758 animals, of which 420 it ain't no use tryin' fer to find him." Americans from joining the ranks of United States Army was called off to be released from his official posiof Kalonovlk.
were horses belonging to fish peddlers "Well, it looks pretty good for a coun- Canadian volunteers.
here mecause manufacturers of flying, tion. Hie term expired more than a
He said:
The Montenegrins were re-enforced
year
ago,
but
the
Government
has
and tawkers; made 30 prosecutions^ terfeit," remarked the other. "Why
machines
did
not
present
spepiflca"We are orepared to furnish 300,by troops brought up from Borlvats and
failed to appoint a successor or to
with 28 convictions; took 129 horses don't you try to get rid of it?" "Ye*. 100 men.
Fully 2O0.P00 Americans tions of entries.
assumed the offensive, inflicting a
from work, and humanely destroyed sah, yes, sah. Sho' does look thata have gone to Canada in thti ho|io of
Cash prizes of $30,000 also failed to release him or his bondsmen.
crushing defeat upon the Austrians.
The Increase In mall matter since
136 horses. In the stockyards and abat- way Some days Ah think mase'f it**
oinlng the Canadian forces, and how prove sufficient Incentive. The whole
who abandoned mountain cannon and
toirs 25,972 animals were examined, good. Gues* Ah'll jes' wait fur out
vlll they be prevented from doing BO affair was called off by Lieutenant the parcel post was established, has a large number of rifles.
of 'em good days an' Jes' pass II
caused
him
losses.
Marble
says.
and 37 cattle, swine and sheep
Colonel Samuel Reber.
1 It la their desire tr loin?'
erlonx."
humanely destroyed.
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n i ajaa. anwen, we are menus—mentis •Be spoke. The silk thread had knotted
that nothing can separate again a* and she sat disentangling It with her
needle.
long as life lasts."
"As soon as you are able to travel
The wlstfulness of gratitude dimmed
the eyes of the sick man. "As long as we are going to take you away somelife lasts! That won't be a great where. The city Is hot." ,
Enoch stared out at the window.
while, Boy," he whispered huskily;
"only now—It is all right—and it "Who is 'we'?" he questioned.
A wave of scarlet crept across the
seems different I felt like a coward
a little while ago. You remember that girl's face.
"Andrew Merry has offered to help
writing chap who died lately? He said
something Just before he went. I care for you until you are quite strong
Author °f "The Woman jrom Wolverfons"
thought of it this moraing—'I'm afraid again," she answered without raising
to go home in the dark'—wasn't that her eyes.
There still were gray shadows in his
IILLUSTKATIO^S^ ELLSWORTH YOUNGwhat he said? I felt lonely—and I
face and wan hollows and wrinkles
know—"
COPYRIGHT I9M-PY EC.BROWNE fa.CO■*■■»■»
"Listen, Enoch." Merry spoke with about his mouth. H1B hair had whita tone of passionate conviction. "Look ened at the temples. Physically the
gether
convulsively.
The
nails
cut
Into
here, old man, you're not going home man had changed, but a new tranCHAPTER XXIV—Continued.
his palms and an ache which hurt in the dark, not yet. You've got thirty quility had begun to smooth away
"Why," she cried suddenly, "the date tugged at his heart Wentworth's I or forty years before that homegolng."
He turned Imperatively to the nurse.
was May 29, last year; that was two chamber held memories for him: he
days after I came home from the con- thought of nights when he had lain "Push back the curtains, won't you?
vent." Her forehead knitted into a helpless upon that same bed and Push them away back. There's a glopuzzled frown. "It must have been Enoch had taken care of him In a rious sun shining—let It in."
The woman understood. She ran up
that night — that morning — when lumbering fashion. During these days
Enoch had a stag party, and I came he had seen the rugged face grow wan a curtain and flung back the shutters.
In, after you had ail gone. It was from want of sleep; still for him a The room grew suddenly white and
the first time I saw you. I have told smile always lit the stern features.
radiant.
Suddenly, as the last remnant of an
"There!" cried Merry. "Talk of goyou about It—when you sat out there,
old scab sloughs off, every fragment ing home in the dark? See how the
•raiting for a 'bus."
_
of
hatred,
of
resentment
at
injustice,
sun is shining! Go home In the dark,
"Yes," he whispered.
"Then afterwards," she raised her of pain and rebellion whfeh for ten the Idea!"
months
had
been
warping
his
nature
A pathetic eagerness flushed into
Head with a quick gesture, "we went
to Juniper Point. There yon told me and clouding bis life fell away from the eyes of the man on the bed. The
•bout your play—and you went away Merry's heart The love, the implicit glare of the sunshine showed clearly
confidence, even the boyish depend- the wanness and ghastly shadows in
to write it?"
She paused, waiting for. Merry to ence upon the older man, came flood- the bandaged face.
"She says," the actor pointed over
answer. She did not raise her eyes, ing back Into his soul like a nigh tide.
icier head was bent as if she took the All that had stood between him and his shoulder at the white-gowned
Wentworth
seemed
unimportant
comnurse, "she says you are out on the
shame of her brother upon her own
pared with the vital fact that they highroad—coming back to stay with
•moulders.
had
been
and
still
were
friends.
us — Indefinitely, you understand,
"Yes." The man spoke to a alow
When the nurse beckoned he stole Enoch? She knows. Don't you?" He
whisper.
"Then you came back, with the play noiselessly across the floor. She point- looked into the woman's face with arfinished, and read It to Enoch, and be ed to a chair by the bedside. "He dent pleading in his eyes.
She smiled and nodded. She was
—he claimed it—because he held this has dozed off," she explained In a low
•gainst you?" She laid a trembling whisper. "He asked for you just be- •the embodiment of health and vigor.
fore
he
went
to
sleep.
I
told
him
Her stalwart body and her wholesome
singer upon the sheet of paper.
you were coming. Sit here so that he rosy face were pleasant for sick eyes
"Ye*."
can
see
you
when
he
wakes
up."
to look upon. "Yes, you've come
Dorcas sat perfectly still with her
Merry dropped Into the chair. He back," she Bald emphatically. "When
■arms lying on the desk. Merry bent
began
to
see
perfectly
through
the
the doctor left an houf ago he said we
over and gently touched her cheek.
"Oh!" she shrank away from him gloom. Wentworth's grim, gaunt face had pulled you safely around the corwith a shuddering cry. "Oh, how had startled him for a minute. The ner. Now all the job I have cut out
oould you let him do such a, thing! eyelids were closed, with depths of for me Is to see you are kept quiet and
It was so cruel, so Inconceivably cruel, shadow below them. The man's domi- patient and happy."
"Yes, happy—that'* the biggest part "When Andrew Cornea, I Want to See
MO shameful, and so unjust! It was nating nose stood out like a silhouette
Him Alone."
•tnoli a mistake! Why did you let my against the white pillow. The mus- of the prescription," repeated Merry
tache had been shaved away and lines, with a laugh.
lines of worry and care to the colortoother do such a thing?"
The lick man looked up. The con- less face.
'1 don't know." Merry spoke sb- chiseled by days and nights of pain,
wrinkled about the quiet mouth. Merry fession In his ey.es was pathetic "It
"And begin life over again?" he
roptly.
sat
staring
at
the
haggard
face
with
a
seems
ages since I was happy. Boy." asked.
Tell me why you let him do it,"
dull, tugging hope In hi* soul, which
"Yes," said the girl gently.
"Well, you're not going to be al•persisted the girl.
A pathetic eagerness came Into his
"I don't believe I can explain—to he could not voioe even to Dorcas. lowed to think, even to think of past
you." There was a hopeless tone In He wanted time—time enough to tell ages. You've only to He there and face; then It grew still with the gravEnoch
that
the
old
enmity
was
dead,
get well. It Is our business—a sort of ity of a man who had almost touched
the man's voice. "For a while it
seemed to me like a poker debt that the old love was alive, strength- job cut out for Dorcas and me—to hands with death. Into the wrinkles
ened
by
new
ties.
A.
spasm
of
pain
ran
about his mouth crept the old dogged
keep you happy. See?"
Women cannot understand a poker
through the sick man's face, wrinkling
"I see," whispered Enoch. The flick- determination, tempered by a humility
•toot"
the
pallid
forehead
and
twitching
the
er of a smile stole into his face. It which Dorcas had never seen before.
"No, I cannot understand," confessed Dorcas. Then she went on hur- lips. Merry looked up at the nurse. brought peace and a pale, eager hope- She flung her work aside, dropped on
fulness, as if a thought of restitution her knees, and drew her brother's face
riedly: "Was that your only reason?" She read the question In his eyes.
"No," she whispered, "he Is going to and atonement was dawning in the close against her own.
"No, I felt that way at first Then—
"Dorry," he said after a long silence,
It seemed foolish. One night I deter- live. His brain 1B clear now. He has man's soul. The nurse lowered the
mined for a minute to set myself free, a great constitution. That was the curtain and blotted out the radiance "when Andrew comes I want to Bee
only
thing
that
saved
him."
him alone."
?
which flooded the room.
to get the play back, and to make you
The woman had a strong, Intelligent
"He is downstairs now," she an"The doctor has ordered quiet" »he
understand. It was the night—that
face
and
her
manner
was
full
of
calm
whispered, "and sleep—as much sleep swered.
night—when you took me home—when
"Send him up, won't you—and do
tfou found me In the—when you gave conviction. She was not young and as possible."
must
have
watched
over
many
a
batMerry rose and laid his hand on you mind If he comes alone? Aftersne new courage and a fresh outlook
too life—when you made a nran of tle between life and death. She knew! Wentworth's forehead. "You hear her wards I want you."
Merry sighed with relief >and peace orders, old man?" He laughed gaily.
The girl hesitated. "Of course. But
sue."
Dorcas rose and stood facing him of mind, even with a mad throb of "If* no use running full tilt against do you think you are strong enough
joy.
The
thought
of
Dorcas
and
the
the nursing profession. Each one of to visit much?"
with her eyes searching him. "Why
future came wits) the conviction that them thinks she knows It all! But I'm
"I spoke to the doctor this morning
ididn't you do It?" she asked.
there
was
still
time
to
take
up
the
not going to say 'Good-by.' I mean and he said talking would not hurt un"Because," said Merry unsteadily,
t
old
bond*
of
love
and
to
begin
life
less
I got excited. Andrew Isn't an
to hang around here from dawn to
*io you remember you—no I—I—
dark and drop to every time I can exciting fellow."
ksked you—when a man had fallen
The face upon the pillow moved and sneak past her—or the doctor!"
"You're looking uncommonly well
as low as I had if he had anything
for a sick man," said Merry when he
left that would pull him to his feet Enoch's eyes opened slowly. RecogCHAPTER XXVI.
entered the room a few moments later.
You said, 'Yes, so long as he has hon- nition flashed Into them, then a smile
"So do you,'Boy!" Enoch's eyes
or, there is no end of a chance for crept about the lined mouth.
A Moral Lesion.
"Enoch!"
The
young
man
dropped
Him.'"
Occasionally during Enoch's conva- crinkled with a smile. "You look hapon
his
knees
beside
the
bed,
his
fin"Oh!" cried Dorcas aghast "Oh, to
lescence Dorcas found him listening to py—tremendously happy."
"Of course, I am tremendously hapthink that I should have put that in gers stole under the sheet and caught common noises about the house with
in
a
strong
grasp
the
hand
which
he
your way!"
a feverish anxiety which was half-ter- py. Why shouldn't I be tremendously
happy?
I never saw a more glorious
"Put what in wy way? Dearest, that
ror.
eight 1 came around the corner—I
"I don't know what he wants," said day; I have you back, well and strong,
had been wandering In the desert
the nurse one day. "I wish I could the same stanch old friend you always
(Suddenly I found sunshine, I found
find out. The doctor orders me not were; I've signed a contract for next
love and hope, I found you. That
to bring up any subject that might season in figures which would have
night—when you went away—I began
disturb him. There's something on given me dizzy Bpells flve years ago,
to understand that it was the most
his mind, something that harasses and—"
"And—" A pathetic eagerness came
wonderful chance God ever put in a
him. Yesterday I stood on the stair
•nan's way."
speaking to Mrs. Volk and I left him Into Enoch's face.
"Why, bless my soul, isnt that
An instant later his arms were about
asleep. When I went back be was
tier and she felt his kiss upon her
leaning en his elbow and his eyes were enough to set the average human on
transcendental
stilts?"
Bheek.
fixed on the door as If he dreaded see"Andrew, you're half angel!" cried
> "Don't," cried Dorcas. "Don't!" She
ing some one come In. He asked who
(reed herself from bis clasp and held
the woman was I had been talking to. Wentworth. There was a quaver In
Wm away from her. "Can't you unHis temperature had gone up. 1 wish his voice.
"Half angel, you ridiculous old mudderstand, don't you see, Andrew, after
I knew what he Is worrying about."
what Enoch did to you, that I cannot
"I think I understand," said Dor- dle head!" Merry smiled in his engaging way. "There's no surplus of
he your Trife?"
cas.
"You cannot—be—my—" He stared
She returned to the sickroom carry- angel fiber in any man—angels are
feminine."
The comedian's eyes beat her In bewildered dismay.
ing a bit of needlework. An eager
"Yes, that Is what I mean," she whissmile came into her brother's eyes came grave for a moment "Still, I
pered tremuously. "Don't you underwhen she opened the door. He lay might have been gadding about on
stand? How could I marry you with
propped up with pillows. She sat wings today if it hadn't been for you.
the thought of this horrible wrong
down beside hia bed. "Shall I read?" Your courage—"
"Courage!" Wentworth started as
constantly between us? I could never
she asked.
iorget It. Remember It was Enoch, my
"No; go on with your sewing. I If he had been struck. "Andrew, never
brother—don't you understand?—my
like to see your hands fly with that use that word about me again! It
brother—who did this! How could
bright silk between your fingers. Men wasn't courage that made me snatch
you go on loving me and—"
have an Idea that women are one- you from death. Oftentimes men who
"Remember—it was your brother
sided creatures. They are mistaken. to cold blood are utter cowards leap
who saved my life," said Merry pasYou sew beautifully, and yet while forward and rescue some one from
sionately. "How could I go on lovyou stitch, I think of your 'Cordelia.' " death. That Isn't courage!" He
ing you, dearest? How could I stop
"You haven't cared to hear about paused, as if a word had escaped him.
loving you? ■ I could go through hell
business, Enoch. There are some "It is blind. Instinctive Impulse—the
lor you, and yet I confess' I would
things you may want to know, since natural Impulse you find even in a
father be with you in heaven." He Dropped on His Knees Beside the Bed. you are strong again. Mr. Oswald savage."
"You're too weak yet to argue."
fashed and his face grew grave. "You had thought was slipping from his sailed for England a fortnight ago.
are mine—all mine—and I am yours, reach.
He hated to go, leaving you before Merry's voice was conclusive. "Only
—one
thing is certain," he turned his
so wholly and truly yours that I have
Wentworth's eyes held a breathless the critical point was passed, but the
riwn to think of this world as mere- question. "You were not hurt?" he Strand Theater offered open time for thumb toward the floor; "I am here
one spot—one little spot—where we whispered.
August and it had to be attended to. Instead of—there."
"Andrew," the sick , man's face
ican make a home and I can have you
"No, old man; no. I didn't have a He is rehearsing an English comflushed, "take these." He pulled a
beside me—for the rest of my life."
scratch. You took it all. You saved pany now for The House.'" •
"Didn't he want you for it?" asked bunch of small keys, threaded upon a
my life, as you have done more than
CHAPTER XXV.
steel ring, from under his pillow.
once, and, Enoch, you understand— Wentworth.
"Yes; but I should not have gone "Won't you unlock the little drawer
we are back where we stood in the
In the Daylight. «
at
the left of my desk and bring it
Wentworth's chamber was dim as old days, with Tsyerythtng forgotten, even if you had been well. He has
twilight when Merry entered. The everything buried, buried so deep that given 'Cordelia' to»Miss Embury, an to me?"
"Don't go In for any sort of work
outer world lay white and breathless neither of us will ever give It an- English girl. He says she wfti play
It beautifully. We are to open here now, Enoch. Your duty at present is
lander a dazzling sun, and the sudden other thought."
The thrill of warmth over that on the twentieth of October. The to lie there and get well."
Change to a darkened sickroom for a
"I want that drawer, now."
Moment made Andrew grope vaguely strongest of all things human—a bro- whole company has been re-engaged.
Merry stared at him for a moment,
On the threshhold. As his eyes be- ken friendship made warm and secure Mr. Oswald said he did not believe
theft
he obeyed, and returned to the
came accustomed to the dusk he saw again—ran like the vigor of transfused you would care to make any changes.
loom
with the drawer In his hand.
it white-gowned nurse standing beside blood through the veins of the sick There is only one new member—
"Do»you think," the actor paused again
tile bed. Under the sheet'lay the mo- man. Happiness flushed into the wan Helen Capron will play 'Mrs. Ester- and] asked anxiously, "do you think
tionless outline of the man's long face and his feeble strength returned brook.' Miss Paget went to London that you are strong enough yet to atthree weeks ago."
I »dy, the, head wound with snowy Merry's grip.
Dorcas did not raise her eyes while tend to business?"
Andrew laughed aloud. "You under•tkndages. Merry's hands gripped to-
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"This Isn't business." Enoch's face
grew peremptory. "I'm strong enough
for this. I'm not a praying man, Andrew, but I lay In the dark last night
thanking God that he had let me live
long enough to—make restitution. I
can't make full restitution. It seems
to me as If I had been living on the
brink of hell for half a lifetime, Let
me come back," he pleaded, "back—so
1 can look decent people in the face
again."
Merry did not speak. He sat watching Enoch's wasted fingers search
through a mass of papers to the little
drawer. He lifted out a bankbook and
a yellow envelope, then he set the
drawer aside and laid the leathercovered booklet upon Merry's knee.
"That Is yours," he explained. "You
will find there every cent of royalties
from 'The House.' It was banked apart
from my private account. It grew
amazingly during the spring. Y,ou are
a wealthy man."
Andrew opened It and glanced
through the pages. He looked bewildered for a moment
"Jehu! What can I do with so
much money? I swear, Enoch, I don't
care a picayune for being a wealthy
man except—"
Wentworth did not answer. He was
staring at a slip of paper he had drawn
from the yellow envelope. "You remember this, Andrew?" he asked
abruptly.
Merry nodded. He caught a glimpse
of Wentworth's name and his own
upon the flimsy thing they had called
the bond. Enoch leaned back against
the pillow and began to destroy the
paper with slow deliberation, tearing
it across and across until it was reduced to a heap of flakes which fluttered down into the hollow of his
gaunt palm. He shook them into the
envelope and handed it to Merry, who
took it without a word and slipped
it between the leaves of the bankbook.
"If you can trust me, Boy, until the
right time comes and I reach the right
place, I will make full restitution before the world."
"Don't, old man, let us bury this
now and forever. Good God! Isn't It
restitution enough to have saved my
life?"
"No," Enoch spoke with swift passion, "no, It len't restitution. Don't
stand In my way. You have to humor
sick men, you know. Besides, I want
to lay my soul bare to you now, Andrew. Had I been a Catholic I should
have done It to a priest long ago, I
suppose."
"Go, ahead, Enoch, I'll listen," he
said gently.
Wentworth turned In bed and
clasped his hands around one bent
knee. "Years ago," he began brusquely, "I was wandering about In the
Tennessee mountains on an assignment when I fell In with a chap who
taught psychology in Yale. He was
nothing wonderful, but his science was
fascinating. Time and again, since
those days, I have planned. If I could
And the leisure, to go Into psychology
and study the thing out Still, any
man who knocks about the world a*
I have done learns to puzzle things
out for himself. There must be something alluring, though, to be able to
reduce the promptings of one's own
soul to a science and then to work out
a problem In yourself. Don't you
think so?"
"I should Imagine so. Still, It's an
unopened book to me," Merry admitted.
"We used to sit and talk every night
around the campflre. I remember once
this young MacGregor explained to
me why a man we had both known
committed murder. He killed his
wife first, then, horror-stricken, shot
himself. It's a common enough story,
you read it in the papers every day
of the week, but it came close to us
because we had both known the fellow
well. /He was a decent, quiet, cheerful
citizen, with a genial, kindly way
about him. His taking off seemed a
mystery. None of us had even seen
him angry. Suddenly he turned into
a flaming fiend, a murderer, and a suicide. Nothing but insanity or .the
Yale man's theory explained It"
"What was his theory?"
Wentworth paused for a minute with
a haunted look in his eyes. "He claims
that the morals of every human being
are molded during the first twenty
years of his life. Into a fairly decent
career there comes occasionally—for
the life of me I can't remember his
technical name for it—I should call It
a moral lesion. Some sin which a man
has committed, and yon might say
lived down, before he was twenty,
crops out again years after and it
conquers him. Each time he may
repent and turn over a new leaf.. The
world looks on him not as an Admirable Crichton perhaps, but as a tolerably good fellow. Then suddenly,
without the ghost of a warning, even
after he imagines he has outgrown the
tendency to that particular sin, there
comes a temptation, and he goes under
as if his backbone was gristle. He falls
as quick as that!"
Wentworth paused tor a moment
and snapped "his fingers. "Curious,
Isn't It?" he added.
"It certainly Is curious," agreed
Merry.
"When the career of this murderer
was brought to the light of day, they
found that once when he was a schoolboy, and again, when a friend Btole his
sweetheart, he might have committed
murder if a weapon had been at hand.
The third time a gun lay close to his
elbow."
Andrew Merry did not speak, but
sat watching Enoch with bewilderment
in his eyes.
"I am going to tell you about two
lesions which occurred In my own life
There was a third—you know about
that one yourself."
(TO BB CONTLNUKDJ

Count the Cost!)
Men who watch their
pennies are learning that)
FATIMA gives them a.
chance to enjoy 20 reali
15 cent cigarettes at a,
price only slightly more*
than they pay for 10.
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Thl* Is a free country, but jro»i
should be ashamed to say some of the
things you think.

One Fellow'* Wish.
Crawford—I hear he thinks of
rytng again. Does he hope to get fti
wife like hi* first?
Crabshaw—No; different
Money for Christmas.
Belling guaranteed wear-proof host*
ery to friends & neighbor*. Bis Xmss ■
business.
Wear-Proof Mills, 3200
Chestnut St, Philadelphia, Fa—Adv.
Befitting Punishment
Edith—The wretch! So he actually
proposed to both of us! Ob, I wish w*
could think of some way to punish)
htm!
Madge—W* can; you marry
dear.
War Snatches.

Simeon Ford, the humorist of New
York, said the other day:
"We are a nation of humorists.,
We extract humor even out of war,,
As I walked down Broadway the oth-!
er morning I overheard ibraps of talk
like these:
\
" The missionaries have been looav
lng for heathen* to th* wrong countries.'
""What's the matter with the 1st*
Rudyard Kipling resurrecting himself
and giving us a new war songr
"'Carnegie's peace palace? Th*1
kaiser has turned it into * fort."' 1
Pajamas for the Destitute.
Hoboes cared tor next winter at the,
municipal lodging house to St Louis
will wear pajamas, If the plans of Director of Publio Welfare Tolkacs ar»
successful.
The pajamas will not be fancy an*
will not contain ribbons and elaborate
trimmings, but they will be service-,
able. The night garments probably
will be made of material similar tothat used for overalls and Jumpers.
The purpose of the pajamas equip-;
ment Is to provide the lodgers with
covering during the night while their
clothing 1B being sterilized. The cots
used are of steel, and no bed clothing
Is furnished.

The "Meat"
of Corn
— the sweet centers of choice
Indian corns cooked, seasoned
just right, rolled thin at paper
and toasted until they become
golden brown (lakes—crisp
and delicious I
That's why

Post
Toasties
are better than oidinary "com
flakes.'*
Tc*ties are packed In an
inner container inside the
tight-sealed, familiar, yellow
carton — keeps the food fresh
and crisp for your appetite —

Superior
Corn Flakes
— sold by Grocen. ■
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PEN PICTURE
fM'CALL
MIGHT LEARN FROM ENGLAND
In that Country the Movement for
Proper Housing Conditions H»i
Made Much Headway.
Under the guidance of Co-partnership Tenants, Ltd., the co-partnership
In housing movement continues to
make steady progress in various parts
of England. It is exciting the interest of the many deputations from the
oontlnent that have lately visited that
country, and the extension of the
methods both in the colonies and on
the continent Is assured.
Although the Liverpool Garden Suburb will, when completed, be the
largest of the estates federated with
£o-partnership Tenants, Ltd., that at
Hampstead has up to the present attracted most attention.
The whole
suburb will consist of 666 acres, about
100 of which will be given up to open
spaces, including woods that have
been reserved In the general layout,
as designed by Mr. Raymond Dnwin,
and various playing fields that may
be regarded as an essential feature of
such a model estate. This was visited recently by the American Civic
association and Mr. R. B. Watrous,
the secretary, thought the Hampstead
Garden suburb a "vast and really wonderfully organized system."
The
preservation of these woods is regarded by all who are fond of natural beauty as a great tribute to the co-partnership movement, says the Town
Planning Review.
At Liverpool, 25 out of the 180 acres
of which the suburb will ultimately
consist have been developed by the
erection of 250 houses, this being the
limit established by the central body.
There is the nucleus of a community
that will have a well-organized social
life and the local education authorities, who will shortly have to consider the question of school accommodation, have just furnished the inBtitute as a temporary elementary
school to suffice for the time being
. The provision of gardens was regarded by a deputation of German town
planners who recently visited the
suburb as one of the best features of
the housing work they had seen in
Liverpool.

An Intimate Sketch of the
Ex-Congressman
SIDELIGHTS ON HIS

LIFE

As a Young Man He Dreamed Dreami
of a Public Career—His Twenty
Years In Congress Developed a
Backbone—He Accomplished Much
For the Relief of Unfortunates
While In Legislature
Once upon a time there was a barefooted boy treading through the tall
grass of the Illinois prairies with a
copy of a "Life of Daniel Webster"
under his arm, the fragrance of the
wild (lowers in his nostrils and a lot
of boyish dreams and aspirations fur
a future of patriotic usefulness budding in his soul.
His father lived on a farm with the
open prairie on one side of the family
homestead.
The nearest neighbor*

Does His Own Thinking

He has never worn a yoke. When
:t comes to a showdown between hi
conscience and a collar there never i
any hesitation over t'.:e choice. On
ie sard: "1 hope i am ti:e master o
my own bead and conscience." He is
there isn't a doubt of it, and no on
who knows him would dream of tryiii
!o control either.
There are lots of yarns that illus
trate this fundamental fact as to hicharacter. This quality was displayed
again and again in congress severu
times in cases, of contested elections
In the case of Yost vs. Tucker, I'm
instance, he was an absolutely in)
partial judge in the committee whicl
sat upon the contest. He sought ti
exclude politics from the considerati'u
of any controversy involving the
right to a share in the making of the
laws of the nation. His friends ha"(
heard him say that such a trial sho.ihi
be exactly like the trial to determine
the ownership of a town lot or a contest over the title to an estate.
While in Dartmouth College he was
interested in The Anvil, a college
paper to which he contributed mo.il
of the editorial writing, and helper:
to make it one of the most generally
quoted college papers in tile country
Later In life he was for about a 'year
connected with the Boston AdvertUei
as an editorial writer, where his work
attracted wide attention.
McCoM's Simple Love Story
There must be a love story of tin

The "Single Damper" in

(r&wfdrd
is the greatest improvement ever made in
stoves. By one motion it regulates fire and
oven—push the knob to "Kindle", "Bake",
or "Check"—the range does the rest Better
than two or more dampers. Have you seen it?
This Single Damper is patented —no
other range has it.
^/
The deep Ash Hod—instead of the
**old clumsy ash pan—with Coal Hod
beside it (patented) is easy to remove
—doesn't spill ashes.
Gas ovens if desired ; end
[single] or elevated [double].

WILLARD B. WILSON, AGENT
North Brookfield
Walker & Pratt Mfg. Co., Makers, Boston

WE mm

McCall, but they are more familial the Ci"-^ war era, easily the most
and are more directly related to bis imortant. period since the establishment of our government.
public life.
"In meeting the difficult questions
But it must be noted that he is extremely fond of children and young forced upon the attention of congress,
people, an.I that he knows how to I have often felt called upon to act
make nlmaeH entirely asreeanle to Independently of my own party, and
them.
He gels interested in the sometimes of both parties. While I
things that are "next" to them, and have occasionally found myself in a
soon they are Chatting away on a small minority, I have known no othcommon level. Which is another il- er way than to follow where my own
lustration of his ability as a mixer, Judgment clearly led."
CITY AND SUBURBS ARE ONE
without any of the slap-on-the»bacli
methods.
NEW YORK FACING PROBLEM
Philadelphia Has Recognized Truth of
His Work For Debtors
This and Is Making Its Plans
It Is well reu cmbered that-he served
Accordingly.
a term or two in t' e Massachusetts RAISING STANDARD OF LIVING Proper Housing Conditions for Its InSAMUEL W. McCALL.
*•
creasing Population Seem to Bo
legislature and that his great service
a Thing of the Future.
Governor Tenerof Pennsylvania has were a family of' New Hampshire slmple sort with which all the world there was the re; eal of the poor Better Conditions for Wags Earners
selected a very strong commission to Yankees, who told the boy about the sympathizes back in the life of "Sam" debtor's law. Under the old law any
Must Tend to Improvement of
To
sum
up, a million and a quarter
carry out the idea of the law passed New England academies and the men McCall, and the heroine of the affair lawyer who h; d obtained judgment
Town Where They Reside.
of souls, or more than one-third of the
by the last legislature to plan the de- they had produced. The lad heard the Is certainly the present Mrs. McCall. against any one for any debt of $20 or
velopment of the Philadelphia suburbs. friend of Lincoln, Lyman Trumbull, For when he came east he had fully more could LO before some master in
A suggestion regarding wages, made tenement house population that was
In the course of time the incorpora- make an address, and made up his intended, after he had graduated from chancery and swear that he believed in the Civic Federation's report on steeped in the environment which
tion of these suburbs with the city is mind to study law and try to gee a th- same college from which "^aniel" his debtor hart property in exce=s of working conditions In department made for all unrighteousness, have
been housed decenely and safely, and
inevitable.
Even as it is they are place in Trumbull's office in Chicago. hah .tone, to go west to study law.
that amount which he did not intend Btores, is of special interest It 1B that the rest will be. Have we, then,
But while he was yet In college he
part of the metropolitan district, their He read from cover to cover the monemployers pay the fare of employes
to apply on the debt.
solved, the housing problem In New
interests and associations are witn strous volumes in which "Old Tom met the daughter of Sumner S.
The party then could be arrested living in the suburbs. This is done to York?
the city and it Is only sensible that Benton" told of his thirty years in con- Thompson. Her father was a railroad and, if he were released on bail, the gome extent In England.
No, we have not. We have not realthe city plan and suburban plans gress. And he went on dreaming his builder, who then was building a road creditor then could apply to some
The plan Is essentially one for raisShould match and supplement each dreams and walking the prairies with in Vermont, where the daughter w.as magistrate to take him, and could re- ing the standard of living among Its ized the Ideal of the little house with
other. An attractive city invites resi- their blue racers and the brown nests born. So "Sam" remained in the east, peat the process indefinitely, string- beneficiaries. But it is more than cheap rent, and we never -shall realdents and keeps them. The planned of the prairie chickens occasionally to married Miss Thompson, and the ing the cate along through many this. It Is a Bubsidy for efficiency, If ize it. Instead, rents have risen, and
are rising yet We have not lesa
Eighth Massachusetts district ought hearings and
city Is not a fad. It is a science
adjournments
fo' you care to put it that way. What the crowding, but more. We know now
divert his attention.
that has taken firm root In America
Dartmouth college fell in love with to be grateful to her, for thus indi- months. The dehfr's work would b-i employer spent for this purpose he that the clIB dweller In New York has
and good rsults have been manifested him both as a student and an alumnus rectly she secured for them their coninterfered with and he put to much and his customers would receive come to stay, at least in the old city.
from it in older countries. England and not long ago he declined the pres- gressman .
expense.
The magistrate i.iigui. again in the form of better service,
1B building many model villages.
In idency of the institution. The Eighth
In that home on Myopia Hill, with indeed, find th-t he did have property even without any reduction in hours. The problem now is how to bar the
Germany cities welch a few years ago Massachusetts district became infatu- the great city in full yiew, and a car in excess of if20 and remand him.
In addition, the report points out thai cliff dweller from crossing the bridges
into the New York of the future.
were dump heaps of grimy industrialline
only
a
few
rods
away,
yet
so
isThe McCall bill change! the whole a better class of employes could be obi Since- the point of saturation was
ated with him and sent him over and
ism have been transformed without
olated
that
the
house
seems
to
be
a
tained,
since
they
could
be
found
system, and in effect provided there
over again to congress. There is no
the least interference with business
world by Itself, there are all the should be no arrest until the party had among persons already living in the reached in the crowded region south
of Fourtenth street and the exodus
activity and to the benefit of the pub- sterner test of the stuff that is in a tokens of refined and happy living.
had a hearing, nor then, If he made a outskirts of the city. But all other thence began, the tenement builder
man than that or twenty years in the
lic at large. Boston, Chicago and New
house of representatives. There every Mrs. McCall is delightful in conversa- full disclosure, except in case ot considerations yield to the meaning ot has been busy In 'the boroughs. It Is
York have caught the artistic spirit
tion and generous in hospitality. At fraud. Really it was another instance such an arrangement for the lives ol
easy to foresee that the time may
as is seen in the magnificent ap- man is tagged at just about his value. home there are also the three daughof McCall's hatred of merely arbi- those concerned. One manager in come when the conditions of Manhatproaches and terminals recently con- And he left congress at his own option ters, the Misses Ituth, Katherine an]
Philadelphia IB reported as intending
trary
power.
with
a
rating
of
Al
that
no
one
chaltan will be reproduced In the newer
structed. Philadelphia Is behind none
Margaret, all well educated, and obAnd to end with an Incident that to try the plan.
regions, without the defense of Manof these In its civic vigilance, and the lenges. Then he has lived and reared viously on the best of terms with their
hattan that it la pent between two
opportunity to make the greater me- his family in the town of Winchester, father. The sons are fumner MCa'.l. well illustrates what is perhaps the
To Take Up Something Else.
tropolis second to none in its green and there he is universally liked and who graduated from Harvard college bottom principle of his character^ It
"Is that a fact that the patrolman rivers. How to prevent this Is the
happened some years ar;o that a few
hailed as "Sam McCall."
nightmare of social reformers of conand spacious aspect is before us.
and law school, and now is in Chica- critics appeared, who charged Mc- on this beat is going to quit the force, gestion committees. Like men fight,
McCall In His Home
Katie?"
go,
and
Henry,
also
a
Harvard
man,
Cail
with
lack
of
attention
to
their
inBut to know Sam McCall one must
lng a fire we must get In front of It,
Beauty of Cities Has Cash Value.
"Yes, ma'am."
and now in'central Oregon.
terests. They had very few followA stern chase Is a vain chase in deal'
A deciBlon which should be of spe- spend a day with him at Ms home at
"What's the trouble?"
His Judicial Mind
ers,
for
McCall
has
long
been
the
the
top,of
Myopia
hill.
He
»u#l
lng with this trouble. Can we hold our
cial interest to San Franciscans, per"No trouble, ma'am, only he's been
He has a logical, veil trained mind,
of
Winchester.
ground there?
plexed as to the billboard problem, stroll about the grounds with him. well adapted by nature to Judicial and foremost citizen
taking
up
things
around
here
for
so
The answer applies to every growhas just been handed down by the ap- look over his books, chat with him legal questions. He never acts hasti- Nevertheless, at the next town meet- long and now he's going to take up
ing
he
was
called
upon
for
an
ading city: We can, if we begin at the
about
the
Braves—oh,
yes,
he's
a
fan.
pellate court division of the New
something
else."
.
ly,
but
insists
upon
due
deliberation,
beginning. • Cityplanning is New
York courts, says the San Francisco he sees the Braves play twice a wee: and takes into considerate n all sides dress, and in the midst of his little
York's remedy.—Jacob A. Rils In the
Chronicle. A construction company these days—and about Webster ant' of a problem. Before iiim every per- speech he made this remafk. which
Physical City Conferences.
Century.
has unnecessarily destroyed several "Tom" Reed, and the beauties of tin son always has a chance to st'te his was hailed as both significant and
Mankind
is
every
day
becoming
shade trees on a city street and the Mystic lakes, and all sorts of mis case. He has no aristocratic tenden- sufficient:
Town Planning In Universities.
"If you want a congressman with more cosmopolitan, and perhaps a siglower court had mulcted it in damages cellaneous topics—about everythiru. cies. The ditch digger and the milnificant indication of this is to be
At the International congress of
to the extent of $500 for each tree except politics. For of McCail in pub lionaire alike have equal consideration an angleworm for a backbone you'll seen in the number of congresses, both
destroyed, and $1,000 in addition for lie life people know a whole lot, bo: from him. He has never been an or- have to make a change from the pres- national and international, that have town planning held at Ghent last summer, M. Jules Brunfarst. architect of
ent member."
willful destruction of aids to civic of the man they know comparative! > ganization man.
Wherever he ha*
Where did William J. Bryan' get recently been held. In connection Brussels, and member of the Hoyal
beauty. The bearing of this decision little, and he has managed to live ir.
with town planning and ItB allied sub- Academy of Belgium, communicated a
Been
he
has
beon
remembered
aftachis cross of gold and crown of thorns
on the billboard problem is seen In a privacy that amounts almost to se
tlonately, as down on the Cape, peroration? It has been shown that jects there have been held this year renort on the value of universities,
the new conception of beauty as a civ- elusion.
an International town planning con- academies and schools of art establishwhere
he
taught
school
for
a
time
he was In congress and on the floor
But the most suggestive glimpse ol
ic asset, a view of the local difficulty
He has never been hidebound, yet al- the day that Mr. McCall in a speech gress at Ghent, an International road ing definite courses of instruction In
BO often lost sight of. In upholding the man is had in the library on t';r
ways has valued the res Its of experi- on the W|lson tariff bill turned to the congreas, an International housing town planning under ItB dual aspect of
the award, the appellate court stated other side of the house. The room i
congress, and an international conthat It looked not so much at the com- walled with books and pictures. Hi ence. Many of Ins ide?s have been Democratic side and used this lan- gress of architects, and. In addition, fechnlque and eBthetic. He gave It aa
called
advanced,
and
he
wa^
an
early
his opinion, which was generally Insits
before
a
wood
lire
on
a
fall
flay
guage:
mercial worth of the trees as at their
important congresses on housing and
"What |s your position as to la- town planning both In London and dorsed, that all architects, engineers
esthetic value, which, it considered, »nd thinks over what he has bee' supporter of the woman suffrage
and people Intrusted with the adminiswas the more important of the two. reading. And there on the oppo'il' cause.
Dor?"
several provincial towns held under
He always
meets emeraencles
"Hearty as you have always been the auspices of the National Housing tration of public works, both for govThe decision is without precedent, but wall where his eye almost falls ui>"i
squarely.
His
mamer
is
q
Met
and
he
ernment districts and towns, should beto betray It with a kis«. yon scour-re
It is a striking Illustration of the new It is a large engraving of the wei
does not rush about as If lie had :reat it to the nufck and nre-'s unon its Reform council, an important congress required,to have followed a course of
Idea as to the Importance of civic known picture ol the signing of th
in town planning held under the aus- Instruction in civic design and to hold
beauty, not only for asthetic but for Declaration of Independence A clo;e burdens to hear a"d big thligs to do— brow a CRP'VN OP THORNS."
pices of the engineers at Norwich, and a diploma for It. This, of course, waa
commercial reasons.
Followed His Own Judgment
look show-B that It is a presentatioi he merely does them. He has ne'er
also a sanitary congresB. ThiB nation- making a very bold claim for educaregarded
his
work
In
nonir
si
as
!ha;
On
his
retirement
from
congrest
copy, and the inscription reatlsal and international handshaking is
Mental Cloud Lasted Long.
"To the Hon Sam;u I W. McCall M an errand boy. although every Mr. McCall sai-i In hi? sd-lress to the certainly of the utmost value in co- tional work In the subject, but there
can be no doubt that sooner or later
A modern Rip Van Winkle, awaking Always Faithful, with <«fect!onat< Massachusetts coh'ttt-lent has had Voters of the Eighth district:
ordinating the work of experts.
it will be looked upon as a part of the
attention in every ca«e of consefrom nine years of oblivion, finds bis regards, George F. Hoar.™
"I have always felt that the best
necessary equipment of the municipal
quence, and for him everything proper recomi-ense I roild make for yout
old friends dead and his children
There is a story connected with t
Ideal
Houses
for
Poorer
Classes.
constructor
and engineer.
las been done. However, be !:as been generous support was 1o reverence
grown to manhood. He resldes^in that presentation, and It's a uoort atP;y
In Huddersfield, England, the bor^nown to s'»y:
same Sleepy Hollow country", where but it has to do with politics, a.d th!
my relations as yrur rPBMSwttrtlM
"The citizens can be trusted to and treat your commission bro^dlv a=; ough council has decided to erect 357
was laid the scene of the magic story. Isn't a political yarn, t'ow 'ver, t
Equal Suffrage.
learn how to <r,ell and how to rrr-'ulata a mandate tn pre the vrn!» ro '-try houses for the laboring classes. These
His name is Hyman Levy, and for time of the gift and the s -bet of IS
"ur-1 Eultrage prevails in Mexico to
their d!ets a"<1 their baths 'Mthout too Those twentv vests hn"e twen efpwd- houses will be erected In different lomany years he was a leading mer- picture are suggestive of t'<e si irit '
,. ,,. pvtynt. The women are not
much government .regulation froai ed wit* f-r •* FO m'wrt'-i" " t- calities, easy of access, and in dischant in Tarrytown, N. Y., before th» independence which is one of t'e iu
are; pifrt to vote and the men
tricts where good Ua*t and air as well
Washington."
"sleep" of years began. It was a men- standing traits o^Sam McCall'ts cbsi
make of ,h"'">. w'th th" e::-■" 'in e>
as good sanitary conditions can be ilraid to.—Kansas City Journal.
tal cloud that shrouded him and made acter.
There are other stories to tell of
him almost as one dead to his friends.
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The Detail Votem Brookfield.
Qgg^ Q| \]\\\\m G. Kettll
Mrs W. J. Moulton, Mrs H. E. Capen
Ducks are to be used next summer in
fighting mosquitoes. Of course it will and Mrs 0. P. Gay were guests at a dinner party given by Mr and Mrs Walter
PUBLISHED
After an Illness of More Than Five
GOVERNOR
be a quack remedy.
EVERY FRIDAY AFTERKOON,
Years.
Just how thick is the filut-of a soap King in Leicester, last Saturday. They Alfred H. Evans, pro.
3
were taken to and from in Mr King's Samuel W. McCall, rep.
AT
bubble?
Figure it out and you
151
At It A. M. of Thursday William Gale
Journal Block, North Brookfield, MOFS know the the thickness of some of the automobile,
Arthur E. Reimer, soc. labor
1
Keith died at his home in East Brookdresses women have wo«n the past sum-. Papers were passed Saturday conveying Samuel C. Roberts, soc.
0
States That Lead In Minerals.
HOKACE J. LAWRENCE,
! the property on Plea, ant street, owned Joseph Walker, prog.
field, of sclerosis of the liver. He had
9
raeT
Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Illinois
' ,.
• . u
L-» „ o,„ i,„„,]J by the Maria S. Morrih estate to FrederBDITOR AND FROl'RlETOB.
37 been ill for five years, and during the
David
I.
Walsh,
dem.
73
In
polite
society
they
whiten
the
hands
J
^
^
and Ohio produce more than 40 per
past nine weeks has been confined to his
LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
cent In value of the minerals found 1.00 a Year in Advance. by rubbing a little glycerine aid.lemon,
adminietrator of the estate,
bed. He was born, Dec. 22, 1850, at
juice over them at niglit and draw ng on £
^
^ ^
In the United States.
Single Copies,3 Ceota.
Edward P. Barry, dem.
OH 29 at North Chesterville, Me., the son of
an old Pa,r of gloves. Common folks use ^J^ MT ^ ^ ^ ^ o{ ^ Grafton D. Gushing, rep.
101
Joseph and Mercy (Beveridge) Keith,
Address all communications to BBOOKFIELD soap and water.
I ^ .g ^^ for $1250
Cost Time Made Good.
Mr Farrell> Arthur Howard, pro.
1
TIMKS, North Brookfield, Mass.
and came to East Brookfield in 1885, he
During the courtship a girl is often
Mr
and
Mrs
Henry
Trombly,
Raymond
i
.
,
p
James
P.
Magenis,
prog.
4
whQ
g
nhemigt
8
th(!
Illeal
Coated
aper
Orders for subscription, advertising-, or iob
married Miss Mildred Fay, the ceremony
unable to explain her thoughts, but work and payment for the same, may he sent Trombly, Mr and Mrs Phpp Craig and i fact()IX bought the pJ.0pcrty for a home Sylvester J. McBride, soc.
0
being performed in the house where they
she makes up for lost time after mar- direct to ttao main office. North llrookflelrt or Willis Craig, all of Springfield, were the
Patrick
Mulligan,
soc.
labor
0
to George W. McNamara. Brookfield
and will make extensive improvements.
have ever since lived. Mr Keith was the
riage.
gndsts Sunday of Mrs Mary S. HarringSECRETARY
proprietor of a large furniture and hardTwo hay stacks, containing about three
ton, River street.
BROOKFIELD.
ware store in Depot square for 23 years
tons and valued at *50 on tbe"T-heodore Percy B. Ball, soc.
0
St. Louis the Fur Center.
Dexter post G. A. R., was inspected Eaton farm on South Maple St., were Frank J. Donahue, dem.
from 1888 to 1911, retiring from active
68
Three-fourths of all furs trapped on
business at that time. For more than,15
the North American continent ' are
Prof. Tracy's dancing class in town hall on Tuesday niglit at the headquarters in, bmBed Saturday night. it is thought by James W. Holden, soc. labor
0
the town hall by Comrade Allen Jones of the owner that they were fired by boys Albert P. Langtry, rep.
shipped to St. Louis houses to be next Wednesday evening.
years he was a member of the board of
157
West Brookfield. Members of the Grand
■old.
fire engineers, and for ten years one of
2
Grover Boynton hae bought a 20 horse Army posts at Spencer, West Brookfield, as a Hallowe'en joke. No member of William G. Merrill, pro.
the registrars of voters.
the Eaton family had been near the hay Rnssell A. Wood, prog.
6
power Overland roadster.
and
Noith
Rrookfield
were
present.
ReKeeping Compressed Yeast Cake.
In 1892 he built the large brick block
in the evening and as they were 200 yards
TREASURER
Rev. Allen S. Charlton of Williams- freshments were served to the comrades
A compressed yeast cake will keep
in Depot square, where his business was
from the B. & A. tracks, it does not seem
156
Charles L. Burrill, rep.
fresh a week if lt.be burled in salt ville, Vt., will supply the pulpit at the by caterer Oscar Holcomb.
conducted. Mr Keith was an engineer of
as though they could have been set by
0
Joseph M. Coldwell, soc.
with the tin foil removed
Methodist church Sunday.
the fire department at the time of the
Elias C. Pond, aged 77, formerly of sparks from a locomotive.
6
Frederick
Fosdick,
prog.
Miss Nellie Woods of Worcester waa Brookfield, died at his home in I^icester,
, ■ .burning of the town hall in Brookfield
Miss Laura Daudelin, aged 39, former4
Few of Her Caliber.
the guest the first of the week of Mrs Thursday morning of heart failure. The ly of Worcester, died at the home of her Thomas A. Frissell, pro.
9 kt 1902, and received an electric shock
'According to statistics, one woman
0
Karl
Lindstrand,
soc.
labor
that disabled him for a month. Mr Keith
funeral will be held Saturday afternoon sister, Mrs Maud M. Fairbanks, in the
In a thousand can open a telegram lllbry J. Hannigan.
67 28
Frederick W. Mansfield, dem.
was directing a party of firemen lighting
Mr and Mrs Charles DuBois and son at 1.30 o'clock at hiB home in Leicester. Over-tbe-River district, last Thursday
■with as little emotion as she displays
AUDITOR
the fire, when he tripped on a loose teleCharles, Jr., spent the first of the week Burial in Brookfield cemetery. Mr Pond evening. Death was caused by brights
In opening a can of corn.
162 50 phone wire that had become charged in
at the Durkin home on Central street.
is survived by a sister, Mrs Carrie A. disease and Miss Daudelin had been in Alonzo B. Cook, rep.
1 ' 1 contact with the trolly wires.
The
Daniel R. Donovan, soc.
Speed of Homing Pigeons.
The ladies of St. Mary's parish will Hamilton of Brookfield and two eons, H. poor health for the past five months. She
3 current on the trolley wires had been
3
John
Drysdale,
pro.
C.
Pond
of
Portland,
Me.,
and
Chas.
S.
had
lived
with
her
sister
since
Aug.
1.
Homing pigeons in calm weather have a whist party in the banquet hall,
6
6
turned on by mistake and Mr Keith rePond of Spencer.
She is survived by three sisters, Mrs Frederick P. Glazier, prog.
can travel at a speed of 1,200 yards Thueday evening, Nov. 12.
2 mained tangled in the wire until the cur0
a minute. With a brisk wind prevailTrain 37, due to stop in West Brook- Fairbanks of thia town, Mrs Blanche Fred E. Oelcher, soc. labor
William
Tonstall
of
Southbridge
was
67 26 rent was turned off. He was leader of
ing and blowing In the direction of its
field at 9.28 every night stopped here by Hamilton and Miss Cherrice Daudelin, Frank H. Pope, dem.
the East Brookfield brass band from 1890
flight a pigeon has been known to the guest Sunday of bis parents, Mr and mistake on Tuesday night to have the both of Worcester. Tbeluneral'was held
ATTORNEY-GENERAL
Mrs John M. Tunetall.
make 1,900 yards a minute.
159 61 to 1900. He was a member of Lassawa
body of Thomas MinnB, who died in Friday morning with services at St. Henry C. Attwill, rep.
William Pratt of Marlboro was the Hudson, taken off.
65 27 tribe of Red,Men, East Brookfield and
The hearse which Mary's church, at 11 o'clock, at which Thomas J. Boynton, dem.
week-end guest of his father, Charles M. was to take the body to North Brookfieid Rev. Leo T. G )ddard officiated, and the
City's Name of Indian Origin.
8 Spencer lodge, Knights of Pythias. He
7
John Hildreth, prog.
The name of the city of Toronto is Pratt. ■
3 is survived by his widow. The funeral
1
was waiting in West Brookfield for the body was sent on the 11.19 train to \V>r- Howard B. Rand, pro. '
of Indian origin, and Its meaning is i Rev. B. D. Boizin of Middleboro con1 will be held Sunday afternoon with ser0
cester, where burial was in Notre Dame John Weaver Sherman, soc.
train.
"a place of meeting." The site of ducted the services at the First Parish
0 vices in the Firtt Baptist church at 2
0
cemetery.
William Taylor, BOC labor
Mrs Henry E. Cottle entertained the
Toronto before the arrival of the white church lastSunday.
o'clock at which Rev. Louis Brooks will
The chicken pie suppe and entertainCONGBeSSUAK
man was an established rendezvous
members of her Sunday school class of
officiate. Burial will be" in Evergreen
Mrs diaries G. Burbank of Stoneham the Methodist church and their friends at ment managed 'by the Ladies' Benevoamong the Indian tribes of the surJonas Bemis, prog.
cemetery.
visited last week- with her parentB, Mr a Hallowe'en party at her home on How lent society of the Congregational church
rounding districts.
Owen A. Hoban, dem.
and Mrs Charles £. Sanford.
vestry,
Wednesday
evening,
was
well
163
ard street, on Monday night. The rooms
Calvin D. Paige, rep.
NEW BRAINTREE.
Homer A. Webster, head coach of the were tastefully decorated with cornstalks attended, and a most successful and enTesfof Endurance,
COUNCILLOR
joyable
affair.
One
hundred
and
fifty
AH of us are weak In the period of Wellesley high school foot-ball team, Jack-O'-lanterna and all sorts of Hallow,
160
Daniel E Denney, rep.
Mr C. M. Boyden has returned to Medgrowth, and are of email worth before spent the week-end at the home of his e'en figures.
Games appropriate for people sat down to the supper. All who
60
Charles B. Perry, prog., dem.
way for the winter.
the hour pt trial. Adversity 1B the in- parents at Lake Quacumquasit.
Hallowe'en were played and a musical attended state that the supper was of
SENATOR
excMeriSt; as -those"" served in the past,
spector ot OUT constitutions; she simThe election officers at the polls on
Mr and Edward L. Bennett and daugh- program was enjoytd. Dainty refresh- which have won an enviable reputation
ply tries our muscle and powers of en74
Alexis Boyer, Jr., dem.
Tuesday were F. A. Morse, D. C. Wethments
were
served.
durance, and should be a periodical ter Eleanor and Miss Pauline Eaton, all
for the ladies of the church. The enter- H. E. Cummings, prog., rep.
156
erell, William Loftus, M. C. Dailey.
visitor. But, until she comes, no man of Cambtinge, were the guests Sunday of -At the meeting of the Woman's Alliance tainment was in charge of Mrs Edwin
REPREbENTATIVE IN GENERAL SOURT
The Grange conferred the first and
of the First Parish church in the social D. Goodelll and consisted of piano solos
Mr and Mrs Delbert A. Eaton..
Is known.
—
169 67 third degrees on seven candidates, Wedroom at the church Tuesday afternoon, by Merville and Frank Locke; vocal solos Warren E. Tarbell, rep.
nesday evening.
COUNTY COMMISSIONER
Rev. Austin S. Garver of Worcester gave by Miss Mildred G. Mitcnell; piccolo
Rev. and Mrs William France are visan address on, "The cost of moral liv- solos by Harold C. Binley; stories by Charles M. Day, prog. dem.
60
iting in Hillsboro, N. H.
ing." The hostesses were Mrs Lucius E. Sumnet H. Reed, and solos by the quar- Warren Goodale, rep.
164
Eetey and Mrs Edward B. Phetteplace. tette—Mrs Frederick D. Works, soprano;
The body of Miss Hattie Allen, 75
FIRST REFERENDUM
Following the business session refresh- Miss Emily Ham, alto; Harold C. Binyears of age, the daughter of the late
81
Yes
V
ments were served by Mrs Arthur F. But- ley, tenor, and Charles A. Sweet, basB.
Israel Allen and a former resident of this
GOODS MADE TO ORDER
72
No
terworth, Mrs Claude H. Laflin and
town, was brought from Hartford, Ot.,
A false report of a forest fire at the
SECOND REFERENDUM
SWITCHES, BRAIDS, TOUPEES, ETC. Misses Kathryn Eaton, Ruth Estey, Dor- Henry Allen Ranch, owned by the Ful- Yes
and buried in east cemetery Wednesday.
97
othy Woodard and Ruth S. Vizard.
latns of North Brookfield, caused Forest No
75
Made from Combings. We have pleased others,
Book Review.
Frank J. Ducey and MisB Florence fire warden Elbert L. Bemis and, 8 men

Brookfield Times

Esthetic.
The Customer—"Oh, but haven't you
any other tint In lettuce than this?
It won't go with my new blue salad
dish a bit!"—Sketch.

REAL HUMAN HAIR
let us please you.

:

:

•

THIRD REFERENDUM

:

New Method, SHAMPOOING and SCALP Treatment,
SWITCHES Made From Combings, $1.50.

50 Cents.

Park Hair Store,
MISS J. E. MURPHY
3 Charlton St., Corner Main. ('Phone Cedar 2403 W) WORCESTER

Worcester
is nearly a year
ifTmarkets.

Market

Evelyn Perry both of West Brookfield
were married at 10 o'clock on Wednesday
morning at the rectory of St. Mary's
church by Rev. M. J. Murphy.
The
young couple were attended by Joseph
Evans of West Brookfield as best man,
and Miss Katherine Ducey, a Bister of
the groom as bridesmaid. The young
couple left immediately after the ceremony for a wedding trip to New York,
and on their return wilt live in West
Brookfield.

Opening

since we begun building this most modern of all

T he Worcester Market that will close its doors next Monday evening was
opened twenty years ago and was second only to our principal Providence Store,
The Providence Public Market.
With the completion of the

NEW

WORCESTER

MARKET

Worcester County will possess the largest and in every detail the most complete
Modern Market in existance
The people of Worcester and of Worcester County has on all occasion's taken
a lively interest in this enterprise and we feel the keenest satisfaction in giving
to the Community in return for their patronage and good will, an institution of
which they can be proud.
I We are planning to make the, opening week very interesting to our patrons
ana visitors, but details of our arrangements are not complete and will have t
be (announced later throug the daily papers.
We can only say now that the opening of the New Worcester Market Tues-- «ay Morning, November io, will be an event long to be remembered by the
people of Worcester County.
If you are not able to honor us with your presence on our opening day,, w
trust that you do so on one of ths succeeding diys of th: opining »^ek.

WORCESTER MARKET

an unnecesary trip to that section Sunday afternoon. When they arrived near
the ranch it was discovered that the fire
was five miles farther east and South
Spencer men had been fighting the fire
two hours. The fire had been seen by
employes at ihe power station of the W.,
B. & S. railway wh6 informed F. Arthur
Full'am in North Brookfield. The latter
notified warden Bemis who did not
think it necessary to sound an alarm
he thought there would be no difficulty in
securing helpers.
He came across
party of young men on Central St., and
asked them to assist. The men refused
at first, and it was necessary for the fire
warden to threaten them with arrest be
fore they agreed to accompany him.
Work is progressing on the new private
water system on the Blanchard estate,
which, it is expected,- will be completed
by December 1. It is being installed by
a Springfield company and two artesian
wells, from which the water will be procured are being driven by F. A. Champlin.of East longmeadow. At present
the supply of water on the estate, while
sufficient for all household and farm purposes gives no adequate fire protection for
the buildings. V\ hen the new system is
in operation this defect will be remedied,
and the estate will be served by one of
the finest private water systems in the
state. A large storage reservoir of brick
and cement with a capacity of 35.000
gallons is being Jauilt near the top of
■ Oool'ey hill, 920 feet above sea level, and
I the drop of more than 100 feet through
| 4 inch pipes will furnish excellent pres' sure for four fire hydrants, at different
■ parts of estate, arranged so that by ex: tending the fire hose, which will be placed
'conveniently to the hydrants, all the
i buildings can lie protected. The water
I from the artesian wells will be pumped to
i the reservoir by an electric motor on
j power furnished by the private electric
j plant.
TJhe cow stable will equipped
; with separate drinking troughs for each
animal, with water flowing day and
! night. The new system will Bupply all
! the water useJ ou the estate.

94
50

No
FOURTH REFERENDUM

84
Yes
58
No
There were 239 votes cast in Precinct 1
and 105 in Precinct 1, making a total of
344. First ballot was cast by Joseph J.
Durkin.

Remember that Lyman H. Howe's
travel festival comes to town hall, Wednesday evening, Nov. 18, under the
auspices of the Woman's Alliance of the
First Parish church, capiained by Mrs
William L. Walsh.
Reserve seats are
now on sale at D. A. Eaten drug-store.
The seats are 35 and 50 cents. The pictures are all high.class and the exhibition
will be one of the best motion picture
performances ever given in this section.
Secure your seats early. A University
instrnctor whose fame is nation wide for
his scientific expeditions, discoveries and
travels recently advised all lis Btudents
to attend Lyman Howe's travel festival.
He gave his indorsement in these words,
"I always take advantage of the opportunity to see the Lyman Howe exhibition
because the reproductions are absolutely
truthful. No matter where I happen to
be I go to see them. For the privilege I
pay 35 or 50 cents, hut I would pay $5."
Among the big new features a "thrill of
thrills'' is promised on a new ride on a
runaway train. Another spectacular adventure is that which takes spectators
down into the crater of Vesuvius. The
growth of plants and flowers; new bird
studies; the electrolysis of metals; a railrord ride through Greece; and a trip
through quaint, historic and euchanting
Venice, are only a few of the remarkable
subjects inoluded in the program. The
date-Nov. 18. Place—Brookfield town

hall.

Miss Clara M. Clarendon, who his
been superintendent of First Parish Sunday school for the past six months resigned the position, Sunday. Mrs Louis
H. R. Gass, Mrs Walter B. Mellen and
"Sober"
rhymes with "Octobet." Miss Sadie Eaton were appointed a committee to select a new superintendent.
But October is a thing of the past.

In the Merrick public library is displayed a collection of books on Household Economy. This selection comprises volumes on household care and management, such as "The care of a house"
by Clark, "The efficient kitchen" -by G.
B. Child,- "The new housekeeping" by
C. Frederick. Besides these are many
new cook books, as Miss Farmer/s "Boston Cooking School cook book"; Soyer's
"Paperbag cookery," and "The fireless
cook-book," by Mitchell,
A man in this town recently remarked
that he would rather have a clear conscience than a million dollars. He has
neither.
it.

Hard to remain neutral? Not a bit of
Forget which countries are fighting.

Only Achievement Counts.
It Is better to have one good Idea
and carry It Into effect than to have
a score of good Ideas and merely talk,
about them. _.
^^
Never Can Be Wasted.
The work an unknown good man
has done is like a vein of water flowing hidden underground, secretly making the ground green.—Carlyle.
Valuable Telegraph Line. •
The Borneo Islands boast a telegraph line constructed of mahogany)
and ebony poles. This Is no doubt
the most valuable telegraph line In
existence.
Refrain From Scolding.
Scolding is not necessary In order
to emphasize a rebuke, and sometimes the reproof that is tactful and
kind, makea the most impression of
all.—Exchange.
Poor Chance for Millenium.
If the millenlum doesn't show up
until a mother admits that her own
children are naughty and those next
door are angels it wil' never arrive.
Peculiar Cramp Preventive.
Throughout London placing a cork
in the bed Is regarded by hundreds aa
a sure preventive against cramp.

RnOOKFTRT.r)
BROOKFTELD

WALSH ELECTED;
BARRY DEFEATED

I Changes in the United States' Senate
Occasioned by the Latest Balloting
STATE
N. H.

Vermont

Connecticut
New York
Pennsylvania
Ohio
Indiana
Illinois
Kentucky
Kansas
Iowa
So. Dakota
Arkansas
Oklahoma
Missouri
No. Dakota
Idaho
Oregon
Washington
California
Nevada
Arizona
Utah
Colorado
Wisconsin
For Lieutenant-Governor.
Maryland
208,684
209,848 CUSHING, REP
No. Carolina
193,665
198.534 BARRY, DEM
So. Carolina
27.836
31,544 MAGENIS, PROG
Georgia

Progressive Vote Takes Tremendous Slump

TTMF.S

Present
Senator
Galllnger
Dillingham.
Brandegee
Root
Penroe*

Burton
Shively
Sherman
Camden
Bristow
Cummins
Crawford
Clarke
Gore

Stone

Party

Yesterday's
Winner

Rep. Galllnger
Dillingham
Rep.
Brandegee
Rep.
Rep. Wadsworth
Penrose
Rep.
Harding
Rep.
Dem. Shively
Sullivan
;i
Rep.
Dem. Beckham
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Dem.

Cummlnga
Burke

Dem.
Dem.

Gore
Stone
Gronna

Clarke

Party
RepRep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Dem.
Dem.
Dem.
Rep.
Rep.
Dem.
Dem.
Dem.
Rep.

HEAR HINTS
20 NEW HAVEN
ON INDUSTRY HEADS INDICTED
Experts In Many Lines Discuss Action Taken by Federal Grand
Problems at Conference
Jury.
CALLED

BY

GOVERNOR

Addresses by Dr. E. E. Pratt of the
U. 8. Department of Commerce,
Gov. Walsh and Mayor Curley of Boston.

Boston—The conference on Industrial development and trade extenDem. sion called at toe suggestion of Gov.
Chamberlain
Chamberlain
Walsh and arranged by the MassaJones
Dem. chusetts state board of labor andRep. Phelan
Perkins
Dem. industries held a session at the CopDem. Newlands
Newlands
Dem. ley-Plaza Hotel with about 200 busiDem. Smith
Smith
Rep. ness men present from all parts of
Smoot
Rep.
Smoot
the state.
Dem.
Thomas
Addresses were made by the GoverRep.
McGovem
Stevenson
Rep.
nor and by Mayor Curley, and the
Dem.
For Governor.
Dem. Smith
Smith
formal program Included also adDem.
Overman
Dem. Overman
WALSH, DEM
dresses by Dr. E E. Pratt of the
Dem.
McCALt, REP.
Dem. Smith
Smith
United States department of comDem.
WALKER, PROG.
Dem. Smith
Smith
merce, James H. Perkins of the NaCuHhlng's
plurality
15,019
Dem.
Walsh's plurality
11,314
Dem. Hardwlck
West
Georgia
tional City Bank, New York, John F.
Dem. Tobin of the Boot and Shoe Workers
For Treasurer.
Fletcher
Dem. Fletcher
For Secretary.
Florida
Dem
197,054 Louisiana
Thornton
Dem. Broussard
Onion. Dudley Bartlett director ot
UANGTRY, R
195,910 BURRILL, R
Dem. the foreign trade bureau of the Phil188,444 Alabama
White
Dem. Underwood
DONAHUE, D
188,103 MANSFIELD, D
liurrtll's
plurality
8,614
adelphia Commercial Museum, an InLangtry's plurality
7307
For Attorney-General.
Bowles, although the latter had both although the latter had both the stitution unique In this country;
For Auditor.
Democratic
and
Progressive
nominaProf. Emily Balch, Wellesley College,
201,790 the Democratic and Progressive nomCOOK, R
194,459 ATTWILL, R
190,947 inations as he had last year. Henry tions. Councilor E. G. Frothingham and R M. Rastall, industrial expert
POPE, D
186,024 BOYNTON, D
Attwill's plurality
10,843 C. Mulligan of Natick, defeated Coun- of Haverbill was re-elected and David of the board of labor and industries.
Cook's plurality
8,435
Practical suggestions were offered
cilor John J. Hogan of Lowell, and U Parker and Herbert P. Waagatt,
in the 7th District Daniel B. Denny, both Republicans, were elected In the by Herbert S. Houston, publisher of
World's Work, who declared that Net*
Republican, defeated Charles B. Perry, 1st and 4th Districts respectively.
England must learn to give
the
same patient attention to the study
WHITMAN
BEATS
GLYNN.
of the art of salesmanship that has
REPUBLICAN^ SWEEP.
been devoted to the art of producHas
Plurality
of
Governor
of
About
tion; Alfred P. Perkins, field secrefor
Set Back for Beverldge—Bad
125,000.
tary of the United States Chamber of
Woman Suffrage.
Commerce, who told of what the naNew York—Dist Atty. Whitman de- tion was doing to distribute IndusGOVERNORS ELECTED.
feated
Gov.
Glynn
In
the
race
for
the
trial information wherever it may do
CALIFORNIA—*Hlram W. Johnson,
Governorship in New York by about the most good; P. M. d' Almeida, a
P.
163,000
majority,
after
a
campaign
citizen of Brazil, acting as commerCOLORADO—George A. Carlson, R.
CONNECTICUT—Marcus H.
Hol- that became of well nigh National cial agent for that country, who told
Interest.
Sulsser
led
Davenport,
the
of the opportunities presented to the
comb, R.
Progressive, by more than 40,000 United States in his land; Dr. Da>id
GEORGIA—Nat E. Harris, D.
Snedden of the state board of eduMASSACHUSETTS—'David I. Walsh, votes.
The first election in New York tor cation, who declared that the reD.
MICHIGAN—Woodbridge N. Ferris, United States Senator gave the hon- sources of the local communities
or to James W. Wadsworth, Jr., who were not adequate for them without
D.
Gerard.
the. Btate help to carry on industrial eveMINNESOTA—Winfield S. Hammond. defeated James W.
United States Ambassador at Berlin. ning schools for adults. Prof. Selskar
D.
In
New
York
city
the
vote
for; M. Gunn of the board of labor and
NEVADA—Ettmett Boyle, D.
NEW
HAMPSHIRE—Holland
H. Governor was a great disappointment! Industries; A. Lincoln Filene, who
to the friends of Mr. Glynn, many ol; made a series of suggestions; John
Spanlding, R.
NEW YORK—Charles S. Whitman, whom looked for a very large plural-: S. Lyons, Holyoke, and many others.
Gov. Walsh, speaking upon "The
ity In hlsJavorr. The present Indies. I
GRAFTON D. CUSHING.
DAVID I. WALSH.
R.
Lieut. Gov. Elect.
Re-Elected Governor.
NORTH DAKOTA—*tL0Uls B. Han- tions are that the Democratic candid- Advance of Massachusetts," said that
ates will not receive a plurality of* the most important work of the new
na, R.
more than 48,000 or 50,000 votes in state board of labor and industries
Boston—David I. Walsh was re- Republican Congressman has ever OHIO—»tJames M. Cox, D.
would be ita effort for the developthe metropolis.
been
elected
from
this
district,
which
OKLAHOMA—R.
L
Williams,
D.
elected governor of Massachusetts
For the first time since 1910 the ment of Massachusetts industries.
PENNSYLVANIA—Martin
G.
Brumhas
hitherto
been
represented
hy
Tuesday by a plurality of about 13,Republicans will have a majority in Not enough attention Was given now
baugh, R.
•00 votes over his Republican oppo- John A. Sullivan and Andrew J. Petto business, because "there is
too
RHODE
ISLAND—R.
Livingston each House of the Legislature. Nine-; much politics in Massachusetts."
nent, ex-Congressman Samuel W. Mc- ers.
ty-nine Republicans and 61 Democrats
In the 14th District Richard Olney
Beeckman, R.
Call, but Lieut.-Gov. Barry was deFrom a somewhat different angle
have been elected' to the Assembly.
feated by almost 16,000 by Grafton 2d, Democrat, defeated Harry C. TENNESSEE—Thomas C Rye, D.
Thirty-five Republicans and 16 Dem- Mayor Curley approached the same
D. Cusbing, the Republican candi- Howard of Brockton, Republican, TEXAS—James E. Ferguson, D.
tonic
in his afternoon address. He reand Henry U Klncalde of Qulncy," WISCONSIN—Emanuel L. Phillip. R. ocrats have been chosen Senators.
date for lieutenant-governor.
Ex.-Gox. Sulzcr said, commenting on ferred to the effort for the 11,000,000
Progressive,
each
of
whom,
seemed
•Re-elected
t
Indicated
in
late
reJoseph Walker, the Progressive
the election: "Without money, with- fund, saying that he had not believed
candidate
tor governor, received before the votes were counted to turns.
out newspaper support, without of-; It possible to raise that amount, but
have
a
good
chance
of
success.
Mr.
Washington.—The
sensational
camonly 36,000 votes in the state.
organization. It is Impossible for me; that the effort had brought business
Kincaide
made
a
very
poor
run.
This
paign
in
Pennsylvania
against
SenaThe disintegration of the Progresaddition
had
to win; but I console myself with the men closer, and in
tor
Boies
Penrose
for
re-election,
district
was
represented
in
the
pressive party was one of the features
knowledge that I have elected Whit- brought in 888,000 In paid subscripent
Congress
by
Bdward
Gilmore
unmade
by
the
Progressives
for
Gif.
tions
and
868,000
in
pledgeB.
besides
of the election. Mr. Bird, who was
man, beaten Glynn, made Roosevelt
the Progressive candidate for govern- til he resigned to become postmaster ford Plnchot and headed hy Col. ridiculous and driven from public inducing the location in Boston of
Roosevelt, came to naught
Penrose
812 000,u0O worth of new industries,
or last year, received 127,655 votes. of that city.
was re-elected, together with Brum- life the conspirators who stole the and this within a few weeks of the
Gains In Legislature.
Most of these votes apparently went
Governorship.
The Republicans also made large baugh, Republican, for Governor by
organization of the Boston Industrial
this year to Mr. McCall, for he reBureau. He referred also to
the
ceived 197,431 votes, «bout 81,000 gains in the Legislature and will con- majorities that may exceed 200,000.
SWEEP
VERMONT.
Plnchot
ran
far
behind
Palmer,
Demtrol
both
branches
next
year.
Both
movement In behalf of a merchant
more than Mr. Gardner, the Republit
the
Progressive
Senators,
Charles
M.
ocrat
marine, and brought out a round of
can candidate, received last year.
Republicans Carry the State by About applause when he declared that In
Setback For Beverldge.
Gov. Walsh's total vote Tuesday Cox of the 4th Middlesex District and
9,000,
Ex-Senator
Beveridge
of
Indiana,
Charles
B.
Burtank
of
the
1st
Plyslow times it was far better to run
was 210,284; this Is about 27,000
a plant at Borne loss than to promote
votes more than he had last year, mouth District, were defeated for re- appeared to have snared In the slump
Rutland,
Vt—Charles
W.
Gates
of
and the presumption is that he was election ;hy their Republican oppo- of the Progressives everywhere, run- Franklin, candidate for Governor, and the building of such community Insupported by many who had for- nents, but C. Boson Abbott of the 2d ning a poor third In the Senatorial the other members of the Republican stitutions as almshouseB due to gen.MilleT, Republican, (showed
eral business depression.
merly been Progressive. Mr. Gush- Norfolk District, who had both the Tace.
State ticket were carried into office at
Chairman Donovan showed that his
lug's vote Tuesday waa 206,820, and Progressive and Democratic nomina- unexpected strength and led Shively, Tuesday's election by a sweeping ma-'
the
Democratic
Incumbent
in
Indianboard had been working night and
Mr. Barry had 191,791. Mr. Cushlng tions, was elected. He will be the
jority.
apolis,
by
abont
5000.
The
letter's
only
member
to
represent
the
Prodays
for months punning to take adhad, therefore, received about 10,ouu
•The margin Is In the vicinity of vantage of the enormous business opvotes more than Mr. McCall, but Mr. gressives in the Senate, and his alle- friends were expecting him to carry 9000.
portunities brought to the country by
Barry ran about 19,000 behind Gov. giance will be divided between two the State, however.
The figures tabulated show the guEarly returns Indicated that the
parties.
the warWalsh.
bernatorial
vote
to
have
been
as
folAttleboro voted to accept a city Democrats would retain control ol
All that Massachusetts men to
Cook Elected Auditor.
lows:
•
want of Information along the line
The Republicans also elected all charter, 1581 being registered In fa- Congress, with apparently no change
Charles
W.
Gates,
Republican,
33,in the Senate, but by a decidedly'rethe minor state officials, Including vor to 754 against
102; Hariand B. Howe of St Johns- of foreign trade extension need to
Revere also voted to join the Mass- duced majority In the House.
Alonso B. Cook, the candidate for
bury,
Democrat, 24,471; Dr. W. J. Al- do," he said, "Is to write to the
Bad
for
Woman
Suffrage
state auditor, who, according to most achusetts cities, 3911 declaring In
drlch
of St Johnsbury, Progressive, State Board of Labor and Industries,
Woman
Suffrage
appears
to
hare
t 1 Beacon street or call 'Haymar
predictions, was to be overwhelming- favor and 951 against. The size of
had a disastrous day.
Bight States 6235.
the
majority
for
the
city
proposal
ly defeated by the present auditor,
Figures on the United States Sena- ket 4200' on the telephone. If we can
voted on the question of granting the
was
a
distinct
surprise.
not answer questions at the moment
Frank H. Pope. This result was one
The voters of Westfield rejected the franchise to women, and estimates torial contest give United States; we are In touch with so many na
of the surprises of the day.
on early returns Indicated defeats in Senator William P. Dillingham of
city
form
of
government,
A
total
of
tionol sources of information that Wf
The congressional delegation from
Missouri, North and South Dakota Waterbury, Republican, a total of 33,Massachusetts, which now consists of 1284 voted for the 1043 against the
944 votes for re-election, and Charles* can at least guarantee to do ao
and
Ohio.
proposition.
eight Democrats and eight RepubliCalifornia and Arizona voted down A. Pronty of Newport, Democratlo- promptly."
It is believed that the State Senate
cans, will In the next congress have
He referred also to the lack o!
prohibition, but Colorado Is close, Progressive-Prohibltlon candidate, 26,12 Republicans and four Democrats. will contain 32 Republicans, instead
common Bense in making manufactui
with the "drys" having the lead In 247.
The Republicans made great gains of 21 as this year. The Republicans
srs pay their employes 62 times i
In all the districts, and the Progres- gained five Senators in Middlesex early returns.
and then to let state employe
G. 0. P. IN GRANITE STATE /ear
sives, who expected to elect two con- County alone. Six Democrats were
md teachers and many others wait i
BALDWIN LOSES.
gressmen, cut very little figure any- elected from Suffolk County, Senanonth before they get an Instalmen
Governor, Senator and Both Con.
tor Dean, a Democrat, from Middlewhere.
>t pay.
greeamen.
Republican
Back to
Congressman Treadway In the 1st sex County, and, as has been ..aid, Connecticut
Dr. Pratt gave the business me:
Mancheter, N. H.—New Hampshire
C. B. Abott who had both ProgresRanks.
District, Gillett in the 2d, Paige In sive and Democratic nominations, but
oat valuable suggestions, sayto
abandoned the Democratic regime of
the 3rd, Wlnslow in the 4th, Rogers Is really a Progressive, from Norfolk
hat from his observations and hi
New Haven, Conn.—Connecticut re- the past two years, electing a RepubIII the 5th, Gardner In the 6th, Rob- County.
turned to the Republican fold Tuesday lican Governor, Rolland H. Spauldlng orelgn correspondence he bellevt
erta In the 9th, and Greene in the
by
a
plurality
estimated
at
8000
over
hat financial conditions were m
The incoming House of Represen- by making a clean sweep. Frank
15th, all Republicans, and Congress- tatives, with seven districts missing, D. Brandegee was reflected to the Albert W. Noone, Democrat
ood just now tor the development i
The Republican victory extended to orelgn trade, but this was the proi
man Phelan In the 7th, and GaUlvaa stand: Republicans, 144; Democrats, United States Senate over Gov. Sithe United States senatorial fight. ir time to make a start.
In the 12th, both Democrats, were re- 86; Progressives, 2; Socialist, 1; as meon E Baldwin by 11,783.
With the vote nearly all counted in- Senator Jacob H. Galllnger defeating
Miss Balch referred to the mlstat
against 117 Republican*, 105 Demelected.
Congressman Raymond B. Stevens.
Congressman Deitrlck was defeat- ocrats, 16 Progressives and one So- dications pointed to the election of a Edward Wason, Republican candidate if training so much of young labi
solid Republican Congressional delen casual forms of employment wl
ed in the 8th District by V. W. Dall- cialist
gation. Among those probably elected for Stevens' seat In Congress, defeathe result that the young worke
Council Republican.
Inger of Cambridge, Republican; Coned
Charles
French
(Democrat)
by
a
tever become accustomed to regul.
The Democrats will have only one to Congress Is Ex-Representative
gressman Mitchell was defeated in
close
vote.
mployment, and she urged the nt
the 13th District by William H. Car- member of the Executive Council Ebenezer J. Hill, a leading member of
Cyrus A. Sulloway, former con
asity ot finding a way to suppleme
ter of Needham, Republican, and next year—Timothy J. Buckley ol the Ways and Means Committee.
gressman,
was
re-elected
to
Congress
One
feature
of
the
election
was
the
;ie abilities of men by giving the
Congressman Tnacher was defeated Boston. This year there were three
In the 1st district over Eugene E
ie small amounts of training whi
In the 16th District by Joseph Walsh Democrats and two members who had slump in the Progressive vote. While Reed, Democrat, who defeated Sullo
the
Progressive
party
polled
nearly
both
the
Democratic
and
Progressive
rten are all they lack to obta
of New Bedford, Republican. Peter P.
35,000 yotes last year, barely more way In 1912.
teady and profitable work.
Tague, Democrat, was elected in the nominations.
Early Indications in the llcens.
In the 2d District, Charles
W. than 6000 voted Thursday.
Dr. Rastall asked for communl
10th District for his first term. He
fight
were
that
Concord
would
re
Judge Marcus H. Holcomb was .electiprovement in behalf of labor, c
succeeds Congressman Murray, who Guy, Democrat, the present Incummain
"wet"
after
vigorous
no-1'
bent was defeated hy Ex-Counctlot ed Governor by a majority of about
aring that every community sr
has become postmaster of Boston.
cense campaign.
Manchester ale
■ stamp Indelibly upon the ui
In the 11th District George Holden Ouy A. Ham. Republican; in the 8th 14,074.
remains
"wet"
Franklin
went
for
li
The
Senate
and
House
win
be
Read women in It
Tlnkham, Republican, defeated Fran- District Charles H. Wright Republicense after being dry eight years.
els J Horgan, Democrat; no other can, defeated Councillor Henry L. publican.

G. 0. P. GAIN FIVE CONGRESSIONAL SEATS

In New York Whitman Wins Over
Glynn by 125,000

Gronna
Brady

Rep.
Rep.
Dem.
Rep.

MELLEN
Charge

NOT

Is Illegal

INDICTED

Hold on 160 Cor.

poratlons—President
Bald to

Have

Wilson

Instigated

Investigation.
New York—-Twenty directors or
former directors ot the New Haven.
Railroad, among them some of the.
foremost financiers, railroad builders)
and promoters of Industrial enterprises in the United States,
have,
been Indicted by the Federal grand
jury here, charged with criminal violation of the Sherman law.
They include William Rockefeller,
the Standard Oil millionaire; George.
F. Baker, rated in recent years next
to the late J. P. Morgan as the leading financial power ot Wall street;
Theodore N. Vail, the bead of the.
American Telegraph and Telephone
company; LewiB Cass Ledyard, one.
of the country's best known attorneys, and T. De Witte Cuyler, prominent as financier and railroad director.
The late J. P. Morgan himself,
financial sponsor for the New Haven
road and for many other great enterprises, is named as a conspirator, but
not Indicted as well as more than a
score of other men whose names are
familiar in finance.
Never In the history of the United
States have so many men of equal
prominence been indicted. If convlcted they may be sent to jail for
one year, though the law provides a
85000 fine as alternative, or both
penalties may be Inflicted In the discretion of the Court
The twenty directors and Edward
D. Bobbins, former general counsel
for the New Haven, who was als»
indicted, are accused of
having
sought to monopolize the transportatkra facilities of New England.
President Wilson himself Is under*
stood to have instigated the investigation which led to the Indictments,
Although other indictments under thecriminal clause of the Sherman la*
have been found, the true bill handed
down today is considered the
firs*
real step made to determine whether
the law can successfully be enforced.
The jury's investigation has been
going on for about a month. Tb#
chief witness was Charles a Mellea,
former president ot the New Haven,
who Is understood to have repeated
and enlarged upon the testimony
which he gave recently before the la*
terstate
Commerce
Commission,
which led that body to Issue a scathing report upon the financial methods)
employod by the road's administration.
The indictments charge conspiracy
m violation of the Sherman antitrust law to monopolize commerce.
Under section 2 of the law, under
which they were returned, the maximum penalty upon conviction Is ona>
year Imprisonment and 85000 fine.
The complete list of those Indicted)
follows:
William Rockefeller.
George MacCulloch Miller.
Charles F. Brooker.
William Skinner.
'
D. Newton Barney.
/
Robert W. Taft
/
James S. Elton.
James S, Hemingway.
. Lewis Cass Ledyard.
I Charles M. Pratt
i
,'A. Heaton Robertson.
Frederick F. Brewstor.
Henry K. McHarg.
Edward D. Bobbins, former general counsel of the road.
Alexander Cochrane.
John D. Billard.
George P. Baker.
Thomas de Witt Cuyler.
Theodore N. Vail.
Edward Milllgan.
Francis T. Maxwell.
Although not Indicted, the late J.
P. Morgan la named In the bill as on*
»f the conspirators.
After naming, the 160 corporations,
*hose business it was claimed waa
o be monopolized, the Indictment
■barges that the conspirators used
ertaln of them. Including the New
ngland Navigation Company, the
loston Railroad Holding Company,
he Billiard Company and the New
ingland Steamship Company through
heir Influence, credit and funds to
npose upon the other concerns eonracts and working arrangements
vhich would Insure monopolization
,f commerce "In harmony with tad
eslgns ot such conspirators."
"Said conspirators," reads the lnictment "were to Induce and cornel such sales of capital stock, suoh
taslng of properties and tadUtlea,
ad such making of contracts and
orklng arrangements, and suoh eniging In combination by using and]
ireatening to use the advantage peassed by said New Haven Company
id the accumulation of power artsg from the control of some of the
ild other common carriers, to grasp
e commerce rightfully and normally
•longing to said other and remaing common carriers and to drive
ch other common carriers out ot
ch commerce, except as they might
gage In It In combination with and
bordlnatlon to said New Haren
impany,"

TTWTCS

UCLAS

fore their eyes; a llfe-and-blood drama,
at his friend with guilt and shame to sides, you've a great card to your Miss
where the feelings of strong men were
his eyes, then he turned away. "No, Wentworth, to say nothing of Merry.
1 signed my own name to It I sent Bhe's out of sight. Why, I've run In, deeply stirred.
"Good Lord!" said Singleton.
It to my own paper. I wired the news heaven knows how often, tor that
Oswald turned with a start as if he
third act I cant think of any big
of Forsyte's death to toe Tribune."
had
been aroused from sleep. The
Neither of the men spoke for some actress who could get as much out newspaper man stood at his elbow
minutes. When Merry turned, Went- of teat situation as Dorcas Wentworth with a look ot blank astonishment in
worth lay staring at him with a pray- does. There are minutes when It
•
er for pity, comprehension, and for- doesn't seem as If tee girl were act- his eyes.
"What's back of all that?" he asked.
ing—she lives the character from start
giveness in his eyes.
"I can understand that Merry wrote
"I want you to understand one to finish."
"I believe you are right" acknowl- the play, I've known Enoch Wentthing," pleaded tee older man. "When
worth tor years, and I was never BO
you called my bluff that morning and edged Oswald.
Before the third act began the staggered to my lite as tee first night
I wrote that bond, I was Innocent of
when I saw The House of Esterany thought of Injury to you. »I don't house settled down to that silence brook.' I went to tee office afterwards
know what was In my mind. It was which means intense anticipation. to write my stuff and I sat tor ten
ooPYracm: I9M- BY r.c.pr?ownE &.co■»■»■*■■
nothing In the world but an Idle fancy. When the curtain fell, tee applause minutes—dumb, stupid—trying to figTOO CAM SAVE BJ0HEY BY
I told you so at tee time. I did not rose to a deafening clamor. One play- ure ont how Wentworth, the Enoch
WEARING W. L. DOUGLAS SHOES.
choked
fashion.
Suddenly
a
thought
dream that you could write a play. If er after another appeared to take an
CHAPTER XXVI—Continued.
For 81 ftmtm W. I» Doturtu h;i gvuuMadJB*.
came to me. I leaped over the watt anyone bad told me you were capable encore. Last of all came Dorcas. She Wentworth I knew, could have writ- tmtua
on Uielole b.for. Ou, .hoe«Ujy« Ihjito
Across the pale face of the Invalid and held before Dave a new twenty- of turning out The House of Ester^ stood on tee stage alone, smiling and ten It How long have you known tory.
a prot«ct« «>• w««r»r »iamrt huh prtoM
■awept a wave of scarlet; then he be- dollar gold-piece father had given me brook' I should nave laughed at him. bowing. Her face was radiantly hap- this?"
ihon ■ m »1 will worth what in i»r tor Ojfm. J
"I
have
known
It"
answered
Osr^Tooiid
£» fiow ouonaiy v/. u boa«i». rtoj. »
«an to talk slowly and hesitatingly. that morning. It bought bis oration." Then that day, when ypu came and py. When the curtain dropped, the
*| was in a Southern academy the first
Wentworth paused as If in an em- read the manuscript—I Bad just given applause began again. Wentworth ap- wald quietly, "just as long as you SiS^ia woJloniWthuiothw !»••«• tor U» prMk
time It happened. I must have been barrassment of shame. Merry watched up all hope, as I did with tee oration peared, leading Merry by the hand. have."
iFuiiw. u DowHuihoe. •» «ot lor «tl« to TOT
"Then I'm right" cried Singleton. T&lttr.oriM dlreot from factory. Shoo. Mm;
seventeen or thereabouts. Prises were him In silence.
•
on Caesar. I had been tolling for The face ot the older man looked pal- "I knew Merry was lying when he 9SS fS5» 'roe in ih. U. & vVr^rfcrllta."I feel—even now—the reluctant
■to be given for a public oration and
^W-.*u"Wuo«B:&'s^^%5JS!ia-.
years and years on a play. There
stood there on the stage giving us
;people were coming from everywhere grip with which Dave held on to those
was one—it had seemed to me like a
that bluff about Wentworth carrying
•to hear us. The governor was to ad- sheets of blurred foolscap. I never great plot—but 1 had begun to realize
the secret for him. Merry wrote it all
Hdress us. My father was a lawyer, one gave a thought to what I had done.
Ask Your Dealer For
that labor does not mean everything.
right I might have guessed it long
of the big lawyers of the state. 'He Every moment for twenty-four hours You want Inspiration, or genius or art
was
needed
to
commit
Dave's
speech
ago.
I
say,
do
you
know
there's
a
went to tula school when he was a
—or something, and I didn't have it'
devil of a big story bach of all that?"
boy, and he bad carried oil the oration to memory. My father, proud and hapEnoch paused, wrinkling his eyeB as
Oswald's face grew stern.
prize. His heart was set on my win- py, gave me another twenty-dollar if in an attempt to remember someThe Latest Style in Fancy
"You see I know both of tee men
ning it I toiled and toiled over that gold-piece. I carried it to Dave. He thing. "I was trying to think of
so well," went on Singleton eagerly.
speech; It was about the death of refused it, turning his back on me something EUen Terry wrote on the
Madras Collars, it's an
"Why, they were a regular David and
Julius Caesar. I can remember, as I with angry acorn. Twenty years later back of a photograph she once gave
Jonathan pair ever since I met them
Jay awake nights staring out into the I met him again. He had gone to
me. It ran like this:
first. Enoch was forever setting Merry
■darkness, how the speech came throb- congress and was blasting his way
" 'When am I to be an actress? Well,
on his pins. The actor would go off.
■JblBg in my brain. I could never write, upwardB toward fame. I was assigned after fifteen years' labor, perhaps, Lato
Interview
him.
He
remembered
me
-though, as I declaimed' It to myself In
Heaven knows where, throw over a
bor! Why, I thought It waa all Inspirrtho still dormitory. I used to go out Instantly. For a moment he stared at
part, and drop off the edge of tee
ation. No, labor and art are the
Unto the woods and try to write. One me from head to foot, then he turned
world. I don't believe he dissipated
foundation; Inspiration—a result'
*day I gave up. I sat huddled against away without a word and never
exactly; he simply tossed his money
"Terry
wasn't
altogether
right
La* stone wall which ran down the hill, touched the band I offered him. My bor alone won't land tee prize. You've
away and went downhill. Wentworth
-dividing a pasture from the forest. God! how that hurt!" A shiver went
would hunt him up and drag him back
proved that. Boy."
through
the
man's
body.
Made in America
There was a tall pine over my head
where he belonged. He straightened
"I don't know," said Merry vaguely.
"That
happened
twenty-five
years
2 for 25 cents
*nd the crows were calling from the
up suddenly when he began to play
"I do." The man's pale face flushed.
ago,"
said
Merry
hesitatingly.
"You
flop st It I can see the place yet"
'John Esterbrook.' You can't even
"When you dropped to on me, eager
EARL
& WILSON
can't
lay
up
a
boyhood
sin
against
a
Enoch lifted his eyes and turned
pull him Into a poker game now. I
as a young victor for a laurel wreath,
MACIRS OP TROT'S BEST PRODUCT-to meet the ateady glance of the man man. He changes—he's almost an- I knew as surely as if a judge had
guess 1 took the winnings at tee last
other human being."
game he stood In for. That night I
-•Who sat beside the bed.
passed sentence on me teat my years
"No, he isn't" answered Wentworth and years of toll meant nothing but
"Do you want to hear the story
had a great mind to hand the money
doggedly. "I want to show you that waste paper. Then, suddenly, as tempt4aotT" he asked bluntly.
back to him. We said 'Good-by' about HINT EASY TO UNDERSTAND
the psychological fellow was in the ation had clutched at me twice before
••Tee—if you are bound to tell It"
daylight He looked pessimistic and
•*tt Isn't an easy task to set the right That was my first fall from In my life, came a revenous desire for
glum. No, he wasn't glum either; English Farmer Had Made Old Misjjatark-naked soul of man before anoth- grace; but there was a second lesion. fame—tee fame that another man had
Merry never gets glum. He bad a
take of Counting Chickens Be.Jar's gaze, especially when It's a man's It was worse, worse even than—than labored for and—"
down-and-out don't-glve-a-damn exfore They Were Hatched.
'own soul; but I've been over this, what I did to you. Merry. I was out
pression that morning. I can see him
"I understand," cried Merry. There
<stop by step, during these bedridden hi the Balkan mountains where the was a thrill of compassion in his voice.
yet Suddenly he disappeared again.
An old tanner to the Midlands was
Oswald Was Watching the Throngs
idays, and I'll feel better when lfs out blamed barbarian Turks go tearing at "Now, dear old man, let's forget It
When he came back Wentworth and anxious to marry, but could not make
Pour In.
each other's throats once in so often. The one thing I can never forget Is
Tt my system."
he cut each other, dead. That Paget up bis mind between the charms of a
"Jtfe you sure?" Merry spoke gent- The world looked on, waiting tor a that you have raked me trom the lld and tee red scar cut llvtdly across woman affair began, teen Wentworth certain comely widow In tee neighstory of war. I had none to tell, noth- depths more than once. I might have his forehead. A Btlllness fell upon saved Merry's life. Why, It's a tre- borhood and her equally charming
"Tas, sure." The reflective tone had ing happened but a skirmish or two been worse than dead today It It the house. It seemed to Oswald as mendous story!"
daughter.
Aavme from Enoch's voice. It was em- once in a while. There was nothing hadn't been for you."
if tee people waited intently for some
At last he resolved to let chance
Oswald turned abruptly. Something
phatic. "Out there in the sunshine," a man could make Into a story. It
In bis quiet gaze made Singleton shift solve the problem.
"You never descended to the depths unusual event
Jae continued, "I realized what defeat waa a wretched campaign. Young I did," said Wentworth abruptly.
Enoch Wentworth raised his hand bis eyes with a start of guilt "I want
Til ax th" one I fust sees a-goln"
pieant I knew my oration was mere- Forsyte, ot the Tribune, and I hung
"Sin—my variety of it or yours—Is with a gesture which was strangely to say a word to you," the English- In," he muttered, and off he started oa
4y a babble of senseless words; there together through It for months, living nothing but the difference in a man's dramatic for a man who was neither man's voice was stern, "and I want his amatory errand. But when he ar-was not a throb In It Besides, I knew like stray dogs, sick to death ot our taste. His palate dictates what he will an actor nor an orator. Like a flash you to repeat what I say to every man rived both mother and daughter were-that I could not make It better. Sud- job, and ready to throw it up at any eat There is a moral palate, and If Oswald remembered a day when he In your fraternity. There may be a sitting to the doorway.
denly, on the quiet hillside, I heard moment One morning at daybreak you go on slaking your appetite, sat watching a prisoner at tee bar. big story somewhere behind this—I
"Dang It!" he cried. "Here was I
* voice close beside me."
we were awakened by shooting. We there's a weakening of the moral tis- The man had been condemned to cannot tell. If there la, 11 an enmity comln' to ax one o' 'ee to marry me,
There was a loag pause. Wentworth scrambled from the cave where we sue. Isn't that what your psycholo- death; a' moment later, with a stifled or a misunderstanding did exist if an" I swore the fust *un should ha'
Earned his eyes from Merry and stared had slept and looked down Into the gists call It? If It had not been tor cry of terror, he stretched out his there was a wrong done, or if anything tee chance.
But there ye both be
out at the window. A trumpet vine valley. We were in the very heart of you, Enoch, I might have been worse arm for mercy and sympathy.
lies behind these two men which we together. I'll shot my eyes now, an*
«llmbed over the back ot the Waverly a battle, and these savages were climb- than dead today." Merry uttered tee
"Ladies and gentlemen," Went- do not comprehend, leave It to them. the one as doan't want me mun go In.
Place house and one scarlet blossom ing over the rocks with their cutlasses last sentence In an undertone. "I have worth began, to a voice which was They have buried It Don't turn doors. Th' one as stays is my wife
feung vivid between him and the BUB flashing. They shrieked like maniacs, a feeling, though, teat I can never go low, but so marvolously distinct teat ghoul," he pleaded, "and dig it up,
to be."
«hlne.
the bullets went flying about our so low again, because—"
each syllable carried to tee farthest simply to make a curious, heartless
Shutting his eyes tee old farmer
"Say, old fellow," said Merry In a heads. I crept back to the hole among
He sat silent for a minute. Went- seat In the house, "this is not a curtain world buy your paper for a day or countued ten Bolemnly; there was a
sow voice, "you and 1 are friends, the rooks where we had spent the worth's eyes were fixed upon him like speech—you have not called me be- two. I am told there Is a bond be- subdued chuckle, but when he opened
closer friends than we ever were. night I couldn't see what was hap- an insistent question.
"Because fore tee footlights tonight; it is an tween newspaper men, like a warm- them both women had gone.—London.
What's the use of raking up old mem- pening; I didn't wapt to Bee. Death Enoch," he went on In a steady voice, explanation. It Is a—confession."
hearted brotherhood. Wentworth be- Ttt-Blts.
ories If they hurt The story of some- shrieks echoed all around and above "because Dorcas has promised to be
Enoch paused as if mustering longed to that brotherhood; he does
' thing you did when you were in swad- me. It was the most hellish din of
strength to go through an ordeal. He yet—remember teat."
my wife."
The average woman may not be
■<dling clothes doesn't count Drop it!" battle I ever listened to. I had turned
Singleton stretched out his hand much at mathematics, but she does a
"Oh!" cried Wentworth quickly. felt tee curious scrutiny of a thou"It does count" answered Went- coward. I lay there with every tooth
sand eyes. "It Is a confession," he re- with an impulsive gesture. "Thank lot of figuring In trying to perfect
"Oh, thank God for teat!"
■worth stolidly. "I tell you It does In my head chattering. A nice conpeated slowly, "a confession which has you, Mr. Oswald. You're a good deal her figure.
count It Is the only thing that ex- fession for a man to make, eh?" asked
been long delayed—"
of a man. I never knew you before.
CHAPTER XXVII.
plains what 1 did—when you called my Wentworth with a grim smile.
He never finished his sentence. We all need a Jog on the elbow once
It Is better to be able to turn your
Muff. I have lain here—I've had days
Merry half rose then dropped back
Merry
stepped
forward
and
laid
his
in a while. A newspaper man grows hand to anything than to put your foot
Behind the Curtain.
«nd nights with nothing to do but to Into his chair. "Hold on, Enoch, 1
hand
upon
the
man's
arm
with
a
clinga
buzzard
when
a
story
Is
to
the
air.
It was a wet night In October. A
to It
swear you're not fit for this sort of
ing grasp which was full of affection, He forgets how the other fellow feels.
thing! Your temperature will go up, line of carriages moved slowly over even while it pushed Wentworth aside. I'll pass the word aroundi I can promthe shining asphalt to tee door ot the
A mean man Isn't always a man of
then the nurse—"
"Allow me." Then he laughed. ise you teat not a man among us will
"Damn the nurse. I'm fit enough: Gotham. Grant Oswald stood to a "Good people, one and all, who have do anything but take Merry's word for means.
corner
of
tee
foyer
watching
the
keep still. I want to finish my story.
so long been friends of mine, this is it His confession Is a big story in
PRESSED HARD.
Forsyth, the Intrepid young fool, went throng pour in.
"This beats your first night in Lon- my confession, late in the day, as my Itself."
Coffee's Weight on Old Age.
creeping along the face of the cliff.
friend Wentworth suggests, but it Is
"Thank you," said Oswald with a
don,
doesn't
It?"
queried
a
newspaper
He had never seen a battle before. I
mine. He was simply breaking the cordiality which few men bad seen
When people realize tee injurious
called to him to He low, but he never man Who stood beside him.
"Yes," acceded tee Englishman. news to you teat I wrote 'The House in the dignified Englishman.
heeded me. Through a crevice la the
effects of coffee and the change in
of
Esterbrook."" He stood talking with a group who
rock I saw him stretch his head over 'The first night or any other night"
health
teat Postum can bring, they are
He hesitated for a moment then gathered about him at the close of
"Wentworte's escape from death was
the chasm and crane his neck, then
usually glad to lend their testimony
the
play,
eager
as
Singleton
had
been
Enoch
touched
his
arm
as
if
in
proplunge down and begin to write as if a great ad—if you look at It that way.
test Merry smiled and gently put to discuss Merry's dramatic confes- for the benefit ot others.
he were mad. Once I sneaked out He had a close call."
"My mother, since her early childhim aside. A whisper of startled Bur- sion, when an usher interrupted teem.
"Yes."
Oswald
spoke
absently.
and tried to drag him in beside me.
hood, was an Inveterate coffee drinker,
prise ran through tee house, followed
"Mr.
Oswald,
you're
wanted
back
ot
That
morning
he
had
arrived
from
He fought like a wildcat so 1 went
bad been troubled with her heart for a
back to, shelter. The bullets pinged on London. Although he was the least by a moment of bush, then applause. tee scenes," said the boy.
It subsided slowly. During tee tuUnder the white glare of electricity number of years and complained ot
curious
of
men,
he
felt
as
It
the
peothe rocks all around me. Suddenly 1
mult men and women who kept their a little group stoedSon the half-dis- that 'weak all over' feeling and sick
heard a low, gurgling, awful cry »nd ple- from whom he bad parted four
eyes upon the stage saw Wentworth mantled stage. TbVpeople in the cast stomach.
somebody called my name In a hoarse months ago were living in a different
"Some time ago I was making a
were there—property linen, tee call
shout It was Forsyth. I crept out. atmosphere. Before tee ship docked turn as If pleading vehemently. Merry
boy, electricians, ushers, and the visit to a distant part of tee country
He stood on a cliff above me, clutch- he had discovered a group waiting to answered with a few decisive words,
then he stepped down to tee foot- humblest employe of the house. The and took dinner with one of the
ing at his throat, then he toppled and welcome him. Dorcas was there, her
actors still wore their stage garb and merchants of the place. I noticed a
lights.
fell. He came plunging down over the beautiful tace glowing with happiness.
makesip. Dorcas' band was linked In somewhat unusual flavour of the 'coN
"We
have
saved
this
confession,
He
watched
her
untie
a
gray
scarf
rocks until he reached my feet He
her brother's arm. For a moment Os- fee' and asked him concerning It Ha
ladles
and
gentlemen,"
he
began
gravefrom
her
hat
and
wave
it
Merry
was dead, stark dead, when 1 pulled
wald stood watching her. Her face replied teat It was Postum.
ly,
"not
to
create
a
sensation
or
to
stood
beside
her,
but
the
girl's
hand
him Into the cave. Hla notebook was
"I was so pleased with It that after
was flushed, her eyes shone, she
further
advertise
tee
play,
but
each
was
clasped
Inside
her
brother's
arm.
clutched so tight In his hand that I
tee meal was over, I bought a package
seemed transfigured by happiness.
tore a corner from one page as I took Wentworth was wan and thin. Across one of you mutt realize how the pubMerry stretched out a welcoming to carry home with me, and had wife
it from his fingers. I buried him right his temple gleamed a wide red scar. lic distrusts a jack-ot-all-trades. Many hand to Oswald. "We've been waiting prepare some for the next meal. The
Mecry lifted his hat when he caught of you doubted tee ability of a Merry
there.
for you, Oswald, to round out our whole family were so well pleased
"After a little while the battle fiz- sight of Oswald and tee wind tossed Andrew to touch human emotion ever circle," he cried gaily. "I had a Scotch with It teat we discontinued coffee and
zled down to a stray shot or two. That down, almost Into his eyes, tee wavy so lightly, and came that first night grandmother. When she reached the' used Postum entirely.
night under the gleam of a sputtering lock of long fair hair which proclaimed with eager curiosity to see him to the western wilderness and built a home
"I had really been at times very
little torch I read Forsyte's story. It his calling. Alice Volk stood in the character of 'John Esterbrook.' How she made her husband carve over tee anxious concerning my mother's con*
much
more
would
you
have
hesitated
group,
with
Julie
jumping
Impatiently
was tremendous—perfectly tremenchimney-piece: 'We're a' sibb tae ane dition, but we noticed that after using
dous—perfectly tremendous! It read beside her. Little Robin clasped her If you had known teat this same Merry
*Wlu«i the Use of Raking Up Old like inspired stuff. I had never hand, while he searched for tee ship Andrew was the author ot tee play? aniether here." Once, when 1 was a Postum for a short time, she felt so
Hence the secret to deceive you until little boy, she explained it to me. I much better than she did prior to Us
Memories?"
dreamed the fellow had such a vocab- with his sightless eyes.
use, and had little trouble with her
With a courteous "Good night" Os- an honest verdict had been rendered. understood, The English language
snink and to analyze things. Why, ulary. And he lay there close beside
won't translate these words, but they heart, and no sick stomach; that tea
old man, I haven't bad a chance like me, asleep—under tee damp, warm, wald left the man and walked Into tee Tonight I release my friend Enoch mean that there's nobody here but the headaches were not so frequent, and
this for years before. Let me tell you soft earth. I had a fit of tee horrors. theater, where a gay, chattering crowd Wentworth from tee role he has car- best of friends. Because we are a her general condition much improvedi
any story; It's interesting eVen it it I put out my light, stuffed tee pages streamed past him. The throng was ried tor ten months. I also wish, be- sibb to0 ane anlther here tonight 1 This continued until she was well and
kant much to my credit"
of writing In my pocket teen went so dense that he was pushed into a fore you, to acknowledge a large in- want to break a secret to you. It Is hearty.
^"All right, have your own way."
doubling and twisting down those wild corner. When tee overture began he debtedness to him. For years he has a more wonderful secret than tee news
"I know Postum has benefited my*
i "I sat there In the shadow of the mountains, dodging the enemy's camp- moved toward tee rail-'and took his been the truest friend a man, ever I gave to the audience."
•self and the other members of the famwall listening. It was young David fires and their infernal bullets, until place among a group ot men who bad had. He has believed in me, encourMerry looked about him with a ily, but not In so marked a degree as
Doss practising his oration. Dave I reached.tee miserable little town in not been able to buy seats. He found aged me, and to his untiring labor you quick, boyish smile. "I used to say I In the case of my mother, as she was a
came of what the niggers called 'po' tee valley we two men had our Singleton/ of the Times, at his elbow. are indebted for much of the perfect could not make a curtain speech to rlctim of long standing." Name given
"Hullo," said tee young editor heart- detail which has carried 'The House
white trash,' but he had ambition and headquarters I hurried to the telesave my life. Tonight I feel as If 1 by Postum Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
ajenlus and was working his way graph office to send out Forsyte's story ily. "I'm glad to 'see you back and of Eastabrook' to success."
Postum comes in two forms:
The audience saw Wentworth stare were blossoming out. I seem capable
through school like a man. He had to tee Tribune, with the news of' his glad you've come back to such a
of
speeches behind the curtain as well
Regular Postum — must be well
chosen the death of Caesar, as I bad. death. I was waiting to get the wire house. Why, It's one of the biggest I as If to utter amazement when Merry as in front I suppose happiness maker boiled. 15c and 25c packages.
1 crouched there, scarcely breathing; when somebody handed me a cable. ever saw in New York. You fellows began his confession. Then bis eyes an orator of a man." He laughed Joy
Instant Postum—Is a soluble powgrew misty, and when the young actor
fl was afraid he would hear me and I looked at It half-dazed. It came from must be raking In the shekels.'
"It does look teat way," Oswald turned to him with an affectionate ously. "But—to my secret This dear der. A teaspoonful dissolves quickly
atop. His speech was great! As I my own paper, crazy because I had
lady, whom you all love and honor In a cup of hot water and, with cream,
' sat looking out over the valley I could sent teem no story; they were hungry smiled. "I don't know how long It smile, he gripped the hand held out has promised to be my wife."
and sugar, makes a delicious beveraee the Roman warrior while he stood as vultures for news. As soon as I will bold out The play has already to him as a man does when he canHe held out bis hands to Dorcas ane age Instantly. 30c and 60c tins.
not put love or gratitude Into words.
there in the Senate, down and out could get a wire I sent out Forsyte's gone far beyond my expectations."
The cost per cup of both kinds la
"It ought to hut through several Across the footlights men and women caught hers, then he drew her int.
jbooted at and reviled, yet haughty and story."
his arms as It they stood alone li. •.bout the same.
"Under his name?" asked Merry seasons. Generally a drama teat pulls realized vaguely, through the strange some empty corner of tee world.
(Defiant, facing the enemies who.had
"There's a Reason" for Postum.
at the heart strings has a clutch on human Insight we call intuition, that
Pee been his friends. I began to quietly.
THE END.
•—sold by Grocers.
"No." Enoch lifted his bead, looked tee purse strings ot toe public Bs- another drama was being played be3, as a boy doss In a shamed, husky.
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FRIDAY, NOVEIWt EB 6 1914.
driver of the sightseeing car for a ride to
WEST BROOKFIELD.
Warren. He stopped and began backing, unaware of the approaching car. j
Miss Adelia J. Woodford, is visiting in
They collided and the headlights were broAvon, Conn.
ken, the mud guard bent on the touring !
Mrs Adelaide W. Gilbert, Worcester, car. The rear light on the New York car
is the guest of Mrs Marshall C. Gilbert.
was smashed. After picking up the girls, j
Joseph Waite, Lynn, spent Sunday
he sight Seeing car proceeded towafdB
with Mr and Mrs Myron C. Gilbert.
Wareen.

RICHARD HEALEYCo.
OFFERS ATTRACTIVE
INDUCEMENTS FOR
MOTHERS TO BUY

Mr and Mrs George B. Langford are
visiting in Arlington.

Farmers' Club Program.

Mr and Mrs John T. McMahon and
We«t Brookfleld Farmers' club will befamily of Elm farm will spend the winter
gin its meetings in G. A. R. hall, Nov.
in Milwaukee*
11: The following program for the year
J, Frank Lindsey, Springfield, was the
has been arranged:
guest of his mother, Mrs Ida Seymour,
Nov. 11, essay by Rev. J. H. Hoffman;
Sunday.
dinner served by Mr and Mrs A. n. WarMr and Mrs John W. Nutter, have field; music and literary program; discusbeen entertaining Mrs J. Wentworth, sion, Philander Holmes, S. H. Reed, Mrs
Portsmouth, X. H.
Lindsey Smith, Mrs R. M. Carter; subMrs Mary W. Allen, -New Braintree, ject, What can farmers do to improve
spent Sunday with her sister Mrs Sarah their condition and reduce the cost of livW. Pierce.
ing?
,
,
Nov. 24, essav, Rev. E. C. Charlton,
Mrs Walter II. Howe, Brookfield, was
the guest of her parents Mr and Mrs I). D., subject, Deep Sea Fanning; dinner
served by Dr. and Mrs O. W. Phelps and
William J. Gould, Sunday.
Fred Rossmeisel, chauffer for Clark V. Mr and Mrs W. L. Day; music and literWood, has moved his family to the tene- ary entertainment; discussion opened by
Dr. C. A. Blake; subject, Home Sanitament in the Charles H. Davis' house.
tion (Iu reference to sewerage, the fly and
Mr and Mrs Ralph H. Benson, Worces
mosquito nusiance, etc.)
ter, visited his parents, on the Brookfleld
Dec. 9, essay by Mrs Grace M. Sheproad, Sunday.
ard; dinner \jerved by Messrs C. B. and
Mrs John McKen/.ie, Worcester, is the D. T. Henshaw; music and literary enterguest of her sister, Mrs Chas. W. Chick- tainment; discussion opened by T. R.
ering, North street.
Parker on subject announced later.
Peter T. Sharpe, Jr., of Brooklyn, is
Dee. 23, essay by Mr Albert L. Hauck;
the guest of Mr and Mrs Gustave C. dinner served by Messrs Charles Bell and
C, A. Risley; music and literary enterTanski, Lake View farm.
Waldo E. Roper has gone to Richmond tainment; discussion. Harry M. Burt,
Hill, N. Y., and will live with his sister subject, Fish Hatcheries and Game Pre-

GIRLS' CLOTHES
and Misses' Garments
ON FRIDAY

AND

SATURDAY

THE Mother who takes pride in dressing her children differently and distinctively, will find the Best
Girls' Coats, Dresses and Suits at this Store. One entire Floor of Fashionable Apparel, expressing
such a Range of Styles and Prices that every Girl is assured of a Garment that meets her individual
requirements.
.•■•••
'

serves
Jan. 13, 1915, Y'oung People's day,
Mr and Mrs K. F. Blodgett, Worcester, committee in charge, Harold D. Phelps,
spent Wednesday, visiting friends in Edmund Smith, Roland Hauck, Elias H.
West Brookfleld their former home.
Cutler, Harry Allen, Robert Williams,
The Campfire girls met witli their Jessie Gilbert, Dorothy Smith, Phyllis
leader, Miss Evelyn Edscin, Monday Hauck, Florence-VVilliams, Marjorie CutMrs Harry C. Aymay.

Girls' Coats

GIRLS' COATS of extra good Boucle
GIRLS' COATS of fine Corduroy, in Cloth, in Brown and Blue, with Batin
Blue and Brown, with fancy sash and sash and fancy ornament, full quilted linbuttons, quilted lining; sizes 2 to 6 years.
ing: sizes 0 to 14 years.
Regular value $4.50
$2.98
Regular value 38.75
$5.98

A chafing dish supper was en- ler and Fannie Barnes.
Jan. 27, essay, Rev. T. C. Craig; dinner
served by Mr and Mrs H. L. King; music
Henrietta P. Webb entertained her
and literary entertainment; discussion,
schoolmates Saturday night, at the home
H. E. Stoddard, subject, C6ver and soilof her parents, in honor of her 12th
ing crops and the benefits of lime.
birthday.
Feb. 10, essay, Irving G. Davis, dinner
Rehearsals are in progress for a four" served by Mr and Mrs Lindsey T. Smith;
act drama, "The frozen trail," which is music and literary entertainment; discusto be presented for the benefit of the sion, Seeding down and improving grass
land, upland and lowland.
Grange.
Feb. 27, essay.Miss Austis B. Spencer;
The reinforced concrete bridge over
dinner served by Mr and Mrs W. E. Patthe outlet of Lake Wickaboag on Ware
rick and Mr and Mrs B. S. Beeman; disroad, is well under way, work being done
cussion, Orcharding, opened by Frank
by R. L. Whipple & Co., Worcester.
Haynes.
Feast of All Saints was observed in
Mar. 10, Ladies' day, in charge of
Sacred Heart cemetery, Sunday after- Florence H. Patrick and Eva A. Beeman;
noon, Rev. Michael J. Murphy of Brook- dinner served by the executive committee.
field, officiating.
Mar. 24, Election of officers; special
Nathaniel Greene, of Boston, who is in program by entertainment committee;
the employ of his father, Elliott L., an dinner served by Chas. D. Sage; discusengraver, spent Sunday with his mother, sion, Home Economics, Miss Anna L.
Coinstock.
Mrs Elliott L. Greene, Long Hill.

night.
joyed.

James G. Looney, is to have a deed' of
so called St. Peter land, of 2 1-2 acres,
assessed to Mrs Alice M. T. Nye, of Boston. The land adjoins the Looney property.
L. F. Balkan on an 8000 mile | walk
from Boston to San Francisco and return
Btopped in West Brookfleld, Friday afternoon. He claimed to have worn out 40
pairs of shoes on the hike

Misses' Sport Coats

Flowers are more fragrant when
the sun is not shining on them, according to a French scientist, because
the oils that produce the perfume are
forced out by the water pressure In
the plant cells and this Is diminished
by sunlight.
,

Junior and Misses' Suits, sizes 14 to 20
years, in fine Worsteds, Serges and
Mixtures, in the new Russian Blonse with
belt in front, new gore skirt, satin lined.

Regular value »15.00

Regular value J17.50

$9.75

$10.75

RICHARD HEALEY CO.,

512 MAIN STREET
W O R>XC ESTER

»^^^^^^^g^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^S

Chemicals of Little Effect.
Experiments with various chemical
extinguishers for fighting forest fires
have not been very successful. The
unlimited supply of oxygen in the
Melville A. Stone, Superintendent of
open forest, officers say, tends to neuschools for the district comprising Sturtralize the effect of the chemicals.
bridge, West Brookfleld and New Brain
tree gave notice on Saturday that he inShould Have Recognized That.
tends to conclude his engagement as suA young couple were sitting in the
perintendent at an early date. Mr Stone concert cafe and listening attentively
will go to Miami, F.la., where his parents to the orchestra. "What's that they're
"Aren't you
live.
Besides the office of superinten- playing?" he asked.
dent, Mr Stone is leader of the Congrega- ashamed," she answered, "not to >ecWhy, that's Handels
tional church choir and a trustee of Mer- ognize that!
riani public library. He plans to leave TBnw»'"
Matrimonial.
An eastern judge sentenced a man
The Social and Charitable society held
th ur eecood supper of the season, in the to be married because he drank too
chapel of the Congregational church oi much. No, it didn't happen in Massachusetts, where the women so greatly
Wednesday night.
Miss Marjorie J
outnumber the men.—Cleveland Plain
Cutler, and Miss Ruth Greene were in
Dealer.
charge of the following program:—Musi
cal selection by Miss Helen Hauck, vioYoung Cuckoo* Are Jealous.
linist, Miss Phyllis Hauck, pianist, and
The EngliBh cuckoo, like the AmeriRoland Hauck, cellist; vocal solo, by
can cowbird, leaves its single egg In
Arthur Brigham; farce, "The merry wid- the nests of birds much smaller than
ow," with parts taken by Mrs Harold itself, like the hedge sparrow, the pied
Chesson, Mrs William R. Traill, Miss wagtail and the weadow pipit. When
Evelyn Edson, MiaBes Phyllis and Helen the young cuckoo—a veritable giant in
Hauck; vocal duet, Misses Marjorie and comparison with its nestmates—is a
few days old. It pushes Us companions
Doris Cutler.
out of the nest and thus becomes the
An auto touring car, bearing the Mass- sole object of the care of its tiny fos>
achusetts registry, number 3i,387 and ter parents.
owned by John Dwyer, Hadley, accord
ing to the New England auto list, and a
Experienced.
sight seeing car, carrying the New York
Sometimes a man Is regarded' as
registry number, 19,425 collided opposite good-natured merely because be has
the Merriam public library on Main St., reached ' point where he realizes that
Friday afternoon. Some girto hsiled the . kicking tfon't help.

Worcester County Institution For Savings
.

Corner Main and Foster Sts., Worcester, Mass.

FOR MY LADY'S FEE!
Si' Walter Raleigh gallantly threw down his
cloak on the. wet earth that the Queen mightpuss with her dainty slippers.
For the past sixty years the manufacturers
of Hub-Mark rubber footwear have served
the women of the land even more effectively.
A courtier's cloak for a carpet is good as far
*s it ro^s, but it doesn't go far enough.
!Jcp-Ma.-k rubbers have done such gallant
service for years lhat the service is common
talk. They furnish the one perfect wcatherp-oof carpet wherever you go.
Hub-Mark
rubbers for men, women, boys or girls are
standard both in quality of material and
excellence of workmanship.
.
.
._ .
r
The first cost of Hub-Mark rubbers is no more than mat <
UMt quality goods and they wear much longer. Figure it,out and Ih.n
•'Hub-"lark" to the storeman when you buy rubbers.

,.|w

Largest and oldest Savings Bank in Worcester
\
■
County.
126,149,104.01 has been paid depositors in 17a
regular and. 8 extra dividends.
Money put on interest tlje first day of January,
April, July and October.
Dividends payable January 15 and July 15.
Accounts may be opened by deposits of three dollars to one thousand.
Hours: 9 to 5; Saturdays, 9 to I.
Deposits and Withdrawals by mail will receive prompt attention.
^

Th~a rubbers arc manufactured by the Boston Rubber Shoe Company, Maiden, Mass.

THE HUB-MARK IS YOUR VALUE-MARK

FOR SALE BY

SAMUEL B. WOODWARD, PRESIDENT
ALBERT L. STRATTON, TREASURER
ERNEST RUSSELL, ASS'T TREASURER

JOHN T. GRADY
North Brookfleld, Mass.

North Brookfleld BROTHERHOOD
SUPPER RND LECTURE

Monday Evening,
TICKETS, 20 GENTS.

Castle Quabuag, K. O. K. A., will
omit their meetings for the month of
November.
The Woman's Union meet Nov. 12, at
2 p. m. to sew, and at 4 for a foreign missionary program.
The regular meeting of the Woman's
Guild will be held Wednesday, Nov. 11,
at the usual time and place.

All Men and Women are Invited.

NORTH BROOKFIELD TO BE
REPRESENTED IN SENATE

Ezra Batchelrer, W. E. C, No. 154,
was inspected Wednesday evening, by
Mrs Flora S. Chapin of Worcester.
A
pleasant social with cake and ice cream
followed, the inspection.

A DOUBLE BILL.

The Chief Advantage of

The Grange Gives a Three Hour
Program of Unusual Fun.

CUMMING'S MAJORITY IS 669.
The Grange gave a competitive enterAgain North Brookfleld iB to be repre- uinBlent last evening, the contest being
sented in the upper house of the Massa- j bptween members over 30, and under 30.
chusetts legislature.
Herbert E. Cum-1 A]tnou)jn gotten up with little time taken
mings, the republican candidate, on L
preparation, the show was a good one
Tuesday, ran ahead of bis ticket, having laatjnK from g.20 to 11.20, and not a dull
a majority of 48 in town over his demo- minute from 8tart to finish,
cratie opponent. He carried the district,
The program for the players over 30,
30 towns, by a majority of 609.
He was in charge of Mrs Nellie Fullam, and
made a thorough and aggressive canvass was in part a minstrel performance -inand deserves the yictory he won.
troducing the following, all elaborately
The Appleton Club.
The Appleton Club met with Dr. and
Albert II. Prouty, Wednesday evening.
The first paper was upon Spanish Chivalry, ly Mis* Frances T. Lawrence, followed by the reading of Spanish ballads
by Mrs Helen Utley Batchelier, and Dr.
Idelle Eilmands. After the usual intermission the second paper, on Ferdinand
and Isabella, wan given by Miss Mary
Wright, and the concluding paper, on
Thd Spanish Inquisition, written by Mrs
Harris, was read by Mrs M. B. Bishop,
as the author was detained by the illness
of her daughter.
The next meeting, Nov. 18, will beheld
at the home of Mrs W. T. Sherwood,
Gilbert street,
Mrs Ellen Coughlin.

The body of Mrs Ellen (Healey) Cough• All members of the W. K. C. are asked
1
to carry their contributions of jelly to Mrs lin, 82, was brought here fromBrookline,
George Johnson, Summer street, as soon Thursday afternoon. Old age is given as
the cause of her death on Wednesday
as possible.
The Girls' Friendly society will give a evening. Her birth was in County Cork,
Sy entitled "Who's Who" in the gym- Ireland, Nov. 18, 1834, and married Mr
ium of Christ Memorial church, on Daniel Coughlin in I860. He died a few
years since at an advanced age.
She is
Tuesday evening, Nov. 24.
survived by six daughters—Mrs John
Mrs William Crawford, School street, Norton, of Ithaca, N. Y., Mrs A. F. Mcpassed her 76th birthday yesterday, bhe Donald of New Bedford, Mrs John Lueey
received numerous postal cards, flowers of Brockton, Mrs Joseph Collins and
and gifts in honor of the occasion.
Miss Nora Coughlin of Brookline, and
Jeannette, the four year-old daughter Mrs P. J. Daniels of North Brookfleld.
of Mr and Mrs Ludger DeLude, died sud- The funeral wil) be, from St. Joseph's
denly at her home on Grove street, Wed- church at 9 a. m., Saturday morning,
nesday evening, of bronchitis.
with burial in St. Joseph's cemetery, in
On Sunday, the loth inst., there will be charge of Undertaker Daniel H. Splaine.

The Pythian Sisters will hold a sale of
fancy work, aprons, home-made candy
and food at Castle ball, Nov. 12.
Doors
open at 7 p. m. Sale at 7.30. Entertainment at 8 p. m. Admission 10 cts.

Junior and Misses' Dresses, sizes 13 to
20 years, in Serge and Satin combination
in redingote model, Batin sleeve, underskirt and wide sash, Russian Green, Blue,
Brown, Black with white poplin collar.
Regular value 915.00
$9.75

Incorporated 1828

church.

10.

Junior Dresses

Misses' and Junior Coats, sizes 13 to 19
years, in fancy Mixtures and Imported
Plaids, with stylish patch pockets and
belt in smart three-quarter length^cdats.

The union Thanksgiving seivice this
year will be held at the Congregational

The regular meeting of the Young
Woman's club will be omitted next week
on account of the Mock Trial to be held
in town hall on Tuesday evening, Nov.

and Smartest in^Styles and the Latest Dressed Girls in the Younger
Set always get* their Exclusive Models at Richard Healey Store
Junior Suits

NORTH BROOKFIELD.

a five o'clock vesper service at the Congregational church, assisted by the choir,
under the direction of Prof. J. S. R. Coy
of Spencer.

wlTX^Ts^ NEWEST

onto the main road to Warren is much
improved by the raising of the grade and
street railway tracks.
The state highway between West Brookfleld and Ware
is oiled.

Dec. 1.

GIRLS' CORDUROY DRESSES in
Navy Blue, Brown and Wine in new
long waist tunic effect and new set-in
sleeves, Messaline sash and white P. K.
collar; sizes 6- to 14 years.
Regular value $5.00
$2.98

THE YOUNG LADY FROM 14 TO 20 YEARS KNOWS

Fragrance of Flowers.

Remarkable Fireplace.
In one of the camps on the shore
The Sunday school of the Congrega- of Lake Sebago there ts a fireplace
tional church chose the following on Sun containing 60 rocks, every one of
day as delegates to the 25th annual state which bears the likeness of the face of
convention of the Massachusetts fnter- a man or animal. The rocks have been
denouiinational Sunday school associa- collected from many miles around, and
tion in Wor<*3steu, Miss Jessie Gilbert, the effect is heightened by glass eyes
Mrs David Henshaw, Albert W. Bliss. which have been added.
with tiie pastor Rev. John H. Hollinan
At Sunday School.
and superintendent Charles H. Bell.
Jimmie returned from his first SunThe reconstruction of the macadamized day school breathless with excitement.
road, on Pond hill from near the gateway "Why, Jimmie," asked his puzzled
to the pumping station of the water sys- mother, "where did you get two pentem to a point nearly to Quaboag river nies?" "Oh," replied Jimmfe, proudly,
bridge, is finished. The condition of "they passed around a whole basket of
Pond hill, where traffic crosses the tracks pennies, and I took one."

Girls' Dresses

Girls' Coats

MAILS DUE TO ABB1VE.
A.M. 6.46- East and West.
9.30- -West.
P. M< 12.45—East and West.
2J»—West
4.50— East.
7.06—East and West.
MAILS CLOSE.
A. M., 6.45—West.
6.45—East.
II .30—East and West.
P. M. 1.00—WeBt.
4.40—East.
6.0O—East and Wist.
Malls for East Brooktleld are despatched at
6.45 A. M., 11.30 A. M. and 1 F. M. Mails from
East Brookfleld are received at 9.30 A. M. ana
S.40 !'. M.
Package malls are despatched twice daily as
follows:—11.30 A. M. East and North, 0 P. M.
West and South.
Mails for the Rural Delivery Is closed at 8.15
A. M. and received at 1.30 P. M.
The office hours will lie:—6 30 A. M. to 8 P. M.
Holidays, 6.30 to 9.30 A. M. and 5 to 6 P. M.
JOHN HOWE, Postmaster,
PAUL M. KEANEY, Asst.

■ ...

1

Death of Thomas Minns.
The sad news came over the wires Tuesday morning that Thomas Minns, a graduate of the North Brookfleld high school,
class of 1914, had been found dead in his
rooms at Hudson, where he was living
with hie brother, while attending the
Harvard dental school. The physicians
pronounced the cauBe'of his death, heart
failure, He was 19 years old and the son
of Mr and Mrs George Minns, Ayres
street, who survive him, also one brother,
Dr. Frank R. Minns of Hudson, and two
step-brotherr, William and George Minns
of this town. The funeral was attended
fiom St. Joseph'schurch, Thursday morning at 9 o'clock and burial was in St.
Joseph's cemetery, s

Irawford

costumed: Mrs Lila Lidstone, Miss Topping, Miss Wright, Marion Hill, Esther
Varney, J. Georgia Stoddard, Mrs C. H.
Witt, Mrs Effle Fames, Miss Jennie Hill,
John J. Lsne and Charles Witt.
The
program follows:—Cake walk by the Alabama 1 jubilee company; song, A hot
time in the old town to-nighti guitar solo
by Mrs Hattie Brigham; Old Black Joe,
John J. Lane; duet, Mrs Brigham and
John Lane and chorus; duet, Chas. Witt
and John Lane; "Kingdom Coming," a
solo by Mrs Hinkley, with cake walk;
paper by Mrs Hinkley; exhibition of
Prof. Lily White's method of teaching
muBic; Dixie by the company.
The
whole was interspersed with jokes and
grinds on local celebrities. Refreshments
were served at the close of this part by
Miss Fullam's side.
The second part was in charge of Mrs
E. E. McCarthy, and took in those who
were under 30. It opened with a chorus
by the Blossom family, who were known
as a musical bouquet; monologue by
Florence Thompson; bullfrog duet, by
Earl Robbins and Marion Lidstone, the
Blossom twins; original poem, Mrs Fred
Wiley; Irish jig, Stephanie Glass; balcony scene from Romeo and Juliet, by
Marion and Lillian Tucker; advice to
women1, Marjorie Stuart; dramatic recitation, Marion Lidstone; solo, Mabel Chadbourne; essay on the mosquito, Milo
WALKER (Q. PRATT MFG. CO.. MaKers, 31-35 Union Street, Boston
Childs; recitation, Elsie Johnson; violin
duet, the Wiley Bros.; harmonica solo,
Mrs Howland; chorus by the family.
The advance agent was Colby Johnson,
and the messenger boy Carl Whittemore.
I
TO RENT
FOR SALE.
The judges, Jere R. Kane of Spencer;
THE HUMPHREY house on Spring St. Steam
FEW line buff Orpingtons, at JD-.00 a piece.
Clarence Wetherell of New Braintree and
heat, hot and cold water, hath, set ranee
WILLIAM E. WRIGHT.
and every convenience. Rent exceptionally
iwH*
Mrs Swindell of Oakham, decided in
moderate.
E. R. COLEBSOOK,
favor of the young people.
The sides
40»
Phone 33-6, East Brookfleld.
WANTED
were so evenly matched that many hoped
GOOD Second-band sitting room stove.
the judges would call it "a tie."
Address BOX 474, North Brookfleld.
42"
The acrobatic act of Selectman HarFOR RENT
wood and the cute dancing of little Miss
AN Eieht-room cottage on Willow St. Town
Wiley were not on the program.
water. L. B. HA\DEN, Grant St. North
The original paper by Mrs Hinkley Brookfleld.
T
•
*a
(Josephine Deyo) will be given in our
FOR
RENT
next.
FINE Upper Tenement of seven rooms in Billiard bouse on Gushing St.. steam heat, bathroom, etc
Apply to Herbert E. Cummings,
Death of Simeon M. Bellows.
North Brookfleld.
™

over other boilers is that they heat the houses they
are rated to heat;—you don't have to get the
"next larger size." A fact worth noting.

These Boilers give more heat per pound of coal than others and
cost less in repairs. They are simplicity itself in operation, are
guaranteed for zero weather efficiency and save fuel and labor.
There are no packed joints, sheet iron parts
or ' brick linings in these Boilers, and the
"Heat Ribs" cast on the interiors are found in no others.
They are a gilt edge investment for those who want heat
and plenty of it at the minimum of expense and care.

WILLARD B. WILSON, AGENT
North Brookfield

IF

A

A

Simeon M. Bellows, who died at Brookfield, at 9 o'clock, Thursday morning,
the result of a shock of paralysis, was
born in North Brookfleld, July 9, 1849.
He was the son of Jonas and Calista A.
(Morey) Bellows. Sept. 2, 1869, he married Adelaide Blood, daughter of Enoch
Blood of North Brookfleld.
On leaving
North Brookfleld, Mr Bellows went to
Worcester to live, and was on the police
force of that city for more than 20 years.
On retiring in 1906 he bought a farm in
New Braintree, but last May bought the
John E. Rice farm, at Rice Corner,
Brookfleld, on which he died. His health
had apparently been very good, up to the
time of the shock last Sunday.
He was
for many years on duty at the union
station in Worcester and was a member
of the police relief association.
He is
survived by Mrs Bellows.
The funera
will be held- on Sunday afternoon at 2,
Rev. Sherman Goodwin of^the Brookfleld
Congregational church, officiating. Burial will be in Walnut Grove cemetery,
North Brookfleld, in charge of Undertaker Chas. S. Lane.

The Famous OneHorse Chaise had
beenequipped with

REAL ESTATE

FOR RENT
JNE COTTAGE of nine rooms to rent on
Maple St., one tenement of sir rooms to rent
on second floor on South Main St. Apply to
GEO. R. HAMANT,
North Brookfleld

0

TENEMENTS TO RENT
THREE or Four good tenements, centrally located, of four, live or six rooms each from
$6 to Sll per month. Inquire of ARTHUR c.
BLISS at North Brooktleld Savings Bank.

"Paul, the preacher-advocate," will be
Sixty Thousand for Missions.
thethemeof Rev. MrBudd's sermon next
Mr John W. Cummings of Brooklyn,
Sunday morning.
He will give his
monthly talk to the girls and boys.
At N. Y., treasurer and business manager of
7 he will apeak of The Man Who Lacked the National Temperance Publication
Society, has been in town this week,
Courage.
for the settling of the estate of his aunt,
f'iiere's a lot of
Quite a number from North Brookfleld
Mrs Josephine Whiting, the widow of
JifEfirence beattended the first concert in the Steinert
tween Toric
Rev. Lyman Whiting, who died in Augcourse, at Mechanics' hall, Worcester,
Lsnses and
ust last, on Elm street.
From him we
Wednesday evening. The program, allearn that several missionary societies
Flat Lenses
though excellent, was so shojfr that they
connected with the Congregational church
besides their _
were able to return on the 10 p. m car.
slight extra cost They give
are beneficiaries from her estate to the
The Woman's Temperance Union wil amouni of fully $60,000, and only small
you extra vision and extra
have their opening sale of infant's cloth fegacies were left to individuals.
comfort They are betterThe
ing on Friday the 13th of November at money above referred to was given to the
looking, too. Come and see
Mrs Child's home, on School <St.
The societies named sonic years ago, on the
us about 1 oric Lenses.
Y. P. Branch will have a table of ,10 cent annuity plan, which guaranteed to her
articles to show you. Sale commences at fixed income for life, the money going to
2 o'clock p. m.
the societies at her death. She was also
The alarm on Wednesday, at 6 p. m., very generous with her income dnring
called the fire workers to Kimball hill in her life, giving quietly and unostentaAfter taking one look at her no one
Office at fir. Ludden'a
the east part of the town.
Parties had tiously to worthy persons or objects in ever thinks of asking why she has never
Main Street,
.North JBrookfleld
been engaged in burning brush there dur- town. Her interest in missions came married. P. S. She is the office cat.
ing the day, and supposed the fire was all partly through the fact that Rev. Seneca
out when they left, but it started up Cumming, father of the administrator
was a missionary to Foochow, China,
again and gave considerable trouble.

F you wish to Buy or Sell
* a farm or village property,
to Hire or Let a tenement,
drop me a postal and I will call
on you.

Goodyear Tires
It would have been
a Better Chaise.,
Make your Car a
BETTER CAR
by using GOODYEAR TIRES.

NEW YORK AND BOSTON CONNECTIONS.

CHARLES E. BATCHELLER
Telephone-North Brookfleld-2

Stop! Look! Listen!

Call at 46 Summer Street
To see the Latest Models at

.. TO THESE PRICES.

SPIRELLA
CORSETS
Or have them brought to your home
by sending word to
*••
***

MRS. B. C. GRAVES,
Representative for the Brookfields,
Telephone 26-13,
NORTH PROOKFIELD,
27

W. F. FULLAM

MASi

)

MRS HELEN MORSE SMITH

ERNEST D. CORMN, Optometrist

from 1847 to 1866.
Mrs Laura Covell, of Warren, president of the Spencer Christian Endeavor
The Mock Court Trial.
Union will be present at the meeting of
the local union, at the parlors of the ConSince the announceuie.it was made
gregational church next Sunday evening,
that a Mock Court Trial was to be held
at 6.45, and give an account of the conunder the auspices of the Congregational
vention at Fitchburg. A full attendance
churofh ch\>ir, in North Brookheid town
is desired.
hall, Tuesday evening, Nov. 10, there
The Grange Auxiliary have secured has been great curiosity to know "who's
Harry Worcester Smith, Master of the who."
V
Grafton hounds, Lordvale, to give his ilThat this Mock Court Trial will be no
lustrated lecture'on a Sporting Tour in light affair will be clearly seen and here
Ireland, at the town hall, Mn Tuesday comes the list of participants:—
evening, Nov. 17, at 8 o'clock.
AdmisHis honor the Judge, J. B. Kane,
sion 25 cents. Mr Smith is so well known Esq.: Clerk, A. C. Stoddard; Court Offias a true sportsman, and as a trainer of cer, Deputy Sheriff John P. Ranger;
horses and hounds, that his story of a Court Crier, Arthur, C. Bliss; Plaintiff's
trip through Ireland will prove of much Attorney, Col. A. V. Newton, Worcester;
interest. Tickets on sale at Reed's, and Defendant's Attorney, E. V. Newton,
by Grange members on and after Wed- Esq., of Worcester.
nesday, the 10th.
The broken-hearted plaintiff in this

Fun! Fun! Fun!

FRED C. CLAPP

Let no Innocent Man Escape

Funeral Director

:— at the great —:

MOCK
COURT TRIAL

Registered Einbalmer.
I*ady Assistant,

O mnectPd by Long Distanoe Tele ■
phono>t House and Store.

under the auspices of the

Congregational Church Choir

DRESSMAKING
both rubber ana steel tires, Buggies,
Democrat and Delivery Wagons, Surreys and Road Wagons, both new antf
second hand.

<!LT

Shingles and Roofing Materia
All the different grades. All sixes oi
Kails, also,
it* mem her that my pnoes are always
the lowest. I sell so as to sell again.
Dr.

Daniel's Horse

Remedies ±lw«yi

In Stock.
TKLBPHOBE OAKHAM D4.

William C. Crawford
' OAKHAM.

North Brookfleld Laundry Co.

The North Brookfleld Brotherhood will breach of promise suit will be Mrs Helen!
have a supper and lecture at the Chapel Batcheller, and the defendant Charles S.
next Monday evening, 10 which the Lane. The witnea-es will be Mrs Helen
ladies are invited as well as the men. Lather, Miss Jennie Hill, Chas. Fullam, |
Supper will be served at 8.30 p. in., at 20 Dr. Emerson A. Ludden, and Dennis'
cents a plate. The committee in charge McCarthy, These twelve representative Washings
is Eugene W. Reed, W. T. Sherwood and citizens are slated lor jurymen:—George
Dr. Albert H. Prouty. At 7.30 there will W. Bruce, Fred C. Giapp, George R.
be a nnely illusirated lecture by Qeorge' Hamant, Horace J. Lawrence, John A,
S. Ladd, of Sturbridge, on State Roads, ' White, Herbert T. Maynard, Dr. Ernest
which will be of special interest.
It is Corbin, Dr. A. H. Prouty, Brainerd H.
hoped that there may be a large attend- Smith, Dr. Winsor Smith, Thomas G.
ince.
Richards, Edward W. McEvoy.
I

TUESDAY
EVENING,

MnV ]A
1WV. IU

Furnishing Undertaker

One of our most respected citizens
will be charged with

REGISTERED EMBALMER.

FIFTY CENTS EACH

BREACH OF PROMISE

Personal Prompt Attention Dajr
or Night.

Regular Court Rules.
Startling
Developments.
Ludicrous Situations. Local Hits. An Evening
of Refined Fun.

Telephone North Brookfiela No.
1.3*11.

be

Called

For

and Delivered Free.

PRICES, 25 and 35 Cents

Send 1 Postal or Telephone 54-2.

H. A. Russell, Manager.
40

Tickets on sale tit Eugene Reed's Drug
Store, November 6th.
doors Open at 7-M Court Celled «t S:I5

ENGRAVED CALLING CARDS
IN SCRIPT OR
' ENGUSH TEXT

____

H. I. Lawrence. North Brookfiele}
ARTISTIC MONUMENTS
AND CEMETERY MEMORIALS
In all kinds of
GRANITjE AND MARBLE

C A. RISLEY & COMPANY
Vest Brookfield.

MRS HELEN F. LUTHER

CHARLES S. LANE,

FAMILY WASHINGS

will

North Brookfield

27

Telephone

HALL

North Brookfield '

11 Prospect St.

BOTTOM PRIOEr

Harness, Robes, Blankets, Whips and
Oil Cloths. Hot too Costly. Not tor
Cheap.

—in—

TOWN

$10.24
$13.79
$14.66
$21.31
$3063
$36.71

30 by 3
30 by 3 1-2
32 by 3 1-2
34 by 4
36 by 4 1-2
37 by 5

jLong

Distance Connection.

Funerals I'orsonailr Directed
J and RT.IT Bequlsite Furnished.
I.*»<ty Assistant.

SCALP SPECIALIST
North Brookfield, Mass.
Hair Dreasin.
Facial Maaaafj.
Shampooing
Maaicorinc
OPEN MONDAY AND FRIDAY EVENINGS
Summer St. Telephone 107-8
.
mm

DANIEL FOSTER,
Residence 88 Spring St.. COT, Prospect

House Painting, all Branches
Inside Work a Specialty. Paper Haiurlng
and Whitening. Orders Promptly Attended to.
P. O. Box 193.
(42) Satiilactioa guarantee*

"^pp
R1?OOKFret.n

TT"WR

3^

BROOKFIELD TIMES

Hats With Much Distinction

~| MlTMnONAL

SWTSOIOOL
LESSON

(By E. O. SELLERS, Acting Director Sunday School Cfurae, Moody Bible Institute. Chicc.ro.>

LESSON FOR NOVEMBER 8
SOWING AND REAPING.
(World's Temperance Lesson.)
LESSON TEXT-Oal. e:l-H>.
GOLDEN TEXT—Whatsoever a man
■oweth, tluit shall he also reap.—Gal. t:T.
Nowhere do the Scriptures excuse
men from the results of their own
sins. The effects of sins, and of blessings alike, are unto, the succeeding
generations. France is still paying in
the physical realm the cost of Napoleon's ambition. Europe will have
a greater debt to pay biologically than
any which will be charged against its
exchequers as the result of this inhuman and uncalled-for war.
I. Those Who Trespass, w. 1-5.
Jesus plainly instructs us that "trespasses must needs come." Our problem Is (a) to avoid being the trespasser and (b) the manner of our conduct towards those who do trespass.
In this lesson the second question is
treated first. Though a man be overtaken in the very act of trespassing,
those who are taught and governed by
the,Holy Spirit (see chapter 6:16-26)
ANY one of the three examples of "Prenchy" shape, is a picturesque and are to prove to the world by their
fine hats which are shown here is dressy model, combining a narrow conduct that they are thus taught and
of a sort to make the observer of brim of velvet and crown of silver governed. They are to "restore such
"clasB" in millinery turn to look twice lace over a vivid satin. The brim an one," considering at the same time
at it. Hats are as numerous as roses rolls up at the left and droops decid- themselves lest they, too, stumble. To
and the pretty ones Inspire an admira- edly at the right side, where an In- restore is to replace, "to reduce a fraction as frank and untiring as that dentation breaks Its lino and adds to ture," to put a member of the body
given to the flowers. Here are three its becomlngness. It Is trimmed with Into Its proper place. Every believer
totally dissimilar, each vying with a single metallic rose and finished is a member of the body of which
Hie others, as an example of excel- with a long tie of handsome moire Christ is the head I Cor. 12:12, 14, 27,
lence In the milliners' art, and all ribbon. This Is mounted to the brim and one who falls (stumbles) Into sin
tar above fhe average In point of dis- at the left under an odd and pretty Is a member out of place.
Man's Duty to Man.
bow.
tinction In style.
The first step is to help our erring
The curious shape of the third
The largest of the three has a
rather email crown with soft top, model catches one's attention. It Is brother to bear his burdens (weights)
garnished with a ribbon band, which a beautifully made hat with crown of temptation, weakness, failure and
terminates in a small flat bow at the that has a sharp slope upward from sin, and in so doing we "fulfill the law
»lde. The brim is wonderfully grace- right to left. The velvet covering Is of Christ," Ch. 6:14; John 13:24; Bom.
ful, curving upward slightly and laid on smoothly and piped with 16:2. Jesus Christ not only gave us
widening at the left side.
It Is a satin, and satin is used for the fac- this law, but he also lived it as well.
PhlL 2:5-8. The true disciple, who is
fchape better suited to mature women ing.
The shape serves as a background really trying to help his brother bear
than to the youthful wearer on whom
upon which a splendid bow of rich bis burden, does so with the consciousIt Is pictured.
The two-toned, long, upstanding moire ribbon is mounted. The rib- ness not of his own rectitude, but rathplume of ostrich at the front is cal- bon is wired at the edges and the er that through the grace of God ha
culated to make one wonder at the bow reveals how much of an art it la has been kept from a like fate. Otherdexterity of the dyers and rejoice at to convert a straight length of mate- wise the man who "thinketh himself
the discrimination of the trimmer who rial Into a trimming of such expres- to be something" deceives himself, and
no one else. God knows, so does the
sion.
has used it so effectively.
one whom we seek to help, if we are
JULIA BOTTOMLEY.
A small and what we call a
animated by spiritual pride and boastfulness. This is a measuring line
whereby we may Judge ourselves
(v. 4). Pride and criticism of others
largely comes from a desire to glory
In ourselves, not so much that we
condemn the acts of our neighbor. In
verse three we are admonished to bear
the burdens—"weights"—of others. In
verse five we are told that every man
must bear his own burden—"load," L
e., the 'burden of his own responsibility. No man can bear that load
for another, whereas all men can share
the "weights" of temptation, weakness, failure and sin.
III. Those Who Are Taught, w. 6-10,
Paul clearly sets before us the responsibility of being enlightened. Being
taught, we must pass on the knowledge we have been taught, share, the
"good things" (v. 6) we have received, see Prov. 11:24; II Cor. 9;6.
Those who refrain from thus aiding
their teachers gain no personal advantage. The word "mocked" means
to sneer. Men may sneer at God and
think they escape the result of their
sin, but like still produces like. Sow
corn, reap corn; figs, reap figs; sin,
reap sin; Rom. 8:5, 6. In spite of the
contempt men have for God and in
the face of their acceptance of this
NEARLY all the new negligees are tacks decorated at each side with principle In other realms they concut with kimono sleeves and set small silk tassels. Narrow plaited net tinue in their sin with a strange fagracefully to the figure by means of finishes the neck and extends down talistic persistence.
Habits Bless or Curse.
bdd drapings. A negligee Is a neces- the front. The sleeves are edged with
This principle has a wide applica»ity and might Just as well be cleverly a much wider plaiting of the same net
shaped as to hang In unbroken lines. Snap fasteners, or hooks and eyes, are tion. Sow shame, reap dishonor; sow
One of the prettiest of those which used for fastenings, and a rose of hate, reap bitterness; sow love, reap
have been recently brought out is pic- chiffon or ribbon, or one made of the the fruits of love, kindliness, affection
tured here in two views, showing both material of the negligee, finishes the and esteem. Every act is a process of
sowing. Every appetite fostered, gratifront
the back and the front.
fied and pampered helps to produce
JULIA BOTTOMLEY.
.The material UBed for this garment
a crop of habits either to bless or to
is pink albatross and It Is an ideal fabric for the purpose. Others similar in POPULAR FOR THE MOMENT curse. This gives color and significance to the words of verse eight "He
weight and general character are wool
eballle, nun's veiling, Japanese crepe Fads and Frills That Are Having a that soweth to his own flesh shall of
(his own) the flesh reap corruption
and crepe de chine, light weight silks
Season of Favor—Pretty Things
If, however, under the leading of the
and some fancy weaves.
In Cotton Crepe Underwear.
Holy Spirit (cf. John 6:63; H Cor. 8:6)
The heavier cotton crepes are exwe sow to the Spirit, we will reap
tensively used for negligee, kimonos
Cotton crepe underwear in white or
and boudoir Jackets. Hand-embroidered dainty colors or in the pretty figures is eternal life for "this is eternal life
that we may know him."
Bower patterns in silk or cotton floss to be had severely plain or trimmed
Sow a thought reap an act;
are used liberally on them and stand with lace or embroidery. The kimonos
Sow an act, reap a habit;
the tub perfectly. The cotton crepes of the crepe, bound with washable
Sow a habit, reap a destiny.
are to be had in all colorB. Embroidery ribbon, are dainty and thoroughly pracThe practical application is in verse
which Is to be washed Is done in white tical.
nine. If there are such possibilities of
or In the same color as the negligee
Petticoats of handkerchief linen development, "let us not weary of well
and copied from the handsome Import- trimmed with binche lace which re- doing." Our sowing is not a matter ol
ed silk kimonoa on which lovely trail- sembles val but Is said to have better caprice or convenience. Nor should we
ing vines and scattered blossoms are wearing qualities St snugly about the through weariness, cease our activity
Imitated In silk floes.
hips; the placket buttons and the
The temperance application Is al
The favorites, those that are "best draw tape are of silk.
too plain. We must constantly sow li
Those seeking lamps are sure to be the minds of the youth the "reaplni
sellers," are made of cotton crepe decorated with embroidery that Is easy to Interested In the wicker lamps for the of the flesh" for those who cultivate i
do and rapidly worked. Great numbers table, Boor or boudoir, the bridge taste for liquor. We must sow In thi
of gayly embroidered kimonos and lamps, and the electric mantle cande- minds of taxpayers the criminal wast'
negligees are direct Imports from labra. There are wood electric lamps and folly of trying to regulate thi
Japan, and these Include popular as well as Chinese and Japanese pot traffic or seeking to tax it for the sui
priced as well as expensive varieties. tery vases mounted for electric lights port of governments. We must so<
Wide sleeves are liked, those shown In Shades for these lamps, either In in the minds of those poor souls no<
the picture are good examples of this glass, wicker or silk, are to be had in In the clutch of this damnable evt
feature. Among the more expensive, abundance.
'hat there Is a way of deliveranceWomen who are clever with the he way of the Cross, a permanent an
and especially among the imported
garments, the long angel sleeve is fre- needle and can make their own gownt complete cure for the one who ho
will certainly rejoice at the Frenob ;one the farthest or sunk the uoepet
quently met with.
The back of the negligee Illustrated cotton crepes, there iu nothing prat- In sin.
is shaped to the figure by three wide tier tor house or dressy gowns.

MB

AS TO MAKING CAKES
EXPERT ADVICE FROM DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

Cases Where Rendered Deef or Veal
Fat May Be Substituted for Butter—Introducing Variety Into
the Confections.
There are, generally speaking, only
two kinds of cake made by the American housewife; namely, sponge cakes
and butter cakes. The former never
have butter In them and are frequently raised entirely by means of eggs.
The eggs usually provide the only
moisture used, but when eggs are expensive, economy sometimes demands
that water be added and baking powder used. In the latter kind, butter
is generally used on account of its
flavor. Its effect on dough Is to make
It tender and brittle instead of tough
and elastic.
Sponge cakes are mixed differently
from butter cakes and should be
baked In a cooler oven and about
one and one-fourth times as long.
The tests and rales for baking are
the same for sponge cakes and butter
cakes.
Gingerbread and other highly spiced
cakes may be classed as "butter cakes," but for economy's sake
pure rendered beef or veal fat may
be substituted for butter as the flavor
of the fat will not be so evident as in
other kinds of cake.
A cooky also comes under the
class of "butter cakes," any buttercake recipe being applicable to cookies
If only one-third to one-half the
amount of milk called for Is used.
The dough should be rolled out on a
floured board. Cookies should bake
In a slow oven for 8 to 10 minutes.
Much variety, can be made In cakes
by Introducing fruits, nuts, spices or
different flavoring extracts into the
dough, or by using only the whlteB of
eggs for white cakes, or a larger number of yolks than whites for yellow
cakes. Brown sugar may be used for
dark fruit cake.
Pastry flour will make lighter and
more tender eake than standard flour.
If standard flour is used take two
tablespoonfuls less for each cupful
measured. In making cake only fine
granulated or powdered sugar should
be used as a rule. One the best of
these materials In any case should
be employed.
m preparing the pans for cake they
should be greased well with butter or
lard or lined with paraffin paper.
Bright, new pans will not need to be
buttered for sponge cakes and if left
unbuffered a more delicate crust Is
formed.
If a wood or coal fire is used there
should be a small or moderate-steed
Are, but one that will last without
much addition through the baking.
Regulate the oven long enough be
fore the cake Is to go In to have tht
dampers adjusted as they are to remain throughout the baking. If this
is not done the dampers must be
changed to regulate the heat during
the baking, and the cake will not be
so well baked. Most cakes can be at
once removed from the pan when
baked, but very rich cakes and dark
fruit cake will be liable to break unless allowed to stand about five minutes.
Nutmeat Bisque.
One pint scalded milk, one and a
quarter cupfulB sugar, one egg, one
scant tablespoonful flour, one-quarter
teaspoonful salt one quart thin cream,
one tablespoonful vanilla, one teaspoonful almond extract, one-half cupful of macaroons, almonds and peanuts. Mix the sugar, flour and salt,
add the egg (Bllghtly beaten) and the
scalded milk; cook in a double boiler
20 minutes, stirring constantly at first;
cool, add the cream, vanilla and almond extract; strain and color with
leaf green; add the macaroons broken
in small pieces, add nuts chopped fine
and freeze.
Dresden Oysters.
Chop two dozen large oysters with a
tablespoonful of melted butter, an unbeaten egg, one-third" the bulk of bread
crumbs, a tablespoonful of parsley, and
a little onion Juice It liked. Season
with salt and paprika, form into balls,
and bake ten or fifteen minutes in a
hot oven, until the outside is well
browned. 8erve on bait oyster shells
with a parsley garnish.
First Love Kisses.
Beat together the whites of two
eggs. Add to these a teacupful of
sugar and stir until it is so thick It
will not slip from the spoon. Stir in
three tablespoonfuls of grated cocoanut Drop teaspoonfuls of the mix
sura on buttered paper and bake in s
hot oven until light brown.
For Those Who Wear Glasses.
To prevent steam from settling on
your eyeglasses, when out of doors In
cold weather, rub both sides of the
lenses with soap, afterward rubbing
the soap off with a soft cloth and pol
suing with tissue paper.
To Curl/Ostrich Feathers.
To curl an ostrich feather that has
become damaged with rain, sprinkle
It thickly with common salt and shake
It before a bright Are until It Is dry
This WiU bring the our! back into it
again.
To Prevent Glass From Cracking.
When pouring hot drinks into a thin
glass it a sliver spoon Is placed In
the glass first it will prevent It from
aracklng. .
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•Excuses For Not
! Becoming A
Christian

SUCCESS WITH SWINE

NOTHING else but
the adroit blending of pure tobaccos—

All

Most Important Factor Is Health
of the Animals.

the choicest—gives yon
the excellence of FATIMA
Turkish-blend Cigarettes!

extraordinary Care Should Be Exercised In Purchasing Hogs to See
That They Are Free From
TraaamisslMe Diseases.

If you cannot secure Fatima Cigarettes from
your dealer, we tvtll be pleased to send vote
three packages postpaid on receipt of SOa.
Address Fstiou DepU Ill Filth An., Now York.N.T.

"Distineliody Individual"
TEXT—They all with one consent began
to make excuse.—Luke 14:18.
Quite often we
meet this excuse,
"I did something
once which gave
me a bad record."
I. yery likely.
But remember
that all who have
ever been saved
had made a bad
record of some
kind. Peter had
good qualities, but
he also had bad
babits which
called forth sharp
rebuke from the
Master, and which
doubtless cost Peter many a sleepless
night. He was rash and impulsive,
always saying the wrong thing. Even
after he had been with the Master for
three whole years, he was guilty of
falsehood and profanity. Yet Peter,
by the grace of God, overcame his
bad record, and so gained the victory
over his besetting sins that later his
testimony is "Kept by the power of
God through faith unto salvation."
There was Mark, the baoksllder.
who, not discouraged by his signal
failure, made a fresh start and became
so steadfast and reliable that the Holy
Spirit selected him to write a history
of the Master's life. Today millions
of people are prayerfully studying the
Gospel of Mark, and are thanking God
for it Little did he expect such a
career after deserting Paul and Barnabas at Pamphylla, but God knows how
to use even a backslider to his glory.
II. Remember that Christ did not
come to select here and there a perfect man and thus make up a church;
he came to seek and to save the lost
He is not looking for righteous men
at all, but for sinners. He came expressly to lead such to repentance,
and the encouragement which he offers Is that he bore the penalty of
their sins on the cross and whosoever
will may be saved. The strange thing
about the Gospel is that It reveals
God's love for those who have made
a bad record, and his desire to blot it
out and give them a »i>aM>e to make a
new record.
Notice the greu« variety of ways In
which God describes the putting away
of the believer's sins. In Isaiah 38:17
we read, "Thou hast cast* all my sins
behind thy back." "But," someone
says, "Sod might turn around and all
my sins would be In full sight." Sure
enough. And so we read In Micah
7:19, "Thou wilt cast all their sins
Into the depths of the sea." That is
better, but they might wash ashore?
Very true, and so God says in Psalm
103:11, "As far as the east is from
the west so far hath he removed our
transgressions from us."
New, why should you so persistently remember what God so graciously
forgets? Why should you keep In the
foreground what God is willing to put
behind his back? Just throw that bad
record in with the rest of yonr sins
and have them all disposed of at once,
and then you can have the sweet consciousness that though you may remember your sins, God haB entirely
forgotten them. Remember also that
the longer you wait the worse your
record will be.
III. While your bad record will hinder you somewhat, It also will help
you. It win tend to keep you humble
for one thing, and that will be no
small gain. It will enable yon to
sympathize with others who have
made a bad record, and to encourage
them to hope for better things. Indeed, your bad record in one sense
will become your strongest weapon of
warfare.
IV. Consider also that if you have
a particularly bad record your conversion will be a greater triumph of
grace than if you were only an ordinary sinner. Jesus Christ claims that
he can save the worst of sinners and
so change them by the power of his
grace that he will actually be proud
of them in heaven. He Is searching
the world for hard cases on which to
demonstrate his power.
V. And may it not be that in heaves
'hose who have been the greatest sin
lers will be the loudest pralsers ol
he Redeemer's name? When the
Pharisee criticised Jesus for allowing
•he outcast woman to weep at hit
'eet the master said, "Simon, I havi
somewhat to say unto thee. A certali
nan had two debtors, the one owei
Ive hundred pence and the other fifty
When they could not pay he forgav.
hem both. Which of them therefor
vlll love him most?" Simon ar
iwered, "He, I suppose, to whom h
orgave the most." Jesus repHec
Thou hast rightly Judged," and the;
\o drew a contrast between the prom
elf-righteous host and the sinful, soi
owing woman who was weeping 6u
er penitence and bathing his fe<
vlth her tears. Even so our them
ii heaven will not be the good deec
■e have wrought on earth, but tn
natchless grace that redeemed u
nd the greater the sins from whk
re have been redeemed, the greau
rlumph of grace stall we have t
reclaim.

SHAKESPEARE
COMPLETE WORKS $1.00
An nnnsual opportune tT to get »b«ol ntfily ewer>
pUy nod poetn of the great poet nimbidlged 1*
n> handy volume for the price generally pai4
for any one of hlB playo. This book la printed
on thin paper, anbfltaiitlally bound and stamped
In gold. It Is edited by Prof. W. J.Cralff.M. A,
of Dublin Unl»erslty and contains a complete
gloaaary and Index to characters If you are a
EoVw of good literature, this will appeal to yam.
Vou need send us no money until you recer#»
th>e book. Merely send us your name end mm
dress and we will forward It to you by psrosssr
post.C. O. D. and collect *I.OO when it arrlv**
Order at once as this offer ta limited,

READE-EMERSON COMPANY
41 UltXON SQUARE
MEW TOBS,sVsV

NAVARRE
HOTEL
7th Av. at 38th St

NEW
YORK
CENTRE OP
EVERYTHING

(By N. MATO.)
In the successful mising of swina
there are problems; other than that
INCREASE THE EGG SUPPLY of feeding, whloh often determine
success or failure. The most imporKeep the Hens Busy Working for tant of these is the preservation of
the health of the swine. Wherever a
Their Feed and They Will Do
considerable number of animals are
the Rest—Ideal Dust Boxes.
gathered together the risk from disOne of the -ways of increasing the ease is considerably inoreased. Extra
egg supply is to keep the hens happy precautions must then he taken to
and contented, and two ways of doing guard against disease and to keep the
this are to have scatterings of grain animals in thrifty condition.
The first essential Is that their
through the chaff on the floor so that
the fowls will keep busy scratching, quarters be kept clean and sanitary.
In purchasing swine, care should he
and the second way 1B to see that the
dust boxes are placed In the corner taken that they come from herds free
which catches the most sun during from transmissible diseases, that they
the winter. Ideal dust boxes are strong are healthy, and have not been exsoap boxes filled with road dust, into posed to disease in transit Public
which has been mixed a little fine stockyards are liable to be infectsd
lime and a liberal supply of insect with hog cholera; It is dangerous to
powder Soil from the garden if it is
light and well dried will answer the
purpose quite as well. It is an excellent plan to remove all this dust
and sift it over, removing anything
undesirable which has gotten Into it
then take It out in the sun, spread it
out thinly and let it dry thoroughly.
Host of it can be used repeatedly if
new lime and insect powder is added
every month. The dust boxes should
be placed where they will not bo
fouled In any way, for poultry will not
use them if too dirty, hence will go
without dusting, and the lice will then
become rampant.

RAISE DUCKS AS SIDE LINE
Many Deterred From Trying Them on
Account of Tales of Their Objectionable Qualities.
Dependence should not be placed on
hens alone if one wants to get the
best out of poultry.
Try other varieties also, beginning
•with ducks. Many who have never
tried them are deterred from doing
so by tales of their obiectlonable
qualities, not knowing that if profit

MOM WITH BATH. S1.50, S2.00, S2.5S
ROOMS, 2 PERSONS, $2.00, 52.50,43.00
A Pen Sairt* Razor lor tach Gnett
ty^cirj is, JIU« Ultra.

FLORIDA rXRM LANDS
Near irood aetaools, chuxohe*, transportation- I7.f» » 110.00 per eon.

Owner P. 0. Hox 504, Jacksonville. M.rifa
Wanted to Buy Old Coins ^Vft.
prices paid io ot*. wiu.ua iirastrj*. nil«> M4j,

AGENTS WANTED IN EVERY TOWN. Ormk
this winner, sell* to everybody, brand new,
positive necessity. Particular* free. Writ*
ANNA E. HICKS, XYNDONVH.LE, N. Y.
HAVE 200,000 BACK NUMBER MAGAZINES, every descrlp. If you need any or Info.
RddreBB liueknumber Wllklns. Danvers, Mae*.
FOR SALE 100 A. IN OXFORD CO., U,
for (3.000. 9 r. house, outbldfts.. 309 fruit
trees, etc. C B. Weber, R.1, North Jay, Ma.
ATTENTION AGENTSI WD HAVE JUST,
the specialty you want. Partlc. free. Nutmea
State Specially Co., Dept. D, Merlden, Coma.
in Shut Watk Woeiw lOmna,
rsiiHT-lmir wailileiJ Petrlen
Bfactorr. inscriptive liters
economical, cleiin, Hiitier
Kl. arar*.V9Utu.,Pituliatth,ra.
auirolTuu; agents wanted.
E..- c*l« A General Store well located, doles*,
rOT 3810 large business, deslraltlo property.
Come and see. Hason* Farm Agency, Uiford.MUOSk

Lucky Hubby.
Mrs. Green—Do you ever flatter
your husband?
Mrs. Wyse—Yes, I sometimes ask
his advice about things.—Boston
Transcript
An effort Is being made In Germany
to unify the 40 systems of stenography
now used In that country.
The less some men know about anything the louder they talk about It

A Home-Made Poison
TMe sola, unknown In the dajs of a simple.
created Inside the human body by n combination
meat-saUng.orerwortc,
worry ■ua«™»*
sndlaokol'TSSL
of meat
sating, orerwofm,nRtlon
wurr?
.™»
n„ 'i.--t._ J._iSM«..l»vniHriB.t.
tin la
DITJ*
SaokaSe^rlrfega-»rort
•■ the
Urn tint
n«t,P™SuTmkilansys. WbsnUWkldnet.falfbsWnd 1 n altering opt the exoess >£"^ ttasmta
danger of gravel, dropsy or Bright* dl-esss.
DOMTS Kidney Pllta Itrengtfteu weak Wdnen.
batIf
the dietIs reduced, *»>MMM«4I*M
iWahair,e*end»eandsl««P
liici^aed.t^s »•£
leino sett more qnlokiy. Doanv Kidney Pills
hire * worfi™wfd. «pot*Uun as a wliaWe
kidney tonio.

A New Hampshire Case
B. C. Gray, tt ft.
Main St.. Bristol, nH.. says: "For nearly * year I suffered
from a dull, nagging
backache and pains
through my kidneys
/that made It hard
■for me to work. I
'didn't rest well and
mornings when I got
up my back was
lams and sore. Nothing helped me until
I got Do&n'g Kidney
Pills. They rid me
of the b&ckache and
benefited me in sv•ry way. WhensTer I have used them
since then the best of results hays followed.'*

IW1S a Story"

Gat Dotn'i at Any Stow.. 80s ■ Bom

.DOAN'SWa.W
' FOSTER-MILBURN CO, BUFFALO. N.Y.

Sray Hair Restored
"WALMUTTA HAIR STAIH"
^s

VU.HUTTA CO, SSSS Ola»» ««•, •«. LMts, ■•.
«w«iTkis ju.j-i- -1—* W »SS IAMPLS.

SOW ALFALFA IN EARLY FALL

Queen's Delight
la considered the balance is wholly In
favor of these birds.
To begin with, the Pekins are considered the most desirable by the
writer on account of their great size,
early maturity and prolificacy, and If
a sufficient number are kept so that
there is a surplus of feathers, the
white bring more than the colored
ones—another point to their value.

SIZE OF THE POULTRY HOUSE
Poultrymen Differ In Opinion as to
Amount of Space Required by Each
Fowl When Confined.
It la generally considered that ten
•quare feet of floor space should be
allowed for each fowl in planning a
poultry house, and on this basis a
house tor 20 hens would be about
ten by twenty feet inside. Usually
this is a safe measurement where no
apace is provided for a scratching
shed; In the latter event much less
apace in the house proper will suffice,
as the hens use it almost entirely for
roosting purposes. Prominent poultrymen claim that six square feet for
each ben is sufficient, hut for the novice we advise ten square feet
Whatever the dimensions, if no
scratching shed is provided, care
xaust be used that the house is free
from draughts and comfortable. In
the colder sections every poultry
house should be lined inside with
tarred paper at the back and sides.
The front may be arranged so that
daring the warmer periods of confinement It can be covered with wire netting through which the sun's rays may
come, and thus provide a pleasant
place for scratching.
If no place Is planned for a scratching shed, it will be necessary that the
food be given at least twice dally,
scattered among the chaff on the floor,
else the' hens will not take enough exercise In the limited space to keep
them in good condition. Whatever
the plan of the house It Is necessary
to provide a fair amount of light and
ventilation as well as to keep It fairly
warm in winter.
Tell Frssh Eggs.
The freshest eggs are the heaviest
and when placed in water will sink
to the bottom at once, while stale eggs
will float on top.
Fowls Demand a Variety.
Bowls must have a variety of food
to do well. No one grain will long be
relished by the fowls. K made an exclusive diet
'

Prize-Wlnnfhg Yorkshire Boar.
bring swine from such places and put
them In a healthy breeding herd.
It Is an excellent plan to have a
quarantine pen some distance from
all other swine, and so located that
there is practically no danger of
transmitting diseases to the herd. All
recently purchaaeoTanlmals should be
held in quarantine in such a pen for
ten day 8, to be certain that they are
free from disease, before placing them
In a healthy herd.
If a disease of swine occurs in the
neighborhood, keep a^ay from these
farms and do not allow anyone who
has been on an infected farm to visit
your herd. If your swine have access
to a stream of running water and
disease appears on a farm located
above yours, on the same stream, remove your bogs at once, as the infection is liable to be carried by the
stream. Dogs and bozzards, also, are
liable to carry 'the infection of hog
cholera and should be kept away I If
possible. Such measures are simple,
but they are very important
While a few swine can be raised
confined In limited quarters, if such
quarters are kept clean, they will do
better, will keep In b-'ter health and
can be grown more cheaply if they
have plenty of range tor pasture. It
is desirable to have the pasture
fenced off Into suitable areas so that
the hogs can be shifted from one pasture to another, not only to provide
fresh pasture, but also to afford an
opportunity to disinfect the pastures,
either by plowing and seeding to a
forage crop or by exposure to sun and
weather. Nearly all cases of intestinal
worms, which are rather common in
swine, are contracted from infected
ground, and swine can be kept free
from these parasites by frequent
changes of pasture.

Peruna Did Wonders
For My
Boy

Danger of Interference From
Weeds Is Avoided—Plant Is Not
Very Vigorous at Start

Mrs. Nellis
A great many people who sow alCourtar, S»
falfa in the spring complain that the
Franklin Ava*
Norwalk, Conn,
"weeds take it." They do In a great
writes: •'Peru-.
many Instances. Weeds and alfalfa
na has done
will not be able to oocnpy the same
wonders for
ground. One or the other must gain
my boy. I can*
the upper hand in short order, and
i m. not praise It
the weeds are the more enduring and
WMA enough.
the harder to conquer. As a conse^5H|
"•tWnk M to
quence the alfalfa is smothered out
__ <52ll| the best mediby them, and along m the middle of cine on earth. l*t me tell you why I
the summer you hear another mam think so.
"My son has been afflicted with caproclaiming that alfalfa Is no good, j
Weeds have caused more alfalfa, tarrh since he was a baby five months
old, so that for years I had to watch
failures than sour rands, wet soils oil him all night long, and keep his
poor seedbed preparation. The dangesl mouth open so he could'breathe, as
Is particularly great where the seed-* he could not breathe through his nose.
"He has always been very delicate.
tag is done in the spring. Hvery!
"Since be commenced taking the
weed seed in the soil Is fighting for
air enough and warmth enough to) Peruna I can go to bed and sleep,, all
sprout, and after It sprouts it will night"
fight for room enough to make itq
growth. Alfalfa is not a particularly!
vigorous plant in its first few days ofj
life, and it is the first few days that
count in the growth of alfalfa versu»
weeds.
On account of the danger from interference by the weed crop, it Is
usually better to sow alfalfa in the
fall, or In late summer. It will be
time and money saved to put In the
seed in the summer fallowing of the
land, stirring the soil enough to keep
down each successive weed crop. The
soil .stirring will not only get rid of
the weeds that have opme up, but
Never Fail*
H will stimulate the remaining seeds
IO live beautiful color Io
that are lying in the soil to germinaGRAY HAIR
tion and growth. In this way several
More than a half century of success. It roar
dealer hasn't It, send f 1.00 and a large botUe
successive BeedlngB of weeds can be
will be sent yon by parcel post.
disposed of and the ground left fairly
MRS. S. A. ALLEN, SB Barclay St., Ne-York
clear for the summer or fall seeding
of alfalfa
Renews Your,Youthful Appearance
Winter or early spring plowing will
go a long way toward preparing a
good seedbed for the fall sowing of Seta
alfalfa. If the ground needs it, turn Bottle
under considerable quantities of ma- Today
nure when it Is broken. If lime is 28c.
needed, this should be spread before
quickly relieved by the
the plowing and turned under so it
use of
will have a chance to thoroughly mix
with and sweeten the earth.

Coughs
and Colds

GIVE POULTRY CLEAN WATER
Especially Needed by Laying Hens
for Production of Eggs—Good Plan
Shown In Illustration.

Hate's Honey

Of Horahound and Tar
Contains no opium nor
anything injarioua
SoU by druggists.

Let the poultry, and especially the
laying benB, have all the water they
will drink during the winter and have
CAN RE*D VOUR LIFE FROMTHB
the water warm and have it clean.
TO GRAVE^
The demand for water during the win- Ihe CRADLE
World's Greatest Scientific Astrologer. Can

PROF. COWARD

belD yon In trouble, advise where others fan, how to
win and marry the deBlred one, make others think of
yon, bring back lost husband or wife, how tosneoeed
■nbnslnen. WIU Interpret jour drean«,«U>on
who to marry, elve Prof. Coward jour bin* date

K Add^Sr^fi"11'-'''
Getting Even.
Friend (to returned traveler)—I
suppose you had some thrilling experiences over in Europe.
Traveler—Yes; I was arrested as a
spy, and who do you suppose was
my captor—-a waiter I once ref ised
a tip to over here. He recognized
me and I barely escaped with my life.

PIMPLES SPREAD ON BODY

GETTING DOWN TO THE FACTS
Relic Which Mr. Bradley Valued So
Highly Was Not Altogether
a Present.
Said Mr. Bradley: 'I think a good
deal of this rocking chair. It's made
from wood that grew .on a farm in
Virginia once owned by G. Washington."
"I don't see anything extraordinary
about it," said. Parks, "except that it's
big and ugly. How much did it cost
yon?"
"Nothing. That's the beauty of It.
A friend of mine in Washington sent
it to me. There's nothing like having good friends."
"No. I suppose not. How did he
send it?"
"By express. Quite a relic, isn't
it? Wood grew on one of G. Wash—"
"You paid the express charges, i
suppose?'
"Of course. Wood grew on a farm
that once belonged to George—"
"How much was the—"
"Farm that once belonged to
George Washington in Virginia.
It
isn't every day you can—"
"How much expressage did you—"
"Isn't every day you can see a rocking chair made out of wood grown
on a farm that once belonged to
George—"
"What express charge did you have
to pay?"
"Bight dollars and seventy-five
cents," said Bradley, with visible reluctance.

Pineapple Trifle.
Soak one envelope of crystal gelatin
in a half cupful of cold water In double boiler. Drain one 20-cent can of
pineapple, divide juice and pineapple
in halveB, put away for next time In a
glass jar. The other half put through
meat chopper, drain and add iulce to
gelatin with two cupfuls of cold water,
juice of one lemon, one and one-fourth
cupfuls sugar, all together. Put on
stove and let come to a boll. Remove
and set in cold water to cool. Add
one
teaspoonful
orange
extract
Change cold water frequently. When
just beginning to set use an egg beater until mixture is foamy. Whip one
cupful of rich cream to a stiff consistency, add to above and lastly stir
in the pineapple. Any fruit can be
used, changing amount of sugar and
leaving out lemon. This never fails.

To Increase Supply of Salmon.
Important experiments have recently been made by, the fisheries expert
for British Columbia In connection
with the hatchery operations.
Last
year at Seaton lake, instead of placing all the sockeye salmon eggs In
trays, as has been the custom heretofore, a plan was adopted more In
keeping with the natural methods followed by the flBh. The eggs, after
having been inoculated with the
lumyh, were buried under five to seven inches of sand and gravel. Over
200,000 ova were thus treated in tanks
especially made therefor, and as a result 180,000 healthy fry have been
taken out with the possibility of more
to follow. This Is a splendid record,
as compared with the old pan system, and It Is believed by the experts
that the new method will revolutionize the business of the hatcheries.
Ratio In Congress.
The ratio of representation In the
lower house of congress at Washington has steadily changed since the
1789, when the Constitution began its
work, the ratio was 30,000 to the representative. In 1910 the ratio was 210,000 to the representative. If the ratio
did not rise the members of the lower
house would In time become too numerous for business. It Is for the purpose of keeping the membership within reasonable bounds that the ratio is
made to keep pace with population.
Hard on Some People.
"Americans must learn to use homegrown . tobacco," a trade journal declares. This will go hard with those
persons who haven't been In the habit
of using any kind of tobacco at all.—
Toungstown (O.) Telegram.
VOUR OWN DRTJGGI8T WITX TErx TOO
Try Mnrlne Bye Remedy for Red, Weak, Watery
Byes and Granulated Byellds; No Suiartiuc—

Snuffing Lampwicka.
Use an old toothbrush to rub off
the charred portion of a lampwick, Instead of cutting with scissors. This
plan Is used by poultrymen having
charge of incubator lamps, and the result is a smooth edge, without any
prongs or loose ends to cause an uneven blaze and smoking.
When Washing Cut Glass.
Always wash cut glass In the following manner and you will find 1*
excellent: Place the articles in a pan
of soft water, to which a little washing blue has been added, and scrubit with a brush; dry with a soft cloth
Potatoes Baked With Beef.
Parboil ten minutes, then drain, and'
put in pan around edge of beef. Bake
till tender, basting often. Arrange to
have the meat done at the same time
the potatoes are. Of course they are>
to be peeled before cooking.
Polishing Leather.
Always rub' leather chairs over from
time to time with a very little freBh
milk applied with a soft, clean linen
rag, rubbing the milk off llghtiy at
once.

Make the. Liver
Do its Duty

Nine times in ten when the liver la
right the stomach and bowels alright.

CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS
gentlybutfirmly „,

Cures Con-j
stipation, Indigestion,
Sick
Headache,4
and Distress After Eating.
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.

Genuine must bear Signature

RHEUMATISM
-LEU-OX

ruusruoaous

HM

WATER

Brings relief In most ctaronlo
catier*. We want to prove It to
jour absolute fUbttBfactlon. It
you have BheuxnatiBin, In
acute or cnroulo stages, no
matter what your condition.
write today lot our valuable
Free Book on Rheumatism
and effect of Phosphorus
on the Human System.
AGENTS WANTED
For Sale by
LENOX SUPPLY CO.

i

KparhlH, *. T.

last Bye Comfort. Write for Book of the Bye
6 Myrtle St, New Haven, Conn.by mail free. Murlne biro Remedy Co.. Chicago.
"My skin itched on my body and face
UH bfP M a*. SJ F V st home In spans tl me '
which made me scratch and after 1
Since the War Broke Out.
r*l*«B\l- rflljniC I mailing clrcDlars. the
Send lOcentsforsamplecopypoststopped scratching the skin remained
"What's become of the great basso, \-'KGT"tellfihow.
paid. BANBUUN SUPPLT CO., Box 1, Keene, S. U.
very red. Hard little pimples also De Celerl?"
came out where I scratched. I never
W. N. U., BOSTON, NO. 45-1914.
"He's honking for an auto livery."
had a night's rest and as I continued
scratching the pimples spread and got
Easy Method of Keeping Drinking, worse. After a month white points
Water Clean.
appeared on them. My clothing irriter on the k*art of animals and birds; tated the eruption on my body and
is great, but they drink less than they gave me pain. Many nights I djd not
should because It Is usually cold when sleep; I could not move in bed for if
given them. Don't be satisfied with I did they got worse.
"I then sent for a free sample of
giving water to the fowls once a day,
For Infants and Children.
but see that they have It three times Cuticura Soap and Ointment and after
dally at least and in a clean vessel I had used them felt a little better so
TIMELY HINTS OF SHEEPF0LO Into which they can not get their I bought more. After three months'
treatment I didn't have one pimple
Animals Should Be Provided With feet
left'* (Signed) Miss Boss Conslglo,
Shelter From Fall Rains—Let
3, 1914.
APPLY LIME TO ACID SOILS Apr.
Lambs Run In Cornfield.
Cuticura Soap and Ointment sold
ALC0HOL-;3 PER CENT
throughout the world. Sample of each
A\fee«lable Preparation for AsSheep need but little care during the Only Economic Neutrallzer or Correc- free, with 32-p. Skin Book. Address postsimilating the Food andRegutative Within Reach of Farmer Is
fall months, but they need that little
card "Cuticura, Dept, L, Boston."—Adv.
Lime—Meaning of Word.
ling the Stomachs and Bowels of
very much.
By all means provide shelter from
Stork's Good Memory.
IN FAN'IS,-'( H1LDREN
The only economic neutralizes or
the fall rains. Do not compel them to
While visiting the Berlin zoological
stay Indoors, but give them a shed so corrective, for son acidity which Is gardens, says Lustige Blatter, little
Promotes Digestion.Cheerfulthey can get out of the rain when they within the reach of the fanner la Gretchen saw a great white bird
ness and Rest .Contains neither
lime. Ordinarily one thinks of lime
wish.
standing on one leg in a cage. She
Opium .Morphine nor Mineral
Have some bright hay in the shed as that material used in the making threV In a piece of candy; the bird
NOT NARCOTIC
rack, so they can eat a little without of plaster and mortar. Throughout gobbled It up eagerly, and thrust Its
the agricultural world today, however,
going in a sleet rain.
KKJH of Old DrSAMVEl/miOX
head
through
the
wire
for
more.
The sheep should have been dipped the word "lime" has taken on a very
Rmplm StsJPresently Gretchen's mother came
Mx.Sf*m *
after shearing In the spring. If any general meaning. It not only Includes
along. "Oh? mother, see here! What
XsMUSeluticks escaped destruction a dipping burnt lime, or quicklime, but also air
AlUM SttJ •
kind
of
a
bird
Is
this?''
iHflriMSfls —
this fall should surely be given. If and water-slacked lime, ground limeBiCmUemUSide »
The mother pointed to the sign on
new sheep are bought dip before add- stone, marl, pulverized shells, and
KsJM the
cage,
which
read,
"The
Stork."
CU"fit4SuQaf
marble dust These different mateing to the old Dock.
mdifmm'nam
"The
stock!"
cried
the
little
girl
Sheep fatten better if sheared be- rials, with the exception of burnt lime
fore being put on feed. Close con- and water-slacked lime, are common- enthusiastically. Oh, mamma, do yon
A perfect Remedy forConslipafinement and a heavy fleece are against ly spoken of as "carbonate of lime," know, he actually recognised me?"
lion, Sour Stomach.Diarrhoea,
or
"lime
carbonate,"
because
they
conrapid gains.
Worms .Convulsions .FeverishHad None.
The Held makes an Ideal place for sist of ordinary quicklime combined
ness and Los S OF SLEEP.
"That girl likes to look on the
lambs to Teed after the corn gets with carbon dioxide gas of the air.
bright side of things."
Facsimile Signature of
eared out. They clean out the weeds,
"That must be the reason she Jilted
Build a Strong Fenceeat enough down corn to keep fat
and are ready for market when their
It takes time and some money to Bonehead."
THE CENTAUR ConnM»v.\
build a good fence, but It costs quite
task is done.
Money for Christmas.
Keep the sheep pens and yards as much of both to rebuild a rundown
NEW YORK.
Selling guaranteed wear-proof hosiclean. Sheep manure heats rapidly one. One of fhe most important parts
Atii months old
ery
to
friends
&
neighbors.
Big
Xmas
and filth Isjnjurioustosaeep, especial- of a fence, above all others. Is the
Wear-Proof Mills, 3200
quality and setting of corner and, business.
ly to the feet
gate posts. On the corner posts de- Chestnut St, Philadelphia, Pa.—Adv.
Guaranteed under the FoodMJI
pends the stability of the fence, and
Proves a Poor Policy.
One company alone has installed
Experiments at the Iowa station in- time and expense should not be
THI MimiM BOMPMtV. NUT VOUR «TT>
Exact Copy ol Wrapper.
more than 400 automatic railroad stok
dicate clearly that hogging down ripe spared in setting them firmly.
ers on locomotives In this country.
small grain Is poor policy, owing to
Lighten Farm Labors.
the waste. Sometimes not more than
When everything has a time allotted
15 cents a bushel is got for small
grain handled In this way. With corn to It and It Is finished and out or the
It Is different for the hogging down way In that time, the labors of the
farm seem materially lightened.
Of corn pays welL

GASTORIA

The Kind You Have
Always Bought
Bears the
Signature
of

In
Use
For Over
Thirty Yeers

35 Dosii-JjCEr

GASTORIA

PUTNAM FADELESS DYES

^eaammmm^m^

L'needa Biscuit
Nourishment—fine flavor—purity—crispness
—whotesomeness. All
for 5 cents, in the
moisture-proofpackage.

By JOHN COWAN.

•••••••••••••••••■•••••■•a*•

Denholm
&
McKay
Co.
"Boston Store

The woman In the old style sealWorcester,
skin sack settled herself more comMass.
fortably in her street car seat and
pursued the conversation where it
had been left off.
"No, I don't envy* Emma her electric car in the least!" Bhe repeated
firmly.
"I'm perfectly willing that
other people should have all that's
coming to them, though the land
knows what right Emma Ankers has
to an electric when folks that are her
betters don't own even a wheelbarrow!
Why, that woman—say, you know
Emma and' I used to go to school together! Yes, we did. I've known her
all that time, and I guess what I
could tell you about Emma would keep
me busy some time!
"Why, didn't I do her algebra probGRAHAM CRACKERS
lems for her, because I felt sorry
A food for every day.
that she was such a dummy? And
the times Bhe's borrowed my Latin
Crisp, delicious and
pony! And then she was graduated
strengthening.
Fresh ,
with honors, and everybody said how
baked and fresh desmart she was! I kept still—I don't
believe in telling things on a friend—
livered. 10 cents.
and if Emma was satisfied to deceive
every one that was her lookout. I do
think she did it mostly so as to
stand well In Julius' eyes. He's the
one she married, you know.
"Oh, yes, Julius went to school
there too, and was the most conceited creature, though how he could be
otherwise with Emma and all the others chasing around after him as they
did!! Maybe some of the rest of us
couli tell a thing -or two if we wanted to, and if Emma knew what a
narrow escape she had from not being Mrs. Julius, she'd shivered in her
boots!
Not that I'd have taken Julius if he'd been* offered to me on a
silver
platter,
but he made it plain
A delightful new bisenough to me that I'could have had
cuit, with a rich and
him if I'd wanted to!
Little dried
delicious cocoanut flaup shrimp that he is! Why, he never
had brains enough to make even a
vor. Crisp and always
decent living, and if he hadn't inheritfresh, xo cents.
ed all that money from his father
Emma would be riding on street cars
like the rest of UB!
"It's perfectly funny to see her
with that new electric. She lives on
the next street from me, and every dav
she goes out of her, way to trundle by
my house, and she looks out to see
If I'm watching. They're paving her
street, you aayf Well, she could lust
as well go down the next but one, and
I know she goes down mine on purpose to make me jealous, but, goodBuy biscuit bated bf
ness knows, there Isn't a jealous hair
in my head. My husband earns an
honest living and doesn't have to live
on some one else's money, and I'm
proud of it. I guess he'd buy me an
electric, anyway, It I made a point
Always look for thatPfame
of it, but I'm no hand for show. I'd
rather save up for my old age and
take a trip now and then. I asked
Emma point blank the other day why
she didn't go to Califofrnia this winter as usual, and she said because the
weather had been so mild, but I guess
I know They can't afford It after
being so foolish as to buy an electric!
"Emma actuaHy came over one day
and said she wanted to take me for
a ride, but I was too smart for her.
I guess I wasn't going to sit beside her
and have her crow over me in that
superior way of hers and try to make
ADMITS RIGHTS OF CITIES me feel that I was a pauper! Not: >
»•••••
Ml
me! I Just looked her In the eye and |
English Parliamentary Committee Re- said: 'Thank you kindly, Emma, but
I haven't time. Besides, I'm going out!
fuses to Allow Disfigurement
with a friend who wants me to try
by Railway*.
her new $8,000 limousine they've just |
It la a matter for more than con- imported. Is that your new car?:
By MILES M'KEKCHER.
gratulation. Bays the Town Planning Why, it's really quite nice looking for j
Bevtew, published In Liverpool, Eng- Just a cheap little electric! I don't
land, that the Northern Jsnction rail- suppose it will last very long, but
(Copyright.)
Railway engineers take particular
way came to grief before the parlia- you'll enjoy it while It does, I'm sure.
mentary committee. The project failed Of course you don't go to many par- delight in running over hand cars and
because of the strenuous opposition ties. But it'll be nice to carry things velocipedes. Anythat was aroused. The particular in- home from the grocery and the mar- way, it has always
terest which attaches Itself to the ket!'
seemed so to /me.
"I guess I rather took the wind out
defeat of the railway was not merely
eohr. ps they
the triumph of the Hampstead Garden of her sails, for she Just opened her do- 't Opinions
suburb and the Finchley town plan- mouth and shut it again without a differ. One thing
word. She needn't think she did such is sure—they hit
ning scheme.
It Is the first time that the new a wonderful thing when she married them sometimes.
I wouldn't like to be any Once they pretty
age of transit has demonstrated that Julius!
there are considerations of pressing man's second choice just because he nearly hit us.
It was when we
Importance other than railways. The couldn't get the girl he wanted first!
"Did you ever notice how funny it were repairing
vast importance of the road to the
modern city confronted the railway is that some women seem born to bridges and trespromoters with unexpected difficulties. ride in electrics and others never fit tles on the RoThe consideration due to town plan- in? Emma seems that kind. She chester & Wlning schemes, embodying traffic, ar- always looks to me as if she was the nona division of
teries suitable for the requirements cook or chambermaid sent out on an the C. & Q. W„
of the immediate future, also influ- errand and not quite comfortable. She better known as
enced the decision of the parliament- shows so plainly that she isn't used the Pumpkinto riding In an electric. Anyhow, I'll Vine branch of the Gerkwater.
ary committee.
From TJtica to Winona the track i*
The railway promoters had to real- bet anything it was a secondhand one
ise that the precedents of the nine- when Julius bought it, because he's just the sort you would expect to see
awful
tight
with
hlB
money.
She
in a nightmare. It typifies what yon
teenth century, Insisting on every othread about Arkansas railways consist
er public utility or amenity being made needn't put on airs with it!
"As
for
me,
I
hope
she
enjoys
hering mainly of horseshoe curves, S's
subservient to the interest of railways,
proved to be no longer tenable. The self with that car, poor thing! She steep grades, and trestles over gulhas
little
enough
else
to
enjoy
in
life,
lies.
defeat of the bill has, In fact, borne it
home to all the companies that a simi- married to a shrimp like Julius! No.
Stanley Wright was the foreman of
lar failure is likely to overtake all Emma's electric car doesn't make me our crew of five. We were all young
those other enterprises which, with- envious at all—thank heaven, I'm not —in fact, Wright himself was not old
out regard to modern conditions, seek that kind of a person!"
enough to vote. Other gangs called us
to perpetuate and repeat on the conthe "kid crew," but I feel safe In sayfines of the modern city the disastrous
Great Stunt*.
ing that many of the older crew* acblunders, the inconvenience and blaBUI—He does some wonderful stunt* complished no more than we did.
tant ugliness which characterized the
One morning In the early part ol
on skates.
efforts of railway engineers in the
Jin—Well, you ought to »ee him July, 1907, we found it necessary to
past century.
when he step* accidentally on a piece take a case of dynamite from Rollingstone on our "Armstrong private car-"
of soap!"
We were In the habit of usually stopHer Bet AH Hijht.
ping just before rounding very sharp'
Ella—"Allow a horrid man to klsi
Different.
met Never!" Stella—"Neither would
curves to listen for any possible trains.
Bill—Do you see anything attractive
As a rule "extras" ..were few and fat
L But, thank 'goodness, there lent
about weeds in a garden?
one among all my male acquaintbetween on the Pumpkin-Vine. "SpejIU—Well, yes, if they are widow's
clals" always created surprise and
ances."—Town Topics.
weeds and if* a roof garden.
comment among the natives.
The "regular" east-bound bad alIt is seldom that a man can know ready gone through, and we were
Annual Catch of Lobsters.
It is estimated that the annual himself unless some#)ne gives him a pumping our car around curves and
catch of lobsters in the world Is 125,- rude introduction.
over iiz- bridges, talking merrily. ,W«
000,600.
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Advance Announcement!

Our Seventh Annual

Employes' Sale ^

Thursday, Friday, Saturday, November 12, 13,14, 1914
(Three Days Only)

n_ ..

Wood and Iron In Music.
Wood possesses resonance, metal
has ring. That may not wholly conform to dictionafy definitions, but It
classifies the two materials pretty accurately. The singing of a tightly
stretched telephone wire across an
open field in the autumn wind Is a
most pleasing melody to one who ha*
an ear for the delicacy of the simpler
sounds. But how much softer and
melodious that singing wire becomes
If the ear Is pressed against the telephone pole, so that the vibration*
come through the wood to reach ths
ear. Instead of directly from the wlr*

Training Building Official*.
Facilities are now provided in every
large city and Important center of
population In Germany not only for
the technical and business training of
builders, contractors, building mechanics and construction engineers,
but also for the Instruction of prospective building inspectors and other
public officials, to whom will be intrusted the enforcement of state and
municipal regulations relating to buildings and construction operations of alt
kinds.

Uae More Hedge*. :
The writer like* definition of boundaries in estates both large and small,
and noes not fancy any place not so
set out, for it looks as though without
an owner, or at least has one who is
rather undecided a* to where his hold
ings begin OT end. Hedges or outlines
of street and boundary trees always
add to the beauty.of a place and de.
fine It* extent. If *uch hedges also
bear brilliant towers so much the better, for the effect is materially heightened thereby.
Straphangers In England Now.
Hitherto there have been no straphangers in English motor buses. Every passengef has (by law) had a seat.
Put the government has appropriated
so many of these vehicles for cam
reign purposes that the companies are
no longer able to accommodate the
traffic. So the law has been suspend
ed and passengers are now permit
ted (temporarily) to Btand up inside.

The Latest.
■}
"I'm so sorry!" exclaimed the sympathetic woman. "Did you hurt yourself ?"
|
"Hurt myself!" responded Uncle,
Flopsole. "Certainly not."
j
"But your foot slipped _and you slid (
quite a distance on your chest!"
"Of course. That's the latest figure.
It's called the walrus wallop—supnosed to represent a walrus sliding of!
a cake of Ice. I do It rather neatly tot
a beginner; don't you' thinkf"
Greatest Musical Nation.
To Bay of any one nation that U
has "given us the best and most
charming music" would be a rathe*
hazardous statement. Italy has given u* much fine music, and so has
France, and Austria;, and England, and
even the United States. Perhaps Germany has the best claim to be called
the leading musical nation. Certainly
no other nation can show greater music than that which waB composed by1
Beethoven, Mozart and other artiste
'from the Fatherland.

J.

LAWRENCE,
PBOPRIETOB.

FUR TRIMMED SDITS
FOR THE SMART DRESSED WOMAN

BROOKFIELD.

rpHE Suit need not be Elaborately Trimmed with Fur to be in Style, but
■*• the Smartest Models Show its Vogue with some deft touch of Skunk,
Seal, Fitch, Monkey or Persian Lamb.
.......

We are now Showing 500 Suits with Fur Trimmings and the Prices
are Temptingly Low for Such Beautiful Suits.

Fur Trimmed Suits

FUR TRIMMED SUIT

$19.75 to $95.00

$27.50

FINE BROADCLOTH FUR TRIMMED
SUITS, in very latest models, new |Q 7K
colors, all sizes.
'
- STYLISH GABARDINE SUITS, Russian
effect in all the fashionable colors, OK [JQ
Skunk Opossum trimming,
AWiUU
VELVET SUITS, belted back with tunic
skirt, all colors, Skunk collar and QR (1(1

HANDSOME BROADCLOTH SUITS, in
Navy, Nigger Brown, Russian Green and Black.
Stylish Short Goat Model with smart yoke effect
and box pleat in back.

The yoke skirt is stun-

The collar and cuffs are beauti-

100 SAMPLE AND MODEL FUR TRIMMED SUITS, Cloth and Velvet, no duplicales,
striking design,
35 QQ JQ 95 QQ

$27.50

ALL ALTERATIONS MADE ON GARMENTS FREE.
512 Main Street, Worcester

RICHARD HEALY CO.,
1

11

1
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Worcester
— "

,
Back to the Land.
When the country has schools equal
to those of the cities, roads and highways comparable to streets and boulevards, when sanitary methods prevail
that are equal to those In congested
centers, and transportation of agricutural products from small stations
to the central market is as economical
In time and money as that between
large cities, then, and not till then,
will there be a real exodus "back to
the land." When this happy day arrives, and it is rapidly approaching,
large centers of population will be almost deserted at night.

HORACE

EDITOR AND

fully trimmed with Skunk Opossum.

Stanley gazed after tne aisaopeanng
train and watched it out of sight. Then
he fished out al* dinky little pipe,
leaned up against the rock*, and filled
and lit it.
\
"I guess, by jinks," said be, "we
ought to take a run down to St
Charles and recuperate our exhausted
nerves." Stanley waa great on speches.
"Hang It, you fellows look scared to
death. Besides, I want to write a letter to Mamie."
So we took sTholiday and rambled
down to St. Charles. When our checks
came oh pay day I can't say aB I noticed any "lay-off" recorded, either.

Journal Block, North Brookfield, Mass

Single Copies, 3 Cent*.

An Eight Page Circular Giving Full Details of the Mammoth Event Will
Be Distributed in This Town Soon—Watch for It

1 FUMftlN-YiNE SPEGIALI

By the Yard in All
the Fashionable Furs

AddiesBall comjnunicatlone to BBOOKFIELW
TIMES, North Brookfield, Mass.
Orders for subscription, advertising, or job
work and payment for the same, may be sent
direct to the main office, North Brookfield ™
to George W. McNamara. Brookfield

z

had just arrived at me conclusion (hat
even if we did spend a good deal ol
muscle on the derrick and crane (not
to mention the hand-car), perhaps
after all, our life on the road, free
from care and worry, toiling lazily in
one of earth's pretty garden spots
letting the early morning sunshine
trickle down on us, "perhaps," we
thought, "such a life, In spite of some
slight disadvantages, was pretty nearly ideal."
Far were our thoughts from danger.
Guess, then, our surprise when, com
tag around'the last curve in a deep cut
we were suddenly confronted by 8
huge locomotive drawing two cars oi
horses and coming like a whirlwind.
She looked as big as srbarn to us. A
sheer wall of rock on each side, a 90foot trestle a few yards back of us—
apparently no chance.of getting out.
And a case of dynamite aboard!
We held our breath as Stanley ap
plied the brake. Our first thought was
to jump. Then common sense told us
that to do so would be fatal—not only
to ourselves, but to the train and crew
as well.
There wasn't near time enough to
reverse the motion of the car and run
back until the engineer could stop th«
onrushing train, and we did not fancy
being hurled oB the high trestle with
the probability of the whole train
crashing down on top of us.
We glanced at eacji other In dismay.
The cold sweat trickled down my
back. We heard the locomotive whistle frantically, then saw the engineer
dodge down low In his cab.
,
My heart beat furiously. With on«
accord we were about to abandon the
car and run -toward the train wheu
Stanley, white as a sheet, but calm anc
with great presence of mind, almost
screamed the order: "Pick up the
car-r, boys!"
4% seemed useless, but we had great
faith in our young boBs. Being in the
habit of obeying orders, we did pick up
the car, and at a signal from him
placed it on edge against the rock
bank, Stanley meantime .grabbing the
explosive. >
We were Jfcst about in time, too, for
es the locomotive whizzed by, some
thing caught my overalls, ripping
them fro™ ta waist to the knee. It
was a very c'.cc; ."-.

AT

l.OO a Year in Advance.

Will Be Sold

Planned on a Larger and More Helpful Scale Than Ever Before-Wonderfully Rich in. Money Saving Opportunities

EVERY FRIDAY AFTERNOON,

"GARMENTS WITH ORIGINALITY AND INDIVIDUALITY"^

ningly shaped.

at Nearly Half Price-Actual Half Price
and Less Than Half Price

- PUBLISHED

FUR TRIMMINGS

RICHARD HEALEY CO.

Over $200,000 of New Fall
and Winter Merchandise

iomeTbujn
THelpsT

Brookfield Times

» t**************************

of the

Event that Stirs all Central New England
The Year's Greatest and Best Buying Opportunity

NATIONAL BISCUIT
COMPANY

BROOKFIELD, MASS., FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 1914.
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The opening of our new store, Tuesday, November 10 wds a greater
success than we could expect.
.
1
Even the weather man displayed the most aimable disposition and
contributed in no small measure to the general satisfaction ovei the
event.
To the thousands of patrons and friends who went out of their way
to give us words of encouragement and good wishes, we wish to extend
our thanks and deepest appreciation.
We are resolved to try even harder than in the past to give to this
city and to Worcester County the most worthy institution of its kind in
the County.

THANKSGIVING
'L-

■

11

TRADE

By one stroke we have more than doubled our facilities for taking
care of the Thanksgiving business of Worcester County, but you know
we are human and if we can induce you to give us a good portion of
your Thanksgiving business next week you will help yourselves and at
the same time our force of clerks greatly.
There is not at this moment time to dwell on our superior facilities
S for supplying Thanksgiving Turkeys and other Poultry, but you know
what we have done in the past.
If you have been unable to attend opening week, combine an inspection our New Market with your Thanksgiving buying next week.
Are you keeping posted on our "Complimentary Opening Sale"
specialties each day this week ?

WORCESTER

MARKET

Waiting for the Right Day.
Litt'e or Great?
Somebody passed e counterfeit dolWhen ordinary men allow themlar on old Uncle Mose, which nearly selves to be worked up by common
broke MB heart. Weeks later he re- everyday. difficulties into fever-fits of
lated his troubles io Ms employer. passion, we can give them nothing but
"Ah done gib up lookin' fer de man j a compassionate smile. But we look
whut gimme it," he »bid. "Ah reckon ■ with a kind of awe on a spirit in
it ain't no uae tryin' fer to find him." j which the seed of a great destiny has
"Well, It looks pretty good for a coun-1 been sown, which must abide the unterfelt," remarked the other. "Why j folding of the germ, and neither-dare
don't you try to get rid of it?" "Yea,! nor can do anything to precipitate
sah, yea, sah. Sho" does look tbata- either the good or the ill, either the
way. Some days Ah think masef it's j happine3s or the misery which 1B to
good. Guess Ah'll jes' wait fer one arise out of it—Goethe.
of 'em good days an' jes' pass it
erlong."
1
-.
[ Right Living.
A good man may be rich and be
Music of the Future.
London has listened to a futurist or- good, and a bad man may be poor and
chestra composed of whistlers, thun- be wicked. Poverty does not injure
derers, cracklers, gurglers, murmur- piety, nor does wealth prevent it Haper*. rattlers, roarers and buzzers. To piness 1B a condition of the .heart, a
get an idea of what it must have been contented, tranquil, benign and hopelike sit In a New York apartment ful mental state. This is attainable
house .neighborhood in the open win- only by right living. He cannot be
dow season while all the tango music happy who fails to maintain A conmachines on several blocks are in full science void of offense toward God and
man.
blast.—New York World.

A Loyal Gardener.
"That garden you took so much
pride in ran to weeds, didn't It!" rejoiced the
envious
acquaintance.
"Well, you may call them weeds if
you like, but I'll bet some of those tall,
luxuriant plants have rare and powerful medical properties if science were
only* far enough advanced to appreciate them."
Fly Higher.
Dust by Its own nature can rise only
«o far above the road, and birds which
fly higher never have it upon their
winge. So the heart that knows how
to fly high enough escapes those little
cares and vexations which brood upon
the earth, but c*nnet rise above it into
that purer air.—H. W. Beecher.
Last Papal Coinage.
The popes gave up their claim to
issue coinage in 1867, when Pius IX
minted some few silver lira. Unlike
some of his predecessors he left oft* hie
coins the representation of the keys
symbolical of the claims to a Petrine
succession.

WalterE. Goeltz will move his family
to Worcester for the winter.
James P. Doyle of Natick renewed ac
quaintances in town Sunday.
The Woman's Alliance will hold their
annual fair Dec. 8, afternoon and evening.
Ferdinand Dexter camp, 8. of V., will
have a banquet in banquet hall Thursday
evening, Nov. 19.
Mrs Emma Ludden and Mrs Emmons
Twichell left this week to visit Mrs W. E.
Huse, East Orange, N. J.
The Grange will have an old-fashioned
dance at banquet hall, Tuesday night, 8
to 12.
Rev. W. C. Adams of Cambridge conducted the services at the First Parish
church last Sunday.
Miss Rdna Gay of Monson- was the
guest Sunday of her parents on South
Maple street.
Bev. Sherman Goodwin attended the
New England Conference of Congregational churches at Boston this week.
Letters are advertised at the post-office
for H. N. Butler, Main Btreet; Rev. J. A.
Geary and Mias Helen I* Holdenworth.
The household goods of the late Mrs
Maria S. Morrill will be sold at public
auction at the home on Pleasant St., at
IjSOgol,**', Saturday afternoon.
Joeiah N. Shea attended the Holy
Cross-Carlisle Indian football game at
Manchester, N. H., last Saturday. The
game resulted in a tie score, 0-0.
John L. Mulcahy on Monday awarded
the contract for building the new Metropole theatre to the R. B. Stone construction company of Spencer. The theatre
will be completed by Dec. 1.
Fred F. Franquer attended the banquet of the Producer's club of the Mutual
Benefit life insurance company at the
State Mutual restaurant in Worcester last
Saturday afternoon.
Dr. Charles Paquin of Barre, district
inspector for the State bureau of animal
industry called on David N. Hunter, cattle inspector, Monday and gave instructions relative to the foot and mouth disease.
Rev. and Mrs Allen 8. Charlton of Williamaville, Vt, and BOB, Emanuel C,
were the gueBts the first of the week of
Rev. Mr Charltou's parents, Rev. Dr.
and Mrs Emanuel C. Charlton at the
Methodist parsonage.
Mr and Mrs Martin J Donahue left
Wednesday for Poughkeepsie, N. Y.,
where they were the guests for four days
of their son, Forrest S., who is a student
attheSt. AndrewB-on-the Hudson school,
preparing for the Jesuit order of the
Catholic priesthood.
At the service of the Congregational
church last Sunday morning, Mrs Roy
Mitchell, Mrs Robert Hyde, Mrs- Sarah
Lincoln, Mrs Arthur W. Mitchell, Miss
Mildred G. Mitchell, Miss Etta Vizard
and Dr. and Mre O. S. Orsborn were received into membership. This makes a
1
total of 71 persons that have united with
the church during the last 10 months.
j

Tickets for the Lyman H. Howe travel
festival, in town hall, Nov. 18, are now
on sale at Eaton's drug store. Price 25
and 35 cents. This is suie to be a most
enjoyable evening. The films are the
very best, and the pictures in great variety, including a trip through Venice, a
ride on a runaway train, a railroad ride
through Greece, new bird /studies, etc,
Secure your seats early.
Papers were passed Saturday conveying the property in the Over-the-Biver
district, known as the Frank E. Pronty
farm, owned Ly John LaBelle to Basil
Caron of Indian Orcherd. The property
consists of a large dwelling house, large
barn, carriage sheds and 211 acres of land
and the sale included all the farm implements and tools and 26 head of cattle and
three horses. The total assessment of the
property is 85900. Mr Caron took possession Saturday.
Rehearsals commenced this week for
the play ' 'The Rebellion of Mrs Barclay,''
which is to be presented in the town hall,
Wednesday evening, Nov. 25, Thanksgiving Eve., by members of St. Mary's
church.
Parts have been assigned to
the following—Misses Charlotte M. Daley, Teresa A. Mulvey, Irene DuBois,
Elsie E. Gaudette, Mary C. Roach and
Nellie E. Clancy; C. Alfred DuBois, John
F. Clancy and William L. Roach. Andrew J. Leach is drilling the cast.
The Quaboag Valley Drum corps will
present the one-act farce—A Tender Attachments-followed by a dance in town
hall, next Friday evening, Nov. 20. The
farce is full of comedy and introduces
the characters of a German, Yankee,
Frenchman and an Irishman, also an
Innkeeper, an artist and his irate father.
From 7.30 o'clock until 8, the drum corps
will give a concert in front of the hall,
and at 8.10aharp the curtain rises, and
dancing from 9 to 12, with music by Donhue's orchestra.
1
Mr and Mrs Maynard Benson arrived
in town on Friday after having spent 7
years in the Panama canal zone where
they were in the service of the Federal
government as steward and stewardess in
the hotels conducted for the builders of
the canal. Mr and Mrs Benson .are visiting the former's father, H. A. Benson,
on River Btreet. Mr Benson brought
with him a collection of stuffed small
animals and birds and preserved reptiles
captured while there and also many curios
made and used by the natives.
Simeon M. Bellows.
The funeral of Simeon M. Bellows,
who died Nov. 5, was held Sunday afternoon with services at the Rice Corner
home at 2 o'clock at which^ Rev. Sherman Goodwin, pastor of the Congregational church officiated.
The bearers
were Charles H. Clarendon, Albert H,
Bellows and Charles F. Mullett of this
town and Edwin F. Smith of Webster.
Among the floral tributes were: Pillowpf
mixed flowers, marked "At Rest" from
the widow; casket bouquet, Mr and Mrs
Chas. H. Clarendon and Miss Clara M.
Clarendon; wreath, Mrs J- M. Bellows
and Mr and Mrs Albert H. Bellows; casket bouquet, Mr and Mrs Edwin" F.
Smith of Worcester; bouquet of mixed
flowers, Mrs M. A. Chellson of Worcester and a wreath of galax leaves, Mr and
Mrs Charles S. Lane of North Brookfield.
The body was taken to North Brookfield,
for burial in Walnut Grove cemetery.
The funeral was in charge of Undertaker
Chas. S. Lane of North Brookfield.
Record Swim*.
Capt. Alfred Browne, commodore of
the Flushing Bay division of the American Life-Saving society, swam from
the battery to Sandy Hook, 22 miles,
in 13 hours and 38 minutes. This was
done on August 28, 1913. On September 14 Samuel Richards of Boston
swam the same distance in 8 hours
and 12 minutes. Many previous attempts had been made, but proved to
be failures on account of the strength
of the tides.—New York Time*.

The circle of the Woman's Alliance of
the First Parish church, captained by Mrs
Edwin H. Eaton, made $6.50 on a homemade food and apron sale in the south
hall of the town house last Friday afternoon from 3 to 6 o'clock. MrsEaton was
His Original Sin.
assisted in conducting the sale by Mrs
An Indian who was a candidate for
William E. Hayes and Mrs Marietta Shep- the ministry and was asked before
the presbytery the important quesard.
tion, "What la original sin?" answered
The body of Elias C. Pond, aged 77, a
that he didn't know what other peoformer resident, who died in Leicester, ple's might be, but he rather thought
Nov. 5, was brought to town Saturday that his waa laziness. There are
afternoon for burial, by the automobile many who could truthfully give the
funeral car of the A. E. Kingsley under- same reply regarding religious actaking company of Spencer, and tile tivities.—The Christian Herald.
mourners were conveyed in two limousines. This waa the second automobile
Make Him Sweat.
funerat car to enter Brookfield cemetery,
At the bedside of a patient who was
the first being, that of Harvey Ludden
last July. "Prayers were said at the grave a noted humorist five doctors were In
consultation aa to the'beat means to
by Rev. M. E. Patton, pastor of the
produce perspiration. The sick man
John Nelson Memorial church at Leicesoverheard the discussion and, after listir. The bearers were Mr Pond's two tening for a few moments, he turned
sons, Charles F., Spencer, and Harry O. his head toward the group and whisPond of Portland, Me., a Bon-in-1 ,w pered with a dry chuckle: "Just send
Harry Woods of West Newton, and Na- in your bill, gentlemen, tba,t will bring
It on at once."
than Bryant of Spencer.
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THE CATTLE DISEASE
A Warning; Notice From State Bureau
of Animal Industry.
Acting on instructions received from
the State bureau of animal industry,
David N. Hunter, Cattle inspector, haa
issued the following notices to all cattle
owners, which n.ust be abided by, under
penalty of the law: '
No cattle, sheep or other ruminating
animals or swine are to be shipped or
transported by rail, boat or other conveyance or are to be driven on any public
highway or byway, within the State pi
Massachusetts, except by permission of
the commissioners of the State bureau of
animal Industry.
, Cattle owners are to see to it that no
strangers are allowed to enter any of their
farm buildings or stables for fear of transmitting or contracting the dread foot and
mouth disease. These orders are given
in an effort to stop the spread of the disease, and are in force until further notice
If any animal shows symptons of the disease the owner is ordered to make report
immediately to the cattle inspector.
Symptons of the disease are lameness,
smacking of the lips, sores in the mouth,
discharge of infected saliva from the
mouth and sores on feet and udders.
Two cases of the violation of the law by
owners driving cattle on. the highway
have been reported to Mr Hunter and investigation showed that the two men
were in ignorance that such an order had
been issued." The cattle in question will
be guarded Closely for the next 10 days.
Mr Hunter attended the meeting of
cattle inspectors from this district at the
Bancroft' hotel in Worcester on Tuesday
when plans were formulated to check the
spread of the disease. The police also
have been ordered to watch closely for
any violation Of the laws.

EAST BROOKFIELD.
Nims-Banlster.
Word was received last Friday of the
marriage in New York on Thursday,
Nov. 5, of Miae Mabel E. Banister, the
daughter of Freeman Banister, Main St.,
and;Charles L. Nims of Amheret.
The
ceremony took place at noon at the
Church of tne Intercession and was performed by Rev- F. Merrill Gates of Amheret, the episcopal double ring service
being used. The announcement of the
marriage came as a surprise to the many
friends of the bride as they were not informed concerning her intentiona when
she left town on Wednesday, and all were
under the impression that the ceremony
was to be solemnized later. The couple
left after the ceremony, according to the
messages received in town, for a 10 days'
trip to Washington D. C, and Wilmington, Del. On their return they will make
their home in Amherst.
Field Sports.
When you keep a boy interested in
football, baseball, tennis, and the like,
you lessen the chances that be will get interested in things not so good for him.
The Youth's Companion, since its enlargement, gives generous space to this
.matter of athletic training, and gets the
best coaches in the country to write for
it.
How to practice to become a first-rate
pitcher, how to train for a race, how to
learn the newest strokes in swimming—
these and a hundred other topics of the
greatest interest to boys—to girls, tio, for
that matter—are touched upon in this
important department of The Companion.
And this is only a small part of theser vice which The Companion renders in
any home which it enters. It has points
of contact with a hundred interests.
If you do not know The Companion as
it is to-day, let us send you one or two
current Issues free, that you may thoroughly test the paper's quality. We will
send also the Forecast for 1915Every new subscriber who sends *2.00"
for the 62 weekly issues of 1915 will re'
ceive free all the issues of the paper for
the remaining weeks of 1914; also The
Companion Home Calendar for 1915. ,
Tne YOUTH'S COMPAHION,
144 Berkeley Street, Boston, Mass.
At Least One.
"Every one has some secret sorrow,*'
says a philosophizing friend. "Even
the fattest and jolliest of us has a
skeleton in his midst."
Was In the Distance.
Baby haa*a vivid imagination and
sees all sorts of things on a postal
whether they" are there or not. One
day he was looking at a postal and
naming different things on it. "O, see
the boat, the big boat!" said baby.
His brother, Leroy, aged four, seized
the card and eagerly looked for the
boat. "Where Is the boat, baby?" he
said impatiently.
"I can't see it,"
"We'.l," said baby, "can't you wait
till it comes?"—Exchange,
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THE choicest
and mildest of

these assaults number not less than ADVANCE ON VERDUN BEGUN,
L0«iy Shot as Spy
600,000 men. The roar of big guns is
incessant as the Germans keep up a
constant artillery fire under cover of
which the infantry assaults are made
II..,lin. (viaThe Ha«ue and Loudun).
upon the British and French trenches. -The military critic of the "Ix)kal AnMilitary critics say it appears now zeiger" expresses the opinion that the
after many retreats, countermarches capture of Vlenne-le-Uhateau, in the Young German Shields Superior Offiand delay, that the Allies' advance Argonne, is an important factor in the
cer—First Tower Execution
(By E. O. SELLERS. Acting D1™torT8a°has begun in reality.
German attempt to isolate Verdun
Since 1747.
"Datincttoely Individual'
day School Course. Moody Bible InstiGen Bertliaud considers the Allies' from the west. It lies about twentyClgaretKt tram
tute, Chicago.) ^^^^^^^^^st^^r^
advance on the Aisne's right bank, two miles west of Verdun, on a proLondon. — Saying only "Sentence
together with the occupation of nounced rocky ridge connecting VerSoupir, Chavoune and Vailiy. of. prime dun with the French forces on the was dulyVonfirmed," official announce- LESSON FOR NOVEMBER 15
ment was made of the execution of
importance.
Aisne.
CHOSEN AFTER COUNCIL OF WAR,
Carl Hans Lody, alias Charles A.
JESUS AND PETER.
In Alsace the Germans have sufThis critic, however, warns against Inglis, who was found guilty by a
DESPATCH SAYS, TO HEAD
fered a marked defeat as their attacks
considering the capture of Vlenne-le- curt martial of a charge of espionage
LESSON TEXT-Mark 14:27-51, 63, 54, «HOST, WHICH WILL TRY
to gain the vantage point on St. Marie
l-hateau as a breach tnrough the on Nov. 2.
Heights have been fruitless. The situTO STOP INVADERS.
"aOLDBN
TEXT-Let him BinVtntalwtt
French lines, for the reason that a
A firing squad of Sight men conation here, it is stated, becomes more
number of other points on the same firmed the sentence" just as dawn he Btandeth take heed lest he falL-I Cor.
serious every day as the only avail
Seated in a chair 10:12.
able roads running east and west are ridge also must be taken In such a was breaking.
movement. The steep western bank against a wall of the minature rifle
The record of Peter's failure Is »
in possession of the Allies and unleBS
the Germans succeed In breaking of the River Meuse, opposite St. Mi- range of London Tower, Lody folded sad story. Mark, who received bis
hiel.
also
must
be
cleared
of
French
his
arms
and
crossed
his
legs,
lookGospel from Peter, gives It in clear
through and joining the main army
troops, and German progress in this ing squarely at the sergeant in com- outline. This suggests that Peter did
their only alternative will be a rewooded and hilly country can be won mand of the squad. He refused to
not spare himself.
j treat.
I After Passover Feast, w. 27-Ji.
'
Railway communication between only by troops willing to purchase ev- be blindfolded and to the last he
ery foot of ground with their blood.
preserved the imperturbable silence On the way to Olivet Jesus farfta MM
•London —The Daily Telegraph's cor- Bruges and Aardenburg has been susthat marked his comportment through- disciples that all would be "offended
respondent wires from Moscow:
j peuded. Along the frontier from Sims
out the three days of his trial.
(caused to stumble) because of what
In a tight near Aeradz. on the river j t0 west Cappelle the Germans are
There had been no previous execu- was about to occur. Not one escaped
Wartha the Russians captured the; cutting down trees and barricading
tion
at
the
Tower
since
1747,
when
commander of the Seventeenth Ger \ ,he roads. Nobody is allowed to enter
26:56, Zech. 13.7. ft**""*
Lord Lovat was beheaded tor his part Matt.
In his own mind, denies that this
sman Army Corps, General Von Maken-1 or leaYe Bruges or Maldeglien. Sevin the rebellion which was crushed
zel with his staff.
General Von j erai bridges have been destroyed
should be true of him, so «»"•«*
the previous year at Culloden, Scot- was
he of himself and of his devotion.
Llebert. who was the commander of
Coal. Grain and Flour Supplied to land. Lody died not far from the
Over agamst thla warning Jesus
Lodz during the occupation of that
spot where Anne Boleyn was heStricken Cities, Berlin Reports.
-town by the Germans, also Is declared
headed. His body subsequently was .ounds the note of his resurrection,
to be a prisoner.
buried within the precincts of the and It was chiefly in their inab llty
l.ondon.—The Marconi Company reto catch, or comprehend this no e, that
\ Petrograd dispatch says that acAsk Your Dealer For
.. they stumbled. Particularly is this
ceived the following by wireless from Tower.
cording to a 1/Odz telegram the RusLodv was twenty-eight years old
true
of
Peter.
That
Jesus
could
found
sian troops captured at Ijerads Gen- Sudden Collapse of Germany Is Not Berlin:
and a reserve of the German navy.
•Germany has taken measures to as- Last year he served aboard the Kais- a church on the vulgar tragedy of a
eral Mathisee and his staff.
Expected by Col.
The Russians hav# seized Goldapp.
sist
the
Belgian
civil
population.
AcVerner.
er's racing yacht Meteor, and the<j* criminal's death was beyond the range
an important railroad junction in East
cording to the Lokal-Anzeiger 10,000 pionage of which he was footed of his understanding. This^ self-conThe Latest Style in Fancy
Prussia Austrian forces are abandonLondon. —Col. Willoughby Verner, tons of coal have been supplied to embraced the keeping track of the fidence was the beginning o his fall.
Madras Collars, it's »n
ing Galicla entirely and retreating who was formerly military professor the gasworks at Brussels, and 10,000 movements of the British fleet in the Frov. 16:18. It is pride like this
into Hungary.
at Sandhurst, and who was on Lord bags of grain and 20,000 bags of flour North Sea. He testified that while he which men have in their own strength
It is reported that after a council Wolseley's staff in the Gordon relief for the inhabitants of that city. An- was to do this he had been warned that Is the chief reason why they are
of war, presided over by the kaiser, expedition and on the headquarters other 10,000 bags of grain have been
not saved. If they are able to care
"spy."
■the crown prince was appointed com- staff during the Boer war, in speak- sent from Antwerp for distribution not"I towas
told," he said, "to travel as for themselves, why do they need the
mander in chief of all the German ing of the duration of the war de- among the people of Charlerol. Mons an American citizen, and in conse- help of another?
and Austrian armies operating against
Peter's Denials.
and Liege.
quence of that I received an Ameri:
(Russia, with General von Hindenburg clared
"It is officially reported from Vienna can passport."
"Artemus Ward said, 'never prophe:
Peter trusted his own hmrtAM
commanding the left wing and Gen- By unless you know.' In war one that Archduke*Francis Salvator inLody. upon his arrest, late in Sep- is a tool who will trust such a decei f «U
eral Dankl the right.
spected the hospital provided by the tember, said that he was an Ameri- member. Jer. 17:9. Prov. 28.26
knows.
Belgium and Holland dispatches m- never
Made In Awria
'
"I think that in the western theatre American Red Cross Society and ex- can, but later confessed that ne was Peter's loud profession is answered'by
eist that the Germans are withdraw- of war the Germans will be driven pressed the satisfaction of himself a German. He had. however, lived a definite prophecy of his utter faU
2 for 88 cent.
ing many of their troops from Flan- back by stages to the splendid natural and of the Austrian Red Cross So- in New York and Omaha, where he "re, v. SO. "Before the cock shall
ders, but the official French communi- line of defense and prepared fortifica- ciety for its generous gift."
EARL & WILSON
twice thou shall deny me
married the daughter of G°"»eD I '
cations do not indicate any diminu- tions which guard the Rhine. Then
HAKIM or raovs assT raooocT. I
Storts, a brewer, who divorced him Sri'e." Cain Peter contradlcU th.
tion in the force of the German at- the military situation there will not
some time later. While In Omaha Lo- Lord. -I will not deny thee." F*™*
tack.
Improbably become a stalemate—at De Wet's Son Killed
dy was employed by the Union Pa- later denial of the person of Jesus IB
any rate until such time as the Allies
Railway. While in New York he the Judgment hall is prefaced by a LIMITED CHOICE OF WANDS
The German Army Headquarter* can bring a vastly preponderating
in Doornberg Battle cific
was employed by a tourist agency denial of his master's assertion, on
reports that the attacks near Ypres,
and claimed membership in a number the way thither. He had to learn wis- Quest Who Didn't Care for Salmon
to bear.
where 50 French and British prison- force
"Thus at present 1t is impossible to
Pretoria. — General Christian De of clubs and societies there.
dom and humility in the bitter school
Was In Fair Way to Have Hot
ers were taken and several machine say how long the war will last, but I Wet, the rebel leader, has been In
Breakfast
of experience. Peter is «■"•"*•"•
guns captured, is slowly progress- can see no justification for those who contact with and dispersed a small
all
but
he
did
learn
and
profited
thereing. Advances have also been made look forward to the sudden collapse Government commando under General
by (I Peter 6:6). which cannot be
In some parts of the Canadian
south of this region, it is stated, of Germany in the near future."
Cronje, a member of the Legislature,
back country the recurrence jm
said of all of us.
the strong counter attacks of the
near Doornberg. In the fighting GenII.' Following, Afar Off, w. 53, 64.. boiled salmon, broiled salmon. ss*r
British forces being repulsed.
eral De Wet's son, Daniel, was killed.
Peter "followed afar" into *• «mrt mon cutlets, and salmon steak at jr-The Germans are rushing reinTokio.—Tokio celebrated wfch a of the high priest'B palace. We have ery meal becomes, after a few week*,
forcements to the relief of the JAPAN.—The question of Japan sendmammoth civic demonstration of 500,- suggested lesson of Nor. lattthat a trifle monotonous. To the native*
seal and affection prompted Peter, yet palate, brought up on it, this constant
army in the eastern theatre of war.
000 people the turning over to the
ing an army to Belgium is receivhe was expressly forbidden and fore- reappearance of the Belfsame dlBh (sal
Thousands of trainloads of troops
Japanese and British of the German
ing added attention since the fall
warned. John 13:36-38. Some one has matter of course; but to the newly
are reported to have gone through
fortified possession of Tsing-Tau.
of Tslng-tau. In military circles
Belgium, and others are being rushAddresses were delivered by the said that the development of PeterB arrived tourist tt grows at least Into a
the idea finds much support and it
ed from the interior of Germany.
diplomatic representatives of the al- weakness began in the garden when feeble Joke
is thought that the move will be
he ceased to pray. That c°»rtyard
"Is there nothing else for breakwelcomed by France. The German
lied powers.
and its brazier of coals was *&*#* taatt" said one such victim of colonial
Legation at Pekin announces that The German cruiser Emden, which
6EA ROVER EMDEN'S CAREER
ous place for any disciple of the Lord. hospitality, as a whole fish and a pot,
ENDS.
the garrison of Tsing-tau consisted
has preyed on British commerce In
The servants and soldiers of the pow- of mustard were laid before him om
of from 4,500 to 4,800 men and that
the Indian Ocean since the outers against Christ were congregated the table."
London.—It is offlclalljr announced
the town was not badly damaged by
break of the war, has been sunk by
about that first. It is never safe to
"Nothing else!" replied the host »
here that the German cruiser Emden
the bombardment.
the Australian cruiser Sydney, near
warm oneself at the enemies fire surprise. "Why,
there's
salmoml
has been driven ashore and burned.
FRANCE—According to the official
Cocoa Island. The British Admirthough
we
Bee
It
constantly
being
enough there for six. ain't thereT"
The losses among the officers and
communiques, the campaign is faalty reports that the loss of offi- Czar's Troops Seize 8 Towns in Foe's
done,
Matt.
6:13;
Ps.
1:1.
"Yes," responded the guest ml""
crew of the Emden are announced as
vorable to the Allies. They have
cers and crew was heavy.
Ill "I Know Not Thl. Man," w. 66v ly; "but I don't care for salmon." _
Territory, Petrograd Reports.
maintained their position between The German cruiser Koenigsberg,
having been very heavy.
72
While
at
the
fire,
a
serving
maid
London.—Turkey
is
definitely
at
"Well, then, fire Into the mustard,
The Emden was encountered and
the Kiver Lys and Langermarck and
which disabled the British cruiser
war with the Allied Powers and, with looking it Peter .aid, "Thou also wast was tt16 rejoinder.
destroyed in the Bay of Bengal by
made important advances between
(
Pegasus in Zanzibar Harbor several Germany, is forcing Persia into hos- with the Nazarne, even Jesus,
imthe Australian cruiser Sydney. She
Langemarck and Dixmude.
The
weeks ago, is bottled up at Mafia
mediately and without any seeming
In the Suffrage States.
was driven ashore on an island of
communique says that the French
tilities.
Island, on the coast of German East
All diplomatic Intercourse is sus- hesitancy Peter denied, and declared
-The candidates are having a eras)
advance is slow because of the ofthe Coco group.
Africa, according to an announce- tended. A battle is raging between his ignorance both of the man and of
The Sydney sighted the Emden and
fensive taken by the Germans and
ment from the British Admiralty. the Russians and the Turks on the understanding what she said. Peter held over them."
•with superior speed she at once overthe important strengthening of their
"Is It a woman's clubf
took the enemy and gave battle. The
line that has been made around Karl Hans Lody, alias Charles A. frontier of Transcaucasia, each side did not sympathize with what was beInglis,
who
once
lived
in
this
coun?ng
Son.
to
Jesus,
but
at
heart
he
was
claiming
the
advantage.
The
AngloGerman boat could not escape. There
points of support. In Alsace the
He Does It
try, has been executed In the Tower French fleet is shelling the forts of not brave enough to separate himGermans have again attacked the
was a running fight, at the end of
"Pa, what does a censor dot"
of London as a spy. This was the the Dardanelles and has damaged or self from the enemies of Jesus thereby
heights of Sainte Marie Pass and
■which the Emden, burning from the
"Oh, Incenses everybody, my eon."^—
first execution in the Tower of Lon- destroyed the Helles fort, one of the to draw upon himself, some sort of
Bhells of the Australian boat, was
were defeated.
Baltimore American.
don
since
1700.
censure
or
condemnation.
Thus
conTURKEY.—A
Turkish
army,
accordprincipal
defences.
beached.
forming to the world about him made
ing to despatches from Rome, has The German Governor of Brussels
The casualties on the Sydney are
threatened to close all charitable
It easy for Peter to utter his first
crossed the frontier into Egypt. The
eaid to have been three killed and
organizations that are feeding the
note of denial. Having done so he
Russian fleet In the Black Sea, it
fifteen wounded.
stricken
Belgians
unless
the
people
passed on into the porch and heard
Is said, has sought refuge In the
The German cruiser Koenigsberg,
return
immediately
and
resume
the first crowing of the cock. The
military ports of Russia, and the
which disabled the, British cruiser
apparent contradiction between Marktheir former activities.
Ottoman fleet has bombarded Potl,
Pegasus some weeks ago, has been
and the other writers over the quescausing heavy damage.
Reports Obi Verner, a British military expert,
'^irpassing others in greatlocated and bottled up at Mafia Island,
Berlin.—A
report
issued
by
General
from Athens say that the British
tion of the number of maids seem,
said the sudden collapse of Germany
un the coast of German East Africa,
ness, goodness, extensor
Headquarters
says:
to be solved by John 18:25, where
and French warships have almoBt
in the near future was unlikely. He
by the blocking of the channel to the
value of any quality. —
"During the afternoon a sortte or
completed the destruction of the
looks for the end of the war when the enemy from Nieuport, which was reference. Is made to several who
Cenrury Dictionary.
harbor.
forts on the Dardanelles and that
The Emden has contributed to the
the Kaiser can no longer stand the repeated during the night, completely spoke at the same time. Doubtless
marines will soon be landed on the
the words of the first maid are reHistory of the war, as thus far receconomic strain.
That's the definition, and
: '
Trojan plains, the site of the The progress made by the Germans failed.
enforced by those of another on the
orded one of its most remarkable
"in spite of the obstinate resistance
that's why Post Toasties
ancient
city
of
Troy.
It
is
said
that
second
occasion;
they
both
brought
an
chapters.
For sheer audacity and
in their attacks on Ypres continues, our attacks on Ypres are progressing
an economic crisis threatens the
are called the
.success of accomplishment it has few
accusation against him.
In spite of obstinate resistance.
slowly but steadily.
Ottoman
empire.
The
employes
of
parallels—certainly none since the
Speech Betrayod Pot**.
The German report ttates that a
"The hostile counter-attacks souththe Turkish Government have reSuperior Corn Flakes
Alabama, the famous old Confederate
This second maid addressing the
strong column of Russians has been west of Ypres have been repulsed and
ceived no salaries for several
-warship, was roaming the Atlantic.
defeated near the Wysehynlz Lake, several hundred men taken prisoners. onlooklng spectators said, "This 1. one
months and the large sums bor—the eurpauing, delicate
Since early In August the Emden
in East Prussia, and 4,000 prisoners
"Main headquarters reports that sev- of them," and again Peter denies the
rowed from Germany at the beginhas been at work. In all, she capIndian Corn flavour being
and many machine ouns have been eral of the enemy's ships again at- accusation. He had escaped one pre*
ning
of
the
war
have
been
spent.
tured and sank thirty English mertacked our right wing, but were rapid- dicatnent only to be plunged into ancaptured.
geiled in by skillful toastGERMANY—A
despatch'
from
Berlin
1
chantmen, and the value of the vesother and perhaps more dangerous
announces that a strong Russian Lord Kitchener, speaking at the Guild- ly driven off by our artillery.'
sels and cargoes she sent to the botfog with sugar and wit
one. To deny afresh seemed to he
hall
banquet,
declared
his
belief
in
force north of Lake Wysztyten was
tom has been estimated at over S4,the only way of escape. Jama. «:«; i
the ultimate success of the Allies.
repulsed with heavy losses, the Ger000,000.
Cor. 15:82 R. V. A few words of «
and announced that 1,250,000 men
mans taking more than 4,000 prisserving maid filled Peter with diswere now training In England to
oners and ten machine guns. A
PARIS BELIEVES ALLIES'
may but a second denial did not dejoin the forces In the field.
despatch from Amsterdam eays that
REAL ADVANCE NOW BEGUN
liver him from his predicament After
the transportation of German troops Russians defeated Turkish cavalry
Paris—Fighting from sand dune to
a little those standing with blm deand occupied a strong position twen
from the western battle line toward
Hand dune, hampered by thick fog
clared he must be one of the followty-flve miles east of Erzerum, Petrothe east Is proceeding on a large
banks and at times crawling on hands
ers of Jesua, for his speech betrayed
grad
reported.
Russian
cruisers
War
Ships
Bombard
and
Destroy
Forscale.
Military
trains
full
of
men
and knees through high grass, the
him to bo a, Galilean. Then Peter
bombarded the forts of the Bosporus.
tifications of Sedle Bahr
and munitions of war are going to
advance of the Allies along the Beltouched the bottom, for be acoonv
and Kum Kale.
Germany daily from Belgium by way Berlin reports the captured of an Im
gian seacoast continues, according to
panle. his denial with curses.
are made in clean, airy,
of Brussels and Louvaln.
portant height on the west of the
reports received here. The advance
Prom Bis high and exalted .tate of
London.—After a terrific bombardArgonne, which has been the object
modern factories—cooked,
at first was somewhat slower, as the RUSSIA.—A report from Petrograd
ment by the Allied British and French mind, his high hope, as to Jesus, he
says that the Russian troops In
of fighting for several weeks.
Germans, after two days of retreat
seasoned, rolled and toastsees
himself
a
traitor
and
Jesus
about
fleets
the
TurklBh
forts
Sedle
Bahr
Galicla
have
attacked
the
Austrian
The Russian General Staff reports that
and rest, resumed the offensive. The
ed to crisp golden flakesand Kum Kale, strong posts In the to be crashed by the hand of man.
rear
guard
before
the
defences
of
cavalry
have
crossed
Into
German
Allies' however, presented a stoneCracow. The Russian troops are
territory, near Posen, and destroyed Dardanelles, have been destroyed, ac- Peter was passionately oe™te« to
wall defense.
The Germans were
Ready to senre direct
now In the Province of Posen. An
a railroad station. The Russian of- cording to despatches received here Jesus and had felt that be could go
again forced to retreat.
,
advance guard has crossed the
from the package.
fensive In Galicla has been taken up from Athens. So severe was the firing with him to the limit Once before
The region around Ypres Is the
of the war vessels that the forts are at Caesarea-Phlllppl Peter had been
River Warthe and now holds
with increased vigor.
scene of the greatest activity as the
Pieschen, fifteen miles inside the
ruined beyond repair and In such a warned. He bad been mystified by
To secure the Superior
Germans apparently wish to take posThe Germans report that three RusGerman frontier. In East Prussia
•tate of demolition that guns cannot what Jesus said about the cross and
sian divisions which crossed the
session of the territory between La
Com Flakes, ask for
the Russians, after driving the Gerhe remounted. The shell Are caused had protested. He had high and noble
River Warthe have been defeated
Bassee and Nieuport. considered of
mans from Wlrballen, followed up
terrific explosions Inside the forts.
aspirations but they carried him beand pushed back across the stream
great strategical importance.
their victory by the capture of A correspondent cabled from Tokio
With
the
reduction
ol
Forts
Sedle
With tne reuuuuou « --•• - »"•" yond the limit* of his permission into
It is evident that the Kaiser has
Stallupoenen and hare pushed forlanger and defeat
sent every available man to this seceat danger
uaufio'
ward their entire line so that It
There Is always the gravest
-soUby Crocen.
tion and the Germans are endeavoroccupies a position from seven to
S^JBg**™
^XnKmU
fieet
continues
its
bombard™.*
in ambition that la not controlled. I
ing to smash through by three diften miles Inside East Prussian tera "u> In the war with Russia.
of the other stronghold..
ferent routes.
, .
ritoryThe eomhtaad armies engaged in

in London; Proves
Game to the Last

CROWN PRINCE
LEADING FORCES
AGAINST RUSSIA
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LESSON

tobaccos—a wholesomeness most acceptable! FATIMA

the Turkish-blend cigarette.

HAULING HEAVY GREEN CORN

PftlJITRV
Round

•HOTS-

WTrere Built Above Ground This Form
of Construction Resists -Strong
Winds and Pressure of Silage
From Within.

LEGHORN IS QUITE POPULAR
Whites Are Most Prolific Layers and
Are Very Hardy—Valuable for
Crossing Purposes.

JY>r a great many years Leghorns
have been amongst the most valued of
•or domestic poultry, and their popularity in all parts of the world is striking pioof of their merits. At first only
whites and browns were known, but

500,000 IN T0KI0 REJOICE
OVER TSIN6-TMI CAPTURE

Germany Helping
Starving Belgians

Thinks War's End
Is Not in Sight
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500,000 Celebrate
Tsing-Tau's Fall

WAR'S LATE PHASES

EPITOME OF
WAR NEWS

Russians and Turks
in Fierce Struggle

Germans Say Nieuport
Sortie Was Repulsed

Dardanelles Forts
Are Blown up by
Fleets of Allies

Superior

Post
Toasties

Post Toasties

Receptacle Gives
Largest Capacity.

White Leghorn Cockerel.
the other colors have been introduced,
some from Italy Itself, but the majority of instances by cross breeding
from these two colors.
The whites deserve the foremost
place as being decidedly the best of
ail the leghorns. They are pure white
to plumage, with bright red combs,
wattles and face, a white ear-lobe, or
deaf ear, and yellow legs and feet
They are most prolific layers, giving
medium-sized, white-shelled eggs, and
are very hardy indeed. Their great
activity of body, and excellent foraging qualities enable them to withstand
cold, and we have abundant testimony
from all parts of the country that they
are amongst the hardiest of our nonBitting breeds, thriving equally well
on high and low-lying lands. As table
fowls they do not take a high place,
(he flesh being sparse, and yellowish
In color. For crossing purposes they
•re equally valuable, and are recommended as being the best egg producers, taking size of egg and stamina
Into consideration.

Experience has shown that the best
form for a silo is round with the walls
perpendicular.
The round silo does
away with corners in which silage is
likely to spoil. It gives the largest
capacity for the amount of material
In the walls, and where built above
ground this form of construction resists the winds and the pressure of
Bilage from within better than the
square silo.
When the silo exceeds 16 feet in
diameter, it requires more work to
get the silage to the door than in the
smaller silo. It also requires a larger
amount to be fed dally In order to
keep the silage from spoiling on aceount of its contact with the air. A
silo of large diameter and not very
tall has more spoiled silage In it per
ton of good silage than a silo of
greater height The pressure on the
silage is measured by the height of
the silo and not by its diameter, so
that the tall, slim silo will hold practically as much silage per square foot
of wall surface as the short, broad
one. On account of thla greater capacity of tall silos, it is seldom advisable to build one less than 30 feet
In height Where built of masonry,
or where well anchored and carefully
looked after, they may economically
be built higher, to give the needed
capacity without getting the silo unduly large in diameter.
/
It is a great mistake to make a silo
with thin walls because the Bilage,
particularly in the northern states, will
freeze badly and not only spoils its
quality but make It difficult to handle.
Of course the advocates of thin-walled
cement silos assert that It will freeze
no more than the silage in.a stave
silo, which probably la true; but fro-

Low-Wheeled Truck Is Essy to Load
and Can Be Used for General Work
About the Farm.
A low-wheeled truck is best for
hauling corn, because it Is easier to
load. They are also very UBeful for
general hauling about the farm, and
should not be counted as an extra expense when figuring corn-harvesting
machinery.
We do not know of any harder Job
on the farm than tugging and lifting
heavy green com. It requires considerable skill in addition to strength
in order to do the work with anything
like ease and facility, and every practice that can be adopted to lessen the
work should be put Into execution.
The cutting should be low'enough so
that the corn may be dropped upon
It instead of being lifted up to it
Some of the best silage cutters on

PROPER FEED FOR CHICKENS
Successful Poultryman Evolves
Schema to Allow His Hens to

a

Balance Their Own Rations.

One of the most successful farmer
poultrymen in the country says that
be allows his laying hens to balance
their own rations. That la, he furnishes them with the different kinds
of grains, cut bone, grit and animal
food in the proper quantities, each
separated from the other, and permits
them to eat as they .will. In this way.
It la claimed, each fowl's instinct will
teach it to eat of the grain that Its
system demands.
There may be good objections to
this plan, but it Is advocated here as
a compromise for those who are not
Inclined to go to the trouble of balancing the rations for the hens. The
main point In this method is not to
give the hens, in the several Ingredients composing the rations, more, In
all, than they will likely eat clean.
The plan is well worth trying, for It
can do no harm if care is taken not to
permit the birds to overfeed.

Right Way to Conserve the Corn Crop.
sen silage, from whatever source. Is
not desirable.
Silage at the Illinois station has
been used for the past 20 years, and
they have learned how to build silos
that will stand the test of time and
preserve the silage. Experts- at this
Station say that the square silo has
not proved satisfactory because it is
practically impossible to build this
form so that the side walls will not
spring out and allow the air to get in
and rot the contents. In fact, very
few square silos are now constructed;
the round silo being more substantial
and more desirable In every way.

PROTECTING STABLE MANURE
Ideal Place Is Pit With Cement Bottom—Roof Made of Rough Boards
Will Answer Purpose.

Wheat is one of the beat egg-producing foods.

• • •

Pekin ducklings should be ready tor
market when 12 weeks old.

• • •

An crverfat fowl Is as much out of
condition as one very poor.

• » •

Lard nibbed on the legs of fowls
will cure them of scaly legs.

• • •

The Embden is one of the most
profitable varieties of geese.

• • •

Air-slaked lime is a good disinfectsuit, sprinkled over the floors.

• * *

New blood In poultry Is the basis of
beauty, vigor and proliflcness.

• • •

Keep the poultry house dry. Dampness la fatal to the health of the flock.

• • •

' With all fowls a change of food la
desirable, as they tire of on* klnt" of
food.

• • •

Provide plenty of coops so that the
young poultry can be fed by themselves.

The annual question concerning the
disposition of the stable-made manure
comes up as the pile begins to assume
formidable proportions. By far the
best way of taking care of It Is to
spread it on the fields where It will
go down Into the soil and be In readiness for the crop which is to be sown
in the spring. If It is to be stored,
the ideal place Is the pit with cement
bottom, which will hold the liquid excrement. If this cannot be done, then
store It under a shed, placing it in
layers and let the hogs root it over.
If even this Is not feasible, then put
It In piles not very high and cover
with any old, rough boards—almost
anything that will keep out the rain
which causes the liquid portions to
leach away.
An excellent plan Is to choose a
There were ponies of all ages and
ture, and dig a trench all around the
place where the soil is of a clay nathis way save some of the liquid
which may be scooped up and poured
back on the pile. Use the pile as a
receiver for the slop from the house,
and see that it is forked over several
times during the winter. The main
thing, however, la to see that It Is
protected from the elements as much
is possible.

Put That Pain to Use
The network of nerves In your body,
like the network of wires in a burglar WUmStojv
alarm system, gives quick warning
when anything Is going wrong Insida
Looking at it in tbls way a pain is
a useful alarm. Now, kidney weakness is a dangerous thing—a condition
not to be neglected—and it la wise
to know and pay attention to the early
alarm signals of sick kidneys.
Backache la a common warning of
congestion or inflammation in the kidneys. It may be dull, nagging pain, or
a sharp twinge when stooping or lifting. There are likely to be disorders
of urination, dizziness, headaches, and
drowsy, despondent, tired feelings.
It is very hard to strengthen weak
kidneys at first, but neglect invites
rheumatio or neuralgic attacks, gravel,
dropsy, and fatal Bright's disease.
As a special medicine for weak kidneys Doan's Kidney Pills have been
used for years all over the civilized
world, and surely are considered reliable. The patient can always help the
medicine immensely, however, by dieting lightly, using little or no liquor,
"I can hardly tlralghlen up.'
tea or coffee, keeping regular hours
and drinking lots of pure water.

As to Doan's Kidney Pills, read tho
following enthusiastic endorsement by
one who has tested them.

TWEL VE DOCTORS FAILED

Did Not Exptct Is bmv
Bamuel Hurwlts. merchant, 814-M* **?**
ford St., Somervllle. Han.. »y»: "tn D«cemb«r 1916 I WM Itrlckon with »»v«re
p«in» In t»« smell of my beck end they «BJ
woraft rapidly. I went to a doctor ami boo*
hla medicine faithfully, but I dldn t smprewa.
It waa then a oaae of going from one 46CW
to another, until I had consulted twetv*. boa
none of them did ma any good. I ww lij
such bad ahape that I couldn't get ctot «f
bed alona and had to have help to av«a
roll out My back and llmba had, ta be
rubbed fifteen or twenty mlnutea befeta 1
could atralghten.
My llmba were dratwml
almoat double and the pain In my back wa#
ao bad 1 thought It waa breaking. Aa neae
urn X can explain the pain. It waa Jual wka
the mlaery cauaed by an exposed nerve to «
tooth. I had abaolutely no control eovertbe
kidney aecretloni and at night tbey ItSxSBJ
paaa from eight to twelve ttmea The paiaaagea were aoalding. My eyellda wert erwolover a year
Ian and 1 could hardly aee. For
I waa in thla frightful ehape and I felt J;
weak and run down that I could harapr,
, Nobody thought I would evfr
cover. On a frlend'a advice I atarted taklftg
Doan'a Kidney Pllla and In three daya tmtlced Improvement. 1 kept right on ISSSJBJ
Doan'a Kidney Pllla and they made f»aJ*
well man. I waa cured of all the aches ar«
palna and could get around with ease-,
Doan'a Kidney Pllla aaved my life and I1
■hail alwaya give them the pralaa thay a*aerva,"

"a

Handy Rack for Hauling Green Corn.

the market now are self-feeding and
will eat up the corn as fast as two
men can pitch It on the table.

MAKE PROFIT IN MUSHROOMS
Obtain Good Manure, Rich In Phosphate, for Foundation of Bed—
Have Plenty Fresh Air.
(By C. LAUB.)
Any person who has a good cellar
that he or she can use, can make a
profitable business out of growing
mushrooms. The temperature of the
cellar should be kept always between
sixty and seventy degrees, well ventilated, as the success of the enterprise depends upon having plenty
of fresh air. The soil muht be kept
moist. Secure good manure, rich in
phosphate, for the foundation of the
bed, which should be built on a dirt
floor. For a bed fifteen feet long and
three feet wide, two loads of manure
will be sufficient. Build beds conical
In shape, starting with a three-foot
base, building up two and a halt feet
high with a crown of ten Inches at
the top. Use a frame of six inches
In height to keep the beds In shape.
The bed ought not to cost more than
ten dollars, the manure costing four
dollars, labor $2.60, loam $2.50, six
bricks of spawn one dollar. The yield
ought to be at least 20 bushels, in
three months. The average price for
mushrooms is three dollars per bushel. A clear profit of $60 can be mads
from every bed.

*When Your Back Is Lame—Remember the Name*

BQAN'SKIDNErPIlXS
Sold by ad Dealers.* Price 50 cents.

Foster-Milbum Co. Buffalo, M. Y, Proprietors

Generally.

35 YEABS SUCCESSFUL TREATMENT
OF LIQUOR AND DRUO ADDICTIONS

THE KEELEY INSTITUTE
WHITE PLAINS, N.Y.
.._„__«,.
LEXINGTON, MASS.
PBOVIavlllCE, R. I.

DEFENDS POPULAR REMEDIES
Speaker Says Newspapers Should Investigate Merita of Medicinef''Bofore Barring Advertisements.

That an organized attempt has been
made to blacken the reputation of the
popular family remedies of this country, and to mislead the newspaper
publishers Into rejecting the advertising of such medicines, was the
charge made by Carl J. Balllett, of
Buffalo, N. T., at the convention of the
Advertising Affiliation at Detroit.
Mr. Balllett Is a director of the Proprietary Association of America, which
Includes in UB membership two hundred firms which make the popular
prepared medicines of America.
Mr. Balllett pointed out that it Is
the duty of the newspaper publisher
I to refuse the advertising of any fake
or fraudulent medicine, just aa it is
his duty to refuse any fake or fraudulent advertising, but It is not right to
BIG VALUE OF WHEAT STRAW shut down on all medical advertising
because there have been some fakers,
Of Great Importance In Absorbing
any more than It would be right to
Liquid Manure on the Farm—
refuse to publish all department store
Waya of English'Farmers.
advertising because certain stores
have made a practice of lying about
Stock farmers realize that the great
bargain sales.
value of straw is as an absorbent of
Disease and death are mysteries.
the liquid manure on the farm. When People who are perfectly well are
thus absorbed by straw or corn stalks, skeptical. They laugh at the timeso far as the fertilteing elements are worn patent medicine Joke, just aa
concerned, this liquid manure is about
,n and
m oveT the
equal to the solid. Farmers realize many variations of the operation Joke
the great value of a straw stack when —"The operation waa a SUCCOBS but
cattle are fed in the open and com- the patient died." Thla so-called hufortably bedded, and the straw is rap- mor has perhaps hurt the medicine
idly decomposed. Still we doubt 1! business with well people, but when
even the best farmers realize the full the hitherto healthy man feels a sevalue of straw.
vere pain or illness, he immediately
English farmers are obliged to utilize wants medicine, and will bless the
all waste, and their chemists tell us cure whether it be at the hands of a
that straw (presumably wheat straw) regular doctor, a homeopath, an osteohas a manurial value of about seven path, a Christian Scientist or patent
shillings per long ton, and a me medicine. There Is nothing more
chanieal value when applied to the deadly than disease; nothing more
land of about seven shillings more, or honorable than to cure It
a little over S3 per short ton, or 2,000
Mr. Balllett refuted the Idea sought
pounds. It may seem surprising that to be spread about that patent medithey figure the mechanical value as cines are unpopular by showing that
equal to the fertilizing value; but we from 1900 to 1912 the amount of prehave no doubt that on almost any kind pared medicines consumed in America
of land this estimate Is correct
increased from $100,000,000 to $160,000,000 annually. He showed that, although the American Medical Association Is trying as an organization to
exterminate so-called patent medicines, the family doctor, Individually,
Is not lighting them but prescribing
them. He estimated that 40% of the
No danger of too much seed corn. prescriptions written by doctors today
•
. * .
Include proprietary medicines.
What the soil does not give the
The writings of Dr. Harvey W. Wicrop cannot get
ley, he said, have also aimed to de• » •
stroy confidence in proprietary mediPut the winter quarters in shape
cines; but that Dr. Wiley's ideas are
for the breeding hogs.
not
Infallible is shown by cases where
• • •
his analyses were entirely wrong. Mr.
Currant and gooseberry bushes
Balllett mentioned a case where, with
should be pruned every year.
all the power of the Government, he
• • •
fought a preparation as being dangerEvery idle acre on the farm is a di- ous to health, and waa inglorlonsly
rect tax upon every working acre.
walloped.
a • •
There has been spread the Idea that
The tools and teams should always
a clever-faker can mix a few useless
be the best circumstances will allow.
Ingredients
and, by smart advertising,
• * •
sell tons of It and win sudden wealth;
Pasturing the fields Is a good way whereas, as a matter of fact the medito harvest the waste portion of the cine business is notoriously difficult
crop.
and, where there haa been one success
• • •
at It, there have been a hundred failMilking the cow loses Its terrors ures. Any medicine which has no
when the gasoline engine does the merit cannot live, because persons
work.
who are duped Into buying it once will
• • •
not buy it again, and the profit from
The cow that Is a small eater and a advertising a medicine can only come
"shy drinker," is always a robber In from repeat sales to the same, satisa dairy herd.
fied people. Therefore, any medicine
• • •
which has been on the market for a
Every successful dairyman raise* number of years, and Is still adverhis heifer calves to re-enforce ,or en- tised, must have merit behind It to aclarge his dairy.
count for Its success.
• • •
In conclusion Mr. Balllett declared
Plowing for wheat should begin; that no newspaper Is doing Justice to
just as soon as possible after the har- its readers in the matter of medical
vest work Is finished up.
or otber advertising, unless It lnvesti• • •

More Silos and More Feed.
It la a pretty safe bet that there
By providing plenty of cracked oys- will be few empty silos next winter.
ter shells and ground bone, soft shells Farmers are going to fill their silos
will be avoided.
and there will be more silage fed thla
• • •
winter than ever before.
Never cut a fowl's wings to prevent
Its flying. Pun out the flight feathPrejudice Against Sheep.
ers of one wing.
There seems to be a prejudice
• • •
Horses are subject to tooth trouagainst sheep in many neighborhoods,
Turkey eggs ran slightly above hen and yet there Is profit In them when bles much as humans are, and require
eggs In respect of shell weight, having they are given the right kind of at- the care of a Qualified veterinary surgeon.
an average of 11.4 per cent of the tention.
whole weight

• • •

TTMTCS

BUFFALO, N.Y.
WEST HAVEN, CONN.

gates, not only the wording of the advertisement offered for publication,
but the merits of the article advertised. He pointed out that the few
newspapers who have been deluded
Into the policy of barring out medical
advertising have adopted this general
policy, rather than to form an Investigation bureau of this kind which
could, In a constructive and useful effort. Investigate and decide what is
a good product and what Is a fraud.
In not only the medicine business, but
in every other business which advertises Us wares to the public.
The audience seemed to agree with
Mr. Balllett'B ideas on the subject and
the chairman decided the question at
Issue in his favor.
Lltany for Week-Daye.
Prom elderly ladles with sure cures
for toothache, corns and tonsllltls;
and from boiled potatoes, poison Ivy
and the military "experts" of newspapers; and from all females more than
twenty-three or less than eighteen
years old; and from perBons who
know the exact difference between
"who" and "whom" and are willing
to tell it; and from provincial paragraphers who Imitate Franklin P.
Adams; and from old and bad cocktails under new and seductive names;
and from gilt chairs; and from dogs
with loose hair—good Lord, deliver
us!—Owen Hatteras, in Smart Set.

"Where was that big sea fight o*
which you were speaking?"
"On the front page, I think, myj
dear."
It takes a lot of confidence to
able a man to enjoy hash.
It takes a capable wife to yank the
conceit out of a man.

NAVARRE
HOTEL
7th AT. at 38th St.

NEW YORK
CENTRE OP
EVERYTHING

Rfj'M WITH BATH. $150, $2.00, |2.|
.00, $2.50, $3.00
R0U.AS, 2 PERSONS, $2.r
A Penn Safety Razor tor Each
?da*rArrf»,cflle.I«l.&iSi
EDGAR T. SMITH, Moaaaxngr f—

SPECIAL TO WOMEN
The most economical, cleansing and
germicidal of all antiseptics la -

A soluble Antiseptic Powder to
be dissolved in water aa needed.
As a medicinal antiseptic for douches)
In treating catarrh, inflammation an
ulceratlon of nose, throat and that
caused by feminine ills it has no equal.
For ten years the Lydia E. Pinkham
Medicine Co. has recommended Paxtlnw
In their private correspondence wttkj
Important to ttlotnors)
women, which proves Its superiority^.
Examine carefully every bottle ol Women who have been cured nan
CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for
Infanta and children, and see that It It is "worth Its weight in gold." At
druggists. 60c large box, or by matti
Bears the
The Faxton Toilet Co. Boston. Mass.
Signature of
In TJse For Over 30 'Tears,
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria

PROF. COWARb
CAN READ YOUR LIFE FROM THE

Objected to the Statement
"We all make fools of ourselves at
times, your worship," said a man who
was charged at the Lambeth police
court with insulting behavior.
"Ton can only speak for yourself,"
retorted Mr. Blron.—London Tlt-Blts.
OTJTt OWN DRUGGIST WTTX TEIX TOD
roc
- a Remedy
Bern. " for Red, Weak, Watery
Marine Bra

frjl
^ -j and Granulated HyHldu; No Smarting—
■r«*
Kit Bra Comfort. Write for Book of the Bye
aaall Iraa. Umtttm Bra Bamedr Oe_ GUeaaW.

CRADLE TO GRAVE

TIM Wo rid'8 Greatest Sclentlfla Astrologer. O
helpyoa In trouble, aavlse where others fall, bow
win and marry the donlred ono, muke others think
J'on, bring boost lost husband or wife, how tom<
interpret yoor
yonr drer
dreams,
n business. Will Interpret
— tell yOsi
...,/. Give Prof.
Coward yc
your birth dale
who to marry.
Prol*.■■■■■■—itafor trial raat
and he will read yonr life. Bend
26 cents
iDg. Address Pr-r. AJf™d CawarS, UsAfearai, .a-j-as-vUJ*,*!-,

Have You Played Square?

Litest and beet game for the home. Selling liHe wildfire. Prepaid 26o, Bss * Mas Qame Oo,, Cinelnntytyfls,

Wanted to Buy Old Coins R^WS
Bices paid 10 eta. W1LLU1 Hisauur,. rafliefi m*C
IWitl. (a.arW^-arwaOr-sBtor,). ■ I .■iM

Heredity.
Lady Agents Kft.TaW
(Jo,
"That gambler's son la a chip oft the war*. CeJ&ornla Bales »!^IML2
old block."
ATTENTION AGENTS! WB HAVE
tha aprclaltr you want. Parlic. free. Ht
"I see. A poker chip."
State Specialty Co.. Dept. P. MerlJea. Oaaea.
Its Kind.
This man threw a lamp at hla
wife."
"Then Indict him for light assault

PI.TENTS.S™i£3
W. N. U, B08TON, NO. 48-19M.

Yea, waiting for every fanner or farmer's
soa — any industrious American who Is
anxious to establish for himself a happy
home and prosperity. Canada's hearty invitation this year is more attractive than
ever. Wheat is higher but her farm land
hist as cheap and in the provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta

160 Acre Homastaads are Actually Free to Settlers ami
Other Land at From $15 to $20 par Aero
The people of European countries aa well as the American continent
must be fed—thus an even greater demand for Canadian Wheat will keep
up the price. Any fanner who can buy land at $15.00 to $30.00 per acre
—get a dollar for wheat and raise 20 to 45 bushels to the acre ia bound to
main money—that's what you can expect in Western Canada. Wonderful yields also of Oat., Barky end Flax. Miaed Farming is fully as profitable an industry as grain raising. The excellent grasses, full of nutrition,
are the only food required -ther for beef or dairy purposes. Good schools,
markets convenient, dim ,.< excellent
MI'haryatavtMlsastcsiBiialiilll la Canada bat there fa an onnaoal Juaaail Sjr farea

labor to replace the mane yoBM MB wbo have volunteered for eervice la tha war.
Write for literature and particulars ss to reduced railway rates to Saperaxeaadeot
Immigration, Ottawa, Canada; or to
MAX A. B0VUT.73 Treejeet Street. Bel lea. HaiM
tt. Li FOtCr.. h Werteeaael Slreel. frerleei.ee,
I.j L. *. A5.SUIN, Bieiefgrd, Nalae; J. A.
LAteillEat. 1IM Clat Street, SJaacli.eler. M. 11.
Canadian Gorermenf

PUTNAM FADELESS DYES

Color more gooda brighter and faster colors than any other dye. One It package colors all fiber* They dre in coUlHeater bertw than axrr other -*KlTcSdje anTgarment without ripping apart. WRITS FOB FREE booklet..calendar, blotters, ate. MONBOE DRUG (OMMNt, Q.lacr

f

AN INCENDIARY FIRE.

The Grange Auxiliary* invites you all to
hear Harry Worcester Smith next Tuesday evening at the town hall, and to
HAILS DTJE TO ABBIVE. .
Attempt Made to Burn the Clark
see bis pictures of A Sporting Tour in
A. M. 6.45- Bast and West.
Block Thursday Morning.
Ireland.
Admission
25
cents.
»J0—West.
P. H. 12.45—East and West.
The Sterling Blower Company of Hart3M—West
Jack Convery, a moulder in the empjoy
ford, Conn., are installing a blower plant
4.50—Bast.
for themachinery at the Fullam lumber of the B & R Rubber Company, on' step7.06—East and West.
MAILS CLOSE.
yard, which will draw off all. shavings j ping out from the work room, about 4
A. M. S.45—Bast and West.
and sawdust from the various machines o'clock Thursday morning, saw what
11.80—East and West.
.
to a nearby building, which has been looked like the light of a fire reflecting
p. M. 1.00—West.
on the building known as the Central
built to receive them.
4.40—Bast.
house, on School street, directly opposite
6.00—But and West.
There will be an Old Folks Concert at
Mails for East Brookfield are despatched at
the east wing of the factory, and also
B^A.M.,11.30A. M. and 1 P.M. Hails from the meeting of the Grange, Nov. 19, in
East Brookfield are reoelyed at 8.30 A. M. and charge of MrsF. E. Conger; illustrated saw a man, carrying something in his
1.40 P.M.
hand, come around the northeast corner
Package malls are despatched twice daily as poem, "The Courtin';" currrent events,
of the Clark Block. He stepped back,,
foUow^lLSOA. M. East and North, 6 P. M. E. A. Harwood, A. C. Stoddard.
As
it
West and South.
and called a fellow worker, Patrick Goris
a
Colonial
evening
all
who
can
please
. Malls for the Rural Delivery Is closed at 8.15
man,-who went with him across the
A. M. and received at 1*) P. M.
The offloe hours wlU be:-« 30 A. M. to 8 P. M. dress in Colonial costume.
street, and found a brisk fire in the baseHolidays, 6.80 to 8so A. M. and 6 to 8 P. M.
The Woman's Union of the Congrega- ment of the Clark block, beneath the
JOHN HOWE, Postmaster,
tional church are to send a barrel of market of William J. Iago. They hurPAUL M. KEAKEY, Asst.
clothing to a home missionary family in ried back to give the alarm at the boiler
the West. H any one has second-hand house, and Convery hollered "fire," at
NORTH BROOKFIELD.
clothing that they are willing to contrib- which the strange man, who was then
ute, it can be brought to the parlors next standing near the pillars in front of the
Remember Harry Smith's lecture Nov. Thursday afternoon or left at Mrs Cut- Congregational church, ran down through
ler's, School street. An overcoat, Bize the park. Officer Quill who was on
«• .
38, is one of the needs. The woman re- watch, heard the commotion but did not
Stock for breeding at the King poultry
quires garments 42 inches in size.
see the man, who is suspected of having
farm, Waite Corner,
The North Brookfield Brotherhood had been the incendiary. Convery says he
There will be a special meeting of the
an unexpectedly large attendance at their was a short man, wearing a derby hat
Woman's Guild, in the guild rooms on
regular monthly meeting, Monday even- and a light overcoat, but his face was not
Wednesday, Nov. 18, at 8 p. m.
ing, at the Chapel, some 80 gentlemen and seen. The same man, probably, was
Reserve December 8 for the annual sale ladies being present. An oyster supper seen by Paul Cummings, on Gilbert St.,
given by the Woman's Guild of Christ was served at 6.30, and at 8 an illustrated walking south, just as the whistle blew
Memorial church.
lecture was given by George S. Ladd of for tbe second time.
The regular meeting of the G. F. S. Sturbridge, showing examples of good
On account of the location of the fire
will be held at 7,45 o'clock in the guild roads and poor roads, in various sections. in the center of the town, a second alarm
rooms on Tuesday evening.
He is first of all, an apostle of the good was blown a few minutes after the first.
Miss Isabel Morse is ill at her home on roads movement, and is in good demand The response was very prompt, and
Gilbert street with inflammatory rheuma- throughout'the state. He remained in among the first to arrive were Corbin,
town over night, going down on the cape Rondeau, Mayers, Raymore and Newtism.
man, The fire was so near the engine
Mrs Jesse Woodbury of West Dennis to fill an engagement on Tuesday.
New books in the public library on house that the men immediately took the
is the guest of her mother, Mrs Elizabeth
Spain are the following:—Home life in Batcheller hose reel over by hand, and
Sardam, Summer street.
A sporting tour in Ireland, illustrated, Spain by S. L. Bensuson; The Bible quickly had a stream on from the hywill be given at the town hall Tuesday in Spain, by George Borrow j Spanish drant in front of the Central House.
life in town arid country, by L. Hig- There was a brisk blaze in the cellar of
evening, Nov. 17.
gin; /Spanish Highways and Byways, the Clark block, next to the street, and
The next meeti ng of the Spencer Chrisby Katherine Lee Bates; Spain by E. E. the flames were just working through the
tian Enneavor Union will be held at West
Hale and Susan Hale; Spain by James partition at the head of the stairs leading
Brookfield, Saturday, Dec. 6.
A. Harrison; A History of Spain in 2 to the Iago market. Five or ten minutes
Miss Mabel Davidson, of Grtnyille, volumes by Ulick Ralph Burke; The Soul later the firemen would have bad a most
Quebec, Canada, is a visitor at the of Spain, Havelock Ellis; The Cities of serious fight before them. As it was the
Congregational parsonage.
Spain, Edward Hutton; Spain in the 19th heavy streams poured into the basement
drowned out the flames, before they
At the Congregational church, Sunday Century, E. W. Latimer.
morning, Rev. Mr Budd will speak on
The Pythian Sisters had a very success- reached the street floor, and the only
"Paul, the Master-mind."
ful fair last evening. The food table was damage, in the market itself was by the
dense smoke which filled it. Some of
Mr and Mrs Frank E. Barnes and in charge of Mrs Dickinson, Mrs Reed
the smoke also found its way into the
daughter, and Miss Christine Coleman a«d Mrs Bemis; fancy table, Mrs Stearns,
dry goods store of B. A. CollinB & Co.,
will be the guests of Mr and Mrs L. H. Mrs Smith, Mrs Gates, Mrs Adams;
aprons in charge of Mrs Lovell and Miss in the other end of the block, bnt fortuBond, next Sunday.
nately, did very little damage, Over the
On acouht of Thanksgiving,week, the Bliss; rummage, Mrs Jfartha Smith;
market was an empty tenement, and
candy,
Mrs
Conant,
Misses
Thompson
regular meeting of the Woman's Union
and churchill. The entertainment in- next to it a store recently vacated by the
will be held on Nov. 19;—at 2 to sew, at
Over the
cluded selections by the Sini-Sau-Bru Worcester County Gas Co.
4, business.
trio; vocal trio, Three Black Crows, by Collins store is the lodging house and
Xoyal Circle King's Daughtets will John, Clarence and Donald Crooks,
shoe repairing shop of Mrs Carter, who
meet Tuesday at 2 p. m. at the parlors of costume; dialogue, Miss Cora Titus and suffered a little by smoke. Mr Iago estithe First church to tie a comforter and Mr Harry Pollard, "That's What DacT mates his loss at 1800, covered by insursew. The regular business meeting will Says"; vocal solos by Mrs Grace B. ance.*
Crooks, Mrs Elizabeth M. Saunders and
be at 4 p. in.
Master Ralph Brucker. A pleasing featInspectors Robert E. Molt and Edward
'. Miss Cora Stoddard, who has been so ure of the program was Master Kenneth F. McCarthy of the State police came up
seriously ill, has so far recovered as to be Lovell's salute to the flag just before the on the 9.30 a. m. train and held an inof the Star Spangled Banner by
able to take a prominent place on the playing
the trio. Entertainment committee, Mrs quest.
program of the State Sunday School Con- Gates, Mrs Addie Crooks, Mrs Martha
An attempt was made about two
vention at Worcester, this week.
Lane, Miss Stuart.
months ago to set fire to the Clark block,
The Grange Auxiliary will meet with
on Mrs Carter's end, but it was unsucFun And Lots of It.
Mrs H. E. Cummings, Monday Nov. 16,
cesful, and another evidence of fire was
(notice change in date) at 2 p. m. A full
discovered before that, but this was
Not
for
a
long
time
has
the
town
ball
attendance requested, as there is business
As
been so well filled with an interested aud- thought to have been accidental.
of importance.
.
ience as at the mock court trial on Tues- neither Mr Iago or Mrs Carter are aware
'Mrs Elisabeth M, Saundera is a deleday evening, practically every seat being of having any enemies, the cause for these
gate from Christ Memorial church to the
fires is as mysterious as the man who is
taken.
Conference of the Associates of G. F. S.,
Mr A. V. Newton of Worcester, under apparently responsible for them.
of the diocese of western Massachusetts,
Mr Iago took possession O' the market
whose management the Court was held,
to-morrow, at Bittsfleld.
and who was. himself the central figure as in July, 1913.
We regret to learn that Harry Perkins, attorney for the plaintiff, has lost none of
The first person to arrive at the market
21, who has been at the hospital for treat- his old time vigor and kept everything found that the rear cellar door had been
ment, is now seriously ill at the home of moving, so that the faces of the audience forced open. Mr Iago is inclined to behis mother, Mrs Fay W. Bowman, in continually reflected their appreciation of lieve that the only motive of the intrudLeominster.
the testimony of the witnesses, the ap- er was burglary.
The High School defeated the boys peals of the lawyers, the charge to the
from St. John's Academy, Worcester, in jury by Judge JereR. Kane, and the many
Cypress Lodge D. of R., had a Japaa game of foot-ball on Grove street touches of local interest that were brought
nese entertainment Wednesday evening.
grounds last Saturday. The score was in. Mrs Batcheller as the fair plaintiff,
The hall was prettily decorated with Jap20to0.
acted the part to perfection; and Mrs
anese lanternB and fans. The entertainNo cases of the hoof and mouth disease Luther and Miss Jennie Hill were "all ment consisted of readings and music rehave been discovered in the Brookfieids, right." The male participants likewise lating to the Japanese, after which a
as yet, but a close watch is being kept, acquitted themselves credibly—Chas. S. dainty luncheon of rice and- cream was
and it is requested that prompt notice be Lane, the defendant, made a good im- served with Japanese tea and wafers.
given in case any symptons are discovered pression, and with his excellent witnesses, Mrs Carrie Doane and Miss Ada Allen
Charles Fullam, Miss Hill and Dennis
in local cattle.
had charge.
Mr Harry Bond, of Elm street, was McCarthy, almost persuaded the jury to
called to Thorndike, (Palmer), this week acquit him. The jury was made up from
FOR SALE.
by the death of his only sister, Mrs Etta some of the best known citizens, with
Martineau, who passed away Monday John A. White as foreman—George R. A FEW «ne buff Orpingtons* Cockerels, at J2.00
a
piece.
WILMAM B. WRIGHT.
night, after a brief illness. The funeral Hamant, B. H, Smith, H. J. Lawrence,
1W46*
Dr.
W.
R.
Smith,
Dr.
Corbin,
Geo.
R.
was held on Wednesday.
Doane, E. A. Harwood, Edward McEvoy,
WANTED
The Young Woman's Club will meet at
GOOD Second-band sitting room stove
F. C Clapp," Dr. Prouty and Geo. W.
the home of Mrs George~>Fred Crooks,
. Address BOX 474, North Brookdeld.
48*
Bruce. Only two of the original panel
on Elm street, Monday evening, Nov. 16.
were absent—Messrs. Richards and MayFOR RENT
Note change of date. The regular meetnard.
AN Eleht-roem cottage on Willow St. Town
ing date WUB Nov. 10, but was postponed
Mr A. C. Stoddard was the Clerk, Mr
water. L. B. HA\BBN. Grant St. North
a
on account of the Jvk,c-k Trial. Members
V
A. O. Bliss, Crier, .'J....P. Eanger, Court Brooklleld.
will please hryuj their tewing. "<.-^""*
*"*r
officer, and Officer Mattoon, resplendent
Mrs Walter B. Kingsbury (see Luella in his blue suit and brass buttons, was
Wood) died of acute Bright's disease, at summoned to the platform to add still
her home in Somerville, Wednesday. further dignity to the proceedings.
The funeral will be held from the home
The Congregational church choir re- There's a lot o£
of-her parents in Medfleld, this afternoon. ceived about 40 per cent, of the net pro- difference beWhile in town some three or four years, ceeds, and their share was a little over tween Toric
she lived with her aunt the late Mrs Dan- *40 net.
.■-"enoea and
iel Knight, aud was very popular with
Flat Lenses
our young people.
besides their
K Special Vesper Service.
The Appleton Club wll meet on next
slight extra cost They gtva
Monday evening at the home of Dea.
There will be a special vesper service, yoti extra vision and extra
and Mrs W. T. Sherwood, on Gilbert St. at 5 p. m., next Sunday, in place of tbe comfort. They ore betterThe program calls for papers by Mrs usual 7 o'clock service. Tbe choir will looking, too. Come and see
Jane 8. Skerry en Spanish Explorers; by be directed by Prof. J. 8. Coy of Spencer, us about Toric Lenses.
Mrs George W. Lane on Spain as a Sea and assisted by Mr Taylor, violinist. All
Power; by Mrs Frank A. Smith on Span- are cordially invited. There will be a
ish Cathedrals, The meeting of Dec. 2, short address by tbe pastor.
,
will be held at the parlors of Christ MeFOR
RKNT
morial church.
FRIDAY, NOVEMBtR IS. 1914.

WEST

Golden Wedding.

BROOKFIEI-D.

James Anderson returned last Saturday from a trip to New York.
Mrs H. E. Holmes, North Brookfield,
is visiting Mrs Myron f. Gilbert.
Miss Frances Parks. Bo*ton, is visiting
Mrs Maude A. Parks.
Arthur L. Flagg, Worcester, visited MB
mother, Mrs Harriett A. Flag)*/, Sunday.
John H. Donovan, Church street, entertained W illiam H. Murray Sunday.
Mrs Frederick Fiske, Norwich, Ct., is
a guest of Melville A. Stone and family.
| George L. Richards shot a P»ir°f
pheasants in Barrett's swamp, Fridayljl
Mrs Elliott L. Greene, Long iHUl.Iwill
go to Boston this week to live Ifor the
winter
Mrs Nellie C. Coffin and Miss Frances
Snow are visiting Mrs Bessie Roelfson, in
Allston.
The S. and C. society met with Mrs
William R. Traill, for a business meeting on Tuesday.
Mrs H. R. Blodgett and son of Cadillac,
Mich., is visiting Mr and Mrs John H.
Hoffman,
Central street.
louunui, ^»u«».«
John H. Anderson, Worcester, visited
. mother,
__.^._ Mrs
.._, Augusta
A,—oto a
Anderson,
his
E. Anderson
on Sunday.
James H. Turner, Marlboro, was the
guest of his mother, Mrs Sarah Turner,
Sunday.
Misses Nellie S. and Anna G. Madden,
Springfield, viBited their father on Church
street, Sunday.
The Campflre girls met, Monday night,
at the home of Miss Marjorie Cutler to
finish their suits.
Leon F. Thompson and Webster L.
Kendrick attended the Harvard-Princeton game in Cambridge last Saturday.
Lindsey T. Smith and family, North
Brookfield road, are entertaining Linwood E. Eames of South Framingham.
Schools closed on Friday to allow the
teachers to attend the Worcester County
teachers' convention at Worcester.
The Grange met in Grand Army hall,
Wednesday night. The dramatic program, which was scheduled for that night
will be given at a later date in the town
hall.
Mrs Webster L. Kendrick and Mrs
Levi W. Livermore visited in Worcester
this week with Mrs Kendrick's parents,
Mr and Mrs Frank N. Disney.'

Mr and Mrs William B. Thompson,
Church street, observed their golden wedding on Monday.
The couple had
planned for no celebration of the event
but their children and grand-children
witn other Natives surprised them by a
visit. Present were Mr and Mrs Charles
Dickinson and son, Roger, Spencer;. Mr
and Mrs Frank Cummings and son, William, Whitinsviile; Mr and Mrs Benjamin
W. Thompson and son, Robert, Worcester; Mr and Mrs Allen Jones, Isaac N.
Jones, Mrs Frank L. Bailey, West Brookfield; Mrs Alice S. Baker, Springfield;
Arthur W. Turner and family, North
E as ton.
Mr and Mrs Thompson received many
gifts, including *15 in gold, cut gliss. silver, china, candy and flowers. A group
picture of the party was taken.
Mr Thompson was born in West Brookfield, June 7,1838, eon of Francis W. and
Mary (Gilbert) Thompson. He was one
of four children, only two of whom are
living, Mr Thompson and his^brother,
Edwin D., employed by the Olmstead
Quaboag Corset Vo.
Mr Thompson
passed his early life in West Brookfield,
h;s occupation being a shoe maker, that
^^ the time when 8noe making was a
^ving industry in the town. He was
chorister and leading bass in the Congregational church here for five years and
for over 15 years leader of the choir in
two churches in North Brookfield.
Mr and Mrs Thompson were married
Nov. 9, 1864, in West Brookfield by Rev.
Samuel Dunham, pastor of the Congre
gational church.. After two years they
went to Troy, N. Y., where they lived a
year. Later they lived in North Brookfield 38 years. One year was spent on
Puget Sound, Port Townsend, Wash.
Mrs Thompson was born at Brewster,
Oct. 2, 1841, daughter of Enoch C. and
Abigail (Atwood) Jones. She was one of
10 children, but four of whomlSsurvive
M rs Thompson came to West Brookfield
in 1863 and was one of the leading alto
singers in the Congregational choir. Mr
and Mrs Thompson have two daughters,
Mrs Charles Dickinson, Spencer and Mrs
Frank Cummings, Whitinsviile, and a
son, Benjamin W. of Worcester. There
ace 5 grand-children.
Mr and Mrs
Thompson are members of West Brookfield Farmers Club and the Congregational church.

Albert Banister, aged 76 years and 13
days, died at his home Saturday night,
from the effects of a paralytic shock,; on
Friday afternoon, while working in his
yard. He was born in North Brookfield,
Oct. 24,1838, the son of Hiram and Mary
(Buxton) Banister, and one 7 children.
He was married to Miss Eliza F. Livermore, daughter of Sydney Livermore,
Aug. 15, 1861, the ceremony being performed in the Davis house on Church
street, then the Congregational parsonage.
Both lived to observe the 50th anniversary of their marriage, but Mrs Banister
died July 9, this year.
Mr Banister has been a resident of
West Brookfield since 1856,
. with the exception of 12 years spent in Warren and
He WM
Quaboag
Palmer. He
was ga member
member of
of Quaboag
Lodge, A. F. & A. M., of Warren, for 48
years. He is survived by three sons, Jay
T. of Worcester, a travelling salesman
for George F: Blake, Jr. & Co.; Charles
H. of Bondsville, and Albert of North
Hanover; two daughters, Carrie B., wife
of Elmer D. Allen of this place, and
Katherine, wife
of Mark W. Pickles
Pickles, Day
ifeof
Dayand- three
—
■.*...«
ton,' ,_,,,
O.; 08 grand-children
[OTlj
K,„,„,........ v..
brothers, Freeman of East Brookfield,
rv J.__ of
-.* itT^j-LiJol-rtrtLr
.mil Sumner
Knmnor r»f
Dexter
Woodstock, n*
Ct. and
of
Brookfield.
The funeral was from the Banister
home, Tuesday afternoon, at 2 p. m.
with Rev. John H. Hoffman of the Congregational church officiating. Quaboag
Lodge of Warren was in charge of the
services Burial was in Pine Grove cem-

Saturday evening, Nov. 21, at 7.30,
there will be a social and entertainment
at the Chapel of the Congregational
church to which all are cordially invited.
Refreshments served. Admission 10 cts.
The Congregational church will observe
a fellowship day, the afternoon and evening of Nov. 19. Neighboring churches
will be invited. A special talk will be
given by Rev. John H. Hoffman for the
lung people Thursday
murauj night.
"■»"'•
young
The Y. P. S. C. E. of the Congregational church will be in charge of Christmas exercises the night of Dec. 20. A
atereopticon lecture on >"The Life of
Christ" with songs and recitations will
be given. A special collecion to defray
expenses of this entertainment will be
taken at the meeting Sunday night.
A special town meeting will be held on
inursuay evening, to
tu act w»
MIIW «...„■«..
Thursday
on three
articles.
Article 2 is to see if the town will vote to
■ ..
. _..
■
/■ .11...,,, ,-*.-,„,t
extend its water main on Cottage street,
and appropriate money for the same.
This will benefit the homes of George L.
Richards and Lorenzo Hill. The third
article is to see tf the town will vote to
borrow a sum for the poor department.
The Social and Charitable society voted
on Tuesday afternoon to give to the Red
Cross society, the sum of $25. The parish ol the Congregational church returned
*25 of the «75 given by the society for
■the beating system established. It was
Toted to give this sum to the Methodist
church for the new heater. The next
meeting will be with Mrs John H. Webb
on Tuesday, Nov. 24,
The Farmers' Clnb m*in Grand Army
.

.

„~

._«

Some Simple Surnames.

Uneeda Biscuit
Nourishment—fine flavor—purity—crispness
—wholesomeness. All
for 5 cents, in the
moisture-proofpackage.

GRAHAM CRACKERS
A fdbd for every day.
Crisp, delicious and
strengthening.
Fresh
baked and fresh delivered, IO cents.

et

Twenty West Brookfield women went
to Arcadia Inn, Brookfield, Thursday
^^"noon for tea. -Mrs Jacob Putnam",
Mrg Fred Oowle8> ^fo j0*m H. Webb,
„„ tmiUi.-.
Mm Cbas,
nhn» A.
A
Mrs
William v
K. Train
Traill, Mrs
Risley, Mrs lohn A. Daley, Mrs Chas.
.;. Clark, Mrs Clifford J. Huyck, Mrs
Alfred R. Brigbam, Mrs John Strickland
__j
•»_
nr.w™
r
lTo„^ri^t
uu
lr»H
and Mrs Webster L. Kendrick walked
over the state road to Brookfield. The
rest of the party, Mrs Arvilla Makepeace,
Mrs John Donelson, Mrs Lyman Barnes,
Mrs Fred L. Woodward, Mrs Bert Kent,
Mrs Clark V. Wood, Misses Charlotte
and .¥*&uerit|J>FaJe6, and Helen P.
■ahsckleywent by trolley. ••

The following clever play upon surnames was read by Mrs Josephine
Hinckley, at the last meeting of the
Grange and is published by request:
Last Thursday night there was a loud
CMPP of thunder which was heard all
over TOWNS. Down over the HILL and
through the LANES went the firemen with
all their WITTS about them. The WILEY
STUABT soon discovered the blaze and
over the BANKS and at every. BUSH appeared a NEWMAN to help strengthen the
BOND.
That's WRIGHT—get to WORK
and break the GLASS. This is no CHILD'S
play said one. DOANE TUCKER yourself
out for the WOODIS not afire on the north
side. What is the SOOTH WORTH ? What
Buss if we can save it said another. But
in spite of the CCSIMNOS and goings of
the firemen arid that many were there to
CLAPP them on, they were too TOPPING
arid full of AYRES to save anything but
some BABTLETT pears that were in a jar
with a LID of STONS and BOBBINS of a
few apples. HARRY FULLAM was LEIGHTON RAND and shook like a REED.
Before he went home in a HANSOM cab he
said to Mr Jenks, "Don't let them SWINDELL you." I'll raise CAIN if they do,
said he.

SNAPAROONS
A delightful hew biscuit, with a rich and
delicious cocoanut flavor. Crisp and always
fresh, xo cents.

Buy biscuit bated b»

NATIONAL BISCUIT
COMPANY

The funeral of Ellen Coughlin, wife of
the late Daniel Conghlin, was from St,
Joseph's church last Saturday at 9. a. m.
with a requiem high mass celebrated by
Fr. Judge.
Fr. Noonan of Westfield
offered prayers at the grave. Mrs Coughlin was a life long resident of this town.
She leaves six daughters, Mrs J. H. Collins, Miss Nora C. Coughlin of Boston;
Mrs J. 3. Lucey of Brockton; Mrs J.
Naughtonof Ithaca, N. Y.; Mrs A. F.
McDonnell of New Bedford; aud Mrs P.
J. Daniels of this town, also five grandchildren. Among those present at the
funeral from ont of town were—Mrs B.
F. Kelsey, Boston, Mr John Nyhcn of
Hrookline, T. Welsh, Gilbertville; Mrs J.
Duquette, Brockton; Lawrence Cotter,
Somerville; Mrs and Mrs J. F. Lynch,
Jerry and Mary Sheehan, Millie; James
Howard and Edward Murphy, Marlboro;
James G. Lucey and Miss N. Masterson,
Hartford; P. H. Sheehan, Esq., Holyoke;
Kate Shea, Ellen Whooley, Furnace;
John, Jerry and Jeanette Healey, Hardwick; William, Mollieand Alice O'Brien
of Spencer; May and Jennie Donnelly,
Boston; John Mahoney, Natick; Mrs Mahoney of Ware, Henry and John Daniels,
Worcester.
The bearers were T. J ,
John and Daniel Mahoney, John F.
Lynch, John Naughton and P. J. Daniels.

Ahvays look for that Name

goodne8s _ „
what It costs, day
by flay and ,t MVer comeg at a bar.
gsjn,—Selected,
Deneflcent

wluaWe becauBe 0f

Consequences.
It to easy, in a complicated civilization like ours, to have altogether too
much regard for consequences. Let
only the thing to he done be right in
itself, and the thing to be said be
true in Itself. But sit down and figure
first on the consequences, and in nine
times out of ten you will neither say
what to true nor do what is rightCarl S. Patton.

Incorporated 1828

Corner Main and Foster Sts„ Worcester, Mass.
Largest and oldest Savings Bank in Worcester
County.

,'

$26,249,104.01 has been paid depositors in 172
regular and 8 extra dividends.
Money put on interest the first day of January,
April, July and October.
Dividends payable January 15 and July 15.
Accounts may be opened by deposits of three dollars to one thousand.
Hours: 9 to 5; Saturdays, 9 to i.\

Deposits and Withdrawals by mail will receive prompt attention.
SAMUEL B. WOODWARD, PRESIDENT,
ALBERT L. STRATTON, TREASURER
ERNEST RUSSELL, AssV TREASURER
39-nn

MEN AND WOMEN WANTED
to sell the most remarkable bargain in the magasine world this year.
BOTH
Regular Price

EVERYBODY'S
DELINEATOR
Total

$1.50
1.50
$3.00

2

To One Person

A monthly salary and a liberaKcornmiBsion on
Salaries run up to $260.00 per month, depending
ber of orders. ThiB work can be done in your
and need not conflict with your present duties.
ment or previous experience necessary. We
equipment free.
Write for particulars to

each order.
on the numspare time,
No investfurnish full

THE RIDGWAY COMPANY
Spring and Macdougal Streets,

New York

HUB-MARK
RUBBERS
A HURRY CALL

for rubbers on * nasty wet morning suggests
Hub-Mark rubbers to most people. Nowadays wise
Dewey Rice, the 15-year-old son of
folks consider Hub-Mark rubbers as essential to the
Harry Rice, fractured his right wrist,
' complete wardrobe as « psir of shoes, especially In
while playing football on Thursday.
this climate where the three seasons are June, July
—i
«■ ■ ■
and Winter.
^
A CARD

NEW BRAINTREE.

We wish to express our thanks to ail
The Mock Trial held at North Brookfield on Tuesday evening was attended by those who comforted us in our severe
affliction, the loss of our beloved daugh30 from town and much enjoyed by all.
The Larkin soap clnb met with Mrs E. ter, and for the beautiful floral tributes.
MB AND MRS LODGER DKLUDK.
. Havens on Wednesday afternoon.
The Farmers' Club annual supper will
be at town hall next Thursday evening.
After the supper there will be an entertainment followed by dancing.
The date of the next meeting of the
New Braintree Grange has been changed
from Wednesday, Nov. 18 to Tuesday,
Nov. 17, when the annual inspection will
take place and the third and fourth
conferred on seven candidates,
_^
:

Harvest Supper and
Entertainment with
Dancing
UNDER THE AUSPICE8 OF

New Braintree Farmers' Club

TOWN HALL, New Braintree
THURSDAY, NOV. 19, "914

Miss bernlce Hunt, ol Worcester
ENTERTAINER
Supper at 7.30 Sharp.
Followed by Enterteinment. - DANCING - MUSK Furnished by Doyle s Orchestra - Irvmg T.
Webb,
VVeDD, Prompter.
rrompier.
ADMISSION
Supper and Entertainment, 50 cents
50 cents
Dancing.

RESOLUTIONS.
WHEREAS, in His wise providence it has
plased Almighty God to remove from our
midst our honored and beloved brother,
Hubbard S. Doane, a charter member of
this Grange, and
WHEREAS, in the loss of our brother we
mourn for one who has always been found
faithful in the performance of every duty,
one who was quiet and unostentatious,
but always cheerful and ready to do his
part in every way to promote the interests
of our order and the good of humanity,
RESOLVED, that we, the North Brookfield Grange, No. i32, do tender our
heartfelt sympathy to the surviving members of the family of our deceased brother, knowing fulL well that no words c'
ours can lessen their grief, but UV.--.OK
they will alao rejoice in the fact tb-it our
brother had been diligentin prep-iration
for that final harvest When we shall all
be garnered.
/
RESOLVED, as a fust tribute to his
memory, that our charter be draped for
thirty days, that a copy of these resolu
tions be sent to the bereaved family, a
copy be spread upon the minutes of our
order, and a copy be printed the the
North Brookfield JOURNAL.
Respectfully submitted,
LILA LANE .LIPSTONE,
ADELAIDE STODDARD,

» ..

.

ADA I, ►...

AIXEN.

.%Committee

REAL HUMAN HAIR

_efflc,ent

**

■■*

hall, Wednesday.
Dinner was served
by Mr and Mrs Arthur H. Warfleld. The
essayist was Rev. John H. Hoffman pastor of the Congregational church. The
The committee in charge is Mr and Mrs
afternoon topic was;—"What can the
C. 8. La e, Mr and Mrs J. E. Barr and
farmers do to improve their condition
Mr
Frank Potte»;Ai;^ •
and reduce the cost of living?" The
discussion was led by Philander Holmes,
—__i
*»,
—
.
Mrs Lindsey T. Smith, MrsRobert M.
Carter, West Brookfield and Sumner H.
Value of Goodness,
Reed, Brookfield. A literery and musiIt to not easy to be good. If It were
cal program was provided.
goodness would be worth very little.
A Peerless touring car, headed west It would not mean struggle, persis1 occupied
*""'• i vZ
development,
charand
by MV
Mr'.ml
and MM
Mrsishiuime
Shugrue of
ol. tance, aspiration,
»
^
M
Kittery. Me., crashed into the side of he ,
bridge over the B. & A. tracks on the
Warren road, Tuesday afternoon. The
car was ascending the grade witji another
car ahead. Mr Sbugrue tooted his horn
to go by and in trying to pass went across
the car tracks into the extreme northern
corner of the wooden bridge. A hole
four feet wide was smashed in the
board fence on west side of bridge which
saved the car from the 30 ft. drop. The
Peerless automobile was rather badly injured, and was towed to thej Woodmont
garage later in the afternoon, Mrs and
Sbugrue continuing to Springfield by
trolley.

Worcester County Institution For Savings

Funeral of Mrs Coughlin.

Death of Albert Banister.

West Brookfield Literary club met with
Mrs Robert M. Carter, Central street,
Thursday afternoon, Mrs Melville A.
Stone read a paper on George Barr McCutcheon. •

..

NORTH BKOOKFIBLD.

GOODS MADE TO ORDER
SWITCHES, BRAIDS, TOUPEES,
Made from Combings.

ETC.

Hub-Mark rubMr footwear la mute so «er- V\0*
li.tlnely «ood that It will give the tough pavement .>
B t.r>l»o twli before ft give. to. Hub-Mark i
Rubber, coet no more then any etjndard flretouallty rubbere. But when you buy them you are
buying for not only one eeuon, but nerhape two.
it"i the rubber of the preeent ae well ee the future. Made to a great range of etylee for men.
women, boya and girls.
When you buy rubbera aek for "Hub-Mark."
It', but became there are no regretn.
The« rubbers are manufactured by the Boston Rubber Shoe Company, Maiden, Mass.

THE HUB-MARK IS YOUR VALUEiMARK

FOR SALE BY
JOHN T. GRA/lfr, North Brookfield.
A NEWSPAPER OF CHARACTER

SPRINGFIELD

REPUBLICAN

MASSACHUSETTS

ABLE, INDEPENDENT, READABLE
(Established In ISM by Samuel Bowles)

Daily (Morning). $8; Sunday, $2; Weekly, $1 a Year

The Republican takes seriously its responsibilities to
the public. It appeals for popular support by service
that is guided by intelligence and a purpose to mfoim,
assist and incidentally entertain and instruct its readers.
It gathers the news with enterprise and alertness, and
presents it in attractive and convenient form. It disdains
to employ the style of the circus poster and seeks to
make itself typographically pleasing and tasteful.
It is' extremely liberal in its provision of reading
matter in all of its three editions. Its editorials constitute onevof its distinguisliing and most valued features.
Literature, art, science, education, religion, philanthropy—all receive generous treatment in its columns; likewise agriculture and industry.- Special attention is
given to the various healthful otitdoor sports.
The Weekly Republican is made up with great care
for'the wide audience outside of the local environment.
It is, in fact, a rich weekly magazine sold at a remarkably low price.

We have pleased others,
SUBSCRIPTION RATES

let us please you.
New Method, SHAMPOOING uinl SCALP Treatment,
SWITCHES Made From Combings. %\M.

50 Cents.

""DAILY "nVsijNDAY. Site yew. »1J« a queBM, IB cent.a axMtb. M
cent, a week.
SUNDAY. *J a year, M cent, a qu.rter. 9 cent, a *opr.
WEEKLY (Thur.da>.>. 11 a year, 19 cent, a quarter, IS cent, a month, 3

Park Hair Store,
MISS J. E. MURPHY
3 Charlton St., Corner Main. ('Phone Cedw MM W)

DAILY (Morning). IS a year. $1 a ouaner, 7t c*n« a month. It cent, a

WORCESTER

\

""s^mtn'couie. .entlree on sedation. The Weekly Republican will be »n»
free for three weeks to anyone who WI.IKM to try It.
All Subscriptions are payable In advance. Address

THE REPUBLICAN, Springfield, Maea.

TO mo

ERNEST D. CORBIN, Optometrist

FINE Upper Tenement of seven rooms in BulOffice at Dr. Ludden's
lard buuse on cashing St., steam heat, bathHarry Smith—lecture and pictures— room,
etc.
Apply to Herbert E. Cnn-mings, M«ln Street,
North Brookfield
North BrookBeld.
m
town hall, Nov. 17.

I

Banish The Old Ash Pan!'

(rawford
^y T&a n £>r#>a«

do it. An ash pan is hard to remove and it
usually spills the ashes in carrying
The deep Ash Hod of our latest ranges
catches all of the ashes, is easy to remove
and carry and does not spill the ashes. Coal
Hod beside it. Both hods free with each range.

1

Then there is a wonderful "Single
Damper" [patented]; gives perfect control of fire and oven. Better than two
dampers. Have you seen it?
Gas ovens if desired, end
[single] Or elevated [double].

WILLARD B. WILSON, AGENT
North Brookfield

^J

Wtlker & Pratt Mfg. Co., Makers, Boit

TO RENT

Quaboag Pomona Grange Meets
Wednesday, Nov. 18.

THE HtXMPHBBT house on Spring St. Steam
heat, hot and cold water, oath, set range
and every convenience. Bent exceptionally
moderate.
B. R- COLEBHOOK,
Phone 33-5, East Brookfield.
The following program has been ar- 40i

Attention
Automobile
Owners

ranged for the next meeting of Quaboag
Pomona Grange, which will be held at
North Brookfield Nov. 18:
Address of welcome, master of North
■Brookfield Grange.
* Methods of Dairying in Holland and TF you wish to Buy or Sell
A
DIRECTIONS FOR MIXING
the Holstein Cow, C. D. Sage.
a farm or village property,
Practical Use of Cement for the Farm,
to Hire or Let a tenement,
Edward Butterfield.
A Well-balanced Ration for our Chilwith the Wster in your Radiator
drop me a postal and I will call
dren, Mrs Annie Lawrence.
to Prevent Freezing,
t The College Girl as a Home Maker, oi^ you.
Mrs Clara H. Reed.
10 deg. above Zero weafher
use 20 per cent, solution
Fifteen minutes with the worthy gate- NEW YORK AND BOSTON CONNECTIONS
keeper.
5 dee. below Zero weather
CHARLES
E.
BATCHELLER
use 30 per cent, solution
World-wide Peace Movement, Robert
Telephone-North BrookfIeld-2
Sherman.
20 deg. below Zero weather
;
use 40 per cent, eolation
Music, Grace MacMenimen.
Reading, Mrs Mary E. Barr.
36 deg. below Zero weather
Music and reading in charge of Mrs
use 50 per cent, solution
Lila Lidstone.
One Quart Denatured Alcohol to one gal.
Ion water, 30 per cent, solution
To aee the Latest Models of
FOR RENT
One and a half Quarts Denatured Alcohol
ONE COTTAGE of nine rooms to rent on
Maple St., one tenement of six rooms to rent
to one gallon water, 30 per cent, soon second floor on South Main St. Apply to
lution.
GEO. K. HAMANT,

REAL ESTATE

DENATURED ALCOHOL

Gall at 46 Summer Streel

36

North Brookfield

SPIRELLA
CORSETS

TENEMENTS TO RENT
THREE or Four good tenements, centrally located, of four, five or six rooms each from
86 to $11 per month. Inquire of ARTHUR C.
BLISS at North Brookfield Savings Bank.

Or have them brought to your horn*
by sending: word to
*•*
*•*,

MRS. B. C. GRAVES,

FOR SALE

Representative for the Brookfieids,

SINGLE COMB White Leghorn Cockerels, (Rancocos Strain). 12.50 to 16.00. R, I. Reds (Marie
Mirachi Strain), $2.00 to (5.00. Dressed chickens,
rnllk-Iod roasters" 3 to 5 lbs. KING POULTRY
Farm, North Brookfield, Telephone 8W.
4w46'

Telephone 26-13,
NORTH BROOKFIELD.
MASS

FRED C. CLAPP

Funeral Director

W. F. FULLAM

DRESSMAKING
ootn rubber ana steel tires, Buggies,
Democrat and Delivery Wagons, Snr
rey» and Road Wagona, both new and
second hand.

11 Prospect St.

North BrookfUU

VT BOTTOM. PEIOEf
Harness, Robes, Blankets, Whlpa and
Oil Cloths. Not too Coatly. Not too
Cheap.

Shingles and Roofing Materia
All the different grades. All sizes ol
Nails, also,
Rsmerabar that my pnoes are always
the loweet. 1 sell so as to sell again.
Daniel's Oorss

Registered Enibalmer*

Remedies Alwajri

la Stock.

i

„
AMUUIH.

FOR SALE BY

IttRS HELEN MORSE SMITH

Dr.

Udy

Four Quarts Denatured Alcohol to one
gallon water, 6* per cent, solution

27

A FAST PACER FOR SALE
HAVING now an f&utomobUe I have no use for
a fast horse, and have decided to sell iny fast
black pacer. He is very stylish, weighs 960 lbs.,
stands 15-2, is perfectly aonnd, kind and clever,
safe for a lady to drive. A fast "brush" horse.
Would make a splendid matinee horse. Address
MBS GEOKGE HOAR, Shrewsbury, Mass. Telephone : Worcester M»l.
2W-46

Two and a half Quarts Denatured Alcohol
to one gallon water, 40 per cent, solution

l

1tO.Sl B6llt'OAKBAM~0*.

. .

William C. Crawford
0AKHAM.

C inaeeted bv tflng Distance Telephone^ House and Store.

ENGRAVED CALLING CARDS
IN SCRIPT OR
ENGLISH TEXT

,

H. I. Lawrence, North BrookfieM
ARTISTIC MONUMENTS
AND CEMETERY MEMORIALS
la all kinds of
TS-Wft^ITjE AND MARBLE

C A. RISLEY &\ COMPANY
Telephone

West Brookfield.

MRS HELEN F. LUTHER.

CHARLES S. LANE,

North, Brookfield Laundry Go.

Furnishing Undertaker

FAMILY WASHINGS

REGISTERED EMBALMER.

FTFTY CENTS EACH

Personal Prompt Attention Day
or Night.

Washings will be Called For
and Delivered Free.

Send i Postil or Telephone 54-2,

H. A. Russell, Manager.

Telephone North BrookfieU No.
IB»*I1.
■Long

Distance Connection.

runarsls Personally Directed
4 and Jirsry Requisite Furnished.
T*adr Assistant.

SCALP SPECIALIST
North Brookfield, Maes.
Hsir Dressing
FetislMi iiiga
Shampooing
Messcorine;
OPEN MONDAY AND FRTOAY EVENINGS
Bummer St. Telephone 107-3

DANIEL FOSTER,
Residence 88 Spring St., cor. Prospect

House Painting, all Branches
Inside Work 8. Specieltr. Psper Henaint
end Whitening. Orders Ptomptl J Attended to.
P.O. Box 193.
W3 SMistsctioa iin»r»nte*d

1
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BROOKFIELD TIMES
them; something to make people no-;
tice you."
|
"Sure, but what?"
"That," replied Pedro, "Is just whs* I
I can tell you. I have a proposition to'
make."
The man scowled at him for a mo-i
ment as though wondering at the ta->
prudence of this whlpper-euapper's offering to deal with him. Then Pedro
looked at him, and smiled one of those
vivid, startling smiles that were peCHAPTER I.
culiar to him, and usually took peopleunawares, making them smile back at
Of Introduction*.
him before they really knew what they
"Tou see, Mr. Jones, so many people
were doing. Nor did It fall this time..
fconrisat ay Bohhs-Msnffl CoJ
are introduced, who never really meet,"
The flaccid face of the lunch-wagon,
said Pedro, "that it seems a pity those (learned In Paris), to the accompani- —the bear did, that Is. In another In- be busy nursing the wounded paw of
"I do not know that, either," re- man expanded Into a broad grin.
who could meet have to wait for an ment of uproarious applause; and the stant that dreadful man wohld have their animal. At sight and smell of sponded Beau-Jean.
"That's it!" exclaimed Pedro.
introduction, eh?"
"That's what?" asked the man, grow-<
harvest wae rich, thrown clinking into had my bag. Not that I would have his familiars Mr. Jones trotted up,
Mr. Jones stopped licking his front the apron of Old Nita, one of the little cared so much about the money, you eagerly sniffing as he came. Old Nita
lng serious again.
Next
morning
the
eight
set
out
topaws, and raised his head, the tip of troupe to which he belonged. Ah! know," she added a trifle apologeti- aroused herself at his approach.
"Ob, don't spoil it!" cried the. lad,,
gether for the city. Whatever strange
his nose twitching attentively. For those were the gay nights!
cally, "but I have registered letters
"Pedro, you have let blm loose undertaking Pedro was considering, "that smile Is just what you need,
several moments be looked at Pedro
to attract customers!"
Past the last few months his in it for my father. I have just come again, oh, careless one!" she cried;
with an unwavering stare, and then, thoughts flew back to journeylngs far from the post office, and if they had "some day he will betray you and they would all go along and assist if
This time the man laughed.
possible. And so, without any Idea
as though suddenly remembering what and wide: white roads of Lorraine, a been lost . . . but, perhaps, you be off! or, worse yet stolen."
"Well," said be, "what is your prop-<
save that of action, they set forth, de- ositlon, young one?"
he had been about, resumed the lava- theatrical little village near Naples, do not understand English?"
"Cross Old Nita!" replied Pedro, termined though Indefinite.
torial process. It might be mentioned where Mr. Jones had worsted a rival
"I have some friends with me," be-t
"Oh, yes!" said Pedro, taking his stepping into the lighted circle and
The coppers of yesterday were all gan Pedro; "all those over there and
in passing that Mr. Jones was a small in combat for honors on a market day; eyes from her slender throat and smiling at her. "He Is too fond of
brown bear, fat, young and intelligent. Holland, where the bear had stolen flashing a brilliant smile at her. "Oh, me to run away—aren't you, old fel- expended for breakfast, and the first the bears. We are all hungry, see?!
step toward the beginning of a day Now I will paint you a picture on the
Pedro rolled over In the dried yel- the little wooden shoe from the tulip- yes, indeed, I understand you!"
low, eh? What's to eat?" he inquired,
being accomplished, they betook them- side of your wagon, and also I will;
low grass, luxuriating in its warmth, selling girl, and where they met the
"Then please let me thank you." stooping over the kettle. "Greens! Is
selves
to the railroad track and walked paint for you a new sign; and if, when
and in the poignant odor of autumn gigantic Beau-Jean, and be, with hie said she, her interest In him growing that all?"
beside It But noon came and passed, I have finished, you agree that the*
foliage turned to flame by long ab- wife, Guneviere, and the great, grizzly every moment
"There Is rye bread—a single loaf,"
sorption of the summer sun. To the Koko had joined them. That made a
"But there is nothing for which I responded Nita, "Thanks to your go- and still no granite towers loomed be- sign and the picture will bring you
fore their expectant eyes. Finally, to customers In the future, you will feedi
youth lying in the stubby grass life company of six, for already there was may receive thanks!" he protested.
ing off by yourself, we have only takrest themselves, they turned from the us* all, not forgetting the bears, eh?"
•eemed just now to hold all too many Rico, his bear and his Anna, and
Actually, she seemed to consider the en in a few pesetas all day!"
wearying, shining vista of rails, and
possibilities, and be was filled with a Nita—that wicked Old Nita, who bear's introduction sufficient FumThe fat man considered a long time*
"Tou know very well. Aged One,"
seated themselves upon the dead grass before replying, and Pedro watched*
sort of self-pity, because he could not danced the "coquette" herself when blingly he removed his wide, soft hat
responded Pedro, "that you take In
beside
the
mile
post
that
bore
the
disgrasp them all.
him
anxiously.
they, bears and all, went late one and clasped It upon his heart with as much alone as with me, or very
couraging legend:
Although it was only mid-afternoon night to the Bal Bodin in Montmartre. both hands. How she stared! Wait"Well," be said at last "the old dog'
nearly. "And as for going off! . . .
he had already stolen away from Beau- How funny she had looked, dancing, ing for him to speak again, she gave
N. Y. 25 M—Harrison 1 M.
wagon couldn't look no worse'n It doi
Well, I have something to tell you, but
Jean, Rico and the others, In order with her shapeless old mouth a-smil- her chin a tilt which accentuated that all must hear. Let us gather together
By this time all were tired and hun- now; an' my stock what I hare laid Ins
to fight out the battle of an impor- ing!
gry. Worse yet, the bears were hun- win get spoiled if it don't get eat;
heavenly line. Involuntarily he pic- first, and eat"
tant decision in privacy. But now
Tramp steamers!
The smell of tured drapery behind it his' artist's
So far the conversation had been In gry—a condition to be reckoned with You can have a try, young one, If you*
that he was alone with his problem them came sharply across the autumn soul longing to depict it. Like a Ma- Spanish, the native tongue of these before the need of the masters.
like."
and his bear he found himself sfraid wind. Weeks of motion and of stench, donna.
"Hurrah!" said Pedro, and hurried
"Let us go," suggested Pedro, "Into
two. Now, as the conversation beof the former, and to put off the evil and then at last the dying of the en"It should be blue!" he said aloud In came general, they fell into a patois the town which this dusty road leads over to tell Nita and the others.
moment when he muet think in good gine-throb, the crowding and the jos- a queer, choked voice.
A musty hardware store that also
English, the language of the road, to, and dance the bears, pass the hat,
earnest he talked to the animal. The tling, and the great rush out upon the
sold grain and lumber, furnished a,
"What did you say?" asked the girl sometimes slipping Into French, some- and eat, eh?"
lad reached out a slim, brown hand shore of some new land. On such a with a puzzled expression.
few
crude materials. The fat man,
The suggestion needed no secondtimes back into Spanish, their talk
and took up one of the newly laved voyage it was that Carlos and Hermaing. With groans and complaints they paid for them, and Pedro carried them,
At realization of his speech his con- being as polyglot as their origin.
paws.
nia had joined them, bringing a cin- fusion became complete, and suddenly
"Now, do you want to hear, eh ?" Pe- got to their feet again, and set off for over to the cart and set to wprk.
"How do you do. Mr. Jones?" said namon bear.
"Please, one thing," he begged of
hie one idea was to escape her watch- dro asked, addressing the company. the village.
he solemnly. "I am delighted to meet
Where had not these eight been— ful eyes.
But fate was not smiling upon them Its proprietor, "don't you look till alt
"If so, I shall tell my plan."
you!—That's how they do it, eh? Now, what roads they had traveled together
"I—that Is to say, er—it was Mr.
Beau-Jean replied first, in his deep, just then. The town was almost de- is finished."
I call it silly that some one has to say under sun and moon!
"All right" agreed the man. "Ill sltl
' "
Jones entirely," he stammered, "I—I husky voice.
serted at this hour. Besides which,
a charm before two others are permitThis host of memories Pedro felt in did nothing, nada! It was all the
"Let the little one tell his notion. near the end of the performance, Toto, here, just Inside the door, and read)
ted to make an inquiry after the their essence, in a single breath, as bear."
The plans of Pedro have brought who was supposed to "sing," raised his outer the paper till you're done."
health!
What do you think, Mr. it were, bereft of detail save for some
Pedro answered nothing, but gave at
"But he is your bear, evidently," she many a laugh, and so many a coin voice from hie usual growling monoJones?"
picture—of a small incident or two, replied, "and I Insist that be share from the crowd on the market street" tone to a hungry growl. That sent the glance at a little mirror that buns;
The bear gave a little grunt and trivial, hut never to be forgot. The the thanks with you."
"My shoes will not stand another watchers running off in all directions. just opposite to where the unconthrust his nose into the boy's palm.
heart of that past life he held for a
"Thank you!" said Pedro eagerly. mending," said Hermanla. "If Pedro Ruefully Old Nita counted the earn- scious Mr. Lovejoy sat, whipped off!
"Ah! I knew you would agne," ex- moment in his own. No! no! he could "You do not know the exquisite de- can tell a plan to get others I will ings.
the old green coat and began working;
claimed Pedro. He gave the crea- not give It up. And yet, this other light—er—ah—oh!"
Gasping,
he heed."
"Only seven pennies In all," she frantically.
ture's ear an affectionate tweak and call, which had been with him, it sought to extricate hlmeelf from the
The proprietor settled himself on
"The lad has wit; did he not con- complained. "Better to have rested
then spread his slender length upon would seem, since birth, was now awkwardness of the Impulsive compli- ceive the praying trick for Koko?" beside the railroad."
the little stool near the door, and.
the ground again.
grown too Btrong for resistance. Be- ment he had half-blurted out
"It Is not enough to feed one bear, faithful to his promise, unfolded a,
mumbled Old Nita.
"Come, child,
"I liked that girl," he continued fore his eyes he must see the thought
"Forgive me, gracious lady, er—or— what has thy brain devised now to even," remarked Beau-Jean, "and I am pink evening paper. Cautiously, andi
•loud, "you should have seen her, Mr. of his heart depicted by the labor of I must go>flow!" he finished lamely.
speaking not at all, Old Nita drew
as hungry as two."
help us?"
Jones; she had red hair. Not horrid his brain and hand. He must paint!
"Well, I give you my most grateful
Meanwhile Pedro was talking to near, leading Mr. Jones. They sat!
"Oh, don't, don't!" cried Pedro.
red, but red-gold like—like joy! All He was an artist, an artist!
thanks, whether you take them or "Why do you say these things on this himself. "You got them Into this; down In the dust beside the step and
crisp and curling It was. And such a
"I will go!" said Pedro Bbudderlngly. not" eald she with a smile.
night of all nights? I cannot endure otherwise they would have traveled watched Pedro In silence. Then camet
beautiful pale face. She looked at me, Then, as If shedding the past, he
But he was now too embarrassed to it! Call me evil names, and abuse the regular way. Now you get them Beau-Jean and Koko, followed by
you must know, but I did not dare to squared his shoulders.
rally and did what one often does me, rather! Please! It Is almost too out." Then Pedro noticed a dingy Gunny, who settled themselves beslde>
•peak, because she would not have an"Come!" said he to the animal. "We upon attaining a desired situation: be- hard for me to do, and yet I must! lunch wagon by the broken curb, the old woman. Before halt an boor
swered, and that would have been a shall return to camp and tell them came suddenly panicky and ran away
Amigosl It Is for myself only that I some fifty feet away. At the entrance was gone all the town, for the first
tragedy. Why should she speak to a what we are going to do."
from It
am
planning—my notion will not help to It stood a fat man with a diemal, time in the lunch wagon's history, had
ragged young man to whom she had
Not until he wae within a hundred
"I shall hold your words In my you, alas!"
flabby face. His hands were tucked clustered before Its door. As for Penever been Introduced? Of course, yards of the road did Pedro realise heart," said he, and then, with a gesbeneath an apron whose Immaculate dro, he had forgotten that there waa
He
burled
his
face
In
hie
hands,
and
ahe would not!
I wish she bad, that he had been trespassing on what ture half beseeching, half apologetic,
whiteness shone out conspicuously a world which might come to gape>
for
a
moment
there
was
an
astonished
though, because I liked her . . . now evinced itself to be a country and wholly graceful, he swept bis hat
among the gray surroundings. The and criticize. He wae working.
But I could look at her. That was estate of some pretensions; and at upon his head, and, calling the bear, silence. Such an outburst of emotion
But If the painter was unconsciouo
on the part of their joyous Pedro was man was motionless, as though he had
something! There was a line, amigo this point the fact was made manifest set oft down the road.
a thing undreamed of by any of them. become" petrified while waiting for cus- of the crowd, the proprietor was not.
mlo, from her chin to the base of by the sight of a cedar and fir hedge.
Twice he wanted to move, but dared
The wording of his speech was odd
Into the silence the voice of Old tomers who never came.
her throat—ah!"
Near by was a closed gate, flanked by and unexpected, and the manner of
"Ah!" said Pedro aloud, "I have an not; and as the crowd increased, so
He rolled over again, burying his pillars of old brick and soapstone, giv- his departure so precipitant that it Nita broke tremblingly.
did his Impatience.
""Hast thou sinned, even as I, that idea! Stay where you are, all of you,
face in his folded arms. One long ing access to a narrow footpath which looked like a retreat For as long as
For half an hour longer or more Peuntil I beckon."
thou
weepest
so?
What
is
It
Pedro
sigh escaped him, and then a second, wound along at the base of the hill he remained In sight she stood gazing
Then, thrusting his hands Into his dro worked, glancing now and then at
of
my
heart?"
for the mention of that beautiful line he bad just crossed.
the little mirror just Inside the door.
after him, her interest in him cement"No, no!" he cried, raising his head. pockets, he strolled nonchalantly away
from breast to chin had reawakened
In which Mr. Lovetoy's unconscious
Apparently he had been dreaming ed by his flight With a sigh she was
In the direction of the lunch wagon.
"I
have
not
sinned,
but
I
have
seen
his subdominant problem—the prob- away the afternoon upon the farming scarcely conscious of uttering, so faint
It was a dingy affair, as has been face was reflected. I'here began to
lem of his future, and of his life work. section of the place. The sloping it was, she reluctantly turned In at a line—an exquisite curve from an
said, and upon its tawdry sides the be an occasional Uttering from the.
oval
chin
to
the
base
of
a
white
Happy as he was, he could no longer ground which lay between him and the the gate In the hedge and went slowly
lettering had grown dim. Still, it was crowd, and then. Utter, spontaneous.
throat"
put off a decision regarding it. The hedge was smooth and soft, and tempt- along the little winding path.
bursts of laughter.
"Ah! In love!" exclaimed Rico and easy enough to make out the inscripcraving to get at the occupation near- ed by It, Mr. Jones lay down and
"When kin I come out?" cried Mr.
tion:
Anna simultaneously.
est his heart had been gathering rolled a little way. Then he got up
Lovejoy at Intervals, and—
CHAPTER II.
—The Elite"No; again no!" cried Pedro. "I do
strength these many months past and and trotted on some distance In ad"Walt," commanded Pedro. Fevernot love It, but I've got to paint itl"
Plea, Coffee, Milk, Frankfurters
was now straining at the leashes of vance of bis master. The road was
ishly he added the finishing touches to
A Belief In Sign*.
There was another Interval of pusOver
the
doorway
was
an
Invitation
his will, tearing him from one dearly very near now, and there came a
his
production, and then at length,
But Pedro walked rapidly, so that
loved way of life to another, scarcely sound of pattering footsteps from it the bear had difficulty In Imitating trie sled silence, broken this time by Beau- to "walk In," and underneath this the stood back and Invited bis patron to
Jean.
owner's name—"Isaac Lovejoy, Prop." descend. As the fat man came down
tried, yet which called him ceaselessly. and the swish of light garments. pace. The youth bad now definitely
"Oh, little Pedro," said he, "what do —had been printed small.
Pedro the steps there was a little burst of
Was he to continue free—(a mere Through the somber evergreens Pedro made up his mind to take the new
you
mean
by
'paint
it'?"
sidled up to the Individual who. It applause which be was at a loss to
dancer of bears) but free? Or should could see a gleam of white, moving course of action, for this second vision
"Just
that"
eald
Pedro,
striving
to
would seem, bore this name and title. understand until he stood before bio
he at last become a painter, chained swiftly. Then came the noise of heav- of the beautiful lady had confirmed his
"Business thriving 'bout here?" transformed place of business.
to his work by ties as strong as those ier tramping—a man's step this time— resolution, and he felt he must get conquer his emotion, "I am going to
a
painter. Don't yoa; asked Pedro conversationally, by way
which held his bear, for all they would a man in haste at that Then a wom- back to the others quickly, in order be an artist
All the old lettering, already faint,
of an opening.
be Invisible?
had been obliterated, and In the cenan screamed, her frightened cry ring- to tell them before he had time to understand?"
The
little
group
stirred
relievedly.
The
man
gave
him
a
glance,
tat
Before his mental vision arose the ing out sharply.
ter of the largest space was a portraitchange his mind. As he walked he
phantom of what he would fain interhead of himself—a large, laughing porThe bear, moved to cariosity by the kept muttering "blue, blue I" and his This wae nothing eo terrible, after all. without moving to do so.
Then for a few moments all spoke at
"Nope!" he replied.
pret and depict . . . The spires of sound, plunged through the hedge and brows were knit furiously.
trait Just like him, yet Irresistibly
"WhatI In a place where travelers merry. It wae a face at which one Incities, smoke from the altars of com- disappeared, and Pedro, grasping his
He had to pass some villas with a once, voicing their relief. Hermania's
merce, teeming multitudes of men staff like a cudgel, set off down the semi-suburban look about them, and query made itself evident above the must pass so clten!" Pedro exclaimed, stantly smiled In sympathy; Indeed I*
lifting his eyebrows.
and women.
Shops, lights, color, elope at a run, reaching the hedge then an elm-shaded street where clamor of the rest
wore the very "smile to attract cus"But why does this distress you so?
"Yep!" said the man, still motion- tomers," as Pedro had said. Over this
movement, broad boulevards adorned only a moment later than the bear. commerce and conservatism rubbed
by the equipages of the rich; narrow The fragrant branches whipped across shoulders. Next by switching off from Always, always yon have made pic- less.
extraordinary production Pedro had
"What is the trouble? Are there painted in neat, black letters:
alleys where the poor jostled and bar- the boy's face as he rushed past this neighborhood, he passed between tures. Pictures of us all, of everywhere,
of
everybody;
always,
always
no
travelers?"
tered at push-carts in the murky flare emerging breathless upon the high- rows of frame houses, which diminI. Lovejoy
"Travelers, all right" said the fat
of lamps; visions of broad roof-tops, way. A dramatic scene awaited him. ished in their appearance of Impor- scribbling little pictures upon bits of
Eating Is Joyful man,
"but
no
customers!
No
one
stops
paper!
Where
1B
the
trouble?"
spreading acre on acre, mile on mile—
Down the road a thoroughly fright- tance and prosperity the farther he
Come In and Eat—
"The trouble comes because I shall here!"
a veritable ocean of roofs stretching ened tramp was speeding from the ter- went until finally the street, If such
I Love to See You Do It
"What's the trouble, do you think?"
tar as eye could see, covering more rifying and wholly unexpected appa- It could properly be called at this have to leave you all," said Pedro
Then underneath:
pain and passion than the heart could rition of the bear, a cloud of dust en- point, wae fringed only by shacks that sadly. "I must go to the city, where Pedro inquired,
Levejoy's Luscious Lunches
"The lunch-wagon trust!" exclaimed
know, more colored with Joy than the veloping his horrified retreat Close leaned Inquisitively over the gutters, I can have the right things to work
After a moment of spellbound sihand could depict
to the gateway, her purse clasped fran- or braced themselves at a fearsome with, and colors—colors—colors! I the man. "I'm an independent I am; lence, the fat man drew a long breath,
But how could he let go the infi- tically to her bosom, stood a girl, be- angle against the slanting little gar- must learn about them. It will be but everywhere I go where there
"Yon win!" he said to Pedro, a
might be good business doin'—say a
hard, but I can dp It"
nite variety of every.day? Ah! he wildered and alarmed—a girl whom dens at their backs.
smile like that In the picture overcould not; It was Impossible! Re- the last sunbeams bathed in' glory,
"Go away! Leave them!" Such a corner near a factory, or any such
When these humble habitations came
spreading his large countenance.
real wide-awake place—one of them
nounce the long, white road that led gleaming on her hair that was "red- to an end there stood an old barn clangor as they raised!
In a second the square was In aa
to nowhere, yet which brought one to gold, hkn joy." And to complete the amid a stony field, scattered over with
"I have tried not to do this," he trust wagons Is taere before me, all
uproar, the crowd expressing its dea new place each hour? Renounce picture, there stood Mr. Jones, erect paper, rubbish and discarded cans. In said as soon as they let him speak, shined up an' covered with gold paint
light noisily. Mr. Lovejoy fed them
the nights spent beneath the open upon his hind legs, his tongue lolling the lee of the dilapidated building a "tat I can't help It The art—it an' plate glassl A fellow like me
all generously. Then, just as the
ain't got no show."
heavens: the sweet summer nights out and his clumsy paws waving from fire was burning upon the ground, and bosses me now!"
weary Pedro waa accepting a cup of
among the meadow flowers; the win- her to Pedro.
"Why don't you spruce up a little, coffee and a gigantic plateful of dough"But where shall you go?" asked
about It a group of people had gathter twilights, when be and the bear
then, eh?" asked Pedro.
ered. Over the blaze a kettle had Nita.
It was an introduction.
nuts from the hand of his patron, the
cowered down together In the bay of
"Why don't you buy somethln' BO'S whir of an automobile caused him to
"To New York; It is nearest," reThat sbe wt.s almost as ranch been hjing, Into which an old woman
a lonely barn, or If they were rich, frightened by the bear as by the was throwing greens from her apron. plied Pedro.
111 get the money for to buy the gold look around. All unpercelved, it had
procured the privilege of a tavern tramp, whose attempted robbery the Near her, his back against the barn,
"And how will yon live?" from Car- paint with?" retorted the other.
been etandlng near tor some time,
kitchen wltb the spoils of the eve- animal's sudden appearance had frus- lay a giant of a man, wltb a patch los.
"Because I have no money," Pedro and now bestirred Itself at the apning's performance! Oh, blessed dave trated, was clear. At sight of Pedro over one eye. This was Beau-Jean, the
"I do not know."
replied.
proach of the train It had come to
of Journeying among simple adven- she screamed again.
"Same reason here. In answer to meet. As It moved away, a girl In the
mighty Provencal, who at this moment
"Who will teach root" queried Her
tures, tramping all through the noon,
your first" cried the fat man trium- rear seat stood up for a last backward
"Oh! the bear! Help, help! Oh, was engaged in carving an elaborate mania.
or loafing long hours and dreaming! take him away!" she cried.
"I do not know."
design upon the base of a bear-stave;
phantly.
look at the little crowd, and then,
Now, it was a group of children, laugh"Supposing, now," said Pedro, "that against the clear, blue of the sky, Pe"Abas!" said Pedro sharply, address- while beside him lay the great animal
"And those colors, where will yon
ing for glee at Mr. Jones' dancing, ing hie pet But Mr. Jones did not whom be ruled, asleep with Its nose get them?" asked Anna,
I could put you on the right track dro beheld a fleeting vision of redthen a curious crowd in a sordid vil- obey immediately, and for a moment tucked under Its paws. Two younger
to competing with those trusts, eh?" gold hair.
"I do not know."
lage street, enticed into merriment the three stood as if transfixed. Then women—Gunny, Beau-Jean's wife, and
"What d'yer mean?" demanded the
"And knowing nothing, you are yet
(TO BH CONTINUED.)
and selMorgetfulness by his antics. At the bear dropped to all fours, and the sturdy Hermanla, wife of Carlos (who determined to go?" Beau-Jean de- man.
another time Mr. Jones, sedate ard spell of the tableau was broken.
lay asleep near by)—were mending manded.
"Those wagons of the trust—they
Marvels of Science.
full of decorous tricks, was solemnly
"Some day we'll be telephoning
"Oh, how fortunate that you were their shoes. At a little distance,
"Yes," answered Pedro, stubbornly. are all alike?"
exhibited to the inhabitants of a great near!" she began breathlessly. "It Anna, the pretty and irresponsible,
"Yes," said Mr. Lovejoy, "all the through the air without wires."
"Then," said Bean-Jean, with a sigh,
country house. And there were the was a tramp. He wanted my little was weaving a garland of bright "it Is our plain duty to help you."
"Maybe. But won't It seem queer
same; and very slick and fancy."
road houses at night. Here he and silk purse . . . but the bear fright- golden map.e leaves, Rico watching
"Aha!
Then what you want Is to have an operator call back to yoa
"How will you do sol" asked Pedro
the bear would dance the "coquette" ened him away; he cam* so suddenly adoringly, the while he pretended to eagerly.
something entirely different from and say, 'The sir is busy now!"
Gypsies and artists, society folk,
reckless Bohemians, bold conspirators and a performing bear unite
to keep this story pacing down
the road to Arcady. From the
care-free life of wandering gypsies along the highway you are
carried to the strangest, gayest
spot In Gotham's fascinating Bohemia.

TTHe Impossible Boy
By NINA WILCOX PUTNAM
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OWNERS AS
GUILTY ONES

DOOMED MAN
SOLLIVAN GIRL'S
DIESOFJRIGHT BODY IS FOOND

Ralph Cram Says Bad Houses
Make Bad Citizens.

Murderer Drops Dead Just Be- Kate Michaud Confesses to the
fore Time Set for Execution
Authorities.

SPEAKS ON TENEMENTS
Claims Owner* Are
Guilty—Oot
.lines Scheme for Modem Urban
and
Rural
Tenements at
Recent Meeting.

Had Been in Poor Health—Had Also

DR.

United
on

Improvement Ase'n Reports
Railroads and
Railways
Around Boston.

Boston.—State ownership of the
railroads and street car lines of the
metropolitan district of Boston was
recommended to the United Improvement Asociation by its committee on
transportation, at the monthly meeting of the organization in the rooms
of the Boston City Club.
In its report, read by James N. Baldwin, the
committee said:
"Transportation, covering eo large
an area SB Greater Boston and serving so large a population can be effective, In the opinion of your committee, only when conducted and man
aged as one system free from the
bickerings and rivalries of conflicting Interests.
If the railroads and
the street car lines of the metropolitan district were owned by the state
there would be that unity and barmony which are so essential to the
best results.
«502,000 In Will—Many Thousands
Given to Public Charities.

Boston.—When the body of the late
Caroline L. W. French Is prepared for
burial she desires "the hand of my
cousin Adelia or some other loving
hand to put tenderly about my neck
'dlosma odorata,', fragrant pinks and
other old-fashioned flowers I loved
«rat I do not want any flowers on my
coffin unless hearts go with the gift
for any gift without the giver is
bare," These words are contained
In her will, which disposes of $602,000
In public bequests and $50,000 in
otber bequests, and which was filed
for probate in the Suffolk Registry
today.
The Museum of Fine Arts Is left
(100,000 In memory of her eldest
brother, A. D. Weld .French; $100,000
to the Massachusetts General Hospl
tal in memory of her grandfather,
John Davis Williams, and her mother.
Hannah Weld Williams French; and
$100,000 to the Massachusetts Instl
tute of Technology In memory of hat
father, Jonathan French.
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BHnpra r*Hef In most chronic
cajteM. We "tint to prove It to
your absolute eutiH/acliou* If
yoa h;.ve Bh«umatinm, In (
Acute or chronic: stttges, no'
matter what your condition,
write today lor our valuable
Free Book on Rheumatism
autl effect of Phosphorus
on tha Human System.

Used Match Heads as Poison, but
Had
He

Recovered — Doctors
Was

Scared

to

Say

MEXICO AGAIN
ECHOES FROM
IN CIVIL WAR
THE ELECTIONS
Politicians of All Parties Canvassing the Results

SENATE AND HOUSE CONTROL
FULL SUFFRAGE FOR 11 STATES
—NEVADA AND MONTANA GIVE
WOMEN FRANCHI8E, ACCORDING TO LATE RETURNSPREDICT
WINDUP
OF
BULL

MOOSE PARTY.

Washington.—Now that the returns
have given a pretty definite Idea of
the result of the elections, politicians
here have begun to analyze the record.
Republicans who were calling attention to the big gains made by the
G. O. P. pointed out that in New York,
Pennsylvania, Illinois and Ohio the
Democrats went down to defeat In
their Senatorial fights.
The Democratic and Republican
Campaign Committees are claiming
the Senator from Nevada. Democrats
say New lands is re-elected; Republicans insist that they have elected
Platt. The re-election of Thomas over
Work in Colorado is conceded.
Phelan of California, Husting of
Wisconsin and Johnson of South Dakota are elected to succeed Senators
Perkins, Stephenson and Crawford,
Republicans. The Republican candidates in California and South Dakota
concede the election of their Democratic opponents; the Republicans
Btill claim the election of McGovern
in Wisconsin.
The returns show that Mr. Curtis, the Republican Congress candidate in Kansas, has been elected over
Mr. Neeley, Democrat, and Mr. Murdock. Progressive.
Giving Mr. Curtis to the Republi
cans, the Senate of the next Congress
will stand:
Democrats (counting Thomas, Newlands and Husting), 55; Republicans,
40; Progressive 1.
\
This gives the Democrats a plurality of fifteen.
The Democratic National Committee claims a majority of thirty in the
House, and a plurality of about
thirty-five over the Republicans.
The House, according to the latest
figures, will stand as follows:
Democrats, 230; Republicans, 195;
Progressives, 7;
Socialist,
Independents, 2.
It will require an official count to
determine who have been elected to
the Senate in Colorado, Nevada and
Wisconsin. One set of returns puts
Senators Newlands and Thomas and
Mr. Husting ahead and other gives
Messrs. Platt, Work and McGovern
the lead.
With the Democratic majority In
the House of Representatives much
smaller than the Democratic leaders
wish It were, keen Interest centres
In the dispute over the election of
a member of Congress In the First
district of New York, on Long Island,
and this Interest deepened when It
was officially announced that Frederick C. Hicks, the Republican, who
appears to have been defeated, will
ask for an official canvass of the entire vote.
In addition women have the right
to vote for certain offices In twentytwo other states.
Lawrence Y. Sherman, Republican,
was re-elected to the United States
Senate from Illinois, defeating Roger
C. Sullivan, his Democratic opponent,
by 17,030 votes. Robins, Progressive,
polled 195,833, a little more than 50
per cent, of the vote gathered by Colonel Roosevelt In 1912.
Johnson, Progressive candidate for
Governor in California, his a plurality
of 118,000, and Phelan, Democratic
candidate for United States Senator,
a plurality of 20,000.
The late returns nave only shown an
ncreaae in the majority for abolishing
prise fighting In California.

have occupied the port of Acapulco,
on the Pacific coast of Mexico.
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mains of Houlton Girl
Who Died Sept 4.

Death.

Trenton, N. J— With everything In
readiness for his electrocution at 8
o'clock that night Angelo Cerciello,
a wife murdered, died in the death
house of the State Prison at 2.30
o'clock during the afternoon, and the
prison physician expressed the belief
that the man was scared to death.
It developed that three days before
Cerciello had swallowed a solution
made from soaking the heads of
matches, but this was not regarded
as sufficient to cause his death, and
he had apparently recovered from the
effects of the dose. The physician
pumped the poison from his stomach
promptly, and by morning the man
appeared to be in about normal condition.
Cerciello had suffered from tuberculosis and was already in a greatly
weakened state, so that the nervous
strain of his approaching doom appeared to have sapped the last bit of
vitality remaining in his poor frame.
About 2 o'clock the death watch noticed that a change had come over
Gutierrez Warns Carranza He'll the prisoner, and the physician was
hastily called. Everything possible
Be Treated as a Rebel
was done to save the man for the
chair, but his collapse came soon
afterward and in a half-hour he was
dead. His brother and sister had
SET UP RIVAL GOVERNMENTS been
sent for, and they arrived in
time to be with him at the end.
Headkeeper Madden, of the State
First Chief Defies Villa's Convention; Prison, said Cerciello had been perOrders Generals to Posts on Penmltted to smoke during the lasc days
of his waiting for the death sentence
alty of Punishment as Tnaitors—
to be executed. He apparently broke
Mob Sacks Mexico City Bank.
off the headB of the matches allowed
him and stored them until he had
The Mexican situation again has
sufficient to make the solution he dedeveloped into a crisis more acute
Sired.
than at any time since the Huerta
The crime for which Cerciello was
regime.
condemned was a brutal one.
He
Both Carranza and Eulalio Gutierchopped his wife's body with an ax
rez, who was chosen as Provisional
and placed it in some brush near a
President by the Aguas Calientes
lake outside of Newark. He unsucconvention. Issued ultimata, each
cessfully
carried
his
conviction
proclaiming himself as first in authrough all the State Courts. The
thority and setting up separate
Court of Pardons refused to grant
governments.
him clemency after a fellow-prisoner.
The Aguas Calientes convention,
Alphonzo Laud'ist, another murderer,
controlled by Villa, sent an mvoy
1ft the Essex county jail, In a signed
to Carranza demanding he retire
statement said perjury had brnn comand announcing that he will be
mitted in Cerciello'B trial because Imhunted as a rebel If he refuses.
munity had been promised Laudisi if
he testified against Cerciello. GovCarranza defied, the convention
ernor
Fielder granted Cerciello a reand ordered the generals composing
prieve while an investigation of the
it to return to their commands on
story of Laudisi was made, but it was
penalty of being degraded and punconfirmed.
ished as traitors.
Another Incident in the Cerciello
A report from Vera Cruz says
case was when the State Supreme
the National Bank of Mexico City
Court confirmed his right to recover
was sacked by a mob led by Consti$500 on an Insurance policy on the
tutionalist soldiers.
death of his wife. The insurance
American marines are reported to
company has since appealed.
AVALANCHE OF PROSPERITY.
Credit Men Would Make the Dollar
the World's Standard of Exchange

Mexico City. — General Venustlano
Carranza issued an ultimatum proclaiming himself the chief head of the
Mexican Republic. The proclamation,
issued at Cordoba, directed the military chieftains and civil employes of
the central Government to obey Carranza as First Chief of the Constitutionalists and to disregard the mandates of the Agua3 Calientes convention.
To the military chieftains the order
is given to rejoin their commands.
Unless they are back at their posts
the next rank will asBume their
places, the proclamation says.
General Eulalio Gutierrez, who was
appointed' Provisional President by
the Aguas CallenteB convention, proclaimed himself the Chief Executive
and has appointed his Cabinet.
Roqne Estrada, private secretary to
General Carranza, arrived in the capital from Cordoba. He said:
"We have exhausted all legitimate
means to bring about a peaceful arrangement of this trouble. The Aguas
Calientes convention must obey General Carranza or the delegates to It
will be treated as traitors. We have
sufficient means at our disposal to
make good our mandates."
Heavy fighting has been In progress
In the suburb of Xochlmllco between
followers of Emlllano Zapata and Carranza. Several trainloads of soldiers
were sent from the capital to reinforce the Xochlmllco garrison.
General Francisco Cardenas, who
commanded the rural guards the night
President Madero and Vice President
Pino Suares were assassinated, recently escaped across the Guatemalan
border.

Between Two Means of Execution,
Murderer May Suffer Neither.
Because South Carolina changed her
capital punishment from hanging to
electrocution, wh«> Joseph Malloy,
convicted of murder and sentenced to
be hanged, was awaitirg execution,
his attorneys argued in the Supreme
Court that their client cannot be
hanged, because that means of execution has been abolished, and be cannot
be electrocuted because that would impose an additional punishment The
electrocution law also increased the
number of legal witnesses at an execution, and the attorneys contended that
alas was an added punishment.

AUTO UPSET; THREE KILLED.

MONTANA SUFFRAGE PUZZLE.

Newspaper Proprietor a Victim Is
Milwaukee Accident.
Milwaukee, Wls.—As a result of the
overturning of an automobile several
miles south of the city limits, Lloyd
T. Boyd, part owner of The Milwaukee
Journal and Charles Forsyth, head
of a local leather company, were Instantly killed, and Mrs. Alice Murray
died during the afternoon.
Miss
Elyslan T. Thomas, Superintendent of
an east side hospital, was seriously
injured.

Returns Sealed, No Definite Verdict
Till December Count.

Philadelphia. — An avalanche of
prosperity was predicted at a gathering of credit men of this city. The
optimism of the speakers was tempered with conservatism.
It was
their opinion- that while golden opportunities awaited the commerce ol
the United States to the south and
across seas, it would be a mistake to
rush headlong after business that now
is and will be seeking our markets.
"Make the United States dollar the
world standard of exchange." suggested Calvin J. Smyth, president of the
Young-Smyth-Field Company.
"While It is true that Europe has
reaped a rich harvest in South America," he concluded, "it also has paid
the price in the present enormous
losses so that while we have been deprived of the trade there for years,
we also have been spared heavy financial losses in this crisis."
MAY CHEAT NOOSE AND CHAIR.

Helena, Mont.—Advocates of equal
suffrage the country over, who are
keenly interested in the outcome of
the Montana vote on this question,
must wait a long time before tftey
learn the fate of their cause. The
official canvass of the returns will
not be begun until the first Monday in
December.
Meanwhile the ballot-boxes wil re
sain sealed.

For Sale by
LENOX SUPPLY CO.
SpartlU, a T.

DUDLEY'S ARREST

Saturday

OWNERSHIP BY STATE FAVORED.

i rw-rvY

AGENTS WANTED

SLEW HIS WIFE IN NEWARK

Boston.—Ralph Cram, an architect
on the Boston City Planning Board,
'called Boston housing conditions s
crime and outlined a scheme for model urban and rural tenements at a
meeting of the Massachusetts Federation of Progressive Women; and Mrs.
Rosa A. Clark read a paper on slum
conditions In which she said $1,000,000,000 of death and Illness was preventable.
"Housing and transportation are
the fundamental questions In Boston,"
said Cram.
"Bad tenements make
bad citizens.
They can unmake in
six months the work of six years' public schooling.
The conditions In the
North, West and South Ends preclude
citizenship.
"Now the average man can pay
only one week's wages, perhaps under $20, for a month's rent Tenement ownerB are making 15 and 20
per cent profit on providing him with
quarters crowded, and unsanitary.
There should be a law to permit a city
to acquire available land and on it to
build good tenements and to rent
them.
Washington has such a law.
"Still there are people who would
be content with a 4 per cent investment, who could combine to build
tenements on such a large scale as to
be able to standardize the buildings
and reduce the cost.
"For $15, $18, $20 and $2$ they'
could offer three to five-room tene.
xoents with baths and well constructed—fireproof—without making people feel that they were living In a
sanitary Unbox.
'
"People ought also to get out of
congested centres.
If there was a
five-cent rate and quick transports*
tlon to outlying districts, where people—not just three or four families,
but 100 together—could have little
bouses of their own, with a garden,
these houses could be built to rent
for $20 a month.
Mrs. Clark eald: "Many tenements
have no windows to the outer air,
much less sunlight, or at best the
air is odorous and dust laden. Rooms
are eo damp that the plaster falls off.
Sometimes 16 Individuals, not all of
the family, will be crowded Into three
rooms, with no place to bathe but at
the kitchen sink and often no ordinary accommodations nearer than an
adjoining building.
"These conditions explain much of
the drunkenness, crime and evil, and
Increases the expense of maintaining
hospitals, poor houses and asylums;
for the badly housed worker Is a poor
■worker.
If the social fund were
spent on better housing It would not
have to be spent on hospitals and
asylums."

RHEUMATISM
miim.
mnam

Presque Isle, Me.—With only a
nightgown for a Bhroud and without
»ven a box for a ooffin, the body of
Mildred Sullivan of Houlton, who was
last seen alive in September, and for
whose death Dr. Lionel EL Dudley waa
arrested Saturday on a charge o£ murder, was found Sunday, burled under
a scant two feet of earth In a lonely
patch of woods a mile and a half
from here.
The body was discovered iby Herbert Tompkins, one of a posse of 100
tnen and boys who £or more than 24
tours had been combing the neighborhood as a result of a confession alleged to have been made to tha
aroostook county authorities by Kate
Michaud, the woman who in September was arrested In Acton Centre,
Mass., by Detective Sergeant Irwln of
the Boston police.
The Michaud woman, who la to be
rearrested on a more serious charge,
tnd who is expected to be the government's chief witness, told the authorities the girl had died at the home of
Alice and Etta Pelletler In Presque
Isle, on the night of Sept. 4, and that
tier body bad been taken away for
burial In an automobile.
She furnished the county attorney
with a general description of the place
where the burial took place. Though
the searchers again and again passed
ilmost directly over the grave they
Ud not at first see the freshly turned
earth.
A protruding bit of ribbon attracted
the attention of Tompkins this morning. With a few scoops he dug out
the shallow grave. The body was
Identified by the father, George .Sulllf
ran of Houlton, by means of a ring.
The girl lay on her back, but her!
aeck was so twisted that her face wae"
turned downward. Her right arm wast
thrown up over her head and her left
inn lay across ber breast. From the!
position of the body It seemed as if
it had been pushed under the roots
of a tree beside the grave, which then]
was covered over with leaves.
Coroner Floyd Smith of Caribou was;
notified at once, but because of a question as to the legality of an autopsy'
on Sunday It was decided not to remove the corpse until the morning. A
steady stream of the morbidly curious
passed by the grave all day.
Within two hours of the finding of
th-» body Alice Pelletler and her brother, Perley Pelletler, were arrested on
charges of being accessories to murder before the fact. Kate Michaud
Is to be rearrested tomorrow. The
evidence In the case probably will ibe
presented to the grand jury that wil)
■it at Houlton Nov. 17.
The autopsy, which will be perform"
ed by S. W. Boone of Presque Isle
and Dr. F. Jackson of Houlton, will
be followed by an examination of the
stomach of the Sullivan girl. Th«
organ will be eent to Bowdoln CoV
legs to determine whether poison wa»
used to hurry her death.
Dr. Dudley, who is now In jail at
Houlton, was told that the body has1
been found.
He showed no appar
int concern and announced, "It wil
ill come out all right In the end, foi
t am innocent." His arrest was du«
to a fear on the part of the author!
ties that he intended to forfeit hit
ball and leave the country.
The Michaud woman Is said ti
have told County Attorney Archibald
that following an operation on th(
Sullivan girl on the night of Sept 4,
Dr. Dudley, one of the Pelletler girls
and she had a number of drinks, and
that to ease Mildred's pain they gave
her a dose of morphine.
Dr. Dudley, and Alice and Etta
Pelletler were arrested In Boston
Sept. 27 by Detective-Sergeant Irwln
of the East Dedham street police station. The physician was charged
with having performed an Illegal operation, and the two sisters with being accessories.
The trio had been arrested a few
lays before on statutory charges, and
Etta Pelletler was at the Charles
street jail, unable to obtain ball,
while Dudley and Alice Pelletler were
at liberty.
Two days later Sergt Irwln wont to Acton Centre and took
Into custody Kate Michaud, who .also
waa charged with being an accessory.
The quartet went to Maine on the
last day of September, and Dudley
and the Michaud woman, charged
with performing the alleged operation, were released at Houlton In
bonds of 14000, while the Pelletler
girls, charged with being accessories
were held In $2500 each.
Might Imitate the Squirrel.
The squirrel Is,able to tell a good
from a bad nut, man has to bite Into
the nut and get a bad taste before he
knows of his error. The squirrel siways stores up food for the winter he
knows Is coming.
Is that instinct?
If so then 10 per eent of the men of
today should go back to instinct, and
not go to the wall every time »nything
happens that turns their renuitu Income In the wrong direction.

Don't Persecute
Your Bowels
Cut out cathartics and purgatives. They i
brutal, harsh, unnecessary. Try^aft^

CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS
Purely vegetable. Act ,
gently on the liver,
eliminate bile, andy
soothe the delicate J
membrane of the^
bowel. C u r e j
CenstiBsrUln,
BiHoinneg*,
Sick Ueid-

ache and Indlfetttoo, aa millions know.

SMALL PILL. SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.
Genuine must bear Signature

ABSORBiNE
ST-- »

TRADE HAM. RiG.U.S.PAT. OFr

Will reduc Inflamed, Strained,
Swollen Tendons, Ligaments.
Muscles or Bruises. Stops tha
lameness and pain from a Splint.
Side Bone or Bone Spavin. No
blister, no hair gone. Horse can be
used. $1 a bottle delivered Describe
your case {or special instruction*
and Book 2 K Free.
*B80RBINE,JRn the antiseptic liniment toe
mankind. Reduces Strained, Torn LlgaBients. Enlarged Glands, Vein* or Muscloai
Heals Cuts. Sons, Ulcers. Allays pain. Pries
SI.00 ibottleaideaWror delivered. Book "Erldence" fresJ
W. F.fOllhC P.D.F, 310 Temple Street, SprlaifXM,"ui

SOME TERRIBLE WAR BILLS
That of tho United States Govern.
ment Heads the List In
Point of Size.

The wars of Napoleon In 13 years
cost France 31,000,000.000, writes Wendell Phillips Dodge In Leslie's. Our
Civil war expenditure of the federal
government was 33,400,000,000, nearly thirteen times as much a year
as Napoleon's. The Franco-German
war cost France 31,580,000,000, besides an added war Indemnity of %lr
000,000,000. This same great war.
which lasted only 190 days, cost Germany $450,000,0)0 for an average
fighting force of 1,260,000 men. Thai
other big European war of the past
half century, the Russo-Turklsh war,,
cost Russia 3786,100,000, but sbe has]
two years' fighting for her money,.
The war In the far Bast cost Japan
3650,000,000 and Russia 3723,000,004,
not counting lost ships. Only toward
the end had either side anything like
a million men In the field. Italy's'
little war with Turkey cost $400,000 a
day, allowing for a mere 60,000 fltrhtlng men; and the Boer war, In which
England's army averaged 200,001, cost
$1,055,000,000 In two and a half years.
Likes Sensible Womea,
Montague Glass, the authoi of "Perl,
mutter and Potash," Bays that ha
would not marry a woman who did
not have sense enough to want equal
rights for her sex. He has a wife
who, needless to say, comes up to his
expectations of what a sensible woman should be.
\
There are few really great men oa
earth, but there are a lot of others
who are willing to admit their greatness.
The man who makes good doesnl
wait for opportunity to knock. He
has the door wide open.
A REBELLION
Food Demanded.

The human body will stand a lot ol
abuse, but sometime it will surely rebel and demand proper food In plaea
of the pasty, starchy, greasy stuffs on
which It has been made sick.
Then Is the time to try Grape-Nats,
the most scientific and perfect food 1st
the world.
A lady of Washington says: "Threw
years ago I was very ill with catarrh,
of the stomach and was given up to
die by one doctor. I laid In bed four
months and my stomach was so weak
that I could not keep down medicine
or hardly any kind of food and was so
weak and emaciated after four months)
of this starvation that my daughter)
could easily lift me from bed and put,
me In my chair.
"But weak as my stomach was. If
accepted, relished and digested GrapeNuts without any difficulty the first
time that wonderful food was tried.
"I am now strong and In better
health than for a great many year*
and am gradually growing stlB
stronger. I rely on Crape-Nuts for;
much of the nourishment that I get.
The results have certainly been wonderful In my case and prove that sal
stomach Is so weak It will not digest/
Grape-Nuts.
"My baby got fat from feeding on
Grape-Nuts. I was afraid I would
have to stop giving the food to him.
but I guess It Is a healthy fat, for his
health Is Just perfect" Name given,
by Post urn Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Look In pkgs. for the famous llttls>
book, "The Road to W•llvlll•.'•
"There's a Reason."
Brer read the above setter? A tMrw
eae nppesire from time to fine, 'vires'
are Krnulo*. true, aaS full ef fcajsutsk
Istterret.
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MISSED HOME DISHES

IN

A GIRDLE OF GARDENS

Benny Beebe Entirely Unable to
Think Much of Any Country That
Couldnt Even Supply Him
With Pie.

Worcester,
Mass.

Denholm & McKay Co.
-*'*
Boston Store'

Mll.n.asts***

g

Mats.

Central New England's Greatest Yearly Opportunity
To Buy Good Merchandise Underpriced
-THREE BIG DAYSThls- Week

THURSDAY—FRIDAY—SATURDAY
(November 12, 13, 14, 1914)
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"Home's good enough for me—home
and home food," declared Benny Beebe, according to the Youth's Companion, the week after he and his wife,
Can the new world learn from the Amanda, returned from abroad. "The
mistakes of the old? It la a question things they don't know about food on
one is constantly asking, says the Chi- the other side—Well, you wouldn't
cago Examiner. A thousand years and hardly believe It!
more ago, when the houses began to
"Pie, now. In England, when it's
spring up beneath the shelter of a pie, it's mostly filled with veal and
castle, and these for further protec- ham; and when there's gooseberries or
tion were girded by walls, It was not cherries Inside, and mighty good, it
possible to foresee the modern city ain't pie at all; it's tart. Well, tart
or no tart, the Britishers come nearwith Its teeming millions.
We are free. We are free to delib- est; but London, Paris, Rome—great
erate, to choose, to plan for long places, all of 'em—there's an out about
generations ahead. We are under ob- every one of 'em 'when it comes to pie.
ligations to plan for posterity. Op- It'B the living truth, Mis' Adams.
portunity confers obligation.
"Fillings, now. In Paris I couldn't
It Is interesting to contrast one of even get plain apple — and as for
the oldest cities in Europe with one of squash, they'd never heard of it. Nor
the newest; Frankfort, In Germany, blueb'ry, nor huckleberry, nor cranwith Letchworth, in England.
b'ry, nor rhubarb—never heard of 'em.
The medieval Frankfort grew up on 'Mebbe they scorn sech simple, comthe foundation'of an old Roman settle- mon doings,' thinks I; but when I tried
ment. In the twelfth century It de- 'em on mock cherry, and Banbury, and
manded for Itself more space and Marlboro,
and cocoanut cuetard,
ramparts were erected. Streets today 'twan't any better. Jest ignorance.
run the course of those ramparts. In Plain blank Ignorance, poor things!
one of them it may be mentioned In
"I don't wonder you're surprised,
passing, Goethe was born.
Mis' Adams; I was. I believe in being
In the fourteenth century Frankfort fair, and I dare say they cook the
had to be enlarged again—its walls things they know how to cook the best
built round a wider circumference. In way It could be done; but when they
the nineteenth century its walls were don't know anything about baked
broken down. The land on which for- beans, and flshballs, and buckwheat
tifications had stood became public cakes, and pie, and such—the things a
gardens; or, If sold to individuals, car- person reely depends on—why, I can't
vied with it the stipulation that on a aay'e I see the sense in makin' such
given area only one building should be a to-do over foreign cookin'. Salad's
erected, leaving the remainder for well enough ef you like your greens
garden.
raw and messy and don't mind eatin'
This Is the explanation of the belt weeds—they put in sorrel and chic\
i
of public and private gardens by ory; honest, they do—and soup ain't
Silverware
Pictures
which Frankfort is surrounded, the bad to fill up on till the reel things
pride of her citizens, the surprise and come along, but—
delight of all visitors.
"What's that, Mis' Adams? Clams?
Steamed clams? Just won't I! I'd
come home a purpose. They ain't
URGES CITY TREE PLANTING ha'
acquainted with clams over there, and
their oysters are mean little wizzly
Professor Francis Finds Room for 10,critters, about good enough for bait.
•
500 on Upper East Side at
No, no, reely. Mis' Adams! Not any
New York.
CooKies
more. I don't promise not to come
again, but folks are laughin' a'ready
Prof. H. R. Francis of the New York at your glvin' me such a heap of 'em.
.State College of Forestry at Syracuse Of course they're mostly shells, after
Corsets
university, who has been making a all, or I'd be ashamed. BesidjBBr I
detailed survey of the street? In Man- got a right to do some»extry eatin' to
hattan for the Tree Planting associa- make up for the times I wa'n't fed,
Gloves
tion of New York city, has just comenough t'other side; not to mention
pleted the survey of the streets east of them, I wa'n't fed proper. Breakfast's
'Fifth avenue between Eighty-sixth and my best meal at home, and when they
Fortieth,
wouldn't give me anythln' but coffee
Toilet Goods
I In this area there are nearly sixty and a roll—oh, I've had it well dinned
mileB of streets, 40 miles of which intojne lt'B "continental custom,' but
are capable of sustaining tree growth. I don't care a continental if it is!
'At present there are only 541 trees,
"M-m-m-m! My, these clams are
.while it is possible to have 10,500. good; they certainly are good! 'Home,
In certain sections trees are really home, sweet home, there's no place
needed, where there are thousands like home,' where you can git 'em
of children who have no place to play steamed or fried in meal or batter. I
"other than in the streets. Other cities, wish some of those Europeans who
such as Buffalo, Newark and New Ha- think they know what eating Is could
ven, are successful where conditions have some of these clams—I really
for growth are as adverse as those do."
found in this part of Manhattan. New
York city could have trees if sufficient
Not Their Fault.
appropriations were made.
At a recent social affair the talk
Professor FranciB finds that the few turned to sentlmentaliBm, when Conallowed within three 'eet If condition,
What War Has Brought.
trees which have been planted the gressman Edward Oilmore of Massaallow, and in new places this Is
BEST FOR RUSTIC FENCES will
Thousands of cameras and moving
past two or three years are dying chusetts was reminded of a story about
afways *»Blble. The angle formed; by picture machines were confiscated In
either from dry soil conditions or from Uncle Josh.
Olive Wood It ths Material That ground and building should be filed Germany when war was declared.
the attack of insect pests.—New York
Uncle Josh was comfortably lightwith Plants and an occasional vta. This resulted in hundreds of AmeriShould Be employed Wherever
Times.
ing his pipe In the living room one
should1 clamber over a corner or along cans being deprived of Innumerable
It I* Possible.
a oorch The house should appear to
evening when Aunt Maria glanced up
snapshots of an entirely innocent
Keep the Streets Clean.
from her knitting.
In building so-called rustic fences rise out of a mass of shrubs and planta, character. But the Germans knew no
Carefulness on the part of every"Josh," softly remarked the good
too free use Is made of eucalyptus a. a gem rises above 1U Bating In exceptions. They were taking no
body is necessary to keep the streets woman, "do you know that next Sunpoles, wood that Is too hopelessly Lwelry. No Place has a prope.■finish chances. Sketches by artists, especlean.
A careless boy, throwing day will be the twenty-fifth anniverstraight for any rustic fence except wtthmft such provision for embellish, cially landscapes, were seized. No
Bcraps of papers in the highway, can sary of our wedding?"
of strictly formal design. One of the ment
campstool with legs that would unmake a tidy city block look untidy in
"Ye don't say so, Maria!" responded
most satisfactory rough fences known
screw was permitted to go through
thirty seconds. But it is not alone Uncle' Josh, pulling vigorously on his KILLING THE COUNTRY TOWN to the City Beautiful man is made Bridegroom Forgot H. Wa. Married. the lines. These stools, by the way,
children on whom the responsibility •orncob pipe. "What about it?"
Clar'k Conkling tells of a man in equipped with hollow legs so brushes
of olive wood.
In design, coloring,
rests. Many a grown pereon has the
"Nothing," answered Aumt Maria, Prosperity of Small Communities Men- and general harmony with its rustic Lyons who had long boarded at a res can be handily carried about 1° them,
reprehensible habit of casting into the "only I thought maybe we ought, to
surroundings and setting it Is unsur- taurant but finally there came a time have always been regarded with susaced by the Operations of the
streets all sorts of unwanted articles kill them two Rhode Island red chickpassed. Olive wood is an ideal ma- when he was caught by the gracious picion. Shortly before war broke out
Catalogue Houses. •
—pieces of old newspapers, cigarette ens."
terial for any and all work of rustic smiles of a young woman. The wed a well-known English artist was held
boxes, candy bags, banana skins and
"Say, Maria," impressively demandOn the other hand,
At a recent convention in Chicago character.
Paaaed °* ** Uke "Z ^l because a plan of a fortress was
the like. Such thoughtless persons ed Uncle Josh, "how can you blame a paper was read by Capt. D. F. Dolan eucalyptus poles are ideal for supports dfng
wedding, but the next day belns a found In a leg of his stool when
should be forced to a sharp realization them two Rhode Island Red chickens of Western, in which relationships of for bridges, as stout poles of this ma- very busy one for hubby, he forgot all opened. He was thrown Into Jail.i
of their offensive practice. The city fer what happened 25 years ago?"— the farmer and the country merchant terial may be had of great strength Tout being married and at dinner Eventually it was proved by a German
suffers seriously from their aggregate Philadelphia Telegraph.
AcroBB time he entered the restaurant and woman that a secret agent anxious to
were taken up and thoroughly dls- and of considerable length.
carelessness.
cuBaed with the end in view of thor- such stringers could be nailed a floor took his seat at his accustomed place "make good" had taken the artist's
Woman's 8hare of the Work.
oughly impressing the gathered hard- composed of smaller poles about two tt was not until he was half through brushes out of the stool's leg and
Five Stitches in His Heart.
Government Is the social manage- ware men with tae'neceseity of meet- inches In diameter. Any superstruc- with his dinner that the idea occurred placed the plan there. The artist was
With five stitches in his heart, M. ment of human beings; a system to ing the tillers half way. The paper ture deemed necessary could then be to him that he was married and his then released, but what punishment
Nigo walked into the office of District regulate our social and business inter- has had almoBt a nation-wide circu- built of olive or some material less wife probably had a dinner waiOng was meted out to the agent was not
Attorney R. B. Goodcell, and an- course. It is not a male Institution, lation since that meeting, and com- straight
tor him at home. He arose hastily, disclosed. He probably was commendnounced that he wished to swear out nor a female one, but a human institu- ments have been very profuse wherwent home and ate about twice as ed for his vigilance.
much as he ought to have eaten In
a complaint against a fellow country- tion in which all human beings must ever the trade papers in which it was
London's New Civic Ideal.
man, B. Nakao, who, on July 13, take part if we are to have a Jrue reproduced have been read. A few
London university has taken up a arder that his wife would not find out
Keeping Flowers With Sugar. •
stabbed him In the heart during a democracy.
extracts from it are of Importance to modem position and given a lead to low forgetful he was.
Two professors of the School of Agquarrel at East Highlands. Nakao was
All the industrial rules and regula- the public generally and indicate what Oxford and Cambridge by appointing
What Becomes of Gum.
riculture at Rennes, France, have made
captured at Ontario, and has been held tions are in the hands of men, who
several hundred business men ar« a professor of town planning. RealizThe proprietor of an Ice cream and some interesting experiments in, proin jail since, pending the outcome of j a^j interested primarily in the produc- thinking about at this very moment ing the vast Importance of the move, confectionery parlor In Wichita had longing the IiveB of cut flowers. \ One)
Nlgo's Injuries. The surgeon sewed j #on of big things, such as railroads These outline the woof of trade trans- we asked the occupant of the new of occasion to repair some of his tables, hundred different flowers were used in
up the wound in his heart and today : an(] machinery. Women, on the other actions between country and town and flee, Stanley D. Adshead, for a few and In as* doing made discoveries. the experiments, and it was found that
the Japanese seems as much with the hand, are the purchasers of all the , <how that ^^ [g & pronounced mter. statements as to the lines upon which One' of them had 64 wads.of chewing sugar helped to keep most of them
living as ever.—San Bernadlno (Cal.) things we consume, and, therefor^ i
„etween „oth „„.<.„ t0 re- he will work.
Qd
gum on the under side. Moved to in- fresh, but was positively Injurious to
dispatch Los Angeles Times.
ought to be allowed to say underwliat |uU )n pro8perUy of the Btate must
"You can't study the shell without vestlgate further, he turned over all lilies and sweet peas. It hastened the
conditions they are to be produced.
the
mollusk,
or,
st
least
the
living
inbe adhered to by each In the belief
of his 25 tables. He found from. 60 to opening Of roses and orchids, but did
Rapid Fire Movies.
that he Is meeting the other fellow mate," said Mr. Adshead. "The chair 100 similar wads on each one, making not thus affect tulips, daisies or chrysThe cinematograph Is speeding up.
White Horse Doomed In Army.
half way, and that the other is doing is particularly opportune. Of course, a pleasant accumulation of about 1,260 anthemums.
Photographs at the rate of a hunThe white charger Is doomed In the same to him. The paper. In part, the school will go further than plan, wads in the place. He concluded it
Experiments were made with small
dred thousand a second is Its latest army circles. Despite the prominence
nln* suburbs. As, well as lecture was about time he cleaned house. As quantities of .chloral, ether, glycerin,
reads as follows:
triumph. This extreme rapidity was Buch horses have gained In the past
"Our business fears are enhanced courses for students, It haB been sug- the majority of his customers are alcohol, limewater and ammonia salts,
necessary for recording the trajectory as the mounts of famous generals, no
by the operations of the catalogue gested that there should be courses of women,
the
that they
wouieu, he
ue believes
MC*.D.«» w.w.
.—„ must,
—- --, In
— each
nw of
w which
^«.«« served
»". .— to
v- lengthen
.—o
—
of a pistol ball and showing in detail more will be purchased for the United
public lectures."
his city at least, be one of the pillars ufe of various flowers. Some of the
how It penetrated a thin board. At States army. Experts claim that white houses. These become menaces be.
..
...
£.
_.
WtMll.
M
,.„,.*
IH al.nnn aM.% Wata, llVOft
If
this
comes
to
pasB.
the
general
M UJH.lm
flowers kept in sugar and water lived
the Instant of firing an electric coil horses furnish too eaBy a target for cause If patronised to the exclusion of oobllc will be abl^to keep abreast ol of the chewing gum industry.—Wlchl
four times as long as they ordinarily
giving sparks at the rate of a hun- sharpshooters, and the quartermas- the rural trade they will kill the coun- expert opinion, add to take a practical ta Eagle?
would.
dred thousand per second is set go- ter's department has announced that try towns which are the Bource and and effective interest in the city s weiThe sugar does {not have an exactly
center
of
the
best
things
In
American
Foreign
Censorship.
ing and the views of the flight are It will buy no more.
(are.—T. P.'s Weekly, London. .
life.
The
future
of
the
catalogue
The sky came over very dark and equal effect on this different flowers It
taken on a ribbon film. -Since thlB
Thl* does not prohibit officers from
murky one day last week. We tried preserves. Carnations seem to like a
film Is mounted on a wheel making buying white or gray steeds for their houses depends upon the attitude pf
House Beds.
to quiet a lady relative who Is ner- 16 per cent solution and roses do bet900 revolutions per second, the indi- individual use, but it Is likely that the the people toward them. Every con*
Brery bunding should have a sp?.c* vous of thunderstorms with the re- ter In a solution of from eight to ten
vidual Images are different and can be general staff "1U advise that all such munity must have some trading faciliprojected as slowly as desired for be withdrawn from the service in ties, a place where the people can f0r Plants left close to the foundation. mark that It was only the censorship per cent.—Florists' Exchange.
bring their produce and get needed No cement or other walks should be But It was of uo avail.—Bystander.
the analysis of the motion.—New
the near future.
u.irci-andtae and staples in return."
Yprk Independent
Beautiful German City of Frankfort
Compel! the Admiration of
All Visitor*.

Our Seventh Annual

Employes' Sale

Over $200,000 Worth of New Fall and Winter
Merchandise Is Being Offered At Nearly Half Price,
Half Price and Less Than Half Price
INCLUDING:

Pianos
Graphophones
Millinery
Waists
Negligees
Shoes
Men's Furnishings
Men's Underwear
Ribbons
Teas, Coffees
Candies
Furniture
Brass Beds
Bedding*
Sweaters
Infants' Wear

Kimonos
Wash Goods
Ranges
Notions
Laces
Embroidery

BaKery Products
White Goods
Upholsteries
Draperies
Garpets
Rug's
House Dresses
Dress Goods
BooKs
NecKwear

Veilings
Art Goods
House Furnishings
Cut Glass
Blankets
Men's Clothing'
Boys' Clothing
Trunks and Bags
Muslin Underwear
Dress Forms
Stationery
Handkerchiefs
Umbrellas
Hair Goods
Optical Goods
China

Bedspreads
Corsets
Women's Coats
Women's Dresses
Women's Suits
Furs
Sewing Machines
Knit Underwear
Hosiery
Jewelry
Leather Goods
Lamps
Linens
Staple Cottons

Don't Miss the Savings of This Great Sale

IIOME

JOWL

.

Wf ■T"~^BB

JanlS

BROOKFIELD TIMES.
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WHY AMERICAN COULDNT ENJOY
HI8 TRIP ABROAD.

Public Library

SWEEPING SALE
SUITS
OF

3 AT THE

RICHARD HEALEY CO.
UNLIMITED SELECTION

UNCOMMON STILES

Our Entire Sto-Gk of Suits
at Unmatched Prices

SUITS

of the Finest Materials and Styles,
that Show Individuality and Newness,
in every Size, all Colors, every Design,
at a Saving of is, to 50 per cent.

$20.00 TO $25.00 SUITS

M

All the Fashionable Materials, all sizes,
all colors, and the smartest styles in
fancy design or the plain tailored models

$15

$27.50 TO $35.00 SUITS
Sample Suits and reproductions of exclusive models by skilled designers, all
newest styles and colors; many Fur
Trimmed models
, .

$22.50

ALL ALTERATIONS MADE ON GARMENTS FREE

Richard Healey Co.
Five Floors

512 MAIN STREET

Worcesrer

A NEWSPAPER OF CHARACTER

SPRINGFIELD REPUBLICAN
MASSACHUSETTS

ABLE, INDEPENDENT, READABLE
~ (Established in 1824 by Samuel Bowles)
Daily (Morning). S8; Sunday, $2; Weekly, $1 a Year

The Republican takes seriously its responsibilities to
the public. It appeals for popular support by service
that is guided by intelligence and a purpose to infoim,
assist and incidentally entertain and- instruct its readers.
It gathers the news with enterprise and alertness, and
presents it in attractive and convenient form. It disdains
to employ the style of the circus poster and seeks to
make itself typographically pleasing and tasteful.
It is extremely liberal in its provision of reading
matter in all of its three editions. Its editorials constitute one of its distinguishing and most valued features.
Literature, art, "science, education, religion, philanthropy—all receive generous treatment in its columns; likewise agriculture and industry. Special attention is
given to the various healthful outdoor sports.
The Weekly Republican is made up with great care
for the wide audience outside of the local environment.
It is, in fact, a rich weekly magazine sold at a remarkably low price.
<■
—
,
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
DAILY (Morning). $8 a year, $2 a quarter, 70 cents a month, 16 cents a
week, 3 cents a copy.
DAILY and SUNDAY. $10 a year, S2,J0 a quarter. 85 cents a month. 30
cents a week.
SUNDAY, $2 a year, SO cents a quarter, 5 cents a copy.
WEEKLY (Thursdays), SI a year, 25 cents a quarter, 10 cents a month, 3
cants a copy.
Specimen topics sent free on application. The Weekly Republican wii! be sent
free for three weeks to anyone who wishes to try it.
•
All Subscriptions are payable in advance. Address

THE REPUBLICAN, Springfield, Mass.

Brookfield Town Farm Thriving Under New Management.

Brookfield Times

That the Brookfield town farm is being managed in a more business like
manner at the present time, than for a
number of years, and that the inmates
are being treated excellently, and at the
same time, at a greatly reduced cost per
week, was the claim made by Warden
Elmer E. Potter and the board of overseers, during the past week. Everything
is running smoothly at the farm, at the
present time, and under proper manage-"
merit, the inmates can be boarded there
cheaper than at the Charlton institution,
is the assertion made by the new warden,
Mr Potter states that during the month
of October 12 cows were milked at the
farm. The milk from one cow was used
for household purposes, and from 11
cows, 3350 quarts of milk were* sold at
4 1-2 cents a quart, making the milk
check received by the overseers, 8150.75.
The cost of grain for the month was
846.50, leaving a balance of 8104 25.
During the month it cost a little over 850
to board the inmates and the warden's
family. Mr Potter is buying supplies for
the farm at wholesale, with permission of
overseers, and thereby claims to be saving the town considerable money, which
tends to reduce the cost per week of
boarding the inmates. The farm will
support 20 head of cattle, according to
the warden and overseers, and it is estimated, (hat if that number were kept,
the income from the herd, would be
8200 a month. At that rate, the warden
figures that it is possible to board the
inmates at an average cost of 85 each per
month, the year round. The harvest has
turned out well, and their is an abundance of provisions at the farm and the
overseers anticipate a prosperous winter,
under Mr Potter's management. Neither
the overseers or Mr Potter approve of
disposing of {lie 50 acre pasture.

EVERY FRIDAY AFTERNOON,

Sale of Unredeemed Real Estate by the
Collector of tbe Town of Brookfield.

PUBLISHED

AT

Journal Block, North Brookfield, Mass
HORACE

J.

LAWRENCE,

EDITOB A2JD PaOFBIETOE. ,

1.00 a Year in Advance.
Single Copies,3 Cents.
Address Ml communications to BBOOKFIEUI
TIMES, North Brookfield, Mass.
Orders for subscription, advertising, or Job
work and payment for the same, may be sont
direct to the main*office. North Brookfield or
to Qeorgo W. MeNamara. Brookfieid

BROOKFIELD.
Miss Irene Wilmonth of Worcester was
the guest, Sunday, of Miss Teresa A. Mulvey, Over-the-River district.
Guy E. Moultou is coaching the football team at the Choate school, Wallingford, Ct.
Mr and Mrs Roy Mitchell and children
of Warren visited Mrs Mitchell's parents,
Mr and Mrs Charles Flower, Sunday.
Rev. E. 8. Treworgy of Stoneham will
conduct tbe services at the First Parish
church Sunday morning.
The annual fair of the Woman's Alliance will be held in town hall, afternoon
and evening of Dec. 8.
Mrs H. A. Foster and children, of Dover, N. H., have been guests this week,
of Dr. John R. and Miss Emily Ham.
Miss Pauline .Eaton of Cambridge spent
the week-end with her parents, Mr and
Mrs Delbert A. Eaton.
George L. Howe left today for Wilder,
Vfc, to be tbe guest, Thanksgiving week,
of his daughter, Mrs Albert Bomhower.
Mr and Mrs William Bernstein of Worcester, were guests, Sunday, of Warden
and Mrs/Elmer Potter at the town farm.

Mies Clara M. Clarendon entertained
her junior pupils at her home from 2.30
to 4.30 last Saturday afternoon. The
composer Handel was studied.
Each
pupil gave a musical selection. Musical
games were played and refreshments
served.
The usual Thanksgiving service will be
held Sunday morning at 10.45 in the
Methodist church.
Rev. Oliver W.
Means, formerly pastor of Emanuel
church, Springfield, will preach the sermon. The public is most cordially invited to be present.
Selectmen Warren E. Tarbell, Arthur
W. Mitchell and Walter B. Mellen of
Brookfield, and Selectmen E. Allen Harwood, F. Arthur Fullam and Mortimer
3. Howard of North Brookfield walked
over the boundary line between the two
towns on Saturday afternoon. The town
fathers made the hike in accordance with
the law that requires that the boundary
lines between towns be inspected every 5
years.
All the stone markers on the
boundary were found to be in position
and properly marked.
The Woman's Alliance of the lirst
Parish church had a meeting at the home
of Mrs Delbert Eaton, on Tuesday afternoon. The hostesses were: Mrs William
H. Hanson and Mrs Henry W. Irwin.
Mrs John McLauren entertained with a
Travel Talk on Scotland. After the business meeting tbe members sewed and
luncheon was enjoyed. Mrs Claude H.
Laflin, Mrs Arthur F. Butterworth, and
Mrs William H. Hanson served, and Mrs
Walter B. Mellen and Mrs Robert G.
Livermore poured.
The Katama Campfire girls, to the
number of a dozen or more, met at the
Methodist parsonage Tuesday evening
and elected these officers: Miss Louise
Cone, Guardian; Miss Clarabelle Bailey,
Assist. Guardian; Miss Beatrice Eaion,
secretary; and Miss Ethel Edwards,
treasurer. They hold their campfires the
first and third Mondays of the month.
They are enthusiastic over their w;ork
and all are planning to go on the first
observation hike, Saturday. ___^
The dancing class, conductednoder
the management of the Quaboag VaNey
Social club, wiUmeet in the town hall
next Tuesday evening, Nov. 24. Prof,
Linwood Tracey of Worcester will, instruct as ueual and he will be assisted by
Miss Petersen of Worcester. Prof. Tracey
and Miss Petersen are among the foremost exponents of the modern dancing
and will give exhibitions of the uiaxixe,
one-step, hesitation and fox-trot during
the evening. Instruction will be given
from 8 o'clock until 10, followed by dancing until 11 o'clock. Tbie will be the
last session of the class until after Christ
mas. All are invited to attend.

Josiah N. Shea and Henry L. Butterworth attended Holy Cross-Boston college
COILECTOK'S OFFICE, Nov. 18, 1914.
game played in V\ orcester, last Saturday.
In conformity with the laws of the Holy Cross won 10 to 0.
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, the
Four deeTtiave been killed in Brookpublic and all persons interested as former bwners or occupants of each ef the field this week, one each by JouniJlancy,
following described parcels of real estate Leslie Tucker, Arthur Palmer and Harry
situated in the Town of Brookfield in the
County of Worcester and Commonwealth Morse.
aforesaid are hereby notified that said
William Harrington of Wakefield, Btarparcels have been conveyed according to
law to said town of Brookfield for non- pitcuer of the Denver, Col., baaeuall team
payment of taxes and assessments and the waB the gueal of Capt. Jack Clancy lor
time within which each of the estates the deer season.
might be redeemed by tbe owners thereof
having expired, each of said parcels will
The Merriek public library will be
be offered for sale in accordance with closed Wednesday night, Tlianksgiving
Section 68, Part II, of Chapter 490 of the
Acts of 1909, by public auction at the Eve. The reading club will not meet
Office o the Collector of Taxes in the Wednesday aiternoou.
Town Hall in said Brookfield, on MonTweuty-tive couple were in attendance
day, the 1st day of December, 1914, at
two o'clock P. M., and to the highest at the old-fashioned dance managed by
Mr and Mrs Timothy McNamara of
bidder for each of the several parcels a the Grange in banquet hall, Tuesday
quit-claim deed will be delivered. For night from 8 to 11 o'clock.
Spencer, were the guests Sunday of Mrs
further particulars reference is made to
May H nnigan.
the Worcester Disirict Registry of Deeds
Gordon Wilson, an instructor at the
- - ■
I.I—-—■
in the County of Worcester, the volume reformatory at Concord Junction, was
and page numbers following the descripA
Fine
Entertainment.
tion of each parcel, indicating the record the guest the first ol the week of Mr and
of the deed under which the said Town Mrs Earl Cordner, Howard street.
of Brookfield now holds title to the estate
The town hall was filled Wednesday
Andrew Sullivan and Joseph McCann
described.
night for the Lyman H. Howe travel fe&
The sums set against the several estates of Holy Cross college, Worcester, were tival, given under the direction of one of
show the amounts due thereon respec- toe guests Sunday of Mr and Mrs Matthe circles of the AVoman's Alliance of
tively for the taxes and assessments for tliew Daley, West Main street.
First Parish church. That the enterthe non-payment of which said estate
William E. Cottle was a delegate from tainment came up to expectations and
was sold to said Town of Brookfield, Together with the subsequent taxes and as- the Methodist church to the Sunday was enjoyed from start to finish was evisessments, Interest on the same, and all school convention at Worcester, Friday
denced by the expressions of satisfaction
lawful costs and charges. And none of
and delight heard from all in attendance.
the said estates wii! be sold for less than and Saturday.
the amount set against the said estates
Rev. P. A. Oates, S. J., professor of There was nothing monotonous or comrespectively.
philosophy at Holy Cross college, Wor- monplace during the entire evening and
cester, and Mr Joseph and Miss Mary A. as each succeeding subject was thrown
Isaac Lyon,
A certain parcel of land situated in the Uuiner of Spencer spent Sunday at the upon the screen, the watcher's attention
east village of said Brookfield and bound home of Mr and Mrs Martin J. Donahue, was kept directly upon it. Some of the
ed as follows:—Northerly on land of the
pictures depicted such exciting scenes and
Boston and Albany Railroad Company; Hiver street. "^
easterly on land nil the Mann and Stevens
Water and gas service pipes were laid incidents, as to almost cause the audience
Woolen Co.; southerly on land of paid
to rise from their seats in wonder. As
Woolen Co., and westerly on land of the this week from Lincoln street to the promised the ride on a runaway train was
heirs of Julius A. Howe, containing about Maria S. Morrill place, recently pui1 3-4 acres-and called the Howe land.
chased by Frederick Farrell, chemist at a "thrill of thrills," and went beyond
the impossible, and the maneuvers of the
Tax deed to Town of Brookfield for 1909 the Ideal Coated Paper factory.
and 1910 taxes is duly recorded with
horsemen were exciting.
It la hoped
The C A. Mitchell auction that was to
Worcester District Deeds, Book 1982,
that more entertainments, of a like naPage 512. Amount for which it was sold take place Thursday, Nov. 19, was postfor 1909 and 1910 taxes,
810.00 poned on account of the weather, until ture, will be given in town.
Tax of 1911,
1.95
Tax of 1912,
2.23 Tuesday, Dec. 1, when it will postively
A Two-Act Comedy.
Tax of 19i3
2.15 take place, rain or shine.
Tax of W14,
2.40
Mrs
William
Petersen
and
Mrs
Carlton
Interest and costs,
9.97
The Dramatic club of St. Mary's church
G. Dean were in Worcester Monday, purSmallest amount for which sale will
be made,
..
828r"0 chasing toys and novelties for the fair will present the two-act comedy, "The
Rebellion of Mrs Barclay," in town hall,
that tbe Ladies Aid society of the MethoIsaac Lyon.
next Wednesday night. The cast iscomdist
church
will
have
in
tbe
town
hall,
A certain parrel of land situated in the
prised of local talent and rehearsals have
easterly part of said Brookfield and Dec. 16.
been going on for the past six weelcs. An
bounded as follows:—Northerly on land
The
women
of
St.
Mary's
church
made
enjoyable evening is assured. Besides
of the heirs of John Wood, easterly oh
#19
on
the
whist
party
in
bauquet
hall,
land of said heirs of John Wood, south
the two act comedy; there will be a numerly on land of the heirs of Ellen .1. Thursday, No.-. 12. The first prizes were ber of epkeial features.
The cast of
Adams, and westerly on land of Charles won by Charles llannigan aud Miss Marie
characters is ' 'Morton Barclay, William
F. Mullet, containing about eight ai res
DuBois,
and
the
consolation
prizes
went
Roach; "Roger Stuart," a neighbor, C.
and called the J. Howe sprout lot.
Tax deed to Town of Brookfield for 1909 to Matthew Ryan and Miss Frances De- Alfred DuBois; "Dennis.O'Hara," John
and 1910 taxes is duly recorded with laney.
Clancy; "Ethel Barclay," Morton's wife,
Worcester District Deeds, Book 1982,
Rev, E. C. Charlton had part in the Miss Nellie A. Clancy; "Ruth Carter,"
Page 511. Amount for which it was sold
fur 1909 and 1910 taxes,
89.19 convention of Methodist men in Boston. Ethel's sister, Miss Irene DuBois; "Mrs
Tax of 1911,
j on This week he has part in the union ser- Brown," Morton'B sister, Miss Teresa
Tax ol 1912,
i 84
vice at West brookfield; next week he Mulvey; "Cora," her daughter. Miss
Tax of 1913,
.
1
Tax of 1914;
i 9"' is in speak on "Deep Sea Farming," be- Roach; "Elsie Stuart," Roger's sister,
Interest and costs,
| IV! fore the Farmers' Club, and the week Miss Elsie Gandette; "Mary Ann O'ConSmallest amount for which sale will
Reserved
l<>llowiiig he is booked for an address be- ner," Miss Charlotte Daley.
be made,
$->; 90
fine the Warren Brotherhood; and a seat tickets for the entertainment are on
ARTHUR F. BUTTERWQRTII.
week later he is the essayist before the sale at M. J. Donahue's store, Central
Collectur < i Taxes for 11
street.
Town of Brookli. id. Ministers' meeting.

NO. 47.
Trains for the Big Game.
The New York, New Haven and Hartford ik preparing to handle the biggest
passenger traffic movemeht in its history
on Saturday, Nov. 21, the day of the
Harvard-Yale football match at New
Haven. The games between these two
universities have in the past famished the
greatest mass movement of passengers
with which the New Haven has had to
deal. This year the opening of the great
Yale Bowl, the new concrete stadium,
will,'it is believed, double the attendance.
Thy expectation is that when the game is
called the human contents of the Bowl
will aegregate a little over 70,000 people.
Of this number it is estimated that about
35,000 will travel to and from New Haven
by train.
Travel officials of the New Haven road
have been at work for some time making
arrangements to handle this enormous
number of people with dispatch and
smoothness and without interfering with
tbe regular service of the railaoad. The
plans made provide for a service from
New York of 25 special trains, the first
leaving at 8.10 a. m. Fifteen special
trains will run from Boston and other
points, tbe Boston seryice beginning at 8
a. m. All regular trains ft) and from New
Haven the day of the game will h|j,pro"vided with extra equipment to their full
capacity.
Trains operated from New
York will have an aggregate carrying capacity of 20,000 passengers: trains from
Boston will have a capacity of 10,000,
and trains from other points a capacity of
5,000.
AB previously announced, no
priyate cars from New York will be moved
during the period covered by this schedule. Private cars will have to move the
day previous, or at least in time for
arrival at New Haven before 8 a. in. the
day of the game. Likewise, it will not
be possible for private cars to leave New
Haven after the game before 8 p. m.
To facilitate the handling of all these'
trains at New Haven some unusual steps
have been taken this year". Ordinarily
much switching is done at New Haven in
the way of puttingori*and taking off dining cars and coaches on regular (rains.
The day of the game no switching of this
kind will be done at New Haven, trains
ordinarily dropping cars there carrying
them £b Hartford, Bridgeport, Stamford
and New London. In addition to these
measures, seryice in New Haven yards
will be accelerated by the use of yard telephones. The New Haven has also installed special electric lights so that the
entire yard used by passenger trains will
be illuminated for the home-going crowd.
These measures have been taken to avoid
congestion aud delay. Precautions have
also been taken to provide emergency
power at the principal operating points
enroute to ensure the community of the
flow of traffic.
Appreciating the big traffic problem on
their hands that day, the New Haven
officials are urgently asking the co-operation of the public that the arrangements
made may be carried out successfully and
the crowd expected transported promptly
to and frotnf New Haven. In this connection it is pointed out that a delay of a
small fraction of a second per passenger
would, if multiplied by some 60,000 or
more of these hnman units, assume proportions that, would menance the success
of the entire pla^is. Consequently, the
road is hopeful that everyone will do
his share in helping to avoid delay. Ir»
the first place, it is advisable, so far as iff
practicable, that people use the early
trains.
It is equally important, it is
pointed out, that people accelerate their
movements in getting on and off trains
in order that the starting and berthing of
these trains may proceed with all possible
dispatch. By preparing to leave the
train at New Haven promptly, opportunities for securing street cars or other conveyances for reaching tbe Bowl wilLbe
encbanced. Circulars are to be distributed on each train telling the passengers
just where their trains will lie waiting after the game and the railroad asks that
everybody acquaint himself carefully with
this information.
Wonder Why.
A woman would hardly marry a
bow-legged man to reform him, and
there are several other varieties of
misshapen masculinity that it is just
as futile to attempt to mend by means
of matrimony.—Detroit Journal.
Medieval Teutons.
The Teutonic races, spurred to>
ward by migrating hordes in the rear,
and thrown backward by trained armies upon the Romah frontiers, were
compelled to bend the full force of
their tribal organizations to warfare.
Their youths were trained to a hardy,
active life. Their courage and spirit
were constantly fed by stories of exploits of the chase and the battlefield.
They were proud of their stature and
strength and were full of boasting and
ferocity.—Engineering Magazine.

BROOKFTELD TIMES
SYNOPSIS.
Pedro and the dancing bear, Mr. Jones,
prevent a tramp from stealing a young
lady's purse. Pedro's ambition to become
a painter spurs him to quit Old Nita and
the strolling bear dancers. Pedro, Old
Nita and the bear trainers start for New
fork. Pedro paints a portrait for a lunchwagon man and so earns a meal for the
company.

"The Impossible Boy

CHAPTER III.

By NINA WILCOX PUTNAM

BROOKFIELD TIMES
the events of the preceding evenhar
came back to his mind. His hesitancy.
Hill's arguing with him, the details
of their compact, and his final agreement to the extraordinary proposal.
Ah, yes! and Hill's writing of the twa
letters, one of which gave him, Pedro.
possession of the apartment in which*
he now found himself. The other to a.
friend of Hill's to be delivered on the,
morrow—that was today—today.
Slowly he let his gaze travel about
the comfortable little bedroom in.
which he lay. Its furnishings were
simple in the extreme, yet adequate.
Opposite him stood a chest of drawers, mahogany, and old. There wee*
brushes on it and a few simple ebony*
toilet necessities. At the foot of the)
bed was a door, half closed. Tost
studio was in there! At the thought
he sprang up and flung the door wiee>
to discover if his memory of the nights
was a vision or a reality.
As be stood upon the threshold he
seemed for an Instant to see, not the,
room before him, but the upright, fashionably clad figure of Hill, leading a
bear off Into the dark regions beyond)
Washington square. Then, throwinghack his head, he laughed, and stepped)
Into the studio.
Once it had been the attic covering;
the upper floors of two adjoining!
houses. In every sense the place wast
a workshop, replete with the most perfect tools for the trade of the brush,
and the only spot conducive to idling!
was the chimney corner. Upon the>
smaller easel stood the half-finished
portrait of a man, while against onewall a pile of canvases was standing,,
their faces hidden.
J
Pedro drew a long breath of delight.
Then It was true; it bad not been ft
dream, after all! He thought of Mr.
Jones again, and for a moment the,
pang of that dear remembrance was.
bitter. How was Hill getting on with.
Old Nita? he wondered. If only it
were possible to be with them, and
here at the same time! Ah, well! one
could not serve two masters, and he
had chosen and did not regret.
On the mantel shelf stood a letter
that Pedro had placed there on the
previous evening. Hill had given it
to him with the Injunction to deliver
It at the earliest possible moment. He
read the superscription with interest:
Abraham Lincoln Leigh
An address on Tenth street followed.
Pedro determined to deliver it at once. <

A Loss and a Find.
"I am sure that there moat be color
in our souls," said Iris Vanderpool.
"At this moment," replied Mr. Samuel Hill, "my soul Is the exact hue
(Copyright hr nnhhs Mfrill CoJ
of tea with lemon In It, shading off
And Sam Hill still sat glowering out
"You are fond of that bear?" asked
plainer. You never have any great tensely in the emotional side of his
to the color of a Jam sandwich."
upon the scene.
Hill.
With a petulant little gesture, Iris emotional experiences—at least, that nature.
"Oh, the wonder of itl" said a low
"I am," replied Pedro. "He is my
"Hello, little Irtsl" he said. "You
turned from the window out of which I can see—and so, of course, you can't
good friend; he Is the thing I love
she had been gazing at the slowly recognize them as real in others. You seem a bit pale, my dear! Ware you voice at his elbow.
most
of all."
With
an
effort
Hill
aroused
himself.
may
be
an
artist
on
canvas,
but
you
looking for me?"
darkening city.
"Tail me of your wanderings with
"Yea, fatheri" replied Iris, "but I— the aching trouble In his heart pulsing
"You always spoil my best ideas 1" are not an artist of life, and that is
painfully at the return to conscious- him," he asked.
she said. "Why cant you reply sym- far more Important! I suppose you you are going out, I see, so—"
And Pedro told him. The elder man
pathetically T But yon shall hare tea, will go on leading your ordered exist"I've an appointment that is rather ness of his own personality. Had some
ence forever. I shall stifle If I have pressing," said he, a little anxious one spoken to him? It was only his sat very still as he listened, his chair
of course.'"
As she crossed over to seat herself to share it! And I thought you were pucker gathering between his eyes, fancy, perhaps! Suddenly something tilted back against the brick wall, his
beside him, he noted the shade that a romantic figure. Why, you work as "but If your business can't wait, mine cool and damp and unmistakably alive eyes narrowed to mere, slits of light
thrust itself into the relaxed palm of as he watched the young raconteur
clouded her eyes. She settled her- regularly as any business man, and will have to."
self in her corner of the sofa and he as hard!"
"OhI mine is nothing, nothing!" said his hand, causing him to start up. through the blue base of smoke What
"A curious complaint," said he, the Iris, with what seemed to her divine Then the cool thing shot forward, leav- tales these were to which he listened;
leaned over, taking both her hands
ing his hand upon a rough coat of how they sti ted the wanderlust in
half-smile dying upon his lips. "You submission to fate.
In his.
know
little, dear, of life, or you would
"You mustn't be cross," he said, ten"Then we'll have a fine talk at fur. An animal! What could it be? him.
derly.
"Great Scott!" he exclaimed, all
not talk like this. Control is the pass- breakfast," returned her father. "I'm
Then, too, the fascination of the analert. In the darkness beside him cient and honorable profession of bear"I think you owe it to me to be a word to success. It is a bitter fact, dining out. Good-night, my dear!"
little more—more romantic!
No! perhaps, but one we all have to learn."
The door closed behind him, and Iris crouched a shapeless mass, which dancing had taken hold on Hill, But
"That Is a theory which I do not turned into the library.
though he listened well, every little
grunted softly.
That is a poor word to express my
"It's only Mr. Jones," said the voice while came the thought of his lost
meaning. A little more poetic! Why, intend to live by," she said rather
The room spoke strongly of her fayou don't even look like an artist any breathlessly.
ther. It was large and fine and ro- that had spoken before. "He's just love, and with it a wave of depression
"How am I to take that?" said the mantic, like him; it was dignified, too, woke up. It's only my bear!"
swept over him. With a desperate efmore!"
Then Sam Hill realized that the fort to pull away from it he asked
<
"Don't IT" said he, slowly rising and man,
containing several almost priceless
"As you see fit," she replied. "I treasures.
regarding himself In a mirror opposite.
But perhaps the most creature at which he was staring in another questlpn.
"Where are your companions?"
"Iris," said he after a moment of si- mean to live by expression. I used unique feature of the apartment was the dlmnese was a small bear, to
"Very near the public garden from
lent Inspection, "must a fellow really to think that you did so. You have the great, low desk. It was a Flemish which was attached a chain that
which we have just come," responded
bare long hair in order to be a good changed."
piece, unusual In shape and construc- clanked upon the asphalt walk.
"Mr. Jones, is it?" snapped Hill. Pedro. "Down the little cobbly street
painter, do you think!"
"For your sake!" he expostulated, tion, and covered with a multitude of
to where the air-railway turns; then
"Don't be absurd!" she answered; suddenly angry. "If I have whipped intricate ornaments, carved deep into "And who the devil are you?"
"I am Pedro," replied the animal's In a little door, through a court, to
"it isn't that, of course! But It is myself into some semblance of a hu- Its heavy surface.
something deeper, something more Im- man being, It has been—1 was going
Vanderpool had never been a very custodian. And even In the gloom an old house with wooden balconies.
portant, far. Why, If I did not see to say, for you; but it is more than light-hearted person, but he had a Hill could see the white gleam of a They await me there."
the lovely things you do with your that. It has been for the work's own subtle charm which was more fasci- smile. The slender figure straightened
"Howfitting!"murmuredHill. "How
brush, I could not believe you were Bake. And now you are ready to repu- nating than any gaiety could be, and up on the bench beside him.
I should like to see them! Would
"What
Pedro?
Pedro
who?"
de..ley receive me well?"
an artist. You never give out your diate me because of that very accom- his rare smile was a thing to be
"Without a doubt," said Pedro;
temperament in any other way, and I plishment. You are unfair, unreason- remembered. Of her mother Iris had manded Hill, interested in spite of
himself.
am hungry for it."
"they
recognize a Mend at once, even
able."
no recollection, but from her earliest
"Only just Pedro," came the answer. as a dog or a bear does!"
"For what?" he asked. "A lot of "Oh, don't be so logical, or I shall childhood she had seen her father as
"I've a mind to go back with you,"
silly talk about the color of your soul 7 go mad!" she cried. "I hate your rea- an individual, instead of merely as Then followed a laugh—a wonderful,
Lord! girlie, can't you learn to live sonableness !"
"father," a being from whom came rippling laugh, ending abruptly, as said Hill jokingly. "They must be
"Very well, then," said he, trying to the luxuries of material existence; and though a door had been closed upon norkers. That Old Nita, now—what
those i things instead of talking about
does she look like?"
them? Can't you see that th«y lose smile, "I'll be unreasonable."
she had always adored him. There music.
"Well, Pedro, whoever you are," re"And don't be facetious! Oh, go was a cloud over his existence, she
"She—why she looks—she looks like
In value if expressed In any but the
highest way? One has to keep one's away, I can't endure you!"
knew, and she assumed it to be the plied Hill, "you seem to be in as ill Time himself," responded the boy.
"Look here, Iris," he said hoarsely, loss of her mother. But this explana- straits as myself, else you would not "See, I will show you."
mouth shut in order that all the
I'm not Joking. God forbid! This tion was not sufficient to account for be sitting in the square at such an
Saying which, he brought out a
strength be left for one's hand."
The house in which Abraham Linis
getting too serious. Am I really to the depression which bad come upon hour."
stump of a pencil and a small pad
"And apply none of It to daily life?"
"Are
you
hungry,
too?"
Pedro
Infrom
some recess of his old coat of coln Leigh lived, was, like almost evgo?"
she cried.
him lately. What could the trouble
ery
other building in this neighborgreen.
Or let your spirit out of its cage," be? Had it to do with those letters quired.
"Live it; don't apply It," he anhood, now being put to a use other
"This
is
Nita,"
said
he,
turning
over
Hill
laughed,
a
short
laugh,
not
so
she said.
swered dryly.
which came by registered mall, with
For the third time Hill committed foreign stamps, some of which the pleasant to hear as the other's.
several pages, and handing the open than that for which it was originally
"One grows by expression!" she de"In
a
way,"
said
he.
book
to Hill. "Old Nita, and that next Intended, for once it bad been a wareclared; "by expression of every.sort. his greatest mistake.
tramp by the wayside at Stamford had
house for the storage of paper.
"Ah!" said Pedro pityingly, and by is Beau-Jean, scolding Koko."
"You are a foolish child!" he Bald so nearly stolen from her? Stamford!
My fathers friends, lots of the people
"Yep!" said the hallboy, in response
Hill took the proffered papers Idly,
who come here, are living splendidly angrily. "Very well, then, I'll go. But If only she had stayed in the free, in- the tone Hill knew that the youth had
to Pedro's inquiry as to whether Mr.
inside themselves, and they give it I warn you, if you send me off, I'll not nocent air of the country, among the guessed at a hidden meaning in his and suddenly sat very erect, examin- Leigh was in. "Third to your right.
ing them Intently.
out, and consequently they are inter- come back."
crimson maples, where troubles slipped words.
Last door!"
'Why do you come to the city?"
For a moment he waited, hoping from one so easily. Her thoughts flew
"Who drew these?" he Inquired
esting. When I became engaged to
So Pedro mounted and knocked.
asked
the
latter,
after
a
pause.
"Tour
that
she
would
speak,
but
she
said
after a moment.
you I thought I was going to find the
to her erstwhile lover, and bitter re"Come!' said a resonant voice.
brotherhood usually keep to the open
'Why, me, of course," said Pedro.
aame sort of intercourse, only intensi- nothing, merely standing there and gret welled up afresh in her heart.
which
was like the booming of a great
road."
For
another
little
space
Hill
wae
fied. But you are not what I thought trembling a little, though white and
"Oh, Sam!" she wailed aloud, and
"I come because I am an artist, and silent, turning over the sheets in his bell. And Pedro, rejoicing at the muyou were, and my soul Is unsatisfied." and silent. Suddenly Hill turned on cast herself across the deskboard,
sic of it, promptly obeyed.
"Look here, dearest," said he lightly, his heel.
grasping the carvings opposite with here I shall have more opportunity hand. There were perhaps twenty
It was a large studio which he ento paint," replied Pedro.
sketches In the pad. From his scru"Confound all women!" he mut- agonized white fingers.
"don't'go for me the first day you
"You speak as though you were a tiny of them, he raised his eyes to tered, large and crowded and disorget home. It's a long while—two en- tered, and without a single backward
Then suddenly an utterly unexpectdered beyond belief. Several cornersPedro. Could the boy be telling the
tire weeks—since we have been to- glance flung himself out of the room ed, astonishing thing happened. The genius," said Hill bitlngly.
had been screened off for uses other
"Perhaps
I
am,"
Pedro
returned.
truth?
Had
he
actually
drawn
these
gether, and here we go, off the handle, in a fury.
carved ornament beneath her right
than those of sculpture, which was the
There wae a silence, during which things? They were remarkable. Surely
For a moment or two longer she hand flew outward with a spring. Iris
first thing. Let's cut it out, and be
self-evident occupation of the propriesweet to each other Instead. Tell me stood motionless, and then throwing raised her tear-stained face in amaze- Mr. Jones tumbled the hand of his new such a one as had done them would tor.
Then be famous, for work like this was not
about the last couple of weeks. You're her arms out wildly, she cried his ment, and there before her lay open acquaintance affectionately.
At the moment of Pedro's entrance
said Pedro:
to be hid easily. Indeed, it was amaznot a very satisfactory correspondent, name aloud.
a secret compartment, responsive to
Abraham Lincoln Leigh was stooping
ingly good. It was the work of a born
"What is your trouble?"
"Oh, Sam!" she called, "come back her unwitting touch. It was a shalyou know. What did you do at the
over a fryingpan full of bacon, which,
Somehow Hill was not In the least draftsman. But Pedro's face showed
—please come back!"
/ low drawer, about six by ten Inches
farm?"
was sizzling on the stove; and the inRunning out into the upper hall, she in diameter, and was filled with pa- offended by the question. For a mo- no signs of uneasiness. On the con"I walked, and rode horseback, as
stantaneous Impression which his vistrary, his eyes were alight as he exusual," she replied. "There was time arrived at the stair-head just in time pers, written out in Spanish (to her ment he considered It, then:
itor received was that the man's name
"I must go away and hide myself," plained who the people were.
for once for me to learn to know my- to hear the front door close after him, an unintelligible language), the script
had in some curious fashion influ"Do you like my drawings?" asked
self; to commune with my inner con- and was instantly obliged to flee the being that fine, close one of which she he said.
enced his personal appearance. He
Pedro, suddenly self-conscious, a deep
"And you don't want to go away?"
sciousness. I read Swinburne. Do mildly inquiring gaze of a footman, had just been thinking. There were a
"Yes—or rather, I want to go, al- flush spreading over his face and neck. was very tall, and his leanness was.
you know, I think his aura must have who came In to remove the tea tray.
number of these, but, stranger (till, on
extraordinary. As Pedro entered, he
"Like them!" was all Hill replied,
seen blue, like mine?"
When he was gone, however, she cast top of them lay a miniature in a frame though it is a duty I take a bitter
did not even turn his head for a moSam Hill helped himself to a fifth herself face downward among the gray of brilliants. At this she stared long, pleasure in discharging. But I must but at the tone of his voice Pedro's
ment, but continued manipulating the
eyes sparkled.
Jam sandwich before replying.
cushions of the sofa and cried bitterly, with fascinated. Incredulous eyes, for go, because I must hide."
bacon
deliberately. When It was re"Oh!" eaid Pedro. "Whf go off to
"I love to draw people, and lota of
"That must have been great; espe- a cold horror clutching at her heart the face wae that of the youth who
versed, he looked op at Us visitor, and
cially the riding," he exclaimed. "And as she slowly came to see the reality had sung before the cobbler's shop; hide? A good way to get out of sight people together, and places. And I again the mellow voice rang out like
is to remain where you are, and tell love to draw Mr. Jones."
that reminds me, Iris, there is a won- of what she had done.
the youth who, with his bear, had
the slow chimes of a church bell.
"Who taught you?' asked Hill.
Frr Hill had spoken the truth when saved her from the tramp; the youth no one about it People so promptly
derful horse at the Winter garden.
"Who are you?"
"Long ago, when I was small, some
Ill take seats for tomorrow, if you he implied that she was merely a child who, later, she had watched paint forget about you."
"I am Pedro," said the owner of that
Hill peered at the youthful face to one taught me every day," said Pedro. name, flashing his white smile, "I
•ay so. You'll like it, I'm sure. There bored with luxurious surroundings and the wagon in the grimy suburban
see If the bear trainer was joking; but "Then I have painted a little here and have a letter from Sam Hill."
are some bully acrobats, too."
striving after she knew not what Her square! ■
no trace of mirth could he discover. a little there. But I have yet so much,
With the air of a tragedy queen father adored her, and gave her ab"Ah!" remarked Leigh, not, how"Perhaps!" said he. Then to change so much to learn! That is why I ever, offering to take the missive, but
Hiee Vanderpool arose and swept to solute liberty. The people whom she
CHAPTER
IV.
the subject, "When did you arrive in came here to - find a studio, that I looking at the bearer, and, as was so'
the center of the room, her gray gown knew by inheritance meant little to
might really learn."
the city?"
colling about her feet like clouds of her; she found them Introspective,
commonly the case, liking him. Then,
That Which Is No Robbery.
Privately, Hill was convinced that
"ThiB afternoon."
smoke. Very young she looked, and self-absorbed, and amateurs at the arts
in response to that smile' of Pedro's.
Meanwhile Sam Hill had flung him"And what, exactly, do you expect what Pedro needed was the opportu- Leigh smiled, a rare thing in him, and
suite like a child dressed up and act- they affected, many of them simply
nity. - That was all. It was remarking a play. But, to her own mind, she hangers-on of her beauty-loving father, self into the street, and into a state to do?"
an illuminating.
"To find a master, and to study; to able, but true. Suddenly he leaned
was a woman hurt in her sensitive who with the years had become less of mind which was' the reverse of en"Have you had your breakfast?" he.
soul. Withal, she had a certain dig- the man of affairs and more the man viable. Reason was suddenly impos- find a studio, and to paint," was the across the little table.
asked.
"I suppose you love that bear trenity despite her youth, consequent, of letters and patron of the arts. As sible. The arguments which he had terse reply.
'Why, no! I havent!" exclaimed the
perhaps, on the position which had she grew up her discontent increased, advanced to Iris but a moment since
"And meanwhile go hungry! Are mendously?" he asked.
boy, evidently surprised at the recol"Yes," said Pedro, Instantly aware
been hers since the death of the until finally, within the last two years, now failed him, and his one master- you saving all your money for the ends
lection of his lack.
of an impending development
mother she could scarcely remember, she had stumbled upon a group of ing, overwhelming thought was that you mention f"
Leigh looked him over again, his
"More than your art?"
"Why, what on earth is the matter?" people with whom brains meant aris- he had lost her.
"I have no money," explained Pedro
face grave despite the gathering up
It had all happened so suddenly that cheerfully.
Pedro laughed. Then he sobered.
cried Hill, admiring her immensely, tocracy. Here she had met Hill, and
of the little lines at the comers of
unspeakably. .
"No," he said, "of course not. I sup"Then how do you plan to get your
after about a year he had persuaded the shock left him gasping. Probably
his eyes.
pose I would even give him up If need
"MatterT" she cried tragically; "you her to become engaged to him. She she had never really cared from the studio?"
"You're a friend of Sam's?" he
ask me that? I tell you that my soul had consented on condition that It first, he thought, for had (he ever
"I do not know yet," Pedro told be—and yet he is like my * own asked.
is hungry—starved! and you retort remain a secret for the time being. been in love with him (he could not him. "But there must be a great many brother."
"I am his most devoted one!" exThe boy's eyes were bright with exwith an invitation to a music-hall! There had been no reason for conceal- have dismissed him on so flimsy a In so large a city."
claimed Pedro fervently.
It is unthinkable! How can you? You ment but the girl's Innate love of ro- pretext.
"So you are not daunted by the citement, and the warm color had
Again Leigh smiled.
have no sympathy, no understanding. mance and mystification. And so no
While this passed through his brain, somewhat uncertain future before crept into his face as he spoke.
"No, you are not," he said. "HowI bate you. There!"
one had been told of the engagement, he had been walking rapidly, and after you," remarked Hill, "even though Across the mouth of the man oppo- ever, the forks and spoons are in that
site to him was the stamp of a newShe turned from him abruptly.
although it was a well-known and a tew moments, coming upon Wash- you are unfed?"
bureau, and you'll find a cup on the
"Irie!" he cried, springing to her widely discussed subject among their ington square, be flung himself upon
"I have been that before," retorted, born decision.
shelf behind that screen."
"Then give him up!" cried Hill. "I
aide and putting his arm about her. friends.
one of the benches near the center, Pedro dryly.
Pedro stared at him for a breath,
"You must not say such things, you
am
a
painter.
Give
him
to
me
in
ex"Well,"
said
Hill,
"the
most
immestretching
his
legs
out
straight
in
And it was all over! Well, possibly
and then, with a laugh, he threw Ms
■illy child. When I leave my work I it was for the best.
front of him, folding his arms, and, diate of our troubles can be mended. change for my studio and all that is hat and his letter down upon a chair;
• .
want to play—Just to play like a child
She burled her face deeper fa the frowning under the tilted brim of his I, too, am hungry. Will you dine with in it!"
and went in search of the articles men—and a trained horse amuses me; esthetic gray cushions. Her soul must hat, he sat moodily staring into space. me?"
tioned.
frankly and truly, I do like It. You have expression! It must!
"We shall be glad to," said Pedro.
Darkness had not quite fallen yet,
CHAPTER V.
"Gracias!" he said, "I am very hunhardly ever laugh for sheer merriHill bad forgotten the bear, but
Desperately unhappy, but not with- and all about him poured the homegry. Maybe you know * that feels,
ment. It's most neurotic, I'm darned out a certain enjoyment of her own ward-bound crowds from the neighbor- when Pedro said "we" he realised that
Two Meetings.
like, ehf
*■
If It Isn't!"
misery, she arose with the determina- ing shops, factories and offices—an un- there were three hungry beings.
Next morning Pedro awoke with a
"You bet!" said Leigh solemnly,
"I'm not a silly child," cried Iris tion to find her father, and extract ceasing stream, varied as the nations
"All right," he said, making a rapid sense of strangeness upon him, and
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
hotly, disengaging herself from his what comfort she could from him, of the earth.
mental Inventory of the restaurants he instinctively stretched out his hand
knew.
'
Hitting
at
last
on
the
right
embrace.
"I'm not neurotic!
My without telling him her trouble. PerQuieter and yet more quiet grew
Simple Stranger,
to touch Mr. Jones, who always slept
soul is torn."
"We are presenting to your notice,""
haps he was in his library now. She the square. At this hour the virtuous one, he got to his feet with a Jerk. beside htm. But the bear was missing.
"Oh, marry me right away, and let would go and see. Slowly she de- were eating in their homea, while the "Come along, we'll go over to Ga- Instead bf a rough, warm coat that said the silver-tongued orator, "a man
1
your soul go hang!" exclaimed Hill. scended the wide stairs. At the street wicked fed in luxury over there to the lotti'B"
heaved sleepily beneath his hand, he who Is free from corrupt alliances and
They ate the entire menu with very touched a coverlet soft as silk. At intrigues; a man who has led a life of!
"AD you need Is a taste of life! Hon- entrance stood her father, evidently northwest, where already the white
estly I i!"-'-?rstand about this feeling on the point of leaving the house.
flare of middle Broadway was flung little conversation. Then they pushed this, his sense of uneasiness Increased, dignified, seclusion; a man who—"
of yours, .-.ear. Believe me, work and
Vanderpool was a handsome man, agalnat the darkened sky. Over all back tbelr chairs a little, and talked. and with an effort he opened his eyes "That's all right," Interrupted the imliving in earnest are the answers and and bad retained an Intangible atmos- hung the Indefinable yet definite Hill tossed a package of cigarettes and sat up. Ah, yes! He remembered patient listener. "We all know yoar
the cure."
phere of youth, despite the responsi- spirit of the city! intricate, throbbing, upon the table, lighting one himself. now. Mr. Jones was gone. Gone with man doesn't know anything about
"You don't understand!" (he cried; bilities of his wealth, and despite the fraught with the Joys and horrors of Pedro followed suit, inhaling the fumes the sanction of his master, gone per- politics, or he wouldn't be in yoer
"•very word yot> utter makes that obvious tact that he had lived in- civilisation,
with a long sbjh of contentment.
haps never *o return! One by one fight"

STATE CONTROL
OVERJLL JAILS

R. R. UNION MEN
RAP COMMISSION
Declare Powers of International Body
Should Be Curtailed.

GERMANS AGAIN FORCE
RESERVE RANKS
FIGHTING IN FLANDERS BEGIN BUSINESS

Boston.—Criticism of the rulings of
the Interstate Commerce Commission Heavy Artillery Duel Continue* on Franco-Belgian Frontier
Prison Chairman Advocates It and a declaration that it is an "arbi—Invaders Building Dikes to Check Floods
trary body" whose powers should be
In An Address
curtailed marked the big brotherhood
federation meeting of Eastern railOTHER RECOMMENDATIONS road unions at the Qulncy House. BIG ARMIES IN POLAND MEET RUSSIAN ADVANCE
The delegation definitely adopted the
London. — Undeterred by wintry
To Sheriffs snd County Commission- proposal for "direct political action."
J. A McNall of the Brotherhood of weather and floods, the Germans are
ers—Care of Prisoner After His
making a fresh effort to break down
Railroad
Signalmen,
announced
Release
As
Important as
the Allies' defense along the Francothat twenty-five railroad organizations Belgian frontier.
When In Jail.
recorded their sentiment toward the
Although the Berlin official • report
movement for a federation of all rail- refers to a lull in the fighting, there
Boston—A State-wide system of road workers, and that unions in was an almost continuous artillery
■control over all jails and houses of eleven of the outside organizations duel, with occasional infantry at- War Bond Issue Ordered as Commons Doubles Levy on
-correction in the state was recom- have set one or more delegates to. tacks, but apparently without either
Personal Incomes.
The meeting closed side making any progress.
mended by Frank L. Randall, chair- the session.
without acceptance of a definite plan
The line from the coast to Dlxmude,
man of the Massachusetts board of of federation.
London.—David
Lloyd-George, Chanwhich has received less attention lateprison commissioners, in an address
The attack on the Interstate Com- ly than Ypres, has been subjected cellor of the Exchequer, in the House
on "State Control of Our Jails and merce Commission was launched by to a bombardment which is described of Commons estimated that the cost
of one year of the war for this counHouses of Correction," at the meet- John J. Ford of the A. F. of L. Broth- as very violent. To the south of try would be $2,250,000,000, the largerhood
of
Railroad,
Clerks,
Local
119,
Dlxmude
the
Germans
have
been
trying of the Massachusetts state conand F. H. Sidney of the Brotherhood ing under Are to build works to check est amount Great Britain has ever
ference of charities.
of Railroad Signalmen.
They said the flood, which compelled them to spent on a war and more than twice
what was spent in' the conflict with
Allison G. Catheren, chairman of that the commission has too much evacuate part of their trenches.
the House eommittee on social wel- power and that the voters should be
A Dally Mail correspondent tele- South Africa during four years.
To pay this enormous bill the
fare, presided. The audience includ- given a voice in the matter of naming graphs from Dunkirk:
Government has decided to raise a
ed a number of county commission- or recalling future commissions of
■rrhere was heavy fighting around
ers and sheriffs. Among them were this nature.
Ypres. The casualties were large, loan of $1,750,000,000, which will be
■Commissioners Lev! S. Gould of MidChairman MoNall criticised the In- but the battle resulted in excellent issued at 95, bear interest at the rate
of 3H per cent, and .be redeemable
dlesex county, Richard B. Warner terstate Commerce Commission and progress for the Allies.
And John I. Bryant of Bristol county, declared that the "precarious finan"The German casualties are esti- at par March 1, 1928.
At the Chancellor's suggestion the
William H. Tubman, Benjamin F. cial condition of the railroads today" mated at 100,000 In the past four
House unanimously passed measures
Bourne and Joshua A. Nlckerson of was brought about by the alleged days."
providing that the income tax should
Barnstable county, John M. Grover- "peculations of the directors, who
be doubled, but only collected on
If we are to
Bor and J. C. Poor of Essex, Everett have bled the people.
one-third of the incomes this year;
M. Bowker, E. F. Richardson and federate," he eaid, "we will have to RUSSIANS SWEEP FORWARD
an extra half penny (one cent)
John F. Merrill of Norfolk, Edward look out for the judges that are
THROUGH EAST PRUSSIA that
a half pint should be levied on beer
P. Boynton and Lyman P. Thomas of bought by the railroads."
and an extra three pence (6 cents) a
Plymouth county, George W. Cook
Petrograd.—In East Prussia the Rus- pound on tea.
and Warren Goodale of Worcester WAYS TO SAFEGUARD BABIES sian movement goes forward without
DISCUSSED.
county, Charles C. Spellman of Hampa hitch. The Masurians Lakes, which GERMAN OFFICIAL REPORT OF
den, and Sheriffs Quinn of Suffolk,
have been the scene of much fighting
PROGRESS OF HOSTILITIES.
Many
of
the
Early
Deaths
Called
Perclval of Barnstable, Nicholson of
recently, at last are the prize of the
Preventable.
Berkshire, Fairbairn of Middlesex.
Russians.
Berlin (by wireless to Sayville, L.
■Capon of Norfolk and Porter of PlyOwing to the extraordinary terrain
Boston.—The fifth annual meeting here the operations must necessarily I.).—The German General Staff mads
tnouth.
this announcement:
Chairman Randall said too much of the American Association for Study develop slowly.
The flghtina in the east conimportance is placed on the neces- and Prevention of Infant Mortality
Reinforcements are being hurried
tinues. Our troops, operating In
aity of preventing prisoners from was held at the Copley-Plaza.
forward from that town to the fronFast Prussia, repulsed the enemy
One of the features was an address tier. Reports tell of military activity
•breaking out of Jail. At the District
in the region of south StalFarm of Washington, he said, there by the president of the association. in this area as far north as Thorn.
lupoehnen.
Troops from West
Dr.
J.
Whittridge
Williams,
on
the
are only six cells and the prisoners,
It would seem that the Germans
Prussia successfully resisted the
causes
and
means
of
prevention
of
who sleep on cots, seldom try to eshope t» advance with the Vistula on
advance of Russian forces at Solcape. Mr. Randall declared he be- the large percentage of deaths among one flank and the Warthe River on
dau, and after a successful battle
llves indeterminate sentences indis- newly born infants.
the other. The country is higher than
at Lipno drove them back in the
Prenatal care, as an Important step the marshland in the interior of Popensable and said that with this feadirection of Plock.
ture there . should be a method of towards checking the loss of babies land and offers better defensive posiRussians Advance In Force.
promptly returning for further in- in their first days of life and of pro- tions.
Strong Russian forces are
struction prisoners who violate their tecting their health was the topic of
The possibilities of an offensive
advancing along tbe right bank
parole. The care of a prisoner aftei Dr. A. B. Etnmons 2d of Boston and movement from this direction are well
of the Vistula River. In this fightlie is released Is just as important Mrs. Max West of the Federal Chil- known to the Russian staff. Already
ing we made 500 prisoners and
as his care while in Jail, declared dren's Bureau in Washington.
operations to check it are going forcaptured ten machine guns.
The former frankly criticised the
Chairman Randall.
In the county
ward.
A decision has been arrived at
Jails many things are lacking, such Massachusetts standard of admission
All signs point tq an approaching
In the battle which has been goas good medical facilities, industrial to the medical profession, saying that conflict which will be of the greatest
ing on for the last few days in
■courses, large exercise grounds and with three other states she holds the importance to the German campaign
continuation of our successes at
an established system of parole. lowest legal standard In the Nations. in this area.
"One
half
the
mothers
of
Boston
Wlozlawsk,
in Russian Poland on
These things could be obtained, he
PANIC ALONG BORDER.
receive
reasonably
safe
care,
but
the
the Vistula, thirty miles northsaid, by some method of state-wide
The Russian advance through the
west of Plock, where several Rus■control which would comprehend the other half, including the great mid- centre of Pdland has created panic
sian army corps In opposition to
dle class, does not," he said.
all along the German border, and a
entire situation.
He suggested that it would he well tide of refugees has set in toward Bresus were driven back beyond
At an afternoon session the SubKutno.
ject was, "Girls In Their Teens: to make a thorough investigation of lau. In that city itself the fiasco of
What We Owe Them." Mrs. Eva the "twilight sleep" method, which the Polish invasion is a subject of
23,000 Prisoners Captured.
Whiting White of Elizabeth Peabody had Its origin in Germany. He closed open discussion. Breslau begins to
According to the present reHouse presided, and addresses were his paper by telling of a "dream" tremble for its own safety.
ports we made 23,008 prisoners
made by Miss Jean Hamilton of the that Boston will some day have a
Once across the border the name of
and captured more than twenty
national League of Women Work- large maternity hospital, based on lib- Cossack will spread terror equal to
machine
guns as well as some
ers, New York, on "What We Owe eral lines, to bear the name of Oliver that created by the approach of a
cannon, the number of which has
Wendell
Holmes.
Them Through Better Recreational
Uhlan in Belgium. But the wholesale
not yet been ascertained.
Mrs. West read a paper on "The Invasion of this section of Germany
Opportunities." and Miss Mary A.
Austrian official bulletins given out
Growth
of
Prenatal
Work
in
This
cannot be expected Immediately.
Barthelme, assistant to the judge of
Here say that the Austrian garrison
the Juvenile court, Chicago on "What Country."
at Przemysl is showing great energy.
We Owe Them Through Educational
The Austrians, it is asserted, have
Hurley Falls to Block Recall.
and Industrial Opportunities.1'
made a successful sortie to the north
Salem—Justice Lorlng of the suMrs. H. D. Sleeper of Northampton
of the fortess.
presided at a morning session, when preme court has dismissed the petithe subject wa-a "Our Law for Moth- tion brought by Mayor John F. Hurers with Dependent Children." The ley for an injunction to restrain J.
of
speakers were Mrs. Ada E. Sheffield Clifford Entwistle, city clerk
of the state board of charity, on Salem, from certifying to the Salem
"Mothers' Aid as a Means of Improv- city council the names on a petition Unanimously Grants Asqulth's Re.
quest in Britain's "Greatest
ing Family Life." and the Rev. Irving for Hurley's recall. With this acEmergency,"
Maurer and William E. Shannon of tion of the court, Mayor Hurley's last
Northampton on "The Relation of chance of preventing a recall election
vanished
and
he
must
now
rely-upon
London.—The greatest single deOverseers to Private Charity."
his strength with the whole electorate mand upon the material resources of Premier Asquith announced In the
House of Commons that the North
of his city to retain him in the office Great Britain was voiced by Premier
METHODISTS
TO
RAISE
WAR to which he has brought notoriety, it
Sea was closed to shipping, that
Asqulto, when in the House of Comcopper and oil would be considered
FUND.
not fame.
mons he moved an additional credit
contraband of war and that reservtor war purposes of £225,000,000 ($1,ists of Germany and Austria would
Mrs. Gannett, 103.
Vote to Get $222,500 for Relief by
125,000,000), which, in addition to the
betaken from neutral ships.
^orth Scituate—-Mrs. Elvira Gan- millions already voted in August, is
Thanksgiving Offerings snd
nett, the oldest woman on the South equivalent to an increase of more The Turkish statement that the RusOther Gifts.
sians have been forced to halt their
Shore, If not In New England, ob- than 50 per cent, in the national
march on Erzerum, Is admitted In
- Boeton.-^A war relief fund of $222,- served the! 103d anniversary of her debt.
a Russian official statement.
The Premier told the House that
600 Is planned by the Methodist Epis- birth of other day at her home in
Great Britain ordered a new war loan
copal church in the form of Thanks- Blossom street, and received the con- the largest portion of the first
of $1,750,000,000 as the House of
giving offerings and general gifts. An gratulations of many friends. Mrs. (500,000,000 already had been exCommons voted to double the inannouncement to this effect was made Gannett better known to the com- pended in the conduct of military
come tax and ordered additional levat the closing session of the general munity as "Aunt Elvira," is interested operations, loans to the Allies, and
ies on beer and tea.
committee of the Methodist Episcopal greatly in the European war, and fol- disbursements for the securing of Col. Swlnton, Britain's official observboard of missions, held In St. Mark's lows each day's events carefully. She food supplies for this country.
er at the front, praised the courage
was born in North Soituate, Nov. 12,
The request for the new credit was
church, Brookllne.
of the famous Prussian Guards, who
"Most of our churches' In Europe," 1810, and now lives with her son and granted unanimously, as was Aswere mowed down by the fire of
eaid the report of the committee on daughter less than a mile from the qulth's plea tor authority to increase
the Allies in their vsln attempt to
war relief, "are pastorless. and in houBe in which she was born. She the present army of 1,200,000 by a
take Ypres.
Germany many of our properties are Is the oldest member of the Scituate million.
The Prime Minister characterizes Berlin announced a lull In the Belgian
in danger of being entirely lost. We Baptist church, which she joined in
operations and the repulse of French
the crisis as "the greatest emergency
believe that Methodist people can 1822.
attacks near Verdun.
in which the country has ever been
beBt serve the cause by remitting
placed." He said there were already Important German forces are aald to
Fewer Scallops Taken.
their gifts for war relief through the
be concentrating In Gallcla to renNantucket—The end of the first Week under arms * ,200,000 men; that
agency of their own church.
"Onr
der aaslatance to the Austrians In
missionaries in the war area provide of scallop dredging, sn Important In- the war was costing nearly $6,000,000
checking the Russisn Army.
a channel Tor the distribution of dustry on this island, finds condi- a day and that Government proposed The German converted cruiser Berlin
tions far less promising than last to lend Belgium 150,000,000 and
gifts." —
has been interned at Trondhjem,
The appropriations agreed to for year, when the total season's ship- Servia $4,000,000, without Interest
Norway.
work in the missionary field for the ments amounted to nearly. 8000 kegs. until tbe end of the war.
The
outstanding feature ef the develensuing year were: Eastern Asia. The fact that the catch for the openopments
In the war is the rapid InWAR RIOT IN BARCELONA.
$297,556; Southern Asia, $261,892; Af- ing week fell materially below that
vasion of East Prussia, Posen and
rica, $55,269; South America. $104.- for the corresponding period last year
Silesia by the Ruaslans. A wave of
Is attributed to the thick /growth, of Cry of "Long Life to Germany*
860; Mexico. (00,996.
terror has swept over the eastern
Causes Outbreak In Spanish City.
A warm discussion too't place on a eelgrass on the shoals and along
provlncesof the German Empire.
London.—A Madrid dispatch to the
proposal that the Methodist Eplsro- shore, which seriously hampered op"Friends of An unofficial dispatch states thst the
pal church in Mexico co-operate with erations. The dredgers do not look Morning Post says:
Allies have retaken Dlxmud*.
Prance in Barcelona organized an enother churches there with a view to for good hauls until the weather has
tertainment In a theatre In aid of Two members.of the Olympic's commatflng mission work more efficient become cold enough to kill the grass.
pany tell s remarkable stery of
Belgian families. On the appearance
It was explained that the plan would
how their ship rescued the grew
in the theatre of the British, French
Surely Liberal I
involve * withdrawal from certain
cf the British dreadnought Auda"And are the divorce laws »' ery and Belgian Consuls there was a loud
parts of the field and a concentracious, which struck a German mine
cry of "Long life to the Allies!" Ooa
tion of effort in various centres. liberal In your section?" "Liberal* spectator, however, shouted, "Long
off the Irish, coast on Oot. 27 and
There was also a suggestion that the Say! They are so liberal that nobody life to Germany!" This caused a viowsa so severely damaged that she
missions should be known as of the ever heard of a woman crying at • lent riot. A policeman was wounded.
was sunk by her own semmandsr.
wedding out there."—Detroit JournaL
"Evangelical church of Mexico."

New British Loan
of $1,750,000,000;
Income Tax Higher

Commons Votes
$1,125,000,000
and Million Men

WESTERN CANADA'S
STRONG POSITION
"THE WHEAT GRANARY OF Trial

Panics To Be Averted Through
Issue of Government Notes
REPORT NEW ERA IN FINANCE
Board In

Hastening

Inauguration to

Relieve Tension Because ef War
Adopts

Conservative Policy—
Limits Operations.

Washington.—Marking a new era in
the financial history of the United
States, tbe 12 Federal Reserve Banks
of the new currency system opened
their doors. It is the belief of the
authorities that the new banking system will instill confidence in business
and have a large influence in restoring
good times.
The new system permits the expansion and contraction of the money
supply of the country In keeping with
the actual needs of business, whereas
the old system maintained the same
amount of the circulating medium for
all seasons and all financial situations.
It authorizes the issuance of currency upon the security of commercial
paper with a generously broad definition fixed for this collateral.
It provides 12 reserve banks around
which the banks of the country are
grouped with a central directing outhority vested in a governmental body
at Washington, tbe Federal Reserve
Board which can mobilize the resources of any or all of the individual districts to meet any extraordinary need
for tbe circulating medium in any one
district whereas no adequate method
of mobilization was provided by the
old system.
It releases automatically, by decreased reserve requirements, more
than $400,000,000 cash and credit reserves.
Summarised, the effect of the newly
organized system acording to officials
in Washington will be to prevent
panics. Its meaning as interpreted
by students of economic history, is
that the United States after many
bitter experiences with panics has at
last learned the lesson of these disasters and provided against their
repetition.
Because of the extraordinary financial situation in this country which
has resulted from the European war,
the Federal Reserve Board thought
it best that all possible haste should
be made in opening the reserve banks
for a limited exercise of their functions. The operations of the banks
at the outset therefore will be limited
to the following.
1. Acceptance of deposits of reserves payable in lawful money,
2. Discounting of bills of exchange and commercial paper.
3. Acceptance of deposits of checks
drawn by member banks on any
Federal reserve banks or member
banks in reserve and central reserve
cities within their respective districts.
Reserve
Authorized No. of
Dist.
Bank
Capital Banks
1...Boston
$9,711,900
441
2...New York.... 19,931,700
480
3...Philadelphia . 12,501,500
758
4...Cleveland
12,011,700
764
6... Richmond ...
6,387,040
381
6...Atlanta
4,670,600
381
7... Chicago
12,687,700
»71
8...St. Louis
4,987,500
459
9... Minneapolis .
4,811,000
709
10...Kansas City..
6,530,300
837
11,.. Dallas
5,698,900
764
12...San Francisco
7,7754,00
521
Total 12

Totals.,$106,795,600

7,671

CHICAGO YARDS REOPEN.

Cattle Receipts Far Below Average
—Two More States Quarantined.
Chicago.—Hogs sold 40 to 50 cents
higher when the stock yards resumed
business after the quarantine. Receipts were only 18,000 head, considerably below the average, but more
than had been expected In view of
the areas under quarantine.
Receipts of cattle also were below
the pre-quarantine average, being but
7,000 head, but prices advanced only
10 cents, as compared with the closing price Just before tbe yards were
closed on Nov. 6. Arrivals of sheep
also showed a decrease, but prices
were steady at the previous level.
Speculators were said to be almost
the only buyers of hogs, the bulk of
which sold between $7.70 and $8.
Pittsburgh.—The quarantine at the
Herr's Island Stock Yards was lifted
and the yards are open.
Buffalo, N. Y.—Shipments of live
stock were received at East Buffalo
for the first1 time since the quarantine
was imposed there, eleven days ago.
An outbreak of foot and mouth disease In Orleans County was reported
to the State Department of Agricul
ture.
CAMPAIGN

FUND

REPORTS,

Democratic Congressional Committee
Received $9,036, Spent $12,469.

Washington.—The Democratic National Congressional Committee re
celved a total of $9,036 in contributions and spent $12,469 In the
campaign according to its final report
filed. The principal Items already
have been announced.
The National Campaign Committee
ef the Socialist party reported It re
ceived $3690 in contributions and
spent $3,153.

WORLD," A

WELL AP-

PLIED TERM.

Western Canada occupies a stronger
position today than It ever has occupied. Taking one year with another,!
the efficiency of Its lands to produoet
has been well proved. It has not bests
said of it that year in and year out)
there were bumper and bounteous)
crops. If such a condition existed It
would be phenomenal In the history*
of any country.
With an extensive*
territory producing grain, hogs, cattle
and sheep, of some 800 miles wide and
1,000 miles long, It is easy to ooacelvs of a wide variation In temperas
ture and climate; there is variation la
rainfall and snowfall; every section la
not the best in the district—some are
better than others and some worse,
but as a general thing, the great percentage Is "better."
This past yes*
has* shown that some portions are no*
altogether Immune from periods el
drought- The same may be said of adjoining states to the south. But this)
year has also shown that la the
greater portion of Western Canada
drought does not appear, but even la
the drought-stricken area of this year,
past years have shown that the sofl
produces wonderfully well and evea
this year, with modern methods,
known as "dry-farming," good crops
were harvested.
The large numbs*
of Americans who during the past srsteen years have been attracted ta
Canada have not gone simply because
of the advertising of that country, hoi
because their friends and their ola>
time neighbors have done well there,
and with careful and Judicious farrai
ing almost everyone has done well.
As a result of the great Influx of
immigration the open or prairie homes
steading area Is being rapidly takes)
up. The fact that this is so Is evti
dence that Western Canada lands are
productive, and on these open plains
today are to be seen the homes ol
successful farmers from almost every!
state In the Union. They have earned)
their patents and now own outright
their 160 acres of land, together protx
ably with an adjoining 160 acres*
which they have purchased or pre)
empted, all of which Is worth front
$25 to $30 per acre. They originally
started by growing grains altogether^
but they found that they could secure!
a better price for much of their grain
by feeding it to hogs and cattle, sad]
the most successful ones are those;
who have followed this course.
But to meet the wants of the nevw
comer a new homestead area has beesi
opened up, known as the "park coua<
try." In this park country are to be.
found beautiful groves of poplar and!
willow, small lakes and streams, wita
sufficient open area to enable one tq
go Into Immediate cultivation of crop,
and in due time when they wish more
land to be put under cultivation, they
may at small cost cut down some ol
the groves, which In the meantime
have been valuable in providing foal
and In giving shelter to cattle.
Notwithstanding the high character
of the open prairie lands and the fad
that farmers there have realized in a
splendid way, there is the opinion]
backed up by a lot of experience that
this parklike country contains sol]
even better than that of the open area)
referred to.
«
The opportunities, therefore, for
money making are as great today aa
they ever were. The opportunit'es for
carrying on farming successfully are
fully as great as they ever were Of
this park area we have an Immense
quantity of land yet to be settled. It
Is true that the railroads have not yet
penetrated these districts to the extent
that they have the open area, but this
will come and as settlements advance,
so will railroads build.
For the present there is a temporary lull In railroad building, but It is always the
case that where there Is a demand
there will come a supply, and It will
not be long before tbe park country
will be penetrated by railroads that
will give sufficient accommodation for
all needs, but to those who prefer it
there are lots of opportunities for purchasing land nearer towns and villages and at low prices and on easy
terms.
,
Whether one cares to purchase or
homestead it can better be done by
paying a visit to the country and. It
will repay you to spend some little
time visiting the different districts.—
Advertisement.
Sufficient.
The discontinuance of the custom ol
embracing and kissing among royal
cousins suggests that the plain Amerla
can handshake is a sufficient salut*
tion for all tbe purposes of courtesy.—*
Washington Star.
Hopelessly Out of Date.

Wife—Any fashions in that paper,
Jack?
Jack—Yes; but they're no use to
you,'dear. It's yesterday's paper.—
The Music Trade.
Has to Be an Actor.
"There is no reason for mentioning
your name," said the eminent player,
"Yon are a press agent; not an actor."
"Believe me," replied Mr. Boosting*
ton, "a press agent hae to be some}
actor to eorwlnce a star that he be*
tleves all the things he hammers pot
on the typewriter."
Brain Workers' Fatigue.
Tests of Wood pressure in variousforms of fatigue have shown ttart
bialn workers are more really fatigued than physical toilers.
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WEST BROOIfFIELD.

WEST

BROOKFIELD

Death of George A. Bailey.

Arthur P. Rounds of Allston, waa in
town Sunday.
George A. Bailey, 79 years, 3 mos. and
Rev. Josiali P. Dickerman, of Foxboro, 29 days, died at his home, South Main St..
visited in town, last week.
Tuesday night at 10 o'clock, of heart failWarden Elmer H. Blodgett is to sing ure, after several years of ill health. Mr
bass in the Congregational church choir. Bailey was born in Stafford, ConrJ., July
Miss Berate Allen of Lynn, is visiting- 18, 1835, a son of Thomas and Mary
Jane (Carpenter) Bailey. He was one of
her aunt, Miss Altheda B. Allen.
Mrs Hoy Balcom, Whitman, has been eight children, six of whom survive. At
the age.of 9 years he began work in the
the guest of Mr and Mrs John Balcom.
carding room of a cotton mill at MasonMrs James R. McAllister and family
ville, Conn., and two years later was proof Arlington Heights, are guests of Mr
moted to the position of spinner. In
and Mrs Frank E. Adams.
1850 he went to Sturbridge to learn bootMr and Mrs Robert B. Davis, on the making, at which trade he worked for 12
old New Braintree road, are entertaining years. On October 19, 1856, Mr Bailey
Mrs Edward M. Leonard of Newtonville. was married to Miss Elizabeth C. JohnThe campfire girls met at the home of son, of Charlton. In 1862 he located in
Miss Evelyn Edson for fancy work, on Brookfield where he established a jewelry
Monday.
store, and also continued bootmaking.
The winter meeting of the Spencer He has been engaged in the jewelry busiUnion, Y. P. S. C. E., will be held in ness in Brookfield a id West Brookfield
for 52 year?, and he was also a watchmaker.
the Congregational church, on Dec. 5.
Besides his wife, Mr Bailey is survived
John Houlihan and family, of New
Milford, Ct., are visiting Mrs Houlihan's by three children, Charles O., of Dallas,
Texas; Henry 0., of Shawnee, Oklahoparents, Mr and Mrs John Muzzy.
ma^ and Emma, wife of Charles Bullard,
Albert L. Bliss, Mansfield, Ohio, who
of Worcester; four grandchildren, and a
came to Pittsfield on business, spent Sungreat grandchild; four sisters, Mrs John
day with his parents on Milk street.
Sprague, Mrs Calvin Nichols, Putnam,
Mrs Wm. J. Gould has returned home Conn.; and Mrs Charles H. Gleason, of
from Worcester, where she has been car- Newton Center, Mrs Elmira Shaw, of
ing for her grandson, Herbert Gould, son South Fratningham; two brothers, Chas.
of Henry W. Gould.
and Frank Bailey, of South Framingham.
Mrs Bert N. Kent and son Richard, The funeral was from the home on Friwho have been spending the summer in day afternoon, with burial in Brookfield.
West Brookfield, starte"d for their home Rev. A. Nelson, Warren, pastor of the
in Sutherland, Florida, this week.
Methodist church, officiated.
Mrs William L. Sadler, Springfield, is
Old Time Fellowship day was observed
being entertained by Miss Frances M.
Snow and Mrs Nellie C. Coffin at the at the Congregational church by memhome of Mr and Mrs Amory Thompson. bers from churches of Warren, North
Raymond J. Howe, oldest son of Mrs Brookfield, Brookfield and New Braintree
Georgianna Howe, West Brookfield, is to who were invited to confer with the West
be married, Nov. 25, in Worcester, to Brookfield churches. This was the first
of a series of get-to-gether convocations.
Miss Esmeralda Beliveau'of Worcester.
The program opened at '6 o'clock wi(h
The reinforced concrete bridge over the
greetings and hand shakings, following
outlet to lake Wickaboag on Ware road is
which was a song service. After a period
complete except for removing the forms
of prayer the topic "Our winter's work"
which will be left about a week longer.
was discussed by A. C. Stoddardof North
Frank Bugbee, a younger son of Mr Brookfield, who answered the question,
and Mrs Joseph Bugbee, New Braintree "What?"; Rev. Wm. France, New
road, shot and killed a 200 pound doe Braintree, who answered the question,
on the Welch land, Monday afternoon
"How ?"; and Rev. T. C. Craig and Rev
Last Saturday was the 64th wedding Sherman Goodwin, answering the quesanniversary of Mr and Mrs Amory J. tions "What shall I do? When? From
Thompson. The day was passed without 5.30 to 7, a basket luncheon was served,
special observance, according to the desire and a social hour was enjoyed. Members
of the couple.
of the Y. P. S. 0. E. helped serve tea
Mrs William Walker announces tbe and coffee. The evening was opened
marriage of her daughter, Minnie Ella with a grand praise service led by Dr.
Clark, of Worcester, to Clarence H. Windsor R. Smith, North Brookfield.
Richards, of West Boylston, on Wed- Following an address by Dr. Charlton of
Brookfield, came Miss Ethel Ham, of
nesday afternoon in Worcester.
Brookfield, who spoke on -the C. E. motVirginia Gilbert entertained her school
to "For Christ and tbe church.". Folmates, Monday after a jon in honor of
her seventh birthday. The children lowing papers by some of the Y. P. S. C.
E., there were addresses by Sumner H.
gathered after school at the home of her
parents, Mr'and Mrs Marshall C. Gilbert. Reed, Brookfield, and Rev. Alfred W.
Budd, North Brookfield, which concludBrookfield Medical Club met at Ye ed the program.
Olde Tavern, Wednesday afternoon, with
The severe snow storm interrupted
Dr. Frederick W. Cowles as host. Dr. travel, so that Mr Stoddard, Dr. Smith,
E. H. Trowbridge, of Worcester, read a Miss Ham and Mrs Reed were unable to
paper on "Intestinal stasis." Dr. Frank take the parts assigned them.
W. George gave a demonstration.
James, the youngest son of Mr and
On account of Thanksgiving day being
Mrs James H. Pratt, was taken to Wor- a holiday, our correspondents and friends
cester city hospital, Sunday afternoon, in must get their copy in one day earlier, so
Arthur J. Sampson's automobile, to be far as possible.
operated upon for appendicitis. He was
Leon F. Thompson will attend the Haraccompanied by Dr. Cowles.
vard-Yale football game at New Haven
The Men's League met in the chapel
Saturday.
of the Congregational church, on Mon. .», ■
day night and Dr. Coffeen superintendent Why the Youth's Companion Should
of the Lyinan school for boys was the
be in Every Family.
speaker. The boys of the town were invited guests.
"If I could take only one paper." said
The milk train on the B. & A. division, the late Mr Justice Brewer of the Supreme
-scheduled to leave here at 8.40 a. m. waB Court, "It would be The Youth's Comderailed for 90 minutes in the yard, Sun- panion—a little of everything in a nutday, caused by the engine riding over tbe shell, and unbiased." The Companion
derail in the east end of the yard. The is a family paper in the completest sense.
wrecker from Springfield came to adjust It provides reading that, without failing
matters. The roadbed was torn up by to interest the young, still interests the
mature. It unites young and old through
the accid-nt.
Reports of the 25th anniversary con- their common enjoyment of delightful
vention of the Massachusetts Sunday fiction, aggreable miscellany, and the
School Association held in Worcester clear exposition of public questions. So j
; last week, were given by Rev. John H. carefully is it edited, so varied are its conHuffman, Miss Jessie Gilbert, Mrs David tents, that it would easily supply a famHenshaw of West Broo field, and Mr ily with entertaining fiction, up-to-date
Hoffman's daughter, Mrs H. R. Blodgett information and wholesome fun, if no!
of Cadillac, Mich., at the regular session other periodical entered the house.
If you are not familiar with The Comof the Congregational school on Sunday
panion as it is to-day, let us send you
.mprningsample copies and the Forecast for 1915.
The Grange will stage a four-act drama,
New subscribers who send 82.00 for the
The Frozen Trail; in town hall, on Tues- 52 issues of 1915 will receive free all the |
day evening, the 24th. The play will be remaining issues of 1914, besides a copy
produced under the direction of John A. of The Companion Home Calendar for
Brady, chairman of the *l*rarjge dramat- 1915.
ic committee. Special scen&ry is being
TH« YOUTH'S COMPANION,
constructed.
Other members of this
144 Berkeley Street, Boston, Mass.
committee are Delniar C- Watkins, Mrs
Mary A. Clark and MigB Marjorie Cutler.
There will be music by Plante's orchestra COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
MS.
PROBATE COlfHT
of Spencer. Dancing after the play un- WOHCESTER
'lo all persona interested in tl»ee-tat« of Frigcilia I. Cutts, late of North Brookfield in said
til 12 o'clock.
County deceased.

Whereas, Mary W. -Mudge, administratrix
The following committees have been , with
the will annexed of the estate of said de-

awointed by the Y. P. S. C. E.,
/
, . . ,,
, . „„ , ,,
duct a fair in (irand Army hall,
.,.,!..,•
11fiVwul
tahip
Miwpg
cember 11.—tooil table, Misses

to COn- ceased, haspresentedlorallowance thefliBt and
„ „„ i final account of h r administration upon the
on De- e8WM of Baid deer aaed.
Klanrhe
You are
hereby cited to appear at a Probate
Hiancne ' (joun
it,)DeheldiH Worcester, in said County
Adams, Hhirley Adams, Helen Dodge; ; of Worcester,on the eighth day of December. A.
.
. , «/
»* i
u
i
»*
D. 1914. at nlDe o'clock in tbe forenoon, to show
candy table. Misses Helen Houck, Mar- cmse.if any you haye, why the same should
jorieJ. 8mith, Olive Allen; fancy work, ;««*SKfilnlatrat-ix „ orimeA toMrTe
Misses Jessie Winn, Rita Galvin, adver- ibis citation by delivering u copy thereof to all
__.
„ ,
..
,
r\ -!- persons interested in the estate fourteen days
tisements, Misses Freda Huyck, Uons Jt least before said uour , or by publishing the
fi„n—.
Ruth ftmitll,
Kmitli- nost
office «raur
Arthur same ,oncey,,
in each week,
for three successive
Cutler, Kuttl
post- omoe,
we6k
m
Norta Brookfield Journal, a newsKiiirham H. Bay Chesson, George E. paperpubllsbtd In North BrookiUId, the last
JJSJB* <• ,
J
i
publication to be one day, at least, befoie said
Olnistead; printing posters, Cordon J. court, and by mailing, pottjeld, a copy of this
T.I»„„
l|.,r.,l,l A.
A
rjiPearuv General
to all known persons Interested In the
Jaffrey,
Harold
uureane,
general citation
mltM< MTen ^v, atleastbefore said Court,
committee Mis» Jessie Winn, chairman, I witness, William T.Forbes, asquire. Judge
00
,
„ „. '
„.
„\
'of said Court, tblsfourteentb day of November.
a,„ .
Arthur H. Brigham, Miss Helen hliack- ln lbe ,w ont) thousand nine hundred and
ley, Mrs William M. Richardson and fourteen.
HAHRTH.ATW0OD,Regl.ter
BayCheison.
J Vvr. II, 2d. Dec. *, M.

For Aching Feet.
*
One of the best remedies for aching
of the feet Is resting the muscles in
the soles of the feet by changing the
shoes frequently. Every pair of shoes
is cut from a different last and the
tread will be varied with every changing of the shoes. Bathing the feet
with either very hot or very ccld water, wiping them dry and then rubbing them with spirits of camphor will
cool the feet and remove the aching.
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Worcester County Institution For Savings

There's a lot
difference between Toric
Lenses and
Flat Lenses
besides their
slight extra cost They give
you extra vision and extra
comfort They are betterlooking, too. Come and see
us about Toric Lenses.

Fare of Ancient Pomane.
Oysters were as highly prized at
Rome as In modern London, and were
brought by the wealthy from Britain
to be fattened In the Lucrine lake. Of
the birds the chief In esteem were
fowls and peacocks, and fieldfares
Office at Dr. Ludden's
were as eagerly sought for In Rome
Main Street,
North Brookfield
as in the Athens of Aristophanes.

ERNEST D. CORBIN, Optometrist

Met His Approval.
Passer-by (to farmer leaning on
roadside fence)—"Do you approve of
automobiles?" Farmer—"Sure! "Why
wouldn't I? Didn't I make over $50
clean cash haulln' 'em out of snowdrifts last winter?"

North Brookfield Laundry Co.
FAMILY

WASHINGS

FIFTY CENTS EACH
Washings will be Called For
and Delivered Free.

He Had HI* Chance.
"That wealthy man who has been
Send a Postal or Telephone 54-2,
courtirif" her told her that If she did
not marry him he would go to Europe H. A. Russell, Manager.
and throw his life away in battle."
"What did she say to that?" "She
FOR SALE
asked him if he would promise to do
SINGLE COMB White Leghorn Cockerels, (Ranthat if she would marry him."
cocas Strain), 12.50 to 16.00. R. I. Reds I Mini,
Some Real Dust.
The roads of the plains of Argentina have deeper dust In summer and
deeper mud in winter than those of
any other part of the world; consequently tbe wagons used on them
have wheels Zrom six to fifteen feet
in diameter.
A Declining Art.
"Don't you want your boy Josh to bo
a good speller?" asked the school
teacher. "I dunno," replied Farmer
Corntossel. "About all the notice a
good speller gets nowadays is beln'
called on occasionally to decide a
bet"
The Way Out.
Dad—"The kind of wedding yon
want, my child, would cost $2,000."
Daughter—"Then what is to be done,
papa?" Dad—"You will have to be
married without my consent."

machl Strain), (200 to»$5.00. Dressed chickens,
milk-fed roasters. 3 to 5 lbs. KING POULTRY
Farm, North Brooklield, Telephone 89-8.
4w46'

A FAST PAGER FOR SALE,
HAVING now an 'automobile I have no use for
a fast horse, and have decided to hell my fast
black pacer. He is very stylish, weighs 950 lbs.,
stands 15-2, 1B perfectly sound, kind and clever,
safe for ft lady to drive. A fast "brush" horse.
Would make a splendid matinee horse. Address
MRS GEORGE HOAR, Shrewsbury, Mass. Telephone: Worcester 6491.
2w46
A

Carriages, Stanhopes, Concords
botb rubber ana steel tires, Buggies,
Democrat and Delivery Wagons, 8ur
reys and Road Wagons, botb new an-*
second hand.

\.T BOTTOM

Incorporated 1828

Corner Main and Foster Sts., Worcester, Mass.
Largest and oldest Savings Bank in Worcester
County.
$26,249,104.01 has been paid depositors in 17a
tegular and 8 extra dividends.
'
Money put on interest the first day of January,
April, July and October. ,
Dividends payable January 15 and July 15.
Accounts may be opened by deposits of three dollars to one thousand.
Hours: 9 to 5; Saturdays, 9 to 1.

Deposits and Withdrawals by mail will receive prompt attention.
SAMUEL B. WOODWARD, PRESIDENT
ALBERT L. STRATTON, TREASURER
ERNEST RUSSELL, ASS'T TREASURER

MEN AND WOMEN WANTED
to sell the most remarkable bargain in the magazine world this year.
Regular Price

EVERYBODY'S
DELINEATOR

Total

$ 1.50
1.50

$3.00

BOTH

$

2

THE RIDCWAY COMPANY
New York

During the month of November the
ladies of Worcester have been having a
series of bridge parties on the endless
chain idea, the proceeds going to the
fund which is being raised to divide between the Belgian relief fund and the
Fifth Motor Ambulance service, in Paris.
They have beerevery successful, and the
idea having spread through Worcester
County, reached North Brookfield, and
a similar series is in progress here. On
Monday, the third of the series was held
at the home of Mrs Charles E. Batcheller
on Summer street,—the entertainers being Mrs Batcheller, Mrs Frank A. Smith
and Mrs Hay ward of East Brookfield.
Sixteen ladies weie present, each paying
60 cents, or 82.00 a table. The proceeds,
as before stated, go to the general treasurer, Mrs Crompton, in Worcester, to be
divided between the Belgian relief and
the Red Cross Ambulance service. At
Mrs Batcheller's, on Monday, the American and Belgian flags were displayed outof-doors.

The First Snow Storm.
The first snow of tbe season commenced to fall Thursday mornins;, the
19th, and continued "right smart" all
day. It was a damp snow, and made bad
work for the trolleys and automobiles,
the former being off time all day.
Our town officials were very prompt
this morning in sending ' out a snow
plough to clear the sidewalks.
The Old Folks Concert.

A Real Cooking Wonder!

'rswford
have more improvements than all others combined. The "Single Damper" (patented) does
with one motion what, in other ranges, requires
moving two dampeTs, and does it better.
The deep Ash Hod in the base—with Coal
Hod beside it 4®^—(patented) is better than
the old clumsy Ash
Pan. Easy to remove
and carry — doesn't
spill the ashes.

i Attention
S Automobile

Harness, Robes, Blankets, Whips and
OU Cloths. Not too Costly. Sot tor.
Cheap. -7'

Shingles, Roofing Material

SCALP SPECIALIST

THANKSGIVING

Owners

DIRECTIONS FOR NIXING

DENATURED ALCOHOL

■

NEXT

The. Pomona Grange had a good attendance at Grange hall Wednesday, and
tbe program as given in these columns
last week was well carried out. It was in
charge of the lecturer of the North
Brookfield Grange, Mrs Lila LidBtone.
Dinner was served at the noon hour.

WILLARD B. WILSON, AGENT

To One Person
A monthly salary and a liberal commission on each order.
Salaries ran up to $250.00 per month, depending on the number of orders. This work can be done in your spare time,
and need not conflict with your present duties. No investment or previous experience necessary. We furnish full
equipment free.
Write for particulars to
Spring and Macdougal Streets,

Red Cross Endless Chain.

The morning paper gives a full program of the Old Folks Concert by the
Grange last evening, which is correct in
A fine entertainment is promised at the all but one particular. On account of
the storm and bad traveling the Concert
Grange fair, Dec. 1.
The Appleton Club.
The vesper service at the Congregation- was postponed for two weeks. Weathal church, Sunday afternoon, was a real er permitting, the program prepared for
The Club had a real treat Wednesday
last evening will be given at the regular evening in looking over a large number
musical treat.
meeting,
Thursday,
Dec.
3.
of most excellent photographs of Spanish
The G. F. S. will give an entertainment,
■ *m.
cathedrals, very kindly loaned by the art
Tuesday evening, Nov. 24, at 8 o'clock,
Thanksgiving Services.
departments of the Forbes library at
at Christ Memorial church, Admission
10 cents.
'■ ■ In accordance with the usual custom of Northampton and the Worcester public
F. of A. Grand Bazaar, on Wednes- rotation, the annual Thanksgiving ser- library. These, in connection with' the
day, Thursday, Friday and Saturday vice will be held on Thursday next, Nov. paper by Mrs Frank A. Smith, gave the
evenings of next week. Entertainment 26, at 10.45 a. m., at the Congregational members an insight into the magnificence
of these beautiful structures, some of
Crawford Ovens bake best;—no
and dancing each evening.
church, with a sermon by the pastor,
which are said to have been built cen"scorching
spots" or "cold corners"
On account of Thanksgiving day being Rev. Mr Budd, from the theme "Let us
turies ago. The story of the past glory
a holiday, our correspondents and friends be Thankful." The ministers and conof Spain as a sea power, and her decline,
must get their copy in one day earlier, so gregations of the other two churches have
was told by Mrs George Lane; while Mrs
beep invited, and everyone is urged to
far as possible.
Skerry outlined the lives and adventures
Dr. Daniel C. Griffin has removed his make an effort to show that they acof the famous explorers, who in the olddental office from the Pepper house to his knowledge the source of all their biasen time made such daring voyages to the
new home in the Glennon house, corner ings by attendance on divine worship for
North Brookfield
new world. Miss Kathleen Lovely gave
an hour before they partake of their
of North Main and Central streets.
two piano seleotionBThanksgiving
feast.
The Grange Auxiliary will hold a fair
The meeting was held at the home of
■ ■■>■ i
in the town hall, Tuesday, Dec. 1, at
Dea. and Mrs W. T. Sherwood on GilDeath of Mrs S. R. Skerry.
which aprons and other useful articks
bert street.
Walker & Pratt Mfg. Co., Maker*, Boiton
will be sold. - Admission 10 cents.
The next meeting of the Appleton Club
The news comes this week of the death
The Young Woman's club will meet at
will be at the parlors of Christ Memorial
the home of Mrs John J. Lane, on School of Mrs Isabella (Greives) Skerry, of Lex- church, Wednesday evening, Dec. 2.
street, on Tuesday evening, Nov. 24. ington, Mass., on Tuesday, Nov. 17, Each member is to have the privilege of
TO RENT
BORN
Members are asked to bring tneir sewing. aged 79. She was a native of Rochester,
inviting two guests.
There will be a
THE HUMPHREY bouse on Spring St. Steam
,„, set ran.
The music committee of the Congrega- N. Y., and married Samuel R. Skerry, paper on Phillip II by Mr Ward A.
heat,
hot
and
cold water, path.
BEVANE.—At North Brookfield, Nov. 14,
and every convenience, Bent exceptional
tional church wishes to thank all those at North Brookfield, Aug. 7, 1867, mak- Smith, on Spanish Grandees by Rev. to Edward and Sadie (Hatth) Revane. m
modeiate.
E. R. COLEBBOOK,
' who helped make their entertainment on ing this her home for many years. She Raymond M. D. Adams, and on Spanish
Phone 33-5, East Brookfield.
the evening of Nov. 10, such a grand suc- leaves one daughter, Miss Sara R. Skerry, Peasantry by Mrs Sherwood. Miss AchDIED
who is well known in North Brookfield,
cess.
sah Witter is arranging for a pleasing exMRS HELEN F. LUTHER,
where she is alwayB a welcome visitor.
SKIRBX.—At Lexington, Mass., Nov. 17. IsaAt the Methodist church, Sunday, the There are five grand-children, by her son, hibition of Spanish folk dancing, which bella Qreives, 79, widow oi Samuel Russell
pastor will preach at the 2 and 7 p. m. Frank H. Skerry, who died a few years will be an unusual attraction.
Skerry, oi North Brookfield.
services. This church gave a liberal sub- since. The body will be cremated and
North Brookfield, Maes.
scription to the Home for little Wan- the remains brought to North Brookfield,
England's War Bills.
Fruits of Intemperance.
Hair Draiing
Facial Massage
derers, for Thanksgiving, and also to the for interment in the Skerry lot at WalShampooing
Manicuring
OPEN
MONDAY
AND
FRIDAY
EVENINGS
"If
Europe
should
ever
be
ruined,"
John McNulty, who came here recently
European Christmas ship.
nut Grove cemetery, Saturday afternoon,
Summer St. Telephone 107-3
from Ware, was arrested by ofllcer Quill, said Montesquieu, "it will be by her warMr A. B.,Brunell, who presented The at 2 o'clock.
If'the present war should be
Wednesday night, on two charges, intox- rjors."
Christian aid David Copperfleld here, is
with the Water in your Radiator
I
ication, and an alleged assault on his prolonged, ruin would not be far off. Ento open amoving picture house in Cherry
to Prevent Freezing.
Death of Mrs Emory Martin.
wife who said he threatened to shoot her. gland is spending at the rate of $5,000,Valley, Dec. 1, to be run 6 nights in the
000 a day, and the continental countries '
Residence 38 Spring St., cor, Prospect
10 deg. above Zero weather
week, in connection with his Worcester
Georgianna, daughter of Mrs Napoleon Judge Cottle on hearing the evidence,
are not far behind. The war fund of
use 20 per cent, solution
house.
'
Fisette, and wife of Emory Martin, For- was assured by the wife, according to
officer Quill, that she could get along bet- •1,126,000,000 voted by Parliament Mon5 dee. below Zero weather
est
street,
died
at
her
home,
on
Monday
Under the auspices of the Woman's
day brings the total up to the monstrous
*
use 30 per cent, solution
Inside Work a Specialty. Paper Hanging
Her age ter without her husband's company than
Union an old-time social and entertain- morning of general debility.
with it, and that she was afraid of his sum of $2,876,000,000, and the first
and Whitening. Orders Promptly Atten20 deg. below Zero weather
was
38
years,
6
mos.,
18
days.
She
was
ment will be held at the Chapel of the
use 40 per cent, eolation
ded to.
doing something desperate when he was #600,000,000 is nearly gone.
P. O. Bok 193U2) Satisfaction Ouarantoed
Congregational church, Saturday even- born in North Brookfield, and her whole in liquor.
But for some reason, the
35 deg. below Zero weather
life
has
been
spent
here.
She
leaves
a
ing, Nov. 21, at 7.30. Refreshments will
Kimmett- Maloneyjudge, after sentencing him to two months
use 50 per cent, solution
be served. Admission 10 cents. Every- husband, mother, a brother, Napoleon, in the houBe of correction, suspended the
Call at 46 Summer Street One Quart Denatured Alcohol to one galof Jeffereon City, Mo., three sisters,
MissMary Maloney, daughter of Mr
body cordially invited.
Ion water, 20 per cent, solution
To see the Latest Models of
Louise.andLydiaof Detroit, Mich., and sentence, and placed the man in charge and Mrs Michael Maloney, South Main
The ladies of the W. C. T. U. had Mrs Rose Richards of North Brookfield. of the probation officer.
street,
was
united
in
marriage
with
One
and a half Quarts Denatured Alcohol
quite a successful sale of infants' clothThe funeral was attended from St. Jos- ■Officer Quill received a telephone mes- Thomas Kimmett of Boston, at St. Joto one gallon water, 30 per cent. so»
ing at the residence of Mrs H. D. Childs
lution.
eph's church, Wednesday, at 9 a. m., sage, about 9 o'clock Wednesday morn- seph's church, Monday morning. The
on School street, last Friday afternoon,
with a requiem mass by Rev. E. L. ing, from Charles D. Sage, informing best man was Joseph Maloney of WorCORSETS
Two and a half Quarts Denatured Alcohol
although the weather was unfavorabfe.
Judge. There was a profusion of floral him that there was the body of a man ly- cester, brother of the bride, and the
to one gallon water, 40 per cent, soOr hare them brought to your home:
Some nice articles still remain en sale at
lution
tributes from friends in and out of town, ing in the ditch by the side of the road, bridesmaid Mies Katherine Carey' of
by
sending
word
to
***
*•*
Mrs Childs' home,
and many relatives were present from in the woods not far from his house, but Spencer. A travelling suit of blue was
.Four Quarts Denatured Alcohol to ona
A fair house greeted Harry Worcester Ware, Worcester, Spencer,
Dalton, that he didn't know whether the man worn by the bride, and a brown suit
gallon water, 60 per cent, solution
MRS. B. C. GRAVES,
Smitn «t the town hall, Tuesday evening, Northampton and Eastharapton.
was dead, or simply exhausted.
Mr by the bridesmaid. Miss Maloney was
FOR SALE BY
and enjoyed the pictures of Irish life and
Representative tor the Brookileldl,
Quill got a team and driver from the a trained nurse, a graduate of the trainscenery, and of Harry Smith's trained
stable, and drove up on the New Brain- ing school of Worcester city hospital.
Telephone 26-13,
Christ
Memorial
Church.
hounds. Mr Dennis McCarthy sang the
tree road until he found the man insensi- A wedding breakfast was served at the NORTH BROOKFIELD.
MAS*.
popular song—"It's a long, long way to
27
Next Sunday there is to be a Family ble in the ditch. How long he had been bride's home, after which Mr and Mrs
Tipperary" and Mrs Monahan gave piano
Financially, as a Thank Offering for there no one seei™ to know, but he was Kimmett left for a trir to New York
selections.
They will make
the Religious benefits enjoyed by the entirely oblivious to the world. He was and .-Atlantic City.
The Young Woman's club will be parisn and to augment the enthusiasm loaded into the rear end of the express their home on State street in Springfield.
glad to receive gifts of warm second-hand of the parishioners for the coming year. wagon, with his legs hanging over, and a
FRED a GLAPP
clothing, bedding or money, to aid in the Knox's anthem, O, Pray for the Peace of quick trip made to the lockup on SumNEW BRAINTREE.
Belgian relief work. Anyone wishing to Jerusalem, will be sung, theregular choir mer street, where he was laid on the
-—
jf Subscriptions taken for any or all
contribute articles may leave them at the being assisted by Mr R. H. Luther, of narrow bunk, while the officer took out
Several Pomona Grange members from
home of Mrs W. F. Fullam, South iftun Worcester. Mr Lester Hiscock of Spen- three bottles of liquor from his pocket
town attended the meeting of Pomona
street, or notify Mrs G. F. Croaks, cer has recently entered the choir, taking and put them out of his reach. It was a Grange at North Brookfield, Wednesday.
Elm street, by postal card, or telephone the place of Mr Doe, who has Bung for cold morning, so the officer and another
Registered Embalmer.
Grange meeting on Tuesday was atWherever Published at Lowest Rates
27-5, and articles will be called for.
several years. Rev. Mr Adams says:— man tackled the ancient stove, in an en- tended by 50 people. The 3rd and 4th
Come, and bring your friends, to the We want people to feel that this is a deavor to get a fire started, succeeding
L,»rty Assistant.
degrees were conferred on seven candifamily church, and that there is a place after picking out the dead coal from the dates. Deputy George W. Sherman of
Grange fair, Dec. 1.
last fire, ae it was impossible to dump the
for
everyone,
and
that
all
are
at
home
The G. F. S. entertainment next Tues-"
KVKRYBODYS — 2 years — $2.00
combination. When the man regained Brimfield inspected the Grange.
Connected by Long Distance Teleday evening at Memorial church gymna- with us." The theme of the sermon will
consciousness, he complained of his feet,
phono at House and Store.
be
Loyalty
and
Co-operation,
and
a
large
sium will include music by the Bini-SauDELINEATOR — 2 years — $2.00
WANTED
and Dr. Phelan, being called found, that A POSITION by an American woman, as comBru trio, singing by Miss Mona Mc- attendance is hoped for, to share Jriendiy
oanlon ami msistaut. with one Or two elderly
the exposure had frozen them. The next
Carthy; piano duet, Mrs Saundera, Ed- greetings after the worship,
living plainly. Wages not <™VMS2ik
morning he was taken before,Judge Cot- people
Reference the best. Address Box .No. 10 .".North
win Hamljury, and the one-act comedy,
'iw47
Regular Prices of escli $1.50 a rear
tle and given three months in the house ltrookfielii.
Oregon's Temperance Vote.
"Who's Who," will be given with the
of
correction
at
Worcester,
but
this
senPOULTRY AND CHICK NS
following cast of characters:—Mr SimoniMRS HELEN MORSE SMITH
Rev. Robert H. Clark writes the editor tence was suspended and he was placed ORDERS take for Dressed i'oultry ami chickens.
des Swan hopper, a model young bachelor,
DRESSMAKING
liENRVB.
CKOOK8,
Chestnut
Street,
Notrth
under the watchful care of probation
Henry Pease; Lawrence Lavander, a of the JOURNAL from Portland, Oregon,
Brooklield.
">*<
Forest
St.,
North
Brookfield
officer
John
P.
Ranger.
as
follows,
under
date
ol
Nov.
10:—Invalet, Hulwrt Stoddard; Mr Bloomtteld
North Brookfield
II Prospect St.
FranciB Stone, John Perschetti and
CARRIACE FOR SALE
Brambleton, a country gentleman, Wai- closed find money order for *1.50 for
..
27
TWO seated side for Carriage for sale cheap.
Daniel
Sherry
were
arrested
Sunday
by
which
pleade
jog
my
subscription
forward
ter Pease; Cicely, Brambleton's daughBrookbeid. 2w47'
C. T. HKWErr . West
"'
ter, Mrs Roy Varnum; Matilda Ja.ue, a for another year and oblige. Oregon ie officer Quill for assault on John Feldmau,
dry
by
nearly
30,000
and
Washington
by
|
^
ming
out
of
Hart's
saloon.
HOUSE TO RENT
ne waa co
superior housemaid, Miss Helen Moody.
IN Stoddard place, a house of nine rooms and
ENGRAVED CALLING CARDS
CHARLES S. LANE,
Salted peanuts will l>e sold during the about 16,000. The women did it with I jt i8 c|aimed that the men took 130 in
H'llar, garden and poultrj house- Town water
their ballots. God bless them, for the | money, and six bottles of beer from him. In the house. Key with Mrs Wade next door,
evening.
Wtt. CHARLES W. VEBER. 22
IN SCRIPT, OR
■ ■■» ■
<—r
politicians fight woman suffrage because it Xwoothet men that were supposed to K,rT»rtto3»r.
Hope St., Woonsoekat, R. I,
2w47»
Congregational Church.
ends in nearly all cases the corrupt alii- nave been in the gang, escaped.
ENGLISH TEXT
ance between themselves and the saloon.
FINE Upper Tenement of Beren rooms in But
REGISTERED EMBALHER.
"Paul in the Great Discovery" will be In Oregon saloon keepers are getting out
lard liolise on cuehlng St., steam heat, bath
H.
J.
Lawrence,
North Brookfield
Open Meeting of The Sons of Vet- room, etc. _ Apply tollerbert E. Cnmmtogs
Rev. A. W^Budd's theme next Sunday of the business and going into something
Personal Prompt Attention Day
North Brookfield.
erans,
Monday,
Dec.
7.
or
Nbrht.
morning, and the sermon will be pre- more respectable. .Many will not wait
ARTISTIC MONUMENTS
Telephone North BrooMleU No.
ceded by the monthly talk to the boys for the year of grace the law gives them
FOR RENT
laa-n.
Joe Hooker Camp of the Sons of Vet- AN Eight-room eottoge on WUlow St. Town
and girls. At 1 o'clock there will be an but wili change at once. One brewery is
AND CEMETERY MEMORIALS
%r»ier. L. B. HATDEN. Grant St. North
Long Distance Connection.
illustrated lecture on Moses, the Man who now planning a change into a cannery erans is arranging for an open meeting.
Rrookfieia.
In all kinds of
laid Foundations for us; with 50 fine this winter so they will be ready for the Monday evening, Dec. 7, when they will
funerals Personally Directed
and Rrery Requisite Furnbe
visited
by
A.
A.
Bronsdou,
of
Millers'
GRANITE
AND MARBLE
fruit
and
vegetable
crop
in
the
Spring.
views.
ished.
FOR RENT
Falls, Junior Vice Commander of the ONE COTTAGE of nine rooms tx> rent on
r.«rty Assistant.
T
TENEMENTS TO RENT
Maple
St., one
one tenement
of six rooms to rent
STOVE FOR SALE
\j
C A. RISLEY & COMPANY
state. All members of the S. of V., W. on
. _ second
*maple
r* j ni.,
a- on
„ «,,»"."«-"
On.,rh MMn
Main „St
ftt.
Annlv to
.. Apply
floor
South
THBKE or pour good tenements, eentrally loMrs Searta has a nice new P. D. Beckwitb R. G, and G. A. R., and all "grandGEO. R. HAMANT,
cated, of four.nveor six rooms each /rom Bound
Oak
Parlor
Heater,
will
burn
wood
or
coal
N
o
r
th
B
rookflVld
Tattphoo*
Vert Brookfield.
*6 to Miner "ninth. Inquire of ABTHUR O. IS is too large for uir rooms only reason for selsons" are cordially invited to be present.
BLISS at North Brooknald Sayings Bank. ^ ling it. Orant St., Corner Walnut.
rnt
NORTH BROOKFIELD.
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>
Natural Deduction.
All the difforent grades. All sites ol
"Mamma," queried small Edna the
Kails, also.
first time she saw a multicolored par- lUmemiiir that my prices are always
rot, "was that chicken hatched from
the lowest. T sell so as to sell again.
an Easter egg?"
Dr. Daniel's Bom Bemedlee Always
In Slock.
Greatness.
TELEPHONE OAKHAM D4.
The greatest man Is he who chooses
right with the most Invincible resolu- William
C. Crawford
tion.—Seneca.
OAKHAM.
__
—i—.—-—•—■

MAILS DUE TO ABEIVE
A. M. 6.45- Esst and West.
s.av-West.
P. M 12.46—East and West.
2.00-West
4.60—East.
7.06—East and West.
MAILS CLOSE.
A. M. 6.45—East and WeBt.
11 JO—East and West.
P. M. 1.00—West.
4.40—East.
6.00—East and West.
Mails tor East Brookfield are desf •atched at
.Us from-646 A.
A M.
11.30A- M.
■»• and
ana 11.11
i r.m. ax*—
6.46
M.. H.30A.
East Broo'kneld are receiyed at 6.30 A. M. and
6.40 T. M.
Package mails are despatched twice dally as
follows7-11.30 A. M. East and Nortn, 6 P. M.
West and South.
Mails for the Rural Delivery is closed at 8.16
A. M. and receiyed at 1 JO P. M.
The office hours will be:—0 30 A. M. to » P. M.
Holidays,630 to9.30 A. M. and6 to6P. M.
JOHN HOWB, Postmaster,
PAUL M. KEANBT, Asst.

Quaboag Pomona Grange.

WEEK

DANJEL FOSTER,

House Painting, all-Branches

T70R many years we have come before the people
■*• of Worcester County with our Thanksgiving announcement, but never before have we appeared before
you with one of as great importance as this year.

'ffieYOUTH'S COMPANION!
Better Than Ever in 1915
Then the Family Page, a rare Editorial Page, Boys' Page,
Girls' Page, Doctor's Advice, and " a ton of fun;" Articles of
Travel, Science, Education. From the best minds to the best
minds, the best the world can produce for you and everyone
in the home. There is no age
7
limit to enthusiasm for The
CUT THIS OUT
and send it (or name of this paper)
Youth's Companion.
with $2.00 for The COMPANION
for 1915, and we will send
PRFF All the i»uc. of THE COMrrtX.C PANION for the rero.inin«
week, of 1914.
PRFF THE COMPANION HOME
r Ktt CALENDAR for 1916.

TLTCIU The 52 Weekly Issue, of
iflCll THE COMPANION hi IMS.

The Worcester Market has been, next to our Providence Market, the leading retail market in the United
States for many years. With the opening of the New
Worcester Market last week, Worcester has the foremost retail market not only in United States, but so far
as we are able to ascertain, the greatest market in existtence.
Its greatness is not in its size alone, but the simplicity of its arrangement, the completeness of its equipment, and the perfection of its sanitary conditions.
You will find that you can save money by doing
your Thanksgiving trading here, but in addition to that
you will have the pleasure of seeing the greatest market
in existence, and the general atmosphere of the store
will make it a real pleasure rather than a task.

THREE CURRENT ISSUES-FREE

SUBSCRIPTIONS RECEIVED AT THIS OFFICE

'

Worcester Market

HUB-MARK
RUBBERS

IN YOUR GRANDFATHER'S DAY

this company was at Its beginning:. He has seen
Brow until today Hub-Mark Rubbers are thejltandard
of excellence. Building upon the **0lid rock of thorough
BOO<1IK'KH, the factory has expanded from a modest
structure to the largest and bent equipped factory m
the world. Hub-Marks meet the exacting demand for
rubbers that fit and wear. From the selection ot the
crude rubber to the scientific manipulation of ingredients and fabrics for the beet, linings and
Inter linings, the watch word is perfection. That
Hub-Mark perfection means maximum economy
and satisfaction to the wearer.
Say "Hub-Mark" to the storeman when yon bur
rubbers. They cost no more than any standard.
first quality good*- Hub-Mark-rubber footwear
for men, women, boys and girls Is backed by »
sixty year reputation for integrity and a ulncers
determination to bold that reputation.
These rubbers are manufactured by the Boston Rubber Shoe Company, Maiden, Mass.

THE HUB-MARK IS YOUR VALUE-MARK
s, FOR SALE BY

JOHN T. GrRAUr, North Brookfield.

"r

W. F. FULLAM

_~

f-

Save Money
on Your Magazines

MAGAZINES

52 Times a Year
— not 12.
Send to-day to The Youth's Companion, Boston, Mass., for

SPIRELLA

A Special Offer for November
$2 Everybodys and Delineator $2
MRS M. I. MORIN

REAL HUMAN HAIR
GOODS MADE TO ORDER
SWITCHES,

BRAIDS,

TOUPEES,

ETC.

Made from Combings. We have pleased others,
let us please you.
:.:.:.
New Method. SHAMPOOING and SCALP Treatment, 50 Cents.
SWITCHES Made From Combings, #J.S0.
\

Park Hair Store,
MISS J. E. MURPHY
3 Charlton St.. Corner Main. (Phone Cedar 248J W) WORCESTER

Furnishing Undertaker

Funeral Director

pnnoiruimTi

BROOKFIFXD TIMES
WE SHOULD BE THANKFUL,
BECAUSE—

FAVORS TO PREPARE
FOR THE GREAT DAY

ROOSTING HIGH

jj3tTRKEY9 are not extinct.
HALF a dollar will buy a table d'hote dinner.
Klppi.E pie Is not all made In
**■ factories.
DOTS and retains can be eaten
even when you haven't
room for anything else.
IGNITES and forks still have
*■" work to do. fc
0WEET potatoes havenl gone
out of fashion.
ERAPE Juice haB the approval
of the department of state.
[ICE! cream Is sometimes made
*~ of cream.
QERY little turkey will be left
to make hash of.
comes
dinner—not before.

[INDIGESTION

■*■■

after

JSlEW sweet elder Is In season.
QORGONZOLA cheese Is not
compulsory.

2OT0BANKF

I
Bifinguier
THE great American nation takes
a holiday at the bidding of the
president every November. Our
many states all' unite In keeping
the beautiful festival of Thanksgiving.
Its very name is suggestive because
the giving of thanks implies a recognition of One, unseen but ever-living,
who sends the world the gifts on
which Its existence depends. From
Almighty God we receive the rain, the
sunshine, the summer's heat and the
winter's cold, the bread we eat, the
fuel that warms us and the clothing
We wear. There are few so foolish or
so stupid as not to believe in the
great Creator and the kind All-Father,
from whose hand our daily blessings
come. Especially should you and I
have a thought ef him when the
myriad homes of the country are enjoying at this season the gifts that
must be traced directly to the kindness of heaven.
The great nation
keeps Thanksgiving, but the great nation is composed of millions of Individual persons, among them you who
read and I who write. Suppose we
stop and aBk ourselves what we like
best about this holiday and what spirit
we may most fittingly bring to its
celebration.
First, I think we like it because It
Is so genial and Jolly, so cheerful and
bright, so patriotic and stirring a day.
Thousands of faBtttes are reunited at
the Thanksgiving dinner. The trains
that come to New England or Pennsylvania or Illinois, from California,
Oregou snd Nevada, bring home for
Thanksgiving men and women who
want to be boys and girls once more
under the old roof.
I remember watching from a train
as it stopped at a station the delighted greeting of a half-dozen people who
seemed to be father, mother, sons and
daughters, as they swarmed upon a
dear little old lady who was waiting
to receive them.
Her husband, a
white-haired patriarch, who might
ha-e sat for the portrait of Santa
Claus, was holding his horses while
the
children
and
grandchildren
thronged Into the big four-seated
wagon. They had come home for
Thanksgiving. Many such scenes will
he enacted this year, as they have
been every year since our country was
settled.
If we have been so unwise as to let
a pessimistic spirit weave its evil spell
around us, let us break the fetters
without delay. Wherever we are, at
home or abroad, rich or poor, let us be
thankful that we have reached another golden milestone in life. I repeat
that Thanksgiving Is a genial, cheerful, wholesome and breezy day. Let
ns make the best out of It, and wherever we are be as jolly as we can.

Much to be Thankful For.
If ever we are tempted to say that
though others have much to be thankful for, our lives are hard and our
paths are thorny, 1st us stop a minute
and see by what standard we are
measuring our blessings. If we look
at a cripple plodding along with
crutches we cannot help being thankful that we have feet which serve us
well and that we can 'walk and run
without so much as considering the
effort If we see somebody who Is
barefooted, we may be thankful tor
shoes. When the rain, beats on the
roof at night we may be thankful for
the house that shelters us. When the
doctor calls next door to see an invalid who Is tossing with fever we
may be thankful jhat we are well. If
there are flowers on the door bell
across the street we may be thankful
that there are no vacant chairs in our
home.

Not Alone the Children of the Family,
but Also the Grownups May Be Furnished Special Trifles to Add Zest
to the Thanksgiving Dinner.

for the Thanksgiving dinner table may be made of pulled
figs, raisins and nuts, held together with toothpicks and topped
with marshmallow heads, the features
outlined in chocolate. Each of these
little figures should be mounted on a
flat foundation made of a thick, firm
cookie and the toothpick legs made to
stand upright by embedding them In
a little mound of chocolate frosting
which should extend outward to form
the feet
Two large raisins, the stem ends
thrust Into the toothpicks, form the"
legs and two small pulled figs serve
as a dress, the figs being thrust on
the toothpicks so that the tapering
Btem ends shall meet to form a waist
line. Two raisins are used for eaoh
arm, ending in a single peanut for a
hand.
The marshmallow head Is covered
with chocolate except on one side,
where chocolate features are drawn
with a toothpick dipped in melted
chocolate. A peaked hat made from
half a fig should top the grotesque
little figure.
For this work pulled figs are absolutely necessary. Ordinary layer figs
will not do, as to make the bodies
of these figures the figs must be of
natural shape.
These figs come
packed In email baskets and one
basket of figs at 25 cents will make
six favors.
Another style of favor can be fashioned from short, thick sticks of
candy. Top the stick with a marshmallow head, pinching It round, and
drawing chocolate features and a little curl down the forehead. PreBS a
couple of figs very thin and curl them
around the candy doll, keeping them
out from the body by means of toothpicks held to the stick of candy with
white frosting. If the stick of candy
is plain white, paint chocolate buttons down the front and rest the absurd little favor on a square of
sugared popcorn.
If these favors are chosen for the
children of the family, the grown persons may have something different.
Choose paper lorgnons for the women, the eyeglass portion representing
two miniature pumpkins and the long
handle simulating their stem.
Cut
the pattern of a good sized lorgnon
from cardboard, covering the handle
with dull green crepe paper.
Cut four yellow pumpkins from the
crepe paper that comes so decorated
and cover the eyeglass portion of the
lorgnon on both sides. Cut boles for
the eyes so that these favors may
be actually used while at the table.
A bow of bright yellow ribbon tied
half way down the handle of the
lorgnon Is a pretty addition.
For the men have long rolls of yellow paper tied at each end to simulate snap motto papers. Instead of
the usual folded paper cap Inside conceal a cigar.

Poet In the Quaint Phraseology of
Centuries Ago Expressed Gratitude
for the Kindness of the Creator,
From a "Thankfule Heart."

FLVORS

THE THANKSGIVING GIRL
You may boast of the maiden of summer.
And brag- of the maiden of June,
Your winter girl may be a hummer
To skate with and lovingly spoon.

You may boaost of the lassie bew!t/,hin'
Zn hobble skirt, store puff and curl*
But give me the maid of the kitchen,
The reliable Thanksgiving girL
Thanksgiving Prayer.
For days of health, for nights of
quiet sleep; for seasons of bounty, tor
all earth's contributions to our need
through this past year: Good Lord, we
thank thee. For our country's shelter;
for our homes; for the joy of faces,
and the joy of hearts that love; for
the power of great examples; for holy
ones who lead us In the ways of lite
and love; for our powers of growth;
for longings to be better and do more;
for ideals that ever rise above our
real; for opportunities well used, good
Lord, we humbly thank thee! For our
temptations, and for any victory over
sins that close beset us; for the gladness that abides with loyalty; for the
blessedness of service and the power
to fit ourselves to others' needs; tor
our necessities to work; for burdens,
pain and disappointments, means of
growth; for sorrow; for death; tor all
that brings us nearer to each other,
nearer to ourselves, near to thee; for
rife: We thank thee, O our Father!—
W. C Gannett

THANKSGIVING ODE
OF THE OLDEN TIME :

GREATEST HOLIDAY
IS OF THE HOME
Especially Does the Day Upon Which
the Nation Gives Thanks for the
Many Mercies Extended Stand as a
Revelation of Domestic Happiness.

THERE Is ample cause for the spirit of Thanksgiving day In the
place which the home holds in
American life.
It is enough to
make any people grateful to be able
to depend upon such domestic health,
peace and happiness as prevail In the
United States.
Thanksgiving day brlngB uncounted
family reunions. It means the return
to old homes of those who have gone
far away. It reunites circles long
broken. It exalts the family Idea,
the foundation on which human society rests.
And every year the holiday of the
hearth, the day dedicated, informally
but not the less certainly, to the
home principle, finds the number of
happy households In America larger
than ever before. Every November
the picture of home gatherings. In
gratitude and peace. Is painted on a
scale more vast and impressive.
The most extreme pessimist knows
In bis heart that this is true. It is
impossible to reflect upon the progress
of the country and the gains made
by the people of the United States,
despite all drawbacks and mishaps,
without realizing that in the broadest
sense the life of the nation is healthier, sounder, safer and happier than
ever.
, And the old-fashioned cornerstone
on which this national health and sanity of mind and spirit rests is the
family. It takes Thanksgiving to bring
Into due prominence the enduring
foundation of the wonderfully complex
and elaborate structure of American
life.
When the milltonB of widened family
circles are formed today, around wellladen tables, the position of the American life is patent to every thoughtful citizen of this republic. It Is always clear enough to keen-eyed
strangers visiting the foremost country of the New World.
, While the great holiday of the home
stands where It has always stood,
where It stands today, as a revelation
of domestic happiness and family loyalty, there will be nothing vitally
amiss with the American nation. Tho
spirit of Thanksgiving day is a moral
tonic and a guarantee of civic health.
The Beet Thanksgiving.
There Is one blessing which Is never
taken away from those who want It.
It is worthier of our thanksgiving than
all other blessings .combined. And
the more we give thanks for It, the
more we shall see in it to give thanks
for. This blessing Is God himself.
Have we learned the joy of thanking
God for himself? Have we practiced
this form of thanksgiving daily? To
pour out our thanksgiving to God for
what he is has a remarkable result.
It means that In the very act of such
thanksgiving we receive more of him
to'be thankful for. It is as though,
when we thanked a friend for a generous gift of money, with every word
of our thanks that friend poured more
money into our hands. The outgoing
of our praise to God means the incoming of God. Let us take time
apart on this Thanksgiving day, alone
with God, to praise him and thank
him for what he Is. A half-hour spent
thus with him, with perhaps the book
of Psalms open before us, can make
the day memorable In our lives.
Moreover—let it be said reverently—
it will make the day memorable In
God's own life; for the praise of his
children rejoices God's heart. Shall
we not make It a day of thanksgiving in heaven because of our thanksgiving on earth?—Sunday School
Times.
Unfortunate In Their Nature.
There will bo some who will not
give thanks of any sort on Thanksgiving day. With them the world Is
all wrong. Justice has fled from the
earth, and all other men are untrustworthy.
Some will wall that they
were born under an unlucky star and
look on the dark side of every blessing. Their very presence casts a
gloom on everything. It is against
their natures to grant a thankful word.

yOimiikeFatima*1
delightful,
God Demands * milda really
Turkish Mead.

Recognition

By REV. J. H. RALSTON
LORD, Thou hast given me a celt.
Secretary of Corrai&ondcnce Dci»rtA«at
Wherein to dwell;
Moody Bible iwlilule, Chicago
A little house, whose humble root
Is weather proof;
Under the sparres of which X lie
Both soft and drle;
TEXT—Be still and know that I am
Where Thou, my chamber for to ward.
God.—Psalm 46:10.
Hast set a guard
Of harmless thoughts, to watch and keep
Me, while I Bleep.
The greatest fact
in the universe is
IJOW is my porch, as Is my fate.
a personal God,
Both void of state:
but many fall to
And yet the threshold of my doors
Is worne by th' poore,
take in the
Who thither come, and freely get
thought. A comGood words or meat.
pany conspicuous
for its smallness
deny that there is
a God and they
may be left in the
hands of the
psalmist, who
said: "The fool
hath said In his
Like as my parlour, so my hall
heart
'There is no
And kltchin's small:
God'";
but almost
A little butterle, and therein
A little byn.
all men acknowlWhich keeps my little loafe of bread
edge the existence of God. How do
Unchlpt, unllead:
they treat him?
Some brittle sticks of thorne or briar
Some decline to acknowledge him as
Make me a Are,
Close by whose living cbale I sit.
having any personal relation to them.
And glow like it.
He la an Intangible, far-away being,
possibly nothing more than the great
Pan of the ancients. Some forget God,
having occasional momenta of recognition, especially when he appeals to
them by catastrophe, but the words of
the psalmist are again true: "God )s
not In all their thoughts." This Is true
oftentimes of bodies of men, evea
Lord, I confesse, too, when I dine,
The pulse Is Thine,
great nations.
And all thoBe other bits that bee
Some defy God, following the advice
There placed by Thee:
of the wife of Job—to curse God and
The worts, the purslain, and the messe
die.
They light against God, but they
Of water cresse
Which of Thy klndnease Thou has sent; never think of asking the result of the
And my content
fight.' They never win. Some parley
Makes those, and my beloved beet
with God, having some recognition of
To be more sweet.
'Tis Thou that crewnest my glittering his being and of their moral obligahearth
tions to him, but when those obligaWith gulltlesse mlrthe.
tions are pressed as present duties
And gives me wassaile bowls to drink,
they say "Tomorrow" or "Consider our
Splc'd to tho brink.
business, our political or domestic situation and excuse us."
The Demand of God.
We have in the text a command, not
a mere suggestion or Intimation:
"Know that I am God." The latter
part of the verse defines what God
means: "I will be exalted among the
Lord, 'tis Thy plenty-dropping hand
hea'' n. I will be exalted In the
That solles my land.
earth." The cry of the Mohammedan
And giv'st me, for my bushell aowne.
muezzin Is not wrong: "God is great"
Twice ten for one;
Thou mak'st my teeming hen to lay
In the Old Testament we have the
Her egg each day;
word "Elohim," which means "the
Besides my healthful ewes to bear
strong or faithful one," used 2,300
Me twins each yeare;
tlmeB. The root In that word, "El,"
The while the conduits of my klne
Run creame for wine:
means "the strong or mighty one."
All these, and better Thou dost send
That was God's claim In those times
Me, to this end.
and one of the things upon which he
That I should render, for my part,
has been most sensitive Is that of bis
A thankfulle heart;
Which,.flr'd with Incense, I resigne
uncbangeableness. What he was to
As wholly Thine;
Moses or David or Nebuchadnezzar he
But the acceptance, that must be,
Is to us. God makes a demand In the
O Lord, by Thee.
—Herrlck.
text, and no man has a right to challenge It: "I am God."
How Obey the Command.
In our authorized version of the
Scriptures we have the words: "Be
still." Most men make such a clamor
In their business or in the political
world, or on the battle field that/they
cannot hear God. Elijah in the cleft
of the mountain side heard God more
dlstlnetlyln the still, small voice than
LET US ALL GIVE THANKS In the raging Are or Btormy wind.
Men have come close to God as they
Season Is a Time to Be Glad, and to have eat by the silent sea. or In the
Make Others Around Us Parstillness of the woods, or In the bush
take of Our Joy.
of the midnight hour. The Hebrew
word translated "still" might be transLet us make this the best Thanks- lated "Ceaee ye," or "Let your hands
giving of our lives. Remember our hang down," which means that efforts
gratitude Is not measured by the size should cease. Many claiming to recof the family larder. Abundance ognize God struggle on, attempting to
tends to contentment, but many a do things that God would do, but
man In limited circumstances Is hap- which he eannot do because men Inpier than others of larger means. sist on doing them for themselves.
While God has been compelled to
Real wealth and worth lies not In the
abundance a man hath, but In content- FIIOW his almightlness or strength In
ment's gold. When the heart Is full sending catastrophes on men he shows
the whole world Is richer. Your smile this same strength In simple wayB.
will go a long way toward making
The Nations and God.
someone else happy. A cheerful life
Probably In these days when the
opens avenues to future achievement earth 1B trembling with the crash of
hidden to him who sees no good the mightiest armies that the world
around him. The past Is a matter of has ever known there should he a
record, the present Is near and real, thought of God and his power. What
the future is limited only by yourself. are kings and emperors and great naMake It all It can be, and history will tions? Nations are as a drop In the
add a new chapter, and you will be bucket and are counted as the small
duBt In the balance. As the rulers of
the hero.
Let UB give thanks. The nation the earth take counsel together
needs the Inspiration of your song. against the Lord and against his
There are plenty of groans and grunts anointed, God sits In the heavens and
laughs at them and has them In deand growls. We need more song.
It hain't no use to grumble and complain; rision.
It's Just as cheap and eaay to rejoice.
Over the armies of Europe now in
You will feel more manly by being conflict God is standing. He has a
glad. It adds to your self-respect and purpose in this unparalleled war and
makes you feel that you liave a""' place that purpose will be realized. The
In the world. Inspire your age with a mighty fighting organization of Gernew type of chivalry. Meet drones many will not frustrate It, nor tbe paand kickers with a smile and you will triotism and Impetuosity of the French,
do much to bring In the good time nor the tenacity of the English, nor
that Is to be. Wherever you are let the masses of the Russians.
this be a real period of thanksgiving.
Waterloo and God.
Let us see if we cannot add to the
Victor Hugo asks with reference to
world's Joy by the spirit of our own Waterloo: "Was It possible that Naliving.
poleon should win this battle? We
answer, No. And why? Because of
Wellington?
Because of Blucher?
Universal Day of Thanks.
About the Institution of Thanksgiv- No. Because of God." And he says:
ing as it exists today there is noth- "Napoleon had been impeached before
ing sectarian or sectional, but over the Infinite and his fall decreed. He
the entire-Union the day Is observed vexed God."
The man is wise who, makes God his
by all Americans alike as the time for
family reunion, good cheer and gen- refuge and strength, a very present
help In trouble. Today the glory of
eral rejoicing and gratitude.
America lies In tbe fact that Its chief
executive is a man of clear recogniSpoiled It for Htm.
tion of God, and bla remarkable
Re*. Mr, Goodman—Well, Willie, achievements may be accounted tor by
did you enjoy your Thanksgiving din- those moments of solitude before God,
In bis chamber.
ner?
Willie—No. We had company and I
had to eat with my fork.

Try the taste of their
choice leaf that has made
FATIMA the greatest settling brand in the land.

Vramrnmnnf

BIRO SANCTUARY IN ORCHARD FILLER FOR CONCRETE-WORK

jtm-^

"Dktincibely Individual"

RAISE SQUABS FOR MARKET
First Essential Is to Have 8ultable
House and Yard to Confine Birds
—Enforce Cleanliness.

PROPER CREDIT FOR GRANDPA
Happy Father Wanted Generous Contribution Entered Under the
Proper Heading.
When Mr. Otis returned from tho
office one afternoon, he was met at the
door by bis wife, who cried, excitedly:
"On, Herbert, love, I received a love*
ly letter from father today."
"Yes, my dear?" queried he.
"Tea, dearest," repeated Mrs. Otis,
entbostftstlnally, "be congratulates
us on tbe birth of our baby."
"That's good," was the reply.
Tea," went on Mrs. Otis, "and ha
says rt win cost us more to live now
—that babies are expensive."
"I suppose that Is true, dear," assented the hubsand.
"And, Herbert, just think!" said the
wife. Joyfully, "father has sent us a
ebeek for 11,000. Isn't that Just lovely
of hlmr
"I should say it was!" said Otis. "I'll
nit right down, dear, and thank blra
for bis generaus contribution to tho
Fresh Heir fund."
The Coekney "H" Again.

The American tourist was taking
the rest cure for a day In a London
boarding house.
"I shall want no more meats," she
said, when the maid brought up tea.
"I Shall be up for dinner. There's
nothing more I want."
Then iii the next breath she added:.
"Oh, yes, there is! I want that hot«
water bottle; but that's not to eat,"
The cockney maid stood Blient for a.
moment, then said gleefully, "Oh, yes,
It Is to 'eat! You want me to 'eat II
for you?"—Youth's Companion. '

A young lady, by no means beautiful, was introduced to a gentlemen
who was endowed with good looks bat
not manners. /During the course of
their conversation the gentleman;
asked: ""NT
"Are there many more ladles Ilka
you tn the Potteries?"
The young lady replied: "Oh, yes.
We all are good-looking there. Yon
see, we make our own mugs."

4——
,
Beet Plan for Feeding Is to Watch the
Flock Carefully and See That All
Are Satisfied.

The Difference.
"Gossip bas no business methods."
"What do you mean?"
"People retail It by wholesale."
DOCTOR KNEW
Had Tried It Himself.

The doctor who has tried Postum
knows that it is an easy, certain, and
pleasant way out of the coffee habit
and all of the alls following and he
prescribes It for his patients as dio> a
physician of Prospertown, N. J.
One of his patients says:
"During the summer just past I suffered terribly with a heavy feeling at
the pit of my stomach and dizzy feelings in my head and then a blindness
would eome over my eyes so I would
have to sft down. I would get so nervous I could hardly control my feelings.
"Finally I spoke to our family physician akost ft and be asked If I drank
much coffee and mother told him that
I dM. He told me to Immediately stop
drinking coffee and drink Postum In'
Mm phtee, as he and his family bad
used Postum and found It a powerful
rebutlder and delicious food-drink.
"I hesitated for a time, disliking the
Idea of having to give up my coffee, but
finally I got a package and found it to
be all the doctor aatd.
"Since drinking Postum In place of
coffee my dhoiness, blindness and
nervousness are all gone, my bowels
are regular and I am well and strong.
That is a short statement of what
Postum bas done for me."
Name given by Postum Co., Battle
Creek, Mloh. Read "The Road to Wellville," In pkgs.
Postum comes tn two forms:
Regular Postum— must be watt
boiled. lEc and Me packages.
Instant Postum—Is a soluble powder. A teaspoonful dissolves quickly
In a cop of hot water and, with cream
and sugar, makes a delicious beverage Instantly. Mo and 60c tins.
The oast per sup of both kinds is
about the same.
"Tbeie's a Eeason" for Postern,
-sold by i

EGGS

IN

NEW YORK 300 YEARS A00

Rough Stones of Almost Any Charao.
ter, Found in Almost Any Section
of Country Are Fsvored.

One hund%d and seventy-six species
of Insects attack the apple tree, while
apple-producing states spend as lfctgh
as $3,000,000 for spraying trees to keep
down the codling moth. Instead of putting poison (which* often kills the
birds), on your trees, why not encourage these tireless little workers to
come and rid your fruit trees of Insect
pests? Every orchard should be a
bird sanctuary. What are you doing
to make a safe refuge of yours? In return fcr shelter and protection your
feathered friends will brighten your
little world with their, beautiful plumage, while working every hour In the
day for you, and sing glad songs of
thanksgiving while they work.
The Liberty Bell Bird club of the
Farm Journal says that the destructive
Insect Invasion is not caused altogether by the killing of the birds themselves who would eat the Insects, but
largely because the farmer has cut
down the trees and shrubbery, depriving his former little neighbors of their
nesting places without providing others. *It Is urging the farmers and fruit

(By H. H. 8HEPARD.)
In any section of the country Where
rough stones of almost any character
can be secured and hauled as cheaply
as sand and gravel, it will pay to use
them as fillers for concrete-work.
A neighbor of ours has built a barn
foundation by using rough stones as
fillers, with the result of saving fully
one-halt the cost of construction.
On our own farm rough flint stones
all the way from the size of a walnut
up to as large as a peck measure are
to" be had with only the trouble ol
picking them up.
These rough stones we are using
In all of our concrete construction, except for surfacing. The space they
take up saves sand, gravel and cement, with a resulting wall or floor
as solid and firm as one of all finer
material.
Using rough stones as filler In solid
concrete construction is similar to
laying brick or stone in mortar. The
only difference is that forms are
used, and that the stones, are all hidden when the work is finished. Sand
and cement are all that is needed, although gravel, too, may be used In
the wet mixture.
,
Make the forms as usual for any
kind ot concrete-work, and shovel In
the wet mixture of Band, gravel and
cement. On this soft mixture place
a layer of the rough stones of all sizes
and shapes.
They must be clean of soil, so that
the cement mixture will stick to them.
Cover the layer of stones with more
of the wet cement mixture, and
"spade" the sides to make smooth
surfaces and to Bettle the mixture
among the rocks.
Use a rather slushy concrete, so
that It will more easily run among
the rocks for filling vacant spaces and
for firm binding. Continue the process layer after layer till the wall la
finished.
•

AB years come and go In the twirling of this world about the sun, tt
was but as yesterday when Adrian
Block's rude log huts were ths first
habitations of white men on Manhattan Island, says the New York Mail.
A branze plate on the building at
46 Broadway Is the token of that occupation.
A city of nearly six million people, with real estate values footing
np to nearly $10,000,000,000, has been
wrought in the three intervening centuries.
Yet as we look back in the days
of this tercentenary we are stirred
not only by the records of growth,
but by the present opportunities and
responsibilities incident to the twentieth century status of the city that
was born In he seventeenth.
The winter refuge of the crew of
the Tiger has become the world center. Captain Bloek hewed timbers
from the virgin forest and built a new
ship, which he called the Restless.
The swath that he cut was the beginning of Broadway. The name that
he gave his schooner was characterized the city.
The restless energy of New York is
the greatest factor in the world progress that Is focused here In this young
giant among the world's metropolises.

It Is not possible to lay down hard
and fast rules for feeding, because of
the fact that different hens require
different quantities. The best plan Is
to watch the flock carefully when feeding to see that every hen gets her
share. The man who raises the feed
for his fowls Is the one who la likely
to overfeed them, while the one who
buys his feed is likeey to err in the
opposite direction. The only way one
ean manage with any degree of certainty is to try different quantities of
food on the flock for a period long
enough to note results. It will pay
to weigh the hens In order to get aoeurate results. When the prbper allowance seems to have been reached,
feed accordingly and do not change
unless necessary.

SHIPPING

W. L. DOUGLAS

Farmers snd Fruit Growers Urged to
Plant Trees to Provide Nesting
Places for the Robin.

of First Class Apples.

OVERFED AND UNDERFED HEN

ii'-.aj;

From Forest Land It Has Grown to a
City of Six Million Inhabitants.

The keeping of pigeons has become
regular business In some sections,
compared with ten years ago, and a
great deal of Interest Is now being
taken In tbe pigeon as a source ot
profit. The first essential is to have a
good boose and yard, and to have the
yard wired. In order to confine the
birds. The bouse should be arranged
bo permit of abundant floor room, the
nests to be along the sides. The
homer pigeon Is largely used, an excellent mating being the dragoon and
homer. Be sure that the sexes are
equal, as pigeons pair and keep tho
same nests. Mice In the nests must
be guarded against, and lice will destroy all profit. Give nesting materials for the birds, and Include tobaooo leaves, which will assist In
keeping lice away. Fresh insect powder should be freely used In the
nests on the first indication of lice,
and cleanliness must be enforced.
The yard should be at least ten feet
high, of any else preferred, and
should have roosting poleB at different heights, on which the birds may
alight. Keep a salt codfish hung
where the birds can have access
to
It,
supply
gravel,
coarsely
ground oyster shells, ground bone,
An.Orchardlat's Friend, the Robin.
wheat, cracked corn, sosghum seed,
millet seed and a green food of some growers to plant those trees and
shrubs which will entice the foraging
robin away from his favorite cherry
tree, and yet maintains that he is entitled to a little of even this choice
fruit In return for all the ravening fruit
pests he devours. It claims that he
will not, however, bother the cherries
if he has Russian mulberries which
ripen at the same time. This tireless
forager also prefers chokeberry, holly
elder, sour-gum, shadberries, wild cherries, wild grapes, green brier and
smllax to cherries. He is such a gentleman robber that a bird-bath has
been known to lure him away from his
favorite mulberry. The robin likes to
be a near neighbor toman and that he
Is a more obliging and honest one than
Is generally believed Is shown by his
propensity to rid a farmer's cabbage
patch of cut worms, all In exchange tor
White Maltese Cock.
a few (perhaps wormy) cherries.
kind, as the birds will help themselves to what is desired by them.
The rapidity of growth depends upon FEW BENEFITS OF THINNING
the food and care. About eight pair
of squabs a year may be expected, de- Importance of Thinning as Means of
pending on mode of management.
Producing the Maximum Number

No Excuse for Plainness.

TTMF.S

WINTER

Careful Packing Is Required to Avoid
Freezing During Intense Cold—
Objection to Wading.

Shipping eggs in winter require
eareful packing. Eggs are liable to
become froeen in the crates when the
sold Is intense, although the crates
may be made tight and the eggs inclosed In paper partitions. There is
no remedy for the drawback, and the
only safe plan Is to keep the eggs unto the weather moderates. Sawdust
Is sometimes used In the crates to fill
up the spaces and prevent the ingress
of cool air, but it only adds to the
weight If one has the time to bestow,
the eggs may be wrapped In wadding,
and placed In the paper partitions;
but the merchants who receive them
may object to the extra labor Imposed
upon them of removing the covering
from the eggs after arrival.
Get a Bone Cutter.
Every poultrvman should own a
good bone eutter. It will pay for Itself
In a short tlm* In Increased egg production and growth and general health
of the flock. Fresh ground bone should
be fed twice a week at least, about an
ounce to a fowl at each feed.
Pullets for Mating.
Early pullets that have fully matured may be used for breeding, but
they will produce better chicks If
mated with a cock not younger than
eighteen months.

HUM

An experiment made recently by
the Utah station calls attention to
the Importance of thinning of firstclass apples. Eight-year-old Ben Davis
trees, with the fruit thinned to a
maximum distance of four Inches apart
gave a net increase per tree of $1.15
as compared with unthlnned fruit.
The Jonathans showed a net lncease
of 30 cents per tree. The same Jonathan trees thinned in the same manner in 1912 gave a net increase of
71 cents per tree over unthlnned
trees. In practice the cost of thinning appears to be offset by the reduced cost In sorting when the fruit
is packed.
f
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Fruit and poultry ralBing go well together.

• • •

Every owner of a colt should look
well to the care of the feet.

• • •

Belling the choicest of the wheat is
a poor way to select seed grain.

• • •

Bees wintered out of doors should
be where the sun will shine on the
hive.
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GRADING AND SORTING EGGS

TTAKWOOP

Activities of Women.
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Every Year There Is a Loss of Millions
of Dollars In Product Because of
Haphazard Methods.

(By M. HASTINGS.)
Bggs are among the most difficult
of food products to grade. This Is because each egg must be considered
separately, and because the actual
substance of an egg cannot be examined without destroying the egg.
From external appearance, eggs can
be selected for slsie, color, cleanliness
of shell and freedom from cracks,
This le the common method of grading
in early spring when the eggs are uniformly of good quality. Later In the
season the egg candle Is used. While
any kind of a light may be used, a 16candlepower electric lamp is the most
desirable. The light is inclosed in a
box or tin cylinder. In which are made

EVERYTHING

EDGAR T, SMITH. Afanoewi*- Otnctor

Philadelphia has five women factory
Inspectors.
Women farm laborers In England
number nearly one hundred thousand.
Over five thousand women are engaged In Industry In Italy.
Over six thousand women In New
York are employed as talloresses.
Canada has an active rifle asoclatlon composed of women.
There are over three million widows
In the United States and there Is no
estimate as to how many there will
be In Europe after the war, but It
will probably be twice as many as we
have.
In Java, when a man marries, he
goes to his wife's house, where the
women sit In council upon all matters
of Importance and dictate the affairs
of the home.
Widows of soldiers killed in the
Bervlce of the British army will receive a pension of from five to ten
shillings a week, depending upon the
rank of her husband.

Pelvic Catarrh
1 Would
Not Do
Without
Peruna.

Miss Bmelle
A. Haberkom,
t 3 »1 Oravots
Ave., 8L Louis,
Mo., writes:
•For over two
years I was
troubled with
catarrh of the
pelvic organs,
I heard of Br.
H a rtman's
book. The Ilia
M Life.' I read
it and wrote to
tbe doctor, who answered my letter
promptly. I began taking treatment
as soon as possible. Tongue cannot
express how I suffered. I feel grateful for what the doctor has done
for me, and would not do without
Peruna. I now enjoy as good health
as ever. I find' It bas Improved my
health so muoh that I will recommend
It to any one obeerfuUy."
Careful Dad.

"We receive many queeriy directed
letters, of course," acknowledged »
post office assistant In answer to an,
urgent question, according to .tba
Cleveland Plain Dealer. "But tha
queerest I ever remember having seen,
had an address that ran somewhat a»
follows:
"'To my son Thomas If he Is associating with decent young fellows and
calling on respectable girls. If he
ain't, please return to above address,
because the letter has Two Dollars in,
if
"I've often wondered whether tha
letter got back all right"
Beware the Conflagration.

Rev. Dr. Harris L. Remington.
In an address on "Purity" before the
Young Men's Christian association ot
Dulnth, said:
"I would warn my young hearer*
against the almost universal custom
known as 'spooning.' In parlors, on
park benches, everywhere, one sees
lads and lasses tightly folded In each
others' arms, like wrestlers of equal
strength. Bah!
'"But," you ask me, 'what's the
harm? A kiss Is only a trills.'
" 'Ah, yes,' I respond, 'a kiss is only
a trifle—and so is a spark.'"

PROF. COWARD

Quite Simple.
"My dear major, I want to ask you
A
a
question,"
remarked the modest maiC RAf7LTVo'GRAvi
rke World* GreMMt, Bolratlrlo Astro&P&C** den to her partner as they entered the
hnlD Ton ID trouble. adrlM where outer* fail. Bow to
SiniS? mmtt* owliwl one, make otter. UU»Jo$ conservatory.
Jii. bringbsi lo»t bMband or wife, how losnocewl
"A thousand If you like," replied the
<n MrinMS. Will InterpretJronr_areana. teU Ton
wbott) marry. Ql»e Prof. Coward jonr birth date gallant major.
radii.will raidfourllfa. Sena26oenliifortrlalread"What Is a klssT" The soldier was
taken aback, but quickly pulled himHHt siu Rebuilt lathes, drUla, northsimUStJJjraulio cressen. tramps, compressors, steam (engines, self together, and firmly said, "This
WSMnlf,ia^neaof«aMUneen8ljes,ralTe.,
Suing* ate^Condition8namnteed.Semiforc.taJo«. is."
PennSrWanla Iron Works, Dept. B, Bddr«to»e, Pa.
"Sir," replied the Indignant seeker
Catalogne after higher culture, "you misunderB
quoting
Wanted
to Buy Old CoinsP ,"'*
stand
me. The Interrogation I put to
" lee* paid
wilLUM HaaSLIlll.
price,
paid 10
10 eta.
eta. _"U£"?
H^A"*-,rasa™*
= Bug.,
you was a mathematical problem
f J.. A Jttfa wanted everywhere to market oar which I thought might interest you."
Lady AgCUtS new brand uf TH A; big par j easy
"It does, it does," said the major,
work. California Sales Go„ WaUonviUe. California
"hut if it's a conundrum I give It up."
The maiden's eyes sparkled, and
Time to Go.
there was music In her voice as she
"Right in the midst of the advice threw out the answer, "Why, It's nothyou were giving him you broke oft and ing divided by two."
hurried away."
"That's what I did!"
Mice Ate Peace Sermon.
"But he was listening deferentially
In an address before the Men's club
to all you had to say."
of the Tabernacle Christian church,
"You bet he was. I never had a according to a Columbus (Ind.) disman listen to me that deferentially patch, Rev. Alexander Sharp of the
that he didn't try to touch me tor five Presbyterian church there, who has
dollars before I got away."
Just returned from a two months' vacation abroad, told his audience that
Important to mothers)
the last sermon he delivered to bis
Examine carefully every bottle ot congregation before he left was an
CASTORIA,asafeandsure remedy for
Infants and children, and see that it earneBt plea for universal peace.
Before departing he placed the serBears tha
Candling Eggs.
mon in hlB desk; on his return he
Signature of __
opened his desk. Intending to reread
openings about the size of a half dol- In Use For Over 30 Years.
the sermon, but he found that mice
lar. The room being darkened, the Children Cry for Fletcher's Castori*. had eaten his universal peace effort,
candler holds tha egg to the light,
large end upward, and gives It a quick
His Line.
hie Took the Hint
turn in order to view all eldes and to
"What's his business?"
"How radiant you are tonight, Madecause the contents to whirl within the
"He's a prsss agent."
line," be exclaimed enthusiastically,
shell. To an expert this proceBS re"Oh; what make of press does he as they met at the corner. "You actuveals the actual condition of the egg selir
ally look fit to eat"
to an extent that the novice can hardly
"I feel that way, too," was the naive
realize.
Not So Bad at That
rejoinder.
"How did thinks look In New TorkT"
Whereupon one week's salary went
"Better than I anticipated. I ex- to smash In the nearest lobster palHOW TO GROW HORSERADISH
pected to find Wall Btreet boarded up." aee.
Crop Is Cut In Fall, Small Roots Removed and Arranged Into Sets
Four to Six Inches Long.

Horseradish Is commonly grown
• • •
Bad shoeing causes many horses to from- sets, and not from seed. Some
travel badly, but shoeing is not wholly claim they have best success growing
It as a second crop after the early
to blame.
cabbage, beets, etc. The crop Is dug
• • •
late chickens sometimes do very In the fall, the small roots removed
well, but they require more care than and cut Into sets four to six Inches
long.
early ones.
The top end Is cut square and the
• • •
The poultry that Is having the run bottom slanting, so as to make no
of the orchard now Is serving well mistake In planting. These are tied
in bundles and kept over winter In
their day and generation.
• • •
sand.
In the spring, after the cabbages
The foal that 1B being weaned
should be watered twice each day. are set out, a row of horseradiBh Is
Horses of all ages must be watered set In between the cabbage rows.
frequently and regularly If they are Small holes are made with a light
crowbar or long stick and the sets
to do well.
dropped In and covered two or throe
• • •
Before the snow falls, it is a good Inches deep, so that they do not come
plan to go through the orchard, and up until July first.
Any deep, rich soil, well drained,
with a coarse rake, gather up all disseseB or rotten apples or other fruit will answer for horseradish.
left on the ground, and. destroy them.
Selecting Breeding Stock.
• • •
In selecting breeding stock, the recIn planting fruit trees for family
ords
of
the ancestry are always imporuse, select the varieties that appeal
to the palate of the home folks, but tant but the records of the ancestry
for the markets select those varieties nearest the Individual that you are
that keep bast, and are in greatest buying are naturally the most important
uemand.

RHEUMATISM MM

Bray Hair Restored
"WALNUTTA HAIR STAIN"
Restores Orar, Streaked or Bleached
Hair or Moiulachaliiil.alsatiiiily.
Gives any .bade from UsM Slew.
taMaek. Oeee ski wank aria* •*
Contains aw potionsi and to nol stick,

ArSaSu^donTaeUH «£f direct toufjlnid the
JXw^mtSrr «**two botllfsPjrehjSJSiL£°2*™S:
|Ht and we-will st*a you a full-a!" bottle for nothing.
WALFIUTTA CO, SSOS OUt* «»■„ StieiHa, WO.
SeaaTbla

JOT

W. N. U.,
U. BUoiun,
BOSTON.

MU.
NO.

if-tvi-*.
47-1914

Not Always.
"The fag system has gone out ot
schools now, hasn't It?"
"Not the brain fag kind."
TFXt, TOO
Week, Watery
I firnarUmf—

TOUR OWN DitceoisT
fir ltarlne are Bemedr *s»
Bye. and Granulated X
InH Bra Comfort. Writ.
a? mall Free. Marine Sf

•f tha are
is. Chicago.

Fancy sending for your physician,
only to discover that he Is traveling:
abroad for the benefit ot his healthl

Good News.

~Mrs„S.A"AlleiVs
WORLD'S
Hair Color Restorer

Kentws Your Youthi-i

M •■"3iar.ee

Constipation
Vanishes Forever

Prompt Relief—Permanent Cure
CARTER'S UnU
LIVER PILLS».
fail. Puieryv
ble— act smbut gently oa
the liver.
Stop after
dinner dis-

"Paw."
likliusslif.
"Well?"
"When I promise to marry him, do improve the coiarnWrsion, brighten the eyes,
you want him to some and ask your SMALL P1LU SMALL DOSE, SMAkL PRICE.
GenuiM must bear Signature
eonsent?"
"No; not my consent, but I would
like to have him trot In and tell me
the goods news. I sort of feel Mke I
needed cheering up."—Houston Post.
Why They Settle.
Wife—who can doubt the power of
women's love I Think of the thousands of wild youths who have Bettied down Into staid and respectable
cittiens as soon as they married?
Husband—They couldn't afford to
be anything else after they got married."
Borrows on Prospects.
"I fear that young man of yours Is
living beyond his means."
"Oh, no, papa; be hasn't any."
TWs is tbe land of the tree, bet
dont try to get toe free with seme |
people.
yeoyio,
«
i

^?S COUGH ^

^Flt Is no* safe nor necessary. ^^
You sea relieve it with

Hales Honey
Of Warshsund and Tar

It does not upset digestion or nerves.
Is plsesMnt to the taste. Contains no
•IOUS.^
—I nor anything injurious.
druggists.
'sTsetaaaasDrap.
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PUTNAM FADELESSIDYES

tanzlwH

WISE DISPOSITION OF RICHES

NILE FUNERAL BOATS

Uneeda Biscuit

QUAINT BURIAL CEREMONY OF
OLD EGYPTIAN8.

Nourishment—fine flavor—purity—crispness
—wholesomeness. . All
for 5 cents, in the
moisture-proofpackage.

Water Craft Always U&ea for Carry
ing the Dead to Their Place of
Sepulcher—Model Placed
In the Tomb.

Englishman of Wealth Left Fortune
to Help Young Business Men
Who Needed It
When the will of a certain Samuel
Wilson of London was probated recently in the English courts It was
found that the bulk of his fortune had ORIGIN OF THE WYANDOTTES
been strangely disposed of, the Indianapolis News remarks, A fund had As Fanciers' Fowl* They Have Long
been left In trust from which loans
Maintained Much Popularityof sums ran -**g from $600 to $1,500
Seen on Many Farms.
are to be made to young men engaged in business. The restrictions
(By O. ERF.)
surrounding the loans proved that
The Wyandottes were originated,
Samuel
Wilson
-was
not
only
a
man
INCREASE THE EGG SUPPLY
like the Plymouth Rocks, from a mixof generous impulses, but a philan- ture of Asiatic*and European chickens.
Keep the Hen* Busy Working for thropist of no mean order. No Loan is Dark Brahmas and Buff Cochins are
to be made to any man who has not said to have been crossed with SeTheir Feed and They Will Da
carried on his business for a year, bright Bantams and Stiver and Goldenthe Rest—Ideal Duet Boxes.
and none to-any applioant who has spangled Hamburgs.
The intention
One of the ways of Increasing the been in business more than three
egg supply is to keep the hens happy years.
This may appear whimsical, butji
and contented, and two ways of doing
this are to have scatterings of grain little closer inspection will relieve it
of
this suspicion.
The testator, as
through the chaff on the floor so that
the fowls will keep busy scratching, a matter of fact, has done something
and the second way Is to see that the for young business men that young
dust boxes are placed in the corner business men sadly need. It is an
which catches the most sun during axiom of the business world that the
the winter. Ideal dust boxes are strong third year of any new venture is the
This, evidently, was
soap boxes filled with road dust, Into crucial year.
which has been mixed a little fine ih Mr. -Wilson's mind, and, like*s not,
he
knew
from
personal
experience how
lime and a liberal supply of Insect
powder. Soil from the garden if it is difficult it is for a young business man,
light and well dried will answer the with no more substantial assets than
purpose quite as well. It Is an ex- good prospects and abundant opticellent plan to remove all this dust mism, to borrow money when money Is
and sift it over, removing anything most required. To the limit of his
undesirable which has gotten into it, resources, he has come to their rethen take it out in the sun, spread it lief. A year's time, he probably figout thinly and let it dry thoroughly. ured, would weed out the IncompeMost of it can be used repeatedly if tent and the faint-hearted, and leave
new lime and Insect powder is added the worthy, while the latter, enduring
every month. The dust boxes should for three years, could probably show
White Wyandottes,
be placed where they will not be assets thereafter that would make borfouled in any way, for poultry will not rowing less difficult.
WBB to produce larger breeds with the
His
fund
will
help
those
who
are
use them If too dirty, hence will go
without dusting, and the lice will then capable of helping themselves. Banks beautiful color and markings of the
Thus
are not given to that/sort of thing, and Sebrlght and Hamburg fowls.
become rampant.
a young man, embarking in business, the' Silver and Oold-laced Wyandottes
were
formed.
As
fanciers'
often finds himself helpless because
RAISE DUCKS AS SIDE LINE he lacks capital or collateral With- fowls they have since maintained
out the latter he cannot borrow, and, much^ popularity and have been scatMany Deterred From Trying Them on promising as the future may be, he tered in considerable numbers to our
Account of Tales of Their Obis frequently forced to abandoa the en- farms. But it remains for a later vajectionable Qualities.
terprise for the want of a few hun- riety, the White Wyandotte, to gain*
dred dollars. This, said a banker re- the greatest popularity for the breed,
Dependence should not be placed on cently, is one of the tragedies of the The Buff Wyandotte is also coming inhens alone if one wants to get the business world.
to recognition. As to color, the Laced,
best out of poultry.
Banking laws are necessarily strict White and Buff Wyandottes occupy
Try other varieties also, beginning Security for loans must be tangible, similar positions to the corresponding
with ducks. Many who have never and faith and optimism^Jiowever im- colors In the Plymouth Rock breed.
tried them are deterred from doing portant they may be, have no 'bank- The Wyandotte is smaller than the
so by tales of their objectionable able value. With honesty and Integ- Plymouth Rock, but an equally rapid
qualities, not knowing that It profit rity they play their part, but the bank- grower. It is generally claimed that
er, none the less, nuist have his, se- the White Wyandotte will stand pushcurity. So the Wilson will establishes ing for rapid growth the best of any
a practical philanthropy. Some wealthy breed. As layers the Wyandottes seem
American who'ts at a loss—as now to rank abdut with the Plymouth,
and then one* of them says he is— Rocks, but being somewhat more acto make wise disposition of his riches, tive and having less tendency to overmight, with good reason, follow the fatness, they should be credited with a
example of Samuel Wilson of London, slight advantage.

It was a custom of the ancient Egyptians to bury their dead to the west of
Other Cities Would Do Well to Re- the Nile, at an extreme edge of the
valley. They believed that somewhere,
member This Counsel Given
far to the west, were the happy reto New York.
gions where the dead reposed. It was
to
that land, they said, that the sunThis city-planning department, while
made up of men who have made a god sailed each evening to return bestudy of city planning, should be ad- neath the earth and reappear In the
vised by outside experts, whose sal- east the next morning. To this land
ary should be a small percentage of the Egyptian firmly believed he would
pass after death and there he would
the money saved by their advice.
*
Such a commission or board should exist peacefully.
GRAHAM CRACKERS
After the death of an Egyptian the
have the same power as the bureau of
A food for every day.
highways or bureau of building, gas mortal remains were transported
and water supply. It should be a per- across from the east to the west side
Crisp, delicious and
manent organization so that the work of the Nile in a special funeral boat
strengthening.
Fresh
once started should not terminate which, In addition to the mummy, was I
baked and fresh dewith the termination of the general laden with everything that the soul |
might need in the hereafter, to be en-1
municipal administration In force.
livered. 10 cents.
It would be the duty of the clty- tombed with the body. After reaching
plannlng department to co-operate the western shore a procession would
with other departments In order to be formed to march to the tomb. At
the entrance the final rites were perobtain the best results.
At present city planning In New formed and the body with its accomYork Is being carried on to a certain panying treasures was sealed Inside
eitent by a more or less Informal com- the sepulcher.
In addition to Its use in the burial
mittee of the board of estimate and
apportionment, which, while including ceremonies, the* boat had another use
high city officials, contains no expert that was considered by the ancient
In city planning, and its members are Egyptians to be a very important one,
largely. If not wholly and necessarily, according to a writer in the Pathoccupied with other affairs of the finder. That was to serve the soul
after death. A boat was necessary
city's administration.
Under such circumstances it Is im- in order to reach the "happy isles" of
possible for Justice to be done the the dead, which, they believed, were
city In the highly Important ework of separated from the world of the living
city planning, which affects the future by a broad expanse of water. Souls
A delightful new bisof the city for numberless generations were ferried across 1>y a boatman I
cuit, with a rich and
to come. Surely this is a condition named "Turnface," so called because
delicious cocoanut flawhich should be remedied".—New York he poled his boat while looking back- ward. This boatman, however, would
Sun.
vor. Crisp and always
receive only the souls of the good, I
fresh. 10 cents.
those of whom It could be said "He '
START THE GARDEN SUBURB hath done no evil."
Sometimes, In order to inform the '
Residents Should Have a Proprietary ferryman of the righteousness of the
Interest In That Ideal of Dweldeparted, this inscription would be en-!
ling Places.
graved on the tomb: "I gave bread to
the hungry, water to the thlrety, cloth-1
A new city cannot every day be lng to the naked and a boat to the ,
willed Into existence. A "garden sub- boatless." In some cases, the Egypurb" has been found easy where a tians believed, those who had no boat
garden city has been too difficult.
were carried across the waters by the
It Is essential to the success of the hawk or by the Ibis, or perhaps friendplan that the people who are to live ly souls might be persuaded to send
Buy Macau baked by
there should have a proprietary inter- a boat after them, or they might even
est In it. A company is formed. A accompany the sun-god on his west-1
5 per cent dividend Is looked for. ward Journey.
j
NATIONAL BISCUIT
Homes may be rented. Profits In ex■So Important a part did the boat
COMPANY
cess of 5 per cent are returned in play In the burial ceremonies that in '
shares to a tenant in proportion to the most cases a model of it was made
Ahcays
look for that Name
rent paid until his share capital equals and placed with the body in the tomb,
the value of the house he occupies, or sometimes a picture of the boat was
Germsn Income Tax High.
RESULTS IN BREEDING DUCKS
which thus becomes his own. After painted on the coffin. It is not uncom- ,
The small Prussian city of Gorno
that, if profits from other rents and mon to find in ancient Egyptian tombs ~
has lost the distinction of levying fhs Good Plan to Run Aylesbury Drake
other enterprises and from the develheaviest tax of any city in the kingof 4,000 or more years ago a little WORSE THAN "RIDING GOAT"
With Indian Runner* for Producopment of the "suburb" still accumu- model of a boat along with the treas- nuns>c ■ nHW _"'"»»« «*"♦■
dom, which it possessed since 1911 untion of Table Birds.
late, the tenant receives his share In ures and usual furnishings. In some ,
..."
..... j ,. «
til
last
year.
The
citizens
there
who
cash.
of the painted representations of boats ExPerie"c« «* Ma" •"■««•«• '"*• 0l"
earned $100 a month paid $15.75 month
In making up the breeding pen care
der 0f S u,rn,t Hard 1
The garden city Is not an experi- are shown, in addition to the mummy,
«
' ' " Thlna
ly as an Income tax alone, not includ- should be taken that the females are
to Be Envied.
ment It is a fact. The garden sub- treasures, food and drink for the dead,
Queen's Delight.
ing church, real estate and business
matured and that the drake, though
urb Is not on experiment It Is full furnishings of the tomb, etc
The early birds of Germantown Is considered the balance is wholly in taxes. The city of Stuhm now has, ac- fully grown, is a little on the Small
work. The old world has shown us
cording to the reports for 1914, the size for his breed.
favor
of
these
birds.
what we can do.
The Pinch
were pulling a trial tweet outside of
To begin with, the Pekins are con- highest taxes of any Prussian city.
It is. the ducks which impart size to>
„.„„ mj„v Tm. ,
'..
... the windows of the Second district poThese amount to only 11.7 per cent oi
w^ h,™ LT^, T xl"!.'"?'^ ■«» station when Lieutenant Dressier, sidered the most desirable by the the $100 a month man's earnings. The the progeny and the male bird the
It Isn't Your Town—It's You. he^nnfnTn, ?h
lon
shape and style, so that large-framed
I T
ft "* ?°
S accustomed
to everything
and al- writer on account of their great size, ra,e of
beginning of the war,
is devoting
her- ways
„„H, for
,„, anything,
„„„„,,„„
„„„„,„„„
wovo ready
tha
early maturity and prolificacy, and if
taxation increases progressive. ducks should be mated with mediumreceived
the
If you want to live In the kind of a town self there to aiding the poor midin- start of his life. A man walked into ! a sufficient number are kept so that ly, so that the man with $2,000 yearly sized drakes.
Like the kind of a town you like,
ettes.
the quiet station house wearing a coat i there is a surplus of feathers, the pays $275.19, a little more than 13 per
There4 is a good first cross—PekinTou needn't Blip your clothes in a grip
"I wanted to do something," she
cent, and a man who has an income ol
And start on a long, long hike.
of varnish, a kilt of burlap and a derby j white bring more than the colored
Aylesbury,
which produces large
said, "and I decided to devote my$4,000 yearly Is taxed $613.20, nearly
1 ones—another point to their value.
healthy ducklings, but which do not
self to helping the little Parisian hat which showed evidences of havYou'll only find what ypu left behind.
15 per cent.
ing been recently hamburged.
mature so rapidly as the pi re AylesFor there's nothing that's really new,
dressmaker's apprentice who finds
Twenty "West Prussian cities Impose
It's a knock at yourself when you knock herself destitute, now that the ateliers
In the course of his opening speech SIZE OF THE'POULTRY HOUSE a municipal income tax of at least 300 bury stock; still, considering that the,
your town.
ne made a tew
Aylesbury
ducks must have a fairly
are all closed. We Americans, who
gestures which brought
per cent of the state tax. The high
It isn't your town—it's you!
owe so much to the midinette, should mto Tlew B ottered shoe which be Poultrymen Differ In Opinion aa to est municipal tax of the Greater Ber- sheltered position if they are to do aa
was
well as early breeders, the above cross
Amount of Space Required by Each
Real towns are not made by.men afraid feel it our duty to help her.
carrying after ttie fashion of a
lin municipalities is 110 per cent, and
Lest somebody else gets ahead.
might be chosen with advantage when
Fowl When Confined.
"I find," Mhjs Wharton. continued, handDa8.
some of them get along with 100 pet
When everyone works and nobody shirks
breeding is to be carried on in bleak
"that these charming young girls have
Probably ten minutes were devoted
Tou can raise a town from the dead.
cent
and unsheltered situations.
It is generally considered that ten
very modest appetites. A franc a day to an unrestrained tirade in which
And If while you make your personal buys them the Bame sort of nourish- harsh words mingled with the subject square feet of floor space should be
It Is a good plan to run an AylesScience's New Cure for Rheumatism. I
stake
8
bury drake with Indian Runners for
ment that they are accustomed to. I °' Peed, railroads, tramps and luck, allowed for each fowl in planning a
Tour neighbor can make one too,
th
en
and &eD
*\ «>« Production of passable table birds.
Joseph Brennan of Tamaqua, poultry house, and en this basis a of ^J^VJTI^I
Tour town will be what you want to see expressed my surprise at this to the
Medicine in Paris, M. *r,tlli
Barthe de
It Isn't your town—It's TOTJ.
premiere of a'fashionable dressmaker. Pa-—tor it was indeed he—toId%ie house for 20 hens would be about Sanafort describes the happy results and then to remove the drake and
—Wilmington.
ten by twenty feet inside. Usually
replace him with one of their 6wn
"Smiling, she replied:
coherent story of a wild night.
obtained in certain cases of rheu" 'You should not be surprised. She
He said he had got aboard a through this is a safe measurement where no matism by the use of waxy envelopes breed for the production of pure
Lack of Color.
breeds
for egg production.
space
is
provided
for
a
scratching
Is chic, our midinette, and, since her freight somewhat hurriedly at his
Too many home places suffer from a wage is small, she makes both ends home town, intending to break into shed; In the latter event much less raised to. a temperature of not less
The proper sheltering of breeding
than
fifty
degrees
Centigrade.
The
melack 0/ tone or color. Many plants with meet by leaving the middle empty.'" the commercial activities of Philadel- space in the house proper will suffice,
ducks is of the greatest importance,
diums used were the mineral waxes
light-colored flowers, vast stretches
-—.
i phla at the first price offered. At the as the hens use It almost entirely for (paraffins, ambrlne, etc.) These main- as the birds cannot render a good acProminent poulof cement or gravel i walks, faded
count of themselves unless housed in
Short Cavalry Rifle.
' time of his ascent into the box car, he roosting purposes.
and undecided shade in the house
^f^.T'^-iSS..^flflV
■«™*«* that are damp-proof, wen
There is considerable agitation In explained, he was rather well dressed trymen claim that six square feet for ><*'"
Centigrade
for
24
hoursswithout
being
ventilated, kept clean and well bedded
paint, all tend to a wishy-washy effect military circles for the adoption of and had a small store of money, and each hen is sufficient, but for the novremoved.
with dry litter.
that is sadly in need of brightening. a short-barreled rifle for use In the everything with him was, to an extent, ice we advise ten square feet.
They give excellent results not'only
Sueh conditions call for, not a mere cavalry. The reason for this proposed wel1Whatever the dimensions, If no
in rheumatism, but in gout, arthritis,
He
scratching
shed
is
provided,
care
touch of color, but a dominance of change is that the handling of the
had no sooner settled down for a
lumbago, sciatica, etc.
some strong-growing plant of effective- instrument would be materially facili- moment's rest in the car, however, must be used that the house Is free
The author likewise covers wounds,
ness. Scarlet geraniums or Ragged tated, while its weight would be de- when he became aware that several from draughts and comfortable. In
ulcers and burns with a paraffined
Robin roses in masses or hedges will creased—always an Important consid- Persons, all somewhat given to gig- the colder sections every poultry
mixture (ambrine) raised to 80 ■ de
bring the desired effect and produce eratlon. A sergeant of marines has Sling, were In the car with him.
house should be lined Inside with
grees Centigrade or more, which
tarred
paper
at
the
back
and
sides.
a really wonderful transformation in been remodeling for sportsmen a numSkim milk is Invaluable for chickFive tramps there were, explained
in pasBidg from the liquid to the solid
what was formerly a very uninterest- her of service rifles to be used for Joseph, and they asked Joseph if he^ The front may be arranged so that state instantly forms a protective and ens.
ing prospect.
btg game. A barrel in one instance was a "Squirrel," which is an organl- during the warmer periods of confine- sterilizing shell over these losses of
Castor oil 1B good for crop bound
was shortened four Inches with satis- nation of hobos, and when he eaid that ment it can be covered with wire net- eubstance in whose shelter the tisbirds.
Manicure Shops Spread Disease.
factory results. Much interest has he was hot they evidently took him ting through .which the sun's rays may sues rapidly heal.
come,
and
jhus
provide
a
pleasant
or
a
nut
and
• • *
Many serious cases of Infection of been evinced by the short-rifle advc- '
began picking on him.
the hands have been traced to the cates in the experiments, and it is They straightway prepared to Initiate place for scratching.
. The shells of the goose eggs averThe
Swiss
Cowshed.
If no place is planned for a scratchmanicure shops. The operators as a believed possible that through them Mm ixAo the well-known order, and the
age 12.8 per cent of all.
Muehlhausen was bitterly termed the
• • «
rule have no idea of the importance some modification of the cavalry gun r,tual, according to Joseph, was a ing shed, it will be necessary that the
food be given at least twice daily, "Swiss cowshed" by the nobility oi
of sanitation and sterilization. Felons may result
, bird and several eggs.
The average of 34 samples of hens*
Alsace
in
the
fifteenth
century.
II
- and other diseases of the bands are
eggs gave 11,2 per cent for shell.
_
They took off his clothing, and, al- scattered among the chaff on the floor,
was their own fault. Their harassing
• * •
conveyed to patrons of these shops
Engllsh Forbade Game*.
! 'owlnK him to grasp an iron rod, In- else the hens will not take enough ex- treatment of the town drove it Into
ercise
in
the
limited
space
to
keep
by using utensils which have not been
To stop feather 'picking, feed raw
"Thls is no time for games " says duced him to nop on and off the <**• them in good condition. Whatever the arms of the Swiss of Berne and
sterilized. Lack of skill in handling Lord Roberts, and it may be recalled ™bicb waB m0Tln8 at forty mUes an
meat occasionally, and cut green bone.
• • *
the instruments is another way of that In bygone centuries our two r°.ur- After be was wel1 a*low they the plan of the house It is necessary Soleure, who garrisoned it and successfully
defied
Austria
to
retake
it
to
provide
a
fair
amount
of
light
and
spreading infection. After treating the great national sports, cricket and footGame hens make the best mothers,"
, ped hIm Daek tat0 the car- Tar" ventilation as well as to keep It fairly For a time In the sixteenth century
hands of each visitor the operator ball, were forbidden under heavy pen- n,shed hlm thoroughly, gave him a
protecting their young from all inMuehlhausen was definitely a member truders.
/
should disinfect all the Instruments altles because they interfered with th?e as a keeP»a«e and bounded him warm in winter.
of the Swiss confederation.
It was
• * •
she used, also she should sterilise her warlike exercises. Under a statute ? th* traln- j0BeP1> estimated that
Tell Fresh Eggs.
I expelled by the Catholic states in 1586
own hands. If these precautions are of Edward IV cricket was expressly , had run tul,y three mlle»> "kipped
For broilers and roasters, Plymouth
on
The freshest eggs are the heaviest,
account of its Protestantism, the
observed disease will not be spread. condemned on account of its keeping
° and ho*med one before coming to and when placed in water will sink reason which also prevented the full Rocks, Brahmas and Wyandottes are
among the best.
the youth from archery practice, upon a full stop.—Philadelphia Ledger.
to
the
bottom
at
once,
while
stale
eggs
Inclusion
of Strsuburg. But gome
Taking No Chances.
» • •
which the national safety so largely
young
men
of
Zurich
triumph&utly
will
float
on
top,.
Prospective Father-in-Law—Tou'vs depended, ana anyone indulging in It
Strongly fumigated nests may
Scientific
Grazing.
confuted
the
plea
that
Strasburg
was
got some crust to ask me for an advance was liable to two years' imprisonment.
keep vermin away, but are liable to
It has been demonstrated that overtoo far oft" to become Swiss, by car- taint the eggs In the nest.
Fowls Demand a Variety.
payment of the dowry. I think' you Founders of public schools, also, ap in
grazed stock ranges on the national
Fowls must have a variety of fpod rying an enormous kettle of hot ien• ♦ »
are a fortune hunter.
the case of Harrow, forbade almost all forests can be brought back to use unThe Count—Ob, no, monsieur, I am games^ except "shooting with bow and der a system of regulated grazing fast- to do well. No one grain will long be t'ln in a boot do?. n the Llwmat, Aar
Guinea fowl eggs should be unusu»nd
Phtne
rnd
b-'Tirins;
It
still
warm
relished by the fowls, if made alt exonly what you American call M arrow "—London Chronicle.
ally strong, as their shells form 14.4
er than if they are left unused.
to Strasburg.—London Chronicle.
clusive diet.
"Safety First" crank.—Judge.
per cent of their weight.
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ACCIDENT PROVES FATAL Brookfield Times
VCHLIgHZn

RICHARD HEALEY CO.
,

-"FORRMOST-IN FASHION"- -^

r

Women's, Misses' and Girls'

Winter Garments
25 to 50 per Gent. Below Value
sAT OUR ANNUAL;

Thanksgiving Sale
Remarkable Values in £uits, Coats, Dresses, .Skirts
and Waists. One-Half of Our Entire Stock is Reduced at the Very Beginning of Winter,
'• .

Three Year-old Harold Blenls Dies
from Effects of Burne.
Barton 8. Blenis, the three year-old
son of Mr and Mrs Maxwell E. Blenis,
proprietors of the bakery and restaurant
on Central street, was terribly'scalded by
failing into a pan of boiling water, in th«
workroom at the bakery, Tuesday afternoon. The child died from Ae effect of
his injuries on Wednesday afternoon,
According to the story told.of the accident, an employe of the bakery had
taken a pan of boiling water from the
stove and placed it on the floor, intending to take it to the sink to use for washing dishes.
The child was playing
around the room with his four year-old
brother, when it tripped against the side
of pan and fell backwards into the boiling
water. The child's screams attracted the
attention of the father, who was at the
front of the bakery, and he immediately
applied cold water to counteract effect of
the hot water, and the child was wrapped
in blankets to prevent the air getting at
the wounds until the arrival of Dr. Mary
Sherman. Despite the fact that the injuries were extemely .painful, the litfle
lad bad shown remarkable courage, and
scarcely made a whimper after the accident.
The funeral was attended ibis morning
with burial in Sacred Heart cemetery
Andrew J. and Martin D. Leach were
in Worcester,'lJWday.

6oo SUITS

Homer A. Webster and Miss Lucille
Webster attended the Harvard-Yale
game at New Haven, Saturday.

EXTREME REDUCTIONS—Thanksgiving Sale

$15.00, $19.75 to $35.00

500 DRESSES
UNUSUAL SAVING—Thanksgiving Sale

$7.50, $15.00 to $35.00

700 COATS
REMARKABLE VALUES—/Thanksgiving Sale »

$9.75, $15.00 to $25.00
ALL ALTERATIONS MADE ON GARMENTS FREE

Richard Healey Co*.
Entire Building

512 MAIN STREET

Worcester

A NEWSPAPER OF CHARACTER

SPRINGFIELD

•

REPUBLICAN

MASSACHUSETTS

ABLE, INDEPENDENT, READABLE
(Established in t824 by Samuel Bowles)
Daily (Morning). $8; Sunday, 92; Weekly, $1 a Year

The Republican takes seriously its responsibilities to
the public. It appeals for popular support by service
that is guided by intelligence and a purpose to infoim,
assist atid incidentally entertain and instruct its readers.
- It gathers the news with enterprise and alertness, and
presents it in attractive and convenient form, It disdai ns
to employ the style of the circus poster and seeks, to
make itself typographically pleasing and tasteful.
It is extremely liberal in its provision of reading
majter in all of its-three editions, Itseditorials c'onsti-'
tutfc one of its distinguishing and nfios^ valued features.
Literature, art, science, education, religion, philanthropy—all receive generous treatment inJts columns; likewise agriculture dad industry.
Special attention is
given to the various healthful outdoor sports. •
The Weekly Republican is made up with great care
for the wide audience outside of the local environment.
in fact, a rich weeklv magazine sold at a remark-

DAILY (Morning). ti* year, 92 a quarter, 7i cents a south, la casts a
week, 3 cents s copy.
quarter, (is .:tMi«
DAILY and SUNDj Y. «lt a

Sale of Unredeemed Real Estate by the
Collector ot the Town of Brookfield,
OptLBcroB's OMMCH, NOV. 25, 1914.
In conformity with the laws of the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, the
public and all persons interested as former owners or occupante of each of the
MI!«s!imii»dWeribed pareelB of real estate
situated in the Town of Brookfield in the
County of Worcester and Commonwealth
aforesaid^are hereby notified that said
parcels have been conveyed according to
law to said town of Brookfield for nonpayment of taxes"and assessments and the
pine within which each of the estates
might be redeemed by the owners thereof
having expired, each of said parcels will
be offered for sale in accordance with
Section 68, Part II, of Chapter 490 of the
Acts of 1909, by public auction at the
Office o the Collector of Taxes in the
Town Hall in said Brookfield, on Monday, the 21st day of December. 1914, at
two o'clock P. M., and to the highest
bidder for each of the several parcels a
quit-claim deed will be delivered.
For
further particulars reference is made, to
the Worcester District Registry of Deeds
in the County of Worcester, the volume
and page numbers following the description of each parcel, indicating the. record
of the deed under which the said Town
of Brookfield now holds title to the estate
described.
The Burnt set against the several estates
show the amounts due thereon respectively for the taxes and assessments for
the non-payment of which said estate
was sold to said Town of Brookfield, together with the subsequent taxes and assessments, interest on the same, and all
lawful costs and charges. And none of
the said estates will be sold for less than
the amount set against the said estates
respectively.

Isaac Ljon.

EVERY FRIDAY AFTERNOON,
AT

Journal Block, North Breokfield, Mass

HORACE J. JLAWRBNCE,
EDITOR ASD

PfiopaiETOB.

i-00 a Year in Advance..
SjBgle Capiai.S Cents.
Address al! communications to BsooKFiEi.i>
TiMRH, North Brookfleid, Mass.
Orders for sobwrlption, advertiBfi.g. or Job
work find payment for the same, may be Bent
direct to the aafttti office. North Brookfield or
to George W. ScNamara. Brookfield

BROOKFIELD.
Mr and Mrs Baxter Moore were with
their daughter in Dudley.
The annual fair of the Woman's Alliance, first Parish church, will be held in
town hall, Tuesday afternoon and evening,
Dec. 8.
John L. Hughes, professor of chemistry at the Oonnectieut agricultural college
at Storrs, spent the holidays at.the home
of his parents on Kimbaligtreet.
The Girls' Sewing cluBwas entertained
by Louise V, parley at the home of Mrs
John Mulcahj from 4 o'clock until 6, on
Tuesday aftt'rnoon.
Letters are advertised at the Brookfield
post office for Mrs D. M. Cunningham,
238 E. Offljal; Mr H. R. Matthews, Mrs
Carrie A. Porter; Miss Casste Rulon,
Quacnmqusiit} Mrs James P. Stearns,
31 Pleasant street.
Members of First Baptist church, at
East Brookfleldi shipped two barrels of
food, Tuesday afternoon, to the Baptist
Bethel Mission in Boston, for the annual
dinner given/ by the mission to needy and
poor people. The food was collected by
the pastor, Eev. F. Louis Brooks.
Eminonj W, Twichell left Monday for
East Oranje, N. J., for a two months' visit
at the home of his daughter, Mrs W. H.
Hose, Mr Twichell denied the rumor
that he it lea:vij|g town for good and stated that he ex pectS' to call Brookfield Us
During Mr TwieheH'a absence, David N. Hunter, Main St., will
be acting road commsssioner.
Prof. Tracy of Worcester, failed to put
in an appearance at the dancing school,
Tuesday evening, and thereby disappointed a large class that had assembled for
the final session. The members of the
Qiiaboag Valley club did everything possible to offset the disappointment caused
cy Prof. Tracy's non-appearance, by
giving a free dance from 8 o'clock until
10.
When we read of thegreat automobile
factories of the middle west turning out
85000 cars at the rate of from 3000 to
6000 a year we often wonder aa to what
sections of the country the class of people
buying the machines live, but after seeing the array of iPackards, Pierce-Arrows,
etc., that passed through town for the
Haiward-Yale foot-bail game, it is apparent that a considerable numler of that
class reside in Massachusetts somewhere
east of Brookfield.
Postmaster Delsney will give a bond of
8100 for revenue stamps on December L,
and mtrchanta,who have to keep track
of their taxable goods will be able to buy
the stamps from Postmaster Delaney
within a short timet Postraasier Delaney
buys the stamps at the suggestion of
John F. Mafiey, Boston, collector of iwedue. The stamps are to be sold as
directed in the new war revenue tax that
becomes operative, Dec. 1,
The entertainment in town hall, Wednesday night by members of St. Mary's
Dramatic club, was successful and proved
to be most enjoyable. All who took
part did their work in a praiseworthy,
manner and earned the congratulations
of the audience. The special song and]
dance features were also first class and
greatly applauded. Much of the success
is due to* the efforts of Andrew J, Leach,
who had it in charge and also'drilled the
members that took part.

A certain parcel, of land situated in the
east village of said Brookfield and bounded as follows:—Northerly on land of the
Boston and Albany Railroad Company;
easterly on land of the Mann arid Stevens
Woolen Co.; southerly on land of said
Woolen Co., and westerly on land of the
heirs of Julius A. Howe, containing about
1 3-4 acres and called the Howe land.
Tax deed to Town of Brookfield for 1909
and 1910 taxes is duly recorded with
Worcester District Deeds, Book 1982,
Page jilS. Amount for which it was sold
for 1909 and 1910 taxes,
i M0.00
Tax of 1911,
!
1.95
Taxof'1912,
'
2.23
Tax of 1913
2.1fi
Tax of 1914.
2.40
Interest 4>'d costs,
9.97
Smallest amount for which sale will
Theeivil case of the Commonwealth
be made,
$28.70 against the Monarch Valve Manufacturing Compahy of Warren in which the
.Isaac l,on.
state seeks to have the defendant comA certain parcel of land situated in the pany comply with Chapter 247 of the acts
easterly part of, said Brookfield and of 1914, a law relative to the weekly
bounded as follows:—Northerly on land
of the heirs of John Wood, easterly on payment of employees, was called befpr,land of |rtid heirs of John Wood, south- Judge t.'ottle in district court, Monday
erly on laud of the heirs of Ellen ,1. morning, but on account of the illness of
Adams, and westerly on land of 'Clwrles J. E. Bull, treasurer of the defendant
K. Mullet, ^containing about eight a< res
company, who was to testify, the case
and called ther J. Howe sprout lot.
Tax deed to own of Brookfield f,i I'.109 >as continued until Monday, Nov. 80.
and 1910 taxes is duly recordeu' with The csse is being conducted by/ the state
i r District Deeds, Book 1HS2, on evidence secured by Andrew M. Goff,
Page£11. Amount for which it wi sold
»!>,19 of Worcester, agent for the state board o
for l!H<9 and 1910 taxes,
It is alleged that
I.(10 labor and industry.
Tax of 1911,
1.84 the defendant company have failed to
1.72
1.412 comply with this law that was enacted at
The
9.63 the last session of the Legislature.
state waB represented by Atty. Edward
*2f>.90 K. Wallace ol
i«J counsel for
WORTH,
the state board of labor and industry.
ixes for the ' The Monarch Vaive company was repre-

Thanksgiving Visitors.

NO. 48.
Autos for Harvard-Yale Game Pass
through Brookfield,

Roger Reed, Athol, was the .guest of
More automobiles passed through the
Sunnier H. Reed.
Mr and Mrs Henry F. Crosby went to town of Brookfield, last Friday afternoon
than ever before in one day in the hisJamaica Plains.
Mr and Mrs Arthur Donty were guests tory of the town, according to the esti
mate of the merchants on Central street,
of Mr Albert Douty.
Edwin Locke of Boston was at his and the people living along the state road.
The machines were west bound, heading
home on Willard hill, Thprsday.
Miss Hattie Bemis was at home of her for Harvard-Yale game at New Haven.
Many machines displayed the Harvard
parents, Mr and Mrs Oscar Bemis.
Miss Marion Gregson, Bille.ica, was at banner. By actual count, 99 cars passed
the home of Mr and Mrs Albert E. Greg- over Central street, between 4.30 o'clock
and 5, and in one minute 13 were
son,
Miss Bessie Bailey, a senior at Smith counted. Atone time Central street from
college, spent the holiday at the home of Crosby's corner, to Twichell's- corner
there was a continuous lane of automoher father.
biles, making it appear like a parade.
William Morse 0} Springfield has been
About 4 o'clock, a machine slewed- near
visiting this week, at the home of Mrs
the railroad crossing in East Brookfield,
Russell G. Allen.
in such a manner that it was crosswise of
Mr and Mrs Ralph A. Rice of New the road, and before it could be righted,
York City are the holiday guests of Mr 42 cars were held up back of it. The
and Mrs C. A. Rice.
machines were following the beaten track
Mr and Mrs Charles N. Buchanan had and on account of the snow none dared
dinner with Mr and Mrs Archie Buchan- to pass the car. Thi 42 autos started at
on, Rice Corner.
about the same time and continued on
At the home of Charles Pratt were through Brookfield, about IS feet apart.
William E. Pratt of Marlboro, and Miss Mayor Timothy Good of Cambridge,
passed through in a machine, about 5
Agnes O'Neil of Hudson,
Marion Gregson of Billerica, spent the o'clock, and Btopped for a few minutes to
day at the home oi her parents on Kim - call on his old friend, Delbert A, Eaton,
at the drag Store on Central street. In
ball street.
going to the game it was noticeable that
Miss Panline Eaton of Cambridge, was
machines were driven in a careful man- '
with her parents on Central street, on ner and there were no instances of reckSunday.
less driving. The same procession passed
Rev. and Mrs H. Sumner Mitchell and on the retum.trip, Sunday, but a great
children, of Keene, Si H„ were guests number of machines were not operated
of William Mitchell, in Over-the-River with the same caution shown while going
district.
to the game on Friday, anil it appeared,
Mr and Mrs Edward, L. Bennet and at times, as though accidents were immidaughter, Eleanor and Miss Pauline Eat- nent, when reckless drivers attempted to ,
on, all of Cambridge, were guests of Mr pass cars on Central street, which was
covered with Blush, causing machines to
and Mrs Delbert A. Eaton.
-Mr and Mrs Gardner Randlett and the slew badly. No mishaps occured howchildren Horace and Helen, were holi'
day guests at the home of Judge and Mrs
Death of Dennis Halron.
Henry E, Cotttle.
Miss Margreta S. Hastings, principal
Word was received in town last Saturof Shirley high school and her cousin,
day of the death by suicide in Vancouver;
Miss Henrietta, Jplbourn, Boston, were
at the home of Mr and, Mrs William B. B. 0., on Friday night of Dennis Halron,
1 in town 22Eyears ago. AccordHastiriga.
ing to the message received, he committed
At the home of Mr and Mrs William suicide by shooting himself in the head
Nichols, were Mr and Mrs Ernest Par- with a revolver. Mr Halron is rememsons, and Althea. Elsie, Ernest, Ray- bered by some of the older residents, almond, Merton and Marion Parsons, all though he lived in town only a few years.
of Ware.
He married Miss Annie M. Turner,
Mr and Mrs Jerome Hamilton passed daughter of James Turner, formerly of
Thanksgiving week with Mrs Hainilon's Brookfield, now living, in Springfield.
sisters, Mrs H. L. Gray, Mis Earl and Theceremony was performed at St. Mary's
Mrs John W. Loring in Worcester.
| church, June 29, 1891, by Rev. Joseph
Holiday guests at the home of Mr and iG. Daley, at that time curate of the
Mrs Horace May were Misses Alice N. church, now pastor of the Catholic church
May and jeannette Varnum, both teach- at Longmeadow. When Mr Halron first
canusto Brookfield he was engaged for a
ers iu tne Hampden public schools.
I year as clerk at the old Geutral house, at
Miss Alice Hyde Tucker of Smith colI the time that establishment was conlege, Northampton, and Miss Margaret
i ducted by the late Lorenzo Henshaw.
Hyde of Worcester jjnest of Mr and Mrs
| Later,he becarne, a paintei and paper
Dwight G. Tucker, over the holidays.
hanger and shortly after his marriage the
Principal Arthur B. Bncknam went' to
i couple moved to Springfield, where he
Stoneham, Miss Ethel Edwards to Wal
tham, Miss Mary A, Gleason to Shirley, J conducted a painting and paper-hanging
! establishment for a number, of yeais.
Miss Louise Cone to Dedliam, and Miss
| His wife obtained a divorce, and is now
Gwce Moore to her home in Graf ton.
) livingin Chicago. It is stated that Mr
Guests at the home of Mrs Geo. ! Halron claimed to be an Irish baronet,
W. Johnson were: Mr and Mrs William i and ottthe day he committed suicide he
Clarke and children, Northampton, Dr. jloStaWO.OOO suit in the court at Vanand Mrs Harold Johnson, Lynn, and Mr couver. The law suit was agaiast the
and Mrs Abbott J. Thompson, Manches- man whose divorced wife Halron married
ter, N. H.
aftei being divorced by his first wife, and
At the home of Mr and Mrs Charles L. the suit resulted from the fact that the
Sanford on Main street, .for Thanksgiving man hadjiad Halron arrested on a charge
werei Mr and Mrs Fred F. Wilson of of sending scurrilous postrcards. At the
Montpelier, Vt.' Mr and Bra Charles P. trial Halron was confronted with * marBurbank, Stoneham, and Mrs John A. riage certificate showing that he had marStannard; of Springfield. Mrs Wilson ried Miss Turner. The word of Mr Haland Mrs Stannard were in New York the ron's deatH was the first informatioa refirst of the week'
garding his whereabouts that had beeft
The dinner party at the home of Mr received in Brookfield for a number of
«Bd Mrs Henry W. Irwin/'High street, years.
included Ohas. H. Whittemore, Albany,
Mr and Mrs Irwitt Whittemore, NewThe collapse of the check in the checkYork city, Miss Carrie Irwin of Warren valve on the six-inch in let pipe to the
and Miss Jennie L. Irwin. The latter 15,000 gallon storaae reservoir at the top
will leave to-day to resume her duties as of the stair-way tower at the Ideal Coated
teacher in the public schools at Madison, Paper factory at 11 o'clock, Monday
morning, caused water to flow into the
Ot:
tank in such volume that the over-flow
Work pn the aVteeian well at (the pipe could not carry* away the surplus
Blanehard estate-farm, which, jfjth the water, and, as a result, the tank overwell sunk a year ago, will supply water flowed and gallons of water rushed down
for the new private system on the estate, the stairways froin the top of the buildwas finished last Friday morning, and ing to the cellar, pausing considerable exthe well driving apparatus was'-shipped citement for about 15 minutes before the
back to East Longmeadow, Friday after- trouble was located and the water shut off.
noon. The well was driven-to a depth of The water in the six inch inlet pipe was
407 feet, and ahont 200 feet of this was from the* town system and was nndtf
through solid granite. The machine was high pressure. Fast work on the part ol
engaged three weeks in sinking the well the employees kept the water from- lodguntil a sufficient flow of water was .se- ing on any of the floors and no material
cured. The well driven a year ago yields damage resulted.
During tho excitewater at the rate of 40 gallons a minute ment one of the firm lost a gold ring that
and both will supply the hew system. It was later recovered by one of the en»7
is expected that work on installing the
ployees.
pipe lines and fire hydrants, which was
die continued two weeks, as it appeared at
On Sunday, Mr and Mrs John Clancy
that Jime the well would be a failure, will entertained the following people: AlderIK- resamfJ shortly- A reservoir of con- pan Frank Clancy, Rudolph Bauinan,
crete and -brick with a capacity of 35,000 George Clancy, and the Misses Lulu Mulgallons has already been built on '"the side lins, Lena Wallace and Annie Olancy all
ol Cooley hill, 100 feet above the build- of Bridgeport, Ct., and Misses Katlienne '
and Gertrude Bowler of Spencer. *
ings on the estate.
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3T
and sandy hair. Although far front
handsome, the magnetism of his; personality struck Pedro immediately,
awakening an answering chord In the
latter. For a moment the Uttle loan •
looked the boy over, and than his
weird, expressive face broke Into a.
smile.
i
"Were you looking for Milltgant" her

-And serves to keep you leader of thrown upon the tsMe, nil, face cloudplace he had Interrupted, entered the
this
enterprise!" snapped the visitor. ing again at the sight of them.
same building by the basement way.
THe bs-rlght; we are too conspicuThis latter person was a tall, dark "Very well. ^Have It as you wlUJV ous, living so closely," he muttered;
man, unmistakably Lath. In type, and Thank the Blessed saints you have no "we must go- about, and seem like
that the house was familiar to him hold over mel I should dislike to other folk."
was evinced by the air with which He find myself'in those nicotine-stained
manipulated the latch and admitted fingers of yours, amigo mlo!"
CHAPTER VII.
"Perhaps you are in then),'* rehimself.
m M
" The little haU was atuffy aatf 111 marked Rowe, amused.
A
Party
In the Alley.
I looking for a party," said!
"I! What nonsense I".
lighted by a single gas-burner In a
For the five weeks that led Into the
"How
about
your
connection
with
Pedro, smiling In return.
wire cage, and from the rear room
heart
of
the
whiter
Pedro
worked
al"Well, there's several inside," sal*
came the odor of cooking. But It was this aflalrt Does It pot place you most incessantly.
the Uttle man, waving a hand toward!
net these facts that caused the man somewhat at •my mercy? A respectFrom
daylight
tMl
dark
he
scarcely
to stop short, the crease between his able member of the tatentetlonal com- left the studio, and only at night Jhe dimly lighted room behind him.
J
"Some friend of yours here?"
i
eyes deepening as he stood listening. merce committee—"
?.-V>v
"Hush!" said the other, paling a (when they were not too tired) would
"I Just wanted—" began Pedro, when
QppyglGHT & BOBB3-MeRgltt CO_
In the haU above Leigh's footstep
he
go
forth
with
Leigh
upon
what
they
trite. "You are right. I admit the
a girl's voice broke to:
At the comer of Seventh avenue he could be plainly heard. The man. be- precarlousnesB of my position. But began to call "perception prowls." At
"He is a friend of mine, Don," said
SYNOPSIS.
halted, slapped his pockets, unearthed low approached the staircase with ab- granting that you can control him and other times they would sit together the redJieired girl, emerging from the
solute nolselessness, and ascending
and read or talk; sometimes in the crowded studio. She had aoted his
his
pipe
and
pouch,
and
proceeded
to
myself,
what
have
you
to
offer
the
Pedro an« the danclns bear, Mr. Jones,
part way managed to get a good look
nevent a tramp from stealing a young light up. Theni to make up for the
mob? The people, or any body of wide, cushioned Ingle-nook at Pedro's; entrance and Immediately made her
tdTa purse. Pedro'a ambition to become few moments lost in this operation, he at the sculptor without allowing him- them, must have an Idol, or an Ideal again In tilted chairs, their boots upon*
way toward .him. "Aren't ypu going
?SJnfer .purs him to Quit Old Nlta and
self to be seen. All unconscious, the
eJTttrolHng bear danwra Pedro. Ola dived down the little short cut called
for which to fight Nothing else will the rim of. Leigh's stove.
let him In?" she concluded.
Leigh was a man who made few to One
Nlta and the bear tralner»,start for New Paradise place. It was very dark in latter continued to tramp up toward really arouse them, nor hold them. It
would have sworn that she ha*
Tork. Pedro paints a portrait for a lunch,
the
attics,
and
with
a
muttered
oath,
friends;
thus
It
came
about
that
Pedro
wagon man and so earns a meal for the the Uttle fragment of a street, and
muat be politics or emotion. In this
been expecting him, thought Pedro.
ioSpany. Mis. Irts Ve-nderpopl qjl^r"1? half-way down Its narrow spsn he quickly suppressed, the watcher re- case, as you are well aware, the po- met hardly any other people. But he Evidently she had not forgotten th*>
wtOioer artlat lover. Sam HllL a« they
turned to the basement as cautiously
— in
•- her fether's desk bumped Into two men who were In
litical Bide of the question Is not suffi- was well content that such should be roadside encounter.
■art. She discovers
■ portrait which she recugoi*™. — "•-- the act of parting from each other as he had ascended. At the door of ciently strong.
Can you Invent an the case, delighting as he did in
"Pedro is the humble servant of yon
StTBedro. who rescued her from the purse
the
front
room
he
tapped
discreetly,
Leigh's society, and utterly Batlsfled
■DaUher.
Hill, the ?»*>na«*lj$r°*: with low-voiced adleux. The taller of and after a brief Interval, during which Ideal that will appeal Btrongly enough with the gentle adventures upon which both," said he, with that sweeping■sects Pedro and Mr Jones In Y,"f "15 these two muttered an apology almost
to
start
a
revolutloh?
Here
we
have
bow of hto,
I
there was a scurrying sound within
ton square. Hill discovers talent in
In other the latter led him.
Pedro's drawings and In a mad desire to In the same breath with Leigh's, and and the muffled closing of some inte- the cart-before-the-mule.
"And this Is Mr. MHllgan, our host,
Strange little cafes served them,
kn himself, gives his studio and aU in It was hurrying away, whan the sculpwords,
strong
financial
backing;
a
pasaid she.'
to Pedro In exchange for Mr. Jones.
tor, catching sight of the face under rior door, that before which he stood tron whom we (or rather you) can and sometimes more pretentious
The jtwo shook bands, and even
the peak of the cheap and shabby hat, was opened a crack while a smooth absolutely control; a complete knowl- places.
whUe MUUgan muttered something byCHAPTER V—Continued.
voice, with only a sUght foreign ac- edge of our country; everything, in
Through
the
Fall
Academy
they
called his name.
way bf acknowledging the introduccent, Inquired who was without.
"Yanderpool!"
fact except the sentiment of the wandered, too, and smaller exhibitions tion, he was carried off by a phalanx;
With alacrity Pedro gathered up the
"It
is
only
me.
Open
up,
Rlcardo,"
In
the
backs
of
shops,
and
In
the
lesThe millionaire heard, for he made
Implements wherewith to serve himreplied the man In the hall. At which people. In short, it is a highway to ser galleries. And from one of these of men who came up, clamoring for
more beer. With a BWlft gesture the.
self, and returned" from the corner an irresolute Uttle movement as if the door was thrown back, revealing power for us both, blocked by the latter
visits came about Pedro's choice
to
return;
but,
changing
his
mind,
only
•heir with one hand grasping a bristly
a tall, bearded man who waved an apathy of half a million ragged'fcalf- of the great De Bush as his future ad- girl beckoned to Pedro, and he fol- .
pulled
his
hat
over
his
eyes,
and
bouquet of cutlery and the other ballowed up a narrow, winding staircase,
breeds!"
Invitation to enter.
"Yznaga, my esteemed and admired viser. Ah! there was a painter for which brought them out upon a littleancing some dishes. Pausing before walked off rapidly. For a moment
"Ah, Yznaga!" he exclaimed In friend," began Rowe, never losing his you!
Leigh
almost
doubted
the
veracity
of
a sketch In plasterline, he looked at
SpaniBh. "So It is thou! Enter, my
That this rose-colored existence balcony. The Madonna Lady seated!
It critically, cocking his head to one his recognition. Reginald Vanderpool friend, but I beg you wlU remember amused Bmlle. "you are such a charm- should continue forever was taken for herself upon a divan and motioned Pein
what
amounted
to
a
disguise!
Such
ing,
weU-bred,
representative
person
side, and half-closing his eyes.
to follow suit.
that in this house I am Mr. Rowe.
granted by Pedro, whose sole lack dro"Madonna,
"Yon ought to push the hind quar- a circumstance seemed far from likely! Such exclamations, however, cordial, that you fit the role of pseudo-cabinet was
saw you through the>
Mr. Jones. But one day Leigh window, and II could
not resist coming
ters of the tiger back, of the woman, And yet he could not be wrong, for must not be mads in the public halls!" minister to perfection; and you are sent
word
,that
he
had
been
called
such a tool that you are , the Ideal
sol" said he, giving an illustrative in the folds of the man's coat he had
in, even thimgh 1 was a stranger to
"Ever
cautious!"
exclaimed
the
visfrom
town
by
a
commission,
and
might
twist of the hand which nearly sent distinctly seen the black ribbon and itor. "Now 1 am not even to speak minister of state. I don't wonder that
the house."
gone a week or more.
the cup flying. "It doesn't quite look dangling monocle which were charac- aloud! Well, you are wise! I obey!" our respected patron actually believes beDuring
She smiled at him.
the span of six days Pedro
teristic
of
iris'
father.
Deuce
take
the
you
are
what
you
represent
yourself
"You saved me,juet In time;" he con—look solid, you know."
He seated himself beside the table
managed
very
well
alone,
simply
getman,
it
was
very
odd
for
him
to
rush
Leigh brought the frymgpan over
be!"
tinued, "else I might have failed of
and mopped his face with a thin sUk to The
man opposite sprang to his feet ting up earlier than ever, and work- entrance."
when he came to inspect. He crouched off in that manner without speaking! handkerchief. A fine figure of a man,
ing
harder;
for
Leigh
had
come
to
satBut,
for
the
matter
of
that,
Vanderpool
with an oath.
tor a moment before his model. Then
"And you really came because you»
had always been something of a mys- almost noble In bearing, and excep"A fool!" he cried; "you call me a isfy him so completely that he fan- saw me?">
he turned to Pedro.
tionally well dressed beneath his
cied no one else could take the sculp"I believe you are right," he said. tery to his acquaintances!
fool?"
"For what other reason?" said he.
With a shrug, Leigh resumed his shabby overcoat Rowe brought out
"Sit down, and stop confirming my tor's place. On the seventh day, "Madonna, what Is your name?""In here is where you mean, of
walk, only to have it borne in upon glasses and a decanter, pouring for opinions so nicely," grinned Rowe, "or Leigh not having as yet returned, he
course. Are you a sculptor?"
"IrU," said (he, lifting her great
his guest and himself.
you may bring the house down about ate a solitary meal, and feeling lonely, eyes, that were Uke those eelfssassr
"Painter," said Pedro, "at least, I him after a few moments, that the
"The
house
Is
at
your
disposal,"
he
went
to
the
gallery
of
aj&uater.
second of the two men whom he had
ears with that yelling."
am going to be."
said, after the Spanish manner. Then, ourYznaga
The play was ft melodramatic affair, blossoms. "My father's name is VancompUed, but sat frowning.
A gleam of amusement crept into interrupted was preceding him. Even this formal courtesy discharged, he
and
on either hand sat people who-re- derpool. What other name have yon,
when
he
turned
Into
Muldoon
place
"Very well," said he, "say what you
those strange eyeB of Leigh.
leaned anxiously toward the other.
fused
to respond to his critical analy- besides Pedro?"
there
he
was
again,
crossing
the
Uttle
Hke.
But
calling
me
a
fool
will
not
"Going to be!" he quoted. "Ahl I
"I have no other," he replied after
"JMd you see him?" he ssked.
sis
of
the dramatist's work? so, after
paved
court
twenty-five
feet
In
advance,
prove
you
a
wise
man."
see! The novice is always the severYznaga nodded.the second act, he left, much bored, an almo'Bt !mperceptlble|pause.
and
entering
at
the
basement
door!
"Admitted,"
said
Rowe.
"But
I
am
She raised her head, is if in disbeest critic."
"I did."
"Well, if that isnt- the darnedest
wiseacre enough to be forehanded and filled with a longing for dancing
-But I am right about it," persisted
"And he will buy the necessary ar- about a matter Uke this of pubUc sen- and companions, for laughter and In- lief. Ah! that wonderful line from,
thing!"
said
Leigh
as
he
mounted
the
the boy, not in the least abashed at
chin to breast! Surely some day hestairs, puzzled, but thereafter thinking maments?"
timent In our beloved country. Let consequential talk: a most natural
being made fun of.
"Yes, but he Is a hard oustomer, me ask you a question. What would and wholesome desire for theTamuse- must contrive to paint it
"I did not say you were wrong," re- of It no more.
•1 am speaking as I must," he toWM
He found Pedro engaged upon a that Van ..."
the people rise for? Think well. You ments common to his years.
marked Leigh. "Come and eat. You
"WlU you not beUeve me when
"Hush! Not that name, above all
"I wish,'' said Pedro aloud, "thai I her.
are in no-nee4of championing your pencil drawing of a very pretty girl others!' Implored the host. "That he know tWranswer!"
I say that the only name 1 can five
was
going
to
a
party."
in the act of washing herself with the
Yznaga was silent for a moment,
•
views." 7/
will pay Is all I need to hear!"
Then a thought struck him. If a you Is that which you have heard f*
the palms of his hands toLeigh perused Hill's letter between aid of a cake of soap which she held
„ This had a perfume ot mystery, but v
"He will pay tor them," responded rubbing
party
was
what
he
wanted,
to
go
to—
in
a
prominent
manner.
Leigh
started
gulps of coffee. Its substance was
Yznaga. "Moreover, he is no fool, gether as her thought hard. At last why not go to one?- There were the while It added to her already keen ln»
merely that Hill was going away, pos- slightly, as he looked at It, but all he and Intends dealing through me only he spoke, but It was as one who men- cafes—but
no! He wanted a real terest In him, she maintained her pose.
tions a desirable but unobtainable cirsibly for a year, and confirmed Pedro's said was:
offense.
as an agent. No cash! But we Bhall
party,
with
invited guests, and laugh- of "If
"Still
working?"
cumstance.
possession of the studio with the fewIt was only to be unkind, why dldi
arrange the estimate and the bid In
ter,
and
refreshments,
hospitaUty
of"No,"
responded
Pedro,
"I
stopped
"There
Is
Signers
Daussa
and
her
est possible explanations. When Leigh
you rescue me Just now?" he asked.
such a way as to retain a little for child," said he slowly. "But Of course fered
when
the
light
gave
out."
finished reading it he attacked the
She laughed a little.
..
Suddenly he felt like a prisoner.
He waved his hand toward the ourselves, eh?"
"You once saved me from real -dan.
bacon and addressed, his guest.
"No, our wealthy patron would be that Is out of the question. No one Jailed In a prison that is limitless, yet
"Tell me again. What's all this smaller easel where stood a canvas, difficult to defraud. He Is a man to knows where they are, and In all prob- cramped because It Is, In fact a prison. ger," she replied; "the least I could do
about? Did you really never see Hill upon which a picture—a street scene- whose capabiUty I make my bow! And ability they were killed during the big To shake off this morbid fancy he was to spare you. In turn."
had been blocked In. Leigh crossed to
uprising."
Swiftly Pedro leaned toward her..In
before last night?"
look at It, and although the artificial bis caution! By the way," he added
"That was never known as a cer- began to run, and sped through the his eyes shone a light that might have
"Never," said Pedro.
abruptly, "who lives on the top floor tainty," .said Rowe with meaning.
gilent,,
frosty
streets
as
though
the
Ught
made
any
real
judgment
of
what
"And what reason did he give for
pure mischief, but this she did
of this building?"
gruesome, sardonic spirit of civiliza- meant
Yznaga looked up sharply.
not see, tor. she had turned away her
this unexpected desire to leave town?" he* saw difficult, he bent before It In"A painter by the name of Samuel
tion
was
speeding
after
him
with
terestedly,
though
still
without
com"You
mean
to
say—"
he
began.
"That he wanted to go!" said Pedro
head again. His voice was very sibiHU1," replied Rowe, "an easy-going
Rowe raised a hand, warning him to handcuffs.
with rlelng inflection, as If surprised ment.
lant, carrying a subtletj; of meaning
young man. He's the landlord."
Breathless
at
last,
and.
Indignantly
"So
you
have
stopped
working,
said
wbich'was delicate In the extreme..
that any other reason were necessary.
"Have you any acquaintance with silence.
helpless,
he
came
to
a
standstill
beeh.
"What
do
you
call
the
thing
you
"Madonna Iris!" be said, "when your
"Listen!"
he
said,
"I
have
for
years
"Hum!" mused Leigh, thinking Inside the open gateway of a little im- turn your head so, It Is lovely beyond
him?"
known
the
whereabouts
of
our
esstantly of Iris. "I believe I can-give are doing?"
"No
more
than
Is
absolutely
necespasse
that
had
once
or
twice
attracted
"This is not my work," explained
presldenfs wife, and am In dally—
words! Do you know that the line ot
a guess, then."
houriy-TOOmmunlcatlon with her. In- his passing attention. From wall to your chin and throat Is Uke the silver"He took my bear; I took his studio. Pedro, arising, and laying down the sary!"
"Ah!
yourexelusiveness!
Sometimes
wall
It
was
paved
with
uneven
flagA very good arrangement, eh?" asked drawing-board. "ThleUs Just to live. I think that It is a mistake— that It deed, she Is lees than a mile from this ging, and down the center ran,an open white edge of the young moon? All!
I have seen many pictures in adververy spot! She has practically no
Now you are angry. Forgive me; but
Pedro.
tisements Uke this, often less good, wlU attract attention! But of that.; English; and therefore It is safe gutter. The buildings were squat two- I have dreamed of that line since first
"For you, certainly," said I*lghlater. Tell me, Is this landlord of enough to take her about with me a story affairs of old brick, and had
and
perhaps
I
can
sell
It.
Then
I
need
"Ah! but you should see,my bear!"
I saw you!"
not use the money of Mr. H1U. A yours a tall, homely fellow?",
little sometimes. As for explanations; once been stables, but as he looked
There was a tense- pause between
responded Pedro earnestly.
"No," said Rowe, "why do you ask?" that is easy. She has "no money ex- more closely, the light of the scatThe lad was so sincere that Leigh good Idea, eh?"
.'
"Because when He-of-whom-youtered bracket-lamps revealed the fact them.
"Yes,"
assented
Leigh,
still
without
cept
what
she
could
get
(or
her
few
"No, I am not angry," she sala at
smiled again.
know and I were parting Just mow, Jewels, and she has deigned to' accept that they had been converted Into
any
change
of
expression.
"Well,
come
last
In
a
low
voice,
looking
Intently,
' > "From something in Sam's letter,"
such a person interrupted us, whether
studios. AU the other buildings but
said he, "I am pretty sure that I am out and play around with me. I never Intentionally or not, I cannot tell. But my 'assistance. She Is accepting it for one were dark, and like a bit of the at the stioks of her fin as she Spoke.
see
anyone
much,
except
Hill,
and
as
a purely personal service, »hJo, which
"You see, I had not forgot you, either,"
right about why he has gone. He says
he
recognized
Vander
—
recognized
old world, the miniature Btreet nestled
"I shall not give you chance to forI am to look after you. What do you he has deserted.the camp you will him, of that much I am certain. And is confidential, and which consequently" timidly almost ;ln the shadow of its
wish me to do for you as a starter? have to fill his place, since you have what Is more, he followed me to this I cannot tell you. But all this Is Irrele- giant neighbors, the sky-scrapers. ■** get!" he ■exclaimed to his companion.
undertaken to All his studio and my
vant The,malh thing that I wish you
But before she could reply, a youth Take you up to the art school?"
house and 1B upstairs at this momentl" to understand is the fact that I have Its hospitable aspect Pedro felt better who had been watching her, rushed up
"Academy! No!" exclaimed Pedro. time."
For
a
moment
Rowe
glared
at
the
directly.
From
the
UgrtteiTbuildlng,
and claimed her for the dance. With
in her the one thing which will create
"All right," said Pedro. "
"What do you intend doing, then?"
Together they went out Pedro was other with an expression, of Intent a popular feeling. In other words, ber half-way down Its limited stretch, a a smile she was gone; and In a few
"Paint," said Pedro.
soft
radiance
shone
out
uncurtained
Blarm.
Then
his
features
relaxed.
moments he Baw her and her partner ■
/good company, and Leigh responded to
( "Anything else?"
"A great, tall fellow, did you say? restitution!",
"If the others—the doubting ones- and cheery, and the sounds of revelry emerge upon the floor below.
"Find some one whose criticism 1 him readUy. Between these two had he mueed. Then a light broke upon
came
muffled
to
his
ear.
Quite
shameWillie he stood watching her, a man
already sprung up an Intimacy that
could but see her once, we would have
' "■ can respect!"
nd tte
him. "A giant, with a long face and
lessly he walked to where its window
"Ah!" said Leigh, "and who will was accepted by both without sur- ungainly carriage; that would be them with us heart and soull" said met level with his shoulder, and flat- Joined him, and after ar nod *
proffer of a cigarette, which was acprise. It seemed so natural to them
Yznaga.
that be?"
Leigh,
the
sculptor,
a
great
friend
of
tening his nose against the pane, cepted, stood beside him at the balRowe thought for a moment
"I have not yet decided," said the to be together, the language that they the landlord. And he would know him,
"Yes," said he, "I had Intended that looked In,
rail.
boy thoughtfully. "I shall have to see spoke was Identical, and both were eo also! No need to worry about that.
A dimly lit room full of animated cony
This new acquaintance was a thicksimple in their attitude toward life,
they should, of course, sooner or later.
the
work
of
all
the
best
men
first."
As
for
his
following
you,
that
was
people
met
bis
g*<">A
youth,
with
a
f
set young man, blond and rugged of
and toward each other, that they
In a few weeks' time they shall see
.. And
* » when
u~„ A*
tn work?
work?"
do vnn
you tin
go to
mere coincidence. He comes here to her. In the meantime your work will cigarette dangling from the corner of feature. He was not in evening clothes
"Now!" replied Pedro. "I must go. spoke and acted with the feeling of old visit Hill almost daily."
his
mouth,
was
playing
softly
on
the
—indeed, only two or-. three of the
be to prepare their minds for that
comrades from the first.
There Is not a moment to be lost!"
"You relieve my mind, Rowe," re- event You must take bogus messages piano, while, just beyond, two couples men were—and he did not look overWho was this young man, anyhow?
He arose and stood looking as
were
'dancing.
Immediately
In
front
plied
Yznaga,
lighting
a
cigarette.
though alarmed at the flight of so The question was one that lulled "And now tor our project He-of-whom- from her to them; give them every of the watcher was a row of heads, prospecous. But he fairly radiated
energy and enthusiasm, and his face
Leigh to sleep that night and persistconfidence that she Is in sympath*
many precious moments.
ently confronted him on his awaken- you-know refuses absolutely to commit with the movement. But one thing their owners being Beated upon a was strong and arresting. For several
"But later?" asked Leigh.
hlraBelf on paper. He will spend, yes! must be strictly observed. He-of-whom- bench which ran directly beneath the moments they stoodUooking down Into
"When it is dark, I will go with ing next morning.
Why was the boy so reticent about It is for a great purpose, in a noble you-know muet be told nothing of her window.
you," said Pedro, responding to the
Suddenly tie street door was flung the crowd.'
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
his origin, his people, his nationality cause! But he wUl Bign nothing! existence until I give the word. Reunspoken Invitation.
wide
to emit a little knot of men who
What
have
we
to
hold
him
by?"
member that To be frank with you,
"I shall come around for you at even. Sometimes one would swear Pe"The
money
he
spends!'
replied
carried
between
them
the
limp
form
Rebuked.
I do not believe that she will be in
about Blx-thirty," said Leigh. "We dro to be a Spaniard; yet he 'spoke Rowe grimly.
The Germane—as aU extensively
Bympathy with us. She cares Uttle of a woman. Pedro drew back Into
most get to know each other better." Italian fluently, and French, too. Yet,
"Will
that
suffice?
This
business
is
the
shadows
and
watched.
traveled
persons
know—are great
for pomp or power. When the time
Hat in hand, Pedro turned to flash when he became earnest sad wished against the law, you know, and—"
The exact nature of the trouble he sticklers for titles. One must not only
comes for her to see the others, they
an assenting smile at Leigh before he to press a point, good English seemed
"I have something that will hold must be warned to say very little to could not determine, and neither could say Herr Canoellarius Bolz, Herr .Docto come to him with amazing readiwent out.
he see the woman very distinctly, but tor Baron Meier, Professor Schmidt;
him," replied Rowe. "I still have the
When the door had closed upon him, ness. And the quality of the boy's thing by meanB df which I first inter- her, and 1 shall see to it that she, the air seemed to revive her, and pres- one must also say Frau Cancellariuson ber part, does not betray the Ignothe sculptor stood in deep thought for work'. It was astounding! This lat- ested him!" •
rance In which I think It will be best ently a cab appeared, Into which she Bolz Frau Doctor Baronto • Meier,
several moments. Then absent-mind- ter thought stimulated action. ■
"Which ig?" said the other suggeswas put, and driven off with one of Frau Professor Schmidt Also thereSlowly Abraham Lincoln Leigh arose
to keep her."
»
edly knocking the contents of his unlit
tively.
"As you will!'' replied Yznaga. I the men. The wet then re-entered the are fine distinctions in titles. If ene
pipe out upon the hearth, he put it In from his untidy bed, and in the early
Rowe
laughed,
an
unpleasant
laugh
house, closing the door with a bang. title is higher than another by «>
his mouth, upside down, and lounged light of the wintry morning, strode that was characteristic of him, and am too much dazed by this revelation The little episode affected Pedro much as a hair's bread.th» the wayInto
his
workshop.
Half-way
across
to
dispute
with
you.
I
shall
go
now,
over to the plasterline sketch that Pefaring man must, not call the rightful
reached for the wine,
strangely.
„dro had criticized. For some time he the floor h,e stopped, adding his un- • "That, my simple friend, I am not and during the next few weeks I shall
Again he stepped to the inviting owner of the higher title by the lower
looked at it immovably, and then gainly figure to the motionless throng going to reveal," said he politely. "But procure those* estimates. And now window and pressed his face against title. ^ Never.
stretched out a tentative hand toward which stood about. For several min- Its efficacy you need hot doubt. Has good-night!"
A certain public school teacher who
"Va usted con Dlos!" said Rowe as it, only to be confronted instantly by already enjoyed the title of master
the hind quarters of^the tiger, with- utes he stood stock-still, and then, with It not sufficed; so far? Why should
rapid, skilful fingers began to curve
to a beggar, closing the doc*; after a mass of red-gold hair! At first he was promoted to head maBter. Next
drawing instantly.
you doubt that it will work in the fucould scarcely beUeve his eyes; but
"No, by George!" said he aloud, "I bask the bind quarters of the tiger in ture, until we have sucked this simple MM„i it was true—there was no mistaking day young Fritz, quite unaware as
As long as the Bound of. „
Ysnagas
think It's all right Just the way It the little ptasterilne sketch.
American gentleman dry? Paugbt footsteps cou'd be heard, Rowe. sat those gleaming braids—she was there, l yet ot the honor that had come to his
stands."
Ihold him in the hollow of my hand!" etaring ID the direction of them, nod- the Madonna tody, standing within
CHAPTER VI.
But nevertheless he went to work
"So you possess knowledge of some
the warm room, her shotalder turned
bis head meditatively.
soon another group, leaving the diminsecret that be fear* lbs exposure of! ding
The People Downstair*.
"He.
too,
IOVSB her," he said aloud, toward him. Acting on a sudden
i new head masutive sketch alone.
Ah, I suspected as much."
■.ot move alone, or in the pulse. Pedro ran ttf the door, and j
Haps you'd rather
Half past six (It being then dark) "it has been said that as Leigh on*
"1
have
not
said
so,"
replied
Rows,
"an
knocked.
• fear of hurting her,"
tound Leigh on his way to the studio tered the front door of the studio smiling confidently at the end of hie dar
Almost at once it was opened by a
to turned and gathered up the
In Muldoon place, strolling along medi- building in Muldoon place, the sec- cigarette. "Be content, Yznaga, that j
a hud Uttle man with a •saooth, boyish faos
ond,
and
to
him
unknown,
of
the
two
tatively through the half-lit mystery
my
knowledge
serves
its
purpose.
•
men whose conference in Paradise
of Greenwich.

IMPOSSIBLE BOY

EXPLAIN WAYS
OF WATERWAYS

WANTS PUBLIC ROUSED OVER
TUBERCULOSIS

Delegations From Ctties All
Over State.

Boston.—If tuberculosis is to be
eradicated children must have a
chance of healthy bodies and fairly
decent homes, according to Dr.
Charles J. Hatfleld of New York, who
made a plea at the Twentieth Century Club for a campaign which
should recognise tuberculosis as involving a diseased social structure,
poverty included.
He is executive secretary of the
National Association for the Study
and "Prevention of Tuberculosis and
was the chief speaker at the annual
meeting of. the Boston Association
for the Relief and Control of Tubeculosls.
, The Introductory address was made
by Dr. Arthur K. Stone, vice-president
of the association, who congratulated
the members on the successful worit
accomplished as welt as on the tact
that both in Boston and in the state
at large the death rate from tuberculosis had steadily fallen off. '
"In spite ot the fact that we **▼»
gone so far on the road," he said,
"much still remains to be accomplished in Boston and the state. Portions
of this city and communities in the
state yare not alive even yet to the
dangers. /Tuberculosis in childhood
needs more intensive study; new
terms of experimental work are presented from time to time which must
be tried out by private funds; and activities must be developed
still further In the matter1 of housing, nursing, home treatment and after treatment Many of these present great
difficulties. New and taking educational propaganda must,be Inaugurated. The problems of i$e Incorrigible
and consumptive demands study, as
well aa many other lines of activity."

7 CONGRESSMEN PRESENT
Difficulty ot Securing Appropriations
Explained at Annual Dinned of
Massachusetts Real Estate
Exchange.
Boston—With seven congressmen
present, and delegation from Lowell,
Lawrence, HaverbiU, T»U River,
Taunton, Springfield and Holyoke
among the diners, the annual waterways dinner of the Massachusetts
Baal Estate Exchange at Young's
Hotel, gave a great impetus to the
movement for more water navigation
In the Commonwealth.
Congressmen Wlnslow, Greene,
Treadway and Walsh explained the
■difficulties in the way of securing app¥«prr|t'ons for deeper and better
waterways In New England, because
the sotfd^'"Democratic delegations from
the South*have admitted their determination to secure everything In the
way^of appropriations that they can
while their tenure of office lasts, and
incidentally spoke In favor of the projects of their ov/ta immediate section
Of the State.
President John J. Martin of the Bxchangff said: "It Is discouraging to
teel' Sat we are not getting anywhere
because the government wUl not cooperate. New England Is the arm up«n which the whoie^ountry Jeans for
manufactures, but it *as been plucked
to death In the past."
Congressman Greene, in a Jocular
way, declared that he would not work
for the Merrtmac river project until
ne had secured the deepening of the
Taunton river and a canal to Hlngnam, ''which would give Boston Its
greatest outlet to the sea. Fall Elver has'a better harbor than Boston,
-without the expenditure of a dollar,"
he said, "and it la the sixth city em
the Atlantic coast in shipping and
seventh In revenue.
"There are too many cold-blooded
men In Boston to enable a public, project to go .through. It has been impossible to get appropriations through
Congress for-New England because
New England Is only a grease spot
on the map compared to the rest of
-the country," he added.
Congressman Treadway claimed
-that the press Ot the country defeatfid the "pork barren blU," which called
for an appropriation ot ,63,000,000,
and that the men from the North
.were Justified In demanding that It
be cut down. He declared that the
congressmen from the South have
acted sectionalism at every point
Andrew B. Sutherland ot Lawrence,
•one of the Merrlmae River •Waterways Commission, gave seme interesting figures. He showed that 30 per
cent of the water power of the country is In New England, and 38 per
cent of it In New York State.
,
He declared that the trade in the
Merrlmae valley Is now 97 per cent
sweater than .the foreign trade of Boston and greater than that of any seajort on the Atlantic coast except New
York and Buenos Ayrest Water transportation-would save over $2,000',000
annually to Lowell, Lawrence sad
Hsverhlll.
The Rev. John S. Lyons, manager
* of the Holyoke Board of Trade, Was
Impressed into tfte position of final
speaker, and he harped the cities and
towjs that would be benefited by the
-devSopnrent of the Connecticut river.
4- .
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430-OPERATION ITRGED IN GIVING
MOTHERS AID.

Representatives of Private Charities
Confer with the State Bosrd.

Dr. C. J. Hatfleld

Declares

MatasJy

Involves a Diseased Social
Structure.

EXTENSION OF THE WAR NOW SEEMS CERTAIN

HIGH SCHOOL ON END.

Throw Away Superstitions for New
Ideas.

GERMANS LOSE 2 WARSHIPS

Boston—The High school was
stood on Its head at the meeting of
the New England Association of
School Superintendents, at the Boston Latin School, by three speakers
—Df. Dayld Shedden, George B. Gallup, New England representative ot
the Cosmopolitan Magazine, and WUUam G, Lewis,.principal of the William Peon High School for Girls,
Philadelphia. The, Idea seemed to
be to shake everything out of the figurative pockets ot the High school,
to reassort the collection, to restore
what was worthy, and to put In, In
addition, a brand new line of muchneeded goods.
All the speakers, considering ihe
"Relation of the High) School to the
Community," were of the opinion
that the High school, as at present
conducted, is out of date and archaic,
but that, with apparently radical
changes, It can be made the saving
grace of the community and of the
country.
Latin and Greek were taken to
task as usual-and algebra got a "wallop," no doubt weU-deserved.
The
plea was for such corrections In the
curriculum as shall come more nearly to turning out good citizens, for
the present High school pupils win
br> riGsen* presently.
It was suggested In the general upheaval that Instead of studying from
ancient to modern, in Lterature, history end economies', the course should
be Jurt the other way; and Dr. Shedden even asserted that a teacher on
current events should be the highestpaid in any school.
DECLARES PRISON MANGEMENT
'
FAILS.
Prison Commissioner Randall Urges
State Control to Aid Reformation.
Boston—Prison Commissioner Frank
L. Randall, to an address before the
woman's' department ot the National
Civic Federation, Massachusetts and
Rhode Island section at the home of
Mrs. Horatio N. Slater, 448 Beacon
street, declared that the management
ot prisons throughout^ the country has
generally been a failure.
Later In the evening.
Governor
Walsh was entertained by Mrs. Slat
er and promised to aid tho work c
the federation. He oafled attention tt
the lack of uniformity in prison laws
of the various ^-States, and the fact
that some States are backward about
prison legislation, while others are
very progressive.
Mr. Randall advocated a central
State control of all the prisons in the
Commonwealth In order that the prisoners may be transferred whenever
iwd wherever It Is best tor them in
the progress of the worlf of refermaden. It Is now impossible, he said,
for tlje commission to learn what prisoners need to be transferred as, they
have no control over the county jails.

VERA CRUZ GIVEN
BACKJOMEXICO

Petrograd Reports Great Numbers of Kaiser's Forces Are American Troops Depart and
Constitutionalists Occupy Port
Surrounded Near Warsaw

London.—There were further indications in the latest despatches that
the German Invasion ot Poland has
lost headway. London newspapers
heard from Petrograd that the Germans were beaten at Kutoo, losing
12,000 prisoners; that the Russians
have captured Gumblnnen, in East
Prussia, and that tthe Germans are
on the defensive on the Slleelan border.
The Petrogreid Army Messenger,
official organ of the Russian General
Staff; In a detailed review "of operations, states that the Russians have
won big victories In Poland and are
'advancing steadily In East Prussia
and Gsldda.
The German General Staff admits
that the decision kt Poland has been
postponed because of the appearance
of Russian re-entorcements from
Warsaw. (Petrograd and Berlin agree
that hard fighting In front of Csenstachova and Cracow has produced no
decisive result.
The important newe from the fighting In the west mentioned a series
of attacks by the Germans In the Argonne, north of Verdun. Paris says
these attacks were repulsed after hard
fighting. Berlin asserts that the German troops are gaining ground elow-

B08ton-~Representatives of various
private charitable organizations met
■with the social service-board ot the
state board of charity at the State
'House to confer on the adsilnlstra.
tlon of the mothers* pension hyw.
Mrs. Ada B. Sheffield, chairman of
She oommlttee_on social service of
the state board, presided, and there
were present with her David F. Tilly, Francis G. Curtis ajpd Jeffrey R.
Brackett of the state | board, Mrs.
Maloney, supervisor of the state
* board, and T. W. Goodhue, superintendent of the.division of state adult
poor.
Mrs. Sheffield opened the meeting
with an explanation of Its purposeB
arid of the provisions of the act for
reUt-f of mothers with dependent
children. Sho stated thai tM overseer*, of the poor were Inclined to include in the cases they reported to
FIIH POUND NOT QWLTY:
the state board those mothers to
• whom temporary relief was given, and
the state board has held that It Second Trisl on Cnarso of Ssirnlni
should not be required to aid In the
YasM In Edesrtewn Harbor.
assistance of mothers unless they
jv^tnn—After betas; out far twentytwo ho'irs. ft Jury In the T*nlted
estate* THstri',t Court has raoorted befora .TiirTcp Morton a verdict of not
imber or lempra-ery o
erasers desired tha
nld taks up
■at* would hi
irda of 8000 families

VON HINDENBURG'S DRIVE ON
WARSAW CHECKED BY RUSSIANS

London.—The German navy has
suffered the further loss of a torpedo
boat destroyer and a submarine. The
destroyer was cut In two by the Danish steamer AngUj-toane in an: accidental collision and sank when her
boiler exploded: The submarine was
discovered and destroyed by a British destroyer off the north coast of
Scotland.
i
The destruction at the submarine,
TJ-18, one df the newer and most
effective types, is officially reported
by the Admiralty. There is an Indication that the U-18 was at least
BOO miles from her base at Wllhelmshaven and was searching for the British fleet.
Berlin.—M ' is admitted in Berlin
that the German armies in Poland
have not been able to break through
the Russian defence, and advance on
Warsaw. The German Government
makes no claim to victory and says,
in the latest statement that the issue
has not been determined. The freshest official statement from Petrograd
claims little more, although it had
been reported that the Germans had
been driven back near Lods and that
the German advance; is definitely
checked. The immense forces of Kaiser and Csar are in a death grip all the
way from the Baltic Sea H> the passes
of the Carpathians, with .no vital advantage to either side.
Official Germain reports show that
the Russians are weU within East
Prussia*nnd are in tar greater force
than was the case in Hie early part
of September, but the Russian advance in Bast Prussia has a long way
to go before the Dantsig-Thorn line
Is really In danger or the railroad
system affected.
At least 2,000„000 men are fighting
In Poland, the Russians probably having an advantage In numbers, although Gen. von Hindenburg, the
German commander-in-ohief has been
sending fresh troops to Poland from
Germany's seemingly ' inexhaustible
store. Some authorities estimate that
Russia has about 1,200,000 soldiers In
Poland alone, while the German
strenflth is estimated at 'probably ,800,000,
»
GUARDS KILLED FOUR ALICN8.

British Fired Upon Prisoners In Detention Camp With Deadly Effect.
Douglas, Isle of Man.—The grave
disorder which has prevailed among
the very large number of men In the
aliens' detention camp near here, resulted In five of the Inmates being
shot, four, fatally, by guards. The latter bad been attacked during a riot.
The camp was established about
Bhree months ago and the nuniber Of
persons there graduaUy increased until nearly 4,000 Austrian and German
civilian prisoners'were interned. Tl»e3r
are guarded by 300 men of the National Reserve from Liverpool and the
Manx Territorials,
480,000 BR1TJSH AT FRONT.
Fresh Troops Are Steadily Joining
J»j*y at Ypres.
Paris—It was learned here that the
British forces on the firing Une in
Francs apd Belgium npw number trom
400,000 to 450,000 men. The British
centre is at Ypres, with the right and
left wings extending south and north
pjJ^iB
terlalB, are

' P'-<* °' tke Tsrriitsily coning to the
he British losses amount
7 000 kll'.ed. wounded and missing.

The Audacious Sunk
By a Submarine, Is
Report From Berlin
Tale From German Capital Describes
How the British Dreadnaught Was
Torpedoed by Underwater Craft
Sent on Spies' Report.
Washington.—From Berlin comes a
report, a full week after it was
learned here from British mail advices that the British dreadnaught
Audacious had been sunk off the
Irish coast, that the Audacious was
sunk by a German submarine and not
b7 a mine. The reports received
hare by mail from the north of Ireland stated that the Audacious, after
being so badly damaged that she
could not be saved, was sank by the
British to prevent her becoming a
menace to navigation.
The Berlin report declares that the
Audacious was torpedoed twice, the
second torpedo causing her magazine
td explode. The German submarine
declared to have hit the Audacious
is said to have been one of the type
which is about 170 feet long with a
surface displacement of from 600 to
700 tons.
Reports from Berlin have declared
that the British ships of the first class
are being kept out of the North Sea
because they feared submarine raids.
The present report declares that
through their system of espionage the
Germans learned that a battle ship
base had been established at Lough
Swllly, on the northwest coast of Ireland. A submarine flotilla was sent
out from Wilhelmshaven, and after
skirting the coast of Scotland worked
around to a position off Lough Swilly,
It is alleged. One of the submarines
i« declared to have sighted the Audacious at a time when the rough sea
made it feasible to approach close
to -flie dreadnought. The submarine
Is then reported to have dived and
fired a torpedo. At least two torpedoes are said to have been discharged.
The Olympic, ten miles away, got
the dreadnought's wireless call for
help and tried to get her into Lough
Swilly, ,but was unable.to do so, sltihough her crew was saved.
DENIES AUSTRIAN VICTORIES.
a,

Servian Statement Declares There
Were No Big Battles of Late.
Paris.—Pram Athena, the correspondent of the Havas News Agency
transmits toe following communication as issued at Servian Legation in
the Grecian capital:
"Great Austrian victories are denied.
The Servian troops retreated from
their positions around Valjevo, which
they bad defended for two months
against superior forces. Now they
hold more advantageous positions, and
they confidently await the attack of
the enemy. The evacuation of Valjevo and the retreat, were effected
without Incident or losses. Five cannon had to be abandoned on the
heights, as they could not be lowered,
and they were rendered useless.
"No Important encounters have taken place since the order to retreat was
given; consequently great Austrian
victories are Impossible."

EVACUATION WAS ORDERLY
No Untoward Incident Mars Departure
of General Funston's Army—Washington Feels That Crisis In Affairs
of Southern Republic Is Over.
Vesa Cruz, jlex.—The American
forces of occupation, under , Gen.
Frederick Funston, after a stay in
Vera Cruz of seven months, embarked
on transports tor the United States.
The outposts began falling back at
nine o'clock In the morning, and two
hours later the first American soldiers
were going over the sides of the waiting transports.
While at 1:30 the last American
Soldier was climbing the transport
Cristobal's ladder, the Constitutional
forces marched through the city with
bands playing and flags flying.
Speeches were made it the city hell
by Foreign Minister Fabela and Gen.
Aguihtr.
Great enthusiasm was displayed on
all sides with not a word against the
Americans.
The Cristobal, carrying Funston,
was lost on the horizon at 2:30.
Gen. Funston, previous to embarking, went over the situation with Col,
Edmundo Martinez, who has been In
Vera Cruz tor some time as the personal representative of Gen. Candldo
Agulmr, on whose staff he is serving.
W. W. Canada, American Consul,
called on Col. Martinez, and the two
had a friendly conference, at which a
working agreement was decided upon,
the efforts of each to be bent toward
maintaining peace.
Mr. Canada exacted a promise from
Gen. Agullar's agent that no Amenf
cans are to be bothered in any way,
and that the safety of all Americans
be guaranteed.

WHY OATOH COLD

Ons-hslf of the Deaths and Twothirds of the Slokneas is the Dlroot Result of Catching Cold.
Nothing could bo of greater vttst*
Interest to the family than to know
bow to avoid catching cold.

COLDS THAT KILL

If it be true, as one famous doctor .
says, that catching cold can bat
avoided, think what it means. Two**
thirds of the sickness that now op*pressts the people would be avs*»s*r
Serious Interference with business.
The anguish of anxious parents. The
blasting of Many brilliant dream*:
All these things would be larsjglft
done away with It people knew nensi
to avoid catching cold. CatcbJnsr.
cold Is a very common experience to
numerous households. People hatw
come to beUeve that there la no wajr
to avoid It

CAN BE AVOIDED.

People are taught In the THs of
Life" how to avoid the ceasulsss
drain that catching cold makes upon ,
the vital organs Get It and read tt
and Judge for yourselves of Its vatos
and practicability. It la Issued by
the Perune Co, of Columbus, Ohio.

Yoiir liver
Is Clogged Up
That'. WW Yea^TlreJ"
—Hav. No Appetite.

CARTER'S Ul
LIVER PILLS
will put you right,
in a few dayt
They doj
their duty,
CureCon-T
B^ousnesa, |nd1ge8tionandSlc»Head»c1il|
SMAJXlTU,SMAlLlX)SS;SMAaPsa*3

Genuine must bear Signature

His "Name.'«
A young spark, notorious tor his <
celt, waa boasting In the presence
several gentlemen about the conq
which he had gained over the fa
heart.
"Look," said he, "here's a hand
present I had trom my hut li
rate," at the same time handing i
a beautiful cigar-case.
All admired the article, which
an Indorsement of Its quality sti
WASHINGTON PLEASED.
Washington. — American troops upon It
"Very nice gift," remarked ono
which hare held Vera Cruz since last
April evacuated the city and sailed the company. "I perceive your
love even had your name put on
for home.
Occupation of the Mexican port In
'•Wen, that's queer," answered
reprisal for Huerta's insult to the
flag at Tampico has cost the United boaster. "I never noticed It"
"Look again," rejoined the
States more than a score of lives,
some In battle and some trom disease, one. "The, case Is distinctly
and, according to some estimates, as •Real ealtr*
much at $10,000,000. But Mexico will
Our Early Chinees Trade.
be asked'to pay no indemnity. AdThe rapid growtit jot our early 1
ministration officials want that fact
to stand out as an added evidence with China Is shown by the fact
ot the disinterested friendship of the the 37 vessels carrying in 1805 no
United States for her Southern neigh- five and three-quarters millions' of goods to Canton, represented"
bors.
AH those Mexicans who fear to re- larger traction of our total for "
main when the Americans leave sail- commerce than our trade with
ed away with Gen. Funston. The whole nf China does today. The slM
refugee priests and nuns were given Imported to balance American
places' on the transports, and the with China averaged more than
Americans who remain depend tor and a half millions annually in the X
their safety upon guarantees given years down to 1827, and reached
to the United States by all the Mexi- maximum of seven and a half
can factions and those American war- lions in 1818.—John Foord, In To)
ships which remain hi the harbor.
Companion.
The State Department was informed
from Mexico city that the situation
! Not to Be Thought Of.
there is quiet and that conditions axe
"Now let us put our head togs)
improving.
and see If we can't arrange mattertp
mi"
"Put our heads together?
FATAL BLACK HAND FIRE.
would hardly do, Maude. Tour
wig and my purple hair wont h
Eighty Persons Perish In New York ize."
Tenement Blaze.
New Tork.—Eight persons died and
When a woman looks In her mil
ten were injured as the result of a the is able to see herself as o
fire that started in No. 408 East women see her.
Twenty-ninth street at 2.30 o'clock,
a. m., thirty-six hours after Black
Lots of the mistakes of married
Hand operators had threatened the are home made.
life of one of the sixteen families
in the house.
The nrVwaa set In the stairwell,
as Is the' custom ot Italian blackmailers. Before any of the occupants
could escape Into hallways tiiey were
cut off by smoke and Same and forced
to flee to tire escapes in the front and
rear of the building.
Mrs- Annie Oataleo, rescued by a
policeman, dropped dead of heart failure in the home of her brother-in-law
Yon needn't take anyDeath was due Indirectly, a physician
body'* word for the superiorsaid, to shock caused by her expert
enee In the burning tenement
ity of Port Toa»tie»—

Let Them
Speak
For Themselves

With" the territory between the Belgian coast and Dbrmude so completely Inundated that Infantry attacks are Impossible, the Germans
turned the fighting Into s continuous
bombardment of the Allies' lines.
London heard that Bulgaria has been
pacified, and with Italy and Roumsnla Is likely soon to enter the
war on the aide of the Triple E»
tents. There is fearr however, thst
Svweden^and perhaps Norway and
Denmark may come to the aid of
Germany.
Berlin reported thst two attacks by
the British Channel Squadron' en
the Belgian coast had been beaten
Off, German advances In the Arganns Forest were announced.
Turkish forces, sfter detesting the
British, reached* the/ Suez Canal,
Constantinople announced.
The Servians are making a stand on
the Kohibare River, but ars hopelessly outnumbered by Austrian*,
and seem doomed to defeat.
In Asiatic Turkey n Is-rspsrted that
three Christians have'been murdered by khe Moslem garrison at Treblzond.
Col, Swinton, British effhlal observer
at tho front, confirmed previous reports of the tremendous loss of lift
on the firing Una, He said the Germans had been repulsed repeatedly
at Yp«», and that the bitter winter
weather was causing great suffering
te the. ys»qhM

DENY FRANK WRIT OF ERROR
Lawyers Now Appeal Direct to Justice Lamar of Supreme Court..
Atlanta, Ga.—The Supreme Court ot
this State declined to certify to a
writ of error which would have permitted Leo M. Frank to carp his
ease to the U. S. Supreme Court.
r' One other recourse is left to Frank
to get hit case before that tribunal.
He can apply to Justice Joseph R.
Lamar of the United States Supreme
Court, wfco acts for,tills district, for
a writ ot error. Should Justice Lamar
grant the writ, then the ease will get
on the docket of the Federal Supreme
Court, despite the fsirure of the Stats
Supreme Court to certify the wrH.
NO DVESTUFFS, MILLS CLOSE.
New England Plants in Serious CondHlen—2,000 Hands Out.

Boston,—According to mlU men in
this section of the country the dyestuff situation Is more serious than at
any time since the European war
started.
This jeek the Pacific
Mills at Lawrence, employing W00
hands, was forced to shut down for
at least a week on account ot a lack
of dyeatnfts.
New England euthoritlea say the aaas of MataBtas Is a dlsappointmsttt.

I

Get a package from your
Grocer, pour some of trie
criap, tweet flake* into a dish,
add cream or milk, and a
sprinkle of sugar if you with.
Then be the judge of

Post
Toasties
The Superior
Corn Flakes
■ made from the heart* of thai
finest Indian Com, tkilfu
cooked, seasoned, rolled a
toasted.
Toaatlea are not ord
"com flakes," to remen
when you want Superior Cc
Flakes lo stk your grocer I

Post Toasties
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WEST

BROOKFIELD.

Toe body of Miss Mary Ann Mabaney,
who died in Worcester, was brought here
for burial on Wednesday.
ttie Grange Auxiliary was entertained,
on,Thursday afternoon, by Mrs. John H.
Webb.
' Melville Stone, former superintendent
. of schools, moved his family to Maitland,
Fla., on Tuesday.
The Social and Charitable society met
with Mrs John Hr Webb, South Main
street, Tuesday afternoon.
The annual concert and dance of the
West Brookfleld Golf club will be in $he
town hall, Dec, 81.
Mr and Mrs Eugene Thacher and Mrs
Flagg spent Thanksgiving with Mrs
Thacher's parents in ftovidence, E. I.
Mrs William H. Carrol, Waitesfield,
Vt, is visiting Mr and Mrs G. Frank
Gilmore, Pleasant street.
Mr and Mrs Oswald Riberdy, Church
street, are entertaining- Mrs Stanley C.
Smith, Holyoke.
Edward R. Cushing, Homeland, Ga.,
istheguertof Mr and Mrs Carlton P.
Tyler, West Main street.
J. J. Simmons, Flushing, N. Y., is a
visitor of Mr and Mrs Chas. E. Chapman. West Main street.
Mr and Mrs James Games, Ware street,
are entertaining MiBS Isabel T. Pike,
South Boston.
Mrs Arvilla E. Makepeace, Central
street, entertained her ftephew, George
W. Stone, Springfield, on Sunday.
Willis B. Temple, Milford, was a visitor in the. home of Mr and Mrs Chauncey
L. OlmBtead, West Main street, on Sunday.
Miss Alice Barnes, hieh school teacher
in Springfield, Vt., is spending the holidays with "her mother, Mrs Maria H.
Barnes, Central street.
Mr and Mrs George Wright, Lake street,
were in Boston, Saturday, to attend the
wedding of Mrs Wright's son. Paul H.
Miner, to Miss Belle Wbipph/of £»etqn.
At the Grange meeting in G. A. R.
hall,' on Wednesday night, Mrs Nellie
Canterbury read the <?range Journal, and
there were musical numbers.
The mission study, class of fim Congregational church will hold a missionary
social in the Chapel of the church Saturday afternoon. There will be a short
program and mite boxes will be opened.
Mr and Mrs John H. Webb, South
Main street, entertained 30 at supper,
Wednesday night. <*n Thanksgiving the
same party were entertained at the home
of Mr and Mrs Alonso W. Cutler, Ware
road, the parents and grand-parents of
the 30 guests.
William Edward Barrett, aged 7 years,
died at the home of his mother, Mrs
Henry W. Barrett, Wednesday morning,
following a W days' illness with spinal
meningitis. He was a pupil in the first
grade of the primary school, Milk street
building. He leaves three brothers, a
sister and a half sister.
The Farmers' Club m et on Tuesday
this week.
Rev. E. 0. Charlton, of
Rrookfield, was essayist, speaking on the
subject, "Deep-sea Farming." Following a musical and literary program in the
afternoon, Dr. Charles A. Blake, opened
a discussion on "Home Sanitation," in
reference to sewage, the fly and mosquito nuisance. Dinner was served -by
Dr. 0. W. Phelps and Mr and Mrs W.
L. Day of Warren.
Joint uchool committees of West Brookfield, Sturbridge and New Braintree met
in the committee rooms, West Brookfleld
toVu hall,' Saturday, and elected as successor, to Melville Stone, Frederick JB.
Bragdon, Camden, Me., as superintendent of schools in this district. Mr Bragdon has been president of East Maine
Conference Seminary, Buekeport, JMe„
for 9 years. He has served as principal
in Millbridge, Me., tbe hjgh school in
. North Berwick, Me., Shrewsbury and
East Bridgewater, Mass., instructor of
Greek and Latin in Bordentown military
institute, N. J., for two years andjsuperinteudent of schools in Lincoln, R. I.,
6 years. Mr Bragdon is a graduate of
Gorham, Me,, high school, Bowdoin college and Wesleyan -University. He took
a post-graduate course in pedagogy at
Brown University.
Mr Bragdon has
three children. He will take up bis new
duties, Dec. I.
The Grange Auxiliary celebrated tbe
250) anniversary of the West Brookfleld
Grange in G. A- R. '>a" Monday night.
The committee in charge was Mrs George
Canterbury, Mrs John Webb and Mrs
Joseph Clark. The farce "A Merry
Widow," was given by the following
cast: Mrs Harold Chessqn, Misses Phyllis
MKI Helen Hauck, Evelyn Edson and
Rath Greene. Mrs Grace Canterbury
was in charge of a musical progran. {Following the,entertainment, hot chocolate
and cake were served. Charter members of the Grange'and other Grange
members were guofi».,of the Auxiliary.
The Grange has had the following masters: Herbert Lynde, 1890! C. 8. Johnson, 1891-03; William Burdick, 1893; C.
6. Johnson, 189fj Windsor R. Smith,
IBM; Mary Holmes, 1898-97; Kuroner H.
Reed, 1898; Windsor R. Smith; 1899,
19WHH; Fred Smith, 1902 y Fred Woodward, lfl<§-04; Frad White, 1908 j Mrs
Nellie Canterbury, 1806-07-08; Arthur
Warfield, 1909-10; John Webb, 1911-12;
am! Arthur Sampson, 1913-14.

! THE WAR OF ROSES |
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JjBy CATHERINE M. PATTERSON..1

Theodora stood Idly In front ot the
open window of her room at the Inn.
She looked directly at the mountains that loomed
up in the light of
a splendid, moon
that would be at
Its height about
11 o'clock. Just
the right time,
she thought. The
right time, for
what? for whom?
The double
thought brought
an impatient toss
of the head.
"I do wish I
had common
sense," muttered
Theodora. "Just
the smallest atom
of it, at least
enough to get mo
through tonight
Here I am, a
grown woman with a brand new A. -B.
dangling at my scalp belt and to save
my soul 1 don't know whether I "care
more for Jimmy Welting or Don Cunningham. They have both proposed,
and auntie knows it, moreover, she
says it is perfectly disgraceful the way
I've kept both those 'adorable, boys,'
auntie's own words, mind you'V^Theodora was addressing herself to tba
mountains.
"I know Jimmy sent, these red
roses; they make me think of him.
But at the same time, these Klllarneys
are beauties, too, and I do love pink
roses " Into the center of the exquisite flowers went Theodora's face.
"Botheration," she exclaimed angrily, "why must my night be pestered with these two who have been
with me the whole blessed day? Now,
I have their pesky flowers to choose
between." No cards had come with
the two corsages, but Intuitively Theo
dora had attributed each to the prope
sender.
"If 1 wear the red roses Jimmy will
be camping on my trail the entire
blessed evening, and it 1 wear the
Klllarneys Don will come to me the
very first thing with that almost possessive smile he wears when I've been
unusually nice to him before Jimmy's
very eyes. I know what I'll do. I'll
wear part of each corsage. That will
keep the boys guessing."
She pinned the roses to her girdle.
"Mercy!" she exclaimed, "what a
combination! But I'll wear It any
way, I do hope auntie and the rest
of the chaperon brigade won't think
I'm quite out of my mind."
And catching np a bespangled scarf
that Jimmy had once compared to a
diamend-studded cloud, Theodora, to
use her own expression, collected auntie, and the two made their way to
the veranda outside the large living
room, where the orchestra was playing the first waltz. A masculine form,
evidently on the lookout, approached
at once.
,
"May I have the first dance, Teddy?" asked Donald Cunningham.
"Surely,' 'said Teddy, looking np at
him with her sweetest smile. "Why
not?" she asked herself. "I'm wearing his roses as well as Jim's."
"I do hope It 'Will be Donald Cunningham. His mother was a Van
Courtney," auntie said to herself at
she watched her niece. Of medium
height, slender and the* possessor'of
heavy black hair above gray eyes
veiled with long black lashes, and a,
complexion that was the despair ot
the girls her own age and the envy
of those who bad passed farther on
life's pathway, Theodora was worthy
of any one's attention.
Suddenly
auntie spied Teddy's corsage, in sharp
contrast to the white chiffon frock.
"Good gracious," she exclaimed
aghast, "what ever possessed the
child?" Quite overcome, she sank
into the nearest rocking chair.
In the meantime the wearer of the
red and pink roses was blissfully unconscious of her relative's consternation. Teddy was having the time of
her life—with only one thing to mar
the pleasure of being the belle of
the hop. Jimmy had taken only one
dance to Don's eight.
Not that Teddy
was lacking in partners, but she
wondered not a little at the unusualness of It all and down In her heart
of hearts were the coals of rebellion.
"Wish I hadn't worn his roses/)
she was thinking, and at this juncture the ever self-possessed Jimmy
put in. an appearance. >
"My dance, I thinlt, Teddy.
But
suppose we sit or rather walk it
out The stars are glorious. Bo Is
the moon."
put under that tame moon, down %
path that was sufficiently outlined
with trees to afford some privacy, a
man took a girl's hand between his.
own, and in a voice that trembled
fust a little, said:,
"Teddy, dear, you are -wearing my
flowers tonight and doesn't that
mean that you care a little and that
there hi some hope for me?"
Was It the moon? Or was It Jimmy?
Teddy's resolve went glimmering and1
Tim had won.
One night; on their* honeymoon,
Teddy asked, apropos of various
things:
"Jimmy, suppose I had worn* the
rink roses that night?"
"Wouldn't' have mattered In tbe'
least,, dear,'' replied Jimmy betweii
ligar puffs. "I sent tbosij'too." :
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By DONALD ALLEN.

$itmit»ifttf iie-&eirefte6e<reireAe<r»

Worcester, County Institution For Savings
Incorporated 1828 ,

Corner Main and Foster Sts., Worcester, Mass.

(Copyright, 1914. by the McClure, Kewspa,
per Syndicate.)
.Had Miss Lisle Vernon decided an
Largest and oldest Savings Bank in Worcester
hour earlier that she ought to drive
into the village to post a letter and
County,
to get a paper of needles and some
elastic tape and a sheet ot musio and
$26,249,104.01 has betin paid depositors in 172
half a dozen other things she could
have gone In her father'! auto or in
regular and 8 extra dividends.
her own runabout, but when she had
RAISE SQUABS FOR MARKET at last made up her mind both maMoney put on interest the/ first day of January,
chines were out
April,
July and October.
First Essential Is to Have Suitable
There was no steamship line beHouse and Yard to Confine Birds
Dividends payable January 15 and July 15.
tween the Vernon place and the vil—Enforce Cleanliness^
lage, a distance of four miles. There
Accounts may be opened by deposits of three dolwas no barge canal. There was no
The keeping of pigeons haB become flying machine handy. The only way
lars
to
one thousand.
regular business la some sections, to get there Just at that time was to
compared with ten sears ago, and a
Hours:
9 to 5; Saturdays, 9 to 1.
walk.
great deal of interest is now being
The letter could have been sent a
taken In the pigeon as a source of
month later as well as on that day,
profit The first essential is to have a
and there wasn't a bit of haste about
good house and. yard, and to have the
the other things, but Miss Lisle startyard wired, in order to confine the
ed on that long walk. It was hot
birds. The house should be arranged
and dusty and there were no babbling
SAMUEL B. WOODWARD, PRESIDENT,
to permit of abundant floor room, the'
brooks or shady dells on the trey.
nests, to be along the sides. The
ALBERT L. STRATTON, TREASURER
After going half a mile the girl dehomer pigeon is largely used, an excided to turn back. She had turned
1
ERNEST RUSSELL, ASS'T TREASURER
cellent mating being the dragoon and
when a man came driving up. with a
homer. Be sure that the sexes are
rather smart looking rig, and halted
equal, as pigeons pair and keep the
same nests. - Mice in the nests must to say:
"Miss Vernon; n# name is Fletchbe guarded against, and lice will destroy all profit Give nesting ma- er. I knqw your father well. If you
terials for the birds, and include to- have started for town let me give you
bacco leaves, which will assist In a lift. 1 wouldn't walk the distance
keeping lice away. Fresh Insect pow- on such a day tor a $10- bill."
to sell the most remarkable bargain in the magazine world this year.
Miss Lisle had sever heard of Mr.
der should be freely used in the
. r. ■
BOTH
nests on the first Indication of lice, Fletcher, but he did not look like a
,
Regular Price
and cleanliness must be enforced. kidnaper, and she accepted his InEVERYBODY'S
SI.BO
$
The yard should be at' least ten feet vitation. At the end of a mile a
high, of any size - preferred, and buggy, with two young men. in it,
DELINEATOR
I.BO
should have roosting poles at differ- and with their horse on a dead run,
Totkl
$3.00
ent heights, on which tBe hirds may came up behind them and started to
To One Person
alight. Keep a salt codfish hung pass. Mr. Fletcher gave them all the
A monthly salary and a liberal commission on each order.
room
he
could,
but
the
man
with
the
where the birds can have access
Salaries run up to $250,00 per month, depending on the numto
it,
supply
gravel,
coarsely reins had planned a smash and ha
ber of orders. This work can be done in your spare time,
ground oyster shells, ground bone, brought It about
and need not conflict with your present duties. No investThere was a row and threats 'made
wheat, cracked corn, sorghum seed,
ment or previous experience necessary. We furnish full
millet seed and a green food ot some and a week later Mr. Fletcher was
arrested on a warrant charging him
equipment free. • Write for particulars to
\
with malicious damage, and Miss
THE RIDGWAY COMPANY
Lisle found herself subpenaed as a
Spring and Macdouga! Streets,
New York
witness for the defense. She had returned home after the officer and her
father had said:
"Tes, I know Fletcher. He is an
old bachelor, and was sue'd for breachof-promlse about,a year ago."
"But I didn't know It," protested
the girl.
"Well, you know it now, and yon
hadn't better take any more buggy
rides with" him. One of the young
fellows was a brother of the girl, and
I shouldn't wonder if there'd be more
trouble."
A week later the trial came on bet
fore a Justice ot the peace, and there
was a large attendance of spectators,
White Maltese Ccck.
I of life end action, filled with the
and the lawyer, for the prosecution
fire of fine inspiration arid followed
kind, as the birds will help them- . took Miss Lisle in hand for the crossby
250 short stories of adventure,
selves to what is desired by them. examination.
,
will make
He was a young lawyer, and he
The rapidity of growth depends upon
the foodrand care. About eight pair wasn't going to spare anybody. After
off. squabs a year may be expected, de- the usual questions about name, age
and residence, he started out with:
pending on mode ot management.
"Were you op the highway between
Hill and this village in. the foreOVERFED AND UNDERFED HEN Stone
noon of the seventh day of last
Then the Family Page, a rare Editorial Pace, Boys' Page,
Best Plan for Feeding la to Watch the .month?"
Girls* Page, Doctor's Advice, and " a ton of fun," Articles of
"I was in a buggy with Mr. FletchFlock Carefully and See That All
er."
Travel, Science, Education. From the best minds to the best
Are Satisfied.
"Well, what happened?"
minds, die b.est the world can produce for you and everyone
"Those two young men came up bein the home. There is no age
It is not possible to lay down hard
hind
our
tig
with
another
horse
and
and fast rules for feeding, tbecause of
limit to enthusiasm for The
CUTTH1SOUT
buggy."
the fact that different hens require
Youth's Companion.
"They came up quietly, did they?"
different quantities. The best plan la
for 1915. and we will send ■
"No, sir. They came cursing and
52 Times a Year
to watch the flock carefully when feeding to see that every ben gets her shouting, . They 'passed on my side,
—not 12.
share. The man who raises the feed and tbe one with the reins deliberateME Send to-day to The Youth's Comfor his .fowls is the one who is likely ly reined the horse la, He looked at
panion, Boston, Mass., tor
We
to overfeed1 them, while the one who me and grinned as ne did It
TJJCM Tke 52 Weekly bsoes of
IflE.Pt THECOMPAWlONferlMS.
buys his feed is likely to err In the were standing still as he did It."
THREE CURRENT ISSUES-FREK
"Miss Vernon, you know what peropposite direction. The only way one
SUBSCRIPTIONS RECEIVED AT THIS OFFICE
i,
can manage with any degree of cer- jury Is, do you?"
tainty is to try different quantities of
"Yes, sir, and I know what Insult
food on the flock for a period long is as well!"
enough to note results. It will pay
"That Is all," and Miss Lisle was
to weigh the hens in order to get ac- out of It, except when he came to adcurate results. When" the proper al- dress the Jury he strongly hinted that
lowance seems to have been reached, the reason for the collisiori probably
feed accordingly and do not change lay in _the fact that Fletcher was
driving one-handed and could not conunless necessary.
trol his horse.
SHIPPING EGGS IN WINTER It did not take the Jury over ten
minutes to find for the defendant,
Made from Combings. We have pleased others,
Careful Packing Is Required to Avoid and thus the case was closed. That
is, the mafn case. Miss Lisle had a
let us please youl ; :
.
:
.
Freezing During Intense Coldease against young Lawyer Blalsdell,
Objection to Wading.
and though It was never to be tried,
New Method, SHAMPOOING and SCALP Treatment, 50 Cents.
Shipping eggs In winter require she could say to him:
SWITCHES Made From Combings, $1.50.
"I'll follow his trail until I am recareful packing. Eggs are liable to
venged!
He
knew
I-wasJreiiing
tho
become frozen in the crates when the
cold Is intense, although the crates truth, and yet he tried to make me out
may be made tight «nd the eggs In- a liar! Think of his hlnti-g that
closed in paper partitions. > There Is Fletcher, had an arm around me! "Oh, but I cculd see him burned aj
no remedy for the drawback,' and the
MISS J^E. MURPHY
only safe plan Is to keep the eggs un- the stake!"
3 Charlton St., Corner Main. ('Phone Cedar 2403 W) WQRCESTE
til the weather moderates. Sawdust
three months later, as the started •
4.
Is sometimes used In the crates to fill out one day with her runabout, feb.
up the spaces and prevent theangresj was hating yet.
of cool air, /bit It only adds to the
Golden Hill was a steep, long hill,
weight. If one Us the time to bestow, with two turns In It, and at its foot
the eggs may be, wrara>ed In wadding,, was»a bridge over a deep river. The
and placed1 In the Paper partitions,' girl was Just taking the last turn with
twin ruoper *&u efee.1 ares, temgifr.*'*
but the merchants who receive them a whizz ihat would have carried
Democrat »ri& tielivflfy Wagons, 8u
FAMILY WASHINGS
Pays SJiti Road Wajfinw, kPfcfc nfe* M may object to the extra labor Imposed her across I the bridge when the man
second hanrt-r,
upon them of removing the covering she hated appeared before her with
FIFTY CENTS EACH,
BOTTOM PRIOI>
from the eggs aftor arrival.
a small log in his hands, add the
Binna, Bobs», Blanket*, WMpi *«<
obstruction was thrown in such a way Washings will be Called For
Oil
OloHM.
Hot too Costly «<>* •"•
Get a Bone Cutter.
that tbe machine was run head on In,, Every poultryinan should own a to the bank. The driver was bounced
and
Delivered
Free.
gpod bone cutter. It will pay for itself around and some damage done, but be4q,» short tinie in Increased egg pro- fore she could voice her feelings she
Send a Postal or TeliphoM 54---J;
All the dlBereni grades. AU «IKO« O
duction and .growth and general health was beckoned to follow the other to
KaiU.atoo.
of the flock. Fresh ground bone should the foot of the hill. The' river, was H* A. Russell, Manager.
IwmBtr ttMH my price* are alwuy,
be fed twice a week at least, about an rolling m flood, and.-the midge was
ttoe lowest. Ii»H BO ms to sell again.
ounce to a fowl at each feed.
Does the girl always marry the man
FOB IALE
Pullets for Mating.
wbo saves her lite? She has to. She
COMB Whltofcefthorn tiyikei :
Early pullets that hays fully ma I has to get over being mad and begin S1N8LE Him(B,),S>.*0tot>.«!
I
'- - - - turea may be used for breeding, but to lore. Fate and romance decree, it, imtfh! Hiram), tim u< ji»i: ;:
William
they will produce ,,better. chlcB 1 and she can't beat them and * lawyer,
mated with a cock not younger thai I
eighteen months,

Deposits and Withdrawals by mail will receive prompt attention.

MEN AND WOMEN WANTED
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TfeMTffS COMPANION
Better Than Ever in 1915

FREEcS&.5.S?

REAL. HUMAN HAIR

GOODS MADE TO ORDER
SWITCHES, BRAIDS, TOUPEES,' ETC.

Park Hair Store,

North Brookfleld Laundry Co, carriages, Stanhopes, Concords.
yr

Shingles, Roofing Material

MAIBB DOT TO ABBIVE.
A.M. ».«-Bait and West..
* Mo-W«t.
f, M. 12.46—East and West.
v
2,e*-W«st
4.60—Bast.
7,06—East and West.
MAILS CLOBB.
A H> A46~East and West.
,
li Jo-East and West.
P. it. 1J»-West.
4.40—East,
6,00—East and West.
< Malls (or EM* Bwokneld a"!**^*??8.*"
sisATM^ll^oA. M. and 1 P. M. KaUs from
Batt BrooKflela are received at 8.80 A. M. and
6.40P.M.
package malls are despatched twigs MJM
fofioSs?-11.30 A. M. East and Horth, a P. J*.
Westland south.
Mails tor the Kural Delivery Is olosed at 8.16
A^STand received at 1 JO P. M.
The o«ce hours will bej-0 » A. M. to 8 P. M.
Holidays, e.so to ».8o A. M. and 6 to 6 p.».
, JOHN HOWE, Postmaster,
PAUL M. KBANBT, Aest.

"NORTH BROOKFIELD.

jton, Miss Arline ' Kane; of Bates ColBiesell,r
lege, jnaiuc,
Maine, Mr
lefre,
J*" and
*»*»« Mrs
*.»«« Paul
» -— —-—
Miss Eva CooirbJin was in Brockton cf Medford, were at the home of Charles
E. Allen.
tr the day.
The following people were at the home
Frank B. Chadbourne was home from
of Mr and Mrs Judson Adams: Mr and
Burdett business college.
A. K- Pecot and wife were with a Mrs A. E. Adams, of Hopedales Mr and
Mrs .Eugene Adams and daughters, Merle,
cousin in Spingfield.
Alma, Jennie, and son Carl Adams of
Mrs W. F. Ross was with friends in
LudlowiMrand Mrs Paul Adams and
New Braintree.
son Everett, Mr and Mrs Ernest Adams
Bev. and Mrs Adams were the guests 'and son Harold; and Mrs Maud Adams
of Mr and Mrs D. D. Cole.
Stone of Hopedale.
Elsie Brown of. New York was the guest
Mr and Mrs Chss. ©Lane, Mrs Frost,
of Mise'Josephine Clark.
Charles False, Ernest BosWortb, Mr and
Mr and Mrs Walter King of Leicester Mrs Arthur J. Thompson and son, Jobn.
Mr and Mrs David Lane and family, Mr
were with Albert H. King.
Mrs Elizaieth G. Cutler spent Thanks- and Mrs John J. Lane and family, Mr
and Mrs -Fred G. Smith and family of
giving day in West Brookfleld.
West Brookfleld, a party of 30 in all
Mr Herbert T. Maynard and family
made a happy family gathering at tbe
were at his father's home in Boston.
home of Mr.and Mrs John J. Lane.
Mr and Mrs Daniel Foster spent the
At the home of Mr and Mrs E. E. Mcday with Mrs Robert Lewis of Palmer.
Carthy, Elm street, were Mrs Jobn CampMr and Mrs Raymond R. Evans went
bell and family; Mr and Mrs W. L.
to Putnam, Gt., to spend the holidays.
Campbell of Ware, Mr and Mrs 6. L.
Mr and Mrs Paul Webber of Spring- Sawyer and family of Worcester, Mr and
field, were at his home on Gilbert street. Mrs Martin F. McCarthy of Holyoke,
Miss Elvie Downie goes to Springaeld Mrs Owen McCarthy, Mr John and Miss
with Ruth Downie, tqpaB"tiie week end'' Margaret McCarthy. Miss Minnie McMr and Mrs Lawrence of Cambridge, Carthy came home from the hospital in
were the guests of their daughter, Mrs T. Worcester for the day.
Thanksgiving Guests.
-.

——

THE FORESTERS'
FAIR.'i
, i. .
Good Programs Each Evening and
•
Good Crowds.
Despite the prevailing hard times that
we near su much about, the Foresters are
giving line programs for their four nights'
fair, and Kood audiences are in attendance, that of last evening, being especially
large. For the first night,.the' Quaboag
Valley Club gave a bright farce; last evening Baril, the magiciany gave a very
pleasing entertainment; to^nigbt, Spencer
singers will be present, and for the closing evening, tSaturday), there will 1K>
solos by Miss Mona McCarthy, and the
latest song hit, "It's a long, long way to
Tipperary," by Dennis McCarthy Jand
Master JolmXJ'Brien.
— ■» ■

HUB-MARK
RUBBERS

EVERY POLICEMAN
ON THE FORCE
every motorman, every conductor and every man
who works out of doors has > pretty good under*
standing of wet weather defense from the ground up<
Those who wear "Hub-Mark" Patrol rubber!
know they are economical.
/A thoughtfully and honestly mad* extra1
,.
tough tap and high-grade upper Is one of tba
^ Hub-Mark specials for hard, constant wear.
' ■'

V

»

The publishers of The Youth's Com;
panion will, as always at" this season,
present to every subscriber whose subsrlption is paid for 1915, a Calendar for
the new year. It is a gem of calendarmaking. The decorative mounting is
rich, but the main purpose has been to
produce a calendar that is useful, and
that purpose has been achieved.

Hub-Mark rubbar footwear Is made with A
tbofough understanding of the service^ demand**
by meiT.
They
cost no
fnore
MI. women,
women, boys
ooye and
»n« girla.
a».f ,*
.' ,,r„
ZZ%*iJ^than the other standard Srst duality rubbers,
Blity yew. of knowing how and an envlabl.I reputation itZads back of tie many various «trl*» at
Hub-Mark Rubbers.
Order by name. Thaf • the wise way. .
These rubbers are manufactured by the Boston Rub*
ber Shoe Company, Maiden, Mass.
<

THE HUB-MARK IS YOUR VALUE-MARK

Save Dec. 10, for the Woman's Union
FOR SALE BY
dinner, at tbe Congregational church.
TheG-irls' Friendly Society will hold
their regular meeting on Tuesday even
FOR SALE
ing, December 1.
A few nice white Leghorn.Boosters^and one
Mrs George Hack and little daughter,
Plymouth Btx-k Rooster, at *1 oat*. Call at
Sk John street, were taken to the hospiNo. olreh 8treet,«ortkBlirookneld.
«'
The Mandolin.
G. Richards.
The mandolin Is of Italian, origin,
tal Wednesday.
Our list of Thanksgiving guests and
Mr and Mrs Ezra D. Batcheller ate travellers as given this week, is. subject though It Is Impossible to give the
FOR SALE.
Some fifty of our grateful people at„. Will sell raasontn good condition,
tended tbe union service at the Congrega- Thanksgiving dinner with friends in to some revision, as the list was of neces- time or place of Its first use. From Oray mare
v,
Address
Harry W. Gilbert, R. ?. D.
able.
■
Italy the Instrument was gradually
Oakham,
sity largely prepared in advance of the
East Brookfleld Mass,
tional church yesterday morning.
Miss Mary R. Doyle of Athol is spend- feast day. We wish to thank all who so Introduced Into France and Spain,
The id vice to wouwn by Mrs John Quill
from which eountrles It made Its way
TO RENT
Blossom, will help woman suffrage, at ing the holidays) at her home on North kindly responded' to our telephonic in-, to the rest of Europe, reaching this THE HUMPHREY house on SpringSt. Steam
the Orange Fair, Qec. 1.
M. heat, hot and cole'
cold water,
tath, set range
Main street.
quiries.
country with the coming of the Span- »nd
eyery convenieu
convenience. Rent exceptionally
d every
, The Spencer 0. 8. Union will meet at
Mrs Theodore Barnard and two chillards at the beginning of tip six- modeiate'
B.
R.
COLKBBOOK,
Christ Memorial Church.
West Brookfleld Congregational church, dren went to the home of ber father, Mr
teenth century.
Phone 58-5, East Brookfleld.
next Saturday, afternoon and evening.
Yerxa, in Cambridge.
The
Rt
Rev.
Thomas
H.
Davies,
bishBang
Went
a
Tire.
Thanks to Mr Marshall Taylor, the
WANTED
Dr. and (Mrs Ludden welcomed Mrs
with the Water In your Radiator
It was like the crack of a rifle, out A POSITION br an American woman, as comtown clock was wound np Saturday after- Manly Ludden, Mary Ludden and op of Western Massachusetts, will visit
to Prevent Freeains.
panion and assistant, with one °r two elderly
this
parish
next
Sunday
morning,
al
the
In
tke
street,
In
front
of
onr
abode,
boon, and has been running since, al- 'Georgie Letoumean.
people living plainly. Wages not considered^
D, North
10.45 service, confirming a class, cele- buttt was only a tire snapped. The Reference the best. Address Box No. 40lvil
though not striking.
10 deg. above Zero weather
Mr and Mrs Timothy Col|lns and fam- brating the Holy Eucharist, and preach- man got out and looked, and then got nrooklield^
,
use 20 per cent. soiutioa
There wiU btameetitigof th» Woman's ily, Miss Mamie Collins and mother went ing. The 8 a. m. service will be omitted. In »nd turned his auto homeward.
POULTRY AND CHICKENS
5 deft, below Zero weather
Guild in the Guild rooms, Wednesday, to Springfield.
The "Family Finance Rally," last Sun- Hta wife apd child were In It, and ORDERS take for Dressed Poultry and Chickens.
use 30 per cent, solution
they seemed prepared tor a cool
Dee. 2. This is the last meeting before
HJENRYB. CROOKS, Chestmlt Street, Notrth
Mrs Drake, Elmer Barnes of Ware, and day taorning, brought out a large congrelw
morning visit somewhere. It was too Brookfleld.
20 deg. below Zero weather
"
the Guild sale, Dec. 8th.
Miss Dane were at the home of L. Emer- gation, who did not come empty handed. bad to have one's hopes thus crushed.
use 40 per cent, solution
"• A. meeting of the Board of Manage- son Barnes, Esq.
The financial, as well as the social result, These miserable old tlree play havoc
CARRIAGE FOR SALE
35 deg. below Zero weather ,
ment of the D\ A. R. Chapter will be
rfO
seated
side
for
Carriam
for
sale
cheap.
Mr and Mrs Fred H. Gates and son therefore, was gratifying.
with many a bright anticipation. In
use 50 per cent, solution
CSC. HEWETT, West Brookneid. 2W«»
held arthe home of Mis M. B. Bishop, Herbert spent the holiday with Mr Gates'
fact. It'Is hard to Imagine an anticiOne
Quart
Denatured
Alcohol to one galSaturday, Nov. 28, at S p. m.
pation
that
can
be
so
cruelly
mangled
'
HOUSE
TO
RENT
sister, Mrs H. T. Smith, Spripgfield.
Cast of Characters,
ion water, 20 per cent, solution ,
as that which hears the crack of a IN Stoddard dace, a house of nine rooms and
Grandma Blossom wiU give one of ber
Mr and Mrs Clarence Howland and
celSr.^ardenlnd poultry house- Town water
original poems, at the Grange Fair, on
IntnehoSe. Key with MilI Wade next doo£ One and a half Quarts Denatured Alcohol
The following is tie cast for "The Blos- treacherous tire.
family passed the day at "home of E. A..
Wpn'i the happy time every come For particulars write CHARLES W.VEBEK, a
Tuesday, Dec.l.
to one gallon water, 30 per cent, soHarwood and wife, on Summer street.
som Family," wBtch is to be given by when the tire abuse will not afflict Ho^StrWoonSOCket.R. \^.^^hf^ A'
lution.
Frank, Eugene and Elsie Letendre are
Colebrook, 83-6. North Brookfleld.
2w4T»
Mr William Mason, High street, went the Grange, Dec. 1:
the people; when the spring will be
seriouBly ill at their home on Oakham
Two and a half Quarts Denatured Alcohol
FOR
RENT
transferred
from
the
wheel
to
the
bed
Mrs Fred Wiley
to one gallon water, 40 per cent, soroad, and Dr. Pheian says that the sypm- to'Needham, on Wednesday, to spend the Mrs Elder Blossom,
Mrs John Quill Blossom, Marjorie Stuart of the vehicle; when a man may go
lution . '
toms make him suspicious of typhoid Thanksgiving season with his daughter.
over sharp stones and recreant glass
Lillian Tucker
Mr and Mrs Morton Lincoln and son Lilly Bloscom,
pneumonia,
Four Quarts Denatured Alcohol to one.
without fear and trembling? Where North Brookfleld
Anna Howland ate Edison and Henry Ford and those
gallon water, 50 per bent, solution
"Paul, in his. life work" will be the Steven, of Oakham, and J. Albert Ander- Ross Blossom,
Pansy Blossom,
Marion Tucker other giants of ingenuity—^why don't
FOR RENT
theme of Rev. Mr Budd's sermon Sunday son, were at tbe home of J. A. Anderson.
FOR SAIyE BY
Elsie Johnson they do something? So we write with AN Eleht-room cottage on WUlow St. Town
.
Mrs Rice of Worcester, Mr Partridge Daisy Blossom,
morning, In the evening he will speak
"orC
wTtsr. EY KitDJSI, Grant St. North
Violet
Blossom,
Stephanie
Glass
43
our heart going back with that dis- Brookfleld.
oaDante, the Poet,, being the first in the and son of I-eicester, and Mrs John Lam
Blossom, Twins Marion Lidstone appointed family to mend their wheel
series of monthly addresses on Witnesses son were at the home of Edward Batch Myrtle
Clover Blossom, Twms
Earle Bobbins a** take a new start, in the heat of
STQVE FOR SALE
eller.
of the light.
*
Jnno, (colored)
Florence Thompson the mprnlng.-rCoIumbus Journal
M™ Bearle has a nice new P. D, Beckwlth
Bev, and Mrs W. L. Walsb'and son of Uncle Beuljen Wayback, John J. Lane
* Uncle Beuben Waybaok and hto son,
Rrmnd Oak Parlor Heater, will bum wood or coal
Ktoo large for my rooms only reason for selOleander, will delight you at the Grange Billerica, are gueate at the home of Mrs Oleander Wayback, his eon, Milo Ohilds
England's "Official Mind."
Unrit. Qrantst., Corner Walnut«U
Fair,J>ec. 1-I
doubt
whether
German
artillery
Walsh's parents, Dr. and Mrs H. P. Messenger Boy,
Carl Whittemore
FRED G, CLAPP >
Who's Who" was given in tbe gytnna Bartiett.
will ever do one-half of the material
———;-'«■■'"'
——
sium of Christ Memorial church, Tuesand moral damage to this country's
Mr and" Mrs W, W. Bridges entercitizens that the official "mind deals
day evening, under the auspices of the tained their son Fay Bridges of AthoL
The New Revenue Tax. .
out weekly. I met the other day a
" G. F. 8. The program was carried out as and Mr,jind Mrs c! S. Wiswall of CamThe new war revenue law which goes marvelous case of the official mind.
given in oar last issue with the cast there
pello.
j
into'effect next Tuesday, Dec. 1, requires The recruiting office was extremely There"* a lot
given, all of whom seemed well adapted
Registered Embalmer.
Mrs Frances T B.lanchatd, Miss Fran- every common carrier, whether freight, busy and the ardor of recruits burn- difference befor their particular parts.
.,
ces T. Lawrence and Mr Lawrence, were express, or otherwise, to issue to the ship- ing hot The supply of printed forms tween Torie
Jfew books in *he free public library at Worcester, with Mr Frank 8. BlanchLenses and
ttdy Assistant.
per a bill of lading or receipt, for evety ran short.
A lay helper said, "We have a typeare:—Adventures in Contentment, by ard and family.
snipment, whether in bulk or single, writing machine here. Let ns type Flat Lenses
David Gregeoni The Honorable Percivali
besides their Mr and Mrs W. F. Mlam, Charles where a charge exceeding five cents is
Oonnaotnd by Long Dlstanoe Teleby Alice Hegan Bice; A Soldier of the Fullam, Mrs Etta R. Fullam and Miss made, and to this the shipper or con- some forms. I can get them done as slight extra exist They give
phono at House and Store.
you extra vision and extra
/ Legion, by C. N. and,A. M. Williamson! Bartlett of Springfield were entertained signor must atBx and cancel a stamp to fast as they are needed,"
The official lips, aghast, seemed to
comfort. They ate betterfefg Tremaiue, by Marie Van Vdrst; Gid- at the home of F.t Arthur Fullam.
the value of one cent. Any failure to murmur, "Good God, man, this Is unlooking, too. Come ana tee
eon's Band, by George W. Cable.
Mr and Mrs George R. Doane enter- issue such receipt shall lay the common thinkable!"
The American Express Company asks
Printed forms had always been used us about Toric Lenses.
tained Mr and Mrs Jonas M Doane, Mr carrier liable to a fine of «M for each
the JOOJWAI. to make known the fact and Mrs Albion H. Doane and family, offense. The.shipper is SIBO liable under and must always be used. The reMRS HELEN MORSE SMITH
that it has resumed the sale of travellers' and^Mr and Mrs Alfred 0. Stoddard.
the internal revenue law for each failure cruiting office was closed, the ardent
checks for European use, and assures the
to attach the war revenue stamp to each patriots sent' away, and an official
DRESSrvIAXTNG
requisition for more official printed
Mr and Mrs Geo. It Hamant Jmd Mrs
people that they wiU be cashed as usual
such receipt/
forms
dispatched
by
post
to
the
proper
Hamant's
sisters,
Mrs
Hobbs
and
Mise
by their offices and correspondents
JI Prospect St. North Bfookfiel*
A limited number of stamps will, be
Office af Dr. Ludden's
Fiske went to Worcester, as guests of kept on hand by the agents of express official quarter.—Arnold Bennett, In
throughput Europe.
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London Dally News.
Chas. D. Fiske, brother of the ladies.
Main Street,
North Brookfleld
company and railroad.
The Appleton Club meets on Wednes■*>•
Mr and Mrs F. A. Smith 'entertained
Kite Signaling of French Navy.
day, Dec. 2, at the parlors of Christ MeNovel
ways
of
signaling
were
tried
morial church, with papers on Spanish Mr and Mrs Ward A. Smith, Mr and
ENGRAVED CALLING CARDS
The Christmas Thought,
out recently during the naval mahistory and Spanish people, by Mr Smith, Mrs Livermore, of Brookfleld, and the
neuvers
iif
the
Mediterranean
by
men.
IN SCRIPT OR
Ideason Christmas giving are rapidly
Rev. Mr, Adams and Mrs Sherwood. A mother and brother of Mrs W\ A. Smith.
aboard the French warships. It was
novel feature will oB the exhibition of
Dr. and Mrs A. H. Prouty bad with changing among the- sensible. Those generally conceded that the tests with
ENGLISH TEXT
Spanish folk dancing, nnder the direc- them their son, Albert, an instructor in who tbiok as they give are looking for a box kites were most efficient. The M Subscriptions taken tor any or all
tion >f Miss Achsah Witter, ably assisted Worcester, and a "chum" of his from! year-round service as the Important thing results proved that the box kites, beH. f. Lawrence, North BrookfkU
In a week of shopping, with all its ing light, can be hoisted even when
by Miss Vera Brucker.
Porto Rico, and the son, Stanley, from
strain, ydu, wiirnot find a'better gift there is but a Blight breeze; and their
Amheret.
ARTISTIC MONUMENTS
than a year*B subcription to The Youth's slie makes them easily discernible
Wherever Published at Lowest Rates
A Qu*et Golden Wedding.
Mr and Mrs George Dickinson, ProspertSt.,anTMrEva Pa^nsTf'^u\h |Companion.
It offer, it- "^ from great distances. The signal sysAND OEMETERY MEMORIALS
Mr and Mrs John Downey quietly cele- Main St went to Enfleld, to spend entertainment, its fine suggestireness tem used was similar to that of the
In all fcindsof
flag
system.
Various
combinations
01
brated tim SOth anniversary of their tt, da^thehomeof Mr Dickinson's week after week; and he encl of the
1
3
j
year, which many a gift in the attic, kite gronplngs veTe need. While this EVERYBODY^ — 2 years - $2.00
GRANITE AND MARBLE
marriage, >'at their home on Chestnut St.
| dust-covered'and forgotten, brings The system of signaling is not quite si
yesterday^ MrJDowney, iB 75,!*nd Mrs parents.
i fast as
Mr Sumner Holmes and his children, ComDanion aKaini wjth all the charm of;«-v
-= signaling
-0—»— by means of flags, DELINEATOR — 2 years—02.QO C A. RISLEY 4t COMPANY
Downey, 72, and are bath enjoying good
TdepnoneJ
"SPest Broottteid.
1. ",£* ^enl^m L 'atST The
health.
They were married, in North MrandMrsa-ames * Miller and their, ^SZS.
daughter Dorothy, of Warren, and Mr I No American monthly at any price =« £ ^£t£ilm«t naa ,6d to
Brookneid fifty years ago, and until recem;
i living on a farm on the and Mrs W. B. -Gleason, were at the offers the same amounvof reading, "no^Lj a recommendation* to the French
Begular Prices ofNsach el.50ayeera ~
1
none can offer bettes. quality. Lesa than government that the system be Intromd. There are nix chil- ,home on Spring street.
*
rMr
and
Mrs
A.
H.
Foster
entert
duced
generally
In
|he
navy
of
ftaaoa,
RaslBence 38 Spring St.. cor. Prospect
dren, ttprtiruor of Milford; Henry of
Mrs
Mary
Foster,
Misses
Alice
and
Mary
ghrietmas
gifts—»2.00
a'
yearf
If
you
—Scientific Atnerlean.
North Brooktield; Jame?; Margaret of
sa
Draper,
and
Mr
and
MrsB.
H.
Smith
ayj^ribe
now,
all.
the
remaining
issues
of
x
la'.*.- Minnie and Katehrroe of STorth
Forest St.,
Morth Brookfleld
and daughter Dorothy, at their home on t ie year wli\ ^ gent free, and The CornInside Work a Specialty. Paper Hangint
Summer street, yesterday. t
panion Home Calendar. A, copy of the C0MM0NW£ALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
and Whitening. Orders Promptly Atteo.
ss,
vanaKTa COUKT
Jeath of H. Lyman Parkmam,
Mise1 Catherine Wilson ol Soutli Orange, Calendar is also sent to the* who make WosoisTBB
lied
to.
•to sal uersoMinttrestad In thoeststoof ITisip- eUHrX. Cuas, laWoi Korth Brooaneld In said
P.O. Box 192CO Satisfaction Guarantee*
is spending the holidays at Mrs John a gift subscription. Send for si
€eanty
deceased.
.
.
.
•nry Lyuian Psrkman, aged 74,
Wherna*, Mary W, Mudge, adniBitotratrix
S. Cooke's, Prospect street, and Mrs H. ies, and the Forecast for 1916.
CHARLES S. LANE,
with the will annexed of the estate of said de,1 war,died st the hone
*£
Q Wamerate
THE YOUTH'S COMPANION,
oaaaad. has presented for allowance themrst and
re G Parkmam, on the,
. .
,,? <
.,. .. _
linal account of li r administration upon the
„ ., .
Thanksgiving dinner with them.
I
Ui Berkeley Street, Boston, Mass.
estate of said dectased.
„■
^
To see the Latest Models of
»t 9 6 clock, last even- *""' *"« *
\
•'Yoa are hereby cited 'o appear at a Probate
allure. On account of' Mr and Mrs^Lucius Tucker and sons New Subcriptions Beceiyed at this Office, Court,
t» be held at Worcentor, la saM County
0/
Worcester,
on
th«
eighth
day
ot
December,
A.
„f
his
son,
George,
Charles
of
Boston
and
Stanley,
Mies
m
ins, at nine o'clock In tbe foreaoont to Snow
RE6ISTEREC* EMBALMER.
Nest meeting of tho North Brookfleld D
moral will be pri- Jessie ^"in, Mrs Kimball and St Clair
cause, If any yon have, why the same should
net
lie-allowed.
, ^_
Brotherhood,
Dec.
14.
a
rae of Charles S.. Downie of Cambridge wore the guests of
Personal Prompt Attention Day
And eatd administratrix is ordered
to serrii
CORSETS
orNhrnt,
1 *'
II Tucker*
this citation D) delivering a cop? thereof to all
nemos lBterestedlo the estate fourteen days
Or have them brought to your horne!;
Telephone North Brookfleld No.
NEW BRAINTREE.
at least before said u>ur , or by publUMag the
Wiley and. their
las-ii..
same once In each leek, for three nuccesslvo
by sending wor4 to
*•*
*•*
rid Mattie Wiley
1. «- ' weeks, In the Sofia Rrooklleld Journal, a newslying Dlstanoe Connection.
Chas. 8. Lane, undertake! has been paper ioMahMt In Korth Brooktield, the last
n Glass, of Worarre and paoiloatloa.to be one day, at least, betow said
Funerals Personally Dtooted
nsworta of North ailed to Worcester, South arre anu g^ ajtfW maUhag, postpaid, a copy of tkls

JOHN T. GRADY, North Brookfleld.

Attention
Automobile
Owners
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DIRECTIONS FOR MIXING

DENATURED ALCOHOL

W. F. FULLAM

Toaic

Funeral Director

-r

ERNEST D. CORBIN, Optometrist

Save Money
on Your Magazines

AGAZINES

A Special Offer for November

$2 Everybodys and Delineator $2

DANIEL FOSTER,

MRS M. I. MORIN House Painting, all Branches

Gall at 46 Summer Street

Furnishing Undertaker

S PI R ELLA
MRS. B. C. GRAVES,

citation to all anown persona leterei.ed to the
estate, seven days at least l<eiom said Court.
thrce-aet
Witaesa, Wlillne T. Forbes, fsofllre. Judge
'of eald Court this t.iurtcenth <iav uf November,
given Of la tEajfikf one thousand nine hundred and
Tuesday] j <
HAB.B.T H.a.IWOOB, Register

and Rvery Requisite Furnished,
Iu.ity Assistant,

RepreeentettreiOTthoBrookfields,

Telephone 26-13,
NORTH BROOKFIELD.
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»
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THE WHEAT LANDS OF
WESTERN CANADA
AN ATTRACTION

H

I AThanbgiviiig

Anweonlroo Them, i
"Has Bella many friendsr
"Oil, yes, but aha. Is the sort of
girt who is court* to Make a few enemies among the members of her own
sex."
"Why aoV
' "She haa such a good natural complexion." v
Opportune.
The Optimist (who has Just been
struck by a passing meter ear)—
"Glory b«! If this Isn't a piece •'
luck! Sure, 'tis the doerher himself
that's Is ut"—Punch,'
It takes a woman to point out the
faults of other
Qoaaip never

,

BrREV. JAMES M. GRAY. D.D.
D-. U Mo«Jr Btt.
Cttssjs

DEVICE GRADES FRUIT
Number of Machines Are Now on
the Market.

Sermon

THE EUROPEAN WAR MAKES
THE GROWING OF WHEAT EXCEPTIONALLY REMUNERATIVE.
One result of the European War ha*
been to reduce the voluwe at business done by many of the ■utnusaeturing InstitutloDs of the Halted
States, commercial enterprises
been affected, business of many
hare been hampered, and a
stringency has been forced on alawt
every community. It is sat only because It has brought these tfclags
about, and created a lot of hardship,
bat there hi the outstanding fact af
the terrible loss of life, the great destruction of property, and the disruption of everything near sat dear t»
those whose countries are ImvetveA lit
the war that makes the what* analr
highly regrettable. The heart at the
entire world goes oat in sympathy t»
those within the area of the traable.
Arrangements hare been made to relieve the distress by money and ether
means. Bat there m one great thing
—wheat and flour—that the Bnrajean
countries wtU. neest The wheat^roducing countries are no laager paaducing, and there la the gravest reason to fear that they will aat be for
some years. In this case, It wanld be
folly aa beneficial and charitable to
make provision to meet the lass af
Europe's grain crap by eaoatwaglag a
greatly Increased growth oa this continent
The wheat-growing sections of the
Dnited States have about reached
thair limit of production, and this
source cannot be depended upon to
meet a great deal of the demand that
there wHl be tor eome years. The
only country that la in a position to
meet It is—Canada—that portion
known as Western Canada. Here
there are millions of acres of land,
capable of producing from 20 to 40
bushels per acre. All.this land la excellent for wheat, and very much la
(till in the hands of the Dominion
Government, and ISO acres of it can
be had by the payment af a ten dollar
entry fee.
Another vast area is that held by
railway and reliable land companies,
held at from 110 to S25 per acre. Improved farms are slightly higher in
price. Information regarding these
lands may be had of any Canadian
Government Agent
The fact that Canada offers such a
splendid opportunity should be accepted with a wide-spread appreciation, and not met with attempts on
the part of some to spread misleading
statements. The Dominion Government has not taken steps to deny
many of the false statements circulated by those who evidently are more
Interested In Injuring Canada than
benefiting those who .would be benefited by taking up farms in Canada,
but In order to correct a highly erroneous impression that conscription
Is carried on in Canada, that compulsory military service is employed and
that there is restraint as to the movement of those not Canadians, the necessity Is felt of giving as much publicity as possible to a denial of these
statements.
An Item to which special exception
Is taken la one which says:
"They are sending them away as
rapidly
.idly as possible; but the young
n%re
ada. All the citizens and those who
have taken up homesteads are subject
to military duty."
In direct refutation of this, we beg
to quote from a recent editorial In the
Rochester, N. T., Herald:
"There is no legal process by which
Great Britain can command a angle
Canadian soldier to enter the Bald in
her aid or even in her most heedful
defense. Great Britain cannot legally
take a dollar of Canada's money for
this or any other war without Canada's consent. All mast be given voluntarily, if it be given at all. Tat
men and dollars are given to the limit
of Canada's power to give, just as if
Great Britain had both physical and
legal power to exact them. Indeed,
It la possible that they are given
more freely in this way, for what a
man gives because he wants to give
is likely to be greater than what he
gives under force.
"All in all it is a noble picture of
devotion to her motherland which
Canada offers to the gaae of her admiring and uneavtoui neighbors."
Canada's invitation for Immigration
extends to all who are willing to go
on to the farms.
Superintendent of Immigration,
Ottawa, Canada.
Advertisement
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TEXT—Wo know that all things work
together for good to them that love God.
—Romans 8:2S.
j

This Is one of
the texts of Scripture that always
comes Into the
mind around
Thanksgl v 1 n g
time. It has
preached many a
WBul-insplring sermon to the Lord's
meek and poor,
afflicted ones during these long
nineteen hundred
years. In many
an hour of trouble it has been
their consolation
and in many a
happy moment their chief Joy.
(1) There la a kind of certainty
•bout this text that gives it a peculiar value. "We know that all
things work together for good." It
Is not a surmise but a conviction;
not a conclusion based merely upon
the testimony of others, but a possession of our own experience. We
know it from the word of God, and we
would rather trust that than our own
understanding. We know it Indeed
from the very nature of the case, for
given the existence of a God, holy,
just, all-powerful and good. It must
be as the text says. To deny it Is to
deny God. We know It from the history "of the world' and of mankind
whose pages are illuminated with Its
truth, but especially do we know It
from the record of our own lives. If
we are true Christian men and women, we can look back over the past
year in all its vicissitudes and set
our seal to It as fact
(2) There is a universality in the
range of the text which gives it a
peculiar value. "We know all things
works together for good." What' a
measureless compass there is in that
declaration! In the mind of the Inspired writer, the "all things" as Indicated by the context, are very especially "the sufferings of this present time;" but there is no reason
why we may not employ the language
In the broadest and most comprehensive sense. Things known and things
unknown, defeats and victories, losses
and gains, the small and the large,
all are working together for good to
them that love God. It Is easy to believe this when all is prosperous and
happy, but faith clings to it when
the clouds lower and the storms rage.
It Is that which distinguishes the
Christian from the man of the world.
(3) There Is a sense of divine activity in the text. "All things work
together for good." God does not allow things to come to pass by chance,
but has an arrangment in everything,
plan, a purpose bringing forth effects. He is continually "subverting
and conserving, scattering and bringing together, in order that he may
find stones to polish for a temple Into,
which he may enter and permanently
abide.
(4) Then think of the harmony expressed—"all things work together
for good." There is no discord or
opposition in the heavenly counsels,
though we may not always perceive
this with our eyes of flesh. Like Hannah Mote's dialogue of the two
weavers, we may sometimes think
that—
The good are troubled and oppressed.
And ail the wicked are the blessed.
Bufwhen we reach that world of light.
And view these works of God aright.
Then shall we see the whole design.
And own the work is all divine.

But finally, it is the particularity of
this text that we need most to dwell
upon. It is to "Them That Love
God," and to them only, that all
things work together for good. But
men in their natural state do not
love God, nor can they love him..
There must be created within them
the clean heart and renewed within
them the right spirit before they can
love God. And this is God's own
work in them, which he does when
they believe his testimony concerning
his son, Jesus Christ. Have you dona
this? Have you yet by faith received
Christ as your Savior and confessed
him ah your Lord? There was a time
when Paul who wrote these words,
did not himself love God. though be
was very religious and very active is
his religion. But one day ho saw
Christ In the elory and submitted
himself to him; and all this was
changed. He then loved God b"cauM
he had come to know thai God first
loved him and Sent Ma son to be the
propitiation for his sins.
And so this text gives ut Paul's
own testimony. He had had s wonderful life especially after his remarkable conversion. Rend his own description of It In Second Corinthians
from Chapter It, Veres" 21 to Chapter 12, Terse It, and see what It must
have meant to him to u'tsr such
words aa these, 1B everything had
he seen the hand of God BO vividly
and the most unpromising circumstances redound to his own fowl.
that no mathematical proposition
could have been asere clearly
gtrated to him than this.

To Command Good Price* Apples Must
Be Packed Neatly in Attractive
Packages— Little Extra Time
and Skill la Required.
(By W. Q. BRIBRLT.)

More careful grading and packing
of apples demands that only apples Of
one size be put in a package. Some
packers become, so expert that they
can grade an apple with their eye, but
a lot of growers used apple grading
machines this year to size the fruit
A number of machines are how oa
the market. They have been developed by practical men, so that it la
reasonable to suppose that some of
them will in every way be satisfactory.
The requirements are first that the
frnlt.be graded without any bruising,
second that the apples be graded accurately and third that the speed be
great enough 4o permit a large quantity of fruit to be handled in a limited
time.
One of the simplest machines for
grading and sorting fruit is made in
the shape of a hopper with a' chute
running from it The chute gradually
Increases in size, so that the fruit aa
it rolls down drops Into the secondary
chute. Another satisfactory machine
la run by a treadle. The fruit Is

TIMES

STUFFING FOR THE P0ULTR1

Efficient Way Is to Select Dry, Somewhat Elevated Place and Store •
/
In Suitable Box Frame.

Variety H«r* From Which It ShouK
Be Easily Possible to Select.
On* to Taste,
%

(By B. P, SANDSTEN, Colorado Experiment Station.)

Melt two tablespoonfuls butter ant
add one tablespoonful chopped onions
three cups soft oread crumbs, choppec
liver and heart, one teaspoonful salt
one teaspoonful poultry seasoning
and one-fourth teaspoonful pepper. It
a moist stuffing Is desired add hot wa
ter to the above.*
Chestnut Stuffing.—Shell one quart
of large, sound chestnuts. Put them
in hot water and boll until the skins
are softened, then drain oft the water
and remove the skins. Replace the
blanched chestnuts In water and boil
until soft. Take oat a tew at a time
and rub them through a sieve. They
mash more easily, when hot Season
the mi)shed chestnuts with one tablespoonful butter, one teaspoonful salt,
one-quarter teaspoonful Of pepper, oste
teaspoonful grated, lemon rind and one
tablespoonful chopped parsley. Add
one tablespoonful grated ham; two tablespoonful* of bread crumb* and two
well-beaten eggs. Beware of having
the stuffing too wet.
Celery Stufnhg.-rOne quart bread
crumbs, half a head of celery, two
eggs, two tablespoonfuls butter, one
tablespoonful salt, one-half teaspoonful of white pepper, one-quarter teaspoonful paprika and a grating of nutmeg. Rub the butter into the bread
crumbs, then add the eggs well beat-'
en, the seasonings and the celery
chopped fine.
Oyster Stuffing.—Two cupful* oyster*, one-fourth cupful of melted butter, one tablespoonful of chopped
parsley, one cupful cracker crumbs,
two teaspoonful* lemon juice, one teaspoonful salt and one-half teaspoonful
white pepper. Drain and clean the
oysters. Mix the crackBr crumbs with
the butter, parsley, lemon juice, salt
and pepper, then add the oyster* with
two tablespoonfuls of .their liquor.
Peanut Stuffing.—Crumble a small
loaf of stale bread, then season highly with salt and paprika, add oneeighth teaspoonful of powdered
sweet herbs, one-half pint of shelled,
roasted and ground peanuts, four
drops of onion juice, one teaspoonful
of chopped parsley and sufficient
cream to moiBten slightly. Blend welt
and stuff the turkey six hours before
baking, If possible, so that the flavor of the dressing may have a chance
to permeate the meat.

INJURY BY CARPENTER WORM
Insect Is Especially Pleased to Locate
Machine for Sorting Fruit.
In Ragged Soar* Where Careless
poured Into a broad chute at the back
Pruner Ha* Worked.''
and ia allowed to run Into two grooves.
(By 8. B. DOTBN.)
On the sides of these grooves, or runThe egg of the carpenter moth tea
ways, are long thin cylinders provided
with spirals. The runways, as they smooth little greenish body, oblong
pass away from the hopper widen, and slightly larger than the head of a
which permits the fruit to fall pin. These eggs are laid by the moth
through when the proper size Is In cracks and crevices of the bark oi
reached. The cylinders provided with trees where they are moist and out of
Spirals revolve so as to carry the fruit sight of ants, spiders, and hungry
forward. On each side and in front birds. The moth likes to lay It* eggs
are compartments for running fruit in the angle between a large limb
of each size. Immediately In front of and the trunk. It is especially pleased
the machine is a bench for holding a with ragged scars where a careless
orate into which the fruit la packed pruner has hacked away a branch. It
by hand.
Only a little extra time and skill are
required to market apples ^properly.
If they reach the market poorly graded, and bruised, or in dirty, broken
packages, they cannot command good
prices. Every farm paper advertises
the clean, neat packages necessary
to show fruits advantageously.
Pick with care. Apples should be well
colored and large, but still firm. Fall
apples may be picked when full size
is reached without regard to color, or
the color may be allowed to develop
if desired, but the fruit must not be
allowed to soften or drop if it is to Carpenter Worms In Wood of ail Injured Poplar.
be handled profitably.
Discard all bruised, stung,''or misvery
commonly
lays them around the
shapen apples and grade as No. 1
holes already made by'the cat*
those of good color, and as No. 2 ogly
those inferior in coloring. Sort ac- penter worms. Nearly two hundred
cording to size so that every package and fifty eggs have been removed
Is uniform throughout In size of fruit from the body of a single moth.
When the eggs hatch, the young
which it contains. Uniformity in color
and size of truit and size of package, worms burrow for a time in the tender
combined with neatness and cleanli- sapwood just beneath the bark, causness of package, will add greatly to ing much sap to flow from the woundthe market price of the fruit
j ed tissue*. A* they grow larger and
stronger, they bore deeper Into the
sapwood in all directions. Their burFALL PLANTING OF ORCHARDS rows cross and interlace, producing
results so destructive that the death
Experience Shows Many Advantages of the tree often follows.
and Practice la Becoming General
—Roots Heal Quickly.
KING IS SUPERIOR VARIETY
There are many good reasons tor
the fall planting of orchards.
Those who wish to have an orchard
or to enlarge the one they already
save should get busy.
Jm orchard pays five times as much
is grain per acre and fall planting is
becoming more popular each season
as experience shows Its advantages
and the practice is. becoming general.
As soon as a tree or shrub becomes
dormant it can be moved from one
place to another and the change- of
location will affect It but little.
When set out In the fall the bruised
roots begin* immediately to heal and
callus la formed, the. tree* recover
quickly from the moving, soon become
firmly established and with the first
touch of spring are ready to go into
business for themselves In a vigorous
way.
Again, the ground is generally in
better condition for planting in the
fall than In the spring for much spring
planting is done when the ground I*
too wet for results.

MAKES A SPLENDID DESSERT FOUND TIME FOR AMENITIES

WINTER STORAGE OF ONIONS

Where regular storage for onions I*
not obtainable or possible, a cheap and
effletent way is as follows: Select a dry, somewhat elevated
-place, not necessarily on a ridge' or a
hill. On this place Bet a box or frame
of desired dimensions for the amount
of onions to be stored -The depth of
the box should not be over sixteen or
eighteen Inches. Pieces of 2 by 4
should be placed under the box so that
X^a box will not come in direct contact with the moist soil. The floor of
the box should be reasonably tight
After the onions nave been thoroughly
cured and topped, they should be
placed In the box and {the board
placed on top. The cover should be
water tight Before cold weather sets
in keep the cover raised to permit ventilation.
No other protection is given to the
onion, but they are permitted to freeze
solidly and when In this state the box
should be covered with dry straw or
corn stalk* or any material that would
prevent the onion* from thawing out,
or alternate freezing and thawing. In
the spring of the year, or when ready
to be sold, the covering should be removed gradually and the onions permitted to thaw out without coming
Into contact with the sunlight. During
the winter or while in the frozen state,
they may be taken out and gradually
thawed out in a cool room.
In the frozen state the onion* will
keep perfectly and when thawed out
will remain solid for a considerable
length of timeCare must be taken that the onions
are dry when placed in the storage
and that they are kept frozen throughout the winter. The quality of th*
onions is not impaired by one free*tog.

Apples Are of Goad Size and Color
and Fruit From Mature Tree*
Will Keep Fairly Well.
One of the grand old apples 1* the
King. It has size and color. On
young trees It Is inferior in flavor,
but this defect decreases with age.
The fruit from mature tree* keep*
fairly well, too. Some trees bear well,
while others are quite inclined to
sterility. The worst objection urged
against the King is the liability of
the tree to collar-rot. TblB has led
to top-working the variety on some
hardy stock, by which means the evil
1* avoided and good trees secured.
By cutting scions from tree* having a
good record for bearing, the fault of
sterility may be in part corrected. • A*
th* fruit is in good demand, the King
is an apple for the consideration of
the commercial grower, though to
plant largely of it would hardly be
advisable.

" Repair th* Chicken Fence.
Sue to It that the posts of the chicken: fence are not rotted off so that
Must Keep Good Sine*. •
If we ever get this stock raising they will faU over te the winter storms
business on a firm basis where we can .and twist the poultry fence air es* of
tell to which particular strain our ■thap*.
animals belong, every farmer must
An Abbreviated Blessing.
keep good fires for his own herd*,
Another abbreviated blessing adoptand not depend on the service* of hi*
ed by farmers, along with the horse
neighbor** male* at breeding time.
tea* wagon and plow, is the barbies*
wire fence.
Trap for Beetles.
Cucumber* and squash have the
Avoid Baked Soil.
same enemies, but the beetle will
The ground should never be allowed
leave the cucomber for the sqmsah,
to
become
baked, a* In this condition
which Induce* *ome grower*'to plant
* tew squash vine* near cucumber* a great deal of moisture I* test unll*n**B*rllT
la order to trap the beetles.

TTMBj

(By E. O. SELLERS, Acting Director Sunday School Course, Moody Bible Institute, Chicago.)

LESSON FOR NOVEMBER 29
CHRIST CRUCIFIED.

LESSON TEXT—Mark 15:£2-». (Luke
B:8MS).
GOLDEN TEXT—Surely he hath borne
our grief and carried our sorrows: yet we
did esteem him stricken, smitten of' God,
and afflicted.—Isa. 63:4.
Last Sunday we saw Jesus on trial
before Gentile power. Today's lesson
brings us to the central event of his
saving mission to men. We must
read all four accounts of this event
attentively, reverently, humbly, for it
cannot be treated even as other
events In theillfe of our Lord.
I. Th* Procession to Calvary, V. 21.
Twit a physically exhausted Christ
that left the judgment hall. A night
of vigil, mocking, buffeting and without food since the previous evening
left him too weak to bear the cross.
Then it was that a son of Africa,
Simon of Cyrene, was "'impressed'^ to
bear the burden. The Roman* demanded that the victim bear his own
cross. He accepted the human help,
but refused the aid of the drug, Matt
27:34. Luke give* us at this point the
incident of the weeping woman. Mark
16:23 seems to Indicate that Jeans had
to be assisted to the place of the
cross.
On the Cross.
II. The Plaoa, Calvary, w. 2847.
Here we see him, the brightness of
God's glory and the express image of
his person, the incarnation of truth, in
whom dwelt the fullness of the Godhead bodily—"cruoifled." Sin has done
It* worst. The Scriptures are fulfilled,
Ps. 22:16, Zech. 13:10. It was necessary for our salvation that he should
die exactly as he did, Gal. 3:10, 13;
John 3:14; Deut 21:23. Even the
parting of his garments was prophesied, P*. 22:13. The presence of two
malefactors had also been foretold,
Isa. 63:9, 12.
.Ml, The Passers-by at Calvary, w.
29-32. The people and the priests
Joined In heaping scorn upon him.
Even those that were crucified with
him "reproached him." Set he loved
them all. There teem fp have been
no gibe* for the two/thieves, John
16:19, n.TTm. 8:12. T%e cry of the
mob now «s "*av« thyself* (v. SO),
'Twa* spoken in mockery, buf they
spoke a truth, nevertheless: It wa*
necessary for the good shepherd to
give his life for the sheep, John 10:11,
and by no mean* to use his power in
raving himself. They did not. believe
on him after the resurrection of Lazarus; fe it to be believed that they
would have accepted him bad he
"saved himself?" To have saved himself would have been for him to take
himself out of the hands of God—an
act of disobedience.
IV. The Person on Calvary, w. 3340. In the midst of this awful scene,
In the contusion of the mingled cry
of the mob, there Is sounded one note
of triumph. As Jesus was thus "lifted
op from the earth" (John 12:32), one
of those, his companions, ceased to
revile'him, and cried out, "Art thou
the Christ?" and, to be literal, "If so,
save us." The other seems to haTe
had his vision cleared, for he rebukes
h:s fellow. criminal by saying that
their condemnation was a just reward
for their deeds. Turning to Jesus he
exclaims, "Remember me ... In thy
kingdom." The answer was immediate and significant, "Today Shalt
thou be with me in paradise." This
is a graphic illustration of the whole
meaning and symbolism of the crossIn his undying hour the Savior of men
loosed this sinner, from his sins and
granted him the right to fellowship
with, him in the life beyond.
Jesus hung upon the cross three
hours,
Bearing shame and scoffing rude,)
In my place condemned he stood
Sealed my pardon with his blood. .
Hallelujah what a savior.
>
Hie Faith Triumphant.
Then Hod drew the curtain, for even
he could not look upon that Scene (II
Cor, 6:21; Heb. 1:13). We do not
believe the eclipse theory, but rather
that God caused the darkness, another illustration of the closeness of man
and nature, Rom, 8:20, 21 R.'V, the
dytng'cry, "My God, my God, why hast
thou forsaken me," was ottered when
Jesus sensed the full and complete
realization of being separated from
the lather. Death la not annihilation,"
but separation, and Jesus was separated from God the lather because of
our sins, Isa. 63:6, Tet In that terrible moment his faith does not waver,
for he cries, "My Qod." Conscious of
his personal innocence, but suffering
for th* »ln» of other*, hi* faith I*
triumphant.
This lesson Buggest* that all who
study It yteld themselves to a searching *elf-ex*njlnatlon, Suph a manifestation of dlvto* love should call forth
our Utmost confidence and our unquestioned trust in our divine redeemer. The revelation of the enormity of
man's sin a* seen on Calvary ought
to fill us with an uneomnioiiiislng
hatred of ite. The story of the Savior's suffering* ought to Impel us to
a constant conflict with sin.
The** who witnessed th* event*, of
that day saw him "stricken, smitten,"
but God wa* In him reconciling the
world to himself.

HOUSEHOLD
^QUESTIONS
Oread and butter spread with
chopped dates makes excellent school
sandwiches.
To slice bacon properly, sUce down
to the rind; do not attempt to altos
through the rind.
To.pad the edges of dollies before
embroidering them, work them In a
coarse chainstitch.
Broken rice is that which is sifted
from the high priced grain*, and te
equally good in flavor.
A long-handled buttonhook should
be kept In the laundry to clean the
lint from-the tub outlets.
When milk boils over, sprinkle salt
on the stove at once; this will counteract the unpleasant odor.
A small piece of camphor In' th*>
water In which cut Bowers are put
will make them last much longer
Rusty Needles.
If you are bothered by your sewing needles becoming rusty, you will
find very probably that your needlebook' and not the needles Is the cause.
It Is a mistake to nse flannel leaves,
as the sulphur In the flannel rust*
the steel. Therefore, make needlebook leave* of linen or chamois skin
and th* needle* will stay .1 right

Millinery to Sparkle With the Frost

Housewives Should L*arn More About
. the Possibilities" of the Humble Chestnut.

During the Boer war" Mr. Rhode*
Pew women are aware what dellshut up in Klmberley, and the
clou* deserts may be made with the was
humble little chestnuts.
French Boers- constantly shelled the town with
cooks know the worth of chestnuts long-range artillery. They were not
full well, and their recipe* are lastly very successful, for with 300 big shells
they only killed It people.
celebrated.
Meantime, Mr. Rhodes accomplished
For chestnut mousse, a delicacy fit
tor the god*, or-a luncheon de luxe, the extraordinary feat of getting a
shell and blanch about two capful* of cannon built at hi* works inside the
chestnuts which have been bplled until town. It was a regular modern rifled
tender. Rub the chestnuts through a gun and fired shell*—also homemade
sieve, and stir them carefully Into a -on each of which war stamped.
compliment* of C. J. B*0™*;
pint of whipped cream, to which have "With
The Boers themselves were not withbeen added half a cupful of powdered
sugar and a teaspoonful of vanilla ex- out a sense of humor. During Christtract Add two teasponfuls of maras- mas, 1SW, they were besieging Ladysmith, and on Christmas eve they fired
chino cordial, turn Into a mold and ten plugged shells into the town each
pack away in ice and salt for five
a piece of plum pudding Inside,
hours. Berve with whipped cream with
and each bearing the words, "With the
dashed with rum.
compliments."
.
To make marrons glaces, a delicacy season's
Two of the shells were found by the
that is rather costly when bought at garrison, and It wa* discovered that,
a confectioner's, yet which Is of great
value to the housekeeper who loves like Mr. Rhodes', they were homemade, having been cast to a foundry
tasteful garnishing, select large, perfect chestnuts. Shell and simmer a at Johannesburg.
pint of the nut* in boiling water until
A Substitute River.
tender. Drain and toss Into cold water
to make them firm,, Let the chestnuts | One of the perplexing problems encountered by coaches of the various
drain a moment, then turn them out, "varsity" racing shell Crews, that of
on a towel and see "that each one. Is providing better means for winter
thoroughly dry. A sirup must now be training than Is offered by the ordimade by boiling a cup of> sugar in a nary rowing machine, ha* been met
pint of water, and in this simmer the satisfactorily at Syracuse university
chestnuts for an hour. Drain off the through the installation of an indoor
sirup, and to it add a tew drops of rowing tank, provided with mechanivanilla extract. Then cook It until It cal means tor simulating the passage
becomes brittle when dropped in cold of the boat through the water. This
water—as one tries candy. Set the pan
A'.THOUdH the small hat has tri- coming the brimmed hat can be. Usu- of sirup in a larger pan of hot water provides what might almost be called
ally
It
Is
trimmed
with
a
broad
band
umphed tor four seasons It shows
to keep the hot Birup from cooling and actual rowing, besides keeping the
not the slightest sign of losing ground. of ostrich An example of this style is candying, and flip in the chestnuts one nJen to condiUon.-Popular Mechanics
And -tor midwinter, with fur a furore shown in the picture, and for shape by on*), removing them and placing on Magazine.
_
and many brilliant trimming novelties and manner of trimming it cannot be
oiled paper.
Dared.
at the milliner's hand, the small hat Improved upon.
• -Mr. WUgus tried to Ms* me hurt
In the pretty velvet turban at the
cannot be outrivaled for beauty. Velvet and furs look unusually well with right a narrow fringe of curled ostrich POPULAR DAINTIES OF ITALY evening."
the many metallic trimmings which extends about the top of the coronet
"How dared he?
"He didn't—1 dared him.
will sparkle along with the frost as and the edge of the crown. Aa apj Recipe* for Potted D*Wle* That
Are
Not
W*ll
Enough
Known
plique oi fancy braid gives a touch of
long as winter lasts.
In
America.
Cornered.
color
at
the
side.
Metallic
ribbons
Besides the endless number of tur-I saw a great deal of the war, air.1
ban shapes there are small hate with Tre used in bows to finish turbans o
Housekeepers may be Interested in
"In Louvain or RelmaT"
straight brims, made of metallic nets this kind; This is sn excellent model
trying to make these "potted dainties.
"In the illustrated paper*, slr.t;
or lace*, and velvet crowns.for those for women of middle age.
who prefer brimmed shapes to the
More distinctly suited to the ma- Tbe recipes are fresh from Italy and
turban. Among the most elegant of tronly wearer is the turban with a all ingredients are^dtrocorable here. To
models are those having half the brim wtoe fur band about the coronet make potted tomatoes, cook a peeled
of retvet, bordered with a wide flange headed with a band of steel bead* and shredded ontoa with three fair !fftJgVrSlfgiruy»g» t!$JS8-<*~ &i«c
of silver or gold tope or net, and the The crown 1* extended to simulate a sized tomatoes very slowly to a pulp
An orator I* a lad who will say:
ctown «* velvet For a hat of this loop of velvet at the center »««■ In half an ounce of butter.
Then pasB through a sieve, add a "Needless to say," and t
kind the trimming is often a collar of iJgB the coronet at the back like*
itofc or ermine or fitch. Sometimes taV This method of draping On. well whisked egg and stir over the half hour saying It.
- big flower of metallic net, having crown give* the torhan the" necessary fire until thick, when, having blended
thoroughly, add two ounces of grated
bach petal bound with fur, is used for
garniture, and sometimes brilliant silk "^collar of white fox tor Is effective- cheese, then four ounces of fine white
and -velvet roses are used. Hats of ly worn with this smartly designed bread-crumbs. Pour into clean, dry
this kind are rather difficult to mak* hat, Conareandbo**o4«*trfch*eTve Jar*. Cover with a half-Inch layer of
and require perfect workmanship ana the purpose of fur. Th*y. are mane in liquefied butter.
tobacco and the most choice
Potted haricot beans are made by
the heet,material.
. many colors and combinations of
first' «o*Mng the beans overnight leaf. Such is Fatima—the
Occasionally a moderately wide- colors and are very popular. ^
Then akin tfiem and cook until tender most papular, mild Turkishbrimmed hat emphasises Jnst how beto boiling ealted water with two blend cigarette, now smoked
onions. Drain away all water, mash almost universally in this
.mooth wtfh dripping* or butter, sea- country! "Datindively InJieUaaL
son agreeably with salt, pepper and
nutmeg and finish a* above, remembering that rigorous exclusion of air
will tasure freshness for at least two
or three weeks. As a rule, pastes do
not keep very long.
Imitation anchovy paste may be
made from" the same recipe, adding
two teaapoonfuls of anchovy essence
to Impart the desired flavor.

A good cigarette
must be made of pure

c

CAST0R1A

How British and Boers Exchanged
Compliments During the tone,
.Siege of Klmberley.

Be Worn With Tailored Suite

How to Clean White Feather*.
White feathers of any descript on
can he cleaned at home to look 1 ke
new at a small cost Take gasoline
and piaster of parls and mix the two
together to the consistency of whipped
cream. Dip the feathers In this "Oxtore, squeezing and pressing them,
then hang In the open air to dry thoroughly, and until the gasoline evaporateB- Be careful not to handle until
thoroughly dry; then shake.well .and
the result will be a beautifully clean
and fluffy feather. White wings may
also be successfully treated to this
manner. The gasoline must never be
used in a room where there Is a light
or fire.

Tor Infanta and Children.

The Kind You Have
Always Bought
Promotes DigegfionAtt*1"
nt ssandrteslJtontaiiiswlirter
OMum.Morphirfe nor Mineral

Bears the
Signature
of

NOT NARCOTIC
Ar*» tfOUDrSAMV£lHTCIB>
fimM>S~d>6c.jwma

Ar^clRar^.orConsltoalion. Sour Stomach.Diarrhoea,
W0rms,Convulsions .Fevenshness and Loss or SLEEP
TatShwteSifjnaWwof
THI CEHTAUR' CoMPAWto

XEW YORK.
^Sj Dosi
gauarantoed under tne r»

-.« TOAKS SUCCESSFUL TBEA-noarr

SafKSf

. -msssf ^^."^ov.^o'."'-

■—dee* much, to mnke the
difference between, success
and failure.
And the food a person
eat* goes a long way toward
deciding the difference.

Grape-Nute
FOOD
—with it* delicious flavour
and rich in die concentrated, nourishing elements of
whole wheat and malted
barley, is the favorite
breakfast cereal of thou*
sands of successful men
and women—
"There's a. Reason"
for

Grape-Nuts
—told by Cnocew.

WEST HAVE*. OWW.

THICK, SWOLLEN OLANM

Gasoline at the Pole*
I that mak* a horse Wneexe,
The Amundsen and Scott expedi- £o«r. have Thick Wte4
tion* were greatly hindered through or Choke-down, can b»
losing much of their g*»1!ne-"hto£ reduced with
that, in tact had much to do with toe
disaster that befell Captain Scott Mr. AB5QRB1NE
B T Brooks of the Mellon Institute
,1M sny Bunch or swaTling. No-_-»
of Industrial Research thinks he hair gone, *nd hone kept st wash. «-on.
knows what caused the IOSB. At low
temperatures, he says, ordinary tto u^iattion. $2 per botus dehversd.
tend* to pulverto*. At M degree, be- •W"*™"- »££* »«***.
E, «.»<«£'
Js^iirusep™ 5S£LKnS5
nm,"7-» ST —.
low »ro it pulverises quickly and-may ABSORBWB,
pulverise, although more alowty, at a kind, reduces "higher temperature. Now, hard Bolder Vsncose veins, "•«" Ti «5JI——,«■ fa*.
dnler. or o*livcr«L B°ek ***** £g
usually contains a large percentage of W.F.Y0UN8. P. P.«- W1»B*»IM»"*»1
tto, and so. of course, disintegrates to
the same way. Consequently tlft.gasProof of It
oline cans are Ukely to leak at th*
•My cook is very good at *auc*.
soldered seamB. Mr. Brook* suggests
"So I should Judge from the *ay »,
that polar explorers carry their sup. heard her answer your wife."
^
plleB of gasoline in containers made
of glasB, or of some metal unaffected
Isn't It funny that the things w«f
by extreme cold.—Yonth'B Companion, like to do moBt are the thing* we are
told we Bhonldn't dot
Halted In His Search.
"They *ay your husband was out
looking for work.'
1MW„„ ,±
"Yea, I believe he'* out looking at
work There are some men digging
a hole down at the corner, and he
doesnt seem able to get any farther.
—Stray Stories.
It Happened In Boston.
Tad your husband cut hi* false
friend with acerbltwt*
"No, mum, wld a raxah."
It* P*rio«l"What I* your new cottage ltkel"
"Our architect *ays its Looey Kansas style."
_
When k man come* home sick hi*
wife expect* him to hold the baby
while she mixes him a dose of some
nasty stuff.

An yen CSBHSJ
Every man may have his price, but
Grapes In JellyI* FLORID*
To one quart of hot grape Juice add
This Winter? it is generally about three times mow
twe tablespoonfulB of dissolved gelathan he is worth.
tine Place a layer at the bottom of a
moM; chill, then add a row of grapes
When poverty comes In at the door,
cut to half and Beeded; then more
love doesn't wait for the burglar alarm
liquid and again chill until set Reto .go off.
,
_^__
lingerie laces tb emtaOUsh the plain
THE niak.ug of neckwear has grown sheer fabrics of which most of them peat until the mold is full. When Jellied,
unmold
and
garnish
with
whipped
into a buBlness of really great magmade.
^. cream.
nitude, and those who.manufacture col- areJust
now, to be worn with tailored
lars and frills for the necks of wom- suite, there are "laundered set*, by
Eggs a la Shelburne.
ankind keep designers as busy as those which is meant; *tiff collars and cuffs
Cut *Uces from the top of *lx towho create millinery. These design- which are either plain or embroidered,
matoeB of uniform six* and take out
ers follow the trend of w*»f • *"* and starched into the required still- enough pulp to allow a raw egg to be
must produce variations to all types ness. One of tha*e collars, with one
stead lands of 160 acres each or secure
of neckwear that will captivate by of the cuffs to match, is shown in the broken Inside. Cover with bite of hut
some of the low priced tends in_Manitheir darattoes* and beauty and have picture. It ha* a smaU vestoe and ter, and with a toothpick fasten a rasher
of
bacon
over
the
top
of
each
toma
gomethlng of novelty to recommend fasten* up rather close about the neck.
toba, Saskatchewan and Alberta.
to Cook in very hot oven until the
The cult is provided with a little tab eggs are set (about ejght minutes).
This year wheat U higher but Canadian land Ju»t
Just now there are several distlfict which is pinned to the coat- sleeve.
i?ch^~the^opportonity»moreattxactiw
type* of collars that are fashionable, The crisp freshness of these sets adds
cvet: Canadalranm you to help to feed the-world
When
Making
Pll'ow*.
bTaUtaTs^me of her sou-huid .lmito to that
tiding off with the De Medici, type, 100 per cent of style to the plain
In making new pillows have the
which will maintain its supremacy. street suit. Similar .sets of sheer orwhich during many years ha*:■""£*?*£
™
feathers first inclosed to a hag of
bushels of wheat to the acre. J^.w™*y°5
Tben there are rolT-over and tarn- gandie are Just a* pretty^
cheesecloth or thin musUn. Then at
'L, caHnake with wheat aroundI $1 * busto land
' Uer collars, and those that take their
A plain vestee with military collar,
land soBarley
easy to and
get- Flax.
S&^^sitf^ma.
inspiration • from the sailor collar. made of organdie, is also shown in the any time the ticking may be removed
Oata,
Mlxied farming
for
washing,
and
even
the
feathers
Added to these are trills that extena picture. The fronts of the vestee are
U tolly as profitable an Industry a* grata
may
be
washed
In
the
Inner
hag
with'all aroujid or only part wsy around the hemstitched, the edges of the collar
growing.
out flying all over the house.
The Government this year la asking
flnlBhed in the same way, and the col- '"These several types are elaborated lar attached to the vestee with hemtermers to put increased acreage tnto
Use a Pitcher.
isfall sorts of ways. There are medic! stitching, which is the one decorative
. grain. Military service is not comInstead of using a mixing bowl or
collars with vestees, others with capes, feature of this piece.
pan for your batter cakes, uses pitch- pubory in Canada but there »«S™»|fe»"^^^I?J^'S
and still others combined with berthas.
This standing collar Is a novelty
^ung men who have vo untecred for m™«-.™e andmcahturcheslonvenient
And they are made of lace or net or that will be welcomed b. women who er with a lip and pour your batter
Sreeable, railway facilities ^^^^^^rS^r^^Sape^teoieBt
*he*T embroidery or organdie, em- prefer to have the throat covered and out. it saves time and trouble and ■ Write for literature and particular* a* to reduced railway™*. « *-»
Immigration, Ottawa, Canada, or to
bellished with fine, narrow laces with those to whom other types are not be- your cakes will be more uniform in
|*8Wl,*SMM.llsssj
BMAMWWLa.
else than when you *poon your batter
hemstitching, tucks or cords. All other
types are mad* with as great variety '"]&' the jretuest,collars, with out
In construction and material.
Csn«iisn Government Aatf**.
cuffs to match, are severe and simple
Laundry Wrinkle,
■in finishing neck frfllB, velvet and style* in the roU-ovor collar, made of
Place a Bllce of lemon with the rind
eatln ribbons and ribbon flowers are organdie. Often the only ornament is
added to them, while th* medlei and a narrow, transparent fluted edging. removed In your boiler of clothes.
-.-^ii^, types, with turn-over.and roll- The collars fasten up moderately elose The result will be clothes beautifully
dean and white, without in any way
- over collars, Indulge hi Jtoatembreld- about the neck.
■
injuring them.
erv in evenly laid tucks'and to toJULIA BOTTOM LBY.
ILrttA fords with hemstitching and
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Rome bun
ITHetoT

ROMANTIC OLD ARRAS
NO MORE PICTURESQUE CITY TO
BE,SEEN IN FRANCE.
""

Haa Seen Much of French History in
the Making and Is Today a Com. merclal Point of Importance.

U need a Biscuit
Nourishment—fine flavor—purity—crispness
—wholesomeness. All
for 5 cents, in the
moisture-proofpackage.

THE PATRIOTIC II
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•

.Ian 18-

ALMOST A MISTAKE 1

-

By CLARA INEZ DEACON.

TIMES.
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, They»were going to have a new
weather .man at Point Hope. The
one that had been
CONGRESS DECREE3 DOLLARS INin 'charge for a
DULGING IN LUXURIES MUST
GARDEN CITIES OF ENGLAND
couple
ot years
FIR8T SALUTE THE FLAG.
was
addicted to
Two of the Most Beautiful Are LetchThe picturesque old city of Arras,
the habit of occaworth, Near London, and
■where the Franco-British forces consional sprees, and
War Revenue Tax of $105,000,000
centrated In huge numbers to check
Port Sunlight.
when they hapthe German advance, and where the
Levied—Beer Bears Brunt of
PREPARE GEESE FOR MARKET
pened his predicLetchworth Is the "Garden City" of British fell back after the Germans
Burden.
tions ofi the
England—the garden city, if you occupied Cambral, must have waked
While Fattening Young Fowls They
weather to come,
please: first-born, we may be very up and rubbed Its antique eyes to Bee
6hould Be Kept Free From All
Congress has levied a war tax of
for the next three
Its quondam foes within Its gates as
aure, among many sister cities.
\
Excitement—Keep in Pen.
$105,000,000 to offset a similar amount
days1 were terrifyPort Sunlight, all but an ideal little allies of Its beloved country. For
of loss on import revenue due to the
ing.
place, came into existence by the will Arras was within the triangle over
I The first feed for goslings Is grass, European disturbances and of this
Point Hope was
Of one man. It was born of the fertile which the English fought in the
fed on sod; a small allowance of corn amount
beer
Is
the
heaviest
a village ot 1,000
brain of Sir William Lever, and of his fifteenth century.
meal, slightly moistened, is also given contributor, having been assessed apinhabitants,
and
big and brotherly interest in the men
them. Sand and charcoal are some- proximately $50,000,000; a stamp tax on
The base of the triangle was the
GRAHAM CRACKERS
was Inclined to be
■whose labor helps to create his wealth. sea line from Harfleur to Calais, and
times
mixed
with
the
corn
meal.
They
negotiable Instruments, It Is estimated;
social. The weath■Bournvllle,vtoo, with Its fine streets, ;the apex was Paris. This Is also the
are fed on the above food three times wlU yield $31,000,000; a tax on the
A food for every day.
er man, whether
jbeautlful cottages and homes, noble ground over which some of the
a
day
for
a
couple
of
days,
when
they
capital stock of banks ot $4,300,000 married or not, was expected to take
Crisp, delicious and!
.educational and recreational buildings, .fiercest battles of the present war
are given, a ration composed of equal and a tax on tobacco, perfumes, theaa hand In the social game.
strengthening.
Fresh
represents private enterprise and phi- raged.
parts, by measure, of bran, middlings, ter tickets, etc., makes the remainder.
Meanwhile the head of the weather
lanthropy. The brothers Cadbury are
baked and fresh deand steamed cut clover or cooked
For thirty years the English battled
Congress has decreed that the bureau was talking to Burt Hudson,
the builders and makers of Bournvllle. until nothing was left of their French
vegetables. This feed Is given them brewer, tbe banker and the investor
livered, xo cents.
who was to (fill the place.
* Letchworth is situated 84 miles from territory except the Norman Isles
morning, noon, and night until they must shoulder the musket and march
Xiondon. The site is well chosen. Yon and the newer conquest of Calais and
are eight weeks old, when they are to the front; that milady who would f "Young man, you have done well at
your other stations, and I'm hoping
jjnuat plan your garden city near its small territory. At last, In 1435,
penned to be fattened for market at add to her beauty must first tip Uncle
for the same or better at Point Hope.
enough to the centers of population to at the peace of Arras, Philip of Burten weeks old.
Sam, and a dollar that seeks pleasure And remember, always consider your
• 'enable Industries to fldurisB; deep gundy "solemnly" forsook the English
, To fatten young geese, place them must first salute the flag; that Pleas.dignity."
enough In the country to secure space, alliance, and the English power In
In a pen, not too large, so that they ure and Profit—the twin heroes of
jair, light—and all that a garden needs. France fell back.
will not exercise too much, and feed" many wars—shall fight the nation's ! "I certainly shall do the beat I can,*"
It comprises an area of 3,800 acres. . This old town, which dates back to
three times a day all they will eat battles and by an Ingeniously ar- was the reply.
^Jhe land was purchased by a corpora- the time of Caesar, is 100 miles northup clean Of the following: Corn meal ranged schedule of taxation congress ; In due time Mr. Hudson arrived at
tion registered as "First Garden City east from Paris, and has a population
mixed1 to a dry, crumbly state, and has shifted the war budget from the Point Hope. The population turned
put to meet him. He was himself
company * with a capital of $1,600,000 of something like
beet scraps amounting to 20 per cent shoulders of Necessity to those of
25,000 people.
until within ten miles of the town,
(common stock, without preferred While it is most painful to think ot
of the bulk ot the corn meal. While Choice and Gain, touching in Its
and then he became somebody else.
atock or bonds) in $25 shares.
fattening young geese they .should be Various ramifications almost every line
this once great art center as an in- ■
He put on the mantle of dignity as
At no time, now or In the future, dustrial place, one must, when be re-,
kept as quiet as possible; no excite- of business.
advised by his chief. How it worked
ean stockholders take more than five calls the oil works, dye works, brew-1
ment whatever should disturb them.
All hall the dollar that bleeds for was told In the comments of the peo.Per cent Interest upon their invest- eries and the manufactories of hos- j
TOien feeding approach them quietly, Its country; thSt bares Its breast to ple when they came to compare notes.
ment All profits In excess of this iery; lace, beet sugar, soap and earth- I
and do not Irritate them In the least the fortunes of war and risks Its life
"I told him I'd like to play checkmust be devoted to the improvement. enware, which make It today a twentl-,
or they will not fatten, but will "throw to preserve the stability and Integrity
A delightful new bisers with him," said Uncle Rlley,
of the town. Ttfe central portion of eth century commercial town.
out" or grow another crop of feathers. of the nation's credit.
"and he glared like a January blixcuit, with a rich and
the estate, what may be called the
At ten weeks of age, or when the tips
Howeyer, its glory cannot depart
The market place has always been sard."
,
i
Urban area, takes 1,200 acres; the re- while the beautiful townhouse, dating
delicious cocoanut flaof the wings reach the tall, they are
aifavorite stand for war revenue col"When be came In I was for shakmaining 2,600 afford land for all the from the sixteenth century, the citaready for market and should weigh
vor. Crisp and always
lectors. The trader Is a great flnan-' ing hands with him and asking about
"garden" features essential to the del partly gone, erected by Vanban,
between eight and ten pounds.
ctal patriot. His dollar Is the first to his family," said the landlord of the
fresh, IO cents.
Scheme. The city Is planned for a marshal of France! and the greatest
When young goslings are to be rally around the starspahgled basher
Inn, "but he sorter drawed away as
Population of 30,000.—Chicago Exam- military engineer of the seventeenth
dressed for market, they are killed by and the last to hesr the coo of the
if I was second class. J don't believe
iner.
cutting them in the roo'rof the mouth,
century, and the tall, imposing houses
dove of peace. He Is called upon to he'll eat prune sass once a week."
severing the artery, or by stunning
In the Flemish style overlooking the
buy cannon; to feed and clothe the
Two of the most Interesting people
them by hitting them a sharp, quick
VINES ON UNSIGHTLY POLE fine squares, with the upper stories
boys ln blue and each month cheer lb Point Hope were the Widow. Welblbw
on
the
head.
The
picker
uses
a
projecting over the footway, remain.
their hearts with the coin'of the come and her daughter Marian. It "
box In front of him about the height
These topheavy looking houses
realm. Men can neither be free nor was said of them that they bad the '
California Man's Use of Morning-doof the knees, holding the bird with the
rlee Might Well Be Copied In
were built In a time when a man's
brave without food and ammunition, nicest house and the most money,
left hand and clasping the feet and
house was indeed his castle, and the
"
Other States.
and money Is as important a factor and no one disputed that the daughwings
together;
he
places
the
head
of
— I
projecting upper stories were used to
ln war as blood
Many monuments ter was the handsomest and best
the bird against the box and holds It
How to make trolley, electric light, wage warfare on the enemy in the
have been erected In honor of heroes educated young lady among them.
telegraph and "telephone poles any- narrow street below. The modern
slain In battles, poems have been writTwo weeks after Mr. Hudson's arthing more than eyesores Is a problem armies'with their wonderful and nuten eulogizing their noble deeds and rival he was - being discussed by
Buy biscuit baked bf
that many an advocate of the "city merous equipment of war must often
the nation honors Its soldiers while mother and daughter. A young mail
beautiful" has pondered oyer in vain. find it difficult to get through these
they live and places a monument upon had escorted Marian and another girl
NATIONAL BISCUIT
Possibly the best solution is the dis- narrow streets in the old towns of
their graves when they die, but verv to the signal station and Introduced
covery of George W. Long, park su- France and Germany. They are betlittle has been said of the dollar that them. They were received with altoCOMPANY
perintendent of Long Beach, Cal. ter suited to the time when men
bears the burden! of war.
gether too much courtesy and dignity
Honor to the Dollar that Bear* the to please them.
Jive years ago he planted a few morn- fought hand to hand, and warfare was
Always look for that Name I
ing-glory seeds at the foot of - guy a matter of Individual bravery.
Burdens of War.
"He Is a gentleman, mother," said
That wonderful tapestry In the
line to an electric light pole In front
All honor to the dollar that an- the daughter, "but he freezes one. I
of his property. His morning-glories Angers cathedral, which represents
swers the call to arms and, when don't believe the governor puts'on
are now one of the sights of that beau-1 B«enes from the Apocalypse, was
the battle Is over, bandages the the dignity that Mr. Hudson does."
tlful little beach city. In the genial made In Arras, and some of the finest LIFE IS BEST AFTER FIFTY
Vounds of stricken soldiers, lays a
"Well, dear, he may be quiet and
wreath upon the graves of fallen undemonstrative among strangers,
climate of southern California the pieces used In the decorations of the
No Previous Period of One's Existmorning-glory Is a perennial, growln - field of the cloth of gold.
heroes and cares for the widows and but let us hope he will thaw out as
Robespierre, the most famous and
ence May Be Compared With
orphans.
and blooming winter and summer.
he gets acquainted."
That One.
All honor to the Industries that
Consequently, the vines he planted fanatical of the republican leaders ot
A gathering took place and Mr.
bend their backs Under -the burdens Hudson was'-there. He thawed out
BOW form a mass of bloom and foliage the French revolution, was born there
Neither the beauty of spring
of war; lift the weight from the shoul- considerably, but not enough to esfrom the foot of the guy line to the In 1758, and later became a criminal
ders of the poor and build a bulwark cape censure. Tbe majority said that .
summit of the pole. By actual meas- judge and a member of the academy, flowers, nor the splendor of summer's
around the nation's credit.
urement this morning-glory skyscrap- He was one of the dandles and beaux harvests, equal the mellow affluence
his attitude belonged In a Hew York
of
Arras,
setting
the
fashion
in
clothes,
of
autumn's
glory.
For
personal
enAll honor to those who contribute drawing room. Miss Marian met him
er Is 20 feet In circumference, and Is
and astonishing the most exquisite joyment and exercise of the nobler
still growing.
to the necessities and administer to with a smile, but at the look of digthe comforts of the boys who are nity on his face She froze up and was
Naturally, the success of Mr. Long's with the richness of his laces and powers, human life Is at Its best after
Embden Goose.
marching; cool the fever of afflicted like an Icicle' the rest ot the evening.
experiment has resulted In imitation, dress. This Is difficult to believe fifty; and, If personal experience be
when oneB YlBlon
him lB
soldiers and kneel with the cross be- The mother was the only one of the
and guy wires all over the city are be-i
°f
always In the criterion, the writer would say,
in
place
with
the
knee.
Pick
the
side dying heroes.
tag similarly transformed Into real the bonnet rouge of the revolutionist, after sixty,
party who read the young man truly.
feathers from the body of the bird,
A dollar may fight Its competitor in After the guests had gone she Bald to
things of beauty. Several have ob- standing, with impassioned eloquence,
Not for command, or for executive then dampen the right hand and brush
tained a good start in Los Angeles; encouraging the people.
Initiation, neither for' animal pleas- "the body to remove the down. Leave business, industries may struggle for her daughter:
sad It now appears that the morning.
ures, nor for worldly amusements, nor about two inches of feathers on the supremacy In trade 'and occupation"!
"I Chink I can read Mr. Hudson
Woman Raises Rodents.
glory Is likely to* become as characfor easy conformity to the tyranny neck, and also leave feathers on the may view each other with envy or aright."
A
correspondent
of
"Table
Talk"
teristic of southern California as the
of social custom, but for pure delight wings at the first joint. Lay the suspicion, but when the bugle call*
"Then
you can read a rock!" was
tells of a Massachusetts woman who in the higher realms of happiness, no
they bury strife and rally around the, the sulky reply.
rose and polnsettla.
makes a good living as a breeder of previous period in life, no April, May, wings against the body of the birds flag, companions and friends, mess
■ "He Is acting a part ln being so
rats, dancing mice and guinea pigs. or even June or July of existence can and tie a string around to hold in posi- mates and chirms, all fighting for one
stiff and formal."
City's Physical Director.
tion. Place the birds, when picked,
The Idea was first started by the compare with Its glorious October.
flag,
one
cause
and
one
country.
"I shan't put myself out to enterMany cities might well profit by
in cold water for an hour or so to
purchase of a pair of the mice for her
The luxuries In life have always tain such a polar bear!"
Then are at their best the -treasi plump them; if they are ln the water
the exsmple set by Ishpemlng, a city
own
amusement
They
were
very
ures
ot
memory
and"ofiTope,
the'rleh
been
the
great
burden-bearers
In
gov
"You see if he doesn't begin to
of sbout 13,000 people. The state law
too long they are liable to bleach and
now in operation requires the board of prolific and while at first she gave tnfittM of intellectual culture, the become water-soaked. They are then ernment. We. will mention a few of thaw out soon. If he Is acting a part, '
education to employ a physical train- away the ybung, when she found satisfying pleasures of the mind and iced up In barrels ready to ship to them giving the annual contribution" as I believe he Is, he can't hold to
to the nation'sjtreasury: Liquor, $250. it many weeks. You'll see a change
ing director for the schools. The plan, there vAs a good market for them ae raptureg of ,Bltn. ^m thefle re- market.
she began to find more orders than sourees ,, gpread the ^le of life as
000.000; tobacco. $103 000.000; sugar,
introduced by the association's field
Young geese should be marketed be- $54,000,000; silks, $16,500,000; d'.a in him when be calls and finds us
neTer
alone."
w.ll
.
,.*
, .
before, and for the dally ban- fore cold weather sets in. It is much
secretary, includes the employment of
With an Invalid mother and in poor QUet at wnlch g!t, „
t the ln.
moods, $3 837000; millinery,'$2,479.
When Mr. Hudson had held the
s permanent worker to handle the
harder to dress a gosling In cold
health
herself,
the
necessity
for
earn<l»
friend
of
man.
000;
furs.
$2,024,000
and
automobiles
m
station six months all the people
physical training work In the schools
weather. The feathers set tighter,
lng a livelihood faced her and she de$870,000.
We
collect
$665,000,000
of
Life, as It lengthens ln perspective, and ln picking them tbe flesh is torn.
agreed that he had thawed out at
and also take charge of the recreation- cided to announce herself a breeder
Internal and custom revenue annually least one-half. This, they contended,
becomes more Interesting, and Its outal activities of the community. As the
of fancy mice. After a while she was look grander. There Is ever more
and
$450,000,000
of
«his
amount
class!-.
was
doing pretty wall, but it was not
system Is developed, a full time workasked so often to supply rats and that one wishes to live for, here or ERADICATE THE ROOST MITE f es as luxuries, and to -this amount enough to satisfy Miss Marian, who,
er will undoubtedly be required, but
guinea pigs for medical laboratory hereafter. If one has cultivated his
we should add the $100,000,000 w.irtax said to her mother:
the present plan Is working out sucuse that she had to engage a house- mind and taken a wider view of his- Insects Are Easily Exterminated by cow levied.
cessfully for the first year of the recre"When Mr. Hudson shows that he
keeper
to
run
her
home
while
she
The war tax Is Immediately effee la human as other men, maybe I
Use of Kerosene Oil—Prevention
tory and humanity, then for him the
ation program.—Chicago News.
looked after her unique kennels. drudgery of textbooks, the grammar'
ti^e.
Tramp!
Tramp!
Tramp!
th»
Better Than Cure.
shall begin to like him."
ThlB woman, Miss Lathrop, now em- and dictionary are largely over. He
industries are marching $100,000,00''
Queerly enough, there was evidence
Dangerous Corners.
ploys several men to run her farm Sees with clear vision where he once <By A. C. SMITH, Potiltryman, itnlver- strong and beneath the starry flai?
of it next day. He appeared at the
In rural districts, where all road ma- to raise crops, the.greater amount of
* slty Farm, St. Paul, Minn.)!
they
will
fill
the,treasury
again
whllhouse and challenged her. ttf ride wjtti
chines are allowed to clip along at which go to feed her rats, mice and groped to find a clue,. He enters Into
Roost mites are very common and
his intellectual inheritance. Where troublesome. When they become num- they shout, "Hurrah for Uncle Sam!" him on his new tandem bicycle. She,
25 miles an hour, corner gardens guinea pigs.
was
the
sowing
is
now
the
reaping—
accepted at once, and they had a fiveshould not be planted so that drivers
erous enough, they not only Infest
In every field of human activity the mile spin, to her delight. It Was resheaves borne where once tears fell. the nests but other parts of the buildmay not see across a small triangle
The Man of the Hour.
demand for more competent'men and peated In a few days, and they had
He
is
no
longer
the
heir,
under
tutors
next to the road Intersection. With
ing, especially cracks and crevices, as'
See the censor.
and governors, but tbe possessor of well as the roosts. They are much women Is growing every day Espe- been out half a dozen times, when
the coming of the automobile If has
He censors all the time—morning,
cially so in agriculture.
the sudden, terrific and awful change
been found necessary to modify many noon and night. When others are riches, of which no slump In. the mar- t„ke tlny svmn and are often oa„e4
she had hoped for took place.
of our Ideals In home building, and tbe taking their much needed rest he ket, no panics or national convulsions spider lice by poultrymen.
■!o?l
Home
prldTls
a-mighty
valuable
as
up-to-date designer or planter should keeps on censoring just the same. can rob him.—From "The House We
They were trying to get home beMites are easily exterminated by
Live In." by Dr. William Elliot Griffis. applying kerosene to all infested parts set, and the' frrmsi who has none Is fore a thundershower, when the bihave an eye to avoidance of accidents
War was becoming so well known
carrying
a
heavy
handicap
on
tie
cycle ran over a hog cm the highway,
at rural corners. Plant low-growing that there was grave danger »f Jts
of tbe building. They become numer- road to success
material back for at least 20 feet from getting to be unpopular. When we
and the riders were sent flying into
ous as soon as warm weather comes.
Lime
Mortar
Is
Ancient.
the corner and then a cluster of trees have discovered all there Is to know
the bushes. Marian was not much
As prevention Is better, than cure, it
Wort is the salve that heals the
The use of lime as binding material*
Is quite permissible and quite what
hurt. As,she tried to gather her wits
about a thing we generally lose Inter- for mortar originated in the remote pays to paint your roosts once every wounded heart one "auto" have.
she heard some one exclaiming. As
set In It. The censor was therefore past. It Is probable that some savages four to six weeks In winter time and
The
Skin's
Resistance,
she sat up she recognized Mr. Hudf called ln to fan the mystery. He when using limestone rocks to confine once every two weeks during the warm
Professor von Pfungen has been en- son's voice. As she dragged herself to
Hew Indiana Played Ball.
their fire notioec that the stones were weather. You will probably never see gaged with experiments in his laboraEllery B. Crane, librarian of the loves to keep everybody guessing.
her feet and hung'to the bushes she
Every censor has probably once changed by the action of the heat. A a mite ln a house so treated.
tory at Vienna upon the resistance saw him "belting" the hog with a club,
Worcester (Mass.) Society of Antibeen
an
editor.
The
main
business
passing
shower
may
have
slaked
the
which the human skin affords to the and heard him say:
quity, possesses a baseball which was
Fowls In an Orchard.
of editors Is to cut out everything m- lime to a paste, and they discovered
el«ctrlc current- He operates by passused by the Indians. It Is the size of
**—- your eyes, fake that!" And
terestlng.
Fowls running at large In an or- ing the current through the body from"
that
the
paste.was
smooth
and
sticky
a quarter ball, perfectly rounded.
To Be a first-class censor one must and was a better material than clay chard do an Infinite amount of good one hBnV'to"Se~otTeT"a'nd' measuring also: "Lie In the road, will you, yon:
Their glove was usually made of cownuisance?" And likewise:
hide and was shaped Just like a pock- be able to keep a secret. There are to fill the crevices In their crude ln the destruction of larvae, worms, the amount by a sensitive galvanom"Uncle Sam and his. old weather
eter.
dwellllngs, From this discovery it was beetles, bugs, etc.
et This pocket the fielder would at- no woman censors.
.'Censors owe their existence to vsar. but a step to ada/sand to tbe paste In
,
.
jjjg researches bear upon the rela- can go to Texas! I'm through with
tach to a forked stick In such a way
Good Cleanser.
j ,,„„ of aB gtata <# the nervous ays- this dignity nonsense 1"
that It would always remain open. Will they die- out or become obsolete! order to~produce Fmortar!
And when the girl reached homes.
■
■
Fresh earth in the dust bath will: tern to the electric resistance of. the
Then when they wished to catch a We cannot answer this question paraid materially to cleanse the feathers rWn. Bna he claims that nervous ex- she said.to her mother: "I shall be
fine drive they Just got in its way and fectiy, but judging from present indiengaged
to
Mr.
Hudson
within
four
V
*** Makes "Enemies,
and akin of.impurities, effete matter, itement of any kind lowers the proallowed their bag or glove to do the cations, we have an Idea that there
weeks!"
will always be censors.—Life.
.An "surnent usually shows not gad Una.
nower ot the skin to quits a
catching.
I
who Is right, but who Is the smarteBL
-. i slit.
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The household goods ot the late Henry Mlas Loring Talks to V. I. S. on the
Mitchell were sold at public auction by 1
Red Cross Relief Work.
the administrator of the estate, Charles
„. „ .
Ml
EVERY FRIDAY AFTERNOON,
X. Mitchell, on Monday. L 8. Woodis'
? Cathenne P- ^"H. «» Pride's
AT "
of North Brookfield was auctioneer.
, ™m«anK' ne«J °' the Massachusetts Bed
Journal Block, North Brookfield,. Mats
Cross Relief Work, gave an address in
The new heei andNtounter factory of banquet hall,-Tuesday afternoon, giving
HORACE J. LAWRENCE, Charles H. Clarendon in the Estey block! an account of conditions in the European
on Pleasant street, is in operation and war zone, explaining what articles are
ESITOB IXB PBOPJUBTOB.
the first order, one of 1000 pairs of top badly needed by the Bofferers and telling
1;00 a Year In Advance. lifts for the Fostei-Moulton shoe com- what the mempers of the society are doSingle Copies, S Cents.
pany, haa been completed.
mg to assist the needy and interest others
Address- all communiciftionB to BROOKFIELD
After long consideration the special in the caa8e- The le«'«re had been arrmsa. North Brookfield, Mass.
committee of the town has transferred 34 ranged by the district nurse committee of
'Orders for subscription, advertising, or Job
the V. I. S.^and about 60 women were
Work and payment for the same, mar be sent acres of pasture and,16 of woodland from
onset to the main office. North Brookfield or the town farm, to Herbert E. Richardson present. Miss Loring told of the foundto George W. McNamara. Brookfield
of West Brookfield, receiving $1400 for ing of the society, its growth in Europe
the land. The deed was signed by all and America and of how it is founded on
BROOKFIELD.
five of the committee, although two were two principles, Neutrality and Humanity.
on record as being opposed to selling the In times of war it assists all nations. It
'James P. Doyle of Natick, renewed achas nothing to do with healthy soldiers,
property.
quaintances in town the first of the week.
their purpose being to treat the sick and
An
Oakland
touring
car
caught
fire
on
&ev. Dr. Oharlton will address the
woundjjd. The articles most needed are:
the
state
highway
on
East
Brookfield
Hen's Club at Warren, Monday evening,
knitted stockings, bandages, gauze dressroad,
Monday
afternoon
and
was
conon Profitable Investment.
ing, flannel robes, pajamas, lung protect- '
siderably damaged before the flames were ore and surgical supplies. The wounded
RevE. L. Staples of Waterbury, Ct.,
extinguished by George A. Woodard, who and sick at the present time are in tent
will conduct services at tbe First Parish
chanced to come along with a Pyrene ex- hospitals on the field, and they must be
Church on Snndaf morning.
tinguisher on his car. The car was towed well protected, to withstand the severe
John L. Hughes returned Monday, to to the garage by Albert F. Douty with a
climate during the next few months. On
his work as instructor of chemistry, at pair of horses, and the occupants were
account of the long Balkan war, that reStorr Agricultural college, Conn.
taken to Worcester in Woodard's auto.
cently terminated, Servia needs more
Miss Margreta Hastings, of Shirley,
The Thanksgiving dance of Hayden assistance than the other nations, alpassed the week-end at the home of her Lodge, A. F. & A. M., at the town ball, though a great amount of work is being
parents, in Over-the-Hiver district.
last Friday night, was well attended. done for homeless and orphans in BelFive prize eight weeks old Berkshire The concert was from 8 o'clock until 9, gium. Excepting in England and Gerpigs, valued at (35, were stolen from the followed by dancing until 1 o'clock in the many, the surgical supplies are exhaustMusic was furnished'' by ed and must be procured from UniGeorge L. Twichell farm sometime last morning.
Hardy's orchestra from Worcester. . Dur- ted States. In many places no ether or
week.
ing the evening, there was an exhibition chloroform can be obtained to adminisThe pastor of the Methodist-church,
of modern dancing by Miss Ruby H. ter to the wounded, undergoing operawill have for the subject of his sermon,
and Roland G. Day, of Worcester. At tions. Miss Loring said that on Monnext Sunday morning, "Look up and Lift
intermission, landlord Philips of the Ar- day a cablegram from the workers in
op."
cadia Inn, served refreshments in ban- England, asking that $500 be forwarded
Miss Ethel Edwards, teacher of Over- quet ball.
immediately, to buy drugs, was received
the-River district school, will live at the
at headquarters in Boston. One of the
The
construction
crew
of
the
New
Enghome of Mr and Mrs Edwin H. Eaton,
nations now at war is in need at the presland
Telephone
and
Telegraph
company,
this winter.
ent time, of $500,000 worth of surgical
under the direction of Foreman F. K.
Mr and Mrs Thomas F, Murphy and Farnsworth of Worcester, this, week re- supplies. The Red CrosB supply division,
son George, returned Sunday, from a five moved the company's poles on Sherman at Washington, D. C, on appliction, yiiU
days,* visit among relatives in Pittsfield and Lincoln streets, and finished the send out directions for knitting woolen
i^tei)« and stockings and making warm
and Houeatonic.
work, the bulk of which was done some
lotliing for the soldiers in the hospitals.
SiinmerjH. Reed gave an address oil months ago, of shifting the wires to the
ffl:
~~~
'gumption," at the meeting of poles of the Central Massachusetts Klec
Annual Sale of Woman's Alliance.
Worcester Central Pomona Grange, at trie company, which are to be used jointly by the two companies. By this arGrafton, Tuesday,
nual Christmas fair of the
Fred F. Frsnquer attended the banquet rangement there will be but one line of
Alliance of the First Parish
poles
on
Sherman
and
Lincoln
streets.
of the Producer's club of the Mutual
ill be held in the town hall next
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December Sale
Women's Garments
and Fine FURS at the

VALUES
THAT
USUALLY
COME
IN
JANUARY

Richard Healey Store

RICHARD
HEALEY
COMPANY

Reduced 25 to 50 per Gent, in Price

SNAPAROON3

Z

library

1200 Smart Suits

1000 Winter Dresses

Women's Suits, Fnr Trimmed Suits,
Extra Size Suits, Misses' Suits, Long
and Short Suits, Tiiree-Piece Suits

DkESSES worth up to>$ 17.50
$10.00
DRESSES worth up to 125.00

SUITS worth up to $25.00

$15.00

$15.00

DRESSES worth up to $35.00

SUITS worth up to $35.00

$19.75

$22.50

SUITS worth up to $45.00

DRESSES worth up to $45.00

$25.00

$29.50

SUITS worth up to $50.00

$29.50

DRESSES worth up to $66.00

'

1500 Winter Coats

)

SUITS worth up to $65.00

$35.00

"

$35.00 j

Street, Storm, Auto and Fur Trimmed,
Coats—Carriage and Evening Wraps

COATS worth up to $17.50 $10.00
COATS worth up to $25.00
COATS worth up to $35.00 $19.75
COATS worth up to $40.00
COATS worth up to $55.00 $35.00

$15.
$25.

Extraordinary Purchase Sale of HIGH GRADE FURS
Fur Starts, $7,50 to $50. Fur Muffs, $10. to $50. Fur Coats, $35 to $200,
At One-Quarter and One-Third Less Than Regular Value
An Extraordinary Offering in High Class Furs at the Beginning of Winter, possible only
because the New York Furriers sold us their samples and surplus stock at a big reduction

RICHARD HEALEY CO.
I

MEN AND WOMEN WANTED
'to sell the most remarkable bargain in the magazine world this year.
Regular Price *?

EVERYBODY'S
-DELINEATOR
Total
*

$1.50
I.SO
$3.00

S

a

To One Person
A monthly salary and a liberal commission on each order.
Salaries run up to $250.00 per month, depending on the number of orders. Tkia work can be done in your spare time,
and need not conflict with your present duties. No investment or previous experience necessary. We furnish full
equipment free.
Write for particulars to

THE RIDCWAY COMPANY
Spring and Macdougal Streets,

New York

REAL HUMAN HAIR
GOODS MADE TO ORDER
SWITCHES, BRAIDS, TOUPEES,

ETC.

Made from Combing*.- We have pleased others,
let us please you.
:
.
:
.
:
New Method, SHAMPOOING and SCALP Treatment,
SWITCHER Made From Combings, tl.St.

5$ Cents.

Park Hair Store,
MISS J. E. MURPHY
t Charlton St., Corner Main, ('Phone Cedar 24»3 W) WORCESTER

WOR c E s TER
M A ss
Death of Mrs Rice.

Benefit Life insurance company, at State
At a meeting in banquet hall, Tuesday
Mutual restaurant, in Worcester, on last night, the Grange elected these officers,
Saturday.
for the ensuing year:—Master, Victor J.
Nelson; Overseer, Sumner H. Reed;LectThe Camp-fire girls will meet next
Monday evening, in the parlor at the urer, Mrs Augusta M. Huntington; StewMethodist parsonage at 7.30 o'clock, and ard, Richard Finney, Jr.; Assist, Stewthe Boy Scouts will meet at the same ard, Leon A. Gadaire; Chaplain, Miss
Teresa A. Mulveyj Treasurer, Miss May
hour in the pastor's study.
E. Hall; Secretary, Mrs' Elhert Bemis;
Christinas wreaths, cut flowers and Gate-keeper, Charles M. Thayer; Ceres,
bulbs may be procured at an attractive Miss Elizabeth Gadaire; Pomona, Mrs
booth at the fair of the Woman's Alli- Richard Finney; Flora, Mrs iSherman
ance in town hall, Tuesday, Dec. 8, after- Goodwin; and lady assistant steward,
noon and evening.
Miss Irene G. DuBois,
The Methodist church ladies held an
itl!-day meeting at the home of Mrs Geo.
L. Twichell, Thursday. The time was
passed sewing on articles for the annual
Christmas fair to be held in town hall,
AVednesday afternoon ami evening, Dec.
16.
Superintendent of, schools Henry H.
Pratt announced the first of the week,
that beginning Wednesday, the daily
sessions of the primary grade at the
Blanchard school, will be from 9 o'ejock
until ll, in the morning, and from 1 to
3.15 o'clock, in the afternoon.

'Jnitei noon and evening, Dec. 8. pens at 2 o'clock in the after, as usual, a great variety'of
fancy articles, also novelties,
flowers and candy will be on ealet at
prettily decorated booths.
Free admission to everyone in the afternoon.
The various booths will be in charge of
the following:—apron, Mrs William
Mitchell; candy, Mrs Charles Clarendon;
children's articles, Mrs Edwin H. Eaton;
domestic, Mrs George Bickueil; fancy,
Mrs Eilward B. Phetteplace; gentlemen's,
Mrs Claude H. Laflin; mystery, Mrs
Henry. IrwUi; and the table at which
Steamer Company, No. 2Khave decided laurel wreaths, cut flowers, berries and
to hold til.' Firemen's ball, which will he bulbs will be on sale will be in charge of
the 53rd annual of the Brookfield (ire Mrs Robert G. Livermore, assisted by
department, in the town halt, Friday Misses Martini and Lucy Philips and
night, Jan. 8, 1015.
This committee, Mm ion A". Warren. The decorations are
Willie C. Bemis, Linwood B. Wilson and of the Christmas colors, green and red,
Nelson Lucier, have been appointed to and will be arranged by Mrs Walter B,
have charge of arrangements and they re- Mellen. Supper will be served in banquet
port that the celebrated Collins singing hall from 8 to, 7.30 p. m., ill charge of
orchestra of Marlboro has been engaged Miss Martlla M. Farrelland Mrs Dwight
for the affair. According to the plan's G. Tucker, and the menu pro .'idee baked
there will be a concert from 8 to 0, fol- beans, fish cakes, scailoped tomatoes,
lowed by a grand march, then dancing hot rolls, doughnuts, pies and coffee, for
until 1 o'clock. The fire laddies are en- 25 cents. The sale continues in'the evendeavoring to make the affair a social ing and at 8 o'clock, there will be an enevent, long to be remembered, and ask tertainment in charge of Mrs Livermore,
the assistance of everyone in town. In Mrs Arthur F. Butterworth and Mrs
other places the annual fireman's ball is John McLauren, that will consist of musthe event of the winter season and there ical selections and the two-act play,
is no reason why it should not be here. "Little Men." with the following cast: —
The firemen are ready at all times of the ''Nan," Alice Laflin; "Daisy," Barbara
year to render assistance in time of need Heaiey; "Bess," Marietta Woodard;
and the patronage of the townspeople is "Nat Blake," Henry Mellen; "Tqmmie
Bangs," John Livermore; "Dan," Hardue them on this occasion.
old May; "Dennie Brooks," George
Selectmen Walter B. Mellen and Ar- Woodard; "Teddie," Robert Woodard;
thur W. Mitchell, in company with Law- •Mrs Bhaer, Miss Ruth S Vizard; "Prof.
rence P. O'Keefe of Springfield, division Bhaer," Henry L. Butterworth, Admisengineer for the B. & A. division railroad, sion to the hall in the evening is 10 cents.
inspected the new bridge over the tracks All are cordially invited to attend.

MrsLutiretiaCarter (Smith), ageil 77
years, 6 months and 0 days, widow of
Henry Elnathan fflce, died at her home
in the Rice Corner district at 2.45 o'clock,
Sunday afternoon, from chronic myocarditis. Mrs Rice had been iiffeeble health
for a number of years. .She was born in
On Monday night, the selectmen apTownsend, May 20, 1837, the daughter of | proved bills to the amount of $2500. A
Mr and Mrs/ Joshua Smith. She was
; pool room license was granted the Charles
married to Mr Henry E. Rice in Town| N. Buchanan and William J. McCarthy.
send on Dec. 5, 1859, the ceremony being
I They also voted to paint all the wood
performed by Rev. George Brown. Mr
| work, on*the outside of the town hall,
Rice died last October at the age of 84
| and will award the contract for doing
years. Mrs Rice had been a resident of
the job at a later date.
Brookfield tor the past 55 years and the
The new war revenue tax, that bfcame
last 36 years had made her home in tbe
house in which she died. She was a operative On Tuesday, affects the holders
member of the First Parish chuich. She of insurance, policies in that the insuris survived by one soli, Arthur H, Rice, ed, at present, pay the tax Of one half
and a daughter, Mrs i.ora Noyes, both of a cent for each dollar of the premium,
whom live at the home in Rice Corner. \ but according to the local agente the unThe funeral was held on Tuesday after- derwriters are endeavoring to have this
noon with services at the home at 2 so changed, that the insurance companies;
least of the station, Tuesday. TheBelecto'clock, at which Rev. Sherman tioodwin, will pay the tax.
.,-..,
men found that the agreement had been
pastor of the First Parish church, officia-: _,,
The property, ,n the Limerick diatnet, ra„ied outj Inaking t|)e ^^ altera.
ted. The bearers were George E. Allen,
owned
b,
Alexander
Anderson
was
con,i
;
on8 to the abutment at the north side
Victor J. Fdrtier,.William H. A. Hanson
veyed to Joseph Bruso, North Brookfield I ndi„ widenjnK the roadwaT at the
and George T. Pike. The burial was In
the first of the week. The property eon-1 northern app).0Bcbi .and th6y dedared
Brooklielii cemetery.
Funeral arrangesisteof a house, barn ami 11 acres" ol j that tho brfd
,eted meeta wUh
ments were in charge of Undertaker Kobland and IR asses*, for SrtOO. Mr iikl Wt entire 8aturfttction. A„ tnat „.
ert G. Livermore,
Mrs Anderson have left here for Pinebur, j main8 to ^ done is ^ the ^.^ rf
R,
The committee in charge of the annual Mississipp., to live on a farm they have'j from tbe reBldence of Har
purchased.
■ I Lamb
i to
. tne
*i. nu northern
-.,.
»_ with
,.L
T
Home Comers' reception at the town recently■* *
approach,
hail, Monday evening, Dec. 28, under
the direction of tne V. I. S., report that
Worcester Light Infantry orchestra has
been engaged to furnish music.
The
committee in charge are anxious to make
the reception as successful as those in past
years, which ba»e proved so enjoyable,
that the townspeople and many Christmas visitors look forward to the Home
Coiners' reception as the event of the season.

The funeral of Barton S., three year
old eon of Mr and Mrs Max E. Blenis, who
died on Wednesday, Nov. 25, as a result
of burns received th* day before, when
he fell into a pan of boiling water at the
Brookfield bakery, was held at 9 o'clock
last Friday morning, and the body wag
taken to West Brookfield, for burial in
Sacred Heart cemetery. 'little Barton
was a 'nigged, healthy chap, known by
sight, at least, to everyone in Brookfield,
as he was seen daily playing out of doors
with his little brothers, and his untimely
death has caused a feelingof sadness in
the hearts of all. Tbe sympathy of the
community is extended to the grief
stricken parents and family.

Miss Elsie HpmiRof East Brookfield, [trap rock. After the rock has been
began her duties, on ..Monday, as substi-.eruslied and rolled the work' which was
tute teacher in grades 4 and 5, Hodgkinsf under way since last August, will be comschool, succeeding.Mrs H. II. Pratt, who 'pleted. It is expected that the new
had been in charge since November 1, at fridge, which replaces the old wooden
which time, the regular teacher, Mwr one, that wag in service for 25 years, will
Mary A. Donovan of North Brookfield,! be thrown open to the, public, Saturday.
was granted a mouth's leave of absence The new wooden fence on both sides of
Young Men for Action.
to accept a temporary appointment in J the road at the( southern approach has
Young men are fitter to Invent thaa
the service of the state mininmum wage^been constructed by the Charles A. Rice to judge; fitter for execution than tor
commission.
j company
counsel,—Bacon.

1
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meanwhile what had he, himself, doawt.
"Come!" said Rowe roughly. "You not! Come on now, old lady, wake up Heavens! Last night, what had «•;,
never be anything to you hut a friend,
and
shuffle."
are
not
to
talk,
madame.
The
walls
and so It Is better to keep away from
He was about to lay bis hand upon said to her? What would.she think*''
speech of such things as can only nave ears. Keep silent I beg- We her shoulder when 8am gripped his The beloved of his friend—the friend,
oaiise us both pain. I like you well; cannot remain here all night and I forearm and gently pushed him aside. who had done everything for him—
that at least you know. Did I not have 'business of Importance In the Astonished at his guest's strength, the who had,benefited him beyond any!
dance with you tonight? I danced with other room. Pardon If we leave you husky Irishman stepped back, and What a traitor be would appear! Off
for a moment. You are perfectly safe."
no one else but you!"
course, hU.tove-maklng was the merest
Then, beckoning to Sancho, they watched while Hill gently awoke the Joke—nothing but a pretty game,
"Yes!" he said through his teeth,
old
woman.
left,
closing
the
door
with
care.
"But it must not occur again. It Is
"Awake, Nlta," eeld HiH. "Come, lit- played In an Idle moment; and when;
"Is she with us?" asked the latter as
too conspicuous, I tell you! We shall
tle blossom of the bramble-vine, our he started It he had not known it want
soon
as
they
were
outside.
Rowe
avoidbe observed too. closely, and thenshe who lay at the root and source of''
host la giving us godspeed."
ed meeting his eyes as he spoke.
trouble!"
Quickly she waa awake, regaining hia adventure! His love-making! He
"Certainly,"
said
he.
"Did
you
get
She was silent for a moment at this;
almost laughed aloud at the thought*
the reports that the government sent consciousness with that speed which Is of it Why, It was only In fun. And!
then:
a faculty of those who are old. With
"If you do not wish me to be noticed, him last? It is close on two months a grotesque gesture she straightened undoubtedly the Madonna Lady had unCPPyPlOHT /g" &Q&&3-MKSMU CO
why do you make me go about with since we have cornered one. Did yoa
the handkerchief upon her head, and derstood It so. It was Impossible that
you at times? It is seldom enough get those that were sent to him In the
had
never
been
aaked
of
De
Bush
begathering her shawl about her with she was serious! It was quite useless
country?"
8YNOPSIS.
that
I
go;
but
I
would
willingly
stay
for her to be so, at any rate. Pedrofore. But Pedro had smiled, and his
"No," replied the other. ,"I have one hand, she stretched the other was no lover for her.
at home altogether, and leave the
across
the
table
to
her
glass.
Pedro and the dancing bear, Mr. Jones, earnest starlike eyes had done the quest In your hands alone."
been trying to see you to tell you, but
At the thought he laughed merrily.
prevent a tramp from stealing a young rest. When Pell and Blaume ap"Oh, my Immortal soul!" she mat"Listen, Carmen," said he; "I shall I met with an accident and have been
lady's purse. Pedro's ambition to become proached them, the famous painter
But HOI could not know that Sup- .
tered, "just another little drop to keep
a painter spurs him to quit Old Nlta and
laid
up
with
a
broken
leg,
and
I
dared
again explain. We must appear norpose the painter were to hear of hlsv
the strolling bear danoers. Pedro, Old and the youthful one were chatting
out the cold, my handsome boy."
not
write.
Tonight
la
the
first
time
1
?lta and the bear trainers start for New like the old friends which Pell Instant- mal people—It is Indispensable, be"Nix," said the barkeeper, "out you Pedro's, attentions to Miss Vanderorit. Pedro paints a portrait tor a luncnlieve me! What would seem stranger have been out, and 1 only came In repool!
wagon man and so earns a meal for the ly assumed them to be. The boy's lack
go. This place is going to bed."
sponse
to
youf
urgent
note.
I
failed
to
Well, now that the little society item
company. Miss Iris Vanderpool Quarrels of timidity, and frank delight in his than that you should never leave your
With much grumbling Old Nlta
get the last ones. The daughter was
with her artist lover, Sam Hill, and they
rooms?
The
minute
that
anyone
does
started for the door, which was at the had revealed the true state of affairs,.
part She discovers In her father's desK new master's talk, charmed De Bush,
bringing
them
from
the
post
office,
and
the
least
unusual
thing
he
begins
to
there
would be no more flirting, that!
» portrait which she recognises as Oiat who was too well accustomed to that
opposite end of the apartment and beof Pedro, who rescued her from the purse
attract attention and suspicion. Those I tried to snatch them from her, when yond that leading Into the small room was assured. But a friendship was>
snatcher.
Hill, the despondent foyer, loneliness which is the fate often
a bear—a wild things-sprang out of
meets Pedro and Mr. Jones In Washing- forced upon the mighty by an over- who appear normal and uninteresting
into which Rowe had led his friends. surely another matter. He liked her'
ton square. Hill discovers talent in
pass unnoticed. Believe me, I am do- the bushes, and I made off without get- Still puzzling about the appearance of so much! Next to Leigh, she appealed)
Pedro's drawings and In a mad desire to respectful public The shaggy head
ting them.!'
to him more than any of bis new aclose himself, gives his studio and all in it was raised in leonine majesty to greet ing all In my power to locate your
The two crossed the tiny corridor the former. Hill buttoned his coat quaintances. He really must get toto Pedro In exchange for Miv Jones.
lover. With your almost total lack of
about him, and gathered up the bearPedro occupies Hill's studio and "tails on the reporter.
and
entered
the
main
room
again,
gotelgh, the sculptor, with a, latter from
"My young friend here has Just been English, It would be an Impossible
pole and chain, preparatory to follow- know her better. Then there was tha»
HflL Leigh, calling In return. In the al- telling me that he is occupying Sam task for you. Truly, I am beginning to ing directly to where a group of men,
ing her. Who the deuce was that man exquisite line of her throat; he simply!
ley bumps Into two men. one pf whom is
five
In
all,
were
seated
about
a
corner
Reginald Vanderpool, Iris' father. In <Of- Hill's studio," said De Bush. "H1U is think that he may be past finding."
—ah—no. It could not be—yes, by most paint It—a real Madonna, with/
table.
Her
voice
was
chilled
by
the
force
blue draperies about her head—a leaf
jrulse. Vanderpool's companion goes Into going to be away for a year. We Bhall
the basement of Hill's studio and talks
These persons all appeared to be Jove, It waa, though! One of bis ten- out of the book of the old masters, yet
of
control
which
Bhe
put
upon
herself
with Rlcardo, or Rowe. the basement miss him at the Players."
ants with whom he had scarcely
artisans
of
some
sort,
and
by
their
tenant, of a conspiracy against a foreign
"Will you be here all winter?" Pell as she replied:
epoken. A fellow who lived below the quick with life.
government.
Vanderpool; over vliom
"I have but one reason for thinking dress, none too prosperous. All, how-,
Just as he reached this amiable conRowe has a secret hold, la Implicated. inquired of Pedro.
ever, knew Rowe, although they gave studio. He put a supporting hand be- clusion the studio door waa flung open.
Benora Dauasa and her cUM. supposedly
that."
"Yes,"
said
he.
neath
Old
Nlta'B
elbow.
One
by
one
dead In an uprising, Rowe knows to sne
"Which is?" he queried, peering anx- him no special greeting. Leaning over
to admit the vlvacloua figure of a,
"What, In particular, are you going
•Jive. Pedro gains entrance to an artist a
In their midst, he spoke quickly In a the lights were being extinguished by young woman, all gold and pink and:
meeting at Mtlligan's and meets Iris to paint in America T" continued the iously at her through the gloom.
Mikey,
till
only
a
single
lantern
■gain.
"My letters!" she Bald hoarsely. low voice, again using Spanish.
white, from her fluffy head to the hemv
reporter. Whereat the Innocent and
"The senora is here," he said, "and burned near the exit.
unsuspecting Pedro launched Into an "Why does he not answer themT Do
"Hurry up, now!" admonished the of her trilled apron of lawn.
CHAPTER VII—Continued.
has
pledged
herself
to
our
cause,
as
I
This young person was Miss Cassie>
enthusiastic explanation of some of they not reach him? And If not for
promised you she would do. Bhe will proprietor.
Goodell, from the floor below—the.
what reason?"
"Going, Ireland; good night" re"You're new to this crowdJ" Baked hia pet theories.
receive you all In. token of her pledge,
"I
cannot
Imagine,"
said
he.
"As
you
young lady of the violets.
In the midst of these he spied Iris
the man at Pedro's elbow^
know, I have myself carried them to but do not talk too much to her, as she sponded Hill smoothly.
"Mornln', Pedro," she greeted him.
Just then the door to the little Inner
"Yea." Then brasenly—"A friend (for the moment seated alone) and, ex- the post with every care."
is 111, having fainted earlier in the
"I've come to do your rooms."
cusing himself, he made his way
room
was
opened
and
three
figures,
of Miss Vanderpoole."
"You are kind to me, Rlcardo," Bhe evening, and Is also agitated at this
"Impertinent!" he gasped, closing:
"Ah!" said the man. "She's a good toward her. As soon as his back was
adventure. She has come to you, as one of them the woman's, hooded and the door behind her. "How many
turned. Pell pulled out hia note-book said gently, laying her hand upon his
veiled,
appeared
directly
In'
their
path.
dancer!"
you see, at great risk to her reputaIn sudden gratitude.
times have I told you to knock before,
and began making jottings.
"How much, Mike?" said Rowe, step"Yea."
In an instant he had seized her hand tion. Let us spare her as much as
entering, ehf"
"Said he knew Leigh well. Hum—
"Not Bke the other, though; eh.
ping
forward.
Then
he
caught
sight
"As often as I come up!" she adfriend of De Bush. Great stuff, this! and covered It with burning kisses. possible."
of
the
old
woman,
and
stood
for
an
whatr
There were murmurs of assent and
mitted, making a raid upon the cigarWonder why I never heard of him be- Moaning, she snatched It away and
Instant
as
though
transfixed
with
-What otherT" asked Pedro.
drew back, shivering, into her corner. Yznaga, who was one of the men,
"Why, Ruth 8t Johns, of courie! fore?" he muttered, writing rapidly.
alarm. At the same moment Bhe saw ettes,
"I i will leave you!" she cried. spoke up.
"Some day you may be sorry I nsv
Then he slipped into his overcoat, and
his face, and her own became livid.
Didn't yon see It?"
"You torment me more than I can en"There
are
some
estimates."
he
said,
warned her. "Suppose I were not
"I came In late." Pedro explained. left hurriedly.
Rage, fear and hate were lurking there,
dure.
It
is
not
fair.
I
will
go,
and
"which
I
brought
this
evening.
We
clothed?"
Meanwhile Pedro resumed hia little
-Sorry I did not see it Tell me who
somehow, I will manage for myself."
can secure a fat bit of graft from the and shaking herself free of H1U, she
"Lord bless you, Pedro dear," she resome of .these people are," he added. flirtation, quite unconscious that Iris
sprang for Rowe, her old hands curled
"You
cannot
go!"
he
said,
forcing
Maxman
Anne
company,
as
well
as
plied amusedly, "I shouldnt die of the.
had been watching him all evening
"Who la the little man, the host?"
like
the
claws
Of
some
vicious
bird
of
her to desiet "There is something getting the Inventory as soon as he
shock, having posed In a pleasant
"Yes, that*s Don Milligan," replied with an increasing disturbance of the else. Do you know where we are
prey.
for it"
"have I smile myself for over five years-"
the man, seemingly not In the least heart How romantic, how charming bound tonight? Ah, there la a matter pays
"Devil!"
she
screamed,
"Have you them here?" said Rowe.
"Well, you knock next tints!" netsurprised at finding a, guest who waa a figure he appeared to her, he could on foot of deeper import than you
found thee at last?"
said excitedly. "I care, If you don't""
ignorant of the host's name. "He anre not guess; nor that the game he have guessed; and If you leave me "Let me see."
With an oath Rowe fended her oft,
She finished with the dishes and set
"Yes," replied the man, fumbling
la a nice little fellow—a corker, Don played so lightly was already In fan- now, you will ruin us. The matter to
his forearm striking her a stunning
herself to making the bed, after, asla. Not a bad painter, either, though way to become a serious matter In her which I refer, and upon which we are about In his breast pocket "Here they blow, and then, quick as a cat he overusual, vainly searching for toilet arare. Sit down a minute and look at
he's never done as good work since mind. She gave him her address and abroad tonight concerns our dear
turned the last remaining lamp, and,
them. We shall all have to go directly
ticles to put away. 'As ever, she marhe's married. Cant, of course. They asked him to lunch with her next day. country. More I cannot say at presseising the veiled lady, pushed to the veled anew at the nicety with which*
we have seen her. Mike will be closing
"Madonna lady, I will be there!" he
have a kid. you see, and they've got to
outer door, Sancho, who also seemed
ent
but
I
know
that
this
much
will
he
his personal belongings were kept to>
up."
lire. His wife's a wonder. Aak any said, as he helped her into her car- sufficient to your patriotic soul."
to recognize the old woman, preceding
With quick Interest Rowe spread the
contrast to his shabby housekeeping.
of the boys! That's Bell over there, riage.
and
opening
it
hastily.
Old
Nlta,
"I will stay, Rlcardo," she replied, documents, a martial list of rifles and
She soon finished what there was to.
Then he closed its door and allowed
talking to Oester, the sculptor."
stunned
by
the
blow,
fell
to
the
floor,
startled by his intensenese. "Indeed, ammunition, upon the table, and at
do and returned to the studio, just,
"And the tall man with the so sadly her to be whirled away, as she sat I can do nothing else. As you sayr, I
while H1U sprang at Rowe—but too
pausing to prink a hit before the mironce all seven heads were bent over
very erect with glowing cheeks. To
late
For
a
fleeting
Instant
the
Spandrooping necktie?" inquired Pedro.
have no money, no English; how could them, the talk sinking to a humming,
ror. As she entered, Pedro beckoned*
"Talking to Heskall's wife? That's herself Bhe was whispering with fast- I go? But promise me, swear once
lard's face could be seen, sardonic, unscarcely audible three feet away.
her.
beating heart "Have I found my
a hum poet named Nicholls."
earthly, In the white light from the to "Hold
again that no matter what affair may
out your arm a minute, CasBehind the bar sat Mike, adding up street, before he slammed the heavy
And BO he rattled on, saying the ideal?"
be
engrossing
you—what
politics,
what
his accounts. ; From his ledger he door to, catching Hill on the jaw with sie," he bade her, speaking without
Pedro gazed after the smart broughnames BO familiar to himself, BO sugsecret—that
you
will
not
cease
to
coming
out
of his absorption. "Nol
glanced at the wide pasty face of the the edge of It Then, he was gone with
gestive of success, BO otherwise mean- am, laughed slightly, frowned, snapped search for him."
clock opposite, and then at the group his companions, while over the dark so; the shoulder a little higher. That's*
"What's the
ingless to Pedro, who never looked hla fingers and said:
"I swear," said he eagerly.
at the largest table. Would they never
It!"
twice at anything unless It were ex- harm?"
"For him, and for that other, even go home? Their glasses were empty. turmoil and confusion iln the bar linThen he worked violently for a few
ceptionally good, and consequently
gered the echo of a laugh, mirthless
more
dear,"
she
added,
her
eyes
wide
Then
suddenly,
as
one
man,
they
arose
momenta.
„
CHAPTER VIII.
heard moat of these names for the
beyond
description.
and luminous.
"Rest" he said, then: "That's all.
and following Rowe (who was friend
first time.
"And the other," he repeated.
I'm not going to work this morning.
to Mikey by virtue of a fifty-dollar
CHAPTER IX.
Of Revolutionary Savor.
"By the way, what are your* asked
As though satisfied she leaned back bill), went to the Inner room. They
I've got an engagement tor the noon,
Meanwhile, ,the cab Into which the
the man, abruptly breaking off his
did not enter, but stood at the door.
meat"
The Lady of Mystery.
lady who had fainted had been carried, wearily, and dosed her eyes.
monologue.
At
last
they
approached
a
tiny,
woodShe turned to go, gathering up her
Mikey strained his ears to hear the,
Wrapped In a brilliant yellow bathand which Pedro had Been drive away
"Painter," replied Pedro.
en
building
only
a
single
story
in
gaily checked dish-cloths. At th»
"I'm on the Sun," said the man. from Milligan's door before he gained height that stood upon a corner. It lady speak, but whatever greeting she robe, Pedro was finishing breakfast
she paused.
"Theodore Pell la my name. Not here entrance there, was halted after it had bore the words, Summer Garden, in a uttered waa said In so low a voice as Having perched himself upon a high door
"Is she a good-looker, the, lady you'reto do this party, though. All friends gone less than three blocks, and the great gilt sign upon its slanting roof not to be articulate from where he Btool, he broke the rind of an orange
going
to lunch with?" ehe asked missat
Then
the
man
who
had
produced
with the tip of a palette knife, while
of mine here. Wouldn't be such a rot- directions thai had been given before edge. That guests still lingered Instaring contemplatively at a half-fin- chievously.
ter, you know. What's your name?" the assembled guests, changed to that side was evidenced by the warm light the paper spoke.
He wheeled toward her In surprise.
"We shall not disturb you, senora," ished canvas—one -of the many with
"I am Pedro," Bald the other with of a little unknown cafe opposite Cen- streaming through the opaque glass of
"Ah! I did npt say I was going toI such quiet assurance that the reporter tral park, and some five miles uptown. the crooked little windows, and by the he said, "for you are fatigued. We which the room was littered. Then he
merely wish to pay you our homage ate pensively, and when he had fin- llmen with a lady!" he exclaimed.
Without protest at the distance, or
made no comment, and searched his
presence beside the curb of two cabs
"So she Is pretty," said Caesle, witi*
ished, lighted a cigarette and opened
memory frantically, trying to place a even exacting the promise of a larger without drivers, the wretched horses, and assure you of our fidelity."
Again that low murmur, and then, the morning paper. From the front a pseudo-melancholy sigh. "Ah, mel"
well-known artist of that name. The fare, the cabby obeyed the order; the blanketed but cold, waiting In patient
Then she was gone, closing the door
one by one, all bowed and left save page sprang a piece of news that fairly
hoy spoke as if he said, 1 am Sar- cab was wheeled about and headed misery.
Rowe and the cab driver, who entered made him jump. The head-Une bore softly behind her.
northward.
gent." Who the devil could he be?
To
these
waiting
ones,
Rowe's
cab
"Hum!" said Pedro, etaring at the.
the little room, closing the door after hia own name.
Inside, against the cushioned wall
There waa a alight commotion at the
was added, and the driver, descending
NOTED 8PANI8H PAINTER HERE floor. "1 invited that! I must he belower doorway, and a splendid old Senora Deussa had laid her head, her from the box, opened the door and them.
"Aw, some funny things happens," Signer Pedro Has Taken 8. J. Hill's coming as awkward as a—"
cheeks pale, hut her wide dark eyes
man entered.
Here he stopped abruptly; put a
peered within.
said Mikey, not however, with any speStudio for ths Winter. To Pslnt
"Why, there is Rives De Rush!" ex- showing that she had returned to conYou'd better come quickly, Rlcarhand upon his lips, warning himself to
City SB It la.
claimed Pell. "Didn't know he came sciousness. She was a beautiful wom- do." he said. "It's getting late, and cial reference to humor. He stretched
This was the caption, after which sllenoe; took away the hand; found It
himself and yawned. "They'll be goan of mat rare type, a blonde Spaniard
herer
Mike wont stay open all night"
ing In a minute," he added presently. followed an Interview with himself, streaked with brown paint an*
"Ah! the great one!" cried Pedro. (than which there Is no fairer), and
The lady gave a little cry of surprise ""Glory be, they are the last"
based upon what he had said to PelL straightway fell to washing his bealthough she waa close to forty years
1 must speak to him."
and grasped her companion's arm.
Suddenly he stopped, remembering the young reporter, the night before, smirched oountenance with soap powAnd without further apology he of age, her slender graceful figure and Evidently the intrusion of the cabby
a couple who were seated In the semi- but considerably embellished "by that der of a peculiarly cleansing sort
rushed off, leaving the still greatly erect carriage made her appear young- was unexpected by her.
obscurity by the stove. Earlier In the gentleman's own Imagination. For sevpuzzled reporter staring after him and er. To the man beside her, she
"Who
la
it?"
ehe
gasped.
An hour later he was sitting down
evening these two and their bear had eral moments the reader was quite
repeating, "Pedro, Pedro—one of the seemed the very Incarnation of loveli"Look
close;
it
Is
Sancho,
cant
you
ness, as indeed she had always apentered the then crowded saloon, and overcome with amusement He, Pedro, at the noon meal" with Iris.
new Spaniards, I suppose."
see?" said Rowe. "He Is here on that
"For," she said, "father Is never
While still debating the matter, and peared in his eyes. He made a little matter of which I spoke.- There are though the throng had grown steadily the Impertinent, the unknown, the punctual; It we waited for him wa
motion, as if to caress her, but Instead
less, and the coins fewer, they had lin- mere student, thus advertised, thus
frowning over It, he was Joined by
other friends Inside, and I beg that
might wait until night"
■friend who was a writer and profes- of responding, she shrank back from you will enter for a moment, so they gered, loath to be turned out Into the hauled to fame! In writing the article,
In the oold light of day, and In tha
storm. Also they had bought so Mikey Pell had assumed the same sort of
sional model. This youth was named him silently.
"Madame, you must not sing In pub- may see that you are alive and well. let them remain, and now the woman, knowledge on the part of hur readers more formal setting of her own house.
Blaume, and came nearer to resembYour welfare means much to them."
an ancient soul, picturesque and hag- that he had himself assumed. Thus, Iris was finding It somewhat dintoult to
ling the Greek gods than do the gen- lic again! It Is very charming, but too
"Sancho In America!" the lady recontinue the romantic- Impetuous ateral ran of young gentlemen now- consrucuoue," he said In Spanish. "You peated as though dazed. "Have you gard, had* fallen asleep where she sat upon nothing, he had built the founda- mosphere which had oome so naturally
overcome perhaps by her last glass of tions of a reputation.
adays. He waa rather conscious of must not sing when we are In public" any news?" she then asked eagerly.
The lad laughed, and spreading the In the semi-darkness of tha MilUgans'
She replied In the same language.
this, and also prided himself on ac"Come Inside, gracious one," said rum.
"You must not try to touch me again
Her companion was a man of per- paper open before him on the table, balcony. He fascinated her beyond
quaintance with, or knowledge of,
the driver.
haps thirty-five unshaven, shabby In a lighted another cigarette and admired any of her acquaintances. Indeed, she
moat of the well-known creative peo- when we are alone."
She arose to obey.
had begun to consider him even more
Impatiently he dropped nut hands
suit of clothing that had originally hla name In print
ple of two continents. At hla approach
"Keep your cloak well about yon,"
Then an Item of personal Interest tenderly. Then there was that miniabeen of faultless cut and style.
an Idea occurred to Pell: He would to his sides.
"Will you deign to be reasonable?" commanded Rowe, as he assisted her
It was Sam Hill, but Hill so stripped caught his critical eye. Samuel J. ture in her'fathaf s desk! Where hadJ
make a test. Accordingly he sprang
be begged. "Let us keep to the sub- to alight "I have brought yon here of smugness, so shorn of vanity, and Hill, the eminent portrait-painter, it oome from? Was It of Pedro? So
Ins mine almost immediately.
because it is not safe for them to come
many mysteries were enough avan to
"Do yon know that Pedro la here to- ject It is essential to our cause that to us. There Is a reward out tor so sensitive to the true context of his whose engagement to Miss Iris Van- overcome that edict of etiquette which,
environment that his friends would derpool, the asphalt king's daughter, hade one conquer curiosity. Bhe reallynight*" he asked, watching Blaume we appear as the best of Mends—as Sancho, even now."
had been persistently rumored, had
brother and sister."
closely as he put the question.
They crossed the pavement and en- have been hard put to recognise him. gone South tor the winter; and it must know about him; even at cost of
"In public yes since you Insist"
At hla feet lay Mr. Jones, the bear,
Blaume had never heard the name
tered
the
little
hut
Inside
were
sevwould appear that the engagement, if signing curious.
before, but judging from the other's she Interrupted, "but when we are eral rooms, tor the place was more asleep, and between his teeth he
"Ware yon born In Spain?" ana.
any such existed, had been broken,
tone that the person referred to was alone there is no need to maintain the rambling- than appeared from the clutched a short blackened pipe of
asked.
one with whose accomplishments It farce. You have no right whatever to front; and after a quick greeting of ctoy. On the table at his hand a liquor tor reasons unknown.
"No," said he. "Have you seen Dei
Again appeared Slgnor Pedro (C, E.
was proper to be familiar, be simu- lay hands upon me. It Is a breach of the rosy-cheeked •Irishman behind .the glass of brandy stood untouched. To
Bush's exhibition at Knoedler's gallery!
trust-"
himself he was saying, apropos of Pedro, this time, for reason ungueeslated knowledge.
"Forgive me," he answered qutt*> bar, they crossed the sanded floor to Rowe: "Now who the deuce Is that able), who had taken Ms confrere's yet?"
"Ton don't say so!" he exclaimed In-Not yet," she replied; "I auppoe*
humbly, "I—forget sometimes, because a smaller apartment beyond. As soon man? Where have I seen his rascally studio for an indefinite term.
terestedly. "Where is he?"
as the door had closed behind them,
Pedro put the paper down and gave you know all the galleries well. Of
"Down there talking to De Bush," you drive me mad—especially when I the lady, clasping her hands fearfully, face before?" Then Mikey advanced.
"You'll .have to get out of this, yon his yellow robe an extra told about haven't you been here before?"'
replied Pell, confirmed in the idea that waits with yon as tonight Carmen, glanced from one to the dinar of the
"This is my first visit to New York,"
two," he said sharply; "come on now, him before stoking Into a reverie.
fee had hitherto overlooked a celebrity. it la not without reason that I have men In manifest anxiety.
Ah! this explained much—Hill's sud- he replied, and then, as she waa about
rouse up and be off with you!"
"That young fellow?" cried Blaume. served you these many years; yon
"What
word
have
you,
Sancho?"
she
to
apeak again, he held up his hand,
Without otherwise moving. Hill took den anxiety to leave town, hla unhap"Why, rd no idea he was such a kid!" must—you do know that H is because asked of the driver. Before replying,
plnesa. hia reckless generosity to the frankly stopping her and looking
I love you! And this being- constantly
up
his
glass
and
drained
it.
"Nor I," replied Pell.
together, though it has not made my the man glanced at Rowe, as if for in"You've a snug berth here," said he. first needy stranger whom he mat straight Into her-ayei.
Whereby Pedro became famous.
structions. Almost Imperceptibly the
(TO BH OONTINUKID.)
At that particular moment he was plight less hopeless, has not made it latter shook his hssd without being -Why not let us sleep the night by These two had some silly quarrel, parhaps. It could not have really bees so
your
stove?
It's
snowing
now,
and
we
extracting a promise from the great easier to endure."
Dally Thought
serious as they apparently made It
1 did not mean to seem ungrateful, observed by the white-faced woman.
man to come and see his work, with a
A wlda^praadlng, hopeful dispo"None," said Sancho, "except that are honest folk. You'll find nothing Why, never were two people more
Rlcardo,"
she
answered
softly,
pa
view to giving a regular criticism. The
we are almost certain that he Is still missing In the morning."
ideally suited to each other, or he, sition Is a good umbrella In this «■]•>
sheer audacity of the request was thetJcally even. "Indeed, I know you alive; our own government. In fact , "That's a good one," laughed Mikey.
Pedro, was no Judge! And In the Of teTS.
serve
me
well
and
why—but
let
us
"Let
you
sleep
here,
Indeed!
I
guess
probably what obtained the desired
has communicated with him recently."
BMOsent. Such • thing. In such a way. drop this too painful subject V
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INSANITY BOARD
REPORTJSSUED
One Person Insane to Every
260 in Massachusetts
ONE IN 200 CARED FOR
Number

of

Commitments

for

Year Is Larger—First Cases
of Insanity Total
3108.

Boston—One person out of every
210 residents
of
Massachusetts
was under the care of the state board
-of insanity on Oct. 1, 1913, as shown
■by the board's 15th annual report. Of
the 17,049 cases cared for by the
•board 13,766 were Insane, 2406 were
. feeble-minded, 649 were epileptic and
159 Inebriates. The report showed
that there was one Insane person to
-every 260 In the commonwealth. The
Increase of the insane under care for
the year was 401, against 451 the
previous year.
All admission of mental patients to
public Institutions and the McLean
hospital were 4051, compared with
3350 the previous year, an increase
■of 701. They comprised court commitments as insane, voluntary admissions
of the Insane and voluntary admissions of mental patients who were
-classed as sane. All voluntary admissions numbered 636, while the .emergency commitments totalled 24, an
Increase in the latter Instance of 8.
First cases of insanity appeared in
public Institutions and the McLean
hospital to the number of 3108, an in■crease of 448 over the past year! Of
all the commitments approximately
79 percent appeared for the first time
in any institution for the insane. One
insane person came under care tor
ihe first time from' every 1152 of the
-estimated population. The nativity of
such first cases does not differ materially from the percentages of previous years; the ages vary but little.
The localities where the patients
resided at the time of commitment
.and where Insanity developed in the
main show that the country districts
furnished relatively fewer cases than
the more populous centres. The cities
and towns of more than 10,000 Inhabitants comprised 74 percent and the
•country districts only 26 percent.
The causes of insanity assigned by
-the physicians of the hospitals were
physical in 1928, mental in 142, unknown in 1036 and not insane In 12,
•Congenital causes were assigned to
."7.79 percent, heredity alone In 4.05
percent, /with other causes 11.90 per«ent; alcoholic Intemperance alone in
13J6 percent, with other causes 4.50
percent, making alcohol a causative
factor In 18.46 percent; senility In
11.45 percent; coarse brain lesions In
10.33 percent, and syphilis In 8.72
percent. These six causes' were operative In 72.70 percent of this year's
first cases of Insanity.
The curability of mental disease In
.first-year cases was practically the
time as last year. The mental dls«ase was classed as curable In 699,
or 22.49 percent, compared with 23.68
percent the previous year. According
to the report certain forms'of mental disease occur with great frequency. There was manic-depressive In
11.94 percent of this year's first cases,
and in 63.07 percent of the lormn of
mental disease classed as eujrable.
There was acute alcoholic insanity
In 6.92 percent of first cases, and in
30.75 percent of the forms classed as
durable.
The duration of mental disease previous to hospital treatment was less
than three months In 959 oases. The
results of mental disease show that
$20 recovered, 365 were capable of
self-support, 560 were Improved, 492
not Improved and 70 not infane. The
recovery rate for the whole state
was 13.52 percent of commitments,
compared with 15.08 percent the previous year. The death rate of the insane for the whole state during the
year was 80.1 per thousand of the
whole number of persons
treated,
compared with 74.3 the previous yea*.
The entire number of the feebleminded was 2406, being one such person to every 1488 of the estimated
population of the commonwealth. The
increase in -feeble-minded was 77,
compared with 295 the year before.
The epllept|c under care were 1436,
or one such person to every 2493.
The number of-lnebrlates being cared
for was 160, or one Inebriate to every 22,380. The decrease of Inebriates
under hospital care waa 54, compared
wKh an increase of 17 the previous
year;
Mrs. Springer a Suicide.
•Marlboro—After an autopsy Assistant Medical Examiner John J. Kelley
pronounced the death of Mrs. Walter
C. Springer, whose body was found
In Fort Meadow pond, due to suicide
by drowning.
Mrs. Springer disappeared from her
home, 136 Church street, the night or
Nov. 17, and since that time the police and a large number .of citizens
have searched the surrounding country for her. Thursday the pond was
dynamited with the result that the
body came to the surface. It was discovered beneath the ice by Deputy
Sheriff A- i- Adams.

LOW WAGES PAID
CANDY MAKERS
Minimum Wage Commission Says
Half of Girls Employed Get Less
than *5 a Week.

Boston—When you pick a luscious
chocolate cream from a box of bonbons or sink your teeth Into a mellow
caramel you doubtless seldom stop to
think about how many hands that
single piece of sweetness has passed
through and how small the wages are
of those who work In candy factories for the delectation of your palate.
Girls who make Candy get small pay.
Half of them get less than S5 a week,
or the price you pay for five pounds
In the retail shops. Some of them do
not earn more than S3, or perhaps,
a fraction more.
In an exhaustive report on women
workers' wages In candy factories in
Massachusetts, the minimum wage
commission calls striking attention to
the small pay girls get for making
delicacies. Floor workers, who are
the Jeginners In the business, average a little better than $3 a week,
while dippers, who are considered experts, do not get more than $8 and
often $7. Half the. total number ol
girls employed get,less than $5, and
those who have worked at the trade
as long as 10 or 15 years seldom have
more than $9 to contribute to the sup*
port of the family.
The majority of the women candy
workers are less than 21 years old,
and -about one-third are under 18.
Many .of them stay In the work a
long time, but, as in most female employments, there Is a tendency to
drop out and let the younger step In.
This leads to a shortage In skilled
labor, and the commission points out
that this may be one of the factors
which make the average wage so low.
Then, too, candy factories dp not keep
running all the year round, although
52 weeks have been taken for making
up the weekly average for a year.
They always close after the New
Year and Christmas holidays, and are
idle again for a few weeks in the middle of the summer.
The commission has also made a
short report on the employment of
women and girls In laundries. Here
conditions are slightly better, but not
much. Slightly more than one-half
the workers earn, on an average, less
than {6 a week during those weeks
of the year when they are at work.
The lowest wage paid Is $4, and the
highest $9. But a very sipall proportion, about 8 per cent in each
case, get the minimum and maximum
wage. Shaking Is the lowest paid occupation of those listed, and catching
and folding, flatwork, ironing and
feeding are not much hlghek\ Bosom
press operating is the highest paid
operation, and Inspecting and coat
folding bring in better money than
any of the other operations of a modern laundry.
RADIO BOAT OF YOUNG HAMMOND PROVES SUCCESS.
Army Officers Convlncsd Torpedo Can
Be Directed By Wireless.

Gloucester—John Hayes Hammond,
Jr., whose wireless experiments and
triumphs have gained him international prominence, has achieved further
honors and distinction with his radiosteered torpedo boat, which has set
army and navy officials thinking, and
it may upset to a great degree the
methods of modern warfare. In the
opinion of the special commission of
army ^officers Bent here to observe
Hammond's recent experiments, his
torpedo invention Is a success, a war
marvel, useful for offence as well aa
defence. The commission which has
made the observations at Lookoul
Hill consisted of Col. R P. Davis,
Capt Francis J. Behr and Lieut S
M. Decker.
The report of Capt. Behr, who wai
detailed for several months at the
Hammond station, is awaited with
great Interest, Inasmuch as It will
prdbably contain some important
recommendations, based upon the die
coveries made by the young "wizard
of the air." Mr. Hammond will saj
nothing about his experiments. He
does not believe It proper, Inasmucl
as^he United States government will
first pass upon them. This one thing
is known: the army officiate are highly enthusiastic over the Hammond
radio craft, which Is controlled by the.
"unseen," and this new offensive weapon must be reckoned with both by
coast fortifications and warships.
No Liberties for Pomeroy.

Boston—The pardon committee of
toe-executive council has voted to re*
Ject the recommendations of the
Prison Commission that Jesse Pomeroy be permitted greater freedom
than he has been having at the State
prison in Charlestown.
The action of the committee was
taken after hearing the story of a
brother of one of Pomeroy's victims.
The witness said his 12-year-old sister was lured into a cellar of the
store kept by Pomeroy's parents, was
murdered and her body burled.
"I have no desire to make the
poor fellow suffer unnecessarily," he
said, "but I feel that it Would be extremely dangerous to allow Pomeroy
any liberty whatever. He is ingenious and probably would make his
escape, and no one knows what the
consequences would be."
Drops Dead While Playing Golf.

Lawrence—After finishing the first
round of a foursome at golf, Richard
Garden, 65 years old, collapsed from
heart disease and died almost immediately.

BITTER 3-DAY FIGHT
BOARD TO END
REAR ADMIRAL
BROKE RUSSIAN RING COLORADO STRIKE
MAHAN IS DEAD
f
Overtax of Studying Present Kaiser's Forces, Despite Terrific Losses, Hold Fast, and Seth Low of New York Heads
Arbitration Commission
Plan a New Offensive in Poland and Belgium
War Hastens End
WAS

NAVAL

AUTHORITY

CZAR'S ENVELOPING MOVEMENT IS UNSUCCESSFUL PRESIOENT , WILSON

Author of Works Used as Naval Text.
books Throughout World—Books
Said to Be Cause of Kaiser's
' Policy.

Washington—Rear Admiral Alfred
T. Mahan, U. S. N., retired, acclaimed
in naval circles aB the "greatest modern writer on naval strategy," died
at the naval hospital here Tuesday,
aged 74 years. Death wag caused by
heart trouble.
Admiral Mahan had greatly overtaxed his strength in a study of the
present great European conflict and
it is thought that the many long
hours he devoted to following the
naval operations of the belligerents
probably caused the breakdown which
hastened bis end.
In the early stages of the present
European war. Admiral Mahan, whose
works are naval text-books the world
over, discussed for the newspapers
the Bigniflcance of the various naval
mantuvers. He gave up these activities when President Wilson issued his
proclamation exhorting navy and army
officers to desist from anything resembling a partizan discussion of the
conflict, In order that the position of
the' United Statee might be one of
strict neutrality. He did not, however, relax his close observation of
all that went on In Europe.
Naval War College President.

Capt, Mahan was president of the
Naval War College from 1880 to 1889,
and again from July, 1892, to May,
1893. He was appointed president of
the commission for selecting a site
for a navy yard on the northwest
coast in 1889, and was on special duty
in the bureau of navigation from 1889
to 1892. He was in command of the
Chicago from 1893 to 1895, and was
retired from active service upon his
own application In Novemiber, 1896,
making his home in New York City.
In May. 1898. during the war with
Spam, when he was In Rome at work
on bis book, "The Naval History of
the War of 1812," he was ordered
home to duty as a member of the
Naval War Board, and in 1899 he was
appointed by President McKtnley one
of the American delegates to the
peace conference at The Hague. Not
Until 1897 was he made rear admiral
on the retired list <by special act.
Marian's Works Said to Be Cause of
Kaiser's Policy.

Now York—It has been said of Hear
Admiral Mahan that his works on the
Influence of sea power on world history are responsible tor the German
Emperor's naval policy' and have had
a more profound Influence on the
trend of the naval thought and action,
not only In the United States ana
Germany, but in Great Britain and
throughout the world, than the writings of any other man of his day.
In naval circles the world over his
contributions on this great subject
have been hailed as almost epochmaking. Hie works have .been translated into German by order of Emperor William, at whose behest they
have become text-books for the German naval officers.
Mahan first acquired fame to 1890v
by the publication of "The Influence
of Sea Power on ,Hlstory, 1660-1783."
This work, like the one which followed It, "The Influence of Sea .Power on
the French Revolution and Empire,"
won Immediate recognition
from
statesmen, historians and naval strategists in Great Britain, Continental
Europe and Japan.
MAYOR ASHLEY DEFEATED.
Northampton Goes "No"—Five Mayois
Re-Elected,

Boston- -The shift of Northampton
from license to no-license was the
only change on the liquor license
question recorded in the elections
which took place In eight Massachusetts cities Tuesday. In all other
cities except Marlboro, the figures indicated a decrease In license sentiment,
Qulncy and Waltham, the only two
no-license cities voting, increased the
margin of victory over the license
forces. The cities voting for license
were Fltchburg, Holyoke, Marlboro,
New Bedford and Plttsfield.
The feature of the mayoralty contests was the defeat of Mayor Charles
S. Ashley of New Bedford, who has
been the city's chief executive IT
times. Edward R Hathaway, a Fusionlst candidate, was elected by a majority of ISO votes.
Five mayors were reflected: Benjamin Cook, Citizen, In Fltchtmrg;
John H. Woods, In Holyoke; Thomas
H. O'Hailoran, Democrat, in Marlboro; William H. Feiker, Republican,
in Northampton, and Thomas P,
ICearns, Democrat, In Waltham
in
Holyoke no party designation acpearn
on the ballot.
Among the new mayors elected,
Coester I. Campbell, Republican, won
by a wide margin over three opponents in Qulncy, the contest bringing'
out on unusually heavy vote.
In
Plttsfield, Oeorge W. Faulkner, Republican, defeated Mayor H. J. Mooro
for re-election by more than 1300
majority.

Berlin, (via wireless' to London).—
Referring to the last Russian communication German headquarters says:
A great story of success for the
German troops has come to light
in the fighting near Lodz. The
German forces were operating
against the right flank and in the
rear of the Russians when they,
in their turn, were attacked by
Russians, who pressed , them
hard, coming from the east and
south.
The German troops turned from
the Russians with whom they
were engaged and fought a very
bitter three days' flght and broke
through the Russian ring.
In
doing so they brought with them
12,000 prisoners as well as 25 guns
and only lost one German gun.
The German losses naturally
were not small, but they certainly
could not be described as "awful."
It Is reported from Posen that
the Austrian Emperor has telegraphed hlB congratulations to
OPleld Marshal von Hindenburg
and appointed him Chief of Infantry Regiment No. 69.
1,000 BRITISH SOLDIERS
WILL LOSE FROZEN FEET

London.—Officers invalided home
from the front state that there are
at present about 1,500 British officers
and men suffering from frozen feet in
the base hospitals In and about Boulogne.
Fully 1.000 of this number must
have one or both feet severed, owing
to the deadening of the nerves, which
makes futile all attempts at treatment. Chilblains and frostbites have
been depleting the ranks worse thau
bullets and shrapnel, and once a man's
foot Is frozen he Is through, as far
as fighting-is concerned, for the rest
of the war.

JOFFRE IN ALSACE;
SAYS' "WE'LL STAY"
Tells

Inhabitants

of

Thann

conquered Territory

Re-

Is

"French Forever."

Paris.—The Bulletin des Armees
describes a recent visit of Gen. Joffre
to the district of Alsace occupied by
the French. Gen. Joffre Went to the
town hall of Thann, where he was
received "by a handful of Inhabitants
who had carried on affairs In the
arrondissement since August, providing for the municipal administration
out of their own pockets. The General made an address, in which he
said:
"We have returned definitely. You
are French forever. France brings
you, with the liberties she has always
represented, respect for your liberties, convictions and customs. I am
France; you are Alsace. I bring you
France's embrace."

BATTLE

IN POLAND
DEADLOCK.

REACHES

London.—The fighting In Poland
continues without decisive result.
Petrograd admits unofficially that the
Germans by desperate valor broke
through a Russian trap at Lodz, but
insists that the Kaiser's armies are
broken and that retreat is all they
can hope for.
Berlin announces officially that a
German army has begun an attack
south of the Vistula, toward Lowlcz
but says nothing of the battle at
Lodz. Unofficially, it Is asserted that
the German armies are in a much
more favorable position and that a
new advance on Warsaw can be expected from Marshal von Hindenburg.
Operation in Bellgum and France
are desultory and unimportant, with
no development apparent of the expected German attack at Arras.
Crown Prince.Frederick William of
Germany says in an Interview that
"undoubtedly this is the most stupid,
senseless and unnecessary war of
modern times."
He declares that
Germany was forced to flght. He aBks
if It is possible for Americans to believe that he is capable of stealing
art treasures or sanctioning looting.
Gen. Joffre, commander In chief of
the Allied armies, tells the newspaper
correspondents at Meaux that "this Is
a war for humanity, and the final
triumph will be ours." France will
do her duty until final success comes,
he adds.
^France adds to tthe- color scheme
of documentary explanation of the
causes of the war by issuing a Yellow
Paper, which places the responsibility
upon Austria and Germany, and states
that Great Britain, Russia and France
were ready to adopt means of settlement, but were rebuffed by the Germanic Allies.
There is a report in Montevideo
that a British fleet and a German fleet
are not far apart in the South Pacific.
King George of Great Britain Is In
France. He spent the day visiting
British wounded in French hospitals,
in company with the Prince of Wales.
BIG GERMAN FLEET
PREPARING IN BALTIC
Getting

Resdy to Strike at Russian
Ports and May Attack
Petrograd.

ACTS

Charles W. Mills of Philadelphia and
Patrick Gilday of the Pennsylvania
Miners'. Union Also to Serve—
Operators Reject Proposals.

Washington. — President Wilson
named a commission of three composed of Setta Low of New York,
Charles W. Mills of Philadelphia, and
Patrick Gilday of Clearfleld, Pa., aa
official of the Mine Workers' Union.
to death with the Colorado coal strike.
The announcement of the commission
j was accompanied by a statement from
'the President in which he expressed
I disappointment that Ihe mine opera1
tors had rejected his proposals heretofore made for the settlement of the
strike.
The President says he does not feel
like withdrawing the troops from the
scene of the disturbance without making some effort to bring about an
amicable settlement and he has accordingly named the commission to
( deal with the situation. The President took this course without consulation with the operatives. The
statement follows:
"The strike of the miners in Colorado which has now lasted tor 11
months has attracted the attention
of the whole country and has1 been
accompanied by many distressing and
tragical circumstances. The mediation of the government of the United
States was offered early in the struggle but the operators of the mines
were unwilling to avail themselves of
it.
"It became necessary to send Federal troops to the district in order to
preserve the peace, but their presence could of itself accomplish nothing affirmative. After long waiting,
therefore, and the disappointment of
many hopes I ventured to propose a
plan of temporary settlement, to be
put into operation for a period of
three years.
"The striking miners promptly accepted it. but the mine'operators rejected It, saying that they objected to
its most essential features; namely
the proposed arrangements by which
the miners might state their grievances through a committee and by
which differences might be settled by
reference to a commission appointed
by the President of, the United States.
"I have therefore determined to appoint the commission contemplated In
the plan of temporary settlement, and
thus at least to create the Instrumentality by which like, troubles and
disputes may be amicably and honorably settled in the future.
"The members of tbe commission
will place themselves at the service
alike of the miners and the operators
of the mines in Colorado in case controversy between them should In the
future develop."
The President's statement makes It
cleafthat the commission is appointed
to deal, not with the existing, but
future* differences.

Copenhagen.—The German fleet is
becoming more lively In the Baltic.
Scandinavian and Russian dispatches
indicate that preparations are being
made for striking a blow atsthe Russian ports. The Germane, it Is 'said,
even Intend to enter the Gulf of Finland and may possibly bombard Petrograd.
It Is reported here from eeveral
sources that there te a great concentration of the* German fleet and German transport steamers along the BalAUSTRIANS CAPTURE
MEXICAN PRESIDENT NO. (
tic coast. The German warships, it
35,000 RUSSIANS
is said, are being withdrawn from Kiel
to strengthen the Baltic squadron op- Gonzales Proclaims Himself the ProVictory at Homonna Is Greater Than
erating northward in the Gulf of Bosvisional Executive.
Was at First Supposed,
nia.
Washington.—A new aspirant for
Vienna Announces.
Presidential honors In Mexico was added to the list upon the receipt of adBerlin.—It is officially reported from
vices that Gen. Pablo Gonzales, one
Vienna that the Russian defeat in the
of Carranza's divisional chiefs, has
battle of Homonna, in Hungary, thirproclaimed himself provisional Presity miles northwest of Unghvar, was
dent of Mexico and has named a Cabgreater than at'first supposed.
inet
"The enemy's position," says the
This report received officially here
official statement, "was surrounded
comes from Queretaro, where Gen. Guand both our wings directed flank at- The German Crown Prince, in ths tierrez, the Aguascalientes conventhem to beat a hasty retreat, with a . first interview he has granted to tion's choice for President, has estaban American correspondent, said
loss of 1,000 killed or wounded and
lished himself. According to this inGermany had been forced Into war
1,500 men made prisoners.
formation Gen. Gonzales is at Pachuca
by Great Britain. He praised the
"The total number of prisoners takwith his forces, said to number about
French soldiers and expressed suren by the Austrians in the fighting in
8.000
men. Pachuca is about fifty
prise
that
the
American
public
was
Poland is 35,000.
miles north ot Mexico city.
not more sympathetic toward the
"Archduke Frederick, commanderGermans.
In-chief of the Austrian army, congratulating Field Marshal Paul von Berlin announced that the three days'
2,400,000 SHOES FOR ALLIES.
battle near Lodz, which the RusHindenburg* on his promotion, emsians claimed as a victory, was realphasizes the unvarying harmony
New England Factories Get Big Orly a great German triumph.
which exists between the Austrian
de- to Supply Troops.
Official
reports have been received of
and German armies."
successful skirmishes with Boer
Boston -An order for more than
rebels at Edenviile and Bothavllle 1,200,000 pairs of shoes for the Allies
»7,000,000 A MONTH
in South Africa.
Several of the has been received by firms la Boston
LEVIED ON BELGIUM
rebels were killed and 127 were cap- within the last few days. 700,000 pairs
tured. Large numbers have surren- ot that number being turned out from
The Hague.—The German Governdered.
the factories of the Endicott-Johnson
ment has levied on Belgium a war
tax'of 35,000,000 francs (S7,O00,000) According to records 16 German gen- Co. H. W. Endlcott, New England
erals
have
either
been
killed
in
batrepresentative of the concern, made
a month in addition to the fines imtle or have died from wounds since the anouncement.
posed upon cities. The Military Govthe beginning of the war, and seven
Besides the orders received by the
ernor of the Province of Brabant callgenerals have also died from di- Endicott-Johnson Co., the H. W. Moed a meeting of bankers and told them
Blwain Co. together with several
sease.
this decision.
He .stated that the money would be Berlin announced the capture of 9,500 small manufacturers throughout New
more Russian prisoners, and Vienna England have received orders from
spent for the maintenance in Belgium
claimed a great victory In Hungary. foreign government representatives.
of an army of 250,000 men.

EPITOME OF
WAR NEWS

BRITISH WAR LOAN A SUCCESS.
Despite $1,750,000,000 Offering Allotments Are Cut Down,

London.—The statements concerning the success of the $1,750,000,000
war loan have been officially confirmed.
The largest banking applicants will
get a small percentage.
The city places the total applications for the new loan of £350,000,000
($1,760,000,000) St £365,000,000 (tl,816,000,000). These bonds are quoted In
the market at par. plus commissions.

The official reports Indicate that In
the ' region of Lodz the German
R. I. LACE FACTORY CLOSES.'
army under General von Mackenaen,
separated Into three parts by the American Textile Co. Feel* General
Russians, Is stubbornly defending
Business Depression,
Itself.
Pawtucket, R. 1.—The plant of the
Train service, newspapers and mails American Textile Company, the oldest
have been suspended in the Brus- j concern in New England engaged In
sels region, and it Is presumed this the manufacture of lace closed inIs for- the purpose of suppressing definitely. Lyman B. Guff, president
news of a movement of German of the corporation, said that luck ot
troops'to ths eastward.
orders and general depression la
The Austrians declared that they were business necessitated the action.
advancing continuously In Servia
About 06 men were employed until
and told of the capture of 900 men the outbreak of the European war,
when (he number was curtailed to 360,
and one cannon.
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